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Type Circuit function and organization Structure 

.Series MELPS 740 single-chip microcomputers 

M50708-XXXSP/FP 
6K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 128-Byte RAM, 

C, Si Serial I/O 

M50740A-XXXSP/FP 3K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 96-Byte RAM C, Si 

M50740ASP External .ROM type, 96-Byte RAM C, Si 

M50741-XXXSP/FP 4K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 96-Byte RAM C, Si 

M50742-XXXSP/FP 
4K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 128-Byte RAM, 

C, Si Serial I/O 

M50743-XXXSP/FP 4K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 128-Byte RAM C, Si 

M50744-XXXSP/FP 4K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 144-Byte RAM C, Si 

M50745-XXXSP/FP 6K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 192-Byte RAM C, Si 

M50746-XXXSP/FP 6K-Byte Mask-Prog. RO M, 144-Byte RAM C, Si 

M50747-XXXSP/FP 8K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 256-Byte RAM C, Si 

M50747H-XXXSP/FP 8K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 256-Byte RAM C, Si 

M50752-XXXSP 4K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 128-Byte RAM, 
C, Si High voltage port, CR oscillation type 

M50753-XXXSP/FP 
6K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 96-Byte RAM, 

C, Si 8-bit A-D converter 

M50754-XXXSP/FP/GP 6K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 160-Byte RAM, 
C, Si PWM, High voltage port, Serial I/O 

M50757-XXXSP 3K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 96-Byte RAM, 
C, Si High voltage port, CR oscillation type 

MS07SB-XXXSP 
3K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 96-Byte RAM, 

C, Si High voltage port, Ceramic oscillation type 

MS0930-XXXFP 4K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 128-Byte RAM,-
C, Si LCD controller/driver, Serial I/O 

MS0931-XXX FP 4K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 512-Byte RAM, 
C, Si LCD controller/driver, Serial I/O 

MS0932-XXXFP 
8K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 512-Byte RAM, 

C, Si LCD controller/driver, Serial I/O 

4K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 128-Byte RAM, 
M50940-XXXSP/FP 8-bit A-D converter, High voltage port, C, Si 

Serial I/O 

8K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 192-Byte RAM, 
MS0941-XXXSP/FP 8-bit A-D converter, High voltage port, C, Si 

Serial I/O· 

MS0943-XXXSP/FP 8K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 192-Byte RAM, 
C, Si 8-bit A-D converter, Serial I/O 

M50944-XXXSP/FP ** 
12K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 192-Byte RAM. 

C, Si 8-bit A-D converter, Two serial I/Os 

M50950-XXXSP 6K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 144-Byte RAM, 
C, Si High voltage port, Two serial I/Os 

M50951-XXXSP 4K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 144-Byte RAM, 
C, Si High voltage port, Two serial I/Os 

M50954-XXXSP/FP/GP 8K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 192-Byte RAM, 
C, Si PWM, High voltage port, Serial I/O 

M50955-XXXSP/FP/GP 10K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 192-Byte RAM, 
C, Si PWM, High voltage port, Serial 110 

10K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROivi, 256-8yte RAivi, 
M50957-XXXSP/FP PWM, High voltage port, 4-bit comparator, C, Si 

Serial I/O 

16K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 256-Byte RAM, 
M50959-XXXSP/FP PWM, High voltage port, 4-bit comparator C, Si 

Serial 110 

10K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 160-Byte RAM, 
M50963-XXXSP/FP 8-bit A-D converter, 5-bit D-A converter PWM, C, Si 

Serial 110 

6K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, l60-Byte RAM, 
M50964-XXXSP/FP 8-bit A-D converter, 5-bit D-A converter PWM, C, Si 

Serial liD 

** : Under development 
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INDEX BY FUNCTION 

Electrical characteristics 

Supply Typ. Min. Max. 
voltage pwr cycle fre- Package Page 

(V) dissipatioo time quency 
(mW) ("s) (MHz) 

5±10% 15 2 4 64P4B/72P6 2-28 

5±10% 15 2 4 52P4B/50P6 2-3 

5±10% 15 2 4 52P4B 2-3 

5±10% 15 2 4 52P4B/50P6 2-3 

5±10% 15 2 4 64P4B172P6 2-28 

5±10% 30 1 8 64P4B172P6 2-54 

5±10% 15 2 4 64P4B172P6 2-80 

5±10% 15 2 4 64P4B/60P6 2-108 

5±10% 15 2 4 64P4B172P6 2-80 

5±10% 30 1 8 64P4B/72P6 2-134 

5±5% 45 0.67 12 64P4B172P6 2-164 

5±10% 15 2 4 I 52P4B 2-175 

5±10% 15 2 4 64P4B/60P6 2-199 
.. - -~ 

I 
4~5, 5 20 1. 90 4.2 64P4B/72P6/ 2-228 

64P6W 

5±10% 15 2 4 52P4B 2-175 

5±10% 15 2 4 52P4B 2-175 

5±10% 20 1. 86 4.3 BOP6 2-265 

5±10% 20 1. 86 4.3 BOP6 2-265 

5±10% 20 1. 86 4.3 80P6 2-265 

5±10% 15 2 4 64P4B/72P6 2-300 

5±10% 15 2 4 64P4B/72P6 2-300 

5±10% 30 1 8 64P4B/60P6 2-334 

5±10% 15 1. 91 4.19 64P4B/64P6S 2-364 

5±10% 20 1.6 5 S2P4B 2-400 

5±10% 20 1.6 5 52P4B 2-400 

4~5.5 20 1. 90 4.2 64P4B172P6/ 2-228 
64P6W 

4~5.5 20 1. 90 4.2 
64P4B/72P61 2-228 
64P6W 

4~5.5 20 1. 90 4:2 64P4B172P6 2-433 

4~5.5 20 1. 90 4.2 64P4B172P6 2-433 

5±10% 15 2 4 64P4B172P6 2-472 

5±10% 15 2 4 64P4B/72P6 2-472 
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Type 

M37410M3-XXXFP 

M37410M4-XXXFP 

M37415M4-XXXFP 

M37450M2-XXXSP/FP 

M37450M4-XXXSP/FP 

M37450M8-XXXSP/FP 

M50734SP/FP 

M50734SP-l0 

M37450S1SP/FP 

M37450S2SP/FP 

M37450S4SP/FP 

* : New product 

1-4 

Circuit function and organization Structure 

**!6K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 192-Byte RAM, 
Serial 1/0, A-D converter, LCD controller/driver C, Si 

** 8K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 256-Byte RAM C, Si 

** 
8K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 512-Byte RAM, 

C, Si LCD controller/driver, Serial 1/0, DTMF generator 

4K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 128-Byte RAM, 
* 8-bit A-D converter, 8-bit D-A converter, UART, C, Si 

DBB .. 3-Timer, PWM 

* 8K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 256-Byte RAM C, Si 

* 16K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 384-Byte RAM C, Si 

External ROM and RAM type, 5-Timer, 8-bit A-D 
C, Si converter, Serial 1/0 

External ROM and RAM type, 5-Timer, 8-bit A-D 
C, Si converter, Serial 1/0 

* External ROM type .128-Byte RAM C, Si 

* External ROM type 256-Byte RAM C, Si 

* External ROM type 384-Byte RAM C, Si 

** : Under development 

. • MITSUBISHI 
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INDEX BY FUNCTION 

Electrical c~aracterjslics 

Supply Typ. Min. Max. 
voltage pwr cycle fre- Package Page 

(V) dissipation time quency 
(mW) (,us) (MHz) 

, 
5±10% 30 1 8 80P6S 2-503 

5±10% 30 1 8 80P6S 2-503 

4.5-5.5 20 2.5 3.2 80P6 2-534 

5±10% 30 0,8 10 64P4B/SOP6 2-565 

5±10% 30 0.8 10 64P4B/80P6 2-565 

5±10% 30 0,8 10 64P4B/80P6 2-565 

5±10% 30 1 8 64P4B172P6 2-625 

5±10% 35 0.8 10 64P4B 2-663 

5±10% 30 0,8 10 64P4B/80P6 2-608 

5±10% 30 0,8 10 64P4B/80P6 2-608 

5±10% 30 0.8 10 64P4B/SOP6 2-608 



Type Circuit function and organization Structure 

.Extended operating temperature version of microcomputers 
4K-Byte Mask-Prog, ROM,144-Byte RAM 

M50744T-XXXSP * Extended operating temperature version of C, Si 
M50744-XXXSP 

8K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM,256-Byte RAM 
M50747T -XXXSP * Extended operating temperature version of C, Si 

M50747-XXXSP 

6K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM,96-Byte RAM 
M50753T -XXXSP * Extended operating temperature version of C, Si 

M50753-XXXSP 

4K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM,128-Byte RAM 
M50930T-XXXFP * Extended operating temperature version of C, Si 

M50930-XXXFP 

.Piggyback type microcomputers (EPROM mounted type) 
M50740-PGYS Piggyback for MS0740/MS0741 C, Si 

M50742-PGYS Piggyback for MS0742/MS0708 C, Si 

M50743-PGYS Piggyback for MS0743 C, Si 

M50745-PGYS Piggyback for MS074S C, Si 

M50752-PGYS Piggyback for MS07S7/MS0752 C, Si 

M50753-PGYS Piggyback for MS07S3 C, Si 

M50931-PGYS Piggyback for MS0930/MS09311MS0932 C, Si 

M50941-PGYS Piggyback for MS0940/MS0941 C, Si 

M50950-PGYS Piggyback for MS09S0/MS09S1 C, Si 

M50955-PGYS Piggyback for MS07S4/MS09S4/MS09SS C, Si 

M50964-PGYS Piggyback for MS0964/MS0963 C, Si 

M37450PSS * Piggyback for M374S0M2/M4/M8-XXXSP C, Si 

M37450PFS * Piggyback for M374S0M2/M4/M8-XXXFP C, Si 

.Built-in EPROM type microcomputers 

M50746E-XXXSP/FP One time programmable, version of MS0746-
C, Si XXXSP/FP 

M50746ES/EFS EPROM version of MS0746-XXXSP/FP C, Si 

M50747E-XXXSP/FP One time programmable version of MS0747-
C, Si XXXSP/FP 

M50747ES/EFS EPROM version of MS0747-XXXSP/FP C, Si 

M50944E-XXXSP/FP ** One time programmable version of MS0944- C, Si XXXSP/FP 

M50944ES ** EPROM version of MS0944-XXXSP C, Si 

M509S7E-XXXSP ** One time programmable version of MS09S7-
C, Si XXXSP 

M50957ES ** EPROM version of MS09S7-XXXSP C, Si 

M50963E-XXXSP/FP One time programmable version of MS0963- C, Si XXXSP 

M50963ES/EFS EPROM version of MS0963-XXXSP/FP C, Si 

M37410E6-XXXFP ** One time programmable version of 
C, Si M37410M4-XXXFP 

M37450E4-XXXSP/FP * 
One time programmable version of 

C, Si M374S0M4-XXXSP/FP 

M374S0E4SS/FS * EPROM version of M374S0M4-XXXSP/FP C, Si 

* : New product ** : Under development 

• MITSUBISHI 
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INDEX BY FUNCTION 

Electrical characteristics 

Supply Typ, Min. Max. 
voltage pwr cycle fre- Package Page 

(V) dissipation time quency 
(mW) (liS) (MHz) 

5±10% 15 2 4 64P4B 3-3 

5±1O% 30 1 8 64P4B 3-7 

5±10% 15 2 4 64P4B 3-11 

5±1O% 20 1. 86 4.3 80P6 3-18 

5±5% - 2 4 52S1M 4-3 

5±5% - 2 4 64S1M 4-8 

5±5% - 1 8 64S1M 4-13 

5±5% - 2 4 64S1M 4-18 

5±5% - 2 4 52S1M 4-23 

5±5% - 2 4 64S1M 4-28 

5±5% - 2 4 80S6M 4-34 

5±5% - 2 4 64S1M 4-41 

5±5% - 1.6 5 52S1M 4-48 

5±5% - 1.9 4.2 64S1M 4-54 

5±5% - 2 4 64S1M 4-60 

5±5% - 0.8 10 64S1M 4-66 

5±5% - 0.8 10 80S6M 4-72 

5±5% 15 2 4 64P4B/72P6 5-3 

5±5% 15 2 4 64S1 B172S6 5-3 

5±5% 30 1 8 64P4B/72P6 5-18 

5±5% 30 1 8 64S1 B172S6 5-18 

5±5% 15 2 4 64P4B/64P6S 5-32 

5±5% 15 2 4 64S1B 5-32 

5±5% 20 1.9 4.2 64P48 5-47 

5±5% 20 1.9 4.2 64S1B 5-47 

5±5% 15 2 4 64P4B/72P6 5-57 

5±5% 15 2 4 64S1 B/72P6 5-57 

5±5% 30 1 8 80P6S 5-72 

5±5% 30 0.8 10 64P4B/80P6 5-81 

5±5% 30 0.8 10 64S1 B/80S6 5-,-81 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

INDEX BY FUNCTION 

Electrical characteristics 

Supply Typ. Min. 
Type Circuit function and organization Structure voltage pwr cycle 

(V) dissipation time 
(mW) ("s) 

.Series MELPS 8-48 8-bit microcomputer 
MSL8048-XXXP 1 K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 64-Byte RAM N,Si,ED 5±10% 325 2.5 

MSL803SLP External ROM type. 64-Byte RAM N,Si,ED 5±10% 325 2.5 

MSL8049-XXXP 
2K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 128-Byte RAM N,Si,ED 5±10% 500 1. 36 

MSL8049-XXXP-6 500 2.5 

MSL8039P-11 External ROM type, 128-Byte RAM N,Si,ED 5±10% 
500 1. 36 

MSL8039P-6 500 2.5 

M5L8049H1-XXXP 2K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 128-Byte RAM N,Si,ED 5±10% 350 1. 07 

M5L8039HLP-14 External ROM type, 128-Byte RAM N,Si,ED 5±10% 35Q 1. 07 

M5M80C49A-XXX P 
2K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 128-Byte RAM C,Si 5±10% 25 1. 36 M5M80C49H-XXXP 

MSM80C39AP 
External ROM type, 128-Byte RAM C,Si 5±10% 25 1. 36 M5M80C39HP 

MSMC49A-XXXFP 2K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 128-Byte RAM C,Si 5±10% 25 1. 36 MSMC49H-XXX FP 

M5M8050H-XXXP 4K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 256-Byte RAM N,Si,ED 5±10% 350 1. 36 

M5M8040HP External ROM type, 256-Byte RAM N,Si,ED 5±10% 350 1. 36 

M5M8050L-XXXP 4K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 256-Byte RAM N,Si,ED 5±10% 250 2.5 

M5M8040LP External ROM type. 256-Byte RAM N,Si,ED 5+10% 250 2.5 

.Series MELPS 8-41 8-bit microcomputer 

M5L8041A-XXXP Universal peripheral interface 
N,Si,ED 5±10%. 300 2.5 1 K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 64-Byte RAM 

M5L8041AH-XXXP Universal peripheral interface N,Si,ED 5±10% 450 1. 25 1 K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 64-Byte RAM 

MSL8042-XXXP Universal peripheral interface 
N,Si,ED 5±10% 450 1. 25 2K-Byte Mask-Prog. ROM, 128-Byte RAM 

.LSls for pheripheral circuit 
M50790SP I/O Expander(CE = low active) C,AI 4~14 - -

M50791SP I/O Expander(CE - low active) C,AI 4~11 - -

MSL8243P I/O Expander N,Si,ED 5±10% - -
M5M82C43P I/O Expander C,Si 5±10% - -

M5M82C43FP I/O Expander C,Si 5+10% - -

Note 1. AI=Aluminum gate. C=CMOS. ED=Enhancement depletion mode. N=N-channel. Si=Silicon gate 
Note 2. Refor to 1987 MITSUBISHI SEMICONDUCTORS SINGLE-CHIP 8-81T MICROCOMPUTERS Vol. 2. 
Note 3. Reforto 1986 MITSUBISHI SEMICONDUCTORS SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT MICROCOMPUTERS. 
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Max. 
fre-

quency 
(MHz) 

6 

6 

11 
6 

11 
6 

14 

14 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

6 

6 

6 

12 

12 

-

-
-
-

-

Package Remarks 

40P4 Note 2 

40P4 Note 2 

40P4 Note 2 

40P4 Note2 

40P4 Note 2 

40P4 Note 2 

40P4 Note 2 

40P4 Note 2 

42P6 Note 2 

40P4 Note 2 

40P4 Note 2 

40P4 Note 2 

40P4 Note 2 

40P4 Note 2 

40P4 Note2 

40P4 Note 2 

52P48 Note 3 

52P48 Note3 

24P4 Note 2 

24P4 Note2 

24P2W Note2 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT SYSTEMS 

Development support systems 

~ems Assembler 
Debugging machine 

Type 
Host machine 

Main unit Option board 

M50740A-XXXSP/FP 
M50741-XXXSP/FP PCA4040 
M50740ASP 
M50742-XXXSP/FP 

PCA4042 
M50708-XXXSP/FP 

M50743-XXXSP/FP 
PCA4043 
PAC4043R 

M50744-XXXSP/FP 
M507 44T -XXXSP PCA4044G02 

M50746-XXXSP/FP 
M50746E-XXXSP/FP PCA4044RG02 
M50746ES/EFS 

M50745-XXXSP/FP 
PCA4045 
PCA4045R 

M50747-XXXSP/FP PCA4047G02 
M50747H-XXXSP/FP PCA4047XG02* 
M50747T-XXXSP 
M50747E-XXXSP/FP PCA4047RG02* 

M50747ES/EFS PCA4047XRG02* 

M50752-XXXSP 
M50757 -XXXSP PCA4057 
M50758-XXXSP 
M50753-XXXSP/FP 
M50753T-XXXSP 

PCA4053 

M50754-XXXSP/FP/GP PCA4054G02 
M50954-XXXSP/FP/GP 
M50955-XXXSP/FP/GP PCA4054RG02 

M50957-XXXSP/FP PCA4054RG02 

M50957E-XXXSP (Reconstruct by order) 
CMOS 16-bit 

M50957ES ASM745 PCA4054RG02 
8-bit 

M50959-XXXSP/FP 
personal 

RASM745 PC4000E (Reconstruct by order) 
Series 

M50930-XXXFP 
computer 

SAMS745* 
MELPS 740 

M50930T -XXXFP 
(MS-DOS) PCA4093 

(Note2 ) 
M50931-XXXFP 

PCA4093R 
M50932-XXXFP 
M50940-XXXSP/FP PCA4094 
M50941-XXXSP/FP PCA4094R 
M50943-XXXSP/FP PCA4033 
M50944-XXXSP/FP 

PCA7044** 
M50944E-XXXSP/FP 
M50950-XXXSP 
M50951-XXXSP 

PCA4095 

M50964-XXXSP/FP 
PCA4064* 

M50963-XXXSP/FP 
M50963E-XXXSP/FP 

PCA4064R* 
M50963ES/EFS 
M37410M3-XXXFP 
M37410M4-XXXFP M37410T-OPT** 
M37410E6-XXXFP 
M37415M4-XXXFP ivi374i51-0PI** 
M37450M2-XXXSP/FP 
M37450M4-XXXSP/FP M37450T-OPT* 
M37450M8-XXXSP/FP M37450TX-OPT* 
M37450S1SP/FP 
M37450S2SP/FP 
M37450S4SP/FP M37450T-RTT* 
M37450E4-XXXSP/FP M37450TX-RTT* 
M37450E4SS/FS 
M50734SP/FP PCA4034G02* 
M50734SP-10 PCA4034RG02* 

* : Evaluation board *New product **Under development 
(Note 1) Notes on the operation temperature range when used for extended operating temperature version. 
(Note 2) MS-DOS" is a registered trade-mark of Microsoft" Inc. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Evaluation board 
Software or piggyback 

M50740-PGYS 

SDT745 
M50742-PGYS 

RTT745 
M50743-PGYS 

SDT745 M50746E-XXXSP/FP 
(Note 1 ) 

RTT745 M50746ES/EFS 

SDT745 
M50745'PGYS 

RTT745 

SDT745 M50747E-XXXSP/FP 
(Note 1 ) 

RTT745 M50747ES/EFS 

M50752-PGYS 

SDT745 M50753-PGYS 
(Note 1 ) 

RTT745 
M50955-PGYS 

M50957E-XXXSP/FP 
SDT745 

M50957ES 
RTT745 

SDT745 
M50931-PGYS 

RTT745 (Note 1 ) 

SDT745 
M50941-PGYS 

RTT745 
PCA4333G02 • 

M50944E-XXXSP/FP** 
M50944ES** 

SDT745 
M50950-PGYS 

M50963E-XXXSP/FP 

M50963ES/EFS 
RTT745 M50964PGYS 

M37410E6-XXXFP** 

-
SDT745 

M37450PSS/FS 

M37450E4-XXXSP/FP 

RTT745 M37450E4SS/FS 

SDT745 -
RTT745 
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DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT 'SYSTEMS 

Program writing adapter for EPROM version 

MELPS 740 EPROM version 
microcomputers 

M50746E-XXXSP 
M50746ES 
M50747E-XXXSP 
M50747ES 
M50963E-XXXSP 
M50963ES 
M50746E-XXXFP 
M50746EFS 
M50747E-XXXFP 
M50747EFS 
M50963E-XXXFP 
M50963EFS 
M50944E-XXXFP 
M50957E-XXXSP 
M50957ES 
M37450E4-XXXSP 
M37450E4SS 
M37450E4-XXXFP 
M37450E4FS 
M37410E6-XXXFP 

* . New product 

1-8 

Program writing adapter 
for EPROM version 

PCA4700G02 

PCA4701G02 

PCA4714* 

PCA4703 

PCA4710 

PCA4711 

PCA4705* 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

FUNCTION CODE 
Mitsubisi integrated circuits may be ordered using the following simplified alphanumeric type-codes which define the func
tion of the IC/LSls and the package style. 

1. Mitsubishi Original Producs 

Example 1. M 5 07 40 - 001 SP -2 

T 
- ,- - ,- - r- - ;- -

M : Mitsubishi integrated prefix 

Temperature range 
5 : Standard industrial/commercial 

(0 to 70175°C or -20 to 85°C) 

9 : High reliability 

Series designation using 1 or 2 alphanumeric chracters. 
01~09 : CMOS 

1 : Linear circuit 
3 : TTL 
10~19 : Linear circuit 
32~33 : TTL 

41 ~47 : TTL (the others) 

81 : P-channel aluminum-gate MOS 
84 : CMOS . 

85 : P-channel silicon-gale MOS 
86 : P-channel aluminum-gate MOS 

87 : N-channel silicon-gate MOS 
88 : P-channel aluminum-gate ED-MOS 
89 : CMOS 
9 : DTL 
SO~S2 : Schottky TTL 

Circuit function identification code using 2 digits. 

A character next to 2-digit alphanumeric characters, "T", is represented 
using for automobile/industrial 

Mask ROM number. 

Package style 
K : Glass-sealed ceramic flat package 

P .: Molded plastic 
FP : Molded plastic flat package 

GP : Molded plastic flat package 
SP : Molded plastic shrink package 

S : Metal-sealed ceramic 

- Electrical characteristic identification code using 1 or 2 digits. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Example 2. M 3 74 50 E 4 

T 
-, - r 

, 

1-10 

001 SP 
-r- - r-

'----

. MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

M : Mitsubishi integrated prefix 

3 : Represent an original single-chip microcomputer 

Series designation using 2 alphanumeric chracters 

Circuit function identification code using 2 digits 

Memory identification code using a digit 
E : EPROM 
M : Mask ROM 
N : Mask ROM+EEPROM 
P : Piggyback 
5 : External ROM 

Memory size identification code using a digit 

Normally, using hyphen. 
When electrical characteristic, or division of quality identification 
code using alphanumeric character. 
T : For automobile/industrial 

Mask ROM number 

Package style 
J : PLCC, or SOJ package 
K : Glass-sealed ceramic flat package 
P : Molded plastic DIP 
FP : Molded plastic flat package 
F5 : Ceramic flat package 
GP : Molded plastic flat package 
5P : Molded plastic shrink package 
5 : Ceramic (layered type) package 
55 : Ceramic shrink package 

• MITSUBISHI 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

2. PACKAGE CODE 
Package style may be specified by using the following simplified alphanumeric code. 

Example: 42 P 4 B 
'-----+--+---+--Number. of pins 

'---+--+--Package structure 
K : Glass-sealed ceramic 
P : Molded plastic 
S : Metal-sealed ceramic 

Package outline 
1 : DIP 
2 : SOP 
4 : DIP 
6 : QFP 

Secondary outline code 
Special-purpose secondary codes describing outline are included as necessary. For 

details, contact your sales representative. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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TYPE 24P2W 24-PIN MOLDED PLASTIC SOP 

CD 
I. 27±O. 21 

o 
® 

,II. O. 4±O. 1 

o 
+1 
N 

TYPE 24P4 24-PIN MOLDED PLASTIC DIP 

2 .54±O. 25 

1-12 

O.S±O.I 

1 2+ 0 . 3 
. -~.I 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

PACKAGE OUTLINES 

Dimension in mm 

Dimension in mm 

IS.2~17 ~ 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

PACKAGE OUTLINES 

TYPE 40P4 40-PIN MOLDED PLASTIC DIP Dimension in mm 

51 5 . ~. ~. 
-------------1 

~:~ :::::::::::: ~::~----'-
CD !lO) 

15 24 • 0 3 

:\ . . --l --+5.5MAX 

~0.5LIN ,2.BMIN ~' I 0.25 f ~65 

I : 
12.54-0.25 1 0.5±0.1 

i 1.2 -=g~ 

TYPE 42P6 42-PIN MOLDED PLASTIC QFP 

()2! 

@ 

0 ® ~I 

0 

+1 
00 

0 0 0 

@ 

\ 1.5±O.2 

~DDggg.gggggtu~u I L. 9.2.0 .. 2 ~ I~ ~ 
• 14.4±0.3. .. 

o o 0 

+1 +1 
N '" 00 

o 

• MITSUBISHI 
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--+- . 
15.2· 17 

Dimension in mm 

1.7±O.2 

14.B±O.3 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

PACKAGE OUTLINES 

TYPE 50P6 50-PIN MOLDED PLASTIC FLAT 
Dimension in mm 

o 

til 
0' 

t=3E::::'03- _1 
--I 

(j~ , (J~ 8~", 
00 

+1 

~ ]0] 0 0000 000 00 0 ik==c~, 
I
' ~ - 12.4+0.2 J 1-1· 1.5±0.2 

. 18±O.3 . 

~~~ 
+1 

r-:j-~-nP 0'00000 [)j] O°tr 
o J L 1O±O.2 -=ru-+1 . , - "" 
~ !1.5±O.2 15 .6±O.3 ~ 

TYPE 52P48 52-PIN MOLDED PLASTIC DIP(LEAD PITCH 1.778mm) 

1. 778±O.25 

1-14 • MITSUBISHI 
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TYPE 52S1 M 52-PIN PIGGYBACK DIP 

50.8 

~ @ 
2.54 

.J;§f;;mm1;~i~ ~ . . -Jl-~ ~ 
1.778 . 0 46+0. 10 O. 9±0. 1 

. -0.10 

TYPE 60P6 SO-PIN MOLDED PLASTIC QFP 

o 

o o 
<D @ ...... '" 

00 

, . 13.2+0.2 ~ 'f 

~UU'uDDDDDDDDDDDD u'l 

o 
+1 
<Xl 

o 

1.~±O.2 -t- . ~I . 18±0.3 0 
,. 0 +1 

tll ~ 
c::i 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

PACKAGE OUTLINES 

Dimension in mm 

Dimension in mm 

13.2±0.3 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

PACKAGE OUTLINES 

TYPE 64P4B 64-PIN MOLDED PLASTIC DIP(LEAD PITCH 1.77Bmm) Dimension in mm 

(I) 

1.778 ± 0.25 

56 4+0.5 
. -0.2 

TYPE 64P6S 64-PIN MOLDED PLASTIC QFP 
14±O.2 

L 1I8) ~ I, 

o. 3±O. 1 8 en N I 

CD 

O. 65±O. 15 

Dimension in mm 

f-----'----- ~--------_n----"'_+. iiI 
~~ ~ _ Annonnnnooooornh 

l . I 
I 

z 

16. 8±O. 3 

1-16 

~ 

3 
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TYPE 64P6W 64-PIN MOLDED PLASTIC QFP 

cDN 
00 

00 

~onnnonnrlonnnOon; I 
20. O±O. 15 ~' 

I· 25. 2 + O. 3 I m 
cD 

N 

TYPE 64S1 B 64-PIN CERAMIC DIP 

585MAX 

~4 

0 
T" 

J. ~'INDEX 

33 

32 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

PACKAGE OUTLINES 

Dime!lsion in mm 

14.0±0.15 

r

Jfl nnnon nn n r._~_NO_m_~t--. ---+-

19.2±0.3 --=:J 

Dimension in mm 

x 
<t 
2 
en 
en 
m 

z 

r:·25 ±O.08 . 
. t1.5 
I 19.05 0 
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TYPE 64S1M 64-PIN PIGGYBACK DIP 

D 

CD 

58.0±0.6 

2.54±0.25 
--t -r--

---~ 

~-x 

~ , 'r~J -::2~ 
_..l-J-l-. 778 ±O.25 ' 09+0.3 ' ,C!:= 

. -0.1 -::2 
o 

, 0.46±0.1 M, 

TYPE 72P6 72-PIN MOLDED PLASTIC QFP 

1-18 

Ii) 

o 
+1 
~ 
o 

1=== 

.... Ii) 

~~ 

CD 

001 '~-,--_____ --, 
+~I l_ ,...{~O-ODDDDODDODODDOODDDD l-L

1

' 1 +02 
a Ii""' I' 18+0.2 ' I I I .5_. 

" 23.6±0.3 , 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

PACKAGE OUTLINES 

Dimension in mm 

15.24±0.3 

, -I-- 0.25:!=~:~~ 
19.05±0.3 

Dimension in mm 



TYPE 72S6 72-PIN MOLDED CERAMIC QFP 

® 

N 

a 
+1 
r--
N 

@ 

O. 8±O. 2 
¢8. 3±O. 1 

TYPE 80P6 80-PIN MOLDED PLASTIC QFP 

r--. LO : 
001 

~~fj 
a rl 20±O.2 1.3±O.2 

i""k~~~~-=2=5.2±O.3c_~~ __ --7t 

N N 

a a 
+1 +1 
N OC> 

M ro 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

PACKAGE OUTLINES 

Dimension in mm 

Dimension in mm 

1.3±O.2 
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TYPE BOP6S BO-PIN MOLDED PLASTIC QFP 
_, ___ 1,-",4+0.2 

$~ 

N 

o 
+1 
"" 

x 

O. om "I 1 ",. , ", ~ ~J\ 
_~Jtooooo~nnonrJ[umm_ j~ 0 

",,0' 1 '--1oJ "" J I ~ I 
16. 8±0. 3 I 

TYPE BOS6 BO-PIN MOLDED CERAMIC QFP 

{~ 

.. / II 

~ CD'I 
- I I O. 80+0. 2 

1-20 

25. 2±0. 2 

, 
i 

N 

o 
+1 
g 
..; 

i I 0.38TYP 
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N 

o 
+1 
N 

m 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

PACKAGE OUTLINES 

Dimension in mm 

~nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn~ 
I 16.8±0.3 I 

Dimension in mm 



TYPE BOS6M BO-PIN PIGGYBACK QFP 

i@ 

~-
1° 

"I~I 
Index on the package ' 

Index on the socket ( 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

PACKAGE OUTLINES 

Dimension in mm 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

LETTER SYMBOLS FOR THE DYNAMIC PARAMETERS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A system of letter symbols to be used to represent the 

dynamic parameters of intergrated circuit memories and 

other sequential circuits especially for single-chip micro

computers, microprocessors and LSls for peripheral 

circuits has been discussed internationally in. the TC47 

of the International Electrotechnical Committee (IEC). 

Finally the IEC has decided on the meeting of TC47 in 

February 1980 that this system of letter symbols will be 

a Central Office document and circulated to all countries 

to vote which means this system of letter symbols will 

be a international standard. 

The system is applied in this LSI data book for the 

new products only. Future editions of this data book 

will be applied this system. The I EC document whiCh 

describes "Letter symbols for dynamic parameters of 

sequential integrated circuits, including memories" is 

introduced below. In this data book, the dynamic para

meters in the I EC document are applied to timing 

requirements and switching characteristics. 

2. LETTER SYMBOLS 

The system of letter symbols outlined in this document 

enables symbols to be generated for the dynamic para

meters of complex sequential circuits, including memo

ries, and also allows these symbols to' be abbreviated to 

simple mnemonic symbols when no ambiguity ,is likely 

to arise. 

2.1. General Form 

The dynamic parameters are represented by the general 

symbol of the form:-

tA(BC-DC)F ..................................... (1) 

where: 

Subscript A indicates the type of dynamic parameter 

being represented, for example; cycle 

time, setup time, enable time, etc. 

Subscript B indicates the name of the signal or terminal 

for which a change of state or level (or 

establishment of a state' or level) con

stitutes a signal event assumed to occur 

first, that is, at the beginning of the time 

interval. If this event actually occurs last, 

that is, at the end of the time interval, 

the value of the time interval is negative. 

Subscript C indicates the direction of the transition 

and/or the final state or level of the signal 

represented by B. When two letters are 

used, the initial state or level is also indi

cated. 

Subscript D indicates the name of the signal or terminal' 

·for which a change of state or level (or 

establishment of a state or level) consti

tutes a signal 'event assumed to occur last, 

that is, at the end of the time interval. If 

this event actually occurs first, that is, at 

the beginning of the time interval, the 

value of the time interval is negative. 

Subscript E indicates the direction of the transition 

and/or the final state or level of the signal 

represented by D. When two letters are 

used, the initial state or level is also indi

cated. 

Subscript F indicates additional information such as 

mode of operation, test conditions, etc. 
Note 1 Subscripts A to F may each consists of one or more letters 

2 Subscripts 0 and E are not used for transition times. 

3 The "-" in the symbol (1) above is used to indicate "to"; hence the sym· 

bol represents the time interval from signal event B occuring to signal 

event D occuring, and it is important to note that this ,convention is used 

for all dynamic parameters including hold times. Where no misunder

standing can occur the hyphen may be omitted. 

2.2. Abbreviated Form 

The general symbol given above may be abbreviated 

when no misunderstanding is likely to arise. For example 

to: 

or tA(B) 

or tA(D) often used for hold times 

or tAF no brackets are used in this case 

or tA 

or tBC-DE often used for unclassified time 

intervals 

2.3. Allocation of Subscripts 

In allocating letter symbols for the subscripts, the most 

commonly used subscripts are given single letters where 

practicable and those less commonly used are designated 

by up to three letters. As far as possible, some form of 

mnemonic representation is used. Longer letter symbols 

may be used for specialised signals or terminals if this 

aids understanding. 

3. SUBSCRIPT A 
(For Type of Dynamic Parameter 

The subscript A represents the type of dynamic para

meter to be designated by the symbol and, for memo

ries, the parameters may be divided into two classes: 

a) those that are timing requirements for the memory 

and 
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LETTER SYMBOLS FOR THE DYNAMIC PARAMETERS 

b) those that are characteristics of the memory. 

The letter symbols so far proposed for memory circuits 

are listed in sub·clauses 3.1 and 3.2 below. 

All subscripts A should be in lower·case. 

3.1. Timing Requirements 

The letter symbols for the timing requirements of semi· 

conductor memories are as follows: 

Term 

Cycle time 

Time interval between two signal events 

Fall time 

Hold time 

Precharging time 

Rise time 

Recovery time 

Retresh time interval 

Setup time 

Transition time 

Pulse duration (width) 

3.2. Characteristics 

Subscript 

c 
d 

f 

h 

pc 

rec 

rf 

su 

w 

The letter symbols for the dynamic characteristics of 

semiconductor memories are as follows: 

. Characteristic Subscript 

Access time a 
Disable time dis 
Enable time en 
Propagation time p 

Recovery time rec 
Transition time T 
Valid time v 
Note: Recovery time for use as a characteristic is limited to sense recovery time 

4. SUBSCRIPTS BAND D 
(For Signal Name or Terminal Name) 

The leftersymbols for the signal name or the name of 

the terminal are as given below. 

All subscripts Band D should be in upper-case. 

Signal or terminal Subscript 

Address A 

CloC;k C 

Column address CA 

Column address strobe CAS 

Data input D 

Data input/output DO 

Chip enable E 

Erasure ER 
Output enable G 
Program PR 
Data output 0 
Read R 
Row address RA 
Row address strobe RAS 
Refresh RF 
Read/Write RW 
Chip select S 
Write (write enable) W 

Note 1 In the letter symbols for time intervals. bars over 1he subscripts, tor ex

ample CAS, should not be used 

2 It should be noted, when further letter symbols are chosen, that the sub

script should not end with H, K, V, X, or Z. (See clause 5) 

3 If the same terminal. or signal. can be used for two functions (for example 

Data input/output, ReadlvVritel the waveform should be labelled with the 

dual function, if appropriate, but the symbols for the dynamic parameters 

should include only that part of the subscript relevant to the parameter 

5. SUBSCRIPTS C AND E 
(For Transition of Signal) 

The following symbols are used to represent the level or 
state of a signal: . 

Transition of signal 

High logic level 

Low logic level 

Subscript 

H 

L 

Valid steady-state level (either low or high) V 

Unknown, changing, or 'don't care' level X 

High-impedance state of three-state output Z 

. The direction of transition is expressed by two letters, 

the direction being from t,he state represented by the 

first letter to that represented by the second letter, with 

the letters being as given above. 

When no misunderstanding can occur, the first letter 

may be omitted to give an abbreviated symbol for sub

scripts C and E as indicated below. 

All subscripts G and E should be in upper-case. 

Subscript 

Examples Full Abbreviated 

Transition from high level to 
low level HL L 

Transition from low level to 
high level LH H 

Transition from unknown or 
changing state to valid state XV V 

Transition from valid state to 
unknown or changing state VX X 
Transition from high-impedance 
state to valid state ZV V 

Note: Since subscripts C and E may be abbreviated. and since subscripts Band 0 

may contain an indeterminate number of, letters, it is necessary to put the 

restriction on the subscripts Band 0 that they should not end with H. L. 

V. X. or Z. so as to avoid possible confusion. 

'MITSUBISHI . 
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LETTER SYMBOLS FOR THE DYNAMIC PARAMETERS 

6. SUBSCRIPT F (For Additional Information) 
If necessary, subscript F is used to represent any addi

tional qualification of the parameter such as mode of 

operation, test conditions, etc_ The letter symbols for 

subscript F are given below_ 

Subscript F should be in upper-case_ 

Modes of operation 

Power-down 

Page-mode read 

Page-mode write 

Read 

Refresh 

Read-modify-write 

Read-write 

Write 

1-24 

Subscript 

PO 

PGR 

PGW 

R 

RF 

RMW 

RW 

W 
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SYMBOLOGY 

FOR DIGITAL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
New symbol Forlrler symbol 

C, 

Co 

CI/O 

C,(,,) 

f(,,) 

IBB 

I BB(AV) 

ICC 

ICC(AV) 

ICC(PO) 

100 

IOO(AV) 

IGG 

IGG(AV) 

I, 

I'H 

I,L 

ILOAD 

IpE/•K 

10H 

10L 

10Z 

10ZH 

10ZL 

lOS 

ISS 

Pd 

NEW 

NRA 

R, 

RL 

ROFF 

RON 

ta 

tarA) ta(AD) 

ta(CAS) 

tatE) ta (CE) 

ta(G) ta (OE) 

ta(PR) 

ta(RAS) 

ta (S) ta (CS) 

tc 

tCR tc (RO) 

tc RF tC(REF) 

tCPG tC(PG) 

Input capilCitJnce 

Output capacitClnce 

Input/output terminal capacitance 

Input capacitance of clock Input 

Frequency 

Clock frequency 

Current-the current Into;m Integrated circuit terminal is dC!fined <JS" rlOsilive villue ilnd the current out of J terminal is defined as a negative value 

Supr1y current from VAB 

Average supply current from Ves 

Supply current trom Vee 

Avarage supply current from Vee 

Power·down supply current from Vee 

Supply current from Voo 

Average supply current from VOO 

Supply current from VGG 

Average supply current from VGG 

Input current 

High·level input current-the value of the Input current when VOH is applied 10 the input considered 

Low-level input current-the value of the input current when VOL is applied to the input considered 

Built-in resistor current 

Peak current 

High-level output current-the value of the output current when VOH is applied to the output considered 

Low-level output current-the v;]lue of the output current when VOL is applied to the output considered 

Off-state (high-impedance state) output current-the current into an output haVing a three-state capability with input condition so applied that 

it will establish according 10 the product specification, the off (high-impedance) state at the output 

Off-state (high-impedance state) output current, with high-level voltage applied to the output 

Off-state (high-impedance state) output current, with low-level-voltage applied to the output 

Short-circuit output current 

Supply current from Vss 

Power dissipation 

Number of erase/write cycles 

Number of read access un refreshed 

Input resistance 

External load resistance 

Off-state output resistance 

On-state output resistance 

Access time-the time interval belwe!'!n the application of a specified input pulse during a read cycle and the availability of valid data signal at an output 

Address access time-the time interval between the application of an address input pulse and the availability of valid data signals al an output 

Column address strobe access time 

Chip enable access lime 

Output enable access time 

Data access time after program 

Row address strobe access time 

Chip select access lime 

Cycle time 

Read cycle time-the time interval between the start of a read cylce and the start of the next cycle 

Refresh cycle time-the time interval between successive signals that are intended to restore the level in a dynamic memory cell 10 its original level 

Page-mode cycle time 
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New symbol Former symbo', Parameter-definition 

tCRMW tc (AMR) Read-~odify.write cycle time-the time interval between the start of a cycle in which the memory is read and new data is entered. and the start of 

the next cycle 

tew 

td 

te(WR) Write cycle time-the time interval between the start of a write cycle and the Slart of the next cycle 

td (¢) 

td (CAS-RAS) 

I 
Delay time-the time between the specified reference points on two pulses 

Delay time between clock pulses-e.g .. symbology, delay time. clock 1 to clock 2 or clock 2 10 clock 1 

Delay time, column address strobe to row address strobe 

td(CAS-W) td(CAS WR) Delay time, column address strobe to write 

td IRAS-CAS) Delay lIrne, row address strobe 10' column address strobe 

td(RAS-W) td(RAS-WR) Delay lime, row address slroQe to \\!rllC 

tdi S (R- 0) td IS (R- DA) Output disable time after read 

tdiS(S) tpXZ(CS) Output disable time after chip select 

tdis (W) t PXZ( WR) Output disable time after write 

tDHL 

tDLH 

High-level to low-level delay time } 

Low-level to high-level delay time 

the time interval between specified reference POints on the input qnd on the output pulses, when the output is 

gomg to the low (high) level and when the device is driven With a speCified loading networks 

ten (A-Q) tPZV(A-OQ) Output enable time aiter address 

ten (R-Q) tPZV(R-DQ) Output enable tlrne aiter read 

ten (S-Q) t PZX (eS-DQ) Output enable time aiter chip setect 

t f Fall time 

th Hold time-the interval of time during whictl a signal at a specified input terminal appears after an active transition occurs at another specified Input terminal 

th IA) th (AO) Address hold time 

th (AO-CE) Chip enable hold Ilme.after address 

th (AD-PRO) Proqrarn hotd time alter address 

th (A-E) 

th(A-PR) 

th(CAS-CA) Column address hold tnile after column address strobe 

th(CAS-D) th(CAS-OA) Data-in hold time after column address strobe 

th (CAS-Q) th (CAS-OUT) Data-out hold time after column address strobe 

th ICAS-RAS) Row address strobe hold lirne after column address strobe 

th (CAS-W) thlcAS-WR) Write hold time after column address strobe 

th(D) thiDA) Data-In hold tir'1e 

th(D-PR) 

th (E) 

th IE-D) 

th(E-G) 

th(R) 

th (DA-PRO) Program hold time after data-in 

th (CE) Chip enable hold time 

th (CE-OA) Data-In hold time after chip enable 

th (CE-OE) Output enable hold time after chip enable 

th (AD) Read hold time 

t hi RAS-CA) 

thIRAS-CAS) 

Column address hold tnne after row address strobe 

Column address strobe hold time after row address strobe 

th (RAS-D) the RAS-DA) Data-in hold time after row address strobe 

tti (RAS- W) th (RAS-WR) Write hold time after row ilddress strobe 

th (S) th (CS) Chip select hold time 

th(W) th(WR) Write hold time 

th (W-CAS) th (WR-CAS) Column address strobe hold time after write 

th(W~O) th(WR'DA) Data-in hold time after write 

th (W~ AAS) th (WR-RAS) Row address hold time after write 

tP"L 

tpLH 

tr 

trec(w) lwr 

treC(PD) tR(PD) 

tsu 

tsu (A) tSU(AD) 
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High-level to low-level propagation time 

Low-level to high-level propagation time 

Rise time 

} 
the time interval between specified reference points on the input and on the output pulses when the 
output is going to the low (high) level and when the device is driven and loaded by typical devices 
of stated type 

Write-recovery time-the time interval between the termination of a write pulse and the initiation of a new cycle 

Power-down recovery time 

Setup time-the timE interval between the application of a signal which is maintained at a speciifed input terminal and a consecutive active 

, tarnsition at another specified input terminal 

Address setup time 
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New symbol Former symbol Paramewr-defini lion 

Isu (A-E) Isu (AD-GE) Chip enable setup ll1ne before address 

ISU(A-W) Isu (AD-WR) Write setup time before address 

Isu ICA-AAS) Row address strobe setup time before column address 

Isu (D) Isu (DA) Data-in setup time 

Isu (D-E) Isu (DA-GE) Chip enable setup time before data-In 

ISU(D-W) ISU(DA-WR' Write setup time before data· in 

Isu (E) Isu (GE) Chip enable setup time 

Isu I E-P) Isu IGE-P) Precharg8 setup time before chip enable 

Isu (G-E) Isu IOE-GE) Chip enable setup time before output enable 

Isu I poE) Isu IP-GE) Chip enable setup time before precharge 

ISUI PD ) Power-down setup tllne 

Isu I R) Isu IRD) Read setup tll11e 

Isu I R-CAS) tsu (RA-CAS) Column address strobe setup tll11e before read 

Isu IRA-CAS) Colu rl1n address strobe setup llmc before row address 

Isu IS) Isu (CS) Chip select setup \lrllC 

Isu (S-W) Isu ICS-WR) Write setup time before chip select 

Isu(W) ISu(WR) Write setup time 

tTHL High level to low, level transition time } the time interval between specified reference points on of the output pulse when the output is 

ITLH 
going to the low (high) level and when a specified input applied through a specified rwtwork (jnd 

Low·level· to high· level transition time the output is loaded by another specified network 

Iv (A) Idv ('AD) Data valid tnne after (lddress 

Iv (E) Idv (CE) Data valid time after chip enable 

Iv (E)PR IV(CE)PR Dilta valid lime after chip enable In program mode 

Iv (G) Iv (OE) Datil valid lime ufter output enabl'e 

Iv (PR) Dilla valid lime allel program 

Iv (S) Iv (CS) Della valid time after chip select 

Iw Pulse Width (pulse duration) the time interval between specified reference points on the leading and training edges of the waveforms 

I WIE ) IWICE) Chip enable pulse width 

IW(EH) IW(CEH) Chip enable high pulse width 

IW(EL) IW(EL) Chip enable low pulse width 

IW(PR) Program pulse Width 

IW(R) IW(RD) Read pulse width 

Iw(S) Iw(CS) Chip select pulse width 

Iw(W) IW(WR) Wrtie pulse width 

IWI ¢) Clock pulse width 

Ta Ambient temperature 

Topr Operating temperature 

Tstg Storage temperature 

VBB VBB supply voltage 

VCC Vee supply voltage 

VOD Voo supply voltage 

VGG VGG supply voltage 

V, Input voltage 

V,H High-level input voltage-the value of the permitted hiQh-state voltage at the input 

V,L Low-level input voltclge-the value of the permitted low-state voltage at the input 

Vo Output voltage 

VOH High-level output voltage-the value of the guaranteed high-state voltage range at the output 

VOL Low-level output voltage-the value of the guaranteed low-state voltage runge at the output 

VSS Vss supply voltage 

Note 1. These letter symbols are based on the lEG publication 148 except a part of them, 
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QUALITY ASSURANCE AND RELIABILITY TESTING 

1 INTRODUCTION 
IC & LSI have made rapid technical progress in electrical 
performances of high integration, high speed, and sophisti
cated functionality. And now they have got boundless wider 
applications in electronic systems and electrical ap
pliances. 

To meet the above trend of expanding utilization of IC & 

LSI, Mitsubishi considers that it is extremely important to 

supply stable quality and high reliable products to cus
tomers. 

Mitsubishi Electric places great emphasis on quality as a 
basic policy "Quality First", and has striven always to im
prove quality and reliability. 

Mitsubishi has already developed the Quality Assurance 
System covering design, manufacturing, inventory and de
livery for IC & LSI, and has supplied highly reliable pro
ducts to customers for many years. The following articles 

describe the Quality Assurance System and, examples of 
reliability control for Mitsubishi Single-chip 8-bit Micro
computer. 

2. QUALITY ASSURANCE SYSTEM 
The Quality Assurance System places emphasis on built-in 
reliability in deSigning and built-in quality in manufacturing. 
The System from development to delivery is summarized in 
Fig.1. 

2.1 Quality Assurance in Designing 
The following steps are applied in the designing stage for a 
new product. 

(1) Setting of perfomance, quality and reliability target for 
new product. 

(2) Discussion of performance and quality for circuit de

sign, device structure, process, material and package. 
(3) Verification of design by CAD system to meet standar

dized deSign rule. 

(4) Functional evaluation for bread-board device to confirm 
electrical performance. 

(5) Reliability evaluation for TEG (Test Element Group) 

chip to detect basic failure mode and investigate fai
lure mechanism. 

(6) Reliability test (In-house qualification) for new product 
to confirm quality and reliability target. 

(7) Decision of pre-production from the standpoint of per

formance, reliability, production flow/conditions, pro
duction capability, delivery and etc. 

2.2 Quality Assurance in Manufacturing 
Quality assurance in manufacturing is performed as follows. 
(1) Environment control such as temperature, humidiiy and 

dust as well as deionized water and utility gases. 
(2) Maintenance and calibration control for automatized 

manufacturing equipments, automatic testing equip
ments, and measuring instruments. 

(3) Material control such as silicon wafer, lead frame, 

packaging material, mask and chemicals. 
(4) In-process inspections in wafer-fabrication, assembly 

and testing. 
(5) 100% final inspection of electrical characteristics, 

visual inspection and burn-in, if necessary. 
(6) Quality assurance test 

-Electrical characteristics and visual inspection, lot by 
lot sampling 
-Environment and endurance test, periodical sampling. 

(7) Inventory and shipping control, such as storage en
vironment, date code identification, handling and ESD 
(Electro Static Discharge) preventive procedure. 

2.3 'Reliability Test 
To verify the reliability of a product as described in the Mit
subishi Quality Assurance System, reliability tests are per
formed at three different stages in new product develop

ment, pre-production and mass-production. 
At the development of a new product the reliability test 
plan is fixed corresponding to the quality and reliability 
target of each product, respectively. The test plan includes 

in-house qualification test and TEG evaluation, if necessary. 
TEG chips are designed and prepared for new device 
structure, new process and new material. 
After the proto-type product has passed the in-house qual
ification test, the product advances to the pre-production. In 
the pre-production stage, the specific reliability tests are 
programmed and performed again to verify the quality of 

pre-production product. 
In the mass production, the reliability tests are performed 
periodically to confirm the quality of the mass production 
product according to the quality assurance test program. 
Table 1 shows an example of reliability test program for 
plastic encapsulatedlC & LSI. 

Table 1 TYPICAL RELIABILITY TEST PROGRAM 
FOR PLASTIC ENCAPSULATED IC & LSI 

Group Test Test condition 

1 Solderability 230'C, 5sec. Rosin flux 

Soldering heat 260'C, 10sec. 

2 Thermal shock -55'C, 125'C, 15cycles 

Temperature cycling -65'C, 150'C, 100cycles 

3 Lead fatigue 2509r, 90', 2arcs 

Shock 1500G, O. 5msec. 

20G, 100-2000Hz 
4 Vibration X, Y, Z direction 

4min'/cycle, 4cycles/direction 

Constant acceleration 20000G, Y direction, 1 min. 

5 Operation life 
Ta=125'C, Vccmax 

1000hours 

6 
High temperature 
storage life 

Ta=150'C,1000hours 

High temperature and 
85'C, 85%, 1000hours 

7 high humidity 

Pressure cooker 121'C, 100%, 100hours 
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2.4 Returned Product Control generated to the customer upon completion of the analysis. 
The failure analysis result enforces taking corrective action 
for the design, fabrication, assembly or testing of the pro
duct to improve reliability and realize lower failure rate. 

When failure analysis is requested by a customer, the 
failed devices are returned to Mitsubishi Electric via the 
sales office of Mitsubishi using the form of "Analysis Re
quest of Returned Product" 
Mitsubishi provides various failure analysis equipments to 

analyze the returned product. A failure analysis report is 

Fig. 2 shows the procedure of returned product control from 
customer. 
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3 RELIABILITY TEST RESULTS 
The reliability test results for Mitsubishi Single-chip 8-bit 

Microcomputers are shown in Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4. 

Table 2 shows the result of endurance tests of high tempar

ature operation life and high temperature storage life test 

for. representative types of Single-chip 8-bit Microcompu

ters, MELPS 740, MELPS 8-48, MELPS 8-41, and Peripher
al LSls. 

From Table 2, the combined failure rate of Mitsubishi Sing

le-chip 8-bit Microcomputers is calculated 0.16% 11 OOOhours 

at 125'C ambient temperature operation. 
Table 2 ENDURANCE TEST RESULTS 

Test Series 

High Temperature MELPS 740 
Operation Life 

MELPS 8-48 

MELPS 8-41 

Peripheral 

High Temperature MELPS 740 
Storage Life 

MELPS 8-48 

MELPS 8-41 

Peripheral 

Low Temperature MELPS 740 
Storage Life 

MELPS 8-48 

MELPS 8-41 

Type Number 

M50740A-XXXSP 
M50743-XXXSP 
M50744-XXXSP 
M50745-XXXFP 
M50747-XXXSP 
M50753-XXXFP 
M50754-XXXSP 
M50757-XXXSP 
M50931-XXX FP 
M50943-XXXFP 
M50950-XXXSP 
M50734SP 
M37450M2-XXXSP 
M37450S4SP 

M50747ES 
M50747E-XXXSP 

M5L8049-XXXP 
M5L8050H-XXXP 
M5M80C49-XXXP 

M5L8041A-XXXP 
M5L8042-XXXP 

M5L8243P 
M5M82C43P 

M50740A-XXXSP 
M50744-XXXSP 
M50747-XXXSP 
M50753-XXXFP 

M50754-XXXSP 
M50931-XXX FP 
M50943-XXXFP 
M50734SP 
M37450M2-XXXSP 
M37450S4SP 

M50747ES 
M50747E-XXXSP 

M5L8049-XXXP 
M5L8050H-XXX P 

M5M80C49-XXX P 

M5L8041A-XXXP 
M5L8042-XXXP 

M5L8243P 
M5M82C43P 

M50740A-XXXSP 
M50744-XXXSP 
M50747-XXXSP 

M50753-XXXSP 

M50757-XXXSP 
M50950-XXXSP 

M50734SP 
M37450S4SP 

M50747E-XXXSP 

M5L8049-XXXP 
M5M80C49-XXXP 

M5L8042-XXXP 
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Test Condition Number of Device Hours Number of 

T aCe) Vcc(volt) Samples ( Hours) Failures 

125 7 1084 1,816,000 4 
7 36 36,000 0 
7 132 180,000 0 
7 48 96,000 0 
7 480 732,000 2 
7 48 48,000 0 
7 120 186,000 0 
7 48 48,000 0 
7 48 72,000 0 
7 36 36,000 0 
7 36 72,000 0 

7 84 132,'000 0 
7 38 38,000 0 
7 38 76,000 0 

125 7 38 38,000 0 
7 140 280,000 1 

125 5.5 66 66,000 0 
5.5 72 72,000 0 
5.5 170 170,000 0 

125 5.5 44 44,000 0 
5.5 88 88,000 0 

125 5.5 44 44,000 0 
5.5 66 66,000 0 

150 - 448 448,000 0 
120 120,000 0 
360 720,000 0 
32 32,000 0 
60 60,000 0 
32 32,000 0 
22 22,000 0 
48 48,000 0 
44 .44,000 0 
44 44,000 0 

250 - 44 44, 000 0 
175 66 66, 000 0 

150 - 66 66,000 0 
66 66,000 a 
88 88,000 0 

150 - 44 44,000 0 
88 88,000 0 

150 - 44 44, 000 a 
66 66, 000 0 

-55 5.5 48 44,000 0 
5.5 36 36,000 a 
5.5 36 36,000 a 
- 22 22,000 0 

5.5 36 36,000 0 

5.5 48 48,000 0 

5.5 24 24, 000 a 
- 22 44,000 0 

5.5 22 22,000 0 

-55 5.5 44 44,000 0 

-55 - 22 22, 000 0 
22 22,000 0 

-55 - 22 22, 000 0 
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durance tests. Table 3 shows the results of the environment tests of ther
mal stress high temperature/high humidity and pressure 
cooker test for the same type of products in regards to en-

Table 4 shows the results of mechanical tests for repre
sentative products of various package types. 

Table 3 ENVIRONMENTAL TEST RESULTS 

Test Series 

High Temperature MELPS 740 
High Humidity Life 

MELPS 8-48 

MELPS 8-41 

Peripheral 

Test Series 

Pressure Cooker MELPS 740 

MELPS 8-48 

MELPS 8-41 

Peripheral 

1-32 

Test Condition 
Type Number 

TaCC) RH(%) Vcclvolt) 

M50740A-XXXSP 
M50744-XXXSP 
M50744-XXXFP 
M50745-XXXFP 
M50747-XXXSP 
M50747-XXXFP 
M50753-XXXFP 
M50754-XXXSP 
M50754-XXXFP 
M50931-XXXFP 
M50734SP 
M37450M2-XXXSP 

M50747E-XXXSP 

M5L8049-XXXP 
M5L8050H-XXXP 
M5M80C49-XXXP 
M5MC49A-XXXFP 

M5L8041A-XXXP 
M5L8042-XXXP 
M5L8042-XXXP 

M5L8243P 
M5M82C43P 
M5M82C43FP 

Type Number 

M50740A-XXXSP 
M50744-XXXSP 
M50747-XXXSP 
M50753-XXXFP 
M50754-XXXSP 

M50754-XXXFP 
M50931-XXX FP 
M50734SP 
M37450M2-XXXSP 
M37450S4SP 

M50747E-XXXSP 

M5L8049-XXXP 
M5L8050H-XXXP 
M5M80C49-XXX P 

M5L8041A-XXXP 
M5L8042-XXXP 

M5L8243P 
M5M82C43P 
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85 85 5.5 
5.5 
-

5.5 
5.5 
-

5.5 
5.5 
-
-

5.5 
5.5 

85 85 5.5 

85 85 5.5 
5.5 
5.5 
5.5 

85 85 5.5 
5.5 
-

85 85 5.5 
5.5 
5.5 

Test Condition 

121°C, 100% 

121°C, 100% 

121°C, 100% 

121°C, 100% 

121°C, 100% 

Number of Device Hours Number of 

Samples (Hours) Failures 

144 288,000 1 
72 144,000 a 
88 88,000 a 
24 48,000 a 

108 216,000 a 
128 128,000 a 
32 32,000 a 
48 48,000 a 
44 44,000 a 
66 66,000 a 
48 96,000 0 
38 38,000 a 
44 44,000 a 
66 66, 000 a 
66 66, 000 a 
88 88, 000 a 
44 44, 000 a 
32 32, 000 a 
88 88, 000 a 
44 44,000 a 
66 66, 000 a 
44 44, 000 a 
22 22, 000 a 

Number of Number of Failures 

Samples 96Hours 240Hours 500Hours 

666 a 2 4 
102 0 a 1 
388 0 1 2 

44 0 O' 1 
96 0 a 0 
44 0 a 1 

44 0 1 2 
66 a a 0 
38 a 0 a 
52 a a 0 

220 0 1 -
66 0 a a 
44 0 a 1 

154 a a 2 

44 a 0 0 
110 a a 1 

22 0 a 0 
22 0 0 0 
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Test Series 

Temperature Cycling MELPS 740 

MELPS 8-48 

MELPS 8-41 

Peripheral 

Type Number 

M50740A-XXXSP 
M50743-XXXSP 
M50744-XXXSP 
M50745-XXXFP 
M50747-XXXSP 
M50747-XXXFP 
M50753-XXXFP 
M50754-XXXSP 
M50754-XXXFP 
M50931-XXXFP 
M50734SP 
M37450M2-XXXSP 
M37450S4SP 

M50747ES 
M50747E-XXXSP 

M5L8049-XXXP 
M5L8050H-XXXP 
M5M80C49-XXXP 
M5MC49-XXXFP 

M5L8041A-XXXP 
M5L8042-XXXP 

M5L8243P 
M5M82C43P 
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Test Condition 

-65°C, 30min 
150°C, 30min 

-65°C, 30min 
150°C, 30min 

-65°C, 30min 
150°C, 30min 

-55"C, 30min 
150°C, 30min 

-55°C, 30min 
150"C, 30min 

Number of Number of Failures 

Samples lOCycles lOOCycles 500Cycles 

220 a 0 1 
38 a a a 

120 a a a 
38 a a a 

400 a 0 a 
38 a a a 
38 a a a 
88 a a a 
96 0 a a 
38 a a a 
72 a 0 a 
72 a 0 a 
52 a a a 
38 0 a a 
38 a 0 a 
88 a a a 
76 0 a a 

220 0 a a 
50 a a a 
82 a a a 
50 0 0 a 
38 a a a 
38 a 0 a 
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Table 4 MECHANICAL TEST RESULTS 

~ eo".,. "" Coo. 40P4 52P4S 64P4S 42P6 72P6,80P6 

~ Series MELPS 8-48 MELPS 740 MELPS 740 MELPS 8-48 MELPS 740 

Test . Test C~ Number of Number of Number of 
Samples Failures Samples 

Soldering Heat 260'C, lOs 44 0 250 

Thermal shack 
-40'C, 125'C, 

44 0 250 
15cycles 

Solderebility 230'C, lOs 110 0 110 

Shock 1500G, O. 5ms 40 0 44 

Vibration 
20G,lOO-2000Hz, 

4m/cycle. 
4cycles/dlrectlon 

40 0 44 

Constant 
20000G,lm 40 0 44 

Acceleration 

250gr/125gr, 
100 0 100 

Lead Integrity 
gO'Serding 2times 

500gr/250gr, 
50 0 50 

Tension 30s 

4 FAILURE ANALYSIS 
Accelerated reliability tests are applied to observe failures 
casued by temperature, voltage, humidity, current, mecha
nical stress and those combined stresses on chips and 
packages. 

Examples of typical failure modes are shown below. 
(1) Wire Bonding Failure by Thermal Stress 

Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. S are example of a failure occur

red by temperature storage test of 22S'C, 1000hours. 

Flg.4 
Au-AI plague formation 
on bonding pad 

Flg.5 

Flg.3 
Micrograph of 
lifted Au ball trace 
on AI bonding pad 

Lifted Au wire ball base 

Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of 
Failures Samples Failures Samples Failures Samples Failures 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

600 0 44 0 230 0 

600 0 44 0 280 0 

110 0 110 0 . 110 0 

52 0 44 0 44 0 

52 0 44 0 44 0 

52 0 44 0 44 0 

100 0 100 0 100 0 

50 0 50 0 50 0 

Au-AI intermetallic formation so-called "Purple plague" 
by thermal overstress makes Au wire lift off from alumi

num metallization. The activation energy of this failure 
mode is estimated approximately 1.0eV and no failure 
has been observed so far in practical uses. 

(2) Aluminum Corrosion Failure by Temperature/Humidity 
Stress. 

Fig. 6,Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 are an example of corroded fa
ilure of aluminum metallization in plastic encapsulated 
Ie after accelerated temperature/humidity storage test 
(pressure cooker test) of 121'C, 100% RH, 1000hours 
duration. 

Aluminum bonding pad is dissolved by penetrated wa
ter from plastic package, and chlorine concentration is 
observed on corrode.d aluminum bonding pad as shown 
in Fig. 8. 

Flg.6 
Micrograph of corroded 
Aluminum metallization 
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Flg.7 
Enlarged 
micrograph 
of corroded 
Aluminum 
bonding pad 

Flg.S 
CI 
distribution 
on corroded 
Aluminum 
bonding pad 

(3) Destructive Failure by Electrical Overstress 

ESD have been performed to reproduce the electrical 
overstress failure in field uses. 

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 are an example of failure observed 

by surge voltage test. The trace of destruction is veri
fied as the aluminum bridge by X-ray micro analysis. 

Flg.9 
Micrograph of surge 
voltage destruction 

Flg.10 
Aluminum trace 
of destructive spot 

(4) Aluminum Electromigration 

Fig. 11 shows an open circuit of aluminum metallization 

in high current density region caused by accelerated 

operating life test. This failure is caused by the alumi

num electromigration. Voids and hillock have been 

formed in aluminum metallization by high current de
nsity. 

5 SUMMARY 

Flg.11 
Voids and 
hillocks 
formation 
by Aluminum 
electromlgratlon 

The Mitsubishi quality assurance system and examples of 
reliability control have been discussed. Customer's interest 

and requirement for high reliable IC & LSI are increasing 

significantly. To satisfy customer's expectancy. Mitsubishi 

as an IC vendor, would like to make perpetual efforts in the 

following areas. 
(1) Emphasis on built-in reliability at design stage and re

liability evaluation to investigate latent failure modes 

and acceleration factors. 
(2) Execution of periodical endurance, environment and· 

mechanical test to verify reliability target and realize 

higher reliability. 
(3) Focus on development of advanced failure analysis 

techniques. Detail failure analysis, intensive corrective 

action and quick response to customer's analysis re

quest. 
(4) Collection of customer's quality data in qualification, in

c'oming inspection, production and field use to improve 

PPM, fraction defective and FIT, ·failure rate. 
Mitsubishi would highly appreciate if the customer would 

provide quality and reliability data of incoming inspection or 

field failure rate essential to verify and improve the quality/ 

reliability of IC & LSI. 
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A MOS transistor has a very thin oxide insulator under the 

gate electrode on the silicon substrate. It is operated by 

altering the conductance (gm) between .source and drain to 

control mobile charges in the channel formed by the 

applied gate voltage. 

If a high voltage were applied to agate. terminal, the 

insulator·film under the gate electrode could be destroyed, 

and all Mitsubishi MOS IC/lSls contain internal protection 

circuits at each input terminal to prevent this. It is inherent· 

Iy necessary to apply reverse bias to the P·N junctions of a 

MOS IC/lSI. 

Under certain conditions, however, it may be impossible 

to completely avoid destruction of the thin insulator-film due 

to the application of unexpectedly high voltage or thermal 

destruction due to excessive current from a forward biased 

P-N junction. Therefore the following recommendations 

should be followed in handling MOS devices. 

1. KEEPING VOLTAGE AND CURRENT TO 
EACH TERMINAL BELOW MAXIMUM 
RATINGS 

1. The recommended ranges of operating conditions 

provide adequate safety margins. Operating within these 

limits will assure maximum equipment performance and 

quality. 

2. Forward bias should not be applied to any terminal since 

excessive current may cause thermal destruction. 

3. Output terminals should not be connected directly to 

the power supply. Short·circuiting of a terminal to a 

power supply having low impedance may cause burn·out 

of the internal leads or thermal destruction due to 

excessive current. 

2. KEEPING ALL TERMINALS AT THE 
SAME POTENTIAL DURING TRANSPORT 
AND STORAGE 

When MOS IC/lSls are not in use, both input and output 

terminals can be in a very high impedance state so that they 

are easily subjected to. electrostatic induction from AC 

fields of the surrounding space or from charged objects 

in their vicinity.' For this reason, MOS IC/lSls should be 

protected from electrostatic charges while being transported 

and stored by conductive rubber foam, aluminum foil, 

shielded boxes or other protective precautions. 

3. KEEPING ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT, 
WORK TABLES AND OPERATING 
PERSONNEL AT THE SAME POTENTIAL 

1. All electric equipment, work table surfaces and operat-

ing personnel should be grounded. Work tables should 

be covered with copper or aluminum plates of good 

conductivity, and grounded. One method of grounding 

personnel, after making sure that there is no potential 

difference with electrical equipment, is by the use of a 

wristwatch metallic ring, etc. attached around the wrist 

and grounded in series with a 1 mn resistor. Be sure that 

the grounding meets national regulations on personnel 

safety. 

2. Current leakage from electric equipment must be 

prevented n'ot only for personnel safety, but also to 

avert the destruction of MOS IC/lSls, as described 

above. Items such as testers, curve-tracers and synchro

scopes must be checked for current leakage before being 

grounded. 

4. PRECAUTIONS FOR MOUNTING OF 
MOS IC/LSls 

1. The printed wiring lines between input and output ter

minals of MOS le/lSls should not be close to or parallel 

to high-voltage or high-power signal lines. Turning pow

er on while the device is short-circuited, either by a sol

der bridge made during assembly or by a probe during 

adjusting and testing, may cause maximum ratings to be 

exceeded, which can result in the destruction of the 

device. 

2. When input/output, or input and/or output, terminals 

of MOS IC/lSls(now open-circuits) are connected, 

we must consider the possibility of current leakage and 

take precautions similar to §2 above. To reduce such 

undesirable trouble, it is recommended that an interface 

circuit be inserted at the input or output terminal, or a 

resistor with a resistance that does not exceed the 

output driving capability of the MOS IC/lSI be inserted 

between the power supply and the ground. 

3. A filter circuit should be inserted in the AC power 

supply line to absorb surges which can frequently be 

strong enough to destroy aMOS IC/lSI. 

4. Terminal connections should be made as described in the 

catalog while being careful to meet specifications. 

5. Ungrounded metal plates should not be placed near 

input or output terminals of any MOS IC/lSls, since 
destruction of the insulation may result if they become 

e lectrostat ically charged. 

6. Equipment cases should Provide shielding from electro

static charges for more reliable operation: When a plastic 

case is used, it is desirable to coat the inside of the case 

with conductive paint and to ground it. This is considered 

necessary t!ven for battery-operated equipment. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0740A·XXXSP/FP, MS0741·XXXSP/FP 
MS0740ASP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

DESCRIPTION 
The M50740A-XXXSP, M50741-XXXSP and the M50740ASP 
are single-chip microcomputers designed with CMOS sili
con gate technology. All are housed in a 52-pin shrink plas
tic molded DIP (flat package type also aliailable). These 
single-chip microcomputers are useful for business equip

ment and other consumer applications. 
In addition to their simple instruction sets, the ROM, RAM, 
and 1/0 addresses are placed on the same memory map to 
enable easy programming. 
The differences among the M50740A-XXXSP, M50741-
XXXSP and the M50740ASP are noted below. The following 
explanations apply to the M50740A-XXXSP. Specification 
variations for other chips are noted accordingly. 

M50740A-XXXSP ROM 3072bytes 

Port PO, P1, P2 ...... Pull-up transistor 

option 

Port P3 ...... Pull-down transistor option 

Port R ...... lnput exclusive option 

M50741-XXXSP ROM 4096bytes 

M50740ASP External ROM type of M50740A-XXXSP 

The differences among the M50740A-XXXSP and the 
M50740A-XXXFP are the package outline and power dis
sipation ability (absolute maximum ratings). 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions .. · ................................ 70 

• Memory size ROM ........ 3072bytes (M50740A-XXXSP) 
4096bytes (M507 41-XXXSP) 

RAM ...... · .... · .. ·· .. · .. · ...... ·· .. ·· .... ··96bytes 

• Instruction executing time 
....... 211s (minimum instructions at 4MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply f(X,N)=4MHz .... · ............ 5V±10% 

• Power dissipation 
normal operation mode (at 4MHz frequency) 

......................................... 15mW (Vcc=5V, Typ.) 

• Subroutine nesting ............................. 48 levels (Max.) 
.' Interrupt .................. · ........................ 6types, 5 vecters 

• 8-bit timer······························································ 3 
• Programmable I/O (Ports PO, P1, P2, P3) .... · ............ 32 

APPLICATION 
VCR, Tuner, Audio-visual equipment 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

110 port P2 

lID port PO 

Timer liD and 
interrupt input 
Interrupt input 

Vee 

NC 

1/0 port P3 

110 port P1 

NC 

CNVss 

Chip enable 
Read/Write 
output . 

Reset input RESET __ 22 Timing output 

Clock input 

Vss 

Vee 

Outline 52P4B 

M50740A-XXXFP 

or 
M50741-XXXFP 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 
<') t\l ... 0 ,..... <0 III '<f <') <:\I .- 00:1 .... 
~~s:s:a:a:a:~~lra:lr~~ 

C,) 

Outline50P6 

I/O port A 

19 -. XOUTS 

16 - RESET 

CNVss 

For M50740ASP, CNVss should be connected to Vee 

NC : No Connection 
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M50740A-XXXSP BLOCK DIAGRAM 
Reset output Interrupt (5V) (OV) (OV) RESET input Reset 

~
OUT _ input Input~ Out · - f "f "::"' . .::;' ~~ "m'", 2 _ IN XOUTF X output 

~ ~ 
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and 
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RAM 
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)~ .J Tim6r1 
(L T1(8) 

1 
ROM 

3072 bytes 
(Note 1 ) 

~ Instruclion 
register(8) 

i' D 
Instruction 
decoder' 

l . I 

_______________ C_ .. ~ •• "~' I 

Chip Read/ 
enable write 

I/O port P3 I/O port P2 I/O port Pl I/O port PO Timer I/O and interrupt input 

output 

Note: 1 4096 bytes for M50741 -XXXSP 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07 40A-XXXSP IFP I MS07 41-XXXSP IFP ,MS07 40AS P 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

FUNCTIONS OF M50740A·XXXSP 
Parameter Functions 

Number of basic instruction 70 

Instruction execution time 2,us (minimum instructions, at 4MHz frequency) 

Clock frequency 4MHz 

ROM 3072bytes (4096bytes for M50741-XXXSP) 
Memory size 

RAM 96bytes 

INT Input l-bitX'l 

PO, P1, P2, P3 110 8-bitX4 
110 port 

R 110 4-bitXl 

CNTR 110 l-bitXl 

Timers 8-bit prescalerX2+8-bit timerX3 

Subroutine nesting 48 level (max,) 

Interrupts External interrupt 2, Timer interrupt 3 

Clock generating circuit Built-in (RC, ceramic .or quartz crystal oscillator) 

Supply voltage at operating 5V±1O% 

Power dissipation at high speed l5mW (at 4MHz frequency) 

1/0 characteristics 
110 voltage l2V (ports PO, P1, P2, INT, CNTR) 

Output current lOrnA (ports PO, P1, P2, P3) 

Memory expansion Possible 

Operating temperature range -10-70"C 

Device structure CMOS silicon gate process 

Package 
M50740A-XXXSP, M50741-XXXSP, M50740ASP 52-pin shrink plastic molded DIP 

I M50740A-XXXFP, M50741-XXXFP 50-pin plastic molded QFP 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0740A·XXXSP/FP,MS0741·XXXSP/FP,MS0740ASP 

'PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

---
RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

X OUTS Clock output 

XOU~F Clock output 

if; Timing output 

CNTR Timer 110 or interrupt 

input 

--
INT Interrupt Input 

POO-P07 I/O port PO 

P1;-P1 7 I/O port P1 

P2o-P27 I/O port P2 

P30 -P37 I/O port P3 

Ro-R3 I/O port R 

-
R/W' Read/Write output 

-
CE Chip enable output 

----
RESETouT Reset output 

2-6 

Input! 

. Output' 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

I/O 

Input 

I/O 

tlO 

I/O 

I/O 

I/O 

Output 

Output 

Output 

SINGLE·CHIP 8.BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±10% to Vee. and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected to Vss(1or M50740ASP, connected to Vee). 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must.be kept at a "L" for more than 2,us (under normal Vee 

conditions). If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

This chip has an internal .clock generating circuit. 

To control generating frequency, an external RC circuit is connected between the X1N and XOUTS or the 

XOUTF pins, and an external ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X1N and XOUTS 

pins. If an external clock is used, the clock source should be connected to the X1N pin, and the XOUTS .and 

XO UTF pins should be left open. 

This is output pin from internal clock generating circuil. The generating frequency can be controlled by 

connecting a RC circuit, a ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator between this pin and X1N pin. 

This is output pin from internal clock generating circuit. The gen1erating frequency can be controlled by 

connecting a RC circuit between this pin and XIN pin. 
, 

This is the timing output pin. 

This is in common with an 110 for the timer X and an interrupt input pin. 

This is the lowest order interrupt input pin. , 

Port PO is an 8-bit liD port with directional registers allowing each 110 bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

Port P1 is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P2 is an 8-bit liD port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P3 is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO, but the output structure is P-

channel open drain. 

Port R is a 4-bit I/O port, and is used to connect with an 110 expander. For M50740A-XXXSP, it can be only 

for Input. 

This pin outputs readlwrite signal for 110 expander. 

This pin outputs the chip enable signal for 110 expander. 

This pin outputs the reset signal for liD expander. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0740A-XXXSP/FP,MS0741-XXXSP/FP, MS0740ASP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT. CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

BASIC FUNCTION BLOCKS 

MEMORY 
A memory map for the M50740A-XXXSP is shown .in Figure 
1. Addresses 1400'6 to 1 FFF'6 are assigned to the built-in 

ROM area which consists of 3072 bytes. 

page can be called with only 2 bytes. Addreeses 1 FF4'6 to 

1 FFF '6 are vector addresses used for the reset and inter

rupts (see interrupt chapter). Addresses 0000 '6 to 00FF'6 
are the zero page address area. By using the zero page 

addressing mode, this area can also be accessed with 2 

bytes. The use of these addressing methods will greatly re

duce the object size required. The RAM, I/O port, timer, 

etc., are assigned to this area. 
Addresses 1000'6 to 1 FFF '6 are the ROM address area 
assigned to the M50741-XXXSP. 

Addresses 1 FOO '6 to 1 FFF'6 are a special address area 

(special page) . By using the special page addressing 

mode of the JSR instruction, subroutines addressed on this 

Addresses 0000'6 to 005F'6 are assigned to the built-in 

RAM and consist of 96 bytes of static RAM. In addition to 
data storage, this RAM is used for the stack during sub

routine calls and interrupts. 

ROM 

(4096 bytes) 
for 

M50741-XXXSP 

Zero page 

ROM 
(3072 bytes) 

for 
except 

M50741 
-XXXSP 

Fig.1 Memory map 

RAM 
(96 bytes) 

Special page 

for 
subroutine 

call 

000016 
00DF'6 
00EO'6 

OOFF'6 

1000 '6 

1400'6 

1 FOO'6 

1 FF416 

1 FFF\'6 

Not used 

I/O expander 

Not used 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
AddroG::> L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

Decimal 

95 

/ 
/ 

255 

\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

/ 

\ 
\ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

Timer 2 

Timer 1 

Timer X 

/ 
/ 

\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

Port PO 00EO'6 

00EI'6 

00E216 

Port PO ~~~~~:~~nal 

Port PI 

6 Port PI directional 
register 

6 Port P2 

6 Port P2 ~~;~~:~~nal 

00E3, 

00E4, 

OOE5, 

00E6, 

00E7, 

OOE8, 

00E9, 

OOEA, 

OOEB, 

OOEC, 

OOED, 

OOEE, 

OOEF, 

OOFO, 

OOF1, 

OOF2, 

OOF3'6 

OOF4, 

00F5, 

OOF6, 

OOF7, 

OOF8, 

OOF9, 

OOFA, 

OOFB, 

OOFC, 

OOFD, 

6 

6 

6 Port P3 

6 Port P3 ~~~~~:~~nal 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 Timer 1,2 prescaler 

6 Timer 1 

6 Timer 2 

6 [imer X prescaler 

6 Timer X 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 

CNTR \ OOFE, 
\ 

6 Interrupt control register 

Address H RESET 
8191 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0740A-XXXSP/FP, MS0741-XXXSP/FP ,MS0740ASP 

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) 
The CPU consists of 6 registers and is shown in Figure 2. 

ACCUMULATOR (A) 
The 8-bit accumulator (A) is the main register of the micro
computer. Data operations such as data transfer, Input/Out
put, etc., are executed mainly through accumulator. 

INDEX REGISTER X (X) 
The index register X is an 8-bit register. 
In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 
added to the contents of the register X, specifies the real 
address. When the T flag in the processor status register is 
set to "1", the index register X itself becomes the address 
for the second OPERAND. 

INDEX REGISTER Y (Y) 
The index register Y is an 8-bit register. 

In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 
added to the contents of the register Y specifies the real 
address. 

STACK POINTER (S) 
The stack pOinter (S) is an 8-bit register that contains the 
address of the next location in the stack .. It is mainly used 

during interrupts and subroutine calls. The stack pointer is 
not automatically initialized after reset and should be initial

ized by the program using the TXS instruction. 
The contents of the stack pointer is XX'6, the stack address 
is set to OOXX'6. When using this microcomputer in the 

7 0 

I A I Accumulator 

7 0 

I X I Index register X 

7 0 

I y I Index register Y 

7 0 

I S I Stack pointer 

15 7 

I PCH I pel Program counter 

Fig.2 Register structure 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

single-chip mode, the stack pointer should be set at the 

bottom address of the internal RAM. 
When an interrupt occurs, the higher 8 bits of the program 
counter are pushed into the stack first, and then the lower 8 
bits of the program counter are pushed into the stack. After 
each byte is pushed into the stack, the stack pointer is de
cremented by one. Next, the contents of the processor sta
tus register are pushed into the stack. When the return from 
interrupt instruction (RTI) is executed, the program counter 

are processor status register data is pulled off the stack in 
reverse order from above. 
The Accumulator is never pushed into the stack automati
cally. A Push Accumulator instruction (PHA) is provided to 
execute this function. Restoring the Accumulator to its pre

vious value is accomplished by the Pull Accumulator in~ 

struction (PLA). It is executed in reverse order of the PHA 

instruction. 
The contents of the Processor Status Register (PS) are 
pushed (pulled) to (from) the stack with the PHP and PLP 
instructions, respectively. Only the program counter is 

pushed into the stack during a subroutine call. Therefore, 
any registers that should not be destroyed should be 
pushed into the stack manually. The RTS instruction is 

used to return from a subroutine. 

PROGRAM COUNTER (PC) 
The 16-bit program counter consists of two 8-bit registers 
PCH and PCl' The program counter is used to indicate the 
address of the next instruction to be executed. PCH is only 

5 bits long. 

INlvlTIB IDI Ilzlcl Prosessor status register 

Carry flag 

Zero flag 

Interrupt disable flag 

Decimal mode flag 

Break flag 

Index X mode flag 

Overflow flag 

Negative flag 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0740A-XXXSP/FP, MS0741-XXXSP/FP, MS0740ASP 

PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PS) 
The processor status register is 'composed entirely of flags 
used to indicate the condition of the processor immediately 
after an operation. Branch operations can be performed by 
testing the Carry flag (C), Zero flag (Z), Overflow ilag (V) 
or the Negative flag (N). Each bit of the register is ex

plained below. 

1. Carry flag (C) 
The carry flag contains the carry or borrow generated by 
the Arithmetic and Logical operation Unit (ALU) im
mediately after an operation. It also changed by the shift 
and rotate instructions. The set carry (SEC) and clear carry 
(CLC) instructions allow direct access for setting and 

clearing this flag. 

2. Zero flag (Z) 
This flag is used to indicate if the immediate operation 

generated a zero result or not. If the result is zero, the zero 
flag will be set to "1". If the result is not zero, the zero flag 
will be set to "0". 

3. Interrupt disable flag (I) 
This flag is used to disable 'all interrupts. This is accom
plished by setting the flag to "1". When an interrupt, this 
flag is automatically set to "1" to prevent other interrupts 
from interfering until the current interrupt is completed. The 
SEI and CLI instructions are used to set and clear this flag, 
respectively. 

4. Decimal mode flag (D) 
The decimal mode flag is used to define whether addition 
and subtraction are executed in binary or decimal. If the 
decimal mode flag is set to "1" , the operations are ex

ecuted in decimal, if the flag is set to "0", the operations 
are executed in binary. Decimal correction is automatically 
executed. The SED and CLD instructions are used to set 
and clear this flag, respectively. 

5. Break flag (B) 
When the BRK instruction is executed, the same operations 
are performed as in an interrupt. The address of the inter
rupt vector of the BRK instruction is the same as that of the 

lowest priority interrupt. The contents of the B flag can be 
checked to determine which condition caused the interrupt. 

If the BRK instruction caused the interrupt, the break flag 
will be "1", otherwise it'will be "0". 

6. Index X mode flag (T) 
When the T flag is "1", operations between memories are 
executed directly without passing through the accumulator. 
Operations between memories involving the accumulator 
are executed when the T flag is "0" (i.e., operation results 
between memories 1 and 2 are stored in the accumulator). 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

The address of memory 1 is specified by the contents of 
the index register X, and that of memory 2 is specified by 

the normal addressing mode. The SET and CL T instructions 
are used to set and clear the index X mode flag, respec
tively. 

7. Overflow flag (V) 
The overflow flag functions when one byte is added or sub
tracted as a Signed binary number. When the result ex
ceeds +127 or -128, the overflow flag is set to "1". When 
the BIT instruction is executed, bit 6 of the memory location 
is input to the overflow flag. The oveflow flag is reset by the 
CLV instruction and there is no set instruction. 

8. Negative flag (N) 
The negative flag is set whenever the result of a data trans
fer or operation is negative (bit 7 is set to "1"). Whenever 
the BIT instruction is exe'cuted, liit 7 of the memory location 

is input to the negative flag. There are no ·instructions for 
directly setting or resetting the negative flag. 

...• MITSUBISHI 
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INTERRUPT 
The M50740A-XXXSP can be interrupted from seven 

souces; CNTR, timer X, timer 1, timer 2, or '1 NT IBRK in
struction. 

These interrupts are vectored and their priorities are shown 

in Table 1. Reset is included in this table since it has the 
same functions as the interrupts. 

When an interrupt is accepted, the contents of certain reg

isters are pushed into specified locations, (as discussed in 

the stack pointer section) the interrupt disable flag I is set, 

the program jumps to the address specified by the interrupt 

vector, and the interrupt request bit is cleared automatical

ly. The reset interrupt is the highest priority interrupt and 

can never be inhibited. Except for the reset interrupt, all in

terrupt are inhibited when the interrupt disable flag is set to 

"1 ". All of the other interrupts can further be controlled indi-

Table 1 Interrupt vector address and priority 

Interrupt 

RESET 

CNTR 

Timer X 

Timer1 

Timer2 

INT(BRK) 

Fig.3 

Interrupt 

request 

Interrupt control 

Priority Vector address 

·1 1 FFF,6 , 1 FFE '6 

2 1 FFD ,6 , 1 FFC '6 

3 1 FFB ,6 , 1 FFA'6 

4 1 FF9 ,6 , 1 FF8 '6 

5 1 FF7 ,6 , 1 FF6 '6 

6 1 FF5 ,6 , 1 FF4 '6 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

vidually via the interrupt control register shown in Figure 3. 

An interrupt is accepted when the interrupt enable bit and 

the interrupt request bit are both "1" and the interrupt dis

able flag is "0". 

The interrupt request bits are set when. the following condi
tions occur: 

(1) When the CNTR or INT pins go from "H" to "L" 

(2) When the contents of timer X, timer 1, timer 2 go to "0" 

These request bits can be reset by the program but can not 

be set by the program. However, the interrupt enable bit 
can be set and reset by the program. 

Since the BRK instruction and the INT interrupt have the 

same vectored address, the contents of the B flag must be 

checked to determine if the BRK instruction caused the in
terrupt or if I NT generated the interrupt. 

Interrupt control register (Address OOFE16 ) 

Bit 7: CNTR interrupt request bit 

Bit 6: CNTR interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5: Timer 1 interrupt request bit 

Bit 4: Timer 1 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 3: Timer 2 interrupt request bit 

Bit 2: Timer 2 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 1 : INT interrupt request bit 

Bit 0: INT interrupt enable bit 

Timer control register (Address OOFF ,6) 

Bit 7 : Timer X interrupt request bit 

Bit 6: Timer X interrupt enable bit 

. Bit 5: Timer X count stop bit 

Bit 4: Not used 

Bit3 1 
:: Timer X mode bit 

Bit2 

Bit 1: 1 
Processor mode bit 

BitO: 

2-10 • MITSUBISHI 
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TIMER 
The M50740A-XXXSP has three timers; timer X, timer 1, 

and timer 2. Timer X has four modes which can be selected 
by bit 2 and 3 of the timer control register. When the timer X 
count stop bit (bit 5) is set to "1", the timer X will stop re

gardless of which mode it is in. A block diagram of timer X, 
timer 1 and timer 2 is shown in Figure 4. 
Timer 1 and timer 2 share with a prescaler. This prescaler 
has an 8-bit programmable latch used as a frequency divid
er. The division ratio is defined as 1/(n+2), where n is the 
decimal contents of the prescaler latch. All three timers are 
.down-count timers which are reloaded from the timer latch 
following the zero cycle of the timer (i.e. the cycle after the 
timer counts to zero). 
The timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" during the next 
clock pulse after the timer reaches zero. The interrupt and 

timer control registers are located at addresses 00FE'6 and 
00FF'6, respectively (see interrupt section). The prescaler 
latch and timer latch can be loaded with any number ex

cept zero. 

Oscillator Divider 

1-.---------, ~~d": 

When STP 
instruction is 
executed, this 

Pulse width test mode 

CNTR 

SINGLE.CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

The four modes of timer X as follows: 
(1) Timer mode (ooJ 

In this mode the clock is driven by the oscillator fre
quency divided by 16. When the, timer down-counts to 
zero, the timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" and 
the contents of the timer's latch is reloaded into the 
timer and the counting begins again. 

(2) Pulse output mode (01] 

In this mode, the polarity of the CNTR signal is re
versed each time the timer down-counts to zero. 

(3) Event counter mode (10J 

This'mode operates in the same manner as the timer 
mode except, the clock source is input to the CNTR 
pin. Thi,s mode will allow an interrupt to be generated 
whenever a specified number of external events have 
been generated. The timer down-counts every rising 

edge of the clock sourse. 

to timer X interrupt 
request bit 

Pulse'output mode 

Reset, or STP instruction 

Timer X count stop bit (Bit 5 of address DOFF,,) 

1----------------1 Toggle flip-flop I--------~ 

Fig.4 Block diagram of timer X, timer 1 and timer 2 

• MITSUBISHI 
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to timer 1 
interrupt 
request 
bit 

to timer 2 interrupt 
request bit 
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SINGLE-CHIP a-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

(4) Pulse width measurement mode (11) 

This mode measures the pulse width (between lows) 

input to the CNTR pin. The timer, driven by the oscilla

tor frequency divided by 16, continues counting during 

the low cycle of the CNTR pin. When the timer con
tents reaches "0", the interrupt request bit is setto"1", 

the timer's reload latch is reloaded and the counting 

resumes. 

The structure of the timer control register is shown in 

Figure 5. 

When the STP instruction is executed, or after reset, 

the prescaler and timer latch are set to FF'6 and 01,6, 
respectively. Also, when the STP instruction is ex

ecuted, the oscillator's frequency (divided by 16) will 

become the counting source, regardless of the timer X 

mode setting. This state will be released when the tim

er X interrupt request bit is set to "1", or after a reset. 

Timer X will then enter the mode specified by its mode 

bits. For more details on the STP instruction, refer to 

the oscillation circuit section. 

I I I IXI I I I I 

LL Timer control register (Address OOFF,,) 

Prosessor mode bit 

o 0 : Single-chip mode 
o 1 : Memory expanding mode 

1 0 : Microprocessor mode 

1 1 : Eva-chip mode 

Timer X mode bit 
o 0 : Timer mode 

o 1 : Pulse output mode 

1 0 : Event counter mode 

1 1 : Pulse width measurement mode 

Timer X count stop bit 

o : Count start 
1 : Count stop 

Timer X interrupt enable bit 
o : Interrupt disable 

1 : Interrupt enable 

Timer X interrupt request bit 
o : No interrupt request 
1 : With interrupt request 

Fig.5 Structure of timer control register 

2-12 • MITSUBISHI 
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Address 
(1) Port PO directional ) ···1 register El" DO" 

(2) Port Pl directional 
E3" ) .. ·1 DO" register 

(3) Port P2 directional 
ESl6 ) ···1 0016 

regist~r 

(4) Port P3 directional )···L 0016 
register Egl6 

(5) Prescaler X FCI6 ) · .. 1 FFI6 

(6) Timer X FDI6 ) .. ·1 01 16 

(7) Interrupt control register FEI6 ) · .. 1 OOIS 

(8) Timer control register FFI6 ) .. ·1 ~I 
(9) Interrupt disable flag on 

processor status register ( PS ) ... I I I I I liTn 

~o) Program counter ) ... I Contents of address I 
'I 1 FFFI6 

(11) The output of oscillator is 

in the same state as the 

one after "FST" instruction 

execution, and is 
connected to XOUTF pin. 

) ... icOntents of address I 'C lFFEI6 

Flg.7 Internal state of microcomputer at reset 

RESET CIRCUIT 
The M50740A-XXXSP is reset according to the sequence 
shown in Figure 6. It starts the program from the address 

formed by the content of address ,1 FFF'6 as the high order 
address and the content of the address 1 FFF'6 as the low 
order address, when the RESET pin is held at "L" level for 

RESEToUT 

SYNC 

Address 

Data 

---r------------~ 

8-1Sclock cycles. It differs 
depending on the internal 
condition of microcomputer 
at reset. 

Flg.6 Timing diagram at reset 

SINGLE~CHIP a·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Power ,on 
M50740A-XXXSP 

RESET Vee 
OV 

OV---~ 

M50740A-XXXSP 

~R:!-!E",S~Eo..!T ___ '..;.V;:::ee::! Supply voltage 
22 r- 5~ ____ ~ detection circuit 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

L-__ ~~~ I 
I 
I 
I 

I I 
I I 
L ________ J 

Flg.S Example of reset circuit 

more than 2,us while the power voltage is in the recom
mended operating condition and the crystal oscillator 
oscillation is stable, and then returned to "H" level. The in
ternal initializations following reset are shown in Figure 7. 
An example of the'reset circuit is shown in Figure 8. 
When the power on reset is used, the RESET pin must be 

held "L" until the oscillation of X,N-XOUT becomes stable. 

Reset address from the vector table 

Note: 1 Frequency relation of f(X'N) and</> is I(X'N)=4' </>. When 
address is 1/0 expanders' (OODO,.-OODF,.), f(X'N) Is 
8·</>. 

2 The mark "7" means that the address is changeable 
depending on ihe previous state. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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1/0 PORTS 
(1) Port PO 

Port PO is an 8-bit I/O port with N-channel open drain 

output. 
Pull-up transistor can be specified as an option for 
M50740A-XXXSP. As shown in the memory map 
(Figure 1), port PO can be accessed at zero page 

memory address 00EO'6. Port PO has a directional reg
ister (address 00E1'6) which can be used to program 
each individual bit as input ("0") or as output ("1"): If 
the pins are programmed as output, the output data is 
latched to the port register and then output. When data 
is read from the output port the output pin level is not 
read, only the latched data in the port register is read. 
This allows a previously output value to be read cor
rectly.even though the output voltage level is shifted up 
or down. Pins set as input are in the floating state and 
the signal levels can thus be read. When data is writ
ten into the input port, the data is latched only to the 
port latch and the pin still remains in the floating state. 
Depending on the contents of the processor status reg
ister (bit 0 and bit 1 at address 00FF,6), four different 
modes can be selected; single chip mode, memory ex
panding mode, microprocessor mode and eva-chip 
mode. These modes (excluding single-chip mode) 
have a multiplexed address output function in addition 
to the I/O function. For more details, see the processor 
mode information. 

(2) Port P1 

In the single-chip mode, port P1 has the same function 
as PO. In t~e other modes, P1 's functions are slightly 
different from PO's. For more details, see the processor 
mode information. 

(3) Port P2 

In the single-chip mode, port P2 has the same function 
as PO. In the other modes, P2's functions are slightly 
different from PO's. 
For more details, see the processor mode information. 

(4) Port P3 

Port P3 is an 8-bit I/O port with P-channel open drain 
outputs. This port also has the pull-down transistor op
tion for M50740A-XXXSP. 

(5) Port R 

Port R communicates with an I/O expander. When q, 
goes to level "H", port R outputs the port address to 
that ·of the I/O expander. When q, goes to "L", it out
puts/inputs data to from the 1/0 expander. The above 
data is effective only when CE pin goes to "L". For the 
M50740A-XXXSP, this port can be an input port as an 

option. The timing diagram is shown in Figure 9. 
(6) CE pin 

The CE pin goes to "L" when addresses are moved to 

the I/O expander addresses (00DO'6 - OODFlO ) • This 
port is used to determine whether the address or data 
of port R is effective. 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

(7) R/W pin 

The R/W pin goes to "L" when the operation is ex
ecuted. The R/W signal tells an external device that 
the CPU wants towrite or read. 

(8) Clock q, output pin 

In normal conditions, the oscillator frequency divided 
by four is output as q,. When CE pin goes to "L", the 
oscillator frequency divided by eight is output as q,. 
This is to synchronize with I/O expander. 

(9) RESET OUT pin 
Wne the RESET pin goes to level "L", the RESET OUT 

pin also goes to "L". On the other hand, when the RE

SET pin goes to "H" the RESET OUT pin also goes to 
"H" after 8-15 clock cycles. This output is used to re
set the external devices. 

(10) INT pin 

The INT pin is an interrupt input pin. The INT interrupt 

request bit (bit 7 at address 00FE'6) is set to "1" when 
the input level of this pin' changes from "H" to "L". 

(11) CNTR pin 

The CNTR pin is an 1/0 pin of timer X and also an in
terrupt input pin. The CNTR interrupt request bit (bit 7 
at address 00FE'6) is set to "1" when the input level of 
this pin changes from "H" to "L". 
In the event counter mode, CNTR becomes the input 

pin of the ext.ernal pulse. In the pulse output mode, the 
CNTR output changes polarity each time the contents 
of timer X goes to "0". In the pulse width measurement 

mode, the pulse to be measured is input to this pin. 

¢--.1 

Port XAddress X Data X 
R -

Fig. 9 Timing diagram of port R 

x 

L 

.x==:x 
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SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Data directional register N-channel op'en drain output 

Data bus Port latch 

Data directional register I--t------, P-channel open drain output 

Data bus Port latch 

Port P3 

N-channel open drain output 

-------'Il- Ports R, CNTR 

CMOS output 

Fig,10 Block diagram of port PO~P3 (singl-chip mode) and output formats of port R, CNTR. 1>. R/W. CE. RESET OUT 
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PROCESSOR MODE 
By changing the contents of the processor mode bit (bit 0 
and 1 at address OOFF1E;) , four different operation modes 

can be selected; single-chip mode, memory expanding 
mode, microprocessor mode and evaluation chip (eva
chip) mode. In the memory expanding mode, microp
rocessor mode and eva-chip mode, ports PO ~ P2 can be 

used as multiplexed 1/0 for address, data and control sig
nals, as well as the normal functions of the I/O ports. 
Figure 11 shows the functions of ports PO~ P2. 
The memory map for the single-chip mode is illustrated in 
Figure 1 and for other modes, in Figure 12. 

By connectingCNVss to Vss, all four modes can be 
selected through software by changing the processor mode 
bits. 
Supplying "H" level to CNVss places the microcomputer in 
the eva-chip mode. The four different modes are explained 
as follows: 
(1) Single-chip mode (00) 

The microcomputer will automatically be in the single
chip mode when started from reset, if CNVss is con
nected to Vss. Ports PO ~ P2 will work as original 1/0 

ports. 
(2) Memory expanding mode (01) 

The microcomputer will be placed in the memory ex

panding mode when CNVss is connected to Vss and 
the processor mode bits are set to "01". This mode is 
used to add external memory when the internal mem
ory is not sufficient. 
The lower 8 bits of address data for port PO is output 
when ¢ goes to "H" state. When ¢ goes to the "L" 

state, PO retains its original 1/0 functions. 
Port P1 's higher 5 bits of address data are output when 
¢ goes to "H" state and as it changes back. to the "L" 

state it retains its original 1/0 functions. 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Pins P1 6 and P1 5 output the SYNC and RIW control 
Signals, respectively while ¢ is .in the "H" state. ROY 
signal is input from P1 7 . When in the "L" state, P1 5 , 

P1 6, and P1 7 retain their original 1/0 function. 
The RIW output is used to readlwrite from Ito the out
side. When this pin is in the "H" state, the CPU reads 
data, and when in the "L" state, the CPU writes data. 

The SYNC is a synchronous signal which goes to the 
"H" state when it fetches the OP COOE. 
The ROY is a ready signal input and, when it goes to 
"L", internal clock stops and the CPU waits the data. 
However, the oscillation does not stop. 
Port P2 retains its original output functions while ¢ is at 
the "H" state,and works as a data bus of 0 7 ~ 0 0 

(including instruction code) while at the "L" state. 
(3) Microprocessor mode (10) 

. In this mode, port PO and P1 are used as the system 
address bus and the original function of the 1/0 pins is 
lost. Port P1 5 , P1 6 and Ph become the R/W, SYNC and 
ROY pins, respectively and the normal 1/0 functions 
are lost. Port P2 becomes the data bus (07 ~ 0 0 ) and 
loses its normal 1/0 functions. Internal memory (00E1 16 

to 00E016 ) cannot be used, and an external memory is 
needed if the address where· normal 1/0 function have 

lost. 
(4) Eva-chipmode [11) 

When "H" level is supplied to CNVss pin, the micro

computer is forced into the eva-chip mode. The main 
purpose of this mode is to evaluate ROM programs 
prior to masking them into the microcomputer's internal 

ROM. 
With the exceptions that the internal ROM is disabled 
and that external memory must be attached, this mode 
is the same as the memory expanding mode. 
The relationship between the input level of CNVss and 
the processor mode··is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 Relationship between CNVss pin input level and processor mode 

CNVss 
M50741-XXXSP 

• Single-chip After reset, processor 

mode is single chip 

• Memory expanding mode. 

Vss All modes can be 

• Eva-chip selected by changing 

the processor mode bit 

• Microprocessor in the program. 

• Eva-chip Eva-chip mode only 

Vee 

+10V -

2-16 

M50740A-XXXSP 

Same as left 

• Microprocessor After reset, processor 

mode is microp-

• Eva-chip rocessor mode. Eva 

chip mode also can be 

selected by changing 

the processor mode bit 

in the program. 

• Eva-chip Eva-chip mode only 
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only. (Do not change 
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in the program). 
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SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

\ CM, 0 0 

CMo 0 1 

'\ Port Single-chip mode Memory expanding mode 

¢J I I ¢J I I 
Port PO Ports PO,-POo Ports PO,- POo 

~I/O port Y.. A~~:.e~: X I/O port 'X.. 

¢J I I ¢J I I 
Ports Pl,-Plo Ports Pl,-Pl o 

]1/0 port Y Address X I/O port A12-Aa K. 
Port P15 

Port Pl Y R/W X 1/0 port K 
Port Ph 

Y SYNC X 1/0 port K. 
Port Pl, 

"] RDY X 1/0 port '( 

¢J I I ¢J I I 
Port P2 Ports P2j-P2o Ports P2, - P20 

]/0 port Youtput por*ata D,-DK 

Flg.11 Processor mode and functions of ports PO-P2 
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1 1 

1 0 

Eva-chip mode Microprocessor mode 

¢J I I 
Same as left Ports PO,- POo 

Y.. Address A,-Ao )( 

¢J I I 
, 

Ports Pl,-Pl o 

] . Address A12- Aa )( 
Port P1 5 

Y - K Same as left R/W 

Port P1 6 

Y SYNC K 
Port Pl, 

y - ~ RDY 

¢J I r-
Same as left Ports P2,- P20 

Yloating -< }----- ,Data D,-Do• -
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SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

1 FFF16,,-___ -, 

Internal ROM 

Internal RAM 

0000, 6 '--___ ..J 

Memory expanding 
mode 

Eva-chip mode Microprocessor mode 

Note 1 : 1000,6 to M50741-XXXSP 

The shaded area is 
external memory area. 

Flg.12 External memory area in processor mode 

Interrupt requestJ=:?p 

__ S 

Interrupt disable flag I 
Reset 

STP instruction----~R 

Flg.13 Block diagram of clock generating circuit 

CLOCK GENERATING CIRCUIT 
The built-in .clock generating circuits are shown in Figure 

13. 
When the STP instruction is executed, the oscillation of in
ternal clock ¢ is stopped in the" H" state. 
Also, the prescaler X and timer X are loaded with FF16 and 
01 16, respectively. The oscillator (dividing by 16) is .then 
connected to the prescaler input. This connection is 
cleared when timer X overflows or the reset is in, as dis

cussed in the timer section. 
The oscillator is restarted when an interrupt is accepted. 
However, the internal clock ¢ keeps its "H" level until timer 

X overflows. 
This is because the oscillator needs a set-up period if a 
ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is used. 
To return from the stop status, the interrupt enable bit must 

be set to "1" before executing STP instruction. To return 
from the stop status, the timer X count stop bit (bit 5 of 
address OOFF16 ) must be set to "0" before executing STP 
instruction. 

Q 

Overflow 
PrescalerX 

CE= a 

IO--~ Internal clock ¢ 

Q 

Reset 

R~--- STP instruction 
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When FST instructions are executed, SWose closes and 
when SLW instructions are executed, it opens. These in

structions are used for CR oscillation and changes oscilla

tion fequency. The SWosc closes at reset. 
The SW ¢ is connected to the output of oscillation frequency 

divided by 8 (CE = 1) when addresses are I/O expanders 

(00DO'6 - 00DF'6), otherwise it is connected to the output 

devided by 4 (CE = 0). Therefore the frequency of the in

ternal clock ¢ differs depending on addresses. 

This is to retain enough time for communication between 1/ 

a expander and signals. 

The circuit example using a ceramic oscillator (or a quartz 

crystal oscillator) is shown in Figure 14. 

The constant capacitance will differ depending on which 

oscillator is used, and should be set to the manufacturs 

suggested value. 

The example of external clock usage is shown in Figure 15. 

X,N is the input, and XOUT is open. 

PROGRAMMING NOTES 
(1) The frequency ratio of the timer and the prescaler is 

1/(n+2). 

(2) Set a value other than "0" for the timer and the pre

scaler. 

(3) Even though the BBC and BBS instructions are ex

ecuted after the interrupt request bits are modified (by 

the program), those instructions are only valid for the 

contents before the modification. Also, at least one in

struction cycle must be used (such as a Nap) between 

the modification of the interrupt request bits and the 

execution of the BBC and BBS instructions. 

(4) Reading the timer and prescaler must be avoided 

while the input to the prescaler is changing. 

(5) After the ADC and SBC instructions are executed (in 

decimal mode), one instruction cycle (such as a Nap) 
is needed before the SEC, CLC, or CLD instructions 

are executed. 
(6) A Nap instruction must be used after the execution of 

a PLP instruction. 

(7) The timer X and prescaler X must be set "FF'6" im

mediately before the execution of a STP instruction. 

DATA REQUIRED FOR MASK ORDERING 
Please send the following data for mask orders. 

(1) Mask ROM confirmation form 

(2) Mark specification form 
(3) ROM data······ ..................................... EPROM 3sets 

Write the following option on the mask ROM confirmation 

form 

• Port PO pull-up transistor bit 

• Port P1 pull-up transistor bit 

• Port P2 pull-up transistor bit 

• Port P3 pull-up transistor bit 

• Port R I/O mode 

M50740A-XXXSP 

X1N XOUT 

23 1Mn 25 

----101-
ICIN JCOUT 

Flg.14 External ceramic resonator circuit 

M50740A-XXXSP 

23 

External oscillating circuit 

XOUT 

25 

Open 

Fig.15 External clock input cirucit 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07 40A -XXXSP IF P, MS07 41-XXXS P IFP ,MS07 40AS P 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter 

Vee Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage Ro--R3, CNvss(Notel J, RESET, X,IN 

V, Input voltage P30 ........ P37 

V, 
Input voltage INT. POo-PO" Plo-PI" 

P2o-P2" CNTR 

Vo Output voltage Ro ....... R3 

Output voltage P30"""'P37, XOUTFt XOUTS, ,p, 
Vo 

R/IN, CE, RESET OUT 

Vo 
Output voltage POO ....... P07 • P1o-P1 7• P2o ....... P27 , 

CNTR 

Pd Power dissipation 

Topr Operating temperature 

Tsto Storage tempe'rature 

Note -O,3-13V for M50740A-XXXSP. 
300mW for QFP types. 

Conditions Ratings 

-0.3~7 

-0.3-7 

-3. O-Vee+O. 3 

-0.3-13 

With respect to Vss. 
-0.3-7 

Output transistors cut-off. 

-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

-0.3-13 

Ta=25'C 1 OOO( Note 2 ) 

-10-70 

-40-125 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=-10-70"C, Vcc=5v±io%, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5,5 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

V ,H 
"H" input voltage, POo-PO" Plo-PI" P2o-P2" 

O. SVee Vee V 
P30-P3" Ro-R" CNVss 

V ,H "H" input voltage, CNTR, INT O.SVee Vee V 

I M50740A·XXXSP 

"H" input voltage, RESET M50740ASP 
O. SVee Vee V 

V ,H 

I M50741·XXXSP O.4SVee Vee V 

V ,H "H" input voltage, X1N O. SVee Vee V 

V'L 
"L" input voltage, POo-PO" Plo-PI" P2o-P2" 

0 O. 2Vee V 
P30-P3" Ro-R,. CNVss 

V'L "L" input voltage, CNTR, INT 0 O. 2Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage, RESET 0 O. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage, X1N 0 O. 12Vee V 

loc<peak) 
"L" peak output current, POO ...... P07, P1o-Ph, 

10 mA 
P2o-P2, 

IOLtavg) 
"L" average output current, POO-P07, P1 o ........ P1 7, 

5 mA 
P2o-P2, 

IOHtPeak) -"H" peak output current, P30 ........ P37 -10 mA 

IOHtavq) "H" average output current, P30 .......... P37 -5 mA 

ftX,N) Internal clock oscillating freqency 4 MHz 

Note High·level input voltage of up to + 12V may be applied to permissible for ports PO, PI, P2, 

2-20 

CNTR, and INT . 
The total of low·level peak output current should be SOmA max. for ports PO and P2 
The total of low-level peak output current should be 30mA max. for port PI 
The total of low-level peak output current should be SOmA max. for port P3 

.• MITSUBISHI 
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Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mW 

"C 

"c 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0740A-XXXSP/FP, MS0741-XXXSP/FP, MS0740ASP 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V, Vss=ov, f(xIN1=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

VOH "H" output voltage, P30 ....... P37 
Ta =25'C 

10H =-lOmA 

VOH 
----- T a =25'C 

"H" output voltage, ¢, R/W, CE, RESET OUT 
10H =-2.5mA 

VOL 
"L" output voltage, POo - PO" Pl0 - Pl" P20 - P2, T a =25'C 

Ro - R3, CNTR 10L =lOmA 

VOL "L" output voltage, 1>, R/W, eE, RESET OUT 
Ta =25'C 

10L =5mA 

VT+ - VT - Hysteresis, CNTR, INT Ta =25'C 

VT+ - VT- Hysteresis, RESET T a =25t: 

VT+ - VT - Hysteresis, X1N Ta =25'C 

I, 
Input leak current, POo-PO" Plo-Pl" P2o-P2, Ta =25'C 

INT, CNTR o ~ VI ~ 12V, without port option 

I, 
Input leak current, P30 ....... P37, Ao""'" R3. Ta =25'C 

CNVss, RESET, X'N o ~ VI ;5. 5V, without port option 

III "L" input current, POQ-P07, P1 o ....... P1 7 , P2o ........ P27 
T a =25'C 

VI = OV, with port option 

I'H "H" input current, P30-P37 
Ta =25t: 

VI = 5V, with port option 

V RAM RAM retention voltage Stop mode 

P-channel open 
f(XIN)=4MHz 

drain input/output to 
Square wave 

Icc Supply current Vee, output termin-
Stop mode 

als are opened, 
Ta =25'C 

others to V ss 
Stop mode 

Ta =70'C 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS 
Single-chip mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, T a=25'C, f (XIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

tSU(POD_¢) 

tSU (P1D-¢» 

tSU (P2D-¢) 

tSU (P3D_¢) 

tSU(RD-¢) 

th(<fo-POD) 

thC<fo-P1D) 

th(<fo-P2D) 

thC<fo-P30) 

thC<fo-RD) 

te 

tw 

t, 

If 

Port PO input setup time 

Port P1 input setup time 

Port P2 input setup time 

Port P3 input setup time 

Port R input setup time 

Port PO input hold time 

Port P1 input hold time 

Port P2 input hold time 

Port P3 input hold time 

Port R input hold time 

External clock input cycle time 

External clock input pulse width 

External clock rising edge time 

External clock falling edge time 

Parameter 

• MITSUBISHI 
;"ELECTRIC 

Min. 

3 

3 

0.3 

0.1 

-12 

-5 

-60 

60 

2 

Min. 

270 

270 

270 

270 

330 

a 
a 
a 
a 
0 

250 

75 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

V 

V 

2 V 

2 V 

1 V 
0.5 0.7 V 

0.5 V 

12 /-'A 

5 /-'A 

-200 /-'A 

200 /-'A 

V 

3 6 rnA 

1 /-'A 

10 /-'A 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

25 ns 

25 ns 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0740A -XXXSP IFP ,MS07 41-XXXS P IFP ,MS0740AS P 

SINGLE-CHIP a-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Memory expanding. mode and eva-chip mode 
(Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, T a=25'C, f CXINI=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Sym,bol Parameter Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tSU(POD-¢) Port PO input setup time 270 ns 

IS U (P1D-¢) Port P1 input setup time 270 ns 

tSU(RDY-¢) ROY input.setup time 150 ns . 

tSU (P2D-¢) Port P2 input setup time 270 ns 

thc¢-pool Port PO input hold time a ns 

th(¢-P10) Port P1 input hold time a ns 

th(ot-RDY) ROY input hold time 500 ns 

th(¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time a ns 

Microprocessor mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, Ta=25'C, fCXINI=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tSU(¢-ROY) RDY Input setup time 150 ns 

tSU (P2D-¢) Port P2 input setup time 270 ns 

th(¢-RDY) RDY input hold time 500 ns 

thc¢-P201 Port P2 input hold time 0 ns 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 
Single-chip mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, T a=25'C, f CXIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ, Max. 

tdc¢-poo) Port PO data output delay time 230 ns 

tdC¢-P101 Port P1 data output delay time Fig.l? 230 ns 

tdC¢-P20) Port P2 data output delay time 230 ns 

tdC¢-P30) Port P3 data output delay time Fig.18 200 ns 

tdC¢-RA) Port R address output delay time 200 ns 

tde ¢~RAF) Port R address output delay time 0 200 ns 

tdC¢-RO) Port R data output delay time 
Fig,l? 

200 ns 

td(¢-ROF) Port R data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-CE) CE output delay time 200 ns 

tdC¢-RWI R/W output delay time 
Fig.19 

lOa ns 

Memory expanding mode and eva-chip mode 
(Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, Ta=25'C, f CXINI=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

td(¢-POA) Port PO' address output d.elay time 

td(¢-POAF) Port PO address output delay time 

td( ¢-POQ) Port PO data output delay time 

td(¢--POQF) Port PO data output delay lime 

td(¢-P1A) Port P1 address and control signal delay time 

td{¢-P1AF) Port P1 address and control Signal delay time 

td(¢_P1Q) Port P1 data output delay time 

td(¢--P1QF) Port P1 data output delay time 

td<¢-P201 Port P2 data output delay time 

td(¢-P2QF) Port P2 data output delay time 

2-22 
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Test conditions 

Fig.l? 

Limits 

Min. Typ. 
Unit 

Max. 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0740A-XXXSP/FP, MS0741-XXXSP/FP, MS0740ASP 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Microprocessor mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, T a=25'C, f (XIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

td(0;6·POA) Port PO address output delay time 

td(0;6.P1A) Port P1 address and control signal delay time 
Fig.l? 

td(¢_P2Q) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(¢_P2QF) Port P2 data output delay time 

TVCC 
PO 

lkQ 

PI 

1100PF 

~ 

P2 

R 

P3 

11 kQ ,t 100pF 

¢ 

t OOPF 

¢ 

i 100PF 

Fig.17 Ports PO~ P2, R test circuit Fig.18 Port P3 test circuit 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

-

CE i 100pF 
-

R/W 

~6~~ 
l.l00 pF 

Fig.19 CE and R/W test circuit 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0740A-XXXSP/FP, MS0741-XXXSP/FP ,MS0740ASP 

TIMING DIAGRAMS 
In single-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port PI output 

Port PI input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P3 output 

Port P3 input 
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SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

"-
tdl, ~POO) iE-. 
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tSUIPOD~~ 

/ 

~("~PlO) 
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)< 

) 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0740A-XXXSP/FP,MS0741-XXXSP/FP,MS0740ASP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

In single-chip mode (continued from the preceding page) 

¢ 

Port R output 
---10" 

tsU(RD ¢) 

Port R input 

CE 

R/W 

tr t f 

,. MITSUBISHI 2-25 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07 40A -XXXS P IF P, MS07 41-XXXS P IFP ,MS07 40AS P 

SINGLE.CHIP S·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER-

In memory expanding mode and eva-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port P1 output 

Port P1 input 

RDY input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

2-26 

--V 

tsU(POD ~ ¢) 

______ ~----------_+------J 

-------¥ 

---------+----------------------~----------, 
tsU(RDY -¢) 

------+-----------~-------' 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0740A-XXXSP/FP, MS0741-XXXSP/FP, MS0740ASP 

In microprocessor mode 

~ 

-
PorI PO oUlpul 

-
Port P1 outpu I 

---;0 

RDY inpu t' -
---, 

Port P2 oulpu t ---

Port P2 inpu I 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

" 
~d(¢-POA) 

)< 

I 

td(¢ -PIA) 

I--
)< 

tsU(ROY -¢) 

i-

th(¢ -ROY) 

- td(¢ -P20) 

IE---------- t> Floating 
---------

tSU(P20-¢) 
~ 

/ 

• MITSUBISHI 
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/ 

~ 

td(¢ -P20F) 

I-r-·---> 1'-----

~ 
I\. - ~h(~ ··P20) 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0742-XXXSP/FP 
MS0708-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

DESCRIPTION 
The M50742-XXXSP and the M50708-XXXSP are single
chip microcomputers designed with CMOS silicon gate 
technology. Both are housed in a 64-pin shrink plastic 
molded DIP (flat package type also available). These sing

le-chip microcomputers are useful for business equipment 
and other consumer applications. 

In addition to their simple instruction sets, the ROM, RAM, 
and 1/0 addresses are placed on the same memory map to 
enable easy programming. 
The differences between the M50742-XXXSP and the 
M50708-XXXSP are noted below. The following explana
tions apply to the M50742-XXXSP. Specification variations 
for other chips are noted accordingly. 

Type name ROM size 

M50742-XXXSP 4096bytes 

M50708-XXXSP 6144bytes 

The differences between the M50742-XXXSP and the 
M50742-XXXFP are the package outline and power dis
sipation ability (absolute maximum ratings). 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions ...... , ............................ 69 

• Memory size ROM .......... 4096bytes (M50742-XXXSP) 
6144bytes (M50708-XXXSP) 

RAM .... ··· .. ·· .... · .... · ...... · .......... 128bytes 

• Instruction execution time 
....... 2f1s (minimum instructions at 4MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply f(X 1N )=4MHz .............. ·5V±10% 

• Power dissipation 
normal operation mode (at 4MHz frequency) 

......................................... 15mW (Vcc=5V, Typ.) 

• Subroutine nesting ............................ ·64 levels (Max.) 
• Interrupt .......................................... 7 types, 5 vecters 

• 8-bit timer"''''.'''''''''''''''' 3 (2 when used as serial 1/0) 
• Programmable 1/0 (Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4) ........... 40 
• Input port (Port P5) .......... · .................. , .................. ·8 
• Output port (Port P6) ............................................... 8 
• Serial 1/0(8-bit) .................................................... ·1 

APPL.:ICATION 
Office automation equipment 
VCR, Tuner, Audio-visual equipment 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

Vee 

Output port P6 

I/O pori P2 

P37/SROY ++ 18 

P36 /CLK - 19 

1/0 port P34/SlN - 21 
P3 P33/CNTR .... 22 

Interrupt input 

CNVss 
Reset Input RESET _ 28 

Clock input 

Clock output 

Timing output 

Vss 

Outline 64P4B 

~~0868ad~~8~~~~:~~~o8 
~~z~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~QZQ 

II IIIIIIIIIIIIIIU I 
~.~~D.~W •• G.u«aa~~ •• n 

o 

o 

M50742-XXXFP 
or 

M50708-XXXFP 

o 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

I/O port P4 

I/O port PO 

I/O port P1 

Input port P5 

27 - XOUT 

26 -X1N 

25 - RESET 
CNVss 
NC 
NC 

Outline 72P6 NC : No connection 
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,. 
1'1'13: 1"'_ 
1'1'1004 
C'HII 
oo4C :uta 
niii 

:5 

N 

I 
N 
ill 

M50742-XXXSP BLOGK DIAGRAM 

Clock Clock Timing Interrupt 
input output output input Reset input (5V) (OV) (OV) 
X,N XOUT ¢ INT, RESET Vee Vss CNVss 

I--®--~-~ --~ -T --j -~ ----®---~- --- - - - -------l 

I 
:,re, '""':,,'"' "'~ 

-----.J ..,. 

\~ I 
~ ~ 7 ..[ ),. 

Ii Timer 1 J 
Processor Program Program Stack T1IB) ~ 

status counter counter pointer Instruction I 
register '\ ) .r;= PSIB) PC H IB) PCLIB) SIB) 

l · ,,:;;;'" 
register (B) 

~ 1 
PRE12 (B) T2IB) Instruction I 

decoder 

'\ )~ 
cotrol 

8-bit 

,'''":= 
RAM ROM Prescaler Timer X J Signal 

arithmetic Index Index PREX IB) TX(B) 

and 128 bytes register register 
4096 bytes 

logical unit AlB) 
X(S) YIB) (Note l) 

,.. 
1~ 

., ., ., ,.. 
'- CNTR 

...; ~ -.i 7 7 
L- I 

f'r ~ 

'\.J.J-

eor~ INT, 

~ f-

I P6(8) Ie: P5(8) P4(8) I I P3(8) P2(8) 1 Pl (8) ] I PO(8) I 
- ~-

-{2J.3 4 5 6 7 8 9 331',4135X36 37 38 39 40 5i';(s8Y59l60X61X62X63X64 18 19 20 21 22 23X2m5 IOY1 if12 13 14'J:i5Yi6XS 41X42):43Y44 ~ ~ 47 ~ ,4SA50 51 12 53 14XIIXl6 -~ 
Output port P6 Input port P5 1/0 port P4 1/0 port P3 1/0 port P2 1/0 port P1 1/0 port PO 

Note 1 6144 bytes for M50708-XXXSP 
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FUNCTIONS OF M50742-XXXSP 
Parameter 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction execution time 

ROM 
Memory size 

RAM 

INT, 

Input/oulput port 
PO, Pl, P2, P3, P4 

P5 

P6 

Serial 1/0 

Timers 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupts 

Clock generating circuit 

Supply voltage 

Power dissipation At high-speed mode 

Input/output characteristics 
Input/output voltage 

Output current 

Memory expansion 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

Package 
M50742-XXXSP, MS0708-XXXSP 

M50742-XXXFP, M50708-XXXFP 

2-30 

Inpul 

I/O 

Input 

Outpul 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0742-XXXSP/FP 
MS070S-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

69 

2,us (minimum instructions, at 4MHz frequency) 

4096byles (6144byles for M50708-XXXSP) 

128bytes 

1-bilXl 

8-bitX5 (part of P3 are in common with serial 1/0) 

8-bilXl 

8-bi1X1 

8-bilXl 

8-bit prescalerX2+8-bil timerX3 (8-bil timerX2 when serial I/O is used) 

64 levels (max.) 

Two external interrupts (1 of external interrupt is in common with port P32) 

Three timer inlerrupls (or timerX2, serlall/OX1) 

Built-in (ceramic or quartz crystal oscillator) 

SV±10% 

lSmW (al 4MHz irequency) 

9V (Porls PO, Pl, P2, P3, P4, PS, P6, INT,) 

SmA (Porls PO, Pl, P2, P3, P4, P6) 

Possible 

-10-70'C 

CMOS silico~ gate process 

64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP 

72-pin plastic molded QFP 

'MITSUBISHI 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

---
RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

'XOUT Clock output 

¢> Timing output 

CNTR Timer 1/0 

INT, Interrupt input 

POO~P07 1/0 port PO 

P1o~P17 1/0 port P1 

P2o~P27 1/0 port P2 

P30~P37 1/0 port P3 

P4o~P47 1/0 port P4 

P5o":"'P57 Input port P5 

P6o~P67 Output port P6 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

1/0 

Input 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

Input 

Output 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0742-XXXSP/FP 
MS070S-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±10% to Vee, and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected to Vss. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2,us (under normal Vee 

conditions).1f more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

This chip has an internal clock generating circuit. To control generating frequency, an external ceramic or a 

quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X1N and XOUT pins. If an external clock is used, the clock 

source should be connected the X1N pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

This is the timing output pin. 

This is an 1/0 pin for the timer X. 

This is the highest order interrupt input pin. 

Port PO is an a-bit I/O port with directional registers allowing each 1/0 bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. 

The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

Port P1 is an a-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P2 is an a-bit I/O port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P3 is an a-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. When serial 1/0 is used, P37 • 
--

P36. P3s, and P34 work as SRDY, elK, SOUT. and SIN pins, respectively. 

Also P33 and P32 work as CNTR pin and the lowest order interrupt input pin (INT2 ) , respectively. 

Port P4 is an a-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO, but the output structure is P-

channel open drain. 

Port P5 is an a-bit input port. 

Port P6 is an a-bit output port. The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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BASIC FUNCTION BLOCKS 

MEMORY' 
A memory map for the M50742-XXXSP is shown in Figure 
1. Addresses FOOO'6 to FFFF'6 are assigned to the built-in 
ROM area which consists of 4096 bytes. 
AddressesE800'6 to FFFF'6 are the ROM address area 

assigned to the M50708-XXXSP. 
Addresses FFOO'6 to FFFF'6 are a special address area 
(special page). By using the special page addressing 
mode of the JSR instruction, subroutines addressed on this 

ROM 
(6144 bytes) 

for 
M50l08 

-XXXSP 

Zero page 

ROM 
(4096 bytes) 

RAM 
(12Sbytes) 

for Special 
M50l42-XXXSP page for 

0000, 6 

OOlF, 6 

ODED '6 

DOFF '6 

ESOO, 6 

FOOD " 

FFOO, 6 

subroutine FFF4 '6 
call 

FFFF " 

Fig.1 Memory map 

Not used 

Not used 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0742-XXXSP/FP 
MS070S .. XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

page can be called with only 2 bytes. Addreeses FFF4'6 to 
FFFF'6 are vector addresses used for the reset and inter
rupts (see interrupt chapter). Addresses 0000'6 to 00FF'6 . 

are the zero page address area. By using the zero page 
addressing mode, this area can also be accessed with 2 

bytes. The use of these addressing methods will greatly re" 
duce the object size required. The RAM, I/O port, timer, 
etc., are assigned to this area. 

Addresses 0000'6 to 007F'6 are assigned to the built-in 
RAM and consist of 128 bytes of static RAM. In addition to 
data storage, this RAM is used for the stack during sub
routine calls and interrupts. 

Decimal 

0 

1 27 / 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ ODED" Port PO 

Port PO ~~~;:~~nal 

Port P1 

Port P1 ~~r~;:~~a 
Port P2 

Port P2 ~~~~~:~~nal 
/ 

OOE1'6 

OOE2'6 

OOE3" 

OOE416 

OOE5" 

00E6" 

OOEl'6 

00E8" 

00E9, 

OOEA, 

OOEB, 

OOEC, 

ODED, 

OOEE, 

OOEF, 

OOFO, 

OOF1, 

00F2, 

00F3, 

OOF4, 

00F5, 

00F6, 

OOF7, 

OOFS, 

00F9, 

OOFA, 

OOFB, 

OOFC, 

\ 

255 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

, 
\ 

\ 

, 
\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

\ 

, 
\ 

INT, \ 

S I/O or Timer 2 \ 

Timer 1 \ 

Timer X 

iNT, 

65535 RESET 

\ 
\ OOFD, 

\ OOFE, 
\ 
\ OOFF, , 

Port P3 

6 Port P3 r~~~~:~~nal 

6 Port P4 

6 Port P4 ~~~~~:~~nal 
6 Port P5 

6 

6 Port P6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 Serial I/O ~~is~er 

6 Serial I/O register 

6 

6 Timer 1, 2 prescaler 

6 Timer 1 

6 Timer 2 

6 Timer X prescaler 

6 Timer X 

6 Interrupt control register 

6 Timer control register 
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CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) 
The CPU consists of6 registers and is shown in Figure 2. 

ACCUMULATOR (A) 
The 8-bit accumulator (A) is the main register of the micro
computer. Data operations such as data transfer, Input/Out
put, etc., are executed mainly through accumulator. 

o 

A Accumulator 

o 

x Index register X 

'0 

L... ___ Y ___ .... llndex register Y 

o 

L... ___ s ___ .... 1 Stack pointer 

15 7 0 

IL.... ___ P_c_H __ .....JI ___ p_c_L ___ .... 1 Program counter 

Fig.2 Register structure 
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INDEX REGISTER X (X) 
The index register X isan 8-bit register. 

In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 
added to the contents of the register X, specifies the real 
address. When the T flag in the processor status register is 
set to "1", the index register X itself becomes the address 
for the second OPERAND .. 

INDEX REGISTER Y (Y) 
The index register Y is an 8-bit register. 
In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 
added to the contents of the register Y specifies the real 
address. 

o 

r N I V I T I BID II I z I c I Processor .status r~gister 

Carry flag 

Zero flag 

L. __ "":"'_ Interrupt disable. flag 

L. _____ Decimal mode flag 

L. _______ Break flag 

L. ________ Index X mode flag 

L. ______ ---'-__ Overflow flag 

L-_--' ________ Negative flag 
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STACK POINTER (S) 
The stack pOinter (S) is an. 8-bit register that contains the 

address of the next location in the stack. It is mainly used 

during interrupts and subroutine calls. The stack pointer is 

not automatically initialized after reset and should be initial

ized by the program using the TXS instruction. 

The location of the stack can be determined by the stack 

page bit (bit 4 at address 00FF,6). When bit 4 is "0" and 

the contents of the stack pointer is XX'6, the stack address 

is set to 00XX'6. When bit 4 is "1 ", the stack address is set 

to 01 XX'6' When using this microcomputer in the single
chip mode, the stack page bit must be "0" and the stack 

pOinter should be set at the bottom address of the internal 

RAM. 

. When an interrupt occurs, the higher 8 bits of the program 

counter are pushed into the stack first, and then the lower 8 

bits of the. program counter are pushed into the stack. After 

each byte is pushed into the stack, the stack pOinter is de

cremented by one. Next, the contents of the processor sta-

. tus register are pushed into the stack. When the return from 
interrupt instruction (RTI) is executed, the program counter 

are processor status register data is pulled off the stack in 
reverse order from above. 

The Accumulator is never pushed into the stack automati

cally. A Push Accumulator instruction (PHA) is provided to 

execute this function. Restoring the Accumulator to its pre
vious value is accomplished by the Pull Accumul·ator in

struction (PLA). It is executed in reverse order of the PHA 

instruction. 

The contents of the Processor Status Register (PS) are 
pushed (pulled) to (from) the stack with the 'PHP and PLP 

instructions, respectively. Only the program counter is 

pushed into the stack during a subroutine call. Therefore, 

any registers that should not be destroyed should be 

pushed into the stack manually. The RTS instruction is 
used to return from a subroutine. 

PROGRAM COUNTER (Pq 
The 16-bit program counter consists of two 8-bit registers 

PCH and PCl' The program counter is used to indicate the 
address of the next instruction to be executed. 

PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PS) 
The processor status register is composed entirely of flags 

used to indicate the condition of the processor immediately 
after an operation. Branch operations can be performed by 

testing the Carry flag (C), Zero flag (Z), Overflow flag (V) 

or the Negative flag (N). Each bit of the register is ex
plained below. 
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1. Carry flag (C) 
The carry flag contains the carry or borrow generated by 
the Arithmetic and Logical operation Unit (ALU) im

mediately after an operation. It also changed by the shift 
and rotate instructions. The set carry (SEC) and clear carry 

(CLC) instructions allow direct access for setting and 

clearing this flag. 

2. Zero flag (Z) 
This flag is used to indicate if the immediate operation 

generated a zero result or not. If the result is zero, the zero 
flag will be set to "1". If the result is not zero, the zero flag 

will be set to "a" .. 

3. Interrupt disable flag (I) 
This flag is used to disable all interrupts. This is accom

plished by setting the flag to "1". When an interrupt, this 

flag is automatically set to "1 '.' to prevent other interrupts 

from interfering until the current interrupt is completed. The 

SEI and CLI instructions are used to set and clear this flag, 

respectively. 

4. Decimal mode flag (D) 
The decimal mode flag is used to define whether addition 

and subtraction are executed in binary or decimal. If the 

decimal mode flag is set to "1", the operations are ex
ecuted in decimal, if the flag is set to "0", the operations 

are executed in binary. Decimal correction is automatically 

executed. The SED and CLD instructions are used to set 

and clear this flag, respectively. 

5. Break flag (B) 
When the BRK instruction is executed, the same operations 

are performed as in an interrupt. The address of the inter

rupt vector of the BRK instruction is the same as that of the 

lowest priority interrupt. The contents of the B flag can be 

checked to determine which condition caused the interrupt. 
If the BRK instruction caused the interrupt, the break flag 

will be "1 ", otherwise it wfll be "0". 

6. Index X mode flag (T) 
When the T flag is "1", operations between mem.ories are 
executed directly without passing through the accumulator. 

Operations between memories involving the accumulator 

are executed -when the T flag is "a" (i.e., .operation results 

between memories 1 and 2 are stored in the accumulator). 

The address of memory 1 is specified by the contents of 

the index register X, and that of memory 2 is specified by 

the normal addressing mode. The SET and CL T instructions 

are used to set and clear the index X mode flag, respec

tively. 
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7. Overflow flag (V) 
The overflow flag functions when one byte is added or sub
tracted as a signed binary number. When the result ex
ceeds +127 or -128, the overflow flag is set to "1". When 
the BIT instruction is executed, bit 6 of the memory location 
is input to the overflow flag. The overflow flag is reset by 
the CLV instruction and there is no set instruction. 

8. Negative flag (N) 
The negative flag is set whenever the result of a data trans
fer or operation is negative (bit 7 is set to "1"). Whenever 

the BIT instruction is executed, bit 7 of the memory location 
is input to the negative flag. There are no instructions for 
directly setting or resetting the negative flag .. 

Table 1 Interrupt vector address and priority 

Interrupt 

RESET 

INT, 

Timer X 

Timer 1 

Timer 2 or serial liD 

INT, (BRK) 

Interrupt 
request 

Priority 

1 
2 

3 

4 
5 

6 

Fig.3 Interrupt control 

Vector address 

FFFF ,6 , FFFE '6 

FFFD ,6 , FFFC '6 

FFFB ,6 , FFFA '6 

FFF9 ,6• FFF8 '6 

FFF7 ,6• FFF6 '6 

FFF5 ,6• FFF4 '6 
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INTERRUPT 
The M50742-XXXSP can be interrupted from seven souces; 
INT1 , timer X, timer 1, timer 2/serial I/O, or INT2/BRK in
struction. 
However, the INT2 pin is used with port P32 and the corres
ponding directional register bit should be set to "0" when 
P32 is used as an interrupt input pin. 

The value of bit 2 of the serial I/O mode register (address 
00F616 ) determine whether the interrupt is from timer 2 or 
from serial 110. When bit 2 is "0" the interrupt is from timer 
3, and when bit 2 is "1" the interrupt is from serial 110, Also, 
when the bit 2 is "1 ", parts of port P3 are used for serial 1/ 
0. These interrupts are vectored and their priorities are 
shown in Table 1. Reset is included in this table since it 
has the same functions as the interrupts. 
When an interrupt is accepted, the contents of certain reg
isters are pushed into specified locations, (as discussed in 
the stack pOinter section) the interrupt disable flag I is set, 
the program jumps to the address specified by the interrupt 
vector, and the interrupt request bit is cleared automatical
ly. The reset interrupt is the highest priority interrupt and 
can never be inhibited. Except for the reset interrupt, all in
terrupt are inhibited when the interrupt disable flag is set to 
"1 ". All of the other interrupts can further be controlled indi
vidually via the interrupt control register shown in Figure 3. 

An interrupt is accepted when the interrupt enable bit and 

Interrupt control register (Address OOFE16 ) 

Bit 7 : I NT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit 6 : I NT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5 : Timer 1 interrupt request bit 

Bit 4 : Timer 1 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 3 : Timer 2 interrupt or serial liD interrupt request bit 

Bit 2 : Timer 2 interrupt or serial liD interrupt enable bit 

Bit 1 : INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit a : INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Timer control register (Address OOFF,,) 

Bit 7 : Timer X interrupt request bit 

Bit 6 : Timer X interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5 : 'limer X count stop bit 

Bit 4 : Stack page bit 

Bit 3: I 
Timer X mode bit 

Bit 2: 

Bit 1 : I 
Processor mode bit 

Bit 0: 
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the interrupt request bit are both "1" and the interrupt dis
able flag is "0". 
The interrupt request bits are set when the following condi

tions occur: 
(1) When the INT, or INT2 pins go from "H" to "L" 

(2) When the contents of timer X, timer 1, timer 2 (or the 
serial 1/0 counter) go to "0" 

These request bits can be reset by the program but can not 
be set by the program. However, the interrupt enable bit 

can be set and reset by the program. 
Since the BRK instruction and the INT2 interrupt have the 
same vectored address, the contents of the B flag must be 

checked to determine if the BRK instruction caused the in
terrupt or if INT2 generated the interrupt. 

Oscillator Divider 

Pulse output mode 
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TIMER 
The M50742-XXXSP has three timers; timer X, timer 1, and 
timer 2. Since P3 (in serial 1/0 mode) and timer 2. use 
some of the same architecture, they cannot be used at the 
same time (see serial 1/0 section). Timer X has four modes 

which can be selected by bit 2 and 3 of the tirTler control 
register. When the timer X count stop bit (bit 5) is set to 
"1", the timer X will stop regardless of which mode it is in. 
A block diagram of timer X, timer 1 and timer 2 is shown in 
Figure 4. 

The P33/CNTR pin cannot be used as CNTR when P33 is 
being used in the normal 1/0 mode. 

Timer 1 and timer 2 share with a prescaler. This prescaler 
has an 8-bit programmable latch used as a frequency di-

to timer X interrupt 
request bit 

1-------------1 Toggle flip-flopl--------J 

.Fig.4 

2-36 

,,---_ Transfer clock 

Serial I/O counter (3) 

Serial I/O mode register (Address OOF616 ) 

Block diagram of timer X, timer 1. and timer 2 
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vider. The division ratio is defined as 1/(n+l). where n is 
the decimal contents of the prescaler latch. All three timers 
are down-count timers which are reloaded from the timer 
latch following the zero cycle of the timer (I.e. the cycle af
ter the timer counts to zero). 

The timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" during the next 
clock pulse after the timer reaches zero. The interrupt and 
timer control registers are located at addresses 00FE'6 and 
00FF'6, respectively (see interrupt section). The prescaler 
latch and timer latch can be loaded with any number ex
cept zero. 
The four modes of timer X as follows: 
(1) Timer mode (00) 

In this mode the clock is driven by the oscillator fre
quency divided by 16. When the timer down-counts to 
zero, the timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" and 

the contents of the timer's latch is reloaded into the 
timer and the counting begins again. 

(2) Pulse output mode (01) 

In this mode, the polarity of the CNTR signal is re
versed each time the timer down-counts to zero. 

(3) Event counter mode (10) 

This mode operates in the same manner as the timer 
mode except, the clock source is input to the CNTR 
pin. This mode will allow an interrupt to be generated 
whenever a specified number of external events have 
been generated. The timer down-counts every rising 
edge of the clock sourse. 

(4) Pulse width measurement mode (1/1) 

niis mode measures the pulse width (between lows) 

input to the CNTR pin. The timer, driven by the oscilla
tor frequency divided by 16, continues counting during 
the low cycle of the CNTR pin. When the timer con-. 
tents reaches "0", th,e interrupt request bit is set to "1", 

the timer's reload latch is reloaded and the counting 
resumes. 
The structure of the timer control register is shown in 
Figure 5. 

When the STP instruction is executed, or after reset, 

the prescaler and timer latch are set to FF'6 and 01,6, 
respectively. Also,when the STP instruction is ex
ecuted, the oscillator's frequency (divided by 16) will 
become the counting source, regardless of the timer X 
mode setting, This state will be released when the tim
er X interrupt request bit is set to "1", or after a reset. 
Timer X will then enter the mode specified by its mode 
bits. For more details on the STP instruction, refer to 
the oscillation circuit section. 
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o 
II I I j I I j I 

LL 
Timer control register (Address OOFF,s) 

Processor mode bit 

00 : Single-chip mode 
01 : Memory expanding mode 

10 : Microprocessor mode 
11 : Eva-chip mode 

Timer X mode bit 
00 : Timer mode 
01 : Pulse output mode 
10 : Event counter mode 
11 : Pulse width measurement mode 

Stack page bit 
0: 0 page 

'1 : 1 page 

Timer X count stop bit 
o : Count start 
1 : Count stop 

Timer X interrupt enable bit 
o : Interrupt ,disable 
1 : Interrupt enable 

Timer X interrupt request bit 
o : No interrupt request 
1 : With interrupt request 

Fig.5 Structure of timer control register 
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SERIAL 1/0 
A block diagram of the serial I/O is shown in Figure 6. 
In the serial 110 mode the receive raady sigmil (SRDY), syn
chronous inputloutput clock (elK), and the serial liD pins 
(SOUT, SIN) are used as P37, P36, P35, and P34, respectively. 
The serial liD mode register (address 00F616)is 4-bit reg
ister. Bits 1 and 0 of this register is used to select a syn

chronous clock source. 
When these bits are (00) or (01) , an external clock from 
P36 is selected. When these bits are (10), the overflow sig
nal from timer 2, divided by two, becomes the synchronous 
clock. Therefore, changing the timer period will change the 
transfer speed. When the bits are (11), oscillator frequency 
divided by 16, becomes the clock. 
Bit 2 and 3 decide whether parts of P3 will be used as a 
serial I/O or not. When bit 2 is a "1", P36 becomes an liD 

Oscillator DI'lider 
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pin of the synchronous clock. When an internal synchronous 
clock is selected, the clock is output from P36• If an eXter

nal synchronous clock is selected, the clock is input to P36 

and P35 will be a serial output and P34 will be a serial in
put. To use P34 as a serial input, set the directional register 
bit .which corresponds to P34 to "0". For more information on 
the directional register, refer to the liD pin section. 
To use the serial 110, bit 2 needs to be set to "1", if ii is "0" 
P36 will function as a normal liD. Interrupts will be gener

ated from the serial liD counter instead cif timer 2. Bit 3 
determines if P37 is used as an output pin for the receive 

data ready signal (Bit 3= 1, SRDY) or used as normal liD pin 
(Bit 3=0). The serial liD function is discussed below. The 
function of the serial liD differs depending on the clock 
source; external clock or internal clock. 

P31 

from Timer 1,2 
}---< 1---1-----------., prescaler 

Divider 

·Serial lID counter(3) 

P3. 

to timer 2 or serial lID 
interrupt request bit 

Transfer clock 

P3. 

r--"-'---+--I-I-+-+---"'''i MSB 

Flg.6 Block diagram of serial I/O 

2-38 

~------~~------~ 
(Address 00F7,.) 

L---I._ ........ --'_ ..... Serial lID mode register (Address 00F6,~) 

U Synchronous clock selection bit 

00: f 
External clock 

01 : 

10 : Timer 2 divided by 2' 

11 : Frequency divided by 16 

L--___ Serial lID port selection bit. (P3 •. P3.) 

a : Normal lID port 

1 : Serial lID port 

'------- SRDY signal output selection bit (P31 ) 

o : Nomal lID port 
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Internal Clock-The SRDY signal becomes "H" during trans
mission or while dummy data is stored in 1he serial I/O reg
ister (address 00F716 ) • After the falling edge of the write 

signal, the SRDY signal becomes low signaling that the 
M50742-XXXSP is ready to receive the external serial data. 

The SRDY signal goes "H" at the next falling edge of the 
transfer clock. The serial I/O counter' is set io 7 when data 

is stored in the serial I/O register. At each falling edge of 
the transfer clock, serial data is .output to P3s. During the 
rising edge of this clock, data can be input from P34 and 
the data in the serial I/O register will be shifted 1 bit. 
Data is output starting with the LSB. After the transfer clock 
has counted 8 times, the serial I/O register will be empty 
and the transfer clock will remain at a high level. At this 
time the interrpt request bit will be set. 

Synchronous clock 

Transfer clock 

Serial 110 register 
write signal 

Serial 110 output 
SOUT 
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External Clock-If an external clock is used, the interrupt 
request will be sent after the transfer clock has counted 8 
times but transfer clock will not stop.· 
Due to this reason, the external clock must be controlled 
from the outside. The external clock should not exceed 
250kHz at a duty cycle of 50%, The timing diagram is 
shown in Figure 7. An example of communication between 
two M50742-XXXSPs is shown in Figur 8. 

Serial 1/0 input 

S'N ----------~I--~~I---------
Receivable Signal, 

,SRDY 

Fig.7 Serial I/O timing 

Sending side 

Serial 110 mode register 

bit3 bitO 

I 0 I 1 I 1 I 0 I 
Set the directional 
register ior P3, pin 
in input mode. 

Fig.8 Example of serial I/O connection 

I I 
U : 

P3, 

P36 

P3. 

SRDY 

Synchronous clock 

Serial data 
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P3, 

- P3. 

P3, 

t 
Interrupt request bit set' 

Receiving side 

Serial 1/0 mode register 

bit3 bitO 

I 1 I 1 I 0 I X I 
Set the directional 
r~gister ior P34 pin 
in input mode, 
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RESET CIRCUIT 
The M50742-XXXSP is reset according to the sequence 

shown in Figure 9. It starts the program from the address 
formed by using the content of address FFFF'6 as the high 

. order address and the content of the address FFFF'6 as the 
low order address, when the RESET pin is held at "L" level 
for more than 2,us while the power voltage is in the recom-

SYNC 

Address 

Data 

8-12 clock cycles 

Flg.9 Timing diagram at reset 

Address 

(1) Port PO directional register E I,. ) .. ·1 o 0 16 

(2) Port PI directional register E 3,. ) · .. 1 o 0 16 

(3) Port P2 directional register E 5,. ) · .. 1 o 0 16 

(4) Port P3 directional register E 9,. ) ... 1 00 16 

(5) Port P4 directional register E 8,. ) ... 1 o 0 16 

(6) Port P6 (Note 1) E E,. ) .. ·1 F F 16 I 
(7) Serial 1/0 mode register E 6,. ) .. ·1 I I I 10 10 10 10 1 

(8) Prescaler X 

, (9) Timer X 

00) Interrupt control register 

(11) Timer control register 

(12) Interrupt disable flag on 
processor status register. 

(13) Program counter 

E C,. ) "·1 F F" 
~======: FD,.)"·I 01" 

FE,. ) "'1 . 0 0 " 

FF,·)"·loo" 

P S ) · .. 11 I I I 111 I 

Notel: Port P6 is the high-impedance state during reset. 

Alter return from reset, it is "FF,.". 

Flg.10 Internal state of microcomputer at reset 
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mended operating condition and the crystal oscillator 
oscillation is stable and then returned to "H" level. The in
ternal initializations following reset are shown in Figure 10. 
An example of the reset circuit is shown in Figure 11. 
When the power on reset is used, the RESET pin must be 

held "L" until the oscillation of X,N-XOUT becomes stable. 

Reset adc;lress from the 
yector table 

Note 1: Frequency relation of f(XIN ) and if> is f(X,N)=4'if> 

2.: The mark"? " means that the address is changeable 

depending on the previous state. 

Power on 

M50742-XXXSP 

RESET Vee 
Oil 

28L 11 
...: ...... ... 

if ov 

M50742-XXXSP 

RESET Vee 

28 1 Supply voltage 
- - - - -~ detection circuit 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I I 
I I 
L ________ J 

Flg.11 Example of reset circuit 
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I/O PORTS 
(1) Port PO 

Port PO is an 8-bit 1/0 port with N-channel open drain 
output. 
Pull-up transistor can be specified as an option. As 
shown in the memory map (Figure 1), port PO can be 
accessed at zero page memory address 00E016 . Port 
PO has a directional register (address 00E1 16 ) which 

can be used to program each individual bit as input 
(000") or as output (001"). If the pins are programmed as 
output, the output data is latched to the port register 

and then output. When data is read from the output port 
the output pin level is not read, only the latched data in 
the port register is read. This allows a previously output 
value to be read correctly even though the output vol
tage level is shifted up or down. Pins set as input are 
in the floating state and the signal levels can thus be 
read. When data is written into the input port, the data 
is latched only to the port latch and the pin still remains 
in the floating state. 
Depending on the contents of the processor status reg
ister (bit a and bit 1 at address 00FF16 ), four different 
modes can be selected; single-chip mode, memory ex
panding mode, microprocessor mode and eva-chip 
mode. These modes (excluding single-chip mode) 

have a multiplexed address output function in addition 
to the 1/0 function. For more details, see the processor 

mode information. 
(2) Port P1 

In the single-chip mode, port P1 has the same function 
as PO. In the other modes, P1 's functions are slightly 
different from PO's. For more details, see the processor 
mode information. 

(3) Port P2 

In the single-chip mode, port P2 has the same function 
as PO. In the other modes, P2's functions are slightly 
different from PO's. 
For more details, see the processor mode information. 

(4) Port P3 

In the single-chip mode, port P3 has the same function 
as PO. In the other modes, P3's functions are slightly 
different from PO's. Port P3 can also be used as serial 
1/0, INT2 and 1/0 pins for timer X. For more details, 
see the processor mode information. 

(5) Port P4 

Port P4 is an 8-bit 1/0 port with P-channel open drain 
outputs. This port also has the pull-down transistor 
option .. 

(6) Port P5 

Port P5 is and input port with pull-up transistor option. 
(7) Port P6 

Port P6 is an output port. It has N-channel open drain 
output with pull-up transistor option. See Figure 12 for 
more details. 
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(8) Clock ¢ output pin 
In normal conditions, the oscillator frequency divided 
by four is output as ¢. 

(9) INTl pin 
The INTl pin is an interrupt input pin. The INTl inter
rupt request bit (bit 7 at address 00FE16 ) is set to "1" 

when the input level of this pin changes from "H" to 
"L". 

(10) INT2 pin (P32/1NT2 pin) 

The INT2 pin is an interrupt input pin used with P32. To 
use this pin as an interrupt pin, set the corresponding 
bit in the directional register to input ("0"). When this 
signal level changes from "H" to "L", the interrupt re
quest bit (bit 1 at address 00FE16 ) is set to "1". 

(11) CNTR pin (P33/CNTR pin) 
The P33 /CNTR pin is an 1/0 pin of timer X. To use this 

pin as the timer X input pin, set the corresponding 
directional register bit to input ("0"). In the event coun
ter mode, CNTR becomes the input pin of the external 
pulse. In the pulse output mode, the CNTR output 
changes polarity each time the contents of timer X 
goes to "0". In the pulse width measurement mode, the 
pulse to be measured is input to this pin. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0742-XXXSP/FP 
MS0708-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Ports PO, Pt, P2, P3 N-channel open drain output 

Port P4 

Port P5 

Port P6 

r-----t Directional register 

Data bus -+----/ Port latch 

r----jDirectional registerl-~-----, 

Data bus --+------1 Port latch 

Option 

(Note) P3 is also used as an 1/0 pin 
of se~ial 110 and CNTR, and 
input pin of INT 2. 

P-channel open drain output 

r-t--- Option 

---J1'~ ~: I , 
, I 
, 'I 
1_- ____ I 

Port P5 

N-channel open drain output 

r:tc,o,,,oo 
l~ 

Data bus ----i Port latch ~ 1 . Port P6 

CMOS output 

Fig.12 Block diagram of ports PO-P6 (single-chip mode) and output format of ¢ 
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PROCESSOR MODE 
By changing the contents of the processor mode bit (bit 0 

and 1 at address 00FF,6 ), four different operation modes 
can be selected; single-chip mode, memory expanding 
mode, microprocessor mode and evaluation chip (eva

chip) mode. In the memory expanding mode, microp
rocessor mode and eva-chip mode, ports PO- P3 can be 
used as multiplexed I/O for address, data and control sig
nals, as well as the normal functions of the I/O ports. 

Figure 14 shows the functions of ports PO-P3. 
The memory map for the single-chip mode is illustrated in 

Figure 1 and for other modes, in Figure 13. 
By connecting CNVss to Vss, all four modes can be 
selected through software by changing the processor mode 

bits. Connecting GNVss to Vcc automatically forces the 
microcomputer into microprocessor mode. Supplying 10V to 
CNVss places the microcomputer in the eva-chip mode. 
The four different modes are explained as follows: 

FFFFI6 ,...----..., 

Internal 
ROM 

Internal 
RAM 

0000'6 L-___ .....I 

Memory expanding Eva-chip Microprocessor 
mode mode mode 

The shaded area is external memory area 
Note 1: E800,. for M50708-XXXSP. 

Flg.13 External memory area In processor mode 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0742-XXXSP/FP 
MS070S-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

(1) Single-chip mode· (00) 

The microcomputer will automatically be in the single

chip mode when started from reset, if CNVss is con
nected to Vss. Ports PO- P3 will work as original I/O 
ports. 

(2) Memory expanding mode (01) 

The microcomputer will be placed in the memory. ex
panding mode when CNVss is connected to Vss and 
the processor mode bits are set to "01". This mode is 
used to add external memory when the internal mem
ory is not sufficient. 
In this mode, port PO and port P1 are as· a system 
address bus and the original I/O pin function is lost. 
Port P2 becomes the data bus of D7-Do (including in
struction code) and loses its nomal I/O functions. P32 

of port P3 becomes the input port. Pins P3, and P30 

output the SYNC and RiiN control signals, respectively 
when rp enters into the "H" state. Port P32 functions as 

an input port during this same transition. 
(3) Microprocessor mode (10) 

After connecting CNVss to Vcc and initiating a reset, 
the microcomputer will automatically default to this 

mode. 
In this mode, port PO and P1 are used as the system 
address bus and the original function of the I/O pins is 
lost. Port P2 becomes the databus (D7 - Do) and loses 
its normal I/O functions. Port P3, and P30 become the 
SYNC and R/W pins, respectively and the normal I/O 
functions are lost. 

(4) Eva-chip mode (11) 
When 10V is supplied to CNVss pin, the microcomputer 
is forced into the eva-chip mode. The main purpose of 
this mode is to evaluate· ROM programs prior to mask

ing them into the microcomputer's internal ROM. 
In this mode, the internal ROM is inhibited so the ex

ternal memory is requierd. 
The lower 8 bits of address data for port PO is output 
when rp goes to "H" state. When rp goes to the "L" 
state, PO retains its original I/O functions. 
Port P1 's higher 8 bits of address data are output when 
rp goes to "H" state and as it changes back to the "L" 
state it retains its original I/O functions. Port P2 retains 
its original output functions while rp is at the "H" state, 
and works as a data bus of D7 - Do (including instruc
tion code) while at the "L" state. Pins P3, and P30 out

put the SYNC and R/W control Signals, respectively 
while rp is in the "H" state. When in the "L" state, P32, 

P3, and P30 retain their original I/O function. 
The RiiN output is used to read/write from/to the out
side. When this pin is in the "H" state, the CPU reads 

data, and when in the "L" state, the CPU writes data. 
The SYNC is a synchronous signal which goes to the 
"H" state ·when it fetches the OP CODE. 
The relationship between the input level of CNVss and 
the processor mode is shown in Table 2. 
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1\ CM1 0 

CMO 0 

\ Single-chip mode 

. Port 

¢J I r 
Port PO Ports PO,- POo 

)( I/O port 

:J I r 
Port PI Ports Pl,-Pl 0 

)( I/O port 

:J I r 
Port P2 Ports P2,- P20 

): I/O port 

~ I I 
Ports P3,- P30 

] I/O port 

Port P3, 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0742-XXXSP/FP 
MS0708-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE.CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 

Microprocessor 
Eva-chip mode Memory expanding mode mode 

¢J I I :J I r 
Ports PO,- POo Ports PO,-POo 

Same as 

~I/O rtX= ~ x= 
left 

Address A,-Ao po 
A,-Ao 

~ I I ~ I r 
Ports Pl,-Pl 0 Ports P1,- PI 0 Same as 

""1 '( 
left 

~ Address 
A1s--Aa A1s ........ Aa 

~ I r :J I r 
Ports P2,-P20 Ports P2,- P20 Same as 

~oata '£ )------<oa~,_oo )-- left 
port 0,-00 

~ I I :J I I 
Ports P3,-P33 Ports P3,-P33 

)( I/O port )( I/O port 

Port P3, Port P3, 
Same as 

)-----{ 110 port x= J( Input port left 

Port P3, Port P3, 

~I/Oport x= J( SYNC x= 
Port P30 Port P30 

~I/oport x= )( . R/W )C 

Fig.14 Processor mode and functions of ports PO~P3 

Table 2 . Relationship between CNVss pin input level and processor mode 

CNVss Mode 

Vss • Single-chip mode 

• Memory expanding mode 

• Eva-chip mode 

• Microproce,ssor mode 

Vee • Eva-chip mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

10V • Eva-chip mode 
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Explanation 

The single-chip ~ode is set by the reset. 

All modes can be selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

The microprocessor mode is set by the reset. 

Eva-chip mode can be also selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

Eva-chip mode only. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0742-XXXSP/FP 
MS070S-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

CLOCK GENERATING CIRCUIT 
The built-in clock generating circuits are shown in Figure 
17. 
When the STP instruction is executed, the oscillation of in
ternal clock ¢ is stopped in the "H" state. 
Also, the prescaler X and timer X are loaded with FF '6 and 

01 ,6 , respectively. The oscillator (dividing by 16) is then 
connected to the prescaler input.. This connection is cleard 
when timer X overflows or the reset is in, as discussed in 
the timer section. 
The oscillator is restarted when an interrupt is accepted. 
However, the internal clock ¢ keeps its "H" level until timer 
X overflows. 
This is because the oscillator needs a set-up period if a 
ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is used. 
When the WIT instruction is executed, the internal clock ¢ 

stops in the "H" level but the oscillator continues running. 
This wait state is cleared when an interrupt is accepted. 
Since the oscillation does not stop, the next instructions are 
executed at once. 
To return from the stop or the wait status, the interrupt en
able bit must be set to "1" before executing STP or WIT in
struction. Especially, to return from the stop status, the tim
er X count stop bit (bit 5 of address 00FF16 ) must be set to 
"0" before executing STP instruction. 
The circuit example using a ceramic oscillator (or a quartz 
crystal oscillator) is shown in Figure 15. 

The constant capacitance will differ depending on whit;:h 
oscillator is used, and should be set to the manufactures 

Interrupt 
request 

Interrupt 

disable flag I 

STP instruction 

o 

R 

WIT 
instruciton 

Timer X count stop bit 

Fig.17 Block diagram of clock generating circuit 

M50742-XXXSP 

X'N X OUT 

28 lMO 30 

HDI--
COUT .... C'N r r 

Flg.15 External ceramic resonator circuit 

M50742-XXXSP 

External oscillating, 

circuit 

XOUT 

30 
Open 

VCCl n n I 
Vss U U U 

Flg.16 External clock input circuit 

suggested value. 
The example of external clock uasge is shown in Figure 16. 

XIN is the input, and XOUT is open. 

R R STP instruction 

Internal clock ¢ 

Prescaler X Timer X 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0742-XXXSP/FP 
MS0708-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PROGRAMMING NOTES 
(1) The frequency ratio of the timer and the prescaler is 

1/(n+1). 

(2) Even though the SSC and SSS instructions are ex
ecuted after the interrupt request bits are modified (by 
the program), .those instructions are only valid. for the 
contents before the modification. Also, at least one in
struction cycle must be used (such as a Nap) between 

the modification of the interrupt request bits and the 
execution of the SSC and SSS instructions. 

(3) Reading the timer and prescaler must be avoided 
while the input to the prescaler is changing. 

(4) After the ADC and SSC instructions are executed (in 
decimal mode), ~ne instruction cycle (such as a Nap) 

is needed before the SEC, CLC, or CLD instructions 
are executed. 

(5) A Nap instruction must be used after the execution of 

a PLP instruction. 

DATA REQUIRED FOR MASK ORDERING 
Please send the following data for mask orders. 
(1) Mask ROM confirmation form 

(2) Mark specification form 
(3) ROM data ........................................... EPROM 3sets 

Write the following option on the mask ROM confirmation 
form 

• Port PO pull-up transistor bit 
• Port P1 pull-up transistor bit 

• port P2 pull-up transistor bit 
• Port P3 pull-up transistor bit 
• Port P4 pull-down transistor bit 
• Port P5 pull-up transistor bit 
• Port P6 pull-up transistor bit 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0742-XXXSP/FP 
MS0708-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage. RESET, X'N -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage, P4o-P4, -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

V, 
Input voltage. POo-PO" Plo-Pl" P2o-P2,. P30-P3" 

With respect to Vss. -0.3-11 
P5o-P5" CNTR, iNT, 

V, Input voltage, CNVss 
Output transistors are at "off" state. 

-0.3-13 

Va Output voltage, P4o-P4" XOUT, ¢ -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

Va 
Output voltage, POo-PO" Plo-Pl" P2o-P2" P30-P3" 

-0.3-11 
P6o-P6, 

Pd Power dissipation Ta = 25'C I DOOr Note 1 ) 

Topr Operating temperature -10-70 

Tstg Storage temperature -40-125 

Note 1 300mW for QFP types, 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vee = 5V±10%, Ta = -10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

"H" input voltage, POo-PO,. Pl o-PI" P2o-P2" 

V'H P30-P3,. P4o-P4" P50-P5" O. aVec Vee V ---
INT" RESET, X'N, CNVss 

"L" input voltage, POo-PO" Plo-PI" P2o-P2" 

V,c P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5" 0 0. 2Vce V 
-
INT" CNVss 

V,c "L" input voltage, RESET 0 0. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage, Xu',; 0 0. 16Vce V 

IOLlpeak) 
"L" peak output current, POo-PO" Plo-PI" P2o-P2" 

P30-P3" P6o-P6, 
10 rnA 

"L" average output current, POO~P07. Pl o-...P1 7 , 

IOL(avg> P2o-P2" P30-P3" 5 rnA 

P6o-P6, (Note 2) 

ioHIPeak) "H" peak output current, P4o-P47 -10 rnA 

IOHlavq) "W average output current, P4o-P4, (Note 2) -5 rnA 

fIX,N) Internal clock oscillating frequency 4 MHz 

10Llavg), 10Hlavg) is the average current in lOOms. , Note 2 
3 The total of lOLl peak) of PO, PI, P2, P3. P6 should be SOmA max, and the total of IOHlpeak) of P4 

should be SOmA max. 
"H" input voltage of ports PO, PI, P2, P3, P5 and INT, is available up to + 9 V. 
(For ports, it is only when pull-up transistor is omitted.) 
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V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

rnW 

"c 
"c 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0742-XXXSP/FP 
MS0708-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc = 5V, Vss = ov, Ta = 25'C, fI XIN ) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

S~mbol Parameter 

.VOH "H" output voltage, P4o-P4, 

VOH "H" output vollage, ¢ 

VOL 
"L" oulpul vollage, POo- PO" PI o-Pl" P2o-P2" 

P30-P3" P6o-P6, 

VOL "L" oulpul vollage, ¢ 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, P36 

VT+-VT- Hysleresls, INT, 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, P32 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, P33 

VT+-VT- Hysleresis, RESET 

VT+-VT- Hyste'resis, X1N 

"L" inpul currenl, POo-PO" P1 o-Pl,. P2o-P2" 
III 

P30-P3" P50-P5" P6o-P6, 

III 
"L" input currenl. POo-PO" Plo-Pl,. P2o-P2" 

P30-P3" P50-P5" P6o-P6, 

III "L" input current, P4o ........ P47 

III "L" inpul currenl, INT" RESET, X,N 

"H" input current, POO ...... POl, Pl o ...... P1 7 , P2o ....... P27, 

I'H P30-P3,. P50-P5" P6o-P6, 

I'H 
"H" inpul current, POo-PO" Plo-Pl,. P2o-P2,. 

P30-P3" P50-P5" P6o-P6, 

1111 "H" input current, P4o ........ P47 

In-I "H" input current, P4o ......... P47 

I'H "H" input currenl, INT" RESET, X,N 

VRAM RAM retention voltage 

Icc Supply currenl 
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Test conditions 

10H = -IOmA 

10H = -2. 5mA 

10L = IOmA 

10L = 5mA 

When used as elK input 

When ysed as INT 2 input 

When used as CNTR inpul 

V,=OV 

without pull-up transistor 

V,=OV 

with pull-up transistor 

V,=OV 

V,=OV 

V, =9V 

without pull-up transistor 

V, =5V 

with pull-up transistor 

V, =5V 

without pull-down transistor 

V,=5V 

with pull-down transistor 

V, =5V 

At clock slop 

P-channel open-

drain output pins are 

to Vee, output pins 

are open, other 110 

pins are connected 

to Vss . 

• Mm;UBISHI 
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f IX,NI = 4MHz 

square wave 

Ta = 25°C 

AI clock slop 

Ta = 70'C 

At clock stop 

Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

3 V 

3 V 

2 V 

2 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.5 0.7 V 

0.1 0.5 V 

-5 I1A 

-40 -70 -125 I1A 

-5 I1A 
-5 I1A 

9 I1A 

5 I1A 

5 I1A 

40 70 125 I1A 

5 I1A 
2 V 

3 6 mA 

1 I1A 

10 I1A 



TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0742-XXXSP/FP 
MS0708-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Single-chip mode (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, T a = 25'C, f (X,N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tsu (POD-"") Port PO input setup time 270 ns 

tsu (P1 D-~'>) Port Pl input setup time 270 ns 

tsu (P2D-~") Port P2 input setup time 270 ns 

tsu (P3D-</» Port P3 input setup time 270 ns 

tsu (P40-¢) Port P4 input setup time 270 ns 

tsi..! (P5D-</» Port P5 input setup time 270 ns 

th (",-POD) Port PO input hold time 20 ns 

th (if>-P10) Port Pl input hold time 20 ns 

th (</>-P2D) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

th (</>-P30) Port P3 input hold time 20 ns 

th (r,t.-P4D) Port P4 input hold time 20 ns 

th (,p-P5D) Port P5 input hold time 20 ns 

te External clock input cycle time 250 ns 

tw External clock input pulse width 75 ns 

tr External clock rising edge 25 ns 

tl External clock falling edge 25 ns 

Eva-chip mode (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss =OV, T a = 25'C, I (X,N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tsu (poo-¢) Port PO input setup time 270 ns 

tsu (Pl0-¢) Port Pl input setup time 270 ns 

tsu (P2D-¢) Port P2 input setup time 270 ns 

th (¢-POO) Port PO input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-Pl0) Port Pl input hold time - 20 ns 

th (¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

Memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 
(Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, T a = 25'C, I (xlN ) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

tsu (P20-¢) Port P2 input setup time 

th (¢-P2D) Port P2 input hold time 

Parameter 

.• MITSUBISHI 
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Min. 

270 

20 

Limits 

I I 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

I I ns 

I I ns 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0742-XXXSP/FP 
MS0708-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Single-chip mode (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, Ta = 25·C, I(XIN) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 
Limits 

Unit 
Min. Typ. Max. 

td(<I>-POQ) Port PO data output delay time 230 ns 

tdC¢-P1Q) Port Pl data output delay time 
Fig.IS 

230 ns 

td(¢-P20) Port P2 data output delay time 230 ns 
td(¢-P3Q) Port P3 data output delay time 230 ns 

td(¢-P4Q) Port P4 data output delay time Fig.19 230 ns 
td(¢_P6Q) Port P6 data output delay time Fig.IS 230 ns 

Eva-chip mode (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, Ta = 25·C, l(x,N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

td(¢-POA) Port PO address output delay time 250 ns 

td(¢-POAF) Port PO address output delay time 250 ns 

td(¢-POQ) Port PO data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-POQF) Port PO data output delay time 200 ns 

td(</>-P1A) Port Pl address output delay time 250 ns 

td(¢-P1AF) Port Pl address output delay time 250 ns 

td(O/>-P1Q) Port Pl data output delay time 200 ns 

tdCO/>-P1QF) Port Pl data output delay time 200 ns 

td(O/>-P2Q) Port P2 data output delay time 300 ns 

tdC¢-P2QF) Port P2 data output delay time 300 ns 

td(¢-R/w) R/W signal output delay time 
Fig.IS 

250 ns 

tdC</>-R/WF) R/W signal output delay time 250 ns 

tdC</>-P30) Port P30 data output delay time 200 ns 

tdCO/>-P3 QF) Port P30 data output delay time 200 ns 

tdC¢-SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 250 ns 

td(¢-SYNCF) SYNC signal output delay time 250 ns 

tdC¢'-P3 Q) Port P31 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢'-P3 QF) Port P31 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(<I>-P32Q ) Port P32 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢'_P3 QF) Port P32 data output delay time 200 ns 

Memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 
(Vee = 5V±IO%, Vss = OV, T ~ = 25·C, I(X,N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

tde¢' -POA) Port PO address output delay time 

tdC¢-P1A) Port Pl address output delay time 

tdc¢ -P2Q) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(¢ -P2aF) Port P2 data output delay time 

-Id(¢' -R/W) R/W signal output delay time 

tdC¢' -SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 

T Vee 

PO 
llkfl 

P1 -----0 

P2 ~ lOOpF 
P3 -&-P6 

¢ 

~ 100pF 

w--
Fig.18 Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P6 test circuit 
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Test conditions 

Fig.IS 

Fig.19 Port P4 test circuit 
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Limits 

Min. Typ. 
Unit 

Max. 

250 ns 

250 ns 

300 ns 

300 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 



TIMING DIAGRAMS 
In single-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port Pl output 

Port Pl input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P3 output 

Port P3 input 

Port P4 output 

Port P4 input 

Port P5 input 

Port P6 output 

--../ 

-
)< 

-
)< 

~ 

-

~ 

)< 

~ 

)< 

---.J1I 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0742-XXXSP/FP 
MS0708-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIPS-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

"' / 

I-- td (o-pool 

tsu (POD-</» 

~ 

- th I¢-poo 

f-Id (¢-P101 

tsu (P1D-</» ~ 

~ Ih (¢-PlO 

LId (0-P201 

I 

Isu IP20-¢I-1 I----

~ ~lh(¢-P2 01 I:: Id (¢-P301 

I 

Isu (p30-01 r-
I 

----" Ih 10-P30 
I---Id 1¢-P401 

tsu (P4D-¢) ~ 

~ +- th (¢-P40) 

Isu Ip50-01 I+-

~ Ih 1.-P501 

I-- Id 1¢-P601 

Ie 

Iw 

i' V 
~ I--- Ir -? -<-- If 
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In eva-chip mode 

2-52 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port P1 output 

Port P1 input 

Port P2. output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output (R/W) 
-----1r' 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 
----t' 

Port P32 output 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0742-XXXSP/FP 
MS0708-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

td I ¢-P2Q) 

td I¢-R/wl 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0742-XXXSP/FP 
M50708-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

In memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 

Port PO output 

Port Pl output 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output (R/W) 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 
----1"' 

tsu (P2D-</» 

td i¢-A/W) 

td i¢-SYNC) 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0743-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

DESCRIPTION 
The M50743-XXXSP is a single-chip microcomputer de
signed with CMOS silicon gate technology. It is housed in a 
64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP (flat package type also 
available) . This single-chip microcomputer is useful for 
business equipment and other consumer applications. 
In addition to its simple instruction sets, the ROM, RAM, 
and.I/O addresses are placed on the same memory map to 
enable easy programming. 
The differences 'between the M50743-XXXSP and the 
M50743-XXXFP' are the package outline and power dis
sipation ability (absolute maximum ratings). 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions ................................... 69 
• Memory size ROM .......... ; ........................ 4096bytes 

RAM······································ 128bytes 

• Instruction execution time 
....... 111s (minimum instructions at 8MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply f(XIN )=8MHz ................ ·5V±10% 

• Power dissipation 
normal operation mode (at 8M Hz frequency) .... 30mW 

• Subroutine nesting ..................... · ...... ·64 levels (Max.) 
• Interrupt .......... · ........ · ............ · ........ ·7 types, 5 vecters 

• 8-bit timer"""'''''''''''''''' 3 (2 when used as serial 1/0) 

• Programmable 1/0 (Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4) .......... ·40 
• Input ports (Port P5) ................................................ 8 

• Output ports (Port P6) ............................................. 8 
• Serial 1/0 (8-bit) ............................................ , ........ 1 

APPLICATION 
Office automation equipment 
VCR, Tuner, Audio-visual eqUipment 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

'Vee 

Output port P6 

I/O port P4 

I/O P34/SIN ...... 21 

port P3 P33/CNTR"" 22 

Interrupt input 

Reset input RESET -- 28 

Clock input 

Timing output 

Vss 

Outline 64P48 

g •• M~~~~aauaeMuaMw •• D 

P25 .... ~ 
P24""~ 

Vss 
NC 

Vee 
AVss 

o 

M50743-XXXSp 

o o 
123456789101112131415161718192021 

I/O port P2 

1/0 port PO 

1/0 port P1 

Input port P5 

27 - XOUT 

26 +- X1N 

25 - RESET 
CNVss 
NC 
NC 

Outline 72P6 NC : No connection 
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FUNCTIONS OF M50743·XXXSP 
Parameter 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction execution time 

ROM 
Memory size 

RAM 

tNT" INT, 

PO, P1, P2, P3, P4 
Inpul/output ports 

P5 

P6 

Serial 110 

Timers 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupts 

Clock generating circuit 

Supply voltage 

Power dissipation At high-speed operation 

Inpul/Output voltage 
Inpul/Output characteristics 

Output current 

Memory expansion 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

Packa"ge 
M50743-XXXSP 

M50743-XXXFP 

2-56 
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SINGLE.CHIP 8.BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

69 

l,us (minimum instructions, at 8MHz frequency). 

4096bytes 

128bytes 

Input l-bilXl 

1/0 8-bilX5 (part of P3 is used for serial 110, timer 1/0 and interrupt input) 

Input 8-bitXl 

Output B-bitXl 

B-bitXl 

B-bit prescalersX2+8-bil timerX3 (2 when serial 1/0 is used) 

64 levels (max.) 

Two external interrupts, three internal timer interrupts (or timerX2, seriall/OX1) 

Built-in (externally connected ceramic or quartz crystal oscillator) 

5V±10% 

30mW (at8MHz frequency) 

5V 

SmA (ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4, P6) 

Possible 

-10-70'C 

CMOS silicon gate process 

64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP 

72-pin plastic molded QFP 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

--
RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

XOUT Clock oulput 

¢> Timing output 

CNTR TimerUO 

INT, Interrupt input 

POO~P07 I/O port PO 

P1o~P17 I/O port P1 

P2o~P27 I/O port P2 

P30~P37 I/O port P3 

P4o~P47 I/O port P4 

P50~P57 Input port P5 

P6o~P67 Output port P6 

Input! 

Output 

Inpul 

Input 

Output 

Output 

I/O 

Input 

I/O 

I/O 

I/O 

I/O 

I/O 

Input 

Output 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

MS0743-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±10% to Vee, and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected to Vss. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be k,ept at a "L" for more than 2,us (under normal Vee 

conditions).1f more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be mained 

for the required time. 

This chip has an internal clock generating circuit. To control generating frequency, an external ceramic or a 

quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X1N and XO UT pins. If an external clock is used, the clock 

source should be connected the XIN pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

This is the timing output pin. 

This is an output pin for the timer X. 

This is the highest order interrupt input pin. 

Port PO is an 8-bit 110 port with directional registers allowing ~ach 110 bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. 

The output structure is CMOS output. 

Port P1 is an 8-bit I/O port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 
"-~ -

Port P2 is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P3 is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. When serial I/O is used, P37, 

P36, P35, and P34 work as SROY, elK, SOUT, and SIN pins, respectively. 

Also P33 and P32 work as CNTR pin and the lowest order orde~ interrupt input pin (INT 2) , respectively. 

Port P4 is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P5 is an 8-bit input port. 

Port P6 is an a-bit output port. The output structure is CMOS output. 
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SASIC FUNCTION BLOCKS 

MEMORY 
A memory map for the M50743-XXXSP is shown in Figure 

1. Addresses FOOO'6 to FFFF'6 are assigned to the builHn 
ROM area which consists of 4096 bytes. 

Addresses FFOO'6 to FFFF'6 are a special address area 
(special page). By using the special page addressing 

mode of the JSR instruction, subroutines addressed on this 

page can be called with only 2 bytes. Addreeses FFF4'6 to 
FFFF'6 are vector addresses used for the reset and inter-

Fig.l 

Zero page 

ROM 

(4096 bytes) 

Memory map 

RAM 

(128 bytes) 

Special 

1
0000'6 

00SF'6 

00EO'6 

00FF'6 

E800'6 

FFOO, 6 

page for FFF4, 6 
subroutine 

call 

FFFF, 6 

Not used 

Not used 

Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Addres,s H 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0743-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

rupts (see interrupt chapter). Addresses 0000'6 to 00FF'6 
are the zero page address area. By using the zero page 

addressing mode, this area can also be accessed with 2 

bytes. The use of these addressing methods will greatly re

duce the object size required. The RAM, 1/0 port, timer, 
etc., are assigned to this area. 

Addresses 0000'6 to 007F'6 are assigned to the built-in 
RAM and consist of 128 bytes of static RAM. In addition to 

data storage, this RAM is used for the stack during sub
routine calls and interrupts. 

Decimal 

/ 0 
/ 00EO'6 Port PO 

/ 

/ 

/ 

1 91 / 

/ 

2 

\ 
\ 

/ 

/ 

55 

\ 

\ 

\ 

/ 

/ 

\ 

/ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

INT, \ 

SilO or Timer 2 \ 

Timer 1 \ 
\ 

Timer X \ 

Port PO directional 
register 

Port Pl 

Port Pl directional 
register 

Port P2 

Port P2 directional 
6 register 

6 

6 Port P3 

Port P3 
directional 

6 register 

6 Port P4 

Port P4 directional 
6 register 

6 Port P5 

6 

6 Port P6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

00E1" 

00E2'6 

00E3'6 

00E4'6 

00E5, 

00E6, 

OQE7 16 

00E8, 

00E9, 

OOEA, 

DOES, 

OOEC, 

OOED, 

OOEE, 

OOEF, 

OOFO, 

OOF" 

00F2, 

00F3, 

00F4, 

00F5, 

00F6, 

OOF?, 

00F8, 

00F9 

OOFA 

OOFS, 

OOFC, 

OOFD 

6 Serial /10 ~~1~er 

6 Serial 1/0 regisler 

6 

'6 Timer 1,2 prescaler 

'6 
Timer1 

6 Timer2 

6 Timer X prescaler 

'6 TimerX 

\ OOFE '6 Interrupt control register 
\ 
\ DOFF '6 Timer control register 
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CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) 
The CPU consists of 6 registers and is shown in Figure 2. 

ACCUMULATOR (A) 
The 8-bit accumulator (A) is the main register of the micro

computer. Data operations such as data transfer, Input/Out
put, etc., are executed mainly through accumulator. 

o 

L.-___ A ___ .... 1 Accumlator 

... 1 ____ X ___ .... llndex register X 

7 0 

... 1 ____ Y ___ .... llndex register Y 

o 

... I ____ S ___ .... I Stack painter 

15 o 

LI ___ p_c_H ___ L.-___ PC_L ___ .... 1 Program counter 

Fig.2 Register structure 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0743-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

INDEX REGISTER X (X) 
The index register X is an 8-bit register. 
In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 
added to the contents of the register X, specifies the real 
address. When the T flag in the processor status register is 
set to "1", the index register X itself becomes the address 

for the second OPERAND. 

INDEX REGISTER Y (Y) 
The index register Y is an 8-bit register. 
In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 

added to the contents of the register Y specifies the real 

address. 

o 

I N 1 V 1 T 1 BI D \1 \ Z \ c I Processor status register 

Carry flag 

Zero flag 

Interrupt disable flag 

'------- Decimal mode flag 

'-------- Break flag 

'--------- Index X mode flag 

'--------,----- Overflow flag 

'----------- Negative flag 
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STACK POINTER (S) 
The stack pOinter (S) is an 8-bit register that contains the 

address of the next location in the stack. It is mainly used 
during interrupts and subroutine calls. The stack pointer is 
not automatically initialized after reset and should be initial
ized by the program using the TXS instruction. 

The location of the stack can be determined by the stack 
page bit (bit 4 at address 00FF16). When bit 4 is "0" and 
the contents of the stack pointer is XX16 , the stack address 
is set to 00XX16. When bit 4 is "1", the stack address is set 
to 01 XX16 . When using this microcomputer in the single
chip mode, the stack page bit must be "0" and the stack 
pointer should be set at the bottom address of the internal 
RAM. 

When an interrupt occurs, the higher 8 bits of the program 
counter are pushed into the stack first, and then the lower 8 
bits of the program counter are pushed into the stack. After 
each byte is pushed into the stack, the stack pOinter is de

cremented by one. Next, the contents of the processor sta
tus register are pushed into the stack. When the return from 
interrupt instruction (RTI) is executed, the program counter 
are processor status register data is pulled off the stack in 
reverse order from above. 

The Accumulator is never pushed into the stack automati
cally. A Push Accumulator instruction (PHA) is provided to 
execute this function. Restoring the Accumulator to its pre
vious value is accomplished by the Pull Accumulator in
struction (PLA). It is executed in reverse order of the PHA 
instruction. 

The contents of the Processor Status Register (PS) are 
pushed (pulled) to (from) the stack with the PHP and PLP 

instructions, respectively. Only the program counter is 
pushed into the stack during a subroutine call. Therefore, 
any registers that should not be destroyed should be 

pushed into the stack manually. The RTS instruction is 
used to return from a subroutine. 

PROGRAM COUNTER (PC) 
The 16-bit program counter consists of two 8-bit registers 

PCH and PCl' The program counter is used to indicate the 
address of the next instruction to be executed. 

PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PS) 
The processor status register is composed entirely of flags 

used to indicate the condition of the processor immediately 
after an operation. Branch operations can be performed by 
testing the Carry flag (C), Zero flag (Z), Overflow flag (V) 

or the Negative flag (N). Each bit of the register is ex
plained below. 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0743-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

1. Carry flag (C) 
The carry flag contains the carry or borrow generated by 
the Arithmetic and Logical operation Unit (ALU) im
mediately after an operation. It also changed by the shift 
and rotate instructions. The set carry (SEC) and clear carry 
(CLC) instructions allow direct access for selling and 
clearing this flag. 

2. Zero flag (Z) 
This flag is used to indicate if the immediate operation 
generated a zero result or not. If the result is zero, the zero 
flag will be set to "1". If the result is not zero, the zero flag 
will be set to "0". 

3. Interrupt disable flag ( I ) 
This flag is used to disable all interrupts. This is accom
plished by selling the flag to "1". When an interrupt, this 
flag is automatically set to "1" to prevent other interrupts 
from interfering until the current interrupt is completed. The 

SEI and CLI instructions are used to set and clear this flag, 
respectively. 

4. Decimal mode flag (D) 
The decimal mode flag is used to define whether addition 
and subtraction are executed in binary or decimal. If the 
decimal mode flag is set to "1", the operations are ex
ecuted in decimal, if the flag is set to "0", the operations 
are executed in binary. Decimal correction is automatically 
executed. The SED and CLD instructions are used to set 
and clear this flag, respectively. 

5. Break flag (B) 
When the BRK instruction is executed, the same operations 
are performed as in an interrupt. The address of the inter
rupt vector of the BRK instruction is the same as that of the 
lowest priority interrupt., The contents of ·the B flag can be 
checked to determine which condition caused the interrupt. 
If the BRK instruction caused the interrupt, the break flag 
will be "1", otherwise it will be "0". 

6. Index X mode flag (T) 
When the T flag is "1", operations between memories are 
executed directly without passing through the accumulator. 
Operations between memories involving the accumulator 

are executed when the T flag is "0" (Le., operation results 
between memories 1 and 2 are stored in the accumulator l. 
The address of memory 1 is specified by the contents of 

the index register X, and that of memory 2 is specified by 
the normal addressing mode. The SET and CL T instructions 
are used to set and clear the index X mode flag, respec
tively. 
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7. Overflow flag (V) 
The overflow flag functions when one byte is added or sub

tracted as a signed binary number. When the result ex
ceeds +127 or -128, the overflow flag is set to "1". When 
the BIT instruction is executed, bit 6 of the memory location 

is input to the overflow flag. The overflow flag is reset by 
the 'eLV instruction and there is no set instruction. 

8. Negative flag (N) 
The negative flag is set whenever the result of a data trans
fer or operation is negative (bit 7 is set to "1 "). Whenever 
the BIT instruction is executed, bit 7 of the memory location 

is input to the negative flag. There are no instructions for 
directly setting or resetting the negative flag. 

Table 1 Interrupt vector address and priority 

Interrupt 

RESET 

INT, 

Timer X 

Timer 1 

Timer 2 or serial I/O 

INT2 (BRK) 

Interrupt 
request 

Priority , 
2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

Fig.3 Interrupt control 

Vector address 

FFFF ,6 , FFFE '6 

FFFD 16, FFFC '6 

FFFB ,6 , FFFA '6 

FFF9 ,6 , FFF8 '6 

FFF7 ,6 , FFF6'6 

FFF5 ,6 , FFF4 '6 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 
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SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

INTERRUPT 
The M50743-XXXSP can be interrupted from seven souces; 

INT" timer X, timer 1, timer 2/serial 1/0, or INT2/BRK in
struction. 
However, the INT2 pin is used with port P32 and the corres
ponding directional register bit should be set to "0" when 
P32 is used as an interrupt input pin. 

The value of bit 2 of the serial 110 mode register (address 
00F616 ) determine whether the interrupt is from timer 2 or 
from serial 1/0. When bit 2 is "0" the interrupt is from timer. 
2, and when bit 2 is "1" the interrupt is from serial 1/0. Also, 
when the bit 2 is "1 ", parts of port P3 are used for serial II 
O. These interrupts are vectored and their priorities are 
shown in Table 1. Reset is included in this table since it 
has the same functions as the interrupts. 
When an interrupt is accepted, the contents of certain reg
isters are pushed into specified locations, (as discussed in 
the stack pOinter section) the interrupt disable flag I is set, 
the program jumps to the address specified by the interrupt 

vector, and the interrupt request bit is cleared automatical
ly. The reset interrupt is the highest priority interrupt and 
can never be inhibited. Except for the reset interrupt, all in
terrupt are inhibited when the interrupt disable flag is set to 
"1 ". All of the other interrupts can further be controlled indi
vidually via the interrupt control register shown in Figure 3. 

An interrupt is accepted when the interrupt enable bit and 

Interrupt control register (address aaFE ,6 ) 

Bit 7 : INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit 6 : INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5 : Timer 1 interrupt request bit 

Bit 4 : Timer 1 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 3 : Timer 2 or serial I/O interrupt request bit 

Bit 2 : Timer 2 or serial I/O interrupt enable bit 

Bit 1 : INT, interrupt request bit 

Bit a: INT, interrupt enable bit 

Timer control register (address OOFF ,6 ) 

Bit 7 : Timer X interrupt request bit 

Bit 6 : Timer X interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5 : Timer X count stop bit 

Bit 4 : Not used 

Bit 3,Bit2 : Timer X mode bits 

Bit 1,BilO : Processor mode bits 
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the interrupt request bit are both "1" and the interrupt dis
. able flag is "0". 
The interrupt request bits are set when the 'following condi

tions occur: 
(1) When the INT1 or INT2 pins go from "H" to "L" 
(2) When the contents of timer X, timer 1, timer 2 (or the 

serial 1/0 counter) go to "0" 
These request bits can be reset by the program but can not 
be set by the program. However, the interrupt enable bit 
can be set and reset by the program. 
Since the BRK instruction and the INT 2 interrupt have the 
same vectored address, ·the cO'ntents of the B flag must be 
checked to determine if the BRK instruction caused the in

terrupt or if INT2 generated the interrupt. 

Data bus 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 
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TIMER 
The M50743-XXXSP has three timers; timer X, timer 1, and 
timer 2. Since P3 (in serial 1/0 mode) and timer 2 use 
some of the same architecture,they cannot be used at the 
same time (see serial 1/0 section). Timer X has four modes 
which can be selected by bit 2 and 3 of the timer control 
register. When the timer X count stop bit (bit 5) is set to 
"1", the timer X will stop regardless of which mode it is in. 
A block diagram of timer X, timer 1 and timer 2 is shown in 

Figure 4. 
The P33 /CNTR pin cannot be used as CNTR when P33 is 

being usediri the normal 1/0 mode. 
Timer 1 and timer 2 share with a prescaler. This prescaler 
has an 8-bit programmable latch used as a frequency di
vider. The division ratio is defined as 11 (n+ 1), where n is 
the decimal contents of the prescaler latch. All three timers 
are down-count timers which are reloaded from the timer 
latch following the zero cycle of the timer (Le. the cycle af

ter the timer counts to zero). 

Oscillator divider here with the r--~::"'--..., i~~~~~~red f 

Fig.4 
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execution of L---rr--..J 

Pulse width \ t~~S~~:tion 
measurement +----1:, mode 

Pulse output mode 
Reset, or 
STP instruction 

1---'-,----------lToggle filip-filipl----------J 

to!imer 1 
interrupt 
request 
bit 

~-----;. Transfer clock 

Serial 1/0 counter (3) 

to timer X interrupt 
request bit 

Serial 1/0 mode register (address OOF6,6) 

Block diagram of timer X, timer1, timer2 
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The timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" during the next 
clock pulse after the timer reaches zero. The interrupt and 
timer control registers are located at addressesOOFE16 and 
00FF16, respectively (see Interrupt section). The four mod
es of timer X as follows: 
(1) Timer mode [00) 

In this mode the clock is driven by the oscillator fre
quency divided by 16. When the timer down-counts to 
zero, the timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" and 
the contents of the timer's latch is reloaded into the 
timer and the counting begins again. 

(2) Pulse output mode [01) 

In this mode, the polarity of the CNTR signal is re
versed each time the timer down-counts to zero. 

(3) Event counter mode [10) 
This mode operates in the same manner as the timer 
mode except, the clock source is input to the CNTR 

pin. This mode will allow an interrupt to be generated 
whenever a specified number of external events have 
been generated. The timer down-counts every rising 
edge of the clock sourse. 

(4) Pulse width measurement mode [11) 

This mode measures the pulse width (between lows) 
input to the CNTR pin. The timer, driven by the oscilla
tor frequency divided by 16, continues counting during 

the low cycle of the CNTR pin. When the·timer con
tents reaches "0" , the interrupt request bit is set to "1" , 
the timer's reload latch is reloaded and the counting 
resumes. 

The structure of the timer control register is shown in 
Figure 5. 

When the STP instruction is executed, or after reset, 
the prescaler and timer latch are set to FF16 and 01 16, 

respectively. Also, when the STP instruction is ex
ecuted, the oscillator's frequency (divided by 16) will 
become the counting source, regardless of the timer X 
mode setting. This state will be released when the tim
er X interrupt request bit is set to "1", or after a reset. 
Timer X will then enter the mode specified by its mode 
bits. For more details on the STP instruction,refer to 
the oscillation circuit section. 
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I I I I II I J J 

LL 
Timer control register (address OOFF16 ) 

Processor mode bit 

00 : Single-chip mode 
01 : Memory expanding mode 

10 : Microprocessor mode 
11 : Eva-chip mode 

Timer X mode bit 
00 : Timer mode 
01 : Pulse output mode 
10 : Event counter mode 
11 : Pulse width measurement mode 

Stack page bit 
a : Page a 
1: Page 1 

Timer X count stop bit 
a : Count start 
1 : Count stop 

Timer X interrupt enable bit 
a : Interrupt disable 
1 : Interrupt enable 

Timer X interrupt request bit 
a : No interrupt request 
1 : With interrupt request 

Fig.S Structure of timer control register 
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SERIAL I/O 
A block diagram of the serial I/O is shown in Figure 6. 

In the serial I/O mode the receive raady signal (SRDY), syn

chronous input'loutput clock (elK), and the serial I/O pins 

(SOUT' S,N) are used as P37, P36, P35, and P34, respectively. 
The serial I/O mode register (address 00F6 ,6 ) is 4-bit reg

ister. Bits 1 and a of this register is used to select a syn

chronous clock source. 

When these bits are [ooJ or (01J , an external clock from 

P36 is selected. When these bits are (1 oJ, the overflow sig
nal from timer 2, divided by two, becomes the synchronous 

clock. Therefore, changing the timer period will change the 

Oscillator divider 
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transfer speed. When the bits are (11J, oscillator frequency 
divided by 16, becomes the clock. 

Bi! 2 and 3 decide whether parts of P3 will be used as a 

serial I/O or not. When bit 2 is a "1 ", P36 becomes an I/O 

pin of the synchronous clock. When an internal synchronous 
clock is selected, the clock is output from P36. If an exter

nal synchronous clock is selected, the clock is input to P36 

and P35 will be a serial output and P34 will be a serial in

put. To use P34 as a serial input, set the directional register 

bit which corresponds to P34 to "0". For more information on 
the directional register, refer to the I/O pin section. 

To use the serial I/O, bit 2 needs to be set to "1", if it is "0" 

from Timer 1.2 
P37 }---< 1----+--------_______ prescaler 

P36 

O SOUT 
P35 

circu'it 

Divider (Address 00FB'6) 

Serial 110 counter (31 

Transfer clock 

to timer 2 or serial 1/0 

interrupt request bit 

P34 ~--+---+--+--+-+--->i MSB 

~----~~------~ (Address OaF?,,) 

u 
Serial 110 mode register (address 00F6,,) 

Synchronous clock selection bit 

00: f 
External clock 

01 :. 

10 : Timer 2 divided by 2 

11 : Frequency divided by 16 

Serial 110 port selection bit (P35 • P36 ) 

o : Normal 110 port 

1 : Serial 110 port 

L---_____ SDAY signal output selection bit (P37 ) 

a : Parallel port 

1 : SADY signal output pin 

Fig.6 Block diagram of serial 1/0 
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P36 will function as a normal 1/0. Interrupts will be gener

ated from the serial 1/0 counter instead of timer 2. Bit 3 

determines if P37 is used as an output pin for the receive 

data ready signal (bit 3= 1, SRDY) or used as normal 1/0 pin 
(bit 3=0). The serial 1/0 function is discussed below. The 

function of the serial 1/0 differs depending on the clock 

source; external clock or internal clock. 

Internal Clock-The SRDY signal becomes "H" during tran;;

mission or while dummy data is stored in the serial 1/0 reg

ister (address 00F7'6)' After the falling edge of the write 

signal, the SRDY signal becomes low signaling that the 

M50743-XXXSP is ready to receive the external serial data. 

The SRDY signal goes "H" at the next falling edge of the 

transfer clock. The serial 1/0 counter is set to 7 when data 

is stored in the serial 1/0 register. At each falling edge' of 

Synchronous clock 

Transfer clock 
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the transfer clock, serial data is output to P35 . During the 

rising edge of this clock, data can be input from P34 and 

the data in the serial 1/0 register will be shifted 1 bit. 

Data is output starting with the LSB.After the transfer clock 
has counted 8 times, the serial 1/0 register will be empty 

and the transfer clock will remain at a high level. At this 

time the interrpt request bit will be set. 

External Clock-If an external clock is used, the interrupt 

request will be sent after the transfer clock has counted 8 
times but transfer clock will not stop, 

Due to this reason, the external clock must be controlled 

from the outside. The external clock should not exceed 

500kHz at a duty cycle of 50%. The timing diagram is 

shown in Figure 7. An example of communication between 

two M50743-XXXSPs is shown in Figure 8. 

( 
------~n~--~!------r-------------~--~---: \ " 

Serial 1/0 register 
write signal . 

______________ ~~~~_D~,----------Serial 1/0 output 
SOUT 

-------------+--~~----------I 

Serial 110 input 

S'N 

Receivable signal 

SRDY 

Fig.7 Serial 1/0 timing 

Sending side 

Serial 110 mode register 

bit3 bitO 

I 0 I 
, 

I 
, 

I 0 I 

Set the directiono.l 
register for P3, pin 
in input mode. 

Fig.S Example of serial 1/0 connection 

I 

u 

P3, 

P36 

P35 

SRDY 

SynchiOnous clock 

Serial data 
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P3, 

P36 

P34 

t 
Interrupt request bit set 

Receiving side 

Serial 110 mode register 

bit 3 bit 0 

I , I ' I 0 I X I 

Sct the direction~1 
register for P34 pin 
in input mode. 
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RESET CIRCUIT 
The M50743-XXXSP is reset according to the sequence 

shown in Figure 9. It starts the program from the address 
formed by using the content of address FFFF16 as the high 
order address and the content of the address FFFF16 as the 

low order address, when the RESET pin is held at "L" level 
for more than 2,us while the power voltage is in the recom-

SYNC 

Address 

Data 

8-12 clock cycles 
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mended operating condition and the crystal oscillator 
oscillation is stable and then returned to "H" level. The in
ternal initializations following reset are shown in Figure 10. 

An example of the reset circuit is shown in Figure 11 .. 
When the power on reset is used, the RESET pin mllst be 

held" L" until the oscillation of XIN-XOUT becomes stable. 

Reset address from the 
vector table 

Note1: The relationship between if> and f(X,N) is normally f(XIN)=4' if> 

Fig.9 Timing diag'ram at reset 

(1) Port PO directional register 

(2) Port P1 directional register 

(3) Port P2 directional register 

(4) Port P3 directional register 

(5) Port P4 directional register 

(6) Port P6 (Note 1) 

(7) Serial 1/0 mode register 

(8) Prescaler X 

'(9)Timer X 

(10) Interrupt control register 

(11) Timer control register 

(11) Interrupt disable flag on 
processor status register 

(13) Program counter 

Address 

E , 16 ) .. ·1 
E 3'6 ) .. ·1 
E 5'6 ) .. ·1 
E9'6 ) .. ·1 
E B'6 ) .. ·1 
E E 16 ) ···1 
E 6'6 ) .. ·1 

E C '6 ) "'1 

F D '6 ) .. I 
F E 16 ) '''1 
F F 16 ) "'1 
PS ) ···1 

1 

I 

2: The mark" ? " means that the address is changeable depending on the previous state. 

o 0 16 

o 0 16 

o 0"6 

o 0 16 

o 0 16 

F F 16 

1 1 1010 10 10 1 

F F 16 1 

o 1 16 I 
o 0 16 1 
o 0 IS 1 

I I 1 III 1 1 

Power on 

M50743-XXXSP 

RESET Vcc 

28l J' OV 

.Jo 

~ 
... 

OV 

M50743-XXXSP 

RESET Vcc "'28"..-----.-,,,, Supply voltage 
- - - - -~ detection circuit 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L _______ _ 

Note 1: Port P6 is the high-impedance state during reset. Fig.11 Exampie of reset circuit 

Fig.10 
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After return from reset, it is "FF16'" 

Internal state of microcomputer at reset 
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I/O PORTS 
(1) Port PO 

Port PO is an 8-bit 1/0 port with CMOS output. 
As shown in the memory map (Figure 1), port PO can 

be accessed at zero page memory address 00EO'6' 
Port PO has a directional register (address 00E1'6) 
which can be used to program each individual bit as 
input ("0") or as output ("1 "). If the pins are program
med as output, the output data is latched to the port 
register and then output. When data is read from the 
output port the output pin level is not read, only the 
latched data in the port register is read. This allows a 

previously output value to be read co~rectly even 
though the output voltage level is shifted up or down. 
Pins set as input are in the floating state and the signal 
levels can thus be read. When data is written into the 

input port, the data is latched only to the port latch and 
the pin still remains in the floating state. 
Depending on the contents of the processor status reg

ister (bit a and bit 1 at address 00FF'6), four different 
modes can be selected; single-chip mode, memory ex
panding mode, microprocessor mode and evaluation 
chip mode. These modes (excluding single-chip 
mode) have a multiplexed address output function in 
addition to the 1/0 function. For more details, see the 
processor mode information. 

(2) Port P1 

In the single-chip mode, port P1 has the same function 
as PO. In the other modes, P1 's functions are slightly 

different from PO's. For more details, see the processor 
mode information. 

(3) Port P2 

In the single-chip mode, port P2 has the same function 
as PO. In the other modes, P2's functions are slightly 
different from PO's. 
For more details, see the processor mode information. 

(4) Port P3 

In the single-chip mode, port P3 has the same function 
as PO. In the other modes, P3's functions are slightly 
different from PO's. Port P3 can also be used as serial 
1/0, INT2 and 1/0 pins for timer X. For more details, 
see the processor mode information. 

(5) Port P4 

Port P4 has the same function as port PO in the single
chip mode. This function does not change even though 
the processor mode changes. 

(6) Port P5 

Port P5 is an input port. 
(7) Port P6 

Port P6 is a CMOS output port. See Figure 12 for more 

details. 
(8) Clock <p output pin 

In normal conditions, the oscillator frequency divided 
by four is output as <P. 
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(9) INT, pin 

The INT, pin is an interrupt input pin. The INT, inter
rupt request bit (bit 7 at address 00FE'6) is set to "1" 
when the input level of this pin changes from "H" to 
"L". 

(10) INT2 pin (P32/1NT2 pin) 

The INT2 pin is an interrupt input pin used with P32. To 
use this pin as an interrupt pin, set the corresponding 
bit in the directional register to input ("0"). When this 
signal level changes from "H" to "L", the interrupt re
quest bit (bit 1 at address 00FE'6) is set to "1 ". 

(11) CNTR pin (P33 /CNTR pin) 

The P33 /CNTR pin is an 1/0 pin of timer X. To use this 
pin as the timer X input pin, set the corresponding 
directional register bit to input ("0"). In the event coun
ter mode, CNTR becomes the input pin of the external 
pulse. In the pulse output mode, the CNTR output 
changes polarity each time the contents of timer X 
goes to "0". In the pulse width measurement mode, the 
pulse to be measured is input to this pin. 
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Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4 

Port P6 

PortP5 

,---1 Directional registerl---.---_-f-""""l 

Data bus -+-----1 Port latch 

(Notel P3 is also used as an 1/0 pin of serial 110 and CNTR, 

and jnput pin of INT,. 

Data bus ~r-p-o-rt-Iat-ch---I~ ~ 
1 Port P6 

Port P5 

Fig.12 Block diagram of port PO-P6 (single-chip mode) and output format of ¢ 
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PROCESSOR MODE 
By changing the contents of the processor mode bit (bit 0 

and 1 at address 00FF,6 ), four different operation modes 

can be selected; single-chip mode, memory expanding 

mode, microprocessor mode and evaluation chip (eva

chip) mode. In the memory expanding mode, microp

rocessor mode and eva-chip mode, ports PO - P3 can be 

used as multiplexed I/O for address, data and control sig

nals, as well as the normal functions of the I/O ports. 

Figure 14 shows the functions of ports PO-P3. 

The memory map for the single-chip mode is illustrated in 

Figure 1 and for other modes, in Figure 13. 

By connecting CNVss to Vss, all four modes can be 

selected through software by changing the processor mode 

bits. Connecting CNVss to Vcc automatically forces the 
microcomputer into microprocessor mode. Supplying 10V to 

CNVss places the microcomputer in the eva-chip mode. 

The four different modes are explained as follows: 

FFFF,6r-----, 

Internal 

ROM 

Internal 

0000'6,-_R_A_M_-, 

Memory 
expanding 
mode 

Eva-chip 
mode 

Microprocessor 
mode 

The shaded area is external memory area 

Fig.13 External memory area in processor mode 
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(1) Single-chip mode (ooJ 

The microcomputer will automatically be in the single

chip mode when started from reset, if CNVss is con

nected to Vss. Ports PO- P3 will work as original I/O 
ports. 

(2) Memory expanding mode (01J 
The microcomputer will be placed in the memory ex

panding mode when CNVss is connected to Vss and 

the processor mode bits are set to "01". This mode is 

used to add external memory when the internal mem
ory is not sufficient. 

In this mode, port PO and port P1 are as a system 
address bus and the original I/O pin function is lost. 

Port P2 becomes the data bus of 0 7 - Do (including in
struction code) and loses its normal I/O functions. Pins 

P3, and P30 output the SYNC and R/W control signals, 

.respectively when ¢ enters into the "H" state. Port P32 

functions as an input port during this same transition. 

(3) Microprocessor mode (1 oj 

After connecting CNVss to Vcc and initiating a reset, 

the microcomputer will automatically default to this 
mode. 

In this mode, port PO and P1 are used as the system 

address bus and the original function of the I/O pins is 

lost. Port P2 becomes the databus (07 - Do) and loses 

its normal I/O functions. Port P3, and P3, and P30 be

come the SYNC and R/W pins, respectively and the 

normal I/O functions are lost. 
(4) Eva-chip mode (11] 

When 10V is supplied to CNVss pin, the microcomputer 

is forced into the eva-chip mode. The main purpose of 

this mode is to evaluate ROM programs prior to mask

ing them into the microcomputer's internal ROM. 

In this mode, the internal ROM is inhibited so the ex

ternal memory is requierd. 

The lower 8 bits of address data for port PO is output 

when ¢ goes to "H" state. When ¢ goes to the "L" 
state, PO retains its original I/O functions. 

Port P1 's higher 8 bits of address data are output .when 

¢ goes to "H" state and as it changes back to the "L" 

state it retains its original I/O functions. Port P2 retains 

its original output functions while ¢ is at the "H" state, 

and works as a data bus of 0 7 - Do (including instruc
tion code) while at the "L" state. Pins P3, and P30 out

put the SYNC and RiVli control signals, respectively 

while ¢ is in the "H" state. When in the "L" state, P3, 

and P30 retain their original I/O function. 

The R/W output is used to read/write from/to the out
side. When this pin is in the "H" state, the CPU reads 

data, and when in the "L" state, the CPU writes data. 

The SYNC is a synchronous signal which goes to the 

"H" state when it fetches the OP CODE. 

The relationship between the input level of CNVss and 

the processor mode is shown in Table 2. 
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1\ CM, a 1 a 1 

CM, a 1 1 a 

~ Single-chip mode Eva-chip mode Memory expanding mode Microprocessor 

Port mode 

~ I I ~ I I :J I I 
Port PO Ports PO,- PO, Ports PO,- PO, Ports PO,- PO, Same as left 

)( 1/0 port ~I/Oport~ ~ Address )C A,-A, A,-A, 

~ I I ~ I I :J I I 
Port P1 Ports P1,- P1 0 Ports P1,- P1, Ports P1,'"""P1, Same as left :x 1/0 port ~ "1 Address x= A15 ....... A8 A15---Aa 

:J I I ~ I I ~ I I 
Port P2 Ports P2,- P20 Ports P2,- P2, Ports P2,- P2, Same as left 

~ 1/0 port ~oata K port . 0,-00 }-----~oat~,_oo>_-

:J I I ~ I I ~ I I 
Ports P3,- P30 Ports P3,- P3, Ports P3,- P3, 

)( 1/0 port y. 1/0 port )( 1/0 port 

Port P3 Port P3, Port P3, Same as left 

~ 1/0 port'f... y. SYNC '{ 
Port P3, Port P3, 

~I/Oport 
'f... 

y. R/W ~ 

Flg.14 Processor mode and functions of port PO-P3 

Table 2 

CNVss 

Vss 

Vee 

10V 
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Relationship between CNVss pin input level and processor mode 

Mode 

• Single-chip mode 

• Memory expanding mode 

• Eva-chip mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

• Eva-chip mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

• Eva-chip mode 

Explanation 

The single-chip mode is set by the reset. 

All modes can be selected ~Y changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

The microprocessor mode is set by the reset. 

Eva-chip mode can be also selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

Eva-chip mode only. 
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CLOCK GENERATING CIRCUIT 
The built-in clock generating circuits are shown in Figure 
17. 

When the STP instruction is executed, the oscillation of in
ternal clock 1> is stopped in the "H"state. 
Also, the prescaler X and timer X are loaded with FF16 and 
01 16, respectively. The oscillator (dividing by 16) is then 

connected to the prescaler input. This connection is cleard 
when timer X overflows or the reset is in, as discussed in 
the timer section. 

The oscillator is restarted when an interrupt is accepted. 
However, the internal clock rp keeps its "H" level until timer 
X overflows. 

This is because the oscillator needs a set-up period if a 
ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is used. 
When the WIT instruction is executed, the internal clock 1> 
stops in the "H" level but the oscillator continues running. 
This wait state is cleared when an interrupt is accepted. 
Since the oscillation does not stop, the next instructions are 
executed at once. 
To return from the stop or the wait status, the interrupt en
able bit must be set to "1" before executing STP or WIT in
struction. Especially, to return from the stop status, the tim
er X count stop bit (bit 5 of address 00FF16 ) must be set to 
"0" before executing STP instruction. 

The circuit example using a ceramic oscillator (or a quartz 
crystal oscillator) is shown in Figure 15. 

The constant capacitance will differ depending on which 
oscillator is used, and should be set to the manufactures 

Interrupt 
request 

Interrupt 
disable 
flag I 

STP instruction 

Q 

R 

Flg.17 Block diagram of clock generating circuit 

WIT 
instruction 

suggested value. 

The example of external clock uasge is shown in Figure 16. 
X,N is the input, and XOUT is open. 

M50743-XXXSP 

X,N XOUT 

29 1M!1 30 

Hm-
GOUT G'N 

J r 
Fig.15 External ceramic resonator Circuit 

29 

M50743-XXXSP 

30 
Open 

External oscillating circuit 
VCCl n n I 
vss U U' U 

Fig.16 External clock input circuit 

R R STP instruction 

Internal clock 1> 

Timer X 
L... ______ ---' Overflow 
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PROGRAMMING NOTES 
(1) The frequency ratio of the timer and the prescaler is 

1/(n+1l. 
(2) Even though the BBC and BBS instructions are ex

ecuted after the interrupt request bits are modified (by 
the program), those instructions are only valid for the 
contents before the modification. Also, at least one in
struction cycle must be used (such as a Nap) between 

the modification of the interrupt request bits and the 
execution of the BBC and BBS instructions. 

(3) Reading the timer and prescaler must be avoided 
while the input to the prescaler is changing. 

(4) After the ADC and SBC instructions are executed (in 
decimal modei) , one instruction cycle (such as a Nap) 
is nl3eded before the SEC, CLC, or CLD instructions 
are executed. 

(5) A Nap instruction must be used after the execution of 

a PLP instruction. 

DATA REQUIRED FOR MASK ORDERING 
Please send the following data for mask orders. 
(1) mask ROM confirmation form 

(2) mark specification form 
(3) ROM data ........................................... EPROM 3sets 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage. RESET. X,N• INT" PSo-PS, -0.3-7 

V, 
Input voltage, POO ........ P07, P1o ........ P17, P2o ....... P27 

-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 
P30- P3" P4o- P4, 

With respect to Vss. 
V, Input voltage, CNVss -0.3-13 

Output voltage, POo-PO" Plo-Pl" P2o-P2, 
Output transistors cut-off. 

Vo P30-P3" P4o-P4" P6o-P6, -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

XOUT, ¢ 

Pd Power dissipation Ta = 2S'C 1000(Note 1 

Toor Operating temperature -10-70 

Tstg Storage temperature -40-125 

Note 1 300mW for QFP types. 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (T a = -10-70'C, Vee = 5V±10%, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter 

Min. Nom. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 

Vss Supply voltage 0 

"H'" input voltage, POo-PO" Pl o-Pl" P2o-P2, 

V ,H P30-P3" P4o-P4,. PSo-PS, O. aVec 
---
INT" RESET, X,N , CNVss 

"L" inpul voltage, POo-PO" P1o-Pl" P2o-P2, 

V'L P30-P3" P4o-P4" PSo-PS, 0 
-
INT" CNVss 

V'L "L" input voltage, RESET 0 

V'L "L" input voltage, XIN 0 

"L" peak output current, POC-PO" Plo ....... P17 

IOLCpeak) P2o-P2" P30-P3, 

P4o-P4" P6o-P6, 

"L" average output current, POO ........ P07, Plo ....... P1 7 

IOL(avg) P2o-P2" P30-P3, 

P4o-P4" P6o-P6, (Note3) 

"H" peak output current, POO---P07, Plo ....... P1 7 

IOH<peak) P2o-P2" P30-P3, 

P4o-P4" P6o-P6, 

"H" average output current, POO ...... POl, Plo ........ P1 7 

IOH<avg) P2o- P2" P30- P3, 

P4o-P4,. P6o-P6, (Note 3) 

f<x ) Internal clock oscillating frequency 

loc<avg), 10H<avgl is the average current in lOOms. Note 2 
3 The total of 10L<peak) of PO, PI, P2, P3, P4 and P6 should be SOmA max. 

The total of 10H<peak) of PO and \1 should be 30mA max. 
The total of 10H<peak) of P2 should be 50mA max. 
The total of 10H<peak) of P3, P4 and P6 should be 30mA max. 

Max. 

5.5 

Vee 

0. 2Vee 

0. 12Vee 

p.16Vee 

10 

5 

-10 

-5 

a 
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Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

MHz 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

) mW 

'C 

'c 
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc = SV, Vss =ov, T a = 2S·C, f(X'N) = 8MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

VOH 
"H" output voltage, PO,-PO" PI,-PI" P2,-P2, 

P3,- P3" P4o- P4" P6o- P6, 

VOH "H" output voltage; ¢ 

VOL 
"L" output voltage, PO,- PO" PI,-PI" P2,~~2, 

P3,-P3" P4,-P4" P6,-P6, 

VOL "L" output voltage, ¢ 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, P36 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis,INT1 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, P32 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, P33 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, RESET 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, X1N 

'·L" input current, PO,-PO" PI,-Pt" P2,-P2, 

I'L P30 ...... P37, P4o ...... P47, P50"""P57 
---

P6,-P6" INT" RESET, X'N 

"H" input current, PO,-PO" PI,-Pt" P2,-P2, 

I'H P3,-P3" P4,-P4" P5,-P5, 
---

P6,-P6" INT" RESET, XIN 

V RAM RAM holding voltage 

Icc Supply current r 
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Test conditions 

10H = -lOrnA 

10H = -2. SmA 

10L = lOrnA 

10L = SmA 

When used as elK input 

When used as INT 2 

When used as CNTR 

v,=ov 

V,=5V 

When clock stops 

Output port open; 

other ports are con-

nected to Vss. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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f(XIN)= 8MHz 

Square wave 

Ta-2S·C 

At clock stops 

Ta-70·C 

At clock stops 

, 

Limits 

Min. Typ. 
Unit 

Max. 

3 V 

3 V 

2 V 

2 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.5 0.7 V 

0.1 0.5 V 

-5 f.lA 

S f.lA 

2 V 

6 12 mA 

I /-lA 

10 f.lA 
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TIMING REQUIREMENTS 
Single·chip mode (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = ov, Ta = 25"C, I (X'N) = 8MHz: unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tsu (poo-~) Port PO Input setup time 200 ns 

tsu (P1D-,t» Port P1 input setup time 200 ns 

tsu (P20-0;6) Port P2 input setup time 200 ns 

tsu (P3D-¢) Port P3 input setup time 200 ns 

tsu (P4D-¢) Port P4 input setup time 200 ns 

tsu (P50-¢) Port P5 input setup time 200 ns 

th (¢-POO) Port PO Input hold time 20 ns 

th (.p..P10) Port PI input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

th (<,6-P30) Port P3 input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-P40) Port P4 Input hold time 20 ns 

th (<,6-P50) Port P5 input hold time 20 ns 

te External clock input cycle time 125 ns 

tw External clock input pulse width 62 ns 

Ir External clock rising edge 20 ns 

tl External clock falling edge 20 ns 

Eva~chip mode (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss=ov, Ta=25"C, I (X'N)= 8lviHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tsu (POD-t/» Port PO input setup time 200 ns 

tsu (P1D-¢) Port PI input setup time 200 ns 

tsu (P2D-¢) Port P2 input setup time 200 ns 

th (¢-poo) Port PO input hold time 20 ns 

Ih (¢-P10) Pori PI input hold time 20 ns 

th (4)-P20) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

Memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 
(Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, T a = 25"C, I (X'N) = 8M Hz, unless olherwise noted) 

Symbol 

tsu (P2D-¢t) Port P2 Input setup time 

Ih (¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time 

Parameter 

• MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 

Min. 

150 

20 

Limits 

I I 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

I I ns 

I I ns 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0743-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 
Single-chip mode (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, Ta = 25'C, f (X,N) = 8MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

td(1)-poo) Port PO data output delay time 200 ns 

td(0;6-P1Q) Port P1 data output delay time 200 ns 

tde ¢-P2Q) Port P2 data output delay time 
Fig.IS 

200 ns 

td(e-P30) Port P3 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(f-P4Q) Port P4 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(1)~P6a) Port P6 data output delay time 200 ns 

Eva-chip mode (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, T a = 25'C, f (X,N) = SMHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

td(¢-POA) Port PO address output delay time 150 ns 

tdC¢-PDAF) Port PO address output delay time 150 ns 

td(e-Poo) Port PO data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-POQF) Port PO data output delay time 150 ns 

td(</>·P1A) Port P1 address output delay time 150 ns 

td(1)-P1AF) Port P1 address output delay time 150 ns 

td(¢-P10) Port P1 data output delay time 200 ns 

tdC1>-Pl0F) Port PI data output delay time 150 ns 

td(1)-P20) Port P2 data output delay time 
Fig.IS 

150 ns 

tdC1>-P20F) Port P2 data output delay time 150 ns 

td(1)-RIW) R/W signal output delay time 150 ns 

td(1)-RIWF) R/W signal output delay time 150 ns 

td(e- P3cO) Port P30 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(1)-P30OF) Port P30 data output delay time 150 ns 

td(1)-SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 150 ns 

tde 1>-SYNCF) SYNC signal output delay time 150 ns 

td(1)-P30) Port P31 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(1)-P3 OF) Port P3, data output delay time 150 ns 

Memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 
. (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, T a = 25"C, f (X,N) = 8MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

td(1) -POA) Port PO address output delay time 

td(1)-P1A) Port P1 address output delay time 

td(1) -P2Q) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(1) -P2QF) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(¢> -R/W) R/W signal output delay time 

td(1) -SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 

PO 
Pll--~~, ---G 

P2 ~ IOOpF 
P3 m-
P4 
P6 
¢ 

Fig,18 Port PO~P4 and port P6 test circuit 
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Test conditions 

Fig.IS 

Limits 

Min. Typ. 

40 

Unit 
Max. 

150 ns 

150 ns 

200 ns 

150 ns 

150 ns 

150 ns 



TIMING DIAGRAMS 
In single-chip mode 1> 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port P1 output 

Port P1 input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P3 output 

Port P3 input 

Port P4 output 

Port P4 input 

Port P5 input 

Port P6 output 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0743-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

-./ ....... 

- - td I.-PoOl 

)< 

tsu (POD-'ll) 

- f---td 1;-PlOl 

)< 

tsu (P1D-¢) 

- Ltd (¢-P20) 

I 

tsu 'P20-¢I-/' 

- Ltd (¢-P3Q) 

I 

tsu (P3D- ¢) 

~ -td (¢-p401 

)< 

tsu (P40-¢) 

tsu (P5D- ¢) 

- _ td 1¢-P60) 

)< 

te 

tw 

~/ r-. 

- ~tr - rtf 
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-
--. th 1'-P3D 
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- th 1;-P5DI 
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In eva-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port P1 output 

Port P1 input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 oulput (R/W) 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 

2-78 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0743-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

In memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 

Port PO output 

Port P1 output 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output (R/W) 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 

tSU(P20-¢) 

td(¢-R/W) 

td(¢-SYNC) 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0744-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

DESCRIPTION 
The M50744-XXXSP and the M50746-XXXSP are single

chip microcomputers designed with CMOS silicon gate 
technology. Both are housed in a 64-pin shrink plastic 
molded DIP (flat package type also available). These sing

le-chip microcomputers are useful for business equipment 
and other consumer applications. 

In addition to their simple instruction sets, the ROM, RAM, 
and 1/0 addresses are placed on the same memory map to 
enable easy programming. 
The differences between the M50744-XXXSP and the 
M50746-XXXSP are noted below. The following explana

tions apply to the M50744-XXXSP. Specification variations 
for other chips are noted accordingly. 

Type name I ROM size I 
M50744-XXXSP I 4096bytes I 
M50746-XXXSP I 6144bytes I 

The differences between the M50744-XXXSP and the 
M50744-XXXFP are the package outline and power dis
sipation ability (absolute maximum ratings). 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions ...... · ............................. 69 

• Memory size ROM ........ ·4096 bytes (M50744-XXXSP) 
6144 bytes (M507 46-XXXSP) 

RAM .. ··· .... ··· ...... · .. ·· ...... ·· .. · .. ·· 144bytes 

• Instruction execution time 
....... 2J1s (minimum instructions at 4M Hz frequency) 

• Single power supply f(XIN )=4MHz ................ ·5V±10% 

• Power dissipation 
normal operation mode (at 4MHz frequency) .... 15mW 

• Subroutine nesting ........................ · .... 72 levels (Max.) 
• Interrupt .......................................... 6 types, 5 vecters 
• 8-bit timer .............................................................. 3 

• Programmable 1/0 (Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4) .......... ·40 
• Input ports (Port P5) ............................................... ·8 
• Output ports (Port P6) ............................................. 4 

• A-D converter· .............. 8-bit successive approximation 

• D-A converter 
• 8-bit PWM function 
• Watchdog timer 

APPLICATION 
Office automation eqUipment 
VCR, Tuner, Audio-visual equipment 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

Vee 
Reference AVss (OV) 

voltage input 

D~A output D-A +- 4 
PWM output PWM ~ 5 

Output 
port P6 

1/0 
port P4 

1/0 
port P3 

Interrupt input 

Reset input 

Clock input 

Clock output 

Timing output 

Vss 

Outline 64P48 

g.HMgg~~gau.e«aGM~ •• ~ 

P25-~ 
P24-~ 
P23 - 60 0 
P22 ...... 61 

P2, ++ 62 

P2o - 63 M50744-XXXFP 
NC 
Vss 
NC 

Vee 
AVss 

or 

M50746-XXXFP 

o o 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

j j j I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 

1/0 
port P2 

1/0 
port PO 

1/0 
port P1 

Input 
port P5 

26 -- X,N 
25 ~ RESET 

CNVss 
NC 
NC 

Outline 72P6 NC : No connection 
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M50744-XXXSP BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Clock input Clock output Timing output Interrupt input Reset input (5V) (OV) (OV) 

X1N XOUT ¢ INT, RESET Vee Vss CNVss 

I-
I 

------~-~-----~-~-~--------.-------------~ 9\..-
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I 

I 
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I 
I 

I 
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, I J I 'r 
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arithemetic 
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6 7 8 9 5 4 3 2 38 940 IQXJ 111 
Output 
port P6 PWM O-A VREF AVss Input port P5 

Note I 6144 byis for M50746-XXXSP 

~ .., .., 

~~ / 
;. ~ 

Timer1 I Program Program Tl (8) 
counter counter 

Stack pointer 
I nstruction I 

PCL (8) 
S(8) '\ 

l~ register (8) PC H(8) 
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FUNCTIONS OF M50744-XXXSP 
Parameter 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction excution time 

ROM 
Memory size 

RAM 

INT, 

PO, Pl, P2, P3, P4 
1/0 ports 

P5 

P6 

Timers 

A-D converter 

O-A converter 

Pulse width modulator 

Watchdog timer 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupt 

Clock generating circuit 

Supply voltage 

Power dissipation High-speed operation 

1/0 characteristics 
110 voltage 

Output current 

Memory expansion 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

Package 
M50744-XXXSP, M50746-XXXSP 

M50744-XXXFP, M50746-XXXFP 

2-82 

Input 

1/0 

Input 

Output 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0744-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BITCMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

FUnctions 

69 

2f.ls (minimum instructions at 4MHz frequency) 

4096bytes (6l44bytes for M50746-XXXSP) 

l44bytes 

l-bitXl 

8-bitXS(Part of P3 used with timer 1/0 and interrupt input) 

8-bitXl 

4-bitXl 

8-bit prescalerX2+8-bit timerX3 

8-bitX 1 (4 channels) 

S-bitXl 

8-bitXl 

lS-bitXl 

72 levels (max,) 

2 external interrupts, 3 internal timer interrupts 

Built-in (externally connected ceramic or quartz crystal oscillator) 

SV±10% 

lSmW (at 4MHz frequency) 

l2V (Ports PO, P1, P3, P4, P5, P6, INT,) 

SmA (Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4) 

Possibe 

-10-70'C 

CMOS silicon gate process 

64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP 

72-pin plastic molded QFP 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

---
RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

X OUT Clock output 

¢> Timing output 

--
INT, Interrupt input 

AVss Voltage input for A-D 

and D-A 

VREF Reference voltage 

input 

D-A D-A output 

PWM PWM output 

PO Q-P07 1/0 port PO 

P1 Q-P1 7 110 port P1 

P2 Q-P27 1/0 port P2 

P3Q-P37 110 port P3 

P4Q-P47 1/0 port P4 

P50 -P57 Input port P5 

P6Q-P63 Output port P6 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

1/0 

1/0 

110 

110 

1/0 

Input 

Output 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0744-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±10% to Vee, and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected to Vss. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2J1s (under normal Vee 

conditions). If mare time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

This chip has an internal clock generating circuit. To control generating frequency, an external ceramic or a 

quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X1N and XOUT pins. If an external clock is used, the clock 

source should be connected the XIN pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

This is the timing output pin. 

This is the highest order interrupt input pin. 

This is GND input pin for the A-O and O-A converters. 

This is reference voltage input pin for the A-O and O-A converters. 

This is output pin from the O-A converter. 

This is output pin from the pulse width modulator. 

The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

Port PO is an a-bit lID port with directional registers allowing each lID bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. 

The output structure is N-channel.open drain. 

Port Pl is an a-bit lID port and has basically the same functiqns as port PO. 

Port P2 is an a-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO, but the output structure is 

CMOS output. 

Port P3 is an a-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. P33 and P3, work as CNTR pin 

and the lowest interrupt input pin (INT2), respectively. 

Port P4 is an a-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. P44-P47 work as analog input 

port AN,-AN,. 

Port P5 is an a-bit input port. P54--P57 can be used as the edge sense inputs. 

Port P6 is a 4-bit output port. The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

.' MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0744-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

BASIC FUNCTION BLOCKS 

MEMORY 
A memory map for the M50744-XXXSP is shown in Figure 
1. Addresses F00016 to FFFF16 are assigned to the built-in' 
ROM area which consists of 4096 bytes. 
Addresses E80016 to FFFF16 are the ROM address area 
assigned to the M50746-XXXSP. 
Addresses FF0016 to FFFF16 are a special address area 
(special page). By using the special page addressing 
mode of the JSR instruction, subroutines addressed on this 
page can be called with only 2 by1es. Addreeses FFF416 to 

ROM (6144 bytes) 
for 

MSO? 46-XXXSP 

Zero page 

ROM 
(4096 bytes) 

for 

MSO? 44-XXXSP 

Fig.1 Memory map 

1
0000, 

RAM 

(144 bytes) 

008F, 

6 

SpeCial 
page for 

subroutine 
call 

6 

OOEO 16 

OOFF, 6 

E800, 6 

FOOO, 6 

FFOO, 6 

FFF4, 6 

FFFF, 6 

Not used 

Not used 

Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 

FFFF16 are vector addresses used for the reset and inter
rupts (see interrupt chapter). Addresses 000016 to OOFF16 

are the zero page address area. By using the zero page 
addressing mode, this area can also be accessed with 2 
bytes. The use of these addressing methods will greatly re
duce the object size required. The RAM, I/O port, timer, 
etc., are assigned to this area. 
Addresses 000016 to 008F16 are assigned to the built-in 
RAM and consist of 144 bytes of static RAM. In addition to 
data storage, this RAM is used for the stack during sub
routine calls and interrupts. 

Decimal 

143 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

255 

\ 

\ 

\ 

65535 

I 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

INT, 

Timer2 

Timer 1 

Timer X 

INT, 

RESET 

/ 

, 
\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 

/ 

/ OOEO, 6 Port PO 

\ 
\ 
\ 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

00E1, 

00E2, 

00E3, 

OOE4, 

OOES, 

00E616 

OOE?, 6 

00E8, 6 

00E9, 6 

OOEA, 6 

OOES, 6 

OOEC, 6 

OOED, 6 

OOEE, 6 

OOEF, 6 

OOFO, 6 

OOFt, 6 

Port PO directional 
register 

Port PI 

Port PI directional 
register 

Port P2 

Port P2 directional 
register 

Port P3 

Port P3 directional. 
register 

Port P4 

Port P4 directional 
register 

Port P5 

Port P5 latch 

Port P6 

O-A conversion register 

Pulse width moduiatioo register 

00F2, 6 Successive approximation register 

00F3, 6 A-D control register 

00F4, 6 \>Vatchdog timer 

OOFS, 6 

00F6, 6 

OOF?, 6 

00F8, 6 

00F9, 6 Timer 1 ,2 prescaler 

OOFA, 6 Timer 1 

OOFS, 6 Timer 2 

OOFC, 6 Timer X prescaler 

OOFD, 6 Timer X 

OOFE, 6 Interrupt control register 

\ OOFF, 6 Timer control register 
\ 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0744-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) 
The CPU consists of 6 registers and is shown in Figure 2. 

ACCUMULATOR (A) 
The 8-bit accumulator (A) is the main register of the micro

computer. Data operations such as data transfer, Input/Out
put, etc., are executed mainly through accumulator. 

a 

A Accumulator 

a 

X I Index register X 

a 
y I Index register Y 

a 

S Stack pointer 

15 0 

PCH PC L I Program counter 

Fig.2 Register structure 

INDEX REGISTER X (X) 
The index register X is an 8-bit register. 

In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 

added to the contents of the register X, specifies the real 

address. When the T flag in the processor status register is 
set to "1", the index register X itself becomes the address 

for the second OPERAND. 

INDEX REGISTER Y (Y) 
The index register Y is an 8-bit register. 
In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 

added to the contents of the register Y specifies the real 

address. 

INlvlTI Bioi I I zl ci Processor status register 

Carry flag 

Zero flag 

Interrupt disable flag 

Decimal mode flag 

Break flag 

Index X mode flag 

Overflow flag 

Negative flag 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0744·XXXSP/FP 
MS0746·XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

STACK POINTER (S) 
The stack pointer (S)is an 8-bit register that contains the 

address of the next location in the stack. It is mainly used 

during interrupts and subroutine calls. The stack pOinter is 

not automatically initialized after reset and should be initial
ized by the program using the TXS instruction. 

The location of the stack can be determined by the stack 

page bit (bit 4 at address 00FF16 ). When bit 4 is "0" and 

the contents of the stack pointer is XX16, the stack address 

is set to 00XX16. When bit 4 is "1", the stack address is set 
to 01 XX16 . When using this microcomputer in the single

chip mode, the stack page bit must be "0" and the stack 

pointer should be set at the bottom address of the internal 
RAM. 

When an interrupt occurs, the higher 8 bits of the program 

counter are pushed into the stack first, and then the lower 8 
bits of the program counter are pushed into the stack. After 

each byte is pushed into the stack, the stack pointer is de

cremented by one. Next, the contents of the processor sta

tus register are pushed into the stack. When the return from 

interrupt instruction (RTI) is executed, the program counter 

are processor status register data is pulled off the stack in 

reverse order from above. 

The Accumulator is never pushed into the stack automati

cally. A Push Accumulator instruction (PHA) is provided to 

execute this function. Restoring the Accumulator to its pre
vious value is accomplished by the Pull Accumulator in

struction (PLA). It is executed in reverse order of the PHA 
instruction. 

The contents of the Processor Status Register (PS) are 
pushed (pulled) to (from) the stack with the PHP and PLP 

instructions, respectively. Only the program counter is 
pushed into the stack during a subroutine call. Therefore, 

any registers that should not be destroyed should be 

pushed into the stack manually. The RTS instruction is 
used to return from a subroutine. 

PROGRAM COUNTER (PC) 
The 16-bit program counter consists of two 8-bit registers 

PCH and PCl' The program counter is used to indicate the 

address of the next instruction to be executed. 

PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PS) 
The processor status register is composed entirely of flags 

used to indicate the condition of the processor immediately 

after an operation. Branch operations can be performed by 

testing the Carry flag (C), Zero flag (Z), Overflow flag (V) 

or the Negative flag (N). Each bit of the register is ex
plained below. 

1. Carry flag (C) 
The carry flag contains the carry or borrow generated by 

the Arithmetic and Logical operation Unit (ALU) im

mediately after an operation. It also changed by the shift 

and rotate instructions. The set carry (SEC) and clear carry 

(CLC) instructions allow direct access for setting and 
clearing this flag. 

2. Zero flag (Z) 
This flag is used to indicate if the immediate operation 

generated a zero result or not. If the result is zero, the zero 

flag will be set to "1". If the result is not zero, the zero flag 

will be set to "0". 

3. Interrupt disable flag (I) 
This flag is used to disable all interrupts. This is accom

plished by setting the flag to "1". When an interrupt, this 

flag is automatically set to "1" to prevent other ihterrupts 

from interfering until the current interrupt is completed. The 

SEI and CLI instructions are used to set and clear this flag, 

respectively. 

4. Decimal mode flag (D) 
The decimal mode flag is used to define whether addition 

and subtraction are executed in binary or decimal. If the 

decimal mode flag is set to "1", the operations are ex
ecuted in decimal, if the flag is set to "0", the operations 

are executed in binary. Decimal correction is automatically 

executed. The SED and CLD instructions are used to set 

and clear this flag, respectively. 

5. Break flag (B) 
When the BRK instruction is executed, the same operations 

are performed as in an interrupt. The address of the inter

rupt vector of the BRK instruction is the same as that of the 

lowest priority interrupt. The contents of the B flag can be 

checked to determine which condition caused the interrupt. 

If the BRK instruction caused the interrupt, the break flag 
will be "1", otherwise it will be "0". 

6. Index X mode flag (T) 
When the T flag is "1", operations between memories are 

executed directly without passing through the aC9umulator. 

Operations between memories involving the accumulator 

are executed when the T flag is "0" (i.e., operation results 

between memories 1 and 2 are stored in the accumulator). 

The address of memory 1 is specified by the contents of 

the index register X, and that of memory 2 is specified by 
the normal addressing mode. The SET and CL T instructions 

are used to set and clear the index X mode flag, respec
tively. 
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7. Overflow flag (V) 
The overflow flag functions when one byte is added or sub

tracted as a signed binary number. When the result ex

ceeds + 127 or -128, the overflow flag is set to "1". When 

the BIT instruction is executed, bit 6 of the memory location 

is input to the overflow flag. The overflow flag is reset by 

the CLV instruction and there is no set instruction. 

8. Negative flag (N) 
The negative flag is set whenever the result of a data trans
fer or operation is negative (bit 7 is set to "1"). Whenever 

the BIT instruction is executed, bit 7 of the memory location 

is input to the negative flag. There are no instructions for 

directly setting or resetting the negative flag. 

Table 1 Interrupt vector address and priority 

Interrupt Priority Vector address 

RESET 1 FFFF,6 , FFFE '6 

INT, 2 FFFD ,6 , FFFC '6 

Timer X 3 FFFB ,6 , FFFA '6 

Timerl 4 FFF9 ,6 , FFF8 '6 

Timer2 5 FFF7 ,6 , FFF6 '6 

INT2 (BRK) 6 FFF5 ,6 , FFF4 '6 

INTERRUPT 
The M50744-XXXSP can be interrupted from seven souces; 

INT" timer X, timer 1, timer 2, or INT2/BRK instruction. 

However, the INT2 pin is used with port P32 and the corres
ponding directional register bit should be set to "0" when 

P32 is used as an interrupt input pin. 

These interrupts are vectored and their priorities are shown 

in Table 1. Reset is included in this table since it has the 

same functions as the interrupts. 

When an interrupt is accepted, the contents of certain reg
isters are pushed into specified locations, (as discussed in 

the stack pOinter section) the interrupt disable flag I is set, 

the program jumps to the address specified by the interrupt 

vector, and the interrupt request bit is cleared automatical

ly. The reset interrupt is the highest priority interrupt and 
can never be inhibited. Except for the reset interrupt, all in

terrupt are inhibited when the interrupt disable flag is set to 

"1 ". All of the other interrupts can further be controlled indi

vidually via the interrupt control register shown in Figure 3. 

An interrupt is accepted when the interrupt enable bit and 

the interrupt request bit are both "1" and the interrupt dis-' 
able flag is "0". 

The interrupt request bits are set when the following condi

tions occur: 

(1) When the INT, or INT2 pins go from "H" to "L" 

(2) When the contents of timer X, timer 1, timer 2 go to "0" 

These request bits can be reset by the program but can not 

~~~~~~~~~ 
Interrupt control register (Address OOFE16 ) 

Interrupt request 

Fig.3 Interrupt control 
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Bit 7 : INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit 6 : INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5 : Timer 1 interrupt request bit 

Bit 4 : Timer 1 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 3 : Timer 2 interrupt request bit 

Bit 2 : Timer 2 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 1 : INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit a : INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Timer control register (Address OOFF16 ) 

Bit 7 : Timer X interrupt request bit 

Bit 6 : Timer X interrupt enable bit 
Bit 5 : Timer X interrupt stop bit 

Bit 4 : Timer stack page bit 

Bit 3,Bit 2 : Timer X mode bits 
Bit 1 ,Bit 0 : Processor mode bits 
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be set by the program. However, the interrupt enable bit 
can be set and reset by the program. 
Since the BRK instruction and the INT2 interrupt have the 
same vectored address, the contents of the B flag must be 
checked to determine if the BRK instruction caused the in
terrupt or if INT2 generated the interrupt. 

Oscillator divider 

Pulse output mode 

TIMER 
The M50744-XXXSP has three timers; timer X, timer 1, and 
timer 2. Timer X has four modes which can be selected by 
bit 2 and 3 of the timer control register. When the timer X 
count stop bit (bit 5i is set to "1", the timer X will stop re
gardless of which mode it is in. A block diagram of timer X, 
timer 1 and timer 2 is shown in Figure 4. 
The P33 /CNTR pin cannot be used as CNTR when P33 is 

being used in the normal 1/0 mode. 
Timer 1 and timer 2 share with a prescaler. This prescaler 
has an 8-bit programmable latch used as a frequency di
vider. The division ratio is defined as 1 I (n+ 1), where n is 

the decimal contents of the prescaler latch. All three timers 
are down-count timers which are reloaded from the timer 
latch following the zero cycle of the timer (i.e. the cycle af
ter the timer counts to zero). 

The timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" during the next 
clock pulse after the timer reaches zero. The interrupt and 
timer control registers are located at addresses OOFE16 and 
OOFF16 , respectively (see interrupt section). 
The four modes of timer X as follows: 

to timer X 
interrupt request bit 

I -----------1;:;~;rui;ii;l instruction t- Toggle flip-flopt----------' 

Fig.4 Block diagram of timer X, timer 1, timer 2 
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(1) Timer mode (00) 

In this mode the clock is driven by the oscillator fre

quency divided by 16. When the timer down-counts to 

zero, the timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" and 

the contents of the timer's latch is reloaded into the 

timer and the counting begins again. 

I I I I I I I I I Timer control register (Address 00FF'6) 

(2) Pulse output mode (01) 

In this mode, the polarity of the CNTR signal is re

versed each time the timer down-counts to zero. 
(3) Event counter mode (10) 

This mode operates in the same manner as the timer 

mode except, the clock source is input to the CNTR 

pin. This mode will allow an interrupt to be generated 

whenever a specified number of external events have 
been generated. The timer down-counts every rising 

edge of the clock sourse. 
(4) Pulse width measurement mode (11) 

This mode measures the pulse width (between lows) 

input to the CNTR pin. The timer, driven by the oscilla

tor frequency divided by 16, continues counting during 
the low cycle of the CNTR pin. When the timer con

tents reaches "0", the interrupt request bit is setto"1", 

the timer's reload latch is reloaded and the counting 

resumes. 

The structure of the timer control register is shown in 

Figure 5. 

LL Processor mode bits 

00 : Single-chip mode 

01 : Memory expanding mode 

10 : Microprocessor mode 

11 : Eva-chip mode 

Timer X mode bits 

00 : Timer mode 

01 : Pulse· output mode 

10 : Event counter mode 

11 : Pulse width measurment mode 

Stack page bit 

0: Page a 
1 : Page 1 

Timer X count stop bit 

a : Count start 

1 : Count stop 

Timer X interrupt enable bit 

a : Interrupt disable 

1 : Interrupt enable 

Timer X interrupt request bit 

a : No interrupt request 

1 : With interrupt request When the STP instruction is executed, or after reset, 

the prescaler and timer latch are set to FF'6 and 01 ,6, 

respectively. Also, when the STP instruction is ex

ecuted, the oscillator's frequency (divided by 16) will 

become the counting source, regardless of the timer X 
mode setting. This state will be released when the tim

er X interrupt request bit is set to "1", or after a reset. 

Timer X will then enter the mode specified by its mode 

bits. For more details on the STP instruction, refer to 

the oscillation circuit section. 

Fig.5 Structure of timer control registe 
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A-D CONVERTER 
An a-bit successive approximation method of A-D conver

sion is employed providing a precision of ±3LSB. A block 

diagram of the A-D convertor is shown in Figure 6. Conver

sion is automatic once it is started with the program. 

The four analog inputs are used in common with pins P47 , 

P46, P45 , and P44 of port 4. Bits 1 and a of the A-D control 

regsiter (address 00F3'6) are used to select which pins are 

used for A-D conversion. The input condition is accom

plished by setting to "a" the bit in the directional register 

that corresponds to the pin where A-D conversion is to take 

place. Bit 4 of the A-D control regsiter is the A-D conver

sion end bit. During A-D conversion, this bit is "0", and 

upon completion 'becomes "1". Thus, it can be ascertained 

whether or not A-D conversion has been completed or not 
by inspecting this bit. The relation between the contents of 

the A-D control register and the selection of input pins are 

shown in Figure 7. 
The results of the conversion can be found be reading the 
contents of the successive approximation register (address 

00F2'6) which stores the results of the conversion. The pro
cedure for executing A-D conversion is next explained. 

Firstly, the pin that is to be used for the A-D conversion is 

selected by setting bit 1 and bit a of the A-D control regis

ter. Next, the successive approximation is written to upon 

which the A-D conversion starts. Since actual data is not 

AVss 

Resistance ladder 

written to the successive approximation, any type of may be 
written. Simultaneous with its being written, the A-D con

version end bit (bit 4 of address 00F3'6) is cleared to "a" 
signifying that A-D conversion operations are being con

ducted. A-D conversion completes after 198 clock cycles 
upon which the A-D conversion end bit is set to "1" and the 

results of the conversion can be found in the successive 

approximation. Since the comparator consists of the capaci

tive coupled configuration, f (X1N ) is needed larger than 

1 MHz during A-D conversion. 

A-D control register (Address 00F316 ) 

'----1 __ Analog input selection bit 

00 : P44 /AN 4 

. 01 : P45/ AN5 

10: P46/AN6 

11: P47/AN, 

1----------- A-D conversion end bit 

o : A-D conversion in progress 

1 : A-D conversion completed 

Flg.7 Structure of A-D control register 

l Selector ~ 

Vre! Comparator and 

control circuits 

I I I I I I r Successive approximation register C><IX I I 
A-D control 

register 

(Address 00F3'6) 

t 

Fig.6 Block diagram of A-D converter 
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D-A CONVERTER 
The R-2R method is used for D-A conversion. The block di

agram is shown in Figure 8. An analog voltage is output that 

corresponds to the contents of the D-A conversion register 
(address 00FO ,6 ). Ideally, the relation of the analog output 

AVss (OV) VREF 

R-2R ladder 

Fig.8 Block diagram of the D-A converter 

voltage V and the content n of the D-A conversion register 
is V=VREF X n/32(n=0'-31). 

Reset operation clears the contents (n) of the D-A conver
sion register to 0,6 , 

D-A 

D-A conversion register (Address OOF016 ) 
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PULSE' WIDTH MODULATOR period of 4080 X m/255 (m = 0 ~ 255). Figure 9 shows that 

relationship. An N-channel open drain output is used for the 

PWM pin. 
The pulse width modulation register (address 00F1'6) is 

configured of an 8-bit counter. The period of repetition is 

4080 .clock cycles. With the content of the pulse width mod

ulation register m, the PWM pin becomes high-level for the 

Reset sets the content m of the pulse width modulation 

register to 00,6, 

Fig.9 

2-92 

m=O "L" 

m=l 

m= 2 

m=3 
I 

m=254 

m=255 "H" 

IE One period of ~ 

4080 clock cycles 
0123 25325401234 

rrnnnnnnnnn----------rrnnnnnnnnnn 

--------- -- -- - - - ----------

'---____ ________ --.n __ _ n 
n L-.--__________ ~ 

n ~----------~ 

--------lJ 
-------- - - - - - - ----------

Relatio~ between m and PWM output 
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WATCHDOG TIMER 
The watchdog timer provides the means to return to a reset 
condition when a program runs wild and the 'program will 

not run the normal loops. 
The watchdog timer (address 00F4'6) is a 15-bit counter. 
The watchdog timer counts 1/16th the output frequency of 

the oscillator. The watchdog timer is set to 7FFF'6 when a 
reset is accomplished or a write operation has been made 
to it. As well as any of the instructions that generate a write 
signal, such as STA, LDM, and CLB, can be used to write 
data to the watchdog timer. An output of the most signifi
cant bits of the watchdog timer is input to the reset circuit. 
When 262144 clock cycles have been counted, the most 
significant bit becomes "0" and reset is carried out. When 

reset is carried out, the watchdog timer is set to 7FFF'6 and 
reset is released. The program then begins again from re
set vector address. Normally, the program is written so that 
a writing operation is made to the watchdog timer prior to 
the most significant bit's becoming "0". Application of a + 
10V to the RESET pin will disable the watchdog timer func
tion. 
Since execution of the STP instruction causes both the 
clock and the watchdog timer to stop, an option is offered 
where the STP instruciotn can be disabled. 

SYNC 

Address 

Data 

8-12 clock cycles 

Fig.l0 Timing diagram at reset 

RESET CIRCUIT 
The M50744-XXXSP is reset according to the sequence 
shown in Figure 10. It starts the program from the address 
formed by using the content of address FFFF'6 as the high 
order address and the content of the address FFFF'6 as the 
low order address, when the RESET pin is held at "L" level 

for more than 2"s while the power voltage is in the recom
mended operating condition and the crystal oscillator 

oscillation is stable and then returned to ."H" level. The in
ternal initializations following reset are shown in Figure 11. 
An example of the reset circuit is shown in Figure 12. 
When the power on reset is used, the RESET pin must be 

held "L" until the oscillation of X'N"XOUT becomes stable. 

Reset address retrieved 

from the vector table 

Note 1: The relationship of frequency between f'XIN) and ¢ is f'X,N) =4' ¢. 
2: A question mark ( ? ) means that the address is changeable de-

pending on the previous state. 
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Address 

(1) Port PO directional register ( E 1'6 ) ···1 o 0'6 I 
(2) Port Pl directional register ( E 3 '6 ) · .. 1 o 0'6 I 
(3) Port P2 directional register ( E 5 '6 ) .. ·1 o 0'6 I 
(4) Port P3 directional register ( E 9 '6 ) ···1 o 0'6 I 
(5) Port P4 directional register ( E B 16 ) ···1 o 0'6 1 
(6) Port 6 (Note 1) ( E E 16 ) ···1 F F 16 

(7) D-A conversion register ( F 0'6 
) .. , 1010101010 

(8) Pulse width modulation ( F 1'6 
) .. , o 0'6 

register 

(9) Watchdog timer ( F 4 '6 
) .. , 7 F F F 16 

00) Prescaler ( F C '6 
) ... F F 16 J 

(11) Timer X ( F 0 '6 
) ... o 1 16 

(11) Interrupt control register ( FE 16 ) .. , o 0'6 

(13) Timer control register ( F F 16 ) .. , o 0'6 

(14) Processor status register ( PS ) ... I I I I 111 I (only the interrupt disable 
flag is set.) 

(15) Program counter ( P C H 
) .~entsof .. , . .',ddress FFFF'6 

( P C L 
) . Fientsof ... address FFFF'6 

Note 1 : Port P6 is the high-impedance state during reset. 

After return from reset, it is "FF'6'" 

Fig.ll Internal state of microcomputer at reset 
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Power on 
M50744-XXXSP 

RESET Vee 
OV 

28l 11 
... .... ... 

Jr ov 

M50744-XXXSP 

RESET 
28 

Supply voltage 
1 _____ ~ detection circuit 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I I 
I I 
L ________ J 

Fig.12 Example of reset circuit 
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I/O PORTS 
(1) Port PO 

Port PO is an 8-bit I/O port with N-channel open drain 
output. 

As shown in the memory map (Figure 1), port PO can 

be accessed at zero page memory address 00EO,6. 

Port PO has a directional register (address 00E1,6) 

which can be used to program each individual bit as 
input ("0") or as output ("1 "). If the pins are program

med as output, the output data is latched to the port 

register and then output. When data is read from the 

output port the output pin level is not read, only the 

latched data in the port register is read. This allows a 

previously output value to be read correctly even 

though the output voltage level is shifted up or down. 

Pins set as input are in the floating state and the signal 

levels can thus be read. When data is written into the 

input port, the data is latched only to the port latch and 

the pin still remains in the floating state. 

Depending on the contents of the processor status reg

ister (bit 0 and bit 1 at address 00FF,6), four different 

modes can be selected; Single-chip mode, memory ex

panding mode, microprocessor mode and eva-chip 

mode. These modes (excluding single-chip mode) 

have a multiplexed address output function in addition 

to the 1/0 function. For more details, see the processor 
mode information. 

(2) Port P1 

In the single-chip mode, port P1 has the same function 

as PO. In the other modes, P1 's functions are slighlty 

different from PO's. For more details, see the processor 
mode information. 

(3) Port P2 

In the Single-chip mode, port P2 has the same function 

as PO, but it has CMOS output. In the other modes, 

P2's functions are slightly different from PO's. 

For more details, see the processor mode information. 
(4) Port P3 

In the single-chip mode, port P3 has the same function 

as PO. In the other modes, P3's functions are slightly 

different from PO's. Port P3 can also be used as INT2 
and 1/0 pins for timer X. For more details, see the pro
cessor mode information. 

(5) Port P4 

Port P4 has the samo function as port PO in the single

chip mode. But P47 through P44 can also be used as 

analog input pins AN7 through AN 4 . 

(6) Port P5 

Port P5 is an input port. P54 through P57 can also be 

used as edge sence inputs. In such a case, reading is 

begun from 00ED,6' 00ED'6 is provided with a latch 
which is set to "1" when the input changes from high

level to low-level. The input pulse width must be at 

least 7 clock cycle wide. The latch is reset by using 

such instructions as LDM and CLB to write a "0" to the 

latch. When 00ED,6 is read, the lower order 4 bits are 

always zero. 
When port P5 is used as level sence input, read the 

contents of the address 00EC,6' 
(7) Port P6 

Port P6 is a 4-bit output port. It has N-channel open 

drain output. See Figure 13 for more details. 
(8) Clock ¢ output pin 

In normal conditions, the oscillator frequency divided 
by four is output as ¢. 

(9) INT, pin 

The INT, pin is an interrupt input pin. The INT, inter

rupt request bit (bit 7 at address 00FE,6) is set to "1" 

when the input level of this pin changes from "H" to 
"L". 

(10) INT2 pin (P32/INT2 pin) 

The INT2 pin is an interrupt input pin used with P32. To 

use this pin as an interrupt pin, set the corresponding 

bit in the directional register to input ("0"). When this 

signal level changes from "H" to "L", the interrupt re

quest bit (bit 1 at address 00FE,6) is set to "1". 
(11) CNTR pin (P33/CNTR pin) 

The P33 /CNTR pin is an I/O pin of timer X. To use this 

pin as the timer X input pin, set the corresponding 

directional register bit to input ("0"). In the event coun
ter mode, CNTR becomes the input pin of the external 

pulse. In the pulse output mode, the CNTR output 

changes polarity each time the contents of timer X 

goes to "0". In the pulse width measurement mode, the 

pulse to be measured is input to this pin. 
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Ports PO, P1, P3, P4 

Data bus -+---1 

Port P2 

Data bus -+----~ 

Port P5 

PWM 

Port P6 

Data directional 
reglster 

Port latch 
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N-channel open drain output 

Ports PO, P1, P3, P4 

Note P3 is used both as a timer input/output pin and an interrupt in
put pin. 

Data directional 
register 

Port latch 

P4 is used as an analog input pin. 

CMOS output 

Port P5 

N-channel open drain output 

N-channel open drain output 

J--lr--~O 

Data bus ---i Port latch ~ 1- Port P6 

CMOS output 

Fig.13 Block diagram of port PO-P6 (single-chip mode) and if> output format 
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PROCESSOR MODE 
By changing the contents of the processor mode bit (bit a 
and 1 at address 00FF,6), four different operation modes 

can be selected; single-chip mode, memory expanding 
mode, microprocessor mode and evaluation chip (eva

chip) mode. In the memory expanding mode, microp

rocessor mode and eva-chip mode, ports PO- P3 can be 

used as multiplexed 110 for address, data and control sig

nals, as well as the normal functions of the 1/0 ports. 
Figure 15.shows the functions of ports PO-P3. 

The memory map for the single-chip mode is illustrated in 
Figure 1 and for other modes, in Figure 14. 

By connecting CNVss to Vss, all four modes can be 

selected through software by changing the processor mode 

bits. Connecting CNVss to Vee automatically forces the 
microcomputer into microprocessor mode. Supplying 10V to 

CNVss places the microcomputer in the eva-chip mode. 
The four different modes are explained as follows: 

FFFF16 .----..., 

(Note 1) 

Internal RAM 

0000" L-___ ..... 

Memory expanding Eva-chip mode Microprocessor 
m~e m~e 

The shaded area is external 
Note 1: E800'6 for M50746-XXXSP memory area. 

Fig.14 External memory area In processor mode 

(1) Single-chip mode [ooJ 

The microcomputer will automatically be in the single

chip mode when started from reset, if CNVss is con

nected to Vss. Ports PO- P3 will work as original 1/0 

ports. 

(2) Memory expanding mode [01] 

The microcomputer will be placed in the memory ex

panding mode when CNVss is connected to Vss and 

the processor mode bits are set to "01". This mode is 
used to add external memory when the internal mem
ory is not sufficient. 

In this mode, port PO and port P1 are as a system 

address bus and the original 1/0 pin function is lost. 

Port P2 becomes the data bus of D7- Do (including in

struction code) and loses its normal 1/0 functions. Pins 
P3, and P30 output the SYNC and R/W control signals, 

respectively when ¢ enters into the "H" state. Port P32 

functions as an input port during this same transition. 
(3) Microprocessor mode [10J 

After connecting CNVss to Vee and initiating a reset, 

the microcomputer will automatically default to this 
mode. 

In this mode, port PO and P1 are used as the system 

address bus and the original function of the 110 pins is 

lost. Port P2 becomes the databus (D7- Do) and loses 
its normal 1/0 functions. Port P3, and P30 become the 

SYNC and R/W pins, respectively and the normal 1/0 

functions are lost. 

(4) Eva-chip mode [11J 

When 10V is supplied to CNVss pin, the microcomputer 

is forced into the eva-chip mode. The main purpose of 
this mode is to evaluate ROM programs prior to mask

ing them into the microcomputer's internal ROM. 

In this mode, the internal ROM is inhibited so the ex

ternal memory is requierd. 

The lower 8 bits of address data for port PO is output 

when ¢ goes to "H" state. When ¢ goes to the "L" 
state, PO retains its original 1/0 functions. 

Port P1 's higher 8 bits of address data are output when 

¢ goes to "H" state and as it changes back to the "L" 

state it retains its original 110 functions. Port P2 retains 

its original 1/0 functions while ¢ is at the "H" state, and 

works as a data bus of D7 - Do (including instruction 
code) while at the "L" state. Pins P3, and P30 output 

the SnJC and R/W control signals, respectively while 

¢ is in the "H" state. When in the "L" state, P3, and P30 

retain their original 1/0 function. 

The RIW output is used to readlwrite from Ito the out

side. When this pin is in the "H" state, the CPU reads 

data, and when in the "L" state, the CPU writes data. 

The SYNC is a synchronous signal which goes to the 

"H" state when it fetches the OP CODE. 

The relationship between the input level of CNVss and 
the processor mode is shown in Table 2. 
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Port 
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Port PO Ports PO,- POo 
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:J I r 
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)( 110 port 

~ I r 
Port P2 Ports P2,- P20 

)( 110 port 

~ I r 
Ports P3,- P30 

)( 110 port 

Port P3 
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1 a 1 

1 1 a 

Eva-chip mode Memory expanding mode 
Microprocessing 

mode 

~ I r ::J I r 
Ports PO,- POo Ports PO,- POo Same as left 

~ A,-Ao ~ Address A,-Ao ~ 

~ I r- ::J I r 
Ports P1,- P1 0 Ports P1,- P1 0 Same as left 

~ A15"""'Aa ] Address A'5-As (. 

~ I r :J I r 
Ports P2,- P20 Ports P2,- P20 Same as left 

~oata 
port 0,-00 '£ :}----~ata O'-D~-

~ I I !.I I I 
Ports P3,- P3 2 Ports P3,- P3 2 

)( 110 port =x 110 port 

Port P3, Port P3, 

=x SYNC X 110 port x= " \r. Same as left 

-" 
SYNC "-

Port P30 Port P30 

~l/oporlK: )( R/W )( 

Fig.15 Processor mode and functions of Ports PO-P3 

Table 2 

CNVss 

Vss 

Vee 

lOV 
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Relationship between CNVss pin input level and processor mode 

Mode 

• Single-chip mode 

• Memory expanding mode 

• Eva-chip mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

• Eva-chip mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

• Eva-chip mode 

Explanation 

The single-chip mode is set by the reset. 

All modes can be selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

The microprocessor mode is set by the reset. 

Eva-chip mode can be also selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

Eva-chip mode only. 
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MITSUBISHI .MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0744-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

CLOCK GENERATING CIRCUIT 
The built-in clock generating circuits are shown in Figure 

18. 
When the STP instruction is executed, the oscillation of in
ternal clock tP is stopped in the "H" state. 
Also, the prescaler X and timer X are loaded with FF'6 and 
01,6, respectively., The oscillator (dividing by 16) is then 
connected to the prescaler input. This connection is cleard 
when timer X overflows or the reset is in, as discussed in 
the timer section. 
The oscillator is restarted when an interrupt is accepted. 
However, the internal clock tP keeps its "H" level until timer 
X overflows. 
This is because the oscillator needs a set-up period if a 
ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is used. 
When the WIT instruction is .executed, the internal clock tP 
stops in the "H" level but the oscillator continues running. 
This wait state is cleared when an interrupt is accepted. 
Since the oscillation does not stop, the next instructions are 
executed at once. 
To return from the stop or the walt status, the Interrupt en
able bit must be set to "1" before executing STP or WIT in
struction. Especially, to return from the stop status, the tim
er X count stop bit (bit 5 of address 00FF,6) must be set to 
"0" before executing STP instruction. 
The circuit example using a ceramic oscillator (or a quartz 
crystal oscillator) is shown in Figure 16. 
The constant capacitance will differ depending on which 
oscillator is used, and should be set to the manufactures 

Interrupt 
request 

Interrupt 
disable flag I o 

M50744-XXXSP 

X ,N X OUT 

29 lMO 30 

HOI-
G'N GOUT r J 

Fig.16 External ceramic resonator circuit 

M50744-XXXSP 

29 

External 
oscillating 

circuit 

XOUT 

30 

Open 

VCCl n n I 
Vss U U U 

Flg.17 External clock input circuit 

suggested value. 
The example of external clock uasge is shown in Figure 17. 
X,N is the input, and XOUT is open. 

STP instruction 
(option) 

R 

WIT 
instruction R STP instruction 

(option) 

Flg.18 Block diagram of the clock generating circuit 
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Internal clock '" 

Timer X 
1-______ --1 Overflow 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0744-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PROGRAMMING NOTES 
(1) The frequency ratio of the timer and the prescaler is 

1/(n+1). 

(2) Even though the BBC and BBS instructions are ex
ecuted after the interrupt request bits are modified (by 
the program), those instructions are only valid for the 

contents before the modification. Also, at least one in
~truction cycle must be used (such as a Nap) between 
the modification of the interrupt request bits and the 

execution of the BBC and BBS instructions. 
(3) Reading the timer and prescaler must be avoided 

while the input to the prescaler is changing. 
(4) After the ADC and SBC instructions are executed (in 

decimal mode), one instruction cycle (such as a Nap) 

is needed before the SEC, CLC, or CLD ir:lstructions 
are executed. 

(5) A Nap instruction must be used after the execution of 

a PLP instruction. 
(6) Since the comparator consists of the capacitive cou

pled configuration, f (X'N) is needed lager than 1 MHz 
during A-D conversion. And during A-D conversion, 
don't use STP or WIT instruction. 

DATA REQUIRED FOR MASK ORDERING 
Please send the following data for mask orders. 
(1) mask ROM confirmation form 
(2) mark specification form 
(3) ROM data ..................................... , ..... EPROM 3sets 

Write the following option on the mask ROM confirmation 

form 
• STP instruction option 

2-100 • MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0744-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage X1N -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage P2o-P2,. P4,-P4, -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

V, 
Input voltage POo-PO,. Pto-Pt,. P30-P3,. P4o-P4,. With respect to Vss 

-0.3-13 
P50-P5,. INT, With the output transistor cut·oll 

V, Input voltage CNVss. RESET -0.3-13 

Vo Output voltage P2o-P2,. P4,-P4,. XOUT• ¢. D-A- -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

Vo 
Output voltage POo-PO,. Pto-Pt,. P30-P3,. P4o-P4,. 

-0.3-13 
P6o-P6,. PWM 

Pd Power dissipation Ta=25'C 1 OOO( Note 1 ) 

Topr Operating temperature -10-70 

Tstg Storage temperature -40-125 

Note 1 300mW for QFP types 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vcc=5V±10%. Ta=-10-70·C. unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

V REF Reference voltage 4 Vee V 

"H" input voltage POo-PO,. PIo-Pt,. P2o-P2,. 

V'H P30-P3,. P4,-P4,. P50-P5,: O. aVec Vee V 

INT" RESET. X'N. CNVss 

"L" input voltage POo-PO,. Pto-Pt,. P2o-P2,. 

V'L P30-P3,. P4o-P4,. P50-P5,. 0 0. 2Vee V 
-
INT,. CNVss 

-V'L "L" input voltage RESET 0 0. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" Input voltage X'N 0 0. 16Vee V 

"L" peak output current POC-P07. Plo ...... Ph, 

loLl peak) P2o-P2,. P3,-P3,. 10 mA 
P4o-P4,. PWM (Note3) 

10L(peak) "L" peak output current P6o-P6, (Note 3 ) 15 mA 
"L" average output current POO ....... P07, P1o-P17. 

10Llavg) P2o-P2,. P30-P3,. 5 mA 
P4o-P4,. PWM (Note 2) 

10L(ava) "L" average output current P6o-P6, (Note 2 ) 7 mA 
10H(oeak) "H" peak output current P2o- P2, (Note 3 ) -10 mA 
10H(avQ) "H" average output current P2o-P2, (Note 2 ) -5 mA 
fIx ) Internal clock oscillator frequency 4 MHz 

Note The average output currents·loL(avg) and 10H(avg) are the average value of a period of 100ms. 
Do not allow the combined low- level output current of ports PO. P1. P2. P3. P4. P6. and PWM to 
exceed BOmA. 
Do not allow the combined high- level output· current of port P2 to exceed 50mA. 
"H" input voltage of ports PO. Pt. P3. P4o-P43• P5 and INT, is available up to +12V. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mW 
·c 
·c 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0744-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (T a=25·C. Vcc=5V. Vss=DV. f(X'N)=4MHz. unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

Min. Typ. Max. 

VOH "H" output voltage P2o- P2, IOH=-10mA 3 

VOH "H" output voltage ¢ IOH=-2.5mA 3 

VOL 
"L" output voltage POo-PO,. Plo-PI,. P2o-P2,. 

IOL=10mA 2 
P30-P3,. P4o-P4,. P6o-P6,. PWM 

VOL "L" output voltage ¢ IOL=5mA 2 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis INT, 0.3 I 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis P32 When used as INT2 input 0.3 1 

VT+-VT - Hysteresis P33 When used as CNTR input 0.5 1 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis RESET 0.5 0.7 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis X,N 0.1 0.5 

"L" input current POO-..P07. P1o-Ph, P2o ....... P27 , 

I'L P30-P3,. P4o-P4,. P50-P5,. V,=OV -5 
P6o- P6,. PWM 

I'L "L" input current INT1, RESET, X,N V,=OV -5 

I'H 
"H" input current POO ....... P07 , P1o ...... P17, P30 ....... P37 , 

V,=12V 12 
P4o-P43. P50-P5,. P6o-P63, PWM 

I'H 
"H" input current INTi, RESET, X'N, P2o-P2" 

V,=5V 5 
P4,-P4, 

VRAM RAM retention voltage When clock disabled 2 

f(X'N}=4MHz 
3 6 

rp, XOUT, and O-A pins Square wave 

opened, other pins at at clock stop 
Vss. and A-D conver- Ta=25'C 

1 
lee Supply current 

ter in the finished 
at clock stop 

condition. 10 
Ta=75'C 

A-D CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=25'C. Vcc=5V, Vss=ov, f(X'N)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

Min. Typ. Max. 

- Resolution VREF=VCC 8 

- Absolute precision VREF-VCC , with the output transistor cut-off ±3 
RLADDER Ladder resistance VREF=VCC 2 10 

teoNV Conversion time 50 

V REF Reference voltage 2 Vee 

I Analog input voltage o 

D-A CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=25'C, Vcc=5V, Vss=ov, f(X'N)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

- Resolution 

- Error in full scale range 

tsu Setup time 

Ro Output resistance 

V REF Reference voltage 

2-102 

Test conditions 

VREF=VCC 

VREF=VCC, with the output transistor cut-off 

VREF=VCC 

VREF=VCC 
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Min. 

4 

Limits 

Typ. Max. 

5 

±1 
3 

3 

Vee 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 
, 

V 

V 

V 

V 

/1A 

/1A 

/1A 

/1A 

V 

rnA 

/1A 

/1A 

Unit 

Bits 

LSB 

kO 

/1S 

V 

V 

Unit 

Bits 

% 
/1S 

kO 

V 



TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0744-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Single-chip mode (T a=25"C, Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, feXIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tSU(POD-¢) Port PO input setup time 270 ns 
t SU (P1D-¢» Port P1 input setup time 270 ns 
tSU (P2D-<l) Port P2 input setup time 270 ns 
tSU (P3D-<l) Port P3 input setup time 270 ns 
t SU (P4D-¢) Port P4 input setup time 270 ns 
t SU (P5D-¢) Port P5 input setup time 270 ns 
th(¢-poo) Port PO input hold time 20 ns 
th(¢-Pl0) Port P1 input hold time 20 ns 
th(1)-P20) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 
th(¢-P30) Port P3 input hold time 20 ns 
th(¢-P40) Port P4 input hold time 20 ns 

th("~-P5D) Port P5 input hold time 20 ns 
te External clock input cycle time 250 ns 
Iw External clock input pulse width 75 ns 
Ir External clock rise~time 25 ns 
tf External clock faU-time 25 ns 

Eva-chip mode (Ta=25"C, Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, feXIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noled) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tsu(POO-¢) Port PO input. setup time 270 ns 
t SU (P10-¢) Port P1 input setup time 270 ns 
t SU (P20-¢) Port P2 input setup time 270 ns 
thc<P-poo) Port PO input hold time 20 ns 
th(¢-P10) Port P1 input hold time 20 ns 
th(f-P20) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

Memory expanding and microprocessor modes 
(T a=25°C, Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, feXIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

tSU (P2D-¢) Port P2 input setup time 

thC¢-P2D) Port P2 input hold time 

Parameter 

.' 'MITSUBISHI 
"ELECTRIC 

Min. 

270 

30 

Limits 

I J 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

J J ns 

I I ns 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0744-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Single-chip mode (Ta=25'C, Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, f{XIN}=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

td(¢-POQ) Port PO data output delay time 
Fig. 19 

230 ns 

td(¢-P1Q) Port P1 data output delay time 230 ns 

td(¢-P2Q) Port P2 data output delay time Fig. 20 230 ns 

td(¢-P3Q) Port P3 data output delay time 230 ns 

td(¢-P4Q) Port P4 data output delay time Fig. 19 230 ns 

td('-P6Q) Port P6 data output delay time 230 ns 

Eva-chip mode (Ta=25'C, Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, f(XIN}=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

td(¢-POA) Port PO address output delay time 250 ns 

td(¢-POAF) Port-PO address output delay time 250 ns 

td(¢-POQ) Port PO data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-POQF) Port PO data output delay time 200 ns 

Port P1 address output delay time 
Fig. 19 

250 td(,p-P1A) ns 

td(<t>-P1AF) Port P1 address output delay time 250 ns 

td(f-P10) Port P1 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-P10F) Port P1 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(,-p2Q) Port P2 data output delay time 300 ns 

Port P2 data output delay time 
Fig. 20 

300 td(¢-P20F) ns 

td(f-R/W) R/W signal output delay time 250 ns 

td(¢-R/WF) R/W signal output delay time 250 ns 

td(¢- P30Q) Port P3 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-P3 QF) Port P3 data output delay time 200 ns 

SYNC signal output delay time 
Fig. 19 

250 td(¢-SYNC) ns 

td( ¢-SYNCF) SYNC signal output delay time 250 ns 

td(¢-P3 Q) Port P3, data output delay time 200 ns 

td(f-:-P3 OF) Port P3, data output delay time 200 ns 

Memory expanding and microprocessor modes 
(T a=25'C, Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, f(XIN}=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Pnrnmctcr 

td(¢-POA) Port PO address output delay time 

td(f-P1A) Port P1 address output delay time 

td(¢~P20) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(¢-P20F) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(¢-R/W) R/W signal output delay time 

td(¢-SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 

Fig.19 Ports PO, P1, P3, P4, 1'6 test circuit 
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Tost cOilditions 

Fig. 19 

Fig. 20 

Fig. 19 

Limits 

Min. Typ. Max. 

250 

250 

300 

300 

250 

250 

P41----.,.-----o 

il00PF 

q, I---;------{) 

1100PF 

Fig.20 Port P2 test circuit 
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Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 



TIMING DIAGRAMS 
In slngle·chlp mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port PI output 

Port PI input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P3 output 

Port P3 input 

Port P4 output 

Port P4 input 

Port P5 input 

Port P6 output 

--../ 

-

-

-

-

-

-

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0744-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

"" / 

I-- td ("-POO) 

)< 

tsu (poo-'" -:; 

- Ih (.-POO 

I---Id (O-P10) 

)< 

tsu (P1D-o;1l1 -
- th (O-PlO 

Lid (O-P20) 

I 

Isu (P20-.) I---

~ Ih (O-P2 C td (rfJ-P3Q) 

Isu (P30-.) I-

-- th (O-P30 

I-Id (O-P40) 

)< 

- tsu (P4D-¢o) I-

- ....- th (o;1l-P40) 

tsu (P50-.) ---
- Ih (O-P50) 

_Id 1"-P60) 

)c 

Ie 

Iw 

-.J~ .... / 

- _Ir - _If 
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In eva-chip mode 

¢ 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port Pl output 

Port Pl input· 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output (R/IN) 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0744-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0744-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

In memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 

Port PO output 

Port P1 output 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output (R/W) 
----+" 

Port P3, o,utput (SYNC) 
---+' 

tsu (P20-') 

td «-SYNC) 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTER 

MS074S-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

DESCRIPTION 
The M50745-XXXSP is a single-chip microcomputer de

signed with CMOS silicon gate technology. It is housed in a 
64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP (flat package type also 
available) . This single-chip microcomputer is useful for 
business equipment and other consumer applications. 
In addition to its simple instruction sets, the ROM, RAM, 
and 1/0 addresses are placed on the same memory map to 

enable easy programming. 
The differences between the M50745-XXXSP and the 
M50745-XXXFP are the package outline and power dis
sipation ability (absolute maximum ratings). 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions ............ · ...................... 69 
• Memory size ROM .................................. 6144 bytes 

RAM ........ · ............................ 192 bytes 

• Instruction execution time 
....... 2,us (minimum instructions at 4MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply f(XIN )=4MHz .. · .............. 5V±10% 

• Power dissipation 
normal operation mode (at 4MHz frequency)"" 15mW 

• Subroutine nesting ............................ ·96 levels (Max.) 
• Interrupt .......................................... 7 types, 5 vecters 

• 8-bit timer""""""""""" 3 (2 when used as serial 1/0) 

• Programmable 1/0 (Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4) ........... 40 
• Input ports (Port P5)" ............................................. ·8 

• Serial 1/0 (8-bit) ............ , ........................ · .............. ·1 

APPLICATION 
Office automation equipment 
VCR, Tuner, Audio-visual equipment 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

I/O port P4 

I/O port P2 

110 port P2 

I/O port 
P3 

Timer I/O 

f42
- 1 

P41 - 2 

P4o- 3 

{P27 - 4 
P26 -

NC 

NC 

NC 

{ !NT - 24 Interrupt input _' 
!NT2 ,.... 25 

CNVss 26 
Reset input RESET -+ 27 

Clock input 

Clock output X OUT +- 29 

Timing output 1> +- 30 

Reset RESET _ 31 
output OUT 

Vss _32~ ________ -J-" 

Outline 64P48 

C"I M '<T 'fl <tJ r-- 0 ... N <') 'f '" <0 ,... 0 
OOOOOO .......................... .,....,...\l) 
a... 0.. a.. a... 0... a... a. a... a. a. a.. a.. a. 0.. 0.. 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I j 

M50745-XXXFP 

1/0 port P4 

Vee 

NC 

NC 

I/O port PO 

I/O port Pl 

Input port P5 

Vss 
22 -+ RESET OUT 

21 _¢ 

19 -X1N 

18 - RESET 
CNVss 

16 -INT2 
-r,~~~~~~~~~ 

Outline 60P6 NC : No connection 
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-Ie: 
::.lila 
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N 

I 
o 
CD 

M50745-XXXSP BLOCK 
Clock Clock Timing 

input output· output 

X," XOUT 

1-
Clock generating circuit 

8-bit 
arithemetic 

and 
logical 

unit 

Input port P5 

DIAGRAM 
Reset Interrupt Interrupt 

output input input Reset input 
(5V) (OV) (OV) 

RESETo"T INT, ~ RESET Vcc Vss CNVss 

----y--T-T-T-----@--~-----®-- I 

RAM 

192bytes Program Program 
6144bytes counter counter 

PCH (8) PCL (8) 

Processor 
status 

Index Index Stack 

register PS(8) register X(8) register Y(8) pointer S( 8) 

CII 
Z 
Ci') 
r 
1'1"1 . 
(') 
::c 

" 00 3: . 
Ila ~-I 
-I en CII 

(') o ; 

1/0 port P4 I/O port P3 1/0 port P2 I/O port P1 1/0 port PO Timer I/O 

----- ---

3: ..... -
0 ~ ~ 
CII 

'f1 3: 3: 
(') >< c:; 
::.I >< ::a 
0 >< g (') 
0 en 0 
3: "'U 3: 
" ......... ~ e: 
-I ." -I 
1'1"1 "'U : ::a 



FUNCTIONS OF M50745-XXXSP 
Parameter 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction execution time 

Clock frequency 

ROM 
Memory size 

RAM 

INT"INT, 

PO, Pl, P2, P3, P4 
Input/Output port 

PS 

CNTR 

Serial 1/0 

Timers 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupts 

Clock generating circuit 

Supply voltage 

Power dissipation At high-speed operation 

Input/Output characteristics 
Input/Output voltage 

Output current 

Memory expansion 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

MS074S-XXXSP 
Package 

MS074S-XXXFP 

2-110 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTER 

MS074S-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP a-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

69 

2,us (Minimum instructions, at 4MHz frequency) 

4MHz 

6144bytes 

192bytes 

Input l-bitX2 

1/0 8-bitX5 (Part of P3 are in common with seriall/O) 

Input 8-bitXl 

1/0 l-bitXl 

8-bitXl 

8-bit prescalerX2+8-bit timerX3 (2 when serial 1/0 is used) 

96 levels (max,) 

two external interrupts, three timer Interrupts (or timerX2, seriall/OXl) 

Built-in (ceramic or quartz crystal oscillator) 

5V±10% 

15mW (at 4MHz frequency) 

12V (Ports PO, Pl, P2, P3, P4, PS, INT" INT" CNTR) 

5mA (Ports PO, Pl, P2, P3, P4) 

Possible 

-10-70'C 

CMOS silicon gate process 

64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP 

60-pin plastic molded QFP 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

---
RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

XOUT Clock output 

</> Timing output 

CNTR Timer 110 

--
INT, Interrupt input 

INT2 Interrupt Input 

POO-P07 110 port PO 

Pl o-P1 7 110 port P1 

P2o-P27 110 port P2 

P30-P37 110 port P3 

P4o-P47 110 port P4 

P50-P57 Input port P5 

RESETouT Reset output 

Inputl 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

110 

Input 

Input 

110 

110 

110 

110 

110 

Input 

Output 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTER 

MS074S·XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±10% to Vcc, and OV to Vss. 

" 

This Is usually connected to Vss. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a ilL" for more than 2,us (under normal Vee 

conditions). If more time is for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be ~aintained for 

the required time. 

This c~ip has an internal clock generating circuit. To control generating frequency, an external ceramic or a 

quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X;N and XOUT pins. If an external clock is used, the clock 

source should be connected the X1N pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

This is the timing output pin. 

This is an output pin for the timer X. 

This is the highest order interrupt input pin. 

This Is the lowest order interrupt Input pin. 

Port PO Is an S-blt 110 port with directional registers allowing each 110 bit to be individually programmed as 

Input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. 

The output structure is N-channel open dr~in. 

Port P1 Is an S-bit 110 port a.nd has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P2 Is an S-blt 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P3 is an S-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO, When serial 110 is used, P3" 

P36• P3s. and P34 work as SRDY, eLK, SOUTo and SIN pins, respectively. 

Port P4 is an a-bit 110 port and has basically the same fun~tions as port PO, but the output structure is P-

channel open drain. 

Port P5 is an S-bit input port. 

This pin outputs the reset signal for peripheral devices. 

•. MITSUBISHI 
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BASIC FUNCTION BLOCKS 

MEMORY 
A memory map for the M50745-XXXSP is shown in Figure 

1. Addresses E800'6 to FFFF'6 are assigned to the built-in 
ROM area which consists of 6144 bytes. 

Addresses FFOO'6 to FFFF'6 are a special address area 
(special page). By using the special page addressing 
mode of the JSR instruction, subroutines addressed on this 
page can be called with only 2 bytes. Addreeses FFF4'6 to 
FFFF'6 are vector addresses used for the reset and inter-

0000,6 

RAM 
(192bytes) 

OOSF'6 
Zero page 

Not used 

OOEO'6 

OOFF,6 

Not used 

E800'6 

FFOO'6 

ROM 

(6144 bytes) Special 
page for 

subroutine FFF4,6 
Address L 

call Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 

Address L 

FFFF'6 
Address H 

Fig.1 Memory map 
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rupts (see interrupt chapter). Addresses 0000'6 to 00FF'6 
are the zero page address area. By using the zero page 
addressing mode, this area can also be accessed with 2 

bytes. The use of these addressing methods will greatly re
duce the object size required. The RAM, I/O port, timer, 
etc., are assigned to this area. 
Addresses 0000'6 to 00BF'6 are assigned to the built-in 
RAM and consist of 192 bytes of static RAM. In addition to 
data storage, this RAM is used for the stack during sub

routine calls and interrupts. 

Decimal 
, 

/ 00EO'6 Port PO 
/ 

00E1'6 , Port P 0 ~~~~~:~~nal 
/ 00E2'6 / 

Port Pl 

127 / OOE3'6 Port Pl 
directional 
register 

/ 
/ OOE4 16 Port P2 

/ 
OOE5'6 , Port P2 directional 

register 
/ 

OOE6'6 

OOE?'6 

255 OOES'6 Port P3 

OOE9'6 Port P3 directional 
register 

OOEA'6 Port P4 , , OOES,6 Port P4 
directional 
register 

\ 
OO,EC,. Port P5 

OOED'6 , 
OOEE'6 

\ 

OOEF'6 
, OOFO'6 , , 00F1'6 

\ 
OOF2'6 

, OOF3'6 , 
\ OOF4'6 
\ OOF5 16 

OOF6'6 Serial liD ~~?s~er 

\ OOF7'6 Serial 110 register 

\ 
OOF8'6 

OOF9'6 
INT, 

, 
\ OOFA'6 

Timer 1.2 prescaler 

Timer 1 

SilO or Timer 2 
\ 

\ OOFS'6 Timer 2 

Timer 1 \ OOFC'6 Timer X prescaler 
\ 

Timer X \ OOFD'6 Timer X 

\ OOFE'6 INT, 
\ 

Interrupt control regist~r 

RESET \ OOFF'6 Timer control register 
65535 

, 
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CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) 
The CPU consists of 6 registers and is shown in Figure 2. 

ACCUMULATOR (A) 
The 8-bit accumulator (A) is the main register of the micro
computer. Data operations such as data transfer, InpullOut

put, etc., are executed mainly through accumulator. 

7 

A Accumlator 

0 

X I Index register X 

0 

y I Index. register Y 

0 

S I Stack pointer 

15 0 

I PCH PC l I Program counter 

Fig.2 Register structure 
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INDEX REGISTER -X (X) 
The index register X is an 8-bit register. 
In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 
added to the contents of the register X, specifies the real 
address. When the T flag in the processor status register is 
set to "1", the index register X itself becomes the address 

for the second OPERAND. 

INDEX REGISTER Y (Y) 
The index register Y is an 8-bit register. 
In the index addressing mode,. the value of the OPERAND 
added to the contents of the register Y specifies the real 

address. 

o 

INlvlTIBIDI I Izi cl Processor status register 

Carry flag 

Zero flag 

Interrupt disable flag 

Decimal mode flag 

Break flag 

I ndex X mode flag 

Overflow flag 

Negative flag 
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STACK POINTER (S) 
The stack pOinter (S) is an 8-bit register that contains the 
address of the next location in the stack. It is mainly used 
during interrupts and subroutine calls, The stack pointer is 
not automatically initialized after reset and should be initial
ized by the program using the TXS instruction, 
The location of the stack can be determined by the stack 
page bit (bit 4 at address 00FF16). When bit 4 is "O"and 

the .contents of the stack pointer is XX16 , the ,stack address 
isset.to 00XX16.When bit 4 is "1", the stack address is set 
to 01 XX16. When using this microcomputer in the single
chip mode, the stack page bit must be "0" and the stack 
pointer should be set at the. bottom address of the internal 
RAM. 

When an interrupt occurs, the higher 8 bits of the program 
counter are pushed into the stack first, and then the lower 8 
bits of the program counter are pushed into the stack. After 
each byte is pushed into the stack, the stack pointer is de
cremented by one. Next, the contents of the processor sta
tus register are pushed into the stack. When the return from 
interrupt instruction (RTI) is executed, the program counter 
are processor status register data is pulled off the stack in 
reverse order from above. 

The Accumulator is. never pushed into the stack automati
cally. A Push Accumulator instruction (PHA) is provided to 
execute this function. Restoring the Accumulator to its pre
vious value is accomplished by the Pull Accumulator in
struction (PLA). It is executed in reverse order of the PHA 
instruction. 

The. contents of the Processor Status Register (PS) are 
pushed (pulled) to (from) the stack with the PH P and PLP 
instructions, respectively. Only the program counter is 
pushed into the stack during a subroutine call. Therefore, 

any registers that should not be destroyed should be 
pushed into the stack manually. The RTS instruction is 
used to return from a subroutine. 

PROGRAM COUNTER (PC) 
The 16-bit program counter consists of two 8-bit registers 
PCH and PCL' The program counter is used to indicate the 
address of the next instruction to be executed. 

PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PS) 
The processor status register is composed entirely of flags 
used to indicate the condition of the processor immediately 
after an operation. Branch operations can be performed by 
testing the Carry flag (C), Zero flag (Z), Overflow flag (V) 
or the Negative flag (N). Each bit of the register is ex
plained below. 

1. Carry flag (C) 
The carry flag contains the carry or borrow generated by 
the Arithmetic and Logical operation Unit (ALU) im
mediately after an operation. It also changed by the shift 

and rotate instructions. The set carry (SEC) and clear carry 

(CLC) instructions allow direct access for setting and' 

clearing this flag. 

2. Zero flag (Z) 
This flag is used to indicate if the immediate operation 
generated a zero result or not. If the result is zero, the zero 
flag will be set to "1". If the result is not zero, the zero flag 

will be set to "a". 

3. Interrupt disable flag (I) 
This flag is used to disable all interrupts: This is accom
plished by setting the flag to "1". When an interrupt, this 
flag is automatically set to "1" to prevent other interrupts 

from interfering until the current interrupt is completed. The 
SEI and CLI instructions are used to set and clear this flag, 
respectively. 

4. Decimal mode flag (D) 
The decimal mode flag is used to define whether addition 
and subtraction are executed in binary or decimal. If the 
decimal mode flag 'is set to "1" , the operations are ex
ecuted in decimal, if the flag is set to "0", the operations 
are executed in binary. Decimal correction is automatically 
executed. The SED and CLD instructions are used to set 
and clear this flag, respectively. 

5. Break flag (B) 
When the BRK instruction is executed, the same operations 

are performed as in an interrupt. The address of the inter
rupt vector of the BRK instruction is the same as that of the 
lowest priority interrupt. The contents of the B flag can be 
checked to d'etermine which condition caused the interrupt. 
If the BRK instruction caused the interrupt, the break flag 
will be "1", otherwise it will be "0". 

6. Index X mode flag (T) 
When the T flag is "1", operations between memories are 
executed directly without passing through the accumulator. 
Operations between memories involving the accumulator 
are executed when the T flag is "0" (i.e., operation results 
between memories 1 and 2 are stored in the accumulator). 
The address of memory 1 is specified by the contents of 
the index register X, and that of memory 2 is specified by 
the normal addressing mode. The SET and CL T instructions 
are used to set and clear the index X mode flag, respec
tively. 

7. Overflow flag (V) 
The overflow flag functions when one byte is added or sub
tracted as a signed binary number. When .the result ex
ceeds +127 or -128, the overflow flag is set to "1". When 
the BIT instruction is executed, bit 6 of the memory location 
is input to the overflow flag. The overflow flag is reset by 
the CLV instruction and there is no set instruction. 
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8. Negative flag (N) 
The negative flag is set whenever the result of a data trans

fer or operation is negative (bit 7 is set to "1 "). Whenever 
the BIT instruction is executed, bit 7 of the memory location 
is input to the negative flag. There are no instructions for 
directly setting or resetting the negative flag. 

Table 1 Interrupt vector address and priority 

Interrupt Priority Vector address 

RESET 1 FFFF'6, FFFE'6 

INT, 2 FFFD'6, FFFC'6 

Timer X 3 FFFB'6, FFFA'6 
Timer 1 4 FFF9'6, FFF8'6 

Timer 2 or serial 110 5 FFF7'6, FFF6'6 
INT, (BRK) 6 FFF5'6, FFF4'6 
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INTERRUPT 
The M50745-XXXSP can be interrupted from seven souces; 

INT" timer X, timer 1, timer 2/serial 1/0, or INT2/BRK in

struction. 
The value of bit 2 of the serial I/O mode register (address 
00F6'6) determine whether the interrupt is from timer 2 or 
from serial 1/0. When bit 2 is "0" the interrupt is from timer 
2, and when bit 2 is "1" the interrupt is from serial 1/0. Also, 
when the bit 2 is "1", parts of port P3 are used for serial II 
O. These interrupts are vectored and their priorities are 
shown in Table' 1. Reset is included in this table since it 
has the same functions as the interrupts, 
When an interrupt is accepted, the contents of certain reg
isters are pushed into specified locations, (as discussed in 
the stack pOinter section) the interrupt disable flag I is set, 
the program jumps to the address specified by the interrupt 
vector, and the interrupt request bit is cleared automatical
ly. The reset interrupt is the highest priority interrupt and 
can never be inhibited, Except for the reset interrupt, all in
terrupt are inhibited when the interrupt disable flag is set to 
"1", All of the other interrupts can further be controlled indi
vidually via the interrupt control register shown in Figure 3, 

Interrupt control register (Address OOFE,.) 
L....r...L.~..,...J...r-l-..,....I-r-L.,..-~~ Bit? INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit6 INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

BitS Timer 1 interrupt request bit 

Bit4 Timer 1 interrupt enable bit 

Bit3 Timer 2 interrupt or serial I/O interrupt request bit 

Bit2 Timer 2 interrupt or serial I/O interrupt enable bit 

Bit1 INT, pin interrupt request bit 

BitO INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Timer control register (Address OOFF,.) 

Interrupt Bit? Timer x interrupt request bit 
request 

BitS Timer X interrupt enable bit 

BitS Timer X count stop bit 

Bit4 Stack page bit 

Bit3 
\ Timer X mode bit 

Bit1 

Bit2 ~ processo~ mode bit 
BitO 

Fig. 3 Interrpt control 
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An interrupt is accepted when the interrupt enable bit and 
the interrupt request bit are both ".1" and the interrupt dis
able flag is "0". 
The interrupt request bits are set when the following condi
tions occur: 
(1) When the ~ or INT2 pins go from "H" to "L" 
(2) When the contents of timer X, timer 1, timer 2 (or the 

serial 1/0 counter) go to "0" 

These request bits can be reset by the program but can not 
be set by the program. However, the interrupt enable bit 
can be set and reset by the program. 
Since the BRK instruction and the INT2 interrupt have the 
same vectored address, the contents of the B flag must be 
checked to determine if the BRK instruction caused the in

terrupt or if INT2 generated the interrupt. 

Data bus 

Oscillator Divider 
when STP 
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TIMER 
The M50745-XXXSP has three timers; timer X, timer 1, and 
timer 2. Since P3 (in serial liD mode) and timer 2 use 
some of the same architecture, they cannot be used at the 
same time (see serial liD section). Timer X has four modes 

which can be selected by bit 2 and 3 of the timer control 
register. When the timer X count stop bit (bit 5) is set to 

"1", the timer X will stop regardless of which mode it is in. 
A block diagram of timer X, timer 1 and timer 2 is shown in 
Figure 4. 
Timer 1 and timer 2 share with a prescaler. This prescaler 

has an 8-bit programmable latch used as a frequency di
vider. The division ratio is defined as 1/(n+2), where n is 
the decimal contents of the prescaler latch. All three timers 
are down-count timers which are reloaded from the timer 
latch following the zero cycle of the timer (i.e. the cycle af-
ter the timer counts to zero). . 

1 
~h~se~gr:d ! 

~-----,,-T-cim-;:e,..r m_0-Cd,e\ :~S;~~~ir'~~ed '---"'r--~ 
Pulse width 
measurement 

mode 

Fig. 4 
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Pulse output mode 

t-------------lToggle filip-filipl--------~ 

,----~ Transfer clock 

Block diagram of timer X, timer1, timer2 

Serial I/O counter (3) 

Serial I/O mode register(Address OOF6'6) 
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o 
The timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" during the next 

clock pulse after the timer reaches zero. The interrupt and 

timer control registers are located at addresses OOFE16 and 

00FF'6, respectively (see interrupt section). The prescaler 
latch and timer latch can be loaded with any number ex

cept zero. 

L'J ~. L 1 L 1 1 J T imer control register (Address OOFF,,) 

The four modes of timer X as follows: 
(1) Timer mode (00] 

In this mode the clock is driven by the oscillator fre

quency divided by 16. When the timer down-counts to 
zero, the timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" and 

the contents of the timer's latch is reloaded into the 

timer and the counting begins again. 
(2) Pulse output mode (01] 

In this mode, the polarity of the CNTR signal is re
versed each time the timer down-counts to zero. 

(3) Event counter mode (10] 

This mode operates in the same manner as the timer 

mode except, the clock source is input to the CNTR 

pin. This mode will allow an interrupt to be generated 
whenever a specified number of external events have 

been generated. The timer down-counts every rising 

edge of the clock sourse. 

(4) Pulse width measurement mode (11] 

This mode measures the pulse width (between lows) 

input to the CNTR pin. The timer, driven by the oscilla
tor frequency divided by 16, continues counting during 

the low cycle of the CNTR pin. When the timer con
tents reaches "0", the interrupt request bit is set to "1", 

the timer's reload latch is reloaded and the counting 

resumes. 
The structure of the timer control register is shown in 

Figure 5. 

When the STP instruction is executed, or after reset, 

the prescaler and timer latch are set to FF'6 and 01,6, 

respectively. Also, when the STP instruction is ex

'ecuted, the oscillator's frequency (divided by 16) will 
become the counting source, regardless of the timer X 

mode setting. This state will be released when the tim

er X interrupt request bit is set to "1", or after a reset. 

Timer X will then enter the mode specified by its mode 

bits. For more details on the STP instruction, refer to 
the oscillation circuit section. 

.• . MITSUBISHI 
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LL Prosessor mode bit 
00 : Single-chip mode 

01 : Memory expanding mode 
10 : Microprocessor mode 

11 : Eva-chip mode 

Timer X mode bit 
00 : Timer mode 
01 : Pulse output mode 

10 : Event counter mode 

11 : Pulse width measurement mode 

Stack page bit 
0: 0 page 
1 : 1 page 

Timer X count stop bit 
a : Count start 
1 : Count stop 

Timer X interrupt enable bit 
a : Interrupt disable 
1 : Interrupt enable 

Timer X interrupt request 
o : No interrupt request bit 
1 : With interrupt request 
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SERIAL I/O 
A block diagram of the serial I/O is shown in Figure 6. 
In the serial I/O mode the receive raady signal (SRDY), syn
chronous input /output clock (elK), and the serial I/O pins 
(SOUT, S,N) are used as P37, P3s, P35, and P34, respectively. 
The serial I/O mode register (address 00F61S ) is 4-bit reg

ister. Bits 1 and a of this register is used to select a syn
chronous clock source. 
When these bits are (00) or (01) , an external clock from 
P3s is selected. When these bits are (10), the overflow sig
nal from timer 2, divided by two, becomes the synchronous 

Oscillator Divider 

X ,N 
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clock. Therefore, changing the timer period will change the 
transfer speed. When the bits are (11), oscillator frequency 
divided by 16, becomes the clock. 
Bit 2 and 3 decide whether parts of P3 will be used as a 
serial I/O or not. When bit 2 is a "1 ", P3s becomes an I/O 
pin of the synchronous clock. When an internal synchronous 
clock is selected, the clock is output from P3s. If an exter
nal synchronous clock is selected, the clock is input to P3s 
and P35 will be a serial output and P34 will be a serial in
put. To use P34 as a serial input, set the directional.register 
bit which corresponds to P34 to "0". For more information on 

from timer 1,2 
)---< 1------+----------------___ prescaler 

Divider (Address OOFB,,) 

Serial 1/0 counter ,13) 

P3. 

to timer 2 or serial 1/0 
interrupt request bit 

Transfer clock 

P3,O SOUT 

P34~--~~-+-+-+-+----~MSB 
L-______ -=~------~ 

Flg.6 Block diagram of serial I/O 
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(Address OaF?,,) 

L-~_..L...--L_...1 Serial 110 mode register (Address 00F6,.) 

u Synchronous clock selection bit 

00: \ External clock 
01 : 

.10 : Timer 2 divided by 2 

11 : Frequency divided by 16 

'------ Serial 1/0 port selection bit (P3" P3.) 

a : Normal 110 port 

1 : Serial 1/0 port 

'---------- SADY signal output selection bit (P3,) 

a : Nomal 110 port 

1 : SRDY signal output pin 
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the directional register, refer to the I/O pin section. 
To use the serial I/O, bit 2 needs to be set to "1", if it is "a" 
P36 will function as a normal I/O. Interrupts will be gener
ated from the serial I/O counter instead of timer 2. Bit 3 
determines if P37 is used as an output pin for the receive 
data ready signal (bit 3=1, SRDY) or used as normal I/O pin 
(bit 3=0). The serial I/O function is discussed below. The 

function of the serial I/O differs depending on the clock 
source; external clock or internal clock. 

Internal Clock-The SRDY signal becomes "H" during trans
mission or while dummy data is stored in the serial I/O reg
ister (address 00F7'6)' After the falling edge of the write 
signal, the SRDY signal becomes low signaling that the 
M50745-XXXSP is ready to receive the external serial data. 
The SRDY signal goes to "H" at the next falling edge of the 
transfer clock. The serial I/O counter is set to 7 when data 

Synchronous clock 

Transfer clock 

is stored in the serial I/O register. At each falling edge of 
the transfer clock, serial data is output to P3s. During the 
rising edge of this clock, data can be input from P34 and 
the data in the serial I/O register will be shifted 1 bit. 
Data is output starting with the LSB. After the transfer clock 
has counted 8 times, the serial I/O register will be empty 
and the transfer clock will remain at a high level. AI this 
time the interrpt request bit will be set. 
External Clock-If an external clock is used, the interrupt 
request will be sent after the transfer clock has counted 8 
times but transfer clock will nol stop. 

Due to this reason, the external clock must be controlled 
from the outside. The external clock. should not exceed 
250kHz at a duty cycle of 50%. The timing diagram is 
shown in Figure 7. An example of communication between 
two M50745-XXXSPs is shown in Figure 8. 

Serial 1/0 register write 

signal 
-----In;!------, (r----+--~ -----,---
______________ ~I~- ~-D-7--------__ Serial 1/0 output 

SOUT 

Serial 1/0 input 

S'N 

Receivable signal 

SRDY 

-------------+--~~---------
U 

Fig.? Serial 1/0 timing 

Sending side 

Serial 1/0 mode register P37 

bit3 bitO 

I a I 1 I 1 I a I 
Set the directional P3, 
register for P37 pin 
in input mode. 

P35 

Fig.S Example of serial I/O connection 

SROY P37 

Synchronous clock P3, 

Serial data P34 
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Interrupt request bit set 

Receiving side 

Serial 1/0 mode register 

bit 3 bitO 

I 1 I 1 I a I x I 
Set the directional 
register for P34 pin 
in input mode. 
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RESET CIRCUIT 
The M50745-XXXSP is reset according to the sequence 

shown in Figure 9. It starts the program from the address 
formed by using the content of address FFFF'6 as the high 
order address and the content of the address FFFF'6 as the 
low order address, when the RESET pin is held at "L" level 
for more than 2,us while the power voltage is in the recom-

RESET OUT --+-----_---~ 

SYNC 

Address 

Data 
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mended operating condition and the crystal oscillator 
oscillation is stable and then returned to "H" level. The in
ternal initializations following reset are shown in Figure 10. 

An example of the reset circuit is shown in Figure 11. 
When the power on reset is used, the RESET pin must be 

held "L" until the oscillation of X,WXOUT becomes stable. 

Reset address from the 
vector table 

8-12 clock cycles 
Note 1: Frequency relation of f(X ,N ) and 1> is f(X ,N )=4' 1> 

2: The mark"? .. means that the address is changeable depending on the previous state. 

Flg.9 Timing diagram at reset 

(1) Port PO directional register 

(2) Port P1 directional register 

(3) Port P2 directional register 

(4) Port P3 directional register 

(5) Port P4 directional register 

(6) Serial I/O mode register 

(7) Prescaler X 

(8) Timer X 

(9) Interrupt control register 

00) Timer control register 

(11) Interrupt disable 

flag on processor 

status register 

(11) Program counter 

Address Power on 

E 116 ) .. ·1 a 0 '6 1 4.5V 

E 316 ) .. ·1 a 0 '6 1 OV 

E 516 ) .. ·1 o 0 16 1 ~ 
E 9'6 ) .. ·1 a 0 '6 1 J Ov~O.5V 

E 8'6 ) .. ·1 a 0'6 1 

F 5'6 ) .. ·1 1 1 1 10 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

F C'6 ) .. ·1 F F 16 

F 0'6 ) .. ·1 o 1 16 

FE '6 ) .. ·1 a 0.16 

F F ,6 ) .. ·1 a 0 '6 

P C H ) ... ~~:;;:=~ 
P C L ) ... '-'==_--'''--" 

Flg.11 Example of reset circuit 

Fig.10 Internal state of microcomputer at reset 
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1/0 PORTS 
(1) Port PO 

Port PO is an 8-bit liD port with N-channel open drain 
output. 
Pull-up transistor can be specified as an option. As 
shown in the memory map (Figure 1), port PO can be 

accessed at zero page memory address 00EO'6. Port 
PO has a directional register (address 00E1'6) which 
can be used to program each individual bit as input 
("0") or as output ("1"). If the pins are programmed as 
output, the output data is latched to the port register 
and then output. When data is read from the output port 
the output pin level is not read, only the latched data in 
the port register is read. This allows a previously output 
value to be read correctly even though the output vol
tage level is shifted up or down. Pins set as input are 
in the floating state and the signal levels can thus be 
read. When data is written into the input port, the data 

is latched only to the port latch and the pin still remains 
in the floating state. 
Depending on the contents of the processor status reg
ister (bit 0 and bit 1 at address 00FF,6), four different 
modes can be selected; single-chip mode, memory ex
panding mode, microprocessor mode and eva-chip 
mode. These modes (excluding single-chip mode) 
have a multiplexed address output function in addition 
to the liD function. For more details, see the processor 
mode information. 

(2) Port P1 

In the single-chip mode, port P1 has the same function 
as PO. In the other modes, P1's functions are slightly 
different from PO's. For more details, see the processor 
mode information. 

(3) Port P2 
In the single-chip mode, port P2 has the same function 

as PO. In the other modes, P2's functions are slightly 
d·ifferent from PO's. 
For more details, see the processor mode information. 

(4) Port P3 

In the single-chip mode, port P3 has the same function 
as PO. In the other modes, P3's functions are slightly 
different from PO's. Port P3 can also be used as serial 
liD pins. For more details, see the processor mode in
formation. 

(5) Port P4 

Port P4 is an 8-bit liD port with P-channel open drain 

outputs. This port also has the pull-down transistor 
option. 
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(6) Port P5 

Port P5 is and input port with pull-up transistor option. 
See Figure 12 for more details. 

(7) Clock ¢ output pin 
In normal condiiions, the oscillator frequency divided 
by four is output as ¢. 

(8) RESET OUT pin 
When the RESET pin goes to level "L", the RESET OUT 

pin also goes to "L". On the other hand, when the RE
SET pin goes to level "H", the RESET OUT pin also goes 
to "H" after 8 clock cycles. This output is used to reset 

the external circuits. 
(9) INT, pin 

The INT, pin is an interrupt input pin. The INT, inter
rupt request bit (bit 7 at address 00FE'6) is set to "1" 
when the input level of this pin changes from "H" to 

"L". 
(10) INT2 pin 

The INT2 pin is an interrupt input pin. When this signal 
level changes from "H" to "L", trye interrupt request bit 

(bit 1 at address 00FE'6) is set to "1". 
(11) CNTR pin 

The CNTR pin is an liD pin of timer X. In the event 
counter mode, CNTR becomes the input pin of the ex

ternal pulse. In the pulse output mode, the CNTR out
put changes polarity each time the contents of timer X 
goes to "0". In the pulse width measurement mode, the 
pulse to be measured is input to this pin. 
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Ports PO, P1, P2, P3 N-channel open drain output 

,------1 Directional register 

Data bus ---t------j Port latch 

(Note) P3 is also used as an 1/0 pin of serial 1/0 

Port P4 

,---------c-lDirectional registerl--.---r- P-channel open drain output 

Data bus Port latch 

Port P5 

:--1;----: Option 

- <J~'J I, " 1"7h I 

, :--~ 
Port P5 

N-channel open drain output 
CNTR 

¢, RESEToUT 
CMOS output 

Fig.12 Block diagram of port PO-P6 (single-chip mode) and output format of if> 
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PROCESSOR MODE 
By changing the contents of the processor mode bit (bit 0 

and 1 at address 00FF,6), four different operation modes 
can be selected; single-chip mode, memory expanding 
mode, microprocessor mode and evaluation chip (eva
chip) mode. In the memory expanding mode, microp
rocessor mode and eva-chip mode, ports PO- P3 can be 
used as multiplexed I/O for address, data and control sig
nals, as well as the normal functions of the I/O ports. 

Figure 14 shows the functions of ports PO-P3. 
The memory map for the single-chip mode is illustrated in 

Figure 1 and for other modes, in Figure 13. 
By connecting CNVss to Vss, all four modes can be 

selected through software by changing the processor mode 
bits. Connecting CNVss to Vee automatically forces the 
microcomputer into microprocessor mode. Supplying 10V to 
CNVss places the microcomputer in the eva-chip mode. 

The four different modes are explained as follows: 

FFFF'6 ...-___ .... 

Internal 
ROM 

E80016 b"""",",..-,---:--rl 

Internal 
RAM 

0000,6 L-___ ..J 

Memory 
expanding· 
mode 

Eva-chip 
mode 

Microprocessor 
mode 

The shaded area is external memory area 

Fig.13 External memory area In processor mode 
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(1) Single-chip mode [ooJ 
The microcomputer will automatically be in the single
chip mode when started from reset, if CNVss is con
nected to Vss. Ports PO-P3 will work as original I/O 
ports. 

(2) Memory expanding mode [01J 
The microcomputer will be placed in the memory ex

panding mode when CNVss is connected to Vss and 
the processor mode bits are setto "01". This mode is 
used to add external memory when the internal mem
ory is not sufficient. 
The lower 8 bits of address data for port PO is output 
when ¢ goes to "H" state. When ¢ goes to the "L" 

state, PO retains its original I/O functions. 
Port P1 's higher 8 bits of address data are output when 
¢ goes to "H" state and as it changes back to the "L" 

state it retains its original I/O functions. Port P2 retains 
its original output functions while ¢ is at the "H" state, 

and works as a data bus of 0 7 - 0 0 (including instruc
tion code) while at the "L" state. Pins P3, and P30 out
put the SYNC and R/W control signals, respectively 
while ¢ is in the "H" state, and ROY Signal is input from 
P32 pin. When in the "L" state, P32 , P3, and P30 retain 

their original I/O function. 
The R/W output is used to read/write from/to the out
side. When this pin is in the "H" state, the CPU reads 
data, and when in the "L" state, the CPU writes data. 
The SYNC is a synchronous signal which goes to the 
"H" state when it fetches the OP COOE. 
The ROY is ready signal input and, when it goes to "L", 
internal clock stops and the CPU waits the data. 
However, the oscillation does not stop. 

(3) Microprocessor mode [10J 
After connecting CNVss to Vee and initiating a reset, 
the microcomputer will automatically default to this 

mode. 
In this mode, port PO and P1. are used as the system 
address bus and the original function of the I/O pins is 
lost. Port P2 becomes the data bus (07-00 ) and loses 

its normal I/O functions. Port P32, P3, and P30 become 
the ROY, SYNC and R/W pins, respectively and the 
normal I/O functions are lost. 

(4) Eva-chip mode [11) 
When 10V is supplied to CNVss pin, the microcomputer 
is forced into the eva-chip mode. The main purpose of 
this mode is to evaluate ROM programs prior to mask
ing them into the microcomputer's internal ROM. 
In this mode, the internal ROM is inhibited so the exe 

ternal memory is requierd. 
This mode has almost the same function as the mem
ory expanding mode except that it needs to attach all 

program memories to the outside. 
The relationship between the input level of CNVss and 
the processor mode is shown in Table 2. 
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\ 
eM, 0 0 1 1 

eMo 0 1 1 0 

Port \ Single-chip mode Memory expanding mode Eva-chip mode Microprocessor mode 

~J I I ¢J I I ¢J I r 
Port PO Ports PO,-POo Ports PO,-POo Same as left Ports PO,- POo 

)( 1/0 port ~ A,-Ao p ~ Address x:. A,-Ao 

~J I r ~J I I ~J I I 
Port P1 Ports P1,-P1 0 Ports P1,-P1 o Same as left Ports P1,-P1 0 

)( 1/0 port ~ ). Aadress Y:. A15"...."Aa A'5-- Aa 

~J I r ~J I I ~J I r 
Port P2 Ports P2,-P2o Ports P2,-P20 Same as left Ports P2,- P20 

)( 1/0 port ~oata Y:.. port O,-Do 
} _____ ~oatao,-oo>_-

~J I I ~J I I ~J I I 
Ports P3,-P3o Ports P3,- P33 Ports P3,-P33 

)( 1/0 port ~ 1/0 port )( 1/0 port 

Port P3, Port P3, 

Port P3, ~ ROY X 1/0 port 'f... Same as left \./ 

-" ROY 

Port P3, 

~ 1/0 port 'I:... Y\ SYNC '( 
Port P30 Port P30 

~ 1/0 port 'I:... Y\ R/W K 

Table 2 Relationship between CNVss pin input level and processor mode 

CNVss Mode 

Vss • Single-chip mode 
• Memory expanding mode 

• 'Eva-chip mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

Vee • Eva-chip mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

lOV • Eva-chip mode 
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Explanation 

The single-chip mode is set by the reset. 

All modes can be selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

The microprocessor mode is set by the reset. 

Eva-chip mode can be also selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

Eva-chip mode only. 
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CLOCK GENERATING CIRCUIT 
The built-in clock generating circuits are shown in Figure 
17. 

When the STP instruction is executed, the oscillation of in
ternal clock 1> is stopped in the "H" state. 

Also, the prescaler X and timer X are loaded with FF'6 and 
01,6, respectively. The oscillator (dividing by 16) is then 

connected to the prescaler input. This connection is cleard 

when timer X overflows or the reset is in, as discussed in 
the timer section. 

The oscillator is restarted when an interrupt is accepted. 

However, the internal clock 1> keeps its "H" level until timer 
X overflows. 

This is because the oscillator needs a set-up period if a 

ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is used. 

When the WIT instruction is executed, the internal clock 1> 
stops in the "H" level but the oscillator continues running. 

This wait state is cleared when an interrupt is accepted. 

Since the oscillation does not stop, the next instructions are 
executed at once. 

To return from the stop or the wait status, the interrupt en

able bit must be set to "1" before executing STP or WIT in

struction. Especially, to return from the stop status, the tim

er X count stop bit (bit 5 of address 00FF'6) must be set to 
"0" before executing STP instruction. 

The circuit example using a ceramic oscillator (or a quartz 
crystal oscillator) is shown in Figure 15. 

Interrupt 
request 

Interrupt 
disable 
flag I· 

STP instruction 

~-

Q 

R 

WIT 
instruciton 

The constant capacitance will differ depending on which 

oscillator is used, and should be set to the manufactures 
suggested value. 

The example of external clock uasge is shown in Figure 16. 
X,N is the input, and XOUT is open. 

M50745:XXXSP 

X ,N XOUT 

28 lMD 29 

HDI-
~ G'N COUT r r 

Flg.15 External ceramic resonator circuit 

M50745-XXXSP 

281 
External 

oscillating 
circuit 

XOUT 

29 
Open 

VCCl n. n I 
vss U. U U 

Fig.16 External clock input circuit 

Reset 

R R STP instruction 

Internal clock 1> 

----r-\- Prescaler X Timer X '--------' r=t--'~ 
Timer X count stop bit 

Fig.17 Block diagram of clock generating circuit 
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PROGRAMMING NOTES 
(1) The frequency ratio of the timer and the prescaler is 

1/(n+2). 

(2) Set a value other than "0" for the timer and the pre
scaler. 

(3) Even though the SSC and SSS instructions are ex

ecuted after the interrupt request bits are modified (by 
the program), those instructions are orily valid for the 
contents before the modification. Also, at least one in
struction cycle must be used (such as a NOP) between 
the modification of the interrupt request bits and the 
execution of the SSC and SSS instructions. 

(4) Reading the timer and prescaler must be abvoided 
while the input to the prescaler is changing. 

(5) After the ADC and SSC instructions are executed (in 
decimal mod!3) , one instruction cycle (such as a NOP) 
is needed before the SEC, CLC, or C.LD instructions 
are executed. 

(6) A NOP instruction must be used after the execution of 
a PLP instruction. 

(?) Notes on serial I/O 
CD Set "0" in the serial I/O interrupt enable bit (bit 2 of 

address OOFE,s) before setting the serial I/O mode. 
(2) Insert at least one instruction and set "0" in the serial 1/ 

o interrupt request bit (bit 3 of address OOFE,s) after 
setting the serial I/O mode. 

a> Set "1" in the serial I/O interrupt enable bit after the 
operation described in (2). ' 

(8) The timer X and prescaler X must be set "FF,s" im
mediately before the execution of a STP instruction. 
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DATA REQUIRED FOR MASK ORDERING 
Please send the following data for mask orders. 
(1) mask ROM confirmation form 
(2) mark specification form 
(3) ROM data'" ........................................ EPROM 3sets 

Write the following option on the mask ROM confirmation 
form 

• Port PO pull-up transistor bit 
• Port P1 pull-up transistor bit 
• Port P2 pull-up transistor bit 
• Port P3 pull-up transistor bit 
• Port P4 pull-down transistor bit 
• Port P5 pull-up transistor bit 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage, RESET, X" -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage, P4o-P4, -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

V, 
Input voltage, POo-PO" Plo-PI" P2o-P2,. P3 0-P3,. With respect to Vss. 

-0.3-13 
P50-P5,. CNTR, INT,. INT" CNVss Output transistors are in "off" state. 

Vo Output voltage. P4o-P4" XO UT, ¢, RESET OUT -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

Vo 
Output voltage. POo-PO" Plo-PI,. P2o-P2,. P30-P3" 

-0.3-13 
CNTR 

Pd Power dissipation Ta=25'C 1 OOO( Note I ) 

Topr Operating temperature -10-70 

Tstg Storage temperature -40-125 

Note 1 300mW for QFP types. 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta = -10-70'C, Vee = 5V:±;IO%, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 
Limits 

Parameter Unit 
Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

"H" input voltage, POo-PO" Plo-Pl" P2o-P2" 

V ,H P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5" o. aVec Vee V 
CNTR, ffj"T" INT" RESET, XIN, CNVss 

."L" input voltage, POo-PO" Plo-PI" P2o-P2" 

V'L P3 0-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5" 0 0. 2Vee V 

CNTR, INT" INT" CNVss 

V'L "L" input voltage, RESET 0 b. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage, XIN 0 p.16Vee V 

"L" peak output current, PDQ -- P07, P1 o- P1, 

IOL(peak) P2o""'" P27, P30 - P3, 10 mA 
CNTR 

"L" averaged output current, PDQ ....... P07 • P1 o- P1, 

loc<avg) P20 -- P27 , P30 - P3, 5 mA 
CNTR, (Note 2) 

IOH(oeak) "H" peak output current, P40 ....... P47 -10 mA 
IOH(avq) "H" averaged output current, P40 -- P47 (Note 2 ) -5 mA 
f(x ) Internal clock o::cillating frequency 4 MHz 

Note 10L(avg), 10H(avg) is the average current in lOOms. __ __ 
"H" input voltage of ports PO, PI, P2, P3, and P5, CNTR, INT, and INT, is available up to +12V. 
(For ports, it is only when pull-up transistor is omitted.) 
The total of 10L(peak) of ports PO, PI, P2, and P3 should be BOrn A max. 
The total of 10H( peak) of port P4 should be BOmA max. 
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V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mW 

'C 

'C 
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vee = 5V, Vss = OV, T a = 25"C, f(x,N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

V OH "H" output voltage, P4o-P4, 

V OH "H" output voltage, ¢, RESET OUT 

VOL 
"L" output voltage, POo- PO" P1 o-P1" P2o-P2" 

P30-P3" CNTR 

VOL "L" output voltage, ¢, RESET OUT 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, P3, 

Vr+-VT- Hysteresis, CNTR, INT,. INT, 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, RESET 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, X1N 

IlL 
"L" Input current, POo-PO" P1 o-Pl" P2o-P2" 

P3o-P3" P50-P5, 

IlL 
"L" Input current, POo-PO" P1 o-P1" P2o-P2" 

P3 0- P3" P50-P5, 

IlL "L" input current, P4o--P47 

IlL "L'· input current, CNTR, INT" INT" RESET, X,N 

I'H 
"H" Input current, POo-PO" P1 o-P1" P2o-P2" 

P30-P3" P50-P5, 

I'H 
"H" Input current, POo-PO" P1 o-P1" P2o-P2" 

P30-P3" P50-P5, 

I'H "H" Inpul current, P4o-P4, 

I'H "H" Input current, P4o-P4, 

I'H "H" input current, CNTR, INT, INT" RESET, X ,N 

VRAM RAM retention voltage 

Icc Supply current 
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Test conditions 

10H = -10mA 

IOH = -2. SmA 

10L = 10mA 

10L = 5mA 

When used as CLK Input 

V,=OV 

without pull-up transistor 

V,=OV 

with pull-up transistor 

V,=OV 

V,=OV 

V,= 12V 

without pull-up transistor 

V,=5V 

with pull-up transistor 

V,=5V 

without pull-down transistor 

V, =5V 

with pull-down transistor 

V, =5V 

at clock stop 

P-channel open-

drain output pins are 

to Vee, output pins 

are open, other 1/0 

pins are connected 

to Vss. 
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f (X,N) = 4MHz 

square wave 

Ta =25'C 

at clock stop 

Ta = 70'C 

at clock stop 

Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

3 V 

3 V 

2 V 

2 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.5 0.7 V 

0.1 . O. 5 V 

-5 /-I A 

-40 -70 -125 f/A 

-5 f/A 
-5 f/A 

12 /-I A 

5 /-I A 

5 f/A 

40 70 125 f/A 

5 f/A 
2 V 

3 6 mA 

1 /-I A 

10 f/A 
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TIMING REQUIREMENTS 
Single~chip mode (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = ov, Ta = 25"C, I IX,N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tsu (POD-</» Port PO input setup time 270 ns 

tsu (P1D-¢) Port Pl input setup time 270 ns 

tsu (P2D-¢) Port P2 input setup time 270 ns 

tsu (P3D-¢) Port P3 input setup time 270 ns 

tsu (P4D-¢) Port P4 input setup time 270 ns 

tsu (PSD-¢) Port P5 input setup time 270 ns 

th (¢-poo) Port PO input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-Pl0) Port PI input hold time 20 ns 

th (.p..P20) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢,-P3D) Port P3 input hold time 20 ns 

th lo-P40) Port P4 input hold time 20 ns 

th (</>-P50) Port P5 input hold time 20 ns 

te External clock input cycle time 250 ns 

Iw Externar clock input pulse width 75 ns 

Ir External clock rising edge 25 ns 

II External clock falling edge '25 ns 

mode and eva-chip mode Memory expanding 
(Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, Ta = 25"C, I IX,N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 
Min. 

tsu (POD-¢) Port PO input setup time 270 

tsu (P1D-¢) Port Pl input setup time 270 

tsu (P20-¢) Port P2 input setup time 270 

tsu (RDV-¢) RDY input setup tone 150 

th (<;6-poo) Port PO input hold time 20 

th (¢-Pl0) Port PI input hold time 20 

th (¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time 20 

th (¢-RDY) RDY input hold time 500 

Microprocessor mode (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, Ta = 25"C, I IX,N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

tsu (P2D-¢) Port P2 input setup time 

tsu (ROY-¢) RDY input setup time 

th (¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time 

Ih Io-ROY) RDY input hold time 

Parameter 
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Min. 

270 

150 

20 

500 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

limits 

Typ. Max. 
Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 
Single-chip. mode (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = av, T a = 25'C, fi XIN ) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tdl¢-poo) Port PO data output delay time 230 ns 

tdl¢-P10) Port Pl data output delay time 230 ns 

Port P2 data output delay time 
Fig.18 

230 tdl¢-pzo) ns 

tdl¢-P30) Port P3 data output delay time 230 ns 

td(¢-P4Q) Port P4 data output delay time Fig.19 230 ns 

Memory expanding mode and eva-chip mode 
(Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, T a = 25'C, fIX'N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 
Min. 

td(¢~POA) Port PO address output delay time 

Ide ¢-POAF) Port PO address output delay time 

tdl¢-poo) Port PO data output delay time 

td(¢.-POQF) Port PO data output delay time 

td<¢-P1A) Port Pl address output delay time 

td{¢-P1AF) Port Pl address output delay time 

td(¢_P1Q) Port Pl data output delay time 

td(<l-P1QF) Port Pl data output delay time 

td<¢-pzo) Port P2 data output delay time 

Port P2 data output delay time 
Fig.18 

td(¢_P2QF) 

td(¢-R/W) R/W signal output delay time 

td(¢-R/WF) R/W signal output delay time 

td<¢_P30) Port P30 data output delay time 

td(.p..P3 QF) Port P30 data output delay time 

td(</-SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 

Ide ¢-SYNCF) SYNC signal output delay time 

td<¢_P30) Port P3, data output delay time 

td(¢-P3 QF) Port P3, data output delay time 

Microprocessor mode (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = av, T a = 25'C, fIX'N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

td(¢ -POA) Port PO address output delay time 

td(¢ ·P1A) Port Pl address output delay time 

td<¢ -pzo) Port P2 data output delay time 

tdc¢ ·POQF) Port P2 data output delay time 

Ide¢. -R/W) R/W signal output delay time 

Ide¢> -SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 

Flg.18 Ports PO-P3 test circuit 
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Test conditions 
Min. 

Fig.18 

P4 

¢ 

Flg.19 Port P4 test circuit 
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Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

300 ns 

300 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

250 ns 

250 ns 

300 ns 

300 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

il00pilkD 

il00PF 



TIMING DIAGRAMS 
In single-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO Input 

Port P1 output 

Port P1 input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P3 output 

Port P3 input 

Port P4 output 

Port P4 Input 

Port P5 input 

!(X'N) 
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---./ " 
-0 CtdC9-POQl 

tSU(POO-9) 

-0 !=.td (¢-P1Q) 

! 

tSUCP10-¢) 

---> !=td (¢-P2Q) 

tSUCP20-¢) 

-' I- td(¢-P3Q) 

)< 

tSU(P30-9) 

---; C td (¢-P4Q) 

tSU(P40-¢) 

tSU(P50-~ 

/ 

c 

tw 

~II '" 
--0 ~tr -0 I-'-tf 
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/ 

I-

---------; th(tl-PO 0) 

I-

---> th(¢-Pl 0) 

i-'-

---> th(¢-P2 0) 

I-

---> thCtl-P3 0) 

~ 

~ thCtl-P4 0) 

---
- ~ 0) 

< 
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In memory expanding mode and eva-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO Input 

Port P1 output 

Port P1 Input 

Port P2 output 

Port P21nput 

Port P3D output (R/W) 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 

Port P32 Input (RDY) 
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In microprocessor mode 

Port PO output 

Port P1 output 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output (R/W) 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 

Port P32 input (RDY) 
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DESCRIPTION 
The M50747-XXXSP is a single-chip microcomputer de
signed with CMOS silicon gate technology. It is housed in a 
64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP (flat package type also 
available) . This single-chip microcomputer is useful for 
business equipment and other consumer applications. 
In addition to its simple instruction sets, the ROM, RAM, 
and I/O addresses are placed on the same. memory map to 
enable easy programming. 
The differences between the M50747-XXXSP and the 
M50747-XXXFP are the package outline and power dis
sipation ability (absolute maximum ratings). 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions··· ...................... ··········69 
• Memory size ROM .................................. 8192 bytes 

RAM····································· 256 bytes 

• Instruction execution time 
.. : .... 1"s (minimum instructions at 8MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply f(XIN )=8MHz·················5V±10% 

• Power dissipation 
normal operation mode (at 8MHz frequency) ····30mW 

• Subroutine nesting ···························128 levels (max.) 
• Interrupt·······················;··················7 types, 5 vecters 
• 8-bit timer·········· ············3 (2 when used as serial I/O) 
• Programmable I/O (Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4) ............ 40 
• Input ports (Port P5) .. ··· ............................. : ... ···········8 
• Output ports (Port P6) ............................................. 8 

• Serial I/O (Clock synchronized or UART)··················· 1 

APPLICATION 
Office automation equipment 
VCR, Tuner, Audio-visual equipment 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

vee 

Output port P6 

1/0 port P4 

110 port P3 

Interrupt input 

Reset input RESET _ 28 

Clock input 

Clock output 

Timing output 

vss 

Outline 64P4B 

M50747-XXXFP 

o 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

Outline 72P6 

1/0 port P2 

1/0 port PO 

1/0 port P1 

Input port P5 

27 -+ XOUT 

26 -X1N 

25 - RESET 
CNVss 
NC 
NC 

NC : No connection 
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FUNCTIONS OF M50747-XXXSP 
Parameter 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction execution time 

Clock frequency 

ROM 
Memory size 

RAM 

INT, 

Input/Output port 
PO, P1, P2, P3, P4 

P5 

P6 

Serial 1/0 

Timers 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupts 

Clock generating circuit 

Supply voltage 

Power dissipation at high-speed operation 

Input/output voltage 
Input/Output characteristics 

Output current 

Memory expansion 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

M50747-XXXSP 
Package 

M50747-XXXFP 
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Functions 

69 

l,us (minimum instructions, at 8MHz of frequency) 

BMHz 

B192bytes 

256bytes 

Input 1-bltX1 

1/0 
B-bltX5 (Part of P3 are In common with Input/output of serial 1/0, 

limer I/O and INT,lnterrupt input) 

Input B-bltX1 

Output B-bitX1 

B-bit or 9-bitX 1 

B-blt prescalerX2+8-bll timerX3 (B-bit timerX2 when serial 1/0 is used) 

12B levels (max.) 

Two external interrupts (1 of external Interrupt Is In common with port P32) 

Three timer Interrupts (or tlmerX2, seriall/OX1) 

Built-In (Ceramic or Quartz crystal oscillator) 

5V±10% 

30mW (at BMHz frenquency) 

5V 

5mA (Ports ;>3, P4, P6) 

Possible 

-10-70'C 

CMOS silicon gate 

64-pln shrink plastic molded DIP 

72-pln plastic molded QFP 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

---
RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

XOUT Clock output 

¢> Timing output 

CNTR Timer 110 

~-

INT, Interrupt input 

POO~P07 110 port PO 

Plo~P17 110 port P1 

P2o~P27 110 port P2 

P30~P37 110 port P3 

P4o~P47 110 port P4 

P50~P57 Input port P5 

P6o~P67 Output port P6 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

110 

Input 

110 

110 

110 

110 

110 

Input 

Output 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 
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Functions 

Power supply Inputs 5V±10% to Vee', and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected to Vss. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2,us ,(under normal Vee 

conditions). If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

This chip has an internal clock generating circuit. To control generating frequency, an external ceramic or a 

quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the' X1N and XOUT pins. If an external clock is used, the clock 

source should be connected the XIN pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

This is the timing output pin. 

This is an I/O pin for the timer X. 

This is the highest order interrupt input pin. 

Port PO is an a-bit 110 port with directional registers allowing each I/O bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. 

The output structure is CMOS output. 

Port Pl is an a-bit I/O port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P2 is an a-bit I/O port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P3 is an a-bit I/O port and has basically the same functions as port PO. When serial I/O is used, P3s, 

P3s, and P34 work as ClK, TxD pins, respectively. 

When clock synchronous serial I/O is used, P37 works as SRDY. Also P33 and P32 work as CNTR pin and the 

lowest order interrupt input pin (INT2), respectively. 

Port P4 is an a-bit I/O port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P5 is an a-bit input port. 

Port P6 is an a-bit output port. The output structure is CMOS output. 

• . MITSUBISHI 
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BASIC FUNCTION BLOCKS 

MEMORY 
A memory map for the M50747-XXXSP is shown in Figure 

1. Addresses EOOO'6 to FFFF'6 are assigned to the built-in 
ROM area which consists of 8192 bytes. 
Addresses FFOO'6 to FFFF'6 are a special address area 
(special page). By using the special page addressing 
mode of the JSR instruction, subroutines addressed on this 

page can be called with only 2. bytes. Addreeses FFF4'6 to 
FFFF'6 are vector addresses used for the reset and inter-

Fig.1 

Zero page 

ROM 
(8192 bytes) 

Memory map 

RAM 
(192 bytes) 

j 
0000'6 

00BF'6 

00EO'6 

00FF'6 

RAM 10100,6 
(Mbytes) 013F'6 

EOOO'6 

FFOO'6 

Special 
page for 

subroutine FFF4,6 
call 

FFFF,6 

Not used 

Not used 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
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rupts (see interrupt chapter). Addresses 0000'6 to 00FF'6 
are the zero page address area. By using the zero page 
addressing mode, this area can also be accessed with 2 
bytes. The use of these addressing methods will greatly re
duce the object size required. The RAM, I/O port, timer, 
etc., are assigned to this area. 

Addresses 0000'6 to 00BF'6 and 0100'6 to 013F'6 are 
assigned to the built-in RAM and respectively consist of 
192 bytes and 64 bytes of static RAM. In addition to data 
storage, this RAM is used for the stack during subroutine 
calls and interrupts. 

Decimal 

o 

1 

/ 

91 

/ 

/ 

255 

\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

/ 

/ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

INT, \ 

/ 

SilO or Timer 2\ 

Timer 1 \ 

Timer X 

INT, 

RESET 
65535 

/ 

/ 00EO'6 

\ 
\ 

00E1'6 

00E2'6 

00E3'6 

00E4'6 

00E5'6 

00E6'6 

00E?'6 

00E8'6 

00E9'6 

00EA'6 

00EB,6 

00EC'6 

OOED, 

00EE'6 

.00EF,6 

6 

00FO'6 

00F1'6 

00F2'6 

00F3'6 

00F4'6 

00F5'6 

00F6'6 

00F?'6 

00F8'6 

00F9'6 

00FA'6 

00FB,6 

00FC'6 

00FD'6 

\ 00FE'6 
\ 
\ 00FF'6 
\ 

Port PO 

Port PO ~~~~~:~~na\ 

Port P1 

Port P1 ~~rg~~:~~nal 

Part P2 

Port P2 ~~r~;:~~nal 

Port P3 

Port P3 ~~~~~:~~nal 

Port P4 

Port P4 ~~~~~i~~na' 

Port P5 

Port P6 

Transmit/Receive 
mode register 
Transmit/Receive--
control register 

Transmit register 

Receive buffer register 

Timer 1,2 prescaler 

Timer 1 

Timer 2 

Timer X prescaler 

Timer X 

Interrupt control register 

Timer control register 
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CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) 
The CPU consists of 6 registers and is shown in Figure 2. 

ACCUMULATOR (A) 
The 8-bit accumulator (A) is the main register of the micro

computer. Data operations such as data transfer, Input/Out

put, etc., are executed mainly through accumulator. 

7 o 

L-___ A ___ .....II Accumulator 

7 0 

L.I ~ ___ X ___ .....Illndex register X 

7 0 

L.1 ____ Y ___ .....Illndex register Y 

7 0 

L.I ____ S ___ .....II Stack pOinter 

15 7 0 

L.1 ___ p_c_H ___ "--___ P_cL ___ .....I1 Program counler 

Flg.2 Register structure 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 
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INDEX REGISTER X (X) 
The index register X is an 8-bit register. 

In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 

added to the contents of the register X, specifies the real 
address. When the T flag in the processor status register is 

set to "1", the index register X itself becomes the address 

for the second OPERAND. 

INDEX REGISTER Y (Y) 
~he index register Y is an 8-bit register. 
In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 

added to the contents of the register Y specifies the real 

address. 

r N I V I T I BID II I Z I c I Processor status register 

Carry flag 

L-__ Zero flag 

L-____ Interrupt disable flag 

L-_____ Decimal mode flag 

L _______ Break flag 

L---------Index X mode flag 

'----------- Overflow flag 

L-__________ Negative flag 
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STACK POINTER (S) 
The stack pOinter (S) is an a-bit register that contains the 
address of the next location in the stack. It is mainly used 
during interrupts and subroutine calls. The stack pointer is 
not automatically initialized after reset and should be initial
ized by the program using the TXS instruction. 
The location of the stack can be determined by the stack 
page bit (bit 4 at address 00FF16 ). When bit 4 is "0" and 
the contents of the stack pointer is XX16, the stack address 
is set to 00XX16. When bit 4 is "1", the stack address is set 
to 01 XX16. When using this microcomputer in the single
chip mode, the stack page bit must be "0" and the stack 
pointer should be set at the bottom address of the internal 
RAM. 
When an interrupt occurs, the higher a bits of the program 
counter are pushed into the stack first, and then the lower a 
bits of the program counter are pushed into the stack. After 
each byte is pushed into the stack, the stack pOinter is de
cremented by one. Next, the contents of the processor sta
tus register are pushed into the stack. When the return from 

interrupt instruction (RTI) is executed, the program counter 
are processor status register data is pulled off the stack in 
reverse order from above. 
The Accumulator is never pushed into the stack automati
cally. A Push Accumulator instruction.( PHA) is provided to 
execute this function. Restoring the Accumulator to its pre
vious value is accomplished by the Pull Accumulator in
struction (PLA). It is executed in reverse order of the PHA 
instruction. 
The contents of the Processor Status Register (PS) are 
pushed (pulled) to (from) the stack with the PH P and PLP 
instructions, respectively. Only the program counter is 
pushed into the stack during a subroutine call. Therefore, 

. any registers that should not be destroyed should be 
pushed into the stack manually. The RTS instruction is 
used to return from a subroutine. 

PROGRAM COUNTER (PC) 
The 16-bit program counter consists of two a-bit registers 
PCH and PCl. The program counter is used to indicate the 
address of the next instruction to be executed. 

PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PS) 
The processor status register is composed entirely of flags 
used to indicate the condition of the processor immediately 
after an operation. Branch operations can be performed by 
testing the Carry flag (C), Zero flag (Z), Overflow flag (V) 
or. the Negative flag (N). Each bit of the register is ex
plained below. 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 
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1. Carry flag (C) 
The carry flag contains the carry or borrow generated by 
the Arithmetic and Logical operation Unit (ALU) im
mediately after an operation. It also changed by the shift 
and rotate instructions. The set carry (SEC) and clear carry 
(CLC) instructions allow direct access for setting and 
clearing this flag. 

2. . Zero flag (Z) 
This flag is used to indicate if the immediate operation 
generated a zero result or not. If the result is zero, the zero 
flag will be set to "1". If the result is not zero, the zero flag 
will be set to "0". 

3. Interrupt disable flag (I) 
This flag is used to disable all interrupts. This is accom
plished by setting the flag to "1". When an interrupt, this 
flag is automatically set to "1" to prevent other interrupts 
from interfering until the current interrupt is completed. The 
SEI and CLI instructions are used to set and clear this flag, 
respectively. 

4. Decimal mode flag (D). 
The decimal mode flag is used to define whether addition 
and subtraction are executed in binary or decimal. If the 
decimal mode flag is set to "1", the operations are ex
ecuted in decimal, if the flag is set to "0", the operations 
are executed in binary. Decimal correction is automatically 

executed. The SED and CLD instructions are used to set 
and clear this flag, respectively. 

5. Break flag (B) 
When the BRK instruction is executed, the same operations 

are performed as in an interrupt. The address of the inter
rupt vector of the BRK instruction is the same as that of the 
lowest priority interrupt. The contents of the B flag can be 
checked to determine which condition caused the interrupt. 
If the BRK instruction caused the interrupt, the break flag 
will be "1 ", otherwise it will be "0". 

6. Index X mode flag (T) 
When the T flag is ."1", operations between memories are 
executed directly without passing through the accumulator. 
Operations between memories involving the accumulator 
are executed when the T flag is "0" (i.e., operation results 
between memories 1 and 2 are stored in the accumulator). 
The address of memory 1 is specified by the contents of 
the index register X, and that of memory 2 is specified by 
the normal addressing mode. The SET and CL T instructions 

are used to set and clear the index X mode flag, respec
tively. 
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7. Overflow flag (V) 
The overflow flag functions when one byte is added or sub

tracted as a signed binary number. When the result ex

ceeds +127 or -128, the overflow flag is set to "1 ". When 

the BIT instruction is executed, bit 6 .of the memory location 
is input to the overflow flag. The overflow flag is reset by 

the CLV instruction and there is no set instruction. 

8. Negativ~ flag (N) 
The negative flag is set whenever the result of a data trans

fer or operation is negative (bit 7 is set to "1"). Whenever 
the BIT instruction is executed, bit 7 of the memory location 

is input to the negative flag. There are no instructions for 

directly setting or resetting the negative flag. 

Table 1 Interrupt vector address and priority 

Interrupt Priority Vector address 

RESET 1 FFFF'6, FFFE'6 

INT, 2 FFFD'6, FFFC'6 

Timer X 3 FFFB'6, FFFA'6 

Timer 1 4 FFF9'6, FFF8'6 

Timer 2 or serial I/O 5 FFF7'6, FFF6'6 

INT2 (BRK) 6 FFF5'6, FFF4'6 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 
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INTERRUPT 
The M50747-XXXSP can be interrupted from seven souces; 

INT" timer X, timer 1, timer 2/serial 110, or INT2/BRK in

struction. 

However, the INT2 pin is used with port P32 and the corres
ponding directional register bit should be set to "0" when 

P32 is used as an interrupt input pin. 

The value of bit 2 and bit 3 of the transmit/receive mode 

register (address 00F4'6) determine whether· the interrupt 
is from timer 2 or from serial 1/0. When these bits are "00" 

the interrupt is from timer 2, otherwise the interrupt is from 

serial 110. Also, when the bit 2 is "1 ", parts of port P3 are 

used for serial 110. These interrupts are vectored and their 

priorities are shown in Table 1. Reset is included in this 

table since it has the same functions as the interrupts. 

When an interrupt is accepted, the contents of certain reg
isters are pushed into specified locations, (as discussed in 

the stac'k pOinter section) the interrupt disable flag I is set, 

the program jumps to the address specified by the interrupt 

vector, and .the interrupt request bit is cleared automatical

ly. The reset interrupt is the highest priority interrupt and 
can never be inhibited. Except for the reset interrupt, all in
terrupts are inhibited when the interrupt disable flag is set 

to "1". All of the other interrupts can further be controlled 

individually via the interrupt control register shown in Figure 

~~~~~~~~~ 
Interrupt control register (Address OOFE16 J 

Interrupt 
request 

Fig.3 Interrupt control 

. • MITSUBISHI 
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Bit 7 : INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit 6 : INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5 : Timer 1 interrupt request bit 

Bit 4 : Timer 1 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 3 : Timer 2 interrupt' or serial I/O interrupt request bit 

Bit 2 : Timer 2 interrupt or serial I/O interrupt enable bit 

Bit 1 : INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit a : INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Timer control register (Address OOFF16) 

Bit 7 : Timer X interrupt request bit 

Bit 6 : Timer X interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5 : Timer X count stop bit 

Bit 4 : Stack page bit 

Bit 3: I 
Timer X mode bit 

Bit 2: 

Bit 1 : I 
Processor mode bit 

Bit 0: 
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3. An interrupt is accepted when the interrupt enable bit 
and the interrupt request bit are both "1" and the interrupt 

disable flag is "0". 
The interrupt request bits are set when the following condi

tions occur: 
(1) When the INTl or INT2 pins go from "H" to "L" 
(2) When the contents of timer X, timer 1, timer 2 (or the 

serial 1/0 counter) go to "0" 

These request bits can be reset by the program but can not 
be set by the program. However, the interrupt enable bit 
can be set and reset by the program. 
The interrupt from serial 1/0 is used switching with that 
from timer 2. This interrupt is slightly different from the 

others. When serial 1/0 is selected, the interrupt becomes 
automatically the interrupt from serial 1/0. Because the in
terrupt request bit of timer 2 is edge-senced and not level-

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 
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senced, when interrupts are generated from both transmit 
and receive sides as illustrated in Figure 5, transmit inter

rupts will not be accepted by only taking OR of receive in
terrupt flag RI and transmit flag TI. Even if RI is cleared to 

"0" by executing receive interrupt processing and is re
turned to the main routine, TI is "1" and its level will not be 
changed. In order to accept interrupts in the above state, 

when RI or TI is cleared from "1" to "0" the pulse is gener
ated automatically and lets the request bit go from "H" to 

"L". By doing so, the level will be changed. The interrupt 
processing routine of serial 1/0 is shown in Figure 4. 
Since the BRK instruction and the INT2 interrupt have the 

same vectored address, the contents of the B flag must be 
checked to determine if the BRK instruction caused the in

terrupt or if INT 2 generated the interrupt. 

Interrupt entrance 

r- ______________________ _ 

I 

YES 

YES 

(
Interrupt disable flag is. set to "1" ) 
and interrupt request bit is cleared to "0" 
by hardware 

NO 

NO 

YES 

RI~O 

L _____________________ _ 

Fig.4 Interrupt processing routine 
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TIMER 
The M50747-XXXSP has three timers; timer X, timer 1, and 

timer 2. Since P3 (in serial I/O mode) and timer 2 use 

some of the same architecture, they cannot be used at the 
same time (see serial I/O section). Timer X has four modes 

which can be selected by bit 2 and 3 of the timer control 

register. When the timer X count stop bit (bit 5) is set to 

"1", the timer X will st9P regardless of which mode it is in. 

A block diagram of. timer X, timer 1, timer 2 and serial I/O 

is shown in Figure 5. 
The P33 /CNTR pin cannot be used as CNTR when P33 is 

being used in the normal I/O mode. 

Timer 1 and timer 2 share with a prescaler. This prescaler 

has an 8-bit programmable latch used as a frequency di

vider. The division ratio is defined as 1/ (n+ 1), where n is 

the decimal contents of the prescaler latch. All three timers 

are down-count timers which are reloaded from the timer 

Oscillator Divider Timer When STP 
mode instruction 

Pulse output mode 
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latch following the zero cycle of the timer (i.e. the cycle af
ter the timer counts to zero). 
The timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" during the next 

clock pulse after the timer reaches zero. The interrupt and 

timer control registers are located at addresses 00FE'6 and 

OOFF'6, respectively (see interrupt section). 

The four modes of timer X as follows: 

(1) Timer mode (00) 

In this mode the. clock is driven by the oscillator fre

quency divided by 16. When the timer down-counts to 
zero, the timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" and 

the contents of the timer's latch is reloaded into the 

timer and the counting begins again. 
(2) Pulse output mode (01) 

In this mode, the polarity of the CNTR signal is re
versed each time the timer down-counts to zero, 

rn;~~~"1---~- to timer X interrupt 
request bit 

Reset, or STP 
instructio"n 

r------------tT~0~9~g~le~f~li~P-~fI~0~Pr_---------' 

to timer 1 
interrupt 
request 
bit 

RI--~~--------------~r_~ 
")-~-.... 

TI--~~t=~~~---;:;::::::::::::::~L-,. ,~L--/ 
Edge pulse generating 
circuit 

RI 

TI -1 : .. ,-----

~to timer 2 or serial I/O 
REO interrupt request bit 

REoJ~ . 

set interrupt request bit at this rising edge 

Fig.5 Interrupt block diagram of timer X, timer 1, timer 2 and serial I/O 
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(3) Event counter mode (10) 

This mode operates in the same manner as the timer 

mode except the clock source is input to the CNTR 

pin. This mode will allow an interrupt to be generated 
whenever a specified number of external events have 

been generated. The timer down-counts every rising 

edge of the clock source. 

(4) Pulse width measurement mode (11) 

This mode measures the pulse width (between lows) 

input to the CNTR pin. The timer, driven by the oscilla
tor frequency divided by 16, continues counting during 

the low cycle of the CNTR pin. When the timer con

tents reaches "0", the interrupt request bit is set to "1 ", 

the timer's reload latch is reloaded and the counting 

resumes. 

The structure of the timer control register is shown in 

Figure 6. 
When the STP instruction is executed, or after reset; 

the prescaler and timer latch are set to FF'6 and 01,6, 
respectively. Also, when the STP instruction is ex

ecuted, the oscillator's frequency (divided by 16) will 

become the counting source, regardless of the timer X 

mode setting. This state will be released when the tim

er X interrupt request bit is set to "1 ", or after a reset. 

Timer X will then enter the mode specified by its mode 

bits. For more details on the STP instruction, refer to 
the oscillation circuit section. 
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7 a 
I [ [ [ j J J L J Timer control register (Address 00FF'6) 

LL 

/ 

Processor mode bit 
00 : Single-chip mode 
01 : Memory expanding mode 
10 : Microprocessor mode 
11 : Eva-chip mode 

Timer X mode bit 
00 : Timer mode 
01 : Pulse output mode 
10 : Event counter mode 
11 : Pulse width measurement mode 

Stack page bit 
0: 0 page 
1 : 1 page 

Timer X count stop bit 
a : Count start 
1 : Count stop 

Timer X interrupt enable bit 
a : Interrupt disable 
1 : Interrupt enable 

Timer X interrupt request 
a : No interrupt request bit 
1 : With interrupt request 

Fig.6 Structure of timer control register 
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SERIAL I/O 
Figure 7 is a block diagram of the serial I/O. Two types ex
ist in serial data transfer: the clock synchronous type in 
which data is transferred, synchronized with the clock, and 
the asynchronous type (UART) in which data is transferred 

using the start and stop bits. The user can choose either 
type. There are two asynchronous type modes: 8-bit data 
transfer and 9-bit data transfer. The receive ready signal 
(SROY), clock I/O (elK), data I/O (TxD and RxD) pins 

share the same pins as P37, P36, P3s, P34. 
Figure 8 gives the bit configuration for the transmisson/re
ceive mode register and transmisson/receive control regis
ter. The transmit/receive mode register (00F416 ) is a 5-bit 
register. Bits 1 and 0 are used to define the clock source 
for synchronization. When the contents of bits 1 and 0 are 
(00) or (01) , respectively, the external clock is used. The 
external clock is input to pin P36. Use an external clock 
with a 50% duty cycle and a frequency lower than 500kHz. 
When the contents of bits 1 and 0 are (10) or (11), respec
tively, the built-in clock is used. 
When the contents are (10), the overflow signal from timer 
2 is used for the clock source. Therefore, by changing the 

division rate, the data transfer speed can be controlled. 
When the contents are (11), the frequency obtained by di

viding the oscillation frequency by 16 is used as the clock 

source. 
Bits 2 and 3 are used to define which pins on port P3 are to 
be used as serial I/O, and which type of serial I/O to used. 
When the contents are (00) , respectively, port P3 is used 
as a normal parallel port. 

When the contents are (01), respectively, the clock syn
chronous type serial I/O is used. 
P37/SROY on port P3 is used as the receive ready signal 
pin. P36/elK is used as the input or output pin. When an 
external clock is to be used, the signal from the clock is 
connected to this pin. When the built-in clock is to be used, 

the signal from the clock is output to this pin. P3s/T xD is 
used as the serial data output pin. P34/RxD is used as the 
serial data input pin. When this pin is not used as the serial 
data input pin, it can be used as the normal input/output 
pin. When this pin is used as the serial data input pin, set 
the directional register to the input mode. 
When the contents are (10), this serial I/O is used as an 8-

bit asynchronous serial I/O. If the external clock source is 
selected together with the bit contents (10), the clock sig
nal is input to P36/elK on port P3. The data transfer speed 
is 1/16 of the clock frequency. When the built-in clock is 
used, this can be .used as the normal input/output pin. P3s/ 
T xD is used as the serial data output pin. P34/RxD is used 
as the serial data input ·pin. When this is not used as the 
serial data input pin, it can be used as' a normal input/out
put pin. When this pin is used as a serial data input pin, set 
the directional register to the input mode. When the con
tents are (11), a 9-bit asynchronous serial I/O is selected. 
The functions on port P3 are the same as in the 8-bit case. 

Bit 4 is used to select the sleep mode. The sleep mode is 
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valid only for asynchronous transmission. See the section on 
the sleep mode for further explanation. When the contents 

. are "0", the sleep mode is disabled. When the contents are 
"1", the sleep mode is enabled. 
The transmission/receive control register is an 8-bit regis
ter. Bits 1, 3, 4, 5 and 7 are for read only. Each bit is ex
plained as follows. 

Transmit enable bit (TE) 
When this bit is set to "0", the send clock is pulled up to 
"H", the transmit completion bit (TI) is cleared to "0", trans
mission is terminated, and the serial I/O is initialized. When 

this bit is set to "1", transmission starts. Therefore, send 
data must be written into the transmission register prior to 
setting it to "1". When the transmission is completed, the 
serial I/O stops and the transmission clock is pulled up to 
"H" automatically. 
Once the above operation has been peformed, transmissi'On 
starts by writing data into the transmission register. 

Transmit completion bit (TI) 
This bit is cleared to "0" when the transmit enable bit (TE) 
is set to "0", or when data is written into the transmission 
register. When transmission is completed, this bit is set to 
"1". An OR operation is performed between the transmit 
completion bit (TI) and the receive completion bit (RI), and 
the result is input into the interrupt request bit (bit 3 of 
address 00FE16). See the section on interrupts for more in

formation. 

Receive enable bit (RE) 
When this bit is cleared to "0", the receive completion bit 
(RI), the overrun framing error (OFR), and the receive par
ity error bit(PER) are cleared and initialized. When this bit 
is set to "1", the I/O enters the receive enable ·status. For 
the clock synchronous type serial I/O, data is fetched from 

the P34/RxD pin and the contents of the receive register 
are shifted by 1 bit every time the receive clock changes 
from "l" to "H". For the asynchronous type I/O, receiving 

starts when a start bit is forwarded to P34/RxD. 

Receive completion bit (RI) 
This bit is cleared to "0" when the receive enable bit is set 
to "0", or when writing is performed to the receive buffer 
register. If the receive buffer is written to, no data is written 
in the register and the previous data is preserved. When a 
set of data arrives in the receive buffer, and the receive 
completion bit (RI) is "0", data is transferred to the receive 
buffer register. With this operation, receiving terminates 
and the receive completion bit (RI) is set to "1 ". An OR op
eration is performed between the receive completion bit 
(RI), the transmit completion bit (TI), and the result is input 
to the in\prrupt request bit (bit 3 at address 00FE16). For 
more information on the interrupts, see the corresponding 

section. 
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Overrun framing error bit (OFR) 
When the receive enable bit (RE) is set to "0" or when 

writing is performed to the receive buffer register, this bit is 
cleared to "0". If an overrun or framing error occurs, this bit 

is set to "1". An overrun. error occurs when the receive 
completion bit (RI) remains set to "1" and the next data is 

transferred from the receive register to the receive buffer 

register. A framing error occurs when data arrives in the re

ceive register, (which should be transferred to the receive 

buffer register), and no stop bit exists. This bit is valid only 
for asynchronous transmission. 

Receive parity error bit (PER) 
When the number of "1 "s is in the received data register is 

odd, this bit is set to "1 ". This bit is cleared to "0" when the 
receive enable bit (RE) is set to "0" or when writing is per
formed to the receive buffer register. 

Receive data bit (TS) 
For 9-bit asynchronous transmission, this bit is transmitted 
as bit 8 data. 

Receive data bit S (RS) 
For 9-bit asynchronous transmission, this bit is used to re
ceive the bit 8 data. 

The operation of each transmission method is described 
below. 

CLOCK . SYNCHRONOUS TYPE SERIAL 
TRANSMISSION 
Receiving starts when the receive enable bit (RE) is set to 

"1 ". Every time the receive clock changes from "L" to "H", 

data is fetched from P34 /RxD pin and, simultaneously, the 

contents of the receive. register are shifted by 1 bit. Data 

transmission starts from the least significant bit. When 8 bits 

of data are received, the receive completion.bit (RI) is set 

to "1". When RI changes from "0" to "1", the interrupt re
quest bit is set to "1 ". When the internal clock is used, the 

receive clock stops in the "H" condition. When the external 

clock is used, the Clock does not stop. In this case, control 

this clock using external devices. Once the receive enable 

bit (RE) is set to "1", writing to the receive buffer register 

clears the receive completion bit (RI) and receiving res
tarts. Set a "0" in the transmission enable bit during re
ceiving. 

Setting "1" in the transmission enable bit (TE) starts the 

transmission. Accordingly, write data in the transmission 

register before setting TE to "1 ". Every time the transmis

sion clock changes from "H" to "L", data is output from the 

P35 /TxD pin. Data transmission starts from the least signifi

cant bit. The transmission completion bit (TI) is set to "1" 

for each 8 bits of data transmitted. When TI changes from 

"0" to "1", the interrupt request bit is set to "1". When the 
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internal clock is used, the clock stops in the "H" position af

ter transmitting 8 bits of data. When an external clock is 

used, the clock does not stop. In this case, control this 

clock using external devices. Once the transmission enable 
bit is set to "1", writing data to the transmission register 

clears the transmission completion bit to "0" and starts the 

transmission. Set a "0" in the receive enable bit during 

transmission. When the external clock is used, the trans

mission speed is the same as that of the clock. When the 

internal clock is used, the clock frequency obtained by di

viding the clock source by 16 is used for the transmission 
speed. Figure 9 gives the transmission timing. This figure 

also gives the timings for 8-bit and 9-bit asynchronous 

transmission, which is explained below. 

S-BIT ASYNCHRONOUS TRANSMISSION 
Setting the receive enable bit (RE) to "1" brings the 1/0 

into the receiving ready status. Transmission starts· when 

the first data that changes the level from "H" to "L" is re

ceived, and data is forwarded to the receive register. When 

8 bits of data are received and the receive completion bit 
(RI) is set to "1", the 8-bits of data are transferred to the 

receive buffer register, and RI is set to "1 ". See the section 

on the interrupts for more information. If RI is set to "1", no 

transfer is performed. The overrun framing error .bit (OFR) 

is set to "1" when RI is set to "1" and the next data is re
ceived. When the stop bit is set to "0", the OFR bit is set to 

"1" regardless of the RI bit status. No other condition will 

change the contents of this bit. When the number of "1 "s in 

the received data register is odd, the receive error bit 
(PER) is set to "1". No other condition will change the con

tents of this bit. Bits RI, OFR, and PER are cleared to "0" 
when writing is performed to the receive buffer register. 

When 8-bits of data are received, receiving automatically 

halts and the start bit of the next data is ready. 

When the transmission enable bit (TE) is set to "1" (after 

writing data to the transmit register), transmission starts. 

First, the start bit "0" is sent, and data is transferred starting 

from the least significant bit. When the stop bit "1" is sent, 

the transmission completion bit (TI) is set to "1" and the 

transmission terminates. For more information on the inter

rupt, see the corresponding section. After the above opera

tion has been performed, the transmission completion bit 

(TI) is cleared to "0" and transmission restarts after writing 

to the transmit register is performed. 

9-BIT ASYNCHRONOUS TRANSMISSION 
Operation for 9-bit asynchronous transmission is same as 8-
bit asynchronous transmission except that the transmission 

data consists of 9 bits: When receiving data, bit 8 of the re

ceived data is input to bit 7 on address 00F5'6( transmit! 
receive control. register). When transmitting data, the con

tents of. bit 6 in the transmit!receive control register is out

put as bit 8 of the send data. 
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SLEEP MODE 
For 9-bit asynchronous transmission, when bit 4 (SM 4 ) of 
the tra6smitlreceive mode register (00F4'6) is set to "1" 
and bit 8 of the receive data is "0", the received data is 
ignored. When bit 8 of the receive data is set to "1 ", data is 
received. When the contents of SM4 is "0", data is re

ceived, regardless of the contents of bit 8 of the received 
data. For 8-bit asynchronous transmission, the stop bit 
works as bit 8 of the received data. The sleep mode is 
used when several local microcomputers are to be con
nected to a single host computer through the serial I/O. 
First, the host computer sets T8 to "1" and sends data. The 
data contains the address of the local microcomputer to be 
accessed. All the local microcomputers receive the same 
data. Each local microcomputer checks the data (address), 
and if the address is that assigned to the local micro
computer, bit 4 of the transmit/receive mode register is set 
to "0". Bit 4 of the registers of all the other local micro
computers is set to "1". Then, the host computer starts 

transmission by setting T8 to "0". The local microcomputer 
whose SM, is "0" receives the transmitted data, while the 
other local microcomputers continue program execution 
without being interrupted by serial I/O. This is because 
SM 4 on these computers set to "1". Thus, the host computer 
can communicate with a specific microcomputer. 
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4 a 
ISM41SM31SM21SM11SMOI Transmit/Receive mode register 

. (Address 00F416 ) 

L Synchronous clock source selection bit 

00: I 01: External clock 

10: Timer 2 
11: Oscillation frequency 

divided by 16 

'----- Serial communication selection bit 
00: Parallel port 
01: Clock synchronization 
10: a-bit UART 
11: 9-bit URAT 

Sleep selection bit 
0: Without sleep 
1 : With sleep 
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I Rsl TslpERIOFRI RI I RE I TI I TE I Transmit/Receive control register 

'--7--'---:--'---;-"---:--'--;!---'---7-
1 

~I-'-;-'L Bit 0: Trans::d:~::~eO::516) 
Bit 1: Transmit completion bit 

Bit 2: Receive enable bit 

Bit 3: Receive completion bit 

'-------- Bit 4 : Overrun framming error 

bit 

'---------- Bit 5: Receive parity error bit 

'------------ Bit 6: Transmit data bit a 

'------------- Bit 7: Receive data bit S 

Fig.B Bit structure of transmit/receive mode register and transmit/receive control register 

Clock synchronization 

Transmit or receive 

clock (Internal clock source 
divided by 16 or external clock) 
Receive buffer register 
or transmit register write s;gnal 

Serial I/O output T xD 

Serial I/O input RxD 

I 

Receive enable signal--------.,LJ1 r---------------------1r---------
SRDY 

Asynchronization 

Transmit or receive 
clock (Clock source divided 
by 16) 
Receive buffer register 

RI or TI set 

or transmit register write~ _____ ....J 1------+------------+----...--------
signal 

Serial I/O output T xD 

Serial I/O input RxD 

Fig.9 Serial I/O timing 

a-bit or 9-bit data 
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RESET CIRCUIT 
The M50747-XXXSP is reset according to the sequence 

shown in Figure 10. It starts the program from the address 

formed by using the content of address FFFF'6 as the high 
order address and the content of the address FFFF'6 as the 

low order address, when the RESET pin is held at "L" level 

for more than 2,us while the power voltage is in the recom-

SYNC 

Address 

Data 

8-12 clock cycles 
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mended operating condition and the crystal oscillator 

oscillation is stable and then returned to "H" level. The in

ternal initializations following reset are shown in Figure 11. 

An example of the reset circuit is shown in Figure 12. 
When the power on reset is used, the RESET pin must be 

held "L" until the oscillation of X'N"XOUT becomes stable. 

Reset address from the vector table 

Note Frequency relation of f(X ,N ) and ,p is f(X ,N )=4',p 

Flg.10 Timing diagram at reset 

Address 

(1) Port PO directional register ( E 1'6 

(2) Port P1 directional register ( E 3 '6 

(3) Port P2 directional register ( E 5 ,S 

(4) Port P3 directional register ( i:: 9 '6 

(5) Port P4 directional register ( E B 16 

(6) Port 6 (Note 1) ( E E 16 

(7) Transmit/Receive mode ( F 4 '6 
register 

(8) Transmit/Receive control ( F 5 '6 
register 

(9) Prescaler X ( F e '6 

00) Timer X ( F 0 '6 

(11) Interrupt control register ( FE 16 

(12) Timer control register ( F F 16 

(13) Interrupt disable ( PS 
flag for processor 
status register 

(14) Program counter ( P eH 

( peL 

2 The mark" ?" means that the address is changeable depending on the previous state 

) ···1 o 0'6 I 
) ···L o 0 '6 I 
) . I o 0'6 I 
) .. ·1 o 0'6 I 
) · .. 1 o 0'6 I 
) ···1 F F 16 .J 
) .··lXIXI><JololoIOIO 

) ···1 10101010101010 

) ···1 F F 16 

) ···1 o 1 16 

) .. ·1 o 0 '6 I 
) .. ·1 1 0 '6 I 
) ···1 I I I I 111 I I 

) ···1 Contents of l address FFFFHi 

) ···1 Contents of 
I address FFFE16 

Power on 
M50747-XXXSP 

OV 

OV--_ ........ 

M50747-XXXSP 

Vcc 

28 
1 Supply voltage 

r- -----~ detection circuit 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

L-____ ~~ I 
I 
I 
I 

I I 
I I 
L ________ J 

Flg.12 Example of reset circuit 

Note 1 : Port P6 is the high-impedance state during reset. 

Fig.11 
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After return from reset, it is "FF ,6". 

Internal state of microcomputer at reset 
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1/0 PORTS 
(1) Port PO 

Port PO is an 8-bit I/O port with CMOS output. 
As shown in the memory map (Figure 1), port PO can 
be accessed at zero page memory address OOEO,s. 
Port PO has a directional register (address 00E1,s) 
which can be used to program each individual bit as 
input ("0") or as output ("1 "). If the pins are program

med as output, the output data is latched to the port 
register and then output. When data is read from the 
output port the output pin level is not read, only the 
latched data in the port register is read. This allows a 
previously output value to be read correctly even 
though the output voltage level is shifted up or down. 
Pins set as input are in the floating state and the Signal 
levels can thus be read. When data is written into the 
input port, the data is latched only to the port latch and 
the pin still remains in the floating state. 
Depending on the contents of the processor status reg

ister (bit 0 and bit 1 at address OOFF,s), four different 
modes can be selected; single-chip mode, memory ex
panding mode, microprocessor mode and eva-chip 
mode. These modes (excluding single-chip mode) 
have a multiplexed address output function in addition 

to the I/O function. For more details, see the processor 
mode information. 

(2) Port P1 

In the single-chip mode, port P1 has the same function 

as PO. In the other modes, P1 's functions are slightly 
different from PO's. For more details, see the processor 
mode information. 

(3) Port P2 

In the single-chip mode, port P2 has the same function 
as PO. In the other modes, P2's functions are slightly 
different from PO's. 
For more details, see the processor mode information. 

(4) Port P3 

In the single-chip mode, port P3 has the same function 
as PO. In the other modes, P3's functions are Slightly 
different from PO's. Port P3 can also be used as serial 

I/O, INT2 and I/O pins for timer X. For more details, 
see the processor mode information. 

(5) Port P4 

Port P4 has the same function as port PO in the single
chip mode. This function does not change even though 

the processor mode changes. 
(6) Port P5 

Port P5 is an input. 
(7) Port P6 

Port P6 is a CMOS output port. See Figure 13 for more 
details. 

(8) Clock 1> output pin 

In normal conditions, the oscillator frequency divided 
by four is output as 1>. 
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(9) INT, pin 

The INT, pin is an interrupt input pin. The INT, inter
rupt request bit (bit 7 at address 00FE'6) is set to "1" 
when the input level of this pin changes from "H" to 
"L". 

(10) INT2 pin (P32/INT2 pin) 

The INT2 pin is an interrupt input pin used with P32. To 
use this pin as an interrupt pin, set the corresponding 
bit in the directional register to input ("0"). When this 
signal level changes from "H" to "L", the interrupt re
quest bit (bit 1 at address 00FE'6) is set to "1". 

(11) CNTR pin (P33 /CNTR pin) 

The P33 /CNTR pin is an I/O pin of timer X. To use this 
pin as the timer X input pin, set the corresponding 
directional register bit to input ("0"). In the event coun
ter mode, CNTR becomes the input pin of the external 
pulse. In the pulse output mode, the CNTR output 
changes polarity each time the contents of timer X 

goes to "0". In the pulse width measurement mode, the 
pulse to be measured is input to this pin. 
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Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4 

,---tDirectional register 1--.---_.-4""""'\ 

Data bus -+-----1 Port latch 

Port P6 

Port P5 

'------------<.I-------------'(Note) P3 can be also used as 
I/O pin of serial I/O 

Data bus --Ir---po-rt-Ia-tc-h-~~ 
1 . PortP6 

--<1----0 
Port P5 

1 
---Cr-<? 

Fig.13 Block diagram of ports PO~P6 (single-chip mode), and if> output format 
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PROCESSOR MODE 
By changing the contents of the processor mode bit (bit 0 
and 1 at address 00FF,6), four different operation modes 
can be selected; single-chip mode, memory expanding 
mode, microprocessor mode and evaluation chip (eva
chip) mode. In the memory expanding mode, microp
rocessor mode and eva-chip mode, ports PO - P3 can be 
used as multiplexed 110 for address, data and control sig
nals, as well as the normal functions of the I/O ports. 
Figure 15 shows the functions of ports PO- P3. 
The memory map for the single-chip mode is illustrated in 
Figure 1 and for other modes, in Figure 14. 

By connecting CNVss to Vss, all four modes can be 
selected through software by changing the processor mode 
bits. Connecting CNVss to Vee automatically forces the 
microcomputer into microprocessor mode. Supplying 10V to 

CNVss places the microcomputer in the eva-chip mode. 
The four different modes are explained as follows: 

FFFF16r------, 

Internal ROM 

Internal RAM 

000016L...:.. ___ ....1 

Memory 
expanding 
mode 

Eva-chip 
mode 

Microprocessor 
mode 

The shaded area is external 
memory area 

Flg.14 External memory area In processor mode 

(1) Single-chip mode (00] 

The microcomputer will automatically be in the single
chip mode when star!ed from reset, if CNVss is con
nected to Vss. Ports PO- P3 will work as original I/O 
ports. 

(2) Memory expanding mode (01] 
The microcomputer will be placed in the memory ex
panding mode when CNVss is connected to Vss and 
the processor mode bits are set to "01". This mode is 
used to add external memory when the internal mem
ory is not sufficient. 
In this mode, port PO and port P1 are as a system 
address bus and the original I/O pin function is lost. 
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Port P2 becomes the data bus of 0 7 - Do (including in
struction code) and loses its normal I/O functions. Pins 
P3, and P30 output the SYNC and R/W control signals, 
respectively when ¢ enters into .the "H" state. Port P32 

functions as an input port during this same transition. 
(3) Microprocessor mode (10] 

After connecting CNVss to Vec and initiating a reset, 
the microcomputer will automatically default to this 

mode. 
In this mode, port PO and P1 are used as the system 
address bus and the original function of the I/O pins is 
lost. Port P2 becomes the data bus (07-00 ) and loses 

its normal I/O functions. Port P3, and P30 become the 
SYNC and R/W pins, respectively and the normal I/O 
functions are lost. 

(4) Eva-chip mode [11] 
When 10V is supplied to CNVss pin, the microcomputer 
is forced into the eva-chip mode. The main purpose of 
this mode is to evaluate ROM programs prior to mask
ing them into the microcomputer's internal ROM. 
In this mode, the internal ROM is inhibited so the ex
ternal memory is requierd. 
The lower 8 bits of address data for port PO is output 
when ¢ goes to "H" state. When ¢ goes to the "L" 

state, PO retains its original I/O functions. 
Port P1's higher 8 bits of address data are output when 
¢ goes to "H" state and as it changes back to the "L" 
state it retains its original I/O functions. Port P2 retains 
its original output functions while ¢ is at the "W state, 
and works as a data bus of 0 7 - Do (including instruc
tion code) while at the "L" state. Pins P3, and P30 out
put the SYNC and R/W control signals, respectively 
while ¢ is in the "H" state. When in the "L" state, P3, 
and P30 retain their original I/O function. 
The R/W output is used to read/write from/to the out
side. When this pin is in the "H" state, the CPU reads 

data, and when in the "L" state, the CPU writes data. 
The SYNC is a synchronous Signal which goes to the 
"H" state when it fetches the OP CODE. 
The relationship between the input level of CNVss and 
the processor mode is shown in Table 2. 
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1\ CM, 0 1 0 1 

CMo o ' 1 1 0 

,~ Single-chip mode Eva-chip mode Memory expanding mode Microprocessor 

Port mode 

~. I I ~ I r ~ I r 
Port PO Ports PO,- POo Ports PO,'C- POo Ports PO,- POo Same as left 

)( 1/0 port ~i/oportX= -:x Address x= A,-Ao A,-Ao 

~ I r ~ I I :J I I 
Port P1 Ports P1,- P1 0 Ports Pt ,-P1 0 Ports P1,- P1 0 Same as left 

)( 1/0 port ~ ] Address x:. A1s ....... Aa A,s ....... As 

~ I I ~ I I ~ I r 
Port P2 Ports P2,- P20 Ports P2,- P20 Ports P2,-P20 Same as left ::x 110 port ~oata K port 0,-00 }- - --- ~oat~,_oo~_ 

~ I I ~ I I :J I I 
Ports P3,- P30 Ports P3,- P3, Ports P3,- P3, 

)( 1/0 port ). 1/0 port )( 1/0 port 

Port P3 Port P3, Port P3, Same as left 

~ 110 port '( Y\ SYNC K 
Port P30 Port P30 

~I/Oport '( ~ R/W K 
F19_15 Processor mode and functions of ports PO-P3 

Table 2 

CNVss 

Vss 

Vee 

10V 

Relationship between CNVss pin input level and processor mode 

Mode 

• Single-chip mode 
• Memory expanding mode 

• Eva-chip mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

• Eva-chip mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

• Eva-chip mode 

Explanation 

The single-chip mode is set by the reset. 

All modes ,can be selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

The microprocessor mode is set by the reset. 

Eva-chip mode can be also selected by changing the processor mode bit with the ,program. 

Eva-chip mode only. 
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CLOCK GENERATING CIRCUIT 
The built-in clock generating circuits are shown in Figure 
18. 
When the STP instruction is executed, the oscillation of in
ternal clock ¢ is stopped in the "H" state. 

Also, the prescaler X and timer X are loaded with FF'6 and 
01,6, respectively. The oscillator (dividing by 16) is then 
connected to the prescaler input. This connection is cleard 
when timer X overflows or the reset is in, as discussed in 
the timer section. 

The oscillator is restarted when an interrupt is accepted. 
However, the internal clock ¢ keeps its "H" level until timer 
X overflows. 
This is ,because the oscillator needs a set-up period if a 
ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is used. 
When the WIT instruction is executed, the internal clock ¢ 

stops in the "H" level but the oscillator continues running. 
This wait state is cleared when an interrupt is accepted. 

Since the oscillation does not stop, the next instructions are 
executed at once. 

To return from the stop or the wait status, the interrupt en
able bit must be set to "1" before executing STP or WIT in

struction. Especially, to return from the stop status, the tim

er X count stop bit (bit 5 of address OOFF'6) must be set to 
"0" before executing STP instruction. 

The circuit example using a ceramic oscillator (or a quartz 
crystal oscillator) is shown in Figure 16. 
The constant capacitance will diner depending on which 
oscillator is used, and should be set to the manufactures 

Interrupt 
request 

S Q 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 
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SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

M50747-XXXSP 

X,N XOUT 

29 1MO, 30 

HD~ 
. CIN GOUT 

r J 

Flg.16 External ceramic resonator circuit 

M50747-XXXSP 

29 

External 
OSCillating 
circuit 

XOUT 

30 

Open 

VCCl n n I 
vss U U U 

Fig.17 External clock Input circuit 

suggested value. 
The example of external clock uasge is shown in Figure 17. 

X,N is the input, and XOUT is open. 

Reset 

STP instruction R 

WIT 
instruction 

R R STP instruction 

Fig.18 Block diagram of clock generating circuit 
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PROGRAMMING NOTES 
(1) The frequency ratio of the timer and the prescaler is 

1/(n+1 ). 
(2) Even though the SSC and SSS instructions are ex

ecuted after the interrupt request bits are modified (by 
the program), those instructions are only valid for the 
contents before the modification. Also, at least .one in
struction cycle must be used (such as a Nap) between 
the modification of the interrupt request bits and the 
execution of the SSC and SSS instructions. 

(3) Reading the timer and prescaler must be avoided 
while the input to the prescaler is changing. 

(4) After the ADC and SSC instructions are executed (in 
decimal mode), one instruction cycle (such as a Nap) 
is needed before the SEC, CLC, or CLD instructions 
are executed. 

(5) A NOP instruction must be used after the execution of 
a PLP instruction. 

DATA REQUIRED FOR MASK ORDERING 
Please send the following data for mask orders. 
(1) mask ROM confirmation form 
(2) mark specification form 
(3) ROM data ........................................... EPROM 3sets 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3-7 

V, Inpul voltage. RESET, X'N, INT" P50-P5, 
l-

-0.3-7 

V, 
Input vollage, pOo-po" Pl o-Pl" P2o-P2" P30-P3" 

With respect to Vss. -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 
P4o-P4" 

Output transistors cut-off 
V, Input vollage, CNVss -0.3-13 

Vo 
Output voltage, POo-PO" Pl o-Pl" P2o-P2" P30-P3" 

-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 
P4o-P4" P6o-P6" XO UT, ¢ 

Pd Power dissipation Ta=2S'C 1000( Note I 

Topr Operating temperature -10-70 

Tstg Storage temperature -40-125 

Note I 300mW for QFP types. 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vee = 5V±10%, T a = -10-70"C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

"H" input voltage, POo-PO" PIa-PI" P2o-P2" 

V'H P30-P3" P4o-P4" PSo-PS" 0. 8Vee Vee V ---
INT" RESET, X'N, CNVss 

"L" input voltage, POo:"PO" Plo-Pl" P2o-P2" 

V'L P30-P3" P4o-P4" PSo-PS" 0 0. 2Vee V 
-
INT" CNVss 

V'L "L" input voltage, RESET 0 O. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage, XIN 0 O. 16Vee V 

loU peak) 
"L" peak output current, POO ...... P0 7, Pl o--P1 7• P2o ....... P27, 

P30-P3" P4o-P4" P6o-P6, 
10 mA 

"L" average output current, POO--P07 . Pl o ...... P1 7• P2o ...... P27, 

IOL(avg) P30"""'P37, P4o"""P47• P60-P67 5 mA 

(Note 2 ) 

IOH(peak) 
"H" peak output current, POo-PO" Pl o-Pl" P2o-P2" 

P30-P3" P4o-P4" P6o-P6, 
-10 mA 

"H"'average output current. POa-Po" P1o"""Ph, P2o-P27, 

IOH(avg) P30 ........ P37• P4o-P47P6o ....... P67, -5 mA 

(Note 2) 

f(x ) Internal clock oscillating frequency 8 MHz 

Note 2 The average output current louavg) and IOH(avg) are the average value of a period of lOOms 
3 Total of IOL(peak), of ports PO, PI, and P2 is 20mA 

Total of 10H(peak), of ports PO, PI, and P2 is 20m A 
Total of l'Upeak), of ports P3, P4, and P6 is SOmA 
Total of IOH(peak), of ports P3 and P4 is 20mA 
Let the total of IOH(peak), of ports P6 below 60mA . 
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Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

) mW 

'C 

"C 
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vee = 5V, Vss = OV, T a = 25'C, ftX'N) = BMHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

V OH 
"H" output voltage, POQ-P07 . Pl a--P17. P2o-P27. 

P30-P37. P4o ..... P47, P60 ....... P67 

VOH "H" output voltage, ,p, 

VOL 
"L" ouiput voltage, POo-PO" Plo-Pl" P2o-P2" 

P30-P3" P4o-P4" P6o-P6, 

VOL "L" output voltage, ¢ 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, P3s 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, INT1 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, P3~ 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, P33 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, RESET 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, X1N 

"L" input current, POo-PO" Plo-Pl" P2o-P2" 

"L P3o"';P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5" 

P6o-P6" TNT;, RESET, X'N 

"H" input current, POo-PO" Plo-Pl" P2o-P2" 

I'H P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5" 

P6o-P6" INT" RESET, X'N 

VRAM RAM retention voltage 

Icc Supply current 

2-158 

Test conditions 

10H = -lOmA 

10H = -2.5mA 

10L = lOmA 

IOL = 5mA 

When used as CLK input 

When used as INT2 pin 

When used as CNTR input 

v,=ov 

V,=5V 

At stop mode 

Output terminals 

are opened, 

others to Vss 

'MITSUBISHI 
~ELECTRIC 

f(X'N) = 8M Hz 

Square wave 

At stop mode 

Ta =25'C 

At stop mode 

Ta = 70'C 

Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

3 V 

3 V 

2 V 

2 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.5 0.7 V 

0.1 0.5 V 

-5 J.lA 

5 J.lA 

2 V 

6 12 rnA 

1 J.lA 

10 J.lA 
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TIMING REQUIREMENTS 
Single-chip mode (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, Ta = 25'C, f IX,N) = 8MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tsu (poo~.p) Port PO input setup time 200 ns 

tsu (Pl0.¢) Port Pl Input setup time 200 ns 

tsu (P2D-¢) Port P2 Input setup time 200 ns 

tsu (P3D-¢) Port P3 input setup time 200 ns 

tsu (P4D-,p) Port P4 input setup time 200 ns 

tsu (P5D-¢) Port P51nput setup time 200 ns 

th (</>-POO) Port PO input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-?10) Port P1 input hold time 20 ns 

th (</>-P2D) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢,-P30) Port P3 input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢...P40) Port P4 input hold time 20 ns 

th l¢-pSD) Port P5 input hold time 20 ns 

te External clock input cycle time 125 ns 

tw External clock input pulse width 62 ns 

tr External clock rising edge time 20 ns 

tf External clock falling edge time 20 ns 

Eva-chip mode and microprocessor mode 
(Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, Ta = 25'C, f IXIN) = 8MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tsu (POD-.p) Port PO input setup time 200 ns 

tsu (P1 D-¢» Port Pl input setup time 200 ns 

tsu (P2D-¢» Port P2 input getup time 150 ns 

th (¢-POO) Port PO input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-P1 0) Port Pl input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

Memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 
(Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, Ta = 25'C, f IX,N) = 8MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

tsu (P20-¢) Port P2 input setup time 

th (¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time 

Parameter 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Min. 

150 

20 

Limits 

J I 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

I I ns 

I I ns 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 
Single-chip mode (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, T a = 25'C, f(X'N) = BMHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. ,-
tdc¢-POQ) Port PO data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-P10) Port PI data output delay time 200 ns 

tdC.p..P2Q) Port P2 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-P30) Port P3 data output delay time 
Fig.19 

200 ns 

tdC¢-P4Q) Port P4data output delay time 200 ns 

td(.-peo) Port P6 data output delay time 200 ns 

Eva-chip mode (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, Ta = 25'C, f(X'N) =8MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tdC¢_POA) Port PO address output delay time 150 ns 

td(9'>-POAF) Port PO address output delay time 150 ns 

td(¢-poo) Port PO data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢_POQF) Port PO data output delay time 150 ns 

td(¢-P1A) Port Pl address output delay time 150 ns 

tdC¢-P1AF) Port PI address output delay time 150 ns 

td(¢_P1Q) Port Pl data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-P1QF) Port PI data output delay time 150 ns 

tdC¢-P2Q) Port P2 data output delay time 
Fig.19 

200 ns 

td(¢_P2QF) Port P2 data output delay time 150 ns 

td(¢-R/W) R/W signal output delay time 150 ns 

tdC¢-R/WF) R/W signal output delay time 150 ns 

td(¢_P3 Q} Port P30 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-P3 QF) Port P3, data output delay time 150 ns 

td(¢-SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 150 ns 

td (¢-SYNCF) SYNC signal output delay time 150 ns 

td(¢-P30) Port P3, data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-P3 QF) Port P3, data output delay time 150 ns 

Memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 
(Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, T a = 25'C, f(X'N) = BMHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

td(¢ -POA) Port PO address output delay time 

td(¢ -P1A) Port Pl address output delay time 

td<O-P20) Port P2 data output delay time 

td<O -P20F) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(¢ -R/W) R/W signal output delay ti.me 

td(¢ -SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 

PO 
P1 1--~1e-----<l 

P2 T 100pF 
P3 m-
P4 
P6 
¢ 

Fig.19 Ports PO-P4 and port P6 test circuit 
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Test conditions 

Fig.19 

Min. 

30 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

150 ns 

150 ns 

200 ns 

150 ns 

150 ns 

150 ns 



TIMING DIAGRAMS 
In single-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port P1 output 

Port P1 input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P3 output 

Port p3 input 

Port P4 output 

Port P4 input 

Port P5 input 

Port P6 output 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0747·XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

~ "- / 

- _td(o-pool 

)< 

Isu (pOO-ol ~ 

- th (O-POO 

- /---Id (O-P101 

)< 

tsu (PlO-,pl I--

- Ih (¢-P10 

- L d (¢-P201 

I 

Isu (p20-01 -
- th (0-P2 01 

- I--td (O-P301 

)< 

tsu (P3D-.to) -

-- Ih (0-P30 - I--td (O-P401 

)< 

tsu (P4D-~) I+-

- ~th (t,6-P40l 

Isu (P50-01 I-

- Ih (0-P501 

- I-- td (O-P601 

)< 

te 

tw 

~I ~ V 

- -tr -- -tf 
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In eva-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port P1 output 

Port P1 input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output (R/W) 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 
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In memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 

Port PO output 

Port PI output 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P3" output (R/W) --___ I-' 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 
-----iJ 

tsu (P2D-,) 

tdCO-A/w) 
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DESCRIPTION 
The M50747H-XXXSP is a single-chip microcomputer de
signed with CMOS silicon gate technology. It is housed in a 
64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP (flat package type also 
available) .' This single-chip microcomputer is useful for 
business equipment and other consumer applications. 

In addition to its simple instruction sets, the ROM, RAM, 
and. I/O addresses are placed on the same memory map to 
enable easy programming. 

In this section, the following explanations apply to the dif
ferences between the M50747-XXXSP and the M50747H
XXXSP. Other functions are explained in the M50747-
XXXSP's section in detail. 

Type name Maximum value of, clock generating frequency 

M50747-XXXSP 8MHz 

M50747H-XXXSP 12MHz 

The differences between the M50747H-XXXSP and the 
M50747H-XXXFP are the package outline and power dis
sipation ability (absolute maximum ratings). 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions··· .... ··················· ......... 69 
• Memory size ROM .......... , ....................... 8192 bytes 

RAM ................... ; .............. , .. 256 bytes 

• Instruction execution time 
...... 0.66fLS (minimum instructions at 12MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply f(X ,N )=12MHz ................ 5V±5% 

• Power dissip'ation 
normal operation mode (at 12MHz frequency) 45mW 

• Subroutine nesting ........................... 128 levels (Max.) 
• Interrupt ................ · ........................ ·7 types, 5 vecters 

• 8-bit timer ...................... 3 (2 when used as serial I/O) 

• Programmable I/O (Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4) ........... 40 
• Input ports (Port P5) .... · .. ··c ........ · ........ • .......... · .......... 8 
• Output ports (Port P6) ............................................. 8 

• Serial I/O (Clock synchronized or UART) .................... 1 

APPLICATION 
Office automation equipment 
VCR, Tuner, Audio-visual equipment 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

vee 

Output port P6 

110 port P4 

110 port P34 /RxD- 21 
P3 P33/CNTR _ 22 

Interrupt Input INT1 -. 26 

CNVss 27' 

Reset Input RESET'-+ 28 

Clock Input 

Clock output 

Timing output 

Vss 

Outline 64P48 

o 

M50747H-XXXFP 

o o 
123456789101112131415161718192021 

110 port P2 

110 port PO 

110 port P1 

Input port P5 

NC 

Outline 72P6 NC : No connection 
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FUNCTIONS OF M50747H-XXXSP 
Parameter 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction execution time 

Clock frequency 

ROM 
Memory size 

RAM 

INT, 

Input/output port 
PO, P1, P2, P3, P4 

P5 

P6 

Serial 1/0 

Timers 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupts 

Clock generating circuit 

Supply voltage 

Power dissipation at high-speed operation 

Input/output voltage 
Input/output characteristics 

Output current 

Memory expansion 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

M50747H-XXXSP 
Package 

M50747H-XXXFP 
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Functions 

59 

0.66.£.15 (minimum instructions, at 12MHz of frequency) 

12MHz 

8192bytes 

255bytes 

Input 1-bitX1 

1/0 
8-bitX5 (Part of P3 are in common with Input/output of serial 1/0, 

timer 1/0 and INT, interrupt input) 

Input 8-bitX1 

Output 8-bitX1 

8-bit or 9-bitX1 

8-bit prescalerX2+8-bit timerX3 (8-bit timerX2 when serial 1/0 is used) 

1281evels (max.) 

Two external interrupts (1 of external interrupt Is In common with port P3z) 

Three timer interrupts (or timerX2, seriall/OX1) 

Built-in (Ceramic or Quartz crystal oscillator) 

5V±5% 

45mW (at 12MHz frenquency) 

5V 

10mA (Ports P3, P4, P6) 

Possible 

-10-70t 

CMOS silicon gate 

54-pin shrink plastic molded DIP 

72-pin plastic molded QFP 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

---
RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

XOUT Clock output 

1> Timing output 

--
INT, Interrupt input 

POO-P07 1/0 port PO 

P1 o-P1 7 1/0 port Pt 

P2o-P27 1/0 port P2 

P30 -P37 1/0 port P3 

P4o-P47 1/0 port P4 

P50 -P57 Input port P5 

P6o-P67 Output port P6 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Input 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

Input 

Output 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50747H-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±5% to Vee, and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected to Vss. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2J15 (under normal Vee 

conditions). If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

This chip has an internal clock generating circuit. To control generating frequency, an external ceramic or a 

quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the XIN and XO UT pins. If an external clock is used, the clock 

source should be connected the X1N pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

This is the timing output pin. 

This is the highest order interrupt input pin. 

Port PO is an 8-bit I/O port with directional registers allowing each I/O bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. 

The output structure is CMOS output. 

Port P1 is an 8-bit I/O port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P2 is -an 8-bit I/O port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P3 is an 8-bit I/O port and has basically the same functions as port PO. When serial I/O is used, P36 , 

P3s, and P34 work as CLK, T xD pins, respectively. 

When clock synchronous serial I/O is used, P37 works as SROY. Also P33 and P32 work as CNTR pin and the 

lowest order interrupt input pin (INT2), respectively. 

Port P4 is an 8-bit I/O port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P5 is an 8-bit input port. 

Port P6 is an 8-bit output port. The output structure is CMOS output. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0747H-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage, RESET, X,N , INT" PSo-P5, -0.3-7 

V, 
Input voltage, POo-PO" Pia-PI" P2o-P2"P30-P3" 

With respect to Vss. -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 
P4o-P4" 

Outpyt transistors cut~off 
V, Input voltage, CNVss -0.3-13 

Vo 
Output voltage, POo-PO" Pia-PI" P2o-P2" P30-P3" 

-0. 3-Vee+O. 3 
P4o-P4" P6o-P6" XOUT, ¢ 

Pd Power dissipation Ta = 25°C 1000(Note I 

Topr Operating temperature -10-70 

Tstg Storage temperature -40-125 

Note I 300mW for QFP types. 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vee = 5V±5%, Ta = -1O-70"C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 
Limits 

Unit 
Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

"H" input voltage, POo-PO" Pia-Ph P2o-P2" 

V ,H P30-P3" P4o-P4" PSo-P5,. O. aVec vee V 
INT" RESET, X,N, CNVss 

"L" Input voltage, POo-PO" Pia-PI" P2o-P2" 

V'L P3o.-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5" a 0. 2Vee V 
-
INT" CNVss 

V'L "L" input voltage, RESET a 0.12Vee V 

V,L "L" input voltage, X1N 0 0.16Vee V 

lOLl peak) 
"L" peak output current, POo-PO" Pia-PI" P2o-P2" 

P30-P3" P4o-P4" P6o-P6, 
10 mA 

"L" average o~tput current, poc ....... po?, Pl o ....... Plr, P2o ....... P27, 

louavg) P30 ....... P37, P4o ...... P47, P6o ....... P67 5 mA 
(Note 2 ) 

IOHlpeak) 
"H" peak output current, POo-PO" Pia-Ph P2o-P2" 

P30-P3" P4o-P4" P6o-P6, 
,--10 mA 

"H" average output current, pOO ....... P07, Pl o ...... P1 7, P2o-P27, 

IOHlavg) P30 ....... P3 7, P4o-P47P60-P67, -5 mA 
(Note2 ) 

fix,") Internal clock oscillating frequency 12 MHz 

Note 2 
3 

The average outpul current louavg) and 10Hlavg) are the average value of a period of lOOms 
Total of lou peak) , of ports PO, P1, and P2 is 20mA 
Total of 10Hlpeak), of ports PO, P1, and P2 is 20mA 
Total of I'L(peak), of ports P3 .. P4, and P6 is BOmA 
Total of 10H(peak), of ports P3 and P4 is 20mA 
Let the total of 10H(peak), of ports P6 below 60mA 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0747H-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vee = 5V, Vss = OV, Ta = 25'C, f(x'N) = 12MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

VOH 
"H" output voltage, POO-p07. Pl o ...... P1 7, P2o ...... P27, 

P30-P3,. P4o-P4" P6o-P6, 

VOH "H" output voltage, ¢, 

VOL 
"L" output voltage, POo- PO,. Pl o-P1" P2o-P2" 

P30-P3" P4o-P4" P6o-P6, 

VOL "L" output voltage, ¢ 

Vr+-VT- Hysteresis, P36 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, INT, 

Vr+-Vr- Hysteresis, P32 

Vr+-VT- Hysteresis, P33 

VT+-Vr - Hysteresis, RESET 

Vr+-VT- Hysteresis, XIN 

"L" input current, POo-PO" Pl o-Pl" P2o-P2" 

t'L P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5,. 

P6o-P6" INT" RESET, X'N 

"H" input current, POo-PO" Plo-P1" P2o-P2" 

I'H P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5" 

P6o-P6" INT" RESET. X'N 

VRAM RAM retention voltage 

Icc Supply current 

Test conditions 

10H = -10mA 

10H = -2.5mA 

10L = lOmA 

IOL = 5mA 

When used as elK input 

When used as INT2 pin 

When used as CNTR input 

V,=OV 

V,=5V 

At stop mode 

Output terminals 

are opened, 

others to Vss 

• MITSUBISHI 
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f(x'N) = 12MHz 

Square wave 

At stop mode 

Ta=25'C 

At stop mode 

Ta = 70'C 

Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

3 V 

3 V 

2 V 

2 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.5 0.7 V 

0.1 0.5 V 

-5 J.lA 

5 J.lA 

2 V 

9 18 mA 

1 J.lA 

10 J.lA 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0747H-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS 
Single-chip mode (Vee = 5V±5%, Vss = OV, Ta = 25'C, f (X,N) = 12MHz, unless olherwise noled) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tsu (POD~¢) Port PO input setup time 100 ns 

tsu (P1 0-9'1) Port Pl input setup time 100 ns 

tsu (P2D-¢) Port P2 input setup time 100 ns 

tsu (P3D-¢) Port P3 input setup time 100 ns 

tsu (P40-¢) Port P4 input setup time 100 ns 

tsu (P5D-¢) Port P5 input setup time 100 ns 

th (¢-POO) Port PO input hold time 20 ns 

th (.p-P1D) Port Pl input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-P2D) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-P3D) Port P3 input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-P4D) Port P4 input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-P50) Port P5 input hold time 20 ns 

Ie External clock input cycle time 83 ns 

Iw External clock input pulse width 41 ns 

Ir External clock rising edge time 20 ns 

II External clock falling edge time 20 ns 

Eva-chip mode and microprocessor mode 
(Vee = 5V±5%, Vss = OV, T a = 25'C, I (X,N) = 12MHz, unless otherwise noled) 

Symbol 
Limits 

Parameter Unit 
Min. Typ. Max. 

tsu (POO~¢) Port PO input setup time 100 ns 

tsu (P10~¢) Port Pl input setup time 100 ns 

tsu (P20~¢) Port P2 input setup time 75 ns 

th (¢~poo) Port PO input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢~P1 0) Port PI input hold time 20 ns 

th (t!>-P20) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

Memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 
(Vee = 5V±5%, Vss = OV, Ta = 25'C, I (X,N) = 12MHz, unless olherwise noted) 

Symbol 

tsu (P20-¢) Port P2 input setup time 

th (¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time 

2-170 
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75 
20 

Limits 

I I 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

I I ns 

I I ns 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPVTERS 

MS0747H-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 
Single-chip mode (Vee = 5V±5%, Vss =OV, Ta = 25'C, fiX,") = 12MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 
Limits 

Unit 
Min. Typ. Max. 

Idl¢-poo) Pori PO data output delay time 150 ns 

td(¢-P1Ql Port PI data output delay time 150 ns 

Idl¢-P2o) Pori P2 data output delay time 
Fig. I 

150 ns 

tdl¢-P30) Pori P3 data output delay time 150 ns 

tdl¢-P4o) Port P4 data output delay time 150 ns 

Idl¢-P60) Port P6 data output delay time 150 ns 

Eva-chip mode (Vee = 5V±5%, Vss = OV, T a = 25'C, fiX,") = 12M Hz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

td(<;6-POA) Port PO address output delay time 140 ns 

td(.p..POAF) Port PO address output delay time 140 ns 

td(¢-poo) Port PO data output delay time 150 ns 

td(.p..POQF) Port PO data output delay time 140 ns 

td(¢-P1A) Port PI address output delay time 140 ns 

td(¢-P1AF) Port Pl address output delay time 140 ns 

Idl¢-Pl0) Port Pl data output delay time 150 ns 

td(¢-P1QF) Port PI data output delay time 140 ns 

Idl¢-P20) Port P2 data output delay time 150 ns 

td{¢-P2QF) Port P2 data output delay time 
Fig. I 

140 ns 

tdCr/>-R/W) R/W signal output delay time 140 ns 

td(¢-R/WF) R/W signal output delay time 140 ns 

Idl¢-P30O) Port P30 data output delay time 150 ns 

tdl ¢-P30OF) Port P30 data output delay time 140 ns 

td(¢-SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 140 ns 

'de ¢-SYNCF) SYNC signal output delay time 140 ns 

td(¢-P30) Port P3, data output delay time 150 ns 

td(¢-P3 QF) Port P3, data output delay time 140 ns 

Memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 
(Vee = 5V±5%, Vss = OV, T a = 25'C, fiX,") = 12M Hz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

Idl¢ -POA) Port PO address output delay time 

td(4)-P1A) Port PI address output delay time 

Idl¢ -P20) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(¢ -P2QF) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(¢ -R/W) R/W signal output delay time 

td(¢ -SYN~) SYNC signal output delay time 

PO 
P1 I----r----o 

P2 ~ 100pF 
P3 m-
P4 
P6 
¢ 

Fig.l Ports PO-P4 and port P6 test circuit 

.• MITSUBISHI 
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Test conditions 

Fig. I 

Limits 

Min. Typ. 

40 

Unit 
Max. 

140 ns 

140 ns 

155 ns 

140 ns 

140 ns 

140 ns 
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TIMING DIAGRAMS 
In single-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port P1 output 

Port P1 input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P3 output 

Port P3 input 

Port P4 output 

Port P4 input 

Port P5 input 

Port P6 output 
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MS0747H-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

.-./ "- / 

- I-- td (,,-poo) 

)< 

Isu (POo-,,) -
- th ("-POD 

- '--td ("-PlO) 

)< 

Isu (PlO-") ~ 

~ th ("-PlO - Cd ("-P20) 

I 

Isu (P20-") -
--

~ th ("-P2 D) 

- Cld("~P30) 

I 

Isu (P30-") -
--. Ih ("-P30 - I--Id ("-P40) 

)< 

tsu (P4D-¢J S-
-----.. _Ih ("-P40) 

Isu (P50-") I-

- Ih ("-P50) 

- I- Id ("-P60) 

)< 

Ie 

Iw 

-/,1 1\ V 
- _Ir - --I, 
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lin eva-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port P1 output 

Port P1 input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output (R/W) 

Port P3t output (SYNC) 

-----I-' 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0747H-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50747H-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

In memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 

Port PO output 

Port P1 output 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output (R/W) 
---# 

Port P3, output(SYNC) 
----I-' 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50752-XXXSP, M50757 -XXXSP 
M50758-XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

DESCRIPTION 
The M50752-XXXSP, M50757 -XXXSP and the M50758-

XXXSP are single-chip microcomputers designed with 

CMOS silicon gate technology. These are housed in a 52-
pin shrink plastic molded DIP. 

These singlecchip microcomputers are useful for business 

equipment and other consumer applications. 

In addition to their simple instruction sets, the ROM, RAM, 

and I/O addresses are placed on the same memory map to 

enable easy programming. 

The differences among M50752-XXXSP, M50757-XXXSP 

and M50758-XXXSP are noted below. The difference be

tween M50757-XXXSP and M50758-XXXSP is the clock 

oscillating circuit only. 

Type name ROM size RAM size 51 pin name 

M50752-XXXSP 4096bytes 128bytes Vee 

M50757-XXXSP 3072bytes 96bytes NC 

M50758-XXXSP 3072bytes 96bytes NC 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions .. ···· ............................. 69 

• Memory size 
ROM ·······3072 bytes (M50757-XXXSP,M50758-XXXSP) 

4096 bytes (M50752-XXXSP) 

RAM··········· 96 bytes (M50757-XXXSP,M50758-XXXSP) 
128 bytes (M50752-XXXSP) 

• Instruction execution time 
....... 2j.ls (minimum instructions at 4MHz frequency) 

e Single power supply f(X ,N )=4MHz·················5V±10% 

• Power dissipation 
normal operation mode, at 4MHz frequency······15mW 

• Subroutine nesting ·····························48 levels (Max.) 
o Interrupt .. ····················· .. · ··· .. ···········6 types, 5 vecters 
• 8-bit timer .............................................................. 3 

• Programmable I/O ports (Ports PO, P2o-P2s)" ......... 14 
• Input port (Port R) ................................................ ···4 

• High-voltage output ports (Ports P1, P3, P26, P27 ) ••••. 18 

APPLICATION 
VCR, Tuner, Audio-visual equipment 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

1/0 port P2 

1/0 port PO 

Interrupt input 

Timer output _ 
and intrrupt input I NT 2"'" 18 

Interrupt input INT, --+ 19 

NC 

CNVss 
Reset input RESET --+ 22 

Clock input 

vee 
NC (Note 1) 

29 - R3 

Output port P3 

Output port Pl 

Pull-down 
voltage input 

Timing output 

Input port R 

28 _ XCOUT 7~~~i';,,~~t~ut 
Clock input 
for timer X 

Outline 52P4B 
NC : No connection 

Note 1 Pin number 51 is Vee for M50752-XXXSP 

'.MITSUBISHI 
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M50752-XXXSP BLOCK 
Interrupt 

input 

DIAGRAM 
Reset 
input 

Clock Clock Clock Timing 
input output output output 

I '" I . -----r-"f-

8-bit 
arithmetic 

and 
logical 

unit 
Accumu,atorl 

A(8) 

RAM 

96 bytes 

(Note2) 
Index register 

X(8) 

(5V) (Note 1) (OV) (OV) 

Vee Vee Vss CNVss 
--------(252)2 --(51 26 21}-----

Output port~P3 I/O port P2 Output port P1 I/O port PO . INT 2 
~ Timer output 

Pull-down 
voltage 
input Note 1: NC for M50757-XXXSP and M50758-XXXSP. 

2 : 96 bytes for M50757-XXXSP and M50758-XXXSP. 
3072 bytes for M50757-XXXSP and M50758-XXXSP. 

and 
interrupt input 

ROM 

3072 bytes 

(Note3) 

Clock input Clock output 
for timer X for timer X 

3: 
en U'I 
z 0 
I:) ..... 
r- U'I 
1'1"1 N , 
(") I 
::c >< 
"1:1 >< 31: 
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0 >< >< 31: 
:s:: ><>< "1:1 

;g ><>< ~ 
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FUNCTIONS OF M50752-XXXSP 
Parameter 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction execution time 

Clock frequency 

ROM 
Memory size 

RAM 

R 

INTj 

Input/Output ports Pt, P3, P26, P2, 

INT, 

PO, P2o-P25 

Timers 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupts 

Clock generating circuit 
for system clock 

for timer X 

Supply voltage at normal operating 

Power dissipation 
at high-speed operation 

at low-speed operation 

Input/Output characteristics 
Input/Output voltage 

Output current 

Memory expansion 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

Package 

Input 

Input 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0752-XXXSP,M50757-XXXSP 
M50758-XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

69 

2,us (minimum instructions, at 4MHz frequency) 

4MHz 

4096bytes (3072bytes for M50757-XXXSP and M50758-XXXSP) 

I 28bytes (96bytes for M50757-XXXSP and M50758-XXXSP) 

4-bitXI 

l-bitXI 

Output 8-bitX2+2bit 

1/0 l-bitXl 

1/0 8-bitX 1 +6-bit 

8-bit prescalerX2+8-bit timerX3 

64 levels (max}(4Blevels for M50757-XXXSP and M5075B-XXXSP) 

Two external interrupts, Three internal timer interrupts 

Built-in (Re oscillation, ceramic oscillator for M50758-XXXSP) 

Built-in (quartz crystal oscillator) 

5V±1O% 

15mW (at 4MHz frequency) 

4mW (at 20kH frequency) 

Vcc-33V (Ports Pt, P3, P26-P2,) 

IOmA (Ports PO, P2o-P25), -12mA (Ports Pt, P3, P26-P2,) 

Possible 

-IO-70"C 

CMOS silicon gate process 

52-pin shrink plastic mOlded DIP 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

V p Pull~down voltage 

---
RESET Reset input 

X 1N Clock input 

X OUTS Clock output 

X OUTF Clock output 

¢> Timing output 

X C1N Clock 110 for timer X 

X COUT 

--
INT, Interrupt input 

--
INT2 Time output or 

interrupt input 

Ro-R3 Input port R 

POO-P07 110 port PO 

P1 o-P1 7 Output port P1 

P2o-P27 110 port P2 

P30 -P37 Output port P3 

2-178 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Output 

Input 

liD 

Input 

110 

Output 

110 

Output 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50752-XXXSP,M50757-XXXSP 
M50758-XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±10% to Vee, and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected to Vss. 

This is the input voltage pin for the pull-down transistor of ports P1 t' P3, P26 and P27 . 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2.us (under normal Vee 

conditions). If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, th,is "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

This chip has an internal clock generating circuit. To control generating frequency, a resistor is connected 

between the XIN and XOUTS or the XOUTF pins. If an external clock is used, the clock source should be con-

nected to the X1N pin and the XOUTS and XOUTF pins should be left open. 

This is output pin from internal clock generating circuit. The generating frequency can be controlled by 

connecting a resistor between this pin and X1N pin. 

This is output pin from internal clock generating circuit. The generating frequency can be controlled by 

connecting a resistor between this pin and X1N pin. 

This is the timing output pin. 

These are I/O pins of the clock oscillating circuit for the timer X. To control generating frequency, an exter-

nal ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the XCINPin and XCOUT pin. 

This is the lowest order interrupt input pin. 

This is in common with an output for the time X and an interrupt input pin. 

Port R is a 4-bit input port. 

Port PO is an 8-bit I/O port with directional registers allowing each I/O bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. 

The output structure is N-channe.1 open drain. 

Port P1 is an 8-bit output port. 

The output structure is P-channel open drain. 

Port P2 is an 8-bit I/O port and has basically the same functions as port PO. F?r P26 and P27 pins, output 

structure is P-channel open drain, and a pull-down transistor is built in between the Vp pin. 

Port P3 is an 8-bit output port and has basically the same functions as port P1. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07S2·XXXSP,MS0757·XXXSP 
MS0758·XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

BASIC FUNCTION BLOCKS 

MEMORY 
A memory map for the M50752-XXXSP is shown in Figure 

1. Addresses 1000,6 to 1 FFF '6 are assigned to the built-in 

ROM area which consists of 4096 bytes. 

Addresses 1400,6 to 1 FFF'6 are the ROM address area 

assigned to the M50757-XXXSP and M50758-XXXSP. 

Addresses 1 FOO '6 to 1 FFF '6 are a special address area 

(special page). By using the special page addressing 

mode of the JSR instruction, subroutines addressed on this 

page can be called with only 2 bytes. Addreeses 1 FF4 '6 to 

1 FFF'6 are vector addresses used for the reset and inter-

Zero 
page 

{ 1
0000'6 

RAM(128 bytes) RAM(96 bytes) 
for for 

M50752-XXXSP M50757-XXXSP 
and 

M50758-XXXSP 005F16 

007F16 

ROM 
(4096 bytes) 

for 
M50752-XXXSP 

ROM 
(3072 bytes) 

for 
M50757 -XXXSP 

and 
M50758-XXXSP 

Fig.1 Memory map 

Special 
page for 

subroutine 
call 

OOFF, 6 

1000'6 

1400'6 

1FFF, 6 

Not used 

Not used 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

rupts (see interrupt chapter). Addresses 0000 '6 to 00FF '6 
are the zero page address area. By using the zero page 

addressing mode, this area can also be accessed with 2 

bytes. The use of these addressing methods will greatly re

duce the object size required. The RAM, I/O port, timer, 
etc., are assigned to this area. 

Addresses 0000 '6 to 007F'6 are assigned to the built-in 

RAM and consist of 128 bytes of static RAM. Address 

0000 ,6 to 005F ,6 , an area of 96 bytes, assigned to M50757-

XXXSP and M50758-XXXSP. In addition to data storage, this 
RAM is used for the stack during subroutine calls and inter
rupts. 

Decimal 
a 

95 
27 1 

./ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

255 

\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

, 
\ 

\ 

, 
\ 

\ 

/ 

/ 

\ 
\ 

INT, 

Timer 2 

Timer 1 

Timer X 

INT, 

8191 RESET 

\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

43 a BIT 

I PortR 
/ 

/ 00EO'6 Port PO 
/ 

\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

Port PO directional 
register 

6 Port P1 

6 

6 Port P2 

6 Port P2 directional 
register 

Port P3 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

OOE1'6 

00E2, 

OOE3, 

00E4, 

OOE5, 

00E6'6 

00E7'6 

OOES'6 

OOE9, 

OOEA, 

OOEB, 

OOEC, 

OOED, 

OOEE, 

OOEF, 

OOFO, 

00F1, 

00F2, 

00F3, 

00F4, 

00F5, 

00F6, 

00F7, 

00F8, 

00F9, 

OOFA, 

OOFB, 

OOFC, 

OOFD, 

6 Timer 1,2 prescaler 

\ OOFE, 
\ 
\ OOFF, , 

6 Timer 1 

6 Timer 2 

6 Timer X Prescaler 

6 Timer X 

6 Interrupt control register 

6 Timer control register 
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CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) 
The CPU consists of 6 registers and is shown in Figure 2. 

ACCUMULATOR (A) 
The S-bit accumulator (A) is the main register of the micro

computer. Data operations such as data transfer, input/out

put, etc., are executed mainly through accumulator. 

7 a 

A I Accumulator 

7 a 

I x I Index register X 

7 a 
y I Index register Y 

7 a 

S I Stack pointer 

15 7 a 

PCH PCl I Program counter 

Fig.2 Register structure 

INDEX REGISTER X (X) 
The index register X is an S-bit register. 

In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 

added to the contents of the register X, specifies the real 

address. When the T flag in the processor status register is 
set to "1", the index register X itself becomes the address 
for the second OPERAND. 

INDEX REGISTER Y (Y) 
The index register Vis an S-bit register. 

In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 

added to the contents of the register Y specifies the real 
address. 

7 a 

l N 1 v 1 T 1 B 1 0 II I Z I C I Processor status register 

Carry flag 

L--__ Zero flag 

L--____ Interrupt disable flag 

L--_____ Deci~al mode flag 

"-------- Break flag 

L--_______ Index X mode flag 

'----------- Overflow flag 

'------------ Negative flag 
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STACK POINTER (S) 
The stack pointer (S) is an 8-bit register that contains the 

address of the next location in the stack. It is mainly used 

during interrupts and subroutine calls. The stack pointer is 
not automatically initialized after reset and should be initial

ized by the program using the TXS instruction. 

The contents of the stack pOinter is XX1S ' the stack address 

is set to 00XX1S. When using this microcomputer in the 

single-chip mode, the stack pointer should be set at the 
bottom address of the internal RAM. 

When an interrupt occurs, the higher 8 bits of the program 

counter are pushed into the stack first, and then the lower 8 

bits of the program counter are pushed into .the stack. After 

each byte is pushed into the stack, the stack pOinter is de

cremented by one. Next, the contents of the processor sta

tus register are pushed into the staCk. When the return from 

interrupt instruction (RTI) is executed, the program counter 

are processor status register data is pulled off the stack in 
reverse order from above. 

The Accumulator is never pushed into the stack automati

cally. A Push Accumulator instruction (PHA) is provided to 

execute this function. Restoring the Accumulator to its pre

vious value is accomplished by the Pull Accumulator in

struction (PLA). It is executed in reverse order of the PHA 
instruction. 

The contents of the Processor Status Register (PS) are 

pushed (pulled) to (from) the stack with the PH P and PLP 

instructions, respectively. Only the program counter is 

pushed into the stack during a subroutine call. Therefore, 

any registers that should not be destroyed should be 

pushed into the stack manually. The RTS instruction is 
used to return from a subroutine. 

PROGRAM COUNTER (PC) 
The 16-bit program counter consists of two 8-bit registers 

PCH and PCl. The program counter is used to indicate the 

address of the next instruction to be executed. 

PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PS) 
The processor status register is composed entirely of flags 

used to indicate the condition of the processor immediately 

after an operation. Branch operations can be performed by 
testing the Carry flag (cl, Zero flag (Z), Overflow flag (V) 

Or the Negative flag (N). Each bit of the register is ex

plained below. 

1. Carry flag (C) 
The carry flag contains the carry or borrow generated by 

the Arithmetic and Logical operation Unit (ALU) im

mediately after an operation. It also changed by the shift 

and rotate instructions. The set carry (SEC) and clear carry 

(CLC) instructions allow direct access for setting and 

clearing this flag. 

2. Zero flag (Z) 
This flag is used to indicate if the immediate operation 

generated. a zero result or not. If the result is zero, the zero 

flag will be set to "1". If the result is not zero, the zero flag 

will be set to "0". 

3. Interrupt disable flag (I) 
This flag is used to disable all interrupts. This is accom

plished by setting the flag to "1". When an interrupt, this 

flag is automatically set to "1" to prevent other interrupts 

from interfering until the current interrupt is completed. The 

SEI and CLI instructions are used to set and clear this flag, 

respectively. 

4. Decimal mode flag (D) 
The decimal mode flag is used to define whether addition 

and subtraction are executed in binary or decimal. If the 

decimal mode flag is set to "1" , the operations are ex
ecuted in decimal, if the flag is set to "0", the operations 

are executed in binary. Decimal correction is automatically 

executed. The SED and CLD instructions are used to set 

and clear this flag, respectively. 

5. Break flag (B) 
When the BRK instruction is executed, the same operations 

are performed as in an interrupt. The address of the inter

rupt vector of the BRK instruction is the same as that of the 

lowest priority interrupt. The contents of the B flag can be 

checked to determine which condition caused the interrupt. 
If the BRK instruction caused the interrupt, the break flag 

will be "1", otherwise it will be "0". 

6. Index X mode flag (T) 
When the T flag is "1", operations between memories are 
executed directly without passing through the accumulator. 

Operations between memories involving the accumulator 

are executed when the T flag is "0" (i.e., operation results 

between memories 1 and 2 are stored in the accumulator). 

The address of memory 1 is specified by the contents of 

the index register X, and that of memory 2 is specified by 

the normal addressing mode. The SET and CL T instructions 

are used to set and clear the index X mode flag, respec

tively. 
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7. Overflow flag (V) 
The overflow flag functions when one byte is added or sub
tracted as a signed binary number. When the result ex
ceeds +127 or -128, the overflow flag is set to "1". When 
the BIT instruction is executed, bit 6 of the memory location 
is input to the overflow flag. The overflow flag is reset by 

the CLV instruction and there is no set instruction. 

8. Negative flag (N) 
The negative flag is set whenever the result of a data trans
fer or operation is negative (bit 7 is set to "1"). Whenever 
the BIT instruction is executed, bit 7 of the memory location 

is input to the negative flag. There are no instructions for 
directly setting or resetting the negative flag. 

Table 1 Interrupt vector address and priority 

Interrupt' 

RESET 

INT2 

Timer X 

Timer 1 

Timer 2 

INT, (BRK) 

Interrupt 
request 

Priority 

1 
2 

3 

4 
5 
6 

Fig.3 Interrupt control 

Vector address 

1 FFF'6, 1 FFE'6 

1 FFD'6, 1 FFC'6 

1 FFB'6, 1 FFA'6 

1 FF9'6. 1 FF8'6 

1 FF7'6. 1 FF6'6 

1 FF5'6, 1 FF4'6 

INTERRUPT 
The M50752-XXXSP canbe interrupted from seven souces; 
INT2, timer X, timer 1, timer 2 or INT,/BRK instruction. 
These interrupts are vectored and their priorities are shown 
in Table 1. Reset is included in this table since it has the 
same functions as the interrupts. 

When an interrupt is accepted, the contents of certain reg
isters are pushed into specified locations, (as discussed in 
the stack pointer section) the interrupt disable flag I is set, 
the program jumps to the address specified by the interrupt 
vector, and the interrupt request bit is cleared automatical
ly. The reset interrupt is the highest priority interrupt and 
can never be inhibited. Except for the reset interrupt, all in
terrupt are inhibited when the interrupt disable flag is set to 
"1". All of the either interrupts can further be controlled indi
vidually via the interrupt control register shown in Figure 3. 
An interrupt is accepted when the interrupt enable bit and 
the interrupt request bit are both "1" and the interrupt dis
able flag is "0". 

The interrupt request bits are set when the following condi
tions occur: 
(1) When the INT, or INT2 pins go from "H" to "L" 
(2) When the contents of timer X, timer 1, timer 2 go to "0" 

These request bits can be reset by the program but can not 
be set by the progream. However, the interrupt enable bit 
can be set and reset by the program. 
Since the BRK instruction and the INT, interrupt have the 

same vectored address, the contents of the B flag must be 
checked to determine if the BRK instruction caused the in
terrupt or if INT, generated the interrupt. 

Interrupt control register (Address OOFE'6) 

Bit 7 : INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit 6 : INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5 : Timer 1 interrupt request bit 

Bit 4 : Timer 1 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 3 : Timer 2 interrupt request bit 

Bit 2 : Timer 2 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 1 : INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit a : INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Timer control register (Address OOFF,s) 
Bit 7 : Timer X interrupt request bit 

Bit 6 : Timer X interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5 : Timer X count stop bit 

Bit 4: Not used 

Bit 3: l 
Timer X mode bit 

Bit 2 : 

Bit 1 : l 
Bit 0: Processor mode bit 
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TIMER 
The M50752-XXXSP has three timers; timer X, timer 1, and 

timer 2. Timer X has four modes which 'can be selected by 

bit 2 and 3 of the timer control register. When the timer X 
count stop bit (bit 5) is set to "1", the timer X will stop re

gardless of which mode it is in. A block diagram of timer X, 

timer 1 and timer 2 is shown in Figure 4. 

Timer 1 and timer 2 share with a prescaler. This prescaler 

has an 8-bit programmable latch used as a frequency di

vider. The division ratio is defined as 1/ (n+ 2), where n is 
the decimal contents of the prescaler latch. All three timers 

are down-count timers which are reloaded from the timer 

latch following the zero cycle of the timer (i.e. the cycle af

ter the timer counts to zero). 

The timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" during the next 

clock pulse after the timer reaches zero. The interrupt and 

timer control registers are located at addresses 00FE '6 and 

OOFF ,6 , respectively (see Interrupt section). The prescaler 

latch and timer latch can be loaded with any number ex

cept zero. 

The four modes of timer X as follows: 
(1) Timer mode [ooJ 

In this mode the clock is driven by the oscillator fre

quency divided by 16. When the timer down-counts to 

zero, the timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" and 

Oscillator Divider 

~--------, Timer mode 

XCOUT 

, Pulse output mode 

the contents of the timer's latch is reloaded into the 

timer and the counting begins again. 

(2) Pulse output mode [01] 

In this mode, the polarity of the INT2 signal is reversed 

each time the timer down-counts to zero. 

(3) Event counter mode [10J 

This mode operates in the same manner as the timer 

mode except, the clock source is input to the XC1N pin. 

This mode will allow an interrupt to be generated 

whenever a specified number of external events have 
been generated. The timer down-counts every rising 

edge of the clock sourse. 

(4) Pulse width measurement mode [11J 

This mode measures the pulse width (between lows) 

input to the XC1N pin. The timer, driven by the oscillator 

frequency divided by 16, continues counting during the 

low cycle of the XC1N pin. When the timer contents 

reaches "0", the interrupt request bit is set to "1", the 

timer's reload latch is reloaded and the counting re

sumes. 
The structure of the timer control register is shown in 

Figure 5. 

When after reset, the prescaler and timer latch are set 

to FF '6 and 01 ,6 , respectively. 

to timer X interrupt 
request bit 

1--------------1 Toggle flip-flop 1-------------' 

Fig.4 Block diagram of timer X, timer 1, timer 2 

to timer 1 
interrupt 
request 
bit 
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I I I IXI II I I Timer control register (Address OOFF,,) 

LL Processor mode bit 

00 : Single chip mode 
01 : Memory expanding mode 

10 : Microprocessor mode 
11 : Eva chip mode 

Timer X mode bit 

00 : Timer mode 
01 : Pulse output mode 
10 : Event counter mode 

,11 : Pulse width measurement mode 

Timer X count stop bit 
o : Count start 
1 : Count stop 

Timer X interrupt enable bit 
o : Interrupt disable 
1 : Interrupt enable 

Timer X interrupt request 
o : No interrupt request bit 
1 : With interrupt request 

Flg.5 Structure of timer control register 

Fig.6 

2-184 

RESET 

SYNC 

Address 

Data 

8-12 clock cycles 

depend on the internal condition 

of microcomputer 

Timing diagram at reset 
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the vector table 

: Frequency relation of i(X,N ) and", is 
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is changeable depending on the pre
vious state. 
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RESET CIRCUIT 
The M50752-XXXSP is reset according to the sequence 

shown in Figure 6. It starts the program from the address 

formed by using the content of address 1 FFF '6 as the high 
order address and the content of the address 1 FFF '6 as the 

low order address, when the RESET pin is held at "L" level 

for more than 2,us while the power voltage is in the recom

mended operating condition and the crystal oscillator 

oscillation is stable and then returned to "H" level. The in

ternal initializations following reset are shown in Figure 7. 

An example of the reset circuit is shown in Figure 8. 

When the power on reset is used, the RESET pin must be 

held "L" until the oscillation of X'N"XOUT becomes stable. 

Address 

(1) Port PO directional register ( E 1 16 ) .. ·1 o 0 '6 I 
(2) Port P1 ( E 2 '6 ) .. ·1 o 0 '6 1 

(3) Port P2 directional register ( E 5 '6 ) .. ·1 o 0 '6 1 

(4) Port P3 ( E 8. '6 ) .. ·1 o 0 '6 

(5) Prescaler X ( F C '6 ) .. ·1 F F 16 

(6) Timer X ( F D '6 ) .. ·1 o 1 16 

(7) Interrupt control register ( FE 16 ) .. ·1 o 0 '6 

(8) Timer control register ( F F 16 ) .. ·1 o 0 '6 

(9) Interrupt disable flag ( PS ) .. ·1 I I 1 I III I 
on the processor status register 

(10) Program counter ( P C H ) .. ·1 
Contents of 

1 address FFFF16 

( P C L ) .. ·1 Contents of I address FFFE16 

(11) Internal oscillator output is 

connected to XOUT, (same 

condition after FST 

instruction is excuted) 

Flg.7 Internal state of microcomputer at reset 

Power on 
M50752-XXXSP 

RESET Vee 
OV 

OV ---1"'-

M50752-XXXSP 

Vee 
59 ~Supply voltage 

,- '-----~ detection circuit 
27 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

L-----4-~ I 
I 
I 
I 

I I 
I I 
L ________ J 

Fig.8 Example of reset circuit 
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I/O PORTS 
(1) Port PO 

Port PO is an 8-bit I/O port with N-channel open drain 
output. 

As shown in the memory map (Figure 1), port PO can 
be accessed at zero page memory address 00E016. 

Port PO has a directional register (address 00E1 16 ) 

which can be used to program each individual bit as 
input ("0") or as output ("1"). If the pins are program
med as output, the output data is latched to the port 
register and then output. When data is read from the 
output port the output pin level is not read, only the 
latched data in the port register is read. This allows a 

previously output value to be read correctly even 
though· the output voltage level is shifted up or down. 
Pins set as input are in the floating state and the signal 
levels can thus be read. When data is written into the 
input port, the data is latched only to the port latch and 
the pin still remains in the floating state. 

Depending on the contents of the processor status reg
ister (bit 0 and bit 1 at address 00FF16 ), four different 
modes can be selected; single-chip mode, memory ex
panding mode, microprocessor mode and eva-chip 
mode. These modes (excluding single-chip mode) 
have a multiplexed address output function in addition 

to the I/O function. For more details, see the processor 
mode information. 

(2) Port P1 

Port P1 is an 8-bit output port with high-breakdown vol

tage p-channel open-drain outputs featuring a break
down voltage of Vcc-33V. Each pin contains a pull
down resistor making Vp a negative power source. As 
shown in the memory map in Figure 1, port PO is used 
on the zero page at address 00E216 in memory. 

Except in the single-chip mode, P1 's functions are 
slightly different from PO's. For more details, see the 
processor mode information. 

(3) Port P2 

In the single chip mode, port P26 , P27 has the same 
function as P1. And P2o- P25 has the same function as 
PO. In the other modes, P2's functions are slightly diffe
rent from PO's. 

For more detailS, see the processor mode information. 
(4) Port P3 

In the single-chip mode, port P3 has the same function 
as PO. This function does not change even though the 
processor mode changes. See Figure 9 for more de
tails. 

(5) Port R 

Port R is an 4"bit input port. As shown in the memory 
map (Figure 1), port R can be accessed at the lower 
order 4 bits of zero page memory address 00DF16. 

(6) Clock ¢ output pin 

In normal conditions, the oscillator frequency divided 
by four is output as ¢. 

(7) INTl pin 

The TNT;" pin is an interrupt input pin. The INTl inter
rupt request bit (bit 1 at address 00FE16 ) is set to "1" 
when the input level of this pin changes from "H" to 
"L". 

(8) INT2 pin 

The INT2 pin is an interrupt input pin. When this signal 
level changes from "H" to "L", the interrupt request bit 
(bit 7 at address 00FE16 ) is set to "1". In the pulse out

put mode, the INT2 output changes polarity each time 
the contents of timer X goes to "0". 
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Ports PO, P2o- P25 

Ports Pt, P3, P2" P2, 

Data bus:-'---l 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50752-XXXSP,MS0757-XXXSP 
M50758-XXXSP 

Port latch 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

N-channel open drain output 

P-channel open drain high voltage port 
with pull-down resistors 

Data bUS-C __ P_ort_l_at_ch_-,r 1 
~----~~r-----~ ~ 

i~ ", '" "" '" 
Vp 

CMOS output 

~r-a 
i ¢ 

Flg,9 Block diagram of port PO~P3 (sinnle-chlp mode) and output formats of INT2 , ¢ 
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PROCESSOR MODE 
By changing the contents of the processor mode bit (bit 0 

and 1 at address 00FF,6), four different operation modes 

can be selected; single-chip mode, memory expanding 
mode, microprocessor· mode and evaluation chip (eva

chip) mode. In the memory expanding mode, micro

processor mode and eva-chip mode, ports PO- P2 can be 

used as multiplexed I/O for address, data and control sig

nals, as well as the normal functions of the I/O ports. 

Figure 11 shows the functions of ports PO- P2. 

The memory map for the single-chip mode is illustrated in 

Figure 1 and for other modes, in Figure 10. 

By connecting CNVss to Vss, all four modes can be 

selected through software by changing the processor mode 
bits. 

Supplying "H" level to CNVss places the microcomputer in 

the evacchip mode. The four different modes are explained 
as follows: 

(1) Single-chip mode (00) 

The microcomputer will automatically be in the single

chip mode when started from reset, if CNVss is con

nected to Vss. Ports PO - P2 will work as original I/O 
ports. 

(2) Memory expanding mode (01) 

The microcomputer will be placed in the memory ex

pansion mode when CNVss is connected to Vss and 

1FFF16 
,-----...., 

Internal ROM 

(Note 1) 

1400'''16 ..,..."..,..."....,.....,.-+ 

Internal RAM 

0000, "'-___ --.J 

Memory expanding 
mode 

Eva-chip mode Microprocessor 

mode 

Notes 1 : The address is 1000'6 for M50752-XXXSP. 
2 : The address is 0080'6 for M50752-XXXSP. 

The shaded area indicates external memory area. 

Fig.10 External memory area in processor mode 

the processor mode bits are set to "01". This mode is 

used to add external memory when the internal mem

ory is not sufficient. 

The lower 8 bits of address data for port PO is output 

when ¢ goes to "H" state. When ¢ goes to the "L" 

state, PO retains its original I/O functions. 

Port P1's higher 5 bits of address data are output when 

¢ goes to "H" state and as it changes back to the "L" 

state it retains its original I/O functions. 

Pins P1 6 and P1 5 output the SYNC and R/W control 
Signals, respectively while ¢ is in the "H" state. When 

in the "L" state, P1 5, P1 6 and P1 7 retain their original 1/ 

o function. 

The R/W output is used to read/write from/to the out

side. When this pin is in the "H" state, the CPU reads 

data, and when in the "L" state, the CPU writes data. 

The SYNC is a synchronous signal which goes to the 

"H" state when it fetches the OP CODE. 

Port P2 retains its odginal output functions while ¢ is at 

the "H" state, and works as a data bus of D7 - Do 
(including instruction code) while at the "L" state. 

(3) Microprocessor mode (10) 

In this mode, port PO and P1 are used as the system 

address bus and the original function of the I/O pins is 

lost. Port P1 5 and P1 6 become the SYNC and R/W 

pins, respectively and the normal I/O functions are lost. 

Port P2 becomes the databus (D7 - Do) and loses its 

normal I/O functions. Insternal memory (E1'6 to EO'6) 
cannot be used, and an external memory is needed if 

the address where normal I/O function have lost. 
(4) Eva-chip mode (11) 

When "H" level is supplied to CNVss pin, the rnicro
computer is forced into the eva-chip mode. The main 

purpose of this mode is to evaluate ROM programs 

prior to masking them into the microcomputer's internal 

ROM. 

With the exceptions that the internal ROM is disabled 

and that external memory must be attached in this 

mode is the same as the memory expanding mode. 

The relationship between the input level of CNVss and 

the processor mode is shown in Table 2. 
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\ CM, 0 

CM, 0 

Port \ Single-chip mode 

¢J I I 
Port PO Ports PO,- PO, 

)( 1/0 port 

¢J I I 
Ports P1,-P1, 

)( Output 
port 

Port P1 

¢J I I 
Ports P2,-P2, 

Y. 1/0 port 

Port P2 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07S2-XXXSP, MS0757 -XXXSrP 
MS0758-XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

0 1 1 

1 1 0 

Memory expanding mode Eva-chip mode Microprocessor mode 

¢J I I ¢J I I 
Ports PO,-PO, Same as left Ports PO,- PO, 

~ A~,~";: X 1/0 port K )( Address )( A,-A, 

¢J I I ¢J I r 
Ports P1,-P1, Ports P1 4 -P1, 

] Address X Output K ] Address )( A12 ...... Aa A12-A8 port 

Port P1, Port P1, 

] - X Output. K ] - )( R/W R/W port Same as left 

Port P1. Port P1. 

] SYNC X Output x= ] SYNC )( port 

Port P1, Port P1, 

] Output ~ y. Output )( port port 

¢J I I ¢J I I 
Ports P2,- P2, Ports P2,- P2, Y. Output X Data )( ) Floating « Data ~ port D,-,-Do D,-D, 

Same as left 

Fig.11 Processor mode and functions of ports PO~P2 

Table 2 Relationship between CNVss pin input level and processor mode 

CNVss Mode 

Vss • Single-chip mode 

• Memory expanding mode 

• Eva-chip mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

··H'" level • Eva-chip mode 

Explanation 

The single-chip mode is set by the reset. 

All modes can be selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

Eva-chip mode can be also selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0752-XXXSP, MS0757 -XXXSP 
M50758-XXXSP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

CLOCK GENERATING CIRCUIT 
The built-in clock generating circuits are shown in Figure 
12. When FST instruction is executed, SWosc is closed and 
when SLW instruction is executed, SWosc is open. These 
instructions are used, when CR oscillation is required, to 
change the oscillation frequency. 

X1N XOUTS XOUTF 

~Timerx 
XCOUT 

M50757 -XXXSP 
M50758-XXXSP , 

to timer 

internal 
clock '" 

XC1N XCOUT 

M50752-XXXSP 

Fig.12 Block diagram of clock generating circuit 

The circuit examples of clock generator are shown in Fig

ures 13 - 17. The example' when system clock signal is 
supplied from outside is shown in Figures 13 and 14. When 

clock signal is supplied from outside, let X'N be the input, 
and open XOUTS and XOUTF (Figure 15). 
The clock signal for Timer X can be supplied by planing 
the ceramic oscillation (or a quartz crystal oscillation) in 
outside, The constant of capacitance differs depending on 
oscillators, Therefore, try to adjust the recommended value 
of each oscillator manufactuer (Figure 16). In order to 

supply the clock signal from outside, let XC'N be the input, 
and open XCOUT (Figure 17). 

M50752-XXXSP 
M50757 -XXXSP 

X,N XOUTF XOUTS 

231 R, 241 
25

1 I 
R2 

Fig.13 External ceramic resonator circuit 
(M50752-XXXSP and M50757-XXXSP) 

M50758-XXXSP 

X'N XOUT 

23 25 

f--mH 
~r'N , rCOUT 

Flg.14 ,External oscillator circuit (M50758-XXXSP) 

M50752-XXXSP 

23 

External 
oscillating 

circuit 

24 25 
Open Open 

vcclJUlf 
vss 

Flg.15 External clock Input circuit 

M50752-XXXSP 

XC1N XCOUT 

27 28 

Hm--
lCIN rCOUT 

Flg.16 External crystal resonator circuit 

M50752-XXXSP 

271 
External 

oscillating 
circuit 

XCOUT 

28 
Open vcclJUlf 

vss 

Flg.17 External clock input circuit 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50752·XXXSP, MS0757·XXXSP 
M50758·XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PROGRAMMING NOTES 
(1) The frequency ratio of the timer and the prescaler is 

1/(n+2). 

(2) Set a value other than "0" for the timer and the pre
scaler. 

(3) Even though the SSC and SSS instructions are ex

ecuted after the interrupt request bits are modified (by 

the program), those instructions are only valid for the 

contents before the modification. Also, at least one in

struction cycle must be used (such as a Nap) between 

the modification of the interrupt request bits and the 

execution of the SSC and SSS instructions. 
(4) Reading the timer and prescaler must be avoided 

while the input to the prescaler is changing. 

(5) After the ADC and SSC instructions are executed (in 

decimal mode), one instruction cycle (such as a Nap) 
is needed before the SEC, CLC, or CLD instructions 
are executed. 

(6) A Nap instruction must be used after the execution of 

a PLP instruction. 

DATA REQUIRED FOR MASK ORDERING 
Please send the following data for mask orders. 

(1) mask ROM confirmation form 

(2) mark specification form 
(3) ROM data······· .................................... EPROM 3sets 

• MITSUBISHI 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter 

Vee Power voltage 

V p Power voltage 

V, Input voltage, R3 ........ RO, CNVss, RESET, X1N , XC1N 

V, Input voltage. INT,. INT" POQ-PO,. P25-P2Q 

Va Output voltage, XOUTF, XCOUT, XOUTS. rp, 

Va Output voltage, INT" PO,-POQ, P25-P2Q 

Va Output voltage, Pl,-PlQ, P3,-P3Q, P2" P2, 

Pd Power dissipation 

Topr Operating temperture 

Tstg Storage, temperature 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50752-XXXSP,M50757-XXXSP 
M50758-XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Conditions Ratings Unit 

-0.3-7 V 

V ee-35-Vee+0.3 V 

-0.3-7 V 
With respect to Vss. 

-0.3-13 V 
Output transistors cut-off. 

--'-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

-0.3-13 V 

V ee-35-Vee+0.3 V 

Ta = 25'C 1000 mW 

-10-70 'C 

-40-125 'c 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta = -lO...,70'C, Vee = 5V±10%, unless otherwise noted) 

limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Power voltage 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 

V p Power voltage Vee-33 Vee V 

Vss Power voltage 0 V 

V'H "H" Input voltage, POQ-PO" P2Q-P25, INT" INT, O. aVec Vee V 

V'H "H" Input voltage, CNVss, Xe'N, RESET O. aVec Vee V 

V ,H "H" input voltage, XIN 0. 9Vee Vee V 

V ,H "H" input voltage, RQ-R, 0. 4Vee Vee V 

V ,L 
"L" Input voltage, POQ-PO" P2Q-P2s, CNVss, INT" tNT, 

0 0. 2Vee V 
XCIN 

VI~ "L" input voltage, RESET 0 0. 12Vee V 

V ,L "L" input voltage, Ro ...... R3, X1N 0 0. 12Vee V 

f(x,.) Internal clock oscillating frequency 4 MHz 

ELECTRICAL. CHARACTERISTICS (Vee = 5V±lO%, Vss = OV. fi XIN ) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

VOH "H" output voltage, ¢ 

V OH "H" output voltage, Pl Q-Ph. P3Q-P3" P26. P2, 

VOL "L" output voltage, ¢ 

VOL "L" output voltage, POQ-PO" P2Q-P25, INT, 

VT+-VT- Hysterisis, INTl. INT2 

VT+-VT- Hysterisis, RESET 

10L 
"L" output current (Pull-down resistance) 

Pio-Pl" P3Q-P3" P26, P2, 

I'L 
input leakage current, INT1• INT2, POn-POl 

P2Q--'P25 

I'L 
input leakage current, CNVss, RESET. X1N 

XCIN. Ro ...... R3 

I'L input leakage current, Pl o ........ Pl 7, P30 ........ P37, P26 , P27 

Icc Supply current 

2-192 

Test conditions 

Vee - 5V, T a - 25'C, 10H - -2.5mA 

Vee=5V, Ta=25'C, 10H'" -12mA 

Vee = 5V, T a = 25'C, 10L = 5mA 

Vee = 5V, T a = 25'C, 10L = lOrnA 

Vee = 5V, Ta = 25'C 

Vee = 5V, Ta = 25'C 

Vp= Vee-33V, VOL = Vee, Ta = 25'C 

Vee = 5V, Ta = 25'C 

0;;; V, ;;;5V 

Vee = 51/, Ta = 25'C 

0;;; V,;;; 5V 

Vee = 5V, T a = 25'(; 

Vcc-33 ~ VI ~ Vee. VI = Vp 

Vee=5V, T a=25'C 

P26 , P27: Vee, Output pins open 

Input and 1/0 pins other than P26, P2, : Vss 

'. MITSUBISHI 
...... ELECTRIC 

Limits 

Min. Typ. 

3 

3 

0.3 

0.4 

150 

-5 

-5 

-33 

3 

Unit 
Max. 

V 

V 

2 V 

2 V 

1 V 

0.7 V 

900 /-LA 

5 /-LA 

5 /-LA 

33 /-LA 

6 mA 



TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50752-XXXSP,MS0757-XXXSP 
MS0758-XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Single-chip mode (Vcc =5V±10%, Vss=OV, T a=25'C, f (X'N)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tsu (POD-¢) Port PO input setup time 270 ns 

tsu (P1D-¢) Port P1 input setup time 270 ns 

tsu (P2D-¢) Port P21nput setup time 270 ns 

tsu (P30-¢) Port P3 input setup time 270 ns 

tsu (AD-'P) Port R input setup time 330 ns 

th (<l-POD) Port PO input hold time 0 ns 

th (<l-P1O) Port P1 input hold time 0 ns 

th (¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time 0 ns 

th (¢-P3D) Port P3 input hold time 0 ns 

Ih (¢-RO) Port R input hold time 0 ns 

Ie External clock input cycle time 250 ns 

Iw External clock input pulse width 75 ns 

Ir External clock rising edge 25 ns 

If External clock falling edge 25 ns 

Memory expanding mode and eva-chip mode 
(Vcc =5V±10%, Vss=ov, T a=25'C, f (XIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

tsu (POD-¢) Port PO input setup time 

tsu (P1D-¢) Port P1 input setup time 

tsu (P2D-¢) Port P2 input setup time 

th (¢-POD) Port PO input hold time 

th (¢-P1D) Port P1 input hold time 

th (¢-P2D) Port P2 input hold time 

Microprocessor mode (Vcc =5V±10%, Vss=ov, Ta=25'C, f (XIN)=4MHz, unless olherwise noted) 

Symbol 

tsu (P2D-¢) 

th (¢-P2D) 

Port P2 input setup time 

Port P2 input hold time 

Parameter 

• MITSUBISHI 
'" ELECTRIC 

Min. 

270 

270 

270 

0 

0 

0 

Min. 

270 

0 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

Limits 

I I 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

I I ns 

I I ns 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

MITSUBISHI,MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50752-XXXSP,MS0757-XXXSP 
M50758-XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Single-chip mode (Vcc =5V±10%, Vss=ov, T a=25"C, f IXIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max .. _ .. 
td(¢-POQ) Port PO data output delay time Fig.18 230 ns 

td(¢-P1Q) Port P1 data output delay time Fig.19 230 ns 

td(¢-P2Q) Port P2 data output delay time Fig.18, Fig.19 230 ns 

td(¢-P3Q) Port P3 data output delay time Fig.19 200 ns 

Memory expanding mode arid eva-chip mode 
(Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, T a=25'C, f IXIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

Ide ¢-POA) Port PO address output delay time 250 ns 

Id( \l'>-POAF) Port PO address output delay time 250 ns 

'de ¢-POQ) Port PO data output delay time 
Fig.18 

200 ns 

Ide ¢-POQF) Port PO data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-P1A) Port P1 address and control signal delay time 250 ns 

td(¢-P1AF) Port P1 address and control signal delay time 250 ns 

td(¢-P1Q) Port P1 data output delay time 
Fig.19 

200 ns 

td(¢-P10F) Port P1 data output delay time 200 ns 

td( ¢·P2Q) Port P2 data output delay time 200 ns 

td( ¢-P2QF) Port P2 data output delay time 
Fig.18, Fig.19 

200 ns 

Microprocessor mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, T8=25'C, f IXIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

td(¢ -POA) 

td(¢ ·P1A) 

td(¢ -P2Q) 

td(¢ -P2QF) 

2-194 

Parameter 

Port PO address output delay time 

Port P1 address and control signal delay time 

Port P2 data output delay time 

Port P2 data output delay time 

rvee PO lkQ 

P20 

J-lOOPF \ 
P25 

¢ 

i lOOPF 

Fig.18 Port PO, P2o~P25 test circuit 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 
Test conditions Unit 

Min, Typ. Max, 

Fig.18 250 ns 

Fig.19 250 ns 

200 ns 
Fig.18, Fig.19 

200 ns 

P1 

llkQ i lOOPF P26 

P27 

P3 

¢ 

JlOOPF 

Fig.19 Port P1, P2s• P27 • P3 test circuit 



TIMING DIAGRAMS 
In single-chip mode 

~ -
Port PO output 

-

Port PO input 

-=-
Port P1 output -

Port P1 input 

--
Port P2 output -

Port P2 input 

--;0 

Port P3 output 

Port P3 input 

tdl~-POOI 1-. 

)< 

~1~-Pl01 

~ 

~1~-P201 

)< 

tdl¢-P:l)1 

l-

) 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50752.XXXSP,M50757·XXXSP 
MS075S·XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

~ / 

tSUIPOD-~ 
I-

/ ~ -- ~ thl¢-PODI 

tsuIP1D-¢1 -
--;0. 

thl¢ -P1DI 

tsuIP2D -¢I -
-- thl¢ -P2DI 

tsuI P3D-¢1 
fE-

~ 
-.. ~1¢.-P3[JI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50752·XXXSP,M50757·XXXSP 
M50758·XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

In single-chip mode (continued from the preceding page) 

--./ 

Port R input 

lw 

2-196 

" 

Isu(RD -0) -
/ 

If 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07S7-XXXSP/MS07S2-XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

In memory expanding mode and eva-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port PI output 

Port PI input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

----~-----------+------' 

____ ~--------~--~J 
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In microprocessor mode 

Port PO output 

Port Pl output 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

2-198 

--./ 
td(¢ -POA) 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50752-XXXSP, M50757 -XXXSP 
M50758-XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

" / 

-. t--

-

---
---

> 

td(¢ PIA) --
)< 

- ~d(¢-P2O) 

--------- t> High impedance 
---------

tSU(P2D-~ 

/ 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50753-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

DESCRIPTION 
The M50753-XXXSP is a single-chip microcomputer de
signed with CMOS silicon gate technology. It is housed in a 
64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP (flat package type also 
available) . This single-chip microcomputer is useful for 
business equipment and other consumer applications. 
In addition to its simple instruction sets, the ROM, RAM, 
and I/O addresses are placed on the same memory map to 
enable easy programming. 

The differences between the M50753-XXXSP and the 
M50753-XXXFP are the package outline and power dis
sipation ability (absolute maximum ratings). 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions .. · ................................ 69 
• Memory size ROM .................................. 6144 bytes 

RAM .................................... · 192 bytes 

• Instruction execution time 
....... 2,us (minimum instructions at 4MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply f(XIN )=4MHz ........ · .. ; .... ·5V±10% 

• Power dissipation 
normal operation mode (at 4MHz frequency) .... 15mW 

• Subroutine nesting" .......................... ·96 levels (Max.) 
• Interrupt .......................................... 8 types, 5 vectors 

• 8-bit timer ............. 3 (2 when used as A-D or serial I/O) 

• Programmable I/O ports (Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4) .... 36 
• Input ports (Port IN) ................................................ 8 
• Serial 1/0.(8-bit) .................................................... ·1 

• A-D converter ............ · .. 8-bit successive approximation 
• PWM function" ...................................................... ·1 

APPLICATION 
Office automation equipment 
VCR, Tuner, Audio-visual equipment 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

AVss 
Input port IN INO __ 2 

Reference 
voltage input 

AVec Input port IN 

PWM output port PWM 4- 5 

NC 

P2 7 - 7 

I/O port P2 

1/0 port P3 

P37/SRDy ++ 15 

P36/CLK - 16 

P3s/SoUT ++ 17 

Timer 110 

Reset input RESET __ 27 

Clock input 

Clock output XOUT 4- 29 

Timing output 

Reset output RESET OUT 4- 31 

Vss' _3 ... 2 _____ ->-' 

Outline 64P48 

u 0 ,.... C\I ('l ..". to <0 r--. 0 ,.... N (') '<t .0 
000000000 .... ,...,...,-,...,... 

>a..a..a..a..a..a..a..a.a...Il..a...c...a...a. 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

M50753-XXXFP 

lIO port PO 

1/0 port Pl 

I/O port P4 

Timing output 

Vss' 
22 -;. RESET OUT 

21 _¢ 

CNVss 

---"7!T;:Tr.;'lrr.n7Tr,'l'T'Crr:;Tr;-rr.=rr.;;rr.c;rrc;rr.;T'_6 .- I NT 2 

Outline 60P6 
NC : No connection 
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~ 
11"131: r"'_ 

~CiI 
-te: 
::II:I1lIl 
niii 
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M50753-XXXSP BLOCK 
Clock Clock Timing 
input output output 

X,N XOUT ¢ 

r--...:~~- 30 

I' 1 f 1 
Clock generating circuit 

I 

I 8-bit 
arithmetic 

and 
logical Accumulator 

unit A(B) 

I , 
>-

>---

I 

Il.I A-D RB) I 

~')il<l~6tt!'yro",x;o 
Input port IN 

DIAGRAM 
Timing Reset Interrupt Interrupt Reset Reference 
output output input input input (5V) (5V) (OV) (OV) (OV) 

voltage 
input 

2¢ RESETouT INT, INT, RESET Vcc AVec Vss AVss CNVss VAEF 

34 

-~--r-T-T- 57 4 32 1 26 -r -~ 
I 

I ,---J 
II \;;=; 
ROM n Timer 1 ~ Processor Program Program Tl (B) \ r Instruction 1 status counter counter 6144 bytes 

1~ register PS (B) PCelB) PCl(B) 

l'~ 
register 8 

t t I Prescaler '2 PRE12 (B) TaB) \1 r Instruction I 
ly-

decoder 

I ~ "",J. T 
RAM I Prescaler Timer X 

Control signal 

Index Stack 
PREX (B) TX(B) 

192 bytes 
Index 

PWM 1 
register X (B) register Y (8) pointer S (B) control 

l-

c.n 
z 
g 
r 
~ 
(") 
::c 
'V 

1 
):(~ 

e=1/r~ 
;.-

"'"' I ",", I "'"' I 1 P4(B) P3;B) I 
'- l-I-----

38137136';(35 - l'?Xl~17X1SXI9 2021 22 '7x8X9XlOXllXI2XI3~4:X43X44X4~49X5OX5iX52 53X54X55):56 -~ 
PWM 

I/O port P4 I/O port P3 I/O port P2 I/O'port PI I/O port PO Pulse width CNTR 
modulation timer I/O 
output port 

C!D 31: 
IlIl 3: =4 
-t 
(") 

(II ~ 
3: 

o IlIl 

0 
-... c.n 

c.n (II :: 

3: W 31: I _ 

(") >< (") 
::11:1 >< ~ 0 
(") >< (") 
0 (I) ~ 3: 
'V "a 'V 
e: .......... e: 
-t ." ~ 
1"'1 
::11:1 "a ~ 



FUNCTIONS OF M50753-XXXSP 
Parameter 

Number 01 basic Instructions 

Instruction execution time 

Clock frequency 

ROM 
Memory size 

RAM 

INT"INT, 

110 port 
PO, PI, P2, P3, P4 

IN 

CNTR 

Serial 110 

Timers 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupts 

Clock generating circuit 

Supply voltage 

Power dissipation At high-speed operation 

1/0 characteristics 
Input/output voltage 

Output current 

Memory expansion 

Operating temperature range· 

Device structure 

A-O converter 

PWM function 

M50753-XXXSP 
Package I M50753-XXXFP 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0753-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

69 

2"s (minimum Instructions, at 4MHz Irequency) 

4MHz 

6144bytes 

I 92bytes 

Input l-bitX2. 

4-bltXI 
110 

8-bitX4 (Part 01 P3 are In common with serial 110) . 

Input 8-bitXI (Input and analog Input lor A-D) 

110 l-bltXI 

8-bitXI 

8-blt prescalerX2+8-blt timerX3 

(2 when A-O convertion or serial 1/0 is used) 

96 levels (max) 

two external interrupts 

three timer interrupts 

(2 of timer Interrupts are in common with serial 110 and A-D) 

Built-in (Ceramic or quartz cry~tal oscillator) 

5V±IO% 

15mW (at 4MHz frequency) 

12V (Ports PO, PI, P2. P3. P4, INT" INT,. CNTR) 

IOmA (Ports PO, PI, P2, P3, P4) 

possible 

-IO-70t 

CMOS silicon gate process 

eight analog inputs, 8-channel successive approximation 

One output 

64-pln shrink plastic molded DIP 

60-pin plastic molded OFP 

'. MITSUBISHI 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 
I 

Pin Name I 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

---
RESET Reset input 

XI'N Clock input 

X OUT Clock output 

¢, 2¢ Timing output 

CNTR Timer I/O 

--
i'nterrupt input \. INT, 

--
INT2 Interrupt input 

POO-P07 1/0 port PO 

P1 o-P1 7 110 port P1 

P2o-P27 1/0 port P2 

P30 -P37 1/0 port P3 

P4o-P47 1/0 port P4 

P50 -P57 Input port P5 

PWM PWM output 

----
RESET OUT Reset output 

INa-IN? Analog input port IN 

VREF Reference voltage 

input 

AVee Voltage input for A-O 
f--~---~-~ 

AVss Voltage input for A-D 

2-202 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

1/0 

Input 

Input 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Input 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50753-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±10% to Vee, and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected to Vss. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2115 ~under normal Vee 

conditions). If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

This chip has an internal clock generating circuit. To control generating frequency, an external ceramic or a 

quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X1N and XOUT pins. If an external clock is used, the clock 

source should be connected 10 the XIN pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

This is the timing output pin. 

This is an output pin for the timer X. 

This is the highest order interrupt input pin. 

This is the lowest order interrupt input pin. 

Port PO is an 8-bit 1/0 port with directional registers allowing each 1/0 bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

Port P1 is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P2 is an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P3 is an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. When serial 110 ,is used, P37 , 
--

P36, P3s, and P34 work as SADY, elK, SOUT, and SIN pins, respectively. 

Port P4, is an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P5 is an 8-bit input port. 

This is output pin from the pulse width'modulator. 

The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

This pin outputs the reset signal for peripheral devices .. 

This i~ an 8-bit analog input port for the A-O converter, and can be used as normal input port. 

This is the reference voltage input pin for the A-O converter. 

This is the power supply input pin for the A-D converter. 

This is GND input pin for the A-D or O-A converter. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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BASIC FUNCTION BLOCKS 

MEMORY 
A memQry map for the M5D753-XXXSP is shown in Figure 
1. Addresses EBDD16 to FFFF16 are assigned to the built-in 
ROM area which consists of 6144 bytes. 
Addresses FFDD16 to FFFF16 are a special address area 
(special page). By using the special page addressing 
mode of the JSR instruction, subroutines addressed on this 

page can be called with only 2 bytes. Addreeses FFF416 to 
FFFF16 are vector addresses used for the reset and inter

rupts (see interrupt chapter). Addresses .0.0.0.016 to DDFF16 

Zero page 

ROM 
( 6144 bytes) 

Flg.l Memory map 

Special 
page for 

subroutine 
call 

6 

6 

OOEO, 6 

OOFF, 6 

ESOO, 6 

FFOO, 6 

FFF4, 6 

FFFF, 6 

Not used 

Not used 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address·H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
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are the zero page address area. By using the zero page 
addressing mode, this area can also be accessed with 2 
bytes. The use of these addressing methods will greatly re
duce the object size required. The RAM, I/O port, timer, 
etc., are assigned to this area. 
Addresses .0.0.0.016 to DDBF16 are assigned to the built-in 
RAM and consist of 192 bytes of static RAM. In addition to 

data storage, this RAM is used for the stack during sub
routine calls and interrupts. 

Decimal 
o / 

1 91 / 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

255 

\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

INT, \ 

S I/O or Timer 2 \ 

Timer 1 or A-D \ 
\ 

Timer X \ 
\ 
\ 

RESET 
65535 

\ 
\ 

6 Port PO 

6 Port PO directional register 

6 Port P1 

6 Port PI directional register 

6 Port P2 

6 Port P2 directional register 

6 

6 

6 Port P3 

6 Port P3 directional register 

OOEO, 

OOE1, 

OOE2, 

OOE3, 

OOE4, 

OOES, 

OOE6, 

OOE7, 

OOES, 

OOE9, 

OOEA, 

OOEB, 

OOEC, 

OOED, 

OOEE, 

OOEF, 

OOFO, 

OOF1, 

OOF2, 

OOF3, 

OOF4, 

OOF5, 

OOF6, 

OOF7, 

OOFS, 

OOF9, 

OOFA, 

OOFB, 

OOFC, 

OOFD, 

OOFE, 

OOFF, 

6 Port P4 

6 Port P4 directional register 

6 

6 

6 IN register 

6 A-D register 

6 

6 

6 A·D start address 

6 A-D control register 

6 

6 PWM control register 

6 Serial I/O mode register 

6 Serial I/O register 

6 

6 Timer 1. 2 prescaler 

6 Timer 1 

6 Timer 2 

6 Timer X prescaler 

6 Timer X 

6 Interrupt control register 

6 Timer control register 
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CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) 
The CPU consists of 6 registers and is shown in Figure 2. 

ACCUMULATOR (A) 
The 8-bit accumulator (A) is the main register of the micro

computer. Data operations such as data transfer, Input/Out

put, etc., are executed mainly through accumulator. 

7 0 

I A I Accumulator 

7 0 

I X I Index register X 

y Index register Y 

7 

I S Stack painter 

15 

I PC H PC L Program counter 

Fig.2 Register structure 
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INDEX REGISTER X (X) 
The index register X is an 8-bit register. 

In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 

added to the contents of the register X, specifies the real 

address. When the T flag in the processor status register is 
set to "1 ", the index register X itself becomes the address 

for the second OPERAND. 

INDEX REGISTER Y (Y) 
The index register Y is an 8-bit register. 
In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 

added to the contents of the register Y specifies the real 

address. 

Carry flag 

'---- Zero flag 

L-____ Interrupt disable flag 

L-_____ Decimal mode flag 

L-_______ Break flag 

L-________ Index X mode flag 

'---------- Overflow flag 

L-__________ Negative flag 
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STACK POINTER (S) 
The stack pointer (S) is an 8-bit register that contains the 

address of the next location in the stack. It is mainly used 

during interrupts and subroutine calls. The stack pointer is 

not automatically initialized after reset and should be initial

ized by the program using the TXS instruction. 

The location of the stack can be determined by the stack 

page bit (bit 4 at address 00FF,6 ). When bit 4 is "0" and 

the contents of the stack pointer is XX ,6, the stack address 

is set to 00XX ,6 . When bit 4 is "1", the stack address is set 
to 01 XX ,6. When using this microcomputer in the single

chip mode, the stack page bit must be "0" and the stack 

pOinter should be set at the bottom address of the internal 

RAM. 

When an interrupt occurs, the higher 8 bits of the program 
counter are pushed into the stack first, and then the lower 8 

bits of the program counter are pushed into the stack. After 

each byte is pushed into the stack, the stack pOinter is de

cremented by one. Next, the contents of the processor sta

tus register are pushed into the stack. When the return from 

interrupt instruction (RTI) is executed, the program counter 

are processor status register data is pulled off the stack in 
reverse order from above. 

The Accumulator is never pushed into the stack automati

cally. A Push Accumulator instruction (PHA) is provided to 

execute this function. Restoring the Accumulator to its pre

vious value is accomplished by the Pull Accumulator in

struction (PLA). It is executed in reverse order of the PHA 
instruction. 

The contents of the Processor Status Register (PS) are 

pushed (pulled) to (from) the stack with the PHP and PLP 

instructions, respectively. Only the program counter is 

pushed into the stack during a subroutine call. Therefore, 

any registers that should not be destroyed should be 

pushed into the stack manually. The RTS instruction is 

used to return from a subroutine. 

PROGRAM COUNTER (PC) 
The 16-bit program counter consists of two 8-bit registers 

PCH and PCL. The program counter is used to indicate the 
address of the next instruction to be executed. 

PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PS) 
The processor status register is composed entirely of flags 

used to indicate the condition of the processor immediately 

after an operation. Branch operations can be performed by 

testing the Carry flag (C), Zero flag (Z), Overflow flag (V) 

or the Negative flag (N). Each bit of the register is ex
plained below. 
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1. Carry flag (C) 
The carry flag contains the carry or borrow generated by 

the Arithmetic and Logical operation Unit (ALU) im

mediately after an operation. It also changed by the shift 

and rotate instructions. The set carry (SEC) and clear carry 

(CLC) instructions allow direct access for setting and 

clearing this flag. 

2. Zero flag (Z) 
This flag is used to indicate if the immediate operation 
generated a zero result or not. If the result is zero, the zero 

flag will be set to "1". If the result is not zero, the zero flag 

will be set to "0". 

3. Interrupt disable flag (I) 
This flag is used to disable all interrupts. This is accom

plished by setting the flag to "1". When an interrupt, this 

flag is automatically set to "1" to prevent other interrupts 

from interfering until the current interrupt is completed. The 

SEI and CLI instructions are used to set and clear this flag, 

respectively. 

4. Decimal mode flag (D) 
The decimal mode flag is used to define whether addition 

and subtraction are executed in binary or decimal. If the 

decimal mode flag is set to "1", the operations are ex
ecuted in decimal, if the flag is set to "0", the operations 

are executed in binary. Decimal correction is automatically 

executed. The SED and CLD instructions are used to set 

and clear this flag, respectively. 

5. Break flag (B) 
When the BRK instruction is executed, the same operations 

are performed as in an interrupt. The address of the inter

rupt vector of the BRK instruction is the same as that of the 

lowest priority interrupt. The contents of the Bflag can be 

checked to determine which condition caused the interrupt. 

If the BRK instruction caused the interrupt, the break flag 
will be "1", otherwise it will be "0". 

6. Index X mode flag (T) 
When the T flag is "1", operations between memories are 

executed directly without passing through the accumulator. 

Operations between memories involving the accumulator 

are executed when the T flag is "0" (i.e" operation results 

between memories 1 and 2 are stored in the accumulator). 

The address of memory 1 is specified by the contents of 

the index register X, arrd that of memory 2 is specified by 

the normal addressing mode. The SET and CL T instructions 

are used to set and clear the index X mode flag, respec

tively. 
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7. Overflow flag (V) 
The overflow flag functions when one byte is added or sub
tracted as a signed binary number. When the result ex

ceeds +127 or -128, the overflow flag is set to "1 ". When 
the BIT instruction is executed, bit 6 of the memory location 
is input to the overflow flag. The overflow flag is reset by 
the elV instruction and there is no set instruction. 

8. Negative flag (N) 
The negative flag is set whenever the result of a data trans
fer or operation is negative (bit 7 is set to "1"). Whenever 

the BIT instruction is executed, bit 7 of the memory location 
is input to the negative flag. There are no instructions for 

. directly setting or resetting the negative flag. 

Table 1 Interrupt vector address and priority 

Interrupt Priority Vector address 

RESET 1 FFFF'6, FFFE'6 
INT, 2 FFFD'6, FFFC'6 

Timer X 3 FFFB'6, FFFA'6 
Timer 1 or A-D 4 FFF9'6, FFF8'6 

Timer 2 or serial I/O 5 FFF7'6, FFF6'6 
INT2 (BRK) 6 FFF5'6, FFF4'6 
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INTERRUPT 
The M50753-XXXSP can be interrupted from eight sources; 

INT" Timer X, Timer 1/A-D, Timer 2/Serial I/O, or the 

INT2/BRK instruction. 
The value of bit 2 of the serial I/O register (address 

00F6'6) determines whether the interrupt is from timer 2 or 
from serial I/O. When bit 2 is "1" the interrupt is from serial 

11.0, and when bit 2 is "0" the interrupt is from timer 2. Also, 
when bit 2 is "1 ", parts of port 3 are used for serial I/O. Bit 
3 of the A-D control (address 00F3'6) register determines if 
an interrupt is from timer 1 or from the A-D. When bit 3 is 

"0", the interrupt is from timer 1, when bit 3 is "1" the inter
rupt is from the A-D. These interrupts are vectored and 
their priorities are shown in Table 1. Reset is included in 
this table since it has the same function as an interrupt. 
When an interrupt is accepted, the contents of certain reg

isters are pushed into specified locations, (as discussed in 
the stack pOinter section) the interrupt inhibit flag (I) is set, 
the program jumps to the address specified by the interrupt 
vector, and the interrupt request bit is cleared automatical
ly. The reset interrupt is the highest priority interrupt and 
can never be inhibited. Except for the reset interrupt,all in
terrupts are inhibited when the interrupt inhibit flag is set to 
"1". All of the other interrupts can further be controlled indi-

~~~~~~~~ 
Interrupt control register (Address OOFE16 ) 

Interrupt 
request 

Fig.3 Interrupt control 
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Bit 7: INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit 6: INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5: Timer 1 interrupt or A-D interrupt request bit 

Bit 4: Timer 1 interrupt or A-D interrupt enable bit 

Bit 3: Timer 2 interrupt or serial I/O interrupt request bit 

Bit 2: Timer 2 interrupt or serial I/O interrupt enable bit 

Bit 1: INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit 0: INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Timer control register (Address OOFF16 ) 

Bit 7: Timer X interrupt request bit 

Bit 6: Timer X interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5: Timer X count stop bit 

Bit 4: Stack page bit 

Bit 3: } 
Timer X mode bit 

Bit 2: 

Bit 1: } 
Processor mode bit 

Bit 0: 



vidually via the interrupt control register shown in Figure 3. 
An interrupt is accepted when the interrupt enable bit and 

the interrupt request bit are both "1" and the interrupt in
hibit flag is "0". 

The interrupt request bits are set when the following condi

tions occur: 

(1) When the Tl\iT, or INT2 pins go from "H" to "L" 

(2) When the contents of timer X, timer 1, timer 2 (or the 

serial I/O counter) go to "0" 

(3) A-O conversion is finished. 

These request bits can be reset by the program but can not 

be set. 

Since the BRK instruction and the INT2 interrupt have the 

same vectored address, the contents of the B flag must be 

checked to determine if the BRK instruction caused the in
terrupt or if INT2 generated the interrupt. 

Oscillator Divider 

Pulse output mode 
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TIMER 
The M50753-XXXSP has three timers; timer X, timer 1, and 

timer 2. Since P3 (in serial I/O mode) and timer 2 use 

some of the same architecture, they cannot be used at the 
same time (see serial I/O section). Timer X has four modes 

. which can be selected by bit 2 and 3 of the timer control 

register. When the timer X count stop bit (bit 5) is set to 

"1"; the timer X will stop regardless of which mode it is in. 

A block diagram of timer X, timer 1 and timer 2 is shown in 
Figure 4. 

Timer 1 and timer 2 share with a prescaler. This prescaler 

has an 8-bit programmable latch used as a frequency di

vider. The division ratio is defined as 1/n, where n is the 

decimal contents of the prescaler latch. All three timers are 

down-count timers which are reloaded from the timer latch 

following the zero cycle of the timer (i.e. the cycle after the 

timer counts to zero). 

STP instructions 

to timer X interrupt 
request bit 

1------------1 Toggle fliP-fIOPj---------;::.. __ ,-,-,-.,---, 
A-D control 
register 

P36 
Serial I/O counter (3) 

Serial I/O mode register (Address OOF6 16 ) 

Fig.4 Block diagram of timer X, timer 1, and timer 2 
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interrupt 
request 
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The timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" during the next 

clock pulse after the timer reaches zero. The interrupt and 
timer control registers are located at addresses 00FE16 and 

00FF16 , respectively (see interrupt section). Theprescaler 

latch and timer latch can be loaded with any number ex
cept zero and 1. 

The four modes of timer X as follows: 
(1) Timer mode (ooJ 

In this mode the clock is driven by the oscillator fre
quency divided by 16. When the timer down-counts to 
zero, the timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" and 
the contents of the timer's latch is reloaded into the 
timer and the counting begins again. 

(2) Pulse output mode (01] 

In this mode, the polarity of theCNTR signal is re
versed each time the timer down-counts to zero. 

(3) Event counter mode (10J 

This mode operates in the same manner as the timer 
mode except, the clock source is input to the CNTR 
pin. This mode will allow an interrupt to be generated 
whenever a specified number of external events have 
been generated. The timer down-counts every rising 
edge of the clock source. 

(4) Pulse width measurement mode (11J 
This mode measures the pulse width (between lows) 

input to the CNTR pin. The timer, driven by the oscilla
tor frequency divided by 16, continues counting during 
the low cycle of the CNTR pin. When the timer con
tents reaches "0", the interrupt request bit is set to "1", 

the timer's reload latch is reloaded and the counting 
resumes. 
The structure of the timer control register is shown in 
Figure 5. 
When the STP instruction is executed, or after reset, 

the prescaler and timer latch are set to FF16 and .01 16, 

respectively. Also, when the STP instruction is ex
ecuted, the oscillator's frequency (divided by 16) will 
become the counting source, regardless of the timer X 
mode setting. This state will be released when the tim
er X interrupt request bit is set to "1", or after a reset. 
Timer X will thel) enter the mode specified by its mode 
bits. For more details on the STP instruction, refer to 
the oscillation circuit section. 
When timer 1 or 2 is used, the bit 0 of PWM control 
register must be set to "0". For details, refer to the 
PWM section. 
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a 
I I I I I I I I I Timer control register (Address OOFF,,) 

LL Processor mode bit 

00: Single,chip mode 

01: Memory expanding mode 

10: Microprocessor mode 

11: Eva-chip mode 

Timer X mode bit 

00: Timer mode 

01: Pulse output mode 

10: Event counter mode 

11: Pulse width measurement mode 
Stack page bit 

0: a page 

1: 1 page 
Timer X count stop bit 

0: Count start 

1: Count stop 

Timer X interrupt enable bit 
a : I nterrupt disable 
1 : Interrupt enable 

Timer X interrupt request bit 

0: No interrupt request 

1: With interrupt request 

Flg.5 Structure of timer control register 
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SERIAL 1/0 
A block diagram of the serial 1/0 is shown in Figure 6. 

In the serial 1/0 mode the receive ready signal (SRDY), syn

chronous input loutput clock (elK), and the serial 1/0 pins 

(SOUT, S,N) are used as P37, P36, P35, and P34, respectively. 
The serial 1/0 mode register (address 00F6,6) is a 4-bit 

register. Bits 1 and 0 of this register is used to select a 

synchronous clock source. 

When these bits are (ooJ or (01 J , an external clock from 

P36 is selected. When these bits are (1 oJ, the' overflow sig
nal from timer 2, divided by two, becomes the synchronous 

clock. Therefore, changing the timer period will change the 

transfer speed. When the bits are (11] , the oscillator fre-

Oscillator Divider 
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quency divided by 16, becomes the. clock. 

Bit 2 and 3 decide whether parts of P3 will be used as a 

serial 1/0 or not. When bit 2 is a "1", P36 becomes an 1/0 

pin of the synchronous clock. When an internal synchronous 

clock is selected, the clock is output from P36. If an exter

nal synchronous clock is selected, the clock is input to P36 

and P35 will be a serial output and P34 will be a serial in

put. To use P34 as a serial input, set the directional register 

bit which corresponds to P34 to "0". For more information on 

the directional register, refer to the 1/0 pin section. 

To use the serial 1/0, bit 2 needs to be set to "1 ", if it is "0" 

P36 will function as a normal 1/0. Interrupts will be gener

ated from the serial 1/0 counter instead of timer 2. Bit 3 

P3, 

from timer 1,2 

)---"-_< 1----1------,-------., prescaler 

Divider 

P3, 

Fig.6 Block diagram of serial 1/0 

1/2 1--------"'-1' 
to timer 2 or serial 1/0 
interrupt request bit 

(Address OaF?,,) 

Serial 1/0 counter (3) 

Transfer clock 

Serial 1/0 mode register (Address 00F6,,) 

U Synchronous clock selection bit 

00: I External clock 
01: 

10: Timer 2 overflow signal divided by 2 

11: Oscillation frequency divided by 16 

'------ Serial 1/0 port selection bit (P35 , P3,) 

0: Normal 1/0 port 

1: Serial 1/0 port 

'--------,---- SRDY signal output selection bit (P3,) 

0: Normal 1/0 port 

1: SRDY signal output pin 
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determines if P37 is used as an output pin for the receive 
data ready signal (bit 3= 1, SRDY) or used as normal 1/0 pin 
(bit 3=0). The serial 1/0 function is discussed below. The 
function of the serial 1/0 differs dependirig on the clock 
source; external clock or internal clock. 
Internal Clock-The SRDY signal becomes "H" during trans
mission or while dummy data is stored in the serial 1/0 reg

ister (address 00F716). After the falling edge of the write 
signal, the SRDY signal becomes low signaling that the 
M50753-XXXSP is ready to receive the external serial data. 
The SRDY signal goes "H" at the next falling edge of the 
transfer clock. The serial 1/0 counter is set to 7 when data 
is stored in the serial 1/0 register. At each falling edge of 
the transfer clock, serial data is output to P35 . During the 

Synchronous clock 

Transfer clock 

Serial I/O register write 
signal 

Serial I/O output 
Sour 
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rising edge of this clock, data can be input from P34 and 

the data in the serial 1/0 register will be shifted 1 bit. 
Data is output starting with the LSB.After the transfer clock 
has counted 8 times, the serial 1/0 register will be empty 
and the transfer clock will remain at a high level. At this 

time the interrpt request bit will be set. 
External Clock-If an external clock is used, the interrupt 
request will be sent after the transfer clock has counted 8 

times but transfer clock will not stop. 
Due to this reason, the external clock must be controlled 
from the outside. The. external clock should not exceed 
250kHz at a duty cycle of 50%. The timing diagram is 
shown in Figure 7. An example of communication between 

two M50753-XXXSPs is shown in Figure 8. 

D7 

Serial I/O input 

S'N ------~~~~-----
Receivable signal 

SRDY 

Flg.7 Serial 1/0 timing 

Sending side 

Serial I/O mode, register 

bit3 bitO 

I 0 I 1 I 1 I 0 I 
Set the directional register 
for P37 pin in input mode 

U 

Fig.8 Example of serial 1/0 connection 

2-210 

-
P37 SRDY P37 

P3, Synchronous clock P35 

P35 Serial data P3, 
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Interrupt request bit set 

Receiving side 

Serial I/O mode reqister 

bit 3 bit 0 

I 1 I 1 I 0 I x I 
Set the directional register 
for P3, pin in input mode 
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A-D CONVERTER 
The A-D converter circuit is shown.in Figure 9. The analog 
input ports of the A-D converter (INO-IN?) are in common 
with input ports of the data bus. 
The 4-bit A-D control register is located at address F3 ,6 . 

One of the eight analog inputs is selected by bits 0, 1 and 
2 of this register. The correspondence of the analog input 

pins with bits 0-2 is shown in Figure 10. Bit 3 selects the 
interrupt source, either from timer 1 or the A-D itself. If bit 3 
is "0", then the interrupt request is from timer 1, if it is a "1", 
then it is from the A-D. 
A-D conversion is accomplished by first selecting the ana
log channel (bit 0, 1) to be converted. Bit 3 should also be 
set to "1" to select the A-D as the interrupt source. The 
conversion is started when dummy data is written into 
address 00F2 ,6. When the conversion is finished, an inter
rupt is generated by the A-D and the digital data can be 
read from the A-D register (address 00EF,6 ). 

(Address OOEE 16 ) 

INO 

INl 

IN2 

IN3 

IN4 

IN5 

IN6 

IN7 

A-D control register 

r---'r-~"-"""T--' (Address OOF3'6) 

.<= 
S 
.~ 

rn 
0 

~ 
'" x 

" g. 
s 
E ., 
c: 
c: .'" .<= 
'r 
'" 

AVec AVss 

Fig.9 A-D converter circuit 

Port IN can also be used as an input port by reading data 
into address EE,6. However, this cannot be done during A

D conversions. 

I 2 11 I 0 I A-D control register (Address OOF3'6) 

0 0 0 INa 

0 a INl 

0 0 IN2 

0 IN3 

0 0 IN4 

a IN5 

0 IN6 

IN? 

Fig10 A-D control register bit 0, 1,2 vs analog input 

interrupt request bit 

A-D control circuit 

VREF 
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PWM 
The M50753-XXXSP has a pulse width modulated (PWM) 
output control circuit. The circuit outputs a variable duty cy

cle signal that can be used for a programmable pulse width 
and frequency. Timers 1 and 2 are used for the PWM. The 

block diagram of the PWM is shown in Figure 11. 
The PWM is composed of N-channel open drain transistors. 
When bij 0 of the PWM control register is "0", the output 

transistors are turned off. When timers 1 and 2 are not used 
for PWM control, they operate in the normal timer modes. 

Q 

Divider 

Oscillator 

Fig.11 PWM block diagram 

PWM I 
Timer 1 

Timer 1 

Flg.12 PWM rectangle waveform 
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l' 

When bit 0 of the PWM control register is "1", a rectangular 

wave is output according to the value set in timer 1 and 2. 
The clock source frequency for the PWM is the oscillator 
frequency divided by 16. 

1-'--------3-'" Interrupt 
request 

PWM 

I-~ _____ -"'" Interrupt 
request 

I 
Timer 2 

+ Timer 2 , 
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RESET CIRCUIT 
Th~ M50753-XXXSP is reset according to the sequence 
shown in Figure 15. It starts the program from the address 

formed by using the content of address FFFF '6 as the high 
order address and the content of the address FFFF'6 as the 

low order address, when the RESET pin is held at "L" level 

for more than 2/1 s while the power voltage is in the recom

mended operating condition and the crystal oscillator 

oscillation is stable and then returned to "H" level. The in
ternal initializations following reset are shown in Figure 14. 

M50753-XXXSP 

RESET Vee 
OV 

27 

OV----I......-

M5075~-XXXSP 

Vee 

_ 5~ ____ ~ Supply voltage detection 
j I circuit 

I I 
I I 
I I 

~----~~ i 
I 
I 

I I 
I I 
L ________ J 

Fig.13 Example of reset circuit 

RESET 

RESEToUT 

SYNC 

Address 

Data 
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An example of the reset circuit is shown in Figure 13. 

When the power on reset is used, the RESET pin must be 

held "L" until the oscillation of X'N-XOUT bec_omes stable. 

Address 

(1) Port PO directional register ( El 16 ) .. ·1 00'6 I 
(2) Port Pl directional register (E3'6) ···1 00'6 J 
(3) Port P2 directional register (E5'6) ···1 00'6 I 
(4) Port P3 directional register (E9'6) ···1 00'6 I 
(5) Port P4 directional register (EB'6)"'1 00'6 I 
(6) Serial I/O mode register (F6'6) ---I I I I 10 I 0 I 0 10 ! 

(7) Prescaler X (FC'6) "-I FF'6 

(8) Timer X (FD'6) "-I 01'6 

(9) Interrupt control register (FE'6) .. ·1 00'6 

(10) Timer control register (FF'6) ···1 00,6, I 

(11) Interrupt disable flag on (PS) · .. 1 II I I 1'1 I I 
processor status register 

(12) Program counter (PC H ) 
Contents of 
address FFFF16 

(PCl ) 
Contents of 
address FFFE16 

(13) A-D control register (F3'6) ···1 I I I 10 101 0 10 1 

(14) PWM control register (F5'6) ···1 I I I I I I 10 I 
Fig.14 Internal state of microcomputer at reset 

Reset address from the 
vector table 

Note 1: Frequency relation of f(X,N) and ¢ is f(X'N)=4'¢ 
8 -12 clock cycles 

Fig.15 Timing diagram at reset 

2: The mark .. ?. means that the address is changeable depending on the previous state 
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1/0 PORTS 
(1) Port PO 

Port PO is an 8-bit 1/0 port with N-channel open drain 
output. 
Pull-up transistor can be specified as an option. As 
shown in the memory map (Figure 1), port PO can be 

accessed at zero page memory address 00E016. Port 
PO has a directional register (address 00E1 16 ) which 
can be used to program each individual bit as input 
("0") or as output ("1"). If the pins are programmed as 
output, the output data is latched to the port register 
and then output. When data is read from the output port 
the output pin level is not read, only the latched data in 
the port register is read. This allows a previously output 
value to be read correctly even though the output vol
tage level is shifted up or down. Pins set as input are 
in the floating 'state and the signal levels can thus be 
read. When data is written into the input port, the data 
is latched only to the port latch and the pin still remains 

in the floating state. 
Depending on the contents of the processor status reg
ister (bit 0 and bit 1 at address 00FF16 ), four different 
modes can be selected; single-chip mode, memory ex

panding mode, microprocessor mode and eva-chip 
mode. These modes (excluding single-chip mode) 

have a multiplexed address output function in addition 
to the 1/0 function. For more details, see the processor 
mode information. 

(2) Port P1 
In the single-chip mode, port P1 has the same function' 

as PO. In the other modes, P1 's functions are slightly 
different from PO's. For more details, see the processor 
mode information. 

(3) Port P2 

In the single-chip mode, port P2 has the same function 
as PO. In the other modes, P2's functions are slightly 
different from PO's. 
For more details, see the processor mode information. 

(4) Port P3 

In the single-chip mode, port P3 has the same function 

as PO. In the other modes, P3's functions are slightly 
different from PO's. Port P3 can also be used as serial 
1/0 pins. For more details, see the processor mode in
formation. 

(5) Port P4 

Port P4 is an 4-bit 1/0 port with N-channel open drain 
outputs. This port also has the pull-up transistor option. 

(6) Clock 2 ¢> output pin 
In normal conditions, the oscillator frequency divided 
by two is output as 2 ¢>. 

(7) Clock ¢> output pin 
In normal conditions, the oscillator frequency divided 

by four is output as ¢>. 
(8) RESET OUT pin 

When the RESET pin goes to level "L", the RESET OUT 

pin also goes to "L". On the other hand, when the RE

SET pin goes to level "H", the RESET OUT pin also goes 
to "H" after 8 clock cycles. This output is used'to reset 
the external circuits. 

(9) INTl pin 

The INTl pin is an interrupt input pin. The INTl inter
rupt request bit (bit 7 at address 00FE16 ) is set to "1" 
'when the input level of this pin changes from "H" to 
"Ln. 

00) INT2 pin 
The INT2 pin is an interrupt input pin. When this signal 
level changes from "H" to "L", the interrupt request bit 
(bit 1 at address 00FE16 ) is set to "1". 

(11) CNTR pin 
The CNTR pin is an 110 pin of timer X. In the event 
counter mode, CNTR becomes the input pin of the ex
ternal pulse. In the pulse output mode, the CNTR out

put changes polarity each time the contents of timer X 
goes to "0". In the pulse width measurement mode, the 
pulse to be measured is input to this pin. 

(11) Port IN 

Port IN is an 8-bit input port to the A-D converter. The 
input contents of the port can be read to as the con
tents of address 00EE16. The read operation is inhibited 
during A-D conversion. 
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Ports PO, Pl, P2, P3, P4 

,--------1 Directional register 

N-channel open drain output 

;--t-~-: Option 
I I 
I , 
I I 
L ______ I 

Ports PO, PI, P2, P3 
Data bus -+-----1 Port latch 

(Note) P3 can be also used as I/O pin of serial I/O 

Port IN 

CNTR N-channel open drain output 

¢, 2¢, RESET OUT 

J CMOS output 

---c t:2 RESET our 

Fig,16 Block diagram of ports PO~P5 (single-chip mode), and output and input formats CNTR, </>, RESET OUT, 

2 </>, and port IN 
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PROCESSOR MODE 
By changing the contents of the processor mode bit (bit 0 

and 1 at address OOFF,s), four· different operation modes 
can be selected; single-chip mode, memory expanding 
mode, microprocessor mode and evaluation chip (eva
chip) mode. In the memory expanding mode, microp
rocessor mode and eva-chip mode, ports PO - P3 can be 
used as multiplexed I/O for address, data and control sig

nals, as well as the normal functions of the I/O ports. 
Figure 14 shows the functions of ports PO-P3. 
The memory map for the single-chip mode is illustrated in 

Figure 1 and for other modes, in Figure 17. 
By connectingCNVss to Vss, all four modes can be 
selected through software by changing the processor mode 
bits. Connecting CNVss to Vee automatically forces the 
microcomputer into microprocessor mode. Supplying 10V to 
CNVss places the microcomputer in the eva-chip mode. 

The four different modes are explained as follows: 

FFFF16;-___ .., 

Internal 
RAM 

OOOO'6L-__ -'--' 

Memory
expanding 
mode 

Eva-chip 
mode 

Microprocessor 
mode 

The shaded area is external memory area 

Flg.l? External memory area In processor mode 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 
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SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

(1) Single-chip mode (00) 

The microcomputer will automatically be in the single-. 
chip mode when started from reset, if CNVss is con
nected to Vss. Ports PO- P3 will work as original I/O 
ports. 

(2) Memory expanding mode (01) 
The microcomputer will be placed in the memory ex
panding mode when CNVss is connected to Vss and 
the processor mode bits are set to "01". This mode is 
used to add external memory when the internal mem
ory is not sufficient. 

The lower 8 bits of address data for port PO is output 
when 1> goes to "H" state. When 1> goes to the "L" 
state, PO retains its original I/O functions. 
Port P1 's higher 8 bits of address data are output when 
1> goes to "H" state and as it changes back to the "L" 
state it retains its original I/O functions. Port P2 retains 
its original output functions while 1> is at the "H" state, 

and works as a data bus of 0 7 - 0 0 (including instruc
tion code) while at the "L" state. Pins P3, and P30 out
put the SYNC and R/W control Signals, respectively 
while 1> is in the "H" state, and ROY signal is input form· 
P32 pin. When in the "L" state, P32, P3, and P30 retain 
their original I/O function. 

The R/W output is used to read/write from/to the out
side. When this pin is in the "H" state, the CPU reads 
data, and when in the "L" state, the CPU writes data. 
The SYNC is a synchronous signal which goes to the 
"H" state when it fetches the OP COOE. 

The ROY is ready signal input and, when it goes to "L", 
internal clock stops and the CPU waits the data. 
However, the oscillation does not stop. 

(3) Microprocessor mode (10) 

After connecting CNVss to Vee and initiating a reset, 
the microcomputer will automatically default to this 
mode. 
In this mode, port PO and P1 are used as the system 
address bus and the original function of the I/O pins is 
lost. Port P2 becomes the data bus (07-00 ) and loses 

its normal I/O functions. Port P32 , P3" and P30 become 
the ROY, SYNC and R/W pins, respectively and the 
normal I/O functions are lost. 

(4) Eva-chip mode (11) 
When 10V is supplied to CNVss pin, the microcomputer 
is forced into the eva-chip mode. The main purpose of 
this mode is to evaluate ROM programs prior to mask
ing them into the microcomputer's internal ROM. 

In this mode, the internal ROM is inhibited so the ex
ternal memory is required. 
This mode has almost the same function as the mem

ory expanding mode except that it needs to attach. all 
program memories to the outside. The relationship be

tween the input level of CNVss and the processor 
mode is shown in Table 2. 
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1\ CM, 0 0 1 1 

CMo 0 1 1 0 

Port \ Single-chip mode Memory expanding mode Eva-chip mode Microprocessor mode 

¢J I I ¢J I I ¢J I I 
Port PO Ports PO,- POo Porls PO,- POo Same as left Ports PO,- POo 

)( I/O port ~ ~ Address Y:. A,-Ao A,-Ao 

¢J I I ¢J I I ¢J I I 
Port P1 Ports P1,-P1 0 Ports P1,-P1 0 Same as left Ports P1,-P1 0 

)( I/O port ~ ] Address '( A,s-Aa A,s-As 

¢J I I ¢J I I ¢J I I 
Port P2 Ports P2,- P20 Ports P2,-P20 Same as left Ports P2,- P20 

):: 1/0 port ~oata K }------( Oata )--port 0,-00 D7-Do 

¢J I r- ¢J I I ¢J I I 
Ports P3,- P30 Ports P3,- P30 Ports P3,-P30 

)( I/O port )( 1/0 port )( 1/0 port 

Port P3, Port P32 

Port P3 ~ 1/0 port 'I:.... 
Same as left y. --

ROY 

Port P3, Port P3, 

~ 1/0 port K y. SYNC '{ 
Port P30 Port P30 

~ 1/0 port 'A.. y. R/W K 
Fig.18 Prcco~:;cr mode :::nd functicne of ports PO ....... P3 

Table 2 Relationship between CNVss pin input level and processor mode 

CNVss Mode 

Vss • Single-chip mode 

• Memory expanding mode 

• Eva-chip mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

Vee • Eva-chip mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

10V • Eva-chip mode 

Explanation 

The single-chip mode is set by the rese. 

All modes can be selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

---
The microprocessor mode is set by the reset. 

Eva-chip mode can be also selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

Eva-chip mode only . 
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CLOCK GENERATING CIRCUIT 
The built-in clock generating circuits are shown in Figure 

21. 
When the STP instruction is executed, the oscillation of in
ternal clock ¢ is stopped in the "H" state. 
Also, the prescaler X and timer X are loaded with FF16 and 
01 16 , respectively. The oscillator (dividing by 16) is then 

connected to the prescaler input. This connection is 
cleared when timer X overflows or the reset is in, as dis
cussed in the timer section. 
The oscillator is restarted when an interrupt is accepted. 
However, the internal clock ¢ keeps its "H" level until timer 
X overflows. 
This is because the oscillator needs a set-up period if a 

ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is used. 
When the WIT instruction is executed, the internal clock ¢ 

stops in the "H" level but the oscillator continues running. 
This wait state is cleared when an interrupt is accepted. 

Since the oscillation does not stop, the next instructions are 
executed at once. 
To return from the stop or the wait status, the interrupt en
able bit must be set to "1" before executing STP or WIT in
struction. Especially, to return from the stop status, the tim
er X count stop bit (bit 5 of address 00FF16 ) must be set to 
"0" before. executing STP instruction. 
The circuit example using a ceramic oscillator (or a quartz 
crystal oscillator) is shown in Figure 19. 

The constant capacitance will differ depending on which 
oscillator is used, and should be set to the manufactures 

Interrupt 
request 

Interrupt 
disable 
flag 1 

STP 
instruction 

Q 

R 

Fig.21 Block diagram of clock generating circuit 

WIT 
instruction 

M50753-XXXSP 

X'N XOUT 

28 1M!] 29 

HD~ 
GIN GOUT 

I J' 
Fig.19 External ceramic reasonator circuit 

M50753-XXXSP 

28 

External 
oscillating 
circuit 

XOUT 

29 
Open 

Vccl n ni 
vss U U U 

Fig.20 External clock Input circuit 

suggested value. 

The example of external clock uasge is shown in Figure 20 .. 
X,N is the input, and XOUT is open. 

R 

Prescaler X 

R 
STP 
instruction 

Internal 
clock ¢ 

Timer X 
L... ______ --' Overflow 
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PROGRAMMING NOTES 
(1) The frequency ratio of the timer and the prescaler is 

1/n. 

(2) Set a value other than "2" for the timer and the pre
scaler. 

(3) Even though the SSC and SSS instructions are ex

ecuted after the interrupt request bits are modified (by 

the program), those instructions are only valid for the 

contents before the modification. Also, at least one in

struction cycle must be used (such as a NOP) between 

the modification of the interrupt request bits and the 

execution of the SSC and SSS instructions. 

(4) Reading the timer and prescaler must be avoided 

while the input to the prescaler is changing. 

(5) After the ADC and SSC instructions are executed (in 
decimal mode), one instruction cycle (such as a NOP) 

is needed before the SEC, CLC, or CLD instructions 
are executed. 

(6) A NOP instruction must be used after the execution of 
a PLP instruction. 

(7) Notes on serial 1/0 

CD Set "0" in the serial 1/0 interrupt enable bit (bit 2 of 

address 00FE16) before setting the serial 1/0 mode. 

(2') Insert at least one instruction and set "0" in the serial II 
o interrupt request bit (bit 3 of address 00FE16) after 

setting the serial 1/0 mode. 

a> Set "1" in the serial 1/0 interrupt enable bit after the 
operation described in (2'). 

(8) The timer X and prescaler X must be set "FF16" im

mediately before the execution of a STP instruction. 
(9) Notes on A-D conversion 

CD Set "0" in the A-D interrupt enable bit (bit 4 of address 

00FE16 ) before setting A-D conversion. 

(2') Insert at least one instruction and set "0" in the A-D in

terrupt request bit (bit 5 of address 00FE16) after set

ting the A-D conversion. 

a> Set "1" in the A-D interrupt enable bit after the opera
tion described in (2'). 

® Set "0" in bit 3 of the A-D control register (address 

00F316) before using a STP insiruction. 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07S3-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

DATA REQUIRED FOR MASK ORDERING 
Please send the following data for mask orders. 
(1) mask ROM confirmation form 

(2) mark specification form 
(3) ROM data······ ..................................... EPROM 3sets 

Write the following option on the mask ROM confirmation 

form 

• Port PO pull-up transistor bit 

• Port P1 pull-up transistor bit 
• Port P2 pull-up transistor bit 

• Port P3 pull-up transistor bit 

• Port P4 pull-up transistor bit 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage RESET, X'N 

V, Input voltage lNO--IN7 

Input voltage POo-PO" P1o-P1" P2o-P2, 

V, P30-P3" P4o-P4" CNTR with respect to vss 

INT" INT" CNVss Output transistors are at "off" state 

Vo Output voltage 2 ¢, XauT, ¢, RESET OUT 

Vo 
Output voltage POo-PO" P1o-P1" P2o-P2, 

P30-P3" P4o-P4" CNTR, PWM 

Pd Power dissipation Ta=25"C 

T opr Operating temperature 

Tstq Storage temperature 

Note 1 : 300mW for QFP types. 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING COI',IDlTIONS 

Symbol 

Vee 

Vss 

V'H 

V'L 

V'L 

V'L 

I(x ) 

Note 2 

2-220 

(Vcc=5V±10%, T a=-l O-lO"C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

Supply voltage 0 V 

"H" input voltage POo-PO" P1o-P1" P2o-P2, 

P30-P3" P4o-P4" INO-IN? 
0. 8Vee Vee V --

CNTR, INT" INT, 
--
RESET, X'N, CNVss 

"L" input voltage POo-PO" P1o-P1" P2o-P2, 

P30-P3" P4o-P4" INO-IN? 0 0. 2Vee V 
--

CNTR, INT" INT" CNVss 

"L" input voltage RESET 0 0. 12Vee V 

"L" input voltage X1N 0 0. 16Vee V 

Internal clock oscillating frequency 4 MHz 

"H" input voltage of ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4, CNTR, INT" and INT, is available up to +12V. 
(However, these ports are without pull-up transistor) 

. • MITSUBISHI 
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Ratings Unit 

-0.3-7 V 

-0.3-7 V 

-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

-0.3-13 V 

-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

-0.3-13 V 

1 OOO( Note 1 ) mW 

-10-70 "C 

-40-125 "C 
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V. vss=ov. Ta=25'C. f(X'N)=4MHz. unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

V OH "W output voltage ¢. RESET OUT. 2 ¢ IOH--2.5mA 3 V 

VOL 
"L" output voltage POo-PO,. Pl o-Pl,. P2o-P2, 

P30-P3,. CNTR. P4o-P4,. PWM 
IOL=10mA 2 V 

VOL "L" output voltage ¢. RESET OUT. 2 ¢ IOl=5mA 2 V 

VT+-VT- Hysterisis P36 when used as elK input 0.3 1 V 

VT+-VT- Hysterisis CNTR. INT,. INT, 0.3 1 V 

VT+-VT- Hysterisis RESET 0,5 0.7 V 

VT+-VT- Hysterisis X1N 0.1 0.5 V 

I'L 
"L" input current POO ......... P07, P1 0"""'" Ph, P2o ......... P27 V,=OV 

-5 /"A 
P30-P3,. P4o-P43. PWM without pull~up tranpistor 

I'L 
"L" input current POO-POl, P1o ......... Ph, P2o ...... P27 V,=OV 

P30-P3,. P4o-P43. PWM with pull-up transistor 
-40 -70 -125 /"A 

I'L "L" input current INO-IN? V,=OV -5 /"A 

I'L "L" input current CNTR. INT,. INT,. RESET. X'N v,=OV -5 /"A 

I'H 
"H" input current PDQ-PO" P1o ...... Ph, P2o ...... P27 V,=12V 

12 /"A 
P30- P3,. P4o- P43. PWM without pull-up transistor 

I'H 
"H" input current POO-PO,. P1 o ......... Ph, P2o ......... P27 V,=5V 

5 /"A 
P30-P3,. P4o-P43• PWM with pull-up transistor 

I'H "H" input current INO ....... IN7 V1=5V (when A-O not selection) 5 /"A 

I'H "H" input current eNTA, INT1, INT2, RESET, XIN V,=5V 5 /"A 

I'H "H" input current VREF V,=5V 5 mA 

Icc Supply current 
output pins are open, input and I/O pins are 

connected to Vss 
3 6 mA 

IACC Supply current for A-D during A-D conversion 2 4 mA 

A-O CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=AVcc=5V. Vss=AVss=ov. T a=25'C. I(X'N)=4MHz. unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

- Resolution 

- Absolute accuracy 

RLADDER Ladder resistance valUe 

tCONV Conversion time 

V REF Reference input voltage 

V'A Analog input voltage 

Test conditions 

Vcc=AVcc=VREF=5.12V 
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Min. 

-

1 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

- 8 Bits 

+3 LSB 

kO 

72 /"s 

Vee V 

V REF V 
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TIMING REQUIREMENTS 
Single-chip mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, Ta=25'C, f(XINI=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tsu (POD-¢) Port PO input setup time 270 ns 

tsu (P1D-¢) Port P1 input setup time I 270 ns 

tsu (P2D-¢) Port P2 input setup time 270 ns 

tsu (P3D-¢) Port P3 input setup time 270 ns 

tsu (P40-¢,) Port P4 input setup time 270 ns 

tsu (INO-¢» Port IN Input setup time 270 ns 

th C¢-poo) Port PO Input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢.-P10) Port PI Input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-P2D) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

ttH¢-P3"I Port P3 Input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-P4D) Port P4 input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-INDI Port IN Input hold time 20 ns 

te External clock input cycle time 250 ns 

tw External clock input pulse width 75 ns 

tr External clock rising edge 25 ns 

tf External clock falling edge 25 ns 

Memory expanding mode and eva-chip mode 
(Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, T a=25'C, f(X'NI=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

tsu (POD ¢I Port PO Input setup time 

tsu (P1D ¢I Port PI Input setup time 

tsu (P2D ¢I Port P2 input setup time 

tsu (ROY ¢I ROY Input setup time 

th (¢-pODI Port PO input hold time 

th (¢-P1DI Port PI input hold time 

th (¢-P2DI Port P2 input hold time 

th (¢-RDYI ROY input hold time 

Microprocessor mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, Ta=25'C, f(XINI=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

tsu (P20-¢) 

tsu (ROY-¢» 

th (¢-P2DI 

th (¢-RDY) 

2-222 

Port P2 Input setup time 

ROY Input setup time 

Port P2 input hold time 

ROY input hold time 

Parameter 
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Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

270 ns 

270 ns 

270 ns 

150 ns 

20 ns 

20 ns 

20 ns 

500 ns 

Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

270 ns 

150 ns 

20 ns 

500 ns 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 
Single-chip mode (Vcc=5V±lO%, Vss=ov, T a=25'C, f(XIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions . Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tdc¢-POQ) Port PO data output delay time 230 ns 

tdC¢-P1Q) Port P1 data output delay time 230 ns 

tdC¢-P2Q) Port P2 data output delay lime Fig.22 230 ns 

tdC1>-P3Q) Port P3 data output delay time 230 ns 

tdC¢-P4Q) Port P4 data output delay time 230 ns 

Memory expanding mode and eva-chip mode 
(Vcc=5V±1 0%, Vss=ov, T a=25'C, f(x ,N )=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

tdC¢-POA) Port PO address output delay time 

td(¢-POAFJ Port PO address output delay time 

td(¢-poo) Port PO data output delay time 

td(.p-POQF) Port PO data output delay time 

td(¢-P1A) Port P1 address output delay time 

td(¢-P1AFl Port P1 address output delay time 

td(¢-P1Q) Port P1 data output delay time 

td(¢-Pl0F) Port Pl data output delay time 

td(¢-P20) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(¢-P2QF) Port P2 data output delay time 
Fig.22 

td(¢-R/W) R/W signal output delay tim'e 

td(¢-R/WF) R/W signal output delay time 

td(¢- P30O) Port P30 data output delay time 

Id(¢- P30QF) Port P30 data output delay time 

td(¢-SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 

td(¢-SYNCF) SYNC signal output delay time 

td(¢-P30) Port P31 data output delay time 

td(¢-P3 OF) Port P31 data output delay time 

'Microprocessor mode (Vcc=5V±lO%, Vss=OV, Ta=25'C, f(XIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

td(¢-POA) 

td(¢-P1A) 

td(¢-P2Q) 

td(¢-P20F) 

td(¢-R/W) 

td(¢-SYNC) 

Parameter 

Port PO address output delay time 

Port Pl address output delay time 

Port P2 data output delay time 

Port P2 data output delay time 

R/W signal output delay time 

SYNC signal output delay time 

• . MITSUBISHI 
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Test conditions 

Fig.22 

Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

300 ns 

300 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

250 ns 

250 ns 

300 ns 

300 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50753-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

2¢ PIN AC CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5. OV. Vss=OV. f(xIN)=4MHz. Ta=25·C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

te Clock output cycle time 

Iw crock output pulse width 

Ir Clock rising time 

If Clock falling time 

. Timing diagram of 2¢ 

tw 

0. 8Vcc 

Vee 

PO lkO 
P1 
P2 J;.WOPF P3 
P4 
¢ 

J.-100PF 

Fig.22 Ports Po- P4 test circuit 
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Test conditions 

Fig.23 

Limits 

Min. Typ. 

500 

150 

~ 
U i 50PF 

Fig.23 2</> test circuit 

Unit 
Max. 

ns 

ns 

75 ns 

50 ns 



TIMING DIAGRAMS 
In single-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port Pl output 

Port Pl input 

Pori P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P3 output 

Port P3 input 

Port P4 output 

Port P41npul 

Port IN input 

I (X1N ) 

tr 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07S3-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE.CHIP I· BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

td lo-poo) 

tsu Ipoo-o) 

td 10-P20) 

td 10-P30) 

td 10-P40) 

te 

tw 

tl 
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MI.TSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07S3-XX~SP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP I-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

In memory expanding and eva-chip mode 

2-226 

Port PO output 

Port PO input ___ -+ _______ -+ __ -' 

Port P1 output 
----+'" 

Port P1 input ___ -+ _______ -+ __ -' 

Port P2 ou·tput 
----4./ 

Port P2 input ___ -+ _______ -+ __ -' 

Port P3D output (R/iN) 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 

Port P3, input (ROY) 

----+-, 

----4./ 

• MITSUBISHI 
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In microprocessor mode 

Port PO output 

Port Pl output 
.---t' 

Port P2 output 
------t'" 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07S3 .. XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP I-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Port P2 input -----+ ________ ~~---J 

Port P3. output (R/Vii) 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 

Port P32 input (RDY) 

---t' 

---I' 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07S4.XXXSP/FP/GP,MS09S4.XXXSP/FP/GP, 
MS09SS·XXXSP/FP/GP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

DESCRIPTION 
The M50754-XXXSP,· M50954-XXXSP and the M50955-
XXXSP are single-chip microcomputers designed with 
CMOS silicon gate technology. All are housed in a 64-pin 
shrink' plastic molded DIP (flat package type also 
available). These single-~hip microcomputers are useful for 
business equipment and other consumer applications. 
In addition to their simple instruction sets, the ROM, RAM, 
and I/O addresses are placed on the same memory map to 
enable easy programming. 
The differences among the M50754-XXXSP, M50954-
XXXSP and the M50955-XXXSP are noted below. The fol
lowing explanations apply to the M50754-XXXSP. Speci
fication variations for other chips are noted accordingly. 

Type name ROM size RAM size 

M50754-XXXSP 6144bytes 160bytes 

M50954-XXXSP 8192bytes 192bytes 

M50955~XXXSP 10240bytes 192bytes 

The differences between the M50754-XXXSP and the 
M50754-XXXFP are the package outline and power dis
sipation ability (absolute maximum ratings). And the differ
ences between the M50754-XXXFP and the M50754-
XXXGP are only the package outline. 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• . Number of basic instructions" ...•............ ·················69 

• Memory size ROM ·········6144 bytes (M50754-XXXSP) 
8192 bytes (M50954-XXXSP) 

10240 bytes (M50955-XXXSP) 
RAM··········· 160 bytes (M50754-XXXSP) 

192 bytes (M50954-XXXSP, 
M50955-XXXSP) 

• Instruction execution time· 
1.9,us (minimum instructions, at 4.2MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply 4.0-5.5V(at,f(XIN )=4.2MHz) 
3.0-5.5V(below f(XIN )=1.0MHz) 

• Power dissipation 
normal operation mode, at 4MHz frequency······15mW 
low speed operation mode, 
at 32kHz frequency for clock function············· 0.3mW 

• Subroutine nesting ... 80 levels (max.)' (M50754-XXXSP) 
96 levels (max.) (M50954-XXXSP, 

M50955-XXXSP) 
• Interrupt .. ········································7 types, 5 vecters 
• 8-bit timer .. ····················3 (2 when used as serial I/O) 
• Programmable I/O (Ports P2, P3, P6) ...................... 22 

• Input ports (Port P52-P57 )· .. ····································6 
• High-voltage output-ports 

(Ports PO, P1, P4, P50 , P5,) ...•............................. 26 

• Serial I/O (8-bit) ·····················································1 
• PWM function .......... ; ................................... 14-bitX1 

6-bitX2 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

. Vee 

P64 - 3 

110 port P6 P63/PWM3 - 4 

P62/PWM2- 5 

P6,/PWM1- 6 

P6o/T- 7 

1/0 port P2 

·110 port P3 

P2o- 15 

P371SRDy - 16 
P3./CLK-17 

P3s/SoUT - 18 

CNVss 
Reset I.nput RESET -- 27 

Clock input 

Clock output 

~Il~~: ~~~~t~~~r XCiN _ 30 

41 .... P1 7 

High-voltage 
output port P4 

High-voltage 
output port PO 

High-voltage 
output port P1 

40 .... P50 I High-voltage 
39 .... P5, output port P5 

PUll-down 
voltage Input 

Input port P5 

Timing output 

Clock output for XCOUT - 31 
clock function Vss 32 

=t... ___ ---' ..... 

Outline 64P48 

• Two clock generator circuits (One is for main clock, the 
other is for clock function) 

• Generating function for clock input of EAROM 

APPLICATION 
Office automation equipment 
VCR, Tuner, Audio-visual equipment 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50754·XXXSP/FP/GP,M50954.XXXSP/FP/GP, 
M50955·XXXSP/FP/GP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPU.TER 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

Vee 
Vss 65 

P65 - 66 

P64 - 67 

P63/PWM3 - 56 

P6,/PWM2 - 69 

P6,/PWMI - 70 

P6o/T- 71 

NC 

~~~8088b~~bO~~~~~~~~3 
~~~~QQQaaaQzaaaaaaaaa 

t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t 

0 
M50754-XXXFP 

or 

M50954-XXXFP 
or 

M50955-XXXFP 

0 0 
1234567 B 9101112131415161718192021 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 

Outline 72P6 

~~8086bb~b~~~~~~~~~ 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa~a 

1 tIl ttl 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

o M50754-XXXGP 
or 

M50954-XXXGP 
or 

M50955-XXXGP 

I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 

Outline 64P6W 
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M50754-XXXSP BLOCK DIAGRAM 
Clock output Clock output lor clock function Pull-down Voltage. 

Clock Input Clock Input lor clock funcliTiming Reset input input (5V) (Ov) (OV) 

X,N XOUT XCIN XCOUT t/J output RESET Vp Vee Vss CNVss 

r 3i)....-...63')----1-1~-~---------..: ----------·1 

Clock 
generating 

circuli 1 
RAM 

160bytes 

(Note 1) 

Data Bus 

Program 1 Program 
counter' counter PCH(S) pcds) 

ROM 

6144byte 

(Note 2) 

I 

·1 

I 
Address bus * * r-

I 

I 

a-bit 
Arithemetic 
and logic 

unit 

I~ 
I 

L...: 

tAccumulator 
A(S) 

~l 

Processor 
status 

register PS (8)1 
x 

t 

Index 
register 

X(B) 

'1' 

Stack pOinter 

S(B) 

r 

Timer 2 T2(S)1 

r 

i 

L 
Instruction 

register 
(B) 

JL 
Instruction 
decoder 

t 
Control signal 

~ 
I 

SIIO(S) I II ~ r--~r PWM circuit 

S,N 

I 

I 

t 7(~) I I I, PH,B) , ,I I i :2(:) i ] 

, . 
L~ 149}--~-~ 

High-voltage output port PO High-voltage output port Pl 1/0 port P2 
Note 1 M50954-XXXSP and M50955-XXXSP have 192-byte RAM. 

2 : M50954-XXXSP has 8192-byte ROM. 
M50955-XXXSP has 10240-byte ROM. 

SOUT 
SRDY 

ClK 'NT,'NT, 

output 
switching 

circuit PWMI 1213 

T 

I. i 1 :3(S:. 1 .If II, i i P~(S: iii IIII iii :5(:) iii I P6(6) I 
~ 

r--" 

~~---@X§'®~®---~ ~ 
---~--

1/0 port P3 Output port P4 Output and input port 1/0 port P6 
(a part of high-voltage port) 

-~ 

i: 

'" 0 
...... 

'" ~ I 

>< 
>< 
>< 
fI) 
"1J 
......... 

fI) ." 
z "1J 
Ii) ......... 
r- G') 
1'1"1 

"1J n ~ 

:z: i:i: "U 

'" '" 31: 
CD . 00 -m ~~ u: 
-I 

"'''' C n "'~ !!!! 31: I I fI) 

0 ><>< :: fI) ><>< 31: 
31: ><>< -
(') fI)fI) £ 
:a "1J"1J g 0 
(') ......... ......... 0 
0 ."." 31: 
31: "1J"1J "U 
"U .................. C 
C 

G') G') ~ -I 
1'1"1 "1J"1J i: :a 



M50754-XXXSP/FP/GP,M50954-XXXSP/FP/GP, 
M50955-XXXSP/FP/GP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

FUNCTIONS OF M50754-XXXSP 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction execution time 

Clock frequency 

Memory size 

Input/Output ports 

Serial [/0 

Timers 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupt 

Clock generating circuit 

Supply voltage 

Power dissipation 

Input/Output characteristics 

Memory expansion 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

Package 

Parameter Functions 

69 

1. 9,l15 (minimum instructions, at 4. 2MHz' frequency) 

4.2MHz 

ROM 6144bytes (8192bytes for M50954·XXXSP, 10240 bytes for M50955·XXXSP) 

RAM 160bytes (192bytes for M50954-XXXSP and M50955-XXXSP) 

PO, Pl, P4 Output 8-bitX3 (High voltage P-channel open drain; Vcc-38V) 

P2, P3 1/0 8-bitX2 (P3 can partially be used as both serial 1/0 and normal 110.) 

P50, P5 , Output 2-BitXl (High voltage P-channel open drain; Vcc -38V) 

P52 , P5 3 Input 2-bitXl (Can be used as an input for either INT2 or [NT1.) 

P54-P57 I Input 4-bitXl 

P6 1/0 6·bitXl (Can be used as T, output or PWM output.) 

8-bitXl 

8-bit timerX3 (X2, when used as serial input/output) 

80levels (max) (96 levels for M50954-XXXSP and M50955-XXXSP) 

Two external interrupts, three internal timer interrupts 

(or timerX2, serial inputioutputXl) 

Two built-jn circuits (externally connected ceramic or quartz crystal oscillator) 

at t(X ,N )=4. 2MHz 4.0-S.SV 

below f(XIN )=1. OMHz 3. O-S. SV 

at high-speed operation l.5mW (clock frequency X'N=4kHz) 

at low-speed operation O. 3mW (clock frequency XcIN =32kHz) 

at stop mode SI'A (when clock is stopped) 

12V (Input/Output P2, P3, P5,-PS7) 

Input/Output voltage Vcc-38V (PO, Pl, P4, PSo, PS,) 

-0. 3V-Vcc+0. 3V (Input/Output P6) 

10mA (P2, P3: Nch open drain) 

Output current 
-18mA (PO, Pl : high voltage P·ch open drain) 

-12mA (P4, P50, PS, : high voltage P-ch open drain) 

O. S--O. SmA (P6 : CMOS tri·states) 

Possibe 

-10-70·C 

CMOS silicon gate process 

MS07S4-XXXSP/MS0954-XXXSP/M509SS·XXXSP 64·pin shrink plastic molded DIP 

MS07S4-XXXFP/MS09S4-XXXFP/M509SS·XXXFP 72-pin plastic molded QFP 

MS0754-XXXGP/M509S4·XXXGP/MS0955-XXXGP 64-pin plastic molded QFP 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07S4.XXXSP/FP/GP,MS09S4·XXXSP/FP/GP, 
MS09SS·XXXSP/FP/GP 

SINGLE-CHIP a-BIT CMOS MI~ROCOMPUTER 

PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVs~ 

V p Pull-down voltage 

RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock Input 

XOUT Clock output 

¢> Timing output 

XC1N Clock Input for clock 

function 

XCOUT Clock output for 

,clock function 

POo-PO, Output port PO 

Pta-PI, Output port P1 

P20 -P2, 110 port P2 

P30 -P3, 1/0 port P3 

P40 -P4, Output port P4 

P50 , P5, Output port P5 

P52/1NT2 Input port P5 

P53 /1NT, , 

P5.-P5, 

peo-pe, 110 port P6 

2-232 

Inputl 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

1/0 

1/0 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Input 

1/0 

Functions 

Power supply Inputs 4.O-5.5V at f(X,N)=4.2MHz and 3.0-5.5V below f(X,N)=t.OMHz to Vee, and OV to 

Vss. 

This Is usually connected to Vss. 

This Is the Input voltage pin for the pull-down transistor of ports PO, Pt, P4, P5, and P5,. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a ilL" for more than 2.us (under normal Vee 

conditions). 

If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "l" condltlon'should be maintained for the 

required time. 

This chip has an Internal clock generating circuit. To control generating frequency, an external ceramic or a 

quartz crystal oscillator Is connected between the XIN and XOUT pins. If an external clock Is used, the clock 

source should be connected the X'N pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

This Is the timing output pin. 

This Is the 1/0 pins of the clock generating circuit for the clock function. To control generating frequency, 

an external ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator Is connected between the XC'N and XCOUT pins. If an exter-

nal clock is used, the clock source should be connected to the XCIN pin and the XCOUT pin should be left 

open. This clock can be used as the program controlled system clock. 

Port PO Is an B-blt output port. Output structure Is high-voltage P-channel open drain. A pull-down transistor 

Is built In between the Vp pin and this port. 

At reset, this port Is set to a "l" level. 

Port Pt Is an B-blt output port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P2 Is an B-blt 1/0 port with directional registers allowing each 1/0 bit to be Individually programmed as 

Input or output. At reset, this port Is set to Input mode. 

The output structure Is N-channel open drain. 

Port P3 Is an B-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port P2. When serial 1/0 is used, P3" 

P3" P3" and P3, work as S.DY, ClK, SOUT, and S'N pins, respectively. 

Port P4 Is an B-blt output port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Bit 0 and 1 of port P5 are 2-blt output port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Bit 2 and 3 of port P5 are 2-blt Input p'ort and are In common with Interrupt Inputs. 

Bit 4-7 of port P5 are 4-blt input port. 

Port P6 Is a 6-blt 110 port with directional registers allowing each 110 bit to be Individually programmed as 

Input or output. The output structure Is CMOS trl-state output. P6" P6" P6" P6, can be programmed to 

function as timer output pin (T) , PWM output pins (PWM" PWM" and PWM,), respectively. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50754.XXXSP/FP/GP,M50954·XXXSP/FP/GP, 
M50955·XXXSP/FP/GP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

BASIC FUNCTION BLOCKS 

MEMORY 
A memory map for the, M50754-XXXSP is shown in Figure 
1. Addresses E800'6 to FFFF'6 are assigned to the built-in 
ROM area which consists of 6144 bytes. 

Addresses EOOO'6 to FFFF'6 are the ROM address area 
assigned to the M50954-XXXSP. 

Addresses 0800'6 to FFFF'6 are the ROM address area 
assigned to the M50955-XXXSP. 

Addresses FFOO'6 to FFFF'6 are a special address area 
(special page). By using the special page addressing 

mode of the JSR instruction, subroutines addressed on this 
page can be called with only 2 bytes. Addreeses FFF4'6 to 

roo" [- RAM 

(192 bytes) (160 bytes) 

for for 
M50754-XXXSP 009F,. M50954-XXXSP 

"" "'"l M""'~"'''' OOSF,. 

OOEO,. 

OOFF,. 

D800,. 

EOOO,. 

E800,. 

FFOO,. 

ROM ROM ROM 
(10240 bytes) (8192 bytes) (6144 bytes) 

for for for 
M50955 M50954 M50754:XXXSP Special 

-XXXSP -XXXSP page for FFF4,. 
subroutine 
call 

I FFFF,. 

Fig.l Memory map 

FFFF'6 are vector addresses used for the reset and inter
rupts (see interrupt chapter). Addresses 0000'6 to 00FF'6 
are the zero page address area. By using the zero page 

addressing mode, this area' can also be 'accessed with 2 
bytes. The use of these addressing methods. will greatly re
duce the object size required. ~he RAM, 1/0 port, timer, 

etc., are assigned to this area. 

Addresses 0000'6 to 009F'6 are assigned to the built-in 
RAM ,and consist of 160 bytes of static RAM. Addresses 

0000'6 to 00BF'6 are the RAM address area assigned to the 
M50954-XXXSP and M50955-XXXSP. In addition to data 
storage, this RAM is used for the stack during subroutine 

calls and interrupts. 

Decimal 

0 / 

OOEO" / Port PO 
/ 

/ '00E1,. 
/ 

/ 
/ 

00E2,. Port P1 
/ 

00E3'6 159 / 

/ 
00E4,. Port P2 / 

Not used 
/ 

00E5,. Port P2 directional 
/ realster 

/ 
/ 00E6,. 

OOE7,. 

255 00E8,. Port P3 

\ 
00E9,. Port P3 ~~~~~:~~nal 

\' OOEA,. Port P4 
\ 

Not used 
\ OOES,. 
\ 

OOEC,. Port P5 \ 
\ 

OOED,. \ 
\ OOEE,. Port P6 
\ 
\ OOEF;. Port P6 ~!~;~~~nal 
\ 
\ OOFO,. PWM1-H register 
'\ 

\ 00F1,. PWM1-L register 
\ 

OOF2,. PWM2 register \ 

\ OOF3,. PWM3 register 
\ 
\ 

\ 00F4,. 

\ 00F5,. PWM ootpul mode regisler 
\ 
\ 00F6,. Serial 1/0 mode register 
\ 

\ 00F7,. Serial 1/0 register 

\ OOFS,. 
\ 
\ 00F9,. 
\ 

Address L INT, \ OOFA,. TimtHl Address H . 
Address L \ 
Address H SilO or Timer 1 \ 

OOFS,. 

Address L Timer 2 \ OOFC,. Timer 2 
Address H 
Address L \ 

Timer3 Address H Timer 3 \ OOFD,. 

Address L INT, \ OOFE,. Interrupt, control register 
Address H \ 
Address L ~~ 

\ OOFF,. Timer control register 
Address H RESET 

\ \ 
65535 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50754.XXXSPI FP/GP, M50954·XXXSP/FPI GP, 
. M50955·XXXSP/FP/GP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) 
The CPU consists of 6 registers and is shown in Figure 2. 

ACCUMULATOR (A) 
The 8-bit accumulator (A) is the main register of the micro
computer. Data operations such as data transfer, Input/Out
put, etc., are executep mainly through accumulator. 

0 

A Accumulator 

0 

X I Index register X 

0 

y I Index register Y 

0 

·S I Stack pointer 

15 0 

PCH PCl I Program counter 

Fig.2 Register structure 

INDEX REGISTER Y (Y) 
The index register Y is an 8-bit register. 
In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 
added to the contents of the register Y specifies the real 
address. 

INDEX REGISTER X (X) 
The index register X is an 8-bit register. 

In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 

added to the contents of the register X, specifies the real 
address. When the T flag in the processor status register is 
set to "1", the index register X itself becomes the address 
for the second OPERAND. 

INlvlTIBIDI I I zici Processor status register 

Carry flag 

'----Zero flag 

Interrupt. disable flag 

Decimal mode flag 

Break flag 

Index X mode flag 

Overflow flag 

Negative flag 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0754-XXXSPI FPI GP, M50954-XXXSPI FPI GP, 
M50955-XXXSP/FP/GP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

STACK POINTER (S) 
The stack pOinter (S) is an a-bit register that contains the 
address of the next location in the stack. It is mainly used 
during interrupts and subroutine calls. The stack pointer is 
not automatically initialized after reset and should be initial
ized by the program using the TXS instruction. 

The contents of the stack pointer is XX'6, the stack address 
is set to 00XX'6' When using this microcomputer in the 
single-chip mode, the stack pointer should be set at the 
bottom address of the internal RAM. 

When an interrupt occurs, the higher a bits of the program 
counter are pushed into the stack first, and then the lower a 
bits of the program counter are pushed into the stack. After 
each byte is pushed into the stack, the stack pOinter is de
cremented by one. Next, the contents of the processor sta
tus register are pushed into the stack. When the return from· 

interrupt instruction (RTI) is executed, the program counter 
are processor status register data is pulled off the stack in 
reverse order from above. 
The accumulator is never pushed into the stack automati
cally. A Push Accumulator instruction (PHA) is provided to 

execute this function. Restoring the accumulator to its pre
vious value is accomplished by the Pull Accumulator in
struction (PLA). It is executed in reverse order of the PHA 
instruction. 

The contents of the Processor Status Register (PS) are 
pushed (pulled) to (from) the stack with the PHP and PLP 
instructions, respectively. Only the program counter is 

pushed into the stack during a subroutine call. Therefore, 
any registers that should not be destroyed should be 
pushed into the stack manually. The RTS instruction is 
used to return from a subroutine. 

PROGRAM COUNTER (PC) 
The 16-bit program counter consists of two a-bit registers 
PCH and PCl' The program counter is used to indicate the 
address of the next instruction to be executed. 

PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PS) 
The processor status register is composed entirely of flags 
used to indicate the condition of the processor immediately 
after an operation. Branch operations can be performed by 
testing the Carry flag (C), Zero flag (Z), Overflow flag (V) 

or the Negative flag (N). Each bit of the register is ex
plained below. 

1. Carry flag (C) 
The carry flag contains the carry or borrow generated by 
the Arithmetic and Logical operation Unit (ALU) im

mediately after an operation. It also changed by the shift 
and rotate instructions~ The set carry (SEC) and clear carry 
(CLC) instructions allow direct access for setting and 
clearing this flag. 

2. Zero flag (Z) 
This flag is used to indicate if the immediate operation 
generated a zero result or not. If the result is zero, the zero 

flag will be set to "1". If the result is not zero, the zero flag 
will be set to "0". 

3. Interrupt disable flag (I) 
This flag is used to disable all interrupts. This is accom
plished by setting the flag to "1". When an interrupt, this 
flag is automatically set to "1" to prevent other interrupts 
from interfering until the current interrupt is completed. The 
SEI and CLI instructions are used to set and clear this flag, 
respectively .. 

4. Decimal mode flag (D) 
The decimal mode flag is used to define whether addition 
and subtraction are executed in binary or decimal. If the 

decimal mode flag is set to "1", the operations are ex
ecuted in decimal, if the flag is set to "0", the operations 
are e.xecuted in binary. Decimal correction is automatically 
executed. The SED and CLD instructions are used to. set 

and clear this flag, respectively. 

5. Break flag (B) 
When the BRK instruction is executed, the same operations 
are performed as in an interrupt. The address of the inter
rupt vector of the BRK instruction is the same as that of the 
lowest priority interrupt. The contents of the B flag' can be 

checked to determine which condition caused the interrupt. 
If the BRK instruction caused the interrupt, the break flag 
will be "1", otherwise it will be "a". 

6. Index X mode flag (T) 
When the T flag is "1", operations between memories are 
executed directly without passing through the accumulator. 
Operations between memories involving the accumulator 
are executed when the T flag is "a" (i.e., operation results 

between memories 1 and 2 are stored in the accumulator). 
The address of memory 1 is specified by the contents of 
the index register X, and that of memory 2 is specified by 
the normal addressing mode. The SET and CL T instructions 
are used to set and clear the index X mode flag, respec
tively. 
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7. Overflow flag (V) 
The overflow flag functions when one byte is added or sub
tracted as a signed binary number. When the result ex
ceeds +127 or -128, the overflow flag is set to "1". When 
the BIT instruction is executed, bit 6 of the memory location 

is input to the overflow flag. The overflow flag is reset by 

the CLV instruction and there is no set instruction. 

8. Negative flag (N) 
The negative flag is set whenever the result of a data trans
fer or operation is negative (bit 7 is set to "1"). Whenever 
the BIT instruction is executed, bit 7 of the memory location 
is input to the negative flag. There are no instructions for 
directly setting or resetting the negative flag. 

Table 1 Interrupt vector address and priority 

Interrupt Priority Vector address 

RESET 1 FFFF ,6• FFFE '6 

INT, 2 FFFD ,6• FFFC '6 

Timer 3 3 FFFB ,6 , FFFA '6 

Timer 2 4 FFF9 ,6• FFF8 '6 

Timer 1 or serial I/O 5 FFF7 ,6• FFF6 '6 

INT,(BRK) 6 FFF5 ,6 , FFF4 '6 

INTERRUPT 
The M50754-XXXSP can be interrupted from seven souces; 

INT" timer 3, timer 2, timer 1/serial 1/0, or INT2/BRK in
struction. 
The value of bit 2 of the serial I/O mode register (address 

00F6,s) determine whether the interrupt is from timer 1 or 
from serial 1/0. When bit 2 is "0" the interrupt is from timer 

1, and when bit 2 is "1" the interrupt is from serial 1/0. Also, 
when the bit 2 is "1", parts of port P3 are used for serial II 
O. These interrupts are vectored and their priorities are 
shown in Table 1. Reset is included in this table since it 

has the same functions as the interrupts. 
When an interrupt is accepted, the contents of certain reg
isters are pushed into specified locations, (as discussed in 
the stack pointer section) the interrupt disable flag I is set, 
the program jumps to the address specified by the interrupt 
vector, and the interrupt request bit is cleared automatical
ly. The reset interrupt is the highest priority interrupt and 
can never be inhibited. Except for the reset interrupt, all in

terrupt are inhibited when the interrupt disable flag I is set 
to "1". All of tlie other interrupts can further be controlled 
individually via the interrupt control register shown in Figure 

·3. An interrupt is accepted when the interrupt enable bit 
and the interrupt request bit are both "1" and the interrupt 
disable flag is "0". 

Interrupt control register. (Address OOFE,6) 

L-r-..I...r-""""''''''''-'-,-I-.,...-I-'''''''''''''' Bit 7: INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Flg.3 Interrupt control 
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Bit 6: INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5: Timer 2 interrupt request bit 

Bit 4: Timer 2 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 3: Timer 1 interrupt or serial input/output interrupt 

request bit 

Bit 2: Timer 1 interrupt or serial input/output interrupt 

enable bit 

Bit 1: INT, pin interrupt request bit 

BitO: INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

'-T-'-T"'''--'-_ ....... ...L._ ................. Timer control register (Address OOFF16 ) 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Bit 7: Timer 3 interrupt request bit 

Bit 6: Timer 3 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5: Timer 2 count stop bit 

Bit 4: Timer 3 count source selection bit 

Bit 3: Timer 2 count source selection bit 

Bit 2: Timer 1 count source selection bit 

Bit 1: I 
Processor mode bits 

BitO: 
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The interrupt request bits are set when the following condi
tions occur: 

(1) When the level of pins INTl and INT2 change. 
(2) When the contents of timer 3, timer 2, timer 1 (or the I I I 1 ~ ~ 1 1 J Timer control register (Address OOFF,s) 

serial 1/0 counter) go to "0" 

These request bits can be reset by the program but can not 

be set by the progream. However, the interrupt enable bit 
can be set and reset by the program. 

The change in level at which the INT pins generate a inter
rupt varies according to the content of bits 4 and 5 of the 
PWM output mode register (address 00F516 ). When these 

bits are "0", the interrupt request is generated when INT 
changes from high-level to low-level. When these bits are 
"1 ", the interrupt request is generated when INT changes 
from low-level to high-level. Bits 4 (PM.) and 5 (PMs) cor
respond to INTl and INT2 respectively. 

Since the BRK instruction and the INT2 interrupt have the 
same vectored address, the contents of the B flag must be 

checked to determine if the BRK instruction caused the in
terrupt or if INT2 generated the interrupt. 

TIMER 
The M50754-XXXSP has three timers; timer 1, timer 2, and 
timer 3. Since P3 (in serial 1/0 mode) and timer 1 use 

some of the same architecture, they cannot be used at the 
same time (see serial 1/0 section). The count source for 
each timer can be selected by using bit 2, 3 and 4 of the 
timer control register (address 00FF16 ), as shown in Figure 
5. 

Processor mode bits 
00 : Single-chip mode 

01 : Memory expanding mode 
10 : Microprocessor mode 
11 : Eva-chip mode 

Timer 1 count source selection bit 

0: 1/4 timing ¢ 
1 : Timer 3 overflow signal 

Timer 2 count source selection bit 
0: 1/4 timing ¢ 
1 : Clock for the clock function (XCI ... ) 

Timer 3 count source selection bit 

o : Timer 2 overflow signal 

1 : Clock for the clock function (XCIN ) 

Timer 2 count stop bit 
o : Count start 
1 : Count stop 

Timer 3 interrupt enable bit 
o : Interrupt disable 
1 : Interrupt enable 

Timer3 interrupt request bit 
o : No interrupt request 
1 : Interrupt request 

A block diagram of timer 1 through 3 is shown in Figure 4. 

All of the timers are down count timers and have 8-bit 
latchs. When a timer counter reaches "0", the contents of 
the reload latch are loaded into the timer at the next clock 
pulse. The division ratio of the timers is 1/(n+l), where n 
is the contents of the timer latch. 

Fig.4 Structure of timer control register 

The timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" at the next 
clock pulse after the timer reaches zero. The interrupt and 
timer control registers are located at addresses 00FE16 and 
00FF16, respectively (see interrupt section). The startingl 

stopping of timer 2 can be controlled by bit 5 of the timer 
control register. If bit 5 (address 00FF16 ) is "0", the timer 
starts counting and when bit 5 is "1 ", the timer stops. 
When the STP instruction is executed,' or after reset, the 
timer 2 and timer 3 latch are set to FF16 and 0716, respec
tivery. 

After a STP instruction is executed, timer 2, timer 3, and the 
clock (¢ divided by 4) are connected in series (regardless 
of the status of bit 2 through 4 of the timer control register). 
This state is canceled if the timer 3 interrupt request bit is 
set to "1", or if the system is reset. Before the STP instruc
tion is executed, bit 5 of the timer control register (timer 2 
count stop bit) and bit 4 of the interrupt control register 
(timer 2 interrupt enable bit) must be set to "0". For more 
details on the STP instruction, refer to the oscillation circuit 
section. 
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Data bus 

Reset 

STP instruction 

FF'6 

I--r-t--l f-''------- to timer 2 interrupt request bit 

Internal clock 
(Normally 1/4 X,N ) 

r-""f"--j 1------..._ to timer 3 interrupt request bit 

P6a/T 

SM, SM, 

P35 

P3, 

P60 latch 

SM" SMa 

00, 01 : External clock 

10: 1/2timerl, 11: 1/41> 

L----+'---+--J Serial input/output 1----1 
counter (3) 

SM, 

MSB 

SM3 

Block diagram of timer 1, timer 2, timer 3 

SM, 
to timer 1 or serial I/O interrupt 
request bit 

TM : Timer control register (Address OOFF,,) 

SM : Serial I/O mode register (Address OaFS,,) 

PM : PWM output mode register (Address OOFS'6) 

~ Selection gate: Connected to black 
T colored side at reset. 
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SERIAL 1/0 
A block diagram of the serial I/O is shown in Figure 6. 
In the serial I/O mode the receive raady signal (SRDY), syn
chronous input /output clock (elK), and the serial I/O pins 
(SOUT, SIN) are used as P37, P36, P35, and P34, respectively. 
The serial I/O mode register (address 00F6 ,6 ) is B-bit reg
ister. Bits 1 and 0 of this register is used to select a syn
chronous clock source. 
When these bits are [00) or [01) , an external clock from 
P36 is selected. When these bits are [10), the overflow sig
nal frorn timer 1, divided by two, becomes the synchronous 
clock. Therefore, changing the timer period will change the 
transfer speed. When the bits are [11), timing ¢ divided by 
4, becomes the clock. 

Timing Divider 

Bit 2 and 3 decide whether parts of P3 will be used as a 
serial I/O or not. When bit 2 is a "1 ", P36 becomes an I/O 

pin of the synchronous clock. When an internal synchronous 
clock is selected, the clock is output from P36 . If anexter
nal synchronous clock is selected, the clock is input to P36 

and P35 will be a serial output and P34 will be a serial in
put. To use P34 as a serial input, set the directional register 
bit which corresponds to P34 to "0". For more information on 
the directional register, refer to the I/O pin section. 

To use the serial I/O, bit 2 needs to be set to "1", if it is "0" 
P36 will function as a normal I/O. Interrupts will be gener
ated from the serial I/O counter instead of timer 1. Bit 3 
determines if P37 is used as an output pin for the receive 

data ready signal (bit 3=1, SRDY) or used as normal I/O pin 

O SRDY 
P3, I-.:=-<l---j-----------.. 

from 1/4 timing ¢ 
or timer3 

P3, 

P35 

Divider 

Transmission clock 

to timer l.or 
serial I/O 

P34 j----j---j-j-j-j--""I MSB Serial I/O register (8) LSB 

Fig.6 Block diagram of serial I/O 

(Address OaF?,,) 

Data bus 

Serial I/O mode register (Address 00F6,,) 
L.......J.._..I-...... _..J lower4 bits 

u Sync. clock selection bit 
00: 
01 : I External clock 

10 : 1/2 timer 1 frequency 

11 : 1/~ timing ¢ 

'----- Serial I/O port selection bit (P3,. P36 ) 

0: Parallel port 

1 : Serial input/output port 

'------- SRDY signal output selection bit (P3,) 

a : Parallel port 
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(bit 3=0). The serial 1/0 function is discussed below.The 
function of the serial I/O differs depending on the clock 
source; external clock or internal clock. 

Internal clock-The SRDY signal becomes "H" during trans
mission or while dummy data is stored in the serial I/O reg
ister (address 00F716). After the falling edge of the write 

signal, the SRDY signal becomes low signaling that the 
M50754-XXXSP is ready to receive the external serial data. 

The SRDY si~nal goes "H" at the next falling edge of the 
transfer clock. The serial I/O counter is set to 7 when data 
is stored in the serial I/O register. At each falling edge of 
the transfer clock, serial data is output to P3s. During the 

rising edge of this clock, data can .be input from P34 and 

Sync. clock 

T.ransmission clock 

Serial 1/0 register 

Write signal 

Serial 1/0 output SOUT·-------..:....-,,---'\ 

output SOUT 

the data in the serial I/O register will be shifted 1 bit. 
Data is output starting with the LSB. After the transfer clock 
has counted 8 times, the serial I/O register will be empty 

and the transfer clock will remain at a high level. At this 
time the interrpt request bit will be set. 
External clock~ If an external clock is used, the interrupt 
request will be sent after the transfer clock has counted 8 

time,s but transfer clock will not stop. 
Due to this reason, the external clock must be controlled 
from the outside. The external clock should not exceed 

250kHz at a duty cycle of 50%. The timing diagram is 
shown in Figure 7. An example of communication between 
two M50754-XXXSPs is shown in Figure 8. 

Serial 110 input S'N 

input SIN ----~~-~~-----I 

Receivable signal 

SROY 

Fig.7 Serial I/O timing 

Sending side 

Serial 110 mode register 

Bit3 BitO 

I 0 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1

0 I 
The direction r"gister for pin P3, 
should be set to input mode. 

Fig.S Example of serial I/O connection 
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U : 

-
P3, SADY P3, 

P3, Sync clock P3, 

P3 5 Serial data P3, 
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t 
Interrupt request bit set 

Receiving side 

Serial 110 mode register 

Bit3 BitO 

I 1 
1 

1 
1 

0 
1 

x I 
The direction register for pin P34 

should be set to input mode. 
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PWM OUTPUT CIRCUIT 
(1) Introduction 

The M50754-XXXSP is equipped with one 14-bit and 

two 6-bit PWMs. The 14-bit resolution gives PWM1 the 
minimum resolution bit width of 500ns (for X1N =4MHz) 

and a repeat period of 8192,us. PWM2 and PWM3 have 

a 6-bit resolution with minimum resolution bit width of 
1611s and repeat period of 1024,us. 

Block diagram of the PWM is shown in Figure 9. 

The PWM timing generator section applies individual 

control signals to PWM 1 - 3, using clock input X1N di
vided by 2 as a reference signal. 

(2) Data setting 

The output pins PWM1, PWM2 and PWM3 are in com

mon with pins P6" P62 and P63 of port P6 (i.e. for PWM 
output, PM1-PM3 of the PWM control register and the 
P6 directional register 06,- 063 should be set). When 

PWM1 is used for output, first set the higher 8-bit of 

the PWM1-H register (address 00FO'6), then the lower 

6-bit of the PWM1-L register (address 00F1'6)' When 
either PWM2 or PWM3 is used for output, set the 6-bit 

in the PWM2 (address 00F2'6) or PWM3 (address 

00F3'6) register, respectively. Note that the higher 2 

bits of these 8-bit registers are ignored when used 6-
bit register. 

(3) Transferring data from registers to latches 

The data written to the PWM registers is transferred to 

the PWM latches at the repetition of the PWM period. 

The signals output to the PWM pins correspond to the 

contents of these latches. When data at addresses 

00FO'6 - 00F3'6 is read, data in these latches has 
already been read allowing the data output by the 

PWM to be confirmed. When the 6-bit latch is being 

read, the upper 2 bits of the register becomes unde

fined. However, bit 7 of the PWM1-L register indicated 

the completion of the data transfer from the PWM1 reg

ister to the PWM1 latch. If bit 7 is "0", the transfer has 

been completed, if bit 7 is "1 .... the transfer has not yet 
begun. 

(4) Operation of the 6-bit PWMs 

The timing diagram of the two 6-bit PWMs (PWM2 and 

PWM3) is shown in Figure 10. One period (T) is com
posed of 64 (26) segments. 

There are six different pulse types configured from bits 

0-5 representing the Significance of each bit. These 

are output within one period in the circuit internal sec
tion. Refer to Figure 10(a). 

Six different pulses can be output from the PWM. 

These can be selected by bits 0 through 5. Depending 

on the content of the 6-bit PWM latch, pulses from 5-0 

is selected. The PWM output is the difference of the 

sum of each of these pulses. Several examples are 

shown in Figure 10(b). Changes in the contents of the 

PWM latch allows the selection of 64 lengths of high
level area outputs varying from 0/64 to 63/64. An 

length of entirely high-level output cannot be output, 

i.e. 64/64. 
(5) 14-bit PWM operation 

The timing diagram of the 14-bit PWM1 is shown in Fi

gure 11. The 14-bit PWM divides the data within the 
PWM latch into the lower 6 bits and higher 8 bits. 

A high-level area within a length N times r is output ev

ery short area of t = 256 r = 128,us as determined by 

data N of the higher 8 bits. (Refer to PWM output (2) in 

the lower part of Figure 11.) 

Thus, the time for the high-level area is equal to the 

time set by the lower 8 bits or that piUS r . As a result, 

the short-area period t (= 128,us, approx. 7.8kHz) be

comes an approximately repetitive period. 
(6) Output after reset 

At reset the output of port P6 is in the high impedance 

state and the contents of the PWM register and latch 

are undefined. Note that after setting the PWM regis

ter, its data is transferred to the latch. 

Table 2 Relation between the 6 lower-order bits 
of data and the space set by the ADD bit 

6 lower-order bits of data Area longer by r than that of other tm(m - ° -63) 
LS8 Nothing 000000 

000001 m=32 

a a a a 1 a m=16,48 

000100 m=8,24,40,56 

a a 1 a 0 0 m= 4,12,20,28,36,42,50,58 

010000 m = 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30, 34, 38, 42, 46, 50, 54, 58, 62 

1 a 0 0 0 a m=I,3,5,7, "57,59,61,63 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07S4-XXXSP/FP/GP, MS0954-XXXSP/FPI GP, 
. MS09SS-XXXSP/FP/GP 

X,N 
(4MHz) 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PWM1·L (Address OOF1'6) 

14 6 

PWM1 
14·bit PWM circuit 

(8192;LS period) 
Timing generatorl---'---'-----" 

for PWM 

(1 024;LS period) 
PMO 

PWM2 

6·bit PWM circuit 6·bit PWM circuit 

~ Selection gate: connected to black 
colored side when 

$-- Pass gate 

reset. 

J 
}DPWM1 

1 
P6, 06, 

J 
~PWM2 

1 
PWM3 

register 

PWM3 
6 register (Address OOF316 ) 

Data bus 

Sioock diagram of the PWM circuit 
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PM : PWM output mode register (Address OOF5'6) 

06 : Port P6 directional register (Address OOEF16 ) 

P6 : Port P6 register (Address OOEE'6) 



Bit5 

Bit4 

Bit3 

Bit2 

Bin 1 

BitO 

Conients 
of the latch 
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012345678 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 63 

+-__ ..-J 

(a) Pulses showing the weight of each bit 

---------------------------------------------
When 0016 -+ ________________________________ -1-

When 0116 

When 18 '6 

(24) 

When 28 '6 

(40) 

When 3B '6 

(59) 

When 3F '6 
(63) 

+---------------~------------~ 

When output is lower 6 bits of PWMl 

When output is PWM2 and PWM3 

T = 64t 

t=1281's T=81921's 

t = 161's T = 10241's 

(b) Example of 6-bit PWM output 

Fig.l0 6-bit PWM timing diagram 
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Data in address aaFa is:tt: 6A 16 '6 Data in address aaFa is Ii' 78 '6 '6 
PWM1-H 

register 59'6 I 6A,6 ~ 

Data in address aaF1,6 is 1124,6 
PWM1-L 

register 

PWM11atch 
(14 bit) 

(Example I) 6A 

PWM10utput 
(I) 

lower 6 bil" 
oulput 

(When H: GA 16 , 

L: 24,,) 

(Example 2) 

PWM10utput 

lower 6 bits 
output 

(When H: 6A'6, 
L: 18,6) 

13'6 

J 

Minimum b it resolution width 

PWM10utput 
(2) 

8-1>lt counter 1021 

~8 
ADD 

01 1 00 

J 

1 A4'6 ~ 

1653'6 

--
r =a,5,us 

I 
6A: 69 : 68 : 67 : 

FF 1 FE I FD I FC 1 

1--- 78'6 

/' 8it 7 reset after transfer Data in addressaaF1,6 is 113516 

j/ 24'6 1-:- 1 35'6 

Register to latch tranfer 85,6./" Register to latch tranfer 

1AA4'6 1 1AA4'6 ~ I EF5'6 1 
L When bit 6 of PWMI-L is "0" register 

T = 81 92,us J to latch.transfer will not occur. 
(64XI28,us) 

t = 128,us - --
6A 68 6A 68 68 68 6A 68 6A 

(256Xa. 5,u s) - ------

- : 02: od 6A:69:68:67: - : 02 : OIl 

1 ADD 

- 197 ' 96 1 95 ' - 102 I 01 100 FF I FE 1 FD I FC ' - '97196'95 ' -

) 
High/low
section is 
the data c 

level of the ADD 
determined by 

High-level area output, the length 

ontained in 
the lower 6 bit. 

Flg,l1 14-bit PWM timing diagram 
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of which is specified PWM-H 

256 r (128,us) standard 
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I I I I I I I I PWM output mode register 
(Address 00F5,6) 

111111111 Serial 1/0 mode register 

(Address 00F6,,) L 

-

'---

PWM1. PWM2. PWM3 count source 
selection bit 

0: Supply 
1 : Stop 

P6,/PWM, output selection bit 
a : Parallel port 
1 : PWM, output 

P6,/PWM, output selection bit 
a : Parallel port 
1 : PWM, output 

P63 /PWM3 output selection bit 
a : Parallel port 
1 : PWM3 output 

INT, input reverse bit 
a : INT (leading-edge interrupt request) 
1 : INT (trailing-edge interrupt request) 

INT, input reverse bit 
a : INT (leading-edge interrupt request) 
1 : INT (trailing-edge interrupt request) 

PBo/T 1 output selection decision bit 

(reading only) 
a : Parallel port 
1 : Output is 1/2 that of timer 1 

U 

~ 

Sync clock selection bit 
00101 : External clock 
10:1/2timer1 

11 : 1/4 internal clock 1> 
1/16. of the X'N oscillation frequency 
during normal operation. 

1/8 of the XC1N oscillation frequency 
during low speed operation 

Serial 1/0 port selection bit 
(P35 • P36) 

o : Parallel port 
1 : Serial 1/0 port 

SRDY signal output selection bit (P3,) 
a : Parallel port 

1 : SRDY signal output pin 

P6o/T, output selection bit 
a : Parallel port 
1 : Output is 1/2 timer 1 

P6o/T, output function selection bit 
o : Sync. niode 

(EAROM clock input signal generation 

1 : Asynchronous mode 

Clock (X,~-XOUT) stop bit 
0: Oscillate 

I 

1 : Stop 

nternal system clock generation selection 

0: X'N-XOUT selection (normal mode) 

1 : XCIN-XCOUT selection 
(low-speed mode) 

Fig.12 Structure of PWM output mode register Fig.13 Structure of serial I/O mode register 
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R/W L.-J 

T1 

1/2 of T1 

PM6 

P60 latch 

, 
, 
I 
I rn II ______________ -J I L-________________________ ~ L-____________ _ 

Latch output 

I 
, 
I 

: (Note 1) 

, 
:+:: Timer output 

P60 /T output 

1/20f T1 

PM6 

Latch output : 

",'" 

(a) Synchronous mode (SM5=0) 

Timer output 

P60 latch I , 
I 
I 

P60 /T output IL-____ --..l 

Fig.14 
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(b) Asynchronous mode (SM5=1) 

Note 1 Output switching occurs at the trailing edge of timer 1 divided signal when 

the value of the P60 latch is "0" and at the leading edge of timer 1 divided 

signal when the value of the P60 latch is "1". 

P60 /T switching timing diagram 
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PORT P60lTlMER 1 OUTPUT 
Bit 0 of port P6 outputs 1/2 the frequency of timer 1 when 

00F6 '6 bit 4 of the serial I/O mode register (address 

00F6 ,6 ) is changed. The output switching can be accom

plished with either of two procedures, synchronous mode or 

asynchronous mode, depending on the setting of bit 5 

(SM5 ) of the serial I/O mode register. 
When SM 5 is set to "0" the synchronous mode is set. In 

such a case, after SM, has been changed, synchronization 

is set to the 1/2 frequency of timer 1 and switching be

tween the port latch and timer takes place. It is possible to 
ascertain whether switching actually occurred by reading 

the value of bit 6 (PM 6 ) of the PWM output mode register. 

RESET 

Internal RESET _+ ________ .....J 

SYNC 

Address 

Data 

8-12 clock cycles 

Fig.15 Timing diagram at reset 

From the time that the contents of SM, was changed to the 

point where switching completes, the contents of neither 

SM, nor P60 may be changed. Use of the synchronous 

mode prevents the generation of a pulse shorter than the 
timer output during swiching. Figure 14 (a) gives an exam

ple of timing in the synchronous mode. Use of the synchro

nous mode allows generation of an EAROM clock input sig

nal through the use of a simple program. 

When SM5 is set to "1 ", the asynchronous mode is set. In 

this case, the output switching occurs directly after SM, has 
been changed. Figure 14 (b) gives an example of timing in 

the asynchronous mode. 

Note 

Reset address retrieved 
from the vector table 

The relationship of frequency between f(xlN) and ¢ is normally 
f(x,")=4 • <p. 
A question mark (?) means that the address is changeable 

depending on the previous state. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07S4-XXXSP/FP/GP,MS09S4-XXXSP/FP/GP, 
MS09SS-XXXSP/FP/GP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

RESET CIRCUIT 
The M50754-XXXSP is reset according to the sequence 

shown in Figure 15. It starts the program from the address 

formed by using the content of address FFFF'6 as the high 

order address and the content of the address FFFF'6 as the 

low order address when the RESET pin is held at "L" level 

for more than2,us while the power voltage is in the recom-

Address 

(1) Port a register ( PO) ( E a 16) .. ·1 a 0 '6 1 

(2) Port 1 register (p 1 ) (E 2 ,6 ) .. ·1 a 0 '6 1 

(3) Port P2 directional 
register 

( 0 2 ) ( E 5 '6) .. ·1 a 0 '6 I 
(4) Port P3 directional ( 0 3 ) ( E 9 ,6 ) · .. 1 o 0'6 I 

register 

( P 4 ) (E A 16) .. ·1 I (5) Port 4 register o 0'6 

(6) Port 5 register (p 5) (E e 16) .. ·1 I I I I I 10 I 01 
(7) Port P6 directional ( 0 6 ) (E F 16) · .. 1 o 0'6 I register 

(F 5 ,6 ) .. ·1 101010101010101 (8) PWM output mode (PM) 
register 

(9) Serial I/O mode ( S M)( F 6 ,6 ) .. ·1 o 0'6 I 
register 

(10) Timer2 ( T 2 ) ( F e 16) .. ·1 F F 16 I 
(11) Timer3 ( T 3 ) ( F 0 ,6 ) .. ·1 o 7 '6 1 

(11) Interrupt cotrol ( I M) (F E 16) .. ·1 00 '6 I register 

(13) Timer control register (T M) ( F F 16) .. ·1 o 0 '6 I 
(14) Processor status register (p S ) .. ·1 I I II 111 I I (only the interrupt disable 

flag is set.) 

(15) Program counter ( p e ) '1' content;"~ H .•. address FFFF16 

(p e l ) · .. 1 
Contents of 

1 address FFFE16 

Since the contens of both registers other than those listed above 

(including timer 1 and the serial I/O registers) and the RAM are un-
defined at reset, it is necessary to set initial values. 

Fig.16 Internal state of the microcomputer at reset 

mended operating condition and the crystal oscillator 

oscillation is stable and then returned to "H" level. The in

ternal initializations following reset are shown in Figure 16. 

An example of the reset circuit is shown in Figure 17. 

When the power on reset is used, the RESET pin must be 

held "L" until the oscillation of X'N-XO~T becomes stable. 

Power on 
M50754-XXXSP 

RESET Vee ov 

ov-_ .......... 

M50754-XXXSP 

RESET Vee 
L.:27~=--""':'''1~ Supply voltage 

r- -----~ detection circuit 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

L-____ ~~ I 
I 
I 
I 

I I 
I I 
L ________ J 

Fig.l? Example of reset circuit 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50754.XXXSP/FP/GP,M50954.XXXSP/FP/GP, 
M50955·XXXSP/FP/GP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

1/0 PORTS 
(1) Port PO 

Port PO is an 8-bit output port with high-breakdown vol
tage p-channel open-drain outputs featuring a break
down voltage of Vcc-36V. Each pin contains a pull
down resistor making Vp a negative power source. As 
shown in the memory map in Figure 1, port PO is used 
on the zero page at address 00E016 in memory. 
Depending on the content of the processor mode bit 
(bits 0 and 1 of address 00FF16), four modes can be 
selected, single-chip mode, memory expanding mode, 
microprocessor mode, memory expanding mode, mic
roprocessor mode, and eva-chip mode. Modes other 
than the single-chip mode also have functions as 
address output pins besides their original functions. For 
details, refer to the section on the processor mode. 

(2) Port P1 

Port P1 has the same functions as port PO in the single
chip mode. In modes other than the single-chip mode, 
functions vary slightly. For details, see the section on 
the processor mode. 

(3) Port P2 

Port P2 is an 8-bit liD port with N-channel open drain 

outputs As shown in Figu~e 1, port P2 is used at 
address 00E416 in the memory. 
Port P2 has a data direction register (address 00E516 

on zero page) and programming can be undertaken for 
an individual bit to use the port for input or output. The 
pins where the data direction register is programmed 
to "1" are for output and those where the register is 
programmed to "0" are for input. 
The data written into the pin programmed as an output 
pin are written into the port latch and supplied directly 
to the output pin. When reading the data from a pin 
programmed as an output pin, it is not the output pin 
contents which are read but the port latch contents. 

Consequently, since an LED or other similar part is 
driven directly, the value output previously can be read 
correctly even if the low-level output voltage goes high. 
The pin programmed as an input pin remains floating, 

so external signals can be read. When data is written, 
it is written into the port latch only and the pin remains 
floating. 

This port has the same functions as port PO except for 
tho single-chip mode. Fer details, see the section on 
the processor mode. 

(4) Port P3 
Apart from the fact that part of the pins are also used 
as serial input/output pins, its functions are the same 

as those of port P2 in the single-chip mode. This port 
has the same functions as port PO except in the single
chip mode. For details, see the section on the proces
sor mode. 

(5) Port P4 

Port P4 has the same functions as port PO in the single
chip mode. The functions of this port do not change re
gardless of though the processor mode. 

(6) Port P5 

Bits 0 and 1 of port P5 have the same functions as port 
P4. 
Bits 2 and 3 are exclusively used as inputs for mutual 
use as interrupt inputs. These pins feature hysteresis 
characteristics. These pins can also be used for fetch
ing inputs even when being used as interrupt inputs. 

The interrupt request bits (bit 7 and 1 of address 
00FE16 = INTl and INT2, respectively) are set to "1" 
when the inputs of ports P53 (INT1 ) and P52 (INT2 ) 

change. Depending on the contents of bits 4 and 5 of 
the PWM output mode register PM (address 00F516 ), 

either a raising-edge interrupt or a falling-edge inter
rupt may be selected as the interrupt source. (Refer to 
Figure 12.) 

Since. interrupt input and normal input ports are used 
together in the M50754-XXXSP, unwanted noise may 
mistakenly cause interrupts. This problem can be over

come by programming. 
When changing either bit 4 (PM 4 ) or bit 5 (PMs) of the 

PWM output mode register, it is necessary for the in
terrupt request enable bit (either bit 6 or 0 of ·address 
00FE16 ) to be set to the interrupt disable condition 
("0"). If this is not done, an interrupt will be generated 

when either PM4 or PMs is changed. 
Bits 4 through 7 of port P5 is a 4-bit input port. 

(7) Port P6 
Port P6 is a 6-bit liD port having the same functions as 
Port P2. The output is CMOS three-state. Bit 0 is used 

in common with the timer output. Bits 1-3 are used in 
common with PWMs 1-3. 
The functions of this port do not change, being the 
same as in the single-chip mode, even though the pro
cessor mode may change. 
A block diagram of ports PO through P6 are shown in 
Figure 18. 

(8) Clock rj> output pin 

The clock frequency, divided by four, is output (X1N ). 

However, in the low-speed mode 112 the clock fre
quency for timer (XCIN ) is output. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50754-XXXSPI FPI GP, M50954-XXXSPI FPI GP, 
M50955-XXXSP/FP/GP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Data bus ------.~ Port latch '--____ ...J 

L---<JI---

Direction register 

Port latch Data bus -+-~---1 L..... ___ ---J 

Direction register 

Data bus' - --1_---f-~P:o:;;rt:la:;:tc:h:--L--t~--J 

Data bus ----<:. 

INT ----r-oC 

Input 

Databus~ 
Ports P5.-P5, 

* High voltage P-channel transistor 

High voltage P-channel open drain 

(with pull-down resistors) 

Ports PO, PI, P4, P50, P5, 

N-channel open drain output 

Ports P2, P3 

P3 may also be used as a serial 

input/output pin. 

CMOS Tri-state output 

Port 6 

Bits 0-3 may also be used as timer 
outputs and PWM output pins. 

Schmitt input 

Ports P5" P53 

Block diagram of port PO~P6 (single-chip mode) and output format of ¢ 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50754·XXXSP/FP/GP,MS0954·XXXSP/FP/GP, 
M50955·XXXSP/FP/GP 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PROCESSOR MODE 
By changing the contents of the processor mode bit (bit 0 
and 1 at address 00FF ,6 ), four different operation modes 
can be selected; single-chip mode, memory expanding 
mode, microprocessor mode and evaluation chip (eva
chip) mode. In the memory 'expanding mode, microp
rocessor mode and eva-chip mode, ports PO - P3 can be 
used as multiplexed 1/0 for address, data and control sig
nals, as well as the normal functions of the 1/0 ports. 
Figure 20 shows the functions of ports PO-P3. 

The memory map for the single-chip mode is illustrated in 
Figure 1 and for other modes, in Figure 19. 

By connecting CNVss to Vss, all four modes ,can be 
selected through software by changing the processor mode 

bits. Connecting CNVss to Vee automatically forces the 
microcomputer ,into microprocessor mode. Supplying 10V to 

CNVss places the microcomputer in the eva-chip mode. 
The four different modes are explained as follows: 

FFFF,6r--___ ..., 

Interanl ROM 

(Note 1) 
E800, 

Internal RAM 

0000 ,6 '-___ ....1 

Memory expanding Eva-chip mode 
mode 

Note 1: EOOO '6 for M50954-XXXSP 

0800'6 for M50955-XXXSP 

Microprocessor 
mode 

Note 2 : 00CO'6 for M50954-XXXSP and M50955-XXXSP 

The shaded area is external memory area 

Fig.19 External memory area in processor mode 

(1) Single-chip mode [00) 

The microcomputer will automatically be in the singlec 
chip mode when started from reset, if CNVss is con
nected to Vss. Ports PO- P3 will work as original 1/0 

ports. 
(2) Memory expanding mode [01) 

The microcomputer will be placed in the memory ex
panding mode when CNVss is connected to Vss and 
the processor mode bits are set to "01". This mode is 
used to add external memory when the internal mem
ory is not sufficient. 

The lower 8 bits of address data for port PO is output 
when ¢ goes to "H" state. When ¢ goes to the "L" 
state, PO retains its original 1/0 functions. 
Port P1 's higher 8 bits of address data are output when 
¢ goes to "H" state and as it changes back to the "L" 
state it retains its original 1/0 functions. Port P2 retains 
its original output functions while ¢ is at the "H" .state, 
and works as a data bus of 0 7 - Do (including instruc
tion code) while at the "L" state. Pins P3, and P30 out
put the SYNC and RIWcontrol signals, respectively 
while ¢ is in the "H" state. When in the "L" state, P3, 

and P30 retain their original 1/0 function. 
The RIW output is used to'read/write from Ito the oute 

side. When this pin is in .the "H" state, the CPU reads 
data, and when in the "L" state, the CPU writes data. 
The SYNC is a synchronous signal which goes to the 
"H" state when it fetches the OP CODE. 

(3) Microprocessor mode [10) 

After connecting CNVss to Vee and initiating a reset, 
the microcomputer will automatically default to this 
mode. 
I n this mode, port PO and P1 are used as the system 
address bus and the original function of the I/O pins is 
lost. Port P2 becomes the data bus (07 - Do) and loses 

its normal 110 functions. Port P3, and P30 become the 
SYNC and R/W pins, respectively and the normal 1/0 

functions are lost. 
(4) Eva-chip mode [11) 

When 10V is supplied to CNVss pin, the microcomputer 
is forced into the eva-chip mode. The main purpose of 

this mode is to evaluate ROM programs prior to mask
ing them into the microcomputer's internal ROM. 
In this mode, the internal ROM is inhibited so the ex
ternal memory is requierd. 

This mode has almost the same function as the mem
ory expanding mode' except that it needs to attach all 

program memories to the outside. 
The relationship between the input level of CNVss and 

the processor mode is shown in Table 2. 
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Port PO 

Port PI 

Port P2 

Port P3 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50754-XXXSP/FPI GP, M50954-XXXSPI FP/GP, 
M50955-XXXSP/FP/GP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

0 0 I I 

0 I I 0 

Single-chip mode Memory expanding mode Eva-chip mode Microprocessor mode 

¢J I r ¢J I I ¢J I I 
Ports PO,- POo Ports PO,-POo Same as left Ports PO,- POo 

)( I/O port ~ -y Address )( A,-Ao A,-Ao 

¢J I I ¢J I I ¢J I I 
Ports P1,-P1 0 Ports P1,-P1 0 Same as left Ports Pl,-P1 0 

)( I/O port ~ -:t Address '( A1s ........ Aa A1s ........ Aa 

¢J I I ¢J I I ¢J I I 
Ports P2,- P20 Ports P2,- P20 Same as left Ports P2,- P20 

)( 1/0 port ~ oata)( port 0,-00 }-----~ Oata )-
0,-00 • 

¢J I r ¢J I I ¢J I I 
Ports P3,-P30 Ports P3,- P3, Ports P3,-P3, 

)( 1/0 port ~ 1/0 port )( 1/0 port 

Port P3, Same as left Port P3, 

~ 1/0 port K -y SYNC '( 
Port P30 Port P30 

~ 1/0 port K )( R/W K 
Fig.20 Processor mode and functions of ports PO~P3 

Table 3 

CNVss 

Vss 

Vee 

lOV 

2-252 

Relationship between CNVss pin input level and processor mode 

Mode 

• Single-chip mode 

• Memo~y expanding mode 

• Eva-chip mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

• Eva-chip mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

• Eva-chip mode 

Explanation 

The single-chip mode is' set by the reset. 

All modes can be selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

The microprocessor mode is set by the reset. 

Eva-chip mode can be also selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

Eva-chip mode only. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0754.XXXSP/FP/GP,MS09S4·XXXSP/FP/GP, 
MS09S5·XXXSP/FP/GP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

CLOCK GENERATING CIRCUIT 
The M50754-XXXSP has two internal clock generating cir
cuit. Figure 23 shows a block diagram of the clock generat
ing circuit. Normally, the frequency applied to the clock in
put pin X,N divided by four is used as the internal clock 
(timing output) ¢. B,it 7 of serial I/O mode register can be 

used to switch the internal clock ¢ to 1/2 the frequency ap
plied to the clock input pin XC1N ' 
Figure 21 shows a circuit example using a ceramic (or crys
tal) oscillator. Use the manufacture's recommended values 

for constants such as capacitance which will differ depend
ing on each oscillator. When using an external clock signal, 

input form the X,N(XC,N) pin and leave the XOUT(XCOUT) pin 
open. A circuit example is shown in Figure 22. 

Flg.21 Example ceramic resonator circuit 

The M50754-XXXSP has two low power dissipation modes; 
stop and wait. The microcomputer enters a stop mode 
when the STP instruction is executed. The oscillator (both 
X,N clock and XC1N clock) stops with the internal clock ¢ 

held at "H" level. In this case timer 2 and timer 3 are forc
ibly connected and ¢/4 is selected as timer 2 input. Also, 

M50754-XXXSP 

X1N XCOUT XC1N XCOUT 

FBopen29 30TOpen 31 
External oscillating External oscillating circuit 

circuit or external pulse 

Vee n n n n r 
Vss ..J U U U U 

vee --, r-1 
Vss L--1 L 

. timer 2 and timer 3 loaded with FF'6 and 07'6 respectively 
to enable the oscillator to stabilize when restarting oscilla
tion. Before executing the STP instruction, the timer 2 count 

stop bit must be set to supply ("0"), timer 2 interrupt enable 
bit and timer 3 interrupt enable bit must be set to disable 
("0"), and timer 3 interrupt request bit must be set to no re
quest ("0"). 

Fig.22 Example clock input circuit 

Oscillation is resarted (release the stop mode) when INT" 
INT2, or serial 1/0 interrupt is received. The interrupt en
able bit of the interrupt used to release the stop mode must 
be set to "1 ". When restarting oscillation with an interrupt, 
the internal clock ¢ is held "H" until timer 3 overflows and 
is not supplied to the CPU. When oscillation is restarted by 
reset, "L" level must be kept to the RESET pin until the 
oscillattion stabilizes because no wait time is generated. 

The microcomputer enters a wait mode when the WIT in
struction is executed. The internal clock ¢ stops at "H" 
level, but the oscillator does not stop. ¢ is re-supplied (wait' 
mode release) when the microcomputer is reset or when it 
receives an interrupt. Instructions can be executed im

mediately because the oscillator is not stopped. The inter
rupt enable bit of the interrupt used to reset the wait mode 
must be set to "1" before executing ihe WIT instruction. 
Low power dissipation operation is also achieved when the 

X1N clock is stopped and the intorno.l clock ¢ is generated 
from the XC1N clock (200,uA(max.) at f(XcIN) = 32kHz}. X,N 
clock oscillation is stopped when the bit 6 of serial 1/0 

mode register (address 00F6'6) is set and restarted when it 
is cleared. However, the wait time until the oscillation sta
bilizes must be generated with a program when restarting. 
An "L" level must be kept to the RESET pin until the 
oscillation stabilizes when resetting while the X,N clock is 
stopped. Figure 24 shows the transition of states for the 
system clock. 
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XC1N 

Q 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07S4-XXXSP/FPI GP, MS09S4-XXXSP/FPI GP, 
MS09SS-XXXSP/FP/GP 

XCOUT 

XOUT 

Internal system 
clock source 

selection SM, 

S~------~~------~S 

R STP WIT R 
instruction instruction 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

R 

I nterrupt disable flag I 

STP instruction 

INT, interrupt enable 

INT, interrupt request 

Timer 3 interrupt enable 

Timer 3 interrupt request 

Timer 2 interrupt enable 

Timer 2 interrupt request 

Timer 1 interrupt enable 

Timer 1 interrupt request 
(or serial 110) 

I rr- INT2 interrupt enable 

~ INT2 interrupt request 

Block diagram of clock generating circuit 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07S4.XXXSP/FP/GP,MS09S4.XXXSP/FP/GP, 
MS095S·XXXSP/FP/GP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

[
External INT 1 
Timer interrupt 

S I/O interrupt 

[
External INT 1 
Timer interrupt 

S I/O interrupt 

SM,=l 

SM6=1 

SM,=O 

SM 6=0 

STP instruction .. 

Interrupt(Note 1) 

[External INT 1 
S I/O interrupt 

STP instruction 

'" 

Interrupt(Note 2) 

[External INT 1 
S I/O interrupt 

(
It is necessary to program a ) 

latency period sufficient to allow 

the 4MHz oscillation to stabilize. 

STP instruction 
,... 

E 

Interrupt(Note 2) 

[ External INT 1 
S I/O interrupt 

The above example assumes that signals of 4MHz and 32kHz are being applied to pins X,N Xc IN respectively. 1> signifies the internal clock. 

(Note 1) Approximately 8ms of latency time are automatically generated upon release 
from the STP instruction due to the connections of timer 2 and 3. 

(Note 2) Approximately 500ms of latency time exists after the release of the STP instruction. 
(Note 3) When the internal clock 1/4 frequency is connected as a timer count source the count source becomes 4kHz. 

Flg.24 Transition of states for the system clock 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50754-XXXSP/FP/GP,M50954-XXXSP/FP/GP, 
M50955-XXXSP/FP/GP 

S.lNGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

<An example of flow for system> 

Power on reset 
~ 

Clock X and clock for clock function Xc oscillation 
~ 

Internal system clock start (X -1 /4- ¢) 
~--

Program start from RESET vector 
\ 

Normal program I -Operating at 4 MHz 

Internal clock ¢ sotce switching X( 4 MHz)-XcLK (32. 768kHz)(SM 7 : 0 -1 ) 

Clock X halt(Xc in operation) 
~ 

Internal clock halt(WIT instruction) 
~ 

'0' • .0" ., •• , O'"r';OO M'o (W;; '0"'0.«.0 ~,.".,) lTimer 3 (clock count)overflow 

I Clock processing routine I - Operating at 32. 768kHz 

\ 
Internal clock halt (WIT instruction) 

Interrupts from INT" timer 2, timer 1 or serial 110, INT2 
~ 

Internal clock operation start (WIT instruction released) 
~ . 

Program start fr0"l interrupt vector 

Clock X oscillation start 
~ 

Oscillation rise. time routine (software) -Operating at 32. 768kHz 

~ 
Internal clock ¢ source switching (Xc-X)(SM 7 : 1 - 0 ) 

\ 

I Normal program I -Operating at 4MHz 

STP instruction preparation (pushing registers) 

~ 
Timer2, timer3 interrupt disable (IM 4 = 0, TM6= 0), Timer3 interrupt request bit reset (TM7 = 0) 

~ 
Timer 2 count stop bit resetting (TM 5 = 0 ) 

~ 
Clock X and clock for clock function Xc halt (STP instruction) 

\ 

RAM backup status I 
Interrupts from INT" serial 110, INT2 

~ 
Clock X and clock for clock function Xc oscillation start 

~ 
Timer 3 overflow (X/16 or Xc/a-timer 2 -timer 3) 
(Automatically connected by the hardware) 

~ 
Internal system clock start (X-1/4-¢) 

~ 
Program start from interrupt vector 

\ 

Normal. program 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07S4.XXXSP/FP/GP,MS0954.XXXSP/FP/GP, 
MS09SS·XXXSP/FP/GP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PROGRAMMING NOTES 
(1) The frequency ratio of the timer and the prescaler is 

1/(n+1l. 
(2) Even though the BBC and BBS instructions are ex

ecuted after the interrupt request bits are modified (by 
the program), those instructions are only valid for the 

contents before the modification. Also, at least one in
struction cycle must be used (such as a Nap) between 
the modification of the interrupt request bits and the 
execution of the BBC and BBS instructions. 

(3) When r/>/4 or it divided by timer are used as clock for 

timer, the contents of the timer can be read at volun

tary timing. 
However, when an other clock (except above clocks) 
is input to timer, read the contents of timer either while 
the input of the timer is not changing or after timer 
count is stopped. 

(4) After the ADC and SBC instructions are executed (in 
decimal mode), one instruction cycle (such as a Nap) 
is needed before the SEC, CLC, or CLD instructions 

are .executed. 
(5) A Nap instruction must be used after the execution of 

a PLP instruction. 

DATA REQUIRED FOR MASK ORDERING 
Please send the following data for mask orders. 

(1) mask ROM confiramation form. 
(2) mark specification form. 
(3) ROM data .......................................... EPROM 3sels. 

Write the following option on the mask ROM confirmation 

from . 
• r/> output stop option. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50754.XXXSP/FP/GP,M50954·XXXSP/FP/GP, 
M50955·XXXSP/FP/GP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3-7 

V p Pull-down input voltage Vee-40-Vee+0.3 

V, 
Input voltage, P2o""'P27, P30 ........ P37 

CNVss, P5,/INT" P53/1NT, 
-0.3-13 

V, Input voltage, RESET, X1N , XCIN With respect to Vss. -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage, P6a-P6s Output transistors cut-off. -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 
V, Input voltage, P54 ........ P5 7 -0.3-13 

Vo Output voltage, P2a-P2" P3a-P3, -0.3-13 

Vo Output voltage, P6o ........ P6s, XOUT, XCOUT, ¢ -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

Vo Output voltage, POa-PO" Pt o-Pl" P4o-P4" P5a, P5, Vee-40-Vee+0.3 

Pd Power dissipation Ta - 25'C 1 OOO( Note 1 ) 

Topr Operating temperature -10-70 

Tstg Storage temperature -40-125 

Note 1 . 600mW for QFP types. 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vcc=5V±10%, Ta=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

I f(XIN)=4.2MHz 4 5 5.5 V 
Vee Supply voltage 

I f(XIN)= less than1 MHz 3 5 5.5 V 

V p Pull-down supply voltage Vcc -3B Vee V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

V'H 
"H" input voltage P2a-P2" P3a-P3" CNVss(Note 2) 

P5,/INT" P53/1NTlo P6a-P6s 
0. 75Vcc Vee V 

V 1H "H" input voltage RESET, X 1N , XCIN 0, BVcc Vee V 

V'H "H" input voltage P54 ....... P57 0. 4Vcc Vee V 

V'L 
"L" input voltage P2a-P2" P3a-P3" CNVss 

P5,/INT,. P53/1NTlo P6a-P6s 
0 0,25Vcc V 

V'L "L" input voltage RESET 0 0. 12Vcc V 

V'L "L" input voltage X1N , XCIN 0 0,16Vcc V 

V'L "L" input voltage P54--P57 0 0,12Vcc V 

IOH(Sum) 
"H" sum output current POO ....... P07, P1o ........ Ph, P4o ........ P47 

P5a, P5, 
-120 mA 

loH(sum) "H" sum output current P6o ...... P6s -5 mA 
loLCSUm) "L" sum output current' P2o ....... P27, P30 ......... P37 50 mA 
loLCsum) "L" sum output current P6o ...... P6s 5 mA 
IOH(peak) "H" peak output current POo---P04 -30 mA 
IOH(peak) "H" peak output current POS ......... P07, P1o ......... P17 -30 mA 
IOHipeak) "H" peak output current P4o ......... P47, PSo, P5, -30 mA 
IOH(peak) "H" peak output current P6o ......... P6s -3 mA 
loU peak) "L" peak output current P2o ........ P27, P30 ...... P37 15 mA 

lou peak) "L" peak ou"tput current P6a-PBs 3 mA 
IOH(avq) "H" average output current POC ....... POl , P1 o ....... P1 7(Note7) -12 mA 
IOH(avq) "H" average output current P4o ........ P47, PSQ, P5, -12 mA 
IOH(avg) "H" average output current P6o ....... P6s -l.5 mA 
louavg) "L" average output current P2o ...... P27, P30 ...... P37 10 mA 

louava) "L" average output current P6o":""P6s l.5 mA 
f(x,,) Clock input oscillating frequency (Note3,4.6) 4.2 MHz 

f(xc'N) Clock oscillating frequency for clock function 500 kHz 

Note High-level input voltage of up to + 12V may be applied to permissible for ports P2a- P27 , P30 -

P3" CNVss, and P5,-P57 . 

3 Oscillation frequency is at 50% duty cycle. 
4 When used in the low-speed mode, the timer clock input frequency should be f(x'N) < f(x'N)l3. 
5 When external clock input is used, the timer clock input frequency should be f(xc'N) ,;;: 50kHz. 
6 The average output current 10L(avg) and IOH(avgl are in period of lOOms. 
7 -18mA for M50954-XXXSP, M50955-XXXSP. 
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Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mW 

'C 

'C 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50754-XXXSPI FPI GP ,M50954-XXXSP/FPI GP, 
M50955-XXXSP/FP/GP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vee = 5V±IO%. Vss = OV. Ta = 25'C. ftx,N) = 4MHz. unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

V OH 

V OH 

V OH 

V OH 

V OH 

VOL 

VOL 

VOL 

VT+-VT-

VT+-VT-

VT+-VT-

VT+-VT-

I'L 

I'L 

I'L 

I'L 

I'L 

I'H 

I'H 

I'H 

I'H 

I'H 

IOL 

VRAM 

Icc 

Parameter Test conditions 

"H" output voltage P6o-P6s IOH=-0.5mA 

"H" output voltage ~ IOH=-2.5mA 

"H" output voltage POo-PO,. Pte-Pt, 10H= -12mA( M50754-XXXSP) 

"H" output voltage POo-PO,. Pto-Pt, IOH=-18mA(MS09S4-XXXSP. MS09SS-XXXSP) 

"H" output voltage P4o- P4,. PSe. P5, IOH=-12mA 

"L" output voltage P2e-P2,. P30-P3, IOL=10mA 

"L" output voltage P6e-P6s IOL=0.5mA 

"L" output voltage ~ IOL=2.5mA 

Hysteresis P5,/INT,. P53/1NT, 

Hysteresis RESET 

Hysteresis P36 When used as elK input 

Hysteresis X1N 

"L" input current P2o ...... P27, P30--P37 V,=OV 

"L" input current P6o ...... P6s V,=OV 

"L" input current P54 ...... P57 V,=OV 

"L" input current RESET, X1N , XCIN V,=OV 

"L" input current P5,/INT,. P5311NT, V,=OV. 

V,=5V 
"H" input current P2o ...... P27, P30 ...... P37 

V,=12V 

"H" input current P6o ........ P6s V,=5V 

V,=5V 
"H" input current P54 ........ P57 

V,-12V 

"H" input current RESET, X1N , XCIN V,=5V 

V,=5V 
"H" input current P5,/INT,. P53/1NT, 

V,=12V 

Vp=Vee-36V. VOL =Vee 
"L" output current POe-PO,. PIc-PI,. P4e-P4,. PSo. P5, 

Vp=Vee-36V. VOL =Vcc-36V 

RAM retention voltage At clock stop 

Outpul pins open (output OFF) 

Vp=Vcc, Vp=Vss Input and 110 pins all at Vss 

X'N=4MHz (syslem operalion) 

Ditto (al wait mode) 

X1N-XOUT stop 

Supply current XCIN=32kHz (at system operation) all other 

conditions same as above. 

Ditto (at wait mode) 

Oscillation all slopped. I T a=2S'C 

(at STOP mode) I Ta=70'C 

X,=4MHz ceramic oscillator 

X,=32.768kHz quartz crystal 
C,=C,=30pF oscillator 

R,=IMU 

C3=10pF 

C,=30pF 

R,=10MU 

R3 =100kU 

Output pin~ are open 

Fig.25 Supply current test circuit 
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Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

Vee-O. 4 V 

Vee-2 V 

Vee-2 V 

Vee-2 V 

Vee-2 V 

2 V 

0.4 V 

2 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.5 0.7 V 

0.3 I V 

O. I 0.5 V 

-5 j.iA 
-5 j.iA 
-5 j.iA 
-5 j.iA 
-5 j.iA 

5 j.iA 
12 j.iA 

5 j.iA 
5 j.iA 

12 j.iA 
5 j.iA 
5 j.iA 

12 j.iA 
150 500 900 j.iA 

30 j.iA 
2 5.5 V 

3 6 mA 

1 mA 

60 200 j.iA 

40 j.iA 
1 j.iA 

10 j.iA 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50754-XXXSP/FPI GP, M50954-XXXSP/FPI GP, 
M50955-XXXSP/FP/GP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS 
Single-chip mode (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, Ta= 25'C, I iX,N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tsu (P2D-¢) Port P2 input set-up time 270 ns 

tsu (P3D-¢) Port P3 Input set-up time '270 ns 

tsu (PSD-¢) Port P5,IINT" P53/1NT, Input set-up time 270 ns 

tsu (PSD-¢) Port P54-7 input set-up time 500 ns 

tsu (P6D-¢» Port P6 input set-up time 270 ns 

th (¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-P30) Port P3 input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-P50) Port P5,/INT" P53/1NT, inputhold time 20 ns 

th (¢-P50) Port P54- 7 input hold time 50 ns 

th (.p..P60) Port P6 input hold time 20 ns 

tC(XIN) External clock input cycle time (X1N ir:1put) 235 ns 

tW(XI", External clock input pulse width (X,N input) 75 ns 

IC(Xe'N) External clock input cycle time (XCIN) 2.0 ms 

IW(XelN) External clock input pulse width (XelN) 1.0 ms 

Ir External clock rise time 25 ns 

II External' clock fall time 25 ns 

Memory expanding mode and eva-chip mode 
. (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, T a = 25'C, f iXIN) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 
Min. 

tsu (P2D-¢) Port P21npul set-up time 270 

th (.p.P20) Port P2 input hold time 20 

Microprocessor mode (Vec =5V±10%, Vss=ov, Ta=25'C, f(XIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

tsu (P2D-¢) Port P2 input setup time 

th (</>-P2D) Port P2 input hold time 
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Parameter 
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Min. 

270 

20 

Limits 

I I 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

I I ns 

I I ns 

Limits 

I I 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

I I ns 

I I ns 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0754-XXXSPI FPI GP, M50954-XXXSPIFPI GP, 
MS0955-XXXSP/FP/GP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 
Single-chip mode (Vee = 5V±lO%, Vss = OV, Ta = 25'C, f (X,N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min, Typ. Max. 

td(4)-POQ) Port PO data output delay time 230 ns 
Fig. 27 

td(¢-P1Q) Port P1 data output delay time 230 ns 

td(¢-P2o) Port P2 data output delay time 230 ns 
Fig. 26 

tdC¢-P3Q) Port P3 data output delay time 230 ns 

td(Il'>-P4Q) Port P4 data output delay time 230 ns 
Fig. 27 

td(4)-PSQ) Port P5 data output delay time 230 ns 

td(<t>-P6Q) Port P6 data output delay time Fig. 26 230 ns 

Memory expanding mode and eva-chip mode 
(Vee = 5V±lO%, Vss = OV, T a = 25'C, f (X,N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter, Test conditions 
Min. 

td(¢-POA) Port PO address output delay time 

td(Il'>-POAF) Port PO address output delay time 

td(¢_POQ) Port PO data output delay time 

td{<I>-POQF) Port PO data output delay time 

tde ¢-P1 A) Port P1 address output delay time 

tdC<I>-P1AF) Port P1 address output delay time 

tdC¢-P1Q) Port P1 data output delay time 

tdC<I>-P1QF) Port P1 data output delay time 

tdC<I>-P2Q) Port P2 data output delay time 

tdC<I>-P2QF) Port P2 data output delay time 
Fig.26 

tdC<I>-R/W) R/W signal output delay time 

tdC<I>-R/WF) R/W signal output delay time 

td(¢-P30) Port P30 data output delay time 

tdC<I>-P3 QF) Port P30 data output delay time 

td(¢-SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 

td C ¢-SYNCF) SYNC signal output delay time 

tdC¢-P30) Port P31 data output delay time 

tdC¢-P3 OF) Port P31 data output delay time 

Microprocessor mode (Vee = 5V±lO%, Vss = OV, Ta = 25'C, f (X,N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

tdc¢ -POA) Port PO address output delay time 

tdC<I> -P1A) Port P1 address output delay time 

tdc<I> -P20) Port P2 data output delay time 

tdC<I> -P20F) Port P2 data output delay time 

tdC<I>-A/W) R/W signa! output delay time 

tdC<I> -SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 

Vee 

lkn 
P2 
P3 
P6 

J-1OOPF 

1> 

%lOOPF 

Fig.26 Port P2, P3, P6 test circuit 

i 

Fig.26 

PO 
Pl J----;------,~_o 
P4 
P5 

1> J-----,------o 

Fig,27 Port PO, P1, P4, P5 test circuit 
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Min. 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

300 ns 

300 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

250 ns 

250 ns 

300 ns 

300 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0754-XXXSP/FPI GP ,M50954-XXXSPI FPI GP, 
MS095S-XXXSP/FP/GP 

TIMING DIAGRAMS 
In single-chip mode </> .--/ 

~ 

Port PO output 

~ 

Port Pl output 

~ 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

---0> 

Port P3 output 

Port P3 input 

~ 

Port P4 output 

~ 

Port P5 output 

Port P5 input 

~ 

Port P6 output 

Port P6 input 

---.JV 
~ 
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SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

"\ 

ttd (¢-pool 

Ctd (¢-P101 

ttd (¢-P201 

tsu (P2D-¢l 

~d(¢-P301 

tsu (P30-¢) 

~d (¢-P401 

Ctd (¢-P50) 

tsu (P5D-¢l 
-

/ 

Ctd (¢-P601 

tsu (P,60-¢) 

C(XIN) ort C(XCIN) 

tW(XIN) or tW(XcINl 

r.... 

I--tr --> I--tf 
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/ 

~ 

~ th (¢-P201 

f.--

~ 

~ th (¢-P30) 

~ 

'---
-~ -th (¢-PSO 

1--

I '--
.~ thl ¢-P60 

V 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50754-XXXSPI FPI GP, M50954-XXXSP/FPI GP, 
M50955-XXXSP/FP/GP 

In memory expanding mode and 

Eva-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port P1 output 

Port P1 input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output (R/IN) 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07S4.XXXSP/FP/GP,MS09S4.XXXSP/FP/GP, 
MS09SS·XXXSP/FP/GP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

In microprocessor mode 

Port PO output 

Port Pl output 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output (R/Vii) 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 

2-264 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

DESCRIPTION 
The M50930-XXXFP, M50931-XXXFP and the M50932-

XXXFP are single-chip microcomputers designed with 

CMOS silicon gate technology. All are housed in a 80-pin 
plastic molded QFP. These single-chip microcomputers are 

useful for business equipment and other consumer applica
tions. 

In addition to their simple instruction set, the ROM, RAM, 

and I/O addresses are placed on the same memory map to 

enable easy programming. 

These microcomputers are also suitable for applications 
which require controlling LCOs. 

The differences among the M50930-XXXFP, M50931-

XXXFP and the M50932-XXXFP are noted below. The fol

lowing explanations apply to the M50930-XXXFP. Specifica
tion variations for other chips are noted accordingly. 

Type name ROM size RAM size 

M 50930-XXX FP 4096 bytes 128 bytes 
M50931-XXXFP 4096 bytes 512 bytes 

M50932-XXXFP 8192 bytes 512 bytes 

M50932-XXXFP only has pull-up transistor option for CNTR pin. 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
G) Number of basic instructions"""""""'"'''''''''''''''''' 69 
(I) Memory size 

ROM ... 4096 bytes (M50930-XXXFP, M50931-XXXFP) 

8192 bytes (M50932-XXXFP) 

RAM'''''' 128 bytes (M50930-XXXFP) 
512 bytes (M50931-XXXFP, M50932-XXXFP) 

o Instruction executing time 
...... 2f.1s (minimum instructions, at 4MHz frequency) 

CD Single power supply 
f(X 1N )=4MHz .. · .... ····· .. · .. · .. ··· .... ··· .. · .. ··· .. · .. 5V±10% 

f(X 1N )=1 MHz .................... 2.7V ;0;; Vcc;o;; 5.5V(Typ.) 

III Power diSSipation 
normal operation mode (at 4MHzfrequency) 

""""""""""""""""""""'15mW(Vcc=5V, Typ.) 
low-speed operation mode (at 32kHz frequency for 

clock function)"""""""""'" 225f.1W (Vcc=5V, Typ.) 
stop mode(at 25"C) ................. 5f.1W (Vcc=5V, Max.) 

• RAM retention voltage (stop mode) 
............................................ 2.0V ;0;; VRAM ;0;; 5.5V 

• Subroutine nesting "'''''''''''''''''''''''''''64 levels (Max.) 
GI Interrupt ................ · ........................ · 8 types, 5 vectors 

• 8-bit timer ...................... 3 (2 when used as serial I/O) 

• 16-bit timer ............. 1 (Two 8-bit timers make one set) 

o Programmable I/O ports 
(Port PO, P1, P2, P3) ....................................... 32 

• Input ports (Port P4)""""""""""""""""""""""""8 
• Serial I/O (8-bit) .................................................... 1 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

SEGe - 1 

SEG 7 - 2 

SEG 6 - 3 

SEG 5 - 4 

SEG 4 - :, 

SEG 3 - 6 
SEG 2 __ 7 

SEG, - B 

SEGo - 9 

COM 3 - 10 

COM 2 - 11 

COM 1 -12 

COM o - 13 

Outline 80P6 

64 -- P4o/SEG 24 

63 ...... P4 1/SEG 25 

62 - P42/SEG 26 

61 - P43 /SEG 27 

60 - P44 /SEG 28 

~9 ...... P45JSEG 29 

58 ...... P46 /SEG 30 

57 - P47/SEG 31 

~ LCD controller/driver (1/2,1/3 bias, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 duty) 
segment output· .. ··· .. · .... · .... ··· .... ···· .... ··· .... ·· .. ······ 32 
common output .................................................... 4 

e Two clock generator circuits (One is for main clock, the 

other is for clock function) 

APPLICATION 
Office automation equipment 

VCR, Tuner, Audio-visual equipment 

Telephone 
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M50930-XXXFP BLOCK DIAGRAM 
Interrupt 

Clock input Clock output input 
Reset 
input (5V) (Ov) (OV) 

X,N XOUT INT, RESET Vcc ~ CNVss ------r--T -----®--- - -®---@-- --@---- ---- ----~ 

t ~ 
XC1N XCOUT ¢ 

1 
8-bit 

) 
RAM 

128 bytes 

1 
r-

Index 1 
register 

X (8) 

I 
--FT \.L1. 

I I Stack 
pointer 
S (8) 

ROM 
4096 bytes 

~ 

'- \. CNTR 1 I (18 

J 

datame~ Its I/O(~ INT, ¢ 

! I 11 I P4(8) I XCIN ' t-~ ---" 
~ ~ XCOUT T 

II 1_ CCD "~';.';'''''~' 1 1 I ,I i It-H "(0' r+\1 , (OJ 111 H "'''ll l' I 1 r I 

~M@-- - f;xH u" t,J,J.r", L. "'",,! """ L"" 'H! " " """. J _J 
, -.- -- ':' -~--- ~ 

Segment output (32) 

SEG 

Common Power supply 
output for LCD 
COM 

Note 1 Program counter PCH is only 6 bits long. 
M50932 has 8192 bytes ROM. 
M50931 and M50932 have 512 bytes RAM. 

I/O port P3 I/O port P2 I/O port P1 I/O port PO 

s: 
Timer I I.i U'I I/O 

0 CNTR 
U) !:') 

W r-
IT! 0 h I 
::c >< 
" ><3:: CO ><-, 

."iiI tI! 
"'f 

"'a~ 
(") ~ -
3:: s:s: ~ 0 U'IU'I -(I) 

00 ! 3:: U)U) (") 
- WW:::u £ N .... g 
o I I 0 (") >< >< :5: 
o ><><" 3:: e: 
" >< >< -I ~ ."." ~ 
IT! "'a"'a (I) :::u 



FUNCTIONS OF M50930-XXXFP 
Parameter 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction excution time 

Clock frequency 

ROM 

Memory size RAM 

RAM for display LCD 

PO, P1, P2, P3 

P4 
Input/output port 

SEG 

COM 

Serial I/O 

Timers 

Bias 

LCD controller/driver 
Duty ratio 

Common output 

Segment output 

Subroutine· nesting 

Interrupt 

Clock generating circuit 

Supply voltage 

At high-speed operation Vcc=5V 

Power dissipation At low-speed operation Vcc=5V 

At STOP mode 

Input/output voltage 

Input/output 

characteristics Output current 

Memory expansion 

Operating temperature 'range 

Device structure 

Package 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

69 

2,us (minimum instructions, at 4MHz frequency). 

4.3MHz 

4096 bytes (8192 bytes for M50932-XXXFP) 

128 bytes (512 bytes for M50931-XXXFP and M50932-XXXFP) 

16 bytes 

I/O 8-bitX4 

Input 8-bitX 1 (Port P4 are in common with SEG) 

LCD output 32-bitX1 

LCD output 4-bitX1 

8-bitX1 

8-bit timerX3 (2 when serial I/O is used) 

16-bit timerX1 (combination of two a-bit timers) 

1/2, 1/3 bias selectable 

1/2, 1/3, 1/4 duty selectable 

4 

32 (SEG 24 ........ SEG 31 are in common with port P4) 

64 (max.) 

Two external interrupts, Three timer interrupts (or two timer, one serial 110) 

Two built-in circuit (ceramic or quartz crystal oscillator) 

2.7-5.5V (RAM retention voltage at clock stop is 2-5.5V) 

15mW (at clock frequency X'N=4MHz, typ,) 

225"W (at clock frequency XcIN=32kHz, typ.) 

5"W (at clock stop, max.) 

5V 

IOH=-2mA (VoH =3V) 

IOL=10mA (VoL=2V) 

Pull-up current: Min. -30"A, max. -140"A, typ -70"A 

(Vcc=5V input voltage OV) 

Possible 

-10-70°C 

CMOS silicon gate 

80-pin plastic molded QFP 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

---
RESET Reset input 

X ,N Clock input 

XOUT Clock output 

--
INT, Interrupt input 

POO-P07 I/O port PO 

P1 o-P1 7 I/O port PI 

P2o-P27 I/O port P2 

P30 -P37 I/O port P3 

P4o...,..P47 Input port P4 

V L1 ........ V L3 Voltage input for LCD 

COMo- Common output 

COM3 

SEGo- Segment output 

SEG 23 

CNTR Timer J/O 

2-268 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Input 

I/O 

I/O 

I/O 

I/O 

110 

Input 

Output 

Output 

I/O 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±l 0% to Vee, and OV to Vss. 

~ 

This is usually connect to Vss. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2,us (under normal Vee 

conditions). If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

These are lIO pins of internal clock generating circuit for main clock. To control generating frequency, an 

external ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X1N and XOUT pins. If an external 

clock is used, the clock source should be connected the XIN pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

This is the highest order interrupt input pin. 

Port PO is an 8-bit I/O port with directional registers allowing each I/O bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. The output structure is CMOS output. 

Port P1 is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P2 is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P3 is an 8-bit JlO port and has basically the same functions as port PO. When serial I/O is used, P37 , 
--

P36, P35, and P34 work as SADY, ClK, SOUT, and SIN pins, re~pectiveIY. Also P33, P32, P3j, and P30 work as 

timer 3 overflow signal divided by 2 output pin (T), INT2 pin, XCIN and XCOUT pins, respectively. 

Port P4 is an 8-bit input port and can be used as segment output pins. 

These are voltage input pins for LCD. Supply voltage as OV~Vl1-;;;;VL2~Vl3~VCC. OV ....... VL3 is supplied to 

LCD. 

These are LC 0 common output pins. At' If. duty, COM, and COM, pins are not used. At 1/3 duty, COM, is 

not used. 

These are LCD segment output pins. 

This is an output pin for the timer 4 and 5. 
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BASIC FUNCTION BLOCKS 

MEMORY 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

A memory map for the M50930-XXXFP is shown in Figure 1. 

Address 3000'6 to 3FFF'6 are assigned for the built-in ROM 
area which consists of 4096 bytes (Addresses 2000'6 to 

3FFF'6 are assigned for the built-in ROM area which con
sists of 8192 bytes for M50932-XXXFP). Addresses 3FOO'6 

to 3FFF'6 are a special address area (special page). By 
using the special page addressing mode of JSR instruction, 

subroutines addressed on this page can be called with only 

2 bytes. Addresses 3FF4'6 to 3FFF'6 are vector addresses 
used for the reset and interrupts (See interrupts chapter). 

Addresses 0000'6 to 00FF'6 are the zero page address 
area. By using zero page addressing mode, this area can 

also be accessed with 2 bytes. The use of these addressing 

methods will greatly reduce the object size required. 

The RAM, 1/0 port, timer, etc. addresses are already 

assigned for the zero page. Addresses 0000'6 to 007F'6 are 
assigned for the built-in RAM which consists of 128 bytes 

(Addresses 0000'6 to 007F'6 and 0100'6 to 027F'6 are 
assigned for the built-in RAM which consists of 512 by1es 

for M50931-XXXFP and M50932-XXXFP). This RAM is us.ed 
as the stack during subroutine calls and interrupts, in addi

tion to data storage. 

ROM 

(8192 bytes) 
for 

M50932-XXXFP 

RAM 

(128 bytes) 

Zero page 

RAM 
for 

LCD 

(16 bytes) 

RAM 
(384 bytes) 

for 
MS0931-XXXFP 

and 
M50932-XXXFP 

ROM 

(4096 bytes) 

for 

M50930-XXXFP 

and 

MS0931-XXXFP 

Special 

page 
for 

3ubroutine 
call 

Fig.l Memory map 

0000'6 

00lF'6 

Not used 

0000'6 

00DF'6 

00FF'6 

0100'6 

027F'6 Not used 

2000'6 

3000'6 

3FOO'6 

3FF4,6 
~~~~:~~ H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
,,:,~dress L 
Address H 

3FFF'6 
~~dress L 
Address H 
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Decimal 
o 

1 27 

/ 

/ 
/ 

208 
/ 

223 

255 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

INT, 
Serial I/O 
or Timer3 
Timer2 
Timerl 

INT, 

RESET 
16383 

/ 

/ 

\ 

\ 
\ 

,00EO'6 

/ / 00E1'6 

\ 
\ 

\ 

00E2'6 

00E3'6 

00E416 

00ES'6 

00E6'6 

00E7'6 

00E8'6 

00E9'6 

OOEA16 

00EB'6 

OOEC16 

OOED16 

00EE'6 

OOEF16 

00FO'6 

00F1'6 

00F2'6 

00F3'6 

00F4'6 

00FS'6 

00F6'6 

00F7'6 

00FS'6 

00F9'6 

00FA'6 

00FB,6 

00FC'6 

00FD'6 

\ 00FE'6 

'00FF,6 

Port PO 

Port PO directional 
register 

Port P1 

Port P1 directional 
register 

Port P2 

Port P2 directional 
regisl r 

Port P3 

Port P3 directional 
register 

Port P4 

LCD mode register 

Serial I/O mode register 

Serial liD register 

Timer 4, 5 mode register 

Timer 1 

Timer2 

Timer3 

Timer 4 

Timer 5 

Interrupt control register 

Timer control register 
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CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) 
The CPU consists of 6 registers and is shown in Figure 2. 

ACCUMULATOR (A) 
The S-bit accumulator (A) is the main register of the micro

computer. Data operations such as data transfer, input/out

put, etc., is executed mainly through the accumulator. 

0 

A. I Accumulator 

I X I Index register X 

0 

1 Y I. Index register Y 

1 S 1 Stack pointer 

15 0 

PC H (Note) PC L I Program counter 

Note PCH uses 6 bits only. 

Flg.2 Register structure 

INDEX REGISTER X (X) 
The index register X is an S-bit register. In the index regis

ter X addressing mode, the value of the OPE RAN D added 

to the contents of the index register X specifies the real 
address. When the T flag in'the processors status register 

is set to "1 ", the index register X itself becomes the 

address for the second OPERAND. 

INDEX REGISTER Y (Y) 
The index register Y is an S-bit register. In the index regis

ter Y addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND added 

to the contents of the index register Y specifies the real 
address. 

Processor status register 

Carry flag 

Zero flag 

Interrupt disable flag 

Decimal mode flag 

Break flag 

Index X mode flag 

Overflow flag 

Negative flag 

2-270 • MITSUBISHI 
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STACK POINTER (S) 
The stack pOinter is an 8-bit register that contains the 

address of the next location in the stack. It is mainly used 

during interrupts and subroutine calls. The stack pointer is 
not automatically initialized after reset and should be initial

ized by the program using the TXS instruction. 

When an interrupt occurs, the higher 8 bits of the program 

counter is pushed into the stack first, the stack pOinter is 

decremented, and then the lower 8 bits of the program 
counter is pushed into the stack. Next the contents of the 

processor status register is pushed into the stack. When 

the return from interrupt instruction (RTI) is executed, the 

program counter and processor status register data is pop

ped off the stack in reverse order from above. 

The accumulator is never pushed into the stack automati
cally, so a Push Accumulator instruction (PHA) is provided 

to execute this function. Restoring the Accumulator to its 

previous value is accomplished by the Pop Accumulator in

struction (PLA). It is executed in the reverse order' of the 

PHA instruction. 
The contents of the Processor Status Register (PS) are 

pushed and popped to and hom the stack with the PHP 

and PLP instructions, respectively. 

During a subroutine call, only the Program Counter is 

pushed into the stack. Therefore, any registers that should 

not be destroyed should be pused into the stack manually. 
To return from a subroutine call, the RTS instruction is 

used. 

PROGRAM COUNTER (PC) 
The 16-bit program counter consists of two 8-bit registers 

PCH and PCl' The program counter is used to indicate the 

address of the next instruction to be executed. 

PCH is only 6 bits long. 

PROCESSOR STATUS REGSITER (PS) 
The 8-bit PS is composed entirely of flags used to indicate 

the condition of the processor immediately after an opera

tion. Branch operations can be performed by testing the 

Carry flags (C), Zero flag (Z), Overflow flag (V) or the 

Negative flag (N). Each bit of the register is explained 

below. 

1. Carry flag (C) 
The carry ilag contains the Garry or bormv, generated by 

the Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) immediately after an op

eration. It is also changed by the shift and rotate instruc

tions. The set carry (SEC) and clear carry (CLC) instruc

tions allow direct access for setting and clearing this flag. 

2. Zero flag (Z) 
This flag is used to indicate if the immediate operation 
generated a zero result or not. If the result is zero, the zero 

flag will be set to "0". If the result is not zero, the zero flag 

will be set to "1". 

3. Interrupt disable flag (I) 
This flag is used to disable all interrupts. This is accom

plished by setting the flag to "1". When an interrupt is 

accepted, this flag is automatically set to "1" to prevent 

from other interrupts until the current interrupt is completed. 

The SEI and CLI instructions are used to set and clear this 

flag, respectively. 

4. Decimal mode flag (D) 
The decimal mode flag is used to define whether addition 

and subtraction are executed in binary or decimal. If the 

decimal mode flag is set to "1", the operations are ex

ecuted in decimal, if the flag is "0", the operations are ex

ecuted in binary. Decimal correction is automatically ex

ecuted. The SED and CLD instructions are used to set and 

clear this flag, respectively. 

5. Break flag (B) 
When the BRK instruction is executed, the same operations 

are performed as in an interrupt. The address of the inter
rupt vector of the BRK instruction is the same as that of the 

lowest priority interrupt. The contents of the B flag can be 

checked to determine which condition caused the interrupt. 

If the BRK instruction caused the interrupt, the B flag will 

be "1", otherwise, it will be "0". 

6. Index X mode flag (T) 
When the T flag is "1", operations between memories are 

executed directly, without passing through the accumulator. 

Operations between memories involving the accumulator 

are executed when the T flag is "0" (i.e., operation results 

between memories 1 and 2 are stored in the accumulator). 

The address of memory 1 is specified by the contents of 

the index register X, and that of memory 2 is specified by 

the normal addressing mode. The SET and CL T instructions 

are used to set and clear the T flag, respectively. 

7. Overflow flag (V) 
The overflow flag functions when one byte is added or sub

tracted as a signed binary number. When the result ex

ceeds + 127 or -128, the overflow flag is set to "1". When 

the BIT instruction is executed, bit 6 of the memory location 

is input to the V flag. The overflow flag is reset by the CLV 

instruction and there is no set instruction. 

8. Negative flag (N) 
The negative flag is set whenever the result of a data trans

fer or operation is negative (bit 7 is "1"). Whenever the BIT 
instruction is executed, bit 7 of the memory location is ·input 

to the N flag. There are no instructions for directly setting or 

resetting the N flag. 
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INTERRUPT 
. The M50930-XXXFP can be interrupted from eight sources; 

I NT" Timer 1, Timer 2, Timer 3 or Serial 110, I NT 2 or Key on 
wake up, and BRK instruction. 
The value of bit 2 of the serial 110 register (address 00F616 ) 

determines whether the interrupt is from timer 3 or from se

rial 110. When the bit 2 is "1" the interrupt is from serial 110, 

and when bit 2 is "0" the interrupt is from timer .3. Also, 
when bit 2 is "1", parts of Port 3 are used for serial I/O. Bit 7 
of the serial 110 register df:!termines if an interrupt is from 
INT2 or from "Key on wake up". When bit 7 is "0", the inter

rupt is from INT2. When bit 7 is "1" the interrupt is from "key 

on wake up". "key on wake up" can only be used at power 
down by the. STP or WIT instruction. These interrupts are 
vectored and thier priorities are shown in Table 1. Reset is 
included in this table since it has the same function as an 
interrupt. 
When an interrupt is accepted, the contents of certain reg
isters are pushed into specified locations, as discussed in 
the stack pointer section, and the interrupt disable flag (I) 
is set, and the program jumps to the address specified by 
the interrupt vect~r, and the interrupt request bit is cleared 
automatically. The Reset interrupt is the highest priority in
terrupt and can never be inhibited. Except for the Reset in
terrupt, all interrupts are inhibited when the interrupt dis
able flag is set to "1". All of the other interrupts can further 
be controlled individually via the interrupt control register 
shown in Figure 3. An interrupt is accepted when the inter
rupt enable bit and the interrupt request bit are both "1" 
and the interrupt disable flag is "0". The interrupt request 
bits are set when the following conditions occur: 

(1) When the INTl or INT2 pins go from "H" to "L" 
(2) When the levels any pin of P2 goes "L" (at power down 

mode) 

(3) When the contents of timer 1, timer 2, timer 3 or the 
counter of serial 110 go to "0" 

These request bits can be reset by a program but can not 
be set. 
Since the BRK instruction interrupt and the INT 2 interrupt 
have the same vectored address, the contents of the B flag 
must be checked to determine if the BRK instruction 
caused the interrupt or if INT2 generated the interrupt. 

Table 1. Interrupt vector address and priority. 

Interrupt Priority Vector address 

RESET 1 3FFF ,6 , 3FFE '6 

INT, 2 3FFD ,6,3FFC '6 

Timer 1 3 3FFB ,6, 3FFA'6 

Timer 2 4 3FF9 ,6• 3FF8 '6 

Timer 3 or serial 1/0 5 3FF7 ,6.3FF6 '6 

INT, or key on wake up (BRK) 6 3FF5 ,6• 3FF4 '6 

Interrupt control register (address OOFE,.) 
~~~~~~~~~ 

Fig.3 
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Interrupt 
request 

Interrupt control 

Bit 7 : INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit 6 : INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5 : Timer 2 interrupt request bit 

Bit4: Timer2 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 3 : Timer 3 interrupt or serial 110 interrupt request bit 

Bit 2 : Timer 3 interrupt or serial 110 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 1 : INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit 0 : INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Timer control register (address OOFF,,) 
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Bit 7 : Timer 1 interrupt request bit 

Bit 6 : Timer 1 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5 : Timer 1 count stop bit 

Bit 4 : Timer 3 count source selection bit 

Bit 3 : Timer 2 count source selection bit 

Bit 2 : Timer 1 count source selection bit 

Bitl : j 
Bit 0: Processor mode bit 
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TIMER 
The M50930-XXXFP has five timers; timer 1, timer 2, timer 
3, timer 4 and timer 5. Timer 3 cannot be used when serial 

I/O is used (see serial I/O section). The count source for 
each timer can be selected by using bit 2, 3 and 4 of the 
timer control register (address 00FF,6 ), as shown in Figure 
4. 
A block diagram of timer 1 through 5 is shown in Figure 6. 
All of the timers are down count timers and have 8-bit 
latches. When a timer reaches "0" and the next count pulse 
is input to a timer, the contents of the reload latch are 
loaded into the timer. The division ratio of the timers is 1/(n 
+1), where n is the contents of timer latch. 
The timer interrupt request bit is set at the next count pulse 
after the timer reaches "0". The interrupt and timer control 
registers are located at addresses 00FE '6 and 00FF,6 , re
spectively (see Interrupt section). The starting and stop
ping of timer 1 is controlled by bit 5 of the timer control reg
ister. If bit 5 (address 00FF,6) is "0", the timer starts count
ing. When bit 5 is "1", the timer stops. 
After a STP instruction is executed, timer 2, timer 1, and the 
clock(¢ divided by 4) are connected in series (regardless 
of the status of bit 2 through 4 of the timer control register). 
This state is canceled if timer 2 interrupt request bit is set 
to "1", or if the system is reset. Before the STP instruction 
is executed, bit 5 of the timer control register (timer 1, 
count stop bit), bit 6 of the timer control register (timer 1 in
terrupt enable bit), and bit 4 of interrupt control register 
(timer 2 interrupt enable bit) must be set to "0". For more 
details on the STP instruction, refer to the oscillation circuit 
section. 

TIMER 4 AND TIMER 5 MODES 
(1) Timer Mode (00). 

The internal clock divided by 4 is counted. When the 
timer counts to "0", the interrupt request bit is set to 
"1", the contents of the timer latch is reloaded, and the 

counting starts again. 
(2) Pulse Output Mode (01). 

The output level of the CNTR pin inverts each time the 
timer contents to zero. 

(3) Event Counter Mode (10). 

The same. function is executed as that of mode "00", 
except that the counting source is input from the CNTR 
pin. The count decremented each time the CNTR input 
gees from ilL" to "H", 

(4) Pulse Width Measurement Mode (11). 

This mode is used to measure the pulse width of a sig
nal (between "L"s) input into the CNTR pin. The count
ing is done using the oscillation frequency divided by 4, 
and only while the CNTR pin is at a low level. When 
the contents of the counter reaches zero, the timer 5 

overflow flag is set to "1", the timer is reloaded from 
the reload latch, and counting starts again. The over
flow flag can be reset by writing a "0" to bit 7 of 

address 00F8,6. The structure of timer 4, 5 mode regis
ter is shown in Figure 5. 

I I I I I I I I I 

LL 
Timer control register 

(address OOFF,.) 

Processor mode bit 

00 : Single-chip mode 

01 : Memory expanding mode 

10 : Microprocessor mode 

11 : Not used 

Timer 1 count source selection bit 

o : ¢ divided by 4 

1 : Timer for clock (XCIN ) 

Timer 2 count source selection bit 

o : Timer 1 overflow 
1 : Timer for clock (XCIN ) 

Timer 3 count source selection bit 

o : ¢ divided by 4 

1 : Timer 2 overflow 

Timer 1 count stop bit 

o : Count start 

1 : Count stop 

Timer 1 interrupt enable bit 

o : Interrupt inhibit 

1 : Interrupt enable 

Timer 1 interrupt request bit 

o : No interrupt request 

1 : With interrupt request 

Fig.4 Structure of timer control register 

Timer4,5 

mode register 
(address OaFS,.) 

CNTR input level 

o : at "L" level 

Timer 4, 5 mode bit 

00 : Timer mode 

1 : at "H" level 
-INT, input level 

o : at "L" level 

01 : Pulse output mode 

10 : Event counter mode 

1 : at "H" level 

11 : Pulse width measurement. mode 

L-____ Timer 4, 5 count stop bit 

o : Count start 

1 : Count stop 

~------Timer 5 overflow bit 

o : No timer 5 overflow 

1 : With limer 5 overflow 

Flg.5 Structure of timer 4,5 mode register 
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00 I 01 Ext. clock 

10: 1/2 Timer3 

Serial 1/0 
counter (3) 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Data bus 

Timer 1 interrupt 
request bit 

LCDCK 

1------- Timer 2 interrupt 
request bit 

Timer 3 or serial 1/0 
interrupt request bit 

TC : Timer 4, 5 mode register( address OOF8,,) 
TM : Timer control register (address OOFF,,) 

SM: Serial 1/0 mode regist~r (address OOF6'6) 

LM : LCD mode register (address OOFS'6) 

~ Select gate: at reset, t _ 'shade~ side is connected. 

TC, 

P3,/INT,O----------:--------------~ INT, 

Fig.6 
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Block diagram of timers 1 through 5 
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PORT P33fT1MER 3 OUTPUT 
The signal that timer 3 is divided by 2 is output from P33 

(T), at the contents of bit 4 of the serial 1/0 mode register 

(address 00F6'6) is "1". 

WATCHDOG TIMER FUNCTION 
Timer 4 and 5 can be used as a watchdog timer by con

necting the CNTR pin and the RESET pin as shown in Fig

ure 7, and by setting bit 4 and 5 of address 00FS'6 to 01. At 
this time the output of the 1/2 divider counter (connected to 

timer 5) is initialized to "1" when data is written to timer 5. 

After a delay of 2.5 to 3.0fLS (at f(X ,N )=4MHz) after the re

set is input, bits 4, 5, and 6 of the timer 4,5 mode register 

are initialized to O. The initialization program to set the 

watchdog timer mode should have the following sequence: 
(1) Set the pulse output mode after writing a value to timer 

4 and 5 registers. 

(2) If the program is running correctly, the CNTR pin 

should never go low due to data being continuously 

written to timer 5, If the program sequence is inter
rupted, timer 5 will overflow and the CNTR pin will out

put a "L" and retain this value until the Reset is ex

ecuted. 

(3) 2.5 to 3.5fLS (at f(X 1N ) =4MHz) after a reset, the CNTR 

pin will be in high impedance state, 

M50930-XXXFP 

'--
CNTR RESET 

18 29 

IV 

R, 

JC 

C and D are for power-on reset. 

Fig.7 Reset circuit with the watchdog timer 

D 

... 

' vv-
R, 
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SERIAL I/O 
The block diagram of serial I/O is shown in Figure 8. In the 

serial I/O mode the receive ready signal (SRDY), synchro

nous input/output clock (elK), and the serial I/O (SOUT, 
S,N) pins are used as P37 , P36 , P35 , and P34 , respectively. 
The serial I/O mode register (address 00F616 ) is an 8-bit 

register. Bit a and 1 of. this register is used to select a syn

chronous clock source. When these bits are (00) or (01), 

an external clock from P36 is selected. When these bits are 

(10), the overflow signal divided by two from timer 3 be

comes the synchronous clock. Therefore, changing the tim

er period will change the transfer speed. When the bits are 

Internal 
clock ¢ 

Divider 

(11), the internal clock ¢ divided by 4 (ie. 4,us at 4MHz) 

becomes the clock. 
Bits 2 and 3 decide whether parts of P3 will be used as a 

serial I/O or not. When bit 2 is "1", P36 becomes an I/O pin 

of the synchronous clock. When an internal synchronous 

clock is selected, the clock is output from P36 . If the exter

na'! synchronous clock is selected, the clock is input to P36 · 

And P35 will be a serial output and P34 will be a serial in

put. To use P34 as a serial input, set the directional register 

bit which corresponds to P34 , to "0". For more information 

on the directional register, refer to the I/O pin section. 
To use the serial I/O, bit 2 needs to be set to "1 ", if itis "0" 

from internal clock 

divided by 4 or 

Timer2 

Fig.S 
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P3, r--r----------~ 
Prescaler 

P36 

P35 
SOUT 

P34 

INT, source selection bit (at STP/WIT) 

0: P3, (INT,) 

1 : P2o-P2, (key on wake up) 

Unsystem clock operation bit ----------" 

0: HALT 

1 : Operation 

Timer for clock port selection bit (P3o, P3,) ------' 

a : P3o, P3, (normal 1/0 port) 

1 : XC1N • XCOUT 

Output of clock port selection bit (P33 ) ---------' 

a : P33 (nomal I/O port) 

1: T 

Block diagram of serial I/O 

Synchronous clock selection bit 

00 : I 01: External clock 

to timer 3 or 
serial I/O 
interrupt 
request bit 

10 : Timer 3 overflow signal divided by 2 

11 : Timing ¢ divided by 4 

"----- Serial I/O port selection bit (P35 , P36 ) 

a : Normal I/O port 

1 : Serial I/O port 

L-_____ SRDY signal output selection bit (P37-) 

o : Normal I/O port 

, : SRDY signal output pin 
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P36 will function as a normal 1/0. Interrupts will be gener

ated from the serial 1/0 counter instead of timer 3. Bit 3 de

termines if P37 is used as an output pin for the receive data 

ready signal (bit 3 = "1", SRDY) or used as a nomal 1/0 pin 
(bit3="0"). 

The function of serial 1/0 differs depending on the clock 
source: external clock or internal clock. 

Internal clock-The SRDY signal becomes "H" during trans

mission or while dummy data is stor.ed in the serial 1/0 reg-' 

ister. After the falling edge of write signal, the SRDY signal 

becomes low signaling that the M50930-XXXFP is ready to 

receive the external serial data. The SRDY signal goes "H" 

at the next falling edge of the transfer clock. The serial 1/0 

counter is s.et to 7 when data is stored in the serial 1/0 reg

ister. At each falling edge of the transfer clock, serial data 
is output to P35. During the rising edge of this clock, data 

can be input from P34 and the data in the serial 1/0 register 

will be shifted 1 bit. Data is output starting with the LSB. Af-

Synchronous clock 

Transfer clock --------..., 

Serial I/O register write 

ter the transfer clock has counted 8 times, the serial 1/0 

register will be empty and the transfer clock will remain at 
a high level. At this time the interrupt request bit will be 

set. 

External Clock - If an external clock is used, the interrupt 

request bit will be set after,the transfer clock has counted 8 
times but the transfer clock will not stop. Due to this 

reason, the external clock must be controlled from the out

side. The external clock should not exceed 250kHz at a 

duty cycle of 50%. 

Timing diagrams are shown in Figure 9, and connection be

tween two M50930-XXXFPs' are shown in Figure 10. When 

using an external clock for transfer, the external clock must 

be held at "H" level when the serial 1/0 counter is initial

ized. When switching between the internal clock and exter
nal clock, the switching must not be performed during 

transfer. Also, the serial 1/0 counter must be initialized after 
switching. 

signal ______ .J !----+-----+-------------r-,------
Serial I/O output -------i--""'\,,..---'\r-""'\ 

I 

SOUT ________ ,--..J '---"'----' '---I-J'---I ..... -" '-_-' 
i D, 

Serial I/O input 

S'N , 
Receivable signal -------i' 

SROY U 

Fig.9 Serial 1/0 timing 

Sending side 

Serial I/O mode register 

bit 3 bitO 

I a I 1 I 1 I a I 
Sat the directional 
register for P3, pin 
in input mode. 

Flg.l0 Example of serial I/O connection 

P3, SRDY P3, 

P36 Synchronous clock P36 

P35 Serial data P34 
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Interrupt request bit set 

Receiving side 

Serial I/O mode register 

bit3 bitO 

11 I 1 I a I x I 
Set the directional 
register for P34 pin 
in input mode. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

LCD CONTROLLER/DRIVER 
The M50930-XXXFP has internal LCD controllers and driv
ers. A Block diagram of LCD circuit is shown in Figure 13. 
The terminals for LCD consist of 4 common-pin and 325eg
ments pin. SEG 24 - SEG31 are in common with input P4. 
These pins are selected by bit 4 of the LCD mode register 
(LM4 , address 00F5 ,6 ). Two biases (1/2 and 1/3) can also 
be selected. When bit 2 of the LCD mode register is "1", 11 

2 bias is selected. When bit 2 is "0", 1/3 bias is selected. A 
112, 1/3, or 1/4 duty cycle can also be selected. When bits 
o and 1 of the LCD mode register (LMo, LM, ) is n, the duty 
ratio is 1/( n+1). 

Address 00DO ,6 - 00DF'6 is the designated RAM for the 
LCD display. When 1 s' are written to these addresses, the 
corresponding segments of the LCD display panel are 
turned on. A map of the LCD display RAM is shown in Fig
ure 12. 

7 5 

I I I I I I I I I 
LL 

LCD mode register 
(address OOFS,s) 

Duty ratio selection bit 

01 : 1/2 duty 

10 : 1/3 duty 

11: 1/4 duty 

Bias selection bit 
0: 1/3 bias 

1 : 1/2 bias 

LCD turn on bit 

0: Off 

1: On 

P4/LCD segment selection 
bit 

o : P4o- P4, (input port) 

1 : SEG'4-SEG3' 

(segment o;:;!put) 

XouT/SYNC selection bit 

0: XOUT 

1: SYNC 

XCOUT drive ability selection 

o : High bit 

1: Low 

System clock ¢ selection bit 

0: X/4 
1 : Xc/2 

Fig.ll Structure of LCD mode register 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

The ON/OFF function for the LCD controller is controlled 
by bit 3 of the LCD mode register (LM3 ). When this bit is 
"1" all the segments of the LCD are turned on. When this 
bit is "0" all the segments are turned off. 
When a 1/2 bias is used, Vu and VL2 should be shorted 
together. An example circuit for each bias is shown in Fig
ure 14. Also Figure 15 shows an example of 1/2 bias, 1/4 

duty drive waveforms and resulting voltage differential be

tween SEGn and COMn and Figure 16 shows examples of 
drive waveforms for each bias and duty. 
The LCDCK' timing frequency (LCD driver timing) is gener
ated internally and the frame frequency can be determined 
with the following equation: 

f( LCDCK) (frequency of timer 1 count source) 
( (timer 1 setting+ 1 ) X 4) 

Frame frequency 
f(LCDCK) 

n ; at 1/n duty 

I~' 7 6 5 4 3 .2 1 
Address 

00 1 1 1 1 '0 0 0 

01 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 

02 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 

03 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 

04 9 9 9 9 8 8 8 

05 11 11 11 11 10 10 10 

06 13 13 13 13 12 12 12 

07 15 15 15 15 14 14 14 

08 17 17 17 17 16 16 16 

09 19 19 19 19 18 18 18 

OA .21 21 21 21 20 20 20 

OB 23 23 23 23 22 22 22 

OC 25 25 25 25 24 24 24 

00 . 27 27 27 27 26 26 26 

OE 29 29 29 29 28 28 28 

OF 31 31 31 31 30 30 30 

'i ~ 
0 'i ~ i :?! :?! 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 () () () 

b 

0 

2 

4 

6 

8 

10 

12 

14 

16 

18 

20 

22 

24 

26 

28 

30 

i 
0 
() 

* Number in data memory area indicates corresponding segment. 

Fig. 12 Map of RAM for LCD segment 
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Q. 
!2 
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c: 
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0 1 2 

Selector 

Segment 

driver 

SEGo 

70;:::::: 

j . 
"""/ -
0000'6 

3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 

Selector Selector 

~ 
--- ----

~ 

~ Segment Segment 

I driver driver 

J 

SEG, SEG30 

Data bus ~ 
/~ /'--. 

8 8 

'--./ '--./ 

00DF'6 ~ i I ~ 
3 4 5 6 7 

LM4 I LM3 I LM, I LM, I LMo 

i I I i 6) 

i 
I I I s: 

CII UI 

Selector Timing controller 

z 0 
G) CD 
r- W 
J"I'I 0 n I 
::c >< 

\ 

! : I I I Segment 1/2,1/3 

: driver Bias controller I I I 
I I 

"'tI >< ~ flO >< -I:U "'1 u: -4 

" c: (") ~ I:U 
3: s: s: iii 
0 UIUI :: CII 

00 ~ 
~ CDCD -
(") Ww £ :u N .... 0 0 I I (") 
(") ><>< 0 0 

><>< ~ 3: 
"'tI ><>< ~ c: 
-4 "'1 "'1 J"I'I 
J"I'I "" ~ :u 

SEG31 Vu VL2 LL3 COMo COM, COM, COM3 



1/3 bias 

VL31----~ 

VL'I----~ 

V L1 1-----,--1 

R,=R,=R3 

Contrast 
control 

Vr 

R, 

R, 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXF P 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

1/2 bias 

Contrast 
control 

VL3 Vr 

R4 
VL, 

VL1 

R5 

Fig.14 Example of circuit at 1/3 bias, 1/2 bias 

Fig.15 

2-280 

LCDCK timing of 
internal logic 

Voltage level 

Pin output level V L3 ( =VLCD ) 

COMo =~~ ___ ~~====~~~=~~~~~=~~:VL1 

~ - -:- - ---- - ------
COM3 

_ =- -=- - ___________ ~ _-1.= 

SEG n 

Voltage diffrential 

(SEGnl-(COMol 

(SEGnl-(COM,l 

_________ . ____ ~-- ~LCD 

-11=R----ff - --I~LCD 
-L_L.L_ -U----L- --V 2 LCD 

-------- ----- -------V 
LCD 

1 -:11- -------11- - -- -"2VLCD 

..l.._LJ ____ LJ==LJ ____ =L ~~V 
2 LCD 

,E Off :::: 

Example of 1/2 bias, 1/4 duty waveforms and resulting voltage differential between SEGn and COMn. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

iias r-_______ D_i_Sp_l_ay_p_a_tt_e_rn __ ,-______ -+r-____________ 1/_2_b_ia_s ____________ -+ _____________ 1_/3 __ b_ia_s ____________ ~ 
Connection I LCD LCDCK timing ~ LCDCK timing~ 

Duty RAM of internal logic of internal logic . 

A ,""", 

c::t::1 " 
,(}B "'COMo 

F ~?'-"""'COM' 
E ·~··8~,,_"COM' 
~ (~r··--COM, 

(" H SEGn 

128(32 segmentsX4 commons) 

(16 digits max, in the above panel) 

COM, : No connection 

96(32 segmentsX3 commons) 

(10 digits max. in the above panel) 

'---,--- SEG n 

COM" COM, : No connection 

§ a;~-E 64(32 segmentsX2 commons) 
.SE·~E 
~ ,,"tJ Ol (8 digits max, in the above panel) 
~C:offi 

COM, =~===~-_-_g--I-_~~~ 

COM, ~==-_~::l-::j==~==~~~ 

COM, Ii:-_-~======~~~ 
SEGn~ 

COMo 

COM, 

COM, 

SEGn 

COMo 

COM, 

SEGIl 

G F 

o E ~'Cln" 
'()jf" "C5i'f 

li=======: 
======-_-!l 
- --- I 5----, 
------=- - -----

B 
<i----->

On 
H 

Off 

~ 

lr= 
::.::. '[:":'::'T --.: 
---L .... .L.-

~ 
On + 

C 
~ 

On 

Fig,16 Example of drive waveforms for each bias and duty 
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COMo ~~T::.9~;~~,E 

COM,~ 

COM,~ 

COM'~ 

SEGn~ 

COMo 

COM, 

COM, 

SEGn 

COMo 

COM, 

G F 

o E 
~Off 

-on-csr;--

3~~,-':::C;-:.~ 

::=r- -I-.::.::r=-r= E 
----:...-- --_:...-:..-. --

~ 
:'::~-'''::'':::::T::-:: 
:..::..:t.:-...:=:=:c..:..t:: 

B 
~ 

On H 
~ 

Off 

~
-.-- .-

-- - ---
---..: ------. ---

C 
~ 

On 

SEGn :-:~t-=:I=~~ 
~ 

On H 
()jf 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

KEY ON WAKE UP 
"Key on wake up" is one way of returning from a power 

down state caused by the 8TP or WIT instruction. If any ter

minal of port P2 has a "L" level applied, after bit 7 of the 
serial I/O mode register (8M7) is set to "1", an interrupt is 

generated and the microcomputer is returned to the nomal 

operatinge state. As shown in Figure 17, a key matrix can 

be Gonnected to port P2 and the microcomputer can be re
turned to a normal state by pushing any key. 

Port P3, 
directional register 

The key on wake up interrupt is common with the INT2 in

terrupt. When 8M7 is set to "1", the key on wake up func

tion is selected. However, key on wake up cannot be used 

in the normal operating state. When the microcomputer is in 

the normal operating state, both key on wake up and INT2 

are invalid. 
In order to enter the power down state generated by the 

8TP or WIT instruction at the interrupt disable flag (!) is "0" 

and 8M7 is "1", all of port P2 must be input "H". 

}..J~----.J.£.7J"--~r-- Port P3, data read circuit 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I· 
I 
I 

_1-

P2, 

Port pXx 

Port P2, 
directional 
register 

Port P2, 
directional regiter 

"L" level output 

INT, interrupt 

b--_-J.~P-:--- request signal 

Port P2 data read circuit 

Notel: Pull-up transistor (mask option) 

Flg.17 Block diagram of port P2 and P32 • and example of wired at used key on wake up 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

RESET CIRCUIT 
The M50930-XXXFP is reset according to the sequence 

shown in Figure 20. It starts the program from the address 

formed by using the content of address 3FFF16 as the high 
order address and the content of the address 3FFE16 as the 

low order address, when the RESET pin is held at "L" level 

for at least 8 rising edges from X'N while the power voltage 

Address 

(1) Port PO directional register ( El,.) 0016 

(2) Port PI directional register (E3,.) DO,. 

(3) Port P2 directional register (E5 16) DO,. 

(4) Port P3 directional register (E9,.) 0016 

(5) LCD mode register ( F5,.) 00'6 

(6) Serial 110 mode register (F6,.) DO,. 

(7) Timer 4, 5 mode register (F8'6) a 10 10101 I 
(8) Interrupt control register (FE,.) DO,. 

(9) Timer control register (FF'6) 00,6 

(10) Interrupt disable flag for processor (PS) I I 111 
status register 

(11) Program counter Contents of address 
3FFF16 

( PCl) Contents of address 
L.. __ 3::F..:.F..:E~16 __ 

Since the contents of both registers other than those listed 
above (including timers and the serial 1/0 register) and the 
RAM are undefined at reset, it is necessary to set initial 
values. 

Fig.18 Internal state of microcomputer at reset 

1> 

Internal 

RESET 

SYNC 

Address 

Data 

8-12clock cycles 

is in the recommended operating condition and the crystal 

oscillator oscillation is stable and then returned to "H" level. 

The internal initializations following reset are shown in Fig

ure 18. 
An example of the reset circuit is shown in Figure 19. 

When the power on reset is used, the RESET pin must be 

held "L" until the oscillation of X'N-XOUT becomes stable. 

M50930-XXXFP 

--
Vee RESET 

29 17 

.... 1 

-'- '1 

I 

Fig.19 Example of reset circuit 

Note 1: Frequency relation of f(X ,N ) and 1> is f(X ,N ) =4' 1>. 

Note 2: The mark" ? " means that the address is changeable depending upon the previous state. 

Flg.20 Timing diagram at reset 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

I/O PORTS 
(1) Port PO 

Port PO is an 8-bit 110 port with CMOS outputs and 

pull-up transistor options available. As shown in Figure 

1, PO can. be accessed as memory through zero page 

address OOEO,s. Port PO's directional register allows 

each bit to be programmed individually as input or out

put. The directional register (zero page address 

00E1,s) can be programmed as input with "0", or as 

output with "1". When in the output mode, the data to 

be output is latched to the port register and output. 

When data is read from the output port, the output pin 

level is not read, only the latched data of the port reg

ister is read. Therefore, a previously output value can 

be read correctly even though the output voltage level 
has been shifted up or down. Port pins set as input are 

in the high impedance state so the signal level can be 

read. When data is written into the input port, the data 

is latched only to the output register and the pin still 
remains in the high impedance state. 

Depending on the status of the processor status bits 

(bit 0 and bit 1 of address OOFF,s), three different mod

es can be selected; single-chip mode, memory ex

panding mode and microprocessor mode. For more de

tails, refer to the timing diagram shown in Figure 24. 
(2) Port P1 

In the single chip mode, Port P1 has the same function 

as PO. In the other modes, P1's functions are slightly 
different from PO's. For more details, see the processor 

mode information. 
(3) Port P2 

In the single-chip mode, P2 has the same function as 

PO. In the other modes, P2's functions are slightly diffe

rent from PO's. For more details, see the processor 

mode information. Following the execution of STP or 

WIT instruction, P2 can be used to generate the "wake 

up mode". This mode is used to bring the microcompu
ter back in its normal operating mode after being in the 

power- down mode. 
(4) Port P3 

Port P3 has the same functions as PO except that part 

of P3 is common with the serial 110 lines (ie. output of 

timer 3, input/output of timer clock, and interrupt input). 
(5) Segment Output (SEGo~SEG23) 

These ports drive and control the LCD segments. 
(6) Port P4 

Port P4 is an 8-bit input port which can be used as a 
LCD segment output port. 

(7) Common output (COMo~COM3) 

These port provides output drive and control for the 

LCD common lines. 
(8) Power Supply for LCD. (VL1~Vd 

Supplies power to the LCD terminals. 

(9) INT, 

The I NT, pin is an interrupt input pin. The INT, inter

rupt request bit (bit 7 of address OOFE,s) is set to "1" 

when the input level of this pin changes from "H" to 

"L". This input level is read into bit 1 of the timer 4 and 

5 mode register (address 00F8,s). 
(10) INT2 (INT2/P32) 

The INT2 pin is an interrupt input pin common with P32. 

When P32's directional register is set for input ("0") , 

this pin can be used as an interrupt input. The INT2 in
terrupt request bit (bit 1 of address OOFE,s) is automati

cally set to "1" when the input level of this pin changes 

from "H" to "L". 
(11) CNTR 

The CNTR pin is an 110 pin of timers 4 and 5. The input 
level is read into bit 0 of the timer 4 and 5's mode regis

ter (address 00F8,s). 
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Ports PO, Pt 

Data bus 

Ports P2, P3, 

Data bus -+----1 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXF!P 
M50932-XXXIFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Directional 
register 

Port latch 

Tr1 is pull-up transistor (mask option) 

Interrupt control circuit 

Ports P30 , P3" P33 , P34 , P36 , P37 

Data bus ---4--1 

Fig.21 Block diagram of ports PO~P3 

Directional 
register 

Port latch 

Tr3 is pull-up transistor (mask option) 
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Port P3, 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Vee Vee 

N-channel open drain output 

-----l Directional ----.-------~U1L-___i 
register 

'---'-_---.J 

Tr4 (mask option) 

Data bUS~--lL-=po:rt:,,:l.::at~ch:"-.J-I--Ir------+_L'/ 

Vss 

Tr4 is pull-up transistor (mask option) 

Tr5 isP-channel output transistor (mask option) 

Port P4( SEG,,-SEG31 ) 

Vee 

ITr6 (mask option) 

) 
CNTR 

Timer control 

circuit and ~ 

~_Ti_m_er_4_,_5 ____ JP----~~Jr 

. Tr6 is pull-up transistor (mask option only for M50932-XXXFP) 

-I~-O 
Interrupt control circuit -----'-----'_ 

Flg.22 Block diagram of ports P3, P4, CNTR, and INT, 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PROCESSOR MODE 
By changing the contents of the processor mode bit (bit 0 

and 1 of address 00FF16 ), three different operation modes 

can be selected; single-chip mode, memory expanding 

mode and microprocessor mode. In the memory expanding 

mode and microprocessor mode, ports PO- P2 can be used 

as multiplexed I/O for address, data and control signals, as 

well as the normal functions of the I/O ports. The function 

of the XOUT pin can also be changed. For more details see 
Figure 24. 

The memory map of the single-chip mode is illustrated in 

Figure 1, and the other modes are shown in Figure 23. By 

connecting the CNVss to Vss, all three modes can be 

selected through software by changing the processor mode 

register. Connecting CNVss to Vcc automatically forces the 

microcomputer into microprocessor mode. The three diffe

rent modes are explained as follows: 

Internal 
ROM 

(Note2) 

Internal RAM 
0000'6~ ___ -:,", 

Memory expanding 
mode 

Microprocessor 
mode 

Note 1 In case of M50931-XXXFP and M50932 -XXXFP, 
the address 0100'6-027F16 384 bytes are also in
ternal RAM area. 
The shaded area is external memory area. 

Note 2 In case of M50932-XXXFP, Ihe internal ROM area 
is the contiguous block from 2000'6 to 3FFF,6' 

Fig.23 External memory area in processor mode 

(1) Single-chip mode (00) 

The microcomputer will automatically be in the single

chip mode when started from reset, if CNVss is con

nected to Vss. Ports PO - P2 will work as original I/O 

ports. 
(2) Memory expanding mode (01) 

The microcomputer will be changed to the memory ex

panding mode if CNVss .is connected to Vss and the 

processor mode bits are set to "01". This mode is used 

to add external memory when the internal memory is 
not sufficient. Ports PO and P1 are used as address 

output with the original I/O function lost. Port P2 is used 

as 0]- Do data I/O with the original I/O function lost. 
Port P1 7 and P1 6 works as R/W and cp. 

(3) Microprocessor mode (10). 

,After connecting CNVss to Vcc and initiating a reset, 
the microcomputer will automatically default to this 

mode. This mode is the same as the memory expand

ing mode except that the internal ROM is disable and 

external ROM is needed. The relationship between the 

input level of the CNVss and the processor mode is 

shown in Table 2. 

The SYNC signal is output from the XOUT pin in every 

mode except the single-chip mode, when 10V is sup

plied to the RESET pin or when bit 5 of the LCD mode 

register is set to "1". The SYNC signal becomes a syn

chronous signal that goes to "H" level while the Op 

code is being fetched. When the SYNC output signal is 

selected, the original function of the XOUT pin is lost. In 

addition, if LM7=1 and SM 6=0, the SYNC signal is not 
output from the XOUT pin. 
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1\ TM, 0 

™o 0 

s; Port 
Single-chip mode 

¢J I r 
Port PO Ports P07- POo 

)( I/O port 

Port P1 ¢J I r 
lower 6 Bits Ports P1 5-P1 o 

)( I/O port 

¢J I r 
Port P2 Ports P27- P20 

)( Data I/O port 

Port P1 ¢J I I 
higher2 bits Ports P1 7, P1, 

)( I/O port 

XOUT 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

0 1 

1 0 

Microprocessor 
Memory expanding mode 

mode 

¢(P1,) J I I Same as left 
Ports P07-POO 

~ Address A,-Ao )( 

¢(P1,) J I I 
Ports P1 5-P1 o 

Same as left 

] Address A'3-A, >C 

¢(P1,) J I r 
Ports P27- P20 Same as left 

)------< Data )--0 7-00 

¢( p1d I I 
Port P1 7 Same as left 

] I R/W I 

¢( p1d I I 
XOUT Same as left 

Y.. SYNC (Note 1 ) '{ 
Fig,24 Processor mode and functions of ports PO-P2 and X OUT 

Note 1: In order to use XOUT pin as SYNC output, put RESET to 10V or set bit 5 of the address OOF5" to "1". 

Table 2 

CNVss 

Vss 

Vee 

2-288 

When LM7=1 and SIv1,=O, XOUT does not output SYNC. 

Relationship between CNVss pin input level and processor mode 

Mode Explanation 

~ Single-chip mode The' single-chip mode is set by the reset. 

• Memory expanding mode All modes can be selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

• Microprocessor mode 

• Microprocessor mode The microprocessor mode is set by the reset. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

CLOCK GENERATING CIRCUIT 
The M50930-XXXFP has two internal clock generating cir
cuit. Figure 27 shows a block diagram of the clock generat

ing circuit. Normally, the frequency applied to the clock in
put pin X,N divided by four is used as the internal clock 
(timing output) ¢. Bit 7 of LCD mode register can be used 
to switch the internal clock ¢ to 112 the frequency applied 
to the clock input pin XCIN. 

M50930-XXXFP 

Figure 25 shows a circuit example using a ceramic (or crys
tal) oscillator. Use the manufacture's recommended values 
for constants such as capacitance which will differ depend
ing on each oscillator. When using an external clock signal, 

input form the X,N(XC,N) pin and leave the XOUT(XCOUT) pin 
open. A circuit example is shown in Figure 26. 

Fig.25 External ceramic resonator circuit 

M50930-XXXFP 

301 31 
External OPEN 

oscillating 
circuit 

Vee JmnJlI 
Vss 

25 t 26 
External OPEN 

OSCillating 
circuit or 

external pulses 

v cc ---, ,--, 
Vss L....J L 

The M50930-XXXFP has two low power dissipation modes; 
stop and wait. The microcomputer enters a stop mode 
when the STP instruction is executed. The oscillator (both 
X,N clock and XC1N clock) stops with the internal clock ¢ 

held at "H" level. In this case timer 1 and timer 2 are forc
ibly connected and ¢/4 is selected as timer 1 input. Before 
executing the STP instruction, appropriate values must be 
set in timer 1 and timer 2 to enable the oscillator to stabil
ize when restarting oscillation. Before executing the STP 
instruction, the timer 1 count stop bit must be set to supply 
("0"), timer 1 interrupt enable bit and timer 2 interrupt en

able bit must be set to disable ("0"), and timer 2 interrupt 
request bit must be set to no request ("0"). 

Fig.26 External clock input circuit 

Oscillation is resarted (release the stop mode) when INT1, 

INT2, or serial 1/0 interrupt is received. The interrupt en
able bit of the interrupt used to release the stop mode must 

be set to "1". When restarting oscillation with an interrupt, 
the internal clock ¢ is held "H" until timer 2 overflows and 
is not supplied to the CPU. When oscillation is restarted by 
reset, "L" level must be kept to the RESET pin until the 

oscillattion stabilizes because no wait time is generated. 
The microcomputer enters a wait mode when the WIT in
struction is executed. The internal clock ¢ stops at "H" 
level, but the oscillator does not stop. ¢ is re-supplied (wait 

mode release) when the microcomputer is reset or when it 
receives an interrupt. Instructions can be executed im
mediately because the oscillator is not stopped. The inter
rupt enable bit of the interrupt used to reset the wait mode 
must be set to "1" before executing the WIT instruction. 

Low power dissipation operation is also achieved when the 

X"' clock is stopped and the internal clock ¢ is generated 
from the XC1N clock (45,uA Typ. at f(XcIN)=32kHz). X,N clock 
oscillation is stopped when the bit 6 of LCD mode register 

(address 00F616) is set and restarted when it is cleared. 
However, the wait time until the oscillation stabilizes must 
be generated with a program when restarting. An "L" level 
must be kept to the RESET pin until the oscillation stabil

izes when resetting while the X,N clock is stopped. Figure 
28 shows the transition of states for the system clock. 
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SM6-"'--~~ 

LM, 

XCOUT 

~----l 

SMs 

Unsystem clock 
operation SM6 

SM6 

LM, 

XOUT 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Internal system 
clock source 
selection LM, 

count source 
selection TM, 

Timing ¢ 
(Internal clock) 

Q S~----~----~S Q 

R STP 
instruction 

WIT 
instruction 

R 

Reset 

R STP 
instruction 

INT, interrupt enable 

'--_....I TNT; interrupt request 

Timer 1 interrupt enable 

Timer 1 interrupt request 

Timer 2 interrupt enable 

Timer 2 interrupt request 

Timer 3 interrupt enable 
(or serial 110) 

'--_-' Timer 3 interrupt request 
(or serial 110) 
INT, interrupt enable 

INT, interrupt request 

Fig.27 Block diagram of clock generating circuit 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

~ 
4MHz stop 

32kHz oscillation 

¢=stop 

WIT instruction 
eo 

Interrupt 
:;. 

[ ~.:;::~ J Serial I/O 
interrupt 

Timer interrupt 
Key on 

wake up 

WIT instruction 
EO 

Interrupt 
:;. 

WIT instruction 
E 

Interrupt 

V.IT instruction 

"" 

Interrupt 

c(RE~ET» 

r-' SM.=O 
LM.=O 
LM7=O 

'M'='j 1'"'=' 
(Note2) SM.=O 
SM.=l 

LM7=1 (~'-"j },-, 

STP instruction 
:;. 

Interrupt (Note 1 ) 
EO 

["rem. J interrupt 
Serial I/O 
interrupt 
Key on 

wake up 

STP instruction .... 
Interrupt 

E 

STP instruction 
:;. 

Interrupt 
EO 

STP instruction .... 
EO 

Interrupt 

32kHz oscillation stop 

¢=stop 

Note At the end of STP instru~tion, wait time occurs automatically by connection of timers 1 and 2 and changing sys

tem clock. This time is selby program. 

When SM. = 1 and unsystem clock is operated, wait time necessary by program until oscillation becomes 

stable. 

The case of example clock X=4MHz, clock Xc=32kHz. 

Fig.28 Transition of states for the system clock 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

<An example of flow for system> 

Power on Reset 
~ 

Clock X oscillation 
~ 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Internal system clock start (X -1 /4- if» 
~-- ' 

Program start from RESET vector·········· .. Xc osciliation(SMs= 1 ,SM.= 1 . \ 

I Normal program I -Operating at 4 MHz 

610ck for clock function Xc power down (LM. : 0 - 1 ) 
'~ 

Internal clock if> source switching x( 4 MHz)-XcLK (32. 768kHz)(LM 7 : 0 -1 ) 
~ 

Clock X halt(Xc in operation)(SM.: 0) 
~ 

Internal clock halt(WIT instruction) 
~ 

Internal clock ope~ation start (WIT instruction released) lTimer 1 (clock count)overflow ' 

\ , 

I Clock processing routine I - Operating at 32. 768kHz 

, \ 
Internal clock halt (WIT instruction) 

Interrupts from INT" timer 2, timer 3 or serial I/O, INT 2, Key on wake up 
l 

Internal clock operation start (WIT Instruction released) 
~ 

Program start from interrupt vector 
l 

Unsystem clock X oscillation start (SM.: 1 ) 
~ 

Oscillation rise time routine (software) 

~ 

-Operating at 32. 768kHz 

Internal clock if> source switching (Xc-X) (LM7 : 1 - a ) 
\ 

I ,Normal program I -Operating at 4MHz 

STP instruction preparation (pushing register) 

~ 
Timer 1, and timer 2 interrupt disable, timer 2 interrupt request clear (TM. = 0 ,IMs= a , IM4 = 0 ) 

~ . 
Timer 1 count stop bit resetting(TMs = a ) 

~ 
Clock X and clock for clock function Xc halt (STP instruction) 

\ 

RAM b~CkUP status I 

Interrupts from INT, or serial I/O, INT2 , Key on wake up 
~ 

Clock X and clock for clock function Xc oscillation start 
~ 

Timer 2 overflow (X/16 or Xc /8-timer 1 -timer 2) 
(Automatically connected by the hardware) 

~ 
Internal system'clock start (X/4 or Xc /2-if» 

l 
Program start from interrupt vector 

\ 

Normal program 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

1. ¢: X,N/4-XCIN/2 (timing diagrams are shown situation A-C. because there are three kinds of waveform by the timing) 

Situation A 

X,N 

(l-LM,)R/W ---, 

XC1N 

¢ 

SYNC 

Situation B 

X,N 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

Il ,: 
I 
I 

I , 
I 

(1-LM,)R/W -,L ____ J------i-: ------------------

SYNC 

Situation C 

1/ 
1-

il~--L---------~ 

&--_---', 
&--__________ ~r__ 

SYNC 

(O-LM,)R/W ------J;==~----------------

SYNC I: 
---------~~--~I 

Note 1: The ··L·· period of the R/W signal is shown the writling timing of setting value to LM7 . 

2 : The delay of timing is ignored. 

Fig.29 Timing diagram of the changing system clock 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PROGRAMMING NOTES 
(1) The frequency ratio of the timer is 1/( n+ 1 ). 

(2) Even though the SSC and SSS instructions are ex

ecuted after ihe interrupt request bits are modified (by 

the program), those instructions are only valid for the 

contents before the modification. Also, at least one in

sturction cycle must be used (such as a NOP) between 

the modification of the interrupt request bits and the 

execution 'of the SSC and SSS instructions. 

(3) When the timer 4 and the timer 5 are used at event 

counter mode, read the contents of these timers either 

while the input of the these timers are not changing or 
after timer 4, 5 count stop bit (bit 6 of address 00F8,6 ) 

is set to "1". 

Also, when the timer 1, timer 2, or timer 3 is input the 
clock except ¢/4 or it divided by timer, control the 

same as above. 
(4) After the ADC and SSC instructions are executed (in 

decimal mode), one instruction cycle (such as a NOP) 

is needed before the SEC,CLC, or CLD instructions 

are executed. 
(5) A NOP instruction must be used after the execution of. 

a PLP instruction. 
(6) When LCD turn-on bit (bit 3 of address 00F5,6 ) of the 

LCD mode register is "1 ", don't stop the timers or count 

source for timers. 
(7) The serial I/O counter must be initialized (write to 

, 00F7,6) after switching the transfer .clock source. 

(8) When using an e~ternal .clock as the transfer clock 

source, the Serial 110 counter must be initialized while 

the external clock is at "H" level. 

(9) The timer 1 and timer 2 must be set the necessary 

value immediately before the execution of a STP in

struction. 

(10) When using pins P30 and P3, as clock I/O pins, the 

pull-up option must not be used. 

(11) Notes on controlling the clock generation circuit 

CD When system clock is changed X,N /4 to XCIN/2, set LM7 

to "1" after oscillation is stable by the software in side 

of clock Xc. 
(2) When system clock. is changed XcIN/2 to X,N/4, set LM7 

to "0" after oscillation is stable by the software in side 

of clock X. 
@ When SM 5 is "0" or when LM7 is "0" and SM6 is "0", 

LM6 is automatically set to "0" by the hardware. 

® When system clock selection bit (bit 7 of address 

00F5,6) of the LCD mode register is "1", don'Lset SM5 

to "0". 

@ In single-chip mode, the XOUT pin uses as XOUT outp~t 

except setting value of LM 5 . 

@ The other than single-chip mode and the input voltage 

for RESET pin is 10V. XOUT pin uses as SYNC output 
except setting value of LM 5 . 

Just for reference, timing diagram of the changing system 
.clock are shown in Figure 29. 

DATA REQUIRED FOR MASK ORDERING 
Please send the following data for mask orders. 

(1) mask ROM confirmation form 

(2) mark specification form 
(3) ROM data ........................................... EPROM 3sets 

Write the following. option on the mask ROM confirmation 

from 

• Port PO pull-up transistor bit 

• Port P1 pull-up transistor bit 

• Port P2 pull-up transistor bit 
• Port P3 pullcup transistor bit 

• Port P35/SOUT output format 
• CNTR pin pull-up transistor (M50932-XXXFP only) 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings Unit 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3-7 V 

V, Supply voltage for LCD V,,-VL3 -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

V, 
Input voltage POo ........ P07 , P1o ........ P1 r, P2o""""P27 

P30 ........ P37 • P4o""'P47 , X'N 
-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

V, Input voltage INT,. CNVss -0.3-7 V 

V, Input voltage RESET. CNTR Output transistor are "off" -0.3-13 V 

Output voltage POo-PO,. Plo-PI,. P2o-P2, 

Vo P30-P3,. COMo-COM3. SEGo-SEG31 -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

XOUT 

Vo Output voltage CNTR -0.3-7 V 

Pd Power dissipation Ta ='25'C 300 rnW 

Topr Operating temperature -10-70 'c 
Tstg Strage temperature -40-125 'c 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vcc=2. 7-5. 5V, Vss= 0 V, T a=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 

Supply voltage (Note 1 ) 
f(X,N )=4.3MHz 

Vee 
f(X,N)=1. 1 MHz 

Vss Supply voltage 

"H" input voltage POo-PO" Plo-PI, 

V ,H 
P30, P3, (Note 2 ) 

P33-P3, (Note3), P4o-P4, 
--
RESET, X,N , CNVss 

V ,H 
"H" input voltage P2o-P2" P3" P35 (Note 4 ) 

INT" CNTR 

"L" input voltage POo-PO" Plo-PI, 

V'L 
P30, P3, (Note 2 ) 

P33-P3, (Note 3), P4o-P4, 

CNVss 

V'L 
"L" input voltage P2o-P2" P3" P35 (Note 4) 

INT" CNTR 

V'L "L" input voltage RESET 

V'L "L" input voltage X'N 

IOH 
"H" output current POC-P07. P1o ....... P1 7, P2o-P27 

P30-P3, (Note 5 ), XO UT 

IOL(peak) 
"L" peak output current POO ........ P07, P1o ......... Ph, P2o-P27 

P30-P3" CNTR, XOUT( Note 6 ) 

"L" average output current POO ........ P07, P1o ........ P1 7 

IOL(avg) P2o- P2" P30- P3, 
CNTR, XOUT ( Note 7 ) 

t(X,N ) Clock oscillaling frequency (Note 8 ) 
Vcc=4. 5-5. 5V 

Vcc=2. 7-5. 5V 

f(XeIN ) Clock oscillating frequency for clock function (Note 8 ) 

Note 1 When only maintaining the RAM data. minimum value of Vcc is 2 V. 
2 When using port P3, as XCIN , O.85Vcc;:;;V,H;:;;VCC, 0 ;:;;VIL;:;;O. 15Vcc for port P3,. 
3 In this case at using port P36 as normal input. 
4 In this case of using port P3, as ClK input. 

Especially when the input osciliation frequency is more than 50kHz, recommend the following: 
0.8VCC;:;;V,H;:;;VCC, 0 ;:;;V,L;:;;O. 2Vcc 
The total of 10H of port PO, P1, P2, P3 and XOUT should be 35mA max. 
The total of 10L (peak) of port PO, P1, P2, P3 should be 55mA max, and the total of 
10L (peak) of port P3, CNTR, and XOUT should be 45mA max. 
10L (avg) is the average current in lOOms. 
When changing the contents of the most significant bit at address OOF516 , 

f(X,N ) needs the following range: f(X,N»3f(XcIN). 

'MITSUBISHI 
"-ELECTRIC 

Limits 
Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

4.5 5.5 

2.7 5.5 
V 

0 V 

0. 7Vee Vee V 

0,74Vcc Vee V 

0 0. 3Vee V 

0 0. 26Vce V 

0 0,12Vee V 

0 0. 16Vce V 

-2 rnA 

10 rnA 

5 rnA 

64 4300 

64 1100 
kHz 

32 50 kHz 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERICS (Vss= 0 v, Ta=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

"H" output voltage POo-PO" Pt o-P1" P2o-P2" Vcc=5V, IOH=-2mA 
V OH P30-P3,(Note 9 )(Note10) Vcc=3V, 10H=-0.,7mA 

Vcc=5V, 10H=-1. 5mA 
V OH "H" output voltage XOUT 

Vcc=3V, 10H=-0. 3mA 

"L" output voltage POo-PO" P1o-Pl" P2o-P2, Vcc=5V,loL=IOmA 
VOL P30-P3,(Note10), CNTR Vcc=3V, 10L =3mA 

"L" output voltage XO~T 
V cc=5V, 10L = 1. 5mA 

VOL 
Vcc=3V, 10L=0. 3mA 

Hysteresis INT" CNTR 
Vcc=5V 

VT+-VT -
Vcc=3V 

When used as Vcc=5V 
VT+-VT- Hysteresis P36 

CLK input Vcc=3V 

When used as Vcc=5V 
Vr+-Vr- Hysteresis P31 

XCIN input Vcc=3V 

Vcc=5V 
Vr+-VT- Hysteresis P2o ....... P27, P32 

Vcc=3V 

-- Vcc=5V 
VT+-Vr - Hysteresis RESET 

Vcc=3V 

Vcc=5V 
VT+-Vr - Hysteresis X1N 

Vcc=3V 

"L" input current P4o ....... P47 (except reset state) Vcc=5V 

Ipoo-po" Plo-Pl" P2o-P2" P30-P3" V,=ov 
III CNTR (Note 12)1 without pull-up Tr. Vcc=3V 

CNTR (Note 11), INT" RESET, X'N V,=OV 

"L" input current Ipoo-po" Pl o-Pl" P2o-P2" P30-P3" Vcc=5V, v,=ov 
III CNTR (Note 12)1 with pull-up Tr. Vcc=3V, V,=OV 

"L" input current P4o ....... P47 (at reset state) 
Vcc=5V, VL3=5V, V,=OV 

III 
Vcc=3V, VL3=3V, V,=OV 

"H" input current P4o-P47 (except reset state) Vcc=5V 

pOo-po" P1 o-Pl" P2o-P2" V,=5V 
I'H P30-P3" CNTR, INT" RESET, Vcc=3V 

X'N V,=3V 

I'H "H" input current P4o ....... P47 (at reset state) 
Vcc=5V, VL3=5V, V,=5V 

Vcc=3V, VL3=3V, V,=3V 

VL1=Vcc/3 Vcc=5V 
ReoM Output impedance COMo ........ COM3 VL2=2VL1 , Vcc=3V 

VL3=VCC 
Vcc=5V Other COM, SEG Rs Output impedance SEGo ....... SEG31 

pins are opend, Vcc=3V 

f(X,N)=4MHz, Vcc=5V 
\ 

f(X'N)=l MHz, Vcc=3V 

Icc 
Supply current Output pin are opened. T a=25'C 
(at operation) RESET, POo-PO" XIN=DV Vcc=5V 

f(XcIN)=32.8kHz 
Pl o-Pl" P2o-P2" at'low power mode 

(LM6~1) Vcc=3V 
and P30 ....... P37 are 

connected to Vee, f(X,N)=4MHz, Vcc=5V 

Except the above pins f(X,N)=lMHz, Vcc=3V 

Icc 
Supply current are connected to Vss, 

Ta=25"C Vcc=5V (at wait state) However, XIN and XC1N XIN=OV 

are input signal according 
f(XCIN)=32.8kHz 
at low power mode 

Vcc=3V 
to the conditions, 

( LM6~1l 

Icc 
f(XIN)=O Ta=25'C 

Supply current f(XCIN)=O 
T a=70'(; Vec=5V 

VRAM RAM retention voltage t(X'N) =0, f (XC'N) =0 

Note 9 Except when the oUlput type of P3, is N-channel open drain (mask option). 
10 If P30 is used as XCOUT, capability of load driving is lower than the. above. 
11 for M50930-XXXFP and M50931-XXXFP 
12 for M50932-XXXFP 
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Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

3 

2 
V 

3 

2 
V 

2 

1 
V 

2 

1 
V 

0.25 1 

0.15 0.7 
V 

0.5 

0.4 
V 

0.7 

0.5 
V 

0.5 

0.4 
V 

0.5 0.7 
V 

0.35 

0.5 
V 

0.35 

-5 

J.1A 
-4 

-30 -70 -140 

-6 -25 -45 
J.1A 

-30 -140 

-6 -45 
J.1A 

5 

J.1A 
4 

5 

4 
J.1A 

30 200 2000 
0 

70 500 4000 

2 

3 
kO 

3 6 

0.4 
rnA 

45 

J.1A 
18 

1 

0.2 
rnA 

20 60 

J.1A 
4 12 

0.1 1 

10 
J.1A 

2 5.5 V 



TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXFP, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, Ta=25°C) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

Min. Typ. 

Isu (P2D-¢) Port P2 input setup time 270 

tsu (P3D-¢) Port P3 input setup time 270 

Isu (P4D-¢) Pori P4 inpul setup lime 270 

INT" INT, exlernal clock Input pulse widlh 
1 

tWI 
Vcc=2.7V 4 

IWR RESET external clock inpul pulse wldlh (Nolel3) 
2 

Vcc=2.7V 8 

Ih (¢-P2D) Port P2 input hold time 20 

th (¢-P3D) Port P3 inpul hold lime 20 

th (¢-P4D) Port P4 input hold time 20 

Ie External clock input cycle time (X1N pin) 250 

Iw External clock input pulse width (X1N pin) 75 

Ir External clock rising edge time (X1N pin) 

If External clock falling edge time (X,N pin) 

Icc External clock input cycle time (P3,/XCIN pin, XCIN) 20 

Iwe External clock input pulse width (P31/XC1N pin, XCIN ) 5 

Irc External clock rising edge time (P3 t /XCIN pin, XCIN) 

tfc External clock falling edge time (P3,/XCIN pin, XCIN) 

Nole 13 : Hold RESET 10 "L" level while eighl or more rise pulses are inpul from X ,N . 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 
Memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, Ta=25°C) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

Id (¢~POA) Port PO address output delay time 

Id (¢-P1A) Port P1 address output delay time 

Id (¢-P20) Port P2 dala outpul delay lime 

Id (¢-P20F) Port P2 data output delay time 

Id (¢-R/W) 
-

R/W signal output delay time 
Fig. 30 

Id (¢-R/WF) R/W signal output delay time 

td (rSYNC) SYNC signal oulpul delay lime 

Id (¢-P30) Port P3 dala output delay time 

PO 
.() PI 

P2 

110QPF P3 

SYNC I 

Flg.30 Port po, P1, P2, P3, SYNC (XOUT) test circuit 

• MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 

Limits 

Min. Typ. 

Unit 
Max, 

ns 

ns 

ns 

I1S 

I1S 

I1S 

I1S 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

25 ns 

25 ns 

I1S 

I1S 

6.2 I1S 

6.2 I1S 

Unit 
Max. 

250 ns 

250 ns 

330 ns 

300 ns 

Icyc/4 
+200 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 
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TIMING DIAGRAMS 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXF P, MS0931-XXXFP 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE.CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

In memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 

Port P1, output 

(¢) 

Port PO output 

Port P1 ,-P1 s 
output 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P1, output (R/W) 

XOUT output 

(at setting to SYNC output) 

Port P3 output 

Port P3 input 

Port P4 input 

2-298 

/ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

---;3> 

eye 

'\ 

~td(¢-POA) 

)< 

~td(¢-P1A} 

)< 

----3> ~td(¢_P2Q) 

-----_. > Floating 

------

~d(¢>"R/W) ~ 

/ "-I'\. 

f<:=-- tde ,I-SYNC) 

)< 

)< 

--E-- td( ¢-P3Q) 
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tSU(P2D-¢) ~ 

/ 

tSU (P3D-0;6) ~ 

/ 

tSU (P4D-¢) ~ 

/ 

/ 

~ ~td{¢-P2QF 

,.- ---

)<'-. ---

oE:-

~ 
~ ~th(¢-P2D) 

~ ~td(¢-R/WF) 

/ 
V 

/-E-

'-
~ oEE- th(¢-P3D) 

~ 

'-
-'='" fE-- th(¢-P40) 



INT,. INT, input 

RESET input 

P3,/XCIN input 

(at using XCIN ) 

f(X,N) 

f(XCIN) 

V-

---0> 

V 

------;.. 

~tr 

'-

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930-XXXF P, MS0931-XXXF P 
MS0932-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

c 

tw 

" / 

----;;. ~tf 

cc 

twc 

1'\ / 

.;;;..- trc -3> fE-- tfc 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0940-XXXSP/FP 
MS0941-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

DESCRIPTION 
The M50940-XXXSP and the M50941-XXXSP are single
chip microcomputer designed with CMOS silicon gate 
technology. Both are housed in a 64-pin shrink plastic 
molded DIP. 
These single-chip microcomputers are useful for business 
equipment and other consumer applications. 
In addition to their sirnple instruction set, the ROM, RAM, 
and I/O addresses are placed on the same memory map to 
enable easy programming. 
The differences between the M50940-XXXSP and the 
M50941-XXXSP are noted below. The following explana
tions apply to the M50940-XXXSP. Specification variations 
for other chips, these are noted accordingly. 

Type name ROM size RAM size 

, M50940-XXXSP 11096 bytes 128 bytes 
M50941-XXXSP 8192 bytes 192 bytes 

The differences between the M50940-XXXSP and the 
M50940-XXXFP are the package outline and the power dis
sipation ability (absolute maximum ratings). 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions .. ···· ............................. 69 

• Memory size ROM ·········4096 bytes (M50940-XXXSP) 
8192 bytes (M50941-XXXSP) 

RAM ........... 128 bytes (M50940-XXXSP) 

192 bytes (M50941-XXXSP) 

• Instruction executing time 
....•. 2,us (~inimum instructions, at 4MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply f(XIN )=4MHz···············5V±10% 
f(XIN )=1 MHz············· .... 3-5.5V 

• Power dissipation 
normal operation mode (at 4M Hz frequency) ... '15mW 

low-speed operation mode (at 32kHz frequency for 
clock function) ............................................. 0.3mW 

• Subroutine nesting·· ........................... 64 levels (Max.) 
• Interrupt .......................................... 8 types, 5 vectors 

• 8-bit timer .. ············· .. ··· '.' 3 (2 when used as serial I/O) 
• 16-bit timer .............. 1 (Two 8-bit timers make one set) 

• Programmable I/O ports (Ports P3, P4) ··············· .. ··16 
• Input ports {Ports IN, R) .. ········· .. ·· ...... · .... ··········· .. ··12 
• High-voltage output ports (Ports PO, P1) .................. 16 

• High-voltage programmable I/O ports (Port P2) ... ·······8 
• Serial I/O (8-bit) ·······················,;···························1 
• A-D conversion' .................................. 8-bit, 8 channel 

• PWM function· .. ······················································1 

• Two clock generator circuits (One is for main clock, the 
other is for clock function) 

APPLICATION 
Microwave oven, Air conditioner, Fan heater 

Office automation equipment, Copying machine, Medical 
instruments 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

Reference 
, vortage input 

Input port IN 

1/0 port P4 

110 port P3 

Reset input 

Clock input 

Clock output 
Clock input for 

timer function 
Clock output 

for timer function 

P24 - 58 

P23 """ 59 

P22 - 60 

P21 - 61 

P2o """ 62 

AVec 
Vee 
Vss 

AVss 

o 

o 

Outline 64P48 

M50940-XXXFP 
or 

M50941-XXXFP 

o 

vee 

AVec 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

Outline 72P6 

High· 
voltage 
1/0 
port P2 

High
voltage 
output 

port PO 

High
voltage 
output 
port P1 

Pulf-down 
voltage 

I ;~:" 
Timing 
output 

VCR, TV, Audio-visual equipment NC : No connection 
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RESET 

Pull-down 
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FUNCTIONS OF M50940-XXXSP 
Parameter 

Number of basic instructions 

. Instruction execution time 

Clock frequency 

ROM 
Memory size 

RAM 

PO, P1 

P2 

Input/Output port P3, P4 

IN 

R 

Serial.I/O 

Timers 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupts 

Clock generating circuit 

Supply voltage 

At high-speed operation 

Power dissipation At low-speed operation 

At stop mode 

Input/Output 
Input/Output voltage 

characteristics 
Output current 

~emory expansion 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

Package 
M50940-XXXSP, M50941-XXXSP 

M50940-XXXFP, M50941-XXXFP 

2-302 

Output 

1/0 

110 

Input 

Input 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0940-XXXSP/FP 
MS0941-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

69 

2,us (minimum instructions, at 4MHz frequency) 

4. 2MHz (main clock input), 32kHz (lor clock lunction) 

4096bytes (8192bytes lor M50941-XXXSP) 

128bytes (192bytes lor M50941-XXXSP) 

8-bltX2 

8-bitX1 

8-bitX2 

8-ch analog input (This port is in common with a-bit parallel digital Input) 

4-bitX1 

8-bitX1 

8-bit timerX3, (2 when serial 1/0 is used) 

16-blt timerX1, (combination 01 two 8-bit timers) 

64 Levels (max) (96 Levels (max.) lor M50941-XXXSP) 

Two external interrupts, three timer Interrupts (or two timers, one seriall/G) 

Two built-in circuits (ceramic or quartz crystal oscillator) 

5V±10%(at f(X,N )=4MHz), 3.0-5.5V(at I(X,N ),;; 1.0MHz) 

15mW (at I (X,N)=4MHz) 

O.3mW (at I (XcIN )=32kHz) 

1"A (at clock stop) 

5V (port P3, P4) 

Vcc-36V (port PO, P1, P2) 

-12mA (port PO, P1, P2: high-voltage P-channel open drain output) 

-5-+lOmA (port P3, P4: CMOS tri-state output) 

Possible 

-10-70'C 

CMOS silicon gate 

64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP 

72-pin plastic molded QFP 

'. . MITSUBISHI 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

V p Pull-down voltage 

---
RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

XOUT Clock output 

¢ Timing output 

XC1N Clock input for 

clock function 

XCOUT Clock output for 

clock function 

POO-P07 Output port PO 

, 
P1 o-P1 7 Output port Pl 

P2o-P27 1/0 port P2 

P30 -P37 1/0 port P3 

P4o-P47 1/0 port P4 

Ro-R3 Input port R 

INo-IN7 Analog input port IN 

AVee Voltage input for A-O 

VREF Reference voltage 

input 

Input! 

output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

1/0 

1/0 

I/O 

Input 

Input 

Input 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0940-XXXSP/FP 
MS0941-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±lO% to Vee. and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected to Vss. 

This is the input voltage pin for the pull-down transistor of ports PO, P1 and P2. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2,us (under normal Vee 

conditions). If more time is needed for the crystal oscillatior to stabilize, this 'ILl! condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

These are 110 pins of internal clock generating circuit for main clock. To control generating frequency, an 

external ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X1N and XOUT pins. If an external 

clock Is used, the clock source should be connected the X1N pin and the XO UT pin should be left open. 

This is the timing output pin. 

This is the 110 pins of the clock generating circuit for the clock function. To control generating frequency, 

an external ceramic or quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the XC1N and XCOUT pins. If an external 

clock is used, the clock source should be connected to the Xc IN pin and the XCOUT pin should be left open. 

This clock can be used as a program controlled the system clock. 

Port PO is an 8-bit output port. Output structure is high-voltage P-channel open drain. A pull-down transistor 
is built-in between the Vp pin and this port. 

At reset, this port is set to a "L" level. 

Port P1 is an 8-bit output port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P2 is an 8-bit 1/0 port with directional registers allowing each 1/0 bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. The output structure is P-channel open drain. A pull-

down transistor is built-in between the Vp pin and this port. 

Port P3 is an 8-bit 1/0- port with CMOS tri-state output. The other functions are basically the same as port 

P2. P30, P31, P32 and P33 pins are in common with INT2, INT" T2, and T1 , respectively. When serial 1/0 is 

used, P37• P36, P35, and P34 work as SROY, elK, SOUT, and SIN, pins, respectively. 

Port P4 is an 8-bit 1/0 port with CMOS tri-state output. The other functions are basically the -same as port 

P2. 

Port R is a 4-bit input port. 

Port IN is the analog input pin to the A-D converter. It also has a dual function and works as a normal input 

port. 

This is the po~er supply input pin for the A-D conveter. 

This is the reference voltage input pin for the A-O conveter. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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BASIC FUNCTION BLOCKS 

MEMORY 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0940-XXXSP/FP 
MS0941-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

A memory map for the M50940-XXXSP is shown in Figure 1. 

Addresses FOOO,s to FFFF'6 are assigned to the built-in 
ROM area which consists of 4096 bytes (8192 bytes for 

M50941-XXXSP). Addresses FFOO'6 to FFFF'6 are a special 
address area (special page). 'By using the special page 

addressing mode of theJSR instruction, subroutines 
addressed on this. page can be called with only 2 bytes. 
Addresses FFF4'6 to FFFF'6 are vector addresses used for 

the reset and interrupts (see interrupt chapter). Addresses 

0000'6 to OOFF,s are the zero page address area. By using 
the zero page addressing mode, this area can also be 
accessed with 2 bytes. The use of these addressing 
methods will greatly reduce the object size required. 
The RAM, I/O port, timer, etc. addresses are already 

assigned for the zero page. Addresses 0000'6 to 007F,s are 
assigned for the built-in RAM which consists of 128 bytes 
(192 bytes for M50941-XXXSP) of static RAM. This RAM is 
used as the stack during subroutine calls and interrupts, in 
addition to data storage. 

Zero page 

ROM 
(8192 bytes) 

for 
M50941-XXXSP 

RAM 
(192 bytes) 

for 
M50941-XXXSP 

ROM 
(4096 bytes) 

for 
M50940-XXXSP 

Fig.l Memory map 

2-304 

RAM 1
0000, 

. (128 bytes) 
for 

M50940-XXXSP 
. 007F, 

OOSF, 

OOEO, 

OOFF, 

EOOO, 

FOOO, 

FFOO, 

• 

6 

6 

6 

• 

• 
• 

6 

Special page 
for 

subroutine 
call 

FFF4,. 

FFFF, 6 

Not used 

Not used 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

Decimal 

127 // 

/ 
/ 

255 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

/ 
/ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

INT, 
Serial 110 or 

Timei3 
Timer2 

\ 
\ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

\ 
\ 

6 Port PO 

6 

OOEO, 

00E1, 

00E2, 

00E3, 

00E4, 

00E5, 

00E6, 

00E7, 

OOES, 

00E9, 

OOEA, 

OOES, 

OOEC, 

OOED, 

OOEE, 

OOEF, 

OOFO, 

00F1, 

00F2, 

00F3, 

00F4, 

00F5, 

00F6, 

00F7, 

OOFS, 

00F9, 

OOFA, 

OOFS, 

6 Port P1 

6 

6 Port P2 

6 Port P2 ~~~~~:e~na 
6 

6 

6 Port P3 

6 Port P3 
dlrectlona 
reaister 

6 Port P4 

6 Port P4 
directional 
register 

6 Port IN 

6 

6 

6 A-D register 

6 I Port R 

6 

6 A-D start address 

6 A-D control register 

• 
6 Timer4, 5 control register 

6 Serial 1/0 mode register 

6 Serial 1/0 register 

6 

6 Timer 1 

6 Timer2 

6 Timer 3 

\ OOFC, • Timer4 

Timer 1 or A-D \ OOFD, 
Address L 
Address H 6 Timer5 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

65535 RESET 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0940-XXXSP/FP 
MS0941-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) 
The CPU consists of 6 registers and is shown in Figure 2. 

ACCUMULATOR (A) 
The 8-bit accumulator CA) is the main register of the micro
computer. Data operations such as data transfer, input/out

put, etc., is executed mainly through the accumulator. 

INDEX REGISTER X (X) 
The index register X is an 8-bit register. In the index regsi
ter X addressing mode, the va1.ue of the OPERAND added 

to the contents of the index register X specifies the real 

address. When the T flag in the processor status register is 
set to "1 ", the index register X itself becomes the address 

for the second OPERAND. 

Flg.2 Register structure 

INDEX REGSITER Y (Y) 
The index register Y is an 8-bit register. In the index regis

ter Y addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND added 

to the contents of the index register Y specifies the real 

address. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0940-XXXSP/FP 
MS0941-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

STACK POINTER (S) 
The stack pOinter is an 8-bit register that contains the 

address of the next location in the stack. It is mainly used 

during interrupts and subroutine calls. The stack pointer is 

not automatically initialized after reset and should be initial

ized by the program using the TXS instruction. 
When an interrupt occurs, the higher 8 bits of the program 

counter is pushed into the stack first, the stack pOinter is 

decremented, and then the lower 8 bits of the program 

counter is pushed into the stack. Next the contents of the 
processor status register is pushed into the stack. When 

the return from interrupt instruction (RTI) is executed, the 

program counter and. processor status register data is pop

ped off the stack in reverse order from above. 

The Accumulator is never pushed into the stack automati

cally, so a Push Accumulator instruction (PHA) is provided 

to execute this function. Restoring the accumulator to its 

previous value is accopmlished by the Pop Accumulator in

struction (PLA). It is executed in the reverse order.of the 

PHA instruction. 
The contents of the Processor Status Register (PS) are 

pushed and popped to and frome the stack with the PHP 

and PLP instructions, respectively. 

During a subroutine call, only the Program Counter is 

pushed into the stack. Therefore, any registers that should 

not be destroyed shoul.d be pushed into the stack manually. 

To return from a subroutine call, the RTS instruction is 

used. 

PROGRAM COUNTER (PC) 
The 16-bit program counter consists of two 8-bit registers 

PCH and PCl' The program counter is used to indicate the 
address of the next instruction to be executed. 

PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PS) 
The 8-bit PS is composed entirely of flags used to indicate 

the condition of the processor immediately after an opera

tion. Branch operations can be performed by testing the 

Carry flag (C) , Zero flag (Z) , Overflow flag (V) or the 

Negative flag (N). Each bit of the register is explanined 

below. 

1. Carry flag (C) 
The carry flag contains the carry or borrow generated by 
the Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) immediately after an op

eration. It is also changed by the shift and rotate instruc
tions. The set carry (SEC) and clear carry (CLC) instruc

tions allow direct access for setting and clearing. this flag. 

2. Zero flag (Z) 
This flag is used to indicate if the immediate operation 

generated a zero result or not. If the result is zero, the zero 

falg will be set to "0". If the result is not zero, the zero flag 

will be set to "1 ". 

3. Interrupt disable flag (I) 
This falg is used to disable all interrupts. This is accom

plished by setting the flag to "1". When an interrupt is 

accepted, thi.s flag is automatically set to "1" to prevent 

from other interrupts until the current interrupt is completed. 

The SEI and CLI instructions are used to set and clear this 

flag, respectively. 

4. Decimal mode flag (D) 
The decimal mode flag is used to define whether addition 
and subtraction are executed in binary or decimal. If the 

decimal mode flag is set to "1", the operations are ex

ecuted in decimal, if the flag is "0", the operations are ex

ecuted in binary. o'ecimal correction is automatically ex

ecuted. The SED and CLD instructions are used to set and 
clear this flag, respectively. 

5. Break flag (B) 
When the BRK instruction is executed, the same operations 

are pertormed as in an interrupt. The address of the inter

rupt vector of the BRK instruction is the same as that of the 

lowest priority interrupt. The contents of the B flag can be 

checked to determine which condition caused the interrupt. 

If ·the BRK instruction caused the interrupt, the B flag will 

be "1 ", otherwise it will be "0". 

6. Index X mode flag (T) 
When the T flag is "1", operations between memories are 

executed directly without passing through the accumulator. 

Operations between memories involving the accumulator 

are executed when the T flag is "0" (i.e., operation results 

between memories 1 and 2 are stored in the accumulator). 
The address of memory 1 is specified by the contents 'Of 

the index register X, and that of memory 2 is specified by 

the normal addressing mode. The SET and CL T instructions 

are used to set and clear the T flag, respectively. 

7. Overflow flag (V) 
The overtlow flag functions when one byte is added or sub

tracted as a signed binary number. When the result ex

ceeds + 127 or -128, the overtlow flag is set·to "1". When 

the BIT instruction is executed, bit 6 of the memory location 

is input to the V flag. The overflow flag is reset by the CLV 

instruction and there is no set instruction. 

8. Negative flag (N) 
The negative flag is set whenever the result of a data trans

fer or operation is negative (bit 7 is "1"). Whenever the BIT 
instruction is executed, bit 7 of the memory. location is input 

to the N flag. There are no instuctions for directly setting or 

resetting the N flag. 
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MS0940-XXXSP/FP 
MS0941-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

INTERRUPT 
The M50940-XXXSP can be interrupted from eight sources; 

INT" timer 1 or A-D, timer 2, timer 3 or serial I/O, and the 

INT 2 or BRK instruction. 
The value of bit 2 of the serial I/O mode register (address 

00F6'6) determines whether the interrupt is from timer 3 or 

from serial I/O. When bit 2 is "1" the interrupt is from serial 

I/O, and when bit 2 is "0" the interrupt is from timer 3. Also, 

when bit 2 is "1", parts of port 3 are used for serial I/O. Bit 

3 of the A-D control register (address 00F3'6) determines if 
an interrupt is from timer 1 or from the A-D. When bit 3 is 

"0", the interrupt is from timer 1, when bit 3 is "1" the inter

rupt is from the A-D. These interrupts are vectored and 

their priorities are s~own in Table 1. Reset is included in 
this table since it has the same function as an 'interrupt. 

When an interrupt is accepted, the contents of certain reg

isters are pushed into specified locations, (as discussed in 

the stack pointer section) the interrupt disable flag (I) is 

set, the program jumps to the address specified by the in

terrupt vector, and the interrupt request bit is cleared auto
matically. The Reset interrupt is the highest priority inter

rupt and can never be inhibited. Except for the Reset inter

rupt, all interrupt are inhibited when the interrupt disable 
flag is set to "1". All of the other interrupts can further be 

Interrupt 
request 

Fig.3 Interrupt control 

Interrupt disable lIag I 

controlled individually via the interrupt control register 

shown in Figure 3. An interrupt is accepted when the inter

rupt enable bit and the i'nterrupt request bit are both "1" 

and the interrupt disable flag is "0". The interrupt request 

bits are set when the following conditions occur: 
(1) When the INT, or INT2 pins go from "H" to "L" 

(2) When the contents of timer 1, timer 2, timer 3 (or the 

serial I/O counter) go to "0". 

These request bits can be reset by the program but can not 

be set. 

Since the BRK instruction and the INT 2 interrupt have the 
same vectored address, the contents of the B flag must be 

checked to determine if the BRK instruction caused the in
terrupt or if INT2 generated the interrupt. 

Table 1. Interrupt vector address and priority. 

Interrupt Priority Vector address 

RESET 1 FFFF'6, FFFE'6 

INT, 2 FFFD'6. FFFC'6 
Timer 1 or A-D 3 FFFB'6. FFFA'6 

Timer2 4 FFF9'6. FFF8'6 
Timer 3 or serial I/O 5 FFF7'6. FFF6'6 

INT,(BRK) 6 FFF5'6. FFF4'6 

Interrupt control register (Address OOFE'6) 

Bit 7 : INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit 6 : INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5 : Timer 2 interrupt request bit 

Bit 4 : Timer 2 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 3 : Timer 3 interrupt or serial 1/0 interrupt request bit 

Bit 2 : Timer 3 interrupt or seruial I/O interrupt enable bit 

Bit 1 : INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit 0: INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Timer control register (Address OOFF,,) 

Bit 7 : Timer interrupt or A-D interrupt request bit 

Bit 6 : Timer 1 interrupt or A-D interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5 : Timer 1 : count stop bit 

Bit tl : Timer 3 count source selection bit 

Bit 3 : Timer 2 count source selection bit 

Bit 2 : Timer count source selection bit 

Bitl: I Processor mode bit 
BitO: 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MS0940-XXXSP/FP 
MS0941-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

TIMER 
The M50940-XXXSP has five timers; timer 1, timer 2, timer 
3, timer 4 and timer 5. Since P3 (in serial I/O mode) and 

timer 3 use some of the same architecture, they cannot be 
used at the same time (see serial I/O section). The count 
source for each timer can be selected by using bit 2, 3 and 

4 of the timer control register (address 00FF,6 ), as shown in 
Figure 5. For more details about timer 4 and timer 5, see 

the PWM section. 
A block diagram of timer 1 through 5 is shown in Figure 5. 
All of the timers are down count timers and have 8-bit 
latches. When a timer counter reaches "0", the contents of 
the 'reload latch are loaded into the timer and the next 
count pulse is input to a timer: The division ratio of the tim

ers is 1/(n+1), where n is the contents of the timer latch. 
The timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" at the next 

clock pulse after the timer reaches "0". The interrupt and 
timer control registers are located at addresses 00FE '6 and 

00FF,6, respectively (see Interrupt section). The starting/ 
stopping of timer 1 can be controlled by bit 5 of the. timer 

control regsiter. If bit 5 (address 00FF,6 ) is "0", the timer 
starts counting and when bit 5 is "1", the timer stops. 

7 

I I I I I I I I I 

U 

~ 

Timer control register (Address OOFF,.) 

Processor mode bit 

00 : Single-chip mode 

01 : Memory expanding mode 

10: Microprocessor mode 

11 : Eva-chip mode 

Timer 1 count source selection bit 

o : ~ divided by 4 

1 : Xc IN (clock for clock function) 

Timer 2 count source selection bit 

o : Timer 1 overflow signal 

1 : XCIN (clock for clock function) 

Timer 3 count source selection bit 
o : ~ divided by 4 

1 : Timer 2 overflow signal 

Timer 1 count stop bit 

o : Count start 

1 : Count stop 

Timer 1 or A-D interrupt. enable bit 

o : Interrupt disable 

1 : Interrupt enable 

Timer 1 or A-D interrupt request bit. 

o : No interrupt request 

1 : With interrupt request 

After a STP instruction is executed, timer 2, timer 1, and the 
clock (¢ divided by 4) are connected in series (regardless 

of the status of the 2 through 3 of the timer control register). 
This state is canceled if the timer 2 interrupt request bit is 
set to "1", or if the system is reset. Before the STP instruc
tion is executed, bit 5 of the timer control register (timer 1, 
count stop bit), and bit 4 of interrupt control register (timer 
2 interrupt enable bit) bit 6 of the timer control register 

(timer 1 interrupt enable bit) must be set to "0". For more 
details on the STP instruction, refer to the oscillation circuit 

section. 

Flg.4 Structure of timer control register 
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P3, 
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LSM, 

P34 
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-Ji-SM 
P3, 

SRDY 3 

"C 
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P3,/T,O .... 
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SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

8 
Data bus 

y 

I Timer 1 latch (8) I 
Sf 

.. I 

8tr 

ADM, 
Timer 1 (8) ~ Timer 1 or A-D interrupt bit 

TM, ~ I f \. TM5 

8 

f 

I Timer 2 latch (8) I 
at 

~y Timer 2 (8) 

8l-r 

Timer 2 interrupt request bit 

TM, l 

f 8 

I Timer 3 latch (8) I 
8f SM, 

I Timer3 (8) 

8~ Timer 3 or serial 110 interrupt request bit I 
TM4 l 

[$] 
SM" SMo 
00, 01 : External clock 

~ Selection gate (at reset the shaded 
10: 1/2 of timer 3 

11:1/40f¢ 
side is 'connected.) 

I Serial 1/0 ~ 
TM : Timer control register 

l counter (3) I-- SM : Serial 110 mode register 
Te : Timer 4, 5 control register 

I ADM: A-D control register 

MSB t ~ I Serial 110 
register (8) , 8 

8 , 
I Timer 4 latch (8) I 

81" 

H3 I Timer4 (8) 

80-

I 

l 

8 
_f 

I Timer 5 latch (8) I 
TC'I 

81" 

Timer5 (8) ~ 1/2 "'-- 1 
l Te, 

8 

Flg.5 Block diagram of timer 1 through 5 
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PWM 
o The M50940-XXXSP has a pulse width modulated (PWM) 

output control circuit. The circuit outputs a variable duty cy
cle signal that can be used for a programmable pulse width 
and frequency. Timers 4 and 5 are used for the PWM. The 
control of these timers is explained in Figure 6 and the rec
tangular waveform is shown in Figure 7. 

I I I I I I I J I Timer4,5 L Control register (address OOFS,.) 

At reset, the PWM output is in a floating state. When timers 

4 and 5 are not used for PWM control, they can be cas
caded and used as a 16-bit timer. However, when used as 
a 16-bit timer, the interrupt function (such as timer 1 
through timer 3) cannot be used. 

P30 /T, Output selection bit 

o : P3, (parallel port) 

1 : T, (timer output) 

'--- Timer 4, 5 function mode select bit 

o : Timer mode 

1 : PWM mode 

Flg.6 Structure of timer 4, 5 control register 

PWM------' 

Flg.7 PWM rectangular wave form 
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SERIAL 1/0 
A block diagram of the serial I/O is shown in Figure B. In 

the serial I/O mode, the receive ready signal (SADY), syn
chronous input/output clock (elK) , and the serial I/O 

(SOUT, S,N) pins are used as P37, P36, P3s, and P34, re

spectively. 
The serial I/O mode register (address 00F6 ,6 ) is an B-bit 

register. Bits 1 and 0 of this register is used to select a syn

chronous clock source. When these bits are (00) or (01) , 

an external clock from P36 is selected. When these bits are 
(10), the overflow signal (from timer 3) divided by two be

comes the synchronous clock. Therefore, changing the tim-

Internal Divider 

clock 

er period will change the transfer speed. When the bits are 
(11) , the internal clock ¢> divided by 4 (ie. 4,us at 4MHz) 

becomes the clock. 

Bits 2 and 3 decide whether parts of P3 will be used as a 
serial I/O or not. When bit 2 is "1 ", P36 becomes an I/O pin 

of the synchronous clock. When an internal synchronous is 
selected, the clock is output from P36. If an external syn

chronous cloc.k is selected, the clock is input to P36. And 

P3s will be a serial output and P34 will be a serial input. To 

use P34 as a serial input, set the directional register bit 
which corresponds to P34 . to "0". For more information on 

the directional register, refer to the I/O pin section. 

From internal clock ¢ 

P3 7 

P35 
SOUT 

by 4 or r-"""T7==--' 
timer 2 

Prescaler 

1/2 

Serial lID counter (3) 

H-t-t-----------1 Transfer clock 

to timer 3 or 
serial lID 
interrupt 
request bit 

r--S~IN~+_-_r_+~~--~MSB Serial lID register (8) 

(address OOF?'6) 

Internal system clock --____ --l 
source selection bit 

0: X,N 
1 : XC1N 

Clock (X,WXOUT) stop bit ---------' 
o : oscillation 

1 : stop 

Data bus 

P33 /Tt output selection bit _________ ---1 

o : Normal lID port 

1 : Timer 3 overflow signal divided by 2 

Fig.B Block diagram of serial I/O 
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Serial lID mode register 

(address OOF6'6) 

Synchronous clock selection bit 

00: I 01: External clock 

10 : Timer 3 overflow signal divided by 2 

11 : Timing ¢ divided by 4 

Serial lID port selection bit (P35 , P36 ) 

o : Normal lID port 

1 : Serial lID port 

SADY signal output selection bit (P37 ) 

o : Normal lID port 

1 : SRDY signal output pin 
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To use the serial I/O, bit 2 needs to be set to "1", if it is "0" 
P36 will function as a normal I/O. Interrupts will be gener
ated from the serial 110 counter instead of timer 3. bit 3 de

termines if P37 is used as an output pin for the receive data 
ready signal (bit 3="1", SRDY) or used as a normal I/O pin 
(bit 3="0"). 

The function of the serial I/O differs depending on the 
clock source; external clock or internal clock. 
Internal clock-The SRDY signal becomes "H" during trans
mission or while dummy data is stored in the serial I/O reg
ister. After the falling edge of the write signal, the SRDY sig
nal becomes low signaling that the M50940-XXXSP is ready 
to receive the external serial data. The SRDY signal goes 
"H" at the next falling edge of the transfer clock. The serial 
I/O counter is set to 7 when data is stored in the serial I/O 
register. At each falling edge of the transfer clock, serial 

Synchronous clock 

Transfer clock 

Serial 1/0 register _______ ~ 

write signal 

Serial 1/0 oulput 
Sour 

I 

data is output to P3s. During the rising edge of this clock, 
data can be input from P34 and the data in the serial I/O 
register will be shifted 1-bit. Data is output starting with the 

LSB. After the transfter clock has counted 8 times, the se
rial I/O register will be empty and the transfter clock will 

remain at a high level. At this time the interrupt request bit 
will be set. 

External clock - If an external clock is used, the interrupt 

request will be set after the transfter clock has counted 8 
times but the transfter clock. will not stop. Due to this 
reason, the external clock must be controlled from the out
side. The external clock should not exceed 250kHz at a 
duty cycle of 50%. 

Timing diagrams are shown in Figure 9, and connections 
between two M50940-XXXSPs' a~e shown in Figure 10. 

Serial 1/0 input 

S'N ---!--: .='--t---I 

Receivable signal --------ILJ 
SRDY 

Flg.9 Serial I/O timing 

Sending side 

Serial 1/0 mode register 

P37 

bit3 bitO 

I o I 1 I 1 I 0 I 
Set the directional 
register for P37 pin 
in input mode. P3, 

P3, 

Flg.10 Example of serial I/O connection 
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P37 

P3, 

P34 

Interrupt request bit set 

Receiving side 

Serial 1/0 mode register 

bit3 bitO 

I 1 I 1 I 0 I x I 
Set the directional 

register for P34 pin 

in input mode. 
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A-O CONVERTER 
The A-D converter circuitry is shown in Figure 11. The ana

log input ports of the A-Dconverter (INo-IN 7 ) are in com

mon with the input ports of the data bus. 

The 6-bit A-D control register is located at address aaF316 . 

One' of the eight analog inputs is selected by bits 0, 1 and 2 

of this register. bit 3 selects the interrupt source, either from 
timer 1 or the A-D itself. It bit 3 is "0", then the interrupt re

quest is from timer 1, if it is "1 ", then it is from the A-D. 

A-D conversion is accomplished by first selecting the ana

log channel (bit 0, 1) to be converted. bit 3 should also be 

set to "1" to select the A-D as the interrupt source. The 

conversion is started when dummy data is written into 
address aaF216 . When the conversion is finished, an inter

rupt is generated by the A-D and the digital data can be 
read from the A-D register (address aaEF16 ) . The end of 

the conversion is determined by either the A-D conversion 
end bit (bit 5 of the A-D control regiser) or an A-D interrupt 
request bit (Address aaFFI6 ). 

(address OOEe'6) 

INa 

IN,O "" B 
.~ 

IN, 
Cl 
0 
"iii 
c: 

'" IN3 " ~ 
g-

IN4 :; 
E 
a:; 

INs c: 
c: 

'" "" 
IN6 '? 

"" 
IN, 

Fig.ll A-D conversion circuit 

The A-D conversion can also be programmed for high or 

low speed conversions. This is accomplished by using the 

A-D conversion speed switch bit (bit 4 of the A-D control 

register). For more information on the electrical character
istics of the high and low speed conversions, refer to the 
electrical characteristics section. 

Port IN can also be used as an input port by rE~ading data 

into address aaEC16 . However, this cannot be done during 
A-D conversions. 

The A-D control register is shown in Figure 12. 

A-D control 
circuit 

AVec 
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7 o 
I I I I I I I I I A-D control register (address 00F316 ) 

Analog input select bit 

000 : INo 

001 : IN, 

010: IN, 

011 : IN3 

100: IN4 

101 : INs 

110: iNs 
111 : IN, 

~---- A-D/timer 1 input select bit 

0: Timerl 

1: A-D 

A-D conversion speed switch bit 
o : High speed * 
1 : Low speed 

~------A-D conliersion end bit 

o : Under conversion 

1 : End conversion 

* High speed at 1> =1 MHz 

Low speed at 1> =1 MHz 

Convert speed; tAo=72I1S 

Convert speed; tAo=28811S 

Flg.12 Structure of A-D control register 
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RESET CIRCUIT 
The M50940-XXXSP is reset according to the sequence 
shown in Figure 15. And starts the program from the 

address formed by using the content of address FFFF '6 as 
the high order address and the content of the address 
FFFE '6 as the low order address when the RESET pin is 
held at "L" level for more than 2,us while the power voltage 
is in the recommended operating condition and the crystal 

oscillator oscillation is stable and then returned to "H" level. 

Address 

(1) Port PO register (E 0 ,6 ) .. ·1 o 0 '6 

(2) Port Pl reg ister (E 2 ,6 ) .. ·1 o 0 '6 

(3) Port P2 directional register (E 5 ,6 ) ···1 a 0 '6 

(4) Port P3 directional register (E 9 ,6 ) ···1 a 0 '6 

(5) Port P4 directional register (E 8 ,6 ) ···1 a 0 '6 

(6) Serial 1/0 mode register (F 6 ,6 ) ···1 a 0 '6 I 

(7) A-D control register (F 3 ,6 ) ···1 I 1110101010101 

(8) Timer 4, 5 control register (F 5 ,6 ) .. ·0 I I I I 10 I a I 

(9) Interrupt control register (F E 16) · .. 1 a 0 '6 I 
(10) Timer cotrol register (F F 16) .. ·1 a 0 '6 ] 
(11)' Interrupt disable (P S ) ............ 1 I I I I 111 I I flag for precessor 

status register 

(11) Program counter (P CH) ...... ·· .... I Contents of 
address FFFF16 

(p CL) .... · ...... ·l Contents of 
address FFFE16 

Since the contents of both registers other than those listed 
above (including timer 1, timer 2, timer 3, and the serial 1/0 
register) and the RAM are undefined at reset, it is necessary 
to set initial values. 

Flg.13 Internal state of microcomputer at reset 

The internal initializations following reset are shown in Fig~ 
ure 13. 
An example of the reset circuit is shown in Figure 14. 
When the power on reset is used, the RESET pin must be 
held' "L" until the oscillation of X'WXOUT becomes stable. 

M50940-XXXSP 

RESET Vee 

M50940-XXXSP 

27 

I 
I 
I 
I 

ov 

OV--_~ 

I I 
L _______ J 

Fig.14 Example of reset circuit 

Power on 
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Internal RESET 

SYNC ---4------------------~~----------------~----~ 

Address 

Data 

8-12 clock cycles 

Flg.15 Timing diagram at reset 

I/O PORTS 
(1) Port PO 

Port PO is an 8-bit output port with P-channel open 
drain and high voltage outputs (Vcc-36V). Each pin has 
a built-in pull-down transistor connected to V p • As 
shown in the memory map (Figure 1), port PO can be 
accessed at zero page memory address 00E016 . 

Depending on the status of the processor status regis
ter (bit 0 and bit 1 of address 00FF16 ) , four different 
modes can be selected; single-chip mode, memory ex
panding mode, microprocessor mode, and eva-chip 
mode. These modes (excluding single-chip mode) 
have a multiplexed address output function in addition 
to the 1/0 function. For more details, see the processor 
mode section. 

(2) Port P1 

In the single-chip mode, Port P1 has the same function 

as PO. In the other modes, P1 's functions are slightly 
different from PO's. For more details, see the processor 
mode section. 

(3) Port P2 

Port P2 is an 8-bit 1/0 port with P-channel open drain 
outputs. As shown in the memory map of Figure 1, port 
P2 can be accessed as memory at address 00E416 of 
zero page. Port P2 has a directioanl register (address 
00E516 ) which can be used to program each individual 
bit as input ("0") or as output ("1"). If the pins are 

programmed as output, the output data is latched to the 
port register and then output. When data is read from 
the output port the output pin level is not read, only the 
latched data in the port register is read. This allows a 

Reset address from the 

vector table 

Note: Frequency relation of t(X'N) and if> is f(X'N) =4, ¢. 

The mark "? " means that the address is changing 

depending upon the previous state. 

previously output value to be read correctly even 

though the output voltage level is shifted up or down. 
Pins set as input are in the high impedance state and 
the signal levels can thus be read. When data is writ
ten into the input port, the data is latched only to the 
output register and the pin still remains in the high im
pedance state. 

(4) Port P3 

Port P3 is an 8-bit 1/0 port having CMOS outputs. Each 
pin is shared with serial 1/0, timer overflow (T1, T2) 

and external interrupt input functions. These functions 
remain the same even if the device is used in other 
modes. 

(5) Port P4 

Port P4 is an 8-bit 1/0 port with CMOS outputs. During 
all modes except single chip mode, P41 and P40 func

tion as both SYNC and R/W outputs as well as 1/0 

ports (see processor mode section). 
(6) Port R 

Port R is a 4-bit input port. 
(7) Port IN 

Port IN is an 8-bit input port to the A-D converter. It can 
also be used as an input port by reading the input data 
into address 00EC16. However, this port cannot be read 
during A-D conversion. 

(8) Clock ¢ output pin 

This is the timing output pin. When selected the main 

clock (X,N-XOUT) as the internal system clock, the clock 
frequency divided by four is outputed. However, when 
selected the clock for clock function (XCIN-XCOUT), the 
clock frequency divided by two is outputed. 
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P-channel open drain high voltage port 

.. 
_____ ---J~ y* .with pull-down resistors 

Data bus ---~---I Port latch - I ,J P , 

'-----<<31---- ~ U b -Ports PO, P1 

Directional 
register 

Vp 

High voltage 1/0 port 
with pull-down resistors 

Data bus --t----j Port latch 

Ports P3, P4 

Directional 
. register 

Data bus --+----1 Port latch 

Port R Input 

Data bus -4--0 
Port R 

, Vss 

* P-channel open drain high 
voltage transistor 

* * Mask option 

Flg,16 Block diagram of port PO~P4 and port R (single-chip mode) 
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PROCESSOR MODE 
By changing the contents of the processor mode bit (bit 0 
and 1 of address 00FF,6), four different operation modes 
can be selected; single chip mode, memory expanding 
mode, microprocessor mode and evaluation chip (eva
chip) mode. In the memory expanding mode, microp
rocessor mode and eva-chip mode, PO-P2 can be used as 
multiplexed 1/0 for address, data and control signals, as 
well as the normal functions of the 1/0 ports. Figure 18 

shows the functions of ports PO- P2, and P4 corresponding 
to each mode. 

The memory map of the single-chip mode is illustrated in 
Figure 1, and the other modes are shown in Figure .17. By 
connecting the CNVss to Vss, all four modes can be 

selected through software by changing the processor mode 
regsiter. Connecting CNVss to Vee automatically forces the 
microcomputer into microprocessor mode. Supplying 10V to 
CNVss places the microcomputer in the eva-chip mode. 
The four different modes are explained as follows: 

FFFF, • .------., 

(Note 1) 

Internal 
ROM 

OOEO,.k-~~~~ 

(Note2) 
007F,.p-..................... """""j 

Internal RAM 

0000, • ...... ___ -..1 

Memory 
expanding mode 

Eva-chip 
mode 

Microprocessor 
mode 

Note 1: EOOO,. for M50941-XXXSP. 

2 : OOBF,. for M50941-XXXSP. 

The shaded area is external memory area. 

Flg.17 . External memory area In processor mode 

(1) Single-chip mode (00) 

The microcomputer will automatically be in the single
chip mode when started from reset, if CNVss is con
nected to Vss. Ports PO- P4 will work as original 1/0 

ports. 
(2) Memory expanding mode (01) 

The microcomputer will be placed in the memory ex
panding mode when CNVss is connected to Vss and 
the processor mode bits are set to "01". This mode is 
used to add external memroy when the internal mem
ory is not sufficient. 

The lower 8 bits of address data for port PO is output 
when ¢ goes to the "H" state. When ¢ goes to the "L" 

state, PO retains its original 1/0 functions. 
Port P1's higher 8 bits of address data are output when 
¢ goes to the "H" state and as it changes back to the 
"L" state it retains its original 1/0 functions. 

Port P2 retains its original output functions while ¢ is at 
the "H" state, and works as a data bus of 0 7 - Do 
(including instruction code) while at the "L" state. 
Pins P4, and P40 output the SYNC and R/W control 
signals, respectively while ¢ is in the "H" state. 

When in the "L" state, P4, and P40 retain their original 
1/0 functins. 
The R/W output is used to. readlwrite from Ito the out
side. When this pin is in the "H" state, the CPU reads 
data, and when in the "L" state, the CPU writes data. 
The SYNC is a synchronous signal which goes to the 
"H" state when it fetches the OP CODE. 

(3) Microprocessor mode (10) 

After connecting CNVss tq Vee and initiating a reset, 
the microcomputer will automatically default to this 
mode. The relationship between the input level of 
CNVss and the processor mode is shown in Table 2. 
In this mode, port PO and P1 are used as the system 
address bus and the original function of the 1/0 pin is 
lost. Port P2 becomes the data bus (07-00 ) and loses 
its nortnal 1/0 functions. Port P4, and P40 become the 
SYNC and R/W pins, respectively and the normal 1/0 

functions are lost. 
(4) Eva-chip mode (11) 

When 10V is supplied to the CNVss pin, the micro
computer is forced into the eva-chip mode. This mode 
has almost the same function as the memory expanding 
mode except that it needs all its programs to come 
from the outside (including ROM programs). The main 

purpose of this mode is to evaluate ROM programs 
prior to masking them into the microcomputer's internal 
ROM. 
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r\ TM, a 

\ ™o a 

,~ Single-chip mode 

Port 

.J I r 
Port PO Ports P07- POo 

y. Output Port 

.J I r 
Port P1 Ports P1 7-P1 o 

)( Output Port 

.J I r 
Port P2 

Ports P27- P20 

)( 1/0 Port 

J I I 
Ports P47-P40 

)( 1/0 Port 

Port P4 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 
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SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

a 1 1 

1 1 a 

Memory expanding mode Eva-chip mode Microprocessor mode 

j I I j I I 
Ports P07-POO 

Same as left 
Ports P07- POo 

~ Output 'IC. y. Address )C A7-AO Port A7-AO 

j I I j I r 
Ports P1 7-P1 o 

Same as left 
Ports P1 7-P1 o 

~ Output )[ J( Address x= A1s ....... Aa Port A1s-Aa 

~ I I j I I 
Ports P27-P20 

Same as left Ports P27-P2o 

~ Data )[ )------< D~~~o >--D7-Do . Port 

J I I" j I . I 
Ports P47- P4, Ports P47- P4, 

)( 1/0 Port )( 1/0 Port 

Same as left 
Port P4, Port P4, 

J( SYNC ~ )( SYNC 'I:.-
Port P40 Port P40 

~ 1/0 Port [ )( R/W '£ 
Fig.IS Processor mode and functions of ports PO~P2. P4 

Table 2. Relationship between CNVss Pin Input Level and Processor Mode 

CNVss Mode 

Vss • Single-chip mode 
• Memory expanding mode 

• Eva-chip mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

Vee • Eva-chip mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

IOV • Eva-chip mode 

Explanation 

The single-chip mode is set by the reset. 

All modes can be selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

The microprocessor mode is set by the reset. 

Eva-chip mode can be also selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

Eva-chip mode only, 
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CLOCK GENERATING CIRCUIT 
The M50940-XXXSP has two internal clock generating cir
cuit. Figure 21 shows a block diagram of the clock generat
ing circuil. Normally, the frequency applied to the, clock in
put pin X,N divided by four is used as the internal clock 
(timing output) ¢>. Bit 7 of serial I/O mode register can be 

use,d to switch the internal clock¢> to 1/2 the frequency ap
plied to the clock input pin XC1N ' 

Figure 19 shows a circuit example using a ceramic (or 
crystal) oscillator. Use the manufacture's recommended 
values for constants such as capacitance which will differ 
depending on each oscillator. When using an external clock 
signal, input form the X,N (XC1N ) pin and leave the XOUT 

(XCOUT) pin open. A circuit example is shown in Figure 20. 

The M50940-XXXSP has two low power dissipation modes; 
stop and wait. The microcomputer enters a stop mode 
when the STP instruction is executed. The oscillator (both 
X,N clock and XC1N clock) stops with the internal clock ¢> 
held at "H" level. In this case timer 1 and timer 2 are forc
ibly connected and ¢>/4 is selected as timer 1 input. Before 

executing the STP instruction, appropriate values must be 
set in timer 1 and timer 2 to enable the oscillator to stabil-
ize when restarting oscillation. Before executing the STP 
instruction, the timer 1 count stop bit must be set to supply 
("0"), timer 1 interrupt enable bit .and timer 2 interrupt en- ' 

M50940-XXXSP 

28 31 

Rd 

1-CCOUT 

Fig.19 External ceramic resonator circuit 

M50940-XXXSP 

XOUT XC1N XCOUT 

28\ 
External 
oscillating 
circuit 

29 
Open 

vee Jl1UUlf 
Vss 

30r 
External 
oscillating 
circuit 

31 
Open 

Vee --, r---1 
Vss L...-J L 

able bit must be set to disable ("0"), and timer 2 interrupt Flg.20 External clock Input circuit 

request bit must be set to no request ("0"). 

Oscillation is restarted (release the stop mode) when INT1 , 

INT2, or serial I/O interrupt is received. The interrupt en

able bit of the interrupt used to release the stop mode must 
be set to "1". When restarting oscillation with an interrupt, 

the internal clock ¢> is held "H" until timer 2 overflows and 
is not supplied to the CPU. When oscillation is restarted by 

reset, "L" level must be kept to the RESET pin until the 
oscillation stabilizes because no wait time is generated. 
The microcomputer enters a wait mode when the WIT in
struction is executed. The internal clock ¢> stops at "H" 
level, but the oscillator does not stop. ¢> is re-supplied (wait 
mode release) when the microcomputer is reset or when it 
receives an interrupt. Instructions can be executed im
mediately because the oscillator is not stopped. The inter
rupt enable bit of the interrupt used to reset the wait mode 
must be set to "1" before executing the WIT instruction. 
Low power dissipation operation is also achieved when the 
X,N clock is stopped and the internal clock ¢> is generated 
from the XC1N clock (120flA max. at f (XCIN ) = 32kHz). X,N 

clock oscillation is stopped when the bit 6 of serial I/O 
mode register (address 00F61s) is set and restarted when 
it is cleared. However, the wait time until the oscillation sta

bilizes must be generated with a program when restarting. 
An "L" level must be kept to the RESET pin until the 
oscillation stabilizes when res'elting while'the X,N clock is 

stopped. Figure 22 shows the transition of states for the 
system clock. 
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XOUT 

System clock 
stop bit 

SM, 

SM, 

sl----~----~S 

R STP 
instruction 

WIT 
instruction 

R 
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Q 

source selection TM2 

Interrupt 
disable 
flag I 

R 

timing output 1> 

...... _~- Reset 

STP instruction 

Interrupt control register 

(Address OOFE16 ) 

INT, interrupt enable 

INT, interrupt request 

Timer 1 interrupt enable 

Timer 1 interrupt request 

(or A-D) 

Timer 2 interrupt enable 

Timer 2 interrupt request 

Timor 3 interrupt enable 
(or serial 1/0) 
Timer 3 interrupt request 

(or serial 110) 

I NT 2 interrupt enable 

I NT 2 interrupt request 

Flg.21 Block diagram of clock generating circuit 
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4MHz STOP 
32kHz oscillation 

¢=STOP 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0940-XXXSP/FP 
MS0941-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

[ RESET] 

SM6=1 SM6=O (Note 2) 

4MHz STOP 

¢=STOP 

Note 1. At recovery from the STP instruction, wait time occurs automatically by' connecting timer 1 and timer 2. This time 
is set by the program. 

2. When SM6=1, and un system clock is operated, a programmed wait time may be necessary to allow the oscila
tor stabilize. 

3. When connected the clock divided by four as the count source of timer, frequency of count source is 4kHz. 

Transition of states for the system clock 

, • MITSUBISHI 
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Normal operation 

Operation on the 
clock function 

only 

Return from 
clock function 

RAM backup 
function 

RAM return 
from RAM 

backup function 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0940-XXXSP/FP 
MS0941-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

<An example of flow for system> 

Power on reset 

" Clock X and clock for clock function Xc oscillation 

. " Internal system clock start (X -1 /4- ¢) 

" Program start from RESET vector 
\ 

Normal program I -Operation at 4 MHz 

Internal clock ¢ source switching X( 4 MHz)-XcLK (32. 768kHz)(SM 7 : 0-1 ) 

" Clock X halt (Xc in operation)(SMa : 1 ) 

" Internal clock halt (WIT instruction) 

" lTimer 3 (clock c0't nt ) overflow 

Internal clock operation start (WIT instruction) 

I Clock ~roceSSing routine I - Operating at 32. 768kHz 

Internal clock halt (WIT instruction) 

Interrupts from INT,. timer2. timer3 or serial 110, INT2 (BRK instruction) 
• • 

Internal clock operation start (WIT instruction released) 

• Program start from interrupt vector 

• Clock X oscillation start (SMa: 0) 

• 
Oscillation rise time routine (software) -Operating at 32. 768KHz 

• Internal clock ¢ sauce switching (Xc - X) (SM7 : 1 - a ) 
\ 

I . Normal program I -Operating at 4MHz 

STP instruction preparation (pushing registers) 

• Timer 1, Timer 2 interrupt disable, Timer 2 interrupt request bit reset (TMa = 0, IMs= 0, IM 4 = a ) 
• Timer 1 count stop bit resetting (TMs = a ) 

" Clock X and clock function Xc halt (STP instruction) 
\ 

RAM backup status I 

Interrupts from INT, or serial 110, INT2 

• Clock X and clock for clock function Xc oscillation start 

• Timer 2 overflow (X/16 or Xc /8-timer 1-timer 2) 
(Automatically connected by the hardware) 

• Internal system clock start (X/4 or Xc/2-¢) 
l 

Program start fro,\ interrupt vector 

Normal program 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0940-XXXSPIFP 
MS0941-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-B.IT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PROGRAMING NOTES 
(1) The frequency ratio of the timer is 1/(n+1l. (n=O-

255) 
(2) Even though the BBC and BBS instructions are ex

ecuted after the interrupt request bits are modified (by 

the program), those instructions are only valid for. the 

contents before the modification. Also, at least one in
struction cycle must be used (such as NOP) between 

the modification of the interrupt request bits and the 
execution of the BBC and BBS instructions. 

(3) When the timer 1, timer 2, or timer 3 is input the clock 
except ¢/4 or' it divided by timer, read the contents of 

these timers either while the input of these timers are 
not changing or after counting of timers are stoped. 

(4) After the ADC and SBe instructions are executed (in 
decimal mode), one instruction cycle (such as a NOP) 

is needed befoer the SEC, CLC, or CLD intructions are 
executed. 

(5) A NOP instruction must be used after the execution of 
a PLP instruction. 

(6) Notes on serial I/O 

CD Set "0" in the serial I/O interrupt enable bit (bit 2 of 
address OOFE'6) before setting the serial I/O mode. 

® Insert at least one instruction and set "0" in the serial 
I/O interrupt request bit (bit 3 of address 00FE'6) after 
setting the serial I/O mode. 

CJ) Set "1" in the serial I/O interrupt enable bit after the 
operation described in ®. 

(7) The timer 1 and the timer 2 must be set the necessary 
value immediately before the execution of a STP in" 
struction. 

(8) Notes on A-D conversion 

CD Set "0" in the A-D interrupt enable bit (bit 6 of address 

00FF'6) before setting A-D conversion. 
® Insert at least one instruction and set "0" in the A-D in

terrupt request bit (bit 7 of address 00FF'6) after set
ting the A-D conversion. 

CJ) Set "1" in the A-D interrupt enable bit after the opera
tion described in ®. 

® Set "0" in bit 3 of the A-D control register (address 

00F3'6) before using a STP instruction. 

DATA REQUIRED FOR MASK ORDERING 
Please send the following data for mask orders. 
(1) mask ROM confirmation form 

(2) mark specification form 
(3) ROM data .................. · ....................... EPROM 3 sets 

Write the following option on the mask ROM confirmation 
form 

• Port P3 pull-up transistor bit 
• Par! P4 pull-up transistor bit 

2-324 • MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0940-XXXSP/FP 
MS0941-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

V p Pull-down input voltage 

V, Input voltage CNVss 

V, Input voltage Ro ....... R3, X1N. XCIN, RESET With respect to Vss 

V, Input voltage P30 ..... P37 • P4o ....... P47 , INo ....... IN?, VREF output transistors are at "OFF" state. 

V, Input voltage P2o-P2, 

Vo Output voltage P30 ....... P37,P4o ....... P47, XCOUT , XOUT , ¢ 

Vo Output voltage POo-PO,. Pto-Pt" P2o-P2, 

Pd Power dissipation Ta =25'C 

Topr Operating temperature 

Tstg Strage temperature 

Note 1. 600mW for QFP type. 

RECOMMEND OPERATING CONDITIONS 
(Vcc= 5 V±10%, Ta=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

I f(X ,N )=4MHz 4.5 5 5.5 V 
Vee Supply voltage I f(X,N),,;lMHz 3 5 5.5 V 

V p Pull-down supply voltage Vee-36 Vee V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

V'H "H" input voltage P30-P3" P4o-P4" INo-IN"CNVss O. avcc Vee V 

V'H "H" input voltage Ro ........ R3 0,4Vcc Vee V 

V'H "H" input voltage RESET, XIN, X C1N O. 8Vcc Vee V 

V'H "H" input voltage P2o ...... P27 O. aVec Vee V 

V,C "L" input voltage P30 ....... P37, P4o ........ P47, INo ....... IN7, CNVss 0 0,2Vce V 

V,c "L" input voltage Ro ....... R3 0 0. 12Vee V 

V,c "L" input vollage RESET 0 0. 12Vec V 

V,c "L" input voltage X1N, XC1N 0 0. 16Vee V 

V,c "L" input voltage P2o ......... P27 Vee -36 0. 2Vee V 

IOH(Sum) "H" sum output current POO ....... P07, Plo ....... Ph, P2o ....... P27 -120 mA 
IOH(sum) "H" sum output current P30 ...... P37, P4o ....... P47 -30 mA 
loLCSum) "L" sum output current P30 ........ P37, P4o ....... P47 60 mA 

IOH(peakl "H" peak output curre'nt POo ........ P07, Pl o ........ Ph, P2o ......... P27 -24 mA 
IOH(peakl "H" peak output current P30 ........ P37, P4o ....... P47 -10 mA 
IOL(~eakl "L" peak output current P30 ....... P37, P4o ....... P47 20 rnA 
IOH(aVOI "H" average output current POO ....... P07, Pl o ....... Ph, P2o ....... P27 -12 mA 
IOH(aVol "H" average output current P30 ....... P37, P4o ....... P47 -5 mA 
loc(aVol "L" average output current P30""""'P37, P4o ....... P47 10 rnA 

Vec=5V 4.3 MHz 
f(XIN) Clock oscillating frequency 

Vee=3V 1.1 MHz 

Clock oscillating frequency Vee=5V 500 kHz 
f(XCIN) 

for clock function Vee=3V 300 kHz 

Note 1. The maximum "H" input voltage for CNVss is +12V. 
2. The duty cycle for these oscillation frequency is 50%. 
3. When the low speed mode is used, the clock input oscillation frequency for the timer must satisfy 

the following expression: 
f(Xc,N)<f(X,N)!3 

4. The avarage output current 10H(avgl and loc(avgl are the average value during a lOOms cycle. 
5. f(x'NI must be less than 50kHz when the external clock is to be used. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Ratings Unit 

-0.3-7 V 

Vee-38-Vee+0.3 V 

-0.3-13 V 

-0.3-7 V 

-0. 3-Vec+0. 3 V 

Vee-38-Vee +0. 3 V 

-0. 3-Vee +0. 3 V 

Vec-38-Vee +0. 3 V 

1 OOO( Note 1 ) mW 

-10-70 ·C 

-40-125 ·C 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0940-XXXSP/FP 
MS0941-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc= 5 V±10%, Vss= 0 V, T a=25'C, f(X'N)= 4 MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

V OH "W output voltage P30-P3" P4o-P4, 

V OH "H" output voltage ¢ 

V OH "H" output voltage POo-PO" P1o-Pl" P2o-P2, 

VOL "L" output voltage P30-P3" P4o-P4, 

VOL "L" output voltage ¢ 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis P30/1NT" P3,/INT, 

--
VT+-VT- Hysteresis RESET 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis P36/CLK 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis X1N 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis XC1N 

III "L" input current P30 ....... P37, P4o ....... P47 

I'L "L" input current INo ....... IN7 

--
I'L "L" input current RESET, XIN. XCIN. Ro ........ R3 

I'L "L" input curr,ent P2o ....... P27 

I'H "H" input current P30-P3" P4o-P4, 

I'H "H" Input current INo ....... IN? 

I'H "H" input current P2o ........ P27 

I'H "H" input current RESET, X1N • XCIN, Ro-R3 

I'H "H" input current VREf 

10L "L" output current POO ........ P07, P1o ....... Ph, P2o ........ P27 

Icc Supply current 

IACC Supply currenttor A-D 

2-326 

Test conditions 

Vcc=5V, IOH=-5mA 

Vcc=3V,loH=-1.SmA 

Vcc=5v, IOH=-2. 5mA 

Vcc=3V, 10H=-0. SmA 

Vcc=5V,loH=-12mA 

Vcc=3V,loH=-3mA 

Vcc=5V, 10L =10mA 

Vcc=3V, IOL =3mA 

Vcc=5V, 10L =2. 5mA 

Vcc=3V, 10L =0. SmA 

use as interrupt Vcc~5V 

input Vcc=3V 

Vcc=5V 

Vcc=3V 

use as elK Vcc=5V 

input Vcc=3V 

Vcc=5V 

Vcc=3V 

Vcc=5V 

Vcc=3V 

V1=OV without Vcc=5V 

pull-up Tr. Vcc=3V 

V,=OV, with Vcc=5V 

pull-up Tr. Vcc=3V 

Vcc=5V 
V,=OV 

Vcc=3V 

v,=OV 
Vcc=5V 

Vcc=3V 

v,=OV 

V,=Vcc-36V 

VI=5V, without pull-up transistor 

VI=5V, not use as analog input 

reading operation V 1=5V 

normal operation V 1=5V 

V,=5V 

V,=5V 

Vp=Vcc-36V, VOL =Vcc 

Open output ports, 
X'N=4MHz, Vcc=5V 

Vp=Vcc, 

input port is Vss, 

at normal operation. 

Open output ports, 

Vp=Vcc, 

input port is Vss, 

at wait mode. 

Open output ports, 

Vp=Vcc,inpulport isVss, 

at normal operation, stop 

XIN and XOUT,XCIN=32kHz. 

Open output ports, 

Vp=Vcc, input port is Vss, 

at wait mode, stop 

XIN and XOUT, XCIN=32kHz. 

Stop all oscillation. 

at A-O converting time 

• . MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 

X'N=l MHz. Vcc=3V 

X'N=4MHz, Vcc=5V 

X'N=l MHz, Vcc=3V 

Vcc=5V 

Vcc=3V 

Vcc=5V 

Vcc=3V 

Ta=25'C 
Vcc=5V 

Vcc=3V 

Vcc=5V 
T a=70'C 

Vcc=3V 

Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

3 V 

2 V 

3 V 

2 V 

3 V 

2 V 

2 V 

1 V 

2 V 

1 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.15 0.7 V 

0.5 0.7 V 

0.35 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.15 0.7 V 

0.1 0.5 V 

0.06 0.3 V 

0.1 0.5 V 

0.06 0.3 V 

-5 f./A 
-4 f./A 

-35 -70 -140 f./A 
-12 -25 -40 f./A 

-5 f./A 
-4 f./A 
-5 f./A 
-4 f./A 
-5 f./A 

-30 f./A 
5 f./A 
5 f./A 

100 f./A 
5 f./A 
5 f./A 
5 mA 

150 500 900 f./A 

3 6 mA 

0.4 mA 

1 mA 
--

0.2 mA 

60 200 f./A 

25 f./A 

40 f./A 

15 
f./A 

0_ 1 f./A 
0.06 f./A 

1 10 f./A 
0_ 6 f./A 

, 2 4 mA 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0940-XXXSP/FP 
MS0941-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

+---1~~-+--jXOUToutPut pins open X, =4MHz Ceramic resonator 

R3 

Input pins X, =32. 768kHz ~us';,'~~t~rtal 

Vss 

C, =C, =150pF 

R, =lM!l. 

C3 =10pF 

C4 =30pF 

R, =10M!l. 

R3 =100k!l. 

Fig.23 Test circuit for measuring supply current 

A-D CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V. Vss=ov. Ta=25·C. f(X,N)=4MHz. unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

- Resolution 

- Absolute accuracy 

RLAODER Ladder resistor value 

tCONV Conversion time 

V REF Reference input voltage 

V'A An'alog input voltage 

Test conditions 

Vcc=AVcc=VREF=5.12V 

High-speed: ¢=1 MHz 

Low-speed: ¢=1 MHz 

'. MITSUBISHI 
"'ELECTRIC 

Min 

1 

Limits 

Typ Max 

8 

±3 

72 

288 

Vee 

V REF 

Unit 

bits 

LSB 

k!l. 

j.LS 

j.LS 

V 

V 
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TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0940-XXXSP/FP 
MS0941-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Single-chip mode (Vcc= 5 V±10%, Vss= 0 V, T a=25'C, f(x'NI= 4 MHz unless other wise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tSU {P2D_0;6) Port P2 input setup time 270 ns 

ISU(P3D-¢) Port P3 input setup time 270 ns 

IS U (P4D-¢) Port'P4 input setup lime 270 ns 

ISU(RD-¢') Port R input setup time 270 ns 

tSU(IND-<l) Port IN input setup time 270 ns 

th(¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

th(¢>--P30) Port P3 input hold time 20 ns 

th(¢-P40) Port P4 input hold lime 20 ns 

Ih<¢--Rol Port R input hold time 20 ns 

Ih < ¢--'Nol Port IN input hold lime 20 ns 

Ic<xlNl External clock input cycle lime (X'N) 230 ns 

Iw<x,.1 External clock input pulse width (X'N) 75 ns 

IC<xe,.1 External clock input cycle time (XC1N ) 2 ms 

Iw<xe,.) External clock input pulse width (XC'N) 1 ms 

Ir External clock rising edge time 25 ns 

If External clock falling edge time 25 ns 

Memory expanding mode and eva-chip mode 
(Vcc=5V±10%, Vss= 0 v, T a=25'C, f<x'NI= 4 MHz unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 
Min. 

I SU (P2D_<l) Port P2 input setup lime 270 

th(¢\-P20) Port P2 input hold lime 20 

Microprocessor mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss= 0 v, T a=25'C, f(X'NI= 4 MHz unless olherwise noted) 

Symbol 

tSU (P2D_¢) Port P2 input setup time 

Ih< ¢--P20) Port P2 input hold lime 

2-328 

Parameter 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Test conditions 
Min. 

270 

20 

Limits 

I I 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

I I ns 

I I ns 

Limits 

I I 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

I I ns 

I I ns 



SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0940-XXXSP/FP 
MS0941-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Single-chip mode (Vee=5V±10%, Vss= 0 v, T a=25·C, IIX'NI= 4 MHz unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

td(~-POo) Port PO data output delay lime 230 ns 

td(~-Pl0) Port Pl data output delay time Fig. 25 230 ns 

ld(~-p2o) Port P2 data output delay lime 230 ns 

td(~-P30) Port P3 data output delay time 
Fig. 24 

230 ns 

td(~-P40) Port P4 data output delay time 230 ns 

Memory expanding mode and eva-chip mode 
(Vee=5V±10%, Vss= 0 v, T a=25·C, IIX'NI= 4 MHz unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 
Min. 

tdl~-POA) Port PO address output delay time 

tdCtI>-POAF) Port PO address output delay time 

tdl~-poo) Port PO data output delay lime 

td(</J-POOF) Port PO data output delay time 

tdl~-P1A) Port Pl address output delay lime 
Fig. 25 

td(¢-P1AF) Port Pl address output delay lime 

tdl~-Pl0) Port Pl data output delay lime 

td(t;6-P10F) Port Pl data output delay lime 

tdl~-P20) Port P2 data output delay lime 

tdl¢-P20FI Port P2 data output delay lime 

tdl~-R/W) R/W signal output delay time 

tdl~-R/WF) R/W signal output delay lime 

td(~-P4 0) Port P4, data output delay time 

td(¢-P4DQF) Port P40 data output delay time 
Fig. 24 

tdl¢-sYNc) SYNC signal output delay time 

td( ~-SYNCF) SYNC signal output delay lime 

tdl~-P4 0) Port P4, data output delay time 

tdl~-P4 OF) Port P4, data output delay time 

Microprocessor mode (Vee=5V±10%, Vss= 0 v, T a=25t, IIX'NI= 4 MHz unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditio'ns 

tdl~-POA) Port PO address output delay lime 

td(¢-P1A) Port P1 address output delay time 

td(~-P20) Port P2 data output delay lime 

tdl¢-P20FI Port P2 data output delay lime 

tdl¢-R/W) R/W signal output delay time 

td(~-SYNC) SYNC signal output delay lime 

vee 

lkn 
P3 0 P4 

J 100pF 

'" ± 100p~ 
..n 
~ 

Flg.24 Test circuit of ports P3 
and P4 

PO 
Pl 

±lOopi~n P2 

'" 
±100PF 

-0 

Flg.25 Test circuit of ports PO, 
P1, and P2 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Fig. 25 

Fig. 24 

Min. 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

300 ns 

300 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

250 ns 

250 ns 

300 ns 

300 ns 

250 ns 

250 '1S 
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TIMING DIAGR~MS 
In single-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port P1 output 

Port P2 oulpul 

Pori P2 inpul 

Port P3 oulpul 

Pori P3 inpul 

Port P4 output 

Pori P4 inpul 

Port R inpul 

Port IN input 

or 

2-330 
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MS0940-XXXSP/FP 
MS0941-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

C(XIN) or C(XCIN) 

tW(XIN) or tW(XCIN) 

--Ir 

r-.. 

- i-"-If 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0940-XXXSP/FP 
MS0941-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

In memory expanding mode and eva-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port P1 output 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P40 output (R/W) 

Port P4, output (SYNC) 

----+' 

---¥ 

• MITSUBISHI 
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In microprocessor mode' 

Port PO output 

Port P1 output 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P40 output ( R/IN) 

Port P4, output (SYNC) 

2-:332 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0943-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

DESCRIPTION 
The M50943-XXXSP is a single-chip microcomputer de
signed with CMOS silicon gate technology. It is housed in a 
64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP (flat package type also 
available) . This single-chip microcomputer is useful for 

business equipment and other consumer applications. 
In addition to its simple instruction sets, the ROM, RAM, 

and I/O addresses are placed on the same memory map to 
enable easy programming. 
The differences between the M50943-XXXSP and the 
M50943-XXXFP are the package outline and power dis
sipation ability (absolute maximum ratings). 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions .............. · ................ · .. · 69 
• Memory size ROM .................................. 8192 bytes 

RAM· ...... · .................. · .......... 192 bytes 

• Instruction execution time 
....... 111s (minimum instructions at 8M Hz frequency) 

• Single power supply f(X ,N )=8MHz .............. · .. 5V±10% 

• Power dissipation 
normal operation mode (at 8MHz frequency) .... 30mW 

• Subroutine nesting ............................ ·96 levels (Max.) 
• Interrupt .................................... ·; .... 8 types, 5 vectors 

• 8-bit timer ............ 3 (2 when used as A-D or serial I/O) 
• Programmable I/O ports (Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4) .... 36 
• Input ports (Port IN) ................................................ 8 
• Serial I/O (8-bit) .................................................... ·1 

• A-D converter ............... 8-bit successive approximation 
• PWM function ......................................................... ·1 

APPLICATION 
Office automation eqUipment 
VCR, Tuner, Audio-visual eqUipment 
Camera, Air conditioner 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

Input port IN 
Rerefence 
voltage input 

PWM output 
port 

AVss 

INO- 2 

V AEF - 3 

AVec 

PWM- 5 

NC 

P27 - 7 

1/0 port P2 

110 port 
P3 

Timer 1/0 

Interrupt 
input 

CNVss 
Reset input RESET - 27 

Clock Input 

Clock output 

Timing output 

1/0 port PO 

1/0 port P1 

~~t~~\ RESET QUT-- 31 Timing output 

VREF 

AVec 
PWM-57 

V ss "'32'L-___ '----t= 

Outline 64P4B 

o 0 '.,..,. C\I <') '<t L/l <.0 r-- 0 ~ C\I (OJ "<I" I,() 

oaOOOOOOOT"""r- .... ..- ......... 
>a..a..a..c..a..a..a.a..a...Q...Q..Q.Q..o.. 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

M50943-XXXFP 

20 -- XOUT 

19..- X1N 

18 - RESET' 
CNVss 

'7!T';""",rr.nr;-rr"""=-r]";;l'T.=Tr.;;T"""""",,f'_6 +- IN,T2 

Outline 60P6 NC ( No connection 

• MITSUBISHI 
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M50943-XXXSP BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Clock Clock Timing output Reset Interrupt I,nterrupt Reset Reference voltage 
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FUNCTIONS OF M50943-XXXSP 
Parameter 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction execution time 

Clock frequency 

ROM 
Memory size 

RAM 

INT" INT, 

Input/Output ports 
PO, P1, P2, P3, P4 

IN 

CNTR 

Serial liD 

Timers 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupts 

Clock generating circuit 

Supply voltage 

Power dissipation at high-speed operation 

Input/Output characteristics 
Input/Output voltage 

output current 

Memory expansion 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

M50943-XXXSP 
Package 

M50943-XXXFP 

MtTSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0943-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

69 

l,us (minimum instructions, at BMHz frequency) 

8MHz 

81 92bytes 

192bytes 

Input l-bitX2 

4-bitXI Ip4) 
1/0 

8-bitX4 la part of P3 are common with serial 1/0) 

Input 8-bitXl (input, and analog input for A-D) 

1/0 l-bitXI 

8-bilXI 

8-bit prescalerX2+8-bit timerX3 

(2 when A-D conversion or serial 110 is used) 

96 levels Imax.) 

Two external interrupts, Three internal timer interrupts 

(2 of timer interrupts are in common with A-D conversion and serial 1/0) 

Built-in (ceramic or quartz crystal oscillator) 

5V±1O% 

30mW lat 8MHz frequency) 

5V 

lOrnA I ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4) 

Possible 

-10-70·C 

CMOS silicon gate process 

64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP 

60-pin plastic molde.d OFF 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

---
RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

XOUT Clock output 

</>, 2</> Timing olltput 

CNTR Timer 1/0 

INT, interrupt input 

--
INT2 interrupt input 

POO-P07 I/O port PO 

Pl o-P1 7 lID port P1 

P2o-P27 lID pori P2 

P30 -P37 lID port P3 

P4o-P47 lID port P4 

P50 -P57 Input port PS 

PWM PWM output 

INO-IN? Analog input port IN 

RESEToUT Reset output 

VREF Reference voltage 

input 

AVec Vollage input for A-D 

AVss Voltage input for A-O 

2-336 

Inpull 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

lID 

Input 

Input 

lID 

lID 

lID 

lID 

I/O 

Input 

Output 

Input 

Output 

Input 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0943-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE.CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

Power supply inputs SV±10% to Vee, and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected to Vss. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2.us (under normal Vee 

conditions). If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

This chip has an internal' clock generating circuit. To control generating frequency, an external ceramic or a 

quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X1N and XOUT pins. If an external clock is used, the clock 

source should be c~lnnected to the' X1N pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

This is the timing output pins. 

This is an output pin for the timer X. 

This.is the highest order Interrupt Input pin. 

This is the lowest order interrupt input pin. 

Port PO is an 8-bit 1/0 port with directional registers allowing each"l/O bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to Input mode. 

The output structure is CMOS output. 

Pori Pt is an 8-bit lID port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P2 is an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P3 is an 8-bit lID port and has basically the same functions as port PO. When serial 1/0 is used, P37 , 

P36: P35, and P34 work as SRDY, elK, SOUT, and SIN pins, respectively. 

Port P4 is an 8-bit lID port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P5 is an 8-bit input port. 

This is output pin from the pulse width modulator. 

The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

This is an 8-bit analog input port for the A-D converter, and can be used as normal input port. 

This pin outputs the reset signal for peripheral devices. 

This is the reference voltage input pin for the A-O converter. 

This is the power supply input pin for the A-D converter. 

This is GNO input pin for the A-O converter. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0943-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

BASIC FUNCTION BLOCKS 

MEMORY 
A memory ,map for the M50943-XXXSP is shown in Figure 
1, Addresses EOOO '6 to FFFF'6 are assigned to the built-in 
ROM area which consists of 8192 bytes, 
Addresses FFOO '6 to FFFF '6 are a special address area 
(special page), By using the special page addressing 

mode of the JSR instruction, subroutines addressed on this 
page can be called with only 2 bytes, Addreeses FFF4 '6 to 
FFFF '6 are vector addresses used for the reset and inter-

Zero page 

ROM 
(8192 bytes) 

Flg.1 Memory map 

RAM 
(192 bytes) 

Special 
page for 

subroutine 
call 

1
0000,. 

OOBF,. 

OOEO,. 

OOFF, • 

EOOO,. 

FFOO, • 

FFF4, • 

FFFF, • 

Not used 

Not used 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

rupts (see interrupt chapter), Addresses 0000 '6 to 00FF '6 
are the zero page address area, By using the zero page 
addressing mode, this area can also be accessed with 2 
bytes, The use of these addressing methods wi.!! greatly re
duce the object size required. The RAM, I/O port, timer, 
etc" are assigned to this area, 
Addresses 0000 '6 to 00BF '6 are. assigned to the built-in 

RAM and consist of 192 bytes of static RAM. In addition to 
data storage, this RAM is used for the stack during sub
routine calls and interrupts, 

Decimal 

0 

I 91 / 

2 

\ 
\ 

55 

, 
\ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

, 
\ , , 

, , , 

, , 
\ 

tNT, 

\ 
\ 

/ 
/ 

\ 

\ 

, 
\ 

S I/O or timer 2 \ 

Timer 1 or A-D \ 

Timer X 

65535 

\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

OOEO, 

OOEI, 

OOE2,. 

OOE3, 

OOE4, 

OOE5, 

OOE6, 

OOE?, 

OOE8, 

OOE9, 

OOEA, 

OOEB, 

OOEC, 

OOED, 

OOEE, 

OOEF, 

OOFO, 

OOFI, 

OOF2, 

OOF3, 

OOF4, 

OOF5, 

OOF6, 

OOF?, 

OOF8, 

OOF9, 

OOFA, 

OOFS, 

OOFC, 

OOFD, 

OOFEi 

Port PO 

Port PO directional register 

Port PI 

Port PI directional register 

Port P2 

Port P2 directional register 

Port P3 

Port P3 directional register 

Port P4 

Port P4 directional register 

IN register 

A-D register 

A-D start address 

A-D control register 

PWM control register 

Serial 1/0 mode register 

Serial I/O register 

Timer 1, 2 prescaler 

Timer I 

Timer 2 

Timer X prescaler 

Timer X 

Interrupt control register 

, OOFF, 6 Timer control register 
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MS0943-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) 
The CPU consists of 6 registers and is shown in Figure 2. 

ACCUMULATOR (A) 
The 8-bit accumulator (Al is the main register of the micro
computer. Data operations such as data transfer, Input/Out
put, etc., are executed mainly through accumulator. 

o 

L.... ___ A ___ ..... 1 Accumulator 

7 0 

L.1 ____ x ___ ..... llndex register X 

7 

y Index register Y 

S Stack pointer 

15 0 

LI ___ p_C_H ___ .l..... ___ ~_C_" __ .......I1 Program counter 

Flg.2 Register structure 

INDEX REGISTER X (X) 
The index register X is an 8-bit register. 

In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 
added to the contents of the register X, specifies the real 
address. When the T flag in the processor status register is 
set to "1", the index register X itself becomes the address 
for the second OPERAND. 

INDEX REGISTER Y (Y) 
The index register Y is an 8-bit register. 
In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 

added to the contents of the register Y specifies the real 
apdress. 

o 

I N I v I T I BID II I Z I C I Processor status register 

Carry flag 

'--- Zero flag 

'-'----- Interrupt disable flag 

'-------- Decimal mode flag 

'---------- Break flag 

'----------- Index X mode flag 

'------------ Overflow flag 

'-------------- Negative flag 
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STACK POINTER (S) 
The stack pOinter (S) is an 8-bit register that contains the 
address of the next location in the stack. It is mainly used 
during interrupts and subroutine calls. The stack pointer is 
not automatically initialized after reset and should be initial
ized by the program using the TXS instruction. 
The location of the stack can be determined by the stack 
page bit (bit 4 at address 00FF16 ). When bit 4 is "0" and 
the contents of the stack pointer is XX16, the stack address 
is set to 00XX16. When bit 4 is "1", the stack address is set 
to 01 XX16. When using this microcomputer in the single
chip mode, the stack page bit must be "0" and the stack 
pointer should be set at the bottom address of the internal 
RAM. 

When an interrupt occurs, the higher 8 bits of the program 
counter are pushed into the stack first, and then the lower 8 
bits of the program counter are pushed into the stack. After 
each byte is pushed into the stack, the stack pointer is de
cremented by one. N ext, the contents of the processor sta
tus register are pushed into the stack. When the return from 
interrupt instruction (RTI) is executed, the program counter 
are processor status register data is pulled off the stack in 
reverse order from above. 
The Accumulator is never pushed into the stack automati
cally. A Push Accumulator instruction (PHA) is provided to 
execute this function. Restoring the Accumulator to its pre
vious value is accomplished by the Pull Accumulator in
struction (PLA). It is executed in reverse order of the PHA 
instruction. 

The contents of the Processor Status Register (PS) are 
pushed (pulled) to (from) the stack with the PHP and PLP 
instructions, respectively. Only the program counter is 
pushed into the stack during a subroutine call. Therefore, 
any registers that should not be destroyed should be 

pushed into the stack manually. The RTS instruction is 
used to return from a SUbroutine. 

PROGRAM COUNTER (PC) 
The 16-bit program counter consists of two 8-bit registers 

PCH and PCL' The program counter is used to indicate the 
address of the next instruction to be executed. 

PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PS) 
The processor status register is composed entirely of flags 
used to indicate the condition of the processor immediately 
after an operation. Branch operations can be performed by 
testing the Carry flag (C), Zero flag (Z), Overflow flag (V) 
or the Negative flag (N). Each bit of the register is ex
plained below. 

1. Carry flag (C) 
The carry flag contains the carry or .borrow generated by 
the Arithmetic and Logical operation Unit (ALU) im
mediately after an operation. It also changed by the shift' 
and rotate instructions. The set carry (SEC) and clearoarry 
(CLC) instructions allow direct access for setting and 
clearing this flag. 

2. Zero flag (Z) 
This flag is used to indicate if the immediate operation 
generated a zero result or not. If the result is zero, the zero 
flag will be set to ".1". If the result is not zero, the zero flag 
will be set to ".0". 

3. Interrupt disable flag (I) 
This flag is used to disable all interrupts. This is accom
plished by setting the flag to "1". When an interrupt, this 
flag is automatically set to ".1" to prevent other interrupts 
from interfering until the current interrupt is completed. The 
SEI and CLI instructions are used to set and clear this flag, 
respectively. 

4. Decimal mode flag (D) 
The decimal mode flag is used to define whether addition 
and subtraction are executed in binary or decimal. If the 
decimal mode flag is set to "1" , the operations are ex
ecuted in decimal, if the flag is set to ".0", the operations 

are executed in binary. Decimal correction is automatically 
executed. The SED and CLD instructions are used to set 
and clear this flag, respectively. 

5. Break flag (B) 
When the BRK instruction is executed, the same operations 
are performed as in an interrupt. The address of the inter

rupt vector of the BRK instruction is the same as that of the 
lowest priority interrupt. The contents .of the Bflag can be 
checked to determine which condition caused the interrupt. 
If the BRK instruction caused the interrupt, the break flag 
will be ".1 ", otherwise it will be "0". 

6. Index X mode flag (T) 
When the T flag is "1", operations between memories are 
executed directly without paSSing through the accumulator. 
Operations between memories involving the accumulator 
are executed when the T flag is ".0" (i.e., operation results 
between memories 1 and 2 are stored in the accumulator). 
The address of memory 1 is specified by the contents of 
the index register X, and that of memory 2 is specified by 
the normal addressing mode. The SET and CL T instructions 
are used to set and clear the index X mode flag, respec
tively. 
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7. Overflow flag (V) 
The overflow flag functions when one byte is added or sub
tracted as a signed binary number. When the result ex
ceeds +127 or -128, the overflow flag is set to "1". When 
the BIT instruction is executed, bit 6 of the memory location 
is input to the overflow flag. The overflow flag is reset by 

the CLVinstruction and there is no set instruction. 

8. Negative flag (N) 
The negative flag is set whenever the result of a data trans
fer or operation is negative (bit 7 is set to "1"). Whenever 
the BIT instruction is executed, bit 7 of the memory location 
is input to the negative flag. There are no instructions for 
directly setting or resetting the negative flag. 

Table 1 Interrupt vector address and priority 

Interrupt Priority Vector address 

RESET 1 FFFF'6, FFFE'6 
INT, 2 FFFD'6, FFFC'6 

Timer X 3 FFFB'6, FFFA'6 
Timer l' or A-D 4 FFF9'6, FFF8'6 

Timer 2 or serial I/O 5 FFF7'6, FFF6'6 
INT2 (BRK) 6 FFF5'6, FFF4,6 

INTERRUPT 
The M50943-XXXSP can be interrupted from seven 

sources; INTh timer X, timer 1IA-D, timer 2/serial 1/0, or 

INT2/BRK instruction. 
The value of bit 2 of the serial 1/0 mode register (address 
00F616 ) determine whether the interrupt is from timer 2 or 

from serial 1/0. When bit 2 is "0" the interrupt is from timer 
3, and when bit 2 is "1" the interrupt is from serial 1/0. Also, 

when the bit 2 is "1", parts of port P3 are used for serial II 
O. The value of bit 3 of the .A-D control register (address 
OOF316 ) determine whether the interrupt is from timer 1 or 
from A-D converter. When bit 3 is "0" the interrupt is from 

timer 1, and when bit 3 is "1" the interrupt is from A-D con
verter. These interrupts are vectored and their priorities are 
shown in Table 1. Reset is included in this table since it 
has the same functions as the interrupts. 

When an interrupt is accepted, the contents of certain reg
isters are pushed into specified locations, (as discussed in 

the stack pOinter section) the interrupt disable flag I is set, 
the program jumps to the address specified by the interrupt 

vector, and the interrupt request bit is cleared automatical
ly. The reset interrupt is the highest priority interrupt and 
can never be inhibited. Except for the reset interrupt, all in

terrupts are inhibited when the interrupt disable flag I is set 

Interrupt control register (Address OOFE16 ) 

~~~~~~~~ 
Bit 7 : INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Fig.3 

2-340 

Interrupt 
request 

Interrupt control 
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Bit 6 : INT, pin interruptenable bit 

Bit 5 : Timer 1 interrupt or A-O interrupt request bit 

Bit 4 : Timer 1 interrupt or A-O interrupt enable bit 

Bit 3 : Timer 2·interrupt or serial liD interrupt request bit 

Bit 2 : Timer 2 interrupt or serial liD interrupt enable bit 

Bit 1 : INT2 pin interrupt request bit 

Bit 0 : INT2 pin interrupt enable bit 

Timer control register (Address OOFF,.) 

Bit 7 : Timer X interrupt request bit 

Bit 6 : Timer X interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5 : Timer X count stop bit 

Bit 4 : Stack page bit 

Bit3: l Timer X mode bit 
Bit2 : 

Bit 1 : l 
Bit 0: Processor mode bit 
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to "1". All of the other interrupts can further be controlled 
individually via the interrupt control register shown in Figure 
3. An interrupt is accepted when the interrupt enable bit 
and the interrupt request bit are both "1" and the interrupt 
disable flag is "0". 

The interrupt request bits are set when the following condi
tions occur: 
(1) When the INT, or INT2 pins go from "H" to "L" 
(2) When the contents of. timer X, timer 1, timer 2 (or the 

serial 1/0 counter) go to "0" 
(3) When the A-D conversion ends 

These request bits can be reset by the prog ram but can not 
be set by the program. However, the interrupt enable bit 
can be set and reset by the program. 
Since the BRK instruction and the INT2 interrupt have the 
same vectored address, the contents of the B flag must be 
checked to determine if the BRK instruction caused the in
terrupt or if INT2 generated the interrupt. 

Oscillator Divider When STP instruction is executed. 

Pulse output mode 

TIMER 
The M50943-XXXSP has three timers; timer X, timer 1, and 
timer 2. Since P3 (in serial 1/0 mode) and timer 2 use 

some of the same architecture, they cannot be used at the 
same time (see serial 1/0 section). Timer X has four modes 
which can be selected by bit 2 and 3 of the timer control 
register. When the timer X count stop bit (bit 5) is set to 
"1'~, the timer X will stop regardless of which mode it is in. 
A block diagram of timer X, timer 1 and timer 2 is shown in 
Figure 4. 
Timer 1 and timer 2 share with a prescaler. This prescaler 

has an 8-bit programmable latch used as a frequency di
vider. The division ratio is defined as 11 (n+ 1), where n is 
the decimal contents of the prescaler latch. All three timers 
are down-count timers which are reloaded from the timer 
latch following the zero cycle of the timer (i.e. the cycle af
ter the timer counts t6 zero). 

The timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" during the next 
clock pulse after the timer reaches zero. The interrupt and 

to timer X interrupt 
request bit 

A-D control 
register 

,.---- from A-D 

to.timer 
1 or A-D 
interrupt 
request 

Serial 1/0 counter (3) 

Serial 1/0 mode register (Address OOF6,,) 

Flg.4 Block.diagram of timer X, timer 1, and timer 2 
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timer control registers are located at addresses 00FE'6 and 
00FF,6, respectively (see interrupt section). The prescaler 
latch and timer latch can be loaded. with any number ex
cept zero. 
The four modes of timer X as follows: 
(1) Timer mode (00) 

In this mode the clock is driven by the oscillator fre
quency divided by 16. When the timer down-counts to 
zero, the timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" and 
the contents of the timer's latch is reloaded into the 
timer and the counting begins again. 

(2) Pulse output mode (01) 
In this mode, the polarity of the CNTR signal is re
versed each time the timer down-counts to zero. 

(3) Event counter mode (10) 
This mode operates in the same manner as the timer 
mode except, the clock source is input to the CNTR 
pin. This mode will allow an interrupt to be generated 

whenever a specified number of external events have 
be.en generated. The timer down-counts every rising 
edge of the clock source. 

(4) Pulse width measurement mode (11) 

This mode measures the pulse width (between lows) 
input to the CNTR pin. The timer, driven by the oscilla
tor frequency divided by 16, continues counting during 
the low cycle of the CNTR pin. When the timer con
tents reaches "0", the interrupt request bit is set to "1", 
the timer's reload latch is reloaded and the counting 
resumes. 

I I I I I I I I I Ti 

lL 
mer control register (Address OOFF,,) 

Processor mode bit 

00 : Single-chip mode 

01 : Memory expanding mode 

10 : Microprocessor mode 

11 : Eva-chip mode 

Timer X mode bit 

00 : Timer mode 

01 : Pulse output mode 

10 : Event counter mode 

11 : Pulse width measurement mode 

Stack page bit 

0: 0 page 

1 : 1 page 

Timer X count stop bit 

o : Count start 

1 : Count stop 

Timer X interrupt enable bit 

o : Interrupt disable 

1 : Interrupt enable 

Timer X interrupt request bit 

o : No interrupt request 

1 : With interrupt request 

To use timer 1 and timer 2, set the bit 0 of the PWM 
control register to "0". For more details, refer to PWM 
section. 

Flg.5 Structure of timer control register 

The structure of the timer control register is shown in 
Figure 5. 
When the STP instruction is executed, or after reset, 
the prescaler and timer latch are set to FF'6 and 01 ,6, 
respectively. Also, when the STP instruction is ex
ecuted, the oscillator's frequency (divided by 16) will 
become the counting source, regardless of .thetimer X 
mode setting. This state will be released when the tim
er X interrupt request bit is set to "1", or after a reset. 
Timer X will then enter the mode specified by its mode 
bits. For more details on the STP instruction, refer to 
the oscillation circuit section. 
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SERIAL 1/0 
A block diagram of the serial I/O is shown in Figure 6. 
In the serial I/O mode the receive ready signal (SRDY), syn- . 
chronous input /output clock (elK), and the serial I/O pins 
(SOUT, SIN) are used as P37, P36, P35, and P34, respectively. 
The serial I/O mode register (address 00F6'6) is a 4-bit 
register. Bits 1 and 0 of this register is used to select a 

synchronous clock source. 
When these bits are [ooJ or (01J , an external clock from 
P36 is selected. When these bits are (10J, the overflow sig

nal from timer 2, divided by two, becomes the synchronous 
clock. Therefore, changing the timer period will change the 
transfer speed. When the bits are (11 J ,the oscillator fre-

Oscillator Divider 

quency divided by 16, becornes the clock. 

Bit 2 and 3 decide whether parts of P3 will be used as a 
serial I/O or not. When bit 2 is a "1 ", P3£ becomes an I/O 
pin of the synchronous clock. When an internal synchronous 
clock is selected, the clock is output from P36. II an exter

nal synchronous clock is selected, the clock is input to P36 
and P35 will be a serial output and P34 will be a serial in
put. To use P34 as a serial input, set the directional register 
bit which corresponds to P34 to "0". For more information on 
the directional register, refer to the I/O pin section. 
To use the serial I/O, bit 2 needs to be set to "1 ", il it is "0" 
P36 will function as a normal I/O. Interrupts will be gener
ated from the serial I/O counter instead of timer 2. Bit 3 

from Timer 1,2 

P3 7 

P36 

P35 

}---=--c 1---1--------_____ prescaler 

Sour 

Divider 

~------+--j 1/2 I---------../'--j 
to timer 2 or serial I/O 
interrupt request bit 

Serial I/O counter 13) 

Transfer clock 

Serial I/O mode register (Address 00F616) 

U Synchronous clock selection bit 

00: I 
External clock 

01: 

10: Timer 2 overflow signal divided byZ 

11: Oscillation frequency divided by 16 

L--___ Serial I/O port selection bit (P35 • P3,) 

0: Normal I/O port 

1: Serial I/O port 

L--_____ SROY signal output selection bit (P3 7 ) 

0: Normal I/O port 

1: SRDY signal output pin 

Fig.S Block diagram of serial I/O 
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determines if P37 is used as an output pin for the receive 
data ready signal (bit 3= 1, SRDY) or used as normal I/O pin 
(bit 3=0) . The serial I/O function is discussed below. The 
function of the serial I/O differs depending on the clock 
source; external clock or internal clock. 
Internal Clock-The SRDysignal becornes "H" during trans
mission or while dummy data is stored in the serial I/O reg
ister (address 00F716 ) . After the falling edge of the write 

signa!, the SRDY signal becomes low signaling that the 
M50943-XXXSP is ready to receive the external serial data. 
The SRDY signal goes "H" at the next falling edge of the 
transfer clock. The serial I/O counter is set to 7 when data 
is stored in the serial I/O register. At each falling edge of 
the transfer clock, serial data is output to P35. During the 
rising edge of this clock, data can be input from P34 and 
the data in the serial I/O register will be shifted 1 bit. 

Synchronous clock 

Transfer clock 

Serial 1/0 register 
write signal 

Serial 1/0 output 
. SOUT 

Data is output starting with the LSB'. After the transfer clock 
has counted 8 times, the serial I/O register will be empty 
and the transfer clock will remain at a high level. At this 
time the interrpt request bit will be set. 
External Clock-If an external clock is used, the interrupt 
request will be sent after the transfer clock has counted 8 

times but the transfer clock will not stop. 
D'ue to this reason, the external clock must be controlled 

from the outside. The external clock should not exceed 
500kHz at a duty cycle of 50%. The timing diagram is 
shown in Figure 7. An example of communication between 
two M50943-XXXSPs is shown in Figure 8. 
For the port type of SOUT (P35 ) , N-channel open darain 
type or CMOS type can be selected by option. At the case 
of example of serial I/O connection-2, (Figure 9) N
channel open drain type must be selected. 

------~--~:--~~---------I 

Serial 1/0 input S'N 

Receivable signal 

SRDY 

Flg.7 Serial I/O timing 

I u 
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Sending side 

Serial 1/0 mode register 

Set the directional 
register for P3, pin 
in input mode. 
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Receiving side 

SRDY 
P3,1E;-------''''''-------l P3, Serial 110 mode register 

P3,1--__ S"'Y'-n-'-Ch_r_on-'o_u.:...s _CI_OC.:...k __ .;;.j P3, 

P3s l--__ -=S-'-e-'ria"'l-=d.:..at;::a ___ --3oj P34 

Set the directional 
register for P34 pin 
in input mode. 

Fig.S Example of serial 1/0 connection·1 

SOUT SOUT 

Fig.9 Example of serial 1/0 connection·2 
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A-O CONVERTER 
The A-D converter circuit is shown in Figure 11. The analog. 

input ports of the A-D converter.(INO-IN7) are in common 

with input ports of the data bus. 

The 5-bit A-D control register is located at address 00F3,6. 
One of the eight analog inputs is selected by bits 0, 1 and 

2 of this register. Bit 3 selects the interrupt source, either 

from timer 1 or the A-D itself. If bit 3 is "0", then the inter

rupt request is from timer 1, if it is a "1", then it is from the 

A-D. 

A-D conversion is accomplished by first selecting the ana

log channel (bit 0, 1 and 2) to be converted. Bit 3 should 

also be set to "1" to select the A-D as the interrupt source. 

The conversion is started when dummy data is written into 

address 00F2 ,6. When the conversion is finished, an inter

rupt is generated by the A-D and the digital data can be 

read from the A-D register (address 00EF ,6 ). The end of 

the conversion is determined by an A-D interrupt request 

bit (address 00FF,6). 

(Address OOEE,6) 

INO 

.r::: 
IN1 B 

.~ 

IN2 C> 
0 
"iii 
" IN3 
OJ 

>< 
<ll 

IN4 
g. 
:; 
E 

INS 
a; 
" " ~ 
" IN6 ro 

IN? 

AVec AVss 

Flg.ll A-D converter circuit 

I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0 I A-O control register (Address OOF316 ) 

'---"---'--Analog input selection bits 

o 0 0 ······INO 

00 1 ······IN1 

01 0 ······IN2 

o 1 1 ·IN3 

1 00·· ··IN4 

1 0 1 ······INS 

1 1 0 ······IN6 

1 1 1· ···IN? 
L.--'-------Interrupt selection bit 

o : Timer 1 interrupt 
1 : A-O interrupt 

L.---------A-D conversion speed selection bit 
o : High-speed 
1 : Low-speed 

Fig.10 Structure of A-D control register 

A-O control circuit 

VAEF 
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The A-O conversion can also be programmed lor high or 

low speed conversions. This is accomplished by using the 

A-O conversion speed switch bit (bit 4 01 the A-O control 

register). II this bit is "0", then the speed is high (36,us at 
t(X'N) =8MHz). II it is "1", then it is low speed (144,us at 

I(X'N)=8MHz). 
Port IN can also be used as an input port by reading data 

into address 00EE16 . However, this cannot be done during 

A-O conversions. 

The A-O control register is shown in Figure 10. 

Fig.12 Block Diagram 01 PWM 

I 

PWM 

I 
Timer 1 

Timer 1 
"'-

Fig.13 PWM rectangle wave form 

I 

PWM 
The M50943-XXXSP has a pulse width modulated (PWM) 

output control circuit. The circuit outputs a variable duty cy

cle signal that can be used lor a programmable pulse width 
and Irequency. Timers 1 and 2 are used lor the PWM. The 
block diagram 01 the PWM is shown in Figure 12. 

The PWM is composed 01 N-channel open drain transistors. 

When bit 0 01 the PWM control register is "0", the output 

transistors are turned off. When timers 1 and 2 are not used 

lor PWM control, they operate in the normal timer modes. 
When bit 0 01 the PWM control register is "1", a rectangular 

wave is output according to the value set in timer 1 and 2 

(Figure 13.). The clock source frequency lor the PWM is 

the oscillator Irequency divided by 16. 

Interrupt 
request 

S Q PWM 

FF 

R 

Interrupt 
request 

I 

I 
Timer 2 

+Timer 2 
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RESET CIRCUIT 
The M50943-XXXSP is reset according to the sequence 
shown in Figure 16. It starts the program from the address 
formed by using the content of address FFFF'6 as the high 
order address and the content of the address FFFF'6 as the 
low order address, when the RESET pin is held at "L" level 
for more than 2J1s while the power voltage is in the re
commended operating condition and the crystal oscillator 
oscillation is stable and then returned to "H" level. The in
ternal initializations following reset are shown in Figure 15. 

M50943-XXXSP 

RESET vcc 

M50943-XXXSP 

vcc 
57 ............. Supply voltage , 
- - - - - --v--- detection circuit 

27 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I I 
I I 
L ________ J 

Flg.14 Example of reset circuit 

RESET OUT 

SYNC 

Address 

Data 

An example of the reset circuit is shown in Figure 14. 
When the power on reset is used, the RESET pin must be 
held "L" until the oscillation of XIN-XOUT becomes stable. 

Address 

(1) Port PO directional register (El,.) .. ·1 DO,. 1 
(2) Port PI directional register (E3,.) ... , 00,• ] 
(3) Port P2 directional register ( E5,.) .. ·1 00,• ~ 
(4) ,Port P3 directional register (E9,.) .. ·1 00 , •. _' _I 
(5) Port P4 directional register (EB,·) .. ·I 00,• I 
(6) Serial 1/0 mode register (F6,.) .. ·1 I I I 1010 I a 10 1 

(7) Prescaler X (FC,.) .. ·1 FF,• J 
(B) Timer X (FD16 ) .. ·1 al,. ' I 
(9) Interrupt control register (FE,.) ... C=0016 I 
(10) Timer control register (FF,.) .. ·1 00 ,• I 
(11) Interrupt disable flag on (PS) .. ·1 I I I 11I1 I I 

processor status register 

(12) Program counter (PCH ) · .. 1 Contents of I address FFFF16 

, (PCl ) .. ·1 
Contents of I address. FFFE16 

(13) A-D control register (F3,.) .. ·1 I I 10101010101 

(14) PWM control register (F5,.) .. ·1 I I I I I I 10 1 

Flg.15 Internal state of microcomputer at reset 

Reset address from the 
vector table 

5-9 clock cycles Note 1: Frequency relation of f(X ,N ) and ¢ is t(X ,N )=4·¢ 

Flg.16 Timing diagram at reset 

2-348 

2: The mark "?" means that the address is changeable depending on the previous state. 
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I/O PORTS 
(1) Port PO 

Port PO is an 8·bit I/O port with CMOS output. 
Pull-up transistor can be specified as an option. As 
shown in the memory map (Figure 1), port PO can be 

·accessed at zero page memory address OOEO'6' Port 
PO has a directional register (address OOE1'6) which 
can be used to program each individual bit as input 
(UO") or as output (U1 "). If the pins are programmed as 

output, the output data is latched to the port register 
and then output. When data is read from the output port 
the output pin level is not read, only the latched data in 
the port register is read. This allows a previously output 
value to be read correctly even though the output vol
tage level is shifted up or down. Pins set as input are 
in the floating state and the signal levels can thus be 
read. When data is written into the input port, the data 
is latched only to the port latch and the pin still remains 
in the floating state. 

Depending on the contents of the processor status reg
ister (bit 0 and bit 1 at address OOFF'6), four different 
modes can be selected; single-chip mode, memory ex
panding mode, microprocessor mode and eva-chip 
mode. These modes (excluding single-chip mode) 
have a multiplexed address output function in addition 
to the I/O function. For more details, see the processor 
mode information. 

(2) Port P1 

In the single-chip mode, port P1 has the same function 

as PO. In the other modes, P1 's functions are slightly 
different from PO's. For more details, see the processor 
mode information. 

(3) Port P2 

In the single-chip mode, port P2 has the same function 

as PO. In the other modes, P2's functions are slightly 
different from PO's. 

For more details, see the processor mode information. 
(4) Port P3 

In the single-chip mode, port P3 has the same function 

as PO. In the other modes, P3's functions are slightly 
different from PO's. Port P3 can also be used as serial 
I/O pins. For more details, see the processor mode in
formation. 

The output type of port P3s can be specified N-channel 
open drain output as an option. 

(5) Port P4 

Port P4 is a 4-bit I/O port with CMOS outputs. This port 
also has the pull-up transistor option. 

(6) Clock 2¢ output pin 

In normal conditions, the oscillator frequency divided 
by two is output as 2¢. 

(7) Clock ¢ output pin 

In normal conditions, the oscillator frequency divided 
by four is output as ¢. 

(8) RESET OUT pin 

When the RESET pin goes to level "L", the RESET OUT 

pin also goes to "L". On the other hand, when the RE
SET pin goes to level "H", the RESETouT pin also goes 
to "H" after 5 - 9 clock cycles. This output is used to 
reset the external circuits. 

(9) INT, pin 

The INT, pin is an interrupt input pin. The INT, inter
rupt request bit (bit 7 at address 00FE'6) is set to "1" 
when the input level of this pin changes from "H" to 
"L". 

(10) INT 2 pin 

The INT2 pin is an interrupt input pin. When this Signal 
level changes from"H" to "L", the interrupt request bit 
(bit 1 at address 00FE'6) is set to "1'''. 

(11) CNTR pin 

The CNTR pin is an I/O pin of timer X. In the event 
counter mode, CNTR becomes the input pin of the ex
ternal pulse. In the pulse output mode, the CNTR out
put changes polarity each time the contents of timer X 

goes to "0". In the pulse width measurement mode, the 
pulse to be measured is input to this pin. 

(11) Port IN 

Port I N is an 8-bit input port to the A-D converter. The 

input contents of the port can be read to as the con

tents of address 00EE'6' The read operation must be 
inhibited during A-D conversion. 
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Ports PO, Pl, P2, P3, P4 

Data Bus -t-----f 

CNTR 

PWM 

Port IN 

Directional 
register 

Port latch 
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CMOS output 

Ports PO, Pl, P2, P3, P4 

Note Port P3 can be also used as I/O pin of serial I/O. 

Port P35 can be selected CMOS output or N-channel 

open drain output by the option. 

</>, 2</>, RESET OUT 

: CMOS output 

-c:t--o a ,p, 21>, RESEToUT 

N-channel open drain output 

rliO"OO 
~~ l PWM 

Input 

Flg.17 Block diagram of ports PO~P4 (in single-chip mode). and input and output formats of CNTR. ,p. 2,p 

RESET OUT. PWM. port IN 
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PROCESSOR MODE 
By changing the contents of the processor mode bit (bit 0 
and 1 at address 00FF16 ), four different operation modes 
can be selected; single-chip mode, memory expanding 
mode, microprocessor mode and evaluation chip (eva
chip) mode. In the memory expanding mode, microp
rocessor mode and eva-chip mode, ports PO - P3 can be 
used as multiplexed I/O for address, data and control sig
nals, as well as the normal functions of the I/O ports. 
Figure 19 shows the functions of ports PO-P3. 

The memory map for the single-chip, mode is illustrated in 
Figure 1 and for other modes, in Figure 13. 
By connecting CNVss to Vss, all four modes can be 

selected through software by changing the processor mode 
bits. Connecting CNVss to Vee automatically forces the. 
microcomputer into microprocessor mode. Supplying 10V to 
CNVss places the microcomputer in the eva-chip mode. 
The four different modes are explained as follows: 

FFFF16.-----· 

Internal ROM 

Internal RAM 

000016 '-----

Memory expanding 
mode 

Eva-chip mode Microprocessor 
mode 

The shaded area is external memory area 

Fig.18 External memory area in processor mode 

(1) Single-chip mode (00) 

The microcomputer will automatically be in the single
chip mode when started from reset, if CNVss is con

nected to Vss. Ports PO- P3 will work as original I/O 
ports. 

(2) Memory expanding mode (01) 

The microcomputer will be placed in the memory ex
panding mode when CNVss is connected. to Vss and 
the processor mode bits are set to "01". This mode is 
used to add external memory when the internal mem
ory is not sufficient. 

In this mode, port PO and port Pl are as a system 
address bus and the original I/O pin function is lost. 

Port P2 becomes the data bus (07 - Do) and loses its 
normal I/O functions. Port P31 and P30 become the 
SYNC and R/W pins, respectively and the normal I/O 
functions are lost. 

(3) Microprocessor mode (10) 

After connecting CNVss to Vee and initiating a reset, 
the microcomputer will automatically default to this 
mode. With the exceptions that the internal ROM is 
disabled and that external memory must be attached in 
this mode, this mode is the same as the memory ex
panding mode. 

(4) Eva-chip mode (11) 

When 10V is supplied to CNVss pin, the microcomputer 
is forced into the eva-chip mode. The main purpose of 
this mode is to evaluate ROM programs prior to mask
ing them into the microcomputer's internal ROM. 
In this mode, the internal ROM is inhibited so the ex
ternal memory is required. 
The lower 8 bits of address data for port PO is output 
when if! goes to"H" state. When if! goes to the "L" 
state, PO retains its original I/O functions. 
Port P1 's higher 8 bits of address data are output when 

if! goes to "H" state and as it changes back to the "L" 
state it retains its original I/O functions. Port P2 retains 
its original I/O functions while if! is at the "H" state, and 
works as a data bus of D7 - Do (including instruction 
code) while at the "L" state. Pins P31 and P30 output 
the SYNC and R/W control signals, respectively while 
if! is in the "H" state. When in the "L" state, P32, P31 

and P30 retain their original I/O function. 
The R/W output is used to read/write from/to the out

side. When this pin is in the "H" state, the CPU reads 
data, and when in the "L" state, the CPU writes data. 

The SYNC is a synchronous signal which goes to the 
"H:' state when it fetches the OP CODE . 

. The relationship between the input level of CNVss and 
the processor mode is shown in Table 2. 
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\ CM 1 0 0 1 1 

CMo 0 1 0 1 

.\ Port Single-chip mode Memory expanding mode Microprocessor Eva-chip mode 
mode 

s6J I r s6J I r ¢J I r 
Port PO Ports P07- POo Ports P07- POo Same as left ports PO,- POo 

)( 1/0 port ~ Address A7-AO 
K 

~l/oportK A,--cAo 

¢J I r s6J I I ¢J I r 
Port P1 Ports P1 7- P1 0 Ports P1,-P1 0 Same as left Ports P1,-P1 0 

)( 1/0 port ] Address A15-A. x= ~l/oportX= A1 5""" Aa 

s6J I r s6J I r s6J I r 
Port P2 Ports P27- P20 Ports P2,-P20 Sam I' as left Ports P27-P20 

)( .JIO port )-----4ata D7- Dt- ~Data 
port D,-Do K 

¢J I r s6J I I s6J I I 
Ports P3,-P30 Ports P37- P33 Ports P3,-P33 

)( 1/0 port "J.. 1/0 port )( 1/0 port 

Port P3 
Same as left 

Port P3, Port P3, 

Y\ SYNC ( ~ 1/0 port ( 

Port P30 Port P30 

Y\ R/W K ~ 1/0 port '( 

FIg.19 

Table 2 

Processor mode and functions of ports Po--P3 

CNVss 

Vss 

Vee 

lOV 

2-352 

Relationship between CNVss pin input level and processor mode 

Mode 

• Single-chip mode 

• Memory "expanding mode 

• Eva-chip mode 
• Microprocessor-mode 

• Eva-chip mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

• Eva-chip mode 

Explanation 

The single-chip mode Is set by the reset. 
All modes can be selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

The microprocessor mode is set by the reset. 

Eva-chip mode can be also selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

Eva-chip mode only. 
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CLOCK GENERATING CIRCUIT 
The built-in clock generating circuits are shown in Figure 
22. 

When the STP instruction is executed, the oscillation of in
ternal clock q, is stopped in the "H" state. 

Also, the prescaler X and timer X are loaded with FF16 and 

01 16" respectively. The oscillator (dividing by 16) is then 
connected to the prescaler input. This connection is 
cleared when timer X overflows or the reset is in, as dis
cussed in the timer section. 

The oscillator is restarted when an interrupt is accepted. 
However, the internal clock q, keeps its "H" level unt,iI timer 
X overflows. 

This is because the oscillator needs a set-up period if a 
ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is used. 
When the WIT instruction is executed, the internal clock q, 
stops in the "H" level but the oscillator continues running. 
This wait state is cleared when an interrupt is accepted. 
Since the oscillation does not stop, the next instructions are 
executed at once. 

M50943-XXXSP 

XIN XOUT 

28 1 MO 29 

HOI--
'=: C IN r t COUT 

Flg.20 External ceramic reasonator circuit 

M50943-XXXSP 

XIN 

28 
XOUT 

29 
Open 

The circuil'example using a ceramic oscillator (or a quartz 
crystal oscillator) is shown in Figure 20. 

The constant capaCitance will differ depending on which 
oscillator is used, and should be set to the manufacturers 
suggested value. 

External 
oscillating 
circuit 

VCC1J1JlJ 
Vss 

The example of external clock usage is shown in Figure 21. 
X1N is the input, and XOUT must be open. 

Fig.21 External clock input circuit 

Interrupt 
request 

Interrupt 
disable 
flag I 

STP 
instruction 

S 

R 

S 
Q 

WIT R 
instruction 

Prescaler X 

Flg.22 Block diagram of clock generating circuit 
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instruction 
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clock ¢ 

Timer X 

Reset 
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PROGRAMMING NOTES 
(1) The frequency ratio of the timer and the prescaler is 

1/(n+1l. 
(2) Set a value other than "0" for the timer and the pre

scaler. 
(3) Even though the BBC and BBS instructions are ex

ecuted after the interrupt request bits are modified (by 

the program), those instructions are only valid for the 

contents before the modification. Also, at least one in

struction cycle must be used (such as a NOP) between 
the modification of the interrupt request bits and the 

execution of the BBC and BBS instructions. 

(4) Reading the timer and the prescaler must be avoided 

while the input to the prescaler is changing. 
(5) After the ADC and SBC instructions are executed (in 

decimal mode), one instruction cycle (such as a NOP) 

is needed before the SEC, CLC, or CLD instructions 

are executed. 

(6) A NOP instruction must be used after the execution of 
a PLP instruction. 

(7) Notes on serial 1/0 

CD Set "0" in the serial 1/0 interrupt enable bit (bit 2 of 

address 00FE16) before setting the serial 1/0 mode. 

(2) Insert at least one instruction and set "0" in the serial II 

o interrupt request bit (bit 3 of address 00FE16) after 

setting the serial 1/0 mode. 
Gl Set "1" in the serial 1/0 interrupt enable bit after the 

operation described in (?). 
(8) The timer X and prescaler X must beset "FF16" im

mediately before the execution of a STP instruction.' 

(9) Notes on A-D conversion 

CD Set "0" in the A-D interrupt enable bit (bit 4 of address 
00FE16) befor setting A-D conversion. 

(?) Insert at least one instruction and set "0" in the A-D in

terrupt request bit (bit 5 of address 00FE16) after set
ting the A-D conversion. 

Gl Set "1 " in the A-D interrupt enable bit after the opera
tion described in (?). 

® Set "0" in bit 3 of the A-D control .register (address 
00F316) before using a STP instruction. 

DATA REQUIRED FOR MASK ORDERING 
Please send the following data for mask orders. 
(1) mask ROM confirmation form 
(2) mark specification form 
(3) ROM data ........................................... EPROM 3sets 

Write the following option on the mask ROM confirmation 
form 

• Port PO pull-up transistor bit 

• Port P1 pull-up transistor bit 

• Port P2 pull-up transistor bit 

• Port P3 pull-up transistor bit 
• Port P4 pull-up transistor bit 

• Port PWM pull-up transistor bit 
• Port CNTR pull-up transistor bit 

• Port P35 (SOUT) output type 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings 

Vee Supply voltage -0. 3~7 

V, Input voltage RESET, X'N, INT" INT, -0.3~7 

Input voltage POo-PO" P1 o-P1" P2o-P2, 

V, P30-P3" P4o-P4" CNTR With respect to Vss -0. 3~Vee+0. 3 

INO-IN? Output transistors cut-off 

V, Input voltage CNVss -0.3~13 

Output voltage POo-PO" P1o-P1" P2o-P2, 

Vo P30-P3" P4o-P4" PWM, XOUT -0. 3~Vee+0. 3 

¢, 2¢, RESET OUT, CNTR 

Pd Power dissipation Ta=25'C 1000( Note 1 

Topr Operating temperature -10~70 

Tstg Storage temperature -40~125 

Note 1 300mW for QFP type. 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vcc=5V±10%, Ta=-10-70'C, unless otherwis~ noted) 

Symbol 
Limits 

Parameter Unit 
Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

Vss Supply voltage a V 

"H" input voltage POo-PO" Pl o-P1" P2o-P2, 

V ,H 
P30-P3" P4o-P4" INO-IN? 

CNTR, INT" INT" RESET 
O. BVee Vee V 

X1N , CNVss 

"L" input voltage POo-PO" P1o-Pl" P2o-P2 7 

V'L P30-P3" P4o-P43, INO-IN? ° 0. 2Vee V 
CNTR, INT" INT" CNVss 

V'L "L" input voltage RESET a 0. 12Vee V 

V'L ilL" input voltage X1N a 0. 16Vee V 

"L" peak output current POO ....... POl, Pl 0""'" Ph, PWM 

IOLlpeakl P2o-P2" P30-P3, 10 mA 
P4o-P43, CNTR 

"L" average output current POO--P07. Plo ...... Ph, PWM 

IOL<avgl P2o-P2" P30-P3, 5 mA 
P4o-P43, CNTR (Note 2) 

"H" peak output current POO ....... POl, Pl o ....... Ph 

IOHlpeakl P2o-P2" P30-P3, -10 mA 
P4o-P43, CNTR 

"H" average output current POC ....... P07, Pl o ....... P1 7 

IOHlavgl P2o- P2" P30- P3, -5 mA 
P4o-P43, CNTR (Note 2) 

flXlN1 Internal clock oscillating frequency 8 MHz 

Note The average output current 10Llavgl and IOHlav91 are the average value of a period of 1 Dams. 
The total of 10Lipeaki should be BOmA max, for ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4, CNTR, and PWM. 
The total of 10H(peak) should be BOmA max, for ports PO, PI, P2, P3, P4, and CNTR. 

•. MITSUBISHI 
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Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

) mW 

'c 
'c 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0943-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, T a=25"C, I(XIN)=8MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

V OH 
"H" output voltage POO-P07, Pl o-PI7, P2o-P27 IOH=-1OmA 

3 V 
P30-P37. P4o-P43, CNTR (atP3, is CMOS output) 

V OH "H" output voltage ~,2~, RESET OUT IOH=-2.5mA 3 V 

"L" output voltage POO-P07, Plo-PI7, P2o-P27 

VOL P30- P37, P4o- P43, C N TR IOL=1OmA 2 V 
PWM 

VOL "L" output voltage ~, 2~, RESET OUT IOL=5mA 2 V 

VT+ - VT- Hysteresis P3, When used as elK input 0.3 1 V 

VT+ - VT- Hysteresis CNTR, INT" INT, 0.3 1 V 

VT+ - VT- Hysteresis RESET 0.5 0.7 V 

VT+ - VT- Hysteresis X1N 0.1 0.5 V 

"L" Input current POO-P07, PIo-PI7, P2o-P27 
V,=OV -5 f.JA 

I'L P30-P37, P4o-P43 

CNTR, PWM 
without pull-up transistor 

"L" input current POo-PO" Plo-Pt" P2o-P27 
V,=OV 

IlL .. P30-P3" P4o-P43 
with pull-up trans!stor 

-4.0 -70 -125 f.JA 
CNTR, PWM 

I'L "L" input current INO-IN7 V,=OV -5 f.JA 

I'L "L" input current INT" INT" RESET, X'N V,=OV -5 f.JA 

"H" input current POO-P07, Plo-PI7, P2o-P27 

I'H P30-P37, P4o-P43 V,=5V 5 f.JA 
CNTR, PWM 

I'H "H" Input current INO-IN7(at unselect) V,=5V 5 f.JA 

I'H "H" input current INT" INT" RESET, X'N V,=5V 5 f.JA 

I'H "H" input current VREF V,=5V 1 mA 
Output pins are open, ports PO, PI, P2, P3 

Icc Supply current and P4 are connected to Vee. all other input 6 12 mA 
and 110 pins are connected to Vss. 

lAce Supply current lor A-O during A-O conversion 4 8 mA 

A-D CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=AVcc=5V, Vss=AVss=ov, Ta=25"C, I(X'N)=8MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

- Resolution 

- Absolute accuracy 
Vcc=AVcc=5V 

5V~VREF~3V 

RLADDER Ladder resistance value 

tCONV Conversion time 

VREF Reference input voltage 

V'A Analog input voltage 

2-356 

Limits 

Min. Typ. Max. 

8 

±3 

5 

36/144 

3 Vee 

VREF 
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Unit 

Bits 

LSB 

kfl 

f.JS 

V 

V 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0943-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS 
Single-chip mode (Vcc=5V±10%. Vss=ov. Ta=25'C. f(XINI=8MHz. unless otherwise noled) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tSU(POD-¢) Port PO input setup time 200 ns 

tSU (P1D 01 Port P1 input setup time 200 ns 

tSU (P2D-¢) Port P2 input setup time 200 ns 

tSU (P3D_¢) Port P3 input setup time 200 ns 

tSU (P4D_¢) Port P41nput setup time 200 ns 

tSU(IND_<I» Port IN Input setup time 200 ns 

th(¢-poo) Port PO Input hold time 20 ns 

th(¢-P10) Port P1 Input hold time 20 ns 

th(¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

th(¢-P30) Port P31nput hold time 20 ns 

th(¢-P40) Port P4 input hold time 20 ns 

Ih(¢-INol Port IN input hold time 20 ns 

Ie External clock input cycle time 125 ns 

Iw External clock input pulse width .62 ns 

I, External clock rising edge time 20 ns 

If External clock falling edge time 20 ns 

Eva-chip mode (Vcc=5V±10%. Vss=ov. Ta=25'C. f(XINI=8MHz. unless olherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tSU(POD_¢) port PO input setup time 200 ns 

tSU (P1 D-0;6) PorI P1 input setup time 200 ns 

tSU (P2D-¢) Port P2 Input setup time 200 ns 

th(¢-poo) Port PO inpul hold time 20 ns 

th(¢-P10) Port P1 Input hold time 20 ns 

th(t>-P20) Port P2 input hold time· 20 ns 

Memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 
(Vcc=5V±10%. Vss=ov. T a=25'C. f(X1NI=8MHz. unless otherwise noled) 

Symbol 

tSU (P2D-¢) Port P2 inpul setup lime 

Ih(¢-P201 Port P2 input hold time 

Parameter 

.• ·MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 

Min. 

150 

20 

Limits 

I I 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

I I ns 

I I ns 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0943-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP I-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 
Single-chip mode (Vcc=5V±10%. Vss=ov. Ta=25'C. fl X'NI=8MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 
limits 

Unit 
Min. Typ. Max. 

td(t;6-POQ) Port PO data output delay.time 200 ns ' 

tdl¢-P,ol Port P1 data output delay time 200 ns 

tdl¢-P201 Port P2 data output delay lime Fig.23 200 ns 

tdl¢-P301 Port P3 data output delay time 200 ns 

tdl¢-P401 PortP4 data output delay lime 200 ns 

Eva-chip mode (Vcc=5V±10%. Vss=ov. Ta=25'C. il x'NI=8MHz. unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

td(¢-POAI Port PO address output delay lime 150 ns 

td(0;6-POAF) Port PO address output delay time 150 ns 

1d(¢-poo) Port PO data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢--POOF) Port PO data output delay, time 150 ns 

td(¢C-P'AI Port P1 address output delay lime 150 ns 

td(¢-P1AF) Port P1 address output delay time 150 ns 

td(¢-P'o) Port P1 data output delay lime 200 ns 

td( ¢-P1 OF) • Port P1 data output delay time 150 ns 

td(¢-P20) Port P2 data output delay time 
Fig.23 

200 ns 

td(¢-P20FI Port P2 data output delay lime 150 ns 

,td(¢-R/W) R/W signal output delay time 150 ns 

td(t;6-R/WF) R/W signal output delay lime 150 ns 

td(¢-P30o) Port P30 data output detay time 200 ns 

td(¢-P30OF) Port P30 data output delay time 150 ns 

td(¢-SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 150 ns 

tdC¢-SYNCF)" SYNC Signal output delay lime 150 ns 

td(¢-P30) Port P3, data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-P3 OF) Port P3, data output delay time 150 ns 

Memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 
(Vcc=5V±10%. Vss=ov. Ta=25'C. i(X'NI=8MHz. unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

td(¢-POA) Port PO address output delay time 

td(¢-P1A) Port P1 address output delay time 

td(¢-P20) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(¢-P20F) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(¢-R/W) R/W signal output delay time 

td(¢o-SYNC) SYNC signal output delay lime 

~~I-_~--O 
P2 T l'OOpF 
P3 7/f" 

Pi t--;f"-1-00-P-F-G 

Flg.23 Ports PO-P4 test circuit 

2-358 • 'MITSUBISHI 
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Test conditions 

Flg.23 

limits 

Min. Typ. 

30 

Unit 
Max. 

150 ns 

150 ns 

200 ns 

150 ns 

150 ns 

150 ns 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0943-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

2¢ PIN AC CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V, Vss=ov, fex'N)=8MHz, Ta=25"C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

Ie Clock output cycle time 

Iw Clock output pulse width 

Ir Clock rising time 

If Clock falling time 

Timing diagram of 2¢ 

Flg.24 Test circuit of 2¢ 

Parameter 

tw 

0,8Vcc 

te 

tf 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 
Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

250 ns 

Fig.24 
25 ns 

75 ns 

50 ns 
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TIMING DIAGRAMS 

In single-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port P1 output 

Port P1 input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P3 output 

Port P3 input 

Port P4 output 

Port P4 input 

Port IN input 

-",I 

-.. foe- tr 

2-360 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0943-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

c 

tw 

'\ 

...;,. ~tf 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0943-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

In memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 

Port PO output 

Port P1 output 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output (R/W) 
-----I" 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 
---V 

td (¢-A/W) 

td (¢-SYNC) 

• MITSUBISHI 
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In eva-chip mode 

2-362 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port P1 output 

Port P1 input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output (R/W) 
'-;"'_--1" 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 

----I" 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0943-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0944-XXXSP/FP 
PRELIMINARY 
l','olicr: These are not a final specification,Some 
parametric limits are suuject to chan!:e, SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

DESCRIPTION 
The M50944-XXXSP is a single-chip microcomputer de
signed with CMOS silicon gate technology. It is housed in a 
64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP. 
This single-chip microcomputer is useful for business 

equipment and other consumer applications. 
In addition to its simple instruction set, the ROM, RAM, and 
1/0 addresses are placed on the same memory map to en
able easy programming. 
The differences between the M50944-XXXSP and the 
M50944-XXXFP are the package outline and the power dis
sipation ability (absolute maximum ratings). 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions""""'"'''''''''''''''''''''''' 69 
• Memory size ROM """"""""""""""""'12288 bytes 

RAM"""""""""""""""""'"192 bytes 
• Instruction executing time 

...... 2J.1s (minimum instructions, at 4MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply f(X,N )=4MHz"""""""'5V±10% 
f(X'N)=1 MHz"""""""'" 3-5.5V 

• Power dissipation 
normal operation mode (at 4MHz frequency) 

"""""""""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''15mW 
low-speed operation mode (at 32kHz frequency for 
clock function) ............................................. O.3mW 

• Subroutine nesting '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''96 levels (Max.) 
• Interrupt""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''10 types, 5 vectors 
• 8-bit timer"'''''''''''''''''''' 7 (6 when used as serial 1/0) 
• Serial 1/0 .. · ........................ · ...... · .................. 8-bitX2 

• Devider for serial 1/0 .................. · .... · ...... · ................ 1 

• Interrupt request distinguish register ............... 8-bitX2 
• Programmable 1/0 ports(Ports P3, P4) .................. ·16 

• Middle-voltage programmable ports 
(Ports PO, P1, P2) .............................................. 24 

• Input port (Ports R, IN) ......................................... 12 

• A-D conversion'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''8-bit, 8-channel 
• Two clock generator circuits (One is for main clock, the 

other is for clock function) 

APPLICATION 
Camera, Office automation equipment, VCR, Tuner, 
Audio-visual equipment 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

Reference voltage 
input V REF --+ 1 

IN,- 2 

Input port IN 

1/0 port P4 

110 port P3 

P47/SADY2"""" 1 0 

P46/CLK,- 11 

P4s/SoUT2 ...... 12 

P44/SIN2 ""'" 13 

P43/1NT. - 14 

P4,!INT3 - 15 

P37/SRDY1 ++ 18 

P36/CLK, - 19 

P30 /1NT, - 25 

CNVss 
Reset input 

Clock input 

Clock output 

Vee 

AVec 

1/0 port P2 

liD port PO 

I/O port Pl 

Input port A Clock input for 
timer function 

Clock output for 
timer function 

...... _____ ....... 3~3 -- ¢ Timing output 

P23 ...... 51 

P22 ......... 52 

P21 ++ 53 

P2o """ 54 

AVec 
Vee 

AVss 

Outline 64P4B 

~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ N M ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ N M ~ ~ 

NNNNOOOOOOoo~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

111111111111111111 

M50944-XXXFP 

Outline 64P6S 

CNVss 

NC : No connection 
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M50944-XXXSP BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Clock Clock 
inputfor output for Reference 

Clock Clock Timing clock clock Reset voltage 
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FUNCTIONS OF M50944-XXXSP 
Parameter 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction execution time 

Clock frequency 

ROM 
Memory size 

RAM 

PO, Pl, P2, P3, P4 I 
Input/Output port IN I 

R I 
Serial 1/0 

Timers 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupts 

Clock generating circuit 

Supply voltage 

At high-speed operation 

Power dissipation At low-speed operation 

At stop mode 

Input/Output 
Input/Output voltage 

Characteristics 
Output current 

Memory expansion 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

M50944-XXXSP 
Package 

M50944-XXXFP 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0944-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BI.T CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

69 

2,us (minimum instructions, at 4MHz frequency). 

4, 2MHz (main clock input), 32kHz (for clock function) 

l2288bytes 

192bytes 

1/0 8-bitX5 

Input 8-bitXl 

Input 4-bitXl 

8-bitX2 

8-bit prescalerX3+8-bit timerX4 (3 when serial 1/0 is used) 

96 levels (max,) 

Four external interrupts, Four timer interrupts (or three timers"one 5eriall/0) 

Two built-in circuits (ceramic or quartz crystal oscillator). 

5V±10%(at f(X,N)=4MHz), 3.0-5.5V(at f(X,N);i;1.0MHz) 

l5mW (at f (X'N)=4MHz). 

O.3mW (at f(Xc'N)=32kHz). 

lilA (at clock stop) 

5V (ports P3, P4) 

l2V (ports PO, Pl, P2) 

10mA (ports PO, Pl, P2: middle voltage N-channel open drain output). 

-5-l0mA (ports P3, P4: CMOS tri-state output) 

P~ssible 

-10-70'C 

CMOS silicon gate 

64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP 

64-pin shrink plastic molded QFP 

• MITSUBISHI 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 
Input! 

Output 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

RESET Reset input Input 

X'N Clock input Input 

XOUT Clock output Output 

¢> Timing output Output 

X C1N Clock input for Input 

clock function 

XCOUT Clock output for Output 

clock function 

POO-P07 1/0 port PO 1/0 

Pl o-P1 7 1/0 port Pl 1/0 

P2o-P27 1/0 port P2 1/0 

P30 -P37 1/0 port P3 110 

P4o-P47 1/0 port P4 1/0 

Ro-R3 Input port R Input 

INo-IN7 Analog input port IN Input 

AVec, AVss Voltage input for A-D 

(Note) 

V REF Reference voltage Input 

input 

Note. This pin is for flat package only. 

2-366 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0944-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±10% to Vee, and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected to Vss. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2,us (under normal Vee 

conditions). If more time is needed for the crystal oscillatior to stabilize, this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

These are I/O pins of internal clock generating circuit for main clock. To control generating frequency, an 

external ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the XrN and XOUT pins. If an external 

clock is used, the clock source should be connected the XIN pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

This is the timing output pin. 

This is the lID pins of the clock generating circu'it for the clock 'function. To control generating frequency, 

an external ceramic or quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the XC1N and XCOUT pins. If an external 

clock is used, the clock source should be connected to the XC1N pin and the XCOUT pin should be left open. 

This clock can be used as a program controlled the system clock. 

Port PO is an 8-bit 1/0 port with directional registers allowing each 1/0 bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. The output structure is N-ch open drain. A pull-up 

transistor is built-in between the Vcc pin and this port. 

Port P1 is an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P2 Is an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same ,functions as port PO. 

Port P3 is an 8-bit 1/0 port with CMOS output. The other functions are basically the same as port PO. 

P3o. P3h P32 arld P33 pins are in common with INT2, INTh CNTR and T respectively. When serial 1/01 is 
--

used, P34, P3s, P36 and P37 work as SINh SOUT1, CLK1 and SAOYl pin respectively. 

Port P4 is an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 
- -

P42 and P43 pins are in common with INT3 and INT4 respectively. When serial 1/02 is used, P44, P4s, P46 
--

and P47 work as SIN2, SOUT2, CLK2 and SRDY2 pin respectively. 

Port R is a 4-bit input port. 

Port IN is the analog input pin ,to the A-O converter. It also has a dual function and works as a normal input 

port. 

ThIs is the power supply input pin for the A-D conveter. 

This is the reference voltage input pin for the A-D conveter. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0944-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

BASIC FUNCTION BLOCKS 

MEMORY 
A memory map for the M50944-XXXSP is shown in Figure 

1. Addresses DOOO'6 to FFFF'6 are assigned to the built-in 

ROM area which consists of 12288 bytes. Addresses FFOO'6 

to FFFF'6 are a special address area (special page). By 
using the special page addressing mode of the JSR in

struction, subroutines addressed on this page can be called 

with only 2 bytes. Addresses FFF4'6 to FFFF'6 are vector 
addresses used for the reset and interrupts (See interrupt 

Zero page 

ROM 
(12288 bytes) 

RAM 
(192 bytes) 

0000,6 

OOSF, 6 

ODED, 6 

DOFF, 6 

DODO, 6 

FFOO, 6 

FFF4, 6 

Not used 

Not used 

Address L 

chapter) . Addresses 0000'6 to 00FF'6 are the zero page 
address area. By using the zero page addressing mode, 

this area can also be accessed with 2 bytes. The use of 

these addressing methods will greatly reduce the object 
size required. 

The RAM, I/O port, timer, etc. addresses are already 

assigned for the zero page. Addresses 0000'6 to 00BF'6 are 
assigned for the built-in RAM which consists of 192 bytes of 

static RAM. This RAM is used as the stack during sub
routine calls and interrupts, in addition to data storage. 

Decimal 

/ 
/ 

1 91 // 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

2 55 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

Port PO 

Port PO directional 
register 

Port P1 

Port P1 
directional 
register 

Port P2 

Port P2 
directional 

6 register 

6 

6 

6 Port P3 

6 Port P3 directional 
register 

6 Port P4 

6 Port P4 directional 
register 

6 Port IN 

6 Timer 4 prescaler 

6 Timer 4 

6 A-D register 

6 I Port R 
Interrupt request distinguish 

6 register1 
Interrupt request distinguish 

6 register2 

6 A-D control register 

6 Serial 110, mode regISter 

6 Serial liD, register 

6 Serial 110, mode register 

6 Serial liD, 'register 

6 Serial 1/02 clock selection regisle 

6 Timer 3 prescaler 
Special page 

for 
subroutine 

call 
Address H. 

\ 
\ 

00EO'6 

00E1" 

00E2" 

00E3'6 

00E4'6 

00E5, 

00E6, 

OOE?, 

OOES, 

00E9, 

OOEA, 

ODES, 

OOEC, 

ODED, 

OOEE, 

OOEF, 

OOFO, 

00F1, 

00F2, 

00F3, 

00F4, 

00F5, 

00F6, 

OOF?, 

OOFS, 

00F9, 

OOFA, 

OOFS, 

OOFC, 

OOFD, 

OOFE, 

OOFF, 

6 Timer 3 

FFFF, 6 

Flg.1 Memory map 

Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

- \ 
INT, or A-D 

INT, or Timer 4 \ 
INT, or Timer 3 \ 
Timer 2 or Serial liD 
INT, or Timer 1 

RESET 
65535 

\ 
\ 
\ 
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6 Timer 1,2 prescaler 

6 limer 1 

6 Timer 2 

6 Interrupt control register 

6 Timer control register 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0944-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) 
The CPU consists of 6 registers and is shown in Figure 2. 

ACCUMULATOR (A) 
The 8-bit accumulator (A) is the main register of the, micro
computer. Data operations such as data transfer, input/out

put, etc., is executed mainly through the accumulator. 

INDEX REGISTER X (X) 
The index register X is an 8-bit register. In the index regsi
ter X addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND added 
to the contents of the index register X specifies the real 
address. When the T flag in the processor status register is 

set to "1", the index register X itself becomes the address 
for the second OPERAND. 

A I Accumulator 

'X I Index register X 

Y I Index register Y 

S I Stack pointer 

15 

PCH PCL I Program counter 

Flg.2 Register structure 

INDEX REGSITER Y (Y) 
The index register Y is an 8-bit register. In the index regis

ter Y addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND added 
to the contents of the index register Y specifies the real 
address. 

INI vi rlBI DI I I zici Processor status register 

Carry flag 

"------ Zero flag 

Interrupt disable flag 

Decimal mode flag 

Break flag 

Index X mode flag 

Overflow flag 

Negative flag 
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STACK POINTER (S) 
The stack pointer is an 8-bit register that contains the 

address of the next location in the stack. It is mainly used 
during interrupts and subroutine calls. The stack pointer is 
not automatically initialized after reset and should be initial

ized by the program using the TXS instruction. 

When an interrupt occurs, the higher 8 bits of the program 

counter is pushed into the stack first, the stack pOinter is 

decremented, and then the lower 8 bits of the program 

counter is pushed into the stack. Next the contents of the 

processor status register is pushed into the stack. When 

the return from interrupt instruction (RTI) is executed, the 

program counter and processor status register data is pop

ped off the stack in reverse order from above. 

The accumulator is never pushed into the stack automati
cally, so a Push Accumulator instruction (PHA) is provided 

to execute this function. Restoring the accumulator to its 

previous value is accomplished by the Pop Accumulator in
struction (PLA). It is executed in the reverse order of the 

PHA instruction. 
The contents of the Processor Status Register (PS) are 
pushed and popped to and from the stack with the PH P 

and PLP instructions, respectively. 
During a subroutine call, only the program counter is 

pushed into the stack. Therefore, any registers that should 

not be destroyed should be pushed into the stack manually. 

To return from a subroutine call, the RTS instruction is 

used. 

PROGRAM COUNTER (PC) 
The 16-bit program counter consists of two 8-bit registers 

PCH and PCl' The program counter is used to indicate the 
address of the next instruction to be executed. 

PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PS) 
The 8-bit PS is composed entirely of flags used to indicate 

the condition of the processor immediately after an opera

tion. Branch operations can be performed by testing the 
Carry flag (C), Zero flag (Z) , Overflow flag (V) or the 

Negative flag (N). Each bit of the register is explained 

below. 

1. Carry flag (C) 
The carry flag contains the carry or borrow generated by 

the Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) immediately after an op

eration. It is also changed by the shift and rotate instruc

tions. The set carry (SEC) and clear carry (CLC) instruc

tions allow direct access for setting and clearing this flag. 

2. Zero flag (Z) 
This flag is used to indicate if the immediate operation 

generated a zero result or not. If the result is zero, the zero 

flag will be set to "0". If the result is not zero, the zero flag 

will be set to "1". 

3. Interrupt disable flag (I) 
This flag is used to disable all interrupts. This is accom

plished by setting the flag to "1 ". When an interrupt is 

accepted, this flag is automatically set to "1" to prevent 
from other interrupts until the current interrupt is completed. 

The SEI and CLI instructions are used to set and clear this 

flag, respectively. 

4. Decimal mode flag (D) 
The decimal mode flag is used to define whether addition 

and subtraction are executed in binary or decimal.· If the 

decimal mode flag is set to "1", the operations are ex

ecuted in decimal, if the flag is "0", the operations are ex

ecuted in binary. Decimal correction is automatically ex

ecuted. The SED and CLD instructions are used to set and 

clear this flag, respectively. 

5. Break flag (B) 
When the BRK instruction is executed, the same operations 

are performed as in an interrupt. The address of the inter

rupt vector of the BRK instruction is the same as that of the 
lowest priority interrupt. The contents of the B flag can be 

checked to determine which condition caused the interrupt. 

If the BRK instruction caused the interrupt, the B flag will 

be "1", otherwise it will be "0". 

6. Index X mode flag (T) 
When the T flag is "1", operations between memories are 

executed directly without passing through the accumulator. 

Operations between memories involving the accumulator 

are executed when the T flag is "0" (i.e., operation results 

between memories 1 and 2 are stored in the accumulator). 

The address of memory 1 is specified by the contents of 

the index register X, and that of memory 2 is specified by 

the normal addressing mode. The SET and CL T instructions 

are used to set and clear the T flag, respectively. 

7. Overflow flag (V) 
The overflow flag functions when one byte is added or sub

tracted as a signed binary number. When the result ex

ceeds +127 or -128, the overflow flag is set to "1". When 

the BIT instruction is executed, bit 6 of the memory location 

is input to the V flag. The overflow flag is reset by the CLV 

instruction and there is no set instruction. 

8. Negative flag (N) 
The negative flag is set whenever the result of a data trans

fer or operation is negative (bit 7 is "1"). Whenever the BIT 

instruction is executed, bit 7 of the memory location is input 

to the N flag. There are no instuctions for directly setting or 

resetting the N flag. 
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INTERRUPT 
The M50944-XXXSP can be interrupted. from ten sources; 

. INT1 or timer 1, timer 2 or serial 1/01, INT2 or timer 3, INT3 
or timer 4, INT, or A-D or BRK instruction. The value of bit 

2 of the serial 1/01 mode register (address 00F6'6) deter
mines whether the interrupt is from timer 2 or from serial 
I/O,. When bit 2 is "1" the interrupt is from serial 1/01 , and 
when bit 2 is "0" the interrupt is from timer 2. Also, when bit 
2 is "1", parts.of port 3 are used for serial 1/01 . Bit 7 and bit 
5 of the interrupt request distinguish regisrer 1 (address 
00F1'6) distinguish whether the interrupt request is from 
INT,pin or timer 1. When bit 7 is "1", the interrupt is re
quested from INT, pin and bit 5 is "1;', the interrupt is re

quested from timer 1 .. Bit 3 and bit 1 of the interrupt re
quest distinguish register 1 (address 00F1'6) distinguish 
whether the interrupt request is from INT, pin or timer 1. 
When bit 3 is "1 ", the interrupt is requested from INT2 pin 
and bit 1 is "1 ", the interrupt is requested from timer 3. 

Also, bit 7 and bit 5 or bit 3 and bit 1 of the interrupt re-

Interrupt 
request 

Interrupt disable flag I 

Fig. 3 Interrupt control 

quest distinguish register 2 distinguish whether the inter
rupt request is from INT3 pin or timer 4 and INT, or A-D, re
spectively. 
These interrupts are vectored and their priorities are shown 
in Table 1. Reset is included in this table since it has the 
same function as an interrupt. When an interrupt is 
accepted, the contents of certain registers are pushed into 
specified locations, as discussed in the stack pointer sec
tion, and the interrupt disable flag (I) is set, and the prog
ram jumps to the address specified by the interrupt vector, 
and the interrupt request bit is cleared automatically. The 
reset interrupt is the highest priority interrupt and can never 
be inhibited. Except for the reset interrupt, all interrupts are 
inhibited when the interrupt disable flag is set to "1". All of 
the other interrupts can further be controlled individually via 
the interrupt control register shown in Figure 3. An interrupt 
is accepted when the interrupt enable bit and the interrupt 
request bit are both "1" and the interrupt disable flag is "0". 
The interrupt request bits are set when the following condi
tions occur: 

Interrupt request distinguish register 1 (address .oOF1,.) 
Bit 7 : INT, interrupt request bit 
Bit 6 : INT, interrupt enable bit 
Bit 5 : Timer 1 interrupt request bit 
Bit 4 : Timer 1 interrupt enable bit 
Bit3 : INT, interrupt request bit 
Bit2 : INT, interrupt enable bit 
Bit 1 : Timer 3 interrupt request bit 
Bit 0 : Timer 3 interrupt enable bit 

Interrupt request distinguish register 2(address OOF2,.) . 

Bit 7 : INT, interrupt request bit 
Bit 6 : INT, interrupt enable bit 
Bit 5 : Timer 4 interrupt request'bit 
Bit 4 : Timer 4 interrupt enable bit 
Bit 3 : INT. interrupt request bit 
Bit 2 : INT. interrupt enable bit 
Bit 1 : A-D interrupt request" bit 
Bit 0 : A-D interrupt enable bit 

Interrupt control register(address OOFE,.) 

Bit 7 : INT, or timer 1 interrupt request bit 
Bit6 : INT, or timer 1 interrupt enable bit 
Bit5 : INT, or timer 3 interrupt request bit 
Bit 4 : INT, or timer 3 interrupt enable bit 
Bit3 : INT, or timer 4 interrupt request bit 
Bit2 : INT, or timer 4 interrupt enable bit 
Bit 1 : INT. or A-D interrupt request bit 
Bit 0 : INT. or A-D interrupt enable bit 

Timer control register(address OOFF,.) 
Bit 7 : Timer 2 or Serial 1/0, interrupt request bit 
Bit 6 : Timer 2 or Serial 1/0, interrupt enable bit 
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(1) When the level of INT" INT2 , INT3 or INT, pin changed 
(2) When the contents of timer 1, timer 2 (or the serial 

1/0, counter), or timer 4 goes to "0" 

When the two interrupt requests, which are the same prior
ity, are at the same sampling, the priority process is pro
cessed by interrupt request distinguish register 1 and 2. 
These request bits can be reset by a program but can not 
be set. Since the BRK instruction interrupt and the A-O in
terrupt have the same vectored address, the contents of 
the B flag must be checked to determine if the BRK in
struction. caused the interrupt or if A-O generated the inter

rupt. 

Table 1. Interrupt vector address and priority 

Interrupt 

RESET 

INT, or timer 1 

Timer 2 or serial 1/0, 

INT2 0rtimer3 

INT3 0rtlmer4 

INT4 or A-D(BRK) 

a 
I I I I I I I I I 

U 

-

t= 

Priority Vector address 

1 FFFF'6, FFFE'6 

2 FFFD'6, FFFC'6 

3 FFFB'6, FFFA'6 

4 FFF9'6, FFF8'6 
5 FFF7'6, FFF6'6 
6 FFF5'6, FFF4'6 

Timer control register (Address 00FF'6) 

Processor mode bit 
00 : Single-chip mode 
01 : t-Aemory expanding mode 
10 : Microprocessor mode 
11 : Eva-chip mode 

Timer 3 prescaler count -source selection bit 
o : ~divided by 4 
1 : XCIN (clock for clock function) 

Timer 4 prescaler count source selection bit 
o : ~ divided by 4 
1 : External clock 

Timer 3 count stop bit 
o : Count start 
1 : Count stop 

Timer 2 or serial 1/0, interrupt enable bit 
o : Interrupt disable 
1 : Interrupt enable 

Timer 2 or serial 1/0, interrupt request bit 
o : No interrupt request' 
1 : With interrupt request 

Fig. 4 Structure of timer control register 

TIMER 
The M50944-XXXSP lias seven timers; timer 1, 2 prescaler, 
timer 1, timer 2, timer 3 prescaler, timer 3, timer 4 pres cal
er and timer 4. Interrupt from timer 2 cannot be used at us
ing serial I/O (see serial I/O section). 

A block diagram of timer 1 through 3. and timer 4 is shown 
in .Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively. The count source for 
timer 3 prescaler and timer 4 prescaler can be selected by 
using bit 2 and 3 of the timer control register (addres 
00FF,6 ), as shown in Figure 4. 
All of the timers are down count timers and have 8-bit 

latches. When a timer reaches "0" and the next count pulse 
is input to a timer, the contents of the reload latch are 
loaded into the timer. The division ratio of the timer is 1/(n 
+1), where n is the contents of timer latch. 
Each timer has interrupt generating functions. The timer in
terrupt request bits (in the interrupt request distinguish 
register 1, the interrupt request distinguish register 2, the 
interrupt control register and the timer control register) is 
set at the next count pulse after the timer reaches "0". The 
interrupt distinguish register 1 and 2 are located at addres
ses 00F1 '6 and 00F2 '6 respectively. 
The starting and stopping of timer 3 prescaler is controlled 
by bit 5 of the timer control register. If the corresponding 
bit is "0", the timer starts counting, when the corresponding 
bit is "1", the timer stops. 
After a STP instruction is executed, timer 3 prescaler, timer 
3, and the clock (¢ divided by 4) are connected in series 
(regardless of the status of bit 2 of the timer control 
register). This state is canceled if timer 3 interrupt request 
bit is set to "1 ", or if the system is reset, and it becomes a 
former count source decided with bit 2 of the timer control 
register. Before the STP instruction is executed, bit 5 of the 
timer control register must be set to "0", bit 0 of the inter
rupt request distinguish register 1 must be set to "1 ", bit 1 
of the interrupt request distinguish register 1 must be set to 
"0", bit 4 of the interrupt control register must be set to "0" 
and bit 5 of the interrupt control register must be set to "0". 
For more details on the STP instruction, refer to the oscilla
tion circuit section. 
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P33 latch 

P3,/T S,M, 

P3,/CLK, 

P3,/S'N' 

SI M,8,M2 

P35 latch 

Selection gate (At reset the 
shaded side is connected.) 

~/4 

SIM,. S,Mo 
00, 01 : External clock 
10: 1/2 of timer 2 

11 : 1/4 of ¢ 

Serial 1/0, 
counter(3) 

Block diagram of timer 1 through timer 3 
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I---~ Timer 1 interrupt request bit (IF1 5 ) 

Timer 2 or serial 1/0, interrupt 
request bit (TM,) 

TM Timer control register 
S,M Serial 1/0, mode register 

IF1 Interrupt request distinguish register 1 

I---~ Timer 3 interrupt request bit (IF1,) 



P32 / CNTR 
¢/4 

P45 latch 

~ Selection gate (At reset the 
t shaded side is connected.) 

Fig. 6 Block' diagram of timer 4 
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liN 

Serial 1/02 clock selection register 

OXX'" N = 1 
iOO"'N=2 
101··· N = 4 
110", N = 8 
111··· N =16 

S2M, S2Mo 

r--::-'-.., 00, 01 : External clock 

10: 1/2 of timer 4 

11 : Serial 1/02 clock divider 

Serial 1/02 

counter(3) 
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1------;;. Timer 4 interrupt request bit (IF25 ) 

IF2 : Interrupt request distinguish register 2 
S2M :. Serial 1/02 mode register 
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SERIAL 1/01 
A block diagram of the serial 1/0, is shown in Figure 7. In 

the serial 1/0, mode, the receive ready signal (SRDY')' syn
chronous input/output clock (elK,) , and the serial 1/0, 

(SOUT', 'S'N') pins are used as P37 , P36, P35, and P34, re
spectively. 
The serial 1/0, mode register (address 00F6'6) is an 8-bit 
register. Bits 1 and 0 of this register are used to select a 
synchronous clock source. When these bits are (00) or (01) 

, an external clock from P36 is selected. When these bits 
are (10), the overflow signal (from timer 2) divided by two 
becomes the synchronous clock. Therefore, changing the 

P36 ()-~C_L_K~,_~ ___ 1-1-_r~ 

timer period will change the transfer speed. When the bits 
are (11) , the internal clock ¢ divided by 4 becomes the 
clock: 

Bits 2 and 3 decide whether parts of P3 will be used as a 
serial 1/0 or not. When bit 2 is "1", P36 becomes an 1/0 pin 
of the synchronous clock. When an internal synchronous is 
selected, the clock is output from P36. If an external syn
chronous clock is selected, the clock is input to P36. And 
P35 will be a serial output.and P34 will be a serial input. To 

use P34 as a serial input, set the directional register bit 
which corresponds to P34 to "0". For more information on 
the directional register, refer to the 1/0 pin section. 

Timer 1, 2 
prescaler(8) 

Divider 

Serial liD, counter (3) 

H-+-+ _______ -1Transfer clock 

Fig. 7 
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P35 
Soun 

~~S~'N~'_~_-+-+-+-+ __ ~MSB Serial 110 register(8) LSB 

(Address 00F?'6) 

Data bus 

u 
Serial liD, mode register 

Synchronous clock selection bit 

00: I 01: External clock 

10 : Timer 2 overflow signal divided by 2 

11 : Timing ¢ divided by 4 

Serial liD, port selection bit (P35, P36 ) 

a : Normal liD port 

1 : Serial liD, port 

'------ SRDY' signal output selection bit (P3,) 

Block diagram of serial 1/0 
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o : Normal liD port 

1 : SRDY' signal output pin 
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To use the serial I/O" bit 2 needs to be set to "1", if it is "0" 
P36 will function as a normal I/O. Interrupts will be gener
ated from the serial I/O, counter instead of timer 1. Bit 3 
determines if P37 is used as an output pin for the receive 
data ready signal (bit 3 = "1 ", SRDY') or used as a normal I/O 
pin (bit 3="0"). 

The function of the serial I/O, differs depending on the 
clock source; external clock or internal clock. 

Internal Clock - The SRDY' signal becomes "H" during 
transmission or while dummy data is stored in the serial I/O, 

register. After the falling edge of the write signal, the SRDY' 
signal becomes low signaling that the M50944-XXXSP is 

ready to receive the external serial data. The SRDY' signal 
goes "H" at the next falling edge of the transfer clock. The 
serial I/O, counter is set to 7 when data is stored in the se
rial I/O, register. At each falling edge of the transfer clock, 

Synchronous clock 

Transfer clock 

Serial 1/0, register _______ ... 
write signal 

Serial 1/0, output 
SOUT1 

I 

serial data is output to P35. During the rising edge of this 
clock, data can be input from P34 and the data in the serial 
I/O, register will be shifted 1 bit. Data is output starting with 
the LSB. After the transfter clock has counted 8 times, the 
serial I/O, register will be empty and the transfter clock 
will remain at a high level. At this time the interrupt request 
bit will be set. 

External Clock -If an external clock is used, the interrupt 
request will be set after the transfter clock has counted 8 
times but the transfter clock will not stop. Due to this 
reason, the external clock must be controlled from the out
side. The external clock should not exceed 250kHz at a 
duty. cycle of 50%. 

Timing diagrams are shown in Figure 8, and connections 
between two M50944-XXXSPs' are shown in Figure 9. 

Serial 1/0, input 
SlN1 --~!~~!---I . I 

Receivable signal 

SRDY1 
-----ILJ . : 

Fig. 8 Serial I/O, timing 
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Sending side 

Serial 1/0, mode register 
--

P3, 
SROYl 

bit3 bitO 

I a I 1 I 1 I a I 
Set the directional 
register for P3, pin Synchronous clock 

in input mode. P3. 

Serial data 
P35 

Fig. 9 Example of serial 1/0, connection 

7 a 
LLJ I I I I I I 

U 

-

-

Serial 1/0, mode register (Address OOF6'6) 

Synchronous clock selection bit 

~~ ~ I External clock 

10 : Timer 2 overflow signal divided by 2 
11 : Timing II divided by4 

normal operation : r(X,N )/16 
low-speed operation: !(XcIN)/S 

Serial 1/0, port selection bit 

a : Normal 1/0 port 
1 : Serial 1/0, port 

SADY' signal output selection bit 

a : Normal 1/0 port 

1 : SADY' signal output pin 

P33 /T output selection bit 

a : Normal 1/0 port 
1 : Timer 2 overflow signal divided by2 

Clock(X,N-XoUT)stop bit 
a : Oscillation 
1 : Stop 

Internal system clock source selection bit 

a : X,N-XOUT (normal mode) 
1 : XCIN-XCOUT (low-speed mode) 

Fig. 10 Structure of serial 1/0, mode register 
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Receiving side 

Receiving 1/0, mode register 

P3, 
bit 3 bitO 

I 1 I 1 I a I x I 
Set the directional 

P3. 
register for P34 pin 

in input mode. 

P34 
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SERIAL 1/02 
A block diagram of the serial 1/02 is shown in Figure 11. 

In the serial 1/02 mode the receive ready signal (SRDY2)' 

synchronous input loutput clock (CLK2 ), and the serial 1/02 

pins (SOUT2, S'N2) are used as P47, P46, P45, and P44, re
spectively. 

The serial 1/02 mode register (address 00F4'6) is an 8-bit 
register. Bits 1 and 0 of this register is used to select a 
synchronous clock source. 
When these bits are (00) or (01) , an external clock from 
P46 is selected. When these bits are (10), the overtlow sig
nal from timer 4, divided by two, becomes the synchronous 

clock. Therefore, changing the timer period will change the 
transfer speed. When the bits are (11), the timing'" divided 
by 4, becomes the clock. 
Bit 2 and 3 decide whether parts of P4 will be used as a 
serial 1/02 or not. When bit 2 is a "1", P46 becomes an 110 

pin of the synchronous clock. When an internal synchronous 

clock is selected, the clock is output from P46. If an exter
nal synchronous clock is selected, the clock is input to P46 

and P45 will be a serial output and P44 will be a serial in
put. To use P44 as a serial input, set the directional register 
bit which corresponds to P44 to "0". For more information on 
the directional register, refer to the 110 pin section. 

Divider 

Serial 1/0, counter (3) S2M 4 

: Serial 1/0, 
during 
transfer 

H-l-l---------1 Transfer clock 

Reset~R 

Serial 1/0, -L/ 
register write signal : Serial 1/0, 

end 

P45 

}--S::!I~N'~_+-----1-f__+-f__-___I MSB Serial 1/02 register(8) LSB 

(Address 00F5'6) 

Data bus 

Fig. 11 Block diagram of serial 1/02 

'------'_ ...... _....1..._.1.---1_....1.._.1---1 Serial 1/0, mode register (Address 00F4'6) 

U Synchronous clock selection bit 
00: 
01 : I External clock 

10 : Timer 1 overflow signal divided by 2 
11 : Timing 1> divided by 4 

'----- Serial 1/0, port selection bit (P46 , P45 ) 

o : Normal 1/0 port 

'. MITSUBISHI 
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1 : Serial I/O, port 

SRDY' signal output selection bit (P47 ) 

o : Normal 1/0 port 
1 : SRDY2 signal output pin 
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To use the serial 1/02 , bit 2 needs to be set to "1", if it is 

"0" P46 will function as a normal 1/0. Bit 3 determines if P47 

is used as an output pin for the receive data ready signal 

(bit 3=1, SADY2) or used as normal 1/0 'pin (bit 3=0). The 

serial 1/02 function is discussed below. The function of the 

serial 1/0 2 differs depending on the clock source; external 
clock or internal clock. 

Internal clock-The SADY2 signal becomes "H" during trans

mission or while, dummy data is stored in the serial 1/02 

register (address 00F5 ,6 ) . After the falling edge of the 

write signal, the SADY2 signal becomes 'low signaling that 

the M50944-XXXSP is ready to receive the external serial 

data. The SADY2 signal goes "H" at the next falling edge of 

the transfer clock. The serial 1/0 2 counter is set to 7 when 

data is stored in the serial 1/02 register. At each falling 

Synchronous clock 

Transfer clock 

Serial 1/02 register _______ -' 
write signal 

Serial 1/02 output 
SOUT2 

Serial 1/02 input 
SlN2 

Receivable signal 

SRDY2 

Fig. 12 Serial 1/02 timing 

edge of the transfer clock, serial data is output to P45 . Dur

ing the rising edge of this clock, data can be input from P44 

and the data in the serial 1/02 register will be shifted 1 bit. 

Data is output starting with the LSB. After the transfer clock 

has counted 8 times. the serial 1/02 register will be empty 
and the transfer clock will remain at a high level. At this 

time the serial 1/02 end bit will be set. 
External clock -If an external clock is used, the interrupt 

request will be sent after the transfer clock has counted 8 

times but transfer clock will not stop. 
Due to this reason, the external clock must be controlled 

from the outside. The external clock should not exceed 

250kHz at a duty cycle of 50%. The timing diagram is 

shown in Figure 12. 

Serial 1/02 completion bit set 
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A block diagram of clock divider for serial 1/02 is shown in 

Figure 13. Bit 2, 1 and 0 of the serial 1/02 clock selection 

register (address 00F8 ,6 ) determine the dividing ratio of 

the serial 1/02 clock. When these bits are (OXX) , the timing 
¢ divided by 4 is selected. When these bits are (100) , 

</>14 

Fig. 13 Clock divider for serial 1/02 

7 o 
Serial 1/02 mode register 

(Address OOF4'6) 

Synchronous clock selection bit 

00' I 
01 ~ f External clock 

10 : Timer 4 overflow signal divided by 2 

11 : Divider for serial 1/02 clock 

Serial 1/02 port selection bit 

a : Normal 1/0 ·port 
1 : Serial 1/02 port 

SRDY' signal output selection bit 
a : Normal 1/0 port 

1 : SRDY' signal output pin 

'----- Serial 1/02 end bit 
o ; Serial 1/02 during transfer 

1 : Serial 1/02 end 

Fig. 14 Structure of serial 1/0 2 mode register 

(101), (110) and (111), the timing ¢ divided by 8,16,32 

and 64 are selected respectively. 

To use the clock divider for serial 1/02, both bit 1 and bit 0 
of the serial 1/0 2 mode register (address 00F4 ,6 ) need to 
be set to "1". 

7 

Serial 1/0, clock 

Serial 1/02 clock selection register 
(Address 00F8'6) 

0 

Il 1 11 J I I I I 5eriail/O, clock selection 
register (Address 00F8'6) 

I I I Synohronous clock selection bit 

000 f ~n Timing 1> devided by 4 

all 
100 : Timing 1> devided by 8 
101 : Timing 1> devided by 16 
110 : Timing 1> devided by 32 
111 : Timing 1> devided by 64 

INT, input polarity selection bit 
a : Interrupt request by 

falling edge 
1 : Interrupt request by 

riSing edge 
INT, input polarity selection bit 

a : Interrupt request by 
falling edge 

1 : Interrupt request by 
riSing edge 

• Fig. 15 Structure of senal 1/02 clock selection register 
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A-O CONVERTER 
The A-O converter circuit is shown in Figure 17. The analog 
input ports of the A-O converter (INo-IN,) are in common 
with the input ports of the data bus. 

The6-bit A-O control register is located at address OOF3,6' 
One of the eight analog inputs is selected by bits 0, 1 and 2 
of this register. 

A-Oconversion is accomplished by first selecting the ana
log channel (bit 0,1 and 2) to be converted. The conversion 
is started when dummy data is written into address OOEF,6. 
When the conversion is finished, an interrupt is generated 
by the A-O and the digital data can be read from the A-O 
register (address OOEF,6). The end of the conversion is de
termined by either the A-O conversion end bit (bit 5 of the 
A-O control regiser) or an A-O interrupt request bit. 
The A.-O conversion can also be programmed for high or 
low speed conversions. This is accomplished by using the 
A-O conversion speed switch bit (bit 4 of the A-O control 

register). For more information on the electrical character
istics of the high and low speed conversions, refer to the 
electrical characteristics section. 
Port IN can also be used as an input port by reading data 

into address OOEe,6' However, this cannot be done during 
A-O conversions. 

The A-O control register is shown in Figure 16. 

L.l ~ ~.l .1.1 ~ J A-D control register (address 00F3,6) 

'-"-'--Analog input select bit 
000 : INo 
001 : IN, 

010: IN, 
011 : IN3 
100: IN4 
101 : INs 
110: IN6 
111 : IN, 

A-D conversion speed switch bit 

o : High speed * 
1 : Low speed 

"------ A-D conversion end bit 
o : Under conversion 
1 : End conversion 

*High speed at¢=lMHz 
Low speed at ¢=lMHz 

Convert speed; tAo=72,us 
Convert speed; tAo=288,us 

Fig. 16 Structure of A-O control register 

Data bus 

(Address OOEC'5) 

IN, 

IN, 

IN, 

IN. 

IN, 

IN, 

IN, 

Fig. 17 A-D conversion circuit 
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RESET CIRCUIT 
The M50944-XXXSP is reset according to the sequence 
shown in Figure 20. It starts the program from the address 

formed by using the content of address FFFF'6 as the high 
order address and the content of the address FFFE'6 as the 
low order address, when the RESET pin is held at "L" level 

for more than 2,us while the power voltage is in the recom-

Address 

(1) Port PO directional register (00) (El,,) ···1 00'6 I 
(2) Port PI directional register (01) (E3'6) .. 00'6 I 
(3) Port P2 directional register (02) (E5'6) ... 00'6 I 
(4) Port P3 directional register (03) (E9'6) ... DO" I 
(5) Port P4 directional register (04) (EB,,) ... 00,6 I 
(6) Serial 1/0 1 mode register (S,M)(F6'6) ... *1*1 10101010101 
(7) Serial 110, mode register (S,M) (F4'6) ... 1 I I 10101010101 

(8) Serial 1/0, clock selection (F6'6) 
10 10 1 I I 10 10 10 1 register 

(9) A-O control register (F3'6) I I 11 10 1 10 10 10 1 

00) Interrupt request (lFl )(Fl'6) I 00,6 I distinguish register 1 

(11) Interrupt request (IF2)(F2,6) ···1 00,6 I distinguish register 2 

(1/) Interrupt control register (IM)(FF,6) .. ·1 00,6 I 
(13) Timer control register (TM)(FE,6) ···1 00,6 I 
(14) Interrupt disable flag for (PS) ···1 I I I I 111 I I processor status register 

(15) Program counter (PCH ) ···1 Contents of I address FFFF16 

(PCl ) ···1 Contents of 

1 address FFFE16 

Since the contents both registers other than those listed above 
(inclouding timer I, timer 2, timer 3, and the serial 1/0 register) and 

the RAM are undefined at reset, it is necessary to set initial values 
Note : * means mask option 

Fig. 18 Internal state of microcomputer at reset 

RESET 

Internal RESET --1-----------; 

mended operating condition and the crystal oscillator 
oscillation is stable and then returned to "H" level. The in

ternal' initializations following reset are shown in Figure 18. 
An example of the reset circuit is shown in Figure 19. 
When the power on reset is used, the RESET pin must be 
held "L" until the oscillation of X'N-XOUT becomes stable. 

M50944·XXXSP 

RESET Vee 
OV 

27 

OV---_/''-

M50944·XXXSP 

Vee 
64 _____ Supply voltage 

- -- - - --,...v-- detection circuit 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
L _______ J 

Fig.19 Example of reset circuit 

SYNC--~----------------~------------------------~ 

Address 

Data 

8-12 clock cycles 

Fig. 20 Timing diagram at reset 

Reset address from 
the vector table 

Note : Frequency relation of f(X ,N ) and </> is f(X ,N )=4·</>. 
The mark" ? .. means that the address is changing 
depending upon the previous state. 
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1/0 PORTS 
(1) Port PO 

Port PO is an 8-bit output port with N-channel open 
drain and high voltage output. Each pin has a pull-up 
transistor option. As shown in the memory map (Figure 
1), port PO can be accessed at zero page memory 
address 00E016 . 

Port PO has a directional register (address 00E1 16 ) 

which can be used to program each individual bit as 
input ("0") or as output ("1"). If the pins are program
med as output, the output data is latched to the port 
rllgister and then output. When data is read from the 
output port the output pin level is not read, only the 
latched data in the port register is read. This allows a 
previously output value to be read correctly even 
though the output voltage level is shifted up or down. 
Pins set as input are in the high impedance state and 
the signal levels can thus be read. When data is writ
ten into the input ,port, the data is latched only to the 
output register and the pin still remains in the high im
pedance state. 
Depending on the status of the processor status regis
ter (bit 0 and bit 1 of address 00FF16 ), four different 
modes can be selected; single-chip mode, memory ex
panding mode, microprocessor mode and eva-chip 
mode. These modes (excluding single-chip mode) 
have a multiplexed address output function in addition 
to the 1/0 function. For more details, see the processor 
mode section. 

(2) Port P1 

In the single-chip mode, port P1 has the same function 
as PO. In the other modes, P1 's functions are slightly 
different from PO's. For more details, see the processor 
mode section. 

(3) Port P2 

In the single-chip mode, port P2 has the same function 

as PO" In the other modes, P2's functions are slightly 
different from PO's. For more details, see the processor 
mode section. 

(4) Port P3 

Port P3 is an 8-bit 1/0 port having 'CMOS output. Each 

pin is shared with serial 1/01 , timer overflow and exter
nal interrupt input functions. These functions remain the 
same even if the device is use'd in other modes. 

(5) Port P4 

Port P4 is an 8-bit 1/0 port with CMOS outputs. Each 
pin is shared with serial 1/02, and external interrupt in
put functions. During all modes except Single-chip 
mode, P41 and P40 function as both SYNC and R/W 

outputs as well as 1/0 ports (see processor mode 
section). 

(6) Port R 

Port R is a 4-bit input port. 

(7) Port IN 

Port IN is an 8-bit input port to the A~D converter. It can 
also be used as an input port by reading the input data 
into address 00EC16. However, this port cannot be read 
during A-D conversion. 

(8) Clock ¢ output pin 

This is the timing output pin. When selected the main 

clock (XIN-XOUT) as the internal system clock, the clock 
frequency divided by four is outputed. However, when 

selected the clock for clock function (XCIN-XCOUT), the 
clock frequency divided by two is outputed. 
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Port PO, P1, P2 

Data bus -+---1 

Port P3, P4 

Data bus 

Port R 

Directional 
register 

Port latch 

Directional 
register 

Port latch 

Input 

Data bus --<:J-----o 
Port R 

Flg,21 Block diagram of port PO~P4 and port R (single-chip mode) 
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N-ch open drain output 

CMOS tri-state output 

Port P3, P4 

Vss 

* Mask option 
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PROCESSOR MODE 
By changing the contents of the processor mode bit (bit 0 
and 1 of address 00FF,6), four different operation modes 
can be selected; single7chip mode, memory expanding 
mode, microprocessor mode and evaluation chip (eva
chip) mode. In the memory expanding mode, micro

processor mode and eva-chip mode, PO - P2 and P4 can 
be used as multiplexed 1/0 for address, data and control 
signals, as well as the normal functions of the 1/0 ports. 
Figure 23 shows the functions of ports PO- P2, and P4 cor
responding to each mode. 
The memory map of the single-chip mode is illustrated in 
Figure 1, and the other modes are shown in Figure 22. By 
connecting the CNVss to Vss, all four modes can be 
selected through software by changing the processor mode 
regsiter. Connecting CNVss to Vee automatically forces the 
microcomputer into microprocessor mode. Supplying 10V to 
CNVss places the microcomputer in the eva-chip mode. 

The four different modes are explained as follows: 

Internal RAM 
0000,6 '--___ ~ 

Memory 

expanding mode 

Eva-chip 

mode 

Microprocessor 

mode 

The shaded area is external memory area. 

Fig. 22 External memory area In processor mode 

(1) Single-chip mode (00) 

The microcomputer will automatically be in the single
chip mode when started from reset, if CNVss is con
nected to Vss. Ports PO- P4 will work as original 1/0 

ports. 
(2) Memory expanding mode (01) 

The microcomputer will be placed in the memory ex
panding mode when CNVss is connected to Vss and 
the processor mode bits are set to "01". This mode is 
used to add external memory when the internal mem
ory is not sufficient. 

The lower 8 ,bits of address data for port PO is output 

when </> goes to the "H"state. When </> goes to the "L" 

state, PO retains its original 1/0 functions. 
Port P1 's higher 8 bits of address data are output when 
</> goes "H" state and as it changes back to the "L" 
state it retains its original I/O functions. 
Port P2 retains its original output functions while </> is at 
the "H" state, and works as a data bus of D7 - Do 
(including instruction code) while at the "L" state. 
Pins P4, and P40 output the SYNC and R/W control 
signals, respectively while </> is in the "H" state. 
When in the "L" state, P4, and P40 retain their original 
1/0 functions. 
The R/W output is used to readlwrite from Ito the out
side. When this pin is in the "H" state, the CPU reads 
data, and when in the "L" state, the CPU writes data. 
The SYNC is a synchronous signal which goes "H" 
state when it fetches the OP code . 

. (3) Microprocessor mode (10) 

After connecting CNVss to Vee and initiating a reset, 
the microcomputer will automatically default to this 
mode. The relationship between the input level of 
CNVss and the processor mode is shown in Table 2. 
In this mode, port PO and P1 are used as the system 
address bus and the original function of the 1/0 pin is 
lost. Port P2 becomes the data bus (D7- Do) and loses 
its normal 1/0 functions. Port P4, and P40 become the 
SYNC and R/W pins respectively and the normal 1/0 

functions are lost. 
(4) Eva-chip mode (11) 

When 10V is supplied to the CNVss pin, the micro
computer is forced into the eva-chip mode. This mode 
has almost the same function as the memory ,expanding. 

mode except that it needs all its programs to come 
from the outside (including ROM programs). The main 
purpose of this mode is to evaluate ROM programs 
prior to masking them into the microcomputer's internal 
ROM. 
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1\ TM, 0 0 1 1 

\ ™o 0 1 1 0 

.~ Single-chip mode Memory expanding mode Eva-chip mode Microprocessor mode 

Port 

.d I r j I I j I r 
Port PO Ports PO,- POo Ports PO,-POo Same as left Ports PO,- POo 

)( 1/0 Port )( Af,~~s X 1/0 Port '1:.. Y.. Address )C A, .... Ao 

.J I r j I I j I r 
Port P1 Ports P1,-P1 0 Ports P1,- P1 0 

Same as left Ports P1,-P1 0 

)( 1/0 Port =mxI/OPort )( J( Address ~ A'5-A• A'5-A• 

.J I I j I I" j I I 
Port P2 

Ports P2,-P20 
Same as left Ports P2,-P20 Ports P2,- P20 

)( 1/0 Port ~Data )( )------< ~~~o ~. 1/0 Port , 0,-00 

.:d I I j I I" j I I 
Ports P4,-P40 Ports P4,- P42 Ports P4,-P42 

)( 1/0 Port )( 1/0 Port )( 1/0 Port 

Port P4 Same as left 
Port P4, Port P4, 

J( SYNC ~ )( SYNC 'I:.. 
Port P40 Port P40 

~ 1/0 Port 'f.. )( R/Iii '£ 
Fig. 23 Processor mode and functions of ports PO~P2. P4 

Tabie 2. neiationship between Ci\iVss pin input ievei and processor mode 

CNVss Mode 

Vss • Single-chip mode 
• Memory expanding mode 

.. Eya~chip mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

Vee • Eva-chip mode 
• Microprocessor mode 

lOV • Eva-chip mode 

Explanation 

The single-chip mode Is set by the reset. 
All modes can be selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

,The microprocessor mode is set by the reset. 

Eva-chip mode can be also selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

Eva-chip mode only . 

• . MITSUBISHI 
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CLOCK GENERATING CIRCUIT 
The M50944-XXXSP has two internal clock generating cir
cuit. Figure 26 shows a block diagram of the clock generat-

. ing circuit. Normally, the frequency applied to the clock in
put pin X1N divided by four is used as the internal clock 
(timing output) ¢. Bit 7 of serial 1/01 mode register can be 
used to switch the iniernal clock ¢ to 112 the frequ'ency ap

plied to the clock input pin XCIN' 

Figure 24 shows a circuit example using a ceramic (or 
crystal) oscillator. Use the manufacture's recommended 
values for constants such as capacitance which will differ 
depending on each oscillator. When using an external clock 
signal, input from the X1N (XCIN ) pin and leave the XOUT 

(XCOUT ) pin open. A circuit example is shown in Figure 25. 
The M50944-XXXSP has two low power dissipation modes; 
stop and wait. The microcomputer enters a stop mode 
when the STP instruction is executed. The oscillator (both 
X1N clock and XC1N clock) stops with the internal clock ¢ 

held at "H" level" In this case, ¢ 14 is selected as timer 3 
prescaler input. Before executing the STP instruction, 
appropriate values must be set in timer 3 prescalerand 

timer 3 to enable the oscillator to stabilize when restarting 
oscillation. And the timer 3 count stop bit must be set to 
supply ("0"), timer 3 interrupt enable bit must be set to en
able ("1"), and timer 3 interrupt request bit must be set to 
no request ("0"), INT2 or timer 3 interrupt enable bit must 
be set to disable ("0") and INT2 or timer 3 interruplrequest 
bit must be set to no request ("0"). 
Oscillation is restarted (release the stop mode) when INT1, 

INT2, INT3, INT4,or serial 1/01 interrupt is received. The in
terrupt enable bit of the interrupt used to release the stop 
mode must be set to "1". When restarting oscillation with an 
interrupt, the internal clock ¢ is held "H" until timer 3 over
flows and is not supplied to the CPU. When oscillation is 
restarted by reset, "L" level must be kept to the RESET pin 
until the oscillation stabilizes because no wait time is 
generated. 
The microcomputer enters a wait mode when the WIT in
struction is executed. The internal clock ¢ stops at "H" 
level, but the oscillator does not stop. ¢ is re-supplied (wait 

mode release) when the microcomputer is reset or when it 
receives an interrupt. Instructions can be executed im
mediately because the oscillator is not stopped. The inter
rupt enable bit of the interrupt used to reset the wait mode 
must be set to "1" before executing the WIT instruction. 
Low power dissipation operation is also achieved when the 
X1N clock is stopped and the internal clock ¢ is generated 
from the XC1N clock (120" A max. at f (XCIN ) = 32kHz). X1N 

clock oscillation is stopped when the bit 6 of serial 1/02 

mode register (address 00F61s) is set and restarted .when 
it is cleared: However, the wait time until the oscillation sta
bilizes must be generated with a program when restarting. 
An "L" level must be kept to the RESET pin until the 
oscillation stabilizes when resetting while the X1N clock is 

stopped. Figure 27 shows the transition of states for the 
system clock. 

M50944-XXXSP. 

28 31 
Rd 

Jr CeouT 

Fig. 24 External ceramic resonator circuit 

Fig. 25 

M50944-XXXSP 

28 t 29 
External OPEN 

Oscillating 
Circuit 

Vee JlJ1.fLJlJ 
Vss 

XC1N XCOUT 

30 f 31 
External 

Oscillating 
Circuit or 

External pulses 

Vee ---, r---l 
Vss ~' L 

External clock input circuit 
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Q 

XOUT 

System clock 
stop bit 

sl--------,-----Is 

R STP 
instruction 

WIT 
instruction 

R 

Q 

Interrupt 
disable 
flag I 

Fig. 26 Block diagram of clock generating circuit 
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R. 

Internal clock 
timing output ¢ 

___ ...... Reset 

STP instruction 

INT, interrupt enable 

INT, interrupt request 
(or timer 1 ) 

Timer 2 interrupt enable 

Timer 2 interrupt request 
(or serial 1/0, ) 

INT, interrupt enable 

INT, interrupt request 
(or timer3) 

INT3 interrupt enable 

INT3 interrupt request 
(or timer4) 

INT4 interrupt enable 

INT4 interrupt request 
(or A-D) 
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[ Reset J 
when ClK option "0" 

S,M6=1 S, M6=O (Note 2) 

4MHz STOP 

32kHz Oscillation 

¢ =16kHz 

when ClK option "1" . 

¢=STOP 

Note 1. At recovery from the STP Instruction, wait time occurs automatically by connecting timer 3 prescaler and timer 3. 

This time is set by the program. 

2. When S1M6=1, and unsystem clock is operated, a programmed wait time may be necessary to allow the oseila

tor stabilize. 

3. When connected the clock divided by four as the count source of timer, frequency of count source is 4kHz. 

Transition of states for the system clock 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Normal operation 

Operation on the clock 
function only 

Return from clock function 

RAM backup function 

Return from RAM backup 
function 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0944-XXXSP/FP 

. SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

<An example of flow for system> 

(1) When ClK option "0" 
Power on reset 

l 

(2) When ClK option "I" 
POWt on reset 

Clock X and Clock for clock function Xc oscillation 
l 

Internal system clock start (X-I/4- ¢) 
. l __ 

Clock for clock fu~ction Xc oscillation 

Internal system clock start (Xc -1/2- </» 

!--
Program start from RESET vector 

, \ Program start fr01 RESET vector 

1 Normal program 1 -Operation at 4 MHz 

Internal clock ¢ source switching X( 4 MHz)-XcLK(32. 768kHz)(S, M7: 0 - I ) 
l 

Clock X halt (Xc in operation)(S,M.= I ) 
l~--~~~--~--------------------~ 

Internal clock halt (WIT Instruction) 
l 

Internal clock operation start (WIT instruction) lTimer I (clock co~nt) overflow 

1 Clock ~roceSSing routine 1 - Operating at 32. 768kHz 

Internal clock halt (WIT instruction) 

INT, or timer I • timer 2 or serial 1/0" INT2 or timer 3 INT 3 or timer 4. INT. 
l 

Internal clock operation start (WIT instruction released) 
l 

Program start fr0"I interrupt vector 

Clock X oscillation start (S,M.= 0) 
l 

Oscillation rise time routine (software) 

l 

-Operating at 32. 768kHz 

Internal clock ¢ soupe switching (Xc-X) (S, M7: I - 0 ) 
\ 

1 Normal program 1 -Operating at 4M.Hz 

STP instruction preparation (pushing registers) 

l 

-Operation at 
32. 768kHz 

Timer3 interrupt disable (IF1 o=1. IM.=O)' Timer3 -interrupt no request (IF1,=0. IMs=O) 
l 

Timer 3 count stop bit resetting (TMs = 0 ) 
l 

Clock X and clock function Xc halt (STP instruction) 
\ 

RAM backup status -I 

Interrupts from INT,. INT2• INT3 • INT. or serial 1/0, 
l 

Clock X and clock for clock function Xc oscillation start 
l 

Timer 3 overflow (X/16 or Xc/8-timer 3 prescaler-timer 3) 
(Automatically connected-by the hardware) 

l 
Internal system clock start (X/4 or Xc/2-¢) 

l 
Program start from interrupt vector 

\ 

Normal program 
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PROGRAMING NOTES 
(1) The frequency ratio of the timer is 1/(n+1).(n=0-

255) 

(2) When the timer 1, timer 2, timer 3 or timer 4 is input 
the clock except ",/4 or it divided by timer, read the 
contents of these timers either while the input of these 
timers are not changing or after counting of timers are 
stopped. 

(3) Even though the BBC andBBS instructions are ex
ecuted after the interrupt request bits are modified (by 
the program)" those instructions are only valid for the 
contents before the modification. Also, at least one in.
struction cycle must be used (such as NOP) between 
the modification of the interrupt request bits and the 
execution of the BBC and BBS instructions. 

(4) After the ADC and SBC instructions are executed (in 
decimal mode), one instruction cycle (such as a NOP) 
is needed before the SEC, CLC, or CLD intructiQns are 
executed: 

(5) A NOP instruction must be used after the execution of 
a PLP instruction. 

(6) Notes on serial 1101 

CD Set "0" in the serial 1101 interrupt enable bit (bit 6 of 
address 00FF16) before setting the serial 1101 mode. 

® Insert at least one instruction and set "0" in the serial 110 

interrupt request bit (bit 7 of address 00FF16 ) after set
ting the serial 1101 mode. 

@ Set "1" in the serial 1101 interrupt enable bit after the 
operation described in ®. 

(7) The timer 3 prescaler and the timer 3 must be set the 
necessary value immediately before the execution of a 
STP instruction. 

(8) . The VREF pin must be kept open or connected to Vss at 
the low power dissipation mode. 

(9) Use the LOA (immidiate, T = 1) instruction to modify 
the interrupt request distinguish register. SEB and CLB 
instructions can be used only when interrupts in the 
register are not generated at executing these instruc
tions. 

00) Do not write any data into an address where no regis
ter nor port is assigned. 

DATA REQUIRED FOR MASK ORDERING 
Please send the following data for mask orders. 
(1) mask ROM confirmation form 
(2) mark specification form 
(3) ROM data .......................................... EPROM 3 sets 

Write the following option on the mask ROM cofirmation 
form 

Port PO pull-up transistor bit 
Port P1 pull-up transistor bit 
Port P2 pull-up transistor bit 
Port P3 pull-up transistor bit 
Port P4 pull-up transistor bit 
Clock source option at reset 
STP instruction 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage CNVss, POo-PO" Pto-Pt" P2o-P2, 

V, Input voltage Ro ....... R3, XIN. XCINo RESET With respect to Vss 

V, Input voltage P30 ....... P37• P4o ...... P47, INo ...... IN7. VREF Output Transistors are at "OFF" state. 

Vo Output voltage P30 ....... P37,P4o ....... P47, XCOUT, XOUT, rp 

Vo Oulpul voltage POo-PO" Pto-Pt" P2o-P2, 

Pd Power Dissipation Ta =2S'C 

Topr Operating Temperature 

Tstg Storage Temperature 

Note 1. 600mW for QFP type. 

RECOMMEND OPERATING CONDITIONS 
(Vee= 5 V±10%, Ta=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

I f(x,N l=4MHz 4.5 5 5.5 V 
Vee Supply vollage 

I f(x'Nl~lMHz 3 5 5.5 V 

Vss Supply vollage 0 V 

V ,H "H" input voltage P30-P370 P4o-P4" INo-IN"CNVss O.BVee Vee V 

V ,H "H" input voltage Ro ...... R3 O. 4Vee Vee V 

V ,H "H" input voltage RESET, X1N • XCIN O. BVee Vee V 

V ,H "H" input vollage POo-PO" Pto-Pt" P2o-P2, O. BVee 12 V 

V'L 
"L" input voltage POo-PO" Pto-Pt" P2o-P2, 

0 0. 2Vee V 
P30-P3" P4o-P4" INo-IN" CNVss 

V'L "L" input voltage Ro ....... R3 0 0. 12Vee V 

V,L "L" input voltage RESET 0 O. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage X1N , XC1N 0 O. 16Vee V 

IOL(Sum) "L" sum output current POO ....... P07, P1o ....... Ph, P2o ...... P27 60 mA 

IOH(sum) "H" sum output current P30 ...... P37. P4o--P47 -30 mA 

IOL(Sum) "L" sum output current P30 ...... P37• P4o ........ P47 60 mA 

IOLtpeakl "L" peak output current POO ........ P07. P1o ........ P1 7. P2o ....... P27 20 mA 

IOHloeakl "H" peak output current P30 ...... P37, P4o ...... P47 -10 mA 

IOLtoeakl "L" peak output current P30 ...... P37, P4o ...... P47 20 rnA 

loLlaVQI "L" average output current POo--P07. P1 o ........ P1 7. P2o ....... P27 10 mA 

loH lavQ) "H" average output current P30 ...... P37. P4o ....... P47 -5 mA 

IOLtavQI "L" average output current P30 ....... P37. P4o ........ P47 10 mA 
Vec=5V 4.3 

f(XIN) Clock oscillating frequency MHz 
Vcc=3V 1.1 

Clock oscillating frequency Vee=SV 500 
feXCIN) kHz 

for clock function Vec=3V 300 

Note 1. The maximum "H" input voltage for CNVss is +12V. 
2. The duty cycle for these oscillation frequency is 50%. 
3. When the low speed mode is used, the clock input oscillation frequency for the timer must satisfy 

the following expression: f(XCINl<f(X,Nl!3 
4. The avarage output current 10Hlavgl and 10Llavgl are the average value during a lOOms cycle. 
5. f(xelNI must be less than 50kHz when the external clock is to be used. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Ratings Unit 

-0.3-7 V 

-0.3-13 V 

-0.3-7 V 

-,0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

-0.3-13 V 

1000( Note 1) mW 

-10-70 ·c 
-40-125 ·c 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0944-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (vcc= 5 V±10%, Vss= a v, T a=25'C, t(X[N)= 4 MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

VOH "H" output vottage P3,-P3,. P4,-P4, 

VOH "H" output voltage ¢ 

"L" output voltage PO,-PO" Pl,-Pl,. 
VOL 

P2,-P2" P30-P3,. P4o-P4, 

VOL "L" output voltage ¢ 

Hysteresis P30/INT,. P3,ItNT, 
Vr+-VT-

P4,/INT,. P4,/INT, 

--
Vr+-VT- Hysteresis RESET 

Vr+-VT- Hysteresis P36/CLK, • P46/CLK, 

Vr+-VT- Hysteresis X1N 

Vr+-VT- Hysteresis P3,/CNTR 

I[L 
"L" input current POo ....... P07, P1 o ........ Ph 

P2o-P2,. P3,-P3,. P4,-P4, 

I[L "Lit input current INo ........ IN7 

I[L "L" Input current RESET, X1N • XC1N • Ro-R3 

I[H 
"H" input current POo-PO,. Pl,-Pl,. 

P2,-P2,. P30-P3" P4,-P4, 

I[H "H" Input current INo-IN, 

I[H "H" input current RESET, X1N , XC1N • Ro ........ R3 

I[H "H" input current VREF 

Icc Supply current 

IACC Supply current tor A-O 
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Test conditions 

Vcc=5V.loH=-SmA 

Vcc=3V, IOH=-l. 5mA 

Vcc=SV.loH=-2.5mA 

Vcc=3V. 10H=-0. 8mA 

Vcc=SV. 10L =10mA 

Vcc=3V. 10L =3mA 

Vcc=5V. 10L =2. SmA 

Vcc=3V, IOL =0. SmA 

use as interrupt Vcc- 5V 

input Vcc=3V 

Vcc=5V 

Vcc=3V 

use as elK Vcc=SV 

input Vcc=3V 

Vcc=5V 

Vcc=3V 

Vcc=5V 
Use as CNTR input 

Vcc=3V 

V[=OV without Vcc=SV 

pull·up Tr. Vcc=3V 

V[-OV, with Vcc-5V 

pull-up Tr. Vcc=3V 

V[=OV 
Vcc=5V 

Vcc=3V 

V[=OV 
Vcc=5V 

Vcc=3V 

Vr=5V, without pull-up transistor 

Vr=5V, not use as analog input 

V[=5V 

V[=SV 

Open output ports, 

Vp=Vcc. 

Input port is Vss, 

at normal operation. 

Open output ports, 

Vp=Vcc, 

Input port is Vss. 

at wait mode. 

Open output ports. 

Vp=Vcc, Input port isVss, 

at normal operation, stop 

XIN and XOUT, XCIN=32kHz. 

Open output ports. 

Vp=Vcc, Input port is Vss, 

at wait mode, stop X1N 

and XOUT, XCIN=32kHz. 

Stop all oscillation. 

at A-D converting time 

• MITSUBISHI 
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X[N=4M Hz. V cc=SV 

X[N=l MHz. Vcc=3V 

X[N=4MHz.Vcc=SV 

X[N=l MHz. Vcc=3V 

Vcc=SV 

Vcc=3V 

Vcc=5V 

Vcc=3V 

Ta=2S"C 
Vcc- SV 

Vcc=3V 

Vcc=SV 
Ta=70"C 

Vcc=3V 

Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

3 

2 
V 

3 

2 
V 

2 

1 
V 

2 

1 
V 

0.3 1 

0.15 0.7 
V 

0.5 0.7 

0.35 
V 

0.3 1 

0.15 0.7 
V 

0.1 0.5 
O. 06 0.3 

V 

0.3 1 

0.15 0.7 
V 

-5 

-4 

-35 -70 -140 
pA 

-12 -25 -40 

-5 

-4 
pA 

-5 

-4 
pA 

5 pA 

5 pA 
5 pA 
5 rnA 

3 6 

rnA 
0.4 

1 

rnA 
0.2 

60 200 

pA 
25 

40 

pA 
15 

0_ 1 1 

O. 06 

1 10 
pA 

0_ 6 

2 4 rnA 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0944-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

t-_U _____ -4--tXOUToutput pins open X, =4MHz Ceramic resonator 

Input pins X, =32. 768kHz ~~~~~t~~ystal 

Vss 

C, =C, =150pF 

R, =lMD 

C, =10pF 

C, =30pF 

R, =10MO 

R, =100kD 

Fig. 28 Test circuit for measuring supply current 

A-O CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V. Vss;"OV, Ta=25'C, f(X ,N )=4MHz. unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

- Resolution 

- Absolute accuracy 

RLADDER Ladder resistor value 

tCONV Conversion time 

V REF Reference input voltage 

V'A Analog input voltage 

Test conditions 

Vcc= AVcc=VREF=5.12V 

High-speed: ¢=1 MHz 

Low-speed: ¢=1 MHz 

.• MITSUBISHI 
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Min. 

1 

Limits 

Typ. Max. 

8 
±3 

72 

288 
Vee 

VREF 

Unit 

bits 

LSB 

k!l 

!-,s 

!-,S 

V 

V 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0944-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS 
Single-chip mode (Vcc= 5 V±lO%, Vss= 0 V, T a=25<C, f(XIN)= 4 MHz unless other wise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tsu(POO-<,f» Port PO input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P1D-¢) Port P1 input setup time 270 ns 

t SU (P2D-¢) Port P2 input setup'time 270 ns 

tSU (P3D-¢) Port P3 input 'setup time 270 ns 

t SU (P4D-1» Port P4 input setup time 270 ns 

t SU (RD-1» Port R input setup time 270 ns 

ISU(IND-¢) Port IN input setup time 270 ns 

th(1)-POOl Port PO input hold time 20 ns 

th(¢-P101 Port P1 input hold time 20 ns 

th(QI-P2Dl Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

th(¢-P3Dl Port P3 input hold time 20 ns 

th(¢-P40) Port P4 input hold time 20 ns 

Ih(¢-RO) Port R input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-INDl Port IN input hold time 20 ns 

tC(XIN) External clock inp'ul cycle time (X1N ) 230 ns 

Iw(x ) External clock input pulse width (X1N) 75 ns 

tC(XCIN) External clock input cycle time (XC1N ) 2 ms 

tW(XCIN) External clock input pulse width (XCIN) 1 ms 

tr External clock rising e_dge time 25 ns 

tf External clock falling edge time 25 ns 

Memory expanding mode and eva-chip mode 
(Vcc=5V±10%, Vss= 0 v, T a=25'C, f(XIN)= 4 MHz unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 
Min. 

tSU(POD ¢) Port PO input setup time 270 

tSU (P1D-1» Port P1 input setup time 270 

t SU (P2D-1» Port P2 input setup time 270 

th(¢-poo) Port PO input hold time 20 

th(¢' P10) Port P1 input hold time 20 

th(1)-P2D) Port P2 input hold time 20 

Microprocessor mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss= 0 v, T a=25'C, f(XIN)= 4 MHz unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

t SU (P2D-f) Port P2 input setup time 

th(f-P2D) Port P2 input hold time 
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Parameter 

•. MITSUBISHI 
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Test conditions 
Min. 

270 

20 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

Limits 

T T Unit 
Typ. Max. 

T 1 ns -r T ns 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0944-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 
Single-chip mode (Vee=5V±10%, Vss= 0 v, T a=25°C, f, xlN)= 4 MHz unless otherwise noted) 

Parameter' 
Limits 

Symbol Test conditions Unit 
Min. Typ. ' Max. 

td(¢-poo) Port PO data output delay time 230 ns 

td(¢-P10) Port P,l data output delay time 230 ns 

tdl¢-p2Q) Port P2 data output delay time Fig. 29 230 ns 

tdl¢-P30) Port P3 data output delay time 230 ns 

tdC¢-P40) Port P4 data output delay time 230 ns 

Memory expanding mode and eva-chip mode 
(Vee=5V±10%, Vss= 0 v, Ta=25°C, f'X'N)= 4 MHz unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 
Min. 

tdC¢-POA) Port PO address output delay time 

td(¢-POAF) Port PO address output delay time 

tdl¢-poo) Port PO data output delay time 

td(¢-POQF) Port PO data output delay time 

td(¢-P1A) Port P1 address output delay time 

td(¢-P1AF) Port Pl address output delay time 

td(¢-P1Q) Port Pl data output delay time 

td(¢-P1QF) Port Pl data output delay time 

td{¢-P20) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(4)-P20F) Port P2 data output delay time 
Fig. 29 

td(¢-R/W) R/W signal output delay time 

td(</>-R/WF) R/W signal output delay time 

tdl¢-P4oO) Port P40 data output delay time 

tdl¢-P4nOF) Port P40 data output delay time 

td(4)-SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 

tde ¢-SYNCF) SYNC signal output delay time 

td(¢-P40) Port P41 data output delay time 

tde¢-P4 OF) Port P41 data output delay time 

Microprocessor mode (Vee=5V±10%, Vss= 0 v, Ta=25°C, f'X'N)= 4 MHz unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

td(¢-POA) Port PO address output delay time 

td(<I>-P1A) Port P1 address output delay time 

td(¢-P20) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(<I>-P20F) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(¢-R/W) R/W signal output delay time 

td(<I>-SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 

vee 

lkU 
PO 0 Pl 
P2 J 100pF 
P3 
P4 

</> ± 100pF 

Fig, 29 Test circuit of ports PO~J:'4 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Test conditions 

Fig. 29 

Min. 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

300 ns 

300 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

250 ns 

250 ns 

300 ns 

300 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 
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TIMING DIAGRAMS 
In single-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port P1 output 

Port P1 input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

. Port P3 output 

Port P3 input 

Port P4 output 

Port P4 input 

Port R input 

Port IN input 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0944-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

--.-/ " / 

- - td I.-POO) 

)< 

tsu (POD-4>l f---

~ th (¢-POD 

- f--- Id (¢- P 10) 

)< 

tsu (PlD-,p' i---

- th(o;t>-P1D 

- Ltd (¢-P2Q) 

I 

tsu IP2D-¢J t--

-J_ th (¢-P2 01 

- t:=. td (¢- P3Q) 

I 

tsu (P3D- ¢) -
---"> th {</J-P3D - _td 1'-P401 

)< 

tsu (P4D- ¢) I--

- -- th (¢-P4D 

tSU(RD-¢ ) I-

- th(¢-RDl 

tSU(INO-¢ ) f'--

tC(XINl or tC(XCIN) --'" th(1)-IND) 

tW(XIN) or tW(XCIN) J 
cl 

---III' / 

-II I-- Ir 
~~ 

..-- tf 
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In memory expanding mode and eva-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port P1 oUlput --__ r' 

Port P1 input 

Port P2 output 

PorI P2 input 

Port P40 output (R/W) --___ I-' 

Port P4, output (SYNC) 
---I-' 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50944-XXXSP/FP 

SIN~LE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

• MITSUBISHI 
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td(</>-POOFl 
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In microprocessor mode 

Port PO output 

Port P1 output 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P40 output (R/W) 

Port P4, output (SYNC) 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS09S0-XXXSP 
MS0951-XXXSP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

DESCRIPTION, 
The M50950-XXXSP and the M50951-XXXSP are single

chip microcomputers designed with CMOS silicon gate 

technology. Both are housed in a 52-pin shrink plastic 
molded DIP. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

These single-chip microcomputers are useful for business 

equipment and other consumer applications. 

In addition to their simple instruction set, the ROM, RAM, 

and I/O addresses are placed on the same memory map to 
enable easy programming. 
These microcomputers are also suitable for applications 
which reguire fluorescent display tubes. 

The differences between the M50950-XXXSP and the 

M50951-XXXSP are noted below. The following explana

tions apply to the M50950-XXXSP. Specification variations 
for other chips, these are noted accordingly. 

L Type name ROM size 

I M50950-XXXSP 6144bytes 

I M50951-XXXSP 4096bytes 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions""""""'"'''''''''''''''''''' 69 
• Memory size ROM """'''6144 bytes (M50950-XXXSP) 

4096 bytes (M50951-XXXSP) 

RAM"'"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 144 bytes 

• Instruction execution time 
.... 1.6,us (minimum instructions, at 5MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply f (XIN )=5MHz""""""""5V±10% 

• Power dissipation 
normal operation mode (at 5MHz frequency)"" 20mW 

low-speed operation mode (at 32kHz frequency 
for clock function) """"""""""."""."""."". OAmW 

• Subroutine nesting """""""""''''''''' .. 72 levels (Max.) 
• Interrupt ............ · .... , ............ · ........ , .. ? types, 5 vectors 

• 8-bit timer"'''''''''''''''''''3 (2 when used as serial 1/01 ) 

• Programmable I/O ports (Ports P2Q , P2" P3, P4)"""'14 
• Input ports (Port P5)" ................. " ........................... 6 

• High-voltage output ports (Ports PO, P1, P2 2-P27)"" 22 
• Serial I/O (8-bit) , ...... , ..... : ........... , ........................... 2 

• Two clock generator circuit (One is for main clock, the 
other is for clock function) 

APPLICATION 
Office automation equipment 

VCR, Tuner, Audio-visual equipment 

I 
I 
I 

I P24 - 1 
High-voltage P2-
1/0 port P2 1 3 

P22 -

1/0 port P2 I P2, - 4 
I P20 - 5 

I P43/SROY2 - 6 

,110 port P42/CLK2 - 7 
P4 P41/SoUT2 ......... 8 

P4o/S IN2 ......... 9 

110 port 
P3 

Input 
port P5 

P37/SRDY1"""'" 10 

P36/CLK, - 11 

P3s/SoUT1"""'" 12 

CNVss 

Reset input RESET -+ 21 

Clock input 

Clock output XOUT - 23 

~:~~~ ~~~~~i~~ XC1N -+ 24 

Clock output X COUT - 25 

for clock V ss 
function 

Outline 52P48 
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Vee 

l High-voltage 
1110 port P2 

High-voltage 
output port PO 

Hlgh-.... oltage 
output port P1 

Pull down 
voltage input 

flnpu! port P5 

Timing output 
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N 

I 
.". 
Cl 
Cl 

,. 
1"13: r""_ 
I"I-f 
(,,)CII 
-fC: ::u= niii := 

M50950-XXXSP BLOCK DIAGRAM 
Clock output for clock function 

Clock output Timing output 
Clock Input Clock input for clock function 

X!N XOUTXCINXCOUT ¢ 
_ (5V) (OV) 
RESET Vp Vee Vss CNVss 

r-
-----~-~-~--------------------------------~ 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

Clock 
generating 

circuit 

8-bit 
arithemetic 

and 
logical unit 

L-

'---,--

PO(8) 

/ 

I 
1 

[~cess~J status 
register 

PS(8) 

Address bus 

RAM I Accumulator 144 bytes 

A(8) 

~ 

/ 
P1(8) 

/ / 

Data bus 

.Program Program 
counter counter 
PCH (8) PCL (8) 

Index Index 

register X(8) register Y(8) 

fr 

5110,(8) t ,.-

I--
SRDYl 

SINl SOUTl 

elK, 
~ 

P2(8) P3(8) /, 

,-i 

.-/ '-, 

n r Timer count source selection circuit I 
+ 

Stack (" ~ Timer2 

pOinter S(8) " T2(8) 

~ 
~ Timer 3 

" T3(8) 

I 
ROM j 

6144 bytes '--::i Timer 1 
(Note 1) 1 T1(8) 

ru j 
1 

I 1 I 

J~ t -
j 

SIIO,(8) 
'--

SADY2 
SlN2 SOUT2 

CLK2 1NT21NTt 

I P4(4) 1 I P5(6) 

i--' 
f.---/ '------., 

L 4 474 ~4 434 41 - 40 39 8 37X36X3 34X33 - 5X4XfX2 1 51'(5 0)(49 - liKi~5 14)~.g,u, 10>-- - ---- - 9 8 7 6 - 19 18 31 3 29 2 

High-voltage output port High-voltage output port 

Note 1: 4096 bytes for M50951-XXXSP 

I/O port P2 I/O port P3 

(a part of high-voltage port) 

----
I/O port P4 Input port P5 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

l~ 
II nstruction .1 

register (8) 

U I Instruction I 
decoder 

t , 
Control signal 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
/ 

I 

- ~ 

CII 

Z 
C) 
r-
1"1'1 
(, 
:z: 

" 
C!O 3: 
= ::::j 
-f CII 

c: 
(") = 
== 

s: s: iii 
() en en :z: CII 

== 
00 == 
U)U) (") 

(") en en ::u ::u .... 0 () () . . (") 
(") >< ><' () () 

== 
><>< ~ 

" ><>< S c: 
-f (lHn 1"1'1 
1"1'1 "V"V ~ ::u 



FUNCTIONS OF M50950-XXXSP 
Parameter 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction execution time 

Clock frequency 

ROM 
Memory size 

RAM 

PO, Pl 

P2,-P2, 

P20, P2, 
Input/Output ports 

P3 

P4 

P5 

Serial I/O 

Timers 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupts 

Clock generating circuit 

Supply voltage 

at high-speed operation 

Power dissipation at low-speed operation 

at stop mode 

Input/Output voltage 

Input/Output characteristic 

Output current 

Memory expansion 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

Package 

Output 

Output 

I/O 

I/O 

I/O 

Input 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS09S0-XXXSP 
MS0951-XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

69 

,. 6ps (minimum instructions, at 5MHz frequency) 

5MHz 

6144bytes (4096bytes for M5095l-XXXSP) 

l44bytes 

8-bitX2 (high-voltage P-channel transistor: Vcc-36V) 

6-bitXl (high-voltage P-channel transistor: Vcc -36V) 

2-bitXl (N-channel open drain) 

8-bitXl (a part is used both as serial I/O, and I/O port) 

4-bitXl (used both as serial I/O, and I/O port) 

6-bitXl (a part is used both as INT" INT, and I/O port) 

8-bitX2 

8-bit timerX3 (2 when serial I/O is used) 

72 levels (max) 

Two external interrupts, Three internal timer interrupts 

(or timerX2, 5 I/O,Xl) 

Two build-in circuits (ceramic-or quartz crystal oscillator) 

5V±lO% 

20mW (clock frequency X'N=5MHz) 

O. 4mW (clock frequency XC 'N=32kHz) 

lilA (at clock stop) 

l2V (Input/Output P20, P2" P3, P4) 

Vcc-36V (output PO, Pl, P2,-P2,) 

lOrnA (P20 , P2" P3, P4) 

-12mA (PO, Pl, P2,-P2,: high-voltage P-channel transistor) 

Possible 

-lO-70·C 

CMOS silicon gate process 

52-pin shrink plastic molded 01 P 

• MITSUBISHI 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

V p Pull-down voltage 

---
RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

X OUT Clock output 

</> Timing output 

XCrN Clock input for clock 

function 

XCOUT Clock output for clock 

function 

POO-P07 Output port PO 

P1 0 -P1 7 Output port P1 

P20 -P27 110 portP2 

P30 -P37 110 port P3 

P40 -P43 110 port P4 

P5,/INT, Input port P5 

P5,IINT, 

P54 -P5, 

2-402 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

110 

110 

110 

Input 

Input 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0950-XXXSP 
M50951-XXXSP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±1O% to Vee. and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected to Vss. 

This is the input voltage pin for the pull-down transistor of ports PO. P1 and P22 ....... P27. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2,us (under normal Vee 

conditions). 

If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" con,dition should be maintained for the 

required time. 

These are 1/0 pins 01 internal clock generating circuit for main clock. To control generating frequency, an 

external ceramic or a ,quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X1N and XOUT pins. If an external 

clock is used, the clock source should be connected the X,N pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

This is the timing output pi~. 

This Is the 110 pins of the clock generating circuit for the clock function. To control generating frequency, 

an external ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the XCIN and XCOUT pins. If an exter-

nal clock is used, the clock source should be connected to the, Xc IN pin and the XCOUT pin should be left 

open. This clock can be used as a program controlled the system clock. 

Port PO is an 8-bit output port. Output structure is high-voltage P-channeJ open drain. A pull-down transistor 

is built in between the Vp pin and this port. 

At reset, this port is set to a "L" level. 

Port P1 is an 8-bit output port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P2 is a 2-bit 110 port (P20• P2,) and a 6-bit high-voltageP-channel outputt port (P2,-P2,). 

For P20 and'P21, output structure is N-channel'open drain. A pull-down transistor is built in between the Vp 

pin and P2,-P2,. 

--
Port P3 is an 8-blt 1/0 port. When serial 1/0 1 is used, P3 7, P36 , P3s, and P34 work as SRDY1, CLKj, SOUTl, 

and S'N1 pins, respectively. P33 can be used as programmable output pin for the timer 1 overflow signal di-

vided by 2. 

Port P4 is an 4-bit 1/0 port. When serial 1/02 is used, P43, P42, -P4" and P40 work as SRDY2,CLK2, SOUT2, and 

S'N2 pins, respectively. 

Bits 2 and 3 of port P5 are 2-bit input port and are in common with Interrupt inputs. 

Bits 4-7 of port P5 are 4-bit Input port. 
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BASIC FUNCTION BLOCKS 

MEMORY 
A memory map for the M50950-XXXSP is shown in Figure 
1. Addresses E800 '6 to FFFF'6 are assigned to the built-in 

ROM area which consists of 6144 bytes. 

Addresses FOOO '6 to FFFF'6 are the ROM address area 
assigned to the M50951-XXXSP. 

Addresses FFOO '6 to FFFF'6 are a special address area 
(special page). By using the special page addressing 

mode of the JSR instruction, subroutines addressed on this 

page can be called with only 2 bytes. Addresses FFF4 '6 to 

Zero page 

ROM ROM 
(6144 bytes) (4096 bytes) 

for for 
M50950- M50951-
XXXSP XXXSP 

Flg.l Memory map 

RAM 

(144 bytes) 

Special 

page 

j DODO, 

OOSF, 

6 

6 

OOEO, 6 

OOFF, 6 

ESOO, 6 

FOOD" 

FFOO" 

fa'r FFF4" 

subroutine 

call 

FFFF" 

Not used 

Not used 

Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 
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FFFF '6 are vector addresses used for the reset and inter

rupts (see interrupt chapter). Addresses 0000 '6 to 00FF '6 

are the zero page address area. By using the zero page 

addressing mode, this area can also be accessed with 2 
bytes. The use of these addressing methods will greatly re

duce the object size required. The RAM, I/O port, timer, 

etc., are assigned to this area. 

Addresses 0000 ,6 to 008F'6 are assigned to the built-in 

RAM and consist of 144 bytes of static RAM. In addition to 

data storage, this RAM is use.d for the stack duririg sub

routine calls and interrupts. 

Decimal 

1 43 // 

/ 
/ 

/ 
1/ 

2 55 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

INT, 

/ 
/ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

/ 

\ 
\ , 

/ 
/ 

/ 
6 Port PO OOEO, 

OOE1, 

OOE2, 

00E3, 

OOE4, 

00E5, 

00E6, 

OOEl, 

ODES, 

OOE9, 

OOEA, 

ODES, 

OOEC, 

ODED, 

OOEE, 

OOEF, 

OOFO" 

00F1, 

00F2" 

00F3, 

OOF4, 

00F5, 

OOF6, 

OOFl, 

OOF8, 

OOF9, 

OOFA, 

6 

6 Port Pl 

6 

6 Port P2 

Port P2 dire:ctional 
6 register 

6 

6 

6 Port P3 

6 Port P3 ~~~~~:~~nal 

6 Port P4 

6 Port P4 ~~~~~:~~nal 

6 Port P5 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 Serial 110, register 

6 Serial 1/0, mode register 

6 Serial 1/0, mode register 

6 Serial 110, register 

6 

6 

6 Timer 1 

SilO, or timer 1 OOFS, 6 
\ 

Timer 2 

Timer 3 

INT, 

6 5535 RESET 

\ OOFC, 6 Timer 2 

\ OOFD, 6 Timer 3 

6 Interrupt control register \ OOFE, 

\ 00FF'6 Timer control register 
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CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) 
The CPU consists of 6 registers and is shown in Figure 2. 

ACCUMULATOR (A) 
The 8-bit accumulator (Al is the main register of the micro

computer. Data operations such as data transfer, Input/Out

put, etc., are executed mainly through accumulator. 

7 

A Accumulator 

0 

X Index register X 

y Index register Y 

S Stack pointer 

15 

PC" PCL Program counter 

Fig.2 Register structure 

INDEX REGISTER X (X) 
The index register X is an 8-bit register. 

In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 

added to the contents of the register X, specifies the real 
address. When the T flag in the processor status register is 

set to "1", the index register X itself becomes the address 

fOr the second OPERAND. 

INDEX REGISTER Y (Y) 
The index register Y is an 8-bit register. 
In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 

added to the contents of the register Y specifies the real 
address. 

7 

Processor status register 

Carry flag 

Zero flag 

Interrupt disable flag 

Decimal mode flag 

Break flag 

Index X mode flag 

Overflow flag 

Negative flag 
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STACK POINTER (S) 
The stack pOinter (S) is an a-bit register that contains the 

address of the next location in the stack. It is mainly used 
during interrupts and subroutine calls. The stack pointer is 
not automatically initialized after reset and should be initial
ized by the program using the TXS instruction. 

The contents of the stack pOinter is XX16 , the stack address 
is set to 00XX16. When using this microcomputer in the 
single-chip mode, the stack pOinter should be set at the 
bottom address of the internal RAM. 

When an interrupt occurs, the higher a bits of the program 
counter are pushed into the stack first, and then the lower a 

bits of the program counter are pushed into th~ stack. After 
each byte is pushed into the stack, the stack pointer is dec 

cremented by one. Next, the contents of the processor sta
tus register are pushed into the stack. When the return from 
interrupt instruction (RTI) is executed, the program counter 

are processor status register data is pulled off the stack in 
reverse order from above. 

The Accumulator is never pushed into the stack automati
cally. A Push Accumulator instruction (PHA) is provided to 

execute this function. Restoring the Accumulator to its pre
vious value is accomplished by the Pull Accumulator in
struction (PLA). It is executed in reverse order of the PHA 
instruction. 

The contents of the Processor Status Register (PS) are 
pushed (pulled) to (from) the stack with the PHP and PLP 
instructions, . respectively. Only the program counter is 

pushed into the stack during a subroutine call. Therefore, 
any registers that should not be destroyed should be 
pushed into the stack manually. The RTS instruction is 
used to return from a subroutine. 

PROGRAM COUNTER (P~ 
The 16-bit program counter consists of two a-bit registers 

PCH and PCL' The program counter is used to indicate the 
address of the next instruction to be executed. 

PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PS) 
The processor status register is composed entirely of flags 
used to indicate the condition of the processor immediately 
after an operation. Branch operations can be performed by 
testing the Carry flag (C), Zero flag (Z), Overflow flag (V) 
or the Negative flag (N). Each bit of the register is ex
plained below. 

1. Carry flag (C) 
The carry. flag contains the carry or borrow generated by 

the Arithmetic and Logical operation Unit (ALU) im
mediately after an operation. It also changed by the shift 
and rotate instructions. The set carry (SEC) and clear carry 
(CLC) instructions allow direct access for setting and 
clearing this flag. 

2. Zero flag (Z) 
This flag is used to indicate if the immediate operation 
generated a zero result or not. If the result is zero, the zero 
flag will be set to "1". If the result is not zero, the zero flag 
will be set to "0". 

3. Interrupt disable flag ( I ) 
This flag is used to disable all interrupts. This is accom
plished by setting the flag to "1". When an interrupt, this 
flag is automatically set to "1" to prevent other interrupts 

from interfering until the current interrupt is completed. The 
SEI and CLI instructions are used to set and clear this flag, 
respectively. 

4. Decimal mode flag (D) 
The decimal mode flag is used to define whether addition 
and subtraction are executed in binary or decimal. If the 
decimal mode flag is set to "1", the operations are ex
ecuted in decimal, if the flag is set to "0", the operations 
are executed in binary. Decimal correction is automatically 

executed. The SED and CLD instructions are used to set 
and clear this flag, respectively. 

5. Break flag (B) 
When the BRK instruction is executed, the same operations 
are performed as in an interrupt. The address of the inter
rupt vector of the BRK instruction is the same as that of the 
lowest priority interrupt. The contents of the B flag can be 
checked to determine which condition caused the interrupt. 
If the BRK instruction caused the interrupt, the break flag 
will be "1", otherwise it will be "0". 

6. Index X mode flag (T) 
When the T flag is "1", operations between memories are 
executed directly without passing through the accumulator. 
Operations between memories involving the accumulator 
are executed when the T flag is "0" (i. e., operation results 
between memories 1 and 2 are stored in the accumulator). 

The address of memory 1 is specified by the contents of 
the index register X, and that of memory 2 is specified by 
the normal addressing mode. The SET and CL T instructions 
are used to set and clear the index X mode flag, respec
tively. 
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7. Overflow flag (V) 
The overflow flag functions when one byte is added or sub

tracted as a signed binary number. When the result ex
ceeds +127 or -128, the overflow flag is set to "1". When 
the BIT instruction is executed, bit 6 of the memory location 
is input to the overflow flag. The overflow flag fs reset by 
the.CLV instruction and there is no set instruction. 

8. Negative flag (N) 
The negative flag is set whenever the result of a data trans
fer or operation is negative (bit 7 is set to "1"). Whenever 
the BIT instruction is executed, bit 7 of the memory location 

is input to the negative flag. There are no instructions for 
directly setting or resetting the negative flag. 

Table 1 Interrupt vector address and priority 

Interrupt 

RESET 

.INT, 

Timer 3 

Timer 2 

Timer 1 or seriall10 1 

INT2 (BRK) 

Interrupt 
request 

Priority 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Fig.3 Interrupt control 

Vector address 

FFFF'6, FFFE'6 

FFFD'6, FFFC'6 

FFFB'6, FFFA'6 

FFF9'6, FFF8'6 

FFF7'6, FFF6'6 

FFF5'6, FFF4'6 

INTERRUPT 
The M50950-XXXSP can be interrupted from seven 
sources; INT" Timer 3, Timer 2, Timer 1/Serial 1/0" or the 
I NT 2/BRK instruction. 
The-value of bit 20f the serial 1/0, mode register (address 
00F6,6 ) determines whether the interrupt is from timer 1 or 
from serial 1/0, . When bit 2 is "1" the interrupt is from se
rial 1/0" and when bit 2 is "0" the interrupt is from timer 1. 

Also, when the bit 2 is "1 ", parts of port 3 are used for serial 
1/0" These interrupts are vectored and their priorities are 
shown in Table 1. Reset is included in this table since it 
has the same functions as the interrupt. 
When an interrupt is accepted, the contents of certain reg

isters are pushed into specified locations, (as discussed in 
the stack pOinter section) the interrupt inhibit flag (I) is set, 
the program jumps to the address specified by the interrupt 

vector, and the interrupt request bit is cleared automatical
ly. The reset interrupt is the highest priority interrupt and 
can never be inhibited. Except for the reset interrupt, all in
terrupts are inhibited when the interrupt inhibit flag is set to 
"1 ". All of the other interrupts can further be controlled indi
vidually via the interrupt control register shown in Figure 3. 
An interrupt is accepted when the interrupt enable bit and 

Interrupt control register (Address OOFE'6) 

Bit 7 : INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit 6 : INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Bit5: Timer2 interrupt request bit 

Bit 4 : Timer 2 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 3 : Timer 1 interrupt or serial 1/0, interrupt request bit 

Bit 2 : Timer 1 interrupt or serial 1/0, interrupt enable bit 

Bit 1 : INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit 0: INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Timer control register (Address OOFF'6) 

Bit 7 : Timer 3 interrupt request bit 

Bit 6 : Timer 3 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5 : Timer 2 count stop bit 

Bit 4 : Timer 3 count source selection bit 

Bit 3 : Timer 2 count source selection bit 

Bit 2 : Timer 1 count source selection bit 

Bitl : ) 
Bit 0: Processor mode bit 
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the interrupt request bit are both "1" and the interrupt in

hibit flag is "0". 

The interrupt request bits are set when the following condi

tions occur: 

(1) When the levels of pins INT, and INT2 change. 
(2) When the contents of timer 3, timer 2, timer 1 (or the 

serial 1/0, counter) go to "0". 

The level shift on the INT pins causing an interrupt varies 

depending on the contents of bits 5 and 6 of the serial 1/0 2 

mode register (address 00F5,6 ). When these bits are set to 

"0" and the INT level changes from "H" to " L" , an interrupt 

is requested. When these bits are set to "1" and the INT 

level changes from "L" to "H", an interrupt is requested. 

Bits 5 (S~M5) and 6 (S2M6) correspond to INT, and INT2, 

respectively. 

These request bits can be reset by the program but can not 

be set. 

Since the BRK instruction and the I NT 2 interrupt have the 

same vectored address, the contents of the B flag must be 

checked to determine if the BRK instruction caused the in

terrupt or if INT2 generated the interrupt. 

TIMER 

LlLll~JJJ 

LL 
Timer control register (Address OOFF,,) 

Processor mode bits 

00 : Single chip mode 

01 : M'lmory expanding mode 
10: Microprocessor mode 

11 .: Eva-chip mode 

Timer 1 count source selection bit 

0: 1/4 timing ¢ 
1 : Timer 3 overflow signal 

Timer 2 count source selection bit 

0: 1/4 timing ¢ 

1 : Clock for the clock function (XCIN ) 

Timer 3 count source selection bit 

a : Timer 2 overflow signal 

1 : Clock for the clock function (XCIN ) 

Timer 2 count stop bit 
a : Count start 
1 : Count stop 

Timer 3 interrupt enable bit 
a : Interrupt disable 

1 : Interrupt enable 

Timer 3 interrupt request bit 
a : No interrupt request 
1 : Interrupt request 

The M50950-XXXSP has three timers; timer 1, timer 2, and, 

timer 3. Since P3 (in serial 1/0, mode) and timer 1 use 

some of the same architecture, they cannot be used at the 
same time (see serial 1/0, section). The count source for 

each timer can be selected by using bit 2, 3 and 4 of the 

timer control register (address 00FF,6 ), as shown in Figure 

4. Fig.4 Configuration of timer control register 
A block diagram of timer 1 through 3 is shown in Figure 5. 

All of the timers are down count timers and have 8-bit 

latches. When a timer counter reaches "0", the contents of 

the reload latch are loaded into the timer at the next clock 

pulse. The division ratio of the timers is 1/(n+1), where n 

is the contents of the timer latch. 

The timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" at the next clock 

pulse after the timer reaches zero. The interrupt and timer 

control registers are located at addresses 00FE'6 and 

00FF,6, respectively (see interrupt section). The startingl 

stopping of timer 2 can be controlled by bit 5 of the timer 

control register. If bit 5 (address 00FF ,6 ) is "0", the timer 

starts counting and when bit 5 is "1", the timer stops. 

When the STP instruction is executed, or after reset, the 

timer 2 and timer 3 latch are set to FF1G and 07,6, respec-· 

tivery. 

After a STP instruction is executed, timer 2, timer 3, and the 
clock (¢ divied by 4) are connected in series (regardless 

of the status of bit 2 through 4 of the timer control register). 

This state is canceled if the timer 3 interrupt request bit is 

set to "1", or if the system is reset. Before the STP instruc

tion is executed, bit 5 of the timer control register (timer 2 
count stop bit) and bit 4 of the interrupt control register 
(timer 2 interrupt enable bit) must be set to "0". For more 

details on the STP instruction, refer to the oscillation circuit 
section. 
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X'N 

P3,/T 

P36 

P3, 

P4, 

P4, 

P3, latch 

81Mh Sl MO 
00, OJ : External clock 
10 : Timer 1 overflow signal 

divided by 2 

11 : Tlming.¢ divided by 4 

82M1, S2MO 
10 : Timer 1 overflow signal 

divided by 2 

11 : Timing ¢ divided by 4 

S,M 2 

P40 o--S--""'"'O-____ -+_--I 

S,M, 

P4, 

Block diagram of timer ,I, timer 2 and timer 3 

. • MITSUBISHI 
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Data bus 

Reset 

STPinstruction 

\----_ to timer 2 interrupt request bit 

\----~ to timer 3 interrupt '¥quest bit 

to timer 1 or serial 1/01 

interrupt request bit 

\----~to serial liD, e'nd bit 

TM : Timer control register (Address OOFF'6) 

S,M : Serial liD, mode register (Address OOF6,,) 

S,M : Serial liD, mode register (Address OOF5'6) --rr- Select gate: Connected to black 

col,ored side at reset. 
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SERIAL 1/01 
A block diagram of the serial 1/0, is shown in Figure 6. 

In the serial 1/0, mode the receive ready signal (SRDY')' 
synchronous input loutput clock (C.LK,), and the serial 1/0, 

pins (SOUT', S,N,) are used as P37, P36, P3s, and P34, re
spectively. 

The serial 1/0, mode register (address 00F6'6) is an 8-bit 
register. Bits 1 and 0 of this register is used to select a 

synchronous clock source. 
When these bits are (ooJ or (01 J , an external clock from 

P36 is selected. When these bits are (10J, the overflow sig

nal from timer 1, divided by two, becomes the synchronous 

clock. Therefore, changing the timer period will change the 

transfer speed. When the bits are (11J, the timing ¢ divided 

by 4, becomes the clock. 

Bit 2 and 3 decide whether parts of P3 will be used as a 

serial 1/0, or not. When bit 2 is a "1 ", P36 becomes an 1/0 

pin of the synchronous clock. When an internal synchronous 

clock is selected, the clock is output from P36. If an exter

nal synchronous clock is selected, the clock is input to P36 
and P3s will be a serial output and P34 will be a serial in

put. To use P34 as a serial input, set the directional register 
bit which corresponds to P34 to "0". For more information on 

the directional register, refer to the 1/0 pin section. 

from ¢ divided by 4 
. ortimer3 

P36 

P35 

P3, 

Divider (Address OOFA16 ) 

Serial 1/0, counter 

H--+--+---------1 Transfer clock 

SOUT1 

to timerl 
or 

serial 1/0, 
interrupt 

request bit 

r-~S~IN~, _ _+-~-r-~~-~MSB Serial 1/0, register LSB 

(Address 00F?'6) 

Data bus 

~~-L~ __ ~~~~~ 
Serial 1/0, mode register (Address 00F6'6) 

U Synchronous clock selection bit 

00 :\" of: External clock 

10 : Timer 1 overflow signal divided by 2 

I I : Timing ¢ divided by 4 

Serial 1/0, port selection bit (P35 • P36 ) 

o : Normal 1/0 port 

1 : Serial 1/0, port 

"-_____ SRDY' signal output selection bit (P3,) 

a : Normal 1/0 port 

1 : SRDY1 signal output pin 

Fig.6 Block diagram of serial 1/0, 
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To use the serial 1/0" bit 2 needs to be set to "1", if it is 
"0" P3s will function as a normal 1/0. Interrupts will be 
generated from the serial 1/01 counter instead of timer 2. 
Bit 3 determines if P37 is used as an output pin for the re
ceive data ready signal (bit 3= 1, SRDY') or used as normal 
1/0 pin (bit 3=0). The serial 1/0, function is discussed be
low. The function of the serial 1/0, differs depending on the 

clock source; external clock or internal clock. 
Internal clock-The SRDY, signal becomes "H" during trans
mission or while dummy data is stored in the serial 1/0, 
register (address 00F7,s) . After the falling edge of the 

write signal, the SRDY, signal becomes low signaling that 
the M50950-XXXSP. is ready to receive the external serial 

data. The SRDY, signal goes "H" at the next falling edge of 
the transfer clock. The serial 1/0, counter is set to 7 when 
data is stored in the serial 1/0, register. At each falling 

Synchronous clock 

Transfer clock 

Serial 110, register write 
signal 

Serial 1/0, output 
SOUT 

edge of the transfer clock, serial data is output to P35, Dur
ing the rising edge of this clock, data can be input from P34 

and the data in the serial 1/0, register will be shifted 1 bit. 
Data is output starting with the LSB. After the transfer clock 
has counted 8 times, the serial 1/0, register will be empty 
and the transfer clock will remain at a high level. At this 

time the interrpt request bit will be set. 
External clock-If an external clock is used, the interrupt 
request will be sent after the transfer clock has' counted 8 
times but the transfer clock will not stop. 

Due to this reason, the external clock must be controlled 
from the outside. The external clock should not exceed 
250kHz at a duty cycle of 50%. The timing diagram is 

shown in Figure 7. An example of communication between 

two M50950-XXXSPs is shown in Figure 8. 

D, 

Serial 1/0, input 

S'N -------7~~~------
Receivable signal 

SRDY1 

Fig'? Serial 1/0, timing 

Sending side 

Serial 1/0, mode register 

bit 3 bitO 

I 0 I 1 I 1 I 0 I 

Set the directional 
register for P3, pin 
in input mode. 

U 

P3, 

P36 

P35 

Fig.S Example of serial 1/0, connection 

2-410 

--
SRDYl 

Synchronous clock 

Serial data 
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P3, 

P36 

P34 

t 
Interrupt request bit set 

Receiving side 

Serial 1/0, mode register 

bit3 bitO 

I 1 I 1 I 0 I x I 

Set the directional 
register for P34 pin 
in input mode. 
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SERIAL 1/02 
A block diagram of the serial 1/02 is shown in Figure 9. 

In the serial 1/02 mode the receive ready signal (SRDY2)' 

synchronous input loutput clock (CLK2 ), and the serial 1/02 

pins (SOUT2, S,N2) are used as P43, P42, P4" and P40' re
spectively. 

The serial 1/02 mode register (address 00F5'6) is an B-bit 

register. Bits 1 and 0 of this register is used to select a 
synchronous clock source. 

When these bits are (00) or (01) , an external clock from 

P42 is selected. When these bits are (10), the overflow sig

nal from timer 1, divided by two, becomes the synchronous 

clock. Therefore, changing the timer period will change the 

transfer speed. When the bits are (11), the timing ¢ divided 
by 4, becomes the clock. 

Bit 2 and 3 decide whether parts of P4 will be used as a 

serial 1/02 or not. When bit 2 is a "1", P42 becomes an 1/0 

pin of the synchronous clock. When an internal synchronous 

clock is selected, the clock is output from P42• If an exter

nal synchronous clock is selected, the clock is input to P42 

and P4, will be a serial output and P40 will be a serial in- . 

put. To use P40 as a serial input, set the directional register 
bit which corresponds to P40 to "0". For more information on 

the directional register, refer to the 1/0 pin section. 

To use the serial 1/02, bit 2 needs to be set to "1 ", if it is 

"0" P42 will function as a normal 1/0. Bit 3 determines if P43 

from ¢ divided by 4 
ortimer3 

Divider 

r-----------r--1 1/2 ~--------------.-/ 

Serial 1/02 counter S,M. 

P4, 

H-t-t-----------1 Transfer clock 

P4, SOUT2 

P40 ~_S~IN~,~_r--t~~r_~-~MSB Serial 1/0 2 register 

(Address 00F4,,) 

Data bus 

u 

Fig.9 Block diagram of serial 1/02 
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o : Serial 1/0, 
during 
transfer 

1 : Serial 1/0, 
end 

Serial 1/0, mode register (Address OOFS,,) 

Synchronous clock selection bit 

00 :1 01: External clock 

10 : Timer 1 overflow signal divided by 2 

11 : Timing ¢ divided by 4 

Serial 1/0, port selection bit (P4" P4,) 

o : Normal 1/0 port 

1 : Serial 1/0, port 

SRDY' signal output selection bit (P43 ) 

o : Normal 1/0 port 

1 : SRDY2 signal output pin 
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is used as an output pin for the receive data ready signal 
(bit 3=1, SRDY2) or used as normal 1/0 pin (bit 3=0). The 
serial 1/02 function is discussed below. The function of the. 
serial 1/02 differs depending on the clock source; external 
clock or internal clock. 

Internal clock-The SRDY2 signal becomes "H" during trans
mission or while dummy data is stored in the serial 1/02 

register (address 00F416 ) . After the falling edge of the 
write signal, the SRDY2 signal becomes' low signaling that 
the M50950-XXXSP is ready to receive the external serial 
data. The SRDY2 signal goes "H" at the next falling edge of 
the transfer clock. The serial 1/02 counter is set to 7 when 
data is stored in the serial 1/02 register. At each falling 
edge of the transfer clock, serial data is output to P41 . Dur-

,SynChrOnous clock 

Transfer clock ----------, 

Serial 1/0. register -------... 
write signal 

Serial 1/0. output 
SOUT 

Serial 1/0. input 
'S,N 

Re.ceivable signal _______ ---j 

SROX2 

Flg.10 Serial 1/02 timing 

ing the rising edge of this clock, data can be input from P40 

and the data in the serial 1/02 register will be shifted 1 bit. 
Data is output starting with the LSB. After the transfer clock 
has counted 8 times, the serial 1/02 register will be empty 
and the transfer clock will remain at a high level. At this 
time the serial 1/02 end bit will be set. 

External clock-If an external clock is used, the interrupt 
request will be sent after the transfer clock has counted 8 
times but transfer clock will not stop. 

Due to this reason, the external clock must be controlled 
from the outside. The external clock should not exceed 

. 250kHz at a duty cycle of 50%. The timing diagram is 

shown in Figure 9. An example of communication between 
two M50950-XXXSPs is shown in Figure 10. 

Serial 1/0. completion bit set 
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U 

---

Serial 1/0, mode register 

(Address 00F616 ) 

Synchronous clock selection bit 

00: I 
01: External clock 

10 : Timer 1 overflow signal divided by 2 
11 : Timing </> divided by 4 

normal operation: f(X'N)/16 

low-speed operation: f(Xc'N)/B 

Serial 1/0, port selection bit 

a : Normal 1/0 port 

1 : Serial 1/0, port 

SRDY' signal output selection bit 

a : Normal 110 port 

1 : SRDY' signal output pin 

P33 /T output selection bit 

o : Normal 1/0 port 

1 : Timer 1 overflow signal divided by 2 

Clock (X'N-XOUT ) stop bit 

o : oscillation 

1 : stop 

I nternal system clock source selection bit 

o : X'N-XOUT (normal mode) 

1 : XC'N-XCOUT (low-speed mode) 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0950-XXXSP 
MS0951-XXXSP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

I 

U 

'--

Serial 1/02 mode register 

(Address 00F5'6) 
Synchronous clock selection bit 

00: I 
01: External clock 

10 : Timer 1 overflow signal divided by 2 
11 : Timing </> divided by 4 

normal operation: f(X'N)/16 

low-speed operation: f(Xc'N)/B 

Serial 1102 port selection bit 

o : Normal 1/0 port 

1 : Serial 1/02 port 

SRDY2 signal output selection bit 

o : Normal 1/0 port 

1 : SRDY2 signal output pin 

Serial 110, end bit 

o : Serial 1/0, during transfer 

1 : Serial 1/02 end 

INT, input polarity selection bit 

o : Interrupt request by falling edge 

1 : Interrupt request by rising edge 

INT2 input polarity selection bit 

o : Interrupt request by falling edge 

1 : Interrupt request by rising edge. 

Fig.ll Structure of serial 1/0, mode register Flg.12 Structure of serial 1/02 mode register 
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RESET CIRCUIT 
The M50950-XXXSP is reset according to the sequence 
shown in Figure 15. It starts the program from the address 
formed by using the content of address FFFF'6 as the high 
order address and the content of the address FFFF'6 as the 
low order address, when the RESET pin is held at "L" level 
for more than 2,us while the power voltage is in the recom-

Address 

(1) Port PO register (P 0) (E 0'6) · .. 1 o 0'6 I 

(2) Port Pl register (p 1) (E 2'6) .. ·1 o 0'6 I 
(3) Port P2 register (p 2) ( E 4'6) ... 1010101010101 I I 
(4) Port P2 directional 

(02) (E 5'6) · .. 1 I I I I I 10 10 1 register 

(5) Port P3 directional (03) (E 9'6) .. ·1 o 0'6 I register 
(6) Port P4 directional 

(04) (E 8'6) .. ·1 0'6 I register 
(7) Serial 1/0, mode 

(S,M) ( F 6'6) ···1 o 0'6 I register 

(8) Serial 1/0, mode 
(S,M) ( F 5'6) ···1 101010101010101 register 

(9) Timer2 (T 2) (F C'6) ···1 F F'6 I 

do) Timer 3 (T 3) (F 0'6) ···1 o 7'6 I 
(11) Interrupt control 

(I M) (F E '6) .. ·1 o 0 '6 I register 

(12) Timer control register ( T M) (F F '6) · .. 1 o 0 '6 I 
(13) Processor status register (P S ) ···1 I I I I III I I (only the interrupt 

disable flag is set) 

(14) Program counter (P C H ) 
.1 Contents of Address 1 

... FFFF'6 

(PC L ) .1 Contents of Address 1 ... FFFF,6 

Since the contents of both registers other than those. listed 
above (including timer 1. serial 1/0 registers) and the RAM 
are undefined at reset, it is. necessary to set initial value. 

Flg.13 Internal state of microcomputer at reset 

mended operating condition and the crystal oscillator 

oscillation is stable and then returned to "H" level. The in
ternal initializations following reset are shown in Figure 13. 
An example of the reset circuit is shown in Figure 14. 
When the power on reset is used, the RESET pin must be 

held "L" until the oscillation of XIN-XOUT becomes stable. 

M50950-XXXSP 

RESET Vee 
OV 

Ov-----'" .... 

M50950-XXXSP 

Vee 

21 
Supply voltage 

r _ 5~ ____ ~ detection circuit 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

L-__ ~L-~ I 

I 
I 
I 

I I L _______ J 

Flg.14 Example of reset circuit 
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SYNC _~ _________ ~ ____________ -J 

Address 

Data 

8-12 clock cycles 

Fig.15 Timing diagram at reset 

Reset address Irom the 
vector table 

Note 1: Frequency relation 01 I(X,N) and ¢ is I(X ,N ) =4 o ¢. 
Note 2: The mark" 7 " means that the address is changeable 

depending upon the previous state. 
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I/O PORTS 
(1) Port PO 

Port PO is an 8-bit output port. The output type is high
voltage P-channel open drain output, and the break
down voltage is Vee - 36V. Pull down resistors are 
built into each pin. The power source for each pin is 
Vp . Port PO is treated -as memory on page zero 
(address OOEO,6), as shown in the memory map in Fi

gure 1. 
Depending on the contents of the processor mode bit 
(bits 0 and 1 at address OOFF,6), four modes can be 
selected. These modes are: the single-chip mode, 

memory expanding mode, microprocessor mode, and 
eva-chip mode. Other than in the single-chip mode, the 

pins of this port can be used as the address output 
pins, in addition to their normal input/output function. 

For details, see the section on the processor mode. 
(2) Port P1 

In the single-chip mode, port P1 has the same function 
as PO. Modes, the functions of port slightly differ from 
those of PO. For details, see the section on the proces

sor mode. 
(3) Port P2 

Port P2 consists of 2-bit input/output ports P20 and P2, 

and 6-bit output ports P22 through P27. The output type 
for P20 and P2, is an N-channel open drain output. The 
output type for P22 through P27 is a high-voltage P
channel open drain output. The break down voltage is 
Vee - 36V. Pull down resistors are built into each pin. 
The power source for these resistors is Vp. 

Port P2 is treated as memory at address OOE4,6, as 

shown in Figure 1. 
Because port P20 and P2, have a direction register 02 
(address OOE5'6 on the zero page), each bit can be in
dividually programmed for use as an input or output. A 
pin programmed to "1" is used for output and that prog

rammed .to "0" for input. 
Data that is written on the programmed output pin is 
stored in the port latch and is transferred to the output 
pin. When data -is read from the programmed output 

pin, data is read not from output pin but from output 
latch. Therefore, previously output data can be read 
correctly regardless of the logical level of the pin due 

to output loading. 
Because the programmed input pin is floating, the 

value of the pin can be read correctly. When data is 
written to the programmed input pin, it is written only to 
the port latch and the pin remains floating. 
For details, see the section on the processor mode. 

(4) Port P3 

Port P3 is an 8-bit input loutput port. The output type is 
an N-channel open drain output. Port P3 is treated as 
memory on the zero page (address OOE8,6). 
Because port P3 has the direction register 03 (address 
00E9'6 on the -zero page), each bit can be individually 
~rogrammed to be used for input or output. The pin 

programmed to "1" is used for output and that program
med to "0" for input. 
Data that is written to a programmed output pin is 

stored in the port latch and is transferred to the output 
pin. When data is read from a programmed output pin, 
data is read not from output pin but from the output 
latch. Therefore, previously output data can be read 

correctly regardless of logical level of the pin due to 
output loading (e.g., when driving an LED). 
Because the programmed input pin is floating, the_ 
value of the pin can be read correctly. When data is 
written to the programmed input pin, it is written only to 
port latch and the pin remains floating. 
The pins can also serve as serial 1/0, pins. 
For functions other than the single-chip mode, see the 
section on the processor mode. 

(5) Port P4 

Port P4 is a 4-bit input/output port. The output type is 
N-channel open drain output. Port P4 is treated as 
memory on the zero page (address 00EA,6). 
Because port P4 has the direction register 04 (address 
OOEA'6 on the zero page), each bit can be individually 
programmed to be used for input or output. A pin which 

is set to "1" is used for output and that which is set to 
"0", for input. 
As well as port P3, the pins can also serve as serial 
1/02 pins. This function is not affected by the processor 
mode. 

(6) Port P5 

Bits 2 and 3 are the dedicated input port that also 
serves as the interrupt pin, with hysteresis. Data can 
be fetched while this port is used for interrupt input. 
The interrupt request bit (INT, : bit 7 of address 

00FE,6, INT2 : bit 1 of address 00FE,6) is set to "1" 
when the input level of ports P53 and P52 changes. The 
contents of bits 5 and 6 of the serial 1/02 mode register 
S2M (address OOF5,6) define whether an "L" edge in
terrupt or an "H" edge interrupt is to be used as the in
terrupt factor. 
For the M50950-XXXSP or M50951-XXXSP, interrupt in
puts are also used as the normal input port. 
When the chip is to be used in an environment where 
extraneous noise may cause an unwanted interrupt, the 
influence of noise can be eliminated by the program. 
Note that the interrupt request enable bit (bit 6 or 0 of 
address OOFE,6 ) must be set to "0" (the interrupt dis

able status) when the contents of bits 5 (S2M5) and 6 
(S2M6) are to be modified. 
If not, an undesirable interrupt may occur. 
Bits 4 through 7 on port P5 are 4-bit input pins. 

Figure 16 is a block diagram for ports PO through P5. 
(7) Clock <p output pin 

In .normal conditions, the oscillator frequency divided 
by four is output as <p. When in the slow speed mode, 
the oscillator frequency for timer devided by two is out

put as <p. 
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Ports PO, Pl, P2,-P2, 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS09S0-XXXSP 
MS09S1-XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Data Bus ___ ...... ---1 Port latch ------,r----1~ ~ High-voltage P-channel open drain (with pull-down transistors) 

~ '/ VI::;l* 

Ports P20 , P2" P3, P4 

Data Bus 

Ports P5" P5, 

'-----<]1------'. 'J---o Ports PO, Pl, P2,-P2, 

directional 
register 

Port latch 

~ * High-voltage P-channel transistor 

Vp 

N-channel open drain output· 

Ports P20, P2" P3, P4 

Note 1 Ports P3 and P4 can be 
also used as 1/0 ports of 
serial 1/0. 

Data bus -----<;. 
Schmitt input 

Ports P54-P5, 

Data bus 

INT --~-O<. 

Ports 
P54-P5, 

Ports P5" P5, 

Serial 1/02 mode register 

CMOS output 

Fig.16 Block diagram of ports PO~P5 (in single-chip mode) and output format of <P. 
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PROCESSOR MODE 
By changing the contents of the processor mode bit (bit 0 

and 1 at address OOFF,6), four different operation modes 

can be seLected; single-chip mode, memory expanding 

mode, microprocessor mode and evaluation chip (eva

chip) mode. In the memory expanding mode, microp

rocessor mode and eva-chip mode, ports PO - P3 can be 

used as multiplexed 1/0 for address, data and control sig

nals, as well as the normal functions of the 1/0 ports. 

Figure 18 shows the functions of ports PO-P3. 
The memory map for the single-chip mode is illustrated in 

Figure 1 and for other modes, in Figure 17. 

By connecting CNVss to Vss, all four modes can be 

selected through software by changing the processor mode 

bits. Connecting CNVss to Vccautomatically forces the 
microcomputer into microprocessor mode. Supplying 10V to 

CNVss places the microcomputer in the eva-chip mode. 

The four different modes are explained as follows: 

FfFF,.r------, 

Internal 
ROM 

(Note 1) 
E800,.""~.....,..~~ 

Internal 
"RAM 

0000,• L-___ ---I 

Memory expanding Eva-chip mode 
mode 

Microprocessor 
mode 

The shaded area is external memory area 

Note 1 FOOO,• for MS09S1-XXXSP 

Fig.17 External memory area In processor mode 

(1) Single~chip mode [ooJ 

The microcomputer will automatically be in the single

chip mode when started from reset, if CNVss is con

nected to Vss. Ports PO- P3 will work as original 1/0 

ports. 
(2) Memory expanding mode [01] 

The microcomputer will be placed in the memory ex

panding mode when CNVss is connected to Vss and 

the processor mode bits are set to "01". This mode is 

used to add external memory when the internal mem

ory is not sufficient. 
The lower 8 bits of address data for port PO is output 

when ¢ goes "H" state. When ¢ goes the "L" state, PO 

retains its original 1/0 functions. 

Port P1 's higher 8 bits of address data are output when 
¢ goes "H" state and as it changes back to the "L" 

state it retains its original 1/0 functions. Port P2 retains 

its original output functions while ¢ is at the "H" state, 

and works as a data bus of 0 7 - Do (including instruc
tion code) while at the "L" state. Pins P3, and P30 out

put the SYNC and RIW control signals, respectively 

while ¢ is in the "H" state. When in the "L" state, P3, 

and P30 retain their original 1/0 function. 

The R/W output is used to readlwrite from Ito the out

side. When this pin is in the "H" state, the CPU reads 

data, and when in the "L" state, the CPU writes data. 
The SYNC is a synchronous signal which goes to the 

"H" state when it fetches the OP CODE. 

(3) Microprocessor mode [10J 

After connecting CNVss to Vcc and initiating a reset, 
the microcomputer will automatically default to this 

mode. 
In this mode, port PO and P1 are used as the system 

address bus and the original function of the 1/0 pins is 

lost. Port P2 becomes the data bus (07-00 ) and loses 

its normal 1/0 functions. Port P3, and P30 become the 
SYNC and R/W pins, respectively and the normal 1/0 

functions are lost. 

(4) Eva-chip mode [11J 

When 10V is supplied to CNVss pin, the microcomputer 

is forced into the eva-chip mode. The main purpose of 

this mode is to evaluate ROM programs prior to mask
ing them into the microcomputer's internal ROM. 

With the exceptions that the internal ROM is disabled 

and that external memory must be attached in this 

mode, this mode is the same as the memory expansion 

mode. 

The relationship between the input level of CNVss and 
the processor mode is shown in Table 2. 
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\ I TM, 0 

j ™o 0 

~ Port 
Single-chip mode 

Internal 

~ I I 
Port PO Ports PO,- POo 

-:x Output port , 

Internal 

~ I I 
Port P1 Ports Ph- P1 0 

)( Output port 

Internal 

~ I I 
Port P2 Ports P2,- P20 

)( liD port 

Internal 

~ I I 
Ports P3,- P30 

y. liD port 

Port P3 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0950-XXXSP 
MS0951-XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

0 1 1 

1 1 0 

Memory expanding mode Eva-chip mode Microprocessor mode 

j I I j I r 
Ports PO,- POo Same as left Ports PO,- PDo 

~outPut 
A,-Ao port ~ y. Address A,-Ao x= 

~ I I j I I 
P~P1,-P10 Same as left Ports P1,- P1 0 

Address Output )( Address A15-A8 '£ A1s ...... Aa port 

j I I j I I 
Ports P2,-P2o Same as left Ports P2,- P20 

~oata ~ )------( Data ~-0 7 ....... 0 0 port 0,-00 

j I I j I I 
Ports P3,- P3, Ports P3,-P3, 

)( liD port )( liD port 

Same as left 
Port P3, Port P3, 

)( SYNC ~ )( SYNC '£ 
Port P30 Port P30 

~ liD port ( )( - '£ R/W 

Fig.18 Processor mode and functions of ports PO-P3 

Table 2 Relationship between CNVss pin input level and processor mode 

CNVss Mcdo 

Vss • Single-chip mode 

• Memory expanding mode 

• Eva-chip mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

Vee • Eva-chip mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

IOV • Eva-chip mode 

Explanation 

The single-chip mode is set by the reset. 

All modes can be selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

The microprocessor mode is set by the reset. 

Eva-chip mode can be also selected by changing the processor ,mode bit with the program. 

Eva-chip mode only. 
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M50950-XXXSP 
M50951-XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

CLOCK GENERATING CIRCUIT 
The M50950-XXXSP has two internal clock generating cir

cuit. Figure 21 shows a block diagram of the clock generat
ing circuit. Normally, the frequency applied to the clock in
put pin X,N divided by four is used as the internal clock 

(timing output) ¢. Bit 7 of serial 1/01 mode register can be 
used to switch the internal clock ¢ to 1/2 the frequency ap

plied to the clock input pin XCIN ' 

22 

M50950-XXXSP 

25 

Rd 

J-CCOUT Figure 19 shows a circuit example using a ceramic (or crys

tal) oscillator. Use the manufacture's recommended values 
for constants such as capacitance which will differ depend
ing on each oscillator. When using an external clock signal, 

input from the X,N(XC,N) pin and leave the XOUT(XCOUT) pin 
open. A circuit example is shown in Figure 20. 

Fig.19 Externally ceramic resonator circuit 

M50950-XXXSP 

221 Open 23 24 f Open 25 

External oscillating External oscillator 
circuit or external pulse 

Vee Jl.fUUtI 
Vss 

Vee --, r--1 
Vss L--J L-

The M50950-XXXSP has two low power dissipation modes; 
stop and wait. The microcomputer enters a stop mode 
when the STP instruction is executed. The oscillator (both 

X,N clock and XC1N clock) stops with the internal clock ¢ 

held at "H" level. In this case timer 2 and timer 3 are forc
ibly connected and ¢/4 is selected as timer 2 input. Also 
timer 2 and timer 3 are loaded with FF16 and 0716 respec
tively to enable the oscillator to stabilize when restarting 
oscillation. Before executing the STP instruction, the timer 2 
count stop bit must be set to supply ("0"), timer 2 interrupt 
enable bit and timer 3 interrupt enable bit must be set to 

disable ("0"), and timer 3 interrupt request bit must be set 
to no request ("0"). 

Fig.20 External clock input circuit 

Oscillation is resarted (release the stop mode) when INTI, 
INT2, or serial 1/01 interrupt is received. The interrupt en
able bit of the interrupt used to release the stop mode must 
be set to "1". When restarting oscillation with an interrupt, 
the internal clock ¢ is held "H" until timer 3 overflows and 
is not supplied to the CPU. When oscillation is restarted by 
reset, "L" level must be kept to the RESET pin until the 
oscillattion stabilizes because no wait time is generated. 

The microcomputer enters a wait mode when the WIT in
struction is executed. The internal clock ¢ stops at "H" 
level, but the oscillator does not stop. ¢ is re-supplied (wait 
mode release) when the microcomputer is reset or when it 
receives an interrupt. Instructions can be executed im
mediately because the oscillator is not stopped. The inter

rupt enable bit of the interrupt used to reset the wait mode 
must be set to "1" before executing the WIT instruction. 

Low power dissipation operation is also achieved when the 
X,N clock is stopped and the internal clock ¢ is generated 
from the XC1N clock (200,uA(max.) at f(XcIN) = 32kHz). X,N 
clock oscillation is stopped when the bit 6 of serial 1/01 

mode register (address 00F616) is set and restarted when it 
is cleared. However, the wait time until the oscillation sta
bilizes _must be generated with a program when restarting. 
An "L" level must be kept to the RESET pin until the 
oscillation stabilizes when resetting while the X,N clock is 

stopped. Figure 22 shows the transition of states for the 
system clock. 
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XOUT 

Internal system 
clock source 

selection 8 1 M7 

S~------~---------iS Q 

R STP WIT R 
Instruction Instruction 
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R 

Interrupt disable flag I 

Timing ¢ 
(Internal clock) 

Reset 

STP Instruction 

INTl 'interrupt enable 

INT, interrupt request 

Timer 3 interrupt enable 

Timer 3 interrupt request 

Timer 2 interrupt enable 

Timer 2 interrupt request 

Timer 1 interrupt enable 

Timer 1. interrupt request 
(or serial 1/0,) 

I {l-INT2 interrupt enable 

~INT2 interrupt request 

Flg.21 Block diagram of clock generating circuit 
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I
External INT 1 
Timer interrupt 

5 1/0, interrupt 

S,M.=l 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 
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SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

5,M,=O 

S,M.=O 

STP instruction .. 

Interrupt( Note I ) 

rExternal INT 1 
Is 1/0, interrupt 

STP instruction 
... 

Interrupt(Note 2) 

(
It Is necessary to program a ) 

latency period sufficient to allow 

the 5MHz oscillation to stabilize. 

STP instruction 
... 

E 

Interrupt(Note 2) 

The above example assumes that signals of 5MHz and 32KHz are being applied to pins X'N and X CIN , respectively. '" signifies the internal clock. 

( Note I ) Approximately 6.5ms of latency time are automatically generated upon release 
from the STP instruction due to the connections of timer 2 and 3. 

(Note 2) Approximately 500ms of latency time exists after the release of the STP instruction. 
(Note 3) When the internal clock 1/4 frequency is connected as a timer count source the count source becomes 4KHz. 

Flg.22 . Transition of states for the system clock 
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<An example of flow for system> 

Power on reset 
I 

Clock X and clock for clock function Xc oscillation 
I 

Internal system clock start (X -1/4- </» 
I_-

Program start from RESET vector 
\ 

Normal program I -Operating at 5MHz 

Internal clock </>'source switching X(5MHz)-XcLK(32. 768kHz) (S, M7 : 0-1 ) 
I 

Clock X halt(Xc in operation) 
I 

Internal clock halt( WIT instruction) 
I 

Internal clock .operatiOn start (WIT Instruction released) lTimer 3 (clock count)overflow 

I Clock processing routine I - Operating at 32. 768kHz 

\ 
Internal clock halt (WIT instruction) 

Interrupts from INT,. timer2, timer lor serial 110" INT2 (BRK instruction) 
I 

Internal clock operation start (WIT instruction released) 
I 

Program start fr0"I interrupt vector 

Clock X oscillation start 
I 

Oscillation rise time routine (software) -Operating at 32. 768kHz 

I 
Internal clock</> source switching (Xc-X)(S,M7 : 1 - 0) 

\ 

I Normal program I -Operating at 5MHz 

STP instruction preparation (pushing registers) 

I 
Timer 2. Timer3 interrupt disable (IM4= 0, TM6= 0), Timer 3 interrupt request bit reset (TM7=O) 

I . 
Timer 2 count stop bit resetting (TM 5 = a ) 

I 
Clock X and clock for clock function Xc halt (STP instruction) 

\ 

RAM backup status 

Interrupts from INT" INT2 
I 

Clock X and clock for clock function Xc oscillation start 
I 

Timer 3 overflow (X/16 or Xc /8-timer 2 -timer 3) 
(Automatically connected by the hardware) j . 

Internal system clock start (X-l/4-</» 
j 

Program start from interrupt vector 
\ 

Normal program 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS09S0-XXXSP 
MS09S1-XXXSP 

SINGLE·CHIP a·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PROGRAMMING NOTES 
(1) The frequency ratio of the timer is 1/(n+1). 
(2) Even though the BBC and BBS instructions are ex

ecuted after the interrupt request bits are modified (by 
the program), those instructions are only valid for the 
contents before the modification. Also, at least one in
struction cycle must be used (such as 'a NOP) between 
the modification of the interrupt request bits and the 

execution of the SBC and BBS instructions. 
'(3) Reading the timer must be avoided while the input to 

the timer is changing except 'using timing if> or it di

vided by timer as count source. 
(4) After the ADC and SBC instructions are executed (in 

decimal mode), one instruction cycle (such as a NOP) 

is needed before the SEC, CLe, or CLD instructions 
are executed. 

(5) A NOP instruction must be used after the execution of 
a PLP instruction. 

(6) Notes on serial I/O 

CD Set "0" in the serial 1/01 interrupt enable bit (bit 2 of 
address 00FE1S ) before setting the serial 1/01 mode. ' 

® Insert at least one instruction and set "0" in the serial II 
0 1 interrupt request bit (bit 3 of address 00FE1S ) after 
setting the serial 1/01 mode. 

® Set "1" in the serial 1/01 interrupt enable bit after the, 
operation described in ®, 

DATA REQUIRED FOR MASK ORDERING 
Please send the following data for mask orders. 

(1) mask ROM confirmation form 
(2) mark specification form' 
(3) ROM data ........................................... EPROM 3sets 

2-424 • MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50950-XXXSP 
MS0951-XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3-7 

Vp Pull-down supply voltage Vee-38-Vee+O.3 

V, 
Input voltage P20, P2" P30--P37, P4o ...... P43, CNVss 

-0.3-13 P5,/INT,. P53/1NT, 

V, Input voltage RESET, X1N • XCIN -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage P54_P5, 
With respect to Vss 

-0.3-7 
Output transistors cut-off 

Va Output voltage P20. P2,. P30-P3,. P4,-P43 -0.3-13 

Va Output voltage XOUT, XCOUT , ¢ -0. 3-Vee+O. 3 

Va Output voltage POO--P07. P1o ........ P17. P22 ...... P27 Vee-38 - Vee+0.3 

Pd Power dissipation Ta = 25"C 1000 

Topr Operating temperature -10-70 

Tstq Storage temperature -40-125 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vcc=5V±10%. Ta=-10-70"C. unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

I fi XINI=5MHz 4.5 5 5.5 V 
Vee Supply voltage 

I f(XIN)=less than 1 MHz 3 5.5 V 

V p Pull-down supply voltage Vcc -36 Vee V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

V'H 
·'H" input voltage P20, P2" P30-P3" CNVss 

0. 75Vee Vee V 
P5,/INT" P53/INT" P4,-P43 

V'H "H" input voltage RESET, X1N , XC1N O. aVec Vee V 

V,tJ "H" input voltage P54 ....... P5i 0. 4Vee Vee V 

V'L 
"L" input voltage P20, P2" P30-P3" CNVss 

P5,/INT,. P5,1INT" P4o-P43 
0 0. 25Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage RESET 0 0. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage X1N 0 0. 16Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage XC1N , 0 0. 16Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage P54-P5, 0 0. 12Vee V 

laHipeakl "H" peak output current POO ........ P07, Plo ....... P17, P22 ........ P27 -24 mA 

laLiPeak) "L" peak output current P2o, P21, P30 ........ P37, P4o ........ P43 20 mA 

IOHcavg) "H" average output current POO ....... P07, Plo ........ P1 7, P22 ....... P27 -12 mA 

laL(avg) "L" average output current P20, P21, P30 ....... P37, P4o ........ P43 10 mA 

f(X'N) Clock input oscillating frequency 5 MHz 

f(xc,,) Clock oscillating frequency for clock function 32 500 kHz 

Note "H" input voltage of up to +12V may be applied to permissible for ports P20, P2" P30-P3" P5" 
P53, P4o-P43 and CNVss. 
The average output current 10Hlavgl and IOLiavg) are the average value of a period of lOOms. 
On output ports, the total of current dissipation should be 890mW max at T=25"C. 
Oscillation frequency is at 50% duty cycle. 
When used low-speed mode, clock input generating frequency for clock function should be f 
(Xc'N)<f(X'N)/3. 
When used external clock, clock input generating frequency for clock function should be f(Xc,N) 
<50kHz. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mW 
"C 

"C 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS09S0-XXXSP 
MS09S1-XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V, Vss=ov, Ta=25'C, f(X'N)=5MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

VOH "H" output voltage ¢ 

VOH "H" output voltage poo ........ po?, P1 o ...... P1 7 • P22 ........ P27 

VOL "L" output voltage P2o, P2" P30-P3" P4o-P43 

VOL "L" output voltage ¢ 

VN-VT- Hysteresis PS,/INT" PS3/1NT, 

VN-VT- ,Hysteresis RESET 

VN-VT- Hysteresis P36• P42 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis X1N 

III "L" input current P2o, P2" P30-P3" P4o-P43 

III oiL" input current P54 ....... P57 

III "L" input current RESET, X1N , XCIN 

III "L" input current PS,IINT" PS3/1NT, 

"H "H" input current P2o, P2" P30-P3" P4o-P43 

"H "H" input current P54-P57 

"H "H" input current RESET, XIN. XCIN 

"H "H" input current PS,/INT" PS3/1NT, 

IL Pull-down current POo-PO" Pto-Pl,. P2,-P2, 

10L "L" Pull-down current POO ........ P07, P1 o ........ P1 7, P22 ........ P27 

V RAM RAM retention voltage 

Icc Supply current 

2-426 

Test conditions 

IOH=-2.5mA, Ta=-lO-70'C 

IOH=-12mA, Ta=-lO-70'C 

IOL=lOmA, Ta=-lO-70"C 

IOL=2.SmA, Ta=-lO-70'C 

When used as elK input 

V,=OV 

V,-OV 

V,=OV 

V,=OV 

V,=SV 

V,=12V 

V,=SV 

V,=5V 

V,-SV 

V,-12V 

Vp=Vcc-36V, VOL =Vcc 

Vp=Vcc-36V, VOL =Vp 

at clock stop 

Output pins open (output off) 

Vpp=Vss. Input and 110 pins all at Vss 

f(X'N)=5MHz(at system operation) 

ditto (at wait mode) 

X1N-XOUT stop 

f(XCIN)=32kHz(at system operation) 

all other conditions same as above 

ditto (at wait mode) 

Oscillation all stopped I T a=2S"C 

(at stop mode) 

• MITSUBISHI 
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I T a=70"C 

Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

3 V 

3 V 

2 V 

2 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.5 0.7 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.1 0.5 V 

-5 pA 
-5 pA 
-5 pA 
-5 pA 

5 pA 
12 pA 
5 pA 
5 pA 
5 pA 

12 pA 
150 450 900 pA 

-30 pA' 
2 5.5 V 

4 8 mA 

1 mA 

60 200 pA 

40 pA 
1 pA 

10 pA 



TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS09S0-XXXSP 
MS09S1-XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Single-chip mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, Ta=25·C, I(XIN)=5MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

t SU (P2D_¢) Port P2 input setup time 270 ns 

t SU (P3D-¢) Port P3 input setup time 270 ns 

t SU (P5D_¢) Port P52/1NT 2, P53/1NT1 input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P5D-1» Port P54 ....... PS7 input setup time 500 ns 

t SU CP4D ¢} Port P4 input setup time 270 ns 

th(1)-P20l Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

th(¢_P~D) Port P3 input hold time 20 ns 

th(1)-P5Dl Port P5,/INT,. P53/1NT, input hold time 20 ns 

th(1)-P5Dl Port P54 ...... P57 input hold time 50 ns 

th(<I>-P4Dl Port P4 input hold time 20 ns 

tC(X'N} External clock input cycle time (X1N input) 200 ns 

tW("u!l External clock input pulse width (X1N input) 75 ns 

tC(XCIN} External clock input cycle time (XCIN) 2 I-'S 

tW(XCIN} External clock input pulse width (XCIN) . 1 I-'S 

tr External clock rising edge time 25 ns 

tl External clock falling edge time 25 ns 

Memory expanding mode and eva-chIp mode 
(Vcc=5V±1 0%, Vss=OV, T a=25·C, I(XIN)=5MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

t SU (P2D_¢) Port P2 input setup time 

thC¢-P2D) Port P2 input hold time 

Microprocessor mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, Ta=25·C, I(XIN}=5MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

t SU CP2D "} 

thC¢-P20) 

Port P2 input setup time 

Port P2 input hold time 

Parameter 

. • MITSUBISHI 

.".. ELECTRIC 

Min. 

270 

20 

Min. 

270 

20 

Limits 

I I 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

I I ns 

I I ns 

limits 

J ! 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

I I ns 

I I ns 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50950-XXXSP 
MS0951-XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 
Single-chip mode (Vee =5V±10%, Vss=ov, Ta=25'C, f(XIN)=5MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

I 
Limits 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 
Min. Typ. Max. --

td(¢-POQ) Port PO data output delay time 
Fig.24 

250 ns 

tdC¢-P1Q) Port P1 data output delay time 250 ns 

tdC¢-P2Q) Port P2 data output delay time Fig.23, 24 _ 250 ns 

tdC¢-P3Q) Port P3 data output delay time 
Fig.23 

250 ns 

tdC¢-P4Q) Port P4 data output delay time 250 ns 

Memory expanding mode and eva-chip mode 
(Vee=5V±10%, Vss=ov, T a=25'C, f(XIN)=5MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

tdC<I>-POAJ Port PO address output delay time 

tdCr,6-POAF) Port PO address output delay time 

tdC¢-POQ) Port PO data output delay time 

tdC<t>-POQF) Port PO data output delay time 
Fig.24 

tdC,..,-P1A) I Port P1 address output delay lime 

tdC¢-P1AF) Port P1 address output delay time 

td(¢-P10) Port P1 data output delay time 

td(¢-P1QF) Port P1 data output delay time 

td(q.-P20) Port P2 data output delay time 
Fig.23, 24 

td(¢-P20FJ Port P2 data output delay time 

tdC¢-R/W) R/W signal output delay time 

td(¢-R/WFl R/W signal output delay time 

td(¢-P30) Port P30 data output delay time 

tdc¢- P30OF) Port P30 data output delay time 
Fig.23 

td(¢-SYNC) SYNC Signal output delay time 

td(¢-SYNCF) SYNC signal output delay time 

td(¢-P3,O) Port P31 data output delay time 

td(¢-P3 OF) Port P31 data output delay time 

Microprocessor mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, Ta=25'C, f(X 1N I=5MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

td(¢-POA) Port PO address output delay time 

td(¢-P1Al Port P1 address output delay time 

td(¢-P20) Port P2 data output delay time 

td( q.-P20F) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(¢-A/W) R/W signal output delay time 

td(¢-SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 

Vee 

P2o, P2, 
390n 

P3 
P4 J- 100pF 

¢ 

tl00PF 

Fig.23 Ports P2o, P2" P3 and 

P4 test circuit 
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Fig.24 

Fig.23, 24 

Fig.23 

PO 
Pl 

1100pi3~on P2, - P2, 

¢ 

,iWOPF 

Fig.24 Ports PO, P1 and P22-P27 

test circuit 

.' MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

250 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

300 ns 

300 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

250 ns 

250 ns 

300 ns 

300 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 



TIMING DIAGRAMS 
In single·chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port P1 output 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P3 output 

Port P3 input 

Port P5 input 

Port P4 output 

Port P4 input 

or 

---./ 

---

-
~ 

~ 

---

-.-/V 

--

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS09S0-XXXSP 
MS09S1-XXXSP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

"' 
I:. td (,-poa) 

ttd (,-PlO) 

t;:.td (r/J-P20) 

tsu (P2D-¢l 

C td (¢-P3QJ 

tsu (P3D-¢» 

----
/ 

tsu (pSD-¢l 

I::. td (¢-P4Q) 

tsu (P4D-¢l 

tcexlNl or tC(XcINl 

tW(X1Nl or tW(XcINl 

i-'- tr 

1'\ 

~ 

___ tf 

• MITSUBISHI 
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/ 

-E-

~ 
--- ~th ('-P2D) 

I--

-
---- th (¢-P30l 

I--

---- th (¢-P50) 

---
---- th (¢-P4Dl 

/ 
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In memory expanding mode and eva-chip mode 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output (R/W) 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 

2-430 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0950-XXXSP 
MS0951-XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS09S0-XXXSP 
MS09S1-XXXSP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

In memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output (R/IN) 
---# 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 
---# 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50957-XXXSP/FP 
M50959-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

DESCRIPTION 
The M50957-XXXSP and the M50959-XXXSP are single
chip microcomputers designed with CMOS silicon gate 
technology. All are housed in a 64-pin shrink plastic 
molded DIP (flat package type also available). These sing

le-chip microcomputers are useful for business equipment 
and other consumer applications. 
In addition to their simple instruction sets, the ROM, RAM, 
and I/O addresses are placed on the same memory map to 
enable easy programming. 
The differences between the M50957-XXXSP and the 
M50959-XXXSP are noted below. The following explana
tions apply to the M50957-XXXSP. Specification variations 
for other chips are noted accordingly. 

Type name ROM size 

M50957-XXXSP 10240bytes 

M50959-XXXSP 16384bytes 

The differences between the M50957 -XXXSP and the 
M50957-XXXFP are the package outline and the power dis
sipation ability (absolute maximum ratings). 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions ................................... 69 

• Memory size ROM ...... ·10240 bytes (M50957-XXXSP) 
16384 bytes (M50959-XXXSP) 

RAM .............. · ...... · .......... · .... 256 bytes 

• Instruction execution time 
.. "1.9I1s (minimum instructions, at 4.2MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply 4.0-5.5V (at f(XIN )=4.2MHz) 
3.0-5.5V (below f(X IN )=1.0MHz) 

• Power dissipation 
normal operation mode, at 4.2MHz frequency'" 20mW 
low speed operation mode, 
at 32kHz frequency for clock function ............. 0.3mW 

• Subroutine nesting ...... · .............. · ...... ·96 levels (Max.) 
• Interrupt .......................................... 7 types, 5 vectors 
• 8-bit timer .... · .... · ............ 3 (2 when used as serial I/O) 
• Programmable I/O (Ports P2, P3, P6) ...................... 22 
• Input ports (Port P52-P57 ) .. • ...... • .......... • ........ • .... • .... 6 

• High-voltage output ports 
(Port PO, P1, P4, P5o, P51 ) .................................. 26 

• Serial I/O (8-bit) ..................................................... 1 

• PWM function .. · .. · .................. · ...... · .............. 14-bitX1 

6-bitX2 
& Two clock generator circuits (One is for main clock, the 

other is for clock function) 
.. Comparator· .... · .......... · ........ · ...... ··· ........ ·· ............ ··· 1 

• Generating function for clock input of EAROM 

APPLICATION 
Office automation eqUipment 
VCR, Tuner, Audio-visual equipment 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

VCC- 1 

P6s - 2 

P64 - 3 

P63/PWM3- 4 
1/0 port p~ P62/PWM2 ++ 5 

P6,/PWMl - 6 
P6o/T- 7 

I/O port P2 

I/O port P3 
P33fAN'N - 20 

P3,fCNTR- 21 

P31 ...... 22 

P30 - 23 

J P53/INT, - 24 
Input port P51 P5,/INT, _ 25 

CNVss 
Reset Input RESET -- 27 

Clock input 

Clock output 

~11~~~ f'~~~ti~~r XC1N -+ 30 

High-voltage 
output port p.a 

Hig,l-voltage 
output port PO 

High-voltage 
output port P1 

40 -+ PSo l'HI9h-vortage 
39 __ P51 f 9u1pul port P5 

38 _ V Pull-down 
P voltage input 

37 - P54i 
36 -- P5s 

Input port P5 
35 - P5, 

34 - P57 Clock output for XCOUT -- 31 
clock function Vss- 32 '-1... ____ ....... Timing output 

P6o/T ...... 71 

NC 

Outline 64P48 

~~~80~6b~~OO~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~z~~~~~~~~~ 

t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t 
9 •• M~g~~.uu.a«aG~w •• D 

o 

o 

M50957-XXXFP 

or 

M50959-XXXFP 

o 
123456789101112131415161718192021 

Outline 72P6 
NC : No Connection 
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M50957-XXXSP BLOCK DIAGRAM 
Clock 
input 

X,N 

Clock Input Clock Output 
Clock for Clock for Clock 
output function function Timing 
XOUT XCIN XCOUT ¢ Output 

Pull-down Voltage 
Reset input input (5V) (Ov) (OV) 

RESET Vp Vee Vss CNVss 

i--
I 

I 

----1-1--0-®--~---------------: 

\ 
I 

I 

I 
I 

)+! 
I!!~' I 1'1'1-1 
(")(11 

~i i (")(11 = 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

Clock 
generating 

'circuit 

a-bit 

PO(S) 

Address Bus 

PI(S) 

RAM 

256bytes 

P2(S) 

L ~-~-~ 

N 

I 
-'" w 
w 

High-voltage output port PO High-voltage output port Pl I/O port P2 

Note 1 M50959-XXXSP has 16384-byte ROM" 

Data Bus 

SRDY 

elK 

P3(S) 

10240byte 

(Note 1) 

P4(S) 

~~-~~(57 

I/O port P3 Output port P4 

Timer count source selection circuit 
.1, i I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

Control signal I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

'---"""'PWM """'--,circu it I 
I 

iNT21NT1 PWM11213 

I 

__ J 

Output and Input port I/O Port P6 
(a part of high-voltage port) 

(II 

Z 
C) 
r-
1"1'1 . 
(") 
::c 

" CiII :c 
CII 

== == UI -I (lUI'I c: 
(") 00 !! 
3: UHD (II 
0 (lUI'I == (II 

3: CD ..... :c 
I I -

(") ><>< £ ::a ><>< 0 0 ><>< g (") 
0 (I) (I) :c 
3: "'U"'U ;g " c: .................... -I 
-I ."." 1"1'1 
1"1'1 "'U"'U ~ ::a 



FUNCTIONS OF M50957-XXXSP 
Parameter 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction execution time 

Clock frequency 

ROM 
Memory size 

RAM 

PO. P1, P4 

P2, P3 

Input/output ports PSo, PS, 

PSz, PS3 

P5,- P57 

P6 

Serial 1/0 

Timers 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupt 

Clock generating circuit 

at f(X 'N)=4. 2MHz 
Supply voltage 

below f(XIN )=1. OM Hz 

at high-speed operation 

Power dissipation at low-speed operation 

at stop mode 

Input/Output voltage 

Input/Output characteristics 

Output current 

Memory expansion 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

M509S7-XXXSP, MS0959-XXXSP 
Package 

MS0957,XXXFP, M509S9-XXXFP 

2-434 

Output 

1/0 

Output 

Input 

Input 

1/0 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50957-XXXSP/FP 
M50959-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

69 

1. 9,us (minimum instructions, at 4. 2M Hz frequency) 

4.2MHz 

10240bytes (I 6384bytes for M50959-XXXSP) 

256bytes 

8-bitX3 (high-voltage P-channel open drain; Vcc-38V) 

8-bitX2 (P3 can partially be used as among serial 110, clock input 

for timer 3 and normal 1/0.) 

2-bitXl (high-voltage P-channel open drain; Vcc-38V) 

2-bitXl (can be used as an input for either INT2 or INT1.) 

4-bitXI 

6-bitXI (can be used as T, output or PWM output.) 

8-bitXI 

8-bit timerX3 (X2, when used as serial 1/0) 

96levels (max.) 

Two external interrupts, three internal timer interrupts 

(or timerX2, serial I/OX I) 

Two built-in circuits (externally connected ceramic or quartz crystal oscillator) 

4. 0-5. 5V 

3.0-5.5V 

20mW (clock frequency X'N=4. 2MHz) 

O. 3mW (clock frequency XCIN=32kHz) 

5"W (when clock is stopped) 

12V (input/output P2, P3, PSz, P5, except P33) 

Vcc-38V (PO, P1, P4, P50. P5,) 

-0. 3V-Vcc+0. 3V (input/output P6) 

IOmA (P2, P3 : N-channel open drain) 

-18mA (PO. P1 : high-voltage P-Channel open drain) 

- i 2mA (P4, P50, PS, : high-voltage P-Channel open drain) 

0.5--0. 5mA (P6 : CMOS tri-states) 

Possibe 

-1O"",70"C 

CMOS silicon gate process 

64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP 

72-pin plastic molded QFP 

• MITSUBISHI 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss ~NVss 

V p Pull-down voltage 

---
RESET Reset input 

X 1N ' Clock input 

XOUT Clock output 

¢> Timing output 

XC1N Clock input for clock 

function 

XCOUT Clock output for 

clock function 

POO-P07 Output port PO 

P1 o-P1 7 Output port PI 

P2o-P27 1/0 port P2 

P30 -P37 1/0 port P3 

P4o-P47 Output port P4 

P5o• P5, Output port P5 

P5211NT 2 Input port P5 

P53 /1NT, 

P54-P57 

P6o-P67 1/0 port P6 

Input! . 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

1/0 

1/0 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Input 

1/0 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS09S7-XXXSP/FP 
MS09S9-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 4.0-5. 5V' at ((X,N) ~4. 2MHz and 3.0-5. 5V below ((X,N) ~ 1. OM Hz to Vee. and OV to 

Vss· 

This is usually connected to Vss. 

This is the input voltage pin for the pull-down transistor of ports PO. P1. P4, P50 and P5,. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2.us (under normal Vee 

conditions). 

If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be maintained for the 

required time. 

This chip has an internal clock generating circuit. To control generating frequency, an external ceramic or a 

quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X1N and XOUT pins. If an external clock is used, the clock 

source should be connected the X1N pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

This is the timing output pin. 

This is the 1/0 pins of the clock generating circuit for the clock function. To control generating frequency, 

an external ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the XC1N and XCOUT pins. If an exter-

nal clock is used, the clock source should be connected to the Xc IN pin and the XCOUT pin should be left 

open. This clock can be used as a program controlled the system clock. 

Port PO is an a-bit output port. Output structure is high-voltage P-channel open drain. A pull-down transistor 

is built in between the Vp pin and this port. 

At reset, this port is set to a "l" level. 

Port Pl is an a'-bit output port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P2 is an a-bit 1/0 port with directional registers allowing each 1/0 bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. 

The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

Port P3 is an a-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port P2. When serial 1/0 is used, P37, 
--

P3G. P3s, and P34 work as SROY, elK, SOUT, and SIN pins, respectively. P33 works as an analog input for 

comparator, and P32 works as a clock input for timer 3. 

Port P4 is an a-bit output port and has basically the same functions as port P2. 

Bit 0 and 1 of port P5 are 2-bit output port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Bit 2 and 3 of port P5 are 2-bit input. port and are in common with interrupt inputs. 

Bit 4 ....... 7 of port P5 are 4-bit input port. 

Port P6 is a 6-bit 1/0 port with directional registers allowing each 1/0 bit to be individually programmed as 

input or outpul. Tiltl oulpul structure is cr,,~os tri-state output. P6o, P6j, P62 , P6;J can be programmed to 

function as timer output pin (r). PWM output pins (PWM1.PWM2, and PWM3). respectively. 
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BASIC FUNCTION BLOCKS 

MEMORY 
A memory map for the M50957-XXXSP is shown in Figure 
1. Addresses 0800'6 to FFFF '6 are assigned to the built-in 

ROM area which consists of 10240 bytes. 

Addresses COOO '6 to FFFF '6 are the ROM address area 

assigned to the M50959-XXXSP. 

Addresses FFOO '6 to FFFF '6 are a special address area 

(special page). By using the special page addressing 

mode of the JSR instruction, subroutines addressed on this 

page can be called with only 2 bytes. Addreeses FFF4 '6 to 

FFFF'6 are vector addresses used for the reset and inter-

r 
r~' RAM 

(192 bytes) 

OOSF'6 

'om ,o.o! 
00EO'6 

RAM 100FF'6 

(64 bytes) 013F" 

COOO'6 

D800'6 

FFOO'6 

ROM ROM 

(16384 bytes) (10240 bytes) 

for for 

M50959-XXXSP M5095?-XXXSP Special 
page for 
subroutine 

FFF4'6 

call 

FFFF'6 

Fig.1 Memory map 

rupts (see interrupt chapter). Addresses 0000 '6 to 00FF '6 
are the zero page address area. By using the zero page 

addressing mode, this. area can also be accessed with 2 

bytes. The use of these addressing methods will greatly re

ducethe object size required. The RAM, 1/0 port, timer, 

etc., are assigned to this area. 

Addresses 0000 '6 to 00BF'6 and 0100 '6 to 013F '6 are 

assigned to the built-in RAM and consist of 256 bytes of 

static RAM. In addition to data storage, this RAM except 

the area in the page 1 is used for the stack during sub
routine calls and interrupts. 

Decimal 

0 
/ 

/ 

OOEO" Port PO 
/ 

/ OOE1" 
/ 

/ 00E2" Port P1 
/ 

/ 
00E3" 

191 / 

/ 
/ OOE4'6 Port P2 

Not used 
/ 

OOE5" Port P2 dire:ctional 
/ register 

/ 
/ OOE6'6 

OOE?" 

255 00E8'6 Port P3 

\ 
00E9'6 Port P3 ~~~~~;~~nal 

\ OOEA'6 Port P4 , , 00ES'6 
\ 

Port P5 
Not used 

, OOEC,6 , 
\ OOED'6 
\ 

00EE'6 Port P6 
\ , OOEF'6 Port P6 ~~rg"j~~~~nal 

\ , 00FO'6 PWM1-H register , , OOF1'6 PWM1-L register , 
00F2'6 PWM2 register , , 
00F3'6 PWM3 register , , 

\ OOF4'6 
\ 00F5'6 PWM output mode register 
\ 
\ 00F6'6 Serial 1/0 mode register 
\ 

\ 00F?'6 Serial 1/0 register 

\ 
\ 

00F8'6 
, 00F9'6 

Address L 
\ 

Address H 
INT, \ 00FA'6 Timer1 

Address L \ 
Address H SilO or Timer 1 

\ OOFS" Comparator register 

Address L Timer2 \ OOFC'6 Timer2 Address H 
Address L \ 

Address H Tlmer3 \ 00FD'6 Timer3 

Address L 
INT, \ 00FE'6 Interrupt control register 

Address H \ 
Address L -- , 00FF'6 Timer control register 
Address H RESET , 

65535 
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CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) 
The CPU consists of 6 registers and is shown in Figure 2. 

. ACCUMULATOR (A) 
The 8-bit accumulator (A) is the main register of the micro

computer. Data operations such as data transfer, Input/Out

put, etc., are executed mainly through accumulator. 

0 

A Accumulator 

7 0 

,. 
X I Index register X 

y Index register Y 

S Stack pointer 

15 0 

PCH PCL I Program counter 

Fig.2 Register structure 

INDEX REGISTER X (X) 
The index register X is an 8-bit register. 

In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 

added to the contents of the register X, specifies the real 
address. When the T flag in the processor status register is 

set to "1", the index register X itself becomes the address 

for the second OPERAND. 

INDEX REGISTER Y (Y) 
The index register Y is an 8-bit register. 

In the index addressing mode: the value of the OPERAND 

added to the contents of the register Y specifies the real 

address. 

INlvlTI Bioi I I zici Processor status register 

Carry flag 

'---Zero flag 

Interrupt disable flag 

Decimal mode flag 

Break flag 

Index X mode flag 

Overflow flag 

Negative flag 
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STACK POINTER (S) \ 
The stack pointer (S) is an a-bit register that contains the 
address of the next location in the stack. It is mainly used 
during interrupts and subroutine calls. The stack pointer is 
not automatically initialized after reset and should be initial
ized by the program using the TXS instruction. 

The contents of the stack pointer is XX16, the stack address 
is set to 00XX16 . When using this microcomputer in the 
single-chip 'mode, the stack pointer should be set at the 
bottom address of the internal RAM. 
When an interrupt occurs, the higher a bits of the program 

counter are pushed into the stack first, and then the lower a 
bits of the program counter are pushed into the stack. After 
each byte is pushed into the stack, the stack pOinter is de
cremented by one. Next, the contents of the processor sta
tus register are pushed into the stack. When the return from 
interrupt instruction (RTI) is executed, the program counter 

are process\lr status register data is pulled off the stack in 
reverse order from above. 

The Accumulator is never pushed into the stack automati
cally. A Push Accumulator instruction (PHA) is provided to 
execute this function. Restoring the Accumulator to its pre
vious value is accomplished by the Pull Accumulator in
struction (PLA). It is executed in reverse order of the PHA 
instruction. 

The contents of the Processor Status Register (PS) are 
pushed (pulled) to (from) the stack with the PHP and PLP 

instructions, respectively. Only the program counter is 
pushed into the' stack during a subroutine call. Therefore, 
any registers that should not be destroyed should be 
pushed into the stack manually. The RTS instruction is 
used to return from a subroutine. 

PROGRAM COUNTER (PC) 
The 16-bit program counter consists of two a-bit registers 

PCH and PCl. The program counter is used to indicate the 
address of the next instruction to be executed. 

PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PS) 
The processor status register is composed entirely of flags 
used to indicate the condition of the processor immediately 
after an operation. Branch operations can be performed by 
testing the Carry flag (C), Zero flag (Z), Overflow flag (V) 

or the Negative flag (N). Each bit of the register is ex
plained below. 

1. Carry flag (C) 
The carry. flag contains the carry or borrow generated by 
the Arithmetic and Logical operation Unit (ALU) im

mediately after an operation. It also changed by the shift 
and rotate instructions. The set carry (SEC) and clear carry 
(CLC) instructions allow direct access for setting and 
clearing this flag. 

2. Zero flag (Z) 
This flag is used to indicate if the immediate operation 
generated a zero result or not. If the result is zero, the zero 

flag will be set to "1". If the result is not zero, the zero flag 
will be set to "0". 

3. Interrupt disable flag (I) 
This flag is used to disable all interrupts. This is accom
plished by setting the flag to "1". When an interrupt, this 

flag is automatically set to "1" to prevent other interrupts 
from interfering until the current interrupt is completed. The 
SEI and CLI \nstructions are used to set and clear this flag, 
respectively. 

4. Decimal mode flag (D) 
The decimal mode flag is used to define whether addition 
and subtraction are executed in binary or decimal. If the 

decimal mode flag is set to "1" , the operations are ex
ecuted in decimal, if the flag is set to "0", the operations 
are executed in binary. Decimal arithmetic can be per
formed only with the ADC and SBC instructions. Decimal 
correction is automatically executed. The SED and CLD in
structions are used to set and clear this flag, respectively. 

5. Break flag (B) 
When the BRK instruction is executed, the same operations 
are performed as in an interrupt. The address of the inter
rupt vector of the BRK instruction is the same as that of the 
lowest priority interrupt. The contents of the B flag can be 
checked to determine which condition caused the interrupt. 

If the BRK instruction caused the interrupt, the break flag 
will be "1 ", otherwise it will be "0". 

6. Index X mode flag (T) 
When the T flag is "1", operations between memories are 
executed directly without passing through the accumulator. 
Operations between memories involving the accumulator 
are executed when the T flag is "0" (i.e., operation results 
between memories 1 and 2 are stored in the accumulator). 
The address of memory 1 is specified by the contents of 
the index register· X, and that of memory 2 is specified by 
the normal addressing mode. The SET and CL T instructions 
ar'e used to set and clear the index X mode flag, respec
tively. 
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7. Overflow flag (V) 
The overflow flag func,ions when one byte is added or sub

tracted as a singed binary number. When the result ex

ceeds + 127 or -128, the overflow flag is set to "1". When 
the BIT instruction is executed, bit 6 of the memory location 

is input to the overflow flag. The overflow flag is reset by 

the elV instruction and there is no set instruction. 

8. Negative flag (N) 
The negative flag is set whenever the result of a data trans
fer or operation is negative (bit 7 is set to "1"). Whenever 

the BIT instruction is executed, bit 7 of the memory location 

is input to the negative flag. There are no instructions for 

directrly setting or resetting the negative flag. 

Table 1 Interrupt vector address and priority 

Interrupt Priority Vector address 

RESET 1 FFFF'6, FFFE,6 

INT, 2 FFFD'6, FFFC16 

Timer 3 3 FFFB'6, FFFA,6 

Timer 2 4 FFF9'6, FFF8'6 

Timer 1 or serial I/O 5 FFF7'6, FFF6'6 
INT2 (BRK) 6 FFF5'6, FFF4,6 

INTERRUPT 
The M50957 -XXXSP can be interrupted from seven souces; 

INT1 , timer 3, timer 2, timer 1lserial 1/0,. or INT2/BRK in

struction. 
The value of bit 2 of the serial 1/0 mode register (address 

00F616 ) determine whether the interrupt is from timer 1 or 

from serial 1/0. When bit 2 is "0" the interrupt is from timer 

1, and when bit 2 is "1" the interrupt is from serial 1/0. Also, 

when the bit 2 is "1", parts of port P3 are used for serial II 

O. These interrupts are vectored and their priorities are 
shown in Table 1. Reset is included in this table since it 

has the same functions as the interrupts. 
When an interrupt is accepted, the contents of certain reg

isters are pushed into specified locations, (as discussed in 

the stack pOinter section) the interrupt disable flag I is set, 
the program jumps to the address specified by the interrupt 

vector, and the interrupt request bit is cleared automatical

ly. The reset interrupt is the highest priority interrupt and 

can never be inhibited. Except for the reset interrupt, all in

terrupt are inhibited when the interrupt disable flag I is set 

to "1". All of the other interrupts can further be controlled 

individually via the interrupt control register shown in Figure 

3. An interrupt is accepted when the interrupt enable bit 

and the interrupt request bit are both "1" and the interrupt 

disable flag is "0". 

Interrupt control register (Address OOFE16 ) 

~~~~~~~~~ 
Bit7: INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Fig.3 Interrupt conirol 

Bit6: INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5: Timer 2 interrupt request bit 

Bit 4: Timer 2 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 3: Timer 1 interrupt or serial input/output interrupt 

request bit 

Bit 2: Timer 1 interrupt or serial input/output interrupt 

enable bit 

Bit 1: INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit 0: INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

a..., ..... .,--.L-...J.._.L-......I._-'---J,~ Timer control register (Address OOFF,,) 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Bit 7: Timer 3 interrupt request bit 

Bit 6: Timer 3 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5: Timer 2 count stop bit 

Bit 4: Timer 3 count source selection bit 

Bit 3: Timer 2 count source selection bit 

Bit 2: Timer 1 count source selection bit 

Bitl: I 
Processor mode bits 

BitO: 
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The interrupt request bits are set when the following condi

tions occur: 
(1) When the level of pins INTl and INT2 change. 
(2) When the contents of timer 3, timer 2, timer 1 (or the 

serial 1/0 counter) go to "0" 
These request bits can be reset by the program but cannot 
be set by the progream. However, the interrupt enable bit 

can be set and reset by the program. 
The change in level at which the INT pins generate a inter
rupt varies according to the content of bits 4 and 5 of the 
PWM output mode register (address 00F516 ). When these 
bits are "0", the interrupt request is generated when INT 
changes from high-level to low-level. When these bits are 
"1 ", the interrupt request is generated when INT changes 
from lOW-level to high-level. Bits 4 (PM4 ) and 5 (PMs) cor

respond to INTl and INT2 respectively. 
Since the BRK instruction and the INT2 interrupt have the 
same vectored address, the contents of the B flag must be 
checked to determine if the BRK instruction caused the in
terrupt or if INT 2 generated the interrupt. 

TIMER 
The M50957-XXXSP has three timers; timer 1, timer 2, and 
timer 3. Since P3 (in serial 1/0 mode) and timer 1 use 
some of the same architecture, they cannot be used at the 
same time (see serial 1/0 section). The count source for 
each timer can be selected by using bit 2, 3 and 4 of the 
timer control register (address 00FF161. as shown in Figure 

5. 
A block diagram of timer 1 through 3 is shown in Figure 4. 
All of the timers are down count timers and have 8-bit 
latchs. When a timer counter reaches "0", the contents of 
the reload latch are loaded into the timer at the next clock 
pulse. The division ratio of the timers is 1/(n+1l, where n 

is the contents of the timer latch. 
The timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" at the next 

clock pulse after the timer reaches zero. The interrupt and 
timer control registers are located at addresses 00FE16 and 
00FF16 , respectively (see Interrupt section). The startingl 
stopping of timer 2 can be controlled by bit 5 of the timer 
control register. If bit 5 (address 00FF16 ) is "0", the timer 
starts counting and when bit 5, is "1", the timer stops. The 

count source of timer 3 can be controlled by bit 4 of the 
timer control register. If bit 4 (address 00FF16 ) is "1 ", the 
timer counts from the P32/CNTR pin. 
When the STP instruction is executed, or after reset, the 
timer 2 and timer 3 latch are set to FF16 and 0716 , respec
tivery. 

After a STP instruction is executed, timer 2, timer 3, and the 
clock (¢divided by 4) are connected in series (regardless 
of the status of bit 2 through 4 of the timer control register). 
This state is canceled if the timer 3 interrupt request bit is 

set to "1 ", or if the system is reset. Before the STP instruc
tion is executed, bit 5 of the timer control register (timer 2 

I I I I I I I I I 

LL 
Timer control register (Address OOFF,.) 

Processor mode bits 
00 : Single-chip mode 

01 : Memory expanding mode 
10 : Microprocessor mode 
11 : Eva-chip mode 

Timer 1 count source selection bit 

0: 1/4 timing ¢ 
1 : Timer 3 overflow signal 

Timer 2 count source selection bit 

0: 1/4 timing ¢ 
1 : Clock for the clock function (XCIN ) 

Timer 3 count source selection bit 

o : Timer 2 overflow signal 
1 : Clock input for timer (CNTR) 

Timer 2 count stop bit 
o : Count start 
1 : Count stop 

Timer 3 interrupt enable bit 
a : Interrupt disable 

1 : Interrupt enable 

Timer 3 interrupt request bit 
o : No interrupt request 
1 : I nterrupt request 

Fig.4 Structure of timer control register 

count stop bit) and bit 4 of the interrupt control register 
(timer 2 interrupt enable bit) must be set to "0". For more 
details on the STP instruction, refer to the oscillation circuit 
section. 
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Internal clock 

(Normally 1/4 X'N) 

P3,/CNTR 

P60 latch 

P6o/T 
SM" SMo 

00, 01 : External clock 
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Data bus 

Reset 

STP instruction 

FF16 

I--~-I--l I------=- to timer 2 inlerrupt request bit 

f--------"~ to timer 3 interrupt request bit 

to timer 1 or serial 110 interrupt 
request bit 

L-___ + __ +_~ Serial input/output 1-----1 
counter (3) 

SM, SM, 

P35 

SM, 

MSB 

SM, 

Fig,5 Block diagram of timer 1, timer 2, timer 3 
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TM : Timer control register (Address DOFF,.) 

SM : Serial 1/0 mode register (Address 00F6,.) 

PM : PWM output mode register (Address 00F5,,) 

~ Selection gate: Connected to black 
T colored side at reset. 
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SERIAL I/O 
A block diagram of the serial 1/0 is shown in Figure 6. 
In the serial 1/0 mode the receive ready signal (SRDY), syn
chronous input loutput clock (elK), and the serial 1/0 pins 

(SOUT' S,N) are used as P37, P3s, P35, and P34, respectively .. 
The serial 1/0 mode register (address 00F61s) is S-bit reg

ister. Bits 1 and 0 of this register is used to select a syn
chronous clock source. 
When these bits are (ooJ or (01J , an external clock from 
P3s is selected. When these bits are (10J, the overflow sig
nal from timer 1, divided by two, becomes the synchronous 
clock. Therefore, changing the timer period will change the 
transfer speed. When the bits are (11J, timing 91 divided by 
4, becomes the clock. 

Timing Divider 

Bit 2 and 3 decide whether parts of P3 will be used as a 
serial 1/0 or not. When bit 2 is a "1 ", P36 becomes an 1/0 

pin of the synchronous clock. When an internal synchronous 

clock is selected, the clock is output from P36 · If an exter
nal synchronous clock is selected, the clock is input to P36 

and P35 will be a serial output and P34 will be a serial in
put. To use P34 as a serial input, set the directional register 
bft which corresponds to P34 to "0". For more information on 

the directional register, refer to the 1/0 pin section. 
To use the serial 1/0, bit 2 needs to be set to "1 ", if it is "0" 
P36 will function as a normal 1/0. Interrupts will be gener

ated from the serial 1/0 counter instead of timer 1. Bit 3 
determines if P37 is used as an output pin for the receive 
data ready signal (bit 3= 1, SRDY) or used as normal 1/0 pin 

O SAOY 
P3, 

from 1/4 timing ¢ 
or timer3 

Divider (Address OOFA,,) 

Serial 1/0 counter (3) 

P36 

Transmission clock 

P35 

LSB P3, 
S,N 

}--"---+--f-f-f--+~-.;.j MSB Serial 1/0 register (8) 

Fig.6 Block diagram of serial 1/0 
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(Address OOF?,,) 

Data bus 

u 
Serial 1/0 mode register (Address OOF6,,) 

lower4 bits 

Sync. clock selection bit 
00 : 
01 : I External clock 

10 : 1/2 timer 1 frequency 

11: 1/4 timing ¢ 

Serial liD port selection bit (P35• P36 ) 

o : Parallel port 

1 : Serial input/output port 

'------ SRDY signal output selection bit (P3,) 

o : Parallel port 
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(bit 3= 0). The serial I/O function is discussed below. The 

function of the serial I/O differs depending on the clock 

source; external clock or internal clock. 
Internal clock-The SRDY signal becomes "H" during trans
mission or while dummy data is stored in the serial I/O reg

ister (address 00F7 ,6 ). After the falling edge of the write 

signal, the SRDY signal becomes low signaling that the 

M50957-XXXSP is ready to receive the external serial data. 

The SRDY signal goes "H" at the next falling edge of the 

transfer clock. The serial I/O counter is set to 7 when data 

is stored in the serial I/O register. At each falling edge of 

the transfer clock, serial data is output to P3s. During the 

rising edge of this clock, data can be input from P34 and 

Sync. clock 

Transmission clock 

Serial 1/0 register 

Write signal 

Serial 1/0 output 

output SOUT 

the data in the s.erial I/O register will be shifted 1 bit. 

Data is output starting with the LSB. After the transfer clock 

has counted 8 times, the serial I/O register will be empty 

and the transfer clock will remain at a high level. At this 

time the interrupt request bit will be set. 
External" clock-If an external clock is used, the interrupt 

request will be sent after the transfer clock has counted 8 

times but transfer clock will not stop. 
Due to this reason, the external clock must be controlled' 

from the outside. The external clock should not exceed 
250kHz at a duty cycle of 50%. The timing diagram is 

shown in Figure 7. An example of communication between 

two M50957-XXXSPs is shown in Figure 8. 

Serial 1/0 input 

input S'N ------~-~~~-----
Receivable signal 

SRDY 

Fig.? Serial I/O timing 

Sending side 

Serial 1/0 mode register 

Sit3 SitO 

I o I 1 I 1 I 0 I 
The direction register for pin P37 

should be set to input mode. 

Fig.8 Example of serial I/O connection 

U 

--
P3 7 SRDY P3 7 

P36 Sync clock P36 

I 
I 

t 
Interrupt request bit set 

Receiving side 

Serial 1/0 mode register 

Sit3 SitO 

I 1 I 1 I 0 I X I 
The direction register for pin P34 

should be set to input mode. 

P35 Serial data P34,~1 _ 
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PWM OUTPUT CIRCUIT 
(1) Introduction 

The M50957-XXXSP is equipped with one 14-bit PWM 

and two 6-bit PWMs. The 14-bit resolution gives PWM1 

the ininimum resolution bit width of 500ns (for X'N = 

4MHz) and a repeat period of 8192,us. PWM2 and 

PWM3 have a 6-bit resolution with minimum resolution 

bit width of 16,us and repeat period of 1024,us. 

Block diagram of the PWM is shown in Figures 9 and 

10. 
The PWM timing generator section applies individual 

control signals to PWM 1 - 3, using clock input X'N di
vided by 2 as a reference signal. 

(2) Data setting 

The output pins PWM1, PWM2 and PWM3 are in com

mon with pins P6" P62 and P63 of port P6 (i.e. for PWM 

output, PM1-PM3 of the PWM control register and the 

P6 directional register 06, - 063 should be set). When 

PWM1 is used for output, first set the higher 8-bit of 

the PWM1-H register (address 00FO ,6 ), then the lower 
6-bit of the PWM1-L register (address 00F1 ,6 ). In case· 

of M50959-XXXSP, if the low-order 6 bits are the same, 

this is also possible by changing the H register only. 

When either PWM2 or PWM3 is used for output, set the 

6-bit in the PWM2 (address 00F2 ,6 ) or PWM3 (address 

00F3,6 ) register, respectively. Note that the higher 2 
bits of these 8-bit registers are ignored when used 6-

bit register. 

(3) Transferring data from registers to latches 

The data written to the PWM registers is transferred to 

the PWM latches at the repetition of the PWM period. 

The signals output to the PWM pins correspond to the 

contents of these latches. When data at addresses 

00FO '6 - 00F3 '6 is read, data in these latches has 

already been read allowing the data output by the 

PWM to be confirmed. When the 6-bit latch is being 

read, the upper 2 bits of the register becomes unde
fined. However, bit 7 of the PWM1-L register indicated 

the completion of the data transfer from the PWM1 reg

ister to the PWM1 latch. If bit 7 is "0", the transfer has 

been completed, if bit 7 is ;'1", the transfer has not yet 

begun. 
(4) Operation of the 6-bit PWMs 

The timing diagram of the two 6-bit PWMs (PWM2 and 

PWM3) is shown in Figure 10. One period (T) is com

posed of 64 (26 ) segments. 

There are six different pulse types configured from bits 

0- 5 representing the significance of each bit. These 

are output within one period in the circuit internill sec

tion. Refer to Figure 11 (a). 
Six different pulses can be output from the PWM. 

These can be selected by bits 0 through 5. Depending 

on the content of the 6-bit PWM latch, pulses from 5-0 

is selected. The PWM output is the difference of the 

sum of each of these pulses. Several examples are 

shown in Figure 11 (b). Changes in the contents of the 
PWM latch allows the selection of 64 lengths of high

level area outputs varying from 0/64 to 63/64. An 

length of entirely high-level output cannot be output, 

i.e. 64/64. 
(5) 14-bit PWM operation 

The timing diagram of the 14-bit PWM1 is shown in Fi

gure 11. The 14-bit PWM divides the data within the 

PWM latch into the lower 6 bits and higher 8 bits. 

A high-level area within a length N times T is output ev

ery short area of t = 256 T = 128,us as determined by 
data N of the higher 8 bits. (Refer to PWM output (2) in 

the lower part of Figure 12 and 13.) 

Thus, the time for the high-level area is equal to the 

time set by the lower 8 bits or that plus T . As a result, 

the short-area period t (= 128,us, approx. 7.8kHz) be

comes an approximately repetitive period. 
(6) Output after reset 

At reset the output of port P6 is in the high impedance 

state and the contents of the PWM register and latch 

are undefined. Note that after setting the PWM regis

ter, its data is transferred to the latch. 

Table 2 Relation between the 6 lower-order bits 
of data and the space set by the ADD bit 

6 lower":order bits of data Area longer by T Ihan that of other Im(m = 0 -63) 

00000156 Nothing 

000001 m=32 

a a a a 1 0 m=16,48 

a a a 1 a a m = 8,24, 40, 56 

a a 1 a a 0 m= 4,12,20,28,36,42,50,58 

a 1 a a a a m = 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30, 34, 38, 42, 46, 50, 54, 58, 62 

1 a a a a a m=1,3,5,7,·.··· ··57,59,61,63 
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PWM1-L (Address OOF1'6) 

Register 

(set to 1)_ 
PWM1 -H when wri Ie .... bT'it7-''----''----'---+_-'---'------' 

(Address OOFO'6) 

X ,N 
(4MHz) 

PMO 

14 

14-bit PWM circuit 

Timing generator 
forPWM 

PWMl 

(8192,us period) 

(1024,us period) 

PWM2 

6-bit PWM circuit 6-bit PWM circuit 

register 

PWM3 
6 register (Address OOF3'6) 

data bus 

Fig.9 Bloock diagram of the PWM circuit (M50957-XXXSP) 
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~ Selection gate: connected to black 
colored side when 

~passgate 
reset. 

J 
~PWM1 

1 
P6, 06, 

J 
~PWM2 

1 
PWM3 

PM: PWM output mode register (Address OOFS'6) 

06 : Port P6 directional register (Address OOEF'6) 

P6 : Port P6 register (Address OOEE16 ) 
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Register 

PWM1-L (Address OOF1,,) 

when write bitl 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50957-XXXSP/FP 
M50959-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

--<r Selection gata: connected to 
black colored 
side when reset. ( set to 1 ) __ r--,r-"T'"""'T"""+-'--'--' 

r---------~ ~,~~~~~~ ~' Pass gate 

data bus 

PWM1-H 
(address OOFO,,) 

X'N 
(4MHz) 

PMo 

14 

14-bit PWM circuit 
PWMI 

(81921's period) 
Timing generatorl-----'---'----'----" 

forPWM 

(10241's period) 

PWM2 

P6, D6, 

J 
~/PWMI 

1 

J 
}-O/PWM2 

1 
6-bit PWM circuit 6-bit PWM circuit PWM3 

register 
PWM3 (address OOF3'6) 

register 
PM : PWM output mode register (Address OOFS'6) 

D6 : Port P6 directional register (Address OOEF'6) 

P6 : Port P6 register (Addresss OOEE,,) 

Block diagram of the PWM circuit (M50959-XXXSP) 
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Bit5 

Bit4 

Bit3 

Bit2 

Bin 1 

BitO 

Contents 
of the latch 

When 00,. 

When 01,. 

When 18,. 
(24) 

When 28,. 
(40) 

When 3B,. 
(59) 

When 3F,. 
(63) 

012345678 12 16 20 24 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0957-XXXSP/FP 
MS0959-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 63 

(al Pulses showing the weight of each bit 

-r-----------------------------------------------------------r 

~----------------------------~ 

When output is lower 6 bits of PWMI 

When output is PWM2 and PWM3 

T = 64t 

t=1281's T=81921's 

t = 161's T = 10241's 

(b) Example of 6-bit PWM output 

Fig." 6-bit PWM timing diagram 
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Data in address OOFO • is #6A • , , Data in address OOFO,. is # 78,. 
PWM1-H 

register 

PWM1-L 
register 

PWM11atch 
(14 bit) 

59,. I 6A,. .., 
Data in address 00F1,. is # 24,. 

13,. I A416 .., 

1 1653,. 

----------( Example 1 ) 6A 

PWM10utput 
CD 

lower 6 bits 
output 

(When H: 6A", 
L: 24 16 ) 

(Example 2) 

PWM10utput 

lower 6 bits 
output 

(When H: 6A16 , 

L: 1816 ) 

Minimum b 

PWM10utput 
rIi 

8-bit counter 

1------
it resolution width r =0,5,us 

r 
t6s 6A:69:68: 67 i 
ADD 

102 I al' 00 FF I FE I FD I FC I 

J 

I .., 78,. 

____ 8it 7 reset after transfer Data is address 00F1,. is 1135,. 

1/ 24,. ~I 35 16 

Register to latch tranfer 85, • ./' Register to latch tranfer 

lAA4,. I lAA4,. ~ 1 EF5,. I 
L When bit 6 of PWM1-L is "0" register 

T=8192,us I to latch transfer will not occur. 
(64X128,us) 

t = 128,us ----- ---68 6A 68 68 68 6A 68 6A 

(256XO,5,us) - ----
- I 02 I 01 I 6A:69:68: 67 i - : 02: ad I I 

I ADD 

- '97 ' 96'95 ' - 102 I 01 100 FF I FE I FD I FC I - I 97 I 96 I 95 I -

) 
High/low
section is 
the data c 

level of the ADD 
determined by 

High-level area output, the length 

ontained in 
of which is specified PWM-H 

the lower 6 bit. 
256 r (128,us) standard 

Fig.12 14-bit PWM timing diagram (M50957-XXXSP) 
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PWMI-H 
register 

PWMI-L 
register 

PWMllatch 
(14 bit) 

Data in address OOFO,. is :1* 6A,. Data in address OOFO,. is :1* 78,. 

59" 1--. 6A" I- 78,. 

Data in address OOFO,. is :1* 24,. ...- 8it 7 reset after transler Data is address 00F1,. is :1* 35,. 

13" II A4,. ~j/ 24" L' 35 16 

I Register to latch tranler 85,6/' I Register to latch tranler 

11653,,1 .\0 I A93,. lo, IAA4,. IIAA4,·1 IEE4,. ~. I EF5,. I 
L When bit 6 01 PWM1-L is "0" register 

T=8192.us J to latch transler will not occur. 
(64XI28"s) 

------------ t = 1281'S ---------
(Example I ) 6A 68 6A 68 68 68 6A 68 6A 

PWMloutput 
I 

lower 6 bits 
output 

(When H: 6A,., 
L: 24,.) 

(Example 2) 

PWMloutput 

lower 6 bits 
output 

(When H: 6A,., 
L: 18,.) 

Minimum b it resolution width 

PWMloutput 
'2., 

8-bit counter 

High/low
section is 
the data c 

r68 

ADD 

102 I all 00 

J 
level of the ADD 
determined by 
ontained in 

the lower 6 b,t. 

----1--- (256XO.5.us) - ----
r =0. 51's 

I 
6A I 69 1 68 I 67 1 - 102 I 011 

I J I I I 1 

I ADD 

FF I FE 1 FD 1 FC I - 197 ' 96195 ' - 102 1 01 100 

) 
High-level area output, the length 

01 which is specified PWM-H 

256 r (1281's) standard 

Flg,13 14-blt PWM timing diagram (M50959-XXXSP) 
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6A : 69 : 68 : 67 : - : 02 i 011 

FF 1 FE I FD 1 FC 1 - 197196195 1 -
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6 

I I I I I I I I 

L 

'---

L---

PWM output mode register 
(Address OOF5 16 ) 

PWM1, PWM2, PWM3 count source 
selection bit 

0: Supply 
1: Stop 

P6,/PWM, output selection bit 
o : Parallel port 
1 : PWM, output 

P6,/PWM, output selection bit 
o : Parallel port 

1 : PWM, output 

P63/PWM3 output selection bit 
a : Parallel port 
1 : PWM3 output 

INT, input reverse bit 
a : INT (leading-edge interrupt request) 
1 : INT (trailing-edge interrupt request) 

INT, input reverse bit 
0: INT (leading-edge interrupt request) 
1 : INT (trailing-edge interrupt request) 

PBo/T 1 output selection decision bit 
(reading only) 

a : Parallel port 
1 : Output is 1/2 that of timer 1 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50957-XXXSP/FP 
M50959-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

L I I I I I I I I 

LL 

'----

Serial liD mode register 

(Address OOF616 ) 

Sync clock selection bit 
00/01 : External clock 
10: 1/2 timer 1 

11 : 1/4 internal clock 1> 
1/16 of the X'N oscillation frequency 
during normal operation. 

1 (8 of the XC'N oscillation frequency 
during low speed operation 

Serial liD port selection bit 
(P35, P36 ) 

a : Parallel port 
1 : Serial liD port 

SAoy signal output selection bit (P37 ) 

a : Parallel port 

1 : SAoy signal output pin 

P60/T output selection bit 

o : Parallel port 
1 : Output is 1/2 timer 1 

P60/T output function selection bit 
a : Sync. mode 

(EAROM clock input signal generation 

1 : Asynchronous mode 

Clock (X,~-XOUT) stop bit 
0: Oscillate 
1 : Stop 

Internal system clock generation selection 
0: X'N-XOUT selection (normal mode) 
1 : XCIN-XCOUT selection 

(low-speed mode) 

Fig.14 Structure of PWM output mode register Fig.15 Structure of serial 1/0 mode register 
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PORT P60lTlMER 1 OUTPUT 
Bit 0 of port P6 outputs 1/2 the frequency of timer 1 when 

00F6'6 bit 4 of the serial' I/O mode register, (address 
00F6,6) is changed. The output switching can be accom
plished with either of two procedures, synchronous mode or 
asynchronous mode, depending on the setting of bit 5 
(SMs) of the serial I/O mode register. 

When SMs is set to "0" the synchronous mode is set. In 
such a case, after SM4 has been changed, synchronization 
is set to the 1/2 frequency of timer 1 and switching be

tween the port latch and iimer takes place. It is possible to 
ascertain whether switching actually occurred by reading 
the value of bit 6 (PM6) of the PWM output mode register. 

R/W ~ 

I 
I 
I 
I 

From the time that the contents of SM4 was changed to the 
point where switching completes, the contents of neither 
SM4 nor P60 may be changed. Use of the synchronous 

mode prevents the generation of a pulse shorter than the 
timer output during swiching. Figure 16 (a) gives an exam
ple of timing in the synchronous mode. Use of the synchro

nous mode allows generation of an EAROM clock input sig
nal through the use of a simple program. 
When SMs is set to "1", the asynchronous mode is set. In 
this case, the output switching occurs directly after SM4 has 
been changed. Figure 16 (b) gives an example of timing in 

the asynchronous mode. 

, Tl rn II --------1
1 

I..-____________ -J '-______ _ 

1/2 ofTl 

PM. 
Latch output 

P6. latch 

P6./T output 

1/201Tl 

PM. I 
Latch output : 

~IE 

P6. latch I 
I 
I 
I 

P6./T output LI....., ___ -I 

I 
I 
I 

: (Note 1l 

Timer output 

(a) Synchronous mode (SM.=O) 

Timer output 

(b) Asynchronous mode (SM5=1) 

Note 1 Output switching occurs at the trailing edge 01 timer 1 divided signal when 

the value 01 the P6. latch Is "0" and at the leading edge 01 timer 1 divided 

Signal when the value 01 the P6. latch is "1 ". 

Flg.16 P60 /T switching timing diagram 
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COMPARATOR CIRCUIT 
The comparator circuit is shown in Figure 17. The compara
tor circuit consists of the switch tree, ladder resistor, com
parator, comparator control circuit, comparator register 
(address 00FS'6), and analog signal input pin (P33/AN 1N ). 

The analog input pin is common with the digital input/out
put terminal to the data bus. 

Table 3 Relationship between the contents of 
comparator register and internal voltage 

Comparator register 
Internal analog voltage 

The 5-bit comparator register can generate 1/16Vcc-step 
internal analog voltage, based on the settings of bits 0 to 3. 
Table 3 gives the relation between the descriptions of com
parator register bits a to 3 and the generated internal ano
log voltage. The comparator result of the analog input vol
tage and the internal analog voltage is stored in the compa
rator register, bit 4. 

The data is compared by setting the directional register 
corresponding to board P33 to "0" (board P33 enters the in
put mode), to allow board P33/AN 1N to be used as the ana
log input pin. The digital value corresponding to the internal 
analog voltage to be compared is then' written in the com

parisi on register (address 00FS'6), bits 0 to 3. The voltage 
com parisi on starts as soon as the writing is completed. 4-
cycle (required for comparating) later, the result of com
parision is stored in the comparator register, bit 4. Sit 4 is 

"1" when analog input voltage > internal analog voltage 
and "0" when analog input voltage < internal analog vol
tage. 
When voltage is compared to by setting bits a to 3 of the 
comparator register "0", bit 4 of the comparator register be
comes "1" regardless of the analog input voltage. 

Data bus 

(Address OOES,,) 

P33 
Analog input 
voltage 

Internal analog voltage 

Vss 

Fig.17 Comparator Circuit 

bit3 bit 2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Output of 
comparator 
result 
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bit 1 bitO 

0 1 

1 0 

1 1 

0 0 

0 1 

1 0 

1 1 

0 0 

0 1 

1 0 

1 1 

0 0 

0 1 

1 0 

1 1 

4 

Comparator register 
(Address OOFB'6) 

Vee 

1 !16Vcc-l !32Vcc 

2!16V cc-1 !32V cc 

3!16V cc-1 /32V cc 

4/16Vcc-l/32Vcc 

5/16Vcc-l/32Vcc 
6/16Vcc-l/32Vcc 
7/16Vcc-l/32Vcc 
8/16Vcc-l/32Vcc 

9/16Vcc-l/32Vcc 

10/16Vcc-l/32Vcc 
11 /16Vcc-':1I32Vcc 

12/16Vcc -l/32Vcc 
13!16Vcc -l/32Vcc 

14/16Vcc -l/32Vcc 

15/16Vcc -l/32Vcc 



RESET CIRCUIT 
The M50957-XXXSP is reset according to the sequence 

shown in Figure 18. It starts the program fromthe address 
formed by using the content of address FFFFI6 as the high 
order address and the content of the address FFFEI6 as the 
low order address, when the RESET pin is held at "L" level 

for no less than 2 I1S while the power voltage is between 4 

Internal RESET_-+ _________ ~ 

Fig.18 

SYNC 

Address 

Data 

8-12 clock cycles 

Timing diagram at reset 

Address 

(I) PortO register (P 0) (E 0 ,,) 

(2) Port I register (P 1 ) (E 2 ,,) 

," Port P2 directional (D 2) (E 5 ,,) 
register 

'4) Port P3 directional, (D 3) (E 9 ,,) 
register 

(5) Pori 4 register (P 4) (E A,,) 

:6) PortSregisler (P 5) (E e,,) 

,7) Pori P6 directional (D 6) (E F ,,) 
register 

(8) PWM output mode (PM) (F5 ,6) 

register 

19) Senal 1/0 mode (SM) (F 6,,) 
register 

(eR) (FB,6) nO) Comparator register 

HI 00 '6 

HI 00 '6 

H I 00 '6 

H I 00 '6 

H I 00 '6 

H I , , 
! 01 01 

H I a 0 '6 

H I 'olololololo!ol 

H I 00" I 
H·I I I ! 101

010101 
(11) Timer 2 ( T 2 ) ( F C 16) .. t F F 16 I 
(1Z) Timer 3 ( T 3 ) ( F D 16) .. ·1 0 7 16 I 
(13) Inlerruptcontrol (t M) (F E'6) · .. 1 00 '6 I 

register 

(14) Timer cOlItrol register (T M) ( F F 16) • -I 0 0 16 I 
(15) Processor status register 

(only the interrupt ~isable 
flag is set.) 

~61 Program counter 

(p s )1 I I I I III I I 

(p·C K ) nl Ccntentll 01 
addreuFFFF16 

(p e,) nl Contents of 
sddressFFFE16 

Since the contens of both registers other than those listed above 

(including timer 1 and the serial 1/0 registers) and the RAM' are un

defined at reset, it is necessary to set initial values. 

Fig.19 Internal state of the microcomputer at reset 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0957-XXXSP/FP 
MS0959-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

and 5.5V and the crystal oscillator oscillation is stable and 
then returned to "H" level. The internal initializations follow
ing reset are shown in Figure 19. 
An example of the reset circuit is shown in Figure 20. The 

. reset input voltage must be kept below 0.6V until the supp

ly voltage surpasses 4.0V. 

Reset address retrieved 
Irom the vector table 

Note The relationship 01 Irequency between I(X'N) and if> is normally 
I(X'N)=4· if>. 

2 A question mark (?) means that the address is changable de
pending on ihe previous state. 

Power on 
M50957 -XXXSP 

RESET Vee 
OV 

271 [1 
..: ... ~ 

J; OV 

M50957 -XXXSP 

vee 
1 Supply voltage 

r- -----~ detection circuit 
27 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

L-----4--4 I 
I I 
I ' I I 
I I 
I I 
L ________ J 

Fig.20 Example of reset circuit 
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1/0 PORTS 
(1) Port PO 

Port PO is ,ali 8-bit output port with high-breakdown vol
'tage P-channel open drain outputs featuring a break
down voltage of Vcc-36V. Each pin contains a pull
down resistor making Vp a 'negative power source. As 
shown in the memory map in Figure 1, port PO is used 
on the zero page at address 00E016 in memory. 
Depending on the content of the processor mode bit 
(bits 0 and 1 of address 00FF16), four modes can be 
selected, single-chip mode, memory expanding mode, 
microprocessor mode, memory expanding mode, mic
roprocessor mode, and eva-chip mode. Modes other 
than the single-chip mode also have functions as 
address output pins besides their original functions. For 
details, refer to the section on the processor mode. 

(2) Port P1 

Port P1 has the same functions as port PO in the single
chip mode. In modes other than the single-chip mode, 
functions vary slightly. For details, see the section on 

the processor mode. 
(3) Port P2 

Port P2 is an 8-bit I/O port with N-channel open drain 
outputs As shown in Figure 1, port P2 is used at 
address 00E416 in the memory. 
Port P2 has a data direction register (address 00E516 
on zero page) and programming can be undertaken for 
an individual bit to use the port for input or output. The 
pins where the data direction register is programmed 
to "1" are for output and those where the register is 

prpgrammed to "0" are for input. 
The data written into the pin programmed as an output 
pin are written into the port latch and supplied directly' 
.to the output pin. When reading the data from a pin 

. programmed as an output pin, it is not the output pin 
contents which are read but the port latch contents. 
Consequently, since an LED or other similar part is 
driven directly, the value output previously can be read 
correctly even if the low-level output voltage goes high. 
The pin programmed as an input pin remains,floating, 
so external signals can be read. When data is written, 
it is written into the port latch only and the pin remains 

floating. 
This port has the same functions 'as port PO except for 
the Single-chip mode. For, details, see the section on 
the processor mode. 

(4) Port P3 

Ap!,lrt from the fact that part of the piris are also used 
as serial input/output pins, analog input pin and timer 3 
clock input pin, its functions are the same as those of 
port P2 in the single-chip mode. This port has the same 
functions as port PO except in the single-chip mode. 
Fqr details, see the section on the processor mode. 

(5) Port P4 
Port P4 has the s~me functions as port PO iri the single
chip mode. The functions of this port do not change ree 

gardless of though the, processor mode. 
(6) Port P5 

Bits 0 and 1 of port P5 have the same functions as port 

P4. 
Bits 2 and 3 are exclusively used as inputs for mutual 
Use as interrupt inputs. These pins feature hysteresis 
characteristics. These pins can also be used for fetch
ing inputs even when being used as interrupt inputs. 
The interrupt request bits (bit T and 1 of address 
00FE16 = INT1 and INT2, respectively) are set to "1" 
when the inputs of ports P53 (INT1) and P52 (INT2) 

change. Depending on the conten.ts of bits 4 and 5 of 
. the PWM output mode register PM (address 00F516), . 
either a raising-edge interrupt or a falling-edge inter
rupt may be selected as the interrupt source. (Refer to 
Figure 14.) 
Since interrupt input and normal input ports are used 
together in the M50957-XXXSP, unwanted noise may 
mistakenly cause interrupts. This problem can be over

come by programming. 
When changing either bit 4 (PM4 ) or bit 5 (PMs) of the 

PWM output mode register, it is necessary for the in
terrupt request enable bit (either bit 6 or 0 of address 
00FE16) to be set to the interrupt disable condition 
("0"). If this is not done, an interrupt will be generated 

when either PM4 or PMs is changed. 
Bits 4 through 7 of port P5 is a 4-bit input port. 

(7) Port P6 

Port P6 is a 6-bit I/O port having the same functions as 
Port P2. The output is CMOS three-state. Bit 0 is used 
in common with the timer output. Bits 1-3 are used in 
common with PWMs1-3 . 
The functions of thi.s port do not change, being the 
same as in the single-chip mode, even though the pro
cessor mode may change. 
A block diagram of ports PO through P6 are shown in 

Figure 21. 
(8) Clock g, output pin 

The clock frequency, divided by four, is output (X1N ). 

However, in the low-speed -mode 1/2 the clock fre
quency for timer (XCIN ) is output. 
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Data bus ----..----1 Port latch 

Direction register 

Data bus -+----1 '-----_ ..... 
Port latch 

Direction register 

Data bus -+------1 Port latch 

Data bus -----< 

INT--_-<lC 

Input 

Databus~ 
Ports P54~ P5, 

* High voltage P-channel transistor 

High voltage P-channel open drain 

(with pull-down resistors) 

Ports PO, P1, P4, P5o, P5, 

N-channel open drain output 

Ports P2, P3 

P3 may also be used as a serial 

input/output pin. 

CMOS Tri-state output 

Port 6 

Bits O~3 may also be used as timer 
outputs and PWM output pins. 

Schmitt input 

Ports P5" P53 

Fig.21 Block diagram of port PO~P6 (single-chip mode) and output format of 1> 
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PROCESSOR MODE 
By changing the contents of the processor mode bit (bit 0 
and 1 at address 00FF16 ), four different operation modes 

can be selected; single-chip mode,memory expanding 
mode, microprocessor mode and evaluation chip (eva
chip) mode. In the memory expanding mode, microp
rocessor mode and eva-chip mode, ports PO- P3 can be 

used as .multiplexed I/O for address, data and control sig
nals, as well as the normal functions of the I/O ports. 
Figure 23 shows the functions of ports PO- P3. 
The memory map for the single-chip mode is illustrated in 

Figure 1 and for other modes, in Figure 22. 
By connecting CNVss to Vss, all four modes can be 
selected through software by changing the processor mode 

bits. Connecting CNVss to Vee automatically forces the 
microcomputer into microprocessor mode. Supplying 10V to 
CNVss places the microcomputer in the eva-chip mode. 
The four different modes are explained as follows: 

FFFF,6,...--___ ..., 

Interanl ROM 

(Note 1) 
D800, 

Internal RAM 

0000, 6 L-___ .J 

Memory expanding 
mode 

Eva-chip mode Microprocessor 
mode 

Note 1: COOO'6 for M50959-XXXSP 

The shaded area is external memory area 

Fig.22 Example memory area in processor mode 

(1) Single-chip mode (00) 

The microcomputer will automatically be in the single
chip mode when started from reset, if CNVss is con

nected to Vss. Ports PO- P3 will work as original I/O 
ports. 

(2) Memory expanding mode (01) 

The microcomputer will be placed in the memory ex

panding mode when CNVss is connected to Vss and 
the processor mode bits are set to "01". This mode is 

used to add external memory when the internal mem
ory is not sufficient. 

The lower 8 bits of address data for port PO is output 
when rp goes to "H" state. When rp goes to the "L" 

state, PO retains its original output functions. 
Port P1 's higher 8 bits of address data are output when 
rp goes to "H" state and as it changes back to the "L" 

state it retains its original output functions. Port P2 re
tains its original output functions while rp is at the "H" 
state, and works as a data bus of 0 7 - Do (including in
struction code) while at the "L" state. Pins P31 and P30 

output the SYNC and R/W control signals, respectively 
while rp is in the "H" state. When in the "L" state, P31 

and P30 retain their original I/O function. 
The R/W output is used to read/write from/to the out
side. When this pin is in the "H" state, the CPU reads 
data, and when in the "L" state, the CPU writes data. 
The SYNC is a synchronous signal which goes to the 

"H" state when it fetches the OP CODE. 
(3) Microprocessor mode (10) 

After connecting CNVss to Vee and initiating a reset, 
the microcomputer will automatically default to this 
mode. 
In this mode, port PO and P1 are used as the system 
address bus and the original function of the I/O pins is 
lost. Port P2 becomes the data bus (07-00 ) and loses 
its normal output functions. Port P31 and P30 become 
the SYNC and Riw pins, respectively and the normal 1/ 
o functions are lost. 

(4) Eva-chip mode (11) 

When 10V is supplied to CNVss pin, the microcomputer 
is forced into the eva-chip mode. The main purpose of 
this mode is to evaluate ROM programs prior to mask
ing them into the microcomputer's internal ROM. 
In this mode, the internal ROM is inhibited so the ex
te~nal memory is required. 

This mode has almost the same function as the mem
ory expanding mode except that it needs to attach all 
program memories to the outside. 
The relationship between the input level of CNVss and 
the proc.essor mode is shown in Table 2. 
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1\ TM, 0 

™o 0 

'\ Port Single-chip mode 

¢J I I 
Port PO Ports po,-POo 

)( 1/0 port 

¢J I I 
Port PI Ports Pl,-Pl 0 

)( 1/0 port 

¢J I I 
Ports P2,-P20 

Port P2 

)( 110 port 

¢J I I 
Ports P3,-P30 

)( 1/0 port 

Port P3 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50957-XXXSP/FP 
M50959-XXXSPf.FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

0 I I 

I I 0 

Memory expanding mode Eva-chip mode Microprocessor mode 

¢J I I ¢J I I 
Ports PO,-POo Same as left Ports PO,- POo 

~. -:x Address )C A,-Ao A,-Ao 

¢J I I ¢J I I 
Ports Pl,-Pl 0 Same as left Ports Pl,-Pl 0 

~ ~ ·Address ;C A,5-A. A ,5-A. 

¢J I I ¢J I I 
Ports P2;-P20 Same as left Ports P2,-P20 

~ Oata K port 0,-00 }-----~ Oata )-
0,-00 • 

¢J I I ¢J I I 
Ports P3,-P3, Ports P3,-P3, . 

)( 110 port )( 1/0 port 

Port P3, Same as left Port P3, 

E)( 1/0 port 'X... Y\ SYNC )( 
Port P30 Port P30 

~ 1/0 port 'X... )( RIW K 
Fig.23 Processor mode and functio[1s of ports PO~P3 

To.blo 4 Relationship Datv.aan CNVss pin input level and processor mode 

CNVss Mode 

Vss • Single-chip mode 
• Memory expanding mode 

• Eva-chip mode 
• Microprocessor mode 

Vee • Eva-chip mode 
• Microprocessor mode 

IOV • Eva-chip mode 

Explanation. 

The single·chip mode Is set by the reset. 
All modes can be selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

The microprocessor mode is set by the reset. 

Eva-chip mode can be also selected by changing the processor mode bit with tho program. 

Eva-chip mode only . 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS09S7-XXXSP/FP 
MS09S9-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

CLOCK GENERATING CIRCUIT 
The M50957-XXXSP has two internal clock generating cir
cuits. Figure 26 shows a block diagram of the clock gener
ating circuits. Normally, the-frequency applied to the clock 
input pin X1N divided by four is used as the internal clock 
(timing output) rp. Bit 7 of serial 1/0 mode register can be 
used to switch the interna,l clock rp to 112 the frequency ap
plied to the clock input pin XCIN. 

M50957-XXXSP 

Figure 24 shows a circuit example using a ceramic (or 
~rystal) oscillator. Use the manufacturer's recommended 
values for constants such as capacitance which will differ 
depending on each oscillator. When using an external clock 
signal, input from the X1N (XCIN ) pin and leave the XOUT 
(XCOUT ). pin open. A circuit example is shown in Figure 25. 
The M50957-XXXSP has two low power dissipation modes; 
stop and wait. The microcomputer enters a stop mode 
when the STP instruc'tion is executed. The oscillator (both 

X1N clock and XC1N clock) stops with the internal clock rp 
held at "H" level. In this case tim~r 2 and timer 3 are forc
ibly connected and rpl4 is selected as timer 2 input. When 
restarting oscillation, FF16 is automatically set in timer 2 and 
0716 in timer 3 in order to enable the oscillator to stabilize. 
Before executing the STP instruction, the timer 2 count stop 
bit must be set to supply ("0"), timer 2 interrupt enable bit 
and timer 3 interrupt enable bit must be set to disable ("0"), 

and timer 3 interrupt request bit must be set to no request 
("0"). 

Flg.24 Example ceramic resonator circuit 

M50957 -XXXSP 

X1N XCOUT XC1N XCOUT 

128 Open 29 30 T Open 31 
External OSCillating External oscillating circuit 

circuit or external pulse 

Vee n n ri n r 
Vss ..J U U U U 

Flg.25 Example clock Input circuit 

Oscillation is restarted (release the stop mode) when INT1 , 

INT 2, or serial 1/0 interrupt is received. The interrupt en
able bit of the interrupt used to release the stop mode must 
be set to "1". When restarting oscillation with an interrupt, 
the internal clock rp is held "H" until timer 3 overflows,and 
is not supplied to the CPU. When oscillation is restarted by 
reset, "L" level must be ,kept to the RESET pin until the 
oscillation stabilizes because no waif time is generated. 

,The microcomputer enters a wait mode when the WIT in

struction is executed. The internal clock rp stops at "H" 
level, but the oscillator does not stop. rp is re-supplied (wait 
mode release) when the microcomputer is reset or when it 
recieves an interrupt. 
Instructions can be executed immediately because the 

oscillator is not stopped. The interrupt enable bit of the in
terrupt used to reset the wait mode must be set to "1" be-
fore executing the WIT instruction. , 
Low power dissipation operation is also achieved when the 
X1N clock is stopped and the internal clock rp is generated 
from the XC1N clock (200,uA or less at f(XcIN )=32kHz). X1N 
clock oscillation is stopped when the bit 6 of serial '1/0 
mode register (address 00F61S ) is set and restarted when 
it is cleared. However, the wait time uritil the oscillation sta
bilizes must be generated with a program when restarting. 
An "L" level must be kept to the RESET pin unit the oscilla
tion stabilizes when resetting while the X1N clock is stop
ped. Figure 27 shows the transition of states for the system 
clock. 
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MS09S7-XXXSP/FP 
MS09S9-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

XC1N XCOUT 

Q 

Internal system 
clock source 
selection SM, 

S~------~--------~S 

STP WIT 
i1istructlon instruction 

R R 

Flg.26 Block diagram of clock deneratlng circuit 

• MITSUBISHI 
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R STP instruction 

INT, interrupt enable 

INT, Interrupt request 

Timer 3 interrupt enable 

Tinier 3 interrupt request 

Timer 2 Interrupt enable 

Timer 2 Interrupt request 

Timer 1 interrupt enable 

Timer 1 Interrupt request 
(or serial 1/0) I. rr- INT, interrupt enable 

~ INT, Interrupt request 
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Flg.27 

2-460 

[
External I NT 1 
Timer interrupt 

S I/O interrupt 

Interrupt 

[
External INT 1 
Timer interrupt 

S I/O interrupt 

[
External INT 1 
Timer interrupt 

S I/O interrupt 

SM,=l 

SM6=1 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50957-XXXSP/FP 
M50959-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

SM,=O 

SM6=0 

STP instruction 

'" 

Interrupt( Note 1) 

[External INT 1 
S I/O interrupt 

STP instruction 

'" 

Interrupt(Note 2) 

[External INT 1 
S I/O interrupt 

(
It is necessary to program a J 
latency period sufficient to allow 

the 4MHz oscillation to stabilize. 

STP instruction 

'" 

Interrupt( Note 2) 

[External INT 1 
S I/O interrupt 

The above example assumes that signals of 4MHz and 32kHz are being applied to pins X,N XCIN respectively. ¢ signifies the internal clock. 

(Note 1) Approximately 8ms of latency time are automatically generated upon release 
from the STP instruction due to the connections of timer 2 and 3. 

(Note 2) Approximately 500ms of latency time exists after the release of the STP instruction. 
(Note 3) When the internal clock 1/4 frequency is conneCted as a timer count source the count source becomes 4kHz. 

Transition of states for the system clock 
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SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER· 

<An example of flow for system> 

Power on reset 
I 

Clock X and clock for clock function Xc oscillation 
I 

Internal system clock start (X -1 /4- 1» 
I_-

Program start from RESET vector 
I 

Normal program I -Operating at 4 MHz 

Internal clock 1> sOlurce switching X( 4 MHz)-XcLK (32. 768kHz)(SM 7 : 0-1 ) 

Clock X halt(Xc in operation) 
I 

Internal clock halt(WIT instruction) 
I 

Internal clock operation start (WIT instruction released) 
[

Timer 3 (clock count)overflow 

I Clock processing routine I - Operating at 32. 768kHz 

I 
Internal clock halt (WIT instruction) 

Interrupts from INT1 , timer 2, timer 1 or serial 110, INT2 
I 

Internal clock operation start (WIT instruction released) 
I 

Program start from interrupt vector 
I 

Clock X oscillation start 
I 

Oscillation rise time routine (software) -Operating at 32. 768kHz 

I 
Internal clock 1> source switching (Xc-X) (SM7 : 1 - 0) 

I 

I Normal program I -Operating at 4MHz 

STP instruction preparation (pushing registers) 

I 
Timer 2, timer 3 interrupt disable, timer 3 interrupt no request (IM 4 = 0 ,TM6= 0 , TM7= a ) 

I 
Timer 2 count stop bit resetting (TMs = a ) 

I 
Clock X and clock for clock function Xc halt (STP instruction) 

I 

RAM backup status I 

Interrupts from INT" serial 1/0, INT2 
I 

Clock X and clock for clock function Xc oscillation start 
I 

Timer 3 overflow (X/16 or Xc/S-timer 2 -timer 3) 
(Automatically connected by the hardware) 

I 
Internal system clock start (X-1 /4-1» 

I 
Program start from interrupt vector 

I 

Normal program 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50957-XXXSP/FP 
M50959-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PROGRAM NOTES 
(1) The frequency ratio of the timer and the prescaler is 11 

(n+1). ' 
(2) Even though the BBC and BBS instructions are ex

ecuted after the inte~rupt request bits are modified (by 
the program), those instructions are only valid for the 
contents before the modification. Also, at least one in
struction cycle mustbe used (such as a Nap) between 
the modification of the interrupt request bits and the 
execution of the BB.C and BBS instructions. 

(3) When </>/4 or it divided by timer are used as clock for 
timer, the contents of the timer can be rl!!ad at volun
tary timing. 
However, when an other clock (except above clocks) 
is input to timer, read the contents of timer either while 
the. input of the timer is not changing or after timer 
count is stopped. 

(4) After the ADC and SBC instructions are executed (in 
decimal mode), one instruction cycle (such as a Nap) 
is needed before the SEC, CLC, or CLD instructions 
are executed. 

(5) A Nap instruction must be used after the execution of 
a PLP instruction. 

DATA REQUIRED FOR MASK ORDERING 
Please send the following data for mask orders. 
(1) mask ROM confirmation form 
(2) mark specification form 
(3) ROM. data .......................... ; ....... , ....... EPROM 3 sets 

Write the following option'on the mask confirmation form 
(1) </> output stop option 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50957-XXXSP/FP 
M50959-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3-7 

V p Pull-down input voltage Vee-40-Vee+0.3 

V, 
Input voltage, P2o-P2" P30-P3" P3,-P3, 

-0.3-13 
CNVss, PS,/INT" PS3/1NT, 

V, Input voltage, RESET, X'N, XC'N With respect to Vss. -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage, P6o-P65, P3, Output transistors cut-off. -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

V, Input voltage, PS,-PS, -0.3-13 

Vo Output voltage, P2o-P2" P30-P3" P3,-P3, -0.3-13 

Vo Output voltage, P6o- P65, XO UT, XCOUT, ¢, P33 -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

Vo Output voltage, POo-PO" P1 o-P1" P4o-P4" PSo, PS, Vee-40-Vee+0.3 

Pd Power dissipation Ta - 25'C 1000(Note1 ) 

Tcmr Operating temperature -10-70 

Tstg Storage temperature -40-125 

Note 1 60DmW for QFP types. 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vcc=5V±10%, Ta=-lD-7D"C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

I IIX'N)=4.2MHz 4 5 5.5 V 
Vee Supply voltage 

I f(XIN)=less thanl MHz 3 5 5.5 V 

V p Pull·down supply voltage Vcc-38 Vee V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

V'H 
"H" input voltage P2o-P2" P30-P3" CNVss( Note 2 ) 

PS,/INT" PS3/1NTlo P6o-P65 
O.75Vcc Vee V 

V'H "H" input voltage RESET, X1N, XCIN O.8Vcc Vee V 

V'H "H" input voltage PS,-PS, O.4Vcc Vee V 

V'L 
"L" input voltage P2o-P2" P30-P3" CNVss 

PS,/INT" PS3/INT,. P6o-P65 
0 0.25Vcc V 

V'L "L" input voltage RESET 0 O. 12Vcc V 

V'L "L" input voltage XIN, XC1N 0 O.16Vcc V 

V'L "L" input voltage PS,-PS, 0 O. 12Vcc V 

IOH(sUm) 
"HOI sum output current POO ......... POT, P1o ....... Ph, P4o ....... P47 

-120 mA 
PSo, PS, 

IOH(SUm) "H" sum output current P6o ....... P6s -5 mA 
IOLCsum) "L" sum output current P2o ....... P27, P30 ....... P31 50 mA 
IOL(SUm) "L" sum output current P6o ....... P6s 5 mA 
IOHIPeak) "H" peak output current POo ....... P04 -40 mA 
IOHepeak) "H" peak output cl:lrrent POS ...... P07, P1o ....... P17 -30 mA 
IOHepeak) "H" peak output current P4o-P4" PSo, PS, -30 mA 
IOHlpeak) "H" peak output current P6o ...... P6s -3 mA 
IOLepeak) "L" peak output current P2o ...... P27, P30 ...... P37 15 mA 
IOLep_eak) "L" peak. output current P6o ....... P6s 3 mA 
IOHeaVa) "H" average output current POO ....... P04 -18 mA 
IOHeaVa) "H" average output current POS ...... P07, p1o ...... Ph -18 mA 
IOHCaVQ) "H" average output current Pt1o ....... p·'h, P5o, P5, -12 mA 

IOHeav!':p "H" average output current P6o ....... P6s -1.5 mA 

IOLeav!"p "L" average output current P2o-P2,. P30-P3" P6o-P6, 10 mA 
IOLlavg) "L" average output current P6o ...... P6s 1.5 mA 

Timer 3 counter clock input I IlxlN)=4.2MHz 500 kHz 
f(P32/CNTR) 

oscillation Irequency (Note 3) I IIX'N)=1 MHz 100 kHz 

lex,") Clock input oscillating frequency (Note3.4,6) 4.2 MHz 

lexc.'N) Clock oscillating frequency for clock function 500 kHz 

Note 2 High-level input voltage 01 up to + 12V may be applied 10 permissible lor ports P2o- P2" P30-
P3" P3,-P3" CNVss, P5, and PS3. 

3 Oscillation Irequency is at 50% duty cycle. 
4 When used in the low·speed mode, the timer clock input frequency should be Ilx'N) < leX'N)/3. 
5 The average output current 10Llavg) and 10Hlavg) are in period 01 lOOms. 
6 When external clock inpul is used. Ihe timer clock input frequency should be Ilxc'N) ,;: 50kHz. 
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V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mW 

·C 

·C 
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SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, Ta = 25'C, f(X'N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

V OH 

V OH 

V OH 

V OH 

VOL 

VOL 

VOL 

Vr+-Vr -

VT+-VT-

Vr+-Vr -

Vr+-Vr -

III 

III 

III 

III 

III 

I'H 

I'H 

I'H 

I'H 

I'H 

ILOAD 

ILEAK 

V RAM 

Icc 

2-464 

Parameter Test conditions 

"H" output voltage P6o ..... P6s IOH--0.5mA 

"H" output voltage ¢ IOH=-2.5mA 

"H" outpul vollage POO-P07, P1o-Pl, IOH=-18mA 

"H" oulput vollage P4o-P47, P50, P5, IOH=-12mA 

"L" oulpul vollage P2o-P27, P30-P37 IOL=10mA 

"L" oulpul vollage PBo-PB5 IOL=0.5mA 

"L" oulpul voltage ¢ IOL=2.5mA 

Hysleresls P5,/INT" P53/1NT, 

Hysleresis RESET 

Hysleresls P3, When used as CNTR inpul 

Hysteresis P3s When used as elK input 

"L" inpul currenl P2o-P27, P30-P37 v,=OV 

"L" input current PBo ........ PBs V,=OV 

"L" input current P54 ....... P57 V,-OV 

"L" Input current RESET, XIN, XC1N V,=OV 

"L" Inpul currenl P5,IINT,. P53/1NT, V,=OV 

"H" input current 
I P2o-P27, P30-P37 V,=5V 

I P2o-P27, P30-P3" P3,-P37 V,=12V 

"H" Inpul currenl PBo-PB5 V,=5V 

V,=5V 
"H" input current P5,r ..... ,P57 

V,=12V 

"H" input current RESET, XIN, XC1N V,-5V 

"H" inpul currenl P5,/INT,. P53/1NT, 
V,=5V 

V,=12V 

"L" output current 
I POO-P07, Pl o-P1 7, P4o-P47, P50, P5, Vp=Vcc-36V, VOL=VCC 

I POO- P07, P1o-Pl" P4o-P47, P50, P5, Vp=Vcc-3BV, VOL=Vee-38V 

RAM retention voltage at clock stop 

Oulpul pins open (OUlpUI OFF) 

Vp=Vcc, Vp=Vss Input and 110 pins all at Vss 

X'N=4MHz (syslem operation) 

ditto (al comparalor mode) 

ditto (al wail mode) 

Supply current XIN-XOUT stop 

XC'N=32kHz (al syslem operalion) all olher 

conditions same as above. 

ditto (al wail mode) 

Oscillalion all slopped. I T a=25'C 

(al STOP mode) I Ta=70'C 
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Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

Vee-O. 4 V 

Vee-2 V 

Vee- 2 V 

Vee-2 V 

2 V 

0.4 V 

2 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.5 0.7 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.3 1 V 

-5 f.'A 
-5 f.'A 
-5 f.'A 
-5 f.'A 
-5 f.'A 

5 f.'A 
12 f.'A 

5 f.'A 
5 f.'A 

12 f.'A 
5 f.'A 
5 f.'A 

12 f.'A 
150 500 900 f.'A 

30 f.'A 
2 5.5 V 

4 8 rnA 

5 10 rnA 
1 rnA 

60 200 f.'A 

40 f.'A 
1 f.'A 

10 f.'A 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50957-XXXSP/FP 
M50959-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

COMPARATOR CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V±IO%. Vcc=OV. Ta=25'C. f(xIN)=4MHz) 

Parameter 

Resolution 

Internal analog voltage error 

Analog input voltage 

Limits 

Min. Typ. 

- -
- -
0 -

X1=4MHz ceramic oscillator 

X,=32. 768kHz quartz crystal 
C,=C,=30pF oscillator 

R,=lM!1 
C3=10pF 

C,=30pF 
R,=10M!1 
R3 =100k!1 

Output pins are open 

Unit 
Max. 

11/16)Vcc V 

±(1/16)Vcc V 

Vee V 

Fig.28 Supply current test circuit 
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TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50957-XXXSP/FP 
M50959-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CM.OS MICROCOMPUTER 

Single-chip mode (Vee = SV±10%, Vss = OV, T a = 2S"C, f IX,N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter ' Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tsu (P20·¢) Port P2 input setup time 270 ns 

tsu (P3D·¢» Port P3 input setup time 270 "ns 

tsu (PSD.o;f» Port P5,/INT,. P5311NT, input setup time 270 ns 

tsu (PSD-¢) Port P54 ....... P57 input setup timt;:! 270 ns 

tsu (PSD-¢) Port P6 input setup time 270 ns 

th i>'-P20} Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-P30) Port P3 input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-P50) Port P5,/INT" P53/1NT, input. hold time 20 ns 

th i¢-PSO} Port P5,-P5, input hold time SO ns 

th (¢-P60) Port P6 Input hold time 20 ns 

lelX,N} External clock input cycle time (X'N Input) 235 ns 

IWiX'N} External clock input pulse width (X'N input) 75 ns 

lelxe,"} External clock input cycle time (XC1N ) 2.0 ms 

Iwixc,"} External clock input pulse width (Xe'N) 1.0 ms 

Ir External clock rise time 25 ns 

II External clock fall time 25 ns 

Memory expanding mode and eva-chip mode 
(Vee = SV±10%, Vss = OV, Ta = 2S"C, I 'X'N) = 4MHz, unles; otherwise noled) 

Symbol Parameter 
I Min. 

tsu (P2D-¢) Port P2 input setup time 270 I 

th (¢-P2D) Port P2 input hold time 20 I 

Microprocessor mode (Vee = SV±10%, Vss = OV, T a = 2S'C, f IX,N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

tsu (P2D-¢) 

Ih i¢-P20) 

2-466 

Port P2 input setup time 

Port P2 Input hold time 

Parameter 
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Min. I 
.270 I 

20 T 

Limits 

I 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

I ns 

I ns 

Limits 

1 Unit 
Typ. Max. 

1 ns 

-r ns 



SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50957·XXXSP/FP 
M50959·XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Single-chip mode (Vee = 5V±lO%, Vss = OV, T a = 25·C, f IX,N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

td(<I>-POQ) Port PO data output delay time 
30 

230 ns 
Fig. 

td(0;6-Pl0) Port P1 data output delay time 230 ns 

tde.-P20) Port P2 data output delay time 
29 

230 ns 
Fig. 

tdl¢-P30) Port P3 data output delay time 230 ns 

td(¢·P4Q) Port P4 data output delay time 230 ns 

Ide ¢-P5Q~ 
Fig. 30 

Port P5 data output delay time 230 ns 

td(¢-P6Q) Port P6 data output delay time Fig. 29 230 ns 

Memory expanding mode and eva-chip mode 
(Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, T a = 25·C, f IX,N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 
Min. 

td(.p..POAl Port PO address output delay time 

td(¢-POAF) Port PO address output delay time 

td(rl-poo) Port PO data output delay time 

tde.-POOF) Port PO data output delay time 

td(¢-P1A) Port P1 address output delay time 

td(¢-P1AF) Port P1 address output delay time 

td(¢-Pl0) Port P1 data output delay time 

td(¢-P1QF) Port P1 data output delay time 

td(¢-P2Q) Port P2 data output delay time Fig.29 

td(¢-P2QF) Port P2 data output delay time Fig.30 

td(0;6-R/W) R/W signal output delay time 

td(¢-R/WF) R/W signal output delay time 

tdl¢-P30) Port P30 data output delay time 

td(4)-P3 OF) Port P30 data output delay time 

tdl¢-sYNc) SYNC signal output delay time 

td(4)-SYNCF) SYNC signal output delay time 

tdl¢-P30) Port P31 data output delay time 

td(¢-P3 OF) Port P3, data output delay time 

Microprocessor mode (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, T a = 25·C, f IX,N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

td(4) -PQA) Port PO address output delay lime 

td(4)-P1A) Port P1 address output delay time 

tde. -P20) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(4) -P2QF) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(4)-RIW) R/W signal output delay time 

td(4) -SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 

, 
Vee 

lkll 
P2 
P3 
P6 

J-100PF 

¢ 

1100PF 

Fig.29 Port P2, P3, P6 test circuit 

Test conditions 

Fig.29 

Fig.30 

PO 
Pl 

ilOOPFllkll 
P4 
P5 

¢ 

1100PF 

Fig.3D Port PO, P1, P4, P5 test circuit 
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Min. 

i 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

300 ns 

300 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

250 ns 

250 ns 

300 .ns 

300 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 
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TIMING DIAGRAMS 
In single-chip mode ¢ -./ 

~ 

Port PO output 

~ 

Port Pl output 

---> 

Port P2 output 

-

Port P2 input 

-:' 

Port P3 output 

Port P3 input 

~ 

Port P4 output 

~ 

Port P5 output 

Port P5 input 

~ 

Port P6 output 

Port P6 input 

t(X'N) --/v 
or 

f(XC'N) 
~ 

2-468 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50957-XXXSP/FP 
MS0959-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

""-

ttd (o-POO) 

Ctd (¢-PlOl 

I=.td (¢-P20) 

tsu (P2D-¢) 

Ctd (¢-P30) 

tsu (P3D-O) 

Ctd I<-P40) 

Ctd (,-P50) 

tsu (P5D~~ 

/ 

Ctd (.-P60) 

tsu (P6D-¢) 

C(XIN) or C(XCIN) 

~tr 

tweXIN) or tW(XCIN) 

I 

" 
~ I+-lf 
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./ 

f.;---

---~ th 1'-P2D) 

I----

----> th (¢-P3D) 

, ----
~ th i'-P5D) 

I--

~ th (¢-P6D) 

V 



In memory expa'nding mode and 

Eva-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port Pl output 

Port Pl input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output (R/W) 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0957-XXXSP/FP 
MS0959-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 
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In microprocessor mode 

¢ 

Port PO output 

Port Pl output 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output (R/Vii) 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 

2-470 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50957-XXXSP/FP 
M50959-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

td I'-R/w) 

Id I'-SYNC) 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP. 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

DESCRIPTION 
The MS0964-XXXSP and the MS0963-XXXSP are single

chip microcomputers designed with CMOS silicon gate 

technology. All are housed in a 64-pin shrink plastic 
molded DIP (flat package type also available). 

These single-chip microcomputers are useful for business 

equipment and other consumer applications. 
In addition to its simple instruction sets, the ROM, RAM, 

and I/O addresses are placed on the same memory map to 
enable easy programming. 
The differences between the M50964-XXXSP and the 

MS0963-XXXSP are noted below. The following explana
tions apply to the MS0964-XXXSP. 
Specification variations for other chips are noted accor

dingly. 
The differences between the MS0964-XXXSP and the 

MS0964-XXXFP are the package outline and power dis
sipation ability (absolute maximum ratings). 

Type name I ROM size I 
M50964-XXXSP I 6144bytes I 
M50963-XXXSP I 10240bytes I 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions"""""""""""""'"'''''' 69 
• Memory size ROM ........ ·6144 bytes (MS0964-XXXSP) 

10240 bytes (MS0963-XXXSP) 

RAM"""""""""""""""""'"160 bytes 
• Instruction execution time 

....... 2,us (minimum instructions, at 4MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply f(XIN )=4MHz""'''''''''''''SV±10% 

• Power dissipation 
normal operation mode· (at 4MHz frequency) .... 1SmW 

• Subroutine nesting """"""""""""""'80 levels (Max.) 
• Interrupt .......................................... 7 types, S vectors 

• 8-bit timer"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''4 
• Programmable I/O ports (Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4)"" 40 

• Input ports (Port PS)"""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''8 
• Output ports (Port P6) """"""""""""""""""""" .. ·4 
• Serial I/O (8-bit) .................. , .................................. 1 

• A-D converter""""""'" 8-bit successive approximation 

• D-A converter 
• a-bit PWM function 
• Watchdog timer 

APPLICATION 
Office automation equipment 
VCR, Tuner, Audio-visual eqUipment 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

Reference 

Vee 

AVss 

voltage input 
D-A output 
PWM 
output port PWM- 5 

Output [ P6, - 7 
port P6 

P6,/Q - 8 

P46/AN6 - 11 

I/O P44 /AN 4 - 13 
port P4 P4,/AN,- 14 

P4,/AN, - 15 

P37/SRDy - 18 

P36/CLK - 19 

I/O P34/SlN - 21 
pf;Jrt P3 P3,/C NTR - 22 

P3,IINT, - 23 

Interrupt input 

CNVss 
Reset input RESET _ 28 

Clock input 

Clock output 

Timing output 

Vss 
NC 

Vee 
AVss 

Vss 

o 

o 

Outline 64P48 

M50964-XXXFP 
or 

MS0963-XXXFP 

o 
1:: 3 4 5 6 7 B 9101112131415161718192021 

1/0 port P2 

I/O port PO 

I/O port Pl 

Input 
port P5 

CNVss 
NC 
NC 
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"" 1. II M50964-XXXSP BLOCK DIAGRAM 
" "" 

~ 
IIIi: r-_ 
III-f 
(')en 
-fC: 
::10m 

Ci~ 

Clock input 
Clock 
output Timing output Interrupt input Reset inpul (5V) (OV) (OV) 

¢ ~1Nf; RESET Vee Vss CNVss 

- ~:3il------ --r----r---0)-- - --@- -~---- - --- ---- - -. ---~ 
X1N X 

, __ ------(29}- ou' 

I ~ --60 

I 
t I 

{-;. f' ., 
Clock generating circuit 

,7 .z7 
Program Program 

,7 

Stack 

I I ,) ~ r-I Timer 1 
( l T1(8) 

I 

~I 
I 

[-WatchdOg;;~er 
Processor 

status registerl 
PS(B) counter PCH(B)I counter PCL(B) painter S( B) 

cl 
Instruction I 
register (8) 

1 
B'bit 

arithmetic RAM 

and logical Accumulator 160 bytes 

,---

J 

Index 

registE 
Index 

register Y(B) 

ROM 

6.144 hytes 

(Note 1) 

I I ic== 
I >/ I 

P3(B) 

LW-m~ U"WJJJA ~~~~ 
--------OutpUt D-A VREF AVss --- .---

port P6 PWM Input port P5 
------------

lID port P3 lID port P4 

~ 

l Prescaler 
PRE12(B) 

~ 
Prescaler 
PRE3(8) 

I
I 

j 

I 

I 
~ I 

Control signal I 

J 
I, ~2(~) , .I I.~~~~) ,-] I, , ~O(~) , , I 

~.~' 
~~~~®~ 

--------- ---------
lID port P2 lID port P1 lID port PO 

en 
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FUNCTIONS OF M50964-XXXSP 
Parameter 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction execution time 

Clock frequency 

ROM 
Memory size 

RAM 

INT, 

PO, P1, P2, P3, P4 
Input/Output ports 

P5 

P6 

Serial 1/0 

Timers 

A-O conversion 

D-A conversion 

Pulse width modulator 

Watchdog timer 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupts 

Clock generating circuit 

Supply voltage 

Power dissipation at high-speed operation 

Input/Output characteristics 
'Input/Output voltage 

'Output current 

Memory expansion 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

M50964-XXXSP/M50963-XXXSP 
Package 

M50964-XXXFP/M50963-XXXFP 

Input 

1/0 

Input 

Output 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMP.UTER 

Functions 

69 

2,us (minimum instructions; at 4MHz frequency) 

4MHz 

6144bytes 

160bytes 

l-bitXl 

8-bitX5 (a part of P3 is common with serial 110, timer 1/0, and interrupt input) 

8-bitXl 

4-bitXl (a part of P6 is in common with external trigger output pin) 

8-bitXl 

8-bit prescalerX3+8-bit timerX4 

8-bitXl (6 channels) 

5-bltXl 

8-bitXl 

15-bitXl 

80 levels (max) 

Two external interrupts, Three internal timer interrupts 

Built-in (ceramic or quartz crystal oscillator) 

5V±10% 

15mW (at 4MHz frequency) 

12V (Ports PO, P1,P3, P4, P5, P6, INT,) 

5mA (Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4) 

Possible 

·-10-70·C 

CMOS silicon gate process 

64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP 

72-pin plastic molded QFP 

• MITSUBISHI 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

X OUT Clock output 

¢ Timing output 

--
INT, Interrupt input 

AVss Voltage input for A-O 

and A-D 

V REF Reference voltage 

Input 

O-A D-A output 

PWM PWM output 

PDo-P07 1/0 port PO 

P1 o-P1 7 1/0 port P1 

P2o-P27 1/0 port P2 

P30-P37 1/0 port P3 

P4o-P47 1/0 port P4 

P50-P57 Input port P5 

P6o-P63 Output port P6 

2-474 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

1/0 

1/0 

I/O 

1/0 

1/0 

Input 

Output 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±10% to Vee. and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected· to Vss. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2.us (under normal Vee 

conditions). If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

This chip has an internal clock generating 'circuit. To control generating frequency. an external ceramic or a 

quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the XIN and XOUT pins. If 'an external clock is used, the clock 

source should be connected the X1N pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

This is the timing output pin. 

This is the highest order interrupt inpu.t pin. 

This is GNO input pin for the A-O and O-A converters.' 

This is reference voltage input pin for the A-O and D-A converters. 

This is output pin from the D-A converter. 

This is output pin from the pulse width modulator. 

The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

Port PO is an 8-bit 1/0 port with directional register allowing each 1/0 bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. 

The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

Port P1 is an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

Port P2 is an a-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO, but the output structure is 

CMOS output. 

Port P3 is an &-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. When serial liD is used, P37, 

P36, P35, and P34 work as SRDY, elK, SOUT, and S;N pins, respectively. 

Also P33 and P32 work as CNTR pin and the lowest interrupt input pin (INT2), respectively. 

Port P4 is an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. P42 ....... P47 work as analog Input 

port AN,-AN,. 

Port P5 is an 8-bit input port. P54 ....... P57 can be used as the edge sense inputs. 

Port P6 is an 4-bit Output port. At external trigger output mode, P6a and P61 are in common with the trigger 

input pin eTl and the trigger output pin (Q), respectively. 

The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

. •. MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

BASIC FUNCTION BLOCKS 

MEMORY 
A memory map for the M50964-XXXSP is shown in Figure 
1. Addresses E800'6 to FFFF'6 are assigned to the built-in 
ROM area which consists of 6144 bytes (Address 0800'6 to 

FFFF'6 are assigned for the built-in ROM area which con
sists of 10240 bytes for M50963-XXXSP). 

Addresses FFOO'6 to FFFF'6 are a special address area 
(special page). By using the special page addressing 

mode of the JSR instruction, subroutines addressed on this 
page can be called with only 2 bytes. Addresses FFF4'6 to 

ROM 

(10240 
bytes) 

for 
M50963-
XXXSP 

Zero page 

ROM 

(6144 bytes) 

Fig.1 Memory map 

RAM 

(160 bytes) 

Special 
page 

DODO, 6 

009F" 

OOEO, 6 

DOFF, 6 

D800" 

E.800'6 

FFOO" 

for FFF4, 6 

subroutine 
call 

FFFF, 6 

Not used 

Not used 

Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

FFFF'6 are vector addresses used for the reset and inter

rupts (see interrupt chapter). Addresses 0000'6 to 00FF'6 
are the zero page address area. By using the zero page 
addressing mode, this area can also be accessed with 2 
bytes. The use of these addressing methods will greatly re
duce the object size required. The RAM, I/O port, timer, 
etc., are assigned to this area. 
Addresses 0000'6 to 009F'6 are assigned to the built-in 
RAM and consist of 160 bytes of static RAM. In addition to 
data storage, this RAM is used for the stack during sub
routine calls and interrupts. 

Decimal 

a 

159 

255 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

/ 

/ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 
INT, \ 

SilO or timer 2 \ 

Timer 1 \ 

Timer X 
\ 

OOEO" 

OOEI" 

OOE2 " 

OOE3" 

OOE4" 

OOE5" 

OOE6" 

OOE?" 

OOE8" 

OOE9, 6 

OOEA, 6 

OOEB, 6 

OOEC, 6 

OOED, 6 

Port PO 

Port PO directional 
register 

Port P1 

Port P1 directional 
register 

Port P2 

Port P2 directional 
register 

Port P3 

Port P3 directional 
register 

Port P4 

Port P4 directional 
register 

Port P5 

Port P5 latch 

OOEE, 6 Port P6 

OOEF, 6 Speciallunction selection register 

D-A conversion register 

6 Pulse width modulation register 

OOFO" 

OOF1, 

OOF2, 

OOF3, 

OOF4, 

OOF5, 

OOF6, 

OaF?, 

OOF8, 

OOF9, 

OOFA, 

OOFB, 

OOFC" 

6 Successive apprm:imation register 

6 A-D control register 

6 Watchdog timer 

6 Serial 1/0 mode register 

6 Serial 1/0 register 

6 Timer 3 prescaler 

6 Timer 3 

6 Timer 1,2 prescaler 

6 Timer 1 

6 Timer 2 

Timer X prescaler 

\ OOFD, 6 Timer X 

INT, \ OOFE, 6 Interrupt control register 

65535 RESET 
\ OOFF, 5 Timer control register 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE·CHIP S·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) 
The CPU consists of 6 registers and is shown in Figure 2. 

ACCUMULATOR (A) 
The 8-bit accumulator (A) is the main register of the micro

computer. Data operations such as data transfer, I nput/Out
put, etc., are executed mainly through accumulator. 

A Accumulator 

x Index register X 

o 

L-___ y ___ ..... I·lndex register Y 

L-___ s ___ ..... 1 Stack pointer 

15 

I Program counter 

Fig.2 Register structure 

INDEX REGISTER X (X) 
The index register X is an 8-bit register. 
In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 

added to the contents of the register X, specifies the real 
address. When the T flag in the processor status register is 
set to "1", the index register X itself becomes the address 
for the second OPERAND. 

INDEX REGISTER Y (Y) 
The index register Y is an 8-bit register. 
In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 
added to the contents of the register Y specifies the real 
address. 

Carry flag 

'---- Zero flag 

L-____ Interrupt disable flag 

L-_____ Decimal mode flag 

'-------- Break flag 

'--------- Index X mode flag 

'----------- Overflow flag 

'------------ Negative flag 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

STACK POINTER (S) 
The stack pointer (S) is an 8-bit register that contains the 

address of the next location in the stack. It is mainly used 
during interrupts and subroutine calls. The stack pointer is 
not automatically initialized after reset and should be initial
ized by the program using the TXS instruction. 

The location of the stack can be determined by the stack 
page bit (bit 4 at address 00FF16 ). When bit 4 is "0" and 
the contents of the stack pointer is XX16 , the stack address 
is set to 00XX16 . When bit 4 is "1", the stack address is set 
to 01 XX16. When using this microcomputer in the single

chip mode, the stack page bit must be "0" and the stack 
pointer should be set at the bottom address of the internal 
RAM. 
When an interrupt occurs, the higher 8 bits of the program 
counter are pushed into the stack first, and then the lower 8 
bits of the program counter are pushed into the stack. After 
each byte is pushed into the stack, the stack pOinter is de

cremented by one. Next, the contents of the processor sta
tus register are pushed into the stack. When the return from 
interrupt instruction (RTI) is executed, the program counter 
are processor status register data is pulled off the stack in 
reverse order from above. 

The Accumulator is never pushed into the stack automati
cally. A Push Accumulator instruction (PHA) is provided to 
execute this function. Restoring the Accumulator to its pre
vious value is accomplished by the Pull Accumulator in
struction (PLA). It is executed in reverse order of the PHA 
instruction. 

The contents of the Processor Status Register (PS) are 
pushed (pulled) to (from) the stack with the PHP and PLP 
instructions, respectively. Only the program counter is 
pushed into the stack during a subroutine call. Therefore, 
any registers that should not be destroyed should be 
pushed into the stack manually. The RTS instruction is 
used to return from a subroutine. 

PROGRAM COUNTER (PC) 
The 16-bit program counter consists of two 8-bit registers 

PCH and PCl' The program counter is used to indicate the 
address of the next instruction to be executed. 

PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PS) 
The processor status register is composed entirely of flags 
used to indicate the condition of the processor immediately 
after an operation. Branch operations can be performed by 
testing the Carry flag (C), Zero flag (Z), Overflow flag (V) 

or the Negative flag (N). Each bit of the register is ex
plained below. 

1. Carry flag (C) 
The carry flag contains the carry or borrow gener·ated by 
the Arithmetic and Logical operation Unit (ALU) im
mediately after an operation. It also changed by the shift 
and rotate instructions. The set carry (SEC) and clear carry 
(CLC) instructions allow direct access for setting and 
clearing this flag. 

2_ Zero flag (Z) 
This flag is used to indicate if the immediate operation 
generated a zero result or not. If the result is zero, the zero 
flag will be set to "1". If the result is not zero, the zero flag 
will be set to "0". 

3. Interrupt disable flag (I) 
This flag is used to disable all interrupts. This is accom
plished by setting the flag to "1". When an interrupt, this 

flag is automatically set to "1" to prevent other interrupts 
from interfering until the current interrupt is completed. The 
SEI and CLI instructions are used to set and clear this flag, 
respectively. 

4. Decimal mode flag (D) 
The decimal mode flag is used to define whether addition 
and subtraction are executed in binary or decimal. If the 
decimal mode flag is set to "1", the operations are ex
ecuted in decimal, if the flag is set to "0", the operations 
are executed in binary. Decimal. correction is automatically 
executed. The SED and CLD instructions are used to set 
and clear this flag, respectively. 

6. Break flag (B) 
When the BRK instruction is executed, the same operations 
are performed as in an interrupt. The address of the inter
rupt vector of the BRK instruction is the same as that of the 
lowest priority interrupt. The contents of the B flag can be 

checked to determine which condition caused the interrupt. 
If the BRK instruction caused the interrupt, the break flag 
will be "1", otherwise it will be "0". 

6. Index X mode flag (T) 
When the T flag is "1", operations between memories are 
executed directly without passing through the accumulator. 
Operations between memories involving the accumulator 
are executed when the T flag is "0" (i.e., operation results 

between memories 1 and 2 are stored in the accumulator). 
The address of memory 1 is specified by the contents of 
the index register X, and that of memory 2 is specified by 
the normal addressing mode. The SET and CL T instructions 
are used to set and clear the index X mode flag, respec
tively. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE·CHIP S·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

7. Overflow flag (V) 
The overflow flag functions when one byte is added or sub
tracted as a signed binary number. When the result ex
ceeds +127 or -128, the overflow flag is set to "1 ". When 
the BIT instruction is executed, bit 6 of the memory location 

is input to the overflow flag. The overflow flag is reset by 
the elV instruction and there is no set instruction. 

8. Negative flag (N) 
The negative flag is set whenever the result of a data trans
fer or operation is negative (bit 7 is set to "1"). Whenever 

the BIT instruction is executed, bit 7 of the memory location 
is input to the negative flag. There are no instructions for 
directly setting or resetting the negative flag. 

Table 1 Interrupt vector address and priority 

Interrupt Priority Vector address 

RlOSlOT 1 FFFF,6 , FFFE '6 

INT, 2 FFFD ,6 , FFFC '6 

Timer X 3 FFFB,6• FFFA'6 

Timer 1 4 FFF9 ,6 • FFF8 '6 

Timer 2 or serial 1/0 5 FFF7 ,6 • FFF6 '6 

INT2 (BRK) 6 FFF5 ,6 , FFF4 '6 

INTERRUPT 
The M50964-XXXSP can be interrupted from seven 
sources; INT1 , timer X, timer 1, timer 2/serial I/O, or INT2/ 
BRK instruction. 
However, the INT2 pin is used with port P32 and the corres
ponding directional register bit should be set to "0" when 

, P32 is used as an interrupt input pin. 
The value of bit 2 of the serial I/O mode register (address 
00F616 ) determine whether the interrupt is from timer 2 or 
from serial I/O. When bit 2 is "0" the interrupt is from timer 
2, and when bit 2 is "1" the interrupt is from serial I/O, Also, 
when the bit 2 is "1", parts of port P3 are used for serial 1/ 

0. These interrupts are vectored and their priorities are 
shown in Table 1. Reset is included in this table since it 
has the same functions as the interrupts. 
When an interrupt is accepted, the contents of certain reg
isters are pushed into specified locations, (as discussed in 

the stack painter section) the interrupt disable flag I is set,. 
the program jumps to the address specified by the interrupt 
vector, and the interrupt request bit is cleared automatical" 
Iy. The reset interrupt is the highest priority interrupt and 
can never be inhibited. Except for the reset interrupt, all in
terrupt are inhibited when the interrupt disable flag I is set 
to "1". All of the other interrupts can further be controlled 
individually via the interrupt control register shown in Figure 

~~~~~~~~~~ 
Interrupt control register (Address OOFE16 ) 

Interrupt 
request 

Flg.3 Interrupt control 
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Bit 7 : INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit6 : INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5: Timer 1 interrupt request bit 

Bit 4 : Timer 1 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 3 : Timer 2 interrupt or serial 1/0 interrupt request bit 

Bit 2 : Timer 2 interrupt or serial 1/0 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 1 : INT, pin interrupt request bit 

BitO: INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Timer control register (Address OOFF16 ) 

Bit 7 : Timer X interrupt request bit 

Bit 6, : Timer X interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5 : Timer X count stop bit 

Bit 4 : Stack page bit 

Bit3 : 
Bit 2 : f Timer X mode bit 

Bitl : 
Bit a : f Processor mode bit 
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3. An interrupt is accepted when the interrupt enable bit 
and the interrupt request bit are both "1" and the interrupt 
disabl,e flag is "0". 

The interrupt request bits are set when the following condi
tions occur: 

(1) When the INT, or INT2 pins go from "H" to "L" 

(2) When the contents of timer X, timer 1, timer 2 (or the 
serial I/O counter) go to "0" 

These request bits can be reset by the program but can not 
be set by the program. However, the interrupt enable bit 
can be set and reset by the program. 

Since the BRK instruction and the INT2 interrupt have the 
same vectored address, the contents of the B flag must be 
checked to determine if the BRK instruction caused the in
terrupt or if INT2 generated the interrupt. 

TIMER 
The M50964-XXXSP has three timers; timer X, timer 1, tim
er 2 and timer 3. Since P3 (in serial I/O mode) and timer 2 
use some of the same architecture, they cannot be used at 
the same time (see serial I/O section). Timer X has four 

modes which can be selected by bit 2 and 3 of the timer 
control register. When the timer X count stop bit (bit 5) is 
set to "1", the timer X will stop regardless of which mode it 
is in. A block diagram of timer X, timer 1, timer 2 and timer 
3 is shown in Figure 4. 
The P33 /CNTR pin cannot be used as CNTR when P33 is 

being used in the normal I/O mode. 
Timer 1 and timer 2 share. with a prescaler. This prescaler 
has an 8-bit programmable latch used, as a frequency di

vider. The division ratio is defined as 1/(n+1l, where n is 
the decimal contents of the prescaler latch. All four timers 

are down-count timers which are reloaded from the timer 
latch following the zero cycle of the timer (I.e. the cycle af

ter the timer counts to zero). 
The timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" during the next 
clock pulse after the timer reaches zero. The interrupt and 
timer control registers are located at addresses 00FE '6 and 
00FF,6, respectively (see Interrupt section). The prescaler 

latch and timer latch can be loaded with any number. 
The four modes of timer X as follows: 
(1) Timer mode (ooJ 

In this mode the clock is driven by the oscillator fre
quency divided by 16. When the timer down-counts to 
zero, the timer interrupt request bit is set to "1" and 

the contents of the timer's latch is reloaded into the 
timer and the counting begins again. 

(2) Pulse output mode (01 J 
In this mode, the polarity of the CNTR signal is re
versed each time the timer down-counts to zero. 

(3) Event counter mode (10J 

This mode operates in the same manner as the timer 
mode except, the clock source is input to the CNTR 
pin. This mode will allow an interrupt to be generated 

whenever a specified number of external events have 

been generated. The timer down-counts every rising 

edge of the clock source. 
(4) Pulse width measurement mode (11J 

This mode measures the pulse width (between lows) 
input to the CNTR pin. The timer, driven by the oscilla
tor frequency divided by 16, continues counting during 
the low cycle of the CNTR pin. When the timer con
tents reaches "0", the interrupt request bit is setto"l", 

the timer's reload latch is reloaded and the counting 
resumes. 

The structure of the timer control register is shown in 
Figure 5. 
When the STP instruction is executed, or after reset, 
the prescaler and timer latch are set to FF'6 and 01 ,6, 

respectively. Also, when the STP instruction is ex
ecuted, the oscillator's frequency (divided by 16) will 
become the counting source, regardless of the timer X 
mode setting. This state will be released when the tim
er X inte'rrupt request bit is set to "1", or after a reset. 
Timer X will then enter the mode specified by its mode 
bits. For more details on the STP instruction, refer to 

the oscillation circuit section. 
The function of timer 3 is as same as that of timer 1 
and timer 2, with the exception that the detection of its 
overflow is known by the overflow bit (bit 3 of address 
00EF,6 ), When the timer down-counts to zero, the over

flow bit is set to "1" and the contents of the timer's 
latch is reloaded into the timer. 
The reset of the overflow bit is made by; 

a) hard ware reset 
b) write "0" to overflow bit 
c) write instruction to timer 3 
The structure of special function selection register is 

shown in Figure 6. 
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When STP instructions are r--.....;,~-....., 
executed, this circuit is 

connected '--....,."...---1 
coercively. 

to timer X interrupt request bit 

Pulse output mode 

~-----------------------GT~O~g;gl~e~fmli;P-~fl~o~p~----------------/ 

Timer 3 overflow bit 
OF (Bit 3 at address OOEF'6) 

r-----~- Transfer clock 

Serial 1/0 counter (3) 

Serial 1/0 mode register (Address OOF5'6) 

to timer 2 or 
serial I/O 
interrupt 
request bit 

Fig.4 Block diagram of timer X, timer 1, timer 2, and timer 3 
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I I I I I I I I I Timer control register (Address OOFF,.) 

LL Processor mode bit 

00 : Single-chip mode 

01 : Memory expanding mode 

10 : Microprocessor mode 

11 : Eva-chip mode 

Timer X mode bit 

00 : Timer mode 

01 : Pulse output mode 

10 : Event counter mode 

11 : Pulse width measurement mode 

Stack page bit 

0: 0 page 

1 : 1 page 

Timer X count stop bit 

o : Count start 

1 : Count stop 

Timer X interrupt enable bit 

o : Interrupt disable 

1 : Interrupt enable 

Timer X interrupt request bit 

o : No interrupt request 

1 : With interrupt request 

Fig.5 Structure of timer control register 
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7 0 

I IXlXlXI I I 1XI 
Special function selection register 
(Address OOEF'6) 

L Timing output control bit 

o : Timing ¢ output 

1 : "L" level output 

- External trigger mode selection bit (P60 , P6,) 

o : Normal output port 

1 : External trigger I/O port 

'------ Timer 3 overflow bit 

1 : Timer 3 overflow 

Polarity of edge sence input selection bit 

o : Detected by falling-edge 

1 : Detected by raising-edge 

Fig.6 Structure of special function selection register 
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SERIAL I/O 
A block diagram of the serial I/O is shown in Figure 7. 
In the s.eriall/O mode the receive ready signal (SRDY), syn
chronous input /output clock (elK), and the serial I/O pins 
(SOUT' SIN) are used as P37, P36, P35, and P3~, respectively. 
The serial I/O mode register (address 00F5'6) is a 5-bit . 
register. Bits 1 and 0, of this register is used to select a 
synchronous clock source. 
When these bits are (dO) or (01) , an external clock from 
P36 is selected. When these bits are (10), the overflow sig-

. nal from timer 2, divided by two, becomes the synchronous 
clock. Therefore, changing the timer period will change the 

Oscillator Divider 

X,N 

transfer speed. When the bits are (11) , the oscillator fre
quency divided by 16, becomes the clock. 
Bit 2 to 4 decide whether parts of P3 will be used as a se
rial I/O or not. When bit 3 is "0" and bit 2 i~ "1", P36 be
comes an I/O pin of the synchronous clock. When an inter
nal synchronous clock is selected, the clock is output from 
P36. If an external synchronous clock is selected, the clock 
is input to P3s and P35 will be a serial output and P34 will 
be a serial input. To use P34 as a serial input, set the direc
tional register bit which corresponds to P34 to "0". For more 
information on the directional register, refer to the I/O pin 
section: 

P37 

from timer 1, 2 
prescaler 

Divider (Address OOFS,.) 

P3. 

,--------1------1 1/2 1------------./'-/ 

Serial 1/0 counter 

Transfer clock 

SOUl 

}----I----1~HH--....... MSB 

(~A-dd-re-ss-0-0-F6-,.~)~--------....I 

L...--'---'----l'-..I.-....I 

u 
Serial 1/0 mode register (Address 00F5,.) 

Synchronous clock selection bit 

00 :1' 01: External clock 

10 : Timer 2 overflow signal divided by 2 

11 : Oscillation frequency divided by 16 

Serial 1/0 port selection bit (P3 •• P3.) 
00 : Normal 1/0 port 
01 : Serial 1/0 port 

10: 1 11: Not used 

'--------- SRDY signal output selection bit (P37 ) 

0: Normal 1/0 port 

1 : SRDY signal output pin 

Fig.7 Block diagram of serial I/O 
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To use the serial I/O, bit 3 and bit 2 need to be set to "01", 

if they are "00" P36 will'function as a normal I/O. Interrupts 
will be generated from the serial I/O counter instead of 
timer 2. Bit 4 determines if P37 is used as an output pin for 
the receive. data ready signal (bit 4 = 1, SRDY) or used as 
normal I/O pin (bit 4=0). The serial I/O function is discus

sed below. The function of the serial I/O differs depending 
on the clock source; external clock or internal clock. 
Internal clock-The SRDY signal becomes "H" during trans
mission or while dummy data is stored in the serial I/O reg

ister (address 00F716). After the falling edge of the write 
signal, the SADY signal becomes low signaling that the 
M50964-XXXSP is ready to receive the external serial data. 
The SRDY signal goes "H" at the next falling edge of the 
transfer clock. The serial I/O counter is set to 7 when data 
is stored in the serial I/O register. At each falling edge of 

Synchronous clock 

Transfer clock 

the transfer clock, serial data is output to P35 . During the 
rising edge of this clock, data can be input from P34 and 
the data in the serial I/O register will be shifted 1 bit. 

Data is output starting with the LSB. After the transfer clock 
has counted 8 times, the serial I/O register will be empty 
and the transfer clock >yill remain at a high level. At this 
time the interrpt request bit will be set. 
External clock -If an external clock is used, the interrupt 

request will be sent after the transfer clock has counted 8 
times but transfer clock will not stop. 
Due to this reason, the external clock must be controlled 
from the outside. The external clock should not exceed 

500kHz at a duty cycle of 50%. The timing diagram is 
shown in Figure 8. An example of communication between 
two M50964-XXXSPs is shown in Figure 9. 

Serial 110 register ______ ....J ~--___\,..._----+------------..;_------
write signal 

Serial 110 output 
SOUT _______ ~--J~-~-~'~~-',~~J~--J~-J\-~,~..;_------

seri~,~Oinput _______ -:-_=....: ______ _ 
I 
I 

Receivable signal --------iU 
SADY 

Flg.8 Serial I/O timing 

Sending side 

Serial 110 mode register 
P37 

bit4 bit 0 

I 0 1 0 
1 

1 
1 

1 1 0 I 
Set the directional 
register for P37 pin P36 in input mode. 

P35 

Flg.9 Example of serial I/O connection 

-
SRDY 

Synchronous clock 

Serial data 
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P37 

P36 

P34 

Interrupt request bit set 

Receiving side 

Serial 110 mode register 

bit4 bitO 

I 11 0 
1 

1 
1 

0 
1 

X I 
Set the directional 
register for P3, pin 
in input mode. 
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A-O CONVERTER 
An 8-bit successive approximation method of A-D conver
sion is employed providing a precision of ± 3LSB. A block 
diagram of the A-D convertor is shown in Figure 10. Con
version is automatic once it is started with the program. 

The six analog inputs are used in common with pins P47, 

P46, P45, P44, P43, and P42 of port 4. Bits 1 and 0 of the A-D 
control register (address 00F316 ) are used to select which 
pins are used for A-D conversion. The input condition is 

accomplished by setting to "0" the bit in the directional 
register that corresponds to the pin where A-D conversion 
is to take place. Bit 4 of the A-D control register is the A-D 
conversion end bit. During A-D conversion, this bit is "0", 
and upon completion becomes "1". Thus, it can be ascer

tained whether or not A-D .conversion has been completed 
or not by inspecting this bit. The relation between the con
tents of the A-D control register and the selection of input 
pins are shown in Figure 11. 
The results of the conversion can be found be reading the 

contents of the successive approximation register address 
00F216 which stores the results of the conversion. The proc
edure for executing A-D conversion is next explained. First
ly, the pin that is to be used for the A-D conversion is 

selected by setting bit 1 and bit 0 of the A-D control regis
ter. Next, the successive approximation is written to upon 
which the A-D conversion starts. Since actual data is not 
written to the successive approximation, any type of may be 

AVss 

-

Resistance ladder 

written. Simultaneous with its being written, the A-D con

version end bit (bit 4 of address 00F316 ) is clear.ed to "0" 
signifying. that A-D conversion operations are being con
ducted. A-D conversion completes after 198 clock cycles 
upon which the A-D conversion end bit is set to "1" and the 
results of the conversion can be found in the successive 

approximation register. Since the comparator consists of 
the capacitive coupled configuration, f(X 1N ) is needed lar
ger than 1 MHz during A-D conversion. 

4 0 

:1 IXI I I I A-D control register (Address OOF3,.) 

I I I Analog input selection bit 

o 1 0 : P 4 ,I AN, 

o 1 1 : P 4 31 AN3 
100:P4./AN. 
101 : P4,/AN, 
1 1 0 : P 4 .1 AN. 
1 1 1 : P4 7/AN 7 

A-D conversion end bit 

0 : A-D conversion in progress 
1 : A-D conversion completed 

Fig.ll Structure of A-O control register 

I 
I 

Vref 

z 
~ ..,. 
0.. 

Selector 

Comparator and 

control circuit 

E=I 

r--

Successive approximation register I 
A-D 

I I I I I 

, 
\ 

Fig.l0 Block diagram of A-O converter 
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O-A CONVERTER 
The R-2R method is used for O-A conversion. The block di

agram is shown in Figure 12. An analog voltage is output 

that corresponds to the contents of the O-A conversion reg
ister (address 00FOI6 ). Ideally. the relation of the analog 

R-2R ladder 

Data bus 

Flg.12 Block diagram of O-A converter 

output voltage V and the contents (n) of the O-A conversion 

register is V=VREF X n/32(n=0-31). 
Reset operation clears the content n of the O-A conversion 

register to 016, 

D-A 

D-A conversion register (Address OOFO ,6 ) 
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. . 
PULSE WIDTH MODULATOR period of 4080 X m/255 (m=0-255). Figure 13 shows that 
The pulse width modulation register (address 00F1 16 ) is 
configured of an 8-bit counter. The period of repetition is 
4080 clock cycles. With the content of the pulse width mod
ulation register "). the PWM pin becomes high-level for the 

relationship. An N-channel open drain output is used for the 

PWM pin. 
Reset sets the content m of the pulse width modulation 

register to 0016• 

IE One period of 4080 clock cycles ~ 

!(X'N)/16 flMfuuuuuul----------lUillMillfuuuUl 
m=Q "L'" --------- -- -- - - - ----------

m=l n ________ JlL....---_ 
m=2 n L.....---______ ~---~ 

m=3 n ~----------~ I 

m=254 --------lJ 
m=255 "H" ________________________ _ 

Flg.13 Relation between m and PWM output 
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WATCHDOG TlllliER 
The watchdog timer provides the means to return to a reset 
condition when a program runs wild and the program will 
not run the normal loops. 
The watchdog timer (address 00F416 ) is a 1S-bit counter. 
The watchdog timer counts 1/16th the output frequency of 
the oscillator. The watchdog timer is set to 7FFF16 when a 
reset is acoomplished a write operation has been made to 
it. As well as any of the instructions that generate a write 
signal, such as STA, LDM, and CLB, can be used to write 
data to the watchdog timer. An output of the most signifi
cant bits of the watchdog timer is input to the reset circuit. 
When 262144 clock cycles have been counted, the most 
significant bit becomes "0" and reset is carried out. When 
reset is carried out, the watchdog timer is set to 7FFF16 and 
reset is released. The program then begins again from re
set vector address. Normally, the program is written so that 
a writing operation is made to the watchdog timer prior to 
the most significant bit's becoming "0". Application of a 
+ 1 OV to the RESET pin will disable the watchdog timer 
function. 
Since execution of the STP instruction causes both the 
clock and the watchdog timer to stop, an option is offered 
where the STP instruciotn can be disabled. 

SYNC 

Address 

Data 

8-12 clock cycles 

Flg.14 Timing diagram at reset 

RESET CIRCUIT 
The MS0964-XXXSP is reset according to the sequence 
shown in Figure 14. It starts the program from the address 
formed by using the content of ,address FFFF16 as the high 
order address and the content of the address FFFF16 as the, 
low order address, when the RESET pin is held at "L" level 
for more than 2,us while the power voltage is in the recom
mended operating condition and, the crystal oscillator 
oscillation is stable and then returned to' "H" level. The in
ternal initializations following reset are shown in Figure 1S. 
An example of the reset circuit is shown in Figure 16. 
When the power on reset is 'used, the RESET pin must be 
held "L" until the oscillation of XIN-XOUT becomes stable. 

Reset address from the 
vector table 

Note 1: Frequency relation of f(X'N) and Ills f(X,N) =4'11. 
2: The mark" ? " means that the address Is changeable 

depending on the previOus state. 
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Address 

(1 ) . Port PO directional register ( E 1'6 

(2) Port P1 directional register ( E 3 '6 

(3) Port P2 directional register ( E 5 '6 

(4) Port P3 directional register ( E 9 '6 

. (5) Port P4 directional register ( E B '6 

(6) Port P6 ( E E '6 

(7) Special function selection ( E F 16 
register 

(8) D-A conversion register ( F 0'6 

(9) Pulse width modulation ( F 1'6 
register 

00) Watchdog timer ( F 4 '6 

(11) Serial I/O mode register ( ·F 5 '6 

(12) Prescaler X ( F C '6 

(13) Timer X ( F 0 '6 

(14) Interrupt control register ( FE 16 

(15) Timer control register ( F 'F 16 

(16) Interrupt disable flag on ( PS 
processor status register 

(17) Program counter ( PC H 

( P C L 
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M50964-XXXSP 
Powe~ on 

) ... o 0'6 

.) ... o 0'6 

) ... o 0'6 

RESET Vee 
OV 

281 l' 
..: 

) ... o 0'6 Jr 
.. 

·ov 

) ... o 0'6 

) ... F F 16 

) "'10lXfX[XJ01010~1 M50964-XXXSP 

) ... 10101010101 
) ... 00 '6 I 
) ... 7 F F F 16 I 
) ... I I 1010101010 

28 
Supply voltage 

, _____ ~ detection circuit 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

) ... F F 16 
I 
I 

) .. ·1 o 1,~ 
I I 
I I 
L_-'- ______ J 

) .. ·1 00 '6 

) .. ·1 00 '6 

Fig.IS Example of reset circuit 

) ···1 I I I I 111 I 
) .Icontents of address .1 

,.. FFFF'6 

) ... Icontents of ad~Wf~'6 

Note 1 : Port P6 is the high-impedance state during reset. 

Flg.15 

2-488 

After return from reset, it is "FF,s". 

Internal state of microcomputer at reset 
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I/O PORTS 
(1) Port PO 

Port PO is an 8-bit 1/0 port with. N-channel open drain 
output. 
As sh.own in the memory map (Figure 1), port PO can 
be accessed at zero page memory address 00E016. 

Port PO has a directional register (address 00E1 16) 

which can be used to program each individual bit as 
input ("0") or as output ("1"). If the pins are program

med as output, the output data is latched to the port 
register and then output. When data is read from the 
output port the output pin level is not read, only the 
latched data in the port register is read. This allows a 
previously output value to be read correctly even 

though the output voltage level is shifted up or down. 
Pins set as input are in the floating state and the signal 
levels can thus be read. When data is written into the 
input port, the data is latched only to the port latch and 
the pin still remains in the floating state. 

Depending on the contents of the processor status reg
ister (bit 0 and bit 1 at address 00FF16), four different 
modes can be selected; single-chip mode, memory ex
panding mode, microprocessor mode and eva-chip 

mode. These modes (excluding single-chip mode) 
have a multiplexed address output function in addition 
to the 1/0 function. For more details, see the processor 
mode information. 

(2) Port P1 

In the single-chip mode, port P1 has the same function 
as PO, but it has CMOS output. In the other modes, 
P1's functions are slightly different from PO's. For more 

details, see the processor mode information. 
(3) Port P2 

In the single-chip mode, port P2 has the same function 
as PO. In the other modes, P2's functions are slightly 
different from PO's. 
For more details, see the processor mode information. 

(4) Port P3 

In the single-chip mode, port P3 has the same function 
as PO. In the other modes, P3's functions. are slightly 
different from PO's. Port P3 can also be used as serial 

1/0, INT2 and 1/0 pins for timer X. For more details, 
see the processor mode information. 

(5) Port P4 

Port P4 has the same function as port PO in the si~gle
chip mode. But P47 through P42 can also be used as 
analog input pins AN7 through AN2. 

(6) Port P5 

Port P5 is an input port. P54 through P57 can also be 
used as edge sehce inputs. In such a case, .reading is 

begun from 00ED16. 00ED16 is provided with a latch 
which is set to "1" when the input changes from high

level to lOW-level. 
And for P57, polarity of input edge can be selected by 

polarity of edge sense input selection bit (bit 7 of 
address 00EF16). 

When this bit is set to "0", its latch is set to "1" at the 
input level goes to "L" from "H". When this bit is set to 

"1", its latch is set to "1" at the input level goes to "H" 
from "L". At the reset state, this bit is set to "0". 
When content of polarity of edge serise input selection 
bit was set by program, the latch (bit 7 of address 
00ED16 ) must be reset once. 

The input pulse width must be at least 7 clock cycles 
wide. The latch is reset by using such instructions as 
LDM and CLB to write a "0" to the latch. When 00ED16 

is read, the lower order 4 bits are always zero. 
When port P5 is used as level sense input, read the 
contents of the address 00EC16• 

(7) Port P6 

Port P6 is a 4-bit output port. It has N-channel open 
drain output. P60 and P61 can be used as external trig
ger 1/0 pins, when external trigger mode selection bit 
(bit 2 of address 00EF16 ) is set to "1 ". In this case, P60 

and P6l are trigger clock input pin and trigger output 
pin, respectively. Using external trigger mode, P6o's 
latch must be set to "1" in order to off the output tran
sistor. In external trigger mode, the content of P61's 
latch is output to pin when the rising or falling edge is 

input to P60 pin. 
When external trigger mode selection bit is set to "0", 

P60 and P61 are normal output ports. At the reset state, 
this bit is set to "0". 
See Figure 17 for more details. 

(8) Clock ¢> output pin 
In normal conditions, the oscillator frequency divided 

by four is output as ¢>. The timing output ¢> is fixed "L" 
state when the timing output control bit (bit 1 of 
address 00EF16 ) is set to "1". But in this case, except 
the timing output is active. The timing output ¢> is output 
again when the timing output control bit is set to "0". At 
reset state this bit is set to "0". 

(9) INTI pin 
The INTI pin is an interrupt input pin. The INTI inter
rupt request bit (bit. 7 at address 00FE16 ) is set to "1" 
when the input level of this pin changes from "H" to 

"L". 
00) INT2 pin (P32/1NT2 pin) 

The INT2 pin is an interrupt input pin used with P32 • To 
use this pin as an interrupt pin, set the corresponding 
bit in the directional register to input ("0"). When this 

signal level changes from "H" to "L", the interrupt re
quest bit (bit 1 at address 00FE16 ) is set to "1". 

(11) CNTR pin (P33/CNTR pin) 
The P33/CNTR pin is an 1/0 pin of timer X. To use this 
pin as the timer X input pin, set the corresponding 
directional register bit to input ("0"). In the event coun

ter mode, CNTR becomes the input pin of the external 
pulse. In the pulse output mode, the CNTR output 
changes pol&rity each time the contents of timer X 
goes to "0". In the pulse width measurement mode, the 
pulse to be measured is input to this pin. 
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Ports PO, Pl, P3, P4 

Data bus --+---~ 

Ports P2 

Data Bus -+---~ 

Port P5 

PWM 

Port P6 

Directional 
register 

Port latch 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP a-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

N-channel open drain output 

Note 1 Port P3 can be also used as 1/0 pin of serial 1/0, timer 1/0, and interrupt input. 

Port P4. can be also used as analog Input. 

Directional 
register 

Port latch 

Input 

Port P5 

N-channel open drain output 

~r-1r-.--O 1 PWM 

N-channel open drain output 

~--o 

Data bus ----t,..,....-po-rt-Ia-tc-h-~ eJ 1 Port P6 

. r CMOS output 

-C j-D 
t. ¢ . 

Flg,17 Block diagram of ports PO-P6 (single-chip mode). and output format of <P, 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PROCESSOR MODE 
By changing the contents of the processor mode bit (bit 0 
and 1 at address 00FF,6), four different operation modes 

can be selected; single-chip mode, memory expanding 
mode, microprocessor mode and evaluation chip (eva
chip) mode. In the memory expanding mode, microp

rocessor mode and eva-chip mode, ports PO - P3 can be 
used as multiplexed //0 for address, data and control sig
nals, as well as the normal functions of the 110 ports. 
Figure 19 shows the functions of ports PO-P3. 
The memory map for the single-chip mode is illustrated in 
Figure 1 and for other modes, in Figure 18. 
By connecting CNVss to Vss, all four modes can be 
selected through software by changing the processor mode 

bits. Connecting CNVss to Vcc automatically forces the 
microcomputer into microprocessor mode. Supplying 10V to 

CNVss places the microcomputer in the eva-chip mode. 
The four different modes are explained as follows: 

FFFF, • .------, 

(Note 1) 

Internal ROM 

Internal RAM 

Memory expanding 
mode 

Eva-chip 
mode 

Note 1: 0800,. for M50963-XXXSP 

Microprocessor 
mode 

The shaded area is external memory area. 

Flg.18 External memory area in processor mode 

(1) Single-chip mode [00) 

The microcomputer will automatically be in the single
chip mode when started from reset, if CNVss is con

nected to Vss. Ports PO - P3 will work as original 110 
ports. 

(2) Memory expanding mode [01) 
The microcomputer will be placed in the memory ex

panding mode when CNVss is connected to Vss and 
the processor mode bits are set to "01". This mode is 
used to add external memory when the internal mem
ory is not sufficient. 
In this mode, port PO and port P1 are as a system 
address bus and the original 110 pin function is lost. P2 
becomes the data bus (07 - Do) and loses its normal II 

o functions. Pins P3, and P30 output the SYNC and RI 

W control signals, respectively. 
(3) Microprocessor mode [10) 

After connecting CNVss to Vee and initiating a reset, 
the microcomputer will automatically default to this 
mode. With the exceptions that the internal ROM is 
disabled and that external memory must be attached in 
this mode, this mode is the same as the memory ex

panding mode. 
(4) Eva-chip mode [11) 

When 10V is supplied to CNVss pin, the microcomputer 
is forced into the eva-chip mode. The main purpose of 
this mode is to evaluate ROM programs prior to mask
ing them into the microcomputer's internal ROM. 
In this mode, the internal ROM is inhibited so the ex

ternal memory is requierd. 
The lower 8 bits of address data for port PO is output 
when ¢ goes to "H" state. When ¢ goes to the "L" 

state, PO retains its original 110 functions. 
Port P1 's higher 8 bits of address data are output when 
¢ goes to "H" state and as it changes back to the "L" 
state it retains its original 110 functions. Port P2 retains 
its original //0 functions while ¢ is at the "H" state, and 
works as a data bus of 0 7 - Do (including instruction 
code) while at the "L" state. Pins P3, and P30 output 
the SYNC and RIW control signals, respectively while 
¢ is in the "H" state. When in the "L" state, P3, and P30 

retain their original 110 function. 
The RIW output is used to readlwrite fromlto the out
side. When this pin is in the "H" state, the CPU reads 
data, and when in the "L" state, the CPU writes data. 
The SYNC is a synchronous signal which goes to the 

"H" state when it fetches the OP CODE. 
The relationship between the input level of CNVss and 
the processor mode is shown in Table 2. 
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~ 
CM, 0 

CMo 0 

Port '\ Single-chip mode 

~ I r 
Port PO Ports PO,-POo 

] 1/0 port 

~ I r 
Port P1 Ports P1,-P1 0 

~ 1/0 port 

~ I r 
Port P2 Ports P2,- P20 

~ 1/0 port 

:J I r 
Ports P3,- P30 

~ 1/0 port 

Port P3 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 

Eva-chip mode Memory expanding mode 
Microprocessor 

mode 

:J I r :J I r Same as 
Ports PO,"" POo Ports PO,- POo left 

~I/O ortX= )( Address ~ A,-Ao p A,-Ao 

~ I r ~ I r 
Ports P1,-P1 0 

Same as 
Ports P1,-P1 0 left 

~ ~ Address '/:. A,s-A, p A,s---Aa 

~ r :I I r I 
Same as 

Ports P2,- P20 Ports P2,- P20 left 

~Data '£ 
port 0,-00 

}_ - - _-<Dat~'_Do~_ 

:J I I .:.I I I 
Ports P3,- P3, Ports P3,~ P3, 

)( 1/0 port =x 1/0 port 

Port P3, Port P3, 
Same as 

~ 1/0 port x= )( x= SYNC left 

Port P30 Port P30 

~l/oport x= )( - )C R/W 

Fig.19 Processor mode and functions of ports PO~P3 

Table 2 

CNVss 

Vss 

Vee 

lOV 
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Relationship between CNVss pin input level and processor mode 

Mode 

• Single-chip mode 

• Memory expanding mode 

• Eva-chip mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

• Eva-chip mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

• Eva-chip mode 

Explanation 

The single-chip mode is set by the reset. 

All modes can be selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

The microprocessor mode is set by the reset. 

Eva-chip mode can be also selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

Eva-chip mode only. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

CLOCK GENERATING CIRCUIT 
The built-in clock generating circuits are shown in Figure 
22. 

When the STP instruction is executed, the oscillation of in
ternal clock ¢ is stopped in the "H" state. 

Also, the prescaler X and timer X are loaded with FF'6 and 

01,6, respectively. The oscillator (dividing by 16) is then 

connected to the prescaler input. This connection is 

cleared when timer X overflows or the reset is in, as dis
cussed in the timer section. 

The oscillator is restarted when an interrupt is accepted. 

However, the internal clock ¢ keeps its "H" level until timer 
X overflows. 

This is because the oscillator needs a set-up period if a 

ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is used. 
When the WIT instruction is executed, the internal clock ¢ 

stops in the "H" level but the oscillator continues running. 

This wait state is cleared when an interrupt is accepted. 

Since the oscillation does not stop, the next instructions are 
executed at once. 

The circuit example using a ceramic oscillator (or a quartz 
crystal oscillator) is shown in Figure 20. 

The constant capacitance will differ depending on which 

oscillator is used, and should be set to the manufactures 
suggested value. 

The example of external clock usage is shown in Figure 21. 
X1N is the input, and XOUT is open. 

Interrupt 
request 

Interrupt j 
disable flag I 

STP instruction 
(option) 

s o 

R 

Flg.22 Block diagram of the clock generating circuit 

WIT 
instruction 

M50964-XXXSP 

XIN X OUT 

29 lMO 30 

Hm-
..... CIN COUT 

I J 
Flg.20 External ceramic resonator circuit 

29 

M50964-XXXSP 

X OUT 

30 

Open 

External oscillating circuit 
VCCl n n I 
Vss U U U 

Fig.21 External clock input circuit 

R R STP instruction 
(option) 

Internal clock¢ 

Timer X 
L-______ ---' overflow 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PROGRAMMING NOTES 
(1) The frequency ratio of the timer and the prescaler is 

1/(n+1). 

(2) Even though the BBC and BBS instructions are ex
ecuted after the interrupt request bits are modified (by 
the program), tho~e instructions are only valid for the 
contents before the modification. Also, at least one in
struction cycle must be used (such as a Nap) between 

the modification of the interrupt request bits and the 
execution of the BBC and BBS instructions. 

(3) Reading the timer and prescaler must be avoided 

while the input to the prescaler is changing. 
(4) After the ADC and SBC instructions are executed (in 

decimal mode), one instruction cycle (such as a Nap) 
is needed before the SEC, CLC, or CLD instructions 
are executed. 

(5) A Nap instruction must be used after the execution of 
a PLP instruction. 

(6) Since the comparator consists of the capacitive cou

pled configuration, f (X1N ) is nE]leded larger than 1 MHz 
during A-D conversion. And during A-D conversion, 
don't use STP or WIT instruction. 

DATA REQUIRED FOR MASK ORDERING 
Please send the following data for mask orders. 
(1) mask ROM confirmation form 
(2) mark specification form 
(3) ROM data ........................................... EPROM 3sets 

Write the following option on the mask ROM confirmation 
form 

• STP instruction option 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ABSOLUTE· MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage X,N -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage P2o-P2,. P4,-P4, "-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

V, 
Input voltage POo-PO,. Plo-PI,. P30-P3, With respect to Vss 

-0.3-13 
P40. P4,. P50-P5,. INT, Output transistors cut-off 

V, Input voltage CNVss. RESET -0.3-13 

Vo Output voltage P2o-P2,. P4,-P4,. XOUT. ¢. O-A -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

Vo 
Output voltage POo-PO,. Plo-PI,. P30-P3, 

-0.3-13 
P4o; P4" P6o-P63• PWM 

Pd Power disslpallon Ta-25"C 1 OOO( Note 1 ) 

Topr Operating temperature -10-70 

Tstg Storage temperature -40-125 

Note 1 300mW lor QFP types. 

RECOMIVIENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vcc=5V±10%. Ta=-10-70t. unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

V REF Reference voltage- 4 Vee V 

"H" input voltage POo-PO,. Plo-PI,. P2o-P2, 

V ,H P30-P3,. P40-P4,. P50-P5, O. aVec Vee V 

INT,. RESET. X,N , CNVss• P60 

"L" input voltage POo-PO,. Plo-Pl,. P2o-P2, 

V'L P30-P3,. P4o-P4,. P50-P5, 0 0. 2Vee V 

INT,. CNVss, P60 

V'L "L" Input voltage RESET 0 0. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage XIN 0 0. 16Vee V 

"L" peak output current POo-PO,. Plo-Pl, 

IOLcpeakl P2o-P2,. P30-P3, 10 rnA 
P4o-P4, (Note 3 ). 

IOLcoeakl "L" peak output current P6o-P63 (Note 3 ) 15 rnA 

IOLCoeakl "L" peak output current PWM (Note 3 ) 5 rnA 
ilL" average output currel)t POC-P07. P1o ..... Ph 

IOLCavg) P2o-P2,. P30-P3, 5 rnA 
P4o-P4" (Note 2 ) 

IOLcavg) . "L" average output current P6o-P63 (Note 2 ) 7 rnA 
IOLcavg) "L" average output current PWM (Note 2 ) 2.5 rnA 
IOHcpeak) "W peak output current P2o-P2, (Note 3 ) -10 rnA 
IOHCavQ) "W average output current P2o-P2, (Note 2 ) -5 rnA 
lex ) Internal clock oscillating frequency 4 MHz 

Note 2 
3 

4 

Average output current 10Lcavg) and 10Hcavgl are the average value 01 a period 01 lOOms. 
Total 01 "L" output current 10L. 01 ports PO. PI. P2. P3. P4. P6. and PWM is BarnA max. 
Total 01 "H" output current 10H. 01 port P2 is 50 rnA max. 
"H" input voltage 01 ports PO. PI. P3. P4o-P43• P5. and INT, is available up to +12V. 
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Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

rnW 
"C 
·C 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V, vss=ov, T a=25'C, f(X'N)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

Min. Typ. Max. 

V OH "H" output voltage P2o-P2, IOH=-1OmA 3 

V OH "H" output voltage ¢ IOH=-2.5mA 3 

VOL 
"L" output voltage POo-PO" P1o-P1" P2o-P2, 

P30-P3" P4o-P4" P6o- P63 
IOL=1OmA 2 

VOL "L" output voltage ¢, PWM IOL=5mA 2 

VT+-VT-. Hysteresis INT, 0.3 1 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis P36 When used as elK input 0.3 0.8 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis P32 When used as INT2 input 0.3 1 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis P33 When used as CNTR Input 0.5 1 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis P60 When used as T input 0.5 1 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis RESET 0.5 0.7 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis X1N 0.1 0.5 

"L" Input current POo-PO" P1o-P1" P2o-P2, 

II~ P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5, V,=OV -5 

P6o-P63, PWM 

III "L" Input current INT" RESET, X'N V,=OV -5 

"HOI input current POO' ....... P07, P1 o ...... P1 7, P30 ...... P37 

I'H P4o-P43, P50-P5" P6o-P63 V,=l2V 12 

PWM 

I'H 
"H" input current INT1, RESET, X1N • P2o ....... P27 

P4,-P4, 
V,=5V 5 

V RAM RAM retention voltage At clock stop 2 

¢, XOUT, and D-A pins 
f(X'N)=4MHz 

3 6 
Square wave 

opened, other pins at 
At clock stop 

Icc Supply current Vss. and A-D converter 
Ta=25'C 

1 
In the finished condi-

tion. 
At clock stop 

10 
Ta=75'C 

A-O CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V, Vss=AVss=OV, T a=25'C, f(X'N)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 
Limits 

Test conditions 
Min. Typ. Max. 

Resolution VREF-VCC 8 

Absolute accuracy VREF-VCC' +3 

RLADDER Ladder resistance value VREF=VCC 2 10 

tCONV Conversion iime 50 

V REF Reference input voltage 2 Vee 

V'A Analog input voltage 0 VREF 

O-A CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V, Vss=AVss=ov, Ta=25'C, f(X'N)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

- Resolution 

- Error in full scale range 

tsu Setup time 

Ro Output resistance 

VREF Reference voltage 

2-496 

Test conditions 

VREF=VCC 

VREF=VCC 

VREF=VCC 

VREF=VCC 
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Min. 

4 

limits 

Typ. Max. 

5 

±1 

3 

3 

Vee 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

/.LA 

/.LA 

/.LA 

/.LA 

V 

mA 

/.LA 

Unit 

Bits 

'LSB 

kO 

/.LS 

V 

V 

Unit 

Bits 

% 
/.LS 

kO 

V 



TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Single-chip mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, T a=25'C, f(XIN1=4MHz, unless otherwise noled) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tSU(POD-¢) Port PO input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P1D-¢) Port P1 input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P2D-¢) Port P2 Input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P3D_¢) Port P3 input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P4D-¢) Port P4 input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P5D-¢) Port P5 input setup time 270 ns 

th(o;t>-poo) Port PO input hold time 20 ns 

th(Il'>-Pl0) Port Pt input hold time 20 ns 

th(¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

th(¢-P30) Port P3 input hold time 20 ns 

th(9'>-P40) Port P4 input hold time 20 - ns 

th(¢-P50) Port P5 input hold time 20 ns 

Ie External clock Input cycle time 250 ns 

Iw External clock input pulse width 75 ns 

Ir External clock rising edge time 25 ns 

If External clock falling edge time 25 ns 

Eva-chip mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, Ta=25'C, f(XINI=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tSU{POD ¢l Port PO input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P1D ¢) Port P1 input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P2D-¢) Port P2 input setup time 270 ns 

th(¢-poo) Port PO input hold time 20 ns 

th(¢-P10) Port Pt input hold time 20 ns 

th(¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

mode and microprocessor mode Memory expanding 
(Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, T a=25'C, f(XIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noled) 

Symbol 

t SU (P20 ¢) Port P2 input setup time 

th(¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time 

Parameter 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Min. 

270 

30 

Limits 

I I 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

I I ns 

1 '1 ns 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Single-chip mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, Ta=25'C, f(XIN)=4MHz, unles; otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max, 

td(¢-POQ) Port PO data output delay time 230 ns 

td(¢>-P1Q) Port Pl data output delay time 
Fig.23 

230 ns, 

td(,s.-pzo) Port P2 data output delay time Fig.24 230 ns 

tdC¢-P3Q) Port P3 data output delay time 230 ns 

td(,s.-P40) Port P4 data output delay time Fig.23 230 ns 

td(,s.-P60) Port P6 data output delay time 230 ns 

Eva-chip mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, T a=25'C, f(X'N)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

td(9'-POA) Port PO address output delay time 250 ns 

td(¢-POAF) Port PO address output delay time 250 ns 

td(,s.-poo) Port PO data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-POQF) Port PO data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-P1A) Port P1 address output delay time 
Fig.23 

250 ns 

td(¢-P1AF) Port P1 address output delay time 250 ns 

td(¢-P1Q) Port P1 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-P1QF) Port Pl data output delay time 200 ns 

td(,s.-pzo) Port P2 data output delay time 
Fig.24 

300 ns 

td(¢-P2QF) Port P2 data output delay time 300 ns 

·td(,s.-R/W) R/W signal output delay time 250 ns 

td(¢-R/WF) R/W signal output delay time 250 ns 

td(,s.-P30) Port P30 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-P3 QF) Port P30 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 
Fig.23 

250 ns 

td(¢-SYNCF) SYNC signal output delay time 250 ns 

td(¢-P3 oj Port P31 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-P3 OF) Port P3, data output delay time 200 ns 

Memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 
(Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, Ta=25'C, f(XIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

td(¢-POA) Port PO address output delay time 

td(,s.-P1A) Port P1 address output delay time 

td(,s.-pzo) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(¢-P20F) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(¢-R/W) R/W signal output delay time 

td(¢-SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 

Vee 

lkO 
PO 
PI 
P3 J 100pF 
P4 
P6 

i 100pF 

07 

Flg.23 Ports PO, P1, P3, P4, and P6 test circuit 
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Test conditions 

Fig.23 

Fig.24 

Fig.23 

Limits 

Min. Typ. 

P2~---r-------O 

j,100PF 

Fig.24 Port P2 test circuit 
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Unit 
Max. 

250 ns 

250 ns 

300 ns 

300 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 



TIMING DIAGRAMS 
In single-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port P1 output 

Port P1 input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P3 output 

Port P3 input 

Port P4 output 

Port P4 input 

Port P5 input 

Port P6 output 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 
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In eva-chip mode 

2-500 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port Pl output __ ~v 

Port Pl input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output (R/W) 
---+' 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 
--..;-V 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-XXXSPIFP 
MS0963-XXXSPIFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

In memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 

Port PO output 

Port P1 output 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output (R/W) 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 
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PRELIMINARY 
:\oli('(': These are nol a final specification.Somt' 

paramHric limits ar~ subject to change. 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37410M3-XXXFP 
M37410M4-XXXFP. 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

DESCRIPTION 
The M37410M3-XXXFP is a single-chip microcomputer de
signed with CMOS silicon gate technology. It is housed in a 
80-pin plastic molded QFP. This single-chip microcomputer 
is useful for business equipment and other consumer ap

plications. 
In addition to its simple instruction set, the ROM, RAM, and 
1/0 addresses are placed on the same memory map to en

able easy programming. 
This microcomputer is also suitable for applications which 
require controlling LeOs. 
The differences between the M37410M3-XXXFP and the 
M37410M4-XXXFP are noted below. The following explana
tions apply to the M37410M3-XXXFP. Specification varia

tions for other chips are noted accordingly. 

Type name 

M37410M3-XXXFP 
M37410M4-XXXFP 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions'" .................... d •••••••••• 69 

• Memory size 
ROM ...................... 6144 bytes (M37410M3-XXXFP) 

8192 bytes (M37410M4-XXXFP) 
RAM·························192 bytes (M37410M3-XXXFP) 

256 bytes (M37410M4-XXXFP) 

• Instruction execution time 
at high-speed mode ......................................... 1,us 

at low-speed mode·········································· 41' s 

• Single power supply 
f(X'N)=8MHz .......................................... 4.5-5.5V 
f(X'N)=2MHz .......................................... 2.5-5.5V 

• Power dissipation 
normal operation mode (at 8MHz frequency) 

........................................ 30mW (Vcc=5V, Typ.) 

low-speed operation mode (at 32kHz frequency for 
clock function) ·······················54,uW (Vcc=3V, Typ.) 

• RAM retention voltage (stop mode) 
............................................... 2.0V~VRAM~5.5V 

• Subroutine nesting ............................. 961evels (Max.) 
• Interrupt·· .................. , ....................... 9types, 5vectors 

• 8-bit timer······························································ 4 

• 16-bit timer ·············1 (Two 8-bit timers make one set) 

• Programmable 1/0 ports 
(Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4) ................................ 40 

• Serial 1/0 (8-bit) .................................................. ··1 

• A-O converter' ................ , .................... 8-bit, 8channel 

conversion speed (25,us) 

• LCD controllerldriver (1/2, 1/3 bias, 1/2, 1/3, 114 duty) 
segment output·················································· 24 
common output···················································· 4 

• Two clock generating circuits (One is for main clock, 
the other is for clock function) 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

{~( 
1.560 www 
<f)<f)<f) 

III 

m~fEffi~~£~§~ffi~~ 
CI)(I)(f)rJ)rt.lu)UlU)trl(!)r./)(J)() 

Itt t t t t t t t t t t 
73 n 7T 70696867 €6 ~1l64 63 62 61 

Outline 80P6S 

APPLICATION 
Audio-visual equipment 
Remote control 

Camera 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37410M3-XXXFP 
M37410M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

FUNCTIONS OF M37410M3-XXXFP 
Parameter 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction exc:utian time 

Clock frequency 

ROM 

Memory size RAM 

RAM for display LCD 

PO, P1, P2, P3, P5 

Input/Output port 
P4 

SEG 

COM 

Serial I/O 

Timers 

Bias 

LCD controller/driver 
Duty ratio 

Common output 

Segment output 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupt 

Clock generating circuit 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

Package 

2-504 

Functions 

69 

1,us (minimum,instructions, at 8MHz frequency). 

8MHz (at Vcc~5V±10%) 

6144bytes (8192bytes for M37410M4-XXXFP) 

192bytes (256bytes for M37410M4-XXXFP) 

12bytes 

I/O 8-bitX5 

Input 4-bitX1 (port P4 are in common with,SEG) 

LCD output 24-bltX1 

LCD output 4-bitX1 

8-bitX1 

8-bit timerX4 

16-bit timerX1 (combination of two 8-bit timers) 

1/2, 1/3 bias selectable 

1/2, 1/3, 1/4 duty selectable 

4 

24 (SEG 12-SEG" are in common with port P4) 

96 (max) 

Three external interrupts, Three timer interrupts 

Two built-in circuit (cera'mic or quartz crystal oscillator) 

-20-75°C 

CMOS silicon gate 

80-pin plastic molded QFP 

• MITSUBISHI 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

RESET' Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

XOUT Clock output 

INT, Interrupt input 

AVss Voltage input for A-D 

V REF Reference voltage 

input 

POO-P07 110 port PO 

P1 o-P1 7 110 port Pl 

P20 -P27 110 port P2 

P30 -P37 110 port P3 

SEG'2/P43 Segment output 

\ Iinput port P4 

SEG'5/P40 

P50 -P57 110 port P5 

V U ....... V L3 Voltage input for LCD 

COMo- Common output 

COM3 

SEGo- Segment output 

SEG" 

SEG16/IN, Segment output 

\ I Analog input 

SEG'3/1No 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Input 

Input 

110 

110 

110 

110 

Output 

I 

Input 

110 

Input 

Output 

Output 

110 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37410M3-XXXFP 
M37410M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8~BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±10% to Vee. and OV to Vss. 

This is connect to Vss. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 16,us (under normal Vee 

conditions). If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

These are 1/0 pins of internal clock generating circuit for main clock. To control generating frequency, an 

external ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected betwe'en the X1N and XO UT pins. If an external 

clock is used, the clock source should be connected the X1N pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

This is the highest order interrupt input pin. 

This is GND input pin for the A-D converters. 

This is reference voltage input pin for the A-D converters. 

Port PO is an 8-bit 1/0 port with directional registers allowing each 1/0 bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. The output structure is CMOS output. 

Port P1 is an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO, but the output structure is N-ch 

open drain. 

Port P2 is an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same func~ions as port PO and also works as the key on 

wake up function with mask option. 

Port P3 is an 8-bit liD port and has basically the same functions as port P1. When serial 1/0 is used, P37, 
--

P36, P3s, and P3" work as SRDY, ClK, SOUT. and SIN pins, respectively. Also P33. P32, P3" and P30 work as 

timer 4 overflow signal divided by 2 output pin (T), lNT2 pin, XCIN and XCOUT pins, respectively. 

SEG12 ...... SEG15 work as input port P4 and also used by 2-bit unit as lCO segment output. 

Port P5 is an a-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same function as P1. P5o, P51, P52 and P53 are in common 

with lNT3, timer3 input, timer5 input and A-O trigger input respectively. P5" ...... P57 are also in common with 

PWMO-PWM3. 

These are voltage input pins for LCD. Supply voltage as OV~VL'~VL2~VL3~VCC. 0- VL3V is supplied to 

LCD. 

These are LCD common output pins. At 1/2 duty, COM, and COM3 pins are not used. At 1/3 duty, COM3 is 

not used. 

These are LCD segment output pins. 

SEG16 ....... SEG23 work as analog input pins I N7 ...... INo. 

SEG'6 ...... SEG19 are used by 2-bit unit and SEG20 ...... SEG23 by 4-bit unit. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37410M3-XXXFP 
M37410M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

BASIC FUNCTION BLOCKS 

MEMORY 
A memory map for the M37410M3-XXXFP is shown in 
Figure1. Addresses 2800'6 to 3FFF'6 are assigned for the 
built-ROM area which consists of 6144 byes (Addresses 

2000'6 to 3FFF'6 are assigned for the built-in ROM area 
which consists of 8192 bytes for M37410M4-XXXFP) . 
Addresses 3FOO'6 to 3FFF'6 are a special address area 
(special page). By using the special page addressing 
mode of JSR instruction, subroutines addressed on this 

page can be called with only 2bytes. Addresses 3FF4'6 to 
3FFF'6 are vector addresses used for reset and interrupts 

Fig. 1 

ROM 
(8192 bytes) 

for 
M37410M4-XXXFP 

Memory map 

Zero page 

ROM 

(6144 bytes) 

for 

M37410M3-

XXXFP 

RAM 1 0000" 

(192 bytes) 

RAM {OOBF" 
for 

LCD OOCB" 
(12 bytes) 

00EO'6 

RAM 0100'6 
(64 bytes) 

for 

M37410M4 013F'6 

-XXXFP 

Special 

page 

for 

subroutine 
call 

2000'6 

2800'6 

3FOO'6 

3FF4, 6 

3FFF, 6 

(see interrupts chapter). Addresses 0000'6 to 00FF'6 are 

the zero page address area. By using zero pege addres
sing mode, this area can also be accessed with 2 bytes. 
The use of these addressing methods will greatly reduce 
the object size required. 
The RAM, 1/0 port, timer, etc. addresses are already 

assigned for the Zero Page. Addresses 0000'6 to 00BF'6 
are assigned for the built-in RAM which consists of 192 

by1es (Addresses 0000'6 to 00BF'6 and 0100 '6 to 013F'6 
are assigned for the built-in RAM which consists of 256 
bytes for M37410M4-XXXFP) . This RAM is used as the 
stack during subroutine calls and interrups, in addition to 
data storage. 

Not used 

Not used 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

~gg~::: ~ 
~~~~:~: ::; 
~~~~:~: '~ 

Decimal 

0 

100EO'6 
/ 

/ 00E1'6 

1 91 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 
223 

\ 

255 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

Timer 6 or A·O \ 

Timer 3 or INT, \ 

I NT 3 or Key on wake up \ 

Serial 110 or limer 2 \ 

INT, 

RESET 
16383 

\ 
\ 

00E2'6 

00E3'6 

00E4,6 

00E5'6 

00E6, 6 

6 00E7, 

00E8, 

00E9, 

OOEA, 

OOEB, 

OOEC, 

OOED, 

aOEE, 

OOEF, 

OOFO, 

00F1, 

00F2, 

00F3, 

OOF4, 

00F5, 

00F6, 

00F7, 

00F8, 

00F9, 

OOFA 

OOFB 

OOFC 

OOFD 

OOFE 

OOFF 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

'6 

'6 

'6 

'6 

'6 

'6 

Port PO 

Port PO directional 
register 

Port PI 

Port PI directional 
register 

Port P2 

Port P2 ~~n"ctional 
register. 

Port P3 

Port P3 directiona 
register 

Port P4 
Interrup requas 
distinguish register 1 

Port P5 

Port P5 
rrectlonal 

register 

P2 Key on wakeup registe 

A-D register 
nterrup reques 

distinguish register 2 

Timer 6 latch 

A-D control register 

PWM control register 

Segment control register 

LCD mode register 

Serial ItO mode register 

Serial liD register 

Timer 4. 5 mode register 

Timer 1 latch 

Timer 2 latch 

Timer 3 latch 

Timer 4 latch 

Timer 5 latch 

Interrupt control register 

Timer control register 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37410M3-XXXFP 
M37410M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) 
The CPU consists of 6 registers and is shown inFigure2. 

ACCUMULATOR (A) 
The 8-bit accumulator (A) is the main register of the micro

computer. Date operations such as data transfer. input/out

put, etc., is executed mainly through the accumulator. 

7 a 

I A I Accumulator 

7 0 

I X I Index register X 

7 a 

I Y I Index register Y 

7 a 

I S I Stack poinler 

15 7 a 

I PCH (Note) I PCl I Program ·counter 

Note : PC H uses 6 bits only. 

Fig. 2 Register structure 

INDEX REGISTER X (X) 
The index register X is an 8-bit register. In the index regis

ter X addressing mode, the value of theOPERAND added 

to the contents of the index register X specifies the real 
address. When the T flag in the processors status register 

is set to "1 ", the index register X itself becomes the 

address for the second OPERAND. 

INDEX REGISTER Y (Y) 
The index register Y is an 8-bit register. In the index regis
ter Y addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND added 

to the contents of the index register Y specifies the real 

address. 

7 a 

I N I v I T I' BID II I z J C J Processor status register 

Carry flag 

~ Zero flag 

Interrupt disable flag 

Decimal mode flag 

Break flag 

Index X mode flag 

Overflow flag 

Negative flag 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37410M3-XXXFP 
M37410M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

STACK POINTER (S) 
The stack pOinter is an 8-bit register that contains the 

address of the next location in the stack. It is mainly used 
during interrupts and subroutine calls. The stack pOinter is 
not automatically initialized after reset and should be initial

ized by the program using the TXS instruction. 
When an interrupt occurs, the higher 8-bit of the program 
counter is pushed into the stack first, the stack pointer is 
decremented, and then the lower 8-bits of the program 
counter is pushed into the stack. Next the contents of the 
processor status register is pushed into the stack. When 
the return from interrupt instruction (RTI) is executed, the 
program counter and processor status register data is pop
ped off 'the stack in reverse order from above. 

The accumulator is never pushed into the stack automati
cally, so a Push Accumulator instruction (PHA) is provided 

to execute this function. Restoring the Accumulator to its 
previous value is accomplished by the Pop Accumulator in
struction (PLA) . It is executed in the revese order of the 

PHA instruction. 
The contents of the Processor Status Register (PS) are 
pushed and popped to and from the stack with the PH P 
andPLP instructions, respectively. 
During a subroutine call, only the program Counter is 
pushed into the stack. Therefore, any registers that should 

not be destroyed should be pused into the stack manually. 
To return from a subroutine call, the RTS instruction is 
used. 

PROGRAM COUNTER (PC) 
The 16-bit program counter consists of two 8-bit registers 
PCH and PCl. The program counter is used to indicate the 
address of the next instruction to be executed. 
PCH is used 6 bits. 

PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PS) 
The 8-bit PS is composed entirely of flags used to indicate 
the condition of the processor immediately after an opera
tion. Branch operations can be performed by testing the 
Carry flags (C) , Zero flag (Z), Overflow fag (V) or the 
Negative flag (N) . Each bit of the register is explained 
below. 

1. Carry flag (C) 
The carry flag contains the carry or borrow generated by 
the Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) immediately after an op

. eration. It is also changed by the shift and rotate instruc
tions. The set carry (SEC) and clear carry (CLC) instruc
tions allow direct access for setting clearing this flag. 

2. Zero flag (Z) 
. This flag is used to indicate if the immediated operation 
generated a zero result or not. If the result is zero, the zero 
flag will be set to "0". If the result is not zero, the zero flag 
will be set to "1". 

3. Interrupt disable flag (I) 
This flag is used to disable all interrupts This is accom
plished by setting the flag to "1". When an interrupt is 
accepted, this flag is automatically set to"1" to prevent from 
other interrupts until the current interrupt is completed. The 
SEI and CLI instructions are used to set and clear this flag, 

respectively. 

4. Decimal mode flag (D) 
The decimal mode flag is used to define whether addition 
and subtraction are executed in binary or decimal. If the 
decimal mode flag is set to "1", the operations are ex
ecuted in decimal, if the flag is "0", the operations are ex
ecuted in binary. Decimal correction is automatically ex

ected. The SED and CLD instructions are used to set and 
clear this flag, respectively. 

5. Break flag (B) 
When the BRK instruction is executed, the same operations 

are preformed as in an interrupt. The address of the inter
rupt vector of the BRK instruction is the same as that of the 

lowest priority interrupt. The contents of the B flag can be 
checked to determine which condition caused the interrupt. 
If the BRK instruction caused the interrupt, the B flag will 
be "1", otherwise, it will be"O". 

6. Index X mode flag (T) 
When the T flag is "1", operations between memories are 
executed directly, without passing through the accumulator. 
Operations between memories involving the accumulator 

are executed when the T flag is "0" (i.e., operation results 
between memories 1 and 2 are stored in the accumulator). 
The address of memory 1 is specified by the contents of 

. the index register X, and that of memory 2 is specified by 

the normal addressing mode. The SET and CLT instructions 
are used to set and clear the T flag, respectively. 

7. Overflow flag (V) 
The overflow flag functions when one byte is added or sub
tracted as a Singed binary number. When the result ex
ceeds+127 or -128, the overflow flag is set to "1". When 
the BIT instruction is executed, bit 6 of the memory location 
is input to the V flag. The overflow flag is reset by the CLV 
instruction and there is no set instruction. 

8. Negative flag (N) 
The negative flag is set whenever the result of a data trans
fer or operation is negative (bit 7 is "1"). Whenever the BIT 

instruction is executed, bit 7 of the memory location is input 
to the N flag. There are no instructions for directly setting or 
resetting the N flag . 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37410M3-XXXFP 
M37410M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

INTERRUPT 
The M3741 OM3-XXXFP can be interrupted from ten sources; 
INT1 , Timer 2 or Serial I/O, INT3 or Key on wake up, INT2 
or Timer 3, Timer 6 or A-D, and BRK instruction. 
"Key on wake up" can only be used at power down state by 
STP instruction or WIT instruction. When one of the P2 is 
"L", an interrupt occurs. 

These interrupts are vectored and their priorities are shown 
in Table 1. Reset is included in this table since it has the 
same function as an interrupt. 

When an interrupt is accepted, the contents of certain reg
isters are pushed into specified locations, as discussed in 
the stack pointer section, and the interrupt disable flag (I) 

is set, and the program jumps to the address specified by 
the interrupt vector, and the interrupt request bit of the in
terrupt control register or timer control register is cleared 
automatically. The reset interrupt is the highest priority in

terrupt and can never be inhibited. Except for the reset in
terrupt, all interrupts are inhibited when the interrupt dis
able flag is set to "1". All of the other interrupts can further 
be controlled individually via the interrupt control register 
shown in Figure 3. An interrupt is accepted when the inter

rupt enable bit and the interrupt request bit are both "1" 
and the interrupt disable flag is "0". 

Key on wake up register 

(OOEE16 address) r7"T""T'""'-'r"T-.---r:; 

Bit 7 of timer control register 

Interrupt 
request 

Fig. 3 Interrupt control 

Interrupt disable flag I 

The interrupt request bits are set when the following condi
tions occur: 

(1) When the INT1 , INT2 or INT3 pins go from "H" to "L" or 
"L" to "H" 

(2) When the levels any pin of P2 goes "L"(at power down 
mode) 

(3)' When the contents of timer 2, timer 3, timer 6 or the 
counter of serial I/O goes "0" 

When the two interrupt requests, which. are the same prior
ity and are at the same sampling, the priority process is 
processed by interrupt request distinguish register 1 and 2. 
These request bits can be reset by a program but can not 
be set. Since the BRK instruction interrupt and the timer6 
or A-D, interrupt have the same vectored address, the con
tents of the B flag must be checked to determine if the 
BRK instruction caused the interrupt or if timer 6 or A-D 
generated the interrupt. 

Table 1. Interrupt vector address and priority. 

Interrupt Priority 

RESET 1 

INT, 2 
Serial I/O or timer 2 3 

I NT 3 or key on wake up 4 
INT2 or timer 3 5 

Timer 6 or A-D (BRK) 6 

Interrupt request distinguish register 1 (OOEB 16 address) 

Bit 7 : Serial 1/0 interrupt request bit 

Bit 6 : Serial 1/0 interrupt enable bil 

Bit 5 : Timer 2 interrupt request bit 

Bit 4 : Timer 2 interrupt enable bit 

8il3 : INT2 interrupt request bit 

Bit2: INT2 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 1 : Timer 3 interrupt request bit 

Bit 0 : Timer 3 interrupt enable bit 

Interrupt request distinguish register 2 (OOFOI6 address) 

BitS: INT3 interrupt request bit 

Bit4: INT3 interrupt enable bit 

Bit3: A·D interrupt request bit 

"Bit2: A·D interrupt enable bit 

Bit 1 : Timer 6 interrupt request bit 

Bit 0 : Timer 6 interrupt enable bit 

Interrupt control register (OOFE I6 address) 

Bit 7: INTI interrupt request bit 

Bit6: INTI interrupt enable bit 

BitS: INT3 or key on wake up interrupt request bit 

Bit4: INT3 or key on wake up interrupt enable bit 

Bit3 : INT2 or timer 3 interrupt request bit 

Bit2: INT2 or timer 3 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 1 : Timer 6 or A·D interrupt request bit 

Bit 0 : Timer 6 or A·D interrupt enable bit 

Timer control register (OOFF I5 Address) 

Bit 7 : Serial 1/0 or timer 2 interrupt request bit 

Bit 6 : Serial I/O or timer 2 interrupt enable bit 

Vector address 

3FFF ,6 , 3FFE '6 

3FFD ,6• 3FFC '6 

3FFB ,6 , 3FFA '6 

3FF9 ,6 , 3FF8 '6 

3FF7 ,6.3FF6 '6 

3FF5 ,6• 3FF4 '6 

• MITSUBISHI 
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TIMER 
The M37410M3-XXXFP has six timers; timer 1, timer 2, tim
er 3, timer 4, timer 5 and timer 6. 
A block diagram of timer1 through 6 is shown in Figure 4. 
The count source for timer 1 through 3 can be selected by 
using bit 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the timer control register (address 

00FF'6), as shown in Figure 5. All of the timers are down 
count timers and have 8-bit latches. When a timer reaches 
"0" and the next count pulse is input to a timer, the con
tents of the reload. latch are loaded into the timer. The divi
sion ratio of the timer is 1/(n+1), where n is the contents 
of timer latch. 
Timer 2, 3 and 6 has interrupt generating functions. The 

timer interrupt request bit which is in the interrupt disting
uish register 1 or 2 (located at addresses 00EB'6 and 
00FO'6 respectively) is set at the next count pulse after the 
timer reaches "0" (see interrupt section). 

The starting and stopping of timer1 is controlled by bit 7 of 
the interrupt distinguish register 2, timer 3 by bit 6 of the in
terrupt distinguish register 2 and timer 4 by bit 3 of timer 4, 

5 and 6 mode register (00F8'6 address). If the correspond
ing bit is "0". the timer starts counting, and the correspond
ing bit is "1", the timer stops. The timer4 overflow signal di
vided by 2 can be outputed from port P33 by setting the bit 

4 of the serial 110 mode register (00F6'6 address) to "1". 
Timer 5 and 6 work as timer mode, event counter mode 
and PWM mode by changing the contents of bit 5 and bit 6 
of the timer 4, 5 and 6 mode register. 
(1) Timer Mode 

This mode is the 16-bit timer, and the count source is ¢ 14. 

When the bit 6 of PWM control register (00F3'6 address) is 
"1", the timer6 overflow singnal divided by 2 is output from 
CNT2 pin (common with P52 ). 

(2) Event Counter Mode 

The count source is input from the CNT2 pin. The count de
cremented each time the input goes from "L" to "H". 
(3) PWM Mode 

As shown in Figure 7, the output wave is controlled by the 
contents of the timer latch of timer 5 and 6. 
PWM output can choose among PWMO, PWM1, PWM2 and 

i!>WM3 by bit 0, bit 1, bit 2 and bit 3 of PWM control reg
ister. 

When the count value of all timers, from timer 1 to timer 6, 
are read, be careful not to change the input source. 

When the count source is inpute? from the external pin, the 
minimum pluse width should be 81ls. 
After a STP instruction is executed, timer 2, timer 1, and the 
clock (¢divided by 4) are connected in series (regardless 
of the status of bit 2 through 5 of the timer control register). 
This state is canceled if timer2 interrupt request bit is set to 
"1 ", or if the system is reset. Before the STP instruction is 
executed, bit 7 of the interrupt distinguish register2 (timer1 

count stop bit), bit 5 of the interrupt distinguish register1, 
and bit 6 of the timer control register must be set to "0" 

(prohibition) . And also bit 4 of the interrupt distinguish 
register1 must be set to "1". For more details on the STP 
instruction, refer to the oscillation circuit section. 

2-510 • MITSUBISHI 
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1/41 i __ T 1/4 

'~ 
TM, 

Select gate: at reset, shaded side is connected. 

Data bus 

I F2, I'----'T __ i m .. e",r __ 1".la;;;;t.;;.ch;.;..:.:( 8:":')--11 

Tim:1 (8) i 

l Timer 2 latch (8) I 

Overflow flag 

LCDCK 

-.t 

r~~~H~~~~T~im~e~r~2~(~8~) ~§~~I- Timer 2 interrupt request bit IF2 : Interrupt request distinguish register 2 TM3 I 
TM : Timer control register 

TC : Timer 4, 5, 6 mode register TM, . I Timer 3 latch (8) J 
WC : PWM control register TM~F26'-"':"=;';";:';'::::;~==--I 

SM : Serial 1/0 mode register ~j?--{) v~-[=::2T~im~e~r~3~(8~)~;;tJtt~ Timer 3 interrupt request bit 

P5,/CNT, -=:===:i~==tf=~ ______ -i I 
P36/SCLK - Y 1 SM, ~ SMa , V ISYoo",,;,", 0100'1- J:lCJs~e~ri~a~1 1~/O~c~o~un~t~er~}--*-~ Serial liD interrupt request bit 

SM, SM'S=~MJ~'/1--~--r+---~-----'1 
P3'/SOUT--"'II-----++---------+ t----_--; I 

P34/S," Serial 1/0 register j-J 
SM3 

Timer 4 latch (8) 

-.l 
Timer4 (8) 

P33 /T 

P5,/CNT, 

SQr--~ 

R 

WCa 

P54/PWMO~ 
WC, I 

TC, _.., Il "Do-I:±±=:r ........ 
TC6 

{==~~B[:=J--~If..,..Timer 6 interrupt 
request bit 

P5'/PWM1~ 
WC, ~-----~-------------tr-------

P56/PWM2~ 
WC3 

P5,/PWM3 --<I--
Fig. 4 Block diagram of timer 1 through 6 
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Timer control register 
Address OOFF,.) I I I I I I I I I ( 

Ll 

~ 

Processor mode bit 

00 : Single-chip mode 

01 :. Not used 

10: Not used 

11 : Not used 

Timer 1 count source selection bit 

o : 91 divided by 4 

1 : Timer for clock (XCIN ) 

Timer 2 count source selection bit 

o : Timer 1 overflow 

1 : Timer for clock (XCIN ) 

Timer 3 count source 'selection bit 

00 : 91 divided by 4 

01 : Timer 2 overflow 

10: CNT,input 

Serial 1/0 or timer 2 interrupt enable bit 

o : Interrupt inhibit 

1 : Interrupt enable 

Serial 1/0 or timer 2 interrupt request bit 

o : No interrupt request 

1 : With interrupt request 

Fig. 5 Structure of timer control register 

I I I I I I I I I 
L 

'-----

Fig. 6 Structure of timer 4,5,6 mode register 

2-512 

Timer 4.5,6 mode register 

(Address OOFS,.) 

INT, input polarity selection bit 

o : Interrupt request by falling edge 

1 : Interrupt request by rising edge 

INT, input polarity selection bit 

o : Interrupt request by falling edge 

1 : Interrupt req·uest by rising edge 
INT3 input polarity selection bit 

o : Interrupt request by falling edge 

1 : Interrupt request by rising edge 
Timer 4 count stop bit 

o : Count start 

1 : Count stop 
Timer 4 overflow bit 

o : No timer 4 overflow 

1 : With timer 4 overflow 
Timer 5.6 mode bit 

00 : Timer mode 

01 : Event counter mode 

10: Pulse width measurement mode (count source 91/4) 

11 : Pulse width measurement mode (count source is overflow of timer 4) 
Timer 5,6 count stop bit 

o : Count start 

1 : Count stop 

•. MITSUBISHI 
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M37410M3-XXXFP has a pulse width modulated (PWM) 
output control circuit connecting with timerS and timer6, 

Figure 6 shows the structure of timer 4,5,6 mode register, 
Figure 7 shows the PWM rectangular wave form and Figure 

8 shows the stru,cture of PWM control register, 

Fig, 7 PWM rectangular wave form 

7 

I I I I I I I I I 
L 
~ 

PWM control register 

(OOF3'6 address) 

P54/PWMO selection bit 

0: P54 

1: PWMO 
P5s!PWM1 selection bit 

o : P55 

1: PWM1 
P56/PWM2 selection bit 

0: P56 
1: PWM2 

P5,/PWM3 selection bit 

0: P5, 
1: PWM3 

P53/SIG selection bit' 

0: P53 

1: SIG 
Timer 1 overflow flag 

P5,/CNT, selection bit 

0: P5, 
1 : CNT, 

Fig, 8 Sturcture of PWM control register 
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SERIAL I/O 
The block diagram of serial 1/0 is shown in Figure 9. In the 

serial 1/0 mode the receive ready signal (SRDY), synchro
nous input/output clock (elK). and the serial 1/0 (SOUT, 

SIN) pins are used as P37, P36, P35, and P34, respectively. 
The serial 1/0 mode register (address 00F6,s) is an B-bit 
register. Bit 1 and 0 of this register is used to select a syn
chronous' clock source. When these bits are (00) or (01), 

an external clock from P36 is selected. When these bits are 
(10) , the overflow signal divided by two from timer 3 be
comes the synchronous clock. Therefore, changing the tim
er period will charige the tra~sfer speed. When the bits are 

Internal 
clock ¢ 

Divider 

(11), the internal clock rp divided by 4 becomes the clock. 
Bits 2 and 3. decide whether parts of P3 will be used as a 

serial 1/0 or not. When bit 2 is "1", P3s becomes an 1/0 pin 
of the synchronous clock. When an internal synchronous 
clock is selected, the clock is output from P3s. If the exter

nal synchronous clock is selected, the clock is input to P36 . 

And P35 will be a serial output and P34 will be a serial in
put. To use P34 as a serial input, set the directional register 
bit which corresponds to P34, to "0". For more information 
on the directional register, refer to the 1/0 pin section. 
To use the serial 1/0, bit 2 needs to be set to "1 ", if it is "0" 
P36 will function as a normal 1/0. Bit 3 determines if P37 is 

From internal clock 

divided by 4 or 
timer 2 

P3, ~--~------------~ Interrupt request 
distinguish register 1 

P3, 

P3s 
SOUT 

Fig. 9 Block diagram of serial I/O 

2-514 

E~~:..:~~~r---- Interrupt request 
distinguish register 1 

Transfer clock 

Serial 1/0 mode register 
L........1.._L-....L_.L,...L...,.....I....r-L.,...J (Address OOF616 ) 

Synchronous clock selection bit 

00: I 01: External clock 

10: Timer3 overflow signal divided by2 

11 : Timing ¢ divided by 4 

Serial 1/0 port selection bit (P3s, P3,) 

o : Normal 1/0 port 

1 : Serial 1/0 port 

'------- SRDY signal output selection bit (P3,) 

o : Normal 1/0 port 

'MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 
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used as an output pin for the receive data ready signal (bit 

3="1", SRDY) or used as a nomalllO pin (bit 3="0"). 
The function of serial 1/0 differs depending on the clock 
source; external clock or internal clock. 
Internal clock - The SRDY signal becomes "H" during trans
mission or while dummy data is stored in the serial 1/0 reg

ister. After the falling edge of write signal, the SRDY signal 
becomes low signaling that the M37410M3-XXXFP is ready 

to receive the external serial data. The SRDY signal goes 
"H" at the next falling edge of the transfer clock. The serial 
1/0 counter is set to 7 when data is stored in the serial 1/0 

register. At each falling edge of the transfer clock, serial 
data is output to P3s. During the rising edge of this clock, 

data can be input from P34 and the data in the serial 1/0 

~ynchronous clock 

Transfer clock ----------, 

Serial 1/0 register write 

register will be shifted 1 bit. Data is output starting with the 
LSB. After the transfer clock has counted 8 times, the serial 

I/O register will be empty and the transfer clock will remain 
at a high level. At this time the interrupt request bit will be 
set. 
External Clock - If an external clock is used, the interrupt 
request bit will be set after the transfer clock has counted 8 

times but the transfer clock will not stop. Due to this 
reason, the external clock must be controlled from the out
side. The external clock should not exceed 250kHz at a 

duty cycle of 50%. 
Timing diagrams are shown in Figure 10, and connection 
between two M3741 OM3-XXXFP's are shown in Figure 11. 

signal --------1 I---+----+-----------i------
Serial 1/0 output -------I--V--:-"V-::-~r::_t\ D, 

SOUT ~~,'-~J,_~.~~,'_~J~~-------

Serial 1/0 output -------;----.~-\r-_,.r~__,.r--" 
SOUT ______ -:-1 _,'-_-1 

Receivable signal ------'Ur------------------i------
SRDY 

Fig. 10 Serial I/O timing 
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Sending side 

Serial I/O mode register 
P3T 

Set the directional 

register for PSt pin 

in Input mode. 

P3s Synchronous clock P3s 

P3. Serial data P3. 

Fig. 11 Example of serial 1/0 connection 

7 0 

I I I I 1'1 I I I 
U 

Serial I/O mode register (SM) 

(OOFS,. address) 

Synchronous clock selection bit 

~~ ~ } Exte:~;-cl:~' -
10: Timer 3 overflow signal divided by 2 

11 : Timing II divided by 4 

Serial I/O port seiection bit (P3s• P3s) 

o : Normal 1/0 port 

1 : Serial 1/0 port 

SROY signal output selection bit (P3T) 

o : Normal 1/0 port 

1 : SROY signal output pin 
T IP3. selection bit 

o : Normal 1/0 port 

1 :T 
XCIN• xcouTlP30. P3, selection bit 

0': Normal 1/0 port 

1 : XCIN• XCOUT 
Unsystem clock operation bit 

0: HALT 

1 : Operation 

INT, input level 

Fig. 12 Structure of serial 1/0 mode register 
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Serial 1/0 mode register 

Set the directional 

register for P3. pin 

in input mode. 
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LCD CONTROLLER/DRIVER 
The M37410M3-XXXFP has internal LCD controllers and 

drivers. A Block Diagram of LCD circuit is shown in Figure 
15. The terminals for LCD consist of 4 common-pin and 24 

segment-pin. SEG'2~SEG'5 are in common with input P4. 

Also SEG'6~SEG23 are in common with INo~IN7.These are 

selected by bit 3 ~ 7 of the LCD segment control register 

(00F4,6 address). Two biases (1/2 and1/3) can also. be 

selected. When bit 2 of the LCD mode register is "1 ", 1 /2 

bias is selected. When bit 2 is "0", 1/3 bias is selected. 
1,1/2,1/3, or 1/4 duty cycle can also be selected. When 

bits 0 and 1 of the LCD mode register (LMo, LM,) is n, the 

~ Address 

CO 

Cl 

C2 

C3 

C4 

C5 

C6 

C7 

C8 

C9 

CA 

CB 

7 

1 

3 

5 

7 

9 

11 

13 

15 

17 

19 

21 

23 

;i 
o 
(.) 

6 

1 

3 

5 

7 

9 

11 

13 

15 

17 

19 

21 

23 

-i 
o 
(.) 

5 

1 

3 

5 

7 

9 

11 

13 

15 

17 

19 

21 

23 

:2 
o 
(.) 

4 

1 

3 

5 

7 

9 

11 

13 

15 

17 

19 

21 

23 

o 
:2 
o 
(.) 

3 

0 

2 

4 

6 

8 

10 

12 

14 

16 

18 

20 

22 

M 

:2 
o 
() 

2 

0 

2 

4 

6 

8 

10 

12 

14 

16 

18 

20 

22 

-i 
o 
(.) 

1 

0 

2 

4 

6 

8 

10 

12 

14 

16 

18 

20 

22 

i 
o 
(.) 

0 

0 

2 

4 

6 

8 

10 

12 

14 

16 

18 

20 

22 

o 
:2 
o 
(.) 

* Number in data memory area indicat"es corresponding segment. 

Fig. 13 Map of RAM for LCD segment 

duty ratio is 1/( n+1 ). 

Address 00CO'6 ~ 00CB'6 is the deSignated RAM for the 
LCD display. When 1 s' are written to these addresses, the 

corresponding segments of the' LCD display, panel are 

turned on. A map of the LCD display RAM is shown in Fi
gure 13. 

The ON/OFF function for the LCD controller is controlled 

by bit 3 of the LCD mode register (LM3). When this bit is 

"1" all the segments of the LCD are turned on. When this 

bit is "0" all the segments are turned off. 

The structure of the LCD mode register is shown in Figure 
14. 

7 

II I I II I I I 
U 

LCD mode register (LM) 

(00F5 '6 address) 

Duty ratio selection bit 

00: 1/1 duty 

01 : 1/2 duty 

10:1/3duty 

11 : 1/4 duty 
Bias selection bit 

0: 1/3 bias 

1 : 1/2 bias 
LCD turn on bit 

0: Off 

1: On 

XouT/SYNC selection bit 
0: XOUT 

1: SYNC 
System clock 1> selection ,bit 

00 : X'N/16 

01 : X'N/4 

10 : XC 'N/2 (back to X'N/16) 

11 : XC 'N/2 (back to X'N/4) 
External A-D start enable bit 

0: Inhibit 

1 : Enable 

Fig. 14 Structure of LCD mode register 
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A-O CONVERTER 
The A-D converter circuit is shown in Figure 16. The analog 
input ports of the A-D converter (INo-IN 7 ) are in common 
with in the input ports of the data bus. 
The segment control register is located at address 00F4 ,6. 

One of the eight analog inputs is selected by bits 0, 1 and 
2 of this register. The IN pins, not to use as analog input, 
uses as LCD segment output. 
Bit 0, 1 and 2, and corresponding to analog input pin is 
shown in Figure 17. A-D conversion is accomplished by first 
selecting bit 0 and 1 of the A-D control register (address 
00F2 ,6 ) for the source of VREF. And also the analog input 
pin is chosen by the analog input select bit of the segment 
control register. A-D conversion starts by writing a dummy 

data to the A-D register (address 00EF,6) or changing the 
input level from SIG pin "H" to "L". When A-D conversion is 
finished, an interrupt is generated. After A-D interrupt is 
accepted, the result of A-D conversion can be read from 

the A-~ register. 

7 

I I I I 
0 

I I I ~ I Segment control register 
~ (00F4,. address) 

Analog input selection bit 

000 : INo 100: IN4 
001 : IN, 101 : INs 
010: IN, 110: IN. 
011 : IN, 111 : IN7 

SEG,,-SEG,o/INo-IN, selection bit 
0: INo-IN, 

1 : SEG,,-SEG,o 

SEG19, SEG'B/IN4, INs selection bit 

0: IN4, IN. 

1 : SEG ,9, SEG'B 

SEG 17, SEG,./IN •• IN, selection bit 
~ 0 : IN., IN7 

1 : SEG17, SEG,• 

SEG 13• SEG" /P4,, P4, selection bit 
0: P4,. P4, 
1 : SEG13, SEG 12 

SEG,s, SEG'4/P40, P4, selection bit 
0: P40. P4, 

1 : SEG,s, SEG'4 

Fig: 17 Structure of segment control register 

IN, 

IN, 

IN, 

IN. 

IN, 

IN. 

IN7 

Fig. 16 A-D converter circuit 

.<: 

.B 
';: 
"1 
0> 
0 
'iii 
c: ., 
>< 
Q) 

g 
~ 
a; 
c: 
c: ., 

.<: 
0 

cO 

Data bus 

Segment control register 
(OOF4,. address) 
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f-----;;~ A-D interrupt request bit 

o 
A-D control register 

(OOF2,• address) 
VREF input sele·ction 

o : Off 

1 : On 

VREF source selection bit 

: VREF pin 
1 : Vee 

6 
Vee 
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KEY ON WAKE UP 
:'Key on wake up" is one way of returning from a power 

down state caused by the STP or WIT instruction. 
When the key on wake up option of port P2 is designated 
and key on wake up interrupt enable bit (IC2 ) is set to "1", 
if the key on wake up option pin of port P2 has "L" level 
applied, key on wake up interrupt is generated and the 

microcomputer is returned to the normal operating state. 
When the bit 4 of PWM control register (address 00F3 ,6 ) is 

set to "1 ", the pulse shown in Figure 18 is outputed from 
P53 pin. 

Timer 1 and Timer 2 count 

P5
3
/SIG pin ---~ _________ ----Ir-

t 
Key on wake up input Stand-by release 

As shown in Figure 19, if the key matrix of active ;'L" to in
put port P2 is constructed, the microcomputer is returned to 
normal operating state by the key push. Refer to the sec
tion of intterrupt how to use the key on wake up function. In 
order to enter the power down state generated by the STP 
or WIT instruction at the interrupt disable flag (I) is "0" and 
IC 2 is "1", the input designated as key on wake up by op

tion in port P2 must be all "H". 

Fig. 18 Output from the SIG pin at wake up from the stop state 
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Port pXx 

Port P2, 
directional register 

Option 

Option 

Port P20 

directional register 

Option 

""L"" level output I 

Note: Pull-up transistor (mask option) 

Fig" 19 Block diagram of port P2 and example of wired at used key on wake up 
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Key on wake up register 

(OOEE" address) 

Interrupt control register 

Port P2 data 
read circuit 
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RESET CIRCUIT 
The M3741 OM3-XXXFP is reset according to the sequence 

shown in Figure 22. It starts the program from the address 

formed by using the content of address 3FFF '6 as the high 

order address and the content of the address 3FFE '6 as the 

low order address, when the RESET pin is held at "L" level 

for no less than 16 J1S while the power voltage is between 

Address 

(1) Port PO directional register (DO) (E1 ,.) .. ·1 00,• I 
(2) Port P1 directional register (D1) (E3,.) .. ·1 00,• I 
(3) Port P2 directional register (D2) (E5,.)"· 00,• I 
(4) Port P3 directional register (D3) (E916)'" 00,• I 
(5) Port P5 directional register (D5)(ED,.)·" 00,• I 
(6) Interrupt request distinguish register 1 (F1 16)'" 00,• I 
(7) Interrupt request distinguish register 2 (F2,.)", 00,• I 
(8) PWM control register (F3,.)·" 101010101010101 

(9) Segment control register ( F4,.)"· 01 0 10 10 10 1-1-1-1 

~O) LCD mode register (F5,.)"· I 00,• I 
(11) Serial I/O mode register (SM)(F6,.) ... I-I0 I a I a I 01 a 10 I a I 
(11) Timer 4, 5, 6 mode register (F8,·) .. ·1 00,• I 
(13) Interrupt control regi~ter (IM)(FE,·) .. ·I 00,• I 
(14) Timer control register (TM){FF,·) .. ·I 00,• I 
(15) A-D control register (F2,·)· .. 1 I I I I I 10 10 1 

(16) Processor status register 1-1-1-1-1-111-1-1 

(17) Progra~ counter (PCH)· .. I Contens of address 

I 3FFF16 

(PCl ) .. · I Contents of address 
3FFE16 

Note : Since the contents of both registers other than those listed 
above (including timers and the serial I/O register) and the 
RAM are undefined at reset, it is necessary to set initial 
values. 

Fig, 20 Internal state of microcomputer at reset 

4 and 5.5V and the crystal oscillator oscillation is stable and 

then returned to "H" level. 

The internal initializations following reset are shown in Fi

gure 20. 

An example of the reset circuit is shown in Figure 21. 

When the power on reset is used, the RESET pin must be 

input "H" 'liter the oscillation of XIN-XOUT becomes stable. 

M37 41 OM3-xxxFP 

RESET Vee 

27 8 

.J\ 
v 

.. 
~ 

I 

Fig. 21 Example of reset circuit 
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M37410M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

~ ____ -,I 

SYNC--~---------~------------~ 

Address 

Data 

32-48 clock cycles 

Fig. 22 . Timing diagram at reset 

Reset address from 
the vector table 

Note 1: Frequency relation of f(X,N) and if> is f(X,N) =16· if>. 

Note 2: The mark .. ? .. means that the address is change

able depending upon the previous state. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37410M3-XXXFP 
M37410M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

1/0 PORTS 
(1) Port PO 

Port PO is an 8-bit 1/0 port with CMOS outputs and 
pull-up transistor options available. As shown in Figure 
1, PO can be accessed as memory through zero page 
address 00E016. Port PO's directional register allows 

each bit to be programmed individually as input or out
put. The directional register (zero page address 
00E1 16) can be programmed as input with "0", or as 
output with "1". When in the output mode, the data to 
be output is'latched to the port register and output. 

When data is read from the output port, the output pin 
level is not read, only the latched data of the port reg
ister is read. Therefore, a previously output value can 
be. read correctly even though the output voltage level 
has been shifted up or down. Port pins set as input are 
in the high impedance state so the signal level can be 

read. When data is written into the input port, the data 
is latched only to the output register and the pin still 
remains in the high impedance state. 

(2) Port P1 
PorI P1 has the same function as PO but the output 

structure is N-ch open drain. 
(3) Port P2 

Port P2 has the same function as PO. Following the ex
ecution of STP or WIT instruction, key matrix with port 
P2 can be used to generate the interrupt to bring the 
microcomputer back in its normal state, The pin to be 
used as the key on wake up must be with key on wake 
up option and its value in directional register must be 
"0'.'. 

(4) Port P3 

Port P3 has the same functions PO except that part of 

P3 is common with the serial 1/0, outpllt of timer4, 
clock oscillation of timer clock and interrupt input. 
The output is N-channel open drain. When P30 and P31 
pins are used for XC1N input, pull-up is inhibited. 

(5) Port P4 

Port P4 is an 4-bit input port which can be used as a 

segment output port. At reset, this port is pull-up to VL3. 
Just after the reset, this port becomes high-impedance 
state. When port P4 is used as input port, the pull-up 
option to these pins are inhibits. 

(6) Port P5 

Port P5 has the same functions as PO except that part 
of P5 is common with the counter input pin, SIG pin, 
and PWM output pin. The output is N-channel open 
drain output. 

(7) Segment output( SEGo-SEG11 ) 

These ports drive and control the LCD segments. At 
reset, these output the level of VL3. 

(8) Analog input(INo-IN7 ) 

This is a port for an analog input of A-D converter. This 
:;an be used as the segment output. At reset, it is pull-

up to VL3. Just after the reset, this becomes high
impedance state. 

(9) Common output(COMo-COM3) 

These port provides output drive and control for the 
LCD common lines. At reset, this outputs the level of 

V La· 
dO) Power Supply for LCD(VL1 -VLa) 

Supplies power to the LCD terminals. 
(11) INT1 

The INT1 pin is an interrupt input pin. The INT1 inter
rupt request bit (bit 7 of address 00FE16)is set to "1" 

when the input level of this pin changes from "H" to "L" 
(or "L" to "H"). This input level is read in the bit 7 of 
serial 1/0 mode register (addresss 00F616). 

(12) INT2(P32/INT2) 
The INT2 pin is an interrupt input pin common with P32. 
When P32's directional register is set for input ("0"), 

this pin can be used as an interrupt input. The INT2 in
terrupt request bit (bit 3 of address 00EB16) is auto
matically set to "1" when the input level of this pin 
changes from "H" to "L" (or from "L" to "H"). 

(13) INTa(P50 /INTa) 
The INTa pin is an interrupt input pin common with P50 ' 

The other functions are the same as INT2. 
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Port PO 

Port P1 

Port P2 

Port P3,. P50 

Data bus 

Data bus 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37410M3-XXXFP 
M37410M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Tr1 is pull-up transistor at input (mask option) 

Vee 

d,.r2(maSk option) 

1, 

Port P1 

N-eh open drain 

Tr2 is pull-up transistor at input (mask option) 

Directio~alRegister 

Databus---t---i~p~o~rt~L~a~te~h~-r~~----r-----~~--I 

Vss 

Interrupt control circuit 
Tr3 is pull-up transistor (mask option) 

Vee 

lldTr4 

1m."~"~ 

1 Port P32~5o 
N-eh open drain 

DiroctlonalRegister 

Data bus ---+-----1J1P;;o;;rttLLa;;it;ehh l-l---.-----l-====i:> 

Vss 

Interrupt control circuit 

Tr4 is pull-up transistor (mask option) 

Fig. 23 Block diagram of ports PO-P2, P3, and P50 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37410M3-XXXFP 
M37410M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Port P3o• P3,. P33 • P34• P35• P36• P3,. Vee 

P5,. P5,. P53 • P54 • P55 • 

P56. P5, 

Data bus 

Directional 
register 

Port latch 

Tr5 is pull-up transistor (mask option) 

1 
Vss 

r r 1 mask option 

Port P3o. P3,. P33 • P34 • P35 • P36. 

P3,. P5,. P5,. P53 • P54 • P55 • 

P56. P5, 

Port P4(SEG 15-SEG,,) 

VL3 

RESET ~L-_T_im_in_g_Ci_rc_u_it---lh J J mask option 

~"(''"''-''''': 
LM4 

Tr6 is only conducted at RESEr="L". 

Tr7 is pull -up transistor (mask option) 

Fig. 24 Block diagram of Port P3 and P4 

Fig. 25 

2-526 

Analog input IN (SEG,,-SEG'6) 
VL3 

RESET ~ Timing circuit h ~ TrS 

INT, 

A-D converter circUit -------lm 1 0 
T 

TrS is only coudueted at RESET="L" 

Analog input IN 

( SEG,,-SEG'6) 

Data bus ---------...--~I----O 
INT, 

Interrupt control circuit -----

----------~----O 
RESET 

Block diagram of analog input port IN. INT,. RESET 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37410M3-XXXFP 
M37410M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

CLOCK GENERATING CIRCUIT 
The M37410M3-XXXFP has two internal clock generators. 

Figure 28 shows a block diagram of the clock generator. 

Normally, the frequency applied to the clock input pin X1N 
divided by four is used as the internal clock (timing output) 

¢. Serial 1/0 mode register bit 5 can be used to switch the 

internal clock ¢to 1/2 the frequency applied to the clock 

input pin XCIN ' In this case, the pull-up option to these pins 

are inhibited. 

These signals can also be changed via bit5 (LMs) and bit6 

(LM6 ) of the LCD mode register. When LMs and LMs are 

[OOj, the internal clock is chosen XIN/16. When they are 

[01J , the internal clock is chosen XIN/4. When they are 

[10J and [11 J , the internal clock is XCIN/2. The one of 

clock X1N and clock XCIN, isn't in use for the internal clock 
(none system clock), stops when the bit6 (SM6 ) of serial II 

o mode register is "0". In order to restart the clock as the 

internal clock, SM6 is set to "1" and wait until the oscillation 

becomes stability by the software then the internal clock is 

chosen LMs and LMs. 
Figure 26 shows a circuit exmple using a ceramic (or 

crystal) oscillator. Use the manufacturer's recommended 

values for constants such as capacitance which' is unique 

for each oscillator. when using an external clock signal, in

put from the X1N (XCIN ) pin and leave the XOUT(XCOUT) pin 

open. A circuit example is shown in Figure 27. 

The M37410M3-XXXFP has two low power consumption 

modes, stop and wait. The microcomputer enters a stop 

mode when the STP instruction is executed. The oscillator 
(both X1N clock and XC1N clock) stops with the internal 

clock ¢ held at "H" level. In this case timer 1 and timer 2 
are forcibly connected and ¢/4 is selected as timer 1 input. 

When restarting oscillation, set the suitable value for timer 

1 and timer 2 in order to enable the oscillator to stabilize. 

Before executing the STP instruction, the timer 1 count stop 

bit must be set to supply ("0"), Timer 2 interrupt enable bit 

(IF1 4 ) of interrupt request distinguish register 1 must be 
set to enable ("1"), Timer 2 interrupt enable bit (TCs) of 

timer control register must be set to disable ("0"). 

Oscillation is restarted (reset stop mode) when INT"INT2 , 

or INT3 interrupt is received. The interrupt enable bit of the 

interrupt used to reset the stop mode must be set to "1 ". 
When restarting oscillation with an interrupt, the internal 

clock ¢ is held "H" until timer 2 overflows and is not sup

plied to the CPU. When oscillation is restarted by reset, "L" 

level must be applied to the RESET pin until the 'oscillation 

stabilizes because no wait time is generated. 
The microcomputer enters a wait mode when WIT instruc

tion is executed. The internal clock ¢ stops at "H" level, but 

the oscillator does not stop. ¢ is re-supplied (wait mode 

reset) when the processor is reset or when it receives an 

interrupt. Instructions can be executed immediately be

cause the oscillator is'not stopped. The interrupt enable bit 

of the interrupt used to reset the wait mode must be set to 

"1" before executing the WIT instruction. 

When the interrupt is accepted and after the interrupt sub

routine is executed, the next instruction to STP or WIT is 

executed. It is possible to cancel stop and wait mode by 

reset. In this case, the execution is started from the 

address is set to reset vector. 

Transition of states for the system clock is shown in Figure 

29. The change order of the internal clock is shown in Fi

gure 29. 
When STP instruction is executed from the states of A, B, 

C, D and E, it will be the same state as H (stop state). If 

the interrupt is executed in stop state, it will return the state 

before STP instruction is executed. 

M37410M3-XXXFP 

Fig. 26 External ceramic resonator circuit 

M37410M3-XXXFP 

28 r 
External 

oscillating 
circuit 

XCOUT XC1N XCOUT 

29 
Open 

23 f 24 
External 

OSCillating 
circuit or 

external pulses 

Vee SLf1..flJ1.J 
V" 

Vcc~ 
Vss . 

Fig. 27 External clock input circuit 
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XC1N XCOUT 

LM. 
SM.~ __ 'r--~ __ -' 

SM, 

Q S S 

R STP WIT R 
instruc instruction 

-tion 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37410M3-XXXFP 
M37410M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Q 

R 

Timing ¢ 
(Internal Clock) 

STP 

Reset 

instruction 

INT, interrupt enable 

INT, interrupt request 

Serial 1/0 or timer2 interrupt enable 

Serial 1/0 or timer2 Interrupt request 

INT, or key on wake up interrupt enable 

INT, or key on wake up interrupt request 

INT, or timer3 interrupt enable 

INT, or timer3 interrupt request 

Timer6 or A-O interrupt enable 

Timer6 or A-D interrupt request 

Fig. 28 Block diagram of clock generating circuit 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37410M3-XXXFP 
M37410M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

BMHz oscillalion 
32kHz stop 

¢=stop 
Timers, 

LCD action 

WIT A 

Reset 

SMs=O 
SM6=0 
LMs=O 
LM6=0 C WIT 

instruction Normal mode r?HH~ig;::h.~sp~e;ed~m;'od:=e ~in,:s~tr:,:u~ct~io~n BMHz oscillalion 
1I-<;--____ L_M_s=_"1_"_-_"_0_" -------1111 8MHz 32kHz stop 

BMHz oscillalion oscillation ¢ =stop 
32kHz stop LMs-"0"-"1" 32kHz stop Timers, 

¢ 500kHz ¢ 2M Hz Interrupt LCD action 
Interrupt 

STP instruction STP instruction 

Interrupt Interrupt 

SMs="0"-"1" 

SM6="0"-"1" 

SMs="1"-"0" 

SM6="1"-"0" 

8MHz stop 

32kHz stop 

¢ stop 

SMs="0"-"1" 
SM6="0"-"1" 

SMs="1"-"0" 
SM6="1"-"0" 

Interrupt Interrupt 

STP instruction STP instruction 

.-----...,;-;;'~!ructionlr.B=::::!::::o::==;( "lii"D===='"'iIi:JuCtiOn1r::::::-:---:::-::-. 
8M Hz stop 11-----1 8MHz oscillalion 

32kHz oscillalion 8M Hz oscillalion LMs="1 "-"0" 8MHz oscillation 32kHz oscillation 
¢=stop 32kHz oscillalionl"";.-_____ -'-__________ 1I32kHz oscillation ¢=stop 

Timers, ¢=500kHz LMs-"0"-"1" ¢=2MHz Timers, 

L_L;;,C;;,;;,D..;a..;c..;ti..;o..;n...Jti;;b;;;~ll==~=o;~ Interrupt LCD action Interrupt 

"'~<~:~<~'.J ,'<:"'/',,<:><,,<:></\< 
~ s~ ~ ~ 

00·. 70.. "..Ji.~ "..Ji." 
">0" "00" 1.."..Ji.'" 1.."..Ji.'" 

r.:-8M=Hz-os-c~ill~at~io""n i~~~uctio'~ntr===E==::;f;ins~~:ction'r----. 
32kHz oscillalion 8MHzosciliation 8MHt stop 

¢ stop 32kHzosciliaiion 32kHz stop 

Timers, ¢= 16kHz ¢ stop 

L-L~C~D~a;;,ct..;io..;n~lrln;t;er~r~up~ttU~~~~Jt~ln~te~r~ru~p~t0L_~~~~ 

G 

Clock mode 
32kHz oscillation 

¢ stop 
Timer, LCD 

action 

SM6="1"-"0" 

WIT 
instructio 

Interrupt 

F 

Low-speed 
mode 

8MHz stop 
32kHz oscillalion 

¢ 16kHz 

STP H 
instruction 

8MHz stop 

32kHz stop 

¢ stop 
Interrupt 

The case of example clock X1N=8MHz, clock XcIN =32kHz .. 

Note : At the end of STP instruction, wait time occurs automatically by connection of timers 1 and 2 and changing system clock. This time is set by program. 

When SM6=1 and unsystem clock is operated, wait time necessary by program until oscillation becomes stable. 

Return to the normal mode once in case changed to the low-speed mode from the normal mode. 

Also return to the high-speed mode once in case changed to the low-speed niode from the high-speed mode. 

Fig. 29 Transition of states for the. system clock 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37410M3-XXXFP 
M37410M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PROGRAMMING NOTES 
(1) The frequency ratio of the timer is 1/(n+1l. 
(2) Even though the BBC and BBS instructions are ex

ecuted after the interrupt request bits are modified (by 
'the program), those insructions are only valid for the 
contents before the modification. Also, at least qne in
sturction cycle must be used (such as a Nap) be

tween the modification of the interrupt request bits and 
the execution of the BBC and BBS instructions. 

(3) When the timer 4 and the timer 5 are used at event 
counter mode, read the contents of these timers either 
while the input of these timers are not changing or after 
timer 4, 5 count stop bit (bit 6 of address 00F816 ) is set 
to "1 ". 

Also, when the timer 1, timer 2, or timer 3 is input the 
clock except if> 14 or it divided by timer, control the 
same. as above. 

(4) After the ADC and SBC instructions are executed (in 
decimal mode), one instruction cycle (such as a Nap) 
is needed before the SEC, CLC, or CLD instructions 
are executed. 

(5) A Nap instruction must be used after the exection of a 
PLP instruction. 

(6) When LCD trun-on bit (bit 3 of address 00F516 ) of the 

LCD mode register is "1 ", don't stoP. the timers or count 
source for timers. 

(7) The timer 1 and timer 2 must be set the necessary 
value immediately before the execution of a STP in
struction. 

(8) When the interrupt is processed, confirm the interrupt 

enable bit is enable state after into the interrupt 
routine. If so, check the request flag after that. 

(9) Tne change of system clock of X/16-Xc /2-X/4 and 
X/4-Xc/2-X/16 are inhibited. 

DATA REQUIRED FOR MASK ORDERING 
Please send the following data for mask orders. 
(1) mask ROM confirmation form 
(2) mark specification form 
(3) ROM data ........................................... EPROM 3sets 

Write the following option on the mask ROM confirmation 
form 
• Port PO pull-up transistor bit . 

• Port P1 pull-up transistor bit 
• Port P2 pull-up transistor bit 
• Port P3 pull-up transistor bit 
• Port P4 pull-up transistor bit 
• Port P5 pull-up transistor bit 

• Port P2 key on wake up 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37410M3-XXXFP 
M37410M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings Unit 

Vcc Supply voltage -0.3~7 V 

V, Supply voltage for LCD VLI~VL3 VL1 <VL2<VL3 -0. 3..,..Vcc+0. 3 V 

V, 
Input voltage POO~P07. P2o~P271 P30 • P31• 

P4o ....... P43, INo ....... IN7• VREF. X1N 
-0. 3~Vcc+0. 3 V 

V, Input voltage CNVss -0.3~7 V 

V, 
Input voltage INT,. RESET, P1o~P17' 

-0. 3~10 V 
P3,~P37' PSO~PS7 

Va 
Output voltage POO~P07, P2o~P27, P3o, P3" 

COMo ....... COM3 , SEGo ....... SEG23, XOUT 
-0. 3~Vcc+0. 3 V 

Va Output voltage Plo~Pl" P3,~P37' PSO~PS7 -0. 3~10 V 

Pd Power Dissipation Ta=2S'C 300 mW 

Topr Operating temperature -20~75 'c 
Tstg Storage temperature -40~125 'c 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vcc=2.5~5.5V, Vss= 0 v, Ta=-20-75'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

t(X'N)= B MHz High·speed mode (Note 2) 4.5 5.5 

Vcc Supply voltage (Note 1 ) f( X1N ) = 8 M Hz Low-speed mode or 
2.5 

V 

t(X'N)= 2 MHz High speed mode 
5.5 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

V'H 
"H" input voltage POO~P07' P3o, P3" P4o~P43, 

0. 7Vcc Vcc V 
X'N, CNVss (Note 3 ) 

V'H "H" input voltage P2o~P27 0. 8Vcc Vcc V 

V'H "H" input voltage Pl0 ....... P1 7 , P33 ....... P37, P51 ....... P57, SIN 0. 7Vcc 10 V 

V'H 
"H" input voltage P3" PSo, INT" tNT" INT3, 

0. 8Vcc 10 
CNT" CNT" SIG, ClK 

V 

V'H "H" input voltage RESET, X'N, XC'N 0. 85Vcc 10 V 

V'L 
"L" input voltage POO~P07' P1o~P17' P3o, P3, 

0 0. 3Vcc V 
P33~P37' P4o~P43, PS,~PS7' S'N 

V'L "L" input voltage P2o~P27' P3" PSo, INT" INT" INT3, 
0 O. 2Vcc CNT" CNT" SIG, ClK 

V 

V'L "L" input voltage RESET, X'N, XC'N 0 0.15Vcc V 

10H "H" output current POO~P07' P2o~P27' XOUT (Note 4 ) -1 rnA 

"L" output current POO~P07, P2o~P27, P30~P37 

10L PSO~PS7, XOUT, PWMO~PWM3, 1 rnA 
T, SOUT, ClK, SRDY, SIG (Note 5 ) 

10L "L" output current P1o~P17 (Note 6) Vcc-4. 5~S. 5V 20 rnA 

I(X,N) Clock oscillating frequency 0.2 8.2 MHz 

I(Xc,N) Clock oscillating frequency for clock function 30 50 kHz 

Nole When only maintaining the RAM data, minimum value 01 Vcc is 2 V. 
We say the high-speed mode, when the system clock is chosen X'N/4, and the low-speed mode, when the system clock is chosen X'N/16. 
When P3, is used as XC,", V'H and V IL of P3, is O.85Vcc~V'H~VCC and 0~V'L~O.15Vcc. 
The total 10HIpeaki of pori PO, P2 and XOUT is less than 3SmA. 
The total 10HIpeak' of port PO, P2, P3 and P5 is less than 32mA. 
The lotal peak current of 10L of port PI is less than 80mA and the average currenl of total 10L of port P1 is less than 40mA. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37410M3-XXXFP 
M37410M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERICS (Vss= 0 v, T a=-20-75°C f(X IN )= 8 MHz, unless otherwise noted} 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

Vcc=5V, 10H';",-0. 5mA 
VOH "H" output voltage POO ....... P07 , P2o ....... P27 

Vcc=3V, 10H=-0. 3mA 

VOH "H" output voltage XOUT 
Vcc=5V, 10H=-0. 3mA 

Vcc=3V, 10H=-0. 1 mA 

"l" output voltage POQ-PO" P2o-P2" P30-P3, Vcc=5V,l oL=lmA 
VOL P50-P5" T, SOUT, ClK, 

SROY, SIG, PWMO-PWM3 Vcc=3V, 10L =0. 5mA 

Vcc=5V, 10L =20mA 
VOL "L" output voltage P1 o"""P1 7 

Vcc=3V,loL=10mA 

VOL "L" output voltage XOUT 
Vcc=5V, 10L =0. 3mA 

Vcc=3V, 10L =0,1 mA 

Hysteresis INT" INT" INT3, ClK, CNT" Vcc=5V 
VT+-VT -

CNT" SIG, SIN, P2Q-P2"XCIN Vcc=3V 

-- Vcc=5V 
VT+-VT - Hysteresis RESET 

Vcc=3V 

Vcc=5V 
VT+-VT- Hysteresis X ,N 

Vcc=3V 

"l" input current IpoQ-po" P1 o-P1" P2o-P2" P30-P3" Vcc=5V VI=OV 
IlL P4o-P43, P5Q-P5,1 without pull·up Tr, (Note 1), 

-- Vcc=3V VI=OV INo-IN" INT" RESET, XIN 

"HI! input current POO ....... P07, P2o ....... P27• P3Q, P31 Vcc=5V VI=5V 
I'H P4o ....... P47, 1No ........ IN7. X1N. XCIN, CNVss Vcc=3V VI=3V 

"H" input current Ip1 o-P1" P30-P3" P50-P5,1 without pull·up Tr. 

I'H INT" INT" INT3, CNT" VI=1OV 
CNT" SIG, RESET, SIN, ClK 

Pull·up Tr, POo-PO" P1 o-P1" P2o-P2, Vcc=5V, VI=OV 
RpL 

P3Q-P3" P4Q-P43, P50-P5, Vcc=3V, VI=OV 

VL1=Vcc/3 Vcc=5V 
ReoM Output impedance COMo-COM3 VL2=2VL" Vcc=3V 

VL3=VCC 
Vcc=5V Other COM, SEG Rs Output impedance SEGo-SEG 23 pins are opend. Vcc=3V 

f(XIN }=8MHz High·speed mode Vcc=5V 
at operation 

f(X,N }=32kHz, Vcc=3V 
Icc Supply current 

at wail mode f(XIN }=32kHz, Vcc=3V 

at stop mode Ta=25'C 

VA AM RAM retention voltage 

Note 1 Also the same when each port is used as INT" INT3 , CNT" CNT" SIG, SIN and XCIN , respectively. 
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Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

4 

2.4 
V 

4 

2.4 
V 

1 
V 

0,6 

2 

1.5 
V 

1 

0.6 
V 

0.7 

0.5 
V 

2 

1.2 
V 

0.5 

0.35 
V 

-5 
j.lA 

-3 

5 

3 
j.lA 

10 j.lA 

35 70 140 
kfl 

60 120 240 

200 
fl 

500 

2 
kfl 

3 

6 rnA 
18 j.lA 
4 

0.1 
j.lA 

2 5.5 V 



. PRELIMINARY 
Notice: This is not a final specification. Some 
parametric limits are subject to change. 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M3741SM4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

DESCRIPTION 
The M37415M4-XXXFP is a single-chip microcomputer de
signed with CMOS silicon gate technology. It is housed in a 
80-pin plastic molded QFP. This single-chip microcomputer 
is useful for business equipment and other consumer ap

plications. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

In addition to its simple instruction set, the ROM, RAM, and 
1/0 addresses are placed on the same memory map to en

able eas¥ programming. 
This microcomputer is also suitable for applications which 
require controlling LCDs and generating DTMF. 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions ................................... 69 

• Memory size 
ROM .................................................... 8192 bytes 

RAM·· ............ ··· ...... · .................... ·· .. ·· .... · 512 bytes 

RAM for display LCD ...................... · .... · ...... 16 bytes 

GI Instruction executing time 
minimum instructions, at 3.2 MHz frequency .... · 2.5 /1S 
minimum instructions, at 1.6MHz frequency ........ · 5/1s 
minimum instructions, at 800kHz frequency ...... · 10 /1S 
minimum instructions, at 400kHz frequency ........ 20/1s 

• Single power supply 
f(X,N)=400kHz, or 800kHz ................ 2.5;:;;;Vcc ;:;;;5.5V 

f(X'N)=1.6MHz, or 3.2MHz .............. 4.5V;:;;;Vcc ;:;;;5.5V 

• Power dissipation 
normal operation mode (at 3.2MHz frequency) 

"·4.0mA (DTMF output Vcc=5.0V typ.) 
"·3.0mA (DTMF off Vcc=5.0V typ.) 

low-speed operation mode (at 32kHz frequency for 
clock function) . 

"'45/1A (Vcc=5.0V typ.) 
stop mode (at 25'C) .............................. 1/1A (max.) 

4) RAM retention voltage (stop mode) ..... 2V;:;;;VRAM ;:;;;5.5V 
• Subroutine nesting .......................... · .. 64 levels (max.) 
• Interrupt .......... · .......... · .................... 8 types, 5 vectors 

• 8-bit timer .............. · ... ·: .. ·3 (2 when used as serial 1/0) 

• 16-bit timer ............ 1 (Two 8-bit timers makes one set) 

• Programmable 1/0· ports 
(Ports PO, P1, P2, P3) .................... , .................... 32 

.lnputport(PortP4) .............................. · .................. 8 
• Serial 1/0 (a-bit) .......................... , ......................... 1 

• DTM F ( Dual-Tone Multi- Frequency) generator'" Built-in 
~ LCD controller/driver 

(1/2, 1/3, bias, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 duty) 
segment output· ........ · .. · .. ·· ...... ··· ...... ·· ...... ··· ........ 32 
common output .................................................... 4 

resistor for LCD power supply" ..................... Built-in 

G Two clock generator circuits (One is for main clock, the 
other is for clock function.) 

APPLICATION 
Home telephone, Multi function telephone 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37415M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

FUNCTIONS OF M37415M4-XXXFP 
Parameter 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction execution time 

Clock frequency 

ROM 
Memory size 

RAM 

RAM for display LCD 

PO, P1, P2, P3 

P4 
Input/Output ports 

SEG 

COM 

Serial 1/0 

Timers 

Bias 

LCD controller/driver 
Duty ratio 

Common output 

Segment output 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupt 

Clock generating circuit 

Supply voltage 

DTMF output 

Power dissipation 

DTMF off 

Input/Output voltage 

Input/Output 

characteristics 
Output current 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

Package 

Functions 

69 

2. 5,t1s (minimum instructions, at 3. 2MHz frequency) 

5}1s (minimum instructions', at 1. 6MHz frequency) 

lOps (minimum instructions, at 800kHz frequency) 

20,us (minimum instructions, at 400kHz frequency) 

3. 2MHz. 1. 6MHz. 800kHz. 400kHz 

8192 bytes 

512 bytes 

16 bytes 

1/0 8-bitX4 

Input 8-bitX1 (Port P4 are in common with SEG) 

LCD output 32-bitX1 

LCD output 4-bitX1 

8-bitX1 

8-bit timerX3 (X2, when serial 1/0 is used) 

16-bit timerXl (combination of two 8-bit timers) 

1/2,1/3, bias selectable 

1/2, 1/3, 1/4 duty selectable 

4 

32(SEG24 ........ SEG 31 are in common with port P4) 

64 (max.) 

Two external interrupts, Three timer internal interrupts 

(or two timer, one serial 110) 

Two built-in circuits (ceramic or quartz crystal oscillator) 

2.5-5. 5V( RAM retention voltage at cloCk stop is 2-5. 5V) 

At high-speed 
20mW (at clock frequency f(X,N )=3.2MHz) 

operation Vcc=5V 

At high-speed 
15mW (at clock frequency f(X,N )=800kHz) 

operation Vcc=5V 

At low-speed 
255"W (at clock frequency f(XcIN )=32kHz) 

operation Vcc=5V 

At stop mode 5"W (max. 25°C) 

5V 

IOH=-2mA(VoH=3V) 

10L =10mA(VoL =2V) 

Pull-up current: Min.-30"A, Max.-140"A, Typ. -70"A 

(Vcc=5V input voltage OV) 

-10-70°C 
--

CMOS silicon gate 

80-pin plastic molded QFP 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage input 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss input 

---
RESET Reset input 

X 1N Clock input 

X OUT Clock output 

INT, Interrupt Input 

POO-P07 110 port PO 

P1 0 -P1 7 110 port Pl 

P2o-P27 110 port P2 

P30 -P37 110 port P3 

P4o-P47 Input port P4 

V L Voltage input for LCD 

COMo- Common output 

COM. 

SEGo- Segment output 

SEG2 • 

CNTR Counter 110 

V REF O-A convert power 

supply for DTMF 

Tone DTMF output 

2-536 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Input 

I/O 

110 

I/O 

110 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

110 

Output 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37415M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±10% to Vee and OV to Vss. 

Connect to Vss. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2,us (under normal Vee 

conditions). If 'T1ore time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize. this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

These "are 1/0 pins of internal clock generating circuit for main clock. To control generating frequency, an 

external ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the XIN and XOUT pins. If an external 

clock is used, the clock source should be connected the X1N pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

This is the highest order interrupt input pin. 

Port PO Is an a-bit I/O port with directional register allowing each I/O bit to be Individually programmed as, 

Input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. The output structure is CMOS output. 

Port Pl is an 8-blt 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P2 is an a-bit I/O port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P3 is an B-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. When serial I/O is used, P37 , \ 
-

P36, P3s" and P34 work as SRDY, ClK. SOUT, and SIN pins, respectively. Also P33, P32J P31, and P30 work as 

timer 3 overflow signal divided by 2 output pin (T), INT, pin, X CIN and XCOUT pins, respectively. 

Port P41s an a-bit Input port and can be used as segment output pins. 

This is a vollage input pin for LCD. Supply vollage is OV:;;VL:;;Vcc. OV-VLV Is supplied to LCD. 

These are the LCD common output pins. At 1/2 duty,COM, and COM, pins are not use. At 1/3 duty, COM, 

pin is not used. 

These are LCD segment output pins. 

This Is an output pin for timer 4 and 5. 

Reference voltage input for A-O converter of DTMF. 

This Is DTMF output pin. 

• . MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37415M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

BASIC FUNCTION BLOCKS 

MEMORY 
A memory map for the M37415M4-XXXFP is shown in Fig
ure 1. Addresses 2000'6 to 3FFF'6 are assigned for the 
built-in ROM area which consists of 8192 bytes. Addresses 

3FOO'6 to 3FFF'6 are a special address area (special 
page). By using the special page addressing mode of JSR 
instruction, subroutines address on this page can be called 

with only 2 bytes. Addresses 3FF4'6 to 3FFF'6 are vector 
addresses used for the reset and interrupts (see interrupts 

Zero page 

ROM 

(8192 bytes) 

Fig.! Memory map 

RAM 

(128 bytes) 

RAM 
for 

LCD 

(16 bytes) 

RAM 
(384 bytes) 

Special 

page 

a uo.!. 

0000,• 

007F'6 

0000'6 

OODF" 

00FF'6 

j 

010016 

027F'6 

2000'6 

3FOO'6 

for 3FF4'6 

subroutine 

call 

3FFF'6 

Not used 

Not used 

0~~ress ,'-: 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
A~~ress L 
Address H 

chapter). 

Address 0000'6 to 00FF'6 are the zero page address area. 
By using zero page addressing mode, this area can also be 
accessed with 2 bytes. The use of these of these addres
sing methods will greatly reduce the object size required. 
The RAM, 1/0 port, timer, etc. addresses are already 

assigned for the zero page. Addresses 0000'6 to 007F'6 
and 0100'6 to 027F'6 are assigned for the built-in RAM 
which consists of 512 bytes. This RAM is used as the stack 
during subroutine calls and interrupts, in addition to data 
storage. 

Decimal 
0 

,00EO'6 Port PO 
/ 00Et '6 / 

/ 00E2 '6 

Port PO directional 
register 

Port P1 

127 / 00E3'6 Port P1 
directional 
register 

/ 00E4'6 Port P2 

/ 00E5'6 Port P2 directional 
register 

/ 
00E6'6 208 , 

223 00E7 '6 

00E8'6 Port P3 
255 

00E9'6 Port P3 
directional 
register 

\ 00EA'6 Port P4 

\ 00ES'6 

00EC '6 

00ED '6 

00EE'6 

00EF'6 

\ 
00FO '6 

\ 
00F1 '6 

00F2'6 

00F3'6 
00F4'6 DTMF register 

00F5,• LCD mode register 

00F6'6 
\ 00F7" 

Serial 1/0 mode register 

Serial 1/0 register 
\ 00F8'6 Timer 4, 5 mode register 

\ 00F9'6 Timer1 

INT, \ 00FA'6 Timer2 
Serial 1/0 \ 00FS'6 or Timer3 
Timer2 \ 00FC '6 

Timer3 

Timer4 

Timer.1 \ OOFD16 Timer5 

INT, \ 00FE'6 Interrupt control register 

RESET ' 00FF'6 Timer control register 
16383 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37415M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) 
The CPU consists of 6 registers are shown in Figure 2. 

ACCUMULATOR(A) 
The a-bit accumulator A is the main register of the micro
computer. Data operations such as data transfer, input/out
put, etc., is .executed mainly through the accumulator. 

INDE~ REGISTER X(X) 
The index register X is an a-bit register. In the index regis
ter X addreSSing mode, the value of the OPERAND added 

to the contents of the index register X speifies the real 
address. When the T flag in the processors status register 
is set to "1", the index register X itself becomes the 
address for the second OPERAND. 

INDEX REGISTER Y(Y) 
The index register Y is an a-bit register. In the index regis
ter Y addreSSing mode. the value of the OPERAND added 

to the contents of the index regisJer Y specifies the real 
address. 

A' I Accumulator 

I X 
Index register X 

0 

y Index register Y 

0 

S t Stack pointer 

15 

Program counter 

Note PCH uses 6 bits only. 

Fig.2 Register structure 

STACK POINTER(S) 
The stack pointer is an a-bit register that contains the 
address of the next location in the stack. It is mainly used 
during interrupts and subrotine calls. The stack pointer is 
not automatically initialized after reset and should be initial
ized by the program using the TXS instruction. 
When an interrupt occurs, the higher a bits of the program 

counter is pushed into the stack first, the stack pOinter is 
decremented, and then the lower a bits of the program 
counter is pushed into the stack. Next the. contents of the 
processor status register is pushed into the stack. When 

the return from interrupt instruction (RTI) is executed, the 
program counter and processor status register data is pop
ped off the stack it reverse order from above. 
The accumulator is never pushed into the stack automati
cally, so a Push Accumulator instruction (PHA) is provided 
to execute this function. Restoring the accumulator to its 
previous value is accomplished by the Pop Accumulator in

struction (PLA). It is executed in the reverse order of the 
PHA instruction. 
The contents of the Processor Status Register (PS) are 
pushed and popped to and from the stack with the PHP 
and PLP instructions, respectively. 
During a subroutine call, only the Program Counter is 
pushed into the stack, Therefore, any registers that should 
not be destroyed should be pushed into the stack manually. 
To return from a subrotine call, the RTS instruction is used. 

Processor status register 

Carry flag 

Zero flag 

Interrupt disable flag 

Decimal mode flag 

Break flag 

Index X mode flag 

Overflow flag 

Negative flag 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37415M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PROGRAM COUNTE~Pq 
The 16-bit program counter consists of two 8-bit registers 

PCH and PCl. The program counter is used to indicate the 
address of the next instruction to be executed. 
PCH is only 6 bits long. 

PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER(PS) 
The 8-bit PS is composed entirely of flags used to indicate 
the condition of the processor immediately after an opera
tion. Branch operations can be performed by testing the 
Carry flag (C), Zero flag (Z), Overflow flag (V) or the 

Nagative flag (N). Each bit of the register is explained 
below. 

1. Carry flag (C) 
The carry flag contains the carry or borrow generated by 
the Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) immediately after an opra
tion. It is also changed by the shift and rotate instructions. 
The set carry (SEC) and clear carry (CLC) instructions allow 
direct access for setting and clearing this flag. 

2. Zero flag (Z) 
This flag is used to indicate if the immediate opration 
generated a zero result or not. If the result is zero, the .zero 
flag will be set to"O". If the result is not zero, the zero flag 
will be set to "1 ". 

3. Interrupt disable flag (I) 
This flag is used to disable all interrupts. This is accom
plished by setting the flag to "1 ". When an interrupt is 

accepted, this flag is automatically set to "1" to prevent 
from other interrupts until the current interrupt is completed. 

The SEI and CLI instructions are used to set and clear this 
flag, respectively. 

4. Decimal mode flag (D) 
The decimal mode flag is used to define whether addition 
and subtraction are executed in binary or decimal. If the 
decimal mode flag is set to "1 ", the operations are ex
ecuted in decimal, if the flag is "0", the operations are ex

ecuted in binary. Decimal, correction is automatically ex
ecuted. The SED and CLD instructions are used to set and 
clear this flag, respectively. 

5. Break flag (B) 
When the BRK instruction is executed, the same operations 
are performed as in an interrupt. The address of the inter
rupt vector of the BRK instruction is the same as that of the 
lowest priority interrupt. The contents of the B flag can be 
checked to determine which condition caused the interrupt. 

, If the BRK instruc;tion caused the interrupt, the B flag will 
be "1", otherwise, it will be "0". 

6. Index X mode flag (T) 
When the T flag is "1", operations between memories are 
executed directly without passing through the accumulator. 

Operations between memories involving the accumulator 
are executed when the T flag is "0" (i.e., operation results 
between memories 1 and 2 are stored in the memorry 1 ). 
The address of memory 1 is specified by the contents of 

the index register X, and that of memory 2is specified by 
the normal addressing mode. The SET and CL T instructions 
are used to set and clear the T flag, respectively. 

7. Overflow flag (V) 
The overflow flag functions when one byte is added or sub
tracted as signed binary number. When the result ex
eceeds + 127 or - 128, the overflow flag is set to "1 ". 
When the BIT instruction is executed, bit 6 of the memory 

location is input to the V flag. The overflow flag is reset by 
the CLV instrdction and there is no set instruction. 

8. Negative flag (N) 
The negative flag is set whenever the result of a data trans
fer or opration is negative (bit 7 is "1 "). Whenever the BIT 
instruction is executed, bit 7 of the memory location is input 
to the N flag. There are no instructions for directly selting or 
resetting the N flag. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37415M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

INTERRUPT 
The M37415M4-XXXFP can be interrupted from eight 
sources; INT" Timer 1, Timer 2, Timer 3 or Serial 110, INT2 
or key on wake up, and BRK inctruction. 
The value of bit 2 of the serial 110 register (address 
00F6,6) determines whether the interrupt is from timer 3 or 
from serial 110. When the bit 2 is "1" the interrupt is from 
serial 110, and when bit 2 is "0" the interrupt is from timer 
3. Also, when bit 2 is "1", parts of port 3 are used for serial 
110. Bit 7 of the serial 110 register determines if an inter
rupt is from INT2 or from "key on wake up". When bit 7 is 
"0", the interrupt is from INT2 . When bit 7 is "1" the interrupt 
is from "key on wake up". "key on wake up" can only be 
used at power down by the STP or WIT instruction. These 
interrupts are vectored and their priorities are shown in 
Table 1. Reset is included in this table since it has the 
same function as interrupt. 

Table 1 Interrupt vector address and priority 

Interrupt Priority Vector address 

RESET 1 3FFF,6. 3FFE,6 

INT, 2 3FFD,6. 3FFC'6 

Timer 1 3 3FFB,6. 3FFA,6 

Timer 2 4 3FF9,6. 3FF8,6 

Timer 3 or serial I/O 5 3FF7,6. 3FF6'6 

INT, or key on wake up(BRK) 6 3FF5'6, 3FF4,6 

~~~~~~~~~ 
Interrupt control register (Address OOFE,,) 

Flg.3 

2-540 

Interrupt 
request 

Interrupt control 

Bit 7 : INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit 6 : INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5 : Timer 2 interrupt request bit 

Bit 4 : Timer 2 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 3 : Timer 3 interrupt or serial 110 interrupt request bit 

Bit 2: Timer 3 interrupt or serial 1/0 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 1 : INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit 0 : INT, pin interrupt enable bit· 

Timer control register (Address OOFF,,) 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Bit 7 : Timer 1 interrupt request bit 

Bit 6 : Timer 1 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5 : Timer 1 count stop bit 

Bit 4 : Timer 3 count source selection bit 

Bit 3 : Timer 2 count source selection bit 

Bit 2 : Timer 1 count source selection bit 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37415M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

When an interrupt is accepted, the contents of certain reg
isters are pushed into specified locations, as discussed in 
the stack pointer section, and the interrupt disable flag (I) 
is 'set, and the program jumps to the address specified by 
the interrupt vector, and the interrupt request bit is cleared 
automatically. The reset interrupt is the highest priority in
terrupt and can never be inhibited. Expect for the reset in
terrupt, all interrupts are inhibited when the interrupt dis

able flag is set to "1". All of the other interrupts except key 
on wake up function can further be controlled individually 
via the interrupt control register shown in Figure 3 An inter

rupt is accepted when the interrupt enable bit and the in
terrupt request bit are both "1" and the interrupt disable 
flag is "0". The interrupt request bits are set when the fol
lowing conditions occur: 
(1) When the INT1 or INT2 pins goes from "H" to "L" 
(2) When the levels any pin of P2 goes "L" (at power 

down mode) 
(3) When the contents of timer 1, timer 2, timer 3 or the 

counter of serial I/O goes to "0" 
These request bits can be reset by a program but can 
not be set. 
Since theBRK instruction interrupt and the INT2 inter

rupt have the same vectored address, the contents of 
the B flag must be checked to determine if the BRK in
struction caused the interrupt of if INT2 generated the 
interrupt. 

TIMER 
The M37415M4-XXXFP has five timers; timer 1, timer 2, 
timer 3, timer 4, and timer 5. The interrupt of timer 3 cannot 
be used when serial I/O is used (see serial I/O section). 
The count source for timer 1, timer 2, timer 3 can 'be 
selected by using bit 2, 3 and 4 of the timer control register 
(address 00FF16), as shown in Figure 5. A block diagram of 
timer 1 through 5 is shown in Figure 4. All of the timers are 
down' count timers and have 8-bit latches. When a timer 
reaches "0" and the next count pulse is input to a timer, the 
contents of the reload latch are loaded into the timer. The 

. division ratio of the timers is 1/(n+1), where n is the con-

tents of timer latch. 
The timer interrupt request bit is set at the next count pulse 
after the timer reaches "0". The interrupt and timer control 
registers are located at addresses 00FE16, and 00FF16, re
spectively (see interrupt section) . The starting and stop
ping of timer 1 is controlled by bit 5 of the timer control 

register. If bit 5 (address 00FF16) is "0", the timer starts 
counting. When bit 5 is "1", the timer stops. 
After a STP instruction is executed, timer 2, timer 1, and the 
clock (¢ divided by 4) are connected in series (regardless 

of the status of bit 2 though 4 of the timer control register). 
This state is canceled if timer 2 interrupt request bit is set 
to "1", or if the system is reset. Before the STP instruction 
is executed, bit 5 of the timer control register (timer 1, 
count stop bit), bit 6 of the timer control register (timer 1 
interrupt enable bit), and bit 4 of interrupt control register 
(timer 2 interrupt enable bit) must be set to "0". For more 
details on the STP instruction, refer to the oscillation circuit 

section. 
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. P3, 

CNTR 

TC, TC. 

P3,/INT,O 

P33 latch 

SM3 

TC. 
TC, 

00 I 01 Ext. clock 

10: 1/2Timer3 

Serial I/O 
counter (3) 

Flg.4 Block diagram of timers 1 through 5 
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SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Data bus 

Timer 1 interrupt 
request bit 

LCDCK 

Timer 2 interrupt 
request bit 

Timer 3 or serial I/O 
interrupt request bit 

TC : Timer 4,5 mode register (Address OaFS,.) 

TM : Timer control register (Address OOFF,,) 

SM : Serial I/O mode register (Address 00F6,.) 

LM : LCD mode register (Address OaFS,.) 

~ Select gate: at reset, 
. j shaded side is connected . 

TC, 
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TIMER 4 AND TIMER 5 MODES 
(1) Timer mode [OOj. 

The internal clock divided by 4 is counted. When the 
timer counts to "0", the interrupt request bit is set to 
"1", the contents of the timer latch is reloaded, and the 
counting starts again. 

(2) Pulse output mode [01j. 

The output level of the CNTR pin inverts each timer the 

timer .contents to zero. 
(3) Event counter mode [10j. 

The same function is executed as that of mode "00", 
except that the counting source is input from the CNTR 

pin. The count decreased each time the CNTR input 
goes from "L" to "H". 

(4) Pulse width measurement mode [11j. 
This mode is used to measure the pulse width of a sig
nal (between "L"s) input into the CNTR pin. The count

ing is done using the oscillation frequency divided by 
4, and only while the CNTR pin is at a low level. When 
the contents of the counter reaches zero, the timer 5 
overflow flag is set to "1 ", the timer is reloaded from 
the reload latch, and counting starts again. The over
flow flag can be reset by writing a "0" to bit 7 of 

address OOF816 . 

The structure of timer 4, 5 mode register is shown in 

Figure 6. 

I I I I I I II I 

Ll 
Timer control register 

(Address OOFF,,) 

00 : Single-chip mode 

01 : Not used 

10 : Not used 

11 : Not used 

Timer 1 count source selection bit 

o : ¢ divided by 4 

1 : Timer for clock (XCIN ) 

Timer 2 count source selectiJn bit 

o : Timer 1 overflow 

1 : Timer for clock (XC'N) 

Timer 3 count source selection bit 

o : ¢ divided by 4 

1 : Timer 2 overflow 

Time'l count stop bit 

o : Count start 

1 : Count stop 

Timer 1 interrupt enable bit 

o : Interrupt inhibit 

1 : Interrupt enable 

Timer 1 interrupt request bit 

o : No interrupt request 

1 : With interrupt request 

Flg.5 Structure of timer control register 

Timer 4, 5 mode bit 

00 : Timer mode 

01 : Pulse output mode 

10 : Event counter mode 

Timer 4.5 

mode register 

(Address 00F8,,) 

CNTR input level 

a : at "L" level 

1 : at "H" level 
INT, input level 

a : at "L" level 

1 : at "H" level 

11 : Pulse width measurement mode 

L-____ Timer 4, 5 count stop bit 

a : Count start 

1 : Count"stop 

L-_--'-~--_ Timer 5 overflow bit 

a : No timer 5 overflow 

1 : With timer 5 overflow 

Fig.6 Structure of timer 4, 5 mode register 
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PORT P331T1MER 3 OUTPUT 

M37415M4-XXXFP 
The signal that timer 3 is divided by 2 is output from P33 

(T), at the contents of bit 4 of the serial 1/0 mode register 

(address 00F6,s) is "1". CNTR RESET 

18 29 
WATCHDOG TIMER FUNCTION 

R, 

JC 

C and 0 are for power-on reset. 

Timer 4. and 5 can be used as a watchdog timer by con
necting the CNTR pin and the RESET pin as shown in Fi
gure 7, and by setting bit 4 and 5 of address 00F8,s to "01".' 
At this time the output of the 1/2 divider counter 
(connected to timer 5) is initialized to "1" when data is 
written to timer 5. After a delay of 12.5 to 15.0,us (at f(X,N) 
=800kHz) after the reset is input, bits 4,5 and 6 of the tim
er 4,5 mode register are initialized to "0". The initialization 

program to set the watchdog timer mode should have the 
following sequence; Fig.7 Reset circuit with the watchdog timer 

(1) Set the pulse output mode after writing a value to timer 

4 and 5 registers. 
(2) If the program is running correctly, the CNTR pin 

should never go low due to data being continuously 
written to timer 5. If the program sequence is inter
rupted timer 5 will overflow and the CNTR pin will out

put a "L" and retain this value until the reset is ex

ecuted. 
(3) 12.5 to 17.5,us (at t(X'N) =800kHz) after a reset, the 

CNTR pin will be in high impedance state. 

2-544 • MITSUBISHI 
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M3741SM4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

SERIAL I/O 
The block diagram of serial I/O is shown in Figure 8. In the 
serial I/O mode the receive ready signal (SRDY). synchro~ 
nous input/output clock (elK). and the serial I/O (SOUT. 
SIN) pins are used as P37• P36• P3s• and P34• respectively. 
The serial I/O mode register (address 00F616 ) is an 8-bit 

Divider 

Internal 
clock ~ 

register. Bit 0 and 1 of this register is used to select a syn
chronous clock source. When these bits are [00] or [01]. an 
external clock from P36 is selected. When these' bits are 
[10]. the overflow signal divided by two from timer 3 be
comes the synchronous clock. Therefore. changing the tim
er period will change the transfer speed. When the bits are 
[11]. the internal clock r/> divided by 4 becomes the clock. 

from internal clock 

divided by 4 or 

P3, }-='---'<CI-_-+ ________ .:.;Timer2 

Prescaler 

P3, 

P35 
SOUT 

S'N 

to timer 3 or 
serial 1/0 
interrupt 
request bit 

Serial 1/0 mode register 

L-r'""T"...L..-r-L,r-L""T'".L.r'""T'""'-r--I (Address 00F616 ) 

INT; source selection bit (at STP/WIT) 
0: P3, (INT,) 

1 : P2.-P2, (key on wake up) 

Unsystem clock operation bit ______ ....J 

0: HALT 

1 : operation 

Timer for clock port selection bit (P3 •• P3,) ---
o : P3 •• P3, (Normal I/O port1 
1 : XC1N I XCOUT 

Output of clock port selection bit (P33 ) --------" 

0: P33 (Nomall/O port) 

1: T 

Flg.S Block diagram of serial I/O 

- Synchronous clock selection bit 

00: I 01: External CIO~k 

10 : Timer 3 overflow signal divided by 2 
11 : Timing ~ divided by 4 

'----- Serial 1/0 port selection bit (P35 • P3,) 

o : Normal 1/0 port 

1 : Serial 1/0 port 

'------ SROY signal output selection bit (P3,) 

o : Normal 1/0 port 

1 : SROY signal output pin 
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Bits 2 and 3 decide whether parts of P3 will be used as a 
serial I/O or not. When bit 2 is "1", P3a becomes an I/O pin 
of the synchronous clock. When an internal synchronous 
clock is selected, the clock is output from P3a" If the exter
nal synchronous clock is selected, the clock'is input to P3a .. 
And P35 will be a serial output, and P34 will be a serial in
put. To use P34 as a serial input, set the directional register 
bit which corresponds to P34 , to "0". For more information 
on the directional register, refer to the ,I/O pin section. 
To use the serial I/O, bit 2 needs to be set to "1 ", if it is "0" 
P3a will function as a normal I/O. Inte~rupts will be gener
ated from the serial I/O counter instead of timer 3. Bit 3 

determines if P37 is used as' an output pin for the receive 
data ready signal (bit 3="1", SRDY) or used as a normal I/O 
pin (bit 3="0"). 
The function of serial I/O differs depending on' the clock 
source; external clock or internal clock. 

Internal Clock- The SRDY signal becomes "H" during trans
mission or while dummy data is stored in the serial I/O reg
ister. After the faling edge of write signal, the SRDY signal 

Synchronous clock 

Transfer clock -----,-----, 

Serial 110 register write 
signal 

becomes low signaling that the M37415M4-XXXFP is ready 
to receive the external serial data. The SRDY signal goes 
"H" at the next falling edge of the transfer clock. The serial 
I/O counter is set to 7 when data is stored in the serial I/O 
register. At each falling edge of the transfer clock, serial 

data is output to P35• During the rising edge of this clock, 
~ata can be input from P34 and the data in the serial I/O 
register will be shifted 1 bit. Data is output starting with the 
LSB. After the transfer clock has counted 8 times, the serial 
I/O register will be empty and the transfer clock will remain 
at a high lev.el. At this time the interrupt request bit will be 

set. 
External Clock- If an external clock is used, the interrupt 
request bit will be set after the transfer clock has counted 8 
times but the transfer clock will not stop. Due to this 
reason, the external clock must be controlled from the out
side. The external clock should not exceed 50kHz at a duty 

cycle of 50%, 
Timing diagrams are shown in Figure 9, and connection be
tween two M37415M4-XXXFP's are shown in Figure 10. 

Serial 110 output I' 0, 
SOUT ...., ..... -----,....-' ,'----''---, '-........ ...I .... -...I''----''-....::..J\.--:J'''""-l--=-----

Serial 1/0 input 

S'N 
I 

Receivable signal ______ -;' 

SRDY U 

.' Flg.9 Serial 1/0 timing 

Sending side 

Serial 1/0 mode register 

bit3 bit a 
I a I 1 I 1 I a I 
Set the directional 
register for P37 pin 
in input mode. 

. Flg.l0 Example of serial 1/0 connection 

2-546 

P3, SR'DY P3, 

P3. Synchronous clock P3. 

P3, Serial data P34 
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M37415M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

DTMF FUNCTION 
The M37415M4-XXXFP has the DTMF (Dual-Tone Multi
Frequency) output and control function. The value of bit 0, 
and bit 1 of DTMF register (address 00F4,6 ) determines 
the low frequency band value. And the value of bit 2, and 
bit 3 of DTMF register determines the high frequency band 
value. The DTMF output can be controlled by the value of 
bit 4, and bit 5 of the DTM F register. When bit 4 is "1" the 
low frequency band is output to Tone, and when bit 4 is "0" 
the output of low frequency band is stopped. When bit 5 is 
"1" the high frequency band is output to Tone, and when bit 

5 is "0" the output of high frequency band is stopped. 
The value of bit 6, and 7 of DTMF register determines the 
basic frequency. The structure of the DTMF register is 
shown in Figure 11. The accuracy of DTMF output value is 

shown in Table 2 and 3. 

I I I I I I I I J 
U 

DTMF register 

(Address 00F41S ) 

Low frequency band 
value selection 

00 : 697Hz 

01 : 770Hz 

10: 852Hz 

11 : 941Hz 
High frequency band 
value selection 

00 : 1209Hz 

01 : 1336Hz 

10: 1477Hz 

11 : 1633Hz 
Low frequency band 
output control 

0: stop 

1 : start 

High frequency band 
output control 

0: stop 

1 : start 

DTMF basic froquoncy 
selection 

00: f(X,N)=400kHz 

01 : f(X,N)=800kHz 

10: f(X,.l)=1. 6MHz 

11 : f(X,N)=3. 2MHz 

Flg.11 Structure of the DTMF register 

Table 2 Accuracy of DTMF output (at low frequency band value) 

Standard frequency value [Hz] Output frequency value [Hz] Deflection 

697 694.44 -2.555 

f---
770 769.23 -0.769 

852 854.7 2.7 

941 938.97 -2.033 

Table 3 Accuracy of DTMF output (at high frequency band value) 

Standard frequency value [Hz] 

1209 

1336 

1477 

1633 

Output frequency value [Hz] Deflection 

1204.8 

1333.3 

1470.6 

1639.3 

-4.181 

-2.667 

6.412 

6.344 
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Error [%] 

-0.367 

-0.1 

0.317 

-0.216 

Error [%] 

-0.346 

-0.2 

0.434 

-0.389 
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LCD CONTROLLER/DRIVER 
The M37415M4-XXXFP has internal LCD controllers and 

drivers. A block diagram of LCD circuit is shown in Figure 

15. 
The terminals for LCD consist of 4 common-pin and 32 

segments pin. SEG24-SEG3, are in common with input P4. 
These pins are selected by bit 4 of the LCD mode register 

(LM 4 , address 00F5'6)' Two biases (1/2 and 1/3) ca)l also 
be selected. When bit 2 of the LCD mode register is "1", 1/2 

bias is selected. When bit 2 is "0", 1/3 bias is selected. A 
1/2,1/3, or 1/4 duty cycle can also be selected. When bits 
o and 1 of the LCD mode register (LMo, LM,) is n, the duty 
ratio is 1/(n+1). 

Address 0000'6 - 00DF'6 is the designated RAM for .the 
LCD display. When 1 s· are written to these addresses, the 
corresponding segments of the LCD display panel are 
turned on. A map of the LCD display RAM is shown in Fi

gure 13. The ON/OFF function for the LCD controller is 
controlled by bit 3 of the LCD mode register (LM3 ). When 

this bit is "1" all the segments of the LCD are turned on. 
When this bit is "0" all the segments are turned off. An ex
ample circuit for each bias is shown in Figure 14 Figure 16 

and Figure 17 describes the LCD driver waveforms for 
each bias and duty cycle. 

The LCDCK timing frequency ( LCD driver timing) is 
generated internally and the frame frequency can be deter
mined with the following equation; 

f(LCDCK) 
(frequency of timer 1 count source) 

((timer 1 setting+1)X4) 

Frame frequency 
f(LCDCK) 

n ; at 1/n duty 

LCD mode register 

(Address OaFS,,) 

Duty ratio selection bit 

01 : 1/2 duty 

10: 1/3 duty 

11:1/4duty 

'----- Bias selection bit 
a : 1/3 bias 

1 : 1/2 bias 

'------- LCD turn on bit 

0: OFF 

1: ON 

L-______ P4/LCD segment selection 
bit 

a : P4o-P47 (input port) 

1 : SEG'4-SEG31 

(segment output) 

'---------- XcouT'drive ability selection 
0: High bit 

1: Low 

'------------ System clock ¢ selection bit 

0: X/4 

1 : Xc/2 

Flg.12 Structure of the LCD ,mode register 
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~ 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Address 

DO 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

01 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 

02 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 

03 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 6 

04 9 9 9 9 8 8 8 8 

05 11 11 11 11 10 10 10 10 

06 13 13 13 13 12 12 12 12 

07 15 15 15 15 14 14 14 14 

08 17 17 17 17 16 16 16 16 

09 19 19 19 19 18 18 18 18 

OA 21 21 21 21 20 20 20 20 

DB 23 23 23 23 22 22 22 22 

DC 25 25 25 25 24 24 24 24 

DO 27 27 27 27 26 26 26 26 

DE 29 29 29 29 28 28 28 28 

OF 31 31 31 31 30 30 30 30 
<') .; ~ 

0 -1 .; i 
0 

~ ~ ~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
() () () () () () () () 

* Number in data memory area indicates corresponding segment. 

Fig. 13 Map of RAM for LCD segment 

1/3 bias 1/2 bias 

bright control Vr bright control Vr < f 

VL3 V L3 

R, 

R4 
VL2 VL2 

R, 

VL1 V L1 

R3 R5 

LCD turn on bit LCD turn on bit 
(bit 3 of LCD (bit 3 of LCD 
mode register) mode register) 

Note The vollag'" for LCD bias (V u , VL2 , Vd are determined by internal voltage divided resistors. 

2 The voltage of Vu , and V L2 are switched as following Fig. 16 automatically by bit 2 of LCD mode register. 

The current of the internal voltage divided resistors that are through by bit 3 of LCD mode register are controlled by internal 

transistor. When the LCD are turned on, the internal transistor is turened on, and the transistor is turned off auto-matically, 

if the LCD are turned off. 

Fig.14 Example of circuit at 1/3 bias, 1/2 bias 
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Flg.15 Block diagram of LCD control circuit 
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Internal logic 
LCDCK timing 

1/4 duty Voltage level 

r-1 . ~. -VL3 
COMo ----------- L.J.---------.;...-- -VL,=Vu 

. -Vss 

COM, -----~ 'L...J...---
COM, --.....J'LJ 'L...J...------
COM3 ~r--------'1-J.--------
SEGo -VL3 

-Vss 

OFF ON OFF ON 

COM3 COM, COM, COMo COM3 COM, COM, COMo 

1/3 duty 

COMo 

COM,--~---~r--------~r--------

ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF 

E 3IE; 5.-. 3~"" ~~ ~E :Je; ~ 

1/2 duty 

COMo 

COM, 

SEGo 

COMo COM, COM, COMo COM, COM, COMo COM, 

ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF 
-E ~ E ~:!' ~ E .> ~ Eo $I -<: ]I: E 3 

COM, COMo COM, COMo COM, COMo COM, COMo 

Flg.16 LCD drive waveform (at 1/2 bias) 
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Internal logic 
LCDCK timing 

COMo 

COM, 

COM, 

COM3 

SEGo 

COMo 

. COM, 

COM, 

SEGo 

COMo 

COM, 

SEGo 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37415M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS M,ICROCOMPUTER 

Volage level 

1/4 duty 
--VL3 
--VL' 
--VL' 
--Vss 

--VL3 
-.-VL, 

--VL' 
--Vss 

OFF ON OFF ON 

~~. 3I~~~~ 

COM3 COM, COM, COMo COM3 COM, COM, COMo 

1/3 duty 

--VL3 
--VL' 
--VL' 
--Vss 

~'-y--J ~'-y----I'------v-------'------y---J 
ON OFF ON 'OFF ON OFF 

:II!: oS iiIIIE ". .~~ E ~ IE , >Eo .,. lIE ,. 

COMo COM, COM, COMo COM, COM, COMo COM, 

1/2 duty 

--VL3 
--VL' 
--VL' 
--Vss 

ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF 
E ,.~~~~~ '>E ~"E"""'.-~~ 

COM, .. COMo COM, COMo COM, COMo COM, COMo 

LCD drive waveform (at 1/3 bias) 
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KEY ON WAKE UP 
"Key on wake up" is one way of returning from a power 

down state caused by the STP or WIT instruction. If any ter
minal of port P2 has a "L" level applied, after bit 7 of the 
serial 1/0 mode register (SM7 ) is set to "1", an interrupt is 

generated and the microcomputer is returned to the normal 
operating state. As shown in Figure 18, a key matrix can be 
connected to port P2 and the microcomputer can be re
tuned to a normal state by pushing any key. 

The key on wake up interrupt is common with the INT2 in
terrupt. When SM 7 is set to "1", the key on wake up func

tion is selected. However, key on wake up cannot be used 
in the normal operating state. When the microcomputer is in 
the normal operating state, both key on wake up and INT2 
are invalid. 
In order to enter the power down state generated by the 
STP or WIT instruction at the interrupt disable flag (I) is "0" 
and SM7 is "1", all of port P2 must be input "H" 

Port P3, 
directional register 

,0 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

P2, 

)-J.....:!!.----~?---r--- Port P3, data read circuit 

Port PXx 

Port P2, 
directional 
register 

Port P2 , 
directional reg iter 

"L" level output 

Port P.2 data read circuit 

INT2 interrupt 

request ~jgnal 

Nole Pull-up transistor (mask option) 

Flg.18 Block diagram of port P2 and P32, and example of wired at used key on wake up 
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SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

RESET CIRCUIT 
The M37415M4-XXXFP is reset-according to the sequence 
shown in Figure 21. It starts the program from the address 

formed by using the content of address 3FFF'6 as the high 
order address and the content of the address 3FFF'6 as the 
low order address, when the RESET pin is held at "L" level 
for at least 8 rising edges of X1N while the power voltage is 

Address 

(1) Port PO directional register (OOE1,.) I aD,. 

(2) Port Pl directional register (OOE3,.) i 00,. 

(3) Port P2 directional register (DOES,.) I 00,. 

(4) Port P3 directional register (OOE9,.) I 00,. 

(5) DTMF register (00F4!.) I a 1010 10 I I 
(6) LCn mode register (OaFS,.) I 00,. 

(7) Serial liD mode register (00F6,.) I aD,. 

(8) Tlmer4, 5mode register (OaFS,.) 10 10 I 010 I I I I 
(9) Interrupt control register (OOFE,.li 00,. 

00) Timer control register (DOFF,.) I DO,. 

(11) Interrupt disable flag for (PS) I I 1111 
processor status register 

(12) Program counter (PCH ) Contents of 
address 3FFF,. 

Contents of (PCl ) address 3FFE,. 

Note Since the contents of both registers other than 
those listed above (including timers and the serial 
1/0 register) and the RAM are undefined at reset, it 
is necessa.ry to set initial values. 

Flg.19 Internal state of microcomputer at reset 

Internal 
RESET 

SYNC 

Address 

Data 

S-12 clock cycles 

in the recommended oprating condition and the crystal 
oscillator oscillation is stable and then returned to "H" level. 
The internal initializations following reset are shown in Fig

ure 19. 
An example of the reset circuit is shown in Figure 20 .. 
When the power on reset is used, the RESET pic must be 

held "L" unitil the oscillation of XIN-XOUT becomes stable. 

M37415M4-XXXFP 

RESET Vee 

29 17 

A 

... 1 

'- "I 

I 

Flg.20 Example of reset circuit 

Note 1: Frequency relation of !(X'N) and 16 is !(X'N) =4' iI. 
Note 2: The mark"? " means that the address is change

able depending upon the previous state. 

Fig.21 
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SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

I/O PORTS 
(1) Port PO 

Port PO is an 8-bit I/O port with CMOS outputs and 
pull-up transistor options available. As shown in Figure 
1, PO can be accessed as memory through zero page 

address 00E016• Port PO's directional register allows 
each bit to be programmed individually as input or out
put. The directional register (zero page address 
OOE1 16 ) can be programmed as input with "0", or as 
output with "1". When in the output mode, the data to 
be output is latched to the port register and output. 
When data is read from the output port, the output pin 
level is not read, only the latched data of the port reg
ister is read. Therefore, a previously output value can 

be read correctly even 'though the output voltage level 
has been shifted up or down. Port pins set as input are 
in the high impedance state so the signal level can be 

read. When data is written into the input port, the data 
is latched only to the output register and the pin still 
remains in the high impedance state. 

(2) Port P1 

Port P1 has the same function as PO. 
(3) Port P2 

Port P2 has the same function as PO. Following the ex
ecution of STP or WIT instruction. P2 can be used to 
generate the "wake up mode". This mode is used to 
bring the microcomputer back in its normal oprating 

mode after being in the power-down mode. 

(4) Port P3 

Port P3 has the same function as PO execept that part 
of P3 is common with the serial liD lines (ie. output of 
timer 3, input/output of timer clock, and interrupt 
input). 

(5) Segment output (SEGo-SEG23 ) 

These ports drive and control the LCD segments. 
(6) Port P4 

Port P4 is an 8-bit input port which ca'n be used as a 
LCD segment output port. 

(7) Common output (COMo-COM3) 

These port provides output drive and control for the 
LCD common lines. 

(8) Power supply for LCD (VL ) 

Supplies power to the LCD terminals. 
(9) INTl 

The INTl pin is an interrupt pin. The INTl interrupt re
quest bit (bit 7 of address 00FE16 ) is set to "1" when 
the input level of this pin changes from "H" to "L". This 
input level is read into bit 1 of the timer 4 and 5 mode 
register (address 00F816). 

00) INT2 (INT2/P32) 

The INTz pin is an interrupt input pin common with P32. 
When P32's directional register is set for input ("0"), 

this pin can be used as an interrupt input. The INT 2 in
terrupt request bit (bit 1 of address 00FE16 ) is auto
matically set to "1" when the input level of this pin 
changes from "H" to "L". 

(11) CNTR 

The CNTR pin is an liD pin of timer"4 and 5. The input 
level is read into bit 0 of the timer 4 and 5's mode reg
ister (address 00F816 ). 
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Ports PO, PI 

Data bus 

Ports P2, P3, 

Data bus 

Ports P3o, P3" P33 , P3" P36 , P37 

Data bus 

Flg.22 Block diagram of ports PO-P3 

2-556 

Directional 
register 

Port latch 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37415M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROQOMPUTER 

Trl is pull-up transistor (mask option) 

Vss 

interrupt control circuit 

Directional 
register 

Port latch 

Tr3 is pull-up transistor (mask option) 
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Port P35 

Directional 
register 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M3741SM4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Vee Vee 

N-channel ope'; drain output 

Tr4 (mask option) 

Data bus-t--L_~P~o[~t':la~tc:h~.J-I---I------~-;/.:"-.1 

Port P4(SEG'4-SEG3,) 

CNTR 

Tr4 is pull-up transistor (mask option) 

Tr5 is P-channel output transistor (mask option) 

Timer control 
circuit and 
timer 4. 5 

Vss 

Tr6 is pull-up transistor (mask option only for M50932-XXXFP) 

Interrupt con-t-rO-,-c-ir-cu-,t-----... lt---~I----O 

Fig.23 Block diagram of ports P3. P4. CNTR. and INT, 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37415M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

CLOCK GENERATING CIRCUIT 
The M37415M4-XXXFP has two internal clock generating 
circuit. Figure 26 shows a block diagram of the clock 
generating circuit. Normally, the frequency applied to the 
clock input pin X,N divided by four is used as the internal 
clock (timing output) ¢. Bit 7 of LCD mode register can be 
used to switch the internal clock¢ to 1/2 the frequency ap
plied to the clock input pin XCIN . 

Figure 24 shows a circuit example using a ceramic (or 
cystal) oscillator. Use the manufacture's recommended 
values for constants such as capacitance which will differ 

. depending on each oscillator. When using an external clock 
signal, input form the X,N (XCIN ) pin and leave the XOUT ( 

XCOUT ) pin open. A circuit example is shown in Figure ,25. 
The M37415M4-XXXFP has two low power dissipation mod
es; stop and wait. The microcomputer enters a stop mode 
when the STP instruction is executed. The oscillator (both 
X,N clock and XC1N clock) stops with the internal clock ¢ 
held at "H" level. In this case timer 1 and timer 2 are forc

ibly connected and ¢/4 is selected as timer 1 input. Before 
executing the STP instruction, appropriate values must be 
set in timer 1 and timer 2 to enable the oscillator to stabil
ize when restarting oscillation. Before executing the STP 
instruction,the timer 1 count stop bit must be set to supply 
("0") , timer 1 interrupt enable bit and timer 2 interrupt 
enablb bit must be set to disable ("0"), and timer 2 inter
rupt request bit must be set to no request ("0"). 
Oscillation is resarted (release the stop mode) when INT, 

INT2, key on wake up or serial I/O interrupt is received. 
The interrupt enaable bit of the interrupt used to release 
the stop mode must be set to "1". When restarting oscilla
tion with an interrupt, the internal clock ¢ is held "H" unitil 
timer 2 overflows and is not supplied to the CPU. When 
oscillation is restarted by reset, "L" level must be kept to 
the RESET pin unitil the· oscillatlion stabilizes because no 
wait timer is generated. 

The microcomputer enters a wait mode when the WIT in
struction is executed. The internal clock ¢ stops at "H" 

level, but the oscillator does not stop. ¢ is re-supplied (wait 
mode release) when the microcomputer is reset or when it 
receives an interrupt. Instructions· can be executed im
mediately because the oscillator is not stopped. The inter
rupt enable bit of the interrupt used to reset the wait mode 
must be set to "1" before executing the WIT instruction. 
Low power disspation operation is also achieved when the 
X,N clock is stopped and tie internal clock ¢ is generated 

from the XC1N clock. X,N clock oscillation is stopped when 
the bit 6 of serial I/O mode register (address 00F6,s) is set 
and restarted when it is cleared. However, the wait time 
until the oscillation stabilizes must be generated with a 
program when restaring. An "L" level must be kept to the 
RESET pin until the oscillation stabilizes whem resetting 

while the X,N clock is stopped. Figure 27 shows the transi
tion states for the system clock. 

M37415M4-XXXFP 

Flg.24 External ceramic resonator circuit 

M37415M4-XXXFP 

301 31 
External OPEN 

oscillating 
circuit 

Vee JUlJlflJ 
Vss 

XC1N XCOUT 

25 i 26 
External OPEN 

oscillating 
circuit or 

external pulses 

Vee ---, , r--1 
Vss L...-J L 

Flg.25 External clock input circuit 
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8M, 

LM, 

8M, 

Q 

Unsystem clock 
operation 8M, 

8M, 

LM, 

8~------~--------~8 

R STP 
instruction 

WIT 
instruction 

R 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37415M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Q 

count source 
selection TM2 

R 

Timing ¢ 

(internal clock) 

8TP 
instruction 

Reset 

,-------{I-- INT, interrupt enable 

I '---..J-INT, interrupt Request 

Timer 1 interrupt enable 

Timer 1 interrupt request 

Timer 2 interrupt enable 

Timer 2 interrupt request 

Timer 3 interrupt enable 
(or serial 1/0) 
Timer 3 interrupt request 
(or serial 1/0) 

INT, interrupt enable 

I NT, interrupt request 

Flg.26 Block diagram of clock generating circuit 
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FIg,27 

2-560 

WIT instruction 

Interrupt 

[ 
~~~er~~~lt 1 
Serial I/O 
interrupt 

Timer interrupt 
keyon wake up 

WIT instruction 
.c 

Interrupt 

WIT instruction 
E 

Interrupt 

WIT instruction 

Interrupt 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37415M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

CReset~ 

SM,=l 
(Note2) 
SM6=1 

(LM 6=1) 
LM,=l 

SM6=O 

j ~~::~ LM6=O 
LM,=O 

SM 6=O lSM'=O 

STP instruction 
:;. 

Interrupt (Note 1 ) 
EO' 

[

External ] 
interrupt 
Serial I/O 
interrupt 

key on wake up 

STP instruction 

Interrupt 
~-----

STP instruction 

Interrupt 

SM6=1 (Note 2) 

Note At the end of STP instruction, wait time occurs automatically by connection of timers 1 and 2 and changing sys

tem clock. This time is set by program. 

When SM6 = 1 and unsystem clock is operated, wait time necessary by program until oscillation becomes 

stable. 

The case of example clock X=800kHz, clock Xc=32kHz. 

External clock input circuit 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37415M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

<An example of flow for system> 

Power on reset 
~ 

Clock X oscillation 
~ 

Internal system clock start (X -.1/4- ¢) 
~--

Program start from RESET vector············Xc osciliation(SM 5 = 1 ,SM6 = 1 ) \ . . 

I Normal program I -Operating at 4 MHz 

Clock for clock function Xc power down (LM6 : 0 - 1 ) 
~ 

Internal clock ¢ source switching X(800kHz)-XcLK (32. 768kHz) (LM 7 : 0 - 1 ) 
~ 

Clock X halt(Xc in operation)(SM6 : 0) 
. ~ 

Internal clock halt(WIT instruction) 
. ~ 

Internal clock opefation start (WIT instruction released) lTimer 1 (clock count)overflow 

I Clock processing routine I - Operating at 32. 768kHz 

. \ 
Internal clock halt (WIT instruction) 

Interrupts from INT" timer2. timer3 or serial 1/0, INT2 , Key on wake up 

Internal clock operation start (WIT instruction released) 
~ 

Program start from interrupt vector 
~ 

Unsystem clock X oscillation start (SM 6 : 1 ) 
~ 

Oscillation rise tin:'e routine (software) 

~ 

-Operating at 32. 768kHz 

Internal clock¢source switching (Xc-X)(LM7 : 1-0) 
\ 

I Normal program I -Operating at 800kHz 

STP instruction preparation (pushing register) 

~ 
Timer 1. and timer 2 interrupt disable. timer 2 interrupt request no request (TM 6 = 0 , IM5 = 0 . IM.= 0 ) 

~ 
Timer 1 count stop bit resetting(TM5 = 0 ) 

~ 
Clock X and clock for clock function Xc halt(STP instruction) 

\ 

RAM backup status I 
Interrupts from INT' or serial 1/0, INT2 , key on wake up 

Clock X and clock for clock function Xc oscillation start 
~ 

Timer 2 overflow (X/16 or Xc /8-timer 1 -timer 2 ) 
(Automatically connected by the hardware) 

~ 
Internal system clock start (X/4 or Xc /2-¢) 

~ . 
Program start from interrupt vector 

\ 

Normal program 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M3741SM4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

1. ¢: X,N/4-XCIN/2 (timing diagrams are shown situation A-C. because there are three kinds of waveform by the timing) 

I 
Situation A I 

X,N 
I 

(l-LM,)R/W I I i 
i i 
I I 

XC1N 
i i 
I 1: 

¢ i 
I 

SYNC 

Situation B 

X,N 

(l-LM,)R/W --, I 
I 

XC1N 
Ii 
I 1 

¢ 

: \ 

SYNC 

Situation C 

X1N I 
(l-LM,) R/W I I 

'--__ -II XCIN --======----~:\-------, 
I '--__________ --Ir--

SYNC 

(O-LM,)R/W -------r;::==,~----------------

SYNC --~------~--~" I 
Note 1 : The "L" period of the R/W signal is shown the writling timing of setting value to LM,. 

2 : The delay of timing is ignored. 

Fig.28 Timing diagram of the changing system clock 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37415M4-XXXFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PROGRAMMING NOTES 
(1) The frequency ratio of the timer is 1 I( n+l). 

(2) Even though the BBC and BBS instructions are ex
ecuted after the interrupt request bits are modified (by 
the program), those instruction are only valid for the 
contents before the modifications are only valid for the 
contents before the modification. Also, at least one in
struction cycle must be used (such as a Nap) be

tween the modification of the interrupt request bits and 
the execution of the BBC and BBS instructions. 

(3) When the timer 4 and the timer 5 are used at event 

counter mode, read the contents of these timers either 
while the input of the these timers are not changing or 
after timer 4, 5 count stop bit (bit 6 of address 00F816) 
is set to "1". 
Also, when the timer 1, timer 2, or timer 3 is input the 
clock except ¢ 14 or it divided by timer, control the 
same as above. 

(4) After the ADC and SBC instructions are executed (in 
decimal mode), one instruction cycle (such as a Nap) 

is needed before the SEC, CLC, or CLD instructions 
are executed. 

(5) A Nap instruction must be used after the execution of 
a PLP instruction. 

(6) When LCD turn-on bit (bit 3 of address 00F516) of the 

LCD mode register is "1", don't stop the timers or 
count source for timers. 

(7) The timer 1 and timer 2 must be set the necessary 

value immediately before the execution of a STP in
struction. 

(8) Notes on 'controlling the clock generation circuit 

CD When system clock is changed X,N/4 to XClN /2, set 
LM7 to "1" after oscillation is stable by the software 
in side of clock Xc. 

(2) When system clock is changed XcIN /2 to X,N/4, set 

LM7 to "0" after oscillation is stable by the software 
in side of clock X. 

@ When SMs is "0" or when LM7 is "0" and SM6 is "0", 
LM6 is automatically set to "0" by the hardware. 

@ When system clock selection bit (bit 7 of address 
00F516) of the LCD mode register is "1", don't set 
SMs to "0". 

Just for reference, timing diagram of the changing system 
clock are shown in Figure 28. 

DATA REQUIRED FOR MASK ORDERING 
Please send the following data for mask orders. 
(1) mask ROM confirmation from 
(2) mark specification from 
(3) ROM data .......................................... EPROM 3 sets 

Write the following option on the mask ROM confirmation 

from 
• Port PO pull-up transistor bit (see the confirmation form) 
• Port Pl pull-up transistor bit (see the confirmation form) 
• Port P2 pull-up transistor bit (see the confirmation form) 
• Port P3 pull-up transistor bit (see the confirmation form) 
• Port P3s/SoUT output type (see the confirmation form) 
• CNTR pin pull up transistor (see the confirmation form) 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450M2-XXXSP/FP,M37450M4-XXXSP/FP 
M37450M8-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BITCMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

DESCRIPTION 
The M37450M2-XXXSP/FPis a single-chip microcomputer 
designed with CMOS sillicon gate technology. It is housed 
in a 64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP or an 80-pin plastic 

molded QFP. 
In addition to its simple instruction sets, the ROM, RAM, 
and 1/0 addresses are placed on the same memory map to 
enable easy programming. 
It is suited for office automation equipment and control de
vices. The low power consumption made by the use of a 
CMOS process makes it especially suitable for battery po
wered devices requiring low power consumption. It also 
has a unique feature that enables it to be used as a slave 

microcomputer. 
The differences among M37450M2-XXXSP/FP, M37450M4-
XXXSP/FP and M37450M8-XXXSP/FP are as shown below. 
The descriptions that follow describe the M37450M2-
XXXSP/FP unless otherwise noted. 

Type name ROM size RAM size 

M37450M2-XXXSP/FP 4096 bytes 128 bytes 
M37450M4-XXXSP/FP 8192 bytes 256 bytes 
M37450M8-XXXSP/FP 16384 bytes 384 bytes 

The number of analog input pins for the 80-pin model (FP 
version) is different from the 64-pin model (SP version). In 

addition, the 80-pin model has special pins for RD, WR, 
RESETouT, DAVREF, ADVREF, AVec and the 64-pin model 
has a special VREF pin. 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions· .. · ............................... 71 

69 MELPS 740 basic instructions+2 multiply/divide 

instructions 

• Instruction execution time 
(Shortest instruction at 10MHz) ................ 0.811s (min.) 

• Single power supply .. ···································5V±10% 

• Power dissipation normal operation mode 
(at 10MHz frequency) ···································30mW 

• Subroutine nesting ....... c·····64 levels max.(M37450M2) 

• Interrupts ···················································15 events 
• Master CPU bus interface································· 1 byte 
• 16-bit timer" .......................................................... 3 

• 8-bit timer (Serial I/O use) ······································1 
• Serial I/O (UART or clock synchronous) ................. "·1 

• A-D converter (8-bit resolution) ·········3 channels (DIP) 
8 channels (QFP) 

• D-A converter (8-bit resolution) .................. 2 channels 

• PWM output (8 bit or 16 bit)·······,·····························l 

• Programmable I/O 
(Ports PO, PI, P2, P3, P5, P6) ............................ c. 48 

• Input (Port P4) .................................. 3(DIP), 8(QFP) 

• Output (Port D-A" D-A2 ) ·········································2 

APPLICATION 
Slave controller for PPCs, facsimiles, and page printers. 
HDD, optical disk, inverter, and industrial motor controllers. 
Industrial robots and machines. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

vee 

AVss 

62 - V REF .Reference voltage Input 

I/O pert P3 

1/0 port P5 

0".'" 
P6"/INT 3 ++ 22 

P6,IINT2 - 2J 
I 

P63/PRDY ++ 21 

Read/Writ/6o/IN~ - 24 
status output R/W -- 25 
Synchronous SYNC -- 26 
signal output CNVss _ 27 

Reset input 

Clock input 

Clock output 

Timing output 

Outline 64P4B 

P30 /EV1 - 3 

P57/0B7 - 4 

P56 /0Bs - 5 

P5s/DBs- 6 

P54/DB4 - 7 

P53/0B3 - B 

P52 /0B2 - 9 

P5 j /OBj - 10 

P50/0Bo - 11 

P67/W- 12 

P66/A - 13 

P6sics- 14 
PB4/AO- 15 

P63/PRDy - 16 

P62 /1NT3 - 17 

PB j /lNT2 - 18 

PBo/lNTj - 19 

~_20 

;: 

'" "" .... 
c.n 
a 
;: 
CD 

X 
X 
X 

" " 

;: ;: 
~ ~ .... .... 
c.n c.n 
a a 

Q ~ Q ~ 
X X 
X X 
X X 

" " " " 

i D·A o"P" 

110 port PO 

110 port Pl 

1/0 port P2 

0 54 -P41/ANj 
6~ - P42/AN 2 

62 - P43/AN3 
61 - P44 /AN 4 

60 - P45/AN~ 

59 - P46/AN6 
sa - P4 7/AN 7 

57 -POa/Ao 
56 -P01/A 1 

S5 -P02/A 2 

54 -P03/A3 

53 -P04/A4 

52 -POs/As 
51 -P06/As 
50 -P07/A7 

49 -P1 01As 
48 -P1 j /A9 

47 -P1 2 /A lO 

46 -P1 3/A ll 

45 -P1 4/A12 

44 -P1 s/A13 

43 -P1 6 /A14 

42 -P1 7/A1S 

~~~~mill~mmill@llirnBW~~41 NC 

11 1 j I I I I I I I I 

Outline BOP6 
NC : No Connection 
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M37450M2-XXXFP BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Clock 
, input 

X,N 

Clock 
output 
XOUT 

Timing 
output 

¢ 

Clock generating 
circuit 

INT, 
INT, 
INT3 

L_~~~ 
1/0 port P6 

Reset Reset 
input output (5V) (OV) 
RESET RESET OUT WR RD R/W SYNC Vee Vss ---f-t--~ --@---@--@-- ---

Data bus 

Note 1 256 bytes for M37450M4-XXXFP and 384 bytes for M37450M8-XXXFP. 
8192 bytes for M37450M4-XXXFP and 16384 bytes for M37450M8-XXXFP. 

----------------1 

I I 
:s: 
w 
..... 
~ 
U1 
0 
:s: 
N 
• >< 
>< 

(/I >< 
z (I) 
C) ""CI 
r- ......... 
1"1 ." , 
(") ""CI ::c ~ 

"U :S::S: 
r:o Ww 3: 
DJ .......... ~ 
-I ~~ (/I 

(") U1 U1 :iii 
3: 00 iii 
0 s::s: = . __ J (/I 

3: OO~ 3: • • 
1/0 port PO 

CNVss 
(") ><>< (") 
::ill ><>< ~ 0 
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C .................. -1 
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M37450M2-XXXSP BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Clock Clock Timing Reset 
input output output input (5V) (OV) 
X,N XOUT if> RESET R/W SYNC Vss Vss 

'3i)-----T-----~-~--@------·-----------------l 

Data bus 

1 I I 1 ~~'~ I Clock generating 1 Note 1 >- ~ '\ 

~ TlTer1 I:: Yimer 1 latc§ 
Instruction 

circuit F",,,m P",,,m ROM 16) (16) 
register 

RAM 
8 

128 
counter counter 

4096 
EVI --::;J" t=::: 

Wimer21~c~ PCH(6) PCL(B) 8 Timer 2 ~ 
byte byte (16) (16) Instruction 

E~~ h y-- decOder 

J- 8. Timer3 t MTimer 3 latch§ 
(16) (16) 

"'EV3 -y:- --c:::- Control signal 
T3 

"~. fft3 ~ rrr ~ ~ ~ 
~ Pulse Width~ 

modulator 
t lator st~tus register register pOinter plierl -n- A(8) ":~(~')' X(8) Y(8) S(8) d;,id" 

3 -

1 
~. ,~ 

~ I'--' ~ 

[~ Interrupt I AD I1J INT, control COMP 
TI 

INT, 1~5} 
2 

~ IJ iT IBFOBE 

f------ f---'--1 F 
Bus interface rl A-DI rL D-A Serial 110 

converter converte 

:;-r --------' 

~1 
- l-

I I- - Mod, 

4 8 I ~ r 1 L 

3 

1 P6(8) 1 I 
P5(S) 1 P4(3) P3(S) P2(S) I P1(S) 11 pO(S) 1 

H 
IH i IU 4fti~ 1 L Jl 111 11 1 t ~ 

40){4 1424 44):45 46 47 48 49 51Xs2I5 5 2 L )Z1!8 9 0 1 2 4\--
~ 

110 port P6 

9 1011 1 1 41 1ll-iE1x(;l>- - -m----{60 61)(1 2 3 4 5 6 jJs -0 (J4X1'1l6X3 

~ rAVss~ rD:A,-~ ~ ~ ~ CNVss 
110 port P5 VREF Input port P4 D-A,' 110 port P3 110 port P2 110 port P1 110 port PO 

Note 256 bytes for M37450M4-XXXSP and 384 bytes for M37450M8-XXXSP, 
8192 bytes for M37450M4-XXXSPand 16384 bytes for M37450M8-XXXSP. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450M2·XXXSP/FP,M37450M4·XXXSP/FP 
M37450M8·XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

FUNCTIONS OF M37450M2-XXXSP/FP, M37450M4-XXXSP/FP, M37450M8-XXXSP/FP 
Parameter 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction excution time 

Clock frequency 

M37450M2-XXXSP/FP 

Memory size M37450M4-XXXSP/FP 

M37450MS-XXXSP/FP 

PO-P3, P5, P6 

Input/Output porI P4 

D-A 

Serial 1/0 

Timers 

A-O converter 

O-A converter 

Pulse width modulator 

Data bus buffer 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupts 

Clock generating circuit 

Supply vollage 

Power dissipation 

I Input/Oulpul voltage 
Input/Output characters 

Output current 

Memory expansion 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

M37450M2-XXXSP 

M37450M4-XXXSP 

M37450MS-XXXSP 
Package 

M37450M2-XXXFP 

M37450M4-XXXFP 

M37450MS-XXXFP 

Functions 

71 (69 MELPS 740 basic inslruclions+2) 

0.8,115 (minimum instructions, at·10MHz of frequency) 

10MHz (max.) 

ROM 4096 bytes 

RAM 12S bytes 

ROM S192 bytes 

RAM 256 bytes 

ROM 163S4 bytes 

RAM 3S4 bytes 

1/0 S-bitX6 

Inpul 3-bitX 1 (S-bitX 1 for SO-pin model) 

Output 2-bitXl 

UART or clock synchronous 

16-bil IimerX3, 

S-bil timer (serial 1/0 baud rale generalor)Xl 

S-bitX3 channels (S channels for SO-pin model) 

8-bitX 2 channels 

S-bit or 16-bilXl 

1-byte input and output each 

64-levels (max. for M37450M2) 

96-levels (max. for M37450M4, M37450MS) 

6 external interrupts, 8 internal interrupts 

1 software interrupt 

Built-in (ceramic or quarts crystal oscillator) 

5V±IO% 

30mW (all OM Hz frequency) 

5V 

±5mA (max.) 

Possible 

-10-70"C 

CMOS silicon gate 

64-pin shrink plaslic molded DIP 

SO-pin plaslic molded QFP 

• .MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450M2·XXXSP/FP,M37450M4·XXXSP/FP 
M37450M8·XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

RESET Reset input 

'X1N Clock input 

XOUT Clock output 

¢> Timing output 

SYNC Synchronous 

signal output 

R/W ReadlWrite 

status output 

POO-P07 1/0 port PO 

Pl o-P1 7 1/0 port PI 

P20-P27 1/0 port P2 

P30-P37 1/0 port P3 

P4o-P42 Input port P4 

(P4o-P4,) 

P50-P57 1/0 port P5 

P60-P67 1/0 port P6 

D-A" D-A2 D-A output 

V REF Refer,ence voltag,e 

input 

ADVREF A-O reference 

voltage input 

DAVREF O-A reference 

voltage input 

AVss Analog power supply 

AVee Analog power supply 

2-568 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

Input 

110 

1/0 

Output , 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±10% to Vee, and OV to Vss. 

Controls the processor mode of the chip. Normally connected to Vss or Vee. 

Ta enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for mqre than 2.us (under normal Vee 

conditions). 11 more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

This chip has_an internal clock generating circuit. To control generating frequency, an external ceramic or a 

quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X1N and XOUT pins. If an external clock is used, the clock 

source should be connected to the XIN pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

Outputs s[gnal consisting of OSCillating frequency divided by four. 

This signal is output "H" during operation code fetch and is used to control single stepping of programs. 

This signal determines the direction of the data bus. It is "H" during read and "L" during write. 

Port PO is an 8-bit I/O port with directional registers allowing each I/O bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. The oU,tput structure is CMOS output. The low-order bits of the address are output except 

in single-chip mode. 

Port PI Is an B.-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. The high-order bits of the 

address are output except in single-chip mode. 

Port P2 is an B-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. Used as data bus except in 

single-chip mode. 

Port P3 is an B-bit 1/0 po.rt and has basically the same functions as port PO. Serial 1/0, PWM output, or 

event I/O function can be selected with a program, 

Analog input pin for the A-O converter. The 64-pin model has three pins and the aO-pin'model has eight 

pins. They may also be used as digital input pins. 

Port P5 is an a-bit I/O port and has basically the same functions as port PO. This port functions as an a-bit 

data bus for the master CPU when slave mode is selected with a program. 

Port P6 is an B-bit 110 port and has basically the same function as port PO. Pins P6,-P6, change to a con-

trol bus for the mast~r CPU when slave mode is selected with a program. Pins P6o ....... P62 may be program-

med as external interrupt input pins. 

Analog signal from D-A converter is output. 

Reference Yoltage input pin for A-D and O-A converter. This pin is for 64-pin model only. 

Reference Yoltage input pin for A-O converter. This pin is for aD-pin model only. 

Reference voltage input pin for O-A converter. This pin is for aO-pln model only. 

Ground level input pin for A-D and O-A converter, Same voltage as Vss is applied. 

Power supply input pin for A-D converter. This pin is for aO-pin model only. Same voltage as Vee is applied. 

In the case' of the 64-pin model, AVec is connected to Vee intermilly . 

. ' MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450M2·XXXSP/FP,M37450M4·XXXSP/FP 
M37450M8·XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin 
I 

Name 

-
RD Read signal 

output 

-
WR Write signal 

output 

RESEToUT Reset output 

Input! 

Oulput 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Functions 

Control signal output as active "L" when valid data is read from data bus. This pin is for SO-pin model only. 

Control signal output as active "L" when writing data from data bus to ex.ternal component. This pin is for 

aD-pin model only. 

Control signal output as active "H" during reset. It is used as a reset output signal for peripheral compo-

nents. This pin is for BO-pin model only. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450M2-XXXSP/FP,M37450M4-XXXSP/FP 
M37450MS-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

BASIC FUNCTION BLOCKS 

MEMORY 
'A memory map for the M37450M2-XXXSP/FP is shown in 

Figure 1. Addresses FOOO '6 to FFFF '6 are assigned to the 
built-in ROM area which consists of 4096 bytes. 
Address EOOO '6 to FFFF '6 are the ROM address area 

assigned to the M37450M4-XXXSP/FP. Addresses COOO '6 

to FFFF '6 are the ROM address area assigned to the 
M37450M8-XXXSP/FP. 
Addresses FFOO '6 to FFFF '6 are a special address area 
(special page). By using the special page addressing 

mode of the JSR instruction, subroutines addressed on this 
page can be called with only 2 bytes. Addresses FFEO '6 to 
FFFF'6 are vector addresses used for the reset ,and inter
rupts (see interrupt section). Addresses 0000 '6 to 00FF '6 

RAM (128, bytes) 100001 
6 

RAM(192 bytes) M37450M~~~XXSP/FP 
for 

M37450M4-XXXSP/FP 007F, 6 

M37450M8-XXXSP/FP 

OOBF, 6 

0000, 6 

'\ OOFF
, 

( ') RAM(64 bytes) 0100, 
RAM 192 bytes for 

for M37450M4-XXXSPfFP{013F1 
M37450M8-XXXSP/FP 

01BF 

6 

6 

6 

16 

ROM(16K bytes) 
for 

M37450M8-XXXSP/FP 

ROM 
(8K bytes) 

for 
M37450M4 
-XXXSP/FP 

ROM 
(4K bytes) 

for 
M37450M2 
-XXXSP/FP 

COOO 16 

EOOO 16 

FOOO 16 

FFOO 16 

FFEO 16 

FFFF 1 

are the zero page address area. By using the zero page, 

addressing mode, this area can also be accessed with 2 
bytes. The use of these addressing methods will greatly re
duce the object size required. The RAM, 1/0 port, timer, 
etc., are assigned to this area. 
Addresses 0000 '6 to 007F '6 are the RAM address area and 
consist of 128 bytes. 
Addresses 0000 '6 to 00BF '6 and 0100 '6 to 013F'6 are the 
RAM address area assigned to the M37450M4-XXXSP/FP 
and consist of 192 bytes and 64 bytes respectively. 
Addresses 0000 ,6 to 00BF,6 ' and 0100 '6 to 01 BF '6 are the 
RAM address area assigned to the M37450M8-XXXSP/FP 
and consist of 192 bytes and 192 bytes respectively. 
In addition to data storage, this RAM is used for the stack 

during subroutine calls and interrupts. 

Not used 

Reserved area 

SFR area 

(See Fig. 2) 

Not used 

Interrupt vector area 

(See section 
on interrupt) 

Decimal 

0 

1 27 

1 91 

2 08 

2 55 

61440 

65280 

65504 

65535 

Zero page 

Special page for 
subroutine call 

Note 1: Refrain from using this area because it is reserved for future expansion and system area'extension. 

Fig. 1 

2-570 
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M37450M2-XXXSP/FP,M37450M4-XXXSP/FP 
M37450MS-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PO register 

6 PO directional register 

P1 register 

P1 directional register 

P2 register 

P2 directional register 

P3 register 

P3 directional register 

P4 register 

Reserved 

6 P5 register 

6 P5 directional register 

6 P6 register 

DODO" 

0001, 

0002" 

000316 

0004" 

0005 16 

000616 

000716 

0008 16 

000916 

OODA, 

ODDS, 

OODG, 

0000, 

OODE, .. 

OODF, 

OOE016 

00E1 16 

00E2" 

00E316 

00E416 

00E5'6 

00E6'6 
00E716 

OOE8" 

00E916 

OOEA, 

6 P6 directional register 

MISRG1 

6 MISRG2 

D-A 1 register 

D-A2 register 

A-D register 

A-O control register 

Data bus buffer register 

Data bus buffer status register 

Receive/Transmit buffer register 

Serial I/O status register 

Serial I/O control register 

UART control register 

6 Saud rate generator 

Fig. 2 SFR (Special Function Register) memory map 

6 PWM register (low-order) , ' ODES, 

OOEG, 

ODED, 

OOEE, 

OOEF16 

OOF0 16 

00F1" 

00F2" 

00F3'6 

00F4" 

00F5" 

00F6" 

00F7" 

00F8, 

'00F9, 

OOFA, 

OOFS, 

OOFG, 

OOFD, 

OOFE, 

DOFF, 

6 PWM register (high-order) 

6 Timer 1 control register 

6 Timer 2 control register 

Timer 3 control register 

Timer 1 register (low-order) 

Timer 1 register (high-order) 

Timer 1 latch (low-order) 

Timer 1 latch (high-order) 

Timer 2 register (low-order) 

Timer 2 register (high-order) 

Timer 2 latch (low-order) 

Timer 2 latch (high-order) 

6 Timer 3 register (low-order) 

6 Timer 3 register (high-order) 

6 Timer 3 latch (low-order) 

6 Timer 3 latch (high-order) 

6 Interrupt request register 1 

6 Interrupt request register 2 

6 Interrupt control register 1 

6 Interrupt control register 2, 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450M2-XXXSP/FP,M37450M4-XXXSP/FP 
M37450M8-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) 
The CPU consists of 6 registers and is shown in Figure 3. 

ACCUMULATOR (A) 
The 8-bit accumulator (A) is the main register of the micro
computer. Data operations such as data transfer, Input/Out
put, etc., are executed mainly through accumulator. 

INDEX REGISTER X (X) 
The index register X is an 8-bit register. 
In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 

added to the contents of the register X, specifies the real 
address. When the T flag in the processor status register is 
set to "1", the ingex register X itself becomes the address 
for the second OPERAND. 

INDEX REGISTER Y (Y) 
The index register Y is an 8-bit register. 
In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 
added to the contents of the register Y specifies the real 

address. 

7 a 

I A I Accumulator 

7 a 

I X I Index register X 

7 a 

I y I Index register Y 

7 a 

I S I Stack painter 

15 a 

f 
PC H PC L I Program counter 

Fig. 3 Register structure 

STACK POINTER (S) 
The stack pointer (S) is an 8-bit register. It is used during 

subroutine calls and interrupts. 
When there is an interrupts, the high-order contents of the 
program counter is pushed into the address formed by set
ting the high-order eight bits to 00'6 or 01 '6 and the low

order eight bits to the content of the stackpointer. Next the 
stack painter is decremented by one and the low-order 
content of the program counter is pushed into the address 
formed by setting the high-order eight bits to 00 '6 or 01 '6 
and the low-order eight bits to the content of the stack 
pointer. Then the stack painter is again decremented by 
one, the content of the processor status register is pushed 
into the address formed by setting the high-order eight bits 
to 00'6 or 01 '6 and the low-order eight bits to the content of 
the stack painter, and then the stack pointer is de
cremented by one once more. Whether to set 00'6 or 01 '6 
in the high-order eight bits is determined by bit· 7 at 
address 00DF,6. The high-order eight bits are set to 00 '6 if 
bit 7 at address 00DF'6 is "0" and to 01'6 if it is "1 ". At re
set, it is set to "0", then can be changed by program. For 
M37450M2-XXXSP/FP, bit 7 at address 00DF'6 must be "0" 

because there is no RAM within "01" page. 
The push operation described above is performed auto
matically when an interrupt occurs. The RTI instruction is 
used to return from an interrupt routine. 

Carry flag 

Zero flag 

Interrupt disable flag 

Decimal mode flag 

Break flag 

Index X mode flag 

Overflow flag 

Negative flag 

2-572 • MITSUBISHI 
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When an RTI instruction is executed, control is returned by 
reversing the above operation while incrementing the stack 
pointer by one. The PHA instruction is used to push the 

accumulator because it is not saved automatically. When 
the PHA instruction is executed, the content of the accumu

lator is pushed into the address formed by setting the high" 
order eight bits to 0016 or 01 16 and the low-order eight bits 
to the content of the stack pointer. Then the content of the 
stack pOinter is decremented by one. The PLA instruction 
is used to restore the accumulator. When the PLA instruc
tion is executed, the stack pOinter is incremented by one 
and the content of the address formed by setting the high
order eight bits to 0016 or 01 16 and the low-order eight bits 
to the content of the stack pointer is stored in the accumu

lator. The processor status register is pushed and restored 
in the same manner with the PHP and PLP instructions. 
With subroutine calls, only the program counter is pushed. 

Therefore, registers that must be preserved must be 
pushed by the program. Use the RTS instruction to return 
from a subroutine. 

PROGRAM COUNTER (PC) 
The 16-bit program counter consists of two 8-bit registers 
PCH and PCl. The program counter is used to indicate the 
address of the next instruction to be executed. 

PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PS) 
The processor status register is composed entirely of flags 
used to indicate the condition of the processor immediately 
after an operation. Branch operations can be performed by 
testing the Carry flag (C), Zero flag (Z), Overflow flag (V) 
or the Negative flag (N). Each bit of the register is ex
plained below. 

1. Carry flag (C) 
The carry flag contains the carry or borrow generated by 
the Arithmetic and Logical operation Unit (ALU) im
mediately after an operation. It also changed by the shift 
and rotate instructions. The set carry (SEC) and clear carry 

(CLC) instructions allow direct access for setting and 
clearing this flag. 

2. Zero flag (Z) 
This flag is used to indicate if the immediate operation 
generated a zero result or not. If the result is zero, the zero 
flag will be set to "1 " .. If the result is not zero, the zero flag 
will be set to "0". 

3. Interrupt disable flag ( I ) 
This flag is used to disable all interrupts. This is accom
plished by setting the flag to "1". When an interrupt, this 
flag is automatically set to "1" to prevent other interrupts 
from interfering until the current interrupt is compleated. 
The SEI and CLI instructions are used to set and clear this 
flag, respectively. 

4. Decimal mode flag (D) 
The decimal mode flag is used to define whether addition 

and subtraction are executed in binary or decimal. If the 
decimal mode flag is set to "1 ", the operations are ex
ecuted in decimal, if the flag is set to "0", the operations 
are executed in binary. Decimal correction is automatically 

executed. The SED and CLD instructions are used to set 
and clear this flag, respectively. 

5. Break Flag B 
The operation of a BRK instruction is similar to an interrupt. 
The BRK instruction is a non-maskable software interrupt 
that is used during program debugging. The break flag can 
be checked only by checking the content of the processor 
status register (PS) saved during an interrupt. The content 
of the processor status register (PS) is saved after setting 
flag B to "1" when the BRK instruction is used as an inter
rupt. It is cleared to "0" for other interrupts. 

6. Index X mode flag (T) 
When the T flag is "1", operations between memories are 
executed directly without passing through the accumulator. 
Operations between memories involving the accumulator 

are executed when the T flag is "0" (i.e., operation results 
between memories 1 and 2 are stored in the accumulator). 
The address of memory 1 is specified by the contents of 
the index register X, and that of memory 2 is specified by 
the normal addressing mode. The SET and CL T instructions 
are used'to set and clear the index X mode flag, respec
tively. 

7. Overflow flag (V) 
The overflow flag functions when one byte is added or sub
tracted as a singed binary number. When the result ex
ceeds +127 or -128, the overflow flag is set to "1". When 
the BIT instruction is executed, bit 6 of the memory location 

is input to the overflow flag. The overflow flag is reset by 
the CLV instruction and there is no set instruction. 

8. Negative·flag (N) 
The negative flag is set whenever the result of a data trans
fer or operation is negative (bit 7 is set to "1 "). Whenever 
the BIT instruction is executed, bit 7 of the memory locaticn 
is input to the negative flag. There are no instructions for 
directrly setting or resetting the negative flag. 
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INTERRUPTS 
Interrupts can be caused by 15 different events consisting 
of six external, eight internal, and one software event. 
Interrupts are vectored interrupts with priorities shown in 
Table 1. Reset is also included in the table because its op
eration is similar to an interrupt. 
When an interrupt is accepted, the registers are pushed as 
described in the stack pointer (S) section above, interrupt 
inhibit flag I is set, and the program jumps to the address 
specified in the vector table. The interrupt request flag is 
cleared automatically. The reset and BRK instruction inter
rupt can never be inhibited. Other interrupts are disabled 

when the interrupt inhibit flag is set. 

Table 1. Interrupt vector address and priority. 

All interrupts except the BRK instruction interrupt have an 
interrupt request bit and an interrupt enable bit. The inter
rupt request bits are in interrupt request registers 1 and 2 
and the interrupt enable bits are in interrupt control regis
ters 1 and 2. Figure 4 shows the structure of the interrupt 
request registers 1 and 2 and interrupt control registers 1 

and 2. 
Interrupts other than the BRK instruction interrupt and reset 
are accepted when the interrupt enable bit is "1", interrupt 

request bit is "1", and the interrupt inhibit bit is "0". The in
terrupt request bit can be reset with a program, but not set. 
The interrupt enable bit can be set and reset with a 

program. 
Reset is treated as a non-maskable interrupt with the high
est priority. Figure 5 shows interrupts control. 

Event Priority Vector addresses Remarks 

RESET 1 

Input buffer full interrupt 2 

Output buffer empty interrupt 3 

INT, Interrupt 4 

I NT 2 interrupt 5 

I NT 3 interrupt 6 

Timer 1 interrupt 7 
Timer 2 interrupt 8 
Timer 3 interrupt 9 

EV, interrupt 10 

EV2 interrupt 11 
EV3 interrupt 12 

Serial I/O receive interrupt 13 

Serial I/O transmit interrupt 14 

A-D conversion completion flag 15 

BRK instruction interrupt 16 

2-574 

FFFF'6, . FFFE'6 

FFFD'6, FFFC'6 

FFFB'6, FFFA'6 

FFF9'6, FFF8'6 

FFF7'6, FFF6'6 

FFF5'6, FFF4'6 

FFF3'6, FFF2'6 

FFF1'6, FFFO'6 

FFEF'6, FFEE'6 

FFED'6, FFEC'6 

FFEB'6, FFEA'6 

FFE9'6, FFE8'6 

FFE7'6, FFE6'6 

FFE5'6, FFE4,~ 
FFE3'6, FFE2'6 

FFE1'6, FFEO'6 

•.. MITSUBISHI 
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Non-maskable 

Valid only in slave mode 

Valid only in slave mode 

External interrupt (phase programmable) 

External interrupt (phase programmable) 

External interrupt (phase programmable) 

External event interrupt (phase programmable) 

External event interrupt (pha~e programmable) 

External event interrupt (phase programmable) 

Valid only when serial I/O is selected 

Valid only when serial I/O is selected 

Non-maskable software interrupt 
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7 o 
I I I I I I I I II 

L 
'---

'-------

o 

nterrupt request register 1 
(address OOFC,.) 

Input bulfer full interrupt 
request bit 

Output buffer empty interrupt 
request bit 

INT, Interrupt request bit 

INT, interrupt request bit 

INT. interrupt request bit 

Timer 1 interrupt request bit 

Timer 2 interrupt request bit 

Timer 3 interrupt request bit 

I I I I I I I I II nterrupt control register 1 
(address OOFE,.) L 

'-----

'---

Input buffer full Interrupt 
enable bit 

Output buffer empty interrupt 
enable bit 

INT, interrupt enable bit 

I NT, interrupt enable bit 

INT. interrupt enable bit 

Timer 1 interruPI enable bit 

Timer 2 interrupt enable bit 

Timer 3 interrupt enable bit 

Fig. 4 Structure of registers related to interrupt 

-Interrupt request bit 

Interrupt enable bit 

Interrupt inhibit flag 

Fig. 5 Interrupt control 

reset----L ___ _" 

Interrupt request register 2 
(address OOFD,.) 

EV, interrupt request bit 

EV, interrupt request bit 

EV. interrupt request bir 

1----- Serial I/O receive interrupt request bit 

I-----~ Serial I/O transmit interrupt request bit 

I-------A-D conversion completion interrupt 

o : Interrupt disable 
1 : Interrupt requested 

Interrupt control register 2 
(address OOFF,.) 

EV1 interrupt enable bit 

EV, interrupt enable bit 

EV. interrupt enable bit 

- request bit 

'------Serial I/O receive interrupt enable bit 

'------SeriaII/O transmit interrupt enable bit 

'--------A-D conversion completion interrupt 
enable bit 

o : Interrupt disable 
1 : Interrupt enabled 

Interrupt request 

- • MITSUBISHI 
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TIMER 
The M37450 has three independent 16-bit internal timers 

as shown in Figure 6. 
The timers are controlled by the timer i control register (i= 
1, 2, 3) and MISRG1 shown in Figure 7 and 8. 
The timer and the timer latch are independent of each 
other and a value must be written in both when setting a 

timer. 
A write to a timer is performed in the order of T L to T H after 
setting the count enable bit to count inhibit "0". 
A read from a timer is performed in the order of T H to T L· 

The value of T L is latched in the read timer latch at the tim
ing when THis read. All timers are decrement counters and 
are started by setting the timer i count enable bit to "1". 

When the value of the timer reaches 0000,6, and overflow 
occurs and the timer i interrupt request bit is set to "1" at 

the next count pulse. 
During a reset or an STP instruction execution, the low

order byte of the timer 1 register is set to FF'6 and the 
higli-order byte is set to 03,6' Also, when an STP instruction 
is executed, a frequency obtained by dividing the oscillat
ing frequency by four becomes the timer 1 input regardless 

of the timer 1 count source selection bit. This condition is 
canceled and the original count source is resumed when 
the timer i interrupt request bit is set to "1" or when a reset 
occurs. Refer to the section on the clock generator for de
tails concerning the operation of the STP instruction. 
The M37450 provides seven timer modes selectable with 

the timer mode selection bit in the timer i control register. 

Fig. 6 Timer block diagram 

Timer i control register (i=1,2,3) .......... ..,....,.....,......,.....,....,r' Timer 1 control register(address 00ED'6) 
Timer 2 control register(address 00EE'6) 
Timer 3 control register(address OOEF,,) 

Timer mode selection bit 
000: 16-bit timer mode 
001 : Event count mode 
010: .Pulse output mode 
011 : Pulse period measurement mode 

100: Pulse width measurement mode 
101 : Programmable waveform 

gemation mode 
110: Programmable one-shot 

generation mode 
L----Timer count source selection bit 

0: t(X,N)/4 
1 : INTi pin input 

'-----Output level latch 

'------ Event phase selection bit 
0: Fall 
1: Rise 

Fig. 7 Structure of timer i control register 

7 o 
I I I I I I I I I MIS RG1 (address OODE,,) 

~I NT, input polarity selection bit 

NT, input polarity selection bit 

INT3 input polarity selection bit 

. I 

Fig. 8 Structure of MISRG1 

0: Fall 
1: Rise 

Timer 1 count enable bit 

Timer 2 count enable bit 

Timer 3 count enable bit 
o : Count disabled 
1 : Count enabled 

Timer interrupt request bit 
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(1) 16·bit Timer Mode [000] 
In this mode, an interrupt request occurs and the value of 

the timer latch is loaded in the timer each time the timer 

overflows. 
The timer count source is set to f(X,N) divided by four re

gardless of the count sorce selection bit. Assuming that the 

timer latch is n, the frequency dividing ratio is 1 I( n+1 ). 

Figure 9 shows the timer operation duruing 16-bit timer 

mode. 

TL --- -- ------

TR TR 

TL ; Value set in 
timer latch 

TR ; Timer interrupt 
request 

Fig.9 16-bit timer mode operation • 

(2) Event Count Mode [001] 
In this mode, the EVi pin input signal are counted in the 

direction selected by the event input polarity selection bit. 

The input signal from the EVi pin is used as the count 

source regardless of the count source selection bit. The 

operation is the same as with the 16-bit timer mode except 

for the difference in the count source. 

Both the "H" and "L" pulse width of the EVi pin input signal 
must be not less than (4/f(X,N) )+100ns. 

Figure 10 shows the timer operation during event count 

mode. 

FFFF,. 

TL 

TR TR 

TL ; Value set in· 
timer latch 

TR ; Timer interrupt 
request 

Fig. 10 Event counter mode operation 

(3) Pulse Output Mode [010] 
In this mode, a 50% duty pulse is output from the EVi pin. 

The count source selected with the count source selection 

bit is counted. When it overflows, the phase of the EVi pin 
output level is reversed and the value of the timer latch is 

loaded in the timer. 

When this mode is selected, the EVi pin output level is in

itialized to "L". 

Figure 11 shows the timer operation during pulse output 

mode. 

Fig. 11 Square wave output mode 

TL ; Value set in 
timer latch 

TR ; Timer interrupt 
request 

(4) Pulse Period Measurement Mode 
[011] 

This mode is used to measure the pulse period of the EVi 

pin input signal. 

The timer counts the count source selected by the count 

source selection bit between the rise-to~!ise or fall-to-fall 

interval (selected with the event input polarity selection bit 

in the timer i control register) of the EVi pin input signal. 

At a valid edge on the EVi pin input, the 1 's complement of 

the timer value is stored in the timer latch and the timer 

value is set to FFFF,6. 

Figure 12 shows the timer operation during pulse frequency 
measurement mode. 

000016 -71------------'---)1------
: t==~==~ ~-~~-)1 

FFFF V . V V V V I 
EV Pi~6 IE FFFF+T1 TR, fi£Ji T3 F1 FFFF', TR 

input EVR EVR EVR EVR 
signal Event phase is valid rising edge 

Fig.12 Pulse period measurement mode 
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(5) Pulse Width Measurement Mode [100] 
This mode measures the pulse width While the EVi pin in-

put signal is "H" or "L". 
Whether to measure the "H" or "L" interval is determined 

by the event input polarity selection bit. If this bit is "0", the 

count source selected with the count source selection bit is 

counted while the input pulse is "H",. If it is "1 ", the count 

source is' counted while the'input pulse is "L". Ai's com

plement of the timer value is stored in the timer latch for a 
valid edge on the EVi pin input. In addition, the timer value 

is set to FFFF'6 for an edge (both rise and fall) on the EVi 

pin [nput. Figure 13 shows the timer operation during pulse 

width measurement mode. 

O,O:6~-,------, -, ---,----------------
T3 _ - ------
1'2 - - - ---

n ----- - -- ----
FFFF'6, FFFF+T2 TR "T3' ' c.' __ _ 

EV pin Ie ~ T1br 
input EVR EVR ' EVR' 
signal 

Event interrupt input polarity is valid rising edge. 
Measure width "L"of pulse. 

Fig. 13 Pulse width measurement mode 

In pulse period measurement mode [011] and pulse width 

measurement mode [100], an EVi interrupt request is issued 

at the valid edge selected by the event phase selection bit. 

That is, an interrupt occurs at the end of the pulse period 

measurement or pulse width measurement. Also, when a 
timer overflow occurs, the count continues from FFFF'6 

without the value of the timer latch being loaded in the 
timer. 

Write to timer latch is inhibited in these modes. Furth

ermore, EVi interrupt is disabled during STP instruction ex
ecution. 

(6) Programmable Waveform Generation 
Mode [101] 

In this mode, the Level set in the output level latch of the 

timer i control register is output to the EVi pin every time 

the timer overflows. 

The timer counts the source selected by the count source 

selection bit and when it overflows, the value in the timer 

latch is loaded in the timer. 

After it overflows, the value of the output level latch and the 
timer latch can be modified to generate any waveform from 

the EVi pin. 

Figure 14 shows the timer operation during programmable 

waveform generation mode. 

T3 

. L 

T2 
T1 

000016 ~,~;::::::::::~:t===+=~ 
EV pin i L' I':fi'i T3' t--:r2'1 
output i..........::..ll~ IZ I 
signal TR TR TR TR 

L ; TLH and TLL 
initial values 

Fig. 14 Programmable waveform generation mode 

(7) Programmable One-shot Generation 
Mode [110] 

This mode uses the INTi pin input signal as a trigger and 
counts by writing the value of the timer latch in the timer. 

The output level of the EVi pin goes "H" when the trigger is 

issued and goes "L" when the timer overflows. 

The EVi pin level is initialized to "L" when this mode is 
selected. 

The timer count souce is set to f(X'N) divided by four re
gardless of the count source selection bit. 

A valid edge of the INTi pin input trigger signal is deter

mined by the INTi phase selection bit of MISRG1 (00DE'6)' 
Figure 15 shows the timer operation during programmable 

one-shot generation mode. 

FFFF'6 

L 

0000,6 '--t--:::::r;--=::t-r-=--
:~:ufin P P 0 
signal r-~LJ " 30 U 
EV pin L, L L 
output signal 

L is one-shot 
pulse width 

Fig. 15 Programmable one-shot generation mode 

When the INTi pin input signal is selected as the count 

source for pulse output mode [010], pulse period measure

ment mode [011], pulse width measurement mode [100], 

and programmable waveform generation mode [101], the 
"H" and "L" pulse width of the input signal must not be less 

than (6/f(X,N) )+100ns. 
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SERIAL I/O 
Serial 1/0 can operate in either clock synchronous or clock 
asynchronous (UART) mode. An exclusive baud rate gen-

7 a 7 

eration timer (baud rate generator) is provided for serial 

1/0 operation. Figure 16 shows the structure of the regis
ters used for serial 1/0. 

a 
I I I I I I I I I Serial 1/0 status register 

(address OOE7,,) 
Transmit buffer empty flag 

0: Buffer full 

IIlIfllll Serial 1/0 control register (address OOE8,6) 

"----

I---

1 ; Buffer empty 

Receive buffer full flag 
a ; Buffer empty 
1: Buffer full 

Transmit shift register shift 
completion flag 

a : Busy shifting 
1 : Shift complete 

Overrun error (OE) flag 
O;No 
1; Yes 

Parity error (PE) flag 
O:No 
1: Yes 

Framing error (FE) flag 
0; No 
1 ; Yes 

Summing error (SE) flag 
0: No 
1: Yes 

.......... .&-..r.........., ...... r'-r-.,-J UART control register (address OOE9,6) 

Character length selection bit 
0: 8 bits 
1 : 7 bits 

Parity enable bit 
a : Parity disable 
1 : Parity enable 

Parity selection bit 
o : Even parity 
1 ; Odd parity 

'------Stop bit length selection bit 
0: 1 stop bit 
1 : 2 stop bit 

Fig.16 Structure of registers related to serial 1/0 
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BRG count source selection bit 
0; f(X,") divided by 2 
1 : f(X,") divided by 8 

Serial 1/0 synchronous clock selection bit 
0; BRG output divided by 4 

(when clock synchronous serial 1/0 is selected) 
BRG output divided by 16 

(when UART is selected) 
1 : External input clock 

SRDY output enable bit 
a : P3, operates as normal 1/0' pin 
1 : P3, change to SRD~ output pin 

Transmit interrupt source selection bit 
a : When transmit buffer becomes empty 
1 : When transmit shift operation is complete 

Transmit enable bit 
o : Transmit disabled 
1 ; Transmit enabled 

Receive enable bit 
o : Receive disabled 
1 ; Receive enabled 

Serial 1/0 mode selection bit 
a : Clock asynchronous (UART) serial 1/0 
1 ; Clock synchronous serial 1/0 

Serial 1/0 enable bit 
a : Serial 1/0 disabled 

(P34 -P3, are normal 1/0 ports) 
1 : Serial 1/0 enabled 

(P34-P3, are serial 1/0 function pins) 
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(1) Clock Synchronous Serial I/O With clock synchronous serial liD, the same clock is used 
as the operating clock between the transmitting and receiv
ing microcomputers. If an internal clock is used for operat
ing clock, transmit/receive is started by writing a signal in 
the transmit/receive buffer register. 

Clock synchronous serial liD is selected by setting the 
mode selection bit of the serial I/O control register to "1 ". 
Figure 17 shows a block diagram of clock synchronous se
rial liD and Figure 1 a shows its operation. 

RxD 

SCLK 

f(X,N ) 

SRDY 

TxD 

P36 P3, 

RE 

SRDY 

Data bus 

address 00E6'6 

[~~~~~::::=}-:':-I Receive buffer full flag (RBF) 

Receive shUt register 
L-____ ~ Receive interrupt request (RI) 

Shift clock Clock control circuit 

Frequency dividing Clock LI">--l---'" 
ra .. t_io_1_1..;.( _n+_1.;,.) __ .... ~Tiection 

1 I 41---f.:j~--+ Baud rate generlltor 

address OOEA'6 

Clock control circuit 

Shift clock 

o---1:....,~-+--[=~~~~~=J---=-::-::~-Transmit shift completion flag (TSC) 

[=~~~::E=J_~T~IC:::"::l~-_-_----~ Transmit interrupt request (TI) 
Transmit buller register Transmit buffer empty flag (TBE) 

P35 

P37 L-__ ...".._;"'-J address OOE?'6 '--------11 address OOE616 

Data bus 

Fig. 17 Clock synchronous serial liD block diagram 

Internal clock ¢ 

Transmit/receive shift clock----, 
1/2-1/2048 of internal clock 

or external clock 

Serial output T xD 

Serial input RxD 

Rec'eive ready signal 

SRDY 

Receive/transmit 
buffer register 
write Signal to 
address OOE6'6 

I--l 
I I 

-liL---~----__ ----------------------------------~ir-----
t I 

TBE=O • 
TBE= 1 RBF~ 1 
TSC=O TSC= 1 

Overrun error (OE) detected 

Note 1. Use the transmit interrupt source selection bit (TIC) in the serial 1/0 control register to specify whether to generate a transmit 
interrupt (TI) when the transmit buffer becomes empty (TBE=l) or when transmit shift operation completes (TSC=1). 

Note 2. If data is written in the transmit buffer register when TSC=O, transmit clock is generated continuously and serial data is .output 
continuously from the T xD pin. 

Note 3. The receive interrupt (RI) is set when the receive buffer full flag (RBF) is set. 

Fig. 18 Clock synchronous serial liD operation 
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(2) Asynchronous Serial I/O (UART) 
UART is selected by setting the mode selection bit of the 
serial I/O control register to "0". Figure 19 shows a block 
diagram of UART and Figure 20 shows its operation. 
With the M37450, one of eight serial data transmission for
mats can be selected with the UART control register as 
shown in Figure 16. The transmission format must be 

agreed upon between the transmit side and the receive 
side. 

RxDo----~"'! 

The transmit shift register and the receive shift register has 
its buffer register respectively to perform serial data trans
fer (same memory addresses). 

Data cannot be written or read directly to/from the shift 
registers. Therefore, the data to be transmitted is written to 
a buffer register and the received data is read from a buf
fer register. The buffer r!3gisters can also be used to store 
data to be transmitted next or to receive 2-byte data con
secutively. 

Serial 110 control register address OOE8'6 

UARTcOlIlrol register 

address OOE9'6 

.--+---+----t----t---- SilO clock selection bit 
SCLK ~ ________ ~ ______________ ~~-J 

Frequency dividing ratio 1/(n+1) 
Baud rate generator 

TE r-To"r.------ Transmit shifi completion flag (TSC) 

Character 
length 

P3s P3s seleCli~j~ 

Fig.19 UART serial 110 block diagram 

Transmit or receive - __ ---, 
clock 

Transmit buffer 
register write 
signal 

Serial output T xD 

Receive buffer 
register read 
signal 

TSC=O 
TBE=l 

t 

TBE=O 

~.~ 

1 start bit 
7/8 data bits 
1/0 parity bits 
1/2 stop bits 

Serial inputRxD ~~ ~ 

Transmit interrupt request (TI) 

Transmit buffer empty flag (TBE) 
Serial lIO statusreglsler address OOE7'6 

TSC= 1 • 

t 
---.~ 

* Generated at the second 
stop bit if 2 stop bits set. 

RBF=l 

- ----v---\,....L---
. A-.. , SP 

Note 1. Error flag detection is performed as soon as RBF=1 (first stop bit for receive). 
Note 2. Transmit interrupt (TI) is set to either TBE=1 or TSC=1 according to the transmit interrupt source selection bit (TIC) In 

the serial 110 control register. 
Note 3. Receive interrupt (RI) is set by RBF=1. 

Fig. 20 UART serial 110 operation 
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[Serial 1/0 Control Register] SIOCON 
The serial 110 control register is an a-bit register consisting 
of selection bits for controlling the serial 110 function. 

• Serial 1/0 Enable Bit SlOE 
When this bit is set to "1", serial lID is enabled and pins 
P34-P37 can be used as serial lID function pins. 
• Serial 1/0 Mode Selection Bit SIOM 

Tois bit is used to select the serial lID operation mode. 
When this bit is "0", asynchronous serial 110 (UART), which 
transfers data using start and stop bits, is selected. When it 
is "1", clock synchronous serial lID which performs trans
mission and receive using the same clock is selected. 

• Receive Enable Bit RE 
Receive operation is enabled when this bit is set to "1" and 
pin P34 becomes a serial data input pin. 
• Transmission Enable Bit TE 

Transmission operation is enabled when this bit is set to 
"1". Pin P3s becomes a serial data output pin and shift data 
is output. 
• Transmission Interrupt Source Selection Bit TIC 

This bit is used to selelct events that can cause a transmis
sion Interrupt. 

• SRDY Output Enable Bit SRDV 
If this bit is set to "1" when clock synchronous serial 110 is 
selected, pin P37 becomes an SRDY signal output pin and 
SRDY signal is output. 
When an external clock is used during clock synchronous 
serial lID, 'the SRDY signal is used to notify the clock sender 

, that it can send the serial clock signal. It goes "L" when 
data is written in the transmit/receive buffer register and 
goes "H" at the first fall of the receive clock. When using 
the SRDY signal, the transmission enable bit must be set to 
"1" even when performing rece,ive only. 
• Serial 1/0 Synchronous Clock Selection Bit SCS 

When this bit is ,"1", pin, P36 becomes an input pin and the 
external clock input from the SCLK pin ,is selected, as the 
serial lID synchronous clock. When this bit is "0", the baud 
rate generator (BRG) overflow signal is selected as the se- ' 
rial 110 synchronous clock. Also, when this bit is "0" during 
clock synchronous 'serial lID, pin P36 becomes an output 
pin and the shift clock is output from the SCLK pin. 
When clock synchronous serial 110 is selected, the baud 
rate generator (BRG) output signal divided by four or an 
external clock input is used. When UART is selected, the 
BRG output signal divided by sixteen or an external clock 
input signal divided by sixteen is used. 

• BRG Count Source Selection Bit CSS 
The baud rate generator is an a-bit counter with a reload 
register. By setting a value n in the BRG register (address 
iJOEA16 ) , the count source selected by the BRG count 
source selection bit is divided by (n+1). 

[UART Control Register] UARTCON 
The UART control regsiter is a 4-bit register conSisting of 
control bits that are valid when UART is'selected. The con
tent of this register is used to set the data'format for serial 
data transmission/receiving'. 

• Character Length Selection Bit CHAS 
This bit is used to select the transmissionlreceiving charac
ter lenght. 

• Parity Enable Bit PARE 
When this bit is set to "1", a parity bit is added next to the 
most significant bit (MSB) of the transm!ssion data and 
parity is checked during receive. 

• Parity Selection Bit PARS 
This bit is used to specify the type of parity to be gener
ated during transmission and checked when data is re
ceived. The number of 1's in the data is set to even or odd 
according to this bit. 
• Stop Bit Length Selection STPS 

This bit is used to determine the number of stop bits to be 
used during transmission. 

[Serial 1/0 Status Register] SIOSTS 
The serial lID status register is a 7 -bit read only register 
consisting of serial lID operation status flags and error 
flags. Bits 4 to 6 are valid only during UART mode. 
All bits of this' register are initialized to "0" at reset, and 
when the transmit enable bit in the serial 110 control regis
ter is set to "1 ", bits "0" ,arid "2" change to "1 ". 

• Transmission Buffer Empty Flag TBE 
This bit is cleared to "0" when transmission data is written 
in the transmission buffer register and. set to "1" when that 
data is transferred to the transmit shift register. It, is also 
cleared when TE=O. 

• Receive Buffer Full Flag RBF 
When receiving serial data, data is transferred to the re
ceive buffer register and this bit is set to "1" when the re
ceive shift register completes receiving a data byte. This 
bit is cleared when the data is read. This bit is also cleared 
when RE=O. 

• Transmit Shift Register Shift Completion Flag 'TSC 
This bit is cleared to "0" when the data in the transmission 
buffer'register is transferred, to the transmit shift register 
and set to "1" when data shift completes. It is also set to 
"1" when TE=O. 

• Overrun Error Flag OE 
When continuously receiving serial data, this bit is set when 
the next data fill 'the receive shift register before the data in 
the receive buffer register has been read. 
• Parity Error Flag PE 

When receiving serial data with parity, this bit is set to "1 " 
if the parity of the received data differs from the specified 
parity. 
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. Framing Error Flag FE 
This bit is set to "1" when there is no stop bit when trans

ferring data from the receive shift register to the receive 
buffer . 

. Summing Error Flag SE 
This bit is set when either overrun, a parity, or a framing 

error occurs. 

Tests for these errors are performed as soon as the data is 

transferred from the receive shift register to the receive 

buffer register and at the same time the receive buffer full 
flag is, set. The error flags (OE, PE, FE, and SE) are 

cleared when any data is written in the serial I/O status 
register. Also, all status flags including error flags are 

cleared when SIOE=O. 
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BUS INTERFACE 
The M37450 is equipped with a bus interface that is func
tionally similar to the MELPS 8-41 series. Its operation carl 
be controlled with control signals from the host CPU (slave 
mode). 

The M37450 bus interface can be connected directly to 
either a R/W type CPU or separate RD, WR type CPU. Fig

ure 21 shows a block diagram of the bus interfaCe function. 
tion. 
Slave mode is selected with MISRG2 (address 00DF,6) bit 
2 and3 as shown in Figure 22. 
An input buffer full interrpt occurs when data is received 
from the host CPU and an output buffer empty interrupt 

. occurs when data is read by.the host CPU. 

In slave mode, ports P50 - P57 become a tri-state data bus 
used to transfer data, commands, 'and status to and from 
the host CPU. 
Furthermore, ports P64 -P67 become host CPU control sig
nal input pins and P63 becomes a, slave status output pin. 

[Data Bus Buffer Status Register] DBBSTS 
This is an 8-bit register. Bits 0, 1, and 3 are read-only bits 
indicating the status of the data bus buffer. Bits 2, 4, 5, 6, 
and 7 are read/write enabled user-definable flags that can 

be set with a program. The host CPU can only read these 
flags by setting the AD pin to "H". 

o 

I I 

7 o 

MISR G2 (address 00DF'6) 

Processor mode 
00: Single-chip mode 
01 : Memory expanding mode 
10: Microprocessor mode 
11: Disable 
Bus interface enable bit 
0: Disable 
1 : Enable 
Bus interface mode bit 
0: RD, WR bus 
1 : R/Vii bus 
PWM enable bit 
0: Disable 
1 : Enable 
PWM mode selection bit 
o : 8-bit high speed PWM 
1 : 16-bit high precision PWM 
Bus cycle control bit 
0: Normal bus cycle 
1 : Normal bus cycleX2 
Stack page selection bit 
o : In page 0 area 
1 : In page 1 area 

Data b us buffer status register 
(address 00E5,,) 

Output buffer full flag 
o : Buffer empty 
1: Buffer full 
Input buffer full flag 
o : Buffer empty 
1 : Buffer full 
User definable flag 
User may freely define this flag 
AD flag 
Indicates the AD status when the 
IBF flag is set. 
User definable flag 
User may freely define this flag 

Fig. 22 Structure of bus interface relation registers 

Fig. 21 
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P50 / DBo 

P5,/OB, 

P5,/DB, 

P53 / DB3 

P54/DB4 

P55/ DB5 

P56 /OB6 

P5,/DB, 

P6,/R/W/W 

-
0---

0---

O---l!j 

0--- ~ 
1a 

0---;: 

" o---~ 

0---

0--

-. 

Input data 
I bus buffer 

I 

----I 
Output data 
bus buffer 

II II II 
',-1 U-, LJ.. U 

~ , T 
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:F~ 
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P66 /E/R 

P65/CS 

Bus interface circuit diagram 
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. Output Buffer Full Flag OBF Ao Flag 
This flag is set when data is written in the output data bus 

buffer and cleared when the host CPU reads the data in 

the output data bus buffer. It is initialized to "1" at reset and 

cleared to "0" when the slave mode is selected with the 
bus interface enable bit set. 

The level of the Ao pin is latched when the host CPU writes 

data in the input data bus buffer. 

[Input Data Bus Buffer] DBBIN 
Data on the data bus is latched in DBBIN when there is a 

write request from the host CPU. The data in DBBIN can 

be read from the data bus buffer register (SFR address 

00E4'6)' 

. Input Buffer Full Flag IBF 
This flag is set when, the host CPU writes data in the input 

data bus buffer and cleared when the slave CPU reads the 

data in the input data bus buffer. This bi't is initialized to "0" 
at reset. [Output Data Bus Buffer] DBBOUT 

Data is written in DBBOUT by writing data in data bus buf

fer register (SFR address 00E4'6)' Thedata in DBBOUT is 
output to the data bus (P5) when the host CPU issues a 

read request with setting the Ao pin to "L". 

Table 2. Control I/O pin functions when bus interface function is selected 

Pin Name 
Bus interface 

mode bit 

--
P63 PRDY -

P64 Ao -

P65 CS -
-

P66 R D 

E 1 

-
P67 W D 

R/W 1 

Input! 

Output 
Function 

Output Status output. The NOR of OBF and IBE is outnput. 

Input Address input. Used to select between DBBSTS and DBBOUT during host CPU read. 

Also used to identify commands and data during write. 

Input Chip select input. Used to select the data' bus buffer. Select when "L". 

Input Timing signal used by the host CPU to read data from the data bus buffer. 

Input Inputs a timing signal E or inverse of ¢. 

Input Timing signal used by the host CPU to write data to the data bus buffer. 

-
Input Input R/W signal used to control the data transfer direction. When this signal is "L", 

data bus buffer write is synchronized with the E signal. When it is "H", data bus buffer 

read is synchronized with the E signal. 
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PWM 
The PWM generator has two program-selectable modes; 
the high-speed mode (8-bit resolution) and the high
precision mode (16-bit resolution). Figure 23 shows a 
block diagram. 
The register MISRG2 (address OODF16 ) shown in Figure 22 
is used to enable/disable the PWM and change its mode. 
When the PWM enable bit is set, the PWM timer starts 
from its initial state. 
As shown in Figure 24, the output frequency is 

(2X255) If( X1N ) 51,u s at f( X1N ) = 1 OM Hz 
in high-speed mode and 

(2X65535)/f(X1N ) 13.107ms at f(X 1N )=10MHz 
in high-precision mode. 

The "H" width of the output pulse is determined by setting 
a value only in the PWM L register for high-speed mode and 
in both the PWM H and PWM L in this order for high
precision mode. 

If the value set in the PWM register is m, the "H" width of 
the output pulse is 

(PWM periodXm)/255 for high-speed mode and 
(PWM periodXm)/65535 for high-precision mode. 

. PWM enable bit 

Fig. 23 PWM generator block diagram 

Data bus 

Changes according to the value 
set in the PWM register 

IE 
I 

PWMO~ 
I 
I 

I 
~I 

1-<1 E;..---Fixed period--------l 

Fig.24 PWM output 
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A·D CONVERTER 
An A-O converter is an 8-bit successive approximation 

method. Figure 25 shows a block diagram of the A-O con

verter. 
The 64-pin model has three analog voltage input pins; the 

80-pin model has eight. 

A-O conversion is started by a write operation to the analog 

input pin selection bit of the A-O control register shown in 

Figure 26 and by selecting the analog voltage input pin. 

The A-O interrupt request bit in the interrupt request regis
ter 2 is set when A-O conversion completes. The result of 

A-O conversion is stored in the A-O register. 

7 

I I I I I I I I I ~~~d~~~~~lor:i,i:t 
LI--'.I_LI __ · Analog input pin 

selection bit 

[ 
b2 

64 pin model g 

a 
1 
1 
1 
1 

bl bO 
a a 
a 1 
1 a 

1 
a 
1 
a 
1 

: ANa 
: AN, 
: AN, 

: AN, 
: AN, 
: AN, 
: AN6 
: AN, The contents of the A-O register must not be read during 

A-O conversion and f(X,N) must be no less than 1 MHz dur
ing A-D conversion. Note: Do not select pins other than ANa-AN, with the 64-pin model. 

P4a/ANo 

P4,/AN, 

P4,/AN, 

P4,/AN, 

P4,/AN, 

P4,/AN, 

Fig. 25 A-D converter block diagram 

Fig. 26 Structure of A-D .control register 

AVec 

Data bus 

A-D control register 
(address OOE3'6) 

AVss 
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D-A CONVERTER 
Two 8-bit resolution O-A converter channels are provided. 
"Figure 27 shows a block diagram of the O-A converter. 
O-A conversion is performed. by setting a value in the O-Ai 
register (addresses OOE016 a'nd OOE1 16). The result of O-A 
conversion is output from the O-Ai output pin. 
The output analog voltage VOA is determined by the value n 
(decimal) set in the O-Ai register as follows: 

VOA=QAVREF * Xn/256 
*VREF for 64-pin model. 

R-2R register ladder 1---( 

AVss DAVREF 

(VREF) 

Fig. 27 O-A converter block diagram 
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RESET CIRCUIT 
The M37450 is reset according to the sequence shown in 
Figure 30. It starts the program from the address formed by 

using the content of address FFFF '6 as the high order 

address and the content of the address FFFE '6 as the low 

order address, when the RESET pin is held at "L" level for 

no less than 2f1s while the power voltage is 5V±10% and 

address 

(1) Port PO directional register 0001'6 I 00 16 

(2) Port Pl directional register 0003'6 I 0016 

(3) Port P2 directional register 0005'6 I 0016 

(4) Port P3 directional register 0007'6 I 00" 

(5) Port P4 directional register 000616 I 0016 

(6) Port P5 directional register 000016 I 00'6 

(7) MISRGl 000E'6 I 10 10 10 1 10 10 10 

(8) MISRG2 OOOF" I 00'6 

(9) O-Al register 00EO'6 1 00'6 

(10) 0-A2 register OOEl 16 0016 

(11) Data bus buffer status register 00E5" I I I I I 1011 

(12) Serial liD status register 00E7" 10101010101010 

(13) Serial liD control register OOES" 0016 

(14) UART control register 00E9'6 I I I 10 10 10 10 

(IS) Timer 1 control register OOE016 I I 1010101010101 

(16) Timer 2 control re·gister 00EE'6 I I 1010101010101 

(11) Timer 3 control register OOEF" I I 1010101010101 

(18) Timer 1 register (low order) 00FO'6 I FF'6 I 
(19) Timer 2 register (high order) 00F1" I 03'6 I 
(20) Interrupt request register 1 00FC'6 I 00'6 I 
(21) Interrupt request register 2 00FO'6 I I 1010101010101 

(22) Interrupt control register 1 OOFE16 I 00'6 I 
(23) Interrupt control register 2 OOFF" I I 1010101010101 

(24) Processor status register (PS) 
I I I I I 111 I I 

(25) Program counter (PCH ) l Contents of address J FF~ 

(PCl ) I 
Contents of address 

I FFFE16 

Note. Since the contents of both registers other than those listed 
above (including timer 1, timer 2, timer 3, and the serial liD 
register) and the RAM are undefined at reset, it is necessary 
to set initial values. 

\ 

Fig. 28 Internal state of microcomputer at reset 

the crystal oscillator oscillation is stable and then returned 

to "H" level. The internal initializations following reset are 

shown in Figure 28. 
An example of the reset circuit is shown in Figure 29. The 

reset input voltage must be kept below 0.6V until the supp

ly voltage surpasses 4.5V. 

Supply voltage 

I I 

~ 
OV I I 

~
I 

I I 
OV • I I O.6V Reset input voltage 

1----- - ------1 

I Vee 
I 

I 

c-.. I 
I 
I 
I 
I f-+-- RESET 

:.Jj~ 
I 
I 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

t------------,--lV ss 
I 

LJ' ____________ ~ 
M37450M2-XXXSP 

Fig. 29 Example of reset circuit 
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. SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

SYNC -----r----------------+---------------------~ 
Address 

Data 

8-12 clock cycles 

Timing diagram at reset 

Reset address from 
the vector table 

Note 1 : Frequency relation of f(X ,N ) and ¢> is f(X ,N )=c4·¢>. 
2 : The mark" ? .. means that the address is changing 

depending upon the previous state. 
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I/O PORTS 
(1) Port PO 

Port PO is an S-bit I/O port with CMOS output. 
As shown in the memory map (Figure 2), port PO can 
be accessed at zero page memory address 0000,6. 

Port PO has a directional register (address 0001 ,6 ) 
which can be used to program each individual bit as 
input ("0") or as output ("1"). If the pins are program

med as output, the output data is latched to the port 
register and then output. When data is read from the 

output port the output pin level is not read, only the 
latched data in the port register is read. This allows a 
previously ouptut value to be read correctly even 
though the output voltage level is shifted up or down. 
Pins set as input are in the floating state and the signal 
levels can thus be read. When data is written into the 
input port, the data is latched only to the port latch and 
the pin still remains in the floating state. 
Oepending on the contents of the processor status reg
ister (bit 0 and bit 1 at address 000F ,6 ), three different 
modes can be selected; single-chip mode, memory ex
panding mode and microprocessor mode. 
In these modes it functions as address (A7-Ao) output 
port (excluding single-chip mode). For more details, 
see the processor mode information. 

(2) Port P1 

In single-chip mode, port P1has the same function as 
port PO. In other modes, it functions as address (A,s -

As) output port. 
Refer to the section on processor modes for details. 

(3) Port P2 

In single-chip mode, port P2 has the same function as 
port PO. In other modes, it functions as data (00- 0 7) 

input/output port. Refer to the section on processor 
modes for details. 

(4) Port P3 

Port P3 is an S-bit I/O port with function similar to port 
PO. All pins have program selectable dual functions. 
When a serial I/O function is selected, the input and 
output from pins P34 - P37 are determined by the con
tents of the serial I/O registers. 
This port is unaffected by the processor mode. 

(5) Port P4 

This is an input-only port and may be used as an ana
log votage input port. The number of ports is different 
for the 64-pin model and SO-pin model. The 64-pin 
model has three ports and the SO-pin model has eight 
ports. 

(6) Port P5 

This is an S-bit I/O port with function similar to port PO. 
When slave mode is selected with a program, all ports 

change to the data bus for the master CPU. In this 
case, port input/output is unaffected by the directional 
register. 

This port is unaffected by the processor mode register. 
(7) Port P6 

This is an S-bit input/output port with function similar to 

port PO. 
When slave mode is selected with a program, ports 
P63 - P67 change to the control bus for the bus inter

face function. In this case, port input/output is un
affected by the directional register. 
Ports P60 - P62 are shared with the external interrupt 
input pins (INT, -INT3 ). The INT interrupt constantly 
monitors the status of this port and generates an inter
rupt at a valide edge. Therefore, if the INT interrupt is 
not used, it must be disabled and if it is used, this port 
must be set to input. 

(8) Port O-A 
Port O-A consists of two analog voltage output pins. 
Any analog voltage can be generated by setting a 
value in the O-A register. 

(9) ¢ pin 
The internal system clock (1/4 the frequency of the 
oscillator connected between the X1N and XOUT pins) is 
output from this pin. If an STP or WIT instruction is ex
ecuted, output stops after going "H". 

(10) SYNC pin 
This pin outputs a signal that is "H" during one cycle of 
the ¢ during operation code fetch. 

(11) R/W pin 
This is a control signal output pin that indicates the loc
al bus direction in memory expanding and microp

rocessor modes. 
(11) RO, WR pins 

These are local bus write and read timing signal output 
pins for memory expanding and microprocessor modes. 
A signal equivalent to the signal otuput from the R/W 
separated by the ¢ signal is output. 
These pins are used exclusively by the SO-pin model. 

(13) RESET OUT pin 
This pin goes "H" while the microprocessor is being 
reset. It can be used as a reset signal output pin for 

peripheral devices. 
This pin is used exclusively by the SO-pin model. 
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Port PO, P1, P2 

Data bus 

P33 

Data bus 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450M2-XXXSP/FP,M37450M4-XXXSP/FP 
M37450MS-XXXSP/FP 

o 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Data bus 

P35 

P36 

Serial I/O enable bit 
Receive enable bIt 

Serial I/O clock selection bit 
Serial I/O enable bit :C}>-.--~ 

Data bus 

Serial I/O clock output 
External clock input 

Fig, 31 Ports PO-P6 block diagram (single-chip mode) and output only pin output format (1) 
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Serial I/O enable bit 
Serial I/O mode selection bit 

SRDY output enable bit 

Oirectiomll register 

Data bus 

Serial ready output 

Data bus 

Interrupt input 

Bus interface enable bit 

Directional register 

Data bus 

DBB control input 

Port P4 

¢, R/W, SYNC, RD, WR, RESET OUT 

(j)P5o does not have a status register and OBF flag is set. 
<2lP5, does not have a status register and IBF flag is set. 
aJP53 does not have a status register and Ao flag is set. 

P63 

Bus interface enable bit 

Directional register 

Data bus 

Parallel ready output 

DBB control input P64''''''Ao input 
P6s"""CS input 
P66",,"R/E input 
P67"""WlRiw input 

Fig.32 Ports PO~P6 block diagram (single-chip mode) and output only pin output format (2) 
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PROCESSOR MODE 
By changing the contents of the processor mode bit (bit 0 
and 1 at address 00DF,6 ), three different operation modes 
can be selected; single-chip mode, memory expanding 
mode, and microprocessor mode. 
In the memory expanding mode and the microprocessor 
mode, ports PO~ P2 can be used as address, and data in
putloutput pins. 
Figure 34 shows the functions of ports PO.-P2. 
The memory map for the single-chip mode is illustrated in 
Figure 1 and for other modes, in Figure 33. 
By connecting CNVss to Vss, all three modes can be 
selected through software by changing the processor mode 

bits. Connecting CNVss to Vcc automatically forces the 
. microcomputer into microprocessor mode. 
The three different modes are explained as follows: 

FFFF,6 .-___ --, 

Internal ROM 

tr,r-7=h:';:':,..-r1- - - - - 00D6'6,-h-r..;::.l!,~~-.I 

1'-'~.(....i....L...I.~1- - - - - -00Do,6,-f-'...LLt.....LLt..-4 

!,-,r-r.."..",..-r.,....,-!- - - - - 00eo,6, -j-,...,--.-?"....-....... ...,.l 

~...L'-'-...... ~I-_ - - - -0080,6 -¥-.i....l.:""::"'L..t..:....::..."-! 
Internal RAM 

0000,6 '--------' 
Memory 
expanding 
mode 

Internal RAM 
0000'6 '--___ ..:......I 

Microprocessor 
mode 

The shaded area is external memory area 

Fig.33 External memory area in processor'mode 

(1) Single-chip mode (00) 

The microcomputer will automatically be in the single" 
chip mode when started from reset, if CNVss is con
nected to Vss. Ports PO- P2 will work as original 1/0 
ports. 

(2) Memory expanding mode (01) 

The microcomputer will be placed in the memroy ex
panding mode when CNVss is connected to Vss and 
the processor mode bits are set to "01". This mode is 

used to add external memory when the internal mem
ory is not sufficient. 

In this mode, port PO and port P1 are as a system 
address bus and the original 1/0 pin function is lost. 

Port P2 becomes the data bus of D7 - Do (including in
struction code) and loses its normal 1/0 functions . 

(3) Microprocessor mode (10) 

After connecting CNVss to Vcc and initiating a reset or 
connecting CNVss to Vss and the processor mode bits 
are set to "10", the microcomputer will automatically 
default to this mode. In this mode, the internal ROM is 
inhibited so the external memory is required. Other 
functions arj3 same as the memory expanding mode. 
The relationship between the input level of CNVss and 
the processor mode is shown in Table 3. 
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a a 1 

a 1 a 

Single-chip mode Memory expanding mode Microprocessor 
mode 

~J I 1 ¢J I r-
Ports P07 - POo Ports P07-POO Same as left 

)( I/O port y Address A7-AO '£ 

¢J I I' ¢J I I" 
Ports P1 7 - P1 0 Ports P1 7-P1 0 Same as left 

)( I/O port )., Address A15-A, ~ 

¢J I I ¢J I I 
Ports P27 - P20 Ports P27 - P20 Same as left 

)( I/O port }--:----< Data t-0 7 ........ 0 

Fig. 34 Processor mode and function of port PO-P2 

Table 3 Relationship between CNVss pin input level and processor mode 

CNVss Mode 

Vss • Single-chip mode 

• Memory expanding mode 

• Microprocessor mode 

Vee • Microprocessor mode 

Explanation 

The single-chip mode is set by the reset. 

All modes can be selected by changing the processor mode bit with the program. 

The microprocessor mode is set by the reset. 
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CLOCK GENERATING CIRCUIT 
The built-in clock generating circuits are shown in Figure 

37. 

When an STP instruction is executed, the internal clock 1> 
stops oscillating at "H" level. At the same time, FF '6 is set 

in the low-order byte of timer 1, 03 '6 is set in the high-order 

byte, and timer 1 count source is forced to j(X,N ) divided 

by four. This connection is cleared when timer 1 overflows 

or the reset is in, as discussed in the timer section. 

The oscillator is restarted when an interrupt is accepted. 
However, the clock 1> keeps its "H" level until timer 1 over

flows. 

This is because the oscillator needs a set-up period if a 

ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is used. 

When the WIT instruction is executed, the clock if; stops in 

the" H" level but the oscillator continues running. This wait 

state is cleared when an interrupt is accepted. Since the 

oscillation does not stop, the next instructions are executed 

at once. 

To return from the stop or the wait status, the interrupt en

able bit must be set to "1" before executing STP or WIT in
struction. Especially, to return from the stop status, the tim

er 1 count enable bit must be set to "1" and the timer 1 in

terrupt enable bit must be set to "0" before executing STP 

instruction. 

With the M37450, the MISRG2 bit 6 shown in Figure 22 can 
be used to double the bus cycle. However, the timer, 

UART, and PWM operations are unafffected. This facilitates 

Interrupt 
request 

Interrupt 
disable flag I Q 

STP instruction R 

Bus cycle control bit 

accessing of slow peripheral LSls when external memory 

and I/O are extended in memory expanding mode or mic

roprocessor mode. Note that this bit also affects the bus cy
cle in single-chip mode. 

The circuit example using a ceramic oscillator (or a quartz 

crystal oscillator) is shown in Figure 35. 

The constant capacitance will differ depending on which 

oscillator is used, and should be set to the manufactures 
suggested value. 

The example of external clock usage is shown in Figure 36. 
X,N is the input, and XOUT is open. 

M37450M2-XXXSP 

X,N XOUT 

29 1M!) 30 

~-m~ Rd 

1 
C'N rCOUT 

Fig. 35 External ceramic resonator circuit 

M37450M2-XXXSP 

29 

External oscillating CirCUit 
Vccl n n r 
Vss u U U 

Fig.36 External clock input circuit 

WIT 
instruction 

S 

R R STP instruction 

Timer 1 

Timer 1 count enable bit 

Fig. 37 
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PROGRAMMING NOTES 
(1) Processor status register 

1. Except for the interrupt inhibit flag (I) being set to 

"'1"', the content of the processor status register (PS) 
is unpredictable after a reset. Therefore, flags affect

ing program execution must be initialized. 

The T flag and D flag which affect arithmetic opera
tions, must always be initialized. 

2. A NOP instruction must be used after the execution 

of a PLP instruction. 
(2) Interrupts 

Even though the BBC and BBS instructions are ex

ecuted just after the interrupt request bits are modified 

(by the program), those instructions are only valid for 

the contents before the modification. Also, at least one 
instruction cycle must be used (such as a Nap) be

tween the modification of the interrupt request bits and 

the execution of the BBC and BBS instructions. 

(3) Decimal operations 

1. Decimal operations are performed by setting the de
cimal mode flag (D) and executing the ADC or SBC 

instruction. In this case, there must be at least one 

instruction following the ADC or SBC instruction be

fore executing the SEC, CLC, or CLD instruction. 

2. The N (Negative), V(Overflow) , and Z(Zero) flags 

are ignored during decimal mode. 
(4) Timers 

1. The frequency dividing ratio when n (0 ~ 65535) is 

written in the timer latch is 1/(n+1). 

2. When directly writing a value in the timer, set the 

count enable bit to count disable (0) and write in the 

low-order byte first and then in the high-order byte. 

3. The timer value must be read from the high-order 

byte first. 
(5) Serial I/O 

In clock synchronous serial I/O mode, if the receiver is 

to output an SRDY using an external clock, the receive 
enable bit, SRDY output enable bit, and transmission en

able bit must be set to "'1"'. 
(6) A-D conversion 

The comparator consists of coupling capacitors that 

lose their charge when the clock frequency is low. 
Therefore,f(X1N ) must be no less than 1 MHz during A-D 

conversion. (If the bus cycle control bit is "'1", the bus 

cycle is doubled and the A-D conversion time is also 

doubled, therefore, f (X1N ) must not be less than 

2MHz.) Also, the STP and WIT instructions must not be 

executed during A-D conversion . 
. (7) STP instruciton 

The STP instruction must be executed after setting the 

timer 1 count enable bit (bit 4 at address 00DE16 ) to 
enable ("'1"'). 

(8) Multiply/Divide instructions 

1. The MUL and DIV instructions are not affected by 

the T and D flags. 

2. The contents of the processor status register are un

affected by multiply or divide instructions. 

. DATA REQUIRED FOR MASK ORDERING 
Please send the following data for mask orders. 

mask ROM order confirmation form 
• mark specification form 
• ROM data·· .. ··EPROM 3 sets 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage X,N• RESET 

Input voltage POO ....... P07, P1 o ........ P1 7, P2o ...... P27, 

V, 
P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5,. 

With respect to Vss 
P6o-P6" ADVREF, DAVREF, 

Output transistors are 
VREF, AVec 

at "off" state. 
V, Input voltage CNVss 

Output voltage POo-PO" Plo-Ph, P2o-P2" 

Vo PSc-P3r. PSO-PS7, P6o ..... P67, XOUT, ¢ 

R/W, RD, WR, SYNC, RESET OUT 

Pd Power dissipation Ta = 25'C 

Topr Operating temperature 

Tstg Storage temperature 

Note1: 500mW in case of the flat package 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS 
(Vcc=5V±10%, Ta=-10-70'C unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

V ,H "H" Input voltage RESET, X'N, CNVss (Note 2) 0. 8Vee Vee V 

"H" input voltage POo-PO".P1o-Pl" P2o-P2, 

V ,H 
P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5, 

2.0 Vee V 
P6o-P6, 

(expect Note 2) 

V'L "L" input voltage CNVss (Note 2) 0 0. 2Vee V 

"L" Input voltage POo-PO" Pl o-Pl" P2o-P2, 

V'L 
P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5, 

0 0.8 V 
P6o-P6, 

(expect Note 2) 

V'L "L" input voltage RESET 0 0. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage X1N 0 0. 16Vee V 

"L" peak output current POo ...... P07, Pl o-Pl, 

10Lipeaki P2o ....... P27, P30-P3, 10 rnA 
PSo-PS7, P6o-P6, 

"L" average output current POo ....... POl , P1o-Pl, 

IOLCavgl P2o-P2" P30-P3, 5 rnA 
PSO-PS7, P6o-P6, (Note 3) 

"H" peak output current POo-PO" P1o-Pl, 

10HIpeaki P2o-P2" P30-P3, -10 rnA 
P50 ........ P57, P6o-P6, 

"H" average output current POO ....... POl' Plo-Pl, 

IOH(avgl P2o ........ P27, P30-P3, -5 rnA 
P50-P5,. P6o-P6, (Note 3) 

f(x ) Internal clock oscillating frequency 1 10 MHz 

Note 2 : Ports operating as special function pins INT, -INT3 (P6o-P6,), EV, _EV3 (P30-P3,), RxD(P34 ), 

SCLK(P36 ) 

Note 3 
Note 4 
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: IOL(8Vg) and IOH(avg) are the average current in lOOms. 
: The total of 10L of Port PO, PI and P2 should be 40mA (max.). 

The total of 10L of Port P3, P5, P6, R/W SYNC, RESETauT, RD, WR and ¢ should be 40mA (max.). 
The total of 10H of Port PO, Pl, and P2 should be 40mA (max.). 
The total of 10H of Port P3, P5, P6, R/W, SYNC, RESET OUT, RD, WR, and ¢ should be 40mA (max.). 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Ratings Unit 

-0.3'- 7 V 

-0.3-7 V 

-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

-0.3-13 V 

-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

1 OOO( Note 1) rnW 
-10-70 'c 
-40-125 'c 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450M2-XXXSP/FP,M37450M4-XXXSP/FP 
M37450MS-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ELECTRIC CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss= 0 v, Ta=-10-70'C, f(X ,N )=10MHz) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditiqns 

Min. Typ. 

VOH "H" output voltage RD, WR, R/W, SYNC, RESET OUT, ¢ IOH=-2mA Vee-l 

V OH 
"H" output voltage POO-P07, P1 o ........ P1 7, P2o-P27 

IOH=-5mA Vee-l 
P30-P37, PSo ....... PS7, P6o-P67 

"L" output voltage POo ...... POr, P1 o ...... P1 7, P2o-P27 

VOL P30 ....... P37 , P50 ....... P57, P6o-P67 10' =2mA 
RD, WR, R/Vi, SYNC, RESET OUT, ¢ 

VOL 
"L" output voltage POO-P07, Plo-PI7, P2o-P27 

IOL =5 rnA 
P30 ....... P37, P50 ....... P57, P6o-P67 

Vn - VT-
Hysteresis INTI_,(P6o-P3,), EVI_,(P30-P3,) 

Function input level 0.3 
RxD(P3,), SC'K(P3,) 

VT+ - VT- Hysteresis RESET 

Vn - VT- Hysteresis X1N 0.1 

"L" input current POo ....... POr, P1o ........ P1 7, P2o-P27 

I'L P30--P37! P4o--P47! P50-P57 VI =Vss -5 

P6o ....... P6r, RESET, X,N 

"H" input current POO ....... POl, P1 o ....... P1 7, P2o-P27 

I'H P30 ...... P37, P4o ....... P47, P50-P57 VI =Vcc -5 
--

P6o ....... P67, RESET, X,N 

V RAM RAM retention voltage At stop mode 2 

f(X,N)=IOMHz 
6 

Icc Supply current 
At system operation 

At stop mode 1 
(Note5) 

-- -
Note 5 : The terminals RD, WR, SYNC, R/W, RESET OUT, ,p, XOUT, D-A, and D-A, are all open.The other ports, which are in the input 

mode, are connected to Vss. A-D converter is in the A-D completion state. The current through ADVREF and DAVREF is not 
included. (Fig. 41) 

A-D CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS 

Unit 
Max. 

V 

V 

0.45 V 

1 V 

1 V 

0.7 V 

0.5 V 

5 "A 

5 /-LA 

V 

10 mA 

10 /-LA 

(Vcc=AVcc= 5 V, Vss=AVss= 0 V, T a =25°C, f(X ,N )=10MHz unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

Min. Typ. 
.- Resolution 

- Absolute accuracy Vcc=AVcc=ADVREF=5.12V ±1. 5 

tCONV Conversion time 

VIA Analog input voltage AVss 

VADVREF Reference input voltage 2 

RLADDER Ladder resistance value ADVREF= 5 V 2 7.5 

IIADVREF Reference input current ADVREF= 5 V 0.5 0.7 

VAVCC Analog power supply input voltage Vee 

VAVSS Analog power supply input voltage 0 

O-A CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc= 5 V, Vss=AVss= 0 V, T a =25°C unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

- Resolution 

- Full scale deviation 

tsu Set time 

Ro Output resistance 

VAVSS Analog power supply input voltage 

VOAVREF Reference input voltage 

IOAVREF Reference power input current 

Test condition 

Vcc=DAVREF=5V 

• . MITSUBISHI 
..... ELECTRIC 

Min. 
---

1 

4 
0 

Limits 

__ Typ. 

2 

0 

2.5 

Unit 
Max. 

8 Bits 

±3 LSB 

49 tc(¢) 

AVee V 

Vee V 

10 k!1 

2.5 mA 
V 

V 

Unit 
Max. 

- --- .... 

8 Bits 

1.0 % 
3 /-LS 

4 k!1 

V 

Vee V 

5 rnA 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450M2-XXXSP/FP,M37450M4·XXXSP/FP 
M37450M8·XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS 
Port/single-chip mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, Ta=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test condition Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tsu(poo-¢) Port PO input setup time 200 ns 

tSU (P10-0;6) Port P1 input setup time 200 ns 

tSU (P2D-¢) Port P2 input setup time 200 ns 

tSU (P30-¢) Port P3 input setup time 200 ns 

tSU (P4D-¢) Port P4 input setup time 200 ns 

tSU (P50-¢) Port P5 input setup time 200 ns 

tSU (P60-¢) Port P6 Input setup time 200 ns 

th(¢-poo) Port PO input hold time ' 40 ns 

th(¢-P10) Port P1 input hold time 40 ns 

thC¢-P2o) Port P2 input hold time Fig.38 40 ns 

th(¢-P30) Port P3 input hold time 40 ns 

th(¢-P4D) Port P4 input hold time 40 ns 

th(¢-P50) Port P5 input hold time 40 ns 

thC¢-P6D) Port P6 input hold time 40 ns 

tC(X,N ) External clock input cycle time 100 1000 ns 

tw(X,NLl External clock input "L" pulse width 30 ns 

tw(X,NH) External clock input "H" pulse width 30 .ns 

tr(X,N ) External clock rising edge time 20 ns 

tt(X,N ) External clock falling edge time 20 ns 

Master CPU bus interface timing (R and W separation type mode) 
(Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, Ta=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test condition Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tSUCCS-R) CS setup time 0 ns 

tsu(cs-w) CS setup time 0 ns 

thCR-CS) CS hold time 0 ns' 

thCw-cs) CS hold time 0 ns 

tSUCA-R) Ao setup time 40 ns 

tSUCA-W) Ao setup time Fig.39 40 ns 

thCR-A) Ao hold time 10 ns 

thCW-A) Ao hold time 10 ns 

tW(R) Read pulse width 160 ns 

tw(W) Write pulse width 160 ns 

tSUCD-W) Date input setup time before write 100 ns --
thCw-D) Date input hold time after write 10 ns 

Master CPU bus interface timing (RIW type mode) 

Symbol Parameter 

tSU(CS-E) CS setup time 

thCE-CS) CS hold time 

tSU(A-E) Ao setup time 

thCE-A) Ao hold time 

tSU(RW-E) R/W setup time 

th(E-RW) R/W hold time 

tWCEL) Enable clock "L" pulse width 

tWCEH) Enable clock' "H" pulse width 

trCE) Enable clock rising edge time 

ttCE) Enable clock falling edge time 

tSU(O-E) Data input setup time before write 

thCE-O) Data input hold time after write 

2-600 

(Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, T a=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Test condition 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Fig.39 

Min. 

0 
0 

40 
10 

40 
10 

160 
160 

100 
10 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

25 ns 

25 ns 

ns 

ns 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450M2-XXXSP/FP,M37450M4-XXXSP/FP 
M37450M8-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Local bus/memory expansion mode, microprocessor mode 

Symbol Parameter 

tsu(O-¢) Data input setup time 

thC.-Dl Data input hold time 

tSU(O-RO) Data input setup time 

th(RO-D) Data input hold time 

(Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=DV, T a=-lD-7D'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Test condition 

• MITSUBISHI 
..... ELECTRIC 

FigAO 

Min. 

130 

0 

130 

0 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450M2·XXXSP/FP,M37450M4.XXXSP/FP 
M37450MS·XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

SWITCHING . CHARACTERISTICS 
Port/single-chip. mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, Ta=-10-70'C, unless olherwise noled) 

" 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test condition Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

td(¢~POQ) Port PO data output delay time 200 ns 

Id(¢-pw) Port P1 data output delay time 200 ns 

Id(¢-P2o) Port P2 data output delay time 200 ns 

Id(¢-P30) Port P3 data output delay time 200 ns 

Id(¢-pj5o) Port P5 data output delay time 200 ns 

Id(¢-P6o) Port P6 data output delay time Fig.38 200 ns 

Ic(¢) Cycle time 400 4000 ns 

tW(.pH) ¢ clock pulse width ("H" level) 190 ns 

tw(¢L) ¢ clock pulse width ("L" level) 170 ns 

Ir(¢) rp clock rising edge time 20 ns 

If(¢) ¢ clock falling edge time 20 ns 

Master CPU bus interface (R" and W separation type mode) 
(Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, Ta=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test condition Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

taCR-D) Data output enable time after read 120 ns 

tVCR-D) Data output disable time after read 10 85 ns 

tPLH(R-PR) PRDY output transmission time after read 
Fig.39 

150 ns 

tPLH(W-PR) PRDY output transmission time after write 150 ns 

Master· CPU bus interface (RIW' type mode) (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov. T a=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test condition Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tacE-D) Data output enable time after read 120 ns 

tVCE-D) Data output disable time after read Fig.39 10 85 ns 

tPLHCE-PR) PRDy output transmission time after E clock 150 ns 

Local bus/memory expansion mode, microprocessor mode 
(Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, Ta=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

Id(¢-A) Address delay time after ¢ 

tVC¢-A) Address effective time after ¢ 

tV(RO-A) Address effective time after RD 

tVCWR-A) Address effective time after WR 

Ide¢-o) Data output delay time after ¢ 

tdCWR-O) Data output delay time after WR 

tv(o;t>-o) Data output effective time after ¢ 

tVCWR-O) Data output effective time after WR 

Id(¢-Rw) R/W delay time after ¢ 

td(o;t>-SYNC) SYNC delay time after ¢ 

tW(RD) RD pulse width 

tWCWR) WR pulse width 
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Test condition 
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Fig.40 

Limits 

Min. Typ. 

10 

10 

10 

20 

20 

170 

170 

Unit 
Max. 

150 ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

160 ns 

160 ns 

ns 

ns 

150 ns 

150 ns 

ns 

ns 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450M2-XXXSP/FP,M37450M4-XXXSP/FP 
M37450MS-XXXSP/FP 

TEST CONDITION 

Input voltage level: V,H 2.4V 

V,L 0.45V 

Output test level: VOH 2.0V 

VOL O. ilv 

PO 
P1 
P2 
P3 ± lOOPF P4 

P5 
P6 

1> .(') 
..l... 

50pF 

;f 

Fig. 38 Test circuit in 
single-chip mode 

Vee 

RESET 

PO 
P1 
P2 

P3 
P4 
P5 

P6 
CNVss 
AVss 

Vss 

X,N 

Vee 
AVec 

ADVREF 

DAVREF 

D-A1 

D-A2 

RD 
WR 
R/W 

SYNC 
RESETouT 

1> 

XOUT 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

P5 i 100pF 

P63 ---.--n 1. 50pF 

Fig. 39 Master CPU bus interface 
test circuit 

Vee 

I Icc 
V (test point) 

o~her power 
supply 

open 

PO l .(') 

P1 ~ 50p F 

P2 
..l... 

100 

¢ 1 
~ 

R/W 
SYNC 

..l... 'V 
RD 

;:J;. 
50p 

WR 

pF 

F 

Fig. 40 Local bus test circuit 

Fig. 41 Icc (at stop mode) test condition 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450M2-XXXSP/FP,M37450M4-XXXSP/FP 
M37450MS-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

TIMING DIAGRAM· 

Port/single-chip mode timing diagram 

. Ic(. I 

tw(¢L) 
[r--

2.0 2.0 1\ 2.0 

--1 0.8 0.8 

tW(¢H) tt(. I ~ 1-'-1,(1)) 

tSU(pjo-¢) 

2.4 ~ 0.45 0.45 
Port Pi inpul 

th(¢-pio) 
Id(.-piDI 

I > 2.0 

0.8 
Port Pi oulpu 

Master CPU bus interface/ Rand W separation type timing diagram 

Read 

Aa 

cs 

DBa_DB, 
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-

~ 
2.4 
0.45 

0.4;r-

tSU(CS-R) 

2.4 
0.45 

ta(R-D) 

• MITSUBISHI 
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R-A 

2.4 K 0.45,. 

Ih(R-csl 

LYa.45 
'I 

IW(RI-

2.4 
0.45 

2.0 2.0 
0.8 0.8 

0------- tV(A-O) 

/ 
2.0 

tPLH(R-PR) 



Write 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450M2.XXXSP/FP,M37450M4.XXXSP/FP 
M37450MS·XXXSPIFP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

-w thl 
~ 

Ao 
)< 2.4 2.4 ~ 0.45 0.45 

0.4~ 
tsu(cs-W) th(w-cs) ~ 

1/0. 45 

tWlwl------o. 

2.4 ~- 2.4 
0.45 0.45 

i---- th(w-o) 

2.4 2.4 
10.0.45 0.45 

DBo_DB, 

tsu(o-W) ~ J 2.0 

I-----~ tPLH(W-PR) 

Master CPU interface/ Riw type timing diagram 

E 

\ 0.45 

Ao 

R/IN 

read 
\. 

DBo_DB, 
/ 

write \. 
DBo_DB; / 

tw (ell 

2.4 
0.45 

--;0. I-- trw 

tSU(A-e) 

~ 2.4 
0.45 

I----
tSU(CS-E) 

0.4~ l<-

ta(E-'D) 
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W(EH) 

2.4 
0.45 

~ 1-- tilE) 

I---- thI E- A) 

K= 
th(e-cs) 

].45 

2.0 
0.8 

f---- tVeE-O) 

tSU(D-e) 
f-o..... I thI E- D) 

f"2.4 
~0.45 

II:" J 2 .. o 

tpl H(E-PAJ 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450M2-XXXSP/FP,M37450M4-XXXSP/FP 
M37450M8-XXXSP/FP 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Local bus timing diagram 

2-606 

R/W 

SYNC 

Do-D, 

CPU read 

CPU write 

Do_D, 

CPU read 

Do_D, 

CPU write 

.J 

- .. 
tWI_H) tWIH) 

tdIO-RW) 
IflO) 

~ 

)< 

,tdlO-A) 

)< 

-
----' 

tSUlo-_ ) -

j 

tdIO-ol 

tWIRO) 

" 
I---- tSUIO-RO)-

tW(WR) 

" 
tdlwR-ol 

• , MITSUBISHI 
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I-- trIO) 

i----" tVI_-A) 

K= 
t--- thIO -01 

f-----.. tv((-O) 

K 
~ tV(RO-A) 

th(RO-O) 

f<-- tV(WR-A) 

i--'- tV(WR-O) 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450S1SP/FP,M31450S2SP/FP 
M37450S4SP/FP 

DESCRIPTION 
The M37450S1 SP/FP is a single-chip microcomputer de

signed with CMOS silicon gate technology. It is housed in a 
64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP or an 80-pin plastic 
molded QFP. In addition to its simple instruction sets, the 

ROM, RAM and I/O addresses are placed on the same 
memory map to enable easy programming. It is suited for 
office automation equipment and control devices. The low 
power ,consumption made possible by the use of a CMOS 
process makes it especially suitable for battery powered 
devices requiring low power consumption. It also has a uni
que feature that enables it to be used as a slave micro
computer. 
M37450S1SP/FP, M37450S2SP/FP and M37450S4SP/FP 
have basically the same functions as M37450M2-XXXSP/FP 
except the RAM size an,d the fact that these three need ex
ternal ROM area. The differences among M37450S1 SP/FP, 
M37450S2SP/FP and M37450S4SP/FP are as shown below. 

Type RAM size 

M37450S1 SP/FP 128 bytes 

M37450S2SP/FP 256 bytes 

M37450S4SP/FP 448 bytes 

Also M37450S1 SP has the same function as M37450M2-
XXXSP/FP in microprocessor mode and M37450S2SP/FP 
has the same function as M37450M4-XXXSP/FP in microp
rocessor mode. 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions""""'"'''''''''''''''''''''''' 71 

69 MELPS 740 basic instructions+ 2 multiply/divide in
structions 

CI Memory size ROM ............... , .......................... None 

RAM"""'"128 bytes (M37450S1SP/FP) 
256 bytes (M37450S2SP/FP) 
448 bytes (M37450S4SP/FP) 

• Instruction execution time 
(Shortest instruction at 10 MHz) ... ~ ......... 0.8,us(min.) 

• Single power suppIY'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''5V±10% 
• Power dissipation normal operation mode 

(at 10MHz frequency) """"""""",,""""""· .. 30mW 

«I Subroutine nesting .... 64 levels max. (M37450S1SP/FP) 
• Interrupts .......................................... , ........ 15 events 

• Master CPU bus interface ................................. 1 byte 

• 16-bit timer "''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''3 
; a-bit timer (Serial i/O use) "'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''i 
• Serial I/O (UART or clock synchronous) .................... 1 

• A-D converter (8bit resolution) .......... 3 channels (DIP) 
8 channels (QFP) 

• D-A converter (8-bit resolution) .................. 2 channels 

• PWM output (8-bit or 16-bit) ""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''1 
• Programmable I/O 

(Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P5, P6) .............................. 48 

• Input (Port P4) """"""'''''''''''''''','''' 3 (DIP), 8 (QFP) 
• Output (Port D-A" D-A2 ) ......................................... 2 

S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

1/0 
port P3 

1/0 
port P5 

1/0 

P37/SRDy "'" 1 

P3a/ScLK "'" 2 

P35/TxD - 3 

P3,/PWMoUT -

P3,/EV, - 6 

P3,/EV,- 7 

P30/EV, - 8 

P57/DB7 - 9 

P56/DB6 - 10 

P55/DB5 - 11 

P54/DB4 - 12 

P5,/DB, - 13 

P5,/DB,- 14 

P50/DBo - 16 

P67/W- 17 

port P6 P63/PRDY""'" 21 

P6,/INT, - 22 

Read/Write 
status output 
Synchronous 
signal output 

Reset Input 

Clock input 

Clock output 

Timing output 

Vss 

Vee 

AVss 
62 _ V Reference 

REF voltage input 

61 - D-A, I D-A 

60 -- O-A2 output 

59 <- P4o/ANo 

IlnpUI 
port P4 

Address 

bus 

Data bus 

Outline 64P48 

APPICATION 
Slave controller for PPCs, facsimiles and page printers 
HDD, optical disk, inverter and industrial motor controllers 

Industrial robots and machines 

. • MITSUBISHI 
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PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

2-608 

P401 ANo --> 65 

D-A2 -- 66 

D--A1 -- 67 

DAVREF - 68 

ADVREF - 69 

AVSS 
AVCC 

VCC 
VSS 73 

P37/SRDy "'" 74 

P36 /SCLK "'" 75 

P35 /TxD .... 76 

P34/RxD .... 77 

P33/PWMoUT .... 78 

P3,/EV3 .... 79 

NC 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450S1SP/FP,M37450S2SPIFP 
M37450S4SP/FP 

M37450S1 FP 
or 

M37450S2FP 
or 

M37450S4FP 

Outline SOPS 

• . MITSUBISHI 
..... ELECTRIC 

8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

NC : No connection 
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M37450S1 FP BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Clock 
input 

X,N 

Clock 
output 
XOUT 

Timing Reset Reset 
output input output (5V) (Ov) 

¢ RESET RESET OUT WR RD R/W SYNC Vee Vss Vss 
~--- --M- -~ff-- --@----@-@------ --- ---- -, 

Data bus 

Clock generating circuit 

I 

~"""~~~ 23 _J I 'I I I I I j.j ~ 
1_-

;'--y----' .L.!f?-A,~ ~ CNVss 
Data bus Address bus (5V) 

Note 1: 256 bytes for M37450S2FP and 448 bytes for M37450S4FP. 
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M37450S1SP BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Clock 
input 

X'N 

Clock Timing Reset 
output output. input _ (5V) (OV) 
XOUT ¢ RESET R/W SYNC Vee Vss 

~--T---.-r1--~-@------ ---- -I 

I 

I 

I , 

I 
, 

I , 

I 

I 

1-

Data bus 

l I I 
I (Note 1) I r- h • 1 

Clock generating circuit ~ Timer1 r=-- Timer 1 latch ~ Instruction 

RAM I,program program'l t::=::1 (16) k--- (16) K==!::::::=> register 
counter counter ~Vl h ~ 

128 PCH(8) PCLI8) Tl Timer 2 I-- Timer 2 latch 
bytes (16) h (16)--0' ) '"stmcHo" 

EV2 J h r-- decoder 

f g Timer 3 t"'- Timer 3 latch ~ 
,......L r."===l'V"< ... _---T(1.::.6)..,.......-.J~ (16) ~ 

:~!,!:::; ~""m"- "~~::" ~"d" rrr"d" Sl," ~"'EP"" ~~ P:;'I~uf~; h Control signal 
lator register register register pOlnt~r (diVider U A(8) PS(8) X(8) V(8) ss, 3 

L-L-______ -illL-__________________________ ~1 

~~ ""* ~ [~ I NT 1 Interrupt control I I AD ~: 
INT, J i COMP 2 
INT3 ,----- 5 I----- BRG 
~ 2.{IBF,OBE""l. ~ f-- b-----l 

Bus interface ;-1A-O co"verte'l ;1. co~~:'te, Serial 1/0 I 
~ r---~ ~I L- t- Mode 

3 ' 4 3 ~.j , 

,I P6~ 4--1 I t P5(S) P4(3) UJ7(~ P2(S) I P1 (S) II i potS) I I 

l 1 11I11Ltr J 1 
---,{lM~~~m- - 9 1 1 1 0 ~ ---d2~i§(~"----___jt~1 2 JX4 5 6 7 8}--( 4 'OH 4 5 t 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450S1SP/FP,M37450S2SP/FP 
M37450S4SP/FP 

S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

FUNCTIONS OF M;37450S1SP/FP, M37450S2SP/FP, M37450S4SP/FP 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction execution time 

Clock frequency 

RAM size 

Input/Outpul porI 

Serial 1/0 

Timers 

A-O converter 

D-A converter 

Pulse width modulator 

Data bus buffer 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupts 

Clock generating circuit 

Supply vollage 

Power dissipation 

Input/Output characters 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

Package 

Parameter Function 

71(69 MELPS 740 basic instructions+2) 

O. 8,tis(minimum instructions, at 10MHz of frequency} 

1 OMHz( max.) 

M37450S1SP/FP 128 bytes 

M37450S2SP/FP 256 bytes 

M37450S4SP/FP 448 bytes 

P3. P5, P6 I 1/0 8-bitX3 

P4 I Inpul 3-biIX1(8-bitXl for 80-pin model) 

D-A I OUlpul 2-bilXl 

UART or clock synchronous 

16-bil timerX3, 

8-bit limer(seriall/O baud rale generalor)Xl 

8-bi1X3 channels(8 channels for 80-pin model) 

8-bi1X2 channels 

8-bil or 16-bi1X 1 

1-byte input and output each 

64-levels( max. for M37450S1 SP/FP) 

96-levels(max. for M37450S2SP/FP, M37450S4SP/FP) 

6 external interrupts, 8 internal interrupts one software interrupt 

Built-in{ceramic or quarts crystal oscillator) 

5V±10% 

30mW(al 10MHz frequency) 

Input/Oulpul voltage 5V 

Output current ±5mA(max.) 

-10-70'C 

CMOS silicon gate 

M37450S1SP, M37450S2SP, M37450S4SP 64-pln shrink plaslic molded DIP 

I M37450S1FP, M37450S2FP, M37450S4FP 80-pin plaslic molded QFP 

• MITSUBISHI 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

---
RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

XOUT Clock output 

¢ Timing output 

SYNC Synchronous signal 

output 

R/W Read/Write 

status output 

Ao-A'5 Address bus 

Do-D7 Data bus 

P30-P37 Input/Output port P3 

P4o-P42 Input port P4 

(P4o"-P47) 

P50-P57 Input/Output port P5 

P6o-P67 Input/Output port P6 

D-A" D-A, D-A output 

V REF Reference voltage 

input 

ADVREF A-O reference voltage 

Input 

DAVREF O-A reference voltage 

input 

AVss Analog power supply 

AVee Analog power supply 

-
RD Read signal output 

WR Write signal output 

RESETouT Reset output 

2-612 

Input/ 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

I/O 

I/O 

Input 

I/O 

I/O 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450S1SP/FP,M37450S2SP/FP 
M37450S4SP/FP 

8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±10% to Vee. and OV to Vss. 

This is connected to Vee. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2,us(under normal Vee 

conditions). If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this ilL" condition should be main-

tained f~~ __ the required time. 

This chip has an internal clock generating circuit. To control genera~ing frequency, an external ceramic or a 

quartz crystal oscillator Is connected between the X1N and XOUT pins. If an external clock is used, the clock 

source should be connected to the X1N pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

Outputs signal consisting of oscillating frequency divided by four. 

This signal is output "H" during operation code fetch and is used to control single stepping of programs. 

\ 

This signal determines the direction of the data bus. It is "H" during read and "L" during write 

This Is 16-bit address bus. 

This is S-bit data bus. 

Port P3 Is an a-bit 110 port with directional registers allowing each 1/0 bit to be individually programed as 

input or output. The output structure is CMOS output. Serial 110, PWM output, or even I/O function can be 

selected with a program. 

Analog input pin for the A-O converter. The 54-pin model has three pins and the SO-pin model has eight 

pins. They may also be used as digital input pins. 

An S-bit input/output port with the same function as P3. This port functions as an a-bit data bus for the mas-

ter CPU when slave mode is selected with a program. 

An a-bit input/output port with the same function as PO. Pins P63 ..... P67 change to a control bus for the mas-

ter CPU when slave mode is selected with a program. Pins P6o ......... P62 may be programmed as external in-

terrupt input pins. 

Analog signal from O-A converter is output. 

Reference voltage input pin for A-D and O-A converter. This pin is for 64-pin model only. 

Reference voltage input pin for A-D converter. This pin is for aO-pin model only. 

Reference voltage input pin for O-A converter. This pin is for SO-pin model only. 

Ground level input pin for A-O and D-A converter. Same voltage as Vss is applied. 

Power supply input pin for A-D converter. This pin is for aD-pin model only. Same voltage as Vccis applied. 

In the case of the 64-pin model AVce is connected to Vee internally. 

Control signal output as active "L" when valid data is read from data bus. This pin is for SO-pin model only. 

Control signal output as active "L" when writing data from data bus to external component. This pin is for 

SO-pin model only. 

Control signal output as active "H" during reset. 

nents. This pin is for SO-pin model.only. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M374505 1 5PI FP, M37 450525PI FP 
M37450545P/FP 

BASIC FUNCTION BLOCKS 
The differences between M37450M2-XXXSP/FP and M374-
50S1 SP/FP are noted below. Other functions are the same 
as M37450M2-XXXSP/FP in microprocessor mode. 

MEMORY 
A memory map for the M37450S1 SP/FP is shown in Figure 

1. Addresses FFOO'6 to FFFF'6 are a special address area 
(special page). By using the special page addressing 
mode of the JSR instruction, subroutines addressed on this 
page can be called with only 2 bytes. Addresses .FFEO'6 to 

FFFF'6 are vector addresses used for the reset and inter
rupts (This area must be located in ROM area). 
Addresses 0000'6-00FF'6 are the zero page address area. 

8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

By using the zero page addressing mode, this area can 
also be accessed with 2 bytes. The use of these addres
sing methods will greatly reduce the object size required. 
The RAM, 1/0 port, timer, etc" are assigned to this area. 

Addresses 0000'6 to 007F'6 are the RAM address area 
assigned to the M37450S1 SP/FP and consist of 128 bytes. 

Addresses 0000'6 to 00BF'6 and 0100'6 to 013F'6 are the 
RAM address area assigned to the M37450S2SP/FP and 
consist of 192 bytes and 64 bytes respectively. 

Addresses 0000'6 to 00BF'6 and 0100,6 to 01 FF'6 are the 
RAM address area assigned to the M37450S4SP/FP and 
consist of 192 bytes and 256 bytes respectively. 

In addition to data storage, this. RAM is used for the stack 
during subroutine calls and interrupts. 

Decimal 

0000'6 ,...--------..., 
RAM for 
M37450S2SP/FP 
M37450S4SP/FP 
(192 bytes) 

RAM for 
M37450S4SP/FP 
(256 bytes) 

RAM for 
M37450S1 SP/FP 
(128 bytes) 

007F'6 :-, --_____ --.J 
127 , , , 

OOBF16 :- I 191 , - R;;e~.;d ;;;e; - -l 
I (Note 1) 

000016 ~----------l 208 

000616 
SFR area 
(Fig. 2) 

Zero page 

!-_______ --l 255 
RAM for { 0100 16 
M37450S2SP/FP 
(64 bytes) 013F'6 

FFOO'6 i-------- i ) 
! I 
I I 

FFEO'6 t- -- --- - --"1 Special page for 

: Interrupt vector area I subroullne call 

I I 
FFFF'6 L... ________ --' 65535 

Note 1: Refrain from using this area because it is reserved for future expansion and system area extention. 

Fig. 1 Memory map 
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Fig. 2 

2-614 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

, 

000616 
000716 
000816 
000916 
OODA, 
OODS, 
OODC, 
0000, 
OODE, 

OODF, 
OOE016 
00E1 16 
00E216 
00E3" 
00E416 
OOES16 
00E616 
00E716 
00E8" 
00E9" 
OOEA, 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450S1SP/FP,M37450S2SP/FP 
M37450S4SP/FP 

P3 register 
P3 directional register 

P4 register 
Reserved 
PS register 
PS directional register 
P6 register 
P6 directional register 
MISRG1 
MISRG2 
0-A1 register 
0-A2 register 
A-O register 
A-O control register 
Data bus buffer register 

Data bus buffer status register 
Receive/transmit buffer register 
Serial 1/0 status register 
Serial 1/0 control register 
UART control register 
Saud rate generator 

, 
6 

, 

, 
6 

, 
6 

, 

OOES, 
OOEC, 
OOED, 

OOEE" 
OOEF16 
OOFO" 

'OO F1 16 
00F2 16 
OOF316 
OOF416 
OOF516 
OOF616 

OOF716 
OOF816 
OOF9" 
OOFA, 

OOFS, 
OOFC, 
OOFD, 
OOFE, 

OOFF" 

8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PWM register (low-order) 
PWM register (high-order) 

Timer 1 control register 
Timer 2 control register 

Timer 3 control register 

Timer 1 register (low-order) 
Timer 1 register (high-order) 
Timer 1 latch (low-order) 
,Timer 1 latch (high-order) 

Timer 2 register (low-order) 
Timer 2 register (high-order) 
Timer 2 latch (low-ordei) 

Timer 2 latch (high-order) 
Timer 3 register low-order) , 
Timer 3 register (high-order) 
Timer 3 latch (low-order) 
Timer 3 latch (high-order) 
Interrupt request register 1 
Interrupt request register 2 

Interrupt control register 1 
Interrupt control register 2 

SFR (Special Function Register) memory map 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450S1SP/FP,M37450S2.P/FP 
M37450S4SP/FP 

8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage RESET, X,N 

Input voltage POO ...... POl, P1 o ...... P1 7, P2o ...... P27, 

V, 
P30-P37, P4o-P47, P50-P57 

P6o-P67, ADVREF, DAVREF, With respect to Vss 

VREF• AVec Output transistors are 

V, Input voltage CNVss at "OFF" state. 

Output voltage POO-P07, P1 O-P17, P2o-P27, 

VA 
P30 ........ P37 , PSO ....... PST, PSo ....... P67, 

XOUT, ¢, RD, WR, RiiN, 
RESET OUT, SYNC 

Pd Power dissipation Ta = 2S'C 

Topr Operating temperature' 

Tstg Storage temperature 

Note 1 : 500mW for QFP type. 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS 
(Vcc=5V±lO%, Ta=-lO-70'C unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

V ,H "H" Input voltage RESET, X1N1 CNVss (Note 2) 0. 8Vee Vee V 

"H" Input voltage POO-P07, P1o-P17, P2o-P27 

V ,H P30-P37, P4o-P47, P50-P57 2.0 Vee V 

PSO-PST (except Note 2) 

V'L "L" Input voltage CNVss (Note 2) 0 0. 2Vee V 

"L" Input voltage POO-P07, P1 o-Pt" P2o-P27 

V'L P30- P37, P4o- P47, P50-P57 0 0.8 
V 

P6o-P67 (except Note 2) 

V,L "L" Input voltage RESET 0 0. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" Input voltage X1N 0 0. 16Vee V 

"L" peak output current POo ...... P071 P1o-P17 

loll peak) P2o ...... P27, P30-P37 10 mA 
P5 0 ...... P57 , P6o-P67 

"L" average output current POO ...... POl, P1o-P1 7 

IOLCavg) P2o-P27 ! P30-P37 5 mA 
PSO ........ PS7, P6o-P6, (Note 3) 

"H" peak output current POO ......... POl, P1 o- P1 7 

10H(peak) P2o ...... P27, P30-P37 -10 mA 
PSo ......... PS7, P6o-P67 

"H" average output current POo ...... POr, P1o-P17 

IOH(avg) P2o ....... P27, P30-P3, -5 mA 
pso ....... psr, P6o-P67 (Note 3) 

f(X ,N ) Clock oscillating frequency 1 10 MHz 

Note Ports operate as INT,-INT,(P6o-P6,), EV,-EV,(P30-P3,), RxD(P3,) and SCLK(P36 ) 

Note The average output current IOH(avgl ·and IOL(avg) are the averaa8 value during a 100ms. 
Note The total of "L" output current 10L(peak) of port PO, P1 and P2 is less than 40mA. 

The total of "H" output current 10H(peak) of port PO, P1 and P2Js less than 40mA. __ 
The total of "L" output current 10L(peak) of port P3, P5,. P6, R/W SYNC, RESETouT, RD, WR and 1> 
is less than 40mA. 

The total of "H" output current 10H(peak) of port P3, P5, P6, R/IN SYNC, RESET OUT, RD, WR and 
1> is I ess than 40mA. 

'. MITSUBISHI 
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Ratings Unit 

-0.3-7 V 

~0.3-7 V 

-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

-0.3-13 V 

-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

1000 (Note 1) mW 

-10-70 "c 
-40-125 ·C 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450S1SP/FP,M37450S2SP/FP 
M37450S4SP/FP' 

8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc = 5V±10%, Vss = ov, Ta = -10-70·C, !(X,N ) = 10MHz, unless otherWise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

V OH "H" output voltage RD, WR, R/W, SYNC, RESET OUT, ¢ IOH=-2mA V ee-1 V 

VOH 
"H" output voltage POo-PO" Pl o-Pl" P2o-P2, 

P30-P3" P50-P5" P6o-P6, 
IOH=-5mA Vee-1 V 

"L" output voltage POo"-PO" P1o-Pl" P2o-P2, 

VOL P30-P3" P50-P5" P6o-P6, IOL=2mA 0.45 V 

RD, WR, R/W, SYNC, RESET OUT, ¢ 

VOL 
"L" output voltage POo-PO" P1o-Pl" P2o-P2, 

IOL=5mA 1 V 
P30-P3" P5o':"P5" P6o-P6, 

VT+-VT-
Hysterlsis INT,-INT3(P6o,,:,P6,), EV,-EV3(P30-P3,), 

Function input level 0.3 1 V 
RxD(P3,), SCLK(P3,) 

VT+-VT- Hysterisis RESET 0.7 V 

VT+-VT- Hysterlsls X,N 0.1 0.5 V 

"L" Input current POo-PO" P1o-Pl" P2o-P2, 

I'L P30 ....... P37 , P4o ........ P47, P50 ....... P57 V.=Vss -5 5 iJ.A 

P6o-P6" RESET, X,N 
"H" input current POo-PO" P1o-Pl" P2o-P2, 

I'H P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5, VI=VCC -5 5 iJ.A 
--

peo-pe" RESET, X,N 

V RAM RAM retention voltage At stop mode 2 V 

At system operation 
6 10 mA 

Icc Supply current r(X,N)=10MHz 

At stop mode (Note 5) 1 10 iJ.A 

Note 5 ; The terminals RD, WR, R/W, SYNC, RESET OUT, ,p, D-A, and D-A, are all open. The other ports,which are in the.input mode, are connected 
to Vss. A-D converter is in the A-D completion state. The current through ADVREF and DAVREF is not included(Fig.6). 

A-D CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS 
(Vcc = AVcc = 5V, Vss = AVss = ov, Ta = 25·C, f(X'N)=10MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

Min. Typ. Max. 

- Resolution 8 
- Absolute accuracy Vce=AVee=ADVREF-5,12V ±1.5 ±3 

teoNV Conversion time 49 

V'A Analog input voltage AVss AVec 

VADVREF Reference input voltage 2. Vee 

RLADDER Ladder resistance value ADVREF=5V 2 7.5 10 

IIADVREF Reference input- current ADVREF=5V 0.5 0,7 2.5 

VAVCC Analog power supply Input voltage Vee 

VAVSS Analog power supply input voltage a 

D-A CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vee = 5V, Vss = AVss = av, T a = 25·C, unless otherwise noted) 

, 
Symbol Parameter 

- Resolution 

- Abusolute accuracy 

Isu Setup time 

Ro OutpLit resistance 

V AVSS Analog power supply input voltage 

VOAVREF Reference input voltage 

IOAVREF Reference power Input current 

2-616 

Test condition 

Vee=DAVREF=5.1ZV 
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Min. 

1 

4 

a 

Limits 

Typ. Max. 

8 

1.0 

3 

2 4 

a 
Vee 

2,5 5 

Unit 

Bits 

LSB 

le(¢) 

V 

V 

kO 

mA 

V 

V 

Unit 

Bits 

% 
iJ.S 

kO 

V 

V 

mA 



TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450S1SP/FP,M37450S2SP/FP 
M37450S4SP/FP 

8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Port/Single-chip mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, Ta=-10-70°C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test condition Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tsu (POO-4» Port PO input setup time 200 ns 

tSU (P1D-¢) Port PI input setup time 200 ns 

tSU (P20-¢) Port P2 input setup time 200 ns 

tSU (P3D-¢) Port P3 input setup time 200 ns 

tS U(P40-d» Port P4 input setup time 200 ns 

tSU (P50-;t» Port P5 input setup time 200 ns 

tSU (P6D-¢) Port P6 input setup time 200 ns 

th(¢-poo) Port PO input hold time 40 ns 

th(¢-P10) Port PI input hold time 40 ns 

thCc;t>-P20) Port P2 input hold time Fig.3 40 .ns 

th(1)-P30) Port P3 input hold time 40 ns 

th(<,t>-P40) Port P4 input hold time 40 ns 

th{¢-P50) Port P5 input hold time 40 ns 

th(¢-P60l Port P6 input hold time 40 ns 

tdX'N) External clock input cycle time 100 1000 ns 

tW(X'NU External clock input "L" pulse width 30 ns 

tw(X'NH) External clock input "H" pulse width 30 ns 

tr(X'N) External clock rising edge time 20 ns 

tt(X'N) External clock 1alling edge time 20 ns 

Master CPU bus interface timing (R and W separation type mode) 
(Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, Ta=-10-70°C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test condition Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tsuecs-R) CS setup time a ns 

tSU(cs-w) CS setup time a ns 

thCR-CS) CS hold time a ns 

th(w-cs) CS hold time a ns 

tSU(A-R) Ao setup time 40 ns 

tSU(A-W) Ao setup time Fig.3 40 ns 

th(R-A) Ao hold time 10 ns 

th(W-A) Ao hold time 10 ns 

tWCR) Read pulse width 160 ns 

twCw) Write pulse width 160 ns 

tsuco-w) Date input setup time be10re write 100 ns 

thew-D) Date input hold time after write 10 ns 

Master CPU bus interface timing (RIW type mode) 

Symbol Parameter 

tsuccs-e) CS setup time 

thce-cs) CS hold time 

tSU(A-e) Ao setup time 

th(E-A) Ao hold time 

tsuCRw-e) R/W setup time 

th(E-RW) R/W hold time 

Iw(eL) Enable clock T' pulse width 

IwCeH) Enable clock "H" pulse width 

tr(E) Enable clock rising edge time 

tHE) Enable clock falling edge time 

tsu(o-e) Data input setup time be10re write 

th(E-D) Data input hold time after write 

(Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, Ta=-10-70·C, unless otherwise noted) 

Test condition 
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Fig. 4 

Min. 

a 
a 

40 

10 

40 

10 

160 

160 

100 

10 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

25 ns 

25 ns 

ns 

ns 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450S1SP/FP,M37450S2SP/FP 
M37450S4SP/FP 

8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Local bus/Memory expansion mode, Microprocessor mode 

Symbol Parameter 

tSU(D-¢) Data input setup time 

thC¢-D) Data input hold time 

tSUCO-RO) Data input setup time 

th(RO-D) Data input hold time 

2-618 

(Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, Ta=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Test condition 
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Fig. 5 

Min. 

100 

a 
100 

a 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 



SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450S1SP/FP,M37450S2SP/FP 
M37450S4SP/FP 

S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Port/Single-chip mode (Vcc=5V±10%. Vss=ov. T a=-10-70'C. unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test condition Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

td(¢-POQ) Port PO data output delay time 200 ns 

tdCIl'>-P1Q) Port P1 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-P2Q) Port P2 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-P3Q) Port P3 data output delay time 200 ns 

Id(q..-PSQ) Port P5 data output delay time 200 ns 

Id(¢-P6Q) Port P6 data output delay time Fig.3 200 ns 

tc(¢) Cycle time 400 4000 ns 

tW(¢H) ¢ clock pulse width C"H" level) 190 ns 

tw(¢U ¢ clock pulse width C"L" level) 170 ns 

t r<¢) "cp clock rising edge time 20 ns 

tf<.) ¢ clock falling edge time 20 ns 

Master CPU bus interface (R and W separation type mode) 
(Vcc=5V±10%. Vss=ov. T a=-10-70'C. unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test condition Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

laCR-o) Data output enable time after read 120 ns 

tVCR-O) Data output disable time after read 10 85 ns 

IpLH(R-PR) PRDY output transmission time after read 
Fig. 4 

150 ns 

tPLHCW-PR) PRDY output transmission time after write 150 ns 

Master CPU bus interface (RIW type mode) CVcc=5V±10%. Vss=ov. T a=-10-70'C. unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test condition Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

ta(E-o) Data output enable time after read 120 ns 

tVCE-O) , Data output disable time after read Fig.4 10 85 ns 

tPLH(E-PR) PRDY output transmission time after E clock 150 ns 

Local bus/Memory expansion mode, microprocessor mode 
(Vcc=5V±10%. Vss=ov. Ta=-10-70'C. unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

td<.-A) address delay time after ¢ 

tV(<fJ-A) address effective time after ¢ 

tVCRO-A) address effective time after RD 

tVCWR-A) address effective time after WR 

td<.-D) data output delay time after ¢ 

tdCWR-O) data output delay time after WR 

tv(.p-o) data output effective time after ¢ 

tvCwR-O) data output effective time after WR 

td(.p-RW) R/'vV delay time after oj; 

td(<fJ-SYNC) SYNC delay time alter ¢ 

tWCRO) RD pulse width 

tW(WR) WR pulse width 

Test condition 
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Limits 

Min. Typ. 

10 

10 

10 

20 

20 

170 

170 

Unit 
Max. 

120 ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

140 ns 

140 ns 

ns 

ns 

120 ns 

120 ns 

ns 

ns 
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TEST CONDITION 

Input voltage level: V,H 2.4V 

V,L O.45V 

Output test level: VOH 2.0V 

VOL O. BV 

PO 

P1 

P2 
P3 ± 100pF P4 

P5 
P6 

¢ .n 
..l.. 

50pF 
J; 

Fig. 3 Test circuit in 
single-chip mode 

Vee 

RESET 

PO 

P1 
P2 

P3 
P4 
P5 

P6 
CNVss 
AVss 

Vss 

X,N 

Vee 
AVec 

ADVREF 

DAVREF 

D-A1 

D-A2 

RD 

WR 

R/W 
SYNC 

RESETouT 
¢ 

XOUT 

Fig. 6 Icc (atstop mode) test condition 
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P5 ~ ! lOOpF 

P63 
~ i 50pF 

Fig. 4 Master CPU bus interface 
test circuit 

Vee 

[ Icc 
V (test point) 

other power 
supply 

open 
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PO I .n 
P1 -- 50p 

;;I; 
F 

P2 
.l-

100 . ) ~ R/W 
SYNC 

..L U 
RD 

;t 
50p 

WR 

pF 

Fig.5 Local bus test circuit 



TIMING DIAGRAM 

Port/single-chip mode timing diagram 

2.0 

---1 

Port Pi input 

Port Pi outpu t 
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M37450S4SP/FP 

8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Ic(f) 

2.0 tw(fL) ~ 
0.8 0.8 

tw(fH) tf(f) - r--tr(f) 

Isu(PiD-f) 

2.4 ~ 0.45 0.45 

td(f-PiD) 
th(f-PiD) 

)< 2.0 

0.8 

Master CPU bus interface/ Rand W separation type timing diagram 

Read 

Aa 

cs 

R 

DBa_DB, 

)< 2.4 
0.45 

O.4;r-

tSU(CS-R) . th(R-CS) 

-tW(R)-

2.4 
0.45 

la(R-D) 
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0.45 

2.0 
0.8 

2.4 K 0.45 

j{a.45 
"I 

2.4 

2.0 

0.8 

>---- IV(R-D) 

/ 
2.0 

tpLH(R-PR 
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Write 

Ao 

cs 

W 

DBo~DB7 
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th( - ) 

d 
)< 2.4 2.4 

0.45 0.45 

0.4~ 
tsu(cs-w) th(w~cs) I----

/ 
0.45 

{--- tw(w)----

2.4 2.4 
0.45 0.45 

I =I th(W-D) 

2.4 1\ 2.4 
0.45 )( O. 45 

tSU(D-W) ~ 
/ 2.0 

~~-.--- ~ tplH(W-P 

Master CPU interface/ R/W type timing diagram 

E 

\ 0.45 

RIW 

cs 

read 
\. 

DB" DB, 
/ 

write 

" DBa DB, 
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2.4 
0.45 

- -tr(,) 

tSU(A-') 

)< 2.4 
,,-0.45 

. I----

0.4~ 
tSU(CS-F) 

ta('-D) .. 
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tw( ) EH 

2.4 
1\ 0.45 

- -tf(E) 

- th(E-A) 

C 
th(E-CS)-

K45 

2.0 

0.8 

- tV(E-DJ 

tSU(D-E) - th(E-D) ~ 

2.4 
0.45 

If:" 
) 2. o 
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Local bus timing diagram 

te(ll) 

tw(IlH) tw(llL) 

R/W 

SYNC 

CPU read 

CPU write 

RD 

0 0-0, 

CPU read 

WR 

0 0-0, 

CPU write 

J 

> 
> 

-
-

td(Il-RW) 
tf(~) 

~ 

td(~-.) 

t8U(0-~) -

J 
"\... 

td(~-o) 

tW(RO) 

\ 

l----t8U(0-RO)---

tW(WR) 

\ 
td(WR-O) 
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I-- tr(~) 

f--'o tV(~-A) 

K= 
r-- th(~-o) 

~ tv(~-o) 

~ 
I--- tV(RO-') 

I- th(RO-O) 

I-- tV(WR-') 

------- tV(WR-O) 
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DESCRIPTION 
The M50734SP is a microcomputer designed with CMOS 
sillicon gate technology. It is housed in a 64-pin shrink 
plastic molded DIP (flat package type also available). This 
microcomputer is useful for business equipment and other 
consumer applications. 

In addition to its simple instruction sets, the ROM, RAM, 
and 110 addresses are placed on the same memory map to 
enable easy programming. 

The differences between the M50734SP and the M50734FP 
are the package outline, the voltage input pins for A-D, and 
power dissipation ability (absolute maximum ratings). 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions····· .............................. 69 

• Memory size (internal memories are not provided) 
. Memory area programmable memory" ...... ·64K bytes 
data memory .......................................... '64K bytes 

• Instruction execution time 
...... 1,us (minimum instructions, at 8MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply .................................... ·5V±10% 

• Power dissipation 
normal operation mode (at 8M Hz frequency) .... 30mW 

• Subroutine nesting .......................... ·128Ievels (Max.) 
• Interrupt .......... · ............ · ................ ·11 types, 5 vectors 

• Timers 
16-bit timer/event counter (general purpose) .......... 1 
8-bit timer (general purpose) ................................ 3 
8-bit timer (watchdog timer) .................................. 1 
8-bit timer (strobe timer) ...................................... 1 
8-bit timer (baud rate timer) ............... , .................. 1 

8-bit counter (control for stepper motor) ................ ·2 

• Stepper motor control circuit 
.............................. 1 channel for the X or Y direction 

• Programmable I/O ports (Ports PO, P1, P2, P3) ......... 32 
• Input ports (Port P4) ................................................ 4 

• Serial 110 
8-bit clock synchronous ........................................ 1 
8-bit UART .. · .... · .. · .... ;·· .... · ........ ·· ...... · ...... · .. ·· ...... · 1 

Baud rate (at 7.37MHz frequencY)"'75bps-57600bps 
• A-D converter ................ 8-bit successive approximation 
• PWM function ........................................................ · 1 

• Multiplex-type bus 
Address bus ...................................................... 16 

Data bus (multiplexed with 10wE}r address bus) ........ 8 

APPLICATION 
Printer/plotter, Electronic typewriter, PPC, FAX, Portable 
word processor, Robotics 
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PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

liD Port 
PO 

P04/STBoUT - 1 

POs/DME- 2 

P06/TxD - 3 

P07/RxD- 4 

1/0 Port P1 

1/0 Port P2 

1/0 Port 
P3 

Reset Input 

Clock Input 

Clock output 

Vss 

1/0 Port PO 

Address Idata bus 

Address latch 
enable signal output 

Address bus 

42 -+ A'5 
Synchronous 

41 -+ SYNC. signal output 

40 -+ rp Timing ~utPut 

39 -+ WR Write signal output 

38 -+ RD Read signal output 

Input port P4 

Outline 64P48 

o 
M50734FP 

o o 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 1920 21 

35 - VREF 

34 - P43/AN3 
33 - P4,/AN, 
32 - P4, /AN , 
31 - P4a/ANa 

AVss 
Vss 

28 Vss 
27 -+ XOUT 

Outline 72P6 NC : No connection 
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MS0734SP BLOCK DIAGRAM 

X1N XOUT ¢ WR RD SYNC ALE RESET Vee (SV) Vss (OV) WDoUT :------~-f ---------Tt-~---@---T-------------l 
I ~ I 1 I 

g~~~~~tlngl ~ I 
I CIrCUit )1 ,,~J- ~ 11 
I u Prescaler L I r Timer 1~ Instruction I I' rL 1 PRE 1 (8) r r-n T1 (8) resister I 

I.- I Program Stack ]tl;resc~er I r r Timer 2 I, 11. I 

I counter pointer S (8) 2 PRE 2 (8) rf--n T2 (8) Instruction DME I 
PCL (8) decoder 

1 ! l~~er I ~HTimer3 ~ 
@\(·1 . ~E 3 (8) rf-- T3 (8) Control signal I' 

~ PWMOUT 

~
-!- \""~ fTimers 

I 8 . I ---::J...J-.. TS (8) 
" " ~ :stepper STB I 

I. <i ' t-t 8-bit ALU I Accumulator I Index 1)1 Index ~ motor .,~ ~ OUT I 
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--- i' L TW(8) 
Stepper motor 

t----::; contro~11 ~ I 

00 II II 'I"U I----' circuit IT' XTX(16),1 CNTR I 
~ I I I .1 ;.: l----t 1-- Imer 
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----- ----------
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FUNCTIONS OF M50734SP 
Parameter Functions 

Number of basic instructions 69 

Instruction execution time 1.us (minimum instructions, at BMHz frequency) 

Clock frequency 8MHz 

Memory size 64K bytes (up to 128k bytes wilh DME signal) 

PO, P1, P2, P3 I 1/0 8-bitX4 (all pins 01 PO, P2, and part of P3 have double funclions) 
Input/output port 

P4 I input 4-bitX1 (P4 is in common wilh analog input) 

UART 1 (built-In baud rate generator, 7S-S7600bps) 

Clock'synchronized serial 1/0 8-bitX1 

Timer X 16-bi1X1 

Timer 1 8-bitX1 (wilh a-bit prescaler) 

Timer 2 8-bitX1 (wilh 8-bit prescaler) 
Timer 

8-bitX1 (wilh 8-bit prescaler) Timer3 

Timer S 8-bitX 1 (wilh 1/4 frequency divider) 

TimerW 8-bitX 1 (with 1/1024 frequency divider) 

A-O converter Four analog inputs, 8-bit successive approximation 

Subroutine nesting 1281evels (max.) 

Interrupts 
Three external interrupts, four timer interrupts 

Two counter interrupts, one UART interrupt 

Clock generating circuit 
Built-in 

(externally connected to a ceramic resonater or a quartz crystal resonator) 

Supply voltage SV±10% 

at normal operalion (a18MHz frequency) 30mW 

Power dissipation at wait mode 

at stop mode 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

M50734SP 
Package 

M50734FP 

2-626 

SmW 

SI1W 

-10-70'C 

CMOS sill icon gate process 

64-pln shrink plastic molded DIP 

72-pin plastic molded QFP 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee, Vss Supply voltage 

AVec Voltage input for A-D 

AVss 

V REF Reference voltage input 

RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

XOUT Clock output 

¢> Timing output 

SYNC Synchronous signal 

output 

-
RD Read signal output 

WR Write signal output 

ALE Address latch 

enable signal output 

A1 5""'" A6 Address bus 

A7/ D7- Address/Data bus 

Ao/Ao 

WDOUT Watchdog timer 

overflow output 

POo-PO, tlO port PO 

INT,(POo) Interrupt input 

INT,(PO,) Interrupt input 

CNTR(PO,) Timer 1/0 

BUSYOUT(PO,) Busy signal output 

STBouT(PO,) Strove pulse output 

DME(POs) Data memory enable output 

TxD(P06 ) Transmission output 

RxD(PO,) Receive input 

P1 0 - P1, 110 port P1 

P20 - P2, 1/0 port P2 

P30 - P3, 1/0 port P3 

S,o(P3,) Serial 1/0 

P4o!ANo- Input port P4! 

P4,!AN, Analog input 

port AN 

Input! 
Output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

110 

Output 

1/0 

Input 

Input 

1/0 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Input 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

Input 
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Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±10% to Vee, and Vss 

This is the power supply input pin for the A-O converter. For M50734SP, this is not provided. 

This is the reference voltage input· pin for the A-O converter. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2,us (under normal Vee 

conditions). If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

These are 1/0 pins of internal clock generating circuit for main clock. To control g~nerating frequency, an 

external ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X1N and XOUT pins. If an external 

clock is used, the clock source should be connected the X1N pin the XauT pin should be left open. 

This is the timing output pin. Clock oscillating frequency f(XIN) divided by 4 signal Is outputed. 

Synchronous signal is outputed when the op code is fetched, and is used to control the program's single-

step operation. 

Control signal for read access to ROM, RAM and peripherals. 

Control signal for write access to RAM and peripherals. 

Address latch signal for address Ao ..... A7 . 

The contents of the high-order 8 bits of the address bus are output (CMOS output). 

The contents of the lower-order 8 bits of the address bus and 8 bits of the address bus are output (CMOS 

output), 

When the watchdog timer overflows, this pin is. set to "H". Cleared only at reset. 

Port PO is an 8-bit I/O port with CMOS tri-state output. Each port has double function, and can switch by 

software. 

This is an interrupt input pin. 

This is an interrupt input pin. 

This is an output pin for the timer X. 
-

When ,the falling edge is inputed to INT1 pin, this port is set by hardware. 

This pin is used for the strobe input to the external driver IC. 

This pin is used for external memory expansion. 

This is an output pin for UART; 

This is an input pin for UART. 

Port P1 is an 8-bit 1/0 port with CMOS tri-state output. It is also used as "latch input" to read data when a 
-

low level signaL is inputed to INT1 pin. 

Port P2 is an 8-bit 1/0 port with CMOS tri-state output. By software selection, it can also be used as an out-

put port for the decoder logic of a stepper motor control circuit. 

Port P3 is an 8-bit 1/0 port with CMOS tri-state output. The function of the P30- P3, can be selected by 

software. 

This pin is used as an I/O pin for serial I/O. 

Port P4 is a 4-bit input port, and is used as a 4-bit analog input port f~r A.lD conver~er. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MS0734SP/FP 

8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

BASIC FUNCTION BLOCKS 
MEMORY 

The zero page address area is contained between 000016 

and 00FF16. Addresses within this area can be accessed 

with 1 byte. Frequently accessed addresses, such as in 
RAM, input/output ports and timers, are allocated to the 
zero pag e area. 

A memory map of the M50734SP is shown in Figure 1. 
Since the M50734SP contains no internal memory, the ROM 
and RAM must be connected externally. The addressable 
memory space is 64K bytes however, by using the DME 
signal, up to 128K bytes can be accessed. 

Addresses 010016 to 01 FF16 are used mainly as the stack, 

and addresses 020016 to FEFF16 are used memories for the 
program and data. The special address area is contained between addresses 

FF0016 to FFFF16. By using this special page addressing 

mode, subroutines located in this area can be called with 
only 2 bytes. The reset and interrupt vector addresses are 
contained within addresses FFF416 to FFFF16. 

Zero { 
page 

SpeCial 
page 
for 

subroutine 
call 

~ ~-;:L~ - - - - - j Decimal 
0000lS~.L.!;; ______ -l a 

1 DME~"H'I I I I I 
J I 

0000) I 
I Reserved area (Note 2) ..r .-

OODA'6 I 
Special function register I 

DOFF,s I 1255 

I 1\ I 
J 1\1 
J Stack area J ~ 
1 I 1\ 
I I 1\ 

0200"r---------..J I \ 
I I I \ 
I J I \ 
I I 1\ I I: \ 
I I I \ 

_ """OODA ,8 Timer X (rower byte) 

0008'6 Timer X (higher byte) 

aooc,s Prescaler 1 

0000'6 Timer 1 

OODE ts Ptescaler 2 

OODF'6 Timer 2 

OOEO l6 Prescslsr 3 

OOE1 '6 Timer 3 

OOE2'6 Horizontal counter 

OOE3'6 Vertical counter 

OOE4'6 Transmit shilt register 

DOES,s Receive buner register 

OOE616 UART control register 

OOE7 16 UART status register 

OOE816 Serial I/O register 

OOE916 A·D control register 

OOEA16 A·D register 

I I I \ OOES'6 1 Port P4 input 

I I I \ aOEC'5 hVe;;;rtik,,'O"",""'j' .... h';;:'e.'t.: I'H;;;";;;";;;",""", ,"'h",,,d, 
I I I \ OOED la Port P2 port P3 function register 

I I I \ aOEE'6 Port P3 

I I : \ OOEF'6 Port P3 directional register 

I I I \ OOFO" Port P2 

1 I 1 \ 00F1" Port P2 ""011000' "91"" 

1 I I \ 00F2" Port Pl '''oh lop"' 
FFOO",- - - - ----1 \ 

I I \ OOF3'6 Port Pl 

: I ~ \ OOF4 '6 Port P1 directional register 

I I I \ OOFS'6 Port POfunclion register 

I I I \ OOF6,s Port PO 

J J : \ ~~:::: :::p:::~:::~:~;:~':~:;,te, H 

I I I \ OOF9'6 Stepper motor control register V 

lFFF4"~~~ ~:~::r~ ~ ~ ~ III:~ ~rN:ER, or BRK \ OOFA" St,obe1lmedTlme,S) 

t- __ ~ __ -i \ OOFB,s Baud rate generator (Timer B) 

Int:~~~~~ , L __ 1~~~:~: l ___ ~ I Timer ~er 2, or Timer 3 \ OOFe,s Watchdog timer (Timer W) 

area ~ __ ~g~~:~;~ __ I IRlorlNTt \ OOFD'6 Interruptcontrolreglster3 

Address L . L .J ~ \ OOFE'6 Interrupt control register 2 
f- - - ~::~::: ~ __ -I _2__ \ 

FFFF L __ ~d~s..t!.. __ .J6553SRESET \DOFF ,6 Interrupt conlrol reglsterl 

Include this area 

r-----' 
I I Area not included 1.. ____ ---1 

Note 1: When the DME signal is "L", an additional memory space of 64K bytes can be obtained. However the space can be used only for data 

memory such as ROM, RAM or peripherals. 

Flg.1 
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2 : This area is reserved for system expansion. 
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CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) 
The CPU consists of 6 registers and is shown in Figure 2. 

ACCUMULATOR (A) 
The 8-bit accumulator (A) is the main register of the micro
computer. Data operations such as data transfer, Input/Out
put, etc., are executed mainly through accumulator. 

0 

A 1 Accumulator 

7 0 

1 
X 1_ Index register X 

7 0 

y I Index register Y 

7 0 

S I Stack pointer 

15 7 0 

PCH PC l Program counter 

Fig.2 Register structure 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0734SP/FP 

8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

INDEX REGISTER X (X) . 
The index register X is an 8-bit register. 
In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 
added to the contents of the register X, specifies the real 
address. When the T flag in the processor status register is 
set to "1", the index register X itself becomes the address 
for the second OPERAND. 

INDEX REGISTER Y (Y) 
The index register Y is an 8-bit register. 
In the index addressing mode, the value of the OPERAND 

added to the contents of the register Y specifies the real 
address. 

7 0 

l NJ vJ T[ B l D[IJ zJ cJ Processor status register 

Carry flag 

Zero flag 

Interrupt disable flag 

Decimal mode flag 

Break flag 

I ndex X mode flag 

Overflow flag 

Negative flag 
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STACK POINTER (S) 
The stack pointer is an 8cbit register that contains the 
address of the next location in the stack. It is mainly used 
during interrupts and subroutine calls. The stack pOinter is 
not automatically initialized after reset and should be initial
ized by the program using the TXS instruction .. 
When an interrupt occurs, the higher 8 bits of the program 
counter is pushed onto the stack first, the stack pointer is 
decremented by one, and then the lower 8 bits of the prog
ram counter is pushed onto the stack. Next the contents of 
the processor status register is pushed onto the stack. As 
each byte is pushed onto the stack. When the return from 
interrupt instruction (RTI) is executed, the program counter 

and processor status register data is pulled off the stack in 
reverse order from above. 
The Accumulator is never pushed onto the stack automati
cally, so a Push Accumulator instruction (PHA) is provided 

to execute this function. Restoring the Accumulator to its 
previous value is accomplished by the Pull Accumulator in
struction (PLA). It is executed in the reverse order of the 

PHA instruction. 
The contents of the Processor Status Register CPS) are. 
pushed and pulled to and from the stack with the PHP and 
PLP instructions, respectively. 
During a subroutine call, only the program counter is 

pushed onto the stack. Therefore, any registers that should 
not be destroyed should be pushed onto the stack manual
fy. To return from a subroutine call, the RTS instruction is 
used. 

PROGRAM COUNTER (PC) 
The 16-qit p'rogram counter consists of two 8-bit registers 
PCH and PCl' The program counter is used to indicate the 
address of the next instruction to be executed. 

PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PS) 
The processor status register is composed entirely of flags 
used to indicate the condition of the processor immediately 
after an operation. Branch operations can be performed by 
testing the Carry flag (C), Zero flag (Z), Overflow flag (V) 
or the Negative flag (N). Each bit of the register is ex
plained below. 

1. Carry flag (C) 
The carry flag contains the carry or borrow generated by 
the Arithmetic and Logical operation Unit (ALU) im-

. mediately after an operation. It also changed by the shift 
and rotate instructions. The set carry (SEC) and clear carry 
(CLC) instructions allow direct access for setting and 
clearing this flag. 

2. Zero flag (Z) 
This flag is used to indicate if the immediate operation 
generated a zero result or not. If the result is zero, the zero 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 
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S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

flag will be set to "1". If the result is not zero, the zero flag 

will be set to "0". 

3. Interrupt disable flag (I) 
This flag is used to disable all interrupts. This is acc;om
plished by setting the flag to "1 ". When an interrupt, this 

flag is automatically set to "1" to prevent other interrupts 
from interfering until the current interrupt is completed. The 
SEI and CLI instructions are used to set and clear this flag, 

respectively. 

4. Decimal mode flag (D) 
The decimal mode flag is used to define whether addition 

and subtraction are executed in binary or decimal. If the 
decimal mode flag is set to "1", the operations are ex
ecuted in decimal, if the flag is set to "0", the operations 
are executed in binary. Decimal correction is automatically 
executed. The SED and CLD instructions are used to set 

and clear this flag, respectively. 

5. Break flag (B) 
When the BRK instruction is executed, the same operations 
are performed as in an interrupt. The address of the inter
rupt vector of the BRK instruction is the same as that of the 
lowest priority interrupt. The contents of the B flag can be 
checked to determine which condition caused the interrupt. 
If the BRK instruction caused the interrupt, the break flag 
will be "1", otherwise it will be "0". 

6. Index X mode flag (T) 
When the T flag is "1", operations between memories are 
executed directly without passing through the accumulator. 
Operations between memories involving the accumulator 
are executed when the T flag is "0" (ie., operation results 

between memories 1 and 2 are stored in the accumulator). 
The address of memory 1 is specified by the contents' of 
the index register X, and that of memory 2 is specified by 
the normal addressing mode. The SET and CL T instructions 
are used to set and clear the index X mode flag, respec
tively. 

7. Overflow flag (V) 
The overflow flag functions when one byte is added or sub
tracted· as a Signed binary number. When the result ex

ceeds +127 or .-128, the overflow fl?g is set to "1". When 
the BIT instruction is executed, bit 6 of the memory location 
is input to the overflow flag. The overflow flag is reset by 

the C LV instruction and there is no set instruction. 

8. Negative flag (N) 
The negative flag is set whenever the result of a data trans
fer or operation is negative (bit 7 is set to "1 "). Whenever 

the BIT instruction is executed, bit 7 of the memory location 
is input to the negative flag. There are no instructions for 
directly setting or resetting the negative flag. 
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INTERRUPTS Table 1. Interrupt vector address and priority 

The M50734SP can be interrupted from 11 sources. The in

terrupts are vector interrupts, and their priorities and vector 

table is shown in Table 1. When the interrupt enable bit is 
set to "1", the interrupt request bit is set to "1" and the in

terrupt disable flag to "0", all interrupts except the reset 

and BRK instructions are acknowleded. The reset is treated 

as a nonmaskableinterrupt of the higllest priority. 
This is shown in Figure 3. 

Interrupt source 

RESET 

INT, 

R1 or INT, 

Timer 1, timer 2 or timer 3 

HE or VE 

Timer X, CNTR or BRK 

~~~~~~~~-r~j 

Interrupt 
request 

Interrupt disable Ilag 

Reset 

L-~~~~~~~-r~ 

a 

Lr~~~~-L~~~ 

Priority Vector address 

1 FFFF'6, FFFE'6 

2 FFFD'6, FFFC'6 
3 FFFB'6, FFFA'6 

4 FFF9'6, FFF8'6 

5 FFF7'6, FFF6'6 

6 FFF5'6, FFF4'6 

Interrupt control register 1 (address OOFF'6) 

Bit 7 : Vertical counter empty request bit 

Bit 6 : Vertical counter empty enable bit 

Bit 5 : Horizontal counter e;"ply request bit 

Bit 4 : Horizontal counter empty enable bit 

Bit 3 : INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit 2 : INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Bit 1 : INT, pin interrupt request bit 

Bit a : INT, pin interrupt enable bit 

Interrupt control register 2 (address OOFE'6) 

Bit 5 : Timer 3 interrupt request bit 

Bit 4 : Timer 3 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 3 : Timer 2 interrupt request bit 

Bit 2 : Timer 2 interrupt enable bit 

Bit 1 : Timer 1 interrupt request bit 

Bit a : Timer a interrupt enable bit 

Interrupt control register 3 (address OOFD'6) 

Bit 7 : Counter pin interrupt request bit 

Bit 6 : Counter pin interrupt enable bit 

Bit 5 : Timer X interrupt request bit 

Bit 4 : Timer X interrupt enable bit 

Bit 3 : Counter pin interrupt polarity Ilag 

Bit 2 : Timer X count stop bit 

Bit 1 : \ 
a Bit 0: J Timor X modo bits 

Fig.3 Interrupt control 

.--,--,--,..-,--,--,--,---, UART control register (address OOE6'6) 

Bit 4 : UART receiver lull interrupt enable bit 

UART status register (address OOE7'6) 

'--'-~-'---'-~---'--'-r-' Bit a : UART receiver lull interrupt request bit 
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TIMER (VCU) 
The M50734SP provides a versatile control unit consisting 

of the timers and counters shown in Figure 4. 

Each of the timers is described blow. 

1. Timer X 
The 16-bit timer X consists of timers XH, XL and. their reload 

latches. This timer has four modes which are selected by 

bit 0 and bit 1 (timer X operation mode bits) of the interrupt 

Timer X 

8 

Horizontal counter 

Vertical counter 

Flg.4 Structure of versatile control. unit 

CNTR pin 
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control register 3 (address 00FD'6)' Figure 5 shows the 
structure of timer X and Figure 6 shows the structure of the 

interrupt control register 3. 
Timer X can select the count source, either the oscillation 

frequency divided by 16 or the event clock which is input 

from the CNTR pin. 

The timers are of the countdown type and the frequency 

ratio is 1 I( n+1 )( n:0-65535, decimal). 

TimerS 

Timer 1 

Timer 2 

Timer3 

8 

1------;,.,.. One shot strobe pulse 

16 

1------;"" General timer/counter 

I--r------;~ Timer interrupt 

I-+--..---;~ Timer interrupt 

PWM output 

Stepper mater 
control output 

,--------;0. CNTR interrupt request 
Internal data bus 

XM1 

XMO 

Fig.S 

2-632 

8 
Reset 

, , , 
TXG 

(connect by "0) 
\ Disable by "1" 

Reset 
STP instruction 

Frequency division ratio=1I(n+1) (n=0-65535 ) 

Timer X 
interrupt request 

TXR Clear 
Reset 

~ XMO _ 
Q CNTR 

Block diagram of timer X (0200,6 is written to timer X automatically, after reset to stop instruction.) 
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7 o 

I I I I I I I I I Interrupt control register 3 (address 00FD ,6 ) 

'--0--- Timer X mode bit 

00 : Timer mode 

01 : Pulse output mode 

10 : Event count mode 

11 : Pulse width measurement mode 

'------- Timer X count stop bit 

o : Count start 

1 : Count stop 

'--------- Count pin interrupt polarity flag 

o : Count pin lal1ing edge interrupt selection 

1 : Count pin rising edge interrupt selection 

'----------- Timer X interrupt enable bit 

o : Timer interrupt disable 

1 : Timer interrupt enable 

'-------------- Timer X interrupt request bit 

o : No timer X interrupt request 

1 : Timer X interrupt request 

'---------------- Count pin interrupt enabl~ bit 

o : Count pin interrupt disable 

1 : Count pin interrupt enable 

'------------------ Count pin interrupt request bit 

Flg.6 Structure of Interrupt control register 3 

o : No count pin interrupt request 

1 : Count pin interrupt request 

The four modes of timer X are described below. 
(1) Timer mode (00) 

In this mode the oscillation frequency, divided by 16, is 
counted. When the contents of the timer reaches "0", 

the interrupt request bit is set to "1". At the next cycle, 

the contents of the timer latch are reloaded and the 
count continues. After resetting, this mode is set auto
matically. 
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(2) Pulse output mode [01) 

Every time the contents of the timer reach "0", the out

put signal from the P02/CNTR pin changes polarity. 

If this mode is used, bit 2 of port PO function register 

and bit 2 of the port PO directional register must be set 
to "1". 

(3)· Event counter mode [10) 

The operation is the same as in the timer mode except 

that the input signal from pin P02/CNTR is counted. 

However, if this mode is used, bit 2 of port PO direction

al register must be set to "0". The counter pin interrupt 

request bit is set by the event input signal. Therefore 

the counter pin interrupt enable bit must be set to "0" 

to prevent an interrupt. 

(4) Pulse width measurement mode [11) 

The oscillation frequency, divided by 16, is counted 
while the level of pin P02/CNTR is either low or high. 

The level of pin P02/CNTR is selected by interrupt 

control register 3, bit 3. 

Fig.? Block diagram of timer 1, timer 2 and timer 3 
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When the contents of the timer X reach "0", the inter

rupt request bit is set to "1". At the next cycle, the 

latches contents are reloaded and counting continues. 

If this mode is used, the counter pin interrupt must be 

enabled and the timer X interrupt prohibited. 

2. Timer 1, Timer 2, Timer 3 
Timer 1 , timer 2 and timer 3 each consist of an B-bit prescal

er, an B-bit timer, a prescaler reload latch and a timer re

load latch. The structure of timer 1 , timer 2 and timer 3 is 
shown in Figure ? 

The count source for timer 1, timer 2 and timer 3 is the 

oscillation frequency divided by 16. These timers are of the 

countdown type and the frequency, ratio of the prescaler 

and timer is 1 l(n+1 )(n:0~255, decimal). 

Timer 1 and timer 3 are also used to determine the step 

rate by connecting with the stepping motor control circuit 

and as timers for the PWM pulse output signal. 

Internal data bus 

,----;S 

VPH counter 

T 2 R clear 
Reset 

Q PWM 

T 3 R clear 
Reset 
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3. Timer 5 
The structure of timer S is shown in Figure 8. Timer S has 

no reload latch. Whether or not a 1/4 frequency divider 
should be put before the timer, is determined by bit 2 of the 
port P2 and port P3 function register (P2P3FR). 
If the 114 frequency divider is bypassed, the clock pro-
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duced by dividing the oscillation frequency by'16 becomes 
the count source for timers S. If it is built in, the oscillation 

frequency, divided by 16, (then divided by 4 once more), 
becomes the clock. This timer is of the countdown type and 
the frequency ratio is 1/(s+1 )(s:0-255, decimal). 

I nternal data bus 

1/4 "0" 

v----, Timer S(8) (Address OOFA16)!-----{ 

"1" 

(Bit 2 of address 00ED'6) 

Fig.S Structure of timer S 

WATCHDOG TIMER 
As shown in Figure 9, the watchdog timer is composed of a 
10-bit prescaler and 8-bit timer counter. Timer W can be 

read from or written to by software. After a reset, this timer 
is set to FF16. Every timer the prescaler overflows, timer W 

is decremented. When the contents of timer W (Nw) 
changes "00", the WDOUT pin changes from "L" to "H". 

If the oscillation frequency isSMHz, the time (Tw) until the 
timer W underflows can be set by the following equation: 
Tw=16/f(X'N)X1024X(Nw±1/2) (1~Nw~255, decimal) 

Internal data bus 

¢fo(=f(X,N)/16)--i Pres caler (10) HL,-";"';"'''';'''''';''' ___ I-O 

Fig.9 Structure of the watchdog timer 
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STEPPER MOTOR CONTROL CIRCUIT 
Two identical circuits for the control of two stepper motors 

(for a horizontal and vertical direction) are built in to the 

M50734SP and can operate independently. The block dia

gram is shown in Figure 10. 
The horizontal and vertical counters are both 8-bit binary 

counters which contain the number of steps. The horizontal 

8 

Port P2 port P3 function register I,-I-,.J----...J 

Flg.10 Structure of stepper motor control circuit 
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phase counter (HPHC) and vertical phase counter (VPHC) 

are both 3-bit binary counters and perform phase decoding. 

The two stepping motor control registers are 4-bit registers 

controlling, start/stop, single-step, direction and 2-2 or 2-1 
phase drive. The functions of these registers and the rela

tion between the phase counter and the phase output sig

nals are shown in Figure 11. 

P20 
I 
r 
I 
r 
r 

P23 

P24 

P2, 

(Two identical circuits for horizontal and vertical direction.) 
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3 a 

I I I I Stepper motor control register H (Address aaEC, ,) 

a 2-2 phase action mode 

1 1-2 phase action mode 

a HPHC increment 

1 HPHC decrement 

a T3 non link (HALT) 

1 T3link (RUN) 

a Invalidity 

1 Single shoot 

Fig.11 Bit functions of the stepper motor control register and relation between horizontal phase counter and phase 

output signals 
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PWM (Pulse width modulation) 12. 
The M50734SP includes a control circuit which generates 
pulses of various duty.cycles utilizing timer 2 and 3. 

W3 is the time interval (time from reload to zero) of timer 3 

and W2 the time interval of timer 2. 
The PWM signal is internally generated as shown in Figure 

Flg.12 PWM signal generation 

2-638 

W2 

Prescaler 2 (8) 

Prescaler 3 (8) 

~--~v,---~ 

W3 
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UART 
The M50734SP has an 8-bit duplex UART. The block dia
gram is shown in Figure 13, and the bit structure of the 
UART control register and UART status register is shown in 
Figure 14. The UART control register can be read from or 
written to by software, but the UART status register can 
only be read. 

Transmit/rece'ive character length and parity addition are 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 
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set by bit 0, 1 and 2 of the UART control register. 

The four possible transmit/receive formats are as follows: 
(1) 7-bit (no parity) 

(2) 7-bit + parity (odd or even selectable) 
(3) 8-bit (no parity). 

(4) 8-bit + parity (odd and even selectable) 
Each bit of the UART control register and UART status reg
ister is described in detail below. 

I nternal data bus 

Internal data bus 

Fig.13 UART (timer 8 frequency ratio: 1/(8+1)) 
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Fig.14 

2-640 

7 

4 o 

o 
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UART control register (Address OOE6,6) 

Character length selection bit· 

o : Character length 7 bit 

1 : Character length 8 bit 

Parity enable bit 

o : Parity disable 

1 : Parity enable 

L-______ Even or odd parity selection bit 

0: Even 

1 : Odd 

Multiplexer control bit 

o : Timer B f(X ,N )/8 selection 

1 : Timer B f(X ,N )/32 selection 

Recive interrupt request enable bit 

o : RI request disable 

1 : RI request enable 

Transmit enable bit 

o : Transmit disable 

1 : Transmit enable 

Receive enable bit 

o : Receive disable 

1 : Receive enable 

I OE I FE I PE I TI I RI I UART status register (Address OOE7,6) 

I 
Receive interrupt request bit 

o : No R1 request 

1 : R1 request 

Transmit empty bit 

o : Now transmitting 

1 : Transmission completed 

Parity error bit 

o : No parity error 

1 : Parity error 

Framing error bit 

o : No framing error 

1 : Framing error 

Overrun error bit 

o : No overrun error 

1 : Overrun error 

Bit structure of UART control register and UART status register 
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Character length selection bit (CH7/8) 
If this bit is "0", the l-bit character mode is selected; 
If it is set to "1 ", the 8-bit character mode is selected. 

It can be read from and written to by software. 

Parity enable bit (PEN) 
If this bit is "1 ", parity is added to the characters of the sig
nal being transmitted or received. If this bit is to "0", parity 
is not added, and in the receive state a parity error can not 
occur. 
If can be read from or written to by software. 

Even or odd parity select bit (EP/OP) 
If this bit is "0", even parity is selected, if set to "1", odd 
parity is selected. It can be read from or written to by soft
ware. 

Multiplexer control bit (MuX 8/32) 
This bit selects the count source of timer B. If it is "0", the 
oscillation frequency, divided by 8, is selected; if it is "1", 
the oscillation frequency divided by 32 is selected. 
It can be read from or written to by software. 

Receive interrupt request enable bit 
(RIE) 
If this bit is "1", the receive interrupt request flag (RI) can 
be set; if it is cleared to "0", inter'rupts are inhibited. Even 
if the interrupts are inhibited, the RI flag remains as is. 

It can be read from or written to by software. 

Transmit enable bit (TE) 
If this bit is "0", the transmit clock goes "H", the transmit 
interrupt bit is cleared "0" and goes to the initial state. 

When set to "1", transmission will start. It can be read from 
or written to by software. 

Receive enable bit (RE) 
If this bit is "0", the receive interrupt request bit (RI) parity 

error bit (PE) , framing error bit (FE) and overrun error bit 
(OE) are cleared to the initial state. IHt is "1", it will be in 
the receive enable state, and when the start bit is input into 
the P07/RxD pin, the receive operation will start. 
This bit can be read from or written to by software. 

R~c~;.,,#~ ;nt~rrupt roquozt b!t (R!) 
This bit is set to "1" when a receive interrupt request 

occurs. It is cleared to "0" when the receive enable bit 
(RE) is set to "0" or when data is written to the receive 
buffer register, 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 
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Transmit empty bit (TI) 
This bit is cleared to "0" when the transmit enable bit (TE) 
is set to "0" or when data is written to the transmit shift 

register (TR). When the transmission is completed, it is set 
to "1". 

P~rity error bit (PE) 
This bit is set to "1" when the parity odd or even selection 
bit is "0" and the number of is in the received data is even, 
or the parity odd or even selection bit is set to "1" and the 
number of "1 "'s in the receive data is odd. 
It is cleared to "0" when the receive enable bit (RE) is set 
to "0" or data is written to the receive buffer register. 

Framing error bit (FE) 
This bit is cleared to "0" when the receive. enable bit (RE) 
is set to "0" or data is written to the receive buffer register. 
When a framing error occurs, this bit is set to "1". A fram
ing error occurs when transmitting data from the receive 
shift register to the receive buffer register and the stop bit 
of the receive data does not exist. 

Overrun error bit (OE) 
This bit is cleared to "0" when the receive enable bit is set 
to "0" or data is written to the receive buffer register, When 
an overrun error occurs, this bit is set to "1 ". 
An overrun error occurs when the next data is transmitted 

from the receive shift register to the receive buffer register 
while the receive interrupt request bit (RI) is "1". 
The receive and transrnit operations are shown in Figure 15 

and Figure 16. 
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(Odd) 

~ ~ /!STOP! 
Receive data -----.,,~ 

L-.J !LSB! LJ \ 

RCLK ---., (16XBRG: 
Receive ----_-:?--"V"l~--,tr+"--_+_-v7-"""'1Ir_-"'V"--V_-..,--v1-__,rl_--

shift register 

R1------------------------------~ 
Data transmit 

signal to 
receive bulfer------------------------------...... 

RE----------------------------------~ 

Flg.15 Receive operation (8-blt+1 parity mode) 

(Each receive data bit is read by a master slave flip-flop 
when the RCLK signal is "L". When the RCLK signal goes. 
from "L" to "H", it is transferred to the slave flip-flop and 

WTR 
---I' 

TCLK----~ 

Transmit data 

latched. When the start bit "0" (which is latched first) , 
overflows from the last bit of the 11 bit shift register, it is 
detected as the stop bit and the RI bit is set.) 

TI--------------------------------------~ 

TE---------------------------------------------------------------~ 

Fig.16 Transmit operation (8-bit+1 parity mode) 

(Whenthe TCLK signal goes from "L" to "H", the transmit 

data is shifted. A.fter the stop bit is transferred, the TI bit is 
set to "1". The TI bit is cleared when TE is set to "0" or 
when data is written to the transmit shift register (TR).) 
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CLOCKED SERIAL I/O 
The M50734SP has one a-bit clock serial I/O. Its structure 
and transmit/receive operation are shown in Figure 17. 
Data is transferred at a transmit speed of 114 the oscillation 
frequency. 
Data is transferred and received beginning at the most sig
nificant bit. 

Clock control 
circuit 

Internal data bus 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 
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SIO pin I 

Direction I-----{ 
MUX 

(Bit 2 of address OOFE,.) _____ ---l 

Writing to serial 1/0 register 

\ MSB 

P32/SI0" ,---.. ,---",------,. "----_I"-_~"----_I'Oc_~ 

P3,/SCLK 

Flg.17 Clocked serial I/O and transmit or receive data 
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A-D CONVERTER 
The A-D conversion circuit.is shown in Figure 18. With the 
A-D analog input pins P4o/ANo - P43/AN3 are in common 
with the input pins of the data bus. The A-D control register 
(address 00E9,6) is a 3-bit register. One of four analog in-

put pins is selected by bit 0 and 1. The relation between bit 
0, 1 and the selected analog input pin is shown in Figure 
19. The A-Dconversion speed is 36,us (at 8MHz 
frequency) with an absolute conversion precision of ± 
3LSB. 

Intenial data bus 

(Address OOEB,.) 

P40 pin 

P4, pin 
Analog 

Multiplexer 
P4, pin 

. Vss pin 

Flg.18 A-D conversion circuit 

a 
I I I I I I I I I A-O control register (Address ODE 

I I nJlut port -4 se ectron bits 
';, bO Selected port 

a a P4o/ANo 

01 P4,/AN, 

1 0 P4,/AN, 

11 P43/AN3 

A-O status bit 
X A-O start Write 
1 A-O complete 

a Read 
A-O incomplete 

A-Oconyersion time is 36,us (at 8M Hz frequency) 

Fig.19 Structure of A-D control register 
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RESET CIRCUIT 
The M50734SP is reset according to the sequence shown 

in Figure 20. It starts the program from the address formed 

by using the content of address FFFF'6 as the high order 

address and the content of the address FFFF'6 as the low 

order address, when the RESET pin is held at "L" level for 

more than 2}1s while the power voltage is in the recom-
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mended operating condition and the crystal oscillator 

oscillation is .stable and then returned to "H" level. The in

ternal initializations following reset are shown in Figure 22. 

An example 'of the reset circuit is shown in Figure 21. 

When the power on reset is used, the RESET pin must be 

held "L" until the oscillation of X,N-XOUT becomes stable. 

SYNC ---+------------~------------------------------~ 

Address 

Data 

6-9 clock cycles 

Fig.20 Timing diagram at reset 

Note 1: The relationship between f(X,N ) and ¢ is f(X'N)=4' ¢ 
2 : The mark" 7 " means that the address is changeable depending 

on the previous state. 

M50734SP 

M50734SP 
, Power on 

/ RESET Vee Supply 

29 164 ~o;t~ 
+ 

fI 
.~ 

-
OV .......... 

Reset input voltage 

Fig.21 Example'of reset circuit 

..... 4.5V RESET 
29 

~ 
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I A~ I 
I I 
I 

"" 
I 

I I 
L _______ J 
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Address 

(1) Port PO directional register (F7,. ) DO" 

(2) Port PI directional register CF4,.) DO" 

(3) Port P2 directional register (FI,.) DO" 

(4) Port P3 directional register (EF,. ) DO" 

(5) Interrupt control register I (FF,. ) DO" 

(6) Interrupt control register 2 (FE,.) DO" 

(7) Interrupt control register 3 (FO,.) DO,. 

Timer X I (8) 02" DO" 
(OB, •. OA,.) 

(9) Watchdog limer (FC,.) FF,. 

(WOOUT pin is "L" level) 

~O) Port PO function register (F5,.) DO,. 

(11) Port P2 port P3 function register (ED,.) I 0 I 0 C><D<JXl 0 0 0 

(11) A-O control register ( E916) IXlXlXlXIXI IXIXI 
(13) UART control register (E6,,) 1 

(14) Processor status register (PS ) I 
(Only interrupt disable flag is set) 

(15) Program counter 

Register state initiated by RESET 

(PCH) 

(PC l ) 

. • MITSUBISHI 
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Contents of address FFFF" .1 

Contents of address FFFE,. I 



I/O PORTS 
(1) Port PO 

Port PO is a CMOS three state 8-bit input/output port. 

As shown in the memory map of Figure 1, it is located 
at address 00F6 '6 on the zero page. Port PO has a 

directional register (address 00F7 ,6 ) to program each 

individual bit either for input or output. Those pins set 

to "1" are for output and those programmed to "0" are 
for input. 

This port also has a double function which can be 

selected for individual bits by the port PO function reg

ister (address 00F5 ,6 ). If the contents of the port PO 

function register are "0", this port is used as a normal 

port; if they are "1", this port is used as a special port 

for functions such as interrupt input, UART input/output 
etc. 

The structure of the port PO function register is shown 
in Figure 23. 

(2) Port Pl 

Port Pl is a CMOS tri-state 8-bit input/output port. The 

I/O function can be selected .in the same way as for 
port PO. An 8-bit input latch (address 00F2,6 ) of the 

transparent type, is built into port Pl. Therefore, port 

Pl can be used either by reading address DDF3,6, for 

non-latched data, or address DDF2 ,6 , for latched data. 
(3) Port P2 

This port is a CMOS three state 8-bit input/output port. 

It can be set to input/output in the same way as port 

PO. By software 2 channels (1 channel=4-bit) from the 

stepping motor control circuit can be output simul

taneously. Four-phase outputs can be selected by bit 6 

and bit 7 of the port P2 port P3 function register 

(address ODED ,6 ). The structure of the port P2 and P3 
function register is shown in Figure 24. 

(4) Port P3 

Port P3 is an 8-bit CMOS three state input/output port. 

The pins of port P3 can be set to input/output in the 
same way as port PO. Ports P3, P3, and P32 have dou

ble functions, which are determined by bits 0 and 1 of 

the port P2 and port P3 function register (address 

ODED ,6 )· 
(5) Port P4 

Port P4 is a 4-bit input port. It can be used not only a as 

4-bit digital input port, but also as an analog input port 
for the A-D converter. 

If it is used as a digital input port, the contents of 
address DOEB '6 are read. 

The 4 high-order bits of address DDEB'6 are usually "0". 

If port P4is used as analog input, the ports are multi

plexed by the A-D control register and A-D conversion 

is executed. When digital input is performed during A

D conversion, care is necessary as the precision of A

D conversion can sometimes be affected. 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 
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(6) WDOUT pin 

This pin is set after the contents of the watchdog timer 

W resetting. It can not be cleared by software, only by 

reset. 
(7) ¢ pin 

The oscillation frequency, divided by 4, is output from 

this pin. 

(8) Address bus and data bus 

The 8 high order bits of the address bus are output 

directly from A'5 - As. Addresses and data ofA7/D7-
AD/Do are multiplexed. When pis "H", the 8 low order 

bits are output, and when ¢ is "L", data can be trans

ferred between A7/D7 - AD/Do and external memory. 
The 8 low order address bits must be latched in an ex

ternal latch with the ALE signal. 
(9) RD pin 

While RD is "L" , the M50734SP can read external 

memory. 
(10) WR pin 

While WR is "L", the M50734SP can write to external 

memory. 
(11) ALE pin 

The ALE pin outputs the ALE signal to latch the low 

order address bits. The ALE signal is always generated 

once during a every machine cycle. 

The 8 low order bits of the address bus start output 
when ALE signal changes from low to high. A transpa

rent latch is used to allow an address set-up time. The 

address is latched when the ALE signal changes from 

high to low. 

(12) SYNC pin 

The SYNC signal controls single step operation of the 

M50734SP. It is synchronized with the ¢ signal and is 

output when an op code is fetched. 
(13) VREF pin 

V REF serves as reference voltage for the A-D converter. 
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7 o 

IXI I I I I IXIXI Port PO function register (Addr ess OOFS,,) 

I PO,ICNTR pin selection bit 

a I PO, 

1 I CNTR 

P03/BUSYOUT pin selection bit 

01 P03 

1 I BUSYOUT 

PO./STBoUT pin selection bit 

o I PO. 

1j STBoUT 

POs/DME pin selection bit 

01 POs 

1j DME 

PO,/TxD pin selection bit 

OJ PO, 

1 I TxD 

Flg.23 Structure of Port PO function register 

7 a 
I I IX~ j I I Port P2 port P3 function register (Addres s OOED16 ) 

I P30/PWMoUT pin selection bit 

01 P30 

1 I PWMOUT 
-

P3,/SCLK pin selection bit 

01 P3 

1 I SeLK 

Timer S count source selection bit 

a I f(X,N)/64 (with 1/4 divider) 

1 I f(X,N)/16 (without 1/4 divider) 

Port P2 selection bit 

b7 b6 P2o-P23 P2.-P2, 

a a P2L P2H 

a 1 H P2H 

1 a P2L v-
1 1 H V 

Fig.24 Structure of Port P2 and P3 function register 
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RPOoD 

WPOoD 

RES --j-------' 

WPOo 

DBo --~----_13_~ 

INT, __ -----<1------------1 

RPO,D 

RES -1-+------' 

CNTRoUT=~~===;._-l~1h1l1 RPOFR 

WPOFR --1-+---1 
DB,--I~--+---1~ 

CNTR'N __ ----------------1 

RP04 D 

RES --1.-1------' 

TIMS 
DB4 

WPOFR --t-1r1Jl..J 

RPOeD 

RES -~-------' 

TxD -=+=I==::::;:;.--~II_r RPOFR -

WPOFR --IH---t 
DBe--+-+-----1~-_<~ 

Fig.25 Block dlagram-1 of input/output pins 
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RPO,D 

WPO,D 

Port POo/lNT, RES ----1r-------' 

WPO, 

DB,--r------<r--J 

INT,~----~r_------~ 

RP03 D 

Port PO,/CNTR RES --r-r_------' 

DB3-r+-~~r_~-' 
WPOFR ,-,--,,""'" 

[~~~~~~Em~~[}~==RP03 TRAILING EDGE DETECTION CIRCUIT I NT 1 

RP05D 

Port P04/STBoUT 
RES-~------' 

WPOFR-++-~ 

DB5--r4r_--+--~~ 

RPO,D 

Port POe/TxD WPO,D 
RES-~----~ 

DB,---+-----_<l-~ 
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RP1D 

WP1D 

RES~-+--------~ Port P1 

WP1 

RP2D 

Port P2 

(HPHD) 

VPHD::~~==~---i~tt-r 
RP2P3FR 

WP2P3FR -t-t----ll 
DB--~----+----<~ 

RP30 D 

RES ~r+----------J 

RP2~~~ -=l=4====;;---1?llr 

WP2P3FR "-+---1 
DBo----iH----+----<If-! 

RP3,D 

RES --.-+-----------' 

SOUT::=t~===;.-~~IH!-I RP2P3FR 
DB'-4-+~--IW~~~~ 

WP2P3FR -+-+---1 
DB, -IH----+----<~ 

S", ~------------------------' 

Flg.26 Block diagram-2 of input/output pins 
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RP3,D 

RES ~rt----------J 

SCLK =:::j::=1===:::::;:;~-iriil RP2P3FR 

WP2P3FR -1-+-----1 

DB'l=t=:::t--l~ 

RP3D 

Port P3,/S,o 
WP3D 

RES __ -+ ________ --.-l 

WP3 

DB--~~--------<r~ 
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080-3 -----<;,. 
Port P4 

P4RO 

~~ 
. ¢, ALE,WR, RO, SYNC, A.-A" 

TimerW 
Terminal count 

Pulse 

Reset R 

ADEN OE 

Flg.27 Block diagram-3 of input/output pins 

r 
ORO 
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CLOCK GENERATING CIRCUIT 
The built-in clock generating ciruit is shown in Figure 28. 
When a STP instruction is executed, the oscillation stops at 
the "H" state of the internal clock ¢. Moreover, timer X is 

set to 020016, and the oscillation output divided by 16 is 
connected to timer X. This connection is cleared when tim
er X overflows, or by resetting as discussed in the timer 

section. 
The oscillation restarts after an interrupt is accepted, but 
the internal clock ¢ remains at "H" until timer X overflows. 
This is necessary because the oscillation needs a set-up 

period if a ceramic or a crystal oscillator is used. When the 
WIT insfruction is executed, the internal clock ¢ stops at 
"H" but the oscillator will. not stop. This wait state is 
cleared after an interrupt is accepted. Since the oscillation 

I nterrupt request 

Interrupt disable flag I 

r----- ------, 
i ~ceramic : 

I J; ~ I 
L __ E~r~ circ'!i!. ___ J 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 
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does not stopp, the following instruction will be executed 
immediately and not after a fixed time as for the STP in
struction. The corresponding interrupt enable bit must be 
set to "1" before the STP or WIT instruction is executed. 
When the STP state is cleared, timer X counts the oscilla
tion frequency divided by 16. Therefore, timer X count stop 
bit (bit 2 of address 00FD16 ) must be set to "0" before the 
STP instruction is executed. 

An example of ceramic oscillation (or quartz crystal 
oscillation) is shown in Figure 29. The valUe of the capaci
tance differs depending on the oscillator. Therefore, adjust 
the value as recommended by the each oscillator manufac
tures. An example where the clock signal is supplied from 
outside is shown in Figure 30. X1N is the clock input, and 
XOUT is open, 

WIT instruction R R STP 
instruction 

Internal clock bus 

Overflow 

Prescaler 2 

Prescaler3 

Flg.28 Block diagram of the oscillation and clock generating circuit 
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M50734SP 

XOUT 

30 31 
RI 

Fig.29 External ceramic resonator circuit 
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M50734SP 

XOUT 

31 
Open 

30

1 External 
VCC1JlJ1J 

oscillation circuit 
Vss 

Fig.30 External clock input circuit 
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STANDBY MODE 
The M50734SP can stop oscillation, preserving the contents 

of all registers, input/output ports and so on except timer X. 
Therefore, it can begin operation again in the same state as 
before it stopped; power dissipation is greatly reduced. 
The STP instruction is used to stop the oscillation. When 
the STP instruction is executed, it stops at the address 
fetch state of the next instruction. After RESET or an INT" 
INT2 or CNTR interrupt is accepted, the oscillation starts 
again. Therefore, before the STP instruction is executed, 

Interrupt request 

Interrupt disable Ilag Reset 

STP instruction 

Flg.31 Block diagram of standby mode 
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one of the above in'terrupts must be enabled and the TXG 
(interrupt control register 3 (ICON 3) , pin 2) must be 

cleared. 
After the oscillation has been restarted by any means other 
than RESET, the internal clock will start after timer X has 
counted 8208 cycles, When a ceramic oscillator is used, 
this time is needed to avoid instability at the oscillation rise. 
The block diagram of the standby mode is shown in Figure 

31. 

WIT 
instruction 

Internal clock bu~ 

0200,. 

When the STP instruction is executed, 
this initial value is set 

.Reset 
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PROGRAMMING . NOTES 
(1) The frequency ratio of the timer and the prescaler is 

1/(n+1 ). 
(2) Even though the SSC and SSS instructions are ex

ecuted after the interrupt request bits are modified (by 

the program), those instructions are only valid for the 

contents before the modification. Also, at least one in

struction cycle must be used (such as a NOP) between 

the modification of the interrupt request bits and the 

execution of the SSC and SSS instructions. 

(3) When the timer X is used at event counter mode, the 

contents of the timer X must be read after the TXG flag 

is cut off. If the TXG flag is not cut off, the plural read

ing data of the contents of the timer X must be com

pared and used as real data of the timer X. 

When the timer X at the other modes, other tjmers and 

prescalers are used, the contents of data can be read 
at optional time. 

(4) After the ADC and SSC instructions are executed (in 

decimal mode), one instruction cycle (such as a NOP) 

is needed before the SEC, CLC, SED, or CLD instruc
tions are executed. 

(5) A NOP instruction must be used after the execution of 
a PLP instruction. 

(6) Notes on the stepper motor control circuit 

CD The single-shot must not be used while the horizontal 
or vertical counter and the phase counter are linked 

with timers, because they can not rewrite data. 

(2) When the stepper motor control register is set and re

set, the bit set and bit reset instructions must be used. 

(7) The area of addresses 00D016 - 00D916 can not be 

used, because those area are reserved for system ex
pansion. 

(8) When the port PO function register is set and reset, 

CLS, SES, and STA instructions must be used. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings Unit 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3-7 V 

V, Input voltage, RESET, X'N -0.3-7 V 

V REF 
Input voltage, POo ....... P07 , P1 o ....... Ph, P2o ........ P27 , P30 ....... P37 

With respect to Vss. -0. 3-'-Vee+0. 3 V 
P4o ........ P43, ADo ........ AD7• VREF 

Output transistors are at "off" state. 
Onput voltage, POD-PO" P1o-P1"P2o-P2" P30-P3, 

--
Vo ADD-AD" As-A", RD, WR, ¢ , -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

SYNC, ALE, WDouT, XOUT 

Pd Power. dissipation Ta=25'C 1000 rnW 
Toor Operating temperature -10-70 ·c 
Tstq Storage temperature -40-125 ·c 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS 
(Vee = 5V±1O%, Vss = OV. Ta = -10-70'C, fIX'N) = SMHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

"H" input voltage, POD-PO, (During using as a port) 

V'H P1 o-P1" P2o-P27, P30-P3, 2.0 Vcc+O.3 V 

P4o ....... P43 , ADo ...... AD7 

V'H 
"H" input voltage, RxD, CNTR, INT" INT" RESET 

O. SVee Vcc+O.3 V 
X,N 

"L" input voltage, POD-PO, (During using as a port) 

V'L P1o-Pt" P2o-P2" P30-P3, -0.3 O.S V 

P4o-P43, ADD-AD, 

V'L "L" input voltage, RxD, CNTR INT1, INT2 -0.3 0. 2Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage, RESET -0.3 0. 12Vcc V 

V'L "L" input voltage, X1N -0.3 0. 16Vcc V 

V REF Standard voltage input 0. 5Vee Vee V 

V'A Analog input voltage, P4o-P43 -0.3 Vcc+0,3 V 

"L" peak output current, POo ....... P07, P1 o ....... P1 7 , P2o ....... P27 

lOLl perk) P30-P3" ADD-AD" As-A" 5 rnA 
RD, WR, ¢, SYNC, ALE, WDouT 

"L" average output current (Note1), POD-PO" Pto.-Pt, 

P2o-P2" P30-P3, 

IOLlavg) ADD-AD" A3-A" 2 rnA 
RD, WR, ¢, SYNC 

ALE, WDouT 

"H" peak output current, POO ....... POl, ADo ........ AD7, Aa ........ A15 -5 rnA 
IOHlpeak)1 

RD, WR, ¢, SYNC, ALE, WDouT 

IOHIOeak)2 "H" peak output current, POD-PO" P2o-P2" P30-P3, -10 rnA 
"H" average output current, (Note1) POD-PO" ADD-AD, 

IOHlavg)1 As-A", RD, WR, ¢ -2 rnA 
SYNC, ALE, WDouT 

IOH(avg)2 
"H" average output current, (Notel) Pto-PI" P2o-P2, 

-10 rnA 
P30-P3, 

10Llavg), 10H(avg) is the average current in lOOms. _ _ . . Note 1 

2 The total of 10Llpeak), of POD-PO" ADD-AD" A.-A,5, RD, WR, </>, SYNC, ALE and WDouT 
should be SOmA max 

2-656 

The total of 10L(peak), of Pto-PI" P2o-P2, and P30-P37 should ~80mA max 
The total of 10H Ipeak). of POo- PO" ADo- AD, and A.- AlS, RD, WR, </>, SYNC, ALE and WDouT 
should be -60mA max 
The total of 10Hlpeak), of P1 o-PI 7, P2o-P2, and P30-P37 should be,-SOniA max 
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, T a =-10-70"C, I(X,N) = 8MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Test c~nditions 
Limits 

Symbol Parameter 
Min. Typ. Max. 

V OH "H" output voltage all output pin except XOUT pin 
10H - -2001'A 2.4 

IOH - -10.uA Vee-O. 7 

VOL "H" output voltage all output pin except XO UT pin 10L = 1.6mA 0.5 

I, Input leak current, Po-P43, RESET Vss:;:S VI ~ Vee -5 5 

loz Three state leak current, all input/output pin Vss + O. 5V ,; Vo ,; Vce - O. 5V -5 5 

VT+-VT - Hysteresis width, INT" INT,. CNTR, RxD, RESET When used as function except port 0.6 

10H "H" output current, P2o ........ P27 VOH = 1.5V -1 -10 

During operating (Output transistors cut-off) 6 15 

Icc Supply current Wait mode (Output transistors cut-oft) 1 3 
Stop mode (Output transistors cut-off) 1 20 

lAce AID supply current During executin'g AID convert 6 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Vee = 5V±10%, Ta =-10-70"C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

tsu (o·q,) Data input set-up time 

tsu (po·,t» Port PO input set·up time 

tsu (P1-¢) Port P1 input set-up time 

tsu (P2·¢) Port P2 input set-up time 

tsu (P3·¢) Port P3 input set-up time 

tsu (P4-¢) Port P4 input set-up time 

tSU(P1.~) Port P1 latch input set·up time 

tsu (S,N-SC, K) Serial input set-up time 

th ('-0) Data input hold time 

th (,-po) Port PO input hold time 

th (¢.-p1J Port P1 input hold time 

th (¢-P2) Port P2 input hold time 

th (¢-P3) Port P3 input hold time 

th ('-P4) Port P4 input hold time 

th (i'NT-P1) Port P1 latch input hold time 

th (SCLK-S'N) Serial input hold time 

tWL(~) INTl input "L" pulse width 

tWL (iNT-) INT 2 input "L" pulse width 

tWL (CNTR) CNTR input "L" pulse width 

~_(INT) INTl input "H" pulse width 

tWH (INT) INT2 input "H" pulse width 

tWH (CNTR) CNTR input "H" pulse width 

te (X,N) External clock input cycle time 

tWL (X,N) External clock input "L" pulse width 

tWH (xlN) External clock input "H" pulse width 

tw (RESET) RESET input "L" pulse width 

The pin to be 
measured 

O>---I-----';:;.~ 

C IL 
Fig.32 Measurement circuit diagram 

Limits 
Test conditions 

Min. Typ. Max. 

80 

250 

250 

250 

250 

250 

250 

250 

0 

50 

50 
Fig.32 

50 

50 

50 

50 

50 

250 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

125 

45 

45 

2 

CL : In case 01 Ao/Do-A,/D" A.-A". POo_PO" RD and WR, is 100pF 

In case 01 P1 o-P1" P2o-P2" P30-P3" ALE and 1>, is 50pF 
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Unit 

V 

V 

I"A 

I"A 

V 

rnA 

rnA 

I"A 

rnA 

Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

nS 

ns 

ns 

I"S 

!-'s 

I"S 

!-,S 

!-,S 

ns 

ns 

ns 

!-'s 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc = 5V±10%, Ta = -1O-70·C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

*te (t/» Cycle time (Note 6) 

*tWH (<,iI) ¢ clock pulse width (High level) (Note 2) 

*tWL (¢) ¢ clock pulse width (Low level) (Note 2) 

tr <.) ¢ clock rising edge time 

tf <.) ¢ clock falling edge time 

*td(¢-ALE) Address strobe pulse delay time (Note 4) 

*tWCALE) Address strobe pulse width (Note 3) 

tdCA-ALE) Address-ALE delay time 

tveALE-A) Address effective time after ALE 

tdl (¢-A) Address delay time 1 

"'td2 (.-A) Address delay time 2 (Note 1) 

tv <.-A) Address effective time after ¢ 

*tw (AO) RD, WR pulse width (Note 2) 

td <.-RD) RD, WR delay time 

tv (¢-RO) RD, WR effective time after ¢ 

td (AZ-RO) address floating-RD delay time 

td (¢-D) Data delay time (write cycle) 

*tv (t/>-D) Data effective time after ¢ (Note 5) 

td (¢-po) Port PO data output delay time 

td (¢-P1) Port P1 data output delay time 

td (¢-P2) Port P2 data output delay time 

td (.-P3) Port P3 data output delay time 

td (¢-SCLK) Serial clock delay time 

tv (¢-sCLK) Serial clock effective time after ¢ 

td (s ,.-Sn"T) Serial output delay time 

tv (Sr., K-Sn"T) Serial output effective time after serial clock 

td<'i"NT-BSY) Busy output delay time 

* This timing is changed by tC(X ,N ), The timing of this list is the value in tC(X ,N) = 125ns 
Nole 1 . This value is defined as follows: tdz( ¢-A)=IC< ¢)/8+8. 75 

2 This value is defined as follows: tw(RD)=tC<¢)/2-30 
3 This value is defined as follows: tw(ALE)=tc (¢)/4-25 
4 This value is defined as fonows : td( ¢-ALE)=te( 91)/8-2.5 
5 This value is defined as follows: tv(¢-D)=te(¢)/8-22.5 
6 This value is defined as follows: le( ¢)=4Ic(X ,N ) 

Limits 
Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

500 ns 

220 ns 

220 ns 

30 ns 

30 ns 

60 ns 

100 ns 

30 ns 

30 ns 

130 ns 

150 ns 

10 ns 
Fid.32 

220 ns 

20 ns 

10 ns 

a ns 

150 ns 

40 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

60 ns 

40 ns 

150 ns 

a ns 

250 ns 

A-O CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, Ta=-10-70·C, f(X'N)=8MHz, unless otherwise noded) 

Symbol 

.-

-
RLADDER 

tCONV 

II(AD) 
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Parameter 

Resolution 

Absolute accuracy 

Ladder resistance value 

Conversion time 

Input current In A-O convert 

, Test cond,itians 

Vcc=VREF=5.12V 

O~VI~VREF 
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Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

8 Bits 

±1 1/2 ±3 LSB 

1 KO 

36 f,lS 

50 f,lA 



TIMING DIAGRAM 
Bus timing diagram 

ALE 

RD orWR 

ADD-AD, 
CPU Read 

ADD-AD, 
CPU Write 

--
-J 
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c 

twH (lII) twL (lII) 

--- tr (lII) - -tM) 

2,QV 
1\ 1/ Q,BV 

td(III-ALE) tw(AlE) 

---;. __ tr(AlE) -- ~ tj(AlE) 

td,(lII-A) 

td,(¢-A) 

® Q.BV 

® Q.BV 

2.QV :"I Q.BV 

-
2,QV ) Q.BV Address valid 

td(III-RD) -
-~ ~ 

tw(RD) 

\ Q.BV 

td(AZ-RD) 

td(A-AlE) f- ~ ~~ 

tv (ALE-A) tsu (D-III) 
-f0- r-

~ 2.4V iL 
Address valid Data valid 

Q.4V 

td(lII--'D) 
--¥ 

Address validl ® Q,BV Data vali1 

I 
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Tv (III-A) 

~ 

( 

tv (III-RD) 

~ 

th(lII-D) -

tv (III-D) 

~ 

l<-
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Port P1 latch input timing diagram 

twL(CNTR) twH(CNTR) 

CNTR 

INT2 
--{ ~'''''')V,-~~~~-:-e __ tW_H(_IN_T2_) ___ tl-_________ _ 

INT1 

BUSYOUT 

X,N . RESET input timing diagram 
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tWH(iNTl) twL(INT1 ) 

r--
/ 

o.BVee -'\ t O.2Vee 

th(INT1-P1) 
tsu (P1-INT1) 

~ 

!'! 2.4V Data valid 
O.4V fo!" 

td(INT1-BSY) 

/ 
1/2.0V 

" I tw(RESET) 1 / 
"1_o.12vce -f 

( ) te X,N 

./ IoC O.BVee -', / 
'" O.16Vcc 

tWH(X,N ) tWL(X ,N) 
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8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Port PO-P4 Input/output, serial I/O timing diagram 

J 
IL 2.0V '\ ~ O.8V 

tsu (PO-9I) th(9I-PO) 

PO-P4 
INPUT 

PO-P3 
OUTPUT 

SCLK 

Sin 

SOUT 

td [9I- PO) 

>< 2.0V 

~O.8V 

tV(9I-SCLK) 

~ 

\ 
Ir- O.8V 

td(ScLK-SouT) 

) 

2AV 

OAV 

td(9I-ScLK) 

~ 

J 
2.0V 

J 

2.0V 

O.8V 
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Data valid 

tsu(Sin-ScLK) th(ScLK-Sin) 

~ 

2AV 
Data valid K OAV 

tV(SCLK-SOUT) 

Data valid tc 
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DESCRIPTION 
The M50734SP-10 is a microcomputer designed with 
CMOS sillicon gate technology. It is housed in a 64-pin 
shrink plastic molded DIP. This microcomputer is useful for 
business equipment and other consumer applications. 
In addition to its simple instruction sets, the ROM, RAM, 

and I/O addresses are placed on the same memory map .to 
enable easy programming. 
The differences between the M50734SP-10 and the 
M50734SP are noted below .. 

Type name maximum value of clock generating frequency 

M50734SP 8MHz 

M50734SP-10 10MHz 

In this section, the following explanations apply to the dif
ferences between the M50734SP and the M50734SP-10. 
Other functions are explaned the M50734SP/FP's section in 

detail. 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions·· ................................. 69 

• Memory size (internal memories are not provided) 
Memory area programmable memory·· ....... 64k bytes 

data memory························ 64k bytes 

• Instruction execution time 
·····O.8}1s (minimum instructions, at 10MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply·····································5V±10% 

• Power dissipation normal operation mode 
(at 10MHz frequency) ···········,·······················35mW 

• Subroutine nesting··· ...................... ··128 levels (Max.) 

• Interrupt·········································11 types, 5 vectors 

• Timers 
16-bittimer/event counter (general purpose) ··········1 
8-bit timer (general purpose) ································3 
8-bit timer (watchdog timer) ··································1 
8-bit timer (strobe timer) ······································1 

8-bit timer (baud rate timer) ··································1 
8-bit counter (control for stepper motor) ·················2 

• Stepper motor control circuit 
............................. 1 channel for the X or Y direction 

• Programmable I/O ports (Ports PO, P1, P2, P3) ·········32 
• Input ports (Port P4) ................................................ 4 

• Serial I/O 
8-bit clock synchronous ............................. ···········1 

8-bit UART·························································· 1 

Baud rate (at 9.83MHz frequency)···75bps-76800bps 
• A-D converter··· ............ 8-bit successive approximation 
• PWM function ............................................... ··········1 

• Multiplex-type bus 
Address bus······················································ 16 
Data bus (multiplexed with lower address bus)········ 8 

APPLICATION 
Printer/plotter, Electronic typewriter, PPC, FAX, Portable 
word processor, Robotics 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0734SP-l0 

8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

1/0 
port 

PO 

P04/STBoUT - 1 

POs/DME - 2 
PO,/TxD - 3 

PO,/RxD - 4 

1/0 port P1 

110 port P2 

P30/PWM oUT """" 21 

1/0 
port 

P3 

Reset Input 

Clock input 

Clock output X OUT - 31 

Vss 

110 

61 ++ PO,/INT2 ~~t 
60 - POo/INT, 

Watchdog 
timer 
overflow 
output 

Address 
Idata bus 

Address latch 
enable signal 
output 

Address bus 

Timing output 
Write signal 
output 
Read signal 
output 

Input port P4 

Outline 64P48 
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MITSUBISHIMICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0734SP-l0 

S~BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

FUNCTIONS OF M50734SP-10 
Parameter Functions 

Number of basic instructions 69 

Instruction execution time 0.8.115 (minimum instructions, at 10MHz frequency) 

Clock frequency 10MHz 

Memory size 64K bytes (up to 128k bytes with DME signal) 

PO, P1, P2, P3 I 1/0 8-bitX4 (all pins 01 PO, P2, and part of P3 have double functions) 
Input/Output ports 

P4 I input 4-bitX1 (P4 is in common with analog input) 

UART 1 (built-in baud rate generator, 7S-76800bps) 

Clock synchronized serial 1/0 8-bitX1 

Timer X 16-bitXl 

Timer1 8-bitX1 (with 8-bit prescaler) 

Timer 2 8-bitX1 (with 8-bit prescaler) 
Timer 

Timer3 8-bitX 1 (with 8-bit prescaler) 

Timer S 8-bitXl (with 1/4 frequency divider) 

TimerW 8-bitXl (with 1/1024 frequency divider) 

A-O converter Four analog inputs, 8-bit successive approximation 

Subroutine nesting 128 levels (max.) 

Interrupts 
Three external interrupts, four timer interrupts 

Two counter interrupts, one UART interrupt 

Clock generating circuit 
Built-in 

(externally connected to a ceramic resonator or a quartz crystal resonator) 

Supply voltage SV±10% 

at normal operation (at 8MHz frequency) 3SmW 

Power dissipation at wait mode 

at stop mode 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

Package 

2-664 

SmW 

S"W 
-1O-70'C 

CMOS sill icon gate process 

64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee, Vss Supply voltage 

VREF Reference voltage input 

RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

XOUT Clock output 

</> Timing output 

SYNC Synchronous signal 

output 

RD Read signal output 

-
WR Write signal output 

ALE Address latch 

enable signal output 

A 1s-Aa Address bus 

A7 /D 7 - AddresslData bus 

AolAo 

WDOUT Watchdog timer 

overflow output 

POO-P07 I/O port PO 

INT,(POo) Interrupt input 

INT,(PO,) Interrupt input 

CNTR(PO,) Timer I/O 

BUSYour(P03) Busy signal output 

STBour(PO,) Strobe pulse output 

DME(POs) Data memory enable output 

TxD(PO.) Transmission output 

RxD(P07 ) Receive input 

P1 0 - P1 7 I/O port P1 

P20 - P27 I/O port P2 

P30 - P37 I/O port P3 

S,o(P3,) Serial I/O 

P4o/ANo- Input port P4/ 

P43/AN3 Analog input 

port AN 

Input/ 
Output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

I/O 

Output 

I/O 

Input 

Input 

I/O 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 
Input 

1/0 

I/O 

1/0 

1/0 

Input 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0734SP-l0 

8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±10% to Vee. and OV to Vss 

This is the reference voltage input pin for the A-O converter. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2,us (under normal Vee 
conditions). If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

These are 1/0 pins of internal clock generating circuit for main clock. To control generating frequency, an 

external ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X1N and XOUT pins. If an external 

clock is used, the clock source should be connected the X1N pin. the XOUT pin should be left open. 

This is the timing output pin. Clock oscillating frequency f(X1N ) divided by 4 signal is outputed. 

Synchronous signal is outputed when the op code is feched, and is used. to control the program's single-
step operation. 

Control signal for read access to ROM, RAM and peripherals. 

Control signal for write access to RAM and peripherals. 

Address latch signal for address Ao ...... A7 . 

The contents of the high-order B bits of the address bus are output (CMOS output). 

The contents of the lower-order 8 bits of the address bus and a bits of the data bus are multiplexed and 
output/input (CMOS output). 

When the watchdog timer overflows, this pin is set to "H". Cleared only at reset. 

Port PO is an a-bit 1/0 port with CMOS tri-state output. Each port has double function, and can switch by 

software. 

This is an interrupt input pin. 

This is an interrupt input pin. 

This is an output pin for the timer X. 
-

When the falling edge is inputed to INTl pin, this port is set by hardware. 

This pin is uSf?d for the strobe input to the external driver IC. 

This pin is u.sed for external memory expansion. 

This is an output pin for UART. 
This is an input pin for UART. 

Port P1 is an B-bit 1/0 port with CMOS tri-state output. It is also used as "latch input" to read data when a 
-

low level signal is inputed to INTt pin. 

Port P2 is an B-bit I/O port with CMOS tri-state output. By software selection, it can also be used as an out-

put port for the decoder logic of a stepper motor control circuit. 

Port P3 is an B-bit I/O port with CMOS tri-state output. The function· of the P30 ...... P32 can be selected by 

software. 

This pin is used as an 1/0 pin for serial 1/0. 

Port P4 is a 4-bit input port, and is used as a 4-bit analog input port for A-D converter. 
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PROGRAMMING NOTES 
(1) The frequency ratio of the timer and the prescaler is 

1/(n+1). 

(2) Even though the BBC and BBS instructions are ex

ecuted after the interrupt request bits are modified (by 
the program), those instructions are only valid for the 

contents before the modification. Also, at least one in
struction cycle must be used (such as a NOP) between 

the modification of the interrupt request bits and the 
execution of the BBC and BBS instructions. 

(3) When the timer X is used at event counter mode, the 

contents of the timer X must be read after the TXG flag 
is cut off. If the TXG flag is not cut off, the plural read
ing data of the contents of the timer X must be com
pared and used as real data of the timer X. 

When the timer X at the other modes, other timers and 
prescalers are used, the contents of data can be read 
at optional time. 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter 

Vee Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage, RESET, X,N 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0734SP-l0 

8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

(4) After the ADC and SBC instructions are executed (in 

decimal mode), one instruction cycle (such as a NOP) 
is needed before the SEC, CLC, SED, or CLD instruc
tions are executed. 

(5) A NOP instruction must be used after the execution of 
a PLP instruction. 

(6) Notes on the stepper motor control circuit 
CD The shingle-shot must not be used while the horizontal 

or vertical counter and the phase counter are linked 
with timers, because they can not rewrite data. 

C2> When the stepper motor control register is set and re
set, the bit set and bit reset. instructions must be used. 

(7) The area of addresses OOD016 - OOD916 can not be' 
used, because those area are reserved for system ex

pansion. 
(8) When the port PO function register is set and reset, 

CLB, SEB, and STA instructions must be used. 

Conditions Ratings Unit 

-0.3-7 V 
-0.3-7 V 

VREF 
Input voltage, POo-po" Pl o-Pl" P2o-P2" P30-P3, 

With respect to Vss. -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 
P4o-P4" ADo-AD" VREF 

V 

Va 

Pd 

Topr 

Tsta 

2-666 

Onput voltage, POo-PO" Plo-Pl" P2o-P2" P30-P3, 
Output transistors are at "off" state. 

ADo-AD" A,-A", RD, WR, ¢ 

SYNC, ALE, WDoUT, XOUT 

Power dissipation 

Operating temperature 

Storage temperature 

Ta-2St 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0734SP-l0 

8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS 
(Vee = 5V±1O%, Vss = OV, Ta = -10-70"C, f(XIN) = 10MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

Vss Supply voltage a V 

"H" input voltage, POo ...... P07 (During using as a port) 

V ,H P1o-Pl" P2o-P2" P30-P3, 2, a Vee+O,3 V 

P4o-P43, ADo-AD, 

V ,H 
"H" input voltage, RxD, CNTR, INT), INT" RESET 

0,8Vee Vec+O,3 V 
X,N 

"L" input voltage, POO ........ P07 (During using as a port) 

V'L Pl o-Pl" P2o-P2" P30-P3, -0.3 0.8 V 

P4o-P43, ADo-AD, 

V'L "L" Input voltage, RxD, CNTR INT" INT, -0,3 0,2Vee V 

V'L "L" Input voltage, RESET -0,3 O. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage, XIN -0,3 O. 16Vee V 

V REF Standard voltage input 0,5Vce Vee V 

V'A ·Analog input voltage, P4o ....... P43 -0,3 Vee+0.3 V 

"L" peak output current, POo-PO" Plo-Pl" P2o-P2, 

IOL(perk) P30-P3" ADo-AD" A,-A" 5 mA 
RD, WR, f, SYNC, ALE, WDouT 

"L" average output current (Note1), pOo-po" P1o-Pl, 

P2o-P2" P30-P3, 

IOL(avg) ADo ...... AD7, A3 ........ A15 2 mA 
RD, WR, f, SYNC 

ALE, WDouT 

"H" peak output current, POo ...... POl , ADo ........ AD7, As ........ A15 -5 mA 
10H(peakl1 

RD, WR, ¢, SYNC, ALE, WDouT 

10H(peak), "H" peak output current, POo-PO" P2o-P2" P30-P3, -10 mA 
"H" average output current, (Notel) POo-PO" ADo-AD, 

IOH<avg)1 A,-A)s, RD, WR, ¢ -2 mA 
SYNC, ALE, WDou, 

IOH(avg)2 
"H" average output current, (Note1) Pl o-Pl" P2o-P2, 

-10 mA 
P30-P3, 

10L(avg), 10H(avg) is the average current in 100ms. __ Note 1 
2 The total of 10L(peak) , of POo-PO" ADo-AD" A,-A)s, RD, WR, ¢, SYNC, ALE and WDouT 

should be 80mA max 
The total of 10L(peak), of Pl o-Pl" P2o-P2, and P30-P3, should ~80mA max 
The total of 10H(peak), of POo-po" ADo-AD, and A,-A)s, RD, WR, ¢, SYNC, ALE and WDouT 
should be -60mA max 
The total of IOH(peak), of Pl o-Pl" P2o-P2, and P30-P3, should be -80mA max 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, T a =-10-70'C, f(XIN) = 10MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

VOH "H" output voltage all ou'tput pin except XOUT pin 

VOL "H" output voltage all output pin except XOUT pin 

I, Input leak current, PO-P43, RESET 

loz Three state leak current, all input/output pin 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis width, INT), INT" CNTR, RxD, RESET 

IOH "H" output current, P2o ....... P27 

lee Supply current 

lAce A-D supply current 

Test conditions 

10H = -200"A 

IOH;;';':: -10J-lA 

IOL=1.6mA 

Vss ~ VI ~ Vee 

Vss + O. 5V"; Vo ,,; Vee - O. 5V 

When used as function except port 

VOH = 1.5V 

During operating (Output transistors cut-off) 

Wait' mode (Output transistors cut-off) 

Stop mode (Output transistors cut-oft) 

During executing A-D conversion 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 

Min. Typ. Max. 

2,4 

Vee-O. 7 

0.5 

-5 5 
-5 5 

0.6 

-1 -10 

7 18 

1 4 
1 20 

6 

Unit 

V 

V 

I"A 
I"A 
V 

mA 

mA 

I"A 
mA 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0734SP-l0 

8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Vee = 5V±10%, Ta =-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

tsu (D-~) Data input set-up time 

tsu (po-¢) Port PO input set-up time 

tsu (P1-¢) Port Pt input set-up time 

tsu (P2-¢) Port P2 input set-up time 

tsu (P3-¢) Port P3 input se~up time 

tsu (P4-¢) Port P4 input set-up time 

tsu (P1-INT) Port P1 latch input set-up time 

tsu (slwseLK) Serial input set-up time 

th (~-D) Data input hold time 

th (~-po) Port PO input hold time 

th (~-P1l Pori Pt input hold time 

th (~-P2) Port P2 input hold time 

th (.-P3) Port P31nput hold time 

th (¢-P4) Port P4 input hold time 

th ('iNT -P1 ) Port PI latch input hold time 

th (seLK-sIN) Serial input hold time 

tWL (!NT) INT, input "L" pulse width 

tWL (INT) INT, input "L" pulse width 

tWL (eNTR) CNTR input "L" pulse width 

tWH (INT) INT, Input "H" pulse width 

tWH (INT,) INT, Input "H" pulse width 

tWH (eNTA) CNTR input "H" pulse width 

te (XIN) External clock input cycle time 

IWL (XIN) External clock input "L" pulse width 

IWH (~IN) External clock input "H" pulse width 

tw (RESET) RESET input "L" pulse width 

The pin 10 be 

measured 

Fig.1 Measurement circuit diagram 

2-668 

Limits 
Test conditions 

Min. Typ, Max. 

60 

250 

250 

250 

250 

250 

250 

250 

0 

50 

Fig.t 50 

50 

50 

50 

50 

50 

250 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

100 

35 

35 

2 

CL : In case of Ao/Do-A,/D" As-A", POD-PO" RD and WR, is tOOpF 

In case of Pto-Pt" P2o-P2" P30-P3" ALE and <p, is 50pF 
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Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

nS 

ns 

ns 

f.<S 

f.<S 

f.<S 

f.<S 

f.<S 

ns 

ns 

ns 

f.<S 
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8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Vee = 5V±10%, T a = -10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

*tc (¢) Cycle time (Note 6) 

*tWH (<;6) ¢ clock pulse width (High level) (Note 2) 

*tWL (1)) ¢ clock pulse width (Low level) (Note 2) 

tr <.) ¢ clock rising edge time 

tf (0) ¢ clock failing edge time 

*td(\l'>-ALE) Address strobe pulse delay time (Note 4) 

*tWCALE) Address strobe pulse width (Note 3) 

td(A_ALE) Address-ALE delay time 

tV(ALE-A) Address effective time after ALE 

td1 <'-A) Address delay time 1 

*td2 (</>-A) Address delay time 2 (Note 1) 

tv <,-A) Address effective time after if; 

*tW(RO) RD, WR pulse width (Note 2) 

td <.-AD) RD, WR delay time 

tv (o;f>-RO) RD, WR effective time after ¢ 

td (AZ-RO) Address floating-RD delay time 

td <¢-D) Data delay time (write cycle) 

*tv (¢I-D) Data effective time after ¢ (Note 5) 

td (¢-po) Port PO data output delay time 

td <'-P1) Port P1 data output delay time 

td <,-P2) Port P2 data output delay time 

td <,-P3) Port P3 data. output delay time 

td < ¢-SCLK) Serial clock delay time 

tv <¢-Se, ) Serial clock effective time after if; 

td (Se, K-Sn"T) Serial output delay time 

tv <S0' K-Som) Serial output effective time after serial clock 

td(INT-BSY) Busy output delay time 

* This timing is changed by tC(X'N), The timing of this list is the value in te(X'N) = lOOns 
Note 1 This value is defined as follows: td2('-A)=tc (¢)/B+77. 5 (tc (¢)'" 500ns) 

td2('-A)=140ns (400ns"; te< ¢),,; 500ns) 
2 This value is defined as follows: tw(RD)=tc(¢)/2-30 
3 This value is defined as follows: tw(ALE)=tc(¢)/4-25 
4 This value is defined as follows: td(¢-ALE)=tc (¢)/B-2. 5 

This value is defined as follows: tv( ¢-D)=tc (¢)/B-22. 5 
This value is defined as follows: tc( ¢)=4tC(X'N) 

Limits 
Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

400 ns 

170 ns 

170 ns 

30 ns 

30 ns 

47.5 ns 

75 ns 

10 ns 

30 ns 

120 ns 

140 ns 

Fig.1 10 ns 

170 ns 

20 ns 

10 ns 

0 ns 

150 ns 

27 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

250 ns 

60 ns 

40 ns 

150 ns 

0 ns 

250 ns 

A-O CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vec=5V±10%, Vss=OV, Ta=-10-70'C, f(XIN)=10MHz, unless otherwise noded) 

Symbol Parameter 

- Resolution 

- Absolute accuracy 

RLADDER Ladder resistance value 

tcoNV Conversion time 

II(AD) Input current in A-O convert 

Test conditions 

Vcc-VREF-5 .. 12V 

O~VI~VREF 
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Min. 

B 

1 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

Bits 

±1 1/2 ±3 LSB 

K'{L 

36 J.lS 

50 J.lA 
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TIMING DIAGRAM 

Bus timing diagram 

2-670 

1> 

ALE 

CME 

RD or WR 

ADo"'-AD, 
CPU Read 

ADo-AD, 
CPU Write 

-
-' 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0734SP-I0 

8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

te 

tWH [1>J tWL [1>J 

r- tr [1>J 
~ f-E- t([1» 

2.0V 
1\ / O.sv 

td[1>-AlE) tw[AlE) 

--",. foE- tr[AlE) --- -E- t([AlE) 

It 

tdl[1>-AJ 

td,[1>-AJ 

® O.SV 

@ O.SV 

2.0V 1\ O.8V 

-~ 

>-
2.0V 

O.8V 
Address valid 

td[1>-RD) -~ 
~f>" -E-

\. 
tw[R,D) 

O.8V 

td[AZ-AD) 

td(A-AlE) 
~. r-

-

tv[AlE-AJ tsu[D-1>J 
-3>0 i"' I-

~ 2.4V 
Address valid 

fo! 
Data valid 

O.4V ~ 

- I 

td[1>-DJ 
-; 

Address validl ® Data valid 

I 
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O.SV I I 

II 

Tv [1>-A) 
~ 

~( 

tv [1>-AD) 

r-=-

It 

th[1>-D) 

f-

Il 

tv [1>-DJ 
~ 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0734SP-l0 

8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Port P1 latch input timing diagram 

twL(CNTR) twH(CNTR) 

CNTR 

INT2 
-{ ~"oo,l~":'"~~':':'B~':"":c __ tW_H_(i_NT_2_) ---t'-_________ _ 

INT1 

/~ O.BVcc 

BUSYOUT 

X'N. RESET input timing diagram 

RESET 

.... V 
~ O.BVcc 

-

twH (INT1) 

i! 2.4V 

O.4V 

tc X1N 

~~ 

twH(X'N) 

• MITSUBISHI 
..... ELECTRIC 

twL(iNff) 

r----'\ / O. 2Vcc 

tsu(P1-INT1) 
th(INT1-P1) 

~ 

DATA VALID 

td(INT1-BSY) 

/ 
V 2.0V 

'" O.16Vcc 
/ 

tWL(X'N) 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0734SP-l0 

8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Port PO-P4 input/output, serial 1/0 timing diagram 

2-672 

PO-P4 

INPUT 

PO-P3 

OUTPUT 

Sin 

J 
L 2.0V 

O.BV 

td[¢-PO) 

>< 2.0V 

~ O.BV 

tv( ¢-SCLK) 

~ 

\ 
O.BV 

-
td(ScLK-SouT) 

} 

I 
\ ~ 

tsu(PO-¢) th(¢-PO) 

2.4V 

O.4V. 

td( ¢-SCLK) 

~ 

/ 
2.0V 

~ 

2.0V 

O.BV 

• MITSUBISHI 
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~ 

Data valid 

tsu( Sin-ScLK) th(ScLK-Sin) 
~ 

2.4V K Data valid 
O.4V 

tV(SCLK-SOUTi 

Data valid K= 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS' 740 
ADDRESSING MODES 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

ADDRESSING MODES 
The series MELPS 740 has 17 addressing modes and an 
extremely powerful memory access capability. 
When extracting data required for arithmetic and logic op
erations from the memory or when storing the results of 
such operations in a memory using the appropriate instruc

tions for this purpose, the memory address must be speci
fied. Even when jumping to an address during a program, 
that particular address must be specified. The specification 
of the memory address is called addressing. The data re
quired for addressing and the registers involved are now 
described. The series MELPS 740 instructions can be clas
sified into three kinds, as shown in Figure 1, by the byte 
number in the program memory required for configuring the 
instruction: 1-byte, 2-byte and 3-byte instructions. In each 
case, the first byte is known as the "operation code" which 
forms the basis of the instruction. The second or third byte 
is called the "operand" which affects the addressing. The 

contents of index registers X and Y also effect the addres
sing. 
However many the addressing modes, there is no differ
ence in the sense that a particular memory is specified. 
What differs is whether the operand or the index register 

contents or a combination of both should be used to specify 
the memory or jump destination. Based on these 3 methods, 
the range .of variation is increased and the series 740 op
eration is enhanced by combinations of the bit operation in
structions, jump instruction and arittimetic instructions. The 
accumulator or register is specified with a 1-byte instruction 

and so there is no operand byte, which is the part specify
ing the memory .. 
Actual addressing modes are now described by type. 

1-byte instruction 2-byte instruction 3-byte instruction Index registers 

Flg.1 lristruction byte configuration 

- ... 
Op code Op code 

I Operand I I I Operand I 
I,... I Operand IT 

• MITSUBISHI 
"'ELECTRIC 

.... 
II x 

I Ii y 

I 
I.-
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'MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 ADDRESSING MODES 

Name : Immediate addressing mode 
Function : Operand follow immediate after 

opcode. 
Instructions : ADC, AND, CMP, CPX, CPY, 

EOR, LDA, LDX, LDY, ORA, 
SBC 

Example : Mnemonic 
ADC #$AS 

r 

Machine code 

69'6 AS'6 

* This symbol designates the im-
mediate addressing mode. 

Name : Accumulator addressing mode 
Function : Operation is performed on ac-

cumulator. 
Instructions : ASL, DEC, INC, LSR, ROL, 

ROR 
Example : Mnemonic 

ROL A 

2-674 

Machine code 

2A'6 

SINGLE.CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

A-A+C+~ 

Carry flag' 

, • MITSUBISHI' 
.... ELECTRIC 

Memory 
.-

Opcode (69,.) 

Operand (AS,.) 

L-

I 
Accumulator 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 ADDRESSING MODES 

Name : Zero page addressing mode 
Function : Operation is performed on the 

zero page memory (OO'6-FF'6) 
Instructions: ADC, AND, ASL, BIT, CMP, 

COM, CPX, CPY, DEC, EOR, 
INC, LOA, LDM, LOX, LOY, 
LSR, ORA, ROL, ROR, RRF, 
SBC,STA,STX,STY,TST 

Example : Mnemonic 

ADC $02 
Machine code 
65'6 02'6 

Name : Zero page X addressing mode 
Function : Operation is performed on the 

memory which address is spe
cified by adding the operand 

and contents of index register 
X. 

Instructions: ADC, AND, ASL, CMP, DEC, 

EOR, INC, LOA, LOY, LSR, 
ORA, ROL, ROR, SBC, STA, 
STY 

Example : Mnemonic 
ADC $1E,X 

Machine code 
75'6 1 E'6 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Memory 

A-A+C+ I Data /-1-------1 

Opcode (65,.) 

Operand (02,.) 

Memory 

DO,. 

A-A+C+I Data /- Data 
04'6 

~-------
FF,. 

DO,. 

02,. 

FF16 . 

Zero page 

Zero page 
specification 

Zero page 

Zero page X 
specification 

Contents of 

• MITSUBISHI 
..... ELECTRIC 

Opcode (75,.) 

Operand (1 E,.) + '"~"I"~'~ 1 
LJ 

t 
Ignored 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 ADDRESSING MODES 

Name : Zero page Y addressing mode 
Function : Operation is performed on the 

memory which address is spe
cified by adding the operand 
and contents of index register 
Y. 

Instructions : LOX, STX 
Example : '.1nemonic 

LOX $02,Y 
Machine code 
B6'6 02'6 

Name· : Absolute addressing mode 
Function : Operation is performed on the 

memory which address is spe
cified by first and second 
operand. 

Instructions : AOC, ANO, ASL, BIT, CMP, 
CPX, CPY, OEC, EOR, INC, 
JMP, JSR, LOA, LOX, LOY, 
LSR, ORA, ROL, ROR, SBC, 
STA,STX,STY 

. Example : Mnemonic 
AOC $A012 

2-676 

Machine code 
60,6 12'6 AO'6 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Memory 

00,. 

Data EO,. ~-----, Zero 
page 

1-------- FF,. 

;:; 

Opcode (B6,,) 

Operand (02,.) -

A-A+C+ I Data I~ 

Contents of 
index register Y 

>~ 

Memory ..,. 
Opcode (60,.) 

Operand I (12,.) 

Operand II (AD,.) 

Data 

....... 

• . MITSUBISHI 
;"ELECTRIC 

Zero page Y 
specification 

}-
Absolute 
specification 

AD12,. 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 ADDRESSING MODES 

Name 
Function 

: Absolute X addressing mode 
: Operation is performed on the' 

memory which address is spe
cified by adding the contents of 
index register X and value indi-. 
cated first and second operand. 

Instructions: ADC, AND, ASL, CMP, DEC, 

Example 

Name 
Function 

EOR, INC, LDA, LDY, LSR, 
ORA,ROL,ROR,SBC,STA 

: Mnemonic Machine code 
ADC $AD12,X 7D '6 12'6 AD'6 

: Absolute Y addressing mode 
: Operation is performed on the 

memory which address is spe
cified by adding the contents of 

index register Y and value indi
cated first and second operand. 

Instructions : ADC, AND, CMP, EOR, LDA, 
LDX,ORA,SBC,STA 

Example : Mnemonic Machine code 
ADC $AD12,Y 79,6 12'6 AD'6 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

A-A+C+~~ 

• . MITSUBISHI 
"'-ELECTRIC 

Memory - -
Opcode (70,.) 

Operand I (12,.) 

Operand I! (AD,.) 

Data 

", 

Memory 

~ 

Opcode (79,.) 

Operand I (12,.) 

OperandI! (AD,,) 

'-

Contents of 
Index register X 

} + ~ ~ r-----------I 
Absolute X 

specification 

AEOO'6 oE------' 

Contents of 
index register Y 

~ 
} + ~ = '--------r----' 

Absolute Y 
specification 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 ADDRESSING MODES 

Name : Implied addressing mode 
Function : Implied addressing mode need 

no operand. 
Instructions : BRK, ClC, ClD, CLI,Cl T, 

ClV, DEX, DEY, FST, INX, INY, 
NOP, PHA, PHP, PlA, PlP, 
RTI, RTS, SEC, SED,SEI, SET, 
SlW, STP, TAX, TAY, TSX, 
TXA, TXS, TYA, WIT 

Example : Mnemonic Machine code 

1816 . ClC 

Name : Relative addressing mode 
Function : Jumps to address whic~ is pro-

duced by adding the contents 
of program counter and the 
contents of operand. 

Instructions: BCC, BCS, BEQ, BMI, BNE, 
BPl,BRA,BVC,BVS 

Example : Mnemonic Machine code 
BCC * -12 9016 F216 

2-678 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

PS 

PS 

Jumps to * -12 adqress when 
carry flag(c) is cleared. 

Memory -
Address to be 

executed next 

Opcode (9O,.) 

Operand (F2,.) 

,. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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* 

c 

? 

j 
o 

Carry flag reset 

Proceed to next address when 
carry flag(c) is set. 

Memory 

Opcode (90,.) * 
r--'---~-f 

Operand (F2,.) 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS, 

SERIES MELPS740 ADDRESSING MODES 

Name 
Functipn 

: Indirect X addressing mode 
: Operation is performed on the 

memory at address indicated 
by contents of consecutive 2 
byte memory which first 
address is formed by adding 
operand and contents of index 
register X. 

Instructions : ADC, AND, CMP, EOR, LDA, 
ORA,SBC,STA 

Example : Mnemonic Machine code 
ADC ($1E,X) 61 16 1E16 

Name : Indirect Y addressing mode 
Function : Operation is performed on the 

memory addressed by adding 
the contents of index register Y 
and contents of consecutive 2 
byte zero page memory which 
first address is specified by 
operand. 

Instructions: ADC, AND, CMP, EOR, LDA, 
ORA, SBC, STA 

Example : Mnemonic Machine code 
ADC ($1 E), V 71 16 1 E16 

Zero page 
indirect 
speclficatio 

SINGLE·CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

> 
C" 
en 
Q. 
c: 
lii 
en 
-g 
o 
:;. 
o a 
g 

Memory 

{ Datal (DO,.) 

Datal! (14,.) 

~-------. 

Opcode (61,.) 

Operand (lE,.) 

~ 
~- Data 

:: 

DO,. 

04,. 

05,. 

'FF,. 

Zero page 

Zero page X 
indirect 
specification 

Contents oi 
index register X 

+~~I 
f 

Ignored 

1400,. 

In this example, 0016 as data I and 1416 as data II have been 
stored beforehand. 

Memory 

DO,. 

Zero page 
1 E,. 

~ Datal (01,.) 

'--_----' + ~ =L--.---' 

Contents of 

n 

Datal! (12,.) 
1 F,. 

~-------
FF,. 

index register Y 

:::: 

Opcode (71,.) 

'----- Operand (1 E,.) Absolute Y specification ... ~ 

12E7,. 

In this example, 0016 as data I and 1216 as Data II have been 
stored beforehand. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 ADDRESSING MODES 

Name 

Function 

: Indirect absolute addressing 
mode 

: Specifies consecutive 2-byte 

memories by contents of first 
and second operand and jumps 
to address indicated by con
tents of these memories. 

Instructions : JMP 
Example 

Name 

Function 

: Mnemonic 
JMP ($1400) 

Machine code 
Ge '6 00'6 14'6 

: Zero page indirect absolute 
addressing mode 

: Specifies consecutive 2-byte 
memories i'n zero page area by 
operand contents and jumps to 
adddress indicated by contents 
of these memories. 

Instructions: JMP, JSR 
Example 

2-680 

: Mnemonic 
JMP ($05) 

Machine code 
82 '6 05'6 

SINGLE.CHIP 8.BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Memory - --
Opcode (6e,.) 

Operand I (00,.) 

Operand II (14,.) 
Jump 

Indirect *-----
specification [ 

Datal (FF,.) 

Data II (1E,.) 

Address to be 
executed next 

;..0- ~ 

1400,. 

1EFF" 

Absolute 
specification J I 

In this example, FF'6 as data I and 1 E'6 as data II have been 
stored beforehand. 

Zero page 
indirect 
specification 

r---

~ 

Memory 

Datal (FF,,) 

Datall (1E,.) 

--------

Opcode (82,.) 

Operand (05,.) 

Address to be 
executed next - -

00" 

05" } ___ -, 

06,. 

FF,. 

* )"mo 
1EFF,. 

Absolute 
,specification 

In this example, FF'6 as data I and 1 E'6 as data II have been 

stored beforehand. 

• MITSUBISHI 
.,.. ELECTRIC 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 ADDRESSING MODES 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Name 
Function 

: Special page addressing mode 
: Jumps to address in special 

page area. 8 high-order 
address and 8 low-order 
address of jump distination is 
1 F'6 and contents of operand 
respectively. 

Instruction : JSR 
Example : Mnemonic 

JSR "-$1FEO 

t 

Machine code 
2216 E016 

*This symbol denotes. special 
page mode. 

Memory 

~ 

Opcode (22,.) 

Operand (EO,.) 

Note 1 The higher byte address is 1 F,. for M50740A-XXXSP, 

M50740ASP, M50741-XXXSP, M50752-XXXSP, M50757-XXXSP 

and M50758-XXXSP, and is 3F,. for M50930-XXXFP, M50931-

XXXFP, M50932-XXXFP, M37410M3-XXXFP and M37410M4-

XXXFP. 

I-------~-

Name 

Function 

: Zero page bit addressing 
mode 

: Operation is performed on the 
bit specified by 3 high-order 
bits of opcode, memory 
address containing this bit is 
specified by operand. 

Instructions: CLB, SEB 
Example : Mnemonic 

CLB 5,$04 
Machine code 
BF16 0416 

Address to be 

Zero page 
specification 

~ 

'---

. • MITSUBISHI 
"-ELECTRIC 

executed next 

Memory 

Bit5 

I? I 

--------

Bit 
specification Opcode 

+ • 
1 01 I 1 1 11 1 

Operand (04,.) 

..... -

1 

* 
Special page 

specification 

(Note 1 ) I FFOO,. 

(Note 1 ) 

FFEO,. 

(Note 1 ) 

FFFF,. 

DO,. 

04,. 

FF,. 

04,. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 ADDRESSING MODES 

Name : Accumulator bit addressing 
mode 

Function : Specifies bit in accumulator by 

3 high-order bits of opcode. 
Instructions : CLB, SEB 
Example 

Name 

Function 

: Mnemonic 
CLB 5,A 

Machine code 
BB'6 

: Accumulator bit relative ad
dressing mode 

: the location of the accumulator 
bit is specified with the 3 high
order bits of the opcode and, 

depending on the state of this 
bit, a jump is mode to the 

address indicated by the value 
produced by adding the oper
and contents to that of the 
program counter. 

Instructions : BBC, BBS 
Example 

2-682 

: Mnemonic 
BBC 5,A,*-12 

Machine code 
B3'6 F2 '6 

SINGLE~CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Bit5 

Accumulator L-_..I.1 ?,;.. • .L.' __ ..;..I 

Memory 

Bit 
specification Opcode 

f t 
101 r 11011 

I 
Bit5 

Accumulator I I 0 I 

When accumulator bit 5 is 

cleared 

Bit5 

Accumulator 1L---II..;o;.!I ____ ...I 

Jump to * -'2 address 

Memory 

Address ~x~~uted next * - 1 2 

Bit 
specification Opcode 

t 
1--_1_0_1-1_1_0_0_1_1 --I * 

Operand (F2,.) 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Jump 

When accumulator bit 5 is set 

Bit5 

Accumulator 11-....1.1.:,1.1.1 ___ ......1 

Jump to * +2 address 

Memory 

",. 

Bit 
specification Opcode 

+ 
, 

1011 10011 * 
Operand (F2,.) 

Address to be 
executed nest 

-..... ---



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 ADDRESSING MODES 

Name 

Function 

: Zero page bit relative address
ing mode 

: Operation is performed on the 
bit specified by 3 high-order 
bits of opcode, memory 
address containing this bit is 
specified by first operand and, 
depending on the state of this 
special bit, jumps to the 
address indicated by the value 
produced by adding the 

second operand contents to the 
contents of the program 
counter. 

Instructions: BBC, BBS 
Example : Mnemonic 

BBC 5,$04, * -12 
Machine code 
B716 0416 F1 16 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MiCROCOMPUTER 

Jump to * - 12 address when 
0416 address bit 5 is cleared. 

Advance to * +3 address when 
0416 address bit 5 is set. 

Memory 

Bit5 

.- 10 1 

c: --------0 

~ 
.g 

'" Q) Address to be 
~ executed next 
Q) 

'" '" a. 
e 
Q) 

N Bit 
specification Opcode 

+ t 
101 J 1011 1 

'-- Operand (04,.) 

Operand (F1,.) 

-i;"""" ~ 

• MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 

00,.) 
04,. Zero page 

FF,. 

* 

Zero page 
specification 

r"" 

'--

Memory 00,. 
Bit5 

11 I 04'6 

FF16 
-----.- --

Bit 
specification Opcode , 

* 1 01 I 1 011 1 * 
Operand (04,6) 

Operand (F1,.) 

Address to be 
executed next 

~ 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 
MACHINE INSTRUCTIONS 

SINGLE-CHIP a-BIT CMOS MICRO.COMPUTER 

MACHINE INSTRUCTIONS 

Symbol Function 

ADC When T-O 
(Note 1) A-A+M+C 
(Note 9) 

When T=l 
M(X)-M(X)+M+C 

AND When T=O 
(Note 1) A-AIIM 

When T=l 
M(X)-M(X) 11M 

A8L 7 Q 
C-c==J-O 

BBC Ab or Mb-O? 
(Note 4) 

BB8 Ab or Mb=l? 
(Note4) 

BCC C=O? 
(Note 4) 

BC8 C=l? 
(Nole 4) 

BEQ Z-l? 
(Note4) 

BIT AIIM 

BMI N-1? 
(Note 4) 

BNE Z=O? 
(Note4) 

BPL N=O? 
(Note 4) 

BRA PC-PC±offsel 

BRK B-1 
M(8)-PCH 
8-8-1 
M(8)-PCL 
8-8-1 
M(8)-P8 
8-8-1 
PCL-ADL 
PCH-ADH 

2-684 

Details 

OP 

Adds the carry, accumulator, and memory con-

tents. The results are entered into the accumu-

lator. 

Adds the cootents of the memory in the address in-

dicated by index register X, the ccntents of the 

memory specified by the addressing mooes in the 

columns on the right, and the contents d the carry. 

The results are entered into the memory at the 

address indicated by index register X. 

"AND-s" the accumulator and memory con-

tents. The results are entered into the accumu-

lator. 

"AND-s" the contents of the memexy of the address 

indicated by index register X and the coolents of the 

memory speCified by the addressing mooes in the 

columns on the right The results are entered into the 

memory at the address: indicated by index register X. 

1-bit shifts the contents of accumulator or con-

tents of memory to the left. "a" enters Oth bit of 

memory or accumulator and the contents of the 

7th bit enter carry flag. 

Branches when the contents of the bit specified 

in the accumulator or memory are "0". 

Branches when the contents of the bit specified 

in the accumulator or memory are "1". 

Branches when _the contents of carry flag are 

"0". 

Branches when the contents of carry flag are 

~'1 " . 

Branches .when the contents of zero flag are 

"I". 

"AND-s" the contents of accumulator and mem-

ory. The results are not entered anywhere. 

Branches when the contents of negative fiag 
are "1". 

Branches when the contents of zero flag are 

"0". 

Branches when the contents of negative flag 

are "a". 
Jumps to address where offset has been added 

to the program counter. 

Execute,s software interrupt. 00 

• MITSUBISHI 
;"ELECTRIC 

Addressing mode 

IMP IMM A BIT,A ZP BIT,ZP 

n :II OP n :II OP n :II OP n :II OP n :II OP n :II 
69 2 2 65 3 2 

29 2 2 25 3 2 

OA 2 1 06 5 2 

1.( 4 2 1] 5 3 
2i 2i 

0.( 4 2 
2i 

OJ 5 3 
2i 

24 3 2 

7 1 



ZP,X ZP,Y 

OP n :fj; OP n 

75 4 2 

35 4 2 

16 6 2 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MACHINE INSTRUCTIONS 

ABS 

:fj; OP n 

6D 4 

2D 4 

OE 6 

2C 4 

Si~GLIE·CiUF 8·lBn CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Addressing mode 

ABS,X ABS,Y IND 

:fj; OP n :fj; OP n :fj; OP n 

3 7D 5 3 79 5 3 

3 3D 5 3 39 5 3 

3 1E 7 3 

3 

ZP,IND IND,X IND,Y REL 

:fj; OP n :fj; OP n :fj; OP n 

61 6 2 71 

21 6 2 31 

• MITSUBISHI 
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6 

6 

:fj; OP n 

2 

2 

90 2 

BO 2 

FO 2 

30 2 

DO 2 

10 2 

80 4 

SP 

:fj; OP n :fj; 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Processor status register 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

N V T B D I Z C 

N V · · · · Z C 

N · · · · · Z · 

N · · · · · Z C 

· · · · · · · · 

· · · · · · · · 

· · · · · · · · 
· · · · · · · · 
· · · · · · · · 

M7 M6 · · · · Z · 

· · · · · · · · 
· · · · · · · · 
· · · · · · · · 
· · · · · · · · 
· · · 1 · 1 · · 
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Symbol 

BVC 
(Nate4) 

BVS 
(Note 4) 

ClB 

ClC 

ClD 

CLI 

ClT 

ClV 

CMP 
(Nate3) 

COM 

CPX 

CPY 

DEC 

DEX 

DEY 

DIV 
(Nate8) 

EaR 
(Note 1) 

FST 
(Note 5) 

INC 

INX 

INY 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MACHINE INSTRUCTIONS 

Function 

V=O? 

V=l? 

Ab or Mb-O 

C-O 

D~O 

1-0 

T-O 

V~O 

When T=O 
A-M 

When T=l 
M(X)-M 

M-M 

X-M 

Y-M 

A~A-1 or 
M~M-1 

X-X-'-l 

Y-Y-1 

A-(M(zz+X+ 1), 
M(zz+X))/A 

M (S) - 1 's cample-
men! of Remainder 

S~S-l 

When T=O 
A~A¥M 

When T=l 
M (xl -M (X)¥M 

A-A+1 or 
M~M+1 

X-X+1 

Y-Y+1 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Details IMP 

OP 

Branches when the contents of overflow flag 

are "0." 

Branches when the contents of overflow flag 

are "1." 

Clears the contents of the bit specified in the 

accumulator or memory to "0." 

Clears the contents of the carry flag to "0," 18 

Clears the contents of decimal mode flag to D8 
"0." 

Clears the contents' of interrupt disable flag to 58 
"0." 

Clears the contents of X-modified arithmetic 12 
mode flag to "0." 

Clears the contents overflow flag to "0." B8 

Compares the contents of accumulator and 
memory. 

Compares the contents of the memory speci-

fied by addressing modes in the columns on 

the right with the contents of the address indi-

cated by index register X. 

Formes one's complement of contents of mem-

ory, and store it into memory. 

Compares the contents of index register X and· 

memory. 

Compares t~e contents of index register Y and 

memory. 

Decrements the contents of. accumulator or 
memory by I. 

Decrements the contents of index register X by CA 
I. 

Decrements the contents of index register Y by 88 
I. 

Divides by· accumulator the 16-bit data that is 

the contents of M(zz+x+l)tor high byte and 
the contents of the next address memory for 

low byte, and stores the quotient in the accu-

mulator and the remainder on the st!lck as 1 's 

complement. 

"Exclusive-DRs" the contents of accumulator 

and memory. The results are stored into the 

accumulator. 

"Exclusive-DRs" the contents of the memory 

specified by the addressing modes in the col-

umns on the right and the contents of the mem-

ory at the address indicated by index register 

X. The results are stored into the memory at th~ 

address indicated by index register. X. 

Connects oscillator output to XOUTF . E2 

Increments the contents of accumulator or 
memory by 1.· 

Increments the contents of index register X by E8 
I. 

Increments the contents of index register Y by C8 
I. 

.• MITSUBISHI 
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n 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

:II 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

·1 

Addressing mode 

IMM A BIT,A ZP BIT,ZP 

OP n :II OP n :II OP n :II OP n :II OP n :II 

1B 2 1 1F 5 2 
+ + 2; 2; 

C9 2 2 C5 3 2 

44 5 2 

EO 2 2 E4 3 2 

CO 2 2 C4 3 2 

1A 2 1 C6 5 2 

49 2 2 45 3 2 

3A 2 1 E6 5 2 



ZP,X ZP,Y 

OP n # OP n 

D5 4 2 

D6 6 2 

E2 16 2 

55 4 2 

F6 6 2 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MACHINE INSTRUCTIONS 

ABS 

# OP n 

CD 4 

EC 4 

CC 4 

CE 6 

4D 4 

EE 6 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Addressing mode 

ABS,X ABS,Y 

# OP n # OP n # OP 

3 DD 5 3 D9 5 3 

3 

3 

3 DE 7 3 

3 5D 5 3 59 5 3 

3 FE 7 3 

IND ZP,IND IND,X IND,Y 

n # OP n # OP n # OP n # OP 

C1 6 2 

41 6 2 

• MITSUBISHI 
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50 

70 

D1 6 2 

51 6 2 

Processor status register 

REL SP 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 a 
n # OP n # N V T B D I Z C 

2 2 · · · · · · · 
2 2 · · · · · · 

· · · · · · · 
· · · · · · · a 
· · · · a · · · 
· · · · a · · 
· 0 · · · · · 
· a · · · · 
N · · · · Z C 

N · · · Z · 
N · · · · · Z C 

N · · · · · Z C 

N · · · · · Z 

N · · · · · Z 

N · · · · · Z · 
· · · · · · · 

N · · · · · Z 

· · · · · · · · 
N · · · · · Z · 
N · · · · · Z · 

I 
N · · · · · Z · 
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Symbol 

JMP 

JSR 

LDA 
(Note 2) 

LDM 

LDX 

LDY 

LSR 

MUL 
(Note 8) 

NOP 

ORA 
(Notel) 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MACHINE INSTRUCTIONS 

Function 

If addressing mode is ASS 
PCL-ADL 
PCH-ADH 
If addressing mode is IND 

PCL - (ADH• ADL) 
PCH-(ADH• ADL+1) 
If addressing mode Is ZP. IND 

PCL - (00. ADL) 
PCH....:.(OO. ADL+1) 

M(S)-PCH 
S-S-l 
M(S)-PCL 
S-S-l 

After executing the above. 
if addressing mode is ASS. 
PCL-ADL 
PCH-ADH 
If addressing mode is SP. 
PCL-ADL 
PCH-FF 

if addressing mode is ZP. IND. 
PCL - (00. ADL) 

PCH- (00. ADL + 1) 

When T-O 
A-M 
When T=l 
M(X)-M 

M-IMM 

X-M 

Y-M 

7 a 
O-c::::::::J-C 

M(S) 'A-AXM(zz+X) 

~-S-l 

PC-PC+l 

When T=O 
A-AVM 

When T=l 
M (X) -M (X) VM 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Details IMP 

OP n 

Jumps to new address. 

After storing contents of program counter in 
stack, 'and jumps to new address. 

Load accumulator with contents of memory. 

Load memory indicated by index register X with 

contents of memory specified by addressing 

mode shown in right column. 

Load memory with immediate value. 

Load index register X with contents of memory. 

Load ,index register Y with contents of memory. 

Shift the contents of accumulator or memory to 

the right by one bit 

Oth bit of accumulator or memory is stored in 
carrY,7th bit is cleared. 

Multiplies accumulator with the memory speci-

fied by the zero page X addrressing mode and 

stores the high byte of the result on the stack 

and the low byte in the accumulator. 

No operation. EA 2 

Produce the logical OR of the contents of mem-

ory and accumulator. _ The result is stored in 

accumulator. 

produce the logical OR of contents of memory 

indicated by index register X and contents of 

memory specified by addressing mode shown 

in right column. The result is stored in memory 

of address specified by index register X. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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IMM 

# OP n 

A9 2 

A2 2 

AO 2 

1 
09 2 

Addressing mode 

A BIT.A ZP BIT.ZP 

# OP n :If OP n # OP n # OP n # 

2 A5 3 2 

3C 4 3 

2 A6 3 2 

2 A4 3 2 

4A 2 1 46 5 2 

2 05 3 2 



ZP,X ZP,Y 

OP n j;j: OP n 

B5 4 2 

B6 4 

B4 4 2 

56 6 2 

62 15 2 

15 4 2 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MACHINE INSTRUCTIONS 

ABS 

j;j: OP n 

4C 3 

20 6 

AD 4 

2 AE 4 

AC 4 

4E 6 

OD 4 

SiNGLIE-CHilP S-IBIT CMOS MICIROCOMPUTlEft 

Addressing mode 

ABS,X ABS,Y IND ZP,IND IND,X IND,Y REL 

j;j: OP n j;j: OP n j;j: OP n 

3 6C 5 

3 

3 BD 5 3 B9 5 3 

3 BE 5 3 

3 BC 5 3 

3 5E 7 3 

3 1 D 5 3 19 5 3 

jj: OF n j;j: OP n j;j: OP n 

3 B2 4 2 

02 7 2 

A1 6 2 B1 

01 6 2 

," MITSUB, ISH. 
..... ELECTRIC 

11 

6 

6 

j;j: OP n 

2 

2 

SP 

j;j: OP n j;j: 

22 5 2 

Processor status register 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

N V T B D I Z C 

· · · · · · · · 

· · · · · · · 

N · · · · · Z · 

· ., · · · · · · 
N · · · Z · 
N · · · · Z · 
0 · · · · · Z C 

· · · · · · · · 

· · · · · · · · 
'N · · · · · Z · 
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Symbol 

PHA 

PHP 

PLA 

PLP 

ROL 

ROR 

RRF 

RTI 

RTS 

SBC 
(Note 1) 
(Note 9) 

SEB 

SEC 

SED 

SEI 

SET 

SLW 
(Note5) 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MACHINE INSTRUCTIONS 

Function 

M(S)~A 

S~S-1 

M(S)~PS 

S-S-1 

S-S+1 
A-M(S) 

S-S+1 
PS-M(S) 

7 0 
Cc=J-@J:J 

7 0 
C@J-c=J=:J 

7 0 

~ 

S~S+1 

PS-M(S) 
S~S+1 

PCL-M(S) 
S~S+1 

PCH-M(S) 

S~S+1 

PCL-M(S) 
S-S+1 
PCH-M(S) 

When T=O 
A~A-M-C 

When T=1 
M(X)-M(X)-M-C 

Ab or Mb-1 

C~1 

D~1 

1~1 

T~1 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Details IMP 

OP 

Saves the contents of the accumulator in the memory 48 
at the address indicated by the stack pointer and 

decrements the contents of stack pointer by 1. 

Saves the contents of processor status register 08 
in-the memory at the address indicated by the 

stack pointer and decrements the contents of 

stack pointer by 1. 

Increments the contents of stack pointer by l' and 68 
pulls from the memory at the address· indicated by 

the stack pointer, and store it in accumulator. 

Increments the contents of stack pOinter by 1 28 
and pulls from the memory at the address indi-

cated by the stack pointer, and store it in pro-

cessor status register. 

Connects the carry flag and the accumulator or 

memory and rotates the contents to the left by 1 

bit. 

Connects the carry flag and the accumulator or 

memory and rotates the contents to the right by 

1 bit. 

Rotates the contents of memory to the right by 4 

bits. 

Returns from the interrupt routine to the main 40 
routine. 

Returns from the subroutine to the main routine. 60 

Subtracts the contents of memory and carry flag 

from the cqntents of accumulator. The results 

are stored into the accumulator. 

Subtracts contents of carry flag and contents of 

the memory indicated by the addressing modes 

~hown in tile columns on the right from the 

memory at the address indicated by index reg-

ister X. The results are stored into the memory 

of the address indicated by index register X. 

Sets the specified bit contents of accumulator 

or memory to "1." 

Sets the contents of carry flag to "1." 38 

Sets the contents of decimal mode flag to "1." F8 

Sets the contents of interrupt disable flag to 78 
"l." 

Sets the contents of X-modified arithmetic 32 
mode flag to "l." 

Releases the connection between the oscillator C2 
output and pin XOUTF. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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n 

3 

3 

4 

4 

6 

6 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

:11= 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Addressing mode 

IMM A BIT,A ZP BIT,ZP 

OP n :11= OP n :11= OP n :11= OP n :11= OP n :11= 

2A 2 1 26 5 2 

6A 2 1 66 5 2 

82 8 2 

E9 2 2 E5 3 2 

~ 2 1 Of 5 2 
2i 2i 



ZP,X ZP,Y 

OP n # OP n 

36 6 2 

76 6 2 

F5 4 2 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MACHINE INSTRUCTIONS 

ABS 

# OP n 

2E 6 

6E 6 

ED 4 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

AddressIng mode 

ABS,X ABS,Y IND 

# OP n # OP n # OP n 

3 3E 7 3 

3 7E 7 3 

3 FD 5 3 F9 5 3 

ZP,IND IND,X IND,Y 

# OP n # OP n # OP 

E1 6 2 F1 

• MITSUBISHI 
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n # OP 

6 2 

REL SP 

n # OP n 

Processor status register 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

# N V T B D I Z C 

· · · · · · · 

· · · · · · · 

N · · · · · Z · 

(Value saved i.n stack) 

N · · · · Z C 

N · '. · · · Z C 

· · · · · · · · 
(Value saved in stack) 

· · · · · · · · 

N V · · · · Z C 

· · · · · · · · 
· · · · · · · 1 

· · · · 1 · · · 
· · · · · 1 · · 
· · 1 · · · · · 
· · · · · · · · 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MACHINE INSTRUCTIONS 

SINGLE.CHIP 8·BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Addressing mode 

Symbol FUnction Details IMP IMM A BIT.A ZP BIT.ZP 

OP n :11= OP n :11= OP n :11= OP n :11= OP n :11= OP n :11= 

STA M-A Stores the contents of accumulator in the 85 4 2 
.memory. 

STP Stops the oscillation of the oscillator. 42 2 1 
(Note 7) 

STX M-X Stores the contents of index register X in the 86 4 2 
memory. 

STY M-Y Stores the contents of index register Y in the 84 4 2 
memory. 

TAX X-A Transfers the contents of accumulator to index AA 2 1 
register X. 

TAY V-A Transfers' the contents of accumulator to index A8 2 1 
register Y. 

TST M=O? Tests whether the contents of memory are "0" 64 3 2 
or not. 

TSX X-S Transfers the contents of stack pointer to index BA 2 1 
register X. 

TXA A-X Transfers the contents of index register X to the 8A 2 1 
accumulator. 

TXS S-X Transfers the contents of index register X to the 9A 2 1 
stack pOinter. 

TVA A-Y Transfers the contents of index register Y to the 98 2 1 
accumulator. 

WIT Stops the internal clock. C2 2 1 
(Note 6) 

Note The number of cycles un" is added by 3 when T is 1. 
The number of cycles "n" is add'ed by 2 when T is 1. 
The number of cycles "n" is added by 1 when T is 1. 

2-692 

The number of cycles "n" is added by 2 when branching has occurred. 
This instruction is not for any other models than M50740A-XXXSP. M50740ASP. M50741-XXXSP. M50752-XXXSP. M50757-XXXSP and 
M50758-XXXSP. 
This instruction is not provided for M50740A-XXXSP. M50740ASP. M50741-XXXSP. M50752-XXXSP. M50757-XXXSP. and M50758-XXXSP. 
This instruction is not provided for M50752-XXXSP. M50757-XXXSP and M50758-XXXSP. 
This instruction is not for any other models than M37450M2-XXXSP. M37450M4-XXXSP. M37450M8-XXXSP. M37450S1SP. M37450S2SP and 
M37450S4SP. 
N, V and Z flags are invalid at decimal operation mode. 
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ZP,X ZP,Y 

OP n :II OP n :II 
95 5 2 

96 5 2 

94 5 2 

Symbol 

IMP 

IMM 

A 

BIT, A 

ZP 

BIT, ZP 

ZP,X 

ZP,Y 
ABS 

ABS, X 

ABS, Y 

IND 

ZP,IND 

IND,X 
IND, Y 

REL 

SP 

C 

Z 
I 

0 

B 

T 

V 

N 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MACHINE INSTRUCTIONS 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

Addressing mode 

ABS ABS,X ABS,Y IND ZP,IND IND,X IND,Y 

OP n :II OP n :1* OP n :II OP n :II OP n :1* OP n :II OP 

80 5 3 90 6 3 99 6 3 81 7 2 91 

8E 5 3 

8C 5 3 

Contents Symbol 

Implied addressing mode + 
Immediate addressing mode -
Accumulator or Accumulator addressing mode /\ 

V 

Accumulator bit relative addressing mode V-
-

Zero page addressing mode -
Zero page bit relative addressing mode X 

Y 

Zero page X addressing mode S 

Zero page Y addressing mode PC 

Absolute addressing "!lode PS 

Absolute X addressing mode PCH 
Absolute Y addressing mode PCL 

Indirect absolute addressing mode ADH 

ADL 
Zero page indirect absolute addressing mode (ADH, AD L ) 

Indirect X addressing mode 

Indirect Y addressing mode 

Relative addressing mode 

Special page addressing mode 

Carry flag 

Zero flag 
Interrupt disable flag 

Decimal mode flag 

Break flag 

X-modified arithmetic mode flag 

Overflow flag 

Negative flag 

(00, AD L ) 

r:r= 
M 

M(X) 

M(S) 

Ab 

Mb 
OP 
n 

:II 

• MITSUBISHI 
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n :1* 

7 2 

Processor status register 

REL SP 7 6 

OP n :II OP n :1* N V 

· · 
· · 
· · 
· · 
N · 
N · 
N · 
N · 
N · 
· · 
N · 
· · 

Contents 

Addition 

Subtraction 

Logical OR 

Logical AND 

Logical exclusive OR 

Negation 

Shows direction of data flow 

Index register X 

Index register Y 

Stack pointer 

Program counter 

Processor status register 

5 

T 

· 
· 
· 
· 
· 

· 
· 
· 
· 

8 high-order bits of program counter 

8 low-order bits of program counter 

8 high-order bits of address 

Blow-order bits of address 

4 3 2 1 

B 0 I Z 

· · · · 
· · · · 
· · · · 
· · · · 
· · · Z 

· · · Z 

· · · Z 

· · · Z 

· · · Z 

· · · · 
· · · Z 

· · · · 

0 

C 

· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 

· 

Contents of memory at address indicated by ADH and 

ADL, in AOH is 8 high-order bits and ADL is 8 low

arder bits. 

Contents of address indicated by zero page ADL 

FF in Hexadecimal notAtion 

Memory specified by 'address deSignation of any 

addressing mode f 

Memory of address indicated by contents of index 

register X 

Memory of address indicated by contents of stack 

pointer 

1 bit of accumulator 

1 bit of memory 

Opcode 
Number of cycles 

Number of bytes 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 LIST OF 
INSTRUCTION CODES 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT CMOS MICROCOMPUTER 

LIST OF INSTRUCTION CODES 

D3-Do 

Hexadecimal 
D7-D, notation 

0000 

0001 

0010 

0011 

0100 

0101 5 

0110 

0111 

1000 

1001 

1010 A 

1011 B 

1100 e 

1101 D 

1110 

1111 

Note 1 

Instruction 

SLW 

WIT 

Note 2 

Instruction 

FST 

DIV 

2-694 

0000 0001 0010 0011 0100 0101 0110 

0 

ORA JSR BBS ORA 
BRK 

IND,X ZP,IND 0, A ZP 

ORA BBC ORA 
BPL CLT 

IND, Y O,A ZP, X 

AND JSR BBS BIT AND 

IND, X SP 1, A ZP ZP 

AND BBC AND 
BMI SET 

IND, Y 1, A ZP,X 

EOR STP BBS COM EOR 
RTI 

IND, X (Note4) 2, A ZP ZP 

EOR BBC EOR 
BVC 

IND, Y 2, A ZP, X 

ADC MUL BBS TST ADC 
RTS 

IND, X (Note3) 3,A ZP ZP 

ADC BBC ADC 
BVS 

IND, Y 3, A ZP, X 

STA RRF BBS STY STA 
BRA 

IND, X ZP 4,A ZP ZP 

STA BBC STY STA 
BCC 

IND,Y 4,A ZP,X ZP, X 

LDY LDA LDX BBS LDY LDA 

IMM IND,X IMM 5,A ZP ZP 

LDA JMP BBC LDY LDA 
BCS 

IND, Y ZP,IND 5.A ZP,X ZP, X 

CPY CMP SLW BBS CPY CMP 
(NoteD 

IMM tND,X WIT 6, A ZP ZP 

CMP BBC CMP 
BNE 

IND, Y 6,A ZP,X 

CPX SBe FST BBS CPX SBC 
(Note2) 

IMM IND, X DIV 7, A ZP ZP 

SBe BBC SBC 
BEQ 

IND, Y 7,A ZP,X 

type 

M50740A-XXXSP, M50740ASP, M50741-XXXSP, 

M50752-XXXSP, M50757-XXXSP, M50758-XXXSP 

other types 

type 

M50740A-XXXSP, M50740ASP, M50741-XXXSP, 

M50752-XXXSP, M50757-XXXSP, M50758-XXXSP 

M37450M2-XXXSP, M37450M4-XXXXSP, M37450MB-XXXSP, 

M37450S1SP, M37450S2SP, M37450S4SP 

other types 

0111 1000 1001 1010 1011 1100 1101 1110 1111 

8 9 A B C D E F 

Note 3 

Instruction type 

MUL 
M37450M2-XXXSP, M37450M4-XXXXSP, M37450MB-XXXSP, 

M37450S1SP,. M37450S2SP, M37450S4SP 

-- other types 

Note 4 

This inslruction is not provided for M50752-XXXSP, M50757 -XXXSP 

and M50758-XXXSP. 

3-byte instruction 

o 2-byte instruction 

o I-byte instruction 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0744T .. XXXSp 

EXTENDED OPERATING TEMPERATURE VERSION of MS0744-XXXSP 

DESCRIPTION 
The M50744T-XXXSP is a single-chip microcomputer de
signed with CMOS silicon gate technology. It is housed in a 
64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP. This single-chip micro
computer is useful for business equipment and other con
sumer applications. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

In addition to its simple instruction sets, the ROM, RAM, 
and I/O addresses are placed on the same memory map to 
enable easy programming. 
The differences between the M507 44T -XXXSP and the 
M50744-XXXSP are some electrical characteristics depend 
on the expansion of operating temperature range. Other 
functions are explained in the M50744-XXXSP's section in 
detail. 

FEATURES 
e Number of basic instructions···· ............................... 69 
o Memory size ROM .................................. 4096 bytes 

RAM······································ 144bytes 

lit Instruction execution time 
....... 2,us (minimum instructions at 4MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply f(XIN )=4MHz·················5V±10% 

" Power dissipation 
normal operation mode (at 4MHz frequency) ····15mW 

• Operating temperature range···· ................. -40-85"C 

o Subroutine nesting ·····························72 levels (Max.) 
• Interrupt··········································6 types, 5 vecters 
• 8-bit timer ......................................................... ·····3 

• Programmable I/O (Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4) .. ·········40 
o Input ports (Port P5) ................................................ 8 

o Output ports (Port P6) ·············································4 
o A-D converter·· ............. 8-bit successive approximation 

It D-A converter 
G'l 8-bit PWM function 
ell Watchdog timer 

APPLICATION 
Office automation equipment 
Automobile (Audio visual system, .Instruction panel system, 

Air conditioner system) 

Reference 

voltage input 

D-A output 

Vee 

AVss 

PWM output PWM _ 5 

Output 
port P6 

1/0 

port P4 

1/0 

P4,/AN, - 10 

P4,/AN, - 11 

P45/AN5 - 12 

P44 /AN 4 - 13 

port P3 P33/CNTR _ 22 

P3,/INT, - 23 

Interrupt input 

CNVss 
Reset input RESET _ 28 

Clock input 

Timing output 

Vss 

Outline 

• MITSUBISHI 
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64P4B 

1/0 port P2 

liD port PO 

1/0 port P1 

Input port P5 
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M50744T-XXXSP BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Clock input Clock output Timing output Interrupt input Reset input (5V) (OV) (OV) 

X'N XOUT if> INT,. RESET Vee Vss CNVss 
9\--,-

I 

-.---r---,---W----@---®-------·----I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I , 

I 
L 

~ 
I 

I , 
I [ P6(4) 

I 

Clock generating circuit -

Watchdog timer 

8-bit 
arithemetic 
and logical 

unit 

'r 

;. 

Accumulator 
A(8) 

«' 
~ 

I 
.". 

u 
Processor 
status 
register 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0744T-XXXSP 

EXTENDED OPERATING TEMPERATURE VERSION of MS0744-XXXSP 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings ----

Vee Supply voltage -0. 3~ 7 
V, Input voltage X1N -0. 3~ 7 
V, Input voltage P2o ........ P27, P44 ........ P4 7 -0. 3~Vee+0. 3 

V, 
Input voltage POO ........ P07, Pl o ........ Ph, P30 ........ P3 7, P4o ........ P4 3, With respect to Vss 

-0. 3~13 
P50-P5,. INT, With the output transistor cut-off 

V, Input voltage CNVss. RESET -0.3~13 

Va Output voltage P2o ........ P27, P44 ........ P47 • XO UT , rp. O-A -0. 3~Vee+0. 3 

Va 
Output voltage POo-PO,. P1o-P1 7. P30-P37• P4o-P4,. 

-0. 3~13 P6o-P6,. PWM 

Pd Power dissipation Ta=25"C 1000 

Topr Operating temperature -40~85 

Tstg Storage temperature -65~150 

Note 1 300mW for QFP types 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vcc=SV±10%, Ta=-40-8S"C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4. S 5 5.5 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

VREF Reference voltage 4 Vee V 

"H" input voltage POO ........ P07, Plo ........ Ph, P2o ........ P27, 

V,H P30-P37, P4o-P4" P50-P57, 0. 8Vee Vee V 
---
INT" RESET, X,N , CNVss 

"L" input voltage POO ........ P07, Pl o ........ P1 7, P2o ........ P27, 

V'L P30 ........ P37, P4o ........ P47• P50 ........ P57, 0 0. 2Vee V 

INT" CNVss 

V'L "L" input voltage RESET 0 O. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage XIN 0 0. 16Vee V 

"L" peak output current POO-POl, Pl o-P1 7, 

IOLipeakl P2o-P2" P30-P3" 10 rnA 
P4o-P4," PWM (Note 2) 

loLiPeakl "L" peak output current P6o-P6, (Note 2 ) 15 rnA 
"L" average output current POo ....... PO l , Pl0""" P1 7. 

laL(av!:JI P2o-P2" P30-P3" 5 rnA 
P4o-P4" PWM (Note 1 ) 

laLiavgl "L" average output current P6o ....... P63 (Note 1 ) 7 rnA 
IOH(peakl "H'" peak output current P2o-P2, (Note2) -10 rnA 
laH(avql "H" average output current P2o ....... P27 (Note 1 ) -5 rnA 

f(x,NI Internal clock oscillator frequency 4 MHz 

Note The average output currents 10L(avgl and 10H(avgl are the average value of a period of lOOms. 
Do not allow the combined low- level output current of ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4, P6, and PWM to 
exceed 80mA. ' 
Do not allow the combined high- level output current of port P2 to exceed SOmA. 
"H" input voltage of ports' PO, P1,P3, P4o-P43 , P5 and TNT;" is available up to +12V. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

rnW 
·C 

·C 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0744 T -XXXSP 

EXTENDED OPERATING TEMPERATURE VERSION of MS0744-XXXSP 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vee=5V, Vss=OV, T a=-40-85'C, f(XIN )=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

Min. Typ. Max. 

V OH "H" output voltage P2o-P2, IOH=-10mA 3 

-VOH "H" output voltage ¢ IOH=-2.5mA 3 

VOL 
"L" output voltage POo-PO" Pl o-Pl" P2o-P2" 

IOL=10mA 2 
P30-P3" P4o-P4" P6o-P63, PWM 

VOL "L" output voltage ¢ IOL-5mA 2 
VT+-VT- Hysteresis INT1 0.3 1 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis P32 When used as INT2 input 0,3 1 
VT+-VT- Hysteresis P33 When usod as CNTR input 0.5 1 
VT+-VT- Hysteresis RESET 0.5 0.7 
VT+-VT- Hysteresis X1N 0,1 0,5 

"L" input current POO ........ P07, P1 0"""" Ph, P2o ........ P27, 

III P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5,. V,=OV -5 
P6o-P63, PWM 

I'L "L" input current INTI. RESET, X1N V,=OV -5 

I'H 
"H" input current POo-PO" Pl o-Pl" P30-P3" 

V,=12V 12 
P4o-P43, P50-P5" P6o-P63 , PWM 

I'H 
"H" input current INT" RESET, X,N, P2o-P2" 

V,=5V 5 P4,-P4, 

VRAM RAM retention voltage When clock disabled 2 

f(XIN)=4MHz 
3 6 

¢, XOUT, and D-A pins Square wave 

opened, other pins at At clock stop 
Vss, and A-O conver- Ta=25'C 

1 
lee Supply current 

ter in the finished 
At cloc~ stop 

condition. 20 
Ta=85'C 

A-D CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vee=5V, Vss=ov. Ta=-40-85t, f(XIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

I Min. Typ. Max. 

- Resolution VREF=VCC 8 

- Absolute precision VREF=VCC, with the output transistor cut-off ±3 

RLADDER Ladder resistance VREF=VCC 2 12 

tCONV Conversion time 50 

V REF Reference voltage 2 Vee 

V'A Analog input voltage 0 VREF 

D-A CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vec=5V, Vss=ov, Ta=-40-85'C, f(XIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

- Resolution _. 

- Error in full scale range 

tsu Setup time 

Ro Output resistance 

V REF Reference voltage 

3-6 

Test conditions 

VREF=VCC 

VREF=VCC, with the output transistor cut-off 

VREF=VCC 

VREF=VCC 
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Min. 

4 

Limits 

Typ. Max. 

5 

±1 

3 

4 

Vee 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

pA 

pA 

pA 

pA 

V 

mA 

pA 

pA 

Unit 

Bits 

LSB 

kO 

ps 

V 

V 

Unit 

Bits 

% 
ps 

kO 

V 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0747T -XXXSP 

EXTENDED OPERATING TEMPERATURE VERSION of M50747-XXXSP 

DESCRIPTION 
The M50747T-XXXSP is a single-chip microcomputer de

signed with CMOS silicon gate technology. It is housed in a 

64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP. This single-chip micro
computer is useful for business equipment and other con

sumer applications. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

In addition to its simple instruction sets, the ROM, RAM, 

and I/O addresses are placed on the same memory map to 

enable easy programming. 

The- differences between the M50747T-XXXSP and the 

M50747-XXXSP are some electrical characteristics depend 

on the expansion of operating temperature range. Other 

functions are explained in the M50747-XXXSP's section in 

detail. 

FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions" ................................. 69 

• Memory size ROM .................................. 8192 bytes 
RAM .................................... · 256 bytes 

S Instruction execution time 
....... 11' S (minimum instructions at 8M Hz frequency) 

• Single power supply f(X IN )=8MHz ........ · .. · .... ·5V±10% 
e Operating temperature range ..................... -40-85'C 

o Power dissipation 

normal operation mode (at 8MHz frequency) .... 30mW 
CIII Subroutine nesting" ......................... 128 levels (Max.) 
o Interrupt .............. · .......................... ·7 types, 5 vecters 

• 8-bit timer ...................... 3 (2 when used as serial I/O) 

o Programmable I/O (Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4) .......... ·40 
o Input ports (Port P5) ................................................ 8 

• Output ports (Port P6) ............................................. 8 

o Serial I/O (Clock synchronized or UART)" ................ ·1 

APPLICATION 
Office automation equipment 

Automobile (Audio visual system, Instruction panel system, 

Air conditioner system) 

Vee 

P67 ~ 2 

Output port P6 

1/0 port P4 

P4o - 17 

P37 /SRDy - 18 

P36/CLK - 19 

liD port P34 /R xO- 21 

P3 P33 /CNTR _ 22 

CNVss 

Reset input RESET - 28 

Clock input 

Clock output 

Timing output 

Vss 

Outline 64P4B 

• MITSUBISHI 
...... ELECTRIC 

1/0 port P2 

1/0 port PO 

Input port P5 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0747T -XXXSP 

EXTENDED OPERATING TEMPERATURE VERSION of MS0747-XXXSP 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3~7 

V, Input voltage, RESET, X'N, INT" P50-P5, -0; 3~7 

V, 
Input voltage, POo-PO" Plo-PI" P2o-P2" P30-P3" 

With respect to Vss. -0. 3~Vee+O. 3 
P4o-P4" 

Output transistors cut-off 
V, Input voltage, CNVss -0.3~13 

V.o 
Output voltage, POo-pO" Plo-Pl" P2o-P2" P30-P3" 

-0. 3~Vee+0. 3 
P4o-P4" P6o-P6" XOUT, ¢ 

Pd Power dissipation Ta = 25·C 1000 

T opr Operating temperature -40~a5 

Tstg Storage temperature -65~150 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vee = SV±IO%, Ta = -40-8S·C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

"H" input voltage, POo-pO" Plo-PI" P2o-P2" 

V ,H P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5" O. aVec Vee V ---
INT" RESET, X,N , CNVss 

"L" input voltage, POo-PO" Plo-PI" P2o-P2" 

V'L P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5" a 0. 2Vee V 
-
INT" CNVss 

V'L "L" input voltage, RESET a 0. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage, X1N a 0. 16Vee V 

IOL(peak) 
"L" peak output current, POo-PO" Plo-PI" P2o-P2" 

10 mA 
P30-P3" P4o-P4" P6o-P6, 

"L" average output current, POO~P07' P1o""'P17. P2o ...... P27, 

IOL(avg) P30-P37, P4o ...... P47, P60 ....... P67 5 mA 
(Note 1 ) 

IOH(peak) 
"H" peak output current, POo-PO" PIo-PI" P2o-P2" 

P30-P3" P4o-P4" P6o-P6, 
-10 mA 

"H" average output current, POC-P07, Pl o ....... P1 7, P2o"""P27, 

IOH(avg) P30-P3" P4o-P4,P6o-P6" -5 mA 
(Note 1 ) 

fIx ) Internal clock oscillating frequency 8 MHz 

Note I The average output current 10Ltavg) and 10H(avg) are the average value of a period of lOOms 
2 Total of 10L(peak), of ports PO, PI, and P2 is 20mA 

Total of 10H(peak), of ports PO, PI, and P2 is 20mA 
Total of liLt peak), of ports P3, P4. and P6 is BOmA 
Total of 10H(peak), of ports P3 and P4 is 20mA 
Let the total of 10H(peak). of ports P6 below 60mA 

• MITSUB.lSHI 
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Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mW 

·c 
·c 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0747T -XXXSP 

EXTENDED OPERATING TEMPERATURE VERSION of MS0747-XXXSP 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vee = 5V, Vss = OV, T a = -40-85'C, l(x'N) = 8M Hz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

V OH 
"H" output voltage, POo ........ PO?, Pi o-PI 7. P2o--..P27. 

P30 ........ P37, P4o-P47. P6o ...... P67 

V OH "H" output voltage, ¢, 

VOL 
"L" output voltage, POo- PO" Plo-Pl" P2o-P2" 

P30-P3" P4o-P4" P6o-P6, 

VOL "L" output voltage, ¢ 

Vr+-Vr- Hysteresis, P36 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, tNT 1 

Vr+-Vr- Hysteresis, P3 2 

Vr+-Vr- Hysteresis, P33 

Vr+-VT- Hysteresis, RESET 

Vr+-VT - Hysteresis, X1N 

"L" input current, POD""" PO?, Pl a'''''''P1?, P2o ...... P27, 

I'L P30-P3" P4o-P4" Pso-P5" 

P6o-P6" INT" RESET, X'N 

"H" input current, POo ....... PO?, PI o ....... P1? P2o ........ P2 7 , 

I'H P30-P3" P4o-P4" Pso-P5" 

P6o-P6" INT" RESET, X'N 

VRAM RAM retention voltage 

Icc Supply current 

3-10 

Test conditions 

10H = -lOrnA 

10H = -2. SmA 

10L = lOrnA 

IOl = 5mA 

When used as elK input 

When used as INT2 pin 

When used as CNTR input 

V, =OV 

V, = SV 

At stop mode 

Output terminals 

are opened. 

others to Vss 

• MITSUBISHI 
"'ELECTRIC 

f(XINJ = 8MHz 

Square wave 

At stop mode 

Ta = 2s"C 

At stop mode 

Ta = 8s"C 

Min. 

3 

3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.1 

2 

Limits' 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

V 

V 

2 V 

2 V 

1 V 

1 V 

1 V 

1 V 

0.5 0.7 V 

0.5 V 

-5 pA 

5 pA 

V 

6 12 mA 

1 pA 

20 pA 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0753T -XXXSP 

EXTENDED OPERATING TEMPERATURE VERSION of M50753-XXXSP 

DESCRIPTION 
The M50753T-XXXSP is a single-chip microcomputer de
signed with CMOS silicon gate technology. It is housed in a 
64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP. This single-chip micro
computer is useful for business equipment and other con
sumer applications. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

In addition to its simple instruction sets, the ROM, RAM, 
and 1/0 addresses 'are placed on the same memory map to 
enable easy programming. 
The differences between the M50753T -XXXSP and the 
M50753-XXXSP are some electrical characteristics depend 
on the expansion of operating temperature range and the 
fact that this microcomputer works only in the single-chip 
mode. 

FEATURES 
III Number of basic instructions ...... · ............................ 69 
o Memory size ROM .................................. 6144 bytes 

RAM .................................... · 192 bytes 

o Instruction execution time 
....... 2",s (minimum instructions at 4MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply f(X,N)=4MHz .. · .............. 5V±10% 
o Power dissipation 

normal operation mode (at 4MHz frequency) .... 22.5mW 
G Operating temperature range ..................... -40-85'C 
G Subroutine nesting ............................ · 96 levels (Max.) 
o Interrupt .......................................... 8 types, 5 vectors 

• 8-bit timer ............ 3 (2 when used as A-D or serial 1/0) 

• Programmable 1/0 ports (Port PO, P1, P2, P3, P4) ..... 36 
o Input ports (Port IN) ................................................ 8 

o Serial I/O (8-bit) .... · ............ · .................................. · 1 

o A-D converter .............. · 8-bit successive approximation 
C!) PWM function ........................................................ · 1 

APPLICATION 
Office automation equipment 

Automobile (Audio visual system, Instruction panel system, 
Air conditioner system) 

AVss 
Input port IN INO _ 2 

Vref- 3 

PWM AVec 
output port PWM _ 5 

NC 

I/O port P2 

I/O port P3 

Reset input RESET _ 27 

Clock input 

Timing output 
Reset 
output 

Vss 

Outline 

• MITSUBISHI 
~ELECTRIC 

Input port IN 

I/O port PO 

1/0 port P1 

I/O port P4 

Timing output 

64P48 NC : No connection 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50753T -XXXSP 

EXTENDED OPERATING TEMPERATURE VERSION of M50753-XXXSP 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage RESET. X,N 
V, Input voltage INa-IN? 

Input voltage POo-PO,. P1o-P1,. P2o-P2, 

V, P30-P3,. P4o-P43, CNTR With respect to Vss 
--
INT" INT" CNVss Output transistors are at "off" state 

Vo Output voltage 2 ¢, XOUT, ¢, RESET OUT 

Vo 
Output voltage POo-PO" P1o-P1" P2o-P2, 

P30-P3" P4o-P43, CNTR, PWM 

Pd Power dissipation Ta=25'C 

Toor Operating temperature 

Tstq Storage temperature 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS 
(Vcc=5V±10%, Ta=-40-85·C. unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 
Limits 

Unit 
Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

"H" input voltage POo-PO" P1 o-P1" P2o-P2, 

V ,H P30-P3" P4o-P43, INa-IN? 

CNTR, INT" tNT, 
0. 8Vee Vee V 

--
RESET, X'N, CNVss 

"L" input voltage POo-PO" P1 o-P1" P2o-P2, 

V'L P30-P3" P4o-P43, INa-IN? 0 0. 2Vee V --
CNTR, INT" INT" CNVss 

V'L "L" input voltage RESET 0 0. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage X1N 0 0. 16Vee V 

I(x ) Internal clock oscillating frequency 4 MHz 

Note 1 "H" input voltage 01 ports PO, Pl, P2, P3, P4, CNTR, INT" and INT, is available up to +12V. 
(However, these ports are without pull-up transistor) 

. • MITSUBISHI 
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Ratings Unit 

-0.3-7 V 

-0.3-7 V 

-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

-0.3-13 V 

-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

-0.3-13 V 

1000 mW 

-40-85 ·c 
-65-150 ·C 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50753T -XXXSP 

EXTENDED OPERATING TEMPERATURE VERSION of M50753-XXXSP 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, Ta=-40-85'C, f(XIN)=4MHz, unless olherwise noled) 

Symbol 
Limits 

Parameter Test conditions Unil 
Min. Typ. Max. 

V OH "H" oulput vollage ¢, RESET our, 2 ¢ IOH=-2.5mA V 

VOL 
"L" output voltage POo ........ POr, P1 o ....... P1 7, P2o"""'P2 7 

IOL=8mA 2 V 
P30-P3" CNTR, P4o-P43, PWM 

VOL "l" oulpul vollage ¢, RESET our, 2 ¢ IOL=5mA 2 V 

Vr+-Vr- Hyslerisis P36- When used as elK inpul 0.3 1 V 

Vr+- Vr- Hysterisis CNTR, INT" INT, 0.3 1 V 

Vr+-VT - Hysterisis RESET 0.5 0.7 V 

VT+-VT- Hysterisis X1N 0.1 0.5 V 

I'L 
"L" input current POo ....... POr, P1 0""'" Ph, P2o ...... P27 V,=OV 

-5 /-LA 
P30-P3" P4o-P43, PWM Without pull-up transistor 

I'L 
"L" input current PDQ-POT, P1o-P17. P2o ....... P27 V,=OV 

P30-P3" P4o-P43, PWM With pull-up transistor 
-40 -70 -190 /-LA 

I'L "l" inpul currenIINO-IN? V,=OV -5 /-LA 

I'L "l" inpul current CNTR, INT" INT,. RESET, X,N V,=DV -5 /-LA 

I'H 
"H" input currenl POo-PO" Pl o-Pl" P2o'-"P2, V,=12V 

12 /-LA 
P30-P3" P4o-P43, PWM Without pull-up transistor 

I'H 
"H" Input currenl POo-PO" P1o-Pl" P2o-P2, V,=5V 

5 /-LA 
. P30-P3" P4o-P43, PWM With pull-up transistor 

I'H "H" Input current INO"-IN? V,=5V (when A-O not selection) 5 /-LA 

I'H "H" Inpul currenl CNTR, INT" INT" RESET, X,N V,=5V 5 /-LA 
'I'H "H" Input current VREF V,=5V 5 rnA 

Icc Supply currenl 
Output pins are open, input and I/O pins are 

connected to Vss 
4.5 9 rnA 

lAce Supply currenl for A-O During A-O conversion 3 6 rnA 

A-O CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=AVcc=5V. Vss=AVss=ov, Ta=-40-85·C. f(XIN)=4MHz. unless otherwise 

Symbol 

-
-

RLAODER 

teoNV 

V REF 

V'A 

3-14 

Parameter 

Resolution 

Absolute accuracy 

Ladder resistance value 

Conversion time 

Reference input voltage 

Analog input voltage 

. noled) 

Test conditions 

Vcc= AVcc=VREF=5.12V 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 

Min. Typ. Max. 
Unit 

- - 8 Bits 

±3 LSB 

1 kO 

72 /-LS 

Vee V 

V REF V 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50753T -XXXSP 

EXTENDED OPERATING TEMPERATURE VERSION of M50753-XXXSP 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS 
Single-chip mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, Ta=-40-85'C, I(XIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

tsu (POD-4» Port PO input setup time 

tsu (P1D 0) Port P1 input setup time 

tsu (P20-,p) Port P2 input setup lime 

tsu (P3D-¢» Port P3 input setup time 

tsu (P4D-4» Port P4 input setup lime 

tsu (IND-4» Port IN input setup time 

th (4)-POO) Port PO Input hold time 

th (¢,-P1D) Port P1 input hold lime 

th (o'-P20) Port P2 input hold time 

th (o'-P30) Port P3 input hold lime 

th (o'-P40) Port P4 input hold lime 

th (o'-INO) Port IN input hold lime 

te External clock Input cycle time 

tw External clock input pulse width 

tr External clock rising edge 

tl External clock falling edge 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 
Single-chip mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, Ta=~40-85'C, I(XIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

tdeo-poo) Port PO data output delay time 

tdeo-PlO) Port P1 data output delay time 

tdeo-P2Q) Port P2 data output delay time 

tdeo-P30) Port P3 data output delay time 

tdeo-P4o) Port P4 data output delay time 

Parameter Test conditions 

• MITSUBISHI· 
..... ELECTRIC 

Fig. 1 

Limits 

Min. Typ. Max. 
Unit 

320 ns 

320 ns 

320 ns 

320 ns 

320 ns 

320 ns 

40 ns 

40 ns 

40 ns 

40 ns 

40 ns 

40 ns 

250 ns 

75 ns 

25 ns 

25 ns 

Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

300 ns 

300 ns 

300 ns 

300 ns 

300 ns 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50753T -XXXSP 

EXTENDED OPERATING TEMPERATURE VERSION of M50753-XXXSP 

2¢ PIN AC CHARACTERISTICS (Vee=5.0V, Vss=ov, f(XIN)=4MHz, Ta =25'C, unless olherwise noled) 

Symbol Parameter 

Ie Clock output cycle time 

Iw Clock output pulse width 

I, Clock rising time 

If Clock falling time 

Timing diagram of 2¢ 

Iw 

0. 8Vee 

Vee 

,*,WOPF 

Flg.l Ports PO-P4 test circuit 

3-16 

Ie 

If 

• . MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 
Test conditions 

Min. Typ. 

500 

Fig.2 
150 

~ 
LJ i 50PF 

Fig.2 2</J test circuit 

Unit 
Max. 

ns 

ns 

75 ns 

50 ns 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50753T -XXXSP 

EXTENDED OPERATING TEMPERATURE VERSION of M50753-XXXSP 

TIMING DIAGRAMS 
In single-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port Pl output 

Port Pl input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

PorI P3 output 

Port P3 input 

PorI P4 output 

Port P4 input 

Port IN input 

I (X,N ) 

Id (0-P20) 

Id (0-P30) 

td 10-P40) 

Ie 

Iw 

Ir II 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930T -XXXFP 

EXTENDED OPERATING TEMPERATURE VERSION of MS0930-XXXFP 

DESCRIPTION 
The M50930T-XXXFP is a single-chip microcomputer de
signed with CMOS silicon gate technology. It is housed in a 
80-pin plastic molded QFP. This single-chip microcomputer 
is useful for business equipment and other consumer ap
plications. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

In addition to its simple instruction sets, the ROM, RAM,' 

and I/O address are placed on the same memory map to 
enable easy programming. 
The differences between the M50930T-XXXFP and the 
M50930-XXXFP are some electrical characteristics depend 
on the expansion of operating temperature range. Other 

functions are explained in the M50930-XXXFP's section in 
detail. 

FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions" ................................. 69 

e Memory size 
ROM .. · .. ·· ...... ·· .... ·· .............. · .. ·· .... ··· ...... 4096 bytes 

RAM· .. · ...... ·· ...... · .... ··· .. ·· .... ··· ...... ·· .. · ...... · 128 bytes 

• Instruction executing time 
...... 2,us (minimum instructions, at 4MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply 
f(X 1N )=4MHz ··········· .. ·······························5V±10% 
f(X 1N )=lMHz .................... 2.7V;;;; Vcc;;;; 5.5V(Typ.) 

• Power dissipation 
nomal operation mode (at 4MHz frequency) 

......................................... 15mW(Vcc=5V, Typ.) 

low-speed operation mode (at 32kHz frequency for 
clock function) ..................... 225,uW (Vcc=5V, Typ.) 
stop mode(at 25'C) ................ ·5,uW (Vcc=5V, Max.) 

• RAM retention voltage (stop mode) 
............................................ 2.0V ;;;; VRAM ;;;; 5.5V 

• Operating temperature range ...................... -40-85'C 
• Subroutine nesting ............................ · 64 levels (Max.) 
• Interrupt .................................... · .. · .. 8 types, 9 vectors 

• 8-bit timer ...................... 3 (2 when used as serial I/O) 
• 16-bit timer ............. 1 (Two 8-bit timers make one set) 

• Programmable I/O ports 
(Port PO, P1, P2, P3) ....................................... 32 

• Input ports (Port P4) .......... · .................................... · 8 
• Serial I/O (8-bit) .................................................... 1 

• LCD controller/driver (1/2, 1/3 bias, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 duty) 
segment output· .. ·, .... ·,· .......... · ........ · .. · ............ ··· 32 
common output·· .. · ............................................... 4 

• Two clock generator circuits (One is for main clock, the 
other is for clock function) 

APPLICATION 
Office automation equipment 

Automobile (Audio visual system, Instruction panel system, 
Air conditioner system) 

SEG8~ 1 

SEG7~ 2 

SEG 6 - 3 

SEG5~ 4 

SEG 4 - 5 

SEG3~ 6 

SEG,~ 7 
SEG, ~ 8 
SEGo~ 9 

COM3 - 10 

COM 2 - 11 

COM 1 -12 

COMo~ 13 

VL2 --+ 15 

VL3 - 16 

Vee 
CNTR- 18 

P37 /SRDy ++ 19 

P36/CLK- '0 

P3s/SoUT --- 21 

P34/S'N ++ 22 

P33/T- 23 

P3,/INT, - 24 

3-18 • MITSUBISHI 
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Outline BOP6 

" - P4o/SEG'4 
63 - P4,/SEG25 

62 - P4,/SEG'6 
61 - P43/SEG" 
60 ..... P44/SEG 28 

59 - P45/SEG" 
58 - P46/SEG30 

57 ....... P47/SEG31 

56 -POo 
55 -POl 
54"'" P02 

53 -P03 

52 -P04 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930T -XXXFP 

EXTENDED OPERATING TEMPERATURE VERSION of MS0930-XXXFP 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings Unit 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3~ 7 V 

V, Supply voltage for LCD VL1 --VL3 -0. 3~Vee+0. 3 V 

V, 
Input voltage pOo-po,. P1o-P1,. P2o-P2, 

P30-P3,. P4o-P4,. X,N 
-0. 3~Vee+0. 3 V 

V, Input voltage [NT1, CNVss -0. 3~ 7 V 

V, Input voltage RESET, CNTR Output transistor are "off" -0. 3~13 V 

Output voltage POo-PO" P1 o-P1" P2o-P2, 

Va P30-P3" COMo-COM 3, SEGo-SEG3I -0. 3~Vee+0, 3 V 

XOUT 

Va Output voltage CNTR -0.3~ 7 V 

Pd Power Dissipation Ta = 25'C 300 mW 

Topr Operating temperature -40~85 "C 

Tstq Strage temperature -55~125 "C 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vcc=2. 7-5. 5V, Vss= 0 V; T a=-40-85'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Supply voltage (Note 1 ) f(X,N)=4.3MHz 4.5 5.5 
Vee 

(in single-chip mode) f(X,N)=1.1MHz 
V 

2.7 5.5 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

"H" input voltage POo-PO" P1o-P1, 

V,H 
P3o, P3, (Note 2 ) 

0. 8Vee Vee V 
P33-P3, (Note3), P4o-P4, 
--
RESET, X'N, CNVss 

V ,H 
"H" input voltage P2o-P2" P3" P36 (Note 4) 

O. 85Vcc Vee V -
INT" CNTR 

"l" input voltage POo-PO" P1o-P1, 

V'L 
P3o, P3, (Note 2 ) 

0 0. 2Vee V 
P33-P3, (Note3), P4o-P4, 

CNVss 

V'L 
"l" input voltage P2o-P2" P3" P36 (Note 4 ) 

0 0.15Vec V 
INT" CNTR 

V'L "l" input voltage RESET 0 O. lVee V 

V'L "L" input voltage X1N 0 0. 14Vcc V 

IOH 
"H" Output current POo-PO" P1 o-P1" P2o-P2, 

-2 mA 
P30-P3, (Note5), XOUT 

IOL(peakl 
"L" peak output current POO ....... P07, P1o ....... Ph, P2o ........ P27 

10 mA 
P30-P3"CNTR, XouT(Note6) 

"L" average output current POa-POl, P1o ......... P17 

IOL(avg) P2o-P2" P30-P3, 5 mA 

CNTR, XouT(Note 7 ) 

f(X,N ) Clock OSCillating frequency (Note 8 ) 
Vcc=4. 5-5. 5V 64 4300 

kHz 
Vcc=2. 7-5. 5V 64 1100 

f(XeIN ) Clock oscillating frequency for clock function (Note 8 ) 32 50 kHz 

Note Value 01 Vcc is 4. 5;i;Vcc;i;5. 5 in memory expanding and microprocessor mode. When only maintaining the RAM data, minimum value of Vcc is 

3-20 

2V. 
2 When using port P3, as XCIN, O.9'\1cc;i;V,H ;i;Vcc, 0 ;i;V,L;i;O. 1Vcc for port P3,. 
3 In this case of using port P36 as normal input. 
4 In this case of using port P36 as ClK input. 
5 The total Df IDH 01 port PO, P1, P2, P3 and XOUT should be 35mA max. 
6 The total of IDL (peak) of port PO, P1, P2, P3 should be 55mA max, and the total of 

10L (peak) 01 port P3, CNTR, and XOUT should be 45mA max. 
IOL (avg) is the average current in lOOms. 
When changing the contents of the most significant bit at address OOF516, 

f(X ,N ) needs the following range: I(X,N»3f(XCIN). 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930T -XXXFP 

EXTENDED OPERATING TEMPERATURE VERSION of MS0930-XXXFP 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERICS (Vss= 0 v, T a=-40-85·C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

"H" output voltage POD-PO" Plo-PI" P2o-P2" Vcc=5V,loH=-2mA 
V OH P30-P3,(Note9 )(NoteIO) Vcc=3V, IOH=-O. 7mA 

Vcc=5V,loH=-1.5mA 
V OH "H" output voltage XOUT 

Vcc=3V, tOH=-O. 3mA 

"L" output voltage POO ...... P07, P1 o ...... Ph, P2o ...... P27 Vcc=5V,loL=IOmA 
VOL P30-P37(NoteIO), CNTR Vcc=3V, IOL=3mA 

Vcc=5V, 10L=1. 5mA 
VOL "L" output voltage XOUT 

Vcc=3V, IOL =0. 3mA 

- Vcc=5V 
Vr+-Vr- Hysteresis INT" CNTR 

Vcc=3V 

When used as Vcc=5V 
Vr+-VT - Hysteresis P36 

ClK input Vcc=3V 

When used as Vcc=5V 
Vr+-Vr- Hysteresis P31 

XC1N input Vcc=3V 

Vcc=5V 
Vr+-Vr- Hysteresis P2o-P27, P32 

Vcc=3V 

-- Vcc=5V 
Vr+-VT- Hysteresis RESET 

Vcc=3V 

VT+-Vr - Hysteresis X1N 
Vcc=5V 

Vcc=3V 

"L" input current P4o ...... P47 (except reset state) Vcc=5V 

IpoO-p07, Pl o",PI 7, P2o-P27, P3o-'-P37 )\ v,=OV 
I'L without pull-up Tr. Vcc=3V 

CNTR, TNT;, RESET, X'N v,=OV 

"L" input current IpOO-P07, Plo-PI7, P2o-P27, P30-P37)\ Vcc=5V, v,=OV 
I'L with pull-up Tr. Vcc=3V, V,=OV 

"L" input current P4o ...... P47 (at reset state) 
Vcc=5V, VL3=5V, v,=OV 

I'L Vcc=3V, VL3=3V, V,=OV 

"H" input current P4o ...... P47 (except 'reset state) Vcc=5V 

POO-P07, Plo-PI" P2o-P2" V,=5V 
I'H P30-P37, CNTR, INT" RESET, Vcc=3V 

X'N V,=3V 

"H" input current P4o ...... P47 (at reset state) 
Vcc=5V, VL3=5V, V,=5V 

I'H Vcc=3V, VL3=3V, V,=3V 

VL1=Vce/3 Vee=5V 
ReoM Output impedance COMo-COM3 VL2=2VL1 , Vcc=3V 

VL3=Vee 
Vcc=5V Other COM, SEG Rs Output impedance SEGo ...... SEG31 -

pins are opend. Vcc=3V 

f(X,N)=4MHz, Vcc=5V 

t(X'N)=l MHz, Vcc=3V 

Icc 
Supply current Output pin are opend. Ta=25"C 
(at operation) RESET, POo-P07, XIN=OV Vcc=5V 

f(XcIN)=32.8kHz 
Pia-Ph, P2o-P27, allow power mode 

Vcc=3V 
and P30 .... .:,,:P37 are 

(LM6~1) 

conected to Vec f(X'N)=4MHz, Vcc=5V 

Except the above pins f(X'N)=1 MHz, Vcc=3V 
Supply current 

Icc 
are conected to Vss. Ta=25"C 

(at wait state) However, XIN and XelN XIN=OV Vce=5V 

are input signal according 
f(XCIN )=32. 8kHz 
allow power mode 

Vcc=3V 
to the conditions. 

(LM6~1) 

~1~~~~)!o Ta=25°C 
Icc Supply current 

T a=70°C Vcc=5V 

VRAM RAM retention voltage f(X'N) =0, f (XC'N) =0 

Note 9 Except when the output type of P35 is N-channel open drain (mask option). 
10 If P30 is used as XCOUT, capability of load driving is lower than the above. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

3 

2 
V 

3 

2 
V 

2 

1 
V 

2 

1 
V 

0.25 1 

0.15 0.7 
V 

0.5 

0.4 
V 

0.7 

0.5 
V 

0.5 

0.4 
V 

0.35 0.5 

0.25 
V 

0.5 

0.35 
V 

-5 

j./A 
-4 

-30 -70 -140 

-6 -25 -45 
j./A 

-30 -140 

-6 -45 
j./A 

5 

j./A 
4 

5 

4 
j./A 

30 200 2000 
D 

70 500 4000 

2 

3 
kD 

3 6 

0.7 
rnA 

45 
j./A 

18 

1 

0.4 
rnA 

- I·~ 

20 60 

j./A 
4 12 

0.1 1 

10 
j./A 

2 5.5 V 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930T -XXXFP 

EXTENDED OPERATING TEMPERATURE VERSION of MS0930-XXXFP 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS 
Memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss= OV, Ta=-40-85'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tsu (P2D-~) Port P2 input setup time 270 ns 
tsu (P3D-~) Port P3 input setup time 270 ns 
tsu (P4D-~) Port P4 input setup time 270 ns 

-- I J,lS 
tWI tNT" INT2 External clock input pulse width 

Vcc=2.7V 4 J,lS 

RESET External clock input pulse width (Note' ) 
2 J,lS 

tWR 
Vcc=2.7V 8 J,lS 

th (¢-P2D) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 
th (¢-P3D) Port P3 input hold time. 20 ns 
th (¢-P4D) Port P4 input hold time 20 ns 

te External clock input cycle time (XIN pin) 232 ns 

tw External clock input pulse width (X1N pin) 80 ns 

tr External clock rising edge time (X1N pin) 25 ns 

tl External clock falling edge time (XIN pin) 25 ns 

tee External clock input cycle time (P31/XC1N pin, XCIN ) 20 J,lS 

twe External clo'ck input pulse width (P31/XCIN pin, XCIN) 5 J,lS 

trc External clock rising edge time (P3t /XCIN pin, XC1N ) 6.2 J,lS 

tic External clock falling edge time (P31/XCIN pin, XC1N) 6.2 J,lS 
--

Note 1 Hold RESET to "L" level while eight or more rise pulse are input from X,N . 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 
Memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode (Vcc=5V±10%, Vss= 0 v, Ta=25'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

td (~-POA) 

td (~-P1A) 

td (~-P2Q) 

td (~-P2QF) 

td (¢-R/W) 

td (~-R/WF) 

td (~-SYNC) 

td (¢-P3Q) 

Parameter 

Port PO address output delay time 

Port P1 address output delay time 

Port P2 address output delay time 

Port P2 address output delay time 

Riw signal output delay time 

R/W signal output delay time 

SYNC signal output delay time 

Port P3 data output delay time 

PO 
Pl!--_-...(J-U 

P2 1 
P3 lOOpF 

SYNC I. 

Test conditions 

Fig.' 

Fig.l Port PO, P1, P2, P3, SYNC (X OUT) test circuit 

3-22 • MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

250 ns 
250 ns 
330 ns 
300 ns 

tcyc/4 
+210 ns 

250 ns 
250 ns 
250 ns 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930T -XXXFP 

EXTENDED OPERATING TEMPERATURE VERSION of MS0930-XXXFP 

TIMING DIAGRAMS 
In memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 

Port Pl, output 

(</» 

Port PO output 

Port Pl o"'P1 5 

output 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P1 7 output (R/W) 

XOUT output 

(at setting to SYNC output) 

Port P3 output 

Port P3 input 

Port P4 input 

/ 

---:;.. 

---?o 

~ 

~ 

----;;.. 

eye 

" 
~td(¢-POA) 

)< 

~td(¢-P1A) 

)< 

--::;.. IE:- td(¢_P2Q) 

------ t> Floating 

------

td(¢-R/W) ~ 

/ " ~ 
oE--- td(¢-SYNC) 

)< 

)< 

t<=-- td(¢_P3Q) 
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tSU(P2D-¢) ~ 

/ 

tSU (P3D-<P) ~ 

/ 

tSU (P4D-<p) ~ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

-?> ~td(¢-P2QF 

)<r----
'----

f.E-

~ 
---3!> ~th(¢-P2D) 

----;;.. ~td(¢>-R/WF) 

/ 
V 

i-E-

1'\... 
-7 ~th(¢-P3D) 

foE-

"-
~ ~th(¢-P4D) 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0930T -XXXFP 

EXTENDED OPERATING TEMPERATURE VERSION of MS0930-XXXFP 

INT" INT, input 

RESET input 

feXIN) / 

---;;. 

P3,!XCIN input 

(at using XCIN ) fl xCIN ) 

c 

tw 

f', 

~tr --';> fc- tf 

tcc 

Iwc 

Irc 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTER 

MS0740-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0740A-XXXSP, MS0741-XXXSP 

DESCRIPTION DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
The M50740-PGYS is an EPROM mounted-type micro

computer employing a silicon gate CMOS process and was 

designed for developing programs for single-chip 8-bit 

microcomputers M50740A-XXXSP and M50741-XXXSP. The 

M50740-PGYS, being housed in a piggyback-type 52 pin 

shrink DIP, is compatible with the M50740A-XXXSPI 

M50741-XXXSP. 

• Differences with the M507,40A-XXXSP/M50741-XXXSP 
are: 

(1) ROMless, EPROM is attached externally 

(2) Suitable EPROM is the M5L2732K or the M5L2764K. 

APPLICATION 

There is a 28 pin socket on the top surface so that the 

M5L2732K or the M5L2764K EPROM may be used. 

Development of programs for VCR, tuners and audio equip
ment. 

The M50740-PGYS simplifies the development of programs 

for the M50740A-XXXSP/M50741-XXXSP and is excellent 

for making prototypes. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

r-------~------, 

I/O port P2 

I/O port PO 

POC - 17 

Timer input/output and interrupt input CNTR - 18 

Interrupt input INT _ 19 

Reset input 

Clock input 

NC 

CNVss 

Vss 

28-pin socket for EPROM 

~'''-.../---J 
I CD Vce Vee ~ I 
I 
@ A12 Vee @ I 

,® A, Vce @ I 

I 
Q) A6 As @ 

@As Ag @, 

I ® A4 A" @ I 

1

o A3 Vss @ 

® A, A10 ® 
I ® A, Vss @ 

I@AO D, ®, 

': :: :: : I 

I @ D, D4 @ I 

c...@_4_V_s_s ____ ~~ !J 
M50740-PGYS 

Outline 52S1 M 
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Vee 

NC 

35 - P1 7 

I/O port P3 

I/O port Pl 

, 34 - RESET OUT Reset output 

33 - CE Chip enable 
32 - R/W Read/write output 

31 - 1> 

The symbol "0" indicates sockets for EPROM. 
NC: NoConnection. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

---
RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

X OUTS Clock output 

XOUTF Clock output' 

</> Timing output 

CNTR Timer 1/0 or interrupt 

input 

INT Interrupt input 

POO-P07 1/0 port PO 

P1 o-Ph 1/0 port P1 

P20 -P27 1/0 port P2 

P30 -P37 I/O port P3 

Ro-R3 1/0 port R 

-
R/W ReadlWrite output 

-
CE Chip enable output 

RESET OUT Reset output 

Ao ........ A12 Output port A 

0 0-07 Input port 0 

4-4 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

I/O 

Input 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Input 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTER 

MS0740-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0740A-XXXSP, MS0741-XXXSP 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±S% to Vee, and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected to Vss. 

To enter the, reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2,us (under normal Vee 

conditions). If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

This' chip has an internal clock generating circuit. 

To control generating frequency, an external RC circuit is connected between the X1N and XOU,TS or the 

XOUTF pins, and an ,external ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the XIN and XOUTS 

pins. If an external clock is used, the clock source shold be connected to the XIN pin, and the 'XOUTS and 

XOUTF pins should be left open. 

This is output pin from internal cloc~ generating circuit. The generating frequency can be controlled by 

connecting a RC circuit, a ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator between this pin and X1N pin. 

This is output pin from internal clock generating circuit. The generating frequency can be controlled by 

connectting a RC circuit between this pin and' XIN pin. 

This is the timing output pin. 

This is in common with an 1/0 for the timer X and an interrupt i!1put pin. 

This is the lowest order interrupt input pin. 

Port PO is an a-bit 1/0 port with directional registers allowing each 1/0 bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

Port P1 is an a-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P2 is an a-bit liD port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P3 is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO, but the output structure is p. 

channel open drain. 

Port R is a 4-bit 110 port, and is used to connect with an 110 expander. For M50740A-XXXSP, it can be only 

for input. 

This pin outputs readlwrite signal for 110 expander. 

This pin outputs the chip enable signal for liD expander. 

This pin outputs the reset signal for liD expander. 

Port A is for output addresses to an EPROM mounted on the top of the package. 

Port 0 is for input data from an,EPROM ma'unted on the top of the package. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTER 

MS0740-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0740A·XXXSP, MS0741.XXXSP 

EXPLANATION OF FUNCTION BLOCK 
OPERATION 
The differences between the M507 40A-XXXSP IM507 41-

XXXSP are explained below. As all other points are the 
same, only the differences are explained. 

MEMORY 
The memory map is shown in Figure 1. Instead of an inter

nal ROM, an EPROM is mounted. The address of EPROM 
is 0100'6 to 1 FFF'6, having 7936 bytes. Other than this, the 
M50740A-XXXSP/M50741-XXXSP have the same functions. 
Note that the area of the ROM will change depending on 

the memory capacity of the EPROM. 

Decimal 

Zero page 

External ROM 

(?936 bytes) 

Fig.1 Memory map 

RAM 

(96 bytes) 

Special 
page for 
subroutine 
cali 

jOOOO, 

005F, 

,OODO, 
OODF, 
OOEO, 

OOFF, 
0100, 

1000, 

1400, 

1 FOO, 

1 FF4, 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

Not used 

I/O expander 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

95 

/ 
/ 

255 

\ 

, 
\' 

/ 

/ 

, 
\ , 

\ 

, 

/ 

/ 

, 
\ 

, 

INT 

/ 

\ 
\ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 

, , 
Timer 2 

Timer 1 

Timer X 

CNTR 

I Address L 18191 Reset 
1 FFF 16L_--,A",d",d",r",e;;;ss~H"---I. 
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\ 
\ 

/ 
/ OOEO, 

/ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 

00E1, 

00E2, 

00E3, 

00E4, 

00E5, 

00E6, 

OOE?, 

00E8, 

00E9, 

OOEA, 

OOEB, 

OOEC, 

OOED, 

OOEE, 

OOEF, 

OOFO, 

00F1, 

00F2, 

00F3, 

00F4, 

00F5, 

00F6, 

OOF?, 

00F8, 

00F9, 

OOFA, 

OOFB, 

OOFC, 

OOFD, 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

Port PO 

Port PO ~~~~~:~~na' 
Port P1 

Port P1 ~~~i~:~~nal 

Port P2 

Port P2 ~~~i~:~~nal 

Port P3 

Port P3 ~~~i;:~~nal 

Timer 1, 2 prescaler 

Timer 1 

Timer 2 

Timer X prescaler 

TimerX 

Interrupt control register 
" OOFE, 

\ DOFF 161 Timer control registerl 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTER 

MS0740-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0740A-XXXSP, MS0741-XXXSP 

PROCESSOR MODE 
External memory area differs from the M50740A-XXXSPI 

M50741-XXXSP only in the memory expanding mode of the 
processor mode. Figure 2 shows the external memory area 

when the M50740-PGYS is in the memory expanding mode. 
All other processor modes are identical to those of the 

M507 40A-XXXSP/M507 41-XXXSP. 

Fig.2 

1 FFF'6 

0100'6 

00ES'6 

00EO'6 

00CO'6 

0060'6 

0000'6 

External EPROM 

Timers, Port P3, etc. 

Internal RAM 

Hatching indicates external memory area. 

Memory map in memory expanding mode 

PRECAUTION FOA USE 
(1) Because of the loading of the EPROM, the external 

dimensions differ from those of the M50740A-XXXSPI 

M50741-XXXSP, being 19.0X50.8mm. Lower pin 
measurements are the same. 

(2) When developing programs with the M50740-PGYS, 

carefully consider the ROM capacity of the M50740A

XXXSP/M50741-XXXSP. 

In the case of the M50740A-XXXSP, use the ROM area 

from 1400'6 to 1 FFF '6 of the M50740-PGYS. (For the 
M5L2732K use from 0400 '6 to OFFF,6 .) 
In the case of the M50741-XXXSP, use the ROM area 

from 1000'6 to 1 FFF'6 of the M50740-PGYS. (For the 
M5L2732K use from 0000 '6 to OFFF,6 .) 

(3) The M50740-PGYS has no options as the M50740A
XXXSP. 

For the M50740-PGYS, port H is set the input/output 

port. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTER 

MS0740-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0740A-XXXSP, MS0741-XXXSP 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings Unit 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3-7 V 

V, Input voltage. Ro-R3. CNVss, RESET, XIN , 00-0, -0.3-7 V 

V, Input voltage, P30"""P3 7 -3. O-Vee+O, 3 V 

V, 
tnput voltage, INT, pOo-po" Plo-PI" 

-0.3-13 
P20-P2" CNTR 

V 

Vo Output voltage, Ro-R3 
With respect to Vss pin. 

-0.3-7 V 

Output voltage, P30-P37, XOUTF, XOUTS, ¢, 
Output transistor off. 

Vo 
R/W, CE, RESET OUT, Ao-A12 

-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

Vo 
Output voltage, POo-PO" Plo-PI" P20-P2" 

CNTR 
-0.3-13 V 

Pd Power dissipation Ta - 2S'C 1000 rnW 

Topr Operating temperature -10-70 'c 
Tsta Storage temperature -40-125 'C 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta = -10-70'C, Vee = SV±S%, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

V ,H 
"H" input voltage, POo-PO" Plo-PI" P20-P2" 

O. BVee 12 V 
CNTR, INT 

V ,H "H" input voltage, P30 ...... P3 7, Ro ........ R3, CNVss 0, aVec Vee V 

V ,H "H" input voltage, RESET 0,4BVee Vee V 

V IH "H" input voltage, X1N O. aVec Vee V 

V IH "H" input voltage, 0 0 ........ 0 7 0. 45Vee Vee V 

V ,L 
"L" input voltage, POO ........ P07 , Pl o ........ P1 7 , P2o ......... P27, 

P30-P3" Ro-R3, CNVss 
0 0,2Vee V 

V ,L "L" input voltage, CNTR, INT 0 0. 2Vee V 

V ,L "L" input voltage, RESET 0 0. 12Vee V 

V ,L "L" input voltage, X1N 0 0. 2Vee V 

V ,L "L" input voltage, DO ........ 07 0 p.15Vee V 

f(XIN) Internal clock oscillating frequency 4 MHz 
-

Note 1 : "H" input voltage of up to 12V is permisSible for ports PO, PI and P2 as well as CNTR and INT. 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vee = 5V±5%, Vss = OV, f(x,N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

V OH "H" output voltage, P30 ...... P3 7 

V OH 

"H" output voltage, ¢, R/W, CE, RESET OUT, 

Ao-A12 

VOL 
"L" output voltage, POo- PO" Plo-PI" P20-P2" 

Ro-R3, CNTR 

VOL 
"L" output voltage, rp, R/W, CE, RESET OUT, 

Ao ...... A12· 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, CNTR, INT 
.-

VT+-VT - Hysteresis, RESET 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, XIN 

I'L 
Input leak current, POO ...... P0 7, Pl 0""" Ph, P2o ...... P27, 

INT, CNTR 

I'L 
Input leak current, P30 ....... P3 7, Ro ....... R3, 

CNVss, RESET, XIN , 0 0-0, 

Icc Supply current 

Test conditions 

Vee = SV, Ta = 2S'C 

10H = -lamA 

Vee=SV, Ta=2S'C 

10H = -2. SmA 

Vee = SV, Ta = 2S'C 

10L = lamA 

Vee = 5V, T a = 2S'C 

IOl = 5mA 

Vee = SV, Ta = 2S'C 

Vee = SV, T a = 2S'C 

Vee = SV, T a = 2S'C 

Vee = SV, Ta = 2S'C 

0';; V,';; 12V 

Vee = SV, T a = 2S'C 

0';; V,';; SV 

Vee = SV, Ta = 2S'C 

Connect P30 ......... P37 to Vee, open the output 

pin, and connect the input pin and input; 

output pin, other than P30 ...... P37, to Vss. 
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Limits 

Min. Typ. 

3 

3 

0,3 

0.5 

0.1 

-12 

-5 

3 

Unit 
Max. 

V 

V 

2 V 

2 V 

1 V 

0.7 V 

0,5 V 

12 I1A 

5 I1A 

6 rnA 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0742-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0742-XXXSP, MS070S-XXXSP 

DESCRIPTION DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
The M50742-PGYS is an EPROM mounted-type micro

computer employing a silicon gate CMOS process and was 
designed for developing programs for single-chip, 8-bit 
microcomputers M50742-XXXSP/M50708-XXXSP. The 
M50742-PGYS, being housed in a piggyback-type 64-pin 
shrink DIP, is compatible with ttie M50742-XXXSP/M50708-
XXXSP. 

• Differences with the M50742-XXXSP/M50708-XXXSP 
are: 

(1) ·ROMless, EPROM is attached externally 
(2) Suitable EPROM is the M5L2764K or the M5L27128K. 

APPLICATION 

There is a 28-pin socket on the upper surface· so that the 

M5L2764K or the M5L27128K EPROM may be used. 

Development of programs for VCR, tuners, and audio 
equipment. 

The M50742-PGYS simplifies the development of programs 
for the M50742-XXXSP/M50708-XXXSP and is excellent for 
making prototypes. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

Output port P6 
28-pin socket for EPROM 

r , 

4-8 

1/0 port P2 

P37 /SRDy - 18 

P3,/CLK - 19 

1/0 port P3 

Interrupt input 

Reset input 

Crock input 

Clock output 

Timing output 

Vss 

r---~--' 
I CD Vee. Vee @ I 
I ® A12 Vee @ I 
I 

I CD A, A13 @ 

8) A, As @ 
I 

® As Ag@ I 
I 

® A4 A,,@ I 
CD A, Vss @ I 

® A, AlO @ I 
® A, 

@Ao 

® Do D,@ 

I @ D, Ds @ 
I 

@ D, D4 @ I 
@ Vss D, @ I 

L _______ J 

M50742-PGYS 

Outline 6481 M 
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I/O port P4 

110 port PO 

110 port Pi 

Input port P5 

The symbol "0" indicates sockets for EPROM. 



PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 
Input! 

Output 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

--
RESET Reset input Input 

X'N Clock input Input 

XOUT Clock output Output 

1> Timing output Output 

CNTR Timer 1/0 1/0 

--
INT, Interrupt input Input 

POO-P07 1/0 port PO 1/0 

P1 o-P1 7 1/0 port Pl 1/0 

P2o-P27 1/0 port P2 1/0 

P30 -P37 1/0 port P3 1/0 

P4o-P47 1/0 port P4 1/0 

P5o;--P57 Input port P5 Input 

P6o-P67 Output port P6 Output 

Ao-A13 Output port A Output 

Do ......... D7 Input port 0 Input 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0742-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0742-XXXSP, iViS0708-XXXSP 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±5% to Vee, and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected to Vss. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2,us (under normal Vee 

conditions). If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabil,ize, this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

This chip has an internal clock generating circuit. To control generating frequency, an external ceramic or a 

quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the XIN and XOUT pins. If an external clock is used, the clock 

source should be connected the XIN pin and the XOUT pin should be left ope!1' 

This is the timing output pin. 

This is an 110 pin for the timer X. 

This is the highest order interrupt input pin. 

Port PO is an 8-bit 110 port with directional registers allowing each 110 bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. 

The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

Port P1 is an 8-bit liD port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P2 is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P3 is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. When serial 1/0 is used" P37, 
--

P36, P3s, and P34 work as SROY, elK, SOUT, and SIN pins, respectively. 

Also P33 and P32 work as CNTR pin and the lowest order interrupt input pin (INT2), respectively. 

Port P4 is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO, but the output structure is P-

channel open drain. 

Port P5 is an 8-bit input port. 

Port P6 is an 8-bit output port. The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

Port A is for addresses to an EPROM mounted on the top of the package. 

-

Port 0 is for input data from an EPROM mounted on the top of the package. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0742-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0742-XXXSP, MS0708-XXXSP 

EXPLANATION OF FUNCTION BLOCK 
OPERATION 
The differences between the M50742-PGYS and the 
M50742-XXXSP/M50708-XXXSP are explained below. As 
·all other pOints are the same, only the differences are ex
plained. 

Flg.1 

Zero page 

External ROM 
(8K bytes) 

Memory map 

RAM 
(128 bytes) 

0000, 6 

OO?F" 

OOEO, 6 

OOFF, 6 

EOOO, 6 

FFOO" 

SpeCial 
page for 
subroutine FFF4,. 
call 

FFFF, 6 

Not used 

Not used 

I Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

MEMORY 
The memory map is shown in Figure 1. Instead of an inter
nal ROM, an EPROM is mounted. The address of EPROM 

is EOOO'6 to FFFF,6, having 8K bytes. Other than this, the 
M50742-PGYS has the same functions as the M50742-
XXXSP/M50708-XXXSP have. 

Decimal 

/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

1 27 / 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

2 

\ 

55 

\ 
\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

, 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ . 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 

INT, \ 

SilO or timer 2 " 
Timer 1 \ 

Timer X 

INT, 

RESET 
65535 

\ 

/ 

/ OOEO" Port PO 

00E1" Port PO ~~~~~~~~nal 

00E2" Port Pl 

00E3" Port Pl directional 
register 

00E4" Port P2 

OOES" Port P2 ~~~~~:~Ornal 

00E6" 

OOE?" 

00E8,. Port P3 

00E9,. Port P3 ~~~~;:~~nal 

00EA'6 Port P4 

OOEB,. Port P4 ~~~~;:~~nar 

OOEC,. Pqrt PS 

OOED,. 

OOEE,. Port P6 

OOEF,. 

OOFO,. 

00F1,. 

OOF2,. 

00F3" 

00F4,. 

OOFS,. 

00F6,. Serial 110 mode register 

OOF7,. Serial 1/0 register 

00F8,. 

00F9,. Timer 1,2 prescaler 

OOFA,. Timer 1 

OOFB,. Timer 2 

OOFC,. Timer X prescaler 

\ OOFD" Timer X 

\ 
\ 

OOFE,. Interrupt control register 

, OOFF,. Timer control register , 

4-10 •.. MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0742-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0742-XXXSP, MS070S-XXXSP 

PROCESSOR MODE 
External memory area differs from the M50742-XXXSPI 

M50708-XXXSP only in the memory expanding mode of the 
processor mode. Figure 2 shows the external memory area 
when the M50742-PGYS is in the memory expanding mode. 
All other processor modes are identical to those of the 
M50742-XXXSP/M50708-XXXSP. 

FFFF'6 ,..---------..., 

External EPRO M 

EOOO'6 

0100'6 

00E8'6 • k-.. ....... ~~~ ....... ~""""~,.j 

0080'6 

Internal RAM 

0000'6 
Hatching indicates external memory area. 

Fig.2 Memory map In memory expanding mode 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter 

Vee Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage RESET, X,N• Do-D, 

V, Input voltage P4o-P4, 

PRECAUTION FOR USE 
(1) When developing programs with the M50742-PGYS 

use the ROM area from FOOO'6 to FFFF'6 as the capac
ity of the M50742-XXXSP/M50708-XXXSP ROM is 4k 
bytes. 
(In the case of the M5L2764K and the M5L27128K use 

the areas from 1000'6 to 1 FFF'6 and from 3000'6 to 
3FFF'6, respectively.) 

(2) The M50742-PGYS has no options as the M50742-

XXXSP/M50708-XXXSP. 

Conditions Ratings Unit 

-0.3-7 V 

-0.3-7 V 

-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

V, 
Input voltage POo-PO,. Pl o-P',. P2o-P2, 

With respect to Vss pin. -0.3-11 
P30-P37. P50-P57. INT, 

V 

V, Input voltage CNVss 

Vo Output voltage P4o-P4,. XOUT. ¢. Ao-A" 

Vo 
Output voltage POo-PO,. P1o-P1" P2o-P2, 

P30-P3,. P6o-P6, 

Pd Power dissipation 

Topr Operating ,temperature 

Tstg Storage temperature 

Output transistor off. 

Ta =25'C 

• MITSUBISHI 
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-0.3-13 

-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

-0.3-11 

1000 

-10-70 

-40-125 

V 

V 

V 

mW 
·C 

·C 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0742-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0742-XXXSP, MS070S-XXXSP 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta = -lO-70'C, Vee = 5V±5%, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

"H" input voltage POo-PO" Plo-Pl" P20-P2, 

V'H P30-P3" P40-P4" P50-P5, O. BVee Vee V 

INT" RESET, X'N, CNVss ,-

V'H "H" input voltage 00-07 0. 45Vee Vee V 

"L" input voltage POo-PO" Pl o-Pl" P20-P2, 

V'L P30 ...... P37 , P4o ...... P47 , P5 0 ...... P57 0 0. 2Vee V 

INT" CNVss 

V'L "L" input voltage RESET a 0. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage X'N 0 O. 16Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage 0 0 ...... 0 7 a O;15Vee V 

"L" peak output current POo-PO" Plo-Pl, 

IOLCpeak) P2o"'"- P27 , P30 ........ P37 10 rnA 

P60-P6, 

"L" average output current POo-PO" Plo-Pl, 

IOLcavgJ 
P20-P2" P30-P3, 

5 rnA 
P60-P6, 

(Note 1 ) 

IOHlpeak) "H" peak output current P4o ........ P47, -10 rnA 

IOHlaVCl) "H" average output current P40- P4" (Note 1 ) -5 rnA 

feXIN) Internal clock oscillating frequency 4 MHz 

Note The average values of output currents 10L lavg), 10H lavgl are the average values taken over a 
period of lOOms, 

2 Ports PO, Pl, P2, P3, P5, and INT, can be input with high-level voltages up to 9V, 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vee = 5V, Vss = OV, T a = 25'C, fi XIN ) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

V OH "H" output voltage P40-P4, 10H = -lOrnA 

V OH "H" output voltage ¢, Ao-A" 10H = -2,5mA 

"L" output voltage POo- PO" Pl o-Pl, 

VOL P20-P2" P30-P3, 10L = lOrnA 

P60-P6, 

VOL "L" output voltage ¢, Ao-A" 10L = 5mA 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis P3, When used as ClK input 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis INT, 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis P3, When used as I NT, input 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis P3, When used as CNTR input 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis RESET 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis X'N 

III 
"l" input current POo-PO" Pl o-Pl" P20-P2, 

v,=ov 
P30-P3" pSo-PS" P60-P6, 

III "l" input current P40-P4, V,-OV 

III OIL" input current INT" RESET, X'N, 0 0-0, V,=OV 

I'H 
"H" input current POo-PO" P10-Pl" P20-P2, 

V,=9V 
P30-P3" P50'-'P5" P60-P6, 

I'H "H" input current P4o ...... P47 V,=5V 

I'H "H" input current INT" RESET, X'N, 00-0, V,=,5V 

P4o ...... P47 are connected to Vcc; output pins 

lec Supply current are open; input and input/output pins other 

than P4o-P47 are connected to Vss. 

Note 3 Limit the sum loll peak) of ports PO, Pl, P2, P3, and P6 to less than BarnA, 

4-12 • MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 

Min. Typ, 

3 

3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 
0.5 

0.1 

3 

Max. 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0.7 
0.5 

-5 

-5 

-5 

9 

5 

5 

6 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

!J.A 

!J.A 
!J.A 

!J.A 

!J.A 
!J.A 

mA 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0743-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0743-XXXSP 

DESCRIPTION DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
The M50743-PGYS is an EPROM mounted-type micro
computer employing a silicon gate CMOS process and was 
designed for developing programs for single-chip, 8-bit 
microcomputer M50743-XXXSP.The M50743-PGYS, being 
housed in a piggyback-type 64-pin shrink 01 P, is compati
ble with the M50743-XXXSp. 

• Differences with the M50743-XXXSP are: 

(1) ROM less, EPROM is attached externally 
(2) Suitable EPROM is the M5L2764K or the'M5L27128K. 

APPLICATION 

There is a 28-pin socket on the upper surface so that the 

M5L2764K or the M5L27128K EPROM may be used. 

Development of programs for VCR, tuners, and audio 
equipment. 

The M50743-PGYS simplifies the development of programs 
for the M50743-XXXSP and is excellent for making pro

totypes. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

Output port P6 

1/0 port P4 

1/0 port P3 

Interrupt input 

Reset input 

Clock input 

Clock output 

Timing output 

Vss 

28-pin socket for EPROM 

f-:---~--', 
CD Vcc Vec @ I 
CD A12 Vce @ I 

A'3 ® I 
I 

As @ I 
Ag @, 

All @I 
Vss @ I 

AlO @ I 
I 

Vss @ I 
D7 @ 

I 

D.(j]) I 
D5 @ I 

I@ D, D, @ I 
I@ Vss D3 @ I L _______ J 

M50743-PGYS 

Outline 64S1 M 
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1/0 port P2 

1/0 port PO 

1/0 port P1 

Input port P5 

The symbol "0" indicates sockets for EPROM. 



PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

X OUT Clock output 

1> Timing output 

CNTR Timer 110 

--
INT, interrupt input 

POO-P07 110 port PO 

P1 o-P1 7 110 port P1 

P20 -P27 110 port P2 

P30 -P37 110 port P3 

P40 -P47 110 port P4 

P50 -P57 Input port P5 

P60 -P67 Output port P6 

Ao"""-lA13 Output port A 

0 0 -07 Input port D 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

110 

Input 

110 

110 

110 

110 

110 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Input 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0743-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0743-XXXSP 

Functions' 

Power supply inputs SV±S% to Vee, and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected to Vss: 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2,us (under normal Vee 

conditions). If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this -"L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

This chip has an internal clock generating circuit. To control generating frequency, an external ceramic or a 

quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X1N and XOUT pins. If an external clock is used, the clock 

source should be connected the X1N pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. \ 

This is the timing output pin. 

This is an output pin for the timer X. 

This is the highest order interrupt input pin. 

Port PO is an a-bit 110 port with directional registers allowing each liD bit to be individually programmed as 

inpufor output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. 

The' output structure is CMOS output. 

Port P1 is an a-bit liD port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P2 is an a-bit liD port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port p'3 is an 8-bit liD port and has basically the same functions as port PO. When serial liD is used, P37, 

P3s, P35, and P34 work as SRDY, ClK, SOUT, and SIN pins, respectively. 

Also P33 and P32 work as CNTR pin and the lowest order order interrupt input pin (INT2), respectively:, 

Port P4 is an a-bit liD port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P5 is an a-bit input port. 

Port P6 is an a-bit output port. The output structure is CMOS output. 

Port A outputs to the address of the EPROM mounted on top of the package. 

Port D inputs from the address of the EPROM mounted on top of the package. 

•.. MITSUBISHI 
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EXPLANATION OF FUNCTION BLOCK 
OPERATION 
The differences between the M50743-PGYS and the 

M50743-XXXSP are explained below. As all other pOints 
are the same, only the differences are explained. 

Zero page 

External ROM 
(8K bytes) 

Fig.1 Memory map 

RAM 
(128 bytes) 

Special 
page for 
subroutine 
call 

0000'6 

007F'6 

OOEO" 

00FF'6 

EOOO'6 

FFOO'6 

FFF4'6 

FFFF'6 

Not used 

Not used 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0743-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0743-XXXSP 

MEMORY 
The memory map is shown in Figure 1. Instead of an inter

nal ROM, an EPROM is mounted. The address of EPROM 

is EOOO'6 to FFFF'6' having 8k bytes. Other than this, the 
M50743-PGYS has the same functions as the M50743-

XXXSP has. 

Decimal 

o 

127 

/ 
/ 

255 

\ 

\ 

\ 

/ 

/ 

\ 

\ 

/ 

/ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

/ 

\ 

\ 

/ 

\ 
\ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 

INT, \ 

SilO or timer 2 

Timer 1 

Timer X 

INT, 

RESET 
65535 

\ 

\ 
\ 

6 

6 

00E1'6 

00E2'6 

00E3'6 

00E4'6 

00E5'6 

00E6" 

00E7'6 

00E8'6 

00E9'6 

00EA'6 

00EB'6 

OOEC, 

OOED, 

00EE'6 

00EF'6 

00FO'6 

OOF1'6 

OOF2'6 

OOF3'6 

00F4'6 

00F5'6 

00F6'6 

00F7'6 

OOF8'6 

OOF9'6 

00FA'6 

00FB'6 

00FC'6 

\ 00FD'6 

\ 00FE'6 

" 00F!"'6 

Port PO 

Port PO ~i~~;t~~al 

Port P1 

Port P1 ~~~;I~~al 

Port P2 

Port P2' ~i~~;t~c:nal 

Port P3 

Port P3 ~~rsCt~~al 

Port P4 

Port P4 ~~~;I~~na' 

Port P5 

Port P6 

Serial 1/0 mode register 

Seriall/O.register 

Timer " 2 prescaler 

Timer 1 

Timer 2 

Timer X prescaler 

Timer X 

Interrupt control register 

Timer control register 
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PROCESSOR MODE 
External memory area differs from the M50743-XXXSP only 

in the memory expanding mode of the processor mode. 
Figure 2 .shows the external memory area when the 
M50743-PGYS is in the memory expanding mode. All other 
processor modes are identical to those of the M50743-

XXXSP. 

FFFF'6 r------------, 

External. EPROM 

EOOO'6 

0100 '6 .t-"-'-.:u..:..>.>.l~"'-">-lo.>.:..:...:..:u..:..>.>.l_=_l 

00E8'6 

Internal RAM 

0000
'6 

"-____ • _____ -J 

Hatching indicates external memory area. 

Flg.2 Memory map in memory expanding mode 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter 

Vee Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage, RESET, X1N , INT1• P50"""P57, 00 ...... 07 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0743-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0743-XXXSP 

PRECAUTION FOR USE 
When developing programs with the M50743-PGYS, care
fully consider the ROM capacity of the M50743-XXXSP. 
In the case of the M50743-XXXSP, use the ROM area from 

FOOO'6 to FFFF'6' 
(In the case of the M5L2764K and the M5L27128K use the 

areas from 1000'6 to 1 FFF'6 and from 3000,6 to 3FFF'6' 
respectively.) 

Conditions Ratings Unit 

-0.3-7 V 

-0.3-7 V 

V, 
Input voltage, POo-PO" Plo-Pl" P2o-P2, 

P30-P3" P4o'--P4, 
With respect to Vss -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

V, 

Vo 

Pd 

TQpr 

Tstg 

4-16 

Input voltage, CNVss 
With the output transistor isolated. 

Output voltage, POo-pO" Pl o-Ph P2o-P2" P30-P3, 

P4o-P4" P6o-P6" XOUT, ¢, A,-A '3 

Power dissipation 

Operating temperature 

Storage temperature 

Ta = 25t 

• MITSUBISHI 
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-0.3-13 V 

-0. 3-Vec+0. 3 V 

1000 mW 

-10-70 'c 
-40-125 ·C 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0743·PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0743-XXXSP 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vee=5V±5%, Ta = -IO-70'C unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

"H" input voltage, POO-P07, Pl o-PI 7, P2o-P27 

V'H P30-P37, P4o-P47, P50-P57 O. 8Vee Vee V 
---
INT" RESET, X'N, CNVss 

V'H "H" input voltage, Do ....... D7 p.45Vee Vee V 

"L" input voltage, POo-P07, Pl o-PI 7, P2o-P27 

V'L P30-P37, P4o-P47, P50-P57 0 O. 2Vee V 
-
INT,. CNVss 

V'L "L" input voltage, RESET 0 O. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage, X1N 0 O. 16Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage, 0 0 ........ 0 7 0 O. 15Vee V 

"L" peak output current POO-POl, Pl o ....... P1 7 

IOL(peak) P2o-P27, P30-P37 10 rnA 
P4o-P47, P6o-P67 

"L" average output current POO ....... P07, Pl o ....... P1 7 

IOL(avg) 
P2o-P27, P30-P37 

P4o-P47, P6o-P6, 
5 rnA 

(Note I) 

"H" peak output current POo ....... P07, P1o ....... P17 

IOH(peak) P2o- P27, P30- P37 -10 rnA 
P4o- P47, P6o- P6, 

"H" average output current POO ....... P07, Pl o ....... Ph 

IOH(avg) 
P2o-P2" P30-P3, 

-5 rnA 
P4o-P4" P6o-P67 

(Note 1) 

f(x'N) Internal clock oscillating frequency 8 MHz 

Note I 
'2 

The average output currents 10L(avgl and 10H(avg) are the average value of a period of lOOms. 
Do not allow the combined current of the fIIowing ports to exceed stated values. 
10LCpeak) of PO, PI, P2, P3, P4 and P6 not to exceed BarnA. 10H(peak) of P2 not to exceed 50mA. 
10H(peak) of PO and PI not to exceed 30mA. 10H(peak) of P3, P4 and P6 not to exceed 30mA. 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Ta = 25'C, Vee = 5V, Vss = ov, f(X'N) = BMHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

VOH 
"H" output voltage, POo-P07, Plo-Ph, P2o-P27 

P30-P37, P4o-P47, P6o-P67 

V OH "H" output voltage, ¢, Ao-A 13 

VOL 
"L" output voltage, POo- PO" Plo-PI" P2o-P27 

P30-P37, P4o-P47, P6o-P6, 

VOL "L" output voltage, r/>, Ao ....... A13 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, P36 

VT+-VT - Hysteresis,INTl 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, P32 

VT+-VT - Hysteresis, P33 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, RESET 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, X1N 

"L" input current POO ....... P07, Pl o--"'Ph, P2o ........ P27 

I'L 
P30-P37, P4o-P47, P50-P57 

---
P6o-P67, INT" RESET, X'N 

Do ......... D7 

"H" input current POO ........ P07, Pl o ........ P1 7, P2o ..... ·P27 

I'H 
P30-P37, P4o-P47, P50-P57 

P60-P67, INT" RESET, X'N 

0 0 ........ 0 7 

Icc Supply current 

Test conditions 

10H = -lOrnA 

10H = -2.5mA 

10L = lOrnA 

IOL = 5mA 

When used as elK input 

When used as INT 2 input 

When used as CNTR input 

V,=OV 

V,=5V 

Output pins opened, input and input/output 

pins at Vss and a square wave input at X1N . 
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Limits 

Min. Typ. 

3 
.. _--

3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.5 

O. I 

6 

Max. 

2 

2 

I 

I 

I 

I 

0.7 

0.5 

-5 

5 

12 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

t.<A 

t.<A 

rnA 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS074S-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS074S·XXXSP 

DESCRIPTION DISTINCTIVE FE:ATURES 
The M50745-PGYS is an EPROM mounted-type micro
computer employing a silicon gate CMOS process and was 

designed for developing programs for single-chip, 8-bit 
microcomputer M50745-XXXSP. The M50745-PGYS, being 
housed in a piggyback-type 64-pin shrink DIP, is compati
ble with the M50745-XXXSP. 

• Differences with the M50745-XXXSP are: 
(1) ROMless, EPROM is attached externally. 
(2) Suitable EPROM is the M5L2764K or the M5L27128K. 

APPLICATION 

There is a 28-pin socket on the upper surface so that the 
M5L2764K or the M5L27128K EPROM may be used. 

Development of programs for VCR, tuners, and audio 

equipment. 

The M50745-PGYS simplifies the development of programs 
for the M50745-XXXSP and is excellent for making pro
totypes. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

I/O port P4 { :::: 1 

P4o "'" 28-pin socket 'or EPROM 

{ 
P2, ++ 4 

I/O port P2 P2, ++ 

NC 6, ..., 

NC 7 rcD~:~v:c @'I58 
NC I CD A12 Vcc @I . 

4-18 

I/O port P2 

i ® A, A13 @ I 
I 

I(VA, A8 @1 
I ® As Ag ® I 

i ® A4 Al1 @I 
I CD A, Vss @I 

P3S/S0UT++ 17 I ® A, AlO ® I 
P34/ S'N ++ 18 I/O port P3 

Timer input/output 

Interrupt input 

Reset input 

Clock input 

Clock output 

Timing output 

Reset output RESET OUT - 31 

Vss 

I ® A, Vss ®,' 
I@Ao D,@ 
I , 
I®Do D6@I 
I @ D, Ds @, 

I @ D, D4 @I 
I ® Vss D, @I 
L ____ · ___ J 

M50745-PGYS 

Outline 6481 M 
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I/O port PO 

I/O port P1 

Input port P5 . 

The symbol "0" indicates sockets for EPROM. 
NC: No connection. 



PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

--
RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

XOUT Clock output 

¢ Timing output 

CNTR Timer I/O 

--
INT, Interrupt input 

--
tNT2 Interrupt input 

POO-P07 I/O port PO 

P1 o-P1 7 I/O port Pl 

P2o-P27 I/O port P2 

P30 -P37 I/O port P3 

P4o-P47 I/O port P4 

P50 -P57 Input port P5 

---
RESETouT Reset output 

Ao"""A13 Output port A 

0 0 -07 Input port D 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

I/O 

Input 

Input 

I/O 

110 

110 

I/O 

I/O 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Input 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS074S-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS074S·XXXSP 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±S% to Vee, and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected to Vss. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2J.l~ (under normal Vee 

conditions). If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

This chip has an interna! clock generating circuit. To control generating frequency, an external ceramic or a 

quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X1N and XOUT pins. If an external clock is used, the clock 

source should be connected the X1N pin and the XOUT pin should be left ·open. 

This is the timing output pin. 

This is an output pin for the timer X. 

This is the highest order interrupt input pin. 

This is the lowest order interrupt input pin. 

Port PO is an 8-l;lit 1/0 port with directional registers allowing each liD bit to be individually programmed as 

input ar output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. 

The output structure is N-channel open drairi. 

Port P1 is an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as part PO. 

Port P2 is an a-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as part PO. 

Port P3 is an a-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. When serial 1/0 is used, P37, 
--

P36, P3s, and P34 work as SROY, elK, SOUT, and SIN pins, respectively. 

Port P4 is an a-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO, but the output structure is P-

channel open drain. 

Port P5 is an a-bit input port. 

This pin outputs the reset signal for peripheral devices. 

Port A outputs to the address' of the EPROM mounted on top of the package. 

Port 0 inputs from the address of the EPROM mounted on top of the package. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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EXPLANATION OF FUNCTION BLOCK 
OPERATION 
The differences between the M50745-PGYS and the 
M50745-XXXSP are explained below. As all other pOints 
are the same,' only the differences are explained. 

Fig.1 

Zero page 

External ROM 
(8K bytes) 

Memory map 

RAM 
(192 bytes) 

Special 
page for 
subroutine 
call 

000016 

OOSF16 

OOEO" 

OOFF" 

E00016 

FF0016 

FFF416 

FFFF, 6 

Not used 

Not used 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS074S·PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS074S-XXXSP 

MEMORY 
The memory map is shown in Figure 1. Instead of an inter
nal ROM, an EPROM is mounted. The address of EPROM 

is EOOO'6 to FFFF,6, having BK bytes. Other than this, the 
M50745-PGYS has the same functions as the M50745-

XXXSP has. 

Decimal 

0 

1 

/ 

2 

\ 
\ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

91 / 

00EO'6 

OOEl 16 

00E2 16 

00E316 

OOE416 

00E5 16 

OOE6" 

OOE?" 

OOE816 

OOE9" 

OOEA" 

OOES" 

OOEC, 

55 

, 
\ 

\ 

.\ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

\ , , 

\ , 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

, 
INT2 \ 

S I/O or timer 2 " 

Timer 1 \ 
\ 

6 

ODED" 

OOEE" 

OOEF16 

OOF016 

001'1,'6 

00F2 16 

OOF3 16 

00F4 16 

OOF5 16 

OOF6'6 

OOF?16 

OOF8" 

OOF9" 

OOFA 16 

OOFS" 

OOFC 16 

Timer X \ OOFD 16 

\ OOFE16 
\ 

65535 

INT, 

RESET , OOFF16 
\ 

Port PO 

Port PO ~1~~Scl~~nal 

Port P1 

. Port P1 ~~~?s~~~al 

Port P2 

Port P2 ~~?;t~~nal 

Port P3 

Port P3 ~~f~~~na' 

Port P4 

Port P4 ~i~~sCt~~nal 

Port P5 

Serial 110 mode register 

Serial I/O register 

Timer 1, 2 presealer 

Timer 1 

Timer 2 

Timer X prescaler 

Timer X 

Inlerrupl conlrol regisler 

Timer control register 
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PROCESSOR MODE 
External memory area differs from the M50745-XXXSP only 
in the memory expanding mode of the processor mode. 

Figure 2 shows the external memory area when the 
M50745-PGYS is in the memory expanding mode. All other 
processor modes are identical to those of the M50745-
XXXSP. 

FFFF,. 

EOOO,. 

0100,. 

ODES,. 

ODED,. 

OOCO,. 

DODO,. 

External EPROM 

Internal RAM 

Hatching indicates external memory area. 

Fig.2 Memory map in memory expanding mode 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter 

Vee Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage. RESET, X,N , Do-D, 

V, Input voltage, P40-P4, 

Input voltage, POo-PO" P1 0-P1 7 , P20-P27 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS074S-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS074S·XXXSP 

PRECAUTION FOR USE 
(1) When developing programs with the M50745-PGYS,_ 

carefully consider the ROM capacity of the M50745-

XXXSP. 
In the case of the M50745-XXXSP, use the ROM area 

from E80016 to FFFF16 . 

(In the case of the M5L2764K and the M5L27128K use. 
the areas from 080016 to 1 FFF16 and from 280016 to 
3FFF16 , respectively.) 

(2) The M50745-PGYS has no options as the M50745-

XXXSP. 

Conditions Ratings Unit 

-0.3-7 V 

-0.3-7 V 

-3. O-Vee+O. 3 V 

V, P30-P37, P50-P57, CNTR, INT" INT" With respect to Vss -0.3-13 V 

Vo 

Vo 

Pd 

Toor 

Tstg 

CNVss With the ottput transistor isolated. 

Output voltage, P40-P47, XOUT, ¢, RESETouT, Ao-A" 

Output voltage, POO-P07, P1 0-P1 7, P20-P27, P30-P37 

CNTR 

Power dissipation 

Operating temperature 

Storage temperature 

Ta =25'C 
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-0. 3-Vec+0. 3 V 

-0.3-13 V 

1000 mW 

-10-70 °C 

-40-125 °C 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS074S-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS074S-XXXSP 

,RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vcc=5V,±5%, Ta = -10-70'C unless otherwise noted) 

. Symbol 

Vee 

Vss 

V'H 

V'H 

V'L 

V'L 

V'L 

V'L 

fIx ) 

Note 1 

Limits 

. Parameter Unit 
Min. Nom. Max. 

Supply voltage 4.75 5 5,25 V 

Supply voltage 0 V 

"H" input voltage, POo-pO" Pl o-Pl" P2o-P2" 

P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5" 
a. 8Vee Vee V 

CNTR, INT" INT" RESET, X,N , 

CNVss 

"H" input v<;lltage, 00 ....... 07 a.45Vee Vee V 

"L" input voltage, POO ....... P07, P1o ...... P17, P2o ...... P27, 

P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5" a a. 2Vee V 

CNTR, INT" INT"CNVss 

"L" input voltage, RESET a P. 12Vee V 

OIL" input voltage, XIN a a. 16Vee V 

"L" input voltage, 0 0 ....... 0 7 0 P.15Vee V 

Internal clock oscillating frequency 4 MHz 

A high-level input voltage of up to +12V may be applied to ports PO, P1, P2, P3. P5, CNTR, INT, 

and INT" 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Ta = 25'C, Vee = 5V, Vss = OV, f(X'N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

V OH "H" output voltage, P4o-P4, 

V OH "H" output voltage, ¢, RESET OUT, Ao-A" 

VOL 
"L" output voltage, pOo- PO" Plo-Pl" P2o-P2" 

P30-P3" CNTR 

VOL "L" output voltage, ¢, RESET OUT, Ao-A" 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, P3, 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, CNTR, INT" INT, 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, RESET 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, X1N 

III 
"L" input current POO ........ PO l , Pl o ....... P1 7i P2o ....... P27, 

P30-P3" P50-P5, 

I'L "L" Input current P4o-P4, 

I'L 
"L" input current CNTR, INT" INT" RESET, 

X1N , 00 ....... D7 

I'H 
"H" Input current POo-PO" Pl o-Pl" P2o-P2" 

P30-P3" P50-P5, 

I'H "H" input current P4o-P4, 

I'H 
"H" input current CNTR, INT" INT" RESET, 

X1N,00 ....... 0 7 

Icc Supply current 

4-22 

Test conditions 

10H = -lOmA 

10H = -2.5mA 

10l = lOmA 

10l = 5mA 

When usedas a CLK input 

V,=OV 

v,=OV 

V,=OV 

V,= 12V 

V,=5V 

V,=5V 

P4o ....... P47 at Vee, output pins' opened, and 

input and input/output pins other than P4o ....... 

P47 at Vss. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 

Min. Typ. 

3 

3 

a.3 
0.3 

a.5 
a.l 

3 

Unit 
Max. 

V 

V 

2 V 

2 V 

1 V 

1 V 

a.7 V 

0.5 V 

-5 /-1 A 

-5 /-1 A 

-5 /-1 A 

12 /-1 A 

5 /-1 A 

5 /-1 A 

6 mA 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07S2-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for M50752-XXXSP, M50757-XXXSP 

DESCRIPTION DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
The M50752-PGYS is an EPROM mounted-type microc 
computer employing a silicon gate CMOS process and was 
designed for developing programs for single-chip, 8-bit 
microcomputers M50757 -XXXSP/M50752-XXXSP. The 
M50752-PGYS, being housed in a piggyback-type 52-pin 
shrink DIP, is compatible with the M50752-XXXSP. 

• Differences with the M50752-XXXSP/M50757-XXXSP 
are: 

(1) ROMless, EPROM is attached externally 
(2) Suitable EPROM is the M5L2732K or the M5L2764K. 

APPLICATION 
There is a 28-pin socket on the upper surface so that the 
M5L2732K or the M5L2764K EPROM may be used. 

Development of programs for VCR, tuners, and audio 
equipment. 

The M50752-PGYS simplifies the development of programs 
for the M50757-XXXSP/M50752-XXXSP and is excellent for 
making prototypes. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

1/0 port P2 

1/0 port po' 

Timer output and interrupt Input 

Interrupt input 

Reset Input 

CNVss 

Vss 

28-pin socket for EPROM 

.--,0 Vce 

,0 A'2 

CD A7 

o A. 

CD As 

®A. 
(j) A3 

® A2 

®A, 
@ Ao 

'-./ --, 
Vee @ 

Vee @ 

Vee @ 

A. @ 

A. ® 
Al1 @ 

Vss ® 
A,o ® 
Vss @ 

D7 @ 

@Do D.® 

® D, Ds @ 

I@ D,2 D~ ® 

.L~ Vss ___ ~3_!J 

M50752-PGYS 

Outline 52S1 M 

• , MITSUBISHI 
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1/0 port P3 

1/0 port P1 

Pull-down voltage input 

28 - XCOUT Clock output for timer X 

.Clcc!{ input fer timer X 

The symbol "0" indicates socket for EPROM. 

NC: No connection . 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss C~Vss 

V p Pull-down voltage 

---

RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

XOUTS Clock output 

XOUTF Clock output 

¢> Timing output 

XC1N Clock 110 for timer X 

XCOUT 

--
INT, Interrupt input 

--
INT2 Time output or 

interrupt input 

Ro~R3 Input port R 

POO~P07 I/O port PO 

P1o~P17 Output port P1 

P2o~P27 liD port P2 

P30~P37 Output port P3 

Ao ........ A12 Oulput port A 

Do~D7 Input port 0 

4-24 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Output 

Input 

1/0 

Input 

1/0 

Output 

1/0 

Output 

Output 

Input 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50752·PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for M50752-XXXSP, M50757-XXXSP 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±10% to Vee, and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected to Vss. 

This is the input voltage pin for the pull-down transistor of ports P1, P3, P26 and P27 . 

To enter the reset state, the re'set inp'ut pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2,us (under normal Vee 

conditions). If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

This chip has an internal clock generating circuit. To contr,ol generating frequency, a resistor is connected 

between the X1N and XOUTS or the XOUTF pins. If an external clock is used, the clock source should be con-

nected to the X1N pin and the XOUTS and XOUTF pins should be left open. 

This is output pin from internal clock generating circuit. The generating frequency can be controlled by 

connecting a resistor between this pin and XIN pin. 

This ;s output ~in from internal clock generating circuit. The generating frequency can be controlled by 

connecting a resistor between this pin and X1N pin. 

This is the timing outP,ut pin. 

These are 110 pins of the clock oscillating circuit for the timer X. To control generating frequency, an exter-

nal ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the XCINpin and XCOUT pin. 

This is the lowest order inferrupt input pin: 

'f.his is in common with an output for the time X and an interrupt input pin. 

Port R is a 4-bit input'lJort. 

Port PO is an 8-bit 110 port with directional registers allowing each 110 bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. 

The outp-ut structure is N-channel open drain. 

Port P1 is an 8-bit output port. 

The output structure is P-channel open drain. 

Port P2 is an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basically t~e same functions as port PO. For P26 and P27 pins, output 

structure is P-channel open drain, and a pull-down transistor is built in between the Vp pin. 

Port P3 is an 8-bit output port and has basically the same functions as port P1. 

Port A outputs the address of the EPROM loaded on the top side of the package. 

Port 0 takes the input datafrom the EPROM loaded on the top side of the package. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50752·PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS07S2-XXXSP, MS07S7-XXXSP 

EXPLANATION OF FUNCTION BLOCK 
OPERATION 
The differences between the M50752-PGYS and the 

M50757-XXXSP/M50752-XXXSP are explained below. As 
all other points are the same, only the differences are ex

plained. 

Zero page 

External RO M 

RAM 

(128 bytes) 

(7936 bytes) Subroutine 

Fig.1 Memory map 

Special 
page 
for 
subroutine 
call 

007F" 

OOOF, 

OOFF, 

0100, 

1000, 

1400, 

1FOO, 

1FF4, 

1FFF, 

, 

, 
, 

, 

, 

, 

, 

, 

Not used 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

MEMORY 
The memory map is shown in Figure 1. Instead of an inter

nal ROM, an EPROM is mounted. The address of EPROM 
is 0100 '6 to 1 FFF ,6, having 7936 bytes. Other than this, the 
M50752-PGYS has the same functions as the M50752-

XXXSP has. Actually, ROM area depends on EPROM 

capacity. 

Decimal 

o 

1 27 I 

I 
I 

I 

255 

\ 

\ 

\ 

I 
I 

\ 

\ 

, , 
\ 

\ 

I 
I 

\ 

\ 

INT, 

\ 
\ 
\ 

Timer 2 

Timer 1 

Timer X 

INT, 

8191 RESET 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

7 43 

I Port R 

Port PO 

Port PO ~~~~~:~~nal 

Port P1 

Port P2 

Port P2 ~~~~~:~~nal 

Port P3 

, 
, 

Timer 1 and 2 presealer 

Timer 1 

, Timer 2 

OOOF" 

OOEO" 

00E1'6 

00E2'6 

00E3'6 

001;4,6 

00E5'6 

00E6'6 

00E7'6 

00E8'6 

00E9'6 

OOEA15 

00E8'6 

OOEC, 

OOEO, 

OOEE" 

00EF'6 

OOFO" 

00F1" 

00F2" 

00F3" 

00F4" 

00F5'6 

00F6" 

00F7" 

00F8" 

00F9'6 

00FA'6 

00F8, 

OOFC, 

OOFD, 

00FE'6 

00FF'6 

6 Timer X prescaler 

6 Timer X 

Interrupt control register 

Timer control register 

Obit 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07S2·PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for M50752-XXXSP, M50757-XXXSP 

PROCESSOR'MODE 
External memory area differs from the M50757 -XXXSPI 
M50752-XXXSP only in the memory expanding mode of the 

processor mode. Figure 2 shows the external memory area 

when the M50752-PGYS is in the memory expanding mode .• 

All other processor modes are identical to those of the 

M50757-XXXSP/M50752-XXXSP. 

Fig.2 

1FFF'6 

0100,6 

OOE8'6 

0000'6 

0080'6 

0000'6 

External EPRO M 

Timers, port P3, etc. 

Ports PO-P2 and R 

Internal RAM 

Hatching indicates external- memory area. 

Memory map in memory expanding modE;! 

PRECAUTION FOR USE 
(1) Because of the loading of the EPROM, the external 

dimensions differ from those of the M50757-XXXSPI 
M50752-XXXSP, being 19.0 X 50. Bmm. Lower pih 

measurements are the same. 
(2) When developing programs with the M50752-PGYS, 

carefully consider the ROM capacity of the M50757-

XXXSP/M50752-XXXSP. 
In the case of the M50757-XXXSP, use the ROM area 

from 1400'6 to 1 FFF ,6. 

(In the case of the M5L2732K use the areas from 

0400 '6 to OFFF,6 .) 

In the case of the M50752-XXXSP, use the ROM area 

from 1000'6 to 1 FFF,6. 
(In the, case of the M5L2732K use the areas from 
0000 '6 to OFFF,6 .) 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07S2·PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for M50752.XXXSP, M50757·XXXSP 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3-7 

V p Supply voltage Vcc-35-Vcc+0.3 

V, Input voltage Ro ........ R3, CNVss, RESET, XIN. XCIN, Do ...... D7 -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage INT,. INT,. PDQ-PO" P2Q-P25 Measured using Vss as standaard. -0.3-13 

Vo Output voltage XOUTF, XO UTS , XCOUT, ¢. Ao ........ A12 Output transistor is interrupted. -0. 3-Vcc+0. 3 

Vo Output voltage INT" PDQ-PO" P2Q-P25 -0.3-13 

Vo Output voltage P1Q-P1" P3Q-P3" P2" P2, Vcc-35- Vcc+0,3 

Pd Power consumption T a =25·C 1000 

Topr Operating temperature -10-70 

Tsta Storage temperature -40-125 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta = -10-70·C and Vcc=5V±S% unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

V p Supply voltage Vee-33 Vee V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

V ,H "H" Input voltage RQ-R3 0. 4Vcc Vee V 

V ,H "H" Input voltage RESET O. aVec Vee V 

V ,H "H" Input voltage CNVss, X1N , XCIN O. aVec Vee V 

V ,H "H" Input voltage INT" INT" PDQ-PO" P2Q-P25 0. 8Vec Vee V 

V ,H "H" Input voltage Do ........ D7 0,45Vec Vee V 

V ,L "L" Input voltage Ro ........ R3, X1N , XCIN 0 0,12Vcc V 

V ,L "L" Input voltage RESET 0 0,12Vcc V 

V ,L "L" Input voltage CNVss, IN"" INT" POQ-PO" P2Q-P25 0 0. 2Vcc V 

V ,L "L" Input voltage Do""':"D7 0 0. 15Vce V 

fex ) Internal clock oscillating frequency 4 MHz 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vee = SV±S%, Vss = OV, and fCX ,N ) = 4MHz unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

V OH Output voltage P1 Q-P1" P3Q-P3" P2" P2, 

V OH Output voltage, rp, Ao--A12 

-
VOL Output voltage INT" POQ- PO" P2Q-P25 

VOL Output voltage ¢, AQ-A" 

Vr+-Vr- Hysteresis INT" INT2 

Vr+-Vr - Hysteresis RESET 

--
I'L Input leak current PO ....... P3, CNVss, RESET, X1N , XC1N 

--
I'L Input current INT" INT" DQ-D7, PDQ-PO" P2Q-P25 

I'L Input leak current P1 o ....... Ph, P30--P37, P26 , P27 

Icc Supply current 

Test conditions 

Vcc=5V, T a=25'C 

IOH=-12mA 

Vcc=5V, T a=25'C 

IOH=-2.5mA 

Vcc=5V, T a=25'C 

IOL=10mA 

Vce=5V, T a=25'C 

10L = 5mA 

Vee=5V, T a=25'C 

Vee=5V, T a=25'C 

Vcc=5V, Ta~25·C 
O~VI~5V 

Vcc=5V, T a=25'C 

O~V,~5V 

Vcc=5V, T a=25'C 

Vee-33V~VI~Vee 

Vcc=5V, T a=25'C 

P26 and P,27 are Vec, output pins are left open 

Input and I/O pins except P26 and P2 7 are Vss 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 

Min. Typ. 

3 

3 

0.3 

0.4 

-5 

-5 

-33 

3 

Max. 

2 

2 

1 
'C-

0.7 

5 

5 

33 

6 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mW 
·C 

·C 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

/-LA 

/-LA 

/-LA 

mA 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50753-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS07S3-XXXSP 

DESCRIPTION DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
The M50753-PGYS is an EPROM mounted-type micro
computer employing a silicon gate CMOS process and was 
designed for developing programs for single-chip, 8-bit 
microcomputers M50753-XXXSP. The M50753-PGYS, being 
housed in a piggyback-type 64-pin shrink DIP, is compati" 
ble with the M50753-XXXSP. 

• Differences with the M50753-XXXSP are: 
(1) ROM less, EPROM is attached externally 
(2) Suitable EPROM is the M5L2764K or the M5L27128K. 

APPLICATION 

There is a 28-pin socket on the upper surface so that the 
M5L2764K or the M5L27128K EPROM may be used. 

Development of programs for VCR, tuners, and audio 

equipment. 

The M507S3-PGYS simplifies the development of programs 
for the M50753-XXXSP and is excellent for making pro
totypes. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

4-28 

AVss 
• Input port IN INO _ 2 

28-pfn socket for EPROM 

AVec 
Pulse width modulation output port PWM _ 5 

NC 6 ,. "\ 
r;---~--, 

P2, - 7 ,CD Vee Vee @ I 
I ® A12 Vee @ I 

, A'3 @I 
110 port P2 

As @i 
A, ® 1 

All @I i® A4 

,0 A3 

P3s/SoUT - 17 I ® A, 
P34/S'N .... 18 

Vss ® I 

AlO ® I 
110 port P3 1 ® A, 

I@ Ao 

vss@11 
D7 @ 

I I® Do 

,@D, Timer 1/0 

I 
DB @I 
Ds @, 

i INT, - 24 
Interrupt input INT, _ 25 I @ D, D4 @ I 

CNVss , ® Vss D3 @ I 
Resetinput RESET- L ___ ____ J 
Clock input X1N _ 

Clock output 

Timing signal output 

Reset output RESET OUT - 31 

Vss M50753-PGYS 

Outline 64S1 M 

• MITSUBISHI 
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-P1, 

NC 
NC 

Input port IN 

110 port PO 

110 port Pl 

Timing output 

The symbol "0" indicates sockets for EPROM. 

NC: No connection. 



PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

---
RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

XOUT Clock output 

</>.2</> Timing output 

CNTR Timer 110 

--
INT, Interrupt input I 

--
INT2 Interrupt input 

POO-P07 1/0 port PO 

Pl o-P1 7 1/0 port P1 

P20 -P27 1/0 port P2 

P30 -P37 1/0 port P3 

P4o-P43 1/0 port P4 

P50 -P57 Input port PS 

PWM PWM output 

----
RESETouT Reset output 

INO-IN? Analog input port IN 

VREF Reference voltage 

_input 

AVee Voltage input for A-D 

/\Vss Voltage input fer ,A,,,:D 

Ao---A13 Output port A 

Do-D7 Input port D 

Input! 

Oulpul 

Inpul 

Input 

Output 

Output 

1/0 

Input 

Input 

1/0 

110 

110 

1/0 

1/0 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Input 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07S3-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS07S3-XXXSP 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±5% to Vee. and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected to Vss. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2,us (under normal Vee 

condilions). If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

This chip has an internal clock generating circuit. To control generating frequency, an external ceramic or a 

quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X1N and XO UT pins. If an external clock is used, the clock 

source should be connected to the XIN pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

This is the timing output pin. 

This is an 110 pin for the timer X. 

This is the highest order interrupt input pin. 

This is the lowest order interrupt input pin. 

Port PO is an 8-bit 1/0 port with directional registers allowing each 1/0 bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. 

The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

Port P1 is an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basicalfy the same functions as port PO. 

Port P2 is an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P3 is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. When serial 110 is used, P37. 
--

P36, P35, and P34 work as SRDY, elK, SOUT, and SIN pins, respectively. 

Port P4 is an 4-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P5 is an 8-bit input port 

This is output pin from the pulse width modulator. 

The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

This pin outputs the reset signal for peripheral devices. 

This is an 8-bit analog input port for the A-D converter, and can be used as normal input port. 

This is the reference voltage input pin the for the A-D converter. 

This is the power supply input pin for the A-O converter. 

This is GND input pin for the A-O or O-A converter, 

Port A carries the output address·to the EPROM loaded on the top side of the package. 

Port D takes the input data from the EPROM loaded on the top side of the package. 

•.. MITSUBISHI 
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EXPLANATION OF FUNCTION BLOCK 
OPERATION 
The differences between the M50753-PGYS and the 
M50753-XXXSP are explained below. As all. other points 
are the same, only the differences are explained. 

Flg.1 

Zero page 

External ROM 
(8K bytes) 

Memory map 

RAM 1
0000

" 

(192 bytes) 1 

Special 
pages 
for 
subroutine 
call 

OOBF" 

OOEO" 

00FF'6 

EOOO'6 

FFOO'6 

FFF4'6 

FFFF,c 

Not used 

Not used 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07S3-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS07S3-XXXSP 

MEMORY 
The memory map is shown in Figure 1. Instead of an inter
nal ROM, an EPROM is mounted. The address of EPROM 

is EOOO'6 to FFFF'6, having 8K bytes. Other than this, the 
M50753-PGYS has the same functions as the M50753-
XXXSP has. 

Decimal 

a 

1 91 

, , 

255 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

/ 

\ 

\ 

/ 

\ 

/ 

\ 

\ 
\ 

, , 

\ 

\ 

/ 

\ 

INT, \ 

, 

SI/O or timer 2 " 

Timer 1 or A-D \ 

Timer X 
\ 

INT, 

RESET 
65535 

/ , 00EO'6 Port PO 

00E1,6 Port PO ~~~~~:~~nal 

00E2" Port P1 

00E3" Port P1 ~~~~~:~~naJ 

00E4'6 Port P2 

00E5'6 Port P2 ~~~~~:~~na' 

00E6'6 

00E?'6 

00ES'6 Port P3 

00E9'6 Port P3 ~~~~;:~~nal 

00EA,6 Port P4 

00EB'6 Port P4 ~~~~;:~~nal 

00EC'6 

00ED'6 

00EE'6 IN register 

00EF'6 A-D register 

00FO'6 

00F1,6 

00F2'6 A-D start address 

OOF3'6 A-D control register 

00F4,6 

00F5'6 PWM control register 

00F6'6 S?riall/O mode register 

00F?'6 Serial 1/0 register 

00FS'6 

00F9'6 Timer 1,2 prescaler 

00FA'6 Timer 1 

00FB'6 Timer 2 

00FC'6 Timer X prescaler 

\ 00FD'6 TimerX 

\ 
\ OOFE'6 Interrupt control register 

\ OOFF'6 Timer control register 
\ 
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PROCESSOR MODE 
External memory area differs from the M50753-XXXSP only 
in the memory expanding mode of the processor mode. 

Figure 2 shows the external memory area when the 
M50753-PGYS is in the memory expanding mode. All other 
processor modes are identical to those of the M50753-

XXXSP. 

FFFF,. 

EOOO,. 

0100,. 

00E8" 

ODED,. 

OOCO,. 

DODO,. 

External EPROM 

Internal RAM 

Hatching indicates external memory area. 

Flg.2 Memory map In memory expanding mode 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter 

Vee Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage RESET, X,N, Do-D, 

V, Input voltage INo-IN, 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS07S3-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS07S3-XXXSP 

PRECAUTION FOR USE 
(1) When developing programs with the M50753-PGYS, 

carefully consider the ROM capacity of the M50753-

XXXSP. 
In the case of the M50753-XXXSP, use the ROM area 

from E800 '6 to FFFF,6. 

(In the case of the M5L2764K and the M5L27128K use 
the areas from 0800 '6 to 1 FFF'6 and from 2800 ,6 to 

3FFF,6, respectively.) 
(2) The M50753-PGYS has no options as the M50753-

XXXSP. 

Conditions Ratings Unit 

-0.3-7 V 

-0.3-7 V 

-0. 3-Vcc+0. 3 V 

V, 
Input voltage POo-PO" P10-Pl" P20-P2" P30-P3, 

Measured using Vss as base. -0.3-13 V 
P40-P4" CNTR, TNT" INT" CNVss 

Vo 

Vo 

Pd 

Topr 

Tsta 

Output voltage XOUT, f, 2f, RESET OUT, Ao-A" 

Output voltage POo-PO" P10-P1" P20-P2, 

P30-P3" P40-P4" CNTR, PWM 

Power consumption 

Operating temperature 

Storage temperature 

Output transistor is interrupted. 

Ta = 25'C 

• MITSUBISHI 
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-0. 3-Vcc+0. 3 V 

-0.3-13 V 

1000 mW 

-10-70 ·C 

-40-125 ·C 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50753-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for M50753~XXXSP 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vee=5V±5% and Ta= -10-70'C unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

"H" Input voltage POo-PO" P10-P1,. P20-P2, 

V'H 
P30-P3,. P40-P43• INo-IN, 

O. aVec Vee V 
CNTR, INT" INT, 
--
RESET, X'N, CNVss 

V'H "H" Input voltage 00--07 O. 45Vce Vee V 

"L" Input voltage PDQ-PO?, P1 o-P1 7, P2o-P27 

V'L P30-P3" P40-P43, INo-IN, 0 O. 2Vec V 

CNTR INT" INT" CNVss 

V'L "L" Input voltage RESET 0 O. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" Input voltage X1N 0 O. 16Vec V 

V'L "L" Input voltage 00-0, 0 O. 15Vec V 

f(x ) Internal clock oscillating frequency 4 MHz 
- -

Note 1 "H" input voltage for ports Po, P" P" P3, P4 and CNTR. INT, and INT, is up to 12V. 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vee=5V, Vss=ov, Ta = 25'C and f(x'N)=4MHz unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

VOH "H" output voltage ¢. RESET OUT. Ao-A13 , 2¢ 

VOL 
"L" output voltage POo-PO" P10-P1" P20-P2, 

P30-P3,. CNTR, P40-P43, PWM 

VOL "L" output voltage ¢, RESET OUT, Ao-A", 2¢ 

VT+-VT - Hys'teresis P36 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis CNTR. INT" INT, 

Vr+-VT- Hysteresis RESET 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis X1N 

I'L 
"L" input current POo ........ P07, P1 0""'" Ph, P2o-P27 

P30-P3" P40-P43, PWM 

III "L" input current INo ...... IN? 

I'L 
"L" input current CNTR. INT" INT, 

--
\ RESET. X'N, 00-0, 

I'H 
"H" input current POo ....... P07 , P1 o ........ P1 7 , P2o ......... P27 

P30-P3" P40-P43, PWM 

I'H "H" input current INo ........ IN7 

I'H 
"H" input current CNTR, INT" INT2 

RESET, X'N 

I'H "H" input current VREF 

lee Supply current 

IAcc A~D supply current 

4-32 

Test conditions 

IOH=-2.5mA 

IOl=10mA 

IOl=5mA 

When used as elK input 

V,=OV 

V,=OV 

V,=OV 

V,=12V 

V,=5V (when not selected) 

V,=5V 

V,=5V 

The output pin is left open. PO, P1, P2, P3 

and P4 are connected to Vcc and all other 

input and rio pins are connected to Vss. 

During AID converter operation 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 

Min. Typ. 

3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.5 

0.1 

3 

2. 

Unit 
Max. 

V 

2 V 

2 V 

1 V 

1 V 

0.7 V 

0.5 V 

-5 /1A 

-5 /1A 

-5 /1A 

12 /1A 

5 itA 

5 
/1A 

5 rnA 

6 rnA 

4 rnA 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50753-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS07S3-XXXSP 

A-O CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=AVcc=5V, Vss=AVss=ov, Ta=25'C and f(x ,N )=4MHz unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

- Resolution 

- Absolute accuracy 

RLADDER Ladder resistance value 

tCONV Conversion time 

V REF Reference input voltage 

V'A Analog input voltage 

Parameter Test conditions 

Vcc=AVcc=VREF=5.12V 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Min. 

1 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

8 Bits 

±3 
LSB 

~ 
k!1 

72 f,lS 

Vee V 

VREF V 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0931-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0930-XXXFP ,MS0931-XXXFP ,MS0932-XXXFP 

DESCRIPTION 
The M50931-PGYS is an EPROM mounted-type micro
computer which utilizes CMOS technology, and is designed 
for developing programs for single-chip, 8-bit microcompu
ters M50930-XXXFP, M50931-XXXFP and the M50932-
XXXFP. It is housed in a piggyback-type 80-pin QFP. 
There is a 32-pin socket on the package. 
The M50931-PGYS simplifies the development of programs 
for the M50930-XXXFP, M50931-XXXFP, and the M50932-

XXXFP and is excellent for making prototypes. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Diffierence with the M50930-XXXFP, M50931-XXXFP 

and the M50932-XXXFP.are: 
ROMless, EPROM is attached externally. 

APPLICATION 
Development of programs for office automation equipment, 
VCR, tuner, audio-visual equipment, and telephone 

64 - P4o/SEG'4 SEG,- I 

SEG7 - 2 

SEG6 - 3 

SEG5 - 4 

SEG4'- 5 

SEG3 - 6 

SEG,- 7 

SEG,- 8 

SEGo - 9 

COM3 - 10 

COM 2 - II 

COM,.- 12 

COMo- 13 

,---------"-------, 63 - P4,/SEG" 

4-34 

VL3 --+ 16 

Vee 
CNTR- 18 

P37/SRDy """ 1 9 

P36/CLK- 20 

P3s/SoUT ...... 21 

P34/S IN ...... 22 

5' - P4,/SEG 26 

51 - P43/SEG'7 
60 - P44/SEG" 
59 - P4,/SEG'9 
58 - P46/SEG30 

57 - P4,/SEG31 

P33 /T _ 2J '--'--_-,-__ .,.,-----::--___ .....1 

P3,/INT, - 24 
~krr~~~"-TI~~~~~~~,-

Outline 80S6M 
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The symbol ','0" indicates sockets for EPROM. 

NC: No connection. 



PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

XOUT Clock output 

INT, Interrupt input 

POO~P07 1/0 port PO 

Pl o-P1 7 1/0 port P1 

P20 -P27 1/0 port P2 

P30 -P37 1/0 port P3 

P40 -P47 Input port P4 

VL1 ........ VL3 Voltage input for LCD 

COMo Common output 

-COM3 

SEGo Segment output 

-SEG23 

CNTR Timer 1/0 

A o-A'3 Output port A 

0 0 -07 Input port D 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0931-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0930-XXXFP ,MS0931-XXXFP ,MS0932-XXXFP 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Input 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

Input 

Output 

Output 

1/0 

Output 

Input 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±5% to Vee, and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected to Vss. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2.us (under normal Vee 

conditions). If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

These are liD pins of internal clock generating circuit for main clock. To control generating frequency, an 

external ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X1N and XOUT pins. If an external 

clock is used, the clock source should be connected the X IN pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

This is the highest order interrupt input pin. 

Port PO is an 8:-bit lID port with directional registers allowing each lID bit to be Individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. 

The output structure is CMOS output. 

Port P1 is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P2 is an a-bit 1(0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P3 is an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. When serial lID is used, P37 , 
--

P35, P3s, and P34 work as SRDY, ClK, SOUl, and SIN pins, respectively. Also P33, P32, P3" and P30 work as 

timer 3 overflow signal divided by 2 output pin en, INT2 pin, XCIN and XCOUT pins, respectively. 

Port P4 is an 8-bit input port and can be used as segment output pins. 

These are voltage input pins for LCD. Supply voltage as OV~VL1~VL2~VL3~Vcc. O---VL3V is supplied to 

LCD. 

These are LCD common output pins. At 1/2 duty; COM, and COM, pins are not used. At 1/3 duty, COM, 

pin is not used. 

These are LCD segment output pins. 

This is an output pin for the timer 4 and 5. 

These are for addresses to an EPROM mounted on the package. 

These are for input data from the EPROM mounted on the package. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0931-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0930-XXXFP ,MS0931-XXXFP ,MS0932-XXXFP 

EXPLANATION OF FUNCTION BLOCK 
OPERATION 
The differences between the M50931-PGYS and the 
M50930-XXXFP, M50931-XXXFP and the M50932-XXXFP 
are noted below. The following explanations apply to the 
M50931-PGYS. Specification variations for other chips are 
noted accordingly. 

Flg.1 

Zero Page 

External ROM 
(12288 bytes) 

Memory map. 

RAM 
(128 bytes) 

j 0000, 

007F, 

. for 0000, RAM ( 

LCD . 
(16 bytes) OODF, 

(384 bytes) 

OOFF, 
0100, 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

RAM I 
027F, 6 

1000, 

3FOO, 

Special 
page 3FF4, 

for 
subroutine 

call 

6 

6 

6 

3FFF " 

Not used 

Not used 

Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

MEMORY 
The memory map is shown in Figure 1. The M50931-PGYS 
is mounted an EPROM instead of an internal ROM. The 
address of an EPROM is from 100016 to 3FFF16, and this 
memory size is 12288 bytes. The memory size of a RAM is 

. 512 bytes as same as the M50931-XXXFP or the M50932-

XXXFP has. 
Other than these, the M50931-PGYS has the same func
tions as the M50930-XXXFP, M50931-XXXFP or the 
M50932-XXXFP has. 

Decimal 

0 
/ 

1 27 
/ 

/ 
208-
, 
223 

255 

\ 
\ 

, 

/ 

/ 

, 
\ 

INT, 

, 
/ 

/ 

\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 

S I/O or Timer 3 \ 

Timer 2 

Timer 1 

INT, 

RESET 

16383 

\ 

, 
/ OOEO, 6 Port PO 

\ 

\ 

directional OOel, 6 Port PO register 

00E2, 6 Port Pl 

00E3, 

00E4, 

00E5, 

00E6, 

00E7, 

00E8, 

00E9, 

OOEA, 

OOEB, 

OOEC, 

OOED, 

OOEE, 

OOEF, 

OOFO, 

00F1, 

00F2, 

00F3, 

00F4, 

00F5, 

00F6, 

00F7, 

00F8, 

00F9, 

OOFA, 

OOFB, 

OOFC, 

OOFD, 

\ OOFE, 

\ GOFF, 

Port Pl directional 
6 register 

6 Port P2 

6 Port P2 directional 
register 

6 

6 

6 Port P3 . 

Port P3 directional 
6 register 

6 Port P4 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 LCD mode register 

6 Serial I/O mode register 

6 Serial I/O register 

6 Timer 4, 5 mode register 

6 Timer 1 

6 Timer2 

6 Timer3 

6 Timer4 

6 TimerS 

6 Interrupt control register 

6 Timer control register 
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MS0931-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0930-XXXFP ,iViS0931-XXXFP ,MS0932-XXXFP 

PROCESSOR MODE 
External memory area differs from the M50930-XXXFP, 
M50931-XXXFP and the M50932-XXXFP in the memory ex

panding mode. And, external memory area differs from only 
the M50930-XXXFP in microprocessor mode. External 

memory map is shown in Figure 2. 

3FFF" .--____ -, 

External 
EPROM 

00E8" ~...--."'""""---.,-""'"....,-+ 

a a EO" f.'>-""-'''--''--''--''-''-f-

Internal ROM 
0000" 1.-____ --1 

Memory expanding 
mode 

Microprocessor mode 

Hatching indicates external memory area 

Fig.2 Memory map in memory expanding mode and 
microprocessor mode 

PRECAUTION FOR USE 
(1) In case of the MBM27C64-20, the MBM27C64-25, or 

the MBM27C128-25 EPROM use the following areas 
(refer to Figure 1): 

• For the M50930XXXFP and the M50931-XXXFP, usable 

ROM area are 3000'6-3FFF'6' 
MBM27C64-20, MBM27C64-25" addresses 1 000'6-1 FFF'6 

M8M27C128-25""'"'''''''''''''''' addresses 3000'6-3FFF'6 
• For the M50932-XXXFP, usable ROM area are 2000'6-

3FFF'6' 
MBM27C64-20, MBM27C64-25" addresses 0000'6-1 FFF'6 

MBM27C128-25""'"'''''''''''''''' addresses 2000'6-3FFF'6 
(2) . The M50931-PGYS has no options as the M50930-

XXXFP, M50931-XXXFP and the M50932-XXXFP. The 
condition of ports PO-P3 and CNTR is noted below. 

PO-P3, CNTR""""""'''''without the pull-up transistor 
P3s/SoUT"""""""""""" N-channel open drain output 

(3) The way of mounting an EPROM is shown in Figure 3. 
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Pin 1 

How to mount an EPROM 

o 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0931-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0930·XXXFP ,MS0931·XXXFP ,MS0932·XXXFP 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings Unit 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3-7 V 

V, Supply voltage for LCD VL1 -V" -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

V, 
Input voltage POo-PO,. P1o-Pl" P2o-P2, 

-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 
P30-P3" P4o-P4" X,N 

V, Input voltage INT" CNVss -,0.3-7 V 

V, Input voltage RESET, CNTR Output transistor are "off" -0.3-13 V 

Output voltage POo-PO" P1o-Pl" P2o-P2, 

Vo P30-P3" COMo-COM" SEGo-SEG" -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

XOUT 

Vo Output voltage CNTR -0.3-7 V 

Pd Power Dissipation Ta = 25"C 300 rnW 

Topr Operating temperature -10-70 "C 

Tstg Strage temperature -40-125 "C 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vcc=3. O(Note O)-5.5V, Vss= ov, Ta=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Supply voltage (Note 1 ) 
f(X'N)=4.3MHz 4.5 5.5 

Vee 
f(XIN )=1.1MHz 3.0(NoleO) 

V 
5.5 

Vss Supply voltage a v 

"'H"' input voltage POo-PO" Pl o-Pl, I 

V ,H 
P3o, P3, (Note 2 ) 

0. 7Vee Vee V 
P3,-P3, (Note 3 ), P4o-P4, 
--
RESET, X,N, CNVss 

V ,H 
"'H" input voltage P2o-P2" P3" P3, (Note 4 ) 

INT" CNTR 
O. 74Vcc Vee V 

"'L"' input voltage POo-PO" Pl o-Pl, 

V,L 
P3o, P3, (Note 2 ) a 0. 3Vee V 
P3,-P3, (Note 3 ), P4o-P4, 

CNVss 

V'L 
"'L" input voltage P2o-P2" P3" P3, (Note 4 ) 

0 0. 26Vee V 
T'Nf,", CNTR 

V'L "'L" input voltage RESET a 0. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage X1N a 0.1 6Vee V 

IOH 
"'H"' Output current POo-PO" Pl o-Pl" P2o-P2, 

-2 rnA 
P30-P3, (Note 5 ), XOUT 

IOL<peakl 
"'L" peak output current POo-PO" P1o-Pl" P2o-P2, 

10 rnA 
P30-P3" CNTR, XOUT( Note 6 ) 

ilL" average output current POO-POT. P1o-P1 7 

IOLCavgl P2o-P2" P30-P3, 5 rnA 
CNTR, XouT(Note 7) 

f(X,N ) Clock oscillating frequency (Note 8 ) 
Vcc=4. 5-5. 5V 64 4300 

64 1100 
kHz 

Vcc=2. 7-5. 5V 

f(XeIN ) Clock oscillating frequency for clock function (Note 8 ) 32 50 kHz 

Note Minimum value of Vcc is dependent on the EPROM used. At normal temperature, this value is about 2. 7-2. av. Therefore, 3. OV is dependent 
on the proper operation of the EPROM at that voltage. 

1 When only operating the RAM data retention, minimum value of Vcc is 2 V. 
2 When using port P3, as XCIN , O. a5;i;Vcc;i;V,H;i;Vcc, 0 ;i;V,L;i;O.15Vcc for port P3,. 
3 In this case of using port P3, as normal input. 
4 In ,this case of using port P3, as ClK input. 

Especially when the input oscillation frequency is more than 50kHz, recommend the following: 
O. aVCC;i;V,H;i;Vcc, 0 ;i;V,L;i;O. 2Vcc 

5 The total of 10H of port PO, Pl, P2, P3 and XOUT should be 35mA max. 
6 The total of 10L (peak) of port PO, Pl, P2, P3 should be 55mA max, and the total of 

, 10L (peak) of port P3, CNTR, and XOUT should be 45mA max. 
7 10L (avg) is the average current in lOOms. 
a When changing the contents of the most significant bit at address 00F5'6, 

f(X,N ) needs the following range: f(X,N»3f(XCIN). 
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MS0931-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0930-XXXFP ,MS0931-XXXFP ,MS0932-XXXFP 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERICS (Vss= 0 V. T a=-1 0-70'C. unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

"H"output voltage POo-PO" P1o-P1,. P2o-P2,. Vcc=5V.loH=-2mA 
VOH P30-P3,(Note 9), P3s, P3, Vcc=3V. 10H=-0. 7mA 

Vcc-5V.loH=-1.5mA 
V OH "H" output voltage XOUT 

Vcc=3V. 10H=-0. 3mA 

"l" output voltage POo-PO" P1 o-P1" P2o-P2, Vcc=5V.loL=10mA 
VOL P30-P3,(Note 9 ). CNTR Vcc=3V, IOL=3mA 

Vcc=5V.loL=1.5mA 
VOL "L" output voltage XOUT 

Vcc=3V, 10L=0. 3mA 

Hysteresis INT,. CNTR 
Vcc=5V 

VT+-VT -
Vcc=3V 

When used as Vcc=5V 
VT+-VT - Hysteresis P36 

ClK Input Vcc=3V 

When used as Vcc=5V 
VT+-VT - Hysteresis P3, 

XC1N Input Vcc=3V 

VT+-VT-
Vcc=5V 

Hysteresis P2o-P2,. P3, 
Vcc=3V 

-- Vcc=5V 
VT+-VT- Hysteresis RESET 

Vcc- 3V 

Vcc-5V 
VT+-VT- Hysteresis X1N 

Vcc=3V 

"L" input current P4o ....... P47 (except reset state) Vcc=5V 
Ipoo-po,. P1o-P1,. P2o-P2" P30-P3,. V,=OV 

I'L CNTRI without pull-up Tr. INT, Vcc=3V 
RESET. X'N V,=OV 

"l"lnput current P4o-P4, (at reset state) 
Vcc=5V. VL3=5V. V,=OV 

I'L Vcc-3V. VL3-3V, V,-OV 

"W input current P4o-P4, (except reset state) Vcc=5V 

POo-PO,. P1o-P1" P2o-P2,. V,=5V 
I'H P30-P3,. CNTR, INT" RESET, X'N Vcc=3V 

V,=3V 

"H" input current P4o-P4, (at reset state) 
Vcc=5V. VL3=5V, V,=5V 

I'H Vcc-3V. VL3-3V, V,-3V 

Vl,=Vcc/3 Vcc=5V 
ReoM Output impedance COMo-COM, Vl2=2VL1 • Vcc=3V 

VL3=VCC 
Vcc=5V 

Rs Output impedance SEGo-SEG31 
Other COM. SEG 
pins are opend. Vcc=3V 

f(X,N)=4MHz. Vcc=5V 

r(X'N,=l MHz. Vcc=3V 
Supply current Output pins are opend. 

Icc RESET. POo-PO,. 
Ta=2S'C Vcc=5V (at operation) XIN=OV 

P1 o-P1" P2o-P2,. f(xcIN)=32.8kHz 
at low power mode 

and P30-P3, are (LMs=l) Vcc=3V 

conected to Vee. f(X'N)=4MHz. Vcc=5V 
Except the above pi ns 

f(X,N)=l MHz, Vcc=3V 
Supply current 

are conecled to Vss. 

Icc 
(at wait state) 

However, XIN and XCIN Ta=25'C Vcc=5V XIN=OV 
are input signal according f(xcIN}=32.8kHz 

to the conditions without 
at low power mode 

Vcc=3V (LM6~1) 

supply current for EPROM. 

~~~~;~)!o Ta=25'C 
Icc Supply current 

Ta=70'C Vcc=5V 

VRAM RAM retention voltage t(X'N) =0. f (XCIN) =0 

Note 9 If P30 is used as XCOUT• capability of load driving is lower than the above. 
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Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

3 
2 

V 

3 
2 

Ii 

2 

1 
V 

2 
1 

V 

0.25 1 
0: 15 0.7 

V 

0.5 
0.4 

V 

0.7 
0.5 

V 

0.5 
0.4 

V 

0.5 0.7 

0.35 
V 

0.5 
0.35 

V 

-5 

f.J.A 
-4 

-30 -140 
-6 -45 

f.J.A 

5 

;.;A 
4 

5 
4 

;.;A 

30 200 2000 n 
70 500 4000 

2 

3 
kn 

3 
0.4 

rnA 

45 
;.;A 

18 

1 

0.2 
rnA 

20 
;.;A 

4 

0.1 
;.;A 

2 5.5 V 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0941-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0940-XXXSP, MS0941-XXXSP 

DESCRIPTION DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
The M50941-PGYS is an EPROM mounted-type micro
computer employing a silicon gate CMOS process and was 
designed for developing programs for single-chip, 8-bit 
microcomputers M50940-XXXSP/M50941-XXXSP.' The 
M50941-PGYS, being housed in a piggyback-type 54-pin 

shrink DIP, is compatible with the M50940-XXXSP/M50941-

XXXSP. 

• Differences with the M50940-XXXSP/M50941-XXXSP 

are: 
(1) ROM less, EPROM is attached externally 
(2) Suitable EPROM is the M5L2764K or the M5L27128K. 

APPLICATION 

There is a 28-pin socket on the upper surface so that the 
M5L2754K or the M5L27128K EPROM may be used. 

Development of programs for VCR, tuners, and audio 

equipment. 

The M50941-PGYS simplifies the development of programs 

for the M50940-XXXSP/M50941-XXXSP and is excellent for 
making prototypes. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

Reference voltage Input 

28-pin socket for EPROM 

Input port IN 

[-;---~--' 
I CD Vee Vee @ 

I CD A12 Vee @ , 
10 A, 

10 A, As @ 

1 CD As 

i ® A, 

,0 A3 

110 port P4 
Ag @ 

All @ 

I ® A, A,o ® 
P3dSROY - 18 

P3,/cLK _ 19 I ® A, 

I @ AD 

vss @ 

I/O port P3 
P3,/S'N - 21 I 

I@Oo O,@ 

,@ 0, 05 @I 
P3,/~T, - 2' 
P30/INT,- 25 I @ 0, 0, @I 

CNVss 26 '@ Vss 0 3 @ I 
Resetlnput RESET- 27 L _______ J 
Clccl~ Input 

Clock output 

Clock input for clock lunetio!,! 

Clock output for clock function 

M50941-PGYS 

Outline 6481 M 
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Vee 

AVec 

High-voltage output port P2 

High-voltage output port PO 

High-voltage output port P1 

Pull-down voltage in'put 

flnput port R 

Tlmming output 

The symbol ··0· indicates sockets for EPROM. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

V p Pull-down voltage 

---
RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

XOUT Clock output 

¢> Timing output 

X CIN Clock input for 

clock function 

XCOUT Clock output for 

clock function 

POO-P07 Output port PO 

P1 o-P1 7 Output port Pl 

P20 -P27 1/0 port P2 

P30 -P37 1/0 port P3 

P4o-P47 1/0 port P4 

Ro-R3 Input port R 

INo-IN7 Analog input port IN 

AVee Voltage input for A-D 

V REF Reference voltage 

Input 

Ao ....... A13 Output port A 

00 ....... 0 7 Input port D 
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Inputl 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

1/0 

1/0 

110 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Input 
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PIGGYBACK for MS0940-XXXSP. MS0941-XXXSP 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±5% to Vee, and OV to Vss. 

This. is usuallY connected to Vss. 

This is the input voltage pin for the pull-down transistor of ports PO, P1 arid P2. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must b~ kept at a "L" for more than 2,us (under normal Vee 

conditions). If more time is needed for the crystal osciliatior to stabilize, this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

These are 110 pins of internal clock generating circuit for main clock. To control generating frequency, an 

external ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected 'between the XIN and X OUT pins. If an external 

clock is used, the clock source should be connected .the XIN pin and the XOUT pin should be Jeft open. 

This is the timing output pin. 

This is the I/O pins of the clock generating circuit for the clock function. To control generating frequency, 

an external ceramic or quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the XCIN and XCOUT pins. If an external 

clock is used, the clock source should be connected to the XCIN pin and the XCOUT pin should be left open. 

This clock can be used as a program controlled the system 'clock. 

Port PO is an a-bit output port. Output structure is high-voltage P-channel open drain. A pull-down transistor 

is built in between the Vp pin and this port. 

At reset, this port is set to a "l" level. 

Port P1 is an a-bit output port and has basically the s~me functions as port PO. 

Port P2 is an a-bit 110 port with directional registers allowing each 1/0 bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. The output structure is P-channel open drain. A pull-

down transistor is built in between the Vp pin and this port. 

Port P3 is an a-bit 110 port with CMOS trl-state output. The other functions are basically the same as port 

P2. Pins P30, P310 P32 and P33 pins are in common with INT2, ,INT1, T2, and TI, respectively. When serial 1/0 

is used, P37, P3s, P3s, and P34 work as SRDY; ClK, SOUT, and SIN, pins, respectively. 

Port P4 is an a-bit 110 port with CMOS tri-state output. The other' functions are basically the same as port 

P2. 

Port R Is a 4-bit input port. 

Port IN is the analog input pin to the A-D converter. It also has a dual fUnction and works as a normal input 

port. 

This is the power supply input pin for the A-D conveter. 

This is the reference voltage input pin for the A-D conveter. 

Port A outputs the addresses to the EPROM mounted on the top of the package. 

Port D takes the input data from the EPROM mounted on the top of the package. 
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MS0941-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0940-XXXSP, iViS0941-XXXSP 

EXPLANATION OF FUNCTION BLOCK 
OPERATION 
The differences between the M50941-PGYS and the 
M50940-XXXSP/M50941-XXXSP are explained below. As 
all other points are the same, only the differences are ex
plained. 

Zero page 

External ROM 
(16K bytes) 

Fig~ Memory map 

RAM 
(192 bytes) 

Special 
page 
for 
subroutine 
call 

0000" 

OOEO'6 

OOFF'6 

COOO'6 

FFOO'6 

FFF4'6 

FFFF'6 

Not used 

Not used 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

MEMORY 
The memory map is shown in Figure 1. Instead of an inter
nal ROM, an EPROM is mounted. The address of EPROM 
is COOD '6 to FFFF,6, having 16k bytes. Other than this, the 
M50941-PGYS has the same functions as the M5094D

XXXSP/M5D941-XXXSP have. 

Decimal 

1 91 

/ 

/ 
/ 

255 

\ 

, 
\ 

\ 

/ 

/ 

, 

/ 

/ 

, 
\ 

, 

/ 

/ 

\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

/ 

/ 

\ 

\ 

, , 

/ 

INT, \ 

S I/O or Timer 3\ 

Timer 2 \ 

Timer 1 or A-D 

RESET 
65535 

/ 

/ OOEO" 

OOE1" 

00E2" 

00E3" 

OOE4" 

OOES" 

00E6" 

OOE?" 

OOE8" 

OOE9" 

OOEA" 

OOEB" 

OOEC" 

OOED" 

OOEE" 

00EF'6 

OOFO'6 

OOFl '6 

OOF2'6 

OOF3'6 

OOF4'6 

OOFS'6 

00F6'6 

OOF?'6 

OOF8'6 

OOF9'6 

OOFA'6 

OOFS'6 

OOFe'6 

\ OOFD'6 

\ OOFE" 
\ 
, OOFF'6 

Pori PO 

Port P1 

Port P2 

Port P2 ~~~~~~~~nal 

Port P3 

Port P3 ~~~~~~~~nal 

Port P4 

Port P4 ~~~~~:~~nal 

Port IN 

A-D register 

I Port R 

A-D start address 

A-D control register 

Timer 4,5 ~~~i~~~r 

Serial 1/0 mode reglste 

Serial 1/0 register 

Timer 1 

Timer 2 

Timer 3 

Timer 4 

Timer 5 

Interrupt control register 

Timer control register 
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PROCESSOR MODE 
External memory area differs from the M50940-XXXSPI 

M50941-XXXSP only in the memory expanding mode of the 
processor mode. Figure 2 shows the external memory area 
when the M50941-PGYS is in the memory expanding mode .. 
All other processor modes are identical to those of the 

M50940-XXXSP/M50941-XXXSP. 

COOD" 

0100" 

ODES" 

External EPROM 

Internal RAM 

Hatching indicates external memory area. 

Fig.2 Memory map in memory expanding mode 

PRECAUTION FOR USE 
(1) When developing programs with the M50941-PGYS, 

carefully consider the ROM capacity of the M50940-
XXXSP/M50941-XXXSP. 
In the case of the M50940-XXXSP, use the ROM area 
from F00016 to FFFF16. 

(In the case of the M5L2764K and the M5L2712BK use 
the areas from 100016 to 1 FFF16 and from 300016 to 
3FFF16 , respectively.) 

In the case of the M50941-XXXSP, use the ROM area 
from E00016 to FFFF16. 

(In the case of the M5L2764K and the M5L2712BK use 

the areas from 000016 to 1 FFF16 and from 200016 to 
3FFF16, respectively.) 

(2) The M50941-PGYS has no options as the M50940-
XXXSP/M50941-XXXSP. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

V p PUll-down input voltage 

V, Input voltage CNVss 

V, 
Input voltage INo-IN,.Ro-R, 

--
X1N • XCIN. RESET, VREF With respect"to Vss 

V, Input voltage P30-P3" P4o-P4, Output Transistors are at "OFF" state. 

V, Input voltage P2o-P2, 

Vo 
Output voltage P30-P3"P4o-P4" 

Xc OUT. XOUT • ¢ 

Vo Output voltage POo-PO" Pl o---Pl" P2o-P2, 

Pd Power Dissipation Ta =25"C 

Topr Operating Temperature 

Tstg Storage Temperature 

RECOMMEND OPERATING CONDITIONS 
(Vec=5V±5%, Ta=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vcc Supply voltage t(X,N)=4MHz 4.75 5 5.25 V 

V p Pull-down supply voltage Vee-36 Vee V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

V ,H 
"H" input voltage Port P30-P3" P4o-P4" 

O. aVec Vee V 
INo-IN"CNVss 

V ,H "H" input voltage Port Ro ...... R3 0. 4Vee Vee V 

V ,H "H" input voltage RESET, XIN, XCIN O. aVec Vee V 

V,H "H" input voltage Port P2o ........ P27 O. aVce Vee V 

V'L 
"L" input voltage Port P30-P3" P4o-P4" 

0 0. 2Vec V 
INo-IN" CNVss 

V'L "L" input voltage Port Ro ...... R3 0 0. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage RESET 0 0. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage X1N , XC1N 0 O. 16Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage Port P2o ...... P27 Vee -36 0. 2Vee V 

IOH(sum) 
"H" sum output current Port POO ........ P07, P1o ........ P1 7, 

-120 mA 
P2o-P2, 

IOH(sUm) "H" sum output current Port P30 ........ P37, P4o ...... P47 -30 mA 

loL(sum) "L" sum output current P30 ........ P37, P4o ...... P47 60 . mA 

IOH(peak) 
"H" peak output current Port POO ...... P07, P1o ........ Ph, 

-24 mA 
P2o ....... P27 

IOHepeak) "H" peak output current Port P30 ....... P37, P4o ...... P47 -10 mA 
IOLCpeak) "L" peak output current Port P30-P3" P4o-P4, 20 mA 

IOHeavg) 
"H" average output current Port POo ...... P07, P1o ........ P17, 

-12 mA 
P2o-P2, 

IOHeava) "H" average output current Port P30 ...... P37, P4o ........ P47 -5 mA 
IOLeavq) "L" average output current Port P30 ...... P37, P4o ....... P47 10 mA 
fex ) Clock input oscillating frequency I Vec=5V 4.3 MHz 

fe~m) Clock oscillating frequency for clock function I Vcc=5V 500 kHz 

Note 1. The maximum "H" input voltage for CNVss is +12V. 
2. The duty cycle for these oscillating frequency is 50%. 
3. When the low speed mode is used, the clock input OSCillating frequency for the timer must satisfy 

the following expression: 
f(XCIN)<f(X,N)!3 

4. The avarage output current IOHeavg) and IOLCavg) are the average value during a lOOms cycle, 
5. feX,N) must be less than 50kHz when the external clock is to be used, 

• MITSUBISHI 
"'ELECTRIC 

Ratings Unit 

-0.3-7 V 

Vee-38-Vee+0.3 V 

-0.3-13 V 

-0.3-7 V 

-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

Vee-38-Vee +0. 3 V. 

-0. 3-Vee +0. 3 V 

f----. 
Vee-38-Vee +0.3 V 

1000 mW 

-10-70 "c 
-40-125 'C 
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc= 5 V±5%, Vss= 0 V, T a=25'C, f(X ,N)= 4 MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

V OH "H" output voltage Port P30-P3" P4o-P4, Vcc=5V, IOH=-5mA 

V OH "H" output voltage ¢ Vcc=5V, IOH=-2. 5mA 

V OH "H" output voltage Port POo-PO,. Pt o-P1" P2o-P2, Vcc=5V,loH =-12mA 

VOL "l" output voltage Port P30-P3" P4o-P4, Vcc=5V, 10L =10mA 

VOL "l" output voltage ¢ Vcc=5V, 10L =2. 5mA 

Vr+-VT-
- - Use as interrupt 

Vcc=5V Hysteresis P30/1NT" P3,/INT, 
input 

Vr+-VT- Hysteresis RESET Vcc=5V 

Use as elK 
VT+-VT- Hysteresis P36/CLK 

input 
Vcc=5V 

Vr+-VT- Hysteresis X1N Vcc=5V 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis XCIN Vcc=5V 

V1=OV without 
Vcc=5V 

III "L" input current Port P30-P37, P4o~P47 
pull·up Tr. 

V,=OV, with 
Vcc=5V 

pull·up Tr. 

III "L" input current Port INo ....... IN7 V,=OV Vcc=5V 

III "L" input current RESET. X1N , XC1N , Ro ....... R3 V,=OV Vcc=5V 

V,=OV 
III "L" input current P2o ...... P27 

v,=Vcc-36V 

I'H "H" inp!Jt current Port P30 ....... P37 , P4o ...... P47 VI=5V, without pull-up transistor 

I'H "HI! input current Port INo ....... IN7 V1=5V, not use as analog input 

Reading operation V1=5V 
I'H "H" input current Port P2o ....... P27 

normal operation V1=5V 

I'H "H" input current RESET, X1N , XCIN, Ro ........ R3 V,=5V 

I'H "H" input current VREF V,=5V 

10L "L" output current Port POO ....... P07, P1 o ...... P1 7, P2o ........ P27 Vp=Vcc-36V, VOL=VCC 

Icc Supply current Note 1 I X,N =4MHz, Vcc=5V 

lAce Supply current for A-D at A-D converting time 

Note 1. Open output ports, Vp=Vcc, input port is Vss, at normal operation. 
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Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. . Max. 

3 V 

3 V 

3 V 

2 V 

2 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.5 0.7 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.1 0.5 V 

0.1 0.5 V 

-5 I-/A 

-35 -70 -140 I-/A 

-5 I-/A 
-5 I-/A 
-5 I-/A 

-30 I-/A 
5 I-/A 
5 I-/A 

100 I-/A 
5 I-/A 
5 I-/A 
5 rnA 

150 500 900 I-/A 
3 6 rnA 
2 4 rnA 
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Output pins open 
t-U-'~+;XOUT X, =4MHz Ceramic resonator 

Input pins 

Vp 

R, 

X, =32. 768kHz ~~~~~t~7stal 
C, =C, =150pF 

R, =lMn 

C3 =10pF 

C, =30pF 

R, =10Mn 

R3 =100kn 

Flg.3 Test circuit for measuring supply current 

A-D CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V. Vss=OV, Ta=25'C, f(X ,N )=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

- Resolution 

- Absolute accuracy 

RLADDER Ladder resistor value 

tCONV Conversion time 

V REF Reference input voltage 

V'A Analog input voltage 

Test Conditions. 

Vcc= AVcc=VREF=5.12V 

High-speed: ¢=1 MHz 

Law-speed: ¢=1 MHz 

•. MITSUBISHI 
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Min. 

1 

Limits 

Typ. Max. 

8 

±3 

72 

288 
Vee 

V REF 

Unit 

bits 

LSB 

kn 

j.1S 

j.1S 

V 

V 
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DESCRIPTION 
The M50950-PGYS is an EPROM mounted-type micro
computer employing a silicon gate CMOS process and was 

designed for developing programs for single-chip, 8-bit 
microcomputers M50950-XXXSP/M50951-XXXSP. The 
M50950-PGYS, being housed in a piggyback-type 52-pin 
shrink DIP, is compatible with the M50950-XXXSP/M50951-
XXXSP. 

There is a 28-pin socket on the upper surface so that the 
M5L2764K or the M5L27128K EPROM may be used. 
The M50950-PGYS simplifies the development of programs 
for the M50950-XXXSP/M50951-XXXSP and is excellent for 
making prototypes. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Differences with the M50950-XXXSP/M50951-XXXSP 

are: 

(1) ROMless, EPROM is attached externally 

(2) Suitable EPROM is the M5L2764K or the M5L27128K. 

APPLICATION 
Development of programs for VTR, tuners, and audio equip
ment. 

i P2,- 1 
Output port P2 P23 - 2 

28-pin socket for EPROM 

P22 - 3 

1 P2,- 4 
1/0 port P2 P20 ++ 5 

1/0 port P4 [ 

P43/SRDY2 ...... 6 

P42/CLK2 - 7 

P4,/SoUT2 ++ 8 

P4o/S'N2 - 9 

P37/SRDYl ..... 10 

P3s/C LK, - 11 

P3s/SoUTl ++ 12 

1/0 port P3 

Input port psi P53/1NT, - 18 

P52/1NT2- 19 
CNVss 

Reset input RESET- 21 

Clock Input 

Clock output 

Clock Input for clock function 

Clock output for clock function 
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r-- "\J" -, i CD Vee Vee @j 
,0 A12 Vee ®, 
1 CD A, , A3 @I 
10 As As @' 

@I i® As A, 

,® A, A" @ 

10 A3 Vss @ , 
1 ® A2 AlO ® 
'@A, Vss @ 

I@Ao D, @ 

'@ Do Ds @ 

I@D, Ds @ , 
I@ D2 D, @ 

L~~ ___ ~3_!J 
M50950-PGYS 

Outline 5281 M 
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f Output port P2 

Output port PO 

Output port PI 

Pull·down voltage input 

Input port P5 

27 - ¢ Timing output 

The symbol "0" indicates sockets for EPROM. 



PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

V p Pull-down voltage 

--
RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

XOUT Clock output 

¢> Timing output 

XC1N Clock input for clock 

function 

XCOUT Clock output for 

clock function 

POO-P07 Output port PO 

P1 0 -P1 7 Output port P1 

P20 -P27 110 port P2 

P30 -P37 110 port P3 

P40 -P43 110 port P4 

P5,/INT, Input port P5 

P53 /INT, 

P54-P5, 

A o-A'3 Output port A 

Do-D7 Input POi: 0 

Inputl 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

110 

110 

110 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Input 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 
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Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±5% to Vee, and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected to Vss. 

This is the input voltage pin for the pull-down transistor of ports PO, P1 and P22--P27. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2,us (under normal Vee 

conditions) . 

If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be maintained for the 

required time. 

These are I/O pins of internal clock generating circuit for main clock. To control generating frequency, an 

external ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the XIN and XOUT pins. If an external 

clock is used, the clock source should be connected the X1N pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

This is the timing output pin. 

This is the 110 pins of the clock generating circuit for the clock function. To control generating frequency, 

an external ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the XCIN and XCOUT pins. If an exter-

nal clock is used, the clock source should be connected to the XC1N pin and the Xc OUT pin should be left 

open. This clock can be used as a program controlled the system clock. 

Port PO is an a-bit output port. Output structure is high-voltage P-channel open drain. A pull-down transistor 

is built in between the Vp pin and this port. 

At reset, this port is set to a "L" level. 

Port P1 is an a-bit output port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P2 is a 2-bit I/O port (P20. P2,) and a 6-bit high-voltage P-channel outputt port (P2,-P27 ). 

For P20 and P21, output structure is N-channel open drain. A pull-down transistor is built in between the Vp 

pin and P22 ....... P27. 

Port P3 is an 8-bit 110 port. When serial 1/01 is used, P37, P36, P3s, and P34 work as SRDY1, CLKj, SOUT1, 

and SlN1 pins, respectively. P33 can be used as programmable output pin for the timer 1 overflow signal di-

vided by 2. 

--
Port P4 is an a-bit 1/0 port. When serial 1/02 is used, P43, P42, P4" and P40 work as SRDY2,CLK2, SOUT2, and 

SlN2 pins, respectively. 

Bits 2 and 3 of port P5 are 2-bit input port and are,in common with interrupt inputs. 

Bits 4-7 of port P5 are 4-bit input port. 

Port A outputs the adresses to the EPROM mounted on the top of the package. 

Pcrt 0 tJ.!~cs the input data from the EPROM mounted on the top of the package. 
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MS09S0-PG\' S 

PIGGYBACK for MS09S0-XXXSP,MS09S1-XXXSP 

EXPLANATION OF FUNCTION BLOCK 
OPERATION 
The differences between . the M50950-PGYS and the 
M50950-XXXSP/M50951-XXXSP are explained below. As 
all other points are the same, only the differences are ex

plained. 

Zero page 

External ROM 
(8K bytes) 

Fig.1 Memory map 

RAM 
(144 bytes) 

Special 

0000" 

D08F" 

ODEO, 6 

ODFF, 6 

EDOD" 

stb~;~t~~~ FFF416 
call 

FFFF, 6 

Not used 

Not used 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

MEMORY 
The memory map is shown in Figure 1. Instead of an inter
nal ROM, an EPROM is mounted. The address of EPROM 

is EOOO'6 to FFFF'6' having 8K bytes. Other than this, the 
M50950-PGYS has the same functions as the M50950-

XXXSP/M5Q951-XXXSP has. 

Decimal 

1 43 // 

/ 
/ 

2 55 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

/ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

/ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

/ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

/ 
/ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

INT, \ 

SilO, or Timer 1 

6 

Timer 2 

Timer 3 

INT, 

RESET 
5535 

/ 

/ 
/ 

, 

\ 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

DOED" 

DDE1 " 

DDE2" 

DDE3" 

ODE4" 

ODES, 

DOE6, 

DOE?, 

DDE8, 

DDE9, 

ODEA, 

DDEB" 

DOEe, 

DOED, 

ODEE, 

OOEF, 

ODFD" 

ODF1, 

DDF2, 

DOF3, 

00F4, 

ODFS, 

DDF6, 

ODF?, 

ODF8, 

00F9, 

DOFA, 

DOFB, 

\ OOFe, 6 

\ OOFD, 6 

Port PO 

Port P1 

Port P2 

Port P2 ~~~~~:~~na! 

Port P3 

Port P3 ~~~~~:~~nal 

Port P4 

Port P4 ~~~~~:~~nal 

Port P5 

Serial 110, register 

Serial 110, mode regisler 

Serial 110, mode regisler 

Serial 110, register 

Timer 1 

Timer 2 

Timer 3 

" ODFE, 
6 Interrupt control reg,ister 

\ DOFF, 6 
Timer control register 
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PROCESSOR MODE 
External memory area differs from the M50950-XXXSPI 

M50951-XXXSP only in the memory expanding mode of the 
processor mode. Figure 2 shows the external memory area 
when the M50950-PGYS is in the memory expanding mode. 

All other processor modes are identical to those of the 
M50950-XXXSP/M50951-XXXSP. 

FFFF16 r------------, 

External EPROM 

01 0016 1---'"-,,-:....::.....::....c:.....::..-,"-,.....o......:.....:,""""""4 

00E8 16 1---'"--------1 

Internal RAM 

000016 1--_______ --< 

Hatching indicates external memory ar~a. 

Fig.2 Memory map in memory expanding mode 

PRECAUTION FOR USE 
(1) Because of the loading of the EPROM, the external 

dimensions differ from those of the M50950-XXXSPI 

M50951-XXXSP, being 19.0 X 50. Bmm. Lower pin 
measurements are the same. 

(2) When developing programs with the M50950-PGYS, 
carefully consider the ROM capacity of the M50950-
XXXSP/M50951-XXXSP. 

In the case of the M50950-XXXSP, use the ROM area 

from E800'6 to FFFF'6. 
(In the case of the M5L2764K and the M5L27128K use 

the areas from 0800'6 to 1 FFF'6 and from 2800'6 to 
3FFF'6' respectively.) 
In the case of the M50951-XXXSP, use the ROM area 

from FOOO'6 to FFFF'6. 
(In the case of the M5L2764K and the M5L27128K use 

the areas from 1000'6 to 1 FFF'6 and from 3000'6 to 
3FFF'6, respectively.) 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3-7 

V p Pull-down supply voltage Vee-38-Vee+0.3 

V, 
Input voltage P2Q• P21• P3o.--.P37. P4o ........ P43, CNVss 

P5,JINT" P5,/INT, 
-0.3-13 

V, Input voltage RESET. X'N, XCIN , Do-D, -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage P54-P5, 
With respect to Vss 

-0.3-7 
Output transistors cut-off 

Vo Output voltage P20, P2" P30-P3" P4o-P4, -0.3-13 

Vo Output voltage XOUT, XCOUT, rp, Ao-A13 -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

Vo Output voltage POO ...... P07, P1 o ...... P1 7, P2,r-P27 Vee-38-Vee+0.3 

Pd Power dissipation Ta ~ 25'C 1000 

Topr Operating temperature -10-70 

Tstg Storage temperature -40-125 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vcc=5V±5%, Ta=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage I fl x,N)=5MHz 4.75 5 5.25 V 

V p Pull-down supply voltage Vcc-36 Vee V 
Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

V ,H 
"H" input voltage P20, P2" P3?-P3" CNVss 

0. 75Vcc Vee V 
P5,/INT" P5,/INT" P40-P4, 

V ,H "H" input voltage RESET, X1N • XC1N 0. 8Vee Vee V 

V ,H "H" input voltage P5,-P5, 0. 4Vee Vee V 

V ,H "H" input voltage Do ...... D7 0. 45Vcc Vee V 

V'L 
"L" input v~ltage P20• P21• P30--P3l • CNVss 

0 0. 25Vcc V 
P5,/INT" P5,/INT" P40-P4, 

V'L "L" input voltage RESET 0 0. 12Vcc V 

V'L "L" input voltage X1N 0 0. 16Vcc V 

V'L "L" input voltage XCIN 0 0. 16Vcc V 

V'L ilL" input voltage P54 .......... P57 0 0. 12Vcc V 

V'L "L" input voltage Do ........ D7 0 0. 15Vcc V 

IOHIPeak) "H" peak output current POO .......... P07, P1 o ........ P1 7, P22 ........ P27 -24 mA 

loLl peak) "L" peak output current P20, P2" P30-P3" P40-P4, 20 mA 

IOH<avg) "H" average output current POo ....... P07, P1 o ........ P1 7, P22 ...... P27 -12 mA 

'OLlavQj "L" average output current P20, P2" P30 ........ P37, P4o ...... P43 10 mA 

f<x ) 

fixe,") 

Note 

4-52 

Clock input oscillating frequency 5 MHz 

Clock oscillating frequency for clock function 32 500 kHz 

"H" input voltage of up to +12V may be applied to permissible for ports P20, P2" P30-P3" P5" 
P53 , P40-P4, and CNVss. 
The average output current 10Hlavg) and 10Llavg) are the average value of a period of lOOms. 
On output ports, the total of current dissipation should be 890mW max at T=25'C. 
Oscillation frequency is at 50% duty cycle. 
When used low-speed mode, clock input oscillating frequency for clock function should be f 
(XcIN)<f(X,N)/3. 
When used external clock, clock input oscillating frequency for clock function should be f(X CIN )< 
50kHz. 
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V. Vss=OV, Ta=25'C, f(XIN)=5MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

V OH "H" output voltage rjJ, Ao"""'A13 

V OH "H" output voltage POo-PO,. Pto-P1,. P2,-P2, 

VOL "L" output voltage P20, P2,. P30-P3,. P4o-P43 

VOL "L" output voltage ¢, Ao ...... A,3 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis P5,/INT,. P53/1NT, 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis RESET 

VT+-VT - Hysteresis P36 . P42 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis XiN 

I'L "L" input current P2Q• P2j, P30 ........ P37, P4o:'-"P43 

I'L "L" input current P54 ...... P57 

I'L "L" input current RESET, X1N , XCIN, 00 ......... 07 

I'L OIL" input current P52/1NT 2, P53/1NT, 

I'H "H" input current P20, P2" P30 ....... P37, P4o ....... P43 

I'H "H" input current P54 ....... P57 

I'H "H" input current RESET, X1N , XCIN. 00 ........ 07 

I'H "H" input current P52/1NT2. P53/1NT, 

IL Pull-down current POO ....... P07, P1 o ....... P1 7, P2z ....... P27 

10L OIL" Pull-down current POO-PO?, P1 o ....... P1 7, P22-P27 

VRAM RAM retention voltage 

Icc Supply current 

Test conditions 

IOH=-2.5mA. Ta=-10-70'C 

IOH=-12mA, Ta=-10-70'C 

IOL=10mA, Ta=-1O-70'C 

IOL=2.5mA, Ta=-10-70'C 

When used as elK input 

V,=OV 

V,=OV 

V,= OV 

V,=OV 

V,=5V 

V,=l2V 

V,= 5V 

V,= 5V 

V,= 5V' 

V,=12V 

Vp=Vcc-36V, VOL=VCC 

Vp=Vcc -36V, VOL=Vp 

at clock stop 

Output pins open (output off) 

Vpp=Vss, Input and 1/0 pins all at Vss 

f{XIN)=5MHz(at system operation) 

.• MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

3 V 

3 V 

2 V 

2 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.5 0.7 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.1 0.5 V 

-5 /.LA 
-5 /.LA 
-5 /.LA 
-5 ·/.LA 

5 /.LA 
12 /.LA 

5 /.LA 
5 /.LA 
5 /.LA 

12 /.LA 
150 450 900 /.LA 

-30 /.LA 
2 5.5 V 

4 8 rnA 
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DESCRIPTION DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
The M50955-PGYS is an EPROM mounted-type micro
computer which utiliz.es CMOS technology, and is designed 
for developing programs for single-chip 8-bit microcompu
ter the M50955-XXXSP. It is housed in a piggyback-type 
64-pin shrink DIP. 

• Differences with the M50955-XXXSP are: 
(1) ROM less, EPROM is attached externally. 
(2) Suitable EPROM is the M5L2764K or the M5L27128K. 

APPLICATION 
There is a 28-pin socket on the package for the M5L2764K 
or the M5L27128K EPROM. 

Development of programs for VCR, tuners, and audio-visual 
equipment 

The M50955-PGYS simplifies the development of programs 
for the M50955-XXXSP and is excellent for making pro
totypes. 
The differences among the M50754-XXXSP, M50954-

XXXSP, and the M50955-XXXSP are only ROM size. 
Therefor the M50955-PGYS can be used for the develop
ment of programs for the M50754-XXXSP and the M50954-
XXXSP. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

Vee 

1/0 port P6 28-pin socket for EPROM 

r , 
r;---~--

I (i) Vee Vee @ 

1/0 port P2 

110 port P3 

Input port P5 { 

Reset Input 

Clock Input 

Clock Output 

Clock Input for Timer 

Clock Output for Timer 

I ® A12 Vee @ 
I 10 A, A13 @ 

10 A6 As @ 

I® As A9 @ 

A4 A" @ 

A3 Vss @ 

A, Alo ® 
A, Vss @ 

D, ® 
D6@ 

Ds@ 

I@ D, D4 @ 

I@ Vss D3 @ 
L _______ J 

M50955-PGYS 

Outline 64S1 M 

• MITSUBISHI 
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High-Voltage 
Output Port P4 

High-Voltage 
Output Port PO 

High-Voltage 
Output Port P1 

I High-Voltage 
Output Port P5 

PUll-Down 
Voltage Input 

Input port P5 

Timing Output 

The symbol "0" indicates sockets for EPROM. 



PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

V p Pull-down voltage 

---
RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

XOUT Clock output 

1> Timing output 

XCIN Clock input for 

clock function 

XCOUT Clock output for 

clock function 

POO-P07 Output port PO 

P1 0 -P1 7 Output port P1 

P20-P27 1/0 port P2 

P30 -P37 1/0 port P3 

P40 -P47 Output port P4 

P50 • P5, Output port P5 

P52 /1NT2 Input port P5 

P53 /1NT, 

P54-P57 

P60-P65 1/0 port P6 

Ao""'A13 Output port A 

0 0-07 Input port D 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50955-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS07S4·XXXSP ,MS09S4·XXXSP ,MS09SS·XXXSP 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

1/0 

1/0 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Input 

1/0 

Output 

Input 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±5% to Vee, and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected to Vss. 

This is the input voltage pin for the pull-down transistor of ports PO, P1, P4, P50 and P51. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2/ls (under normal Vee 

conditions.) If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be main,-

lained for the required time. 

This chip has an internal clock generating circuit. 

To control generating frequency, an external ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected between 

the X1N and XOUT pins. If an external clock is used, the clock source should be connected the XIN pin and 

the X OUT pin should be left open. 

This is the timing output pin. 

This is the 1/0 pins of the clock generating circuit for the clock function. To control generating frequency, 

an ext~rnal ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X CIN and XCOUT pins. If an exter-

nal clock is used, the clock source should be connected to the X C1N pin, and the X COUT pin should be left 

open: This clock can be used as a program controlled the system clock. 

Port PO is an 8-bit output port. Output structure is high-"oltage P-channel open drain. A pull-down transistor 

is built in between'the Vp pin and this port. 

At reset, this port is set to a "l" level. 

Port P1 is an 8-bit output port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Port P2 is an 8-bit 1/0 port with directional registers allowing each 1/0 bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. 

The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

Port P3 is an 8-bit I/O port and has basically the same functions as port P2. When serial JlO is used, P37, 
--

P36, P3s, and P34 work as SRDY' ClK, SOUTo and SIN pins, respectively. 

Port P4 is an 8-bit output port and has basically the same functions as port P2. 

Bit 0 and 1 of port P5 are 2-bit output port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

Bit 2 and 3 of port P5 are 2-bit input port and are in common with interrupt inputs. 

Bit 4-7 of port P5 are 4-bit input port. 

Port P6 is a 6-bit 1/0 port with directional registers allowing each 1/0 bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. !he output structure is CMOS tri-state output. P6Q• P61, P62, P63 can be programmed to 

function as limer output pin (T), PWr ... i output pins (PWM1, PWM2, and, PV.,H-,113), iGspectiv-ely. 

These are for addresses to an EPROM mounted on the package. 

These are for input data from an EPROM mounted on the package: 

• MITSUBISHI 
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BASIC FUNCTION BLOCK 
The differences between the M50955-PGYS and the 
M50955-XXXSP are noted below. The following explana

tions apply to the M50955-PGYS. 
Specification variations for other chips are noted accor

dingly. 

Fig.1 

Zero page 

ROM 
(1SK bytes) 

Memory map 

RAM 10000

' 
(192 bytes) 

OOBF, 

• 

• 

OOEO, • 

OOFF, • 

COCO,. 

FFOO, • 

Special 

st~~~ti~~ FFF416 
call 

FFFF" • 

Not used 

Not used 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

MEMORY· 
The memory map is shoV1(n in Figure 1. The M50955-PGYS 
is mounted an EPROM instead of an internal ROM. 

The. address of an EPROM is COOO'6 - FFFF'6, and this 
memory size is 16384 bytes. Other than these, the M50955-
PGYS has the same functions as the M50955-XXXSP has. 

Decimal 

o 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

191 / 

/ 

/ 

/ 

255 

\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

/ 

/ 

, 

/ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 
INT, \ 

S I/O or Timer 1 " 

/ 

Timer 2 \ 

65535 

Timer 3 

INT, 

RESET 

\ 

/ 
/ OOEO, 

\ 
\ 
\ 

OOE1, 

00E2, 

OOE3, 

OOE4; 

OOE5, 

ODES, 

OOE?, 

OOES, 

00E9, 

OOEA, 

OOEB, 

OOEC, 

ODED, 

OOEE, 

bOEF, 

OOFO, 

00F1, 

00F2, 

00F3, 

00F4, 

00F5, 

00F6, 

OOF?, 

OOFS, 

OOF9, 

OOFA, 

OOFB, 

OOFC, 

OOFD, 

OOFE, 

OOFF, 

• Port PO 

• 
• Port PI 

6 

• Port P2 

• Port P2 ~~~~~~~~nar 

• 
• 
• Port P3 

6 Port P3 ~~~~~:~~nal 

• Port P4 

• 
• Port P5 

• 
• Port P6 

6 Port P6 ~~~~~~~~nal 

• PWM1-H register 

• PWM1-L register 

• PWM2 register 

• PWM3 register 

• 
• PWM output mode register 

• Serial 1/0 mode register 

• Serial 1/0 register 

• 
• 
6 Timer 1 

• 
• Timer 2 

6 Timer 3 

• Interrupt control register 

• Timer control register 
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PROCESSOR MODE 
External memory area differs from the M50955-XXXSP in 
the memory expanding mode. 

External memory map in the memory expanding mode is 
shown in Figure 2. 

FFFF" r-----------, 

COOO" 

0100'6 

00E8'6 

00EO'6 

OOCO" 

External EPROM 

I nlernal RAM 

Hatching indicates external memory area 

Flg.2 Memory map in memory expanding mode 

PRECAUTION FOR USE 
(1) In case of the M5L2764K or the M5L27128K EPROM 

use the following areas (refer to Figure 1): 

• For the M50754-XXXSP. usable ROM area are 
E800,6-FFFF ,6 . 

M5L2764K··· .. ··· .. ······· .. ······ addresses 0800 ,6-1 FFF '6 

M5L27128K ....................... addresses 2800 ,6-3FFF'6 

• For the M50954-XXXSP. usable ROM area are 

EOOO ,6- FFFF ,6 · 

M5L2764K" ....................... addresses 0000,6-1 FFF '6 

M5L27128K· .. ······ .. ········· ... addresses 2000,6-3FFF'6 

• For the M50955-XXXSP. usable ROM area 0800 '6 

-FFFF ,6· 

M5L27128K ....................... addresses 1800,6-3FFF'6 

(2) The M50955-PGYS has no options as the M50754-

XXXSP. the M50954-XXXSP and the M50955-XXXSP. 

Therefore for the M50955-PGYS. the ¢ output cannot 

be stopped. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3-7 

V p Pulldown input voltage Vee-40-Vee+0.3 

V, 
Input voltage, P2o ........ P2 7, P30 ....... P37 

-0.3-13 
CNVss. P52/1NT2. P53/1NT, 

V, Input voltage, RESET, X1N , XCIN With respect to Vss. -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage. P6o-P65 Output transistors cut-off. -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

V, Input voltage, P54 ..... P57 -0.3-13 

Vo Output voltage. P2o-P2,. P30-P3, -0.3-13 

Vo Output voltage, PSo-P6s. XOUT, XCOUT, ¢ -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

Vo Output voltage. POo-PO,. P1 o-P1,. P4o-P4,. P50. P5, Vee-40-Vee+0.3 

Pd Power dissipation Ta = 25'C 1000 

Topr Operating temperature -10-70 

Tstg Storage temperature -40-125 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vcc=5V±5%. Ta=-10-70·C. unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

V p Pull-down supply voltage Vcc -38 Vee V 

Vss Supply voltage a V 

V'H 
"H" input voltage P2o-P2,. P30-P3,. CNVss(Note 2 ) 

P52/1NT2. P53/1NT" P6o-P6s 
O. 75Vcc Vee V 

V'H "H" input voltage RESET. X1N , XCIN O. 8Vcc Vee V 

V'H "H" input voltage P54 ....... P57 O. 4Vcc Vee V 

V'L 
"L" input voltage- P2o ....... P2 7, P30 ...... P37 , CNVss 

P52/1NT2. P53/1NT,. P6o-P65 
a O. 25Vcc V 

----
V'L "L" input voltage RESET a O. 12Vcc V 

V'L "L" input voltage XIN, XC1N a O. 16Vcc V 

V'L "L" input voltage P54 ....... P57 a O. 12Vcc V 

IOH(Sum) 
"H" sum output current POO ....... P07, 

P5o. P5, 

P1o-P1,. P4o-P4, 
-120 rnA 

IOH(Sum) "H" sum output current P6o ....... P6s -5 rnA 

IOLCsum) "L" sum output current P2o ....... P27, P30 ....... P37 50 rnA 

IOLCSUm) "L" sum output current PBo ....... PBs 5 rnA 

IOHcpeakl "H" peak output current POO-P04 -30 rnA 

l oH cpeakl "H" peak output current POS-P07, P1 o ....... Ph -30 rnA 

IOHcoeakl "H" peak output current P4o ....... P47, P50 , P51 -30 rnA 

IOHcoeakl "H" peak output current P6o;"""PBs -3 rnA 

IOLCoeakl "L" peak output current P2o ....... P27, P30 ....... P37 15 rnA 

IOLCpeak) "L" peak output current P6o ....... PBs 3 rnA 

'loHcavql "H" average output current POO-P07. P1 o ...... P1 7 -12 rnA 

loH cavQI "H" average output current P4o-P47, P50, P51 -12 rnA 

IOHeav1l1 "H" average output current P6o ....... PBs -1.5 rnA 
IOLCavgl "L" average output current P2o-P27, P30-P37, P6o-P6s 10 rnA 

IOLcavgl "L" average output current P6o-P6s 1.5 rnA 

lex I Clock input oscillating frequency (Note3.4.6) 4.2 MHz 

lexc,,1 Clock oscillating frequency for clock function 500 kHz 

Note High-level input voltage of up to +12V may be applied to permissible for ports P2o-P2,. P30 -

P3,. CNVss. and P52-P5,. 
Oscillation frequency is at 50% duty cycle. 
When used in the low-speed mode. the timer clock input frequency should be fCX'NI < fcx'N)l3. 

5 When external clock input is used. the timer clock input frequency should be fCXC'N) ,,; 50kHz. 
6 The average output current IOLCavgl and IOHcavgl are in period of 100ms. 
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vee = 5V±5%, Vss = OV, T a = 25'C, f(x'N) = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

V OH 

V OH 

V OH 

V OH 

VOL 

VOL 

VOL 

VT+-VT-

VT+-VT-

VT+-VT-

VT+-VT-

I'L 

I'L 

I'L 

I'L 

I'L 

I'H 

I'H 

I'H 

I'H 

I'H 

10L 

VRAM 

Icc 

Parameter Test conditions 

"H" output voltage P6o ........ P6s IOH=-0.5mA 

"H" output voltage ¢ IOH=-2.5mA 

"H" output voltage pOo-po" P1o-Pl, IOH=-18mA 

"H" output voltage P4o-P4" P5o, P5, IOL=-12mA 

"L" output voltage P2o-P2" P30-P3, IOL=10mA 

"L" output voltage P6o ...... P6s IOL=0.5mA 

"L" output voltage ¢ IOL=2.5mA 

Hysteresis P52/1NT 2, P53/1NT, 

Hysteresis RESET 

Hysteresis P36 When used as elK input 

Hysteresis XIN 

"L" input current P2o ...... P2 7 , P30 ....... P3 7 V,=OV 

"L" input current P6o ......... P6s V,=OV 

"L" input current P54 ........ P57 V,=OV 

"L" input current RESET, XIN, XCIN v,=OV 

"L" input current P5,/INT" P53/1NT, V,=OV 

V,=5V 
"H" ,input current P2o ...... P27 , P30 ....... P37 

V,=12V 

"H" input current P6o ...... P6s V,=5V 

"H" input current P54 ......... P57 V,=5V 

"H" input current RESET, X1N • XC1N V,=5V 

V,=5V 
"H" input current P52/1NT2. P53/1N,Tl 

V,=12V 

Vp=Vcc-36V, VOL=VCC 
"L" output current POO-P07, P1o-P1], P4o-P47. P50. P51 

Vp=Vee-36V, VOL=Vee-36V 

RAM retention voltage at clock stop 

Output pins open (output OFF) 

Supply current Vp=Vcc, Vp=Vss Input·and 1/0 pins all at Vss 

XIN=4MHz (system operation) 

X 1=4MHz ceramic resonator 
X,=32.768kHz quartz crystal 
C, =C,=30pF resonator 
R,=1MD 
C3=10pF 
C,=30pF 
R,=10MD 
R,=100kD 

Output pins are open 

Fig.3 Supply current test circuit 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

Vee-D. 4 V 

Vee-2 V 

Vee-2 V 

Vee-2 V 

2 V 

0.4 V 

2 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.5 0.7 V 

0.3 1 V 

0.1 0.5 V 

-5 J-IA 
-5 J-IA 
-5 J-IA 
-5 J-IA 
-5 J-IA 

5 J-IA 
12 J-IA 
5 J-IA 
5 J-IA 
5 J-IA 
5 J-IA 

12 J-IA 
150 450 900 J-IA 

30 J-IA 
2 5.5 V 

3 6 rnA 
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MS0964-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0964-XXXSP,MS0963-XXXSP 

DESCRIPTION DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
The M50964-PGYS is an EPROM mounted-type micro

compu)er which utilizes CMOS technology, and is designed 

for developing programs for single-chip 8-bit microcompu

ters the M50964-XXXSP/M50963-XXXSP. It is housed in a 

piggyback-type 64-pin shrink DIP. 

• Differences with the M50964-XXXSP/M50963-XXXSP 
are: 

(1) ROM less, EPROM is attached externally. 

(2) Suitable EPROM is the M5L2764K or the M5L27128K. 

There is a 28-pin socket on the package for the M5L2764K 

or the M5L27128K EPROM. 
APPLICATION 
Development of programs for the following systems; 

The M50964-PGYS simplifies the development of programs 

for the M50964-XXXSP/M50963-XXXSP, and is excellent for 
making prototypes. 

• Office automation equipment 

• VCR, Tuner, Audio-visual equipment 

The differences between the M50964-XXXSP and the 

M50963-XXXSP are only ROM size. 

Therefor the M50964-PGYS can be used for the develop

ment of programs for the M50964-XXXSP/M50963-XXXSP. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

4-60 

Vee 

AVss 
Reference Voltage Input 

O-A Output 28-pin socket for EPROM 

PWM Output port PWM - 5 

Output port P6 I P63- 6 f:- -~ " 
P6, - 7 I CD Vee Vee @ / 

P6,/Q- I CD A12 Vee @ I 
P60 /T - I 

P4,/AN, - 10 A13 @ / 
P46 /AN 6 - 11 ~ I 

As -0/ P4,/ANs - 12 

P44/AN 4 - 13 A9 @ I 

P43/AN3 - 14 I7J\ / Al1 @ 
P4,/AN, - 15 

1/0 pori P4 

Vss @I 

P37/SRDy - 18 
AlO @ / 

P36/CLK - 19 I ® A, 

I@ Ao 

I/O port P3 P34 /SJN- - 21 I 
P33/CNTR _ 22 / @ Do 

P3,/INT, - 23 I @ D, 

/@D, 
Interrupt Input INT1 __ 26 I @ Vss D3 @ I 

CNVss 27 L _______ J 
Reset Input RESET _ 28 

Clock Input 

Clock Output 

Timing Output 

Vss M50964-PGYS 

Outline 6481 M 

• MITSUBISHI 
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1/0 port P2 

110 port PO 

1/0 port P1 

Input port P5 

The symbol "0" indicates sockets for EPROM. 



PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 
Input! 

Output 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

---
RESET Reset input Input 

X'N Clock input Input 

X OUT Clock output Output 

¢' Timing output Output 

--
INT, Interrupt input Input 

AVss Voltage input for A-D 

and D-A 

V REF Reference voltage Input 

input 

O-A D-A output Output 

PWM PWM output Output 

POO-P07 110 port PO 110 

P1 o-P1 7 110 port P1 1/0 

P2o-P27 1/0 port P2 1/0 

P30-P37 1/0 port P3 1/0 

P4o-P47 1/0 port P4 1/0 

P50 -P57 Input port P5 Input 

P60 -P63 Output port P6 Output 

Ao ......... A13 Output port A Output 

0 0-07 Input port 0 Input 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0964·XXXSP,MS0963·XXXSP 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±5% to Vee, and OV to Vss. 

This is usually connected to Vss. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2.us (under normal Vee 

conditions.) If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

This chip has an internal clock generating circuit. To control generating frequency, an external ceramic or a 

quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X1N and XOUT pins. If an external clock is used, the clock 

source should be connected the XIN pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

This is the timing output. pin. 

This is the highest order interrupt input pin. 

This is GND input pin for the A-O and O-A converters. 

This is reference voltage input pin for the A-D and O-A converters. 

This is output pin from th.e O-A convereter. 

This is output pin from the pulse width modulator. 

The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

Port PO is an a-bit 1/0 port with directional registers allowing each 110 bit to be individually programmed as 

input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

Port P1 is an a-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

Port P2 is an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO, but the output structure is 

CMOS output. 

Port P3 is an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. When serial 110 is used, P37, 
--

P36, P35, and P34 work as SRDY. elK., SOUT, and SIN pins, respectively. Also P33 and P32 work as CNTR pin 

and the lowest interrupt input pin (INT2 ), respectively. 

Port P4 is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. P44 ....... P47 work as analog input 

port AN4 ....... AN7. 

Port P5 is an 8-bit input port. P54 ....... P57. can be used as the edge sense inputs. 

Port P6 is a 4-bit output port. At external trigger output mode, P60 and P61 are in common with the trigger 

input pin (T) and the trigger output pin (0), respectively. 

The cutput structure is N-cha.nnel cpen drOoin. 

These are for addresses to an EPROM mounted on the package. 

These are for input data from an EPROM mounted on the package. 

• . MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0964·XXXSP,MS0963·XXXSP 

BASIC FUNCTION BLOCK 
The differences between the MS0964-PGYS and the 
MS09.64-XXXSP/MS0963-XXXSP are noted below. The fol

lowing explanations apply to the MS0964-PGYS. 
Specification variations for other chips are noted accor

dingly. 

Fig.1 

Zero page 

ROM 
(16K 

Memory map 

RAM 
(160 bytes) 

Special 
page for 

0000. " 

009F" 

OOEO. b 

~OFF. 
" 

cooo" 

FFOO" 

subroutine FFF41 
" call 

Not used 

Not used 

Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 

. Address H 
Address L 
Address H 
Address L 
Address H 

MEMORY 
The memory map is shown in Figure 1. The MS0964-PGYS 

is mounted an EPROM instead of an internal ROM. 

The address of an EPROM is COOO'6 - FFFF'6, and this 
memory size is 16384 bytes. Other than these, the MS0964-

PGYS has the same functions as the MS0964-XXXSPI 

MS0963-XXXSP have. 

Decimal 

I 

159 

255 

INT, 

\ 

\ 

I 

SilO or timer 2 

Timer 1 

Timer X 

INT, 

RESET 
65535 

\ 

I 

OOEO" 

OOE '" 
00E2 16 

OOE3' 6 

OOE4" 

OOES" 

00E6" 

00E?'6 

OOE8'G 

OOE9' 6 

00EA' 6 

OOES" 

OOEC., 

OOED., 

OOEE., 

OOEF" 

OOFO" 

OOF1 " 

OOF2" 

OOF3., 

OOF4" 

OOFS' 6 

OOF6' 6 

OOF? .6 

OOFS., 

OOF9" 

OOFA" 

OOFS., 

OOFC" 

OOFD' 6 

OOFE" 

\ OOFF'6 

Port PO 

Port PO ~~~~~:~~naJ 

Port Pl 

Port Pl directional 
ragister 

Port P2 

Port P2 ~~~~~:~~nar 

Port P3 

Port P3 dir~ctional 
register ' __ 

Port P4 

Port P4 ~~~~~:~~nal 

Port P5 

Port P5 latch 

Port P6 

Special function seJectioo register 

D-A conversion register 

Pulse width modulation register 

Successive approximation register 

A-D control register 

Watchdog timer 

Serial liD mode register 

Serial 1/0 register 

Timer 3 prescaler 

Timer 3 

Timer 1,2 prescaler 

Timer 1 

Timer 2 

Timer X pres caler 

Timer X 
f-- . 

Interrupt control register 

Timer control register 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-·PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0964-XXXSP,MS0963-XXXSP 

PROCESSOR MODE 
External memory area differs from the M50964-XXXSPI 

M50963-XXXSP in the memory expanding mode. 
External memory map in the memory expanding mode is 

shown in Figure 2. 

FFFF" ,------------, 

External EPROM 

at 00" r"-'--'--"-'--""----'.--L--L--L~~ 

00 E8" h--::-",""""""---,---,,,--,-,,.---d 

Internal RAM 

0000" ~ ________ --I 

Hatching indicates external memory area 

Fig.2 Memory map in memory expanding mode 

PRECAUTION FOR USE 
(1) In case of the M5L2764K or the M5L27128K EPROM 

use the following areas (refer to Figure 1): 

• For the M50964-XXXSP, usable ROM area are 

E800'6- FFFF'6' 
M5L2764K ...... · .................. addresses 0800'6-1 FFF'6 

M5L27128K ....................... addresses 2800'6-3FFF'6 

• For the M50963-XXXSP, usable ROM area are 

D800'6- FFFF'6' 
M5L27128K ....................... addresses 1800'6-3FFF'6 

(2) The M50964-PGYS has no options as the M50964-

XXXSP/M50963-XXXSP. But, the M50964-PGYS can 

use the· STP instruction. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0964·XXX5P,MS0963·XXXSP 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings 

Vee Supply voltage -0. 3~ 7 

V, Input voltage X1N -0.3~ 7 

V, Input voltage P2o~P27, P42 ...... P47 -0. 3~Vee+0. 3 

V, 
Input voltage POO ....... P07, P1o--P1 7, P30 ........ P37 With respect to Vss 

-0. 3~13 
P40, P4" P50-P57, INT, Output transistors cut-off 

V, Input voltage CNVss, RESET -0. 3~13 

Vo Output voltage P2o-P27, P4,-P47, XOUT, ¢, D·A -0. 3~Vee+0. 3 

Vo 
Output voltage :Oo ..... P07, Pl o-...P1 7 , P30-P37 

-0.3~13 
P40, P4" P6o- P63, PWM 

Pd Power dissipation Ta=25"C 1 OOOe Note 1 

Topr Operating temperature -1O~70 

Tst!'J Storage temperature -40~125 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vcc=5V±5%, Ta=-10-70"C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

V RF: F Reference voltage 4 Vee V 

"H" input voltage POO-POl, Pl o-P1 7 • P2o ..... P27 
V ,H P30-P37, P4o-P47, P50-P57 O. aVec Vee V 

---
INT" RESET, X,N, CNVss, P60 

V ,H I,W input voltage POO ...... P07 O. 45Vee Vee V 

"L" input voltage POo-PO" P1 o-P1" P2o-P27 

V'L P30 ...... P37 , P4o ....... P47 , P50-P57 0 0. 2Vee V 

INT" CNVss, P60 

V'L "L" input voltage RESET 0 O. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage X1N 0 O. 16Vee V 

V'L "L" output voltage POo-PO, 0 0. 15Vee V 

"L"'peak output current POO ........ P07, P1o ........ P1 7 

IOL(peak) P2o-P27, P30-P3, 10 rnA 
P4o-P47 (Note 2 ) 

loL(Oeak) "L" peak output current P6o- P63 (Note 2 ) 15 rnA 

loL(oeak) "L" peak output current PWM (Note 2) 5 rnA 

"L" average output current POo ........ PO], P1o ....... Ph 

IOLCavg) P2o-P27, P30-P37 5 mA 
P4o-P47, (Note 1 ) 

IOL(avg) "L" average output current P6o ....... P63 (Note 1 ) 7 rnA 

IOL(avg) "L" average output current PWM (Note 1 ) 2.5 rnA 

IOH(peak) "H" peak output current P2o ....... P27 (Note 2 ) -10 rnA 

IOH(avg) "H" average output current P2o ....... P27 (Note 1 ) I -5 rnA 

((x,") Internal clock oscillating frequency 4 MHz 

Note 

4-64 

Average output current IOL(avg) and IOH(avgl are the average value of a period. of 1 DOms. 
Total of "L" output current 10L, of ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4, P6, and PWM is BOmA max. 
Total of "H" output currentloH, of port P2 is 50mA max. 
"H" input voltage of ports PO, P1, P3, P4o-P43 , P5, and INT, is available up to +12V. 
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Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

) rnW 

"C 
·C 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0964-PGYS 

PIGGYBACK for MS0964-XXXSP,MS0963-XXXSP 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V, Vss=OV, Ta=25"C, f(X'N)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

Min. Typ. Max. 

VOH "H" output voltage P2o ....... P27 IOH=-10mA 3 

VOH "H" output voltage cp, Ao ...... A13 IOH=-2.5mA 3 

VOL 
"L" output voltage POO ....... P07, Pl o ....... P1 7 , P2o ....... P27 

P30-P37, P4o-P47, P6o-P63 
IOL=10mA 2 

VOL "L" output voltage ¢, PWM, Ao-A13 IOL=5mA 2 
VT+-VT - Hysteresis INTl 0,3 1 

VT+-VT - Hysteresis P36 When used as elK input 0,3 0.8 

VT+-VT - Hysteresis P32 When used as I NT 2 input 0,3 1 

VT+-VT - Hysteresis P33 When used as CNTR input 0,5 1 

VT+-VT - Hysteresis P60 When used as T input 0,5 1 

VT+-VT - Hysteresis RESET 0,5 0,7 

VT+-VT - Hysteresis XIN 0,1 0.5 

"L" input current POO--P07, Pl o---P1 7, P2o"""'P27 

I'L P30-P37, P4o-P47, PSo-PS7 V,=OV -5 

P6o- P63, PWM 

I'L "L" input current tNT1, RESET, X1N , 00 ........ 07 V,=OV -5 

"H" input current POO ........ P07, P1o ........ Ph. P30 ........ P37 

I'H P4o-P43, P50-PS7, P6o-P63 V,=12V 12 
,PWM 

I'H 
"H" input current INTh RESET. X1N , P2o~P27 

P44 ........ P47, 00 ........ 07 
V,=5V 5 

VRAM RAM retention voltage When clock stopped 2 

rp, XOUT, and O-A pins 
f(xIN)=4MHz 

3 6 
Square wave 

opened, other pins at 
When clock stopped 

lee Supply current Vss, and A-O converter 
T a=25'C 

1 
in the finished condi-

tion. 
When clock stopped 

10 
Ta=75'C 

A-O CONVE.RTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V, Vss=AVss=OV, Ta=25"C, f(X'N}=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

Min. Typ. Max. 

- Resolution VREF=VCC 8 
- Absolute accuracy VREF=VCC ±3 

RLADDER Ladder resistance value VREF=VCC 2 10 

tCONV Conversion time 50 -
V REF Reference input voltage 2 Vee 

V'A Analog input voltage ° V REF 

O-A CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V, Vss=AVss=ov, Ta=25'C, f(X'N}=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

- Resolution 

- Error in full.. scale range 

tsu Set up time 

Ro Output resistance 

VREF Reference voltage 

Test conditions 

VREf-=VCC 

VREF=VCC 

VREF=VCC 

VREF=VCC -

'. . MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 

Mill· Typ. Max. 

5 

±1 
3 

3 

4 Vee 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

pA 

pA 

pA 

pA 

V 

rnA 

pA 

Unit 

Bits 

LSB 

kD 

j.lS 

V 

,V 

Unit 

Bits 

% 
ps 

kD 

V 
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M37450PSS 

PIGGYBACK for M37450M2-XXXSP,M37450M4-XXXSP,M37450MS-XXXSP 

DESCRIPTION DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
The M37450PSS is .an EPROM mountedctype micro
computer employing a silicon gate CMOS process and was 
designed for developing programs for single-chip, 8-bit mi

.crocomputers M37450M2-XXXSP, M37450M4-XXXSP and 
M37450M8-XXXSP. The M37450PSS, being housed in a 
piggyback-type 64-pin shrink DIP, is compatible with the 
M37450M2-XXXSP, M37450M4-XXXSP and M37450M8-
XXXSP. 

• Differences with the M37450M2-XXXSP, M37450M4-
XXXSP and M37450M8-XXXSP are: 

(1) ROM less, EPROM is attached externally. 
(2) Suitable EPROM is M5M27C256K-12, M5M27C256K 

-15. 

APPLICATION 
Development of programs for the following systems; 

There is a 28-pin socket on the upper surface so that the 
M5M27C256K-12 or the M5M27C256K-15 EPROM may be 
used. 

III Slave controller for PPCs, facsimiles, and page printers 
1/1 HOD, optical disk, inverter, and industrial motor control-

lers 
The M37450PSS simplifies the development of programs 
for the M37450M2-XXXSP, M37450M4-XXXSP and M37450 
M8-XXXSP and is excellent for making prototypes. 

• Industrial robots and machines 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

P37/SADy "" 1 

P36/SCLK ""'" 2 

P35/TxO - 3 

P3,/RxO - 4 

I/O port P3 P33/PWMoUT "" 5 

28-pin socket for EPROM 

P3,/EV3 - 6 

P3,/EV, - 7 

P30/EV, - 8 

P5,/OB, - 9 

__ ------JA~------~ 
r----~--'I 
I CD Vee Vee @ I 

4-66 

1/0 port P5 

I/O port P6 

Read/Write status output 

Synchronous signal output 

Reset input 

Clock input 

Clock output 

Timing output 

P55/0B5 - 11 

P53/0B3 - 13 

P5,/OB, - 14 

P63/PRDY ++ 21 

P6,/I NT 3 - 22 

Vss 

I (g) A12 A'4 ® I 

I A,3 @ I 

I I @ A4 

I (J) A3 

I ® A, 

I lID A, 

I ® Ao 
I 

I @ 0 0 

© 0, 
I 

I © 0, 

As @i 
Ag @, 

All @I 

0 6 

05 

I @ Vss 03 '@ I 
L _______ J 

M37450PSS 

Outline 6481 M 
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Vee 

Reference voltage input 

D~A output 

Input por~ P4 

1/0 port PO 

1/0 port Pl 

1/0 port P2 

The symbol ·'0" indicates sockets for EPROM . 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450PSS 

PIGGYBACK for M37450M2·XXXSP,M37450M4·XXXSP,M37450M8·XXXSP 

PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee 
Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

XOUT Clock output 

¢ Timing output 

SYNC 
Synchronous signal 

output 

-- Read/Write 
R/W 

status output 

POo-PO, 1/0 port PO 

P1 0 -P1 7 1/0 port P1 

P20-P27 1/0 port P2 

P30-P37 1/0 port P3 

P40-P42 Input port P4 

P50-P57 1/0 port P5 

P60-P67 1/0 port P6 

D-A,. D-A2 D-A output 

V REF 
Refference voltage 

input 
-~-

AVss Analog power supply 

A o ....... A 14 Output port A 

Do-D7 Input port D 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

Input 

1/0 

1/0 

Output 

Input 

Output 

Input 

FUnctions 

Power supply inputs 5V±10% to Vee and OV to Vss. 

Controls the processor mode of the chip. Normally connected to Vss or Vee 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2,us (under nomal Vee 

conditions). 

If more time is needed for the ,crystal oscillator to stabillize, this "L'-' condition should be maintained for the 

required time. 

These are 1/0 pins of internal clock generating circuit for main cJock. To control generating frequency, ·an 

external ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X1N and XOUT pins. If an external 

clock is used, the clock source should be connected to the X1N pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

Outputs signal consisting of oscillating frequency divided by four. 

This signal is output "H" during operation code fetch and is used to control single stepping of programs. 

This signal determines the direction of the data bus. It Is '"H" during reap and "L" during write. 

Port PO is an a-bit 110 port with directional registers allowing each I/O bit to be individually programed as 

input or output. The output structure is CMOS output. The low-order bits of the address are output except 

in single-chip mode. 

Port P1 is an a-bit 110 port and has basically the same fUnction as port PO. The high-order bits of the 

address are output except in single-chip mode. 

Port P2 is an a-bit liD port and has basically the same function as PO. Used as data bus except in single-

chip mode. 

Port P3 is an a-bit liD port and has basically the same function as PO. Serial I/O, PWM output, or even 1/0 

function can be selected with a program. 

Analog input pin for the A-D converter. They may also be used as digital input pins. 

Port P5 is an 8-bit liD port and has basically the same function as PO. This port functions as an a-bit data 

bus for the master CPU when slave mode is selected with a program. 

Port P6 is an a-bit liD port and has basically the same function as PO. Pins P63.-... P67 change to control bus 

for the master CPU when slave mode is selected with a program. Pins P6o ....... P62 may be programed as ex-

ternal interrupt input pins. 

Analog signal from D-A converter is output 

Reference voltage input pin for A-D and D-A converter. 

Ground level input pin for A-O and O-A converter. 

Port A outputs the adresse's to the EPROM mounted on the top of the package. 

Port D takes the input data from the EPROM mounted on the top of the package. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450PSS 

PIGGYBACK for M37450M2-XXXSP,M37450M4-XXXSP,M37450MS-XXXSP 

EXPLANATION OF FUNCTION BLOCK 
OPERATION 
The differences between the M37450PSS and the M37450M2 
-XXXSP, M37450M4-XXXSP and M37450M8-XXXSP are ex

plained below. As all other points are the same, only the 
differences are explained. 

Fig. 1 

Zero page 

External RO M 
(32K bytes) 

Memory map 

RAM 
(192bytes) 

RAM 
(256bytes) 

Special 
page 

0000'6 

Reserved 
0000'6 

SFR 

0100, 6 

01BF, 6 
Inhibited 

0200, 6 

Not used 

8000, 6 
I 

FFOO 16t------

FFEO '6 
Vector address area 

FFFF'6 

MEMORY 
The memory map is shown in Figure 1. Instead of an inter
nal ROM, an EPROM is mounted. The addresses of 
EPROM are 800016 to FFFF16 , having 32K bytes. Internal 
RAMs are provided from 000016 to 00BF16 (192 bytes) and 

from 010016 to 01 FF16 (256 bytes) for a total of 448 bytes: 
However, the 64-byte area from 01 C016 to 01 FF16 cannot be 
used when creating masked ROM. The rest of the functions 
are equivalent to the M37450M2-XXXSP, M37450M4-

XXXSP and M37450M8-XXXSP. 

\ 
\ 
\ 

I 
I 

/ 

I 
\ 

\ 
\ 
I 
\ 

/ 
/ 

.0000'6 
/ 0001'6 

6 

Port PO register 
Port PO directional register 
Port Pl register 
Port Pl directional register 
Port P2 register 
Port P2 directional register 
Port P3 register 
Port P3 directional register 
Port P4 
Reserved 
Port P5 register 

6 Port P5 directional register 
6 Port P6 register 
6 Port P6 directional register 
6 MISRGl 
6 MISRG2 

D-A 1 register 
D-A2 register 
A-D register 
A-D control register 
Data bus buffer register 
Data bus buffer status register 
Receive/transfer buffer register 
Serial 1/0 status register 
Serial 1/0 control register 
UART control register 

6 Baud rate generator 

6 PWM register (lower-byte) 
6 PWM register (higher-byte) 
6 Timer1 control register 

6 Timer2 control register 
Timer3 control register 
Timerl register (Iower.-byte) 

/ 0002" 
0003'6 
0004,6 
0005'6 
0006'6 
0007'6 
0008'6 
0009'6 
OOOA, 
OOOB, 
OOOG, 
0000, 
OOOE, 
OOOF, 
00EO'6 
00E1'6 
00E2'6 
00E3'6 
00E4'6 
00E5'6 
00E6'6 
00E7'6 
00ES'6 
00E9'6 
OOEA, 
OOEB, 
OOEG, 
OOEO, 
OOEE, 
00EF'6 
00FO'6 
00F1'6 

\ 00F2'6 
\ . 00F3, 

Timerl register (hjgher-~ 
Timerl latch (lower-byte) 

6 Timerl latch (higher-byte 
\ 00F4, 
\ 00F5, 

6 Timer2 register (lower-byte) 
6 Timer2 register (higher-byte) 
6 Timer2 latch (lower-byte) \ 00F6, 

00F7, 
\ 00F8, 
\ 00E9, 
\ OOFA, 
\ OOFB, 
\ OOFG, 
100FD, 
\OOFE, 
·OOFF, 

6 Timer2 latch (higher-byte) 
6 Timer3 register (lower-byte) 
6 Timer3 register (higher-b(~ 
6 Timer3 latch (lower-byte) 

6 Timer3 latch (higher-byte) 

6 Interrupt request registerl 

6 Interrupt request register2 

6 Interrupt control register1 

6 Interrupt control register2 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450PSS 

PIGGYBACK for M37450M2·XXXSP,M37450M4·XXXSP,M37450M8·XXXSP 

PROCESSOR MODE 
External memory area differs from the M37450M2-XXXSP, 

M37450M4-XXXSP and M37450M8-XXXSP. 

. Figure 2 shows the external memory area when the 
M37450PSS is in the memory expanding mode and Fig. 3 

shows the external memory area when the M37450PSS is in 

the microprocessor mode. 

I nternal RAM 

OOC0 16 

OODO, 6 

SFR 
0100, 6 

Internal RAM 

~~~ 
0200 16 

800016 

External EPROM 

FFFF16 

Hatching indicates external memory- area. 

Fig. 2 Memory map in memory expanding mode 

000016 

Internal RAM 

OOC016 

OOD016 

SFR 
010016 

Internal RAM 

-~' ~~ 
~ 

.020016 

FFFF16 

Hatching indicates external memory area 

Fig. 3 Memory map in memory expanding mode 

PRECAUTION FOR USE 
(1) Program area 

When developing programs on the M37450PSS, the 

ROM and RAM sizes of the M37450M2-XXXSP, 

M37450M4-XXXSP, and M37450M8-XXXSP must be 
considered. 

For the M37450M2-XXXSP, use the M37450PSS ROM 

program area from F00016 to FFFF,6. (Write the prog

ram from 7000 '6 to 7FFF '6 on the EPROM.) 

Also; when creating masked ROMs, note that the RAM 

area for the M37450M2-XXXSP is 128 bytes from 
0000 '6 to 007F ,6 . 

For the M37450M4-XXXSP, use the M37450PSS ROM 

program area from EOOO '6 to FFFF,6 . (Write the prog

ram from 6000 '6 to 7FFF '6 on the EPROM.) 

Also, when creating masked ROMs, note that the RAM 
area for the M37450M4-XXXSP is 192 bytes from 

0000 '6 to 00BF '6 and 64 bytes from 0100 '6 to 013F'6 for 

a total of 256 bytes. 

For the M37450M8-XXXSP, use the M37450PSS ROM 

program area from COOO '6 to FFFF,6. (Write the prog
ram from 4000 '6 to 7FFF '6 on the EPROM.) 

Also, when creating masked ROMs, note that the RAM 

area for the M37450M8-XXXSP is 192 bytes from 

0000 '6 to 00BF '6 and 192 bytes from 0100 '6 to 01 BF '6 

for a total of 384 bytes. 
The 64 byte area from 01 CO '6 to 01 FF '6 can also be 

used as internal RAM. However, it cannot be used 

when creating masked ROMs because there is no cor-

responding device. 
(2) External memory 

When developing program~, note that the external 
memory area of the M37450PSS is as described in the 

previous section. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450PSS 

PIGGYBACK for M37450M2-XXXSP,M374S0M4-XXXSP,M37450M8-XXXSP 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions I Ratings 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage RESET, X1N -0.3-7 

Input voltage, POo ....... PO?, P1o"""'P1 7, P2o-P27 

V, P30-P3,. P4o-P4,. P50-P57 -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

P6o ......... P67, VRFF 
With respect to Vss 

V, Input voltage CNVss 
Output transistors are at "OFF" state 

-0.3-13 

Output voltage. POo-PO,. Pto~P1,. P2o-P2, 

Va P30-P3,. P50~P5,. P6o-P6, -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

XOUT, ¢, R/Vii, SYNC 

Pd Power dissipation T a;'25'C 1000 

Topr Operating temperature -10-70 

Tsta Storage temperature -40-125 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING' CONDITIONS (Vcc = 5V±10%, Ta = -10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 

Vss Supply voltage 0 

V ,H 
~-

"H" input voltage RESET, X1N, CNVss (Note1) O. 8Vee Vee 

"H" input voltage POo-PO" P1o-P1" P2o-P2, 

V ,H P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5, 2.0 Vee 

P6o-P6, (except Noten 

V ,L "l" input voltage CNVss (Noten 0 0,2Vee 

"L" input voltage POo-PO" P1 o-P1" P2o-P2, 

V ,L P30 ........ P37 , P4o ........ P47, P50~P57 0 0.8 

P6o-P6, (except Note1) 

V ,L "L" input voltage RESET 0 0. 12Vec 
V ,L "L" input voltage X1N 0 0. 16Vcc 

loc<peakl 
"L" peak output current POO ......... POl, P1o ........ P1 7, P2o ........ P27 

10 
P30-P3" P50-P5" P6o-P6, 

"L" average output current POO ....... P07, P1o---P17 

IOLCavgl P2o--'P2" P30-P3, 5 

P50-P5" P6o-P6, (Note2) 

IOHlpeak) 
"H" peak output current POO ....... P07, P1o ....... Ph, P2o ....... P27 

-10 
P30-P3" P50-P57, P6o-P6, 

"H" average output current POO ....... P07, P1 o ....... Ph 

IOH(avg) P2o-P2" P30-P3, -5 

f(X ,N ) 

Note 

4-70 

P50-P5" P6o-P6, (Note2) 

Clock oscillating frequency 1 10 

Ports operate as INT,-INT3 (P6o-P6,), EV, -EV3(P30-P3,), RxD(P34 )and SCLK(P36 ). 

The average output current IOHlavgl and 10Llavgl are the average value during a 100ms. 
The total of "L" output IOLipeakl of port PO, P1 and P2 is 40mA max. 
The total of."H" output IOHlpeakl of port PO, P1 and P2Js 40mA max. 
The total of "L" output IOLipeakl of port P3, P5, P6, R/""-'. SYNC and ¢ is 40mA max. 
The total of "H" output IOHlpeakl of port P3, P5, P6, R/W, SYNC and ¢ is 40mA max. 
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mA 
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mA 

mA 

MHz 

Unit 
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V 
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mW 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450PSS 

PIGGYBACK for M374S0M2-XXXSP,M374S0M4-XXXSP,M374S0MS-XXXSP 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vee = 5V±10%, Vss = OV, Ta = -10-70°C, I(X'N) = 10MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ, Max. 

V OH "H" output R/W, SYNC, ¢ IOH=-2mA Vee-l V 

VOH 
"H" output voltage POo-PO" Pt o-P1" P2o-P2, 

IOH=-5mA V ec-l V 
P30-P3" P50-P5" P6o-P6, 

"L" output voltage POo-PO" P1o-P1" P2o-P2, 

VOL P30-P3" P50-P5" P6o-P6, IOl =2mA 0045 V 

R/W, SYNC, ¢ 

VOL 
"L" output voltage POo-PO" P1o-P1" P2o-P2, 

P30-P3" P50-P5" P6o-P6, 
IOL=5mA 1 V 

VT+-VT-
Hysterisis INT,-INT3(P6o-P6,), EV,-EV3(P30-P3,) 

Function input level 003 1 V 
RxD(P3,)0 SeLK(P36 ) 

VT+-VT- Hysterisis RESET 007 V 

Vr+-VT- Hysterisis X1N 001 005 V 

"L" Input current POo-PO'o P1 o-P1,o P2o-P2, 

III P30-P3" P4o-P4,o P50-P5, VI=VSS -5 5 /-'-A 

P6o-P6" RESET, X'N 

"H" Input current POo-PO" P1 o-P1" P2o-P2, 

I'H P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5, Vl=VCC -5 5 /-'-A 
--

P6o-P6,o RESETo X'N 

V RAM RAM retention voltage At stop mode 2 V 

Icc Supply current 
At system operation 

6 10 mA 
f(X'N)=10MHz(Note 4) 

Note 4 : Only for M37450PSS (not contact in EPROM dissipation current), 

A"D CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vee=5Vo Vss=AVss=ovo Ta =25'C, f(X'N)=10MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ, Max. 

-' Resolution 8 Bits 

- Absolute accuracy Vcc=VREF=5,12V ±1.5 ±3 LSB 

tCONV Conversion time 49 te(q> ) 

V'A Analog input voltage AVss AVec V 

VVREF Reference analog input voltage 2 Vee V 

RLADDER Ladder resistance value VREF=5V 2 705 10 kO 

IIVREF Reference analog input current VREF=5V 005 007 205 mA 

V AVSS Analog power input 0 V 

D-A CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vee = 5Vo Vss = AVss = OV, Ta = 25'C, I(X,N)= 10MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

- Resolution 

- Abusolute accuracy 

tsu Setup time 

Ro Output resistance 

V AVSS Analog power input 

VVREF Analog power input 

IVREF Reference power input current 

Test conditions 

Vcc=VREF=50 12V 

• . MITSUBISHI 
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Min. 

1 

4 

a 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ, Max. 

8 Bits 

La % 
3 /-,-s 

2 4 kO 

0 V 

Vee V 

205 5 mA 
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MITSUBISHI MICftOCOMPUTERS 

M374S0PFS 

PIGGYBACK for M374S0M2-XXXFP ,M374S0M4-XXXFP ,M374S0MS-XXXFP 

DESCRIPTION 
The M37450PFS is an EPROM mounted-type micro
computer employing a silicon gate CMOS process and was 
designed for developing programs for single-chip, 8-bit 
microcomputers M37450M2-XXXFP, M37450M4-XXXFP and 
M37450M8-XXXFP. The M37450PFS, being housed in a 
piggyback-type 80-pin plastic QFP is compatible with the 
M37450M2-XXXFP, M37450M4-XXXFP and M37450M8-
XXXFP. 

There is a 32-pin socket on the upper surface so that 
EPROM may be used. 
The M37450PSS simplifies the development of programs 
for the M37450M2-XXXFP, M37450M4-XXXFP and M37450 
M8-XXXFP and is excellent for making prototypes. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) ~ 
E 

1/0 port P3 

110 port P5 

I/O port P6 

NC 
P3,/EV, ..... 2 

P30/EV, -
P5,/OB, _ 4 

P5,/OB, - 5 

P5s/0Bs - 5 

P54 /D8 4 ++ 7 

P53/OB3 ..... 8 

P5,/OB, ..... 9 

P5,/081 - I 

P50 /0Bo "'" 'I 

P6,;lN - " 
P66 /R ++ I~ 

P6s/CS- 14 

P64/Ao"'" I; 

P6 3/Fi";oy""" ' 6 

P6,/INT3 - I' 

'P6,/INT,- 18 

P6o/INT, -
Write status output WR +- 2C 

Read status output AD +- 2' 

Read/write status output 

'" g 

o ~I ~ XU" 

t;,~~ (/) () 
M M C'? (/) 0 
c.. a. a.. > > 
I I I 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Difference with the M37450M2-XXXFP, M37450M4-

XXXFP and M37450M8-XXXFP is: 
(1) ROM less, EPROM is attached externally. 

APPLICATION 
Development of programs for the following systems: 

• Slave controller for PPCs, facsimiles, and page printers 
e HOD, optical disk, inverter, and industrial motor control-

lers 

• Industrial robots and machines 

~-co" . '" ~ .~ 
i1: 

Ii " ~ 0. 

~ "8 

'* 
« " 0. 

0: '" 
0 

- P4,/AN, 
63 - P4,/AN, 
61 - P43/AN3 
61 _ P4,/AN, 

50 - P4s/ANs 
59 - P4,/AN, 

58 - P4,/AN, 
57 ++ POo/Ao 
55 ++ P01/A, 

55 ++ P02/A2 

" ..... P03/A3 
S3 ........ P04 /A 4 

\Z _ POs/As 

SI ....... P06/As 
50 - P07/A? 

49 ...... Pl o/As 
48 ++ Pl 1/Ag 

47 ++ P1 2/AlO 

45 ++ P1 3 /A ll 

45 ...... P1 4/A 12 

44 ....... Pl s/A13 

43 ++ Pl s/A 14 

Input port P4 

110 port PO 

110 port Pl 

Synchronous signal output SYNC +- 23 L-__ ---::-_-::-----;:--;:: ___ ,,---' 42 - P1,/A15 

Reset.out RESET OUT +- ;.-4 

t t 
~I~ 0 >"'z Z(/) 
o:i! 

" 0. 
0 

il 
~ 
0: 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450PFS 

PIGGYBACK for M37450M2·XXXFP,M37450M4·XXXFP,M37450M8·XXXFP 

PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

Vee 
Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVss CNVss 

---
RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

X OUT Clock output 

¢> Timing output 

SYNC 
Synchronous signal 
output 

- ReadlWrite 
R/W 

status output 

POO-P07 1/0 port PO 

P1 0 -P1 7 1/0 port P1 

P2o-P27 1/0 port P2 

P30 -P37 1/0 port P3 

P40 -P47 Input port P4 

P50 -P57 1/0 port P5 

P60 -P67 1/0 port P6 

D-A" D-A2 D-A output 

ADVREF 
A-O refference 
voltage input 

DAVREF 
O-A refference 
voltage input 

AVss Analog power supply 

AVee Analog power supply 

-
RD Read signal output 

--
WR Write signal output 

RESET OUT Reset output 

Ao"""'A14 Output port A 

DO-- 0 7 Input port D 

Input! 
Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

Input 

1/0 

1/0 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±10% to Vee and OV to Vss. 

Controls the processor' mode of the chip. Normally connected to Vss or Vee 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2.us(under nomal Vee 
conditions). 
If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition should be maintained for the 
required time. 

These are 110 pins of internal clock generating circuit for main clock. To control generating frequency, an 
external ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X1N and XOUT pins. If an external 
clock is used, the clock source should be connected to the XIN pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

Outputs signal consisting of oscillating frequency divided by four. 

This signal is output "H" during operation c.ode fetch and is used to control single stepping of programs. 

~This signal determines the direction of the data bus. It is "H" during read and "L" during write. 

Port PO is an 8-bit 1/0 port with directional registers allowing each 1/0 bit to be individually programed as 
input or output. The output structure is CMOS output. The low-order bits of the address are output except 
in single-chip mode. 

Port P1 is an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same function as port PO. The high-order bits of the 
address are output except in single-chip mode. 

Port P2 is an 8-bit I/O port and has basically the same function as PO. Used as data bus except in single-
chip mode. 

Port P3 is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same function as PO. Serial 1/0, PWM output, or even 1/0 

function can be selected with a program. 

Analog input pin for the A-D converter. They may also be used as digital input pins. 

Port P5 is an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same function as PO. This port functions as an 8-bit data 
bus for the master CPU when slave mode is selected with a program. 

Port P6 is an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same function as PO. Pins P63 ....... P67 change to control bus 
for the master CPU when slave mode is selected with a program. Pins P6o ...... P62 may be programed as ex-
ternal interrupt input pins. 

Analog signal from D-A converter is output 

Reference voltage input pin for A-D converter. 

Reference voltage input pin for D-A converter. 

-.~ 

Ground level input pin for A-D and D-A converter. 

Power supply input pin for A-D converter. 

Control signal output as active "L" Yfhen vailed data is read from data bus. 

Control signal output as active "L" when writing data from data bus to external component. 

Control signal output as active "H" during reset. It is used as a reset output signal for perpherat compo-
nents. 

Port A outputs the adresses to the EPROM mounted on the top of the package. 

Port D takes the input data from the EPROM mounted on the top of the package. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450PFS 

PIGGYBACK for M37450M2-XXXFP ,M37450M4-XXXFP ,M37450M8-XXXFP 

EXPLANATION OF FUNCTION BLOCK 
OPERATION 
The differences between the M37450PFS and the M37450-
M2-XXXFP, M37450M4-XXXFP and M37450M8-XXXFP are 
explained below. As all other points are the same, only the 
differences are explained. 

0000'6 

RAM 
(192bytes) 

Zero page 
OOSF, 6 

Reserved 
OODO, 6 

SFR 

0100, 6 

RAM 
(256bytes) 

01SF, 6 
Inhibited 

0200, 6 

Not used 

8000, 6 

External ROM 
(32K bytes) FFOO '6r------· 

Special 

page 

FFEO 16 

Vector address area 
FFFF 16 

Fig. 1 Memory map 

MEMORY 
The memory map is shown in Figure 1. Instead of an inter
nal ROM, an EPROM is mounted. The addresses of 
EPROM are 8000 '6 to FFFF,6, having 32K bytes. Internal 
RAMs are provided from 0000 '6 to OOSF '6 (192 bytes) and 
from 0100 '6 to 01 FF'6 (256 bytes) for a total of 448 bytes. 

However, the 64-byte area from 01CO '6 to 01 FF'6 cannot be 
used when creating masked ROM. The rest of the functions 
are equivalent to the M37450M2-XXXFP, M37450M4-
XXXFP and M37450M8-XXXFP. 

/ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

Port PO register 
Port PO directional reqister 

100D016 

! 00D1'6 
! 00D2, 6 Port P1 register 

/ 00D3, 6 Port P1 directional register 
! 00D4, 6 Port P2 register 

6 Port P2 directional register I 
I 

/ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

6 Port P3 register 
6 Port P3 directional register 
6 Port P4 register 
6 Reserved 

00D5, 
00D6, 
OOD?, 
00D8, 
00D9, 
OODA, 
OODS, 
OODC, 
OODD, 
OODE, 
OODF, 
OOEO, 
00E1, 
00E2, 
00E3, 
00E4, 
00E5, 
00E6, 
OOE?, 
00E8, 
00E9, 
OOEA, 
OOES, 
OOEC, 

6 Port P5 register 
6 Port P5 directional register 
6 Port P6 register 
6 Port P6 directional register 
6 MISRG1 
6 MISRG2 
6 D-A 1 register 
6 D-A2 register 
6 A-D register 
6 A-O control register 
6 Data bus buffer register 
6 Data bus buffer status register 
6 Receiveltransfer buffer register 
6 Serial 1/0 status register 
6 Serial 1/0 control register 
{) UART control register 
6 Baud rate generator 
6 PWM register (lower-byte) 
6 PWM register (higher-byte) 
6 Timer1 control register 
6 Timer2 control register 
6 Timer3 control register 
6 Timer1 register (lower-byte) 
'6 Tlmer1 register 

OOED, 
OOEE, 
OOEF, 
OOFO, 
00F'1, 
00F2, 
00F3, 
00F4, 
00F5, 

higher-byte 
6 Timer1 latch (lower-byte) 
6 Timer1 latch (hiqher-byte) 
6 Timer2 register (lower-byte) 
6 Timer2 register (higher-byte) 

00F6, 
OOF?, 

\ 00F8, 
\ 00F9, 
\ dOFA, 
\ OOFS, 
\ OOFC, 
\ OOFD, 
100FE, 
,OOFF, 

6 Timer2 latch (lower-byte) 
6 Timer2 latch (higher-byte) 
6 Timer3 register (lower-byte) 
6 Timer3 reqister higher-byte 
6 Timer3 latch (lower-byte) 
6 Timer31atch (higher-by~ 
6 Interrupt request reqister1 
6 Interrupt request register2 
6 Interrupt control register1 
6 Interrupt control register2 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450PFS 

PIGGYBACK for M37450M2.XXXFP,M37450M4-XXXFP,M37450MS-XXXFP 

PROCESSOR MODE 
External memory area differs from the M37450M2-XXXFP, 
M37450M4-XXXFP and M37450M8-XXXFP. 

Figure 2 shows the external memory area when the 
M37450PFS is in the memory expanding mode and Figure 
3 shows the external memory area when the M37450PFS is 
in the microprocessor mode. 

0000, 6 

Internal RAM 

OOCO, 6 

OODO, 6 

SFR 
0100, 6 

Internal RAM 

6~~~ 
6 

0200, 

8000, 

External EPROM 

FFFF16 

Hatching indicates external memory area. 

Fig. 2 Memory map in memory expanding area 

0000, 6 

Internal RAM 

OOCO, 6 

OODO, 6 

SFR 
0100, 6 

Internal RAM 

-~. 
020016 

FFFF16 

Hatching indicates external memory area 

Fig. 3 Memory map in microprocessor mode 

PRECAUTION FOR USE 
(1) . Program area 

When developing programs on the M37450PFS, the 
ROM and sizes of the M37450M2-XXXFP, M37450M4-
XXXFP, and M37450M8-XXXFP must be considered. 
For the M37450M2-XXXFP, use the M37450PFS ROM 
program area from FOOO '6 to FFFF,6. (Write the prog
ram from 7000 '6 to 7FFF'6 on the EPROM.) 

Also, when creating masked ROMs, note that the RAM 
area for the M37450M2-XXXFP is 128 bytes from 
0000 '6 to 0007F,6. 
For the M37450M4-XXXFP, use the M37450PFS ROM 
program area from EOOO '6 to FFFF,6. (Write the prog

ram from 6000'6 to 7FFF'6 on the EPROM.) 
Also, when creating masked ROMs, note that the RAM 
area for the M37450M4-XXXFP is 192 bytes from 

0000 '6 to 00SF'6 and 64 bytes from 0100'6 to 013F'6 for 
a total of 256 bytes. 
For the M37450MB-XXXFP, use the M37450PFS ROM 
program area from COOO '6 to FFFF,6. (Write the prog
ram from 4000 '6 to 7FFF '6 on the EPROM.) 
Also, when creating masked ROMs, note that the RAM 
area for the M37450M8-XXXFP is 192 bytes from 
0000 '6 to 00SF '6 and 192 bytes from 0100 '6 to 01 SF '6 

for a total of 384 bytes. 
The 64 byte area from 01 CO'6 to 01 FF'6 can also be 
used as internal RAM. However, it cannot be used 
when creating masked ROMs because there is no cor
responding device. 

(2) External memory 
When developing programs, note that the external 
memory area of the M37450PFS is as described in the 
previous section. 

(3) EPROM orientation 

Figure 4 shows the orientation when mountting the 
EPROM on the M37450PFS. Insert the EPROM firmily 
until it hits bottom. 
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Index 

on the package 

BOpin / 
1pin 

Fig. 4 EPROM orientation 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450PFS 

PIGGYBACK for M374S0M2-XXXFP,M374S0M4-XXXFP,M374S0M8-XXXFP 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings 

Vee Supply vollage -0.3-7 

V, Inpul vollage RESET. X'N -0.3-7 

Inpul vollage. POO-P07• Plo-PI7. P2o-P27 

V, P30-P37• P4o-P47• P50- P57 -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

P6o ....... P67, ADVRFF, DAVRFF, AVec 
With respect to Vss. 

V, Input voltage CNVss 
Output tral"!sistors are at "OFF" state 

-0.3-13 

Output voltage. POO-P07. Plo-PI7, P2o-P27 

Vo P30-P37, P50-P57, P6o-P6, -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

XOUT, ¢, RD, WR, RESET OUT, SYNC 

Pd Power dissipation Ta=25'C 500 

Topr Operating temperature -10-70 

Tsta Storage temperature -40-125 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vee = 5V±10%, Ta = -10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5' 5 5.5 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

V'H "H" input voltage RESET, X'N, CNVss (Notet) 0. 8Vee Vee V 

"H" input voltage POo-PO" Plo-PI7, P2o-P27 

V'H P30-P37, P4o-P47, P50-P57 2.0 V.ee V 

P6o-P6, (except Notel) 

V'L "L" input voltage CNVss (Notet) 0 0. 2Vcc V 

"L" input voltage POO ....... P07, P1 o ...... P1 7, P2o ..... P27 

V'L P30-P3" P4o-P47, P50-P57 0 0.8 V 

P6o-P67 (except Notel) 

V'L "L" input voltage RESET 0 O. 12Vcc V 

V'L "L" input voltage XIN 0 0. 16Vee V 

IOL(peak) 
"L" peak output current POo ..... P07, P1 o ....... Ph, P2o ...... P27 

10 mA 
P30-P37, P50-P57, P6o- P67 

"L" average output current POO ...... P07, P1o ....... Ph 

IOL(avg) P2o-P27, P30-P37 5 mA 

P50-P57, P6o-P67 (Note2) 

IOH(peak) 
"H" peak output current POo ........ P07, P1 o ....... Ph, P2o ....... P27 

-10 mA 
P30-P3" P50-P57, P6o-P67 

"H" average output current POo ........ P07, P1o ....... P1 7 

IOH(tlVg) P2o-P27, P30- P37 -5 mA 

f(X'N) 

Note 1 
2 
3 

P50-P57, P6o-P67 (Note2) 

Clock oscillating frequency 1 10 

Ports operate as INT,-INT3 (P6o-P6,), EV,-EV3 (P30-P3,), RxD(P34 )and SeLK(P36 ). 

The average output current 10Hlavg) and 10Llavg) are the average value during a lOOms. 
The total of "L" output lOLl peak) of port PO, PI and P2 is 40mA max. 
The total of "H" output 10Hlpeak) of port PO, P1 and·P2 is.!OmAmax. __ 

MHz 

The total of "L" output 10LIpeak' of port P3, P5,P6, R/W, SYNC, RESETouT, RD, WR and if> is 
40mA max, 
The total of "H" output 10H Ipeak) oj port P3, P5, P6, R/W, SYNC, RESET OUT, RD, WR and if> i. 
40mA max. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc= SV±10%, Vss= OV, Ta = -10-70'C, fIX,N) = 10MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

V OH "H" output RD, WR, SYNC, RESET OUT, ¢ IOH=-2mA V ee-l V 

V OH 
"H" output voltage POO ....... P07, Pl o ....... Ph, P2o ....... P27 

IOH=-5mA V ee-l V 
P30- P3" P50- P5" P6o- P6, 

"L" output voltage pOo-po" Plo-Pl" P2o-P2, 

VOL P30-P3" P50-P5" P6o-P6, IOL=2mA 0.45 V 

R/W, RD, WR, SYNC, RESET OUT, ¢ 

VOL 
"L" output voltage POo-PO" Plo-Pl,: P2o-P2, 

IOL=5mA 1 V 
P30 ....... P37, P50 ....... P57, P6o~P67 

Vr+-VT-
Hysterisis INT,-INT3(P6o-P6,), EV,-EV3(P30-P3,) 

Function input level 
RxD(P3,), SCLK(P36 ) 

0.3 1 V 

Vr+-VT- Hyslerisis RESET .0.7 V 

Vr+-VT- Hysterisis X1N 0.1 0.5 V 

"L" Inpul current pOo-po" Pl o-Pl" P2o-P2, 

I'L P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5, VI=VSS -5 5 ",A 
--

P6o-P6" RESET, X'N 

"H" Input current POo-PO" Plo-Pl" P2o-P2, 

I'H P30- P3" P4o- P4" P50-P5, VI=VCC -5 5 ",A 
P6o- P6" RESET, X'N 

V RAM RAM retention voltage At stop mode 2 V 

Icc Supply current 
At system operation 

f(X'N)=10MHz(Note 4) 
6 10 mA 

Note 4 : Only for M37450PFS (not contact in EPROM dissipation current). 

A-O CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=AVcc=SV, Vss=AVss=OV, Ta=2S'C, fl x'N)=10MHz, unless otherwise noled) . 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

Min. Typ, Max. 

- Resolution 8 
- Absolute accuracy Vcc=AVcc=ADVREF=5,12V +1.5 +3 

tCONV Conversion time 49 

V'A Analog input voltage AVss AVec 

VADVREF Reference analog input voltage 2 Vee 

RLADDER Ladder resistance value ADVRE,=5V 2 7,5 10 

IrADvREF Reference analog input current ADVREF=5V 0.5 0,7 2,5 

VAVCC Analog power input Vee 

V AVSS Analog power input a 

O-A CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc = SV, Vss = AVss = ov, T a = 2S'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

- Resolution 

- Abusolute accuracy 

tsu Setup time 

Ro Output resistance 

V AVSS Analog power input 

VOAVREF Analog power input 

IOAVREF Reference power input current 

4-78 

Test conditions 

Vcc=DAVRE,=5,12V 
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DESCRIPTION 
The M50746E-XXXSP is a single-chip microcomputer de

signed with CMOS silicon gate technology. It is housed in a 

64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP. The features of this chip 
are similar to those of the M50746-XXXSP except that this 

chip has a 49152-bit (6144 wordsX8 bits) EPROM built in. 

This single-chip microcomputer is useful for home electric

al appliances and consumer appliance controllers. 

In addition to its simple instruction sets, the EPROM, RAM, 
and I/O addresses are placed on the same memory map to 

enable easy programming. Since general purpose EPROM 

writers can be used for the built-in EPROM, this chip is 

suitable for small quantity production runs. 

The M50746ES and the M50746EFS are the window type. 

The differences between the M50746E-XXXSP and the 

M50746E-XXXFP and between the M50746ES and the 

M50746EFS are the package outline and the power dis

sipation ability (absolute maximum ratings). 

FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions· ............ · .. · .... · ............. 69 

• Memory size EPROM .............................. 6144 bytes 
RAM ................... · ............ · .... · 144 bytes 

• Instruction execution time 
....... 2,us (minimum instructions at 4MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply .................................. · .. · 5V±5% 

• Power dissipation 
normal operation mode (at 4MHz frequency) .... 15mW 

• Subroutine nesting .......... · .......... · .. · .... 72 levels (Max.) 
GI Interrupt .. · .... · ...... · .................. , ........ 6 types, 5 vectors 

• 8-bit timer .. · .. ··· .. ···· ..................................... ·· .. ·· .... ·3 

• Programmable I/O ports (Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4) .... 40 
• Input ports (Port P5) ................................................ 8 

• Output ports (Port P6) ............................................. 4 

• A-D converter'" ............ 8-bit successive approximation 

• D-A converter 
• 8-bit PWM function 

• Watchdog timer 
• EPROM (equivalent to the M5L2764) 

program voltage··············································· 21 V 

APPLICATION 
Office automation equipment 

VCR, Tuner, Audio-visual equipment 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0746E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

Vee 
Reference AVss vollage 
input 

O-A output D-A- 4 
Pulse width PWM- 5 
modulator 

Output P62 -

port P6 P6, - 8 

P4,/AN, - 10 

P46/AN6 - 11 

P4s/ANs - 12 

P44/AN4 '" 13 
1/0 port P4 

P40/PGM - 17 

1/0 port P3 

Interrupt input 

CNVsslVpp - 27 

Reset input RESET --+ 28 

Clock input 

Crock output XOUT "-- 30 

Timing output rp -. 31 

Vss 

Outline 

o 

64P4B(OTP) 
6451 B (Window) 

P25/Ds - 58 

P24/0 4 ++ 59 

P23/D3 ++ 50 

P2 2/0 z ++ 61 

P2 1/D 1 - 62 

P2o/Do ++ 63 

NC 
Vss 
NC 

Vee 
AVss 

M5746E-XXXFP 

or 

M50746EFS 

1/0 

port 
P2 

1/0 

port 
PO 

110 
port 
P1 

Input 

ports 
P5 

o o 24 CNVss/Vpp 

NC 
NC 

1 2 3 4 !J 6 7 8 9 10 \1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 1920 21 
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FUNCTIONS OF M50746E-XXXSP 
Parameter 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction excution time 

EPROM 
Memory capacity 

RAM 

INT, 

lID ports 
PO, Pl, P2, P3, P4 

P5 

P6 

Timers 

A-D conve.rter 

O-A converter 

Pulse width modulator 

Watchdog timer 

Subroutine nesting 

H nterrupt 

Clock generating circuit 

Supply voltage 

Power dissipation High-speed operation 

lID characteristics 
lID voltage 

Output current 

Memory expansion 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

M50746E-XXXSP 

M50746ES 
Package 

M50746E-XXXFP 

M50746EFS 

Input 

Input/output 

Input 

Output 

One time programming type 

Window type 

One time programming type 

Window type 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0746E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of M50746-XXXSP/FP 

Functions 

69 

2.us (minimum instructions, at 4MHz frequency) 

6144bytes (Note 1 ) 

144bytes 

1-bitX1 

8-bitX5(portion of P3 used with timer lID and interrupt input) 

8-bitX1 

4-bitX1 

8-bit prescalerX2+8-bit timerX3 

8-bitX 1 (4 channels) 

5-bitX1 

8-bitX1 

15-bitX1 

721evels (max) 

2external interrupts, 3internal timer"interrupts 

Built-in (externally connected ceramic or quartz crystal oscillator) 

5V±5% 

15mW (at 4MHz frequency) 

12V (Ports PO, Pl, P3, P4, P5, P6, INT,) 

5mA (PortsPO, Pl, P2, P3, P4) 

Possibe 

-10-70'C 

CMOS silicon gate process 

64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP 

64-pin shrink ceramic DIP 

72-pin plastic molded QFP 

72-pin ceramic QFP 

Note 1 The EPROM programming voltage is 21 V (equivalent to the M5L2764). 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Terminal Mode Name 

Vee Singl-chip Power supply 

Vss IEPROM 

CNVss Sing I-chip CNVss input 

EPROM Vpp input 

--~ 

RESET Single-chip RESET input 

EPROM RESET input 

X'N Single-chip Clock input 

IEPROM 

X OUT Clock output 

</> Single-chip Timing output 

IEPROM 

INT, Single-chip Interrupt, input 

EPROM Interrupt input 

POO-P07 Sing I-chip 1/0 port PO 

EPROM Address input Ao"""A7 

P1 o-P1 7 Single-chip 1/0 port P1 

EPROM Address input A8 ....... A 12 

P20 -P27 Single-chip 1/0 port P2 

EPROM Data input! 

output 0 0 ........ 0 7 

P30 -P37 Single-chip 1/0 port P3 

EPROM Input Port P3 

P40 -P47 Single-chip 1/0 port P4 

EPROM Select mode 

P50 -P57 Single-chip Input port 

EPROM Input port 

P6o-P63 Single-chip Output port 

EPROM Output port 

5-6 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Input 

1/0 

Input 

1/0 

Input 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

Input 

1/0 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0746E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

Functions 

Supply SV±S% to Vee and OV to Vss. 

Connect to av. 

Connect to Vpp when programming or'verifing. 

To reset, keep this input terminal low for, more than 2J1s (min) under normal Vee 

conditions. If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" con-

dition should be maintained for the required time. 

Connect to Vss. 

Connect a ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator between X1N and XOUT for clock 

oscillation. If an external clock input is used, connect the clock input to the X1N pin 

and open the XOUT pin. 

For timing output. 

Interrupt input INT1. 

Connect to OV .. 

Port PO is an a-bit 110 port with direction registers which can program each bit as 

input or output. It is set to input mode at reset.. The output format is N-ch open drain. 

PO works as the lower a bit address input (Ao-A7 ). 

Port P1 is an a-bit 1/0 port which has the same function as Port PO. 

P1 o"""P1 4 works as the higher 5 bit address inputs (A8"""A12). 

Connect P1s-P1 7 to Vee. 

Port P2 is an a-bit 1/0 port which has the same function as Port PO. The output for-

mat is CMOS. 

Port 2 works as an a bit data bus (Do""" 07). 

Port P3, is an a-bit 1/0 port, has the same function as Port PO. P33 and P32 are com-
-

manly used with 110 pin CNTR of timer X and the lowest interrupt input INT 2, re-

spectively. 

Connect to OV. 

Port P4 is an a-bit 1/0 port which has the same function as Port PO. Ports P47- P44 

are common with Analog inputs ~N7-AN4. 

-- -~ 

P42 , P41, P40 work as GE, OE and PGM inputs, respectively. 

Connect P4s ........ P47 to OV and P44 and P43 to 5V. 

Port P5 is an 8-bit input port. Ports P57--P54 have edge sence functions. 

Connect to OV. 

Port P6 is a a-bit output port. The output format is N-ch open drain. 

Connect to OV. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Terminal Mode Name 

AVss Single-chip Analog voltage input 

EPROM Analog voltage input 

V REF Single-chip Reference voltage 
input 

EPROM Reference voltage 

input 

O-A Single-chip D-A output 

EPROM D-A output 

PWM Single-chip PWM output 

EPROM PWM output 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0746E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

Functions 

GND pin for the A-D ~nd O-A converters. 

Connect to av. 

Referrence input far A-D and D-A converters, 

Connect to av. 

D-A converter output pin 

Connect to av. 

Pulse width modulation output pin (N-ch open drain format). 

Connect to av. 

.• MITSUBISHI 
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EPROM MODE 
The M50746E-XXXSP features an EPROM mode in addition 

to its normal modes. When the RESET signal level is low 

("L") , the chip .automatically enters the EPROM mode. 

Table 1 list the correspondence between pins and Figure 1 

and Figure 2 give the pin connections in the EPROM mode. 

When in the EPROM mode, ports PO, P1, P2, P4o- P42, and 

CNVss are used for the EPROM (equivalent to the 

M5L2764). When in this mode, the built-in EPROM can be 

written to or read from using these pins in the same way as 

with the M5L2764. The oscillator should be connected to 

the X'N and XOUT pins, or external clock should be con
nected to the X'N pin. 

Vss 7. 

Vee 

-?-9 Vee 

Vss A 

P 

P471 

P4,I 

P451 

P441 

@r-P42 

®----P41 

@--P4o/P 

33 /C 

P3,/1 

I 

@-CNVss/ 

RE 
Ceramic 0-------
~~~i~li7tingo---_X 

@ Vss 

o : Same functions as M5L2764 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0746E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

Table 1 Pin function in EPROM programming mode 

---------
M50746E·XXXSP/FP M5L2764 

vee Vee Vee 

Vpp CNVss/Vpp Vpp 

Vss Vss Vss 

Address input Ports PO, Pl o-P1 4 Ao .......... A12 

Data 1/0 Port P2 0 0-07 

CE P42 /CE CE 

OE P4,/OE OE 

PGM P40 /PGM PGM 

Vss 

Fig.l Pin connection in EPROM programming mode (M50746E-XXXSP, M50746ES) 
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MITSUBISHI I't'!ICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0746E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

Vee 

57 56 55 5~ 53 52 51 50 49 ~E 47 46 45 44 43 ~2 ~I 4(- 39 38 37 

o -
lED, 
lED, 

M50746E-XXXFP IED6 
IED7 

8-----vss or ---~ 
NC 

M50746EFS 

o o 

Vee ®®~ 

o : Same functions as M5L2764 

------0 Ceramic 

26 -X1N 

25_~ 

eN 

T ------0 ~jr~~~ting 
SET 
VsslV pp --@ 

NG 
NC 

Fig.2 Pin connection in EPROM progamming mode (M50746E-XXXFP, M50746EFS) 
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EPROM READING, WRITING AND 
ERASING 
Reading 
To read the EPROM, set the CE and OE pins to a "L" level, 
and the PGM pin to a "H" level. Input the address of the 
data (Ao-A'2) to be read and the data will be output to the 
I/O pins 0 0 - 0 7, The data I/O pins will be floating when 
either the CE or OE pins are in the "H" state. 

Writing 
To write to the EPROM, set the CE pin to a "L" level and 
the OE pin to a "H" level. The CPU will enter the program 
mode when Vpp is applied to the Vpp pin. The address to 

be written to is selected with pins Ao- A'2, and the data to 
be written is input to pins 0 0-07, Set the PGM pin to a "L" 

level to begin writing. 

Notes on Writing 
When using an EPROM writer, the address range should 

be between 0800'6 and 1 FFF'6' When data is written be

tween addresses 0000'6 and 1 FFF'6' fill addresses 0000'6 
to 07FF'6 with 00,6' 

Erasing 
Data can only be erased on the M50746ES and the 
M50746EFS ceramic package, which includes a window. 
To erase data on this chip, use an ultraviolet light source 
with a 2537 Angstrom wave length. The minimum radiation 

power necessary for erasing is 15W·s/cm2. 

Table 2 I/O signal in each mode 

~in 
Mode 

CE(15) OE(16) 

Read-out V'L V'L 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0746E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

NOTES ON HANDUNG 
(1) Sunlight and fluorescent light contain wave lengths 

capable of erasing data. For ceramic package types, 
cover the transparent window with a seal (provided) 
when this chip is in use. However, this seal must not 
contact the lead pins. 

(2) Before erasing, the glass should be cleaned and stains 
such as finger prints should be removed thoroughly. If 

these stains are not removed, complete erasure of the 
data could be prevented. 

(3) Since a high voltage (21V) is used to Write data, care 
should be taken when turning on the EPROM writer's 

power. 

PGM(17) Vpp (27) VcC<l ) 
Data 1/0 

(57-64) 

V'H Vee Vee Output 

Programming V'L V'H Pulse(V'H-V'L) Vpp Vee Input 

Programming verify V'L V'L V'H 
Program disable V'H X X 

Note V 1L and V 1H mdlcate a "L" and "H" Input voltage, respectively. 
An X indicates either V1L or V1H • 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0746E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage X1N -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage P2o ....... P27 • P44-P47 -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

V, 
Input voltage POo-PO,. Plo-Pl,. P30-P3,. P4o-P43. With respect to Vss 

-0.3-13 -
With the output transistor cut-off P5 0-P5"INT, 

V, Input voltage CNVss. RESET -0.3-13 (Note 1) 

Va Output voltage P2o-P2. P44-P4,. XOUT, ¢. D·A -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

Va 
Output voltage POo-PO,. P1o-Pl,. P30-P3,. P4o-P43. 

P6o-P63. PWM 
-0.3-13 

Pd Power dissipation Ta=25'C 1000(Note2) 

TORr Operating temperature -10-70 

Tstg Storage temperature -40-125 

Note In EPROM programming mode, CNVss is 22. OV 
Note 300mW for QFP types. 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vcc=5V±5%, Ta=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter 

Max: 
Unit 

Min. Nom. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

VREF Reference voltage 4 Vee V 

"H" input voltage POO ....... P07, P1 o ........ P1 7, P2o"""'P2 7, 

V'H P30-P3" P4o-P4,. P50-P5" 0. 8Vee Vee V 
---
INT" RESET, X'N, CNVss 

"L" input voltage POo-PO,. Plo-Pl,. P2o-P2,. 

V'L P30 ....... P37 , P4o ...... P47, P50-P57, 0 O. 2Vee V 

INT" CNVss 

V'L "L" input voltage RESET 0 0. 12Vee V 

V'L "L',' in"put voltage- X1N 0 0. 16Vee V 

OIL" peak output current POo ....... P07, P1o-P1 7, 

lou peak) 
P2o-P2" P30-P3" 

10 mA 
P4o- P4" PWM 
(Note 4) 

10Llp_eak) "L" peak output current P6o-P63 (Note 4 ) 15 mA 
"L" average output current POo ....... P07. P1 o ....... Ph, 

IOL(avg) 
P2o-P2" P30-P3" 

P4o- P4" PWM 
5 mA 

(Note3 ) 

lou ave!> "L" average output current P6o ....... P63 (Note 3 ) 7 mA 
10H(peak) "H"peak output current P2o-P2, (Note 4) -10 mA 
IOH(avg) "H" average output current P2o'-'P27 (Note 4 ) -5 mA 
f(x ) Internal clock oscillating frequency 4 MHz 

Note 3 The average output currents IOLlavg) and 10H(avg) are the average value of a period of 1 DOms. 
4 Do not allow the combined low- level output current of ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4, P6, and PWM to 

exceed BOmA. 
Do not allow the combined high- level output current of port P2 to exceed 50mA. 
"H" input voltage of ports' PO, P1, P3, P4o-P43 , P5 and INT, is available up to +12V. 
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Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mW 

'c 
'c 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0746E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=25'C, Vcc=5V, Vss=ov, f(XIN)=4MHz,unless othe;Wise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

Min. Typ. Max. 

V OH "H" output vo1tag~ P2o---P27 IOH=-10mA 3 

V OH "H" output voltage ¢ IOH=-2.5mA 3 

"L" output voltage POb-PO" P1o-P1" P2o-P2" 

VOL P30-P3" P4o-P47,P6o-P6" IOL=10mA 2 
PWM 

VOL "L" output voltage ¢ IOL-5mA 2 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis INT, 0.3 1 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis P32 When used as INT2 input 0.3 1 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis P33 When used as CNTR input 0.5 1 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis RESET 0.5 0.7 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis X1N 0.1 0,5 

"L" input current POo ....... P07, P1 o--Ph, P2o .......... P27, 

I'L P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5" V,=OV -5 
P6o-P6" PWM 

I'L "L" input current INT1, RESET, X1N V,-OV -5 

"H" input current POO-POl, P1o ........ Ph, P30"""'P37 , 

I'H P4o-P4" P50-P57 , V,=12V 12 
P6o-P6" PWM 

I'H 
"H" input current INT" RESET, X,N, P2o-P2" 

V,=5V 5 P44-P4, 

V RAM RAM retention voltage When clock di5ablcd 2 
--

¢" XOUT" and O-A pins f(X'N)=4MHz 
3 6 

opened, other pins at Square wave 

lee Supply current Vss, and A-O conver-
At clock stop 

1 Ta=25'C 
ter in the finished At clock stop 
condition. Ta=70'C 10 

A-O CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=25'C, Vcc=5V, vss=ov, f(XIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

Min. Typ. Max. 

- Resolution VREF=VCC 8 

- Absolute precision VREF=VCC. ±3 

RLADDER Ladder resistance VREF=VCC 2 10 

teoNV Conversion time 50 

V REF Reference voltage 2 Vee 

V'A Analog input voltage 0 VREF 

O-A CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=25'C, Vcc=5V, Vss=OV, f(X'N)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

- Resolution 

- Error in full scale range 

tsu Setup time 

Ro Output resistance 

V REF Reference voltage 

5~12 

Test conditions 

VREF';;VCC 

VREF=VCC. 

VREF=VCC 

VREF=VCC 
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Min. 

4 

limits 

Typ. Max. 

5 

±1 

3 

3 

Vee 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

flA 

flA 

flA 

flA 

V 

rnA 

flA 

flA 

Unit 

Bits 

LSB 

kO 

I"S 

V 

V 

Unit 

Bits 

% 
flS 
kO 

V 



TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0746E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

Single-Chip mode (Ta=25"C, Vcc=5V±5%,Vss=OV, IIXIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tsu{poo-<P) Port PO input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P1D-<P) Port P1 input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P20-¢) Port P2 input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P30-¢) Port P3 input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P4D-¢) Port P4 input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P5D-¢) Port P5 input setup time 270 ns 

th(<p-poo) Port PO input hold time 20 ns 

thc.-P1D) Port PI input hold time 20 ns 

th(<P-P20) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

thle-P30) Port P3 input hold time 20 ns 

thl¢~p4o) Port P4 input hold time 20 ns 

th(¢-P50) Port P5 input hold time 20 ns 

Ie External clock input cycle time 250 ns 

Iw External clock input pulse width 75 ns 

Ir External clock rise-time 25 ns 

tl External clock fall-time 25 ns 

Eva-Chip mode (Ta=25"C, Vcc=5V±5%, Vss=OV, IIXIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tSU(POD ¢) Port PO input setup time 270 ns 

tSU(P1D ¢) Port P1 input setup time 270 ns 

tSU(P2D ¢) Port P2 Input setup time 270 ns 

th(rI>-poo) Port PO input hold time 20 . ns 

thl¢ Pl0) Port PI input hold time 20 ns 

thl¢ P2D) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

Memory expanding mode microprocessor mode 
(T a=25"C, Vcc=5V±5%, Vss=OV, I(XIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

t SU(P2D-¢) Port P2 input setup time 

th(¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Test conditions 
Min. 

270 

30 

Limits 

I I 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

1 1 ns 

I I ns 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0746E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

Single-Chip mode (Ta=25'C, Vee=5V±5%, Vss=OV,fIXIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 
limits 

Parameter Test conditions Unit 
Min. Typ. Max. 

tdl¢-poo) Port PO data output delay time Fig. 2 230 ns 

ldl¢-P1o) Port P1 data output delay time Fig. 2 230 ns 

tdl¢-P20) Port P2 data output delay time Fig. 3 230 ns 

td(¢-P3Q) Port P3 data output delay time Fig. 2 230 ns 

td(¢-P4Q) Port P4 data output delay time Fig. 2 230 ns 

td(¢-P6Q) Port P6 data output delay time Fig. 2 230 ns 

Eva-Chip mode (T a=25'C, Vee=5V±5%, Vss=ov, f(XIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

Id(¢-POA) Port PO address output delay time 250 ns 

td(¢-POAF) Port PO address output delay time 250 ns 

Id(¢-POQ) Port PO data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-POQF) Port PO data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-P1A) Port P1 address output delay time 
Fig. 2 

250 ns 

td(¢-'P1AF) Port P1 address output delay time 250 ns 

td<O-P10) Port P1 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-P10F) POil P1 data output delay time 200 ns -. ._-- -------

tdl¢-p2Q) Port P2 data output delay time 300 ns 

td(¢-P20F) Port P2 data output delay time 
Fig.3 

300 ns 

tdl¢-R/W) R/W signal output delay time 250 ns 

td(¢-R/WF) R/W signal output delay time 250 ns 

td(¢-P30) Port P3 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-P3 OF) Port P3 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 
Fig. 2 

250 ns 

td(¢-SYNCF) SYNC signal output delay time 250 ns 

tdl¢-P30) Port P31 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-P3 OF) Port P31 data output delay time 200 ns 

. Memory expanding mode microprocessor mode. 
(T a=25'C, Vee=5V±5%, Vss=ov, fl x,N )=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

td(¢-POA) Port PO address output delay time 

td(¢-P1A) Port P1 address output delay time 

td(¢-P20) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(¢-P20F) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(¢-R/W) R/W signal output delay time 

tdC¢-SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 

Vee 

1kO 
PO 
PI 
P3 J. IOOpF 
P4 
P6 

~ 100pF 

Test conditions 

Fig. 2 

Fig. 3 

Fig. 2 

Limits 

Min. Typ. Max. 

250 

250. 

300 

300 

250 

250 

P2~--~-------o i lOOpF 

i 100pF 

Fig.2 Measurement circuit for ports PO, P1, P3, P4, P6 Fig.3 Measurement circuit for port P2 
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Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 



TIMING DIAGRAM 
In single-chip mode ¢ 

Port PO output 

Port PO input. 

Port P1 output 

Port P1 input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P3 output 

Port P3 input 

Port P4 output 

Port P4 input 

Port P5 input 

Port P6 output 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0746E·XXXSP/FP 
MS0746ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

~ '\ 

- I-- td ('-POol 

)c 

. tsu (POD-o;t» 

- I--td ('-P101 

- )< 

tsu (P1D-¢) 

- r::=td (¢-P201 

I 

tsu (P20-'1 

- _td I¢-P301 

)< 

tsu (p30-'1 

- I--td 1'-P401 

) 

tsu (P4D-¢1 

tsu (P50-¢') 

- Ctd (¢-P601 

I 

te 

tw 

. II l" ---' 

- I-tr - ~tf 
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in eva-chip mode 

5-16 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port Pi output 

Port Pi input 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0746E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0746·XXXSP/FP 

td (t/I-POQFl 

-----+----------~----' 

Port P2 output 
------I-' 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output ----~ 

(R/W) 

Port P3, output -----h. 
(SYNC) 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0746E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0746ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0746-XXXSP/FP 

In memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 

Port PO output 

Port P1 output 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output 

(R/VI) 

Port P3, output 

(SYNC) 

td ("-POA) 

td ("-P'A) 

floating 

tsu (P20-") 

td ("-A/W) 

td ("-SYNC) 
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DESCRIPTION 
The M50747E-XXXSP is a single-chip microcomputer de

signed with CMOS silicon gate technology. It is housed in a 
64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP. The features of this chip 
are similar to those of the M50747-XXXSP except tliat this 
chip has a 65536-bit (8192 wordsX8 bits) EPROM built in. 

This single-chip microcomputer is useful for home electric
al appliances and consumer appliance controllers. 
In addition to its simple instruction sets, the EPROM, RAM, 

and 1/0 addresses are placed on the same memory map to 
enable easy programming. Since general purpose EPROM 
writers can be used for the built-in EPROM, this chip is 
suitable for small quantity production runs. 
The M50747ES and the M50747EFS are the window type. 
The differences between the M50747E-XXXSP and the 
M50747E-XXXFP and between the M50747ES and the 
M50747EFS are the package outline and the power dis
sipation ability( absolute maximum ratings). 

FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions""'''''''''';'''''''''''''''''''' 69 
• Memory size EPROM ........ : ..................... 8192 bytes 

RAM"""""""""""""""""'" 256 bytes 
• Instruction execution time 

....... 1,us (minimum instructions at 8MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply"""""""""""""""""'''' 5V±5% 
• Power dissipation 

normal operation mode (at 8M Hz frequency) .... 30mW 
• Subroutine nesting .......... · ................ 128 levels (Max.) 
• Interrupt .. · .......... · ............................ 7 types, 5 vectors 

• 8-bit timer"""""""""""3 (2 when used as serial 1/0) 

• Programmable 1/0 ports (Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4)"" 40 

• Input ports (Port P5)""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''8 
• Output ports (Port P6) ............................................ ·8 

• Serial 1/0 (Clock synchronized or UART) """""""""'1 
• EPROM (equivalent to the M5L2764) 

program voltage"'"'' .................. , .......... """"'" 21 V 

APPLICATION 
Office automation equipment 
VCR, Tuner, Audio-visual equipment 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0747E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0747ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0747.XXXSP/FP 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

Output 
port P6 

110 
port P4 

1/0 

Vee 
P67 ~ 2 

P4,/OE- 16 

P40/PGM - 17 
. P371SROY +to- 18 

P36/CLK - 19 

port P3 P33 /CNTR _ 22 

Interrupt input 

Reset input 

Clock Input 

Clock output 

Timing output 34 ~ P56 

1/0 
port P2 

1/0 
port PO 

1/0 
port P1 

Input 
port P5 

Vss .......... _____ ... 3-3 ~ P57 

o 

o 

Outline 64P4B(OTP) 
64S1 B (Window) 

M50747E-XXXFP 

or 

M50747EFS 

o 

35 --- P5 2 

34 +- P53 

33 --- P54/ED4 

32 ~ P5s/EDs 
31 +- P56/ED6 

30 ~ P57/ED7 

Vss 
28 -+ 1> 

CNVsslVpp 

NC 
NC 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
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X,N XOUT 1> INT, RESET Vee Vss CNV~s 
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---~j -j--0------®--_®__ --- - ----

8-bit 
arithmetic 

and 

Output port P6 Input port P5 1/0 port P4 1/0 port P3 

CNTR 
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FUNCTIONS OF M50747E-XXXSP 
Parameter 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction e)(€cution time 

Clock frequency 

EPROM 
Memory size 

RAM 

INT, 

Inpul/output port 
PO, PI, P2, P3, P4 

P5 

P6 

Serial 1/0 

Timers 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupts 

Clock generating circuit 

Supply voltage 

Power dissipation at high-speed operation 

Inpul/output voltage 
InputlQutput characteristics 

Output current 

Memory expansion 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

M50747E-XXXSP 

M50747ES 
Package 

M50747E-XXXFP 

M50747ES 

Input 

InputlOutput 

Input 

Output 

One time programming type 

Window type 

One time programming type 

Window type 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0747E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0747ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0747-XXXSP/FP 

Functions 

69 

l,us (minimum instructions, at 8MHz of frequency) 

8MHz 

8192bytes (Note 1 ) 

256bytes 

1-bilXl 

8-bitX5 (Part of P3 are common with Inpul/output of serial 1/0, 

timer 110, and INT2 interrupt input) 

8-bitXl 

8-bitXl 

8-bit or 9-bitX 1 

8-bit prescalerX2+8-bit timerX3 (8-bit timerX2 when serial 1/0 is used) 

1281evels (max.) 

Two external interrupt (1 of external Interrupt is in common with port P32 ) 

Three timer interrupt (or timerX2, serial 1I0Xl) 

Built-in (externally connected ceramic or quartz crystal oscillator) 

5V±5% 

30mW (at 8MHz frenquency) 

5V 

10mA (Ports P3, P4, P6) 

Possible 

-10":'70·C 

CMOS silicon gate 

64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP 

64-pin shrink ceramic DIP 

72-pin plastic molded QFP 

72-pin ceramic QFP 

Note 1 The EPROM programming voltage is 21V (equivalent to the M5L2764). 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Terminal Mode Name 

Vee Sing I-chip Power supply 

Vss IEPROM 

CNVss Singl-chip CNVss input 

IVpp 

EPROM Vpp input 

RESET Single-chip RESET input 

-
EPROM RESET inpul 

X'N Single-chip Clock input 

IEPROM 

XOUT Clock output 

</> Single-chip Timing output 

IEPROM 

--
INT, . Single-chip Interrupt input 

EPROM Interrupt input 

POQ-P07 Sing I-chip 1/0 port PO 

EPROM Address input Ao ....... A7 

P1 0 -P1 7 Single-chip 1/0 port P1 

EPROM Address input Aa ....... A12 

P2Q-P27 Single-chip 1/0 port P2 

EPROM Data input! 

output Do ....... 0 7 

P3Q-P37 Single-chip 1/0 port P3 

EPROM Input Port P3 

P4Q-P47 Single-chip 1/0 pori P4 

EPROi"j Select mode 

P5Q-P57 Single-chip Input port 

EPROM Input port 

P6Q-P67 Single-chip Output port 

EPROM Output port 

Input! 

Oulpul 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Inpul 

1/0 

Input 

1/0 

Input 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

Input 

1/0 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0747E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0747ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0747-XXXSP/FP 

Functions 

Supply 5V±5% to V~c and OV to Vss. 

Connect to av. 

Connect to Vpp when programming or verifing. 

To reset, keep this input terminal low for more than 2.us (min) under normal Vee 

conditions. If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" con-

dition should be maintained for the required time. 

Connect to Vss. 

Connect a ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator between XIN and XOUT for clock 

oscillation. If an external clock input is used, connect the clock input to the X1N pin 

and open the XOUT pin. 

For timing output. 

-
Interrupt input INT1. 

Connect to OV. 

Port PO is an 8-bit 110 port with an I/O direction register which can program each 

bit as input or output. It is set to input mode at reset. The output format is CMOS. 

PO works as the lower 8 bit address input (Ao-A7). 

Port P1 is' an a-bit 110 port which has the same fUnction as Port PO. 

P10 ....... P14 works as the higher 5 bit address inputs (Aa ....... A12). 

Connect·Ph ....... P17 to Vec. 

Port P2 is an a-bit 110 port which has the same function as Port PO. 

Port 2 works as an a bit data bus (Do ....... 0 7). 

Port P3, is an 8-bit 1/0 port, has the same function as Port PO. When serial 110 is 

used, P36 , P3s and P34 work as ClK, TxD, RxD pins respectively. When clock syn-
-

chronous serial 110 is used, P37 works as SROY. P33 and P32 are commonly used with 
-

1/0 pin CNTR of timer X and the lowest interrupt input INT2, respectively. 

Connect to av. 

Port P4 is' an 8-bit 110 port which has the same function as Port PO. 

-- --
P42, P41, P4a work as CE, DE and PGM inputs, respectively. 

Connect P4s ....... P47 to OV and P44 and P43 to 5V. 

Port P5 is an a-bit input port. 
~ 

Connect to av. 

Port P6 is a a-bit output port. The output format is CMOS. 

Connect to av. 
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EPROM MODE 
The M50747E-XXXSP features an EPROM mode in addition 
to its normal modes. When the RESET signal level is low 
("L") , the chip automatically enters the EPROM mode. 
Table 1 list the correspondence between pins and Figure 1 
and Figure 2 give the pin connections in the EPROM mode. 

When in the EPROM mode, ports PO, P1, P2, P4o~P42' and 
CNVss are used for the EPROM (equivalent to the 
M5L2764). When in this mode, the built-in EPROM can be 
written to or read from using these pins in the same way as 
with the M5L2764. The oscillator should be connected to 
the X 1N and XOlIT pins, or external clock should be con
nected to the X1N pin. 

(Q>----Vce 

P6,- 2 

P6,- 3 

Vee 

y 
I 

@-----,--P4,1 

@----P41/ 

~P4o/P 
P3,/S 

P3,/C 

P351 

P34 1 

P33/CN 

P3,Ii 

I 

@---CNVss/ 

RE 

Ceramic 
(}o-

oscillating 0-- X 
circuit 

Vss J.- @r-----Vss 

o : Same functions as M5L2764 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0747E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0747ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0747-XXXSP/FP 

Table 1 Pin function in EPROM programming mode 

------------
M50747E-XXXSP/FP M5L2764 

vee Vee Vee 

Vpp CNVss/Vpp Vpp 

Vss Vss Vss 

Address input Ports PO, Pl<i-P14 Ao---A12 

Data 1/0 Port P2 0 0-07 

CE P42/CE CE 

OE P4, /0E OE 

PGM P40 /PGM PGM 

" Vss 

Fig.l Pin connection in EPROM programming mode (M50747E-XXXSP, M50747ES) 
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@~--

@---
@---
@---
@---
@----

@-----Vss 
NC 

@'----Vee 

7/7 v's 

o : Same functions as M5L2764 

@@ @0000C5C5000a@@ 

II 11111!!l!ll!1 

o 
M50747E-XXXFP 

or 

M50747EFS 

o 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50747E-XXXSP/FP 
M50747ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0747·XXXSP/FP 

o 

Vee 

1 

---fi,,) 

--------0 Ceramic 
UT --------0 Oscillating 

26 -X1N 

25 - RE 
eN 
NC 
NC 

SET 
circuit 

V sslV pp --cg 

1234 to 6 ! 8 91011121314 I:' 16111819 21 

?/7 Vss 

Fig.2 Pin connection in EPROM programming mode (M50747E-XXXFP, M50747EFS) 
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EPROM READING, WRITING AND 
ERASING 
Reading 
To read the EPROM, set the CE and OE pins to a "L" level, 
and the PGM pin to a "H" level. Input the address of the 
data (Ao-A ,2 ) to be read and the data will be output to the 
1/0 pins 0 0 - 0 7 . The data 1/0 pins will be floating when 

either the CE or OE pins are in the "H" state. 

Writing 
To write to the EPROM, set the CE pin to a "L" level and 
the OE pin to a "H" level. The CPU will enter the program 
mode when Vpp is applied to the Vpp pin. The address to 
be written to is selected with pins Ao-A ,2, and the data to 
be written is input to pins 0 0-07 , Set the PGM pin to a "L" 

level to begin writing. 

Erasing 
Data can only be erased on the M50747ES and the 
M50747EFS ceramic package, which includes a window. 
To erase data on this chip, use an ultraviolet light source 
with a 2537 Angstrom wave length. The minimum radiation 
power necessary for erasing is 15W·s/cm 2• . 

Table 2 1/0 signal in each mode 

~in 
Mode 

CiE(lS) OE(16) 

Read-out V'L V'L 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0747E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0747ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0747-XXXSP/FP 

NOTES ON HANDLING 
(1) Sunlight and fluorescent light contain wave lengths 

capable of erasing data. For ceramic package types, 
cover the transparent window with a seal (provided) 
when this. chip is in use. However, this seal must not 
contact the lead pins. 

(2) Before erasing, the glass should be cleaned and stains 
such as finger prints should be removed thoroughly. If 

these stains are not removed, complete erasure of the 
data could be prevented. 

(3) Since a high voltage (21V) is used to write data, care 
should be taken when turning on the EPROM writer's 

power. 

PGM(17) Vpp(27) Vcc(l) 
Data 110 

(57-64) 

V,H Vee Vee Output 

Programming V'L V ,H Pulse(VIH~V'L) Vpp Vee Input 

Programming verify V'L V'L V ,H 

Program disable V,H X X 

Note 1: V'L and V'H indicate a "L" and "H" input voltage. respectively. 
2 : An X indicates either V'L or V,H. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter 

Vee Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage. RESET. X'N, INT,. pSo-ps, 

V, 
Input voltage, POo-PO" Plo-PI" P2o-P2" P30-P3" 

P4o-P4" 

V, Input voltage, CNVss 

Vo 
Output voltage, POo-PO" Plo-Pl" P2o-P2" P30-P3" 

P4o-P4" P6o-P6" XOUT, ¢ 

Pd Power dissipation 

Topr Operating temperature range 

Tstg Storage temperature range 

Note In EPROM programming mode, CNVss is 22.0V. 
300mW for OFP types. 

Conditions Ratings 

-0.3-7 

-0.3-7 

With respect to Vss. -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

Output transistors cut-off 
-0.3-13 (Note 1) 

-0. 3-Vce+0. 3 

Ta =25'C 1000( Note 2) 

-10-70 

-40-125 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vee = 5V±5%, Ta ~ -10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

"H" input voltage, POo-PO" plo-Pl" P2o-P2" 

V'H P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5" 0. 8Vee Vee V 
INT" RESET, X'N, CNVss 

"L" input voltage, POo-PO" P1 o-PI" P2o-P2" 

V'L P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5" 0 0. 2Vee V 

INT" CNVss 

V'L "L" input voltage, RESET 0 0. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage, XIN 0 0. 16Vee V 

IOL(peak) 
"L" peak output current, POo-PO" Plo-PI" P2o-P2" 

P30-P3" P4o-P4" P6o-P6, 
10 mA 

"L" average output current, POO-POl • Pl o"""'P1 7• P2o"""'P27• 

IOL(avgl P30-P3" P4o-P4" P6o-P6, 5 mA 

(Note 3) 

IOHlpeak) 
"H" peak output current, POo-PO" Plo-Pl" P2o-P2" 

P30-P3" P4o-P4" P6o-P6, 
-10 mA 

"H" average output current, pOO-POl. Pl o-Ph, P2o ...... P27, 

IOHlavg) P30-P37, P4o-P47P60 ...... P67, ~5 mA 

(Note 3 ) 

fIX ) Internal clock oscillating frequency 8 MHz 

Note The average output current 10Llavgl and 10Hlavgl are the average value of a period of lOOms 
Total of 10Ltpeakio of ports PO, PI, and P2 is below 20mA 
Total of 10Hlpeakh of ports PO, PI, and P2 is below 20mA 
Total of "Llpeakl, of ports P3, P4, and P6 is below 80mA 
Total of 10Hlpeakl, of ports P3 and P4 is 20mA 
Total of IOHlpeakl, of ports P6 is below 60mA 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mW 
·C 

·C 
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vee = 5V, Vss = OV, T a = 25'C, f(X'N) = 8MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

VOH 
"H" output voltage, POo ...... PO?, Pl o-Ph, P2o-P27, 

P30--P37, P4o--P47. P6o"""P67 

VOH "H" output voltage, f, 

VOL 
"l" output voltage, POo- PO" Plo-PI" P2o-P2" 

P30-P3" P4o-P4" P6o-P6, 

VOL "L" output voltage, 1> 

VN-VT- Hysteresis, P36 . 

VT+-VT - Hysteresis, INT1 

VN-VT- Hysteresis, P3 2 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, P33 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis, RESET 

VT+-VT - Hysteresis, X1N 

"l" input current, POo-PO,. Plo-Pl" P2o-P2" 

I'L P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5" 

P6o-P6" INT" RESET, X'N 

"H" input current, PDo-PO" Plo-Pl" P2o-P2" 

I'H P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5" 

P6o-P6" INT" RESET, X'N 

VAAM RAM retention voltage 

Icc Supply current 

5-26 

Test conditions 

10H = -IOmA 

10H = -2.5mA 

10L = IOmA 

10L = 5mA 

When used as ClK input 

When used as INT2 pin 

When used as CNTR input 

V,=OV 

V,=5V 

STOP mode 

Output pins are 

opened 

others to Vss 

• MITSUBISHI 
"'ELECTRIC 

f(XINJ=8MHz 

Square wave 

At clock stop 

T=25'C 

At clock stop 

Ta=70'C 

Min. 

3 

3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.1 

2 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

V 

V 

2 V 

2 V 

1 V 

1 V 

1 V 

1 V 

0.5 0.7 V 

0.5 V 

-5 f-/A 

5 f-/A 

V 

6 12 rnA 

I f-/A 

10 f-/A 



TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0747E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0747ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0747-XXXSP/FP 

Single-chip mode (Vee = 5V±5%, Vss = OV, Ta = 25'C, 1 (X,N) = 8MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tsu (POD-¢) Port PO input set-up time 200 ns 

tsu (P1 0-4» Port P1 input set-up time 200 ns 

tsu (P20-¢) Port P2 input set-up time 200 ns 

~3D-¢) Port P3 input set-up time 200 ns 

tsu (P4D-¢) Port P4 input set-up time 200 ns 

tsu (PSD-¢) Port P5 input set-up time 200 ns 

th (¢-POO) Port PO input hold time 20 ns 

th (r,t>-P10) Port Pl input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-P30) Port P3 input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-P40) Port P4 input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-P50) Port P5 input hold time 20 ns 

te External clock input cycle time 125 ns 

tw External clock input pulse width 62 ns 

tr External clock rising edge time 20 ns 

tl External clock falling edge time 20 ns 

Eva-chip mode and microprocessor mode 
(Vee = 5V±5%, Vss = OV, T a = 25'C, 1 (X,N) = 8MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tsu (POD-¢') Port PO input set-up time 200 ns 

tsu (P1D-<1n Port Pl input set-up time 200 ns 

tsu (P2D-¢» Port P2 input set-up time 200 ns 

th (¢-POD) Port PO input hold time 20 ns 

th (¢-P1D) Port Pl input hold time 20 ns 

th (</>-P2D) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

Memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 
(Vee = 5V±5%, Vss = OV, T a = 25'C, 1 (X,N) = 8MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

tsu (P2D-¢» Port P2 input set-up time 

th (¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time 

• MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 

Test conditions 
Min. 

150 

20 

Limits 

I I 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

I I ns 

I I ns 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 
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Single-chip mode (Vee = 5V±5%, Vss = OV, Ta = 25"C, fIX,N) = BMHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tdl .... POQ) Port· PO data output delay time 200 ns 

Idl .... p'Q) Port Pl data output delay time 200 ns 

tdl .... P20) Port P2 data output delay time 
Fig.2 

200 ns 

Idl .... P30) Port P3 data output delay time 200 ns 

tdl¢-P40) Port P4 data output delay time 200 ns 

Idl¢_P6Q) Port P6 data output delay time 200 ns 

Eva-chip mode (Vec =5V±5%, vss=ov, Ta=25"C, fIX'N)=BMHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

Idl .... poA) Port PO address output delay time 150 ns 

td(¢-POAF) Port PO addres~ output delay time 150 ns 

tdl .... poo) Port PO data output delay time 200 ns 

Idl .... POOF) Port PO data output delay time 150 ns 

Idl .... p'A) Port Pl address output delay time 150 ns 

tde .... p'AF) Port Pl address output delay time 150 ns 

tdl .... p'o) Port Pl data output delay time 200 ns 

Idl .... p'OF) Port Pl data output delay time 150 ns 

Idl .... P2o) Port P2 data output delay time 
Fig.2 

200 na 

Ide .... P20F) Port P2 data output delay time 150 ns 

Idl .... R/w) RIW signal output delay time 150 ns 

Idl¢-R/wF) R/W signal output delay time 150 ns 

Idl .... P30o) Port P30 data output delay time 200 ns 

Idl .... P?OOF) Port P30 data output delay time 150 ns 

tdl¢-SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 150 ns 

td(9-SYNCF) SYNC signal output delay time 150 ns 

tde .... P3 Q) Port P3, data output delay time 200 ns 

Ide .... P3 OF) Port P3, data output delay time 150 ns 

Memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 
(Vee = 5V±5%, Vss = av, T a = 25"<:, fIX'N) = BMHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

Idl¢-POA) Port PO address output delay time 

Idl¢_P'A) Port Pl address output delay time 

Ide¢ -P20) Port P2 data output delay time 

Idl¢ -P20F) Port P2 data output delay time 

tde¢ -R/W) R/W signal output delay time 

tdC¢-SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 

PO 
Pl .± 100pF P2 
P3 
P4 
P6 
; 

Flg.2 Ports PO-P4 test circuit 
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Test conditions 

Flg.2 

Limits 

Min. Typ. 

30 

Unit 
. Max. 

150 ns 

150 ns 

200 ns 

150 ns 

150 ns 

150 ns 
\ 



TIMING DIAGRAM 
In single-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port P1 output 

Port P1 input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P3 output 

Port P3 input 

Port P4 output 

Port P4 input 

Port P5 input 

Port P6 output 

-./ 

- I-- td lo-poa) 

)< 

- t--td 10-P1a) 

)< 

~ I=tdlO-P2Q) 

I 

- i-td 10-P3a) 

- fo--td 10-P4a) 

) 

- I+- td 10-P6a) 

)< 

tw 
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"' / 

tsu IpOD-o) r--

- th 10-POD) 

tsu IplO-0) I--

- th 10-PlO) 

tsu Ip2D-o) t--

-
~ th 10-P2 o 

tsu Ip3D-o) I+-

--'> th 10-P3D 

tsu (P4D-¢) I--

- ~th (¢-P40) 

tsu Ip5D-O) -
~ th 10-P5D) 

te 

----...-'11 1" V 

- I--tr -
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In eva-chip mode 

if> 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port P1 output 

Port P1 input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output I R/W ) 

Port P3, output 'SYNC) 
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In memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 

Port PO output 

Port P1 output 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output (R/W) 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 

tsu (p20-'1 

td ('-R/wl 

td (¢-SYNC) 
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PRELIMINARY 
Notice: This is not a final specification. Some 
parametric limits are subject to change. 

DESCRIPTION 
The M50944E-XXXSP is a single-chip microcomputer de
signed with CMOS silicon gate technology. It is housed in a 
64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP. The features of this chip 
are similar to those of the M50944-XXXSP except that this 
chip has a 98304-bit (12288 wordsX8 bits) EPROM built-in. 
This single-chip microcomputer is useful for home electric
al appliances and consumer appliance controllers. 

In addition to its simple instruction sets. the EPROM. RAM. 
and 1/0 addresses are placed on the same memory map to 
enable easy programming. Since general purpose EPROM 

. writers can be used for the build-in EPROM. this chip is 
suitable for small quantity production runs. 
The M50944ES is the window type. The differences be
tween the M50944E-XXXSP and. the M50944E-XXXFP are 
the package outline and the power dissipation ability 

(absolute maximum ratings). 

FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions ................................... 69 
• Memory size EPR0Iy1 ...... : ...................... 12288 bytes 

RAM ........ · ............................ 192 bytes 

• Instruction execution time 
....... 2,us (minimum instructions at 4MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply ................ · ..................... · 5V±5% 

• Power dissipation 
normal operation mode (at 4MHz frequency) .... 15mW 

• Subroutine nesting ............................. 96 levels (Max.) 

• Interrupt ........ · ...... · ............ · .... · ...... 10 types. 5 vectors 

• 8-bit timer" .................... 7 (6 when used as serial 1/0) 
• Serial 1/0 .. · .......................... · .... · .... · ............ · 8-bitX2 

• Devider for serial 1/0 ...... ' ............ · .......... · ............ · .. ·1 

• Interrupt requect distinguish register ............... 8-bitX2 
• Programmable '1/0 ports (Ports P3. P4) ................... 16 

• Middle-voltage programmable ports 
(Ports PO. P1. P2) ........................................... : .. 24 

• Input port (Ports R. IN) .................... · .......... · .......... 12 
• A-D coversion ........ · ........ · .................. ·8-bit. B-channel 

• Two clock generator circuits (One is for main clock. the 
other is for clock function) 

• EPROM (equivalent to the M5L27128) 
program voltage .... ·· .. · ...... ·· .. · .......... · .... · ........ ··· 21 V 

APPLICATION 
Camera. Office automation equipment. VCR. Tuner. Audio
visual equipment 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0944E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0944ES 

EPROM VERSION of M50944-XXXSP/FP 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

Reference 
voltage input V REF -+ 1 

IN? -+ 2 

Input port IN 

P47/SRDY2"'" 10 

P4,/CLK, - 11 

P4s/SoUT2 ++ 12 

I/O port P4 
P44/S IN2 """ 13 

P43 /1NT4 - 14 

P4,/INT3 - 15 

I/O 
port P3 

P37/SRDY1 ..... 18 

P3,/C LK, - 19 

P35/Soun /CE - 20 

P34/S IN ,IOE - 21 

P33/T/PGM - 22 

P3,/CNTR - 23 

CNVss/Vpp 

Reset input RESET -+ 27 

Clock input 

Clock output 
Clock input for 

timer function 
Clock output for 

timer function 

P23/D3 ""'" 51 

P22/D2 ++ 52 

P21/01 - 53 

P2o/Do ++ 54 

Outline 

vee 

AVec 

110 port 
P2 

liD port 
PO 

I/O port 
PI 

Input port A 

64P4B(OTP) 
64S1 B (Window) 

32 ..... P1 6 /A14 

31 ....... P1 7 /A15 

AVec 
Vee 

AVss MS0944E-XXX FP 

CNVss/Vpp 

Outline 64P6S 
NC : No connection 
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M50944E-XXXSP BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Clock Clock 
input for output for 

Clock Clock Timing Clock Clock 
input output output Function function 

Reference 
voltage 

(5V) (OV) (5V) (OV) input 

,---i~O---------
I I I I 

Reset 
input 
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---, 

E k generating circuit I U 
IT RAM 

I 192 I Program Program , 
bytes counter counter 
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Timer 4 
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~ 
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FUNCTIONS OF M50944E-XXXSP 
Parameter 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction execution time 

Clock frequency 

EPROM 
Memory size 

RAM 

PO. Pt. P2. P3. P4 I 
Input/Output port IN I 

R I 
Serial 1/0 

Timers 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupts 

Clock generating circuit 

Supply Voltage 
I At high-speed operation 

Power dissipation At low-speed operation 

At stop mode 

InputlOutput 
Input/Output voltage 

Characteristics 
.Output current 

Memory expansion 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

1/0 

Input 

Input 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0944E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0944ES 

EPROM VERSION of M50S44-XXXSP/FF 

Functions 

69 

2.us (minimum instructions, at 4MHz frequency). 

4.2MHz (main clock input). 32kHz (for clock (unction) 

t2288bytes (Note 1) 

t92bytes 

8·bitX5 

8·bitXt 

4-bitXt 

8-bitX2 

8-bit prescalerX3+8-bit timerX4(3 when serial 1/0 is used) 

96 Levels (max) 

Four external interrupts, four timer Interrupts (or three timers, One serial 1/0) 

Two built-in circuits (ceramic or quartz crystal oscillator). 

5V±5% 

t5mW (at ((X,N )=4MHz). 

O.3mW (at ((XcIN)=32kHz). 

t"A (at clock stop) 

5V (port P3. P4) 

t2V (port PO. Pt. P2) 

tOmA (port PO, Pt, P2: Middle voltage N-channel open drain output). 

-5-tOmA (port P3, P4: CMOS tri-state output) 

Possible 

-to-70'C 

CMOS SIlicon gate 

I M50944E-XXXSP lone time programming type 64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP 

Package 

Note 1 

5-34 

I M50944ES I Window type 54-pin shrink ceramic DIP 

I M50944E-XXXFP lOne time programming type 64-pin shrink plastic molded QFP 

The EPROM programming voltage is 21V (equivalent to the M5L27128). 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Terminal Mode Name 

Vee Sing I-chip Power supply 

Vss IEPROM 

CNVss Singl-chip CNVss input 
IVpp 

EPROM Vp p input 

---
RESET Single-chip RESET inpul 

EPROM RESET inpul 

X'N Single-chip Clock inpul 
IEPROM 

XOUT Clock output 

¢> Single-chip Timing output 
IEPROM 

XC1N Single-chip Clock input for 
IEPROM clock function 

XOUT Single-chip Clock output for 
IEPROM clock fUnction 

POO-P07 Sing I-chip 1/0 port PO 

EPROM Address input Ao ....... A7 

P1 0 -P1 7 Single-chip 1/0 port P1 

EPROM Address input As ..... A1S 

P20 -P27 Single-chip 1/0 pori P2 

EPROM Data input! 
output 0 0-07 

P30 -P37 Single-chip 1/0 port P3 

EPROM Select mode 

P4o-P47 Single-chip 1/0 port P4 

EPROM Input Port P4 

Ro ........ R3 Single-chip 
Inpul port R 

EPROM 

INo-IN 7 Single-chip Analog input port IN 

EPROM Input port IN 

AVee Single-chip Voltage input for A-D 
(Note) 

EPROM Voltage Input 

VREF Single-chip Reference voltage 
input 

EPROM Input 

Input! 
Outpul 

Inpul 

Input 

Input 

Oulpul 

Outpul 

Input 

Output 

1/0 

Input 

1/0 

Input 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

Input 

1/0 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Inpul 

Input 

Input 
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Functions 

Power supply inputs SV±S% to Vee and OV to Vss. 

Connect to OV. 

Connect to Vpp when programming or verifing. 

To reset, keep this input terminal low for more than 2,us (min) under normal Vee 
conditions. If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" con-
dition should be meintained for the required time. 

Connect to Vss. 

Connect a ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator between X1N and XOLiT for clock 
oscillation. If an external clock input is used, connect the ciock input to the X1N pin 
and open the XOUT pin. 

This is the timing output pin. 

This is the 110 pins of the clock generating circuit for the clock function. To control 
generating frequency, an external ceramic or quartz crystal oscillator is connected 
between the XC1N and XCOUT pins. If an external clock is used, the clock source 
should be connected to the XC1N pin and the Xc OUT pin should be left open. This 
clock can be used as a program controlled the system clock. 

Port PO is an 8-bit 110 port with directional registers allowing each 1/0 bit to be indi-
vidually programmed as input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. The 
output structure is N-ch open drain. 

PO works as the lower 8 bit address input (Ao""""'A7). 

Port P1 is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as Port PO. 

P10 ....... P1s works as the higher 6-bit address,inputs (As ....... A13). 

Port P2 is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as Port PO. 

Port 2 works as an 8-bit data bus (Do ....... 07). 

Port P3 is an 8-bit 1/0 port with CMOS output. The other functions are basically the 
same as port PO. P3o, P31, P32 and P33 pins are in common with INT2. INT1,'CNTR 
and T respectively. When serial 1/01 is used, P34, P3s, P36 and P37 work as SIN1, 
SOUT1, CLK1 and SRDYl pin respectively. 

-- --
P3s, P34 , P33 work as CEo DE and PGM inputs, respectively. 
Connect P32""""'P30 to OV and P37 and P36 to Vcc. 

Port P4 is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as Port PO. 
P42 and P43 pins are in common with INT3 and INT4 respectively. When serial 1/02 

is used, P44 , P4s, P46 and P47 work as SIN2, SOUT2. CLK2 and SRDY2 pin respectively. 

Connect to Vss. 

Port R is a 4-bit input port. 

Connect to Vss. 

Port IN is the analog input pin to the A-O converter It also has a dual function and 
works as a normal.input port. 

Connect to Vss. 

This is the power supply input pin for the A-O converter. 

Connect to Vcc. 

This is the reference voltage input pin for the A-D converter. 

Connect to Vss. 

Note The AVss pin of M50944E-XXXFP is connected to Vss. 
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EPROM MODE 
The M50944E-XXXSP features an EPROM mode in addition 
to its normal modes. When the RESET signal level is low 
("L") , the chip automatically enters the EPROM mode. 
Table 1 list the correspondence between pins and Figure 1 
and F.igure 2 give the pin connections in the EPROM mode. 
When in the EPROM mode, ports PO, P1, P2, P33~ P3s, and 
CNVss are used for the EPROM (equivalent to the 
M5L27128). When in this mode, the built-in EPROM can be 
written to or read from using these pins in the same way as . 
with the M5L27128. The oscillator should be connected to 

the X'N and XOUT pins, or external clock should be con
nected to the X'N pin. 

-G- Vee 

P4,i 

P46i 

P45i 

P4, 

P43i 

P4, 

P3,/ 

P36i 

@---P3S/S0UT 

@--P34 /S IN 

@--P33/Ti 

P3,i 

P3, 

P30 

~CNVs 

Ceramic 
R 

oscillatingO--
circuit cr--

@ 
7f,- Vss 

0: Same functions as M5L27128 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 
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Table 1 Pin function in EPROM programming mode 
- ---- M50944E-XXXSPiFP M5L27128 

vee Vee Vee 

Vpp CNVss/Vpp Vpp 

Vss Vss Vss 

Address input Ports PO, P1 o-P1 s Ao ........ A13 

Data I/O Port P2 Do-D7 

CE P3s /CE CEo 

OE P36 /OE OE 

PGM P37/PGM PGM 

Vee 

Fig.1 Pin connection in EPROM programming mode (M50944E-XXXSP, M50944ES) 
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Vee 

M50944E-XXXFP 

o : Same functions as M5L27128 

Fig.2 Pin connection in EPROM programming mode (M50944E-XXXFP) 
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24 ---.. XCOUT 

23 -XC1N . 

22 - XOUT ----O~~6~1~~~9 
21 +-' ~ --ocircuit I 
20 - RESET ___ ---1 

CNVsslVpp~ 

Vss 
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EPROM READING, WRITING AND 
. ERASING 
Reading 
To read the EPROM, set the CE and OE pins to a "L" level, 

and the PGM pin to a "H"leveL Input the address of the 

data (Ao-A,3) to be read and the data will be output to the 

I/O pins 00-D7 . The data I/O pins will be floating when 

either the CE or OE pins are in the "H" state. 

Writing 
To write to the EPROM, set the CE pin to a "L" level and 

the OE pin to a "H" level. The CPU will enter the program 

mode when Vpp is applied to the Vpp pin. The address to 

be written to is selected with pins Ao-A'3, and the data to 

be written is input to pins 0 0-07. Set the PGM pin to a "L" 

level to begin writing. 

Erasing 
Data can only be erased on the M50944ES ceramic pack

age, which includes a window. To erase data on this chip, 

use an ultraviolet light source with a 2537 Angstrom wave 

length. The minimum radiation power necessary for erasing 
is 15W·~/~m2. . 

Table 2 I/O signal in each mode 

~n 
Mode 

CE(20) OE(21) 

Read-out V'L V'L 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 
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NOTES ON HANDLING 
(1) Sunlight and fluorescent light contain wave lengths 

capable of erasing data. For ceramic package types, 

cover the transparent window with a seal (provided) 

when this chip is in use. However, this seal must not 

contact the lead pins. 

(2) Before erasing, the glass should be cleaned and stains 

such as finger prints should be removed thoroughly. If 

these stains are not removed, complete erasure of the 

data could be prevented. 
(3) Since a high voltage (21V) is used to write data, care 

should be taken when turning on the EPROM writer's 

power. 

PGM(22) 
Oat a t/O 

Vpp(26) Vcc(l) 
(55-62) 

V,H Vee Vee Output 

Programming V'L V ,H Pulse(VIH-V,L ) Vpp Vee Input 

Programming verify V'L V'L V ,H 
Program disable V ,H X X 

Note 1 
2 

VIL and V,H indicate a "L" and "H" input voltage, respectively. 
An X indicates either V1L or V1H . 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage CNVss 

V, Input voltage POO ...... P07, P1 o ....... Ph. P2o ...... P27 

V, Input voltage Ro-R" X'N, Xe'N, RESET With respect to Vss 

V, Input voltage P30-P3" P4o-P4" INo-IN" VR" Output Transistors are at "OFF" state. 

Va Output voltage P30-P3"P4o-P4" XeDuT, XOUT, ¢ 

Va Output voltage POo-PO" P1 o-Ph, P2o-P2, 

Pd Power Dissipation 

Topr Operating Temperature 

Tstg Strage Temperature 

Note 1. In EPROM programming mode, CNVss is 22.0V. 
2. 600mW for'QFP type. 

Ta =25'C 

RECOMMEND OPERATING CONDITIONS 
(Vec=5V±5%, Ta=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

V'H "H" input voltage P30-P3" P4o-P4" INo-IN"CNVss O. BVcc Vee V 

V'H "H" input voltage Ro ...... R3 0. 4Vcc Vee V 

V'H "H" input voltage RESET, X1N , Xc IN O. BVcc Vee V 

V'H "H" input voltage POo-PO" P1o-Pl" P2o-P2, O. BVcc 12 V 

YIL 
"L" input voltage POo-PO" Plo-Pl" P2o-P2, 

0 0. 2Vcc V 
P30-P3" P4o-P4" INo-IN" CNVss 

V'L "L" input voltage Ro ...... A3 0 0. 12Vec V 

V'L "L" input voltage RESET 0 0. 12Vec V 

V'L "L" input voltage X1N • XCIN 0 O. 16Vee V 

loLCsum) "L" sum output current POo ....... PO?, P10 ...... P17, P2o ...... P27 60 mA 

IOH(Sum) "H" sum output current P30 ...... P37• P4o ...... P47 -30 mA 

IOL(sum) "L" sum outp\~~ current P30 ....... P37, P40 ........ P47 60 mA 

I aU peak) "L" peak output current POO ........ P07, P1 0""" Ph, P20 ...... P27 20 mA 

IOH(peak) "H" peak output current P30-P3" P4o-P4, -10 mA 

IOUQeak) "L" peak output current P30 ...... P37, P40 ...... P47 20 mA 

louava) "L" average output current POO-P07, P1 0"""" Ph, P20 ........ P27 10 mA 

IOH(ava) "H" average output current Port P30 ........ P37, P40 ........ P47 -5 mA 

louava) "L" average output current Port P30 ....... P37, P40 ........ P47 10 mA 

f(x ) Clock oscillating frequency 4.3 MHz 

f(XCIN) 

Clock oscillating frequency 
500 kHz 

for clock function 

Note 1. The maximum "H" input voltage for CNVss is +21V. 
2. The duty cycle for these oscillation frequency is 50%. 
3. When the low speed mode is used, the clock input oscillation frequency for the timer must satisfy 

the following expression: 

f(xc'N)<fCx 'N)/3 
4. The avarage output current 10H(avg) and lo~(avg) are the average value during a lOOms cycle. 
5. f(x'N) must be less than 50kHz when the external clock is to be used. 

.• MITSUBISHI 
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Ratings Unit 

-0.3-7 V 

-0. 3-13(Note1) V 

-0.3-l3 V 

-0.3-7 V 

-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

-0. 3-Vee +0. 3 V 

-0.3-13 V 

1000(Note2) mW 

-10-70 ·c 
-40-125 ·c 
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc= 5 V± 5 %, Vss= 0 V, T a=25'C, f(X'N)= 4 MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

V OH "H" output voltage P30-P37 • P4o ........ P47 IOH=-5mA 3 V 

V OH "H" output voltage ¢ IOH=-2.5mA 3 V 

VOL 
"L" output voltage POo-PO,. Plo-Ph, P2o-P2,. 

IOL=10mA 2 V 
P30-P3,. P4o-P4, 

VOL "L" output voltage ¢ IOL,-2.5mA 2 V 

VT+-VT~ Hysteresis P30/1NT,. P3,/INT,. P4,/INT3 • P4,1INT, use as interrupt·input 0.3 1 V 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis RESET 0.5 0.7 V 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis P36/CLK,. P46/CLK, use as elK input 0.3 1 V 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis X1N 0.1 0.5 V 

Va-VT- Hysteresis P3,I.CNTR use as CNTR input 0.3 1 V 

III 
lOL" input current pOo ....... PO], P1o ....... P17. P2o ....... P27. 

V,=OV -5 /-lA 
P30-P3,. P4o-P4, 

III "L" input current INo ...... IN7 V,-OV -5 /-lA 

III "L" input current RESET. XIN, XCIN. Ro ......... R3 V,=OV -5 /-lA 

I'H 
"H" input current POo-PO,. Plo-Ph. P2o-P2,. 

V,=5V 5 /-lA 
P30-P3,. P4o-P4, 

I'H "H" input current INo ........ IN7 V1=5V, not use as analog input 5 /-lA 

I'H "H" input current RESET, X1N, XCIN, Ro ....... R3 V,=5V 5 /-lA 

I'H "H" input current VREF V,-5V 5 mA 
Open output ports, Vp=Vcc, . 

XIN=4MHz 3 6 mA 
Input port is Vss, at normal operation. 

Open output ports, Vp=Vcc, 
X'N=4MHz 1 mA 

Input port is Vss, at wait mode. 

Open output ports, VP.=Vcc, 

Input port is Vss, at nOl"ma! operation, 60 200 mA 
Icc Supply current 

stop X1N and XOUT, XCIN=32k~z. 

Open output ports, Vp=Vcc, 

Input port is Vss, at wait mode, 40 mA 
stop X1N and XOUT, XCIN=32kHz. 

T,=25'C. Vcc=5V 0.1 1 /-lA 
Stop all oscillation. 

T,=70'C, Vcc=5V 1 1O /-lA 
IACC Supply current tor A·D at A-D converting time 2 4 mA 
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Output pins open 
f-11-4-+--IXouT X, =4MHz Ceramic resonator 

R3 

Input pins X, =32. 768kHz ~us':,'~~t~7stal 
C, =C, =150pF 

R, =lMn 

C3 =10pF 

C, =30pF 

R, =10Mn 

R3 =lOOkn 

Fig.3 Test circuit for measuring supply current 

A-O CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V, Vss=ov, Ta=25"C, f(X'N)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

- Resolution 

- Absolute accuracy 

RLADDER Ladder resistor value 

tCONV Conversion time 

VREF Reference input voltage 

V'A Analog input voltage 

Test Conditions 

Vcc= AVcc=VREF=5.12V 

High-speed: ¢=1 MHz 

Low-speed: ¢=1 MHz 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Min. 

1 

Limits 

Typ. Max. 

8 
±3 

72 

288 

Vee 

V REF 

Unit 

bits 

LSB 

kO 

,"s 

,"S 

V 

V 
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Single-chip mode (vcc= 5 v± 5 %, Vss= 0 V, T a=25·C, IIX'N)= 4 MHz unless other wise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tSU(POD-¢) Port PO input setup time 270 ns 

1SU (P1D-1» Port P1 input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P2D-¢) Port P2 input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P3D-¢) Port P3 input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P4D-¢) Port P4 input setup time 270 ns 

tSU(RD_¢) Port R input setup time 270 ns 

tSUCIND-¢) Port IN input setup time 270 ns 

thC¢-poo) Port PO input hold time 20 ns 

th{¢-P10) Port Pl input hold time 20 ns 

th(¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

th(¢_P3D) Port P3 input hold time 20 ns 

th(¢-P40) Port P4 input hold time 20 ns 

Ihl¢-Ro) Port R input hold time 20 ns 

Ih I¢-INOI Port IN input hold time 20 ns 

ICiXINl External clock input cycle time (X,N ) 230 ns 

tw(x 1 Exlernal clock input pulse width (X,N) 75 ns 

Icixe'NI External clock input cycle time (XCIN) 2 ms 

IWixe,,1 External clock input pulse width (XCIN) 1 ms 

Ir External clock rising edge time 25 ns 

II External clock failing edge time 25 ns 

Memory expanding mode and eva-chip mode 
(Vcc=5V± 5 %, Vss= a v, T a=25·C, Ilx,NI= 4 MHz unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 
Min. 

tSU(POD_¢) Port PO Input setup time 270 

tSU (P1D .1 Port P1 input setup time 270 

tSU (P2D_OP) Port P2 input setup time .. 270 

Ihi¢-pool Port PO input hold time 20 

th(¢-P10) Port Pl input hold time 20 
th(¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time 20 

Microprocessor mode (Vcc=5V± 5 %, Vss= a v, T a=25·C, Ilx,NI= 4 MHz unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

tSU (P20_¢) Port P2 input setup time 

th{¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time 
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Test conditions 
Min. 

270 

20 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

Limits 

I 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

I ns 

I ns 



TIMING DIAGRAMS 
In single-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port P1 output 

Port P1 input 

Port P2 output 

. Port P2 input 

Port P3 output 

Port P3 input 

Port P4 output 

Port P4 input 

Port R Input 

Port IN input 

or 

-./ 

- I-- td I.-POO) 

> 

- r---td 1'-P10) 

)< 

- Ltd (¢-P20 1 

I 

- Ltd (¢-P3Q) 

~ I--td 1'-P401 

> 

tW(X1NI or tW(XcINl 

-..JV 
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"- / 

tsu (poo-¢) J--

~ th ("'-POD 

tsu (P1D- ¢I ~ 

~ th U>-P1D 

tsu \ P2D-¢i -
~~ th (¢-P2 DI 

tsu (P3D-¢J I-

----. th (¢-P30 

tsu (P4D- ¢) I--

- __ th(¢-P401 

tsu (RD-¢l r--

tsu (IND-¢i - th (¢-RDJ 

~ 

I 
";.. 

~ th (¢-INO) 

C(XIN) ort C(XCIN) 

1\ V 

~ I--tr - fE- tf 
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In memory expanding mode and eva-chip mode 

Port PO output ----+", 

Port PO input 

Port Pl output 
---I' 

Port Pl input 
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td (¢-POOF 

~----~--------------------~------'" 
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Port P2 output 
------+' 

Port P2 input 

Port P40 output (R/Vii) 
--~,., 

Port P4, output (SYNC) 
--~f' 
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In microprocessor mode 

Port PO output 

Port PI output 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P40 output (R/W) 

Port P4, output (SYNC) 
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PREll M I NARY 
Notice: This is not a final specification. Some 
parametric limits are subject to change. 

DESCRIPTION 
The M50957E-XXXSP is a single-chip microcomputer de

signed with CMOS silicon gate technology. It is housed in it 

64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP. The features of this chip 

are similar to those of the M50957-XXXSP except thilt this 
chip has a a1920-bit (10240 wordsXa bits) EPROM built in. 

This 'single-chip microcomputer is useful for home electric

al appliances and consumer appliance controllers. 

In addition to its simple instruction sets, the EPROM, RAM, 

and 1/0 addresses are placed on the same memory map to 
enable easy programming. Since general purpose EPROM 

writers can be used for the built-in EPROM, this chip is 

suitable for small quantity production runs. 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions .................................. ·69 

• Memory size EPROM ............................. 1 0240 bytes 
RAM .................................... · 256 bytes 

• Instruction execution time 
"·1.9/1s (minimum instructions at 4.2MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply .......... 4.0-5.5V(at f(x ,N )=4.2MHz) 
3.5 - 5.5V (below f (X,N) = 1.0MHz) 

• Power dissipation 
normal operation mode (at4.2MHz frequency) 20mW 

• Subroutine nesting ............................ ·96 levels (Max.) 
• Interrupt ................ · ........................ · 7 types, 5 vectors 

• a-bit timer ...................... 3 (2 when used as serial 1/0) 

• Programmable 1/0 (Ports P2, P3, P6) ...................... 22 
• Input ports (Port P52-P57 ) ...................................... ·6 

• High-voltage output ports 
(Port PO, P1, P4, P50 , P51 ) .................................. 26 

• Serial I/O (a-bit) .................................................... ·1 

• PWM function .............................................. 14-bitX1 

6-bitX2 

• Two clock generator circuits (One is for main clock, the 
other is for clock function) 

• Generating function for clock input of EAROM 
• Comparator ............................................................ 1 

• EPROM(equivalent to the M5L2712a) 
program voltage· .. · ...... ··· .... · ........ ·· .. · .. · ...... · ...... 21V 

APPLICATION 
Office automation equipment 

VCR, Tuner, Audio-visual equipment 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 
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PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

Vee 

P65 ++ 2 

P64 "'" 3 

P63/PWM3 ++ 4 

1/0 port P6 P6,/PWM2 ++ 5 

P6,/PWM1 ++ 6 

P60/T ++ 7 

P2o/Do ++ 8 

P21/01 "'" 9 

P2,/D, ++ 10 

1/0 port P2 
P23/D3 ++ II 

P26/D6 ++ ,4 
P27 /0 7 "'" 15 

P3,/SRDY ++ ,6 
P3.fCLK ++ 17 

P3,/SOUT/CE ++ ,8 
1/0 P34/S ,N /OE ++ 19 

port P3 P33 / AN,N/PGM ++ 20 

P3,/CNTR ++ 2, 

P30 "'" 23 

J P53/INT, - 24 
Input port PSI P5,/INT, _ 25 

CNVsslVpp 

Reset input RESET - 27 

Clock input 

Clock output 

Clock input for . 
clock function 
Clock output for 
clock function 

Outline 

High-voltage 
output port P4 

Hlgh
voltage 
output 
port PO 

Hlgh
voltage 
output 
port P1 

40 --. P50 f High-voltage 
39 _ PS, output port P5 

38 '+- V p Pull-down 

37 +- P54i voltage input 

36 - P5 
5[ Input port P5 

35 - P56 

34 .:... P5, 

Timing output 

64P4B(OTP) 
64S1 B (Window) 
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M50957E-XXXSP BLOCIC DIAGRAM 
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.FUNCTIONS OF M50957E-XXXSP 
Parameter 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction execution time 

Clock frequency 

EPROM 
Memory size 

RAM 

PO, Pl, P4 

P2, P3 

Input/Output ports 
P50, P5, 

P5,. P53 

P5,_P, 

P6 

Serial 1/0 

Timers 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupt 

Clock generating circuit 

at f(X,N )=4.2MHz 
Supply voltage 

below t(X,N )=l. OM Hz 

at high-speed operation 

Power dissipation at low-speed operation 

at stop mode 

Input/Output voltage 

Input/Output characteristics 

Output current 

Memory expansion 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

M50957E-XXXSP 
Package 

M50957ES 

Output 

1/0 

Output 

Input 

Input 

1/0 

One time programming type 

Window type 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50957E-XXXSP 
M50957ES 

EPROM VERSION of MS09S7-XXXSP 

Functions 

69 

1. 90,,5 (minimum instructions, at 4. 2MHz Jrequency) 

4.2MHz 

10240bytes (N ate 1 ) 

256bytes 

8-bitX3 (High voltage P-channel open drain; Vcc-38V) 

8·bitX2 (P3 can partially be u,ed as among ,erial 110, clock input for timer 3 and normal 110.) 

2-bitXl (High voltage P-channel open drain; Vcc-38V) 

2-bitXl (Can be used as an input for either INT2 or INT1.) 

4-bitXl 

6-bitXl (Can be used as T, output or PWM output.) 

8-bitXl 

8-bit timerX3 (X2, when used as serial 1/0) 

961evels (max) 

Two external interrupts, three internal timer interrupts 

(or timerX2. serial I/OX1) 

Two built-In circuits (externally connected ceramic or quartz crystal oscillator) 

4. 0-5. 5V 

3. 5-5. 5V 

20mW (clock frequency X'N=4. 2MHz) 

O. 3mW (clock frequency XCIN=32kHz) 

5"W (when clock is stopped) 

l2V (Input/output P2, P3. P5,-P5, except P33 ) 

Vcc-38V (PO, Pl, P4, P5o, P5,) 

-0. 3V-Vcc+0. 3V (Input/output P6) 

10mA (P2, P3 : N-channel open drain) 

-18mA (PO, Pl : high-voltage P-channel open drain) 

-12mA(P4, P50. P5, : high-voltage P-channel open drain) 

0.5--0. 5mA (P6: CMOS tri-states) 

Possible 

-10-70·C 

CMOS silicon gate process 

64-pln shrink plastic molded DIP 

64-pin shrink ceramic DIP 

Notel: The EPROM programing voltage is 21V(equivalent to the M5L27l28). 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Terminal Mode Name 

Vee Sing I-chip Power supply 

Vss IEPROM 

CNVss Sing I-chip CNVss input 

/Vpp 

EPROM Vpp input 

RESET Single-chip RESET input 

EPROM RESET input 

X ,N Single-chip Clock input 

IEPROM 

XOUT Clock output 

</> Single-chip Timing output 

IEPROM 

XC1N Single-chip Clock input for clock 

function 

Clock output for clock 

XCOUT function 

EPROM 

POO-P07 Singl-chip Output port P1 

EPROM Address input Ao--A7 

P1 0 -P1 7 Single-chip Output port P1 

EPROM Address input As'""""'A'3 

P20 -P27 Single-chip 1/0 port P2 

EPROM Data input! 

Output 00-07 

P30 -P37 Single-chip 1/0 port P3 

EPROM Select mode 

P40 -P47 Single-chip Output port P4 

EPROM Output port P4 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Output 

Input 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

Input 

Output 

Output 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50957E-XXXSP 
M50957ES 

EPROM VERSION of M50957-XXXSP 

Functions 

Powersupply inputs 4.0- 5.5V at t(X ,N ) ~4.2MHz and 3.5- 5.5V below f (X,N ) ~ 
1.0MHz 'to Vcc. and OV to Vss. 

Connect to av. 

Connect to Vpp when programming or verifing. 

To reset, keep this input terminal low for more than 2J.ls (min) under normal Vee 

conditions. If more is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" condition 

should be maintained for the required time. 

Connect to av. 

Connect a ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator between X1N and XOUT for clock 

oscillation. If an external clock input is used, connect the clock input to the XI N pin 

and open the XOUT pin. 

For timing output. 

This is the I/O pins of the clock generating circuit for the function. To control gener-

ating frequency, an external ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected be-

tween the XC1N and XCOUT pins. If an external clock is used, the clock source should 

be connected to the X C1N pin and the X COUT pin should be left open. This clock can 

be used as a program controlled the system clock. 

XC1N and XCOUT pins are left open. 

Port PO is an 8-bit output port. Output structure is high-voltage P-channel open 

drain. A pull-down transistor is built in between the Vp pin and this par:!. At reset, 

this port is set to a "l" level. 

PO works as the lower 8 bit address input (Ao-....A7). 

Port P1 is an 87bit output port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

P1 0-"" Ph works as the higher 5 bit address inputs (As ....... A13). 

Connect P16, Ph to Vcc. 

Port P2 is an a-bit I/O port with direciional registers allowing each I/O bit to be indi-

vidually programmed as input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. 

The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

Port P2 works as an 8-bit data bus (Do ....... D7) but needs 10kO pull-up resister. 

Port P3 is an 8-bit I/O port and has basically the same functions as port P2. When 
--

serial I/O is used, P37, P3e, P3s, and P34 work as SRDY, ClK, SOUT, and SIN pins, re-

specitively. P33 works as an analog input for comparator, and P32 works as a clock 

input for timer 3. 

-- --
P3s, P34, P33, work as CE, DE and PGM input, respectively. 

Connect P32'""""'P30 to OV and P37 and P36 to 5V. 

Port P4 is an 8-bit output port which has the same function as Port PO. 

Connect to OV. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Terminal Mode Name 

P50 , P5, Single-chip Output port P5 

EPROM Output port P5 

P52 /1NT2 Single-chip Input port P5 

P53 /1NT, 

P54-P5, 

EPROM Input port P5 

P6o-P67 Single-chip 1/0 port P6 

EPROM Output port 

5-50 

Input! 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

1/0 

Output 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50957E-XXXSP 
M50957ES 

EPROM VERSION of MS09S7-XXXSP 

Functions 

Bit 0 and 1 cif port P5 are 2-bit output port and'has basically the same functions as 

port PO. 

Connect to av. 

Bit 2 and 3 of port P5 are 2-bit input port and are in common with interrupt inputs. 

Bit 4-7 of port P5 are 4-bit input port. 

Connect to OV. 

Port P6 is a 8-bit 1/0 port with directional registers allowing each 110 bit to be indi-

vidually programmed as input or output. The output structure is CMOS Iri-state out-

put. P6o, P61, P62, P63 can be programmed to function as timer output pin (n, PWM 

output pins (PWM1, PWM2, and PWM3), respectively. 

Connect to av. 
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EPROM MODE 
The M50957E-XXXSP features an EPROM mode in addition 
to its normal modes. When the RESET signal level is low 
(HL") , the chip automatically enters the EPROM mode. 
Table 1 list the correspondence between pins and Figure 1 
gives the pin connections in the EPROM mode. When in 

the EPROM mode, ports PO, Pl, P2, P33- P35, and CNVss 

are used for the EPROM (equivalent to the M5L27128). 
When in this mode, the built-in EPROM can be written to or 
read from using these pins in the same way as with the 

M5L27128. The oscillator should be connected to the X'N 
and XOUT pins, or external clock should be connected to 

the X'N pin. 

Vee Vee 

lOkflX B 

-WV-' 
W\r-

~WV
_IWv~ 
~ 0, 

0, 
@ 

$ .1\11\'
-..iNr 
-'\'\\' 

\11 
-\'I'," 

0, 

~ DO 

~ .... ~---~Vec 

P63/PW 

P6,/PW 

P6,/PW 

P6 

P2, 

P2, 

P2, 

P24 

P23 

P2, 

P2, 

P20 

P3,/S 

P3,/ 

@--P3s1SoUT 

@)--P34/S'N/ 

@--P33/AN'N/P 
P3,/C 

53/1 
5,/1 

~CNVss/ 
lOOpF RE 

G0 Ceramic 
€:v Oscillating 

X 

circuit 
Xe 

@ Vss 
V"?,;7-

0: Same functions as M5L27128 

Fig.l Pin connection in EPROM programming mode 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50957E-XXXSP 
M50957ES 

EPROM VERSION of M50957-XXXSP 

Table 1 Pin function in EPROM programming mode 

~ M50957E·XXXSP M5L27128 

vee Vee Vee 

V pp CNVss/Vpp Vpp 

Vss Vss Vss 

Address input Ports PO, P1o~P15 Ao ........ A 13 

Data I/O Port P2 Do~D7 

CE P35/CE CE 

OE P34 /0E OE 

PGM P33 /PGM PGM 

IAo~ 
fA, -----G) 
/ A2 --------G) 
1A3--G) 

1A4--Q 

lAs -----G) 
IA6 -----G) 
1A7--Gj) 

1Aa--G) 

IAg--'-@ 

/ A10------C;V 
IA11--GY Vee 
/ A12-------G3) -$-
/A13~ 

--~--

7/ '7 V" 
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EPROM READING, WRITING AND 
ERASING 
Reading 
To read the EPROM, set the CE and OE pins to a "L" level, 
and the PGM pin to a "H" level. Input the address of the 
data (Ao~A'3) to be read and the data will be output to the 
1/0 pins Do~ D7. The data 1/0 pin~ will be floating' when 
either the CE or OE pins are in the "H" state. 

Writing 
To write to the EPROM, set the CE pin to a "L" level and 
the OE pin to a "H" level. The CPU will enter the program 
mode when Vpp is applied to the Vpp pin. The address to 

be written to is selected with pins Ao~ A'3, and the data to 
be written is input to pins Do~D7' Set the PGM pin to a "L" 
level to begin writing. 

Erasing 
Data can only be erased on the M50957ES ceramic pack
age, which includes a window. To erase data on this chip, 

use an ultraviolet light source with a 2537 Angstrom wave 
length. The minimuin radiation power necessary for erasing 
is 15W·s/cm2. 

Table 2 1/0 signal in each mode 

~n 
Mode 

CE(18) OE(19) 

Read-out V ,L V ,L 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M50957E-XXXSP 
M50957ES 

EPROM VERSION of M50957-XXXSP 
. . 

NOTES ON HANDLING 
(1) Sunlight and fluorescent light contain wave lengths 

capable of' eraSing data. For ceramic package types, 
cover the transparent window with a seal (provided) 
when this chip is in use. However, this seal must not 
contact the lead pins. 

(2) Before erasing, theglass should be cleaned and stains 
such as finger prints should be removed thoroughly. If 
these stains are not removed, complete erasure of the 
data could be prevented. 

(3) Since a high voltage (21 V) is used to write data, care 
should be taken when turning on the EPROM writer's 
power. 

Vcc(l) 
Data 1/0 

PGM(20) Vpp (26) 
(8-15) 

V ,H Vee Vee Output 

Programming V ,L V,H Pulse(V,H-V,L ) V pp Vee Input 

Programming verify V ,L V ,L V,H 

Program disable V,H X X 

Note V,L and V,H indicate a "L" and "H" input voltage, respectively. 
An X indicates either VrL or VrH . 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings 

Vee Supply voltage -0. 3~7 

V p Pull-down input voltage Vec-40~Vee+0. 3 

V, 
Input voltage, P2o ....... P27, P30 ....... P32, P34 ........ P37 

PS,/INT" PS3/1NT, 
-0.3~13 

V, Input voltage, CNVss 
With respect to Vss. 

-0. 3~22 

V, Input voltage, RESET, X1N , XC1N ~0.3~7 

V, Input voltage, P6o--P6s, P33 
Output transistor~ cut-off. 

-0. 3~Vee+0. 3 

V, Input voltage, PS4~PS7 -0.3~13 

Vo Output voltage, P2o~P27, P30~P3" P34~P37 -0.3~13 

Vo Output voltage, P6o ...... P6s, XOUT , XCOUT, rp, P33 -0. 3~Vee+0. 3 

Vo Output voltage, POO~P07, Plo~P17, P4o~P47' PSo, PS, Vec-40~Vee+0. 3 

Pd Power dissipation Ta - 2S'C 1000 

T ClPr Operating temperature -1O~70 

Tstg Storage temperature -40~125 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vcc=5V±5%, Ta=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

I f{x'N)=4.2MHz 4 5 5.5 V 
Vee Supply voltage I f(XIN)=less thanl.MHz(Note6) 3.5 5 5.5 V 

V p Pull·down supply voltage Vcc -3B Vee V 

Vss Supply voltage a V 

V'H 
"H" input voltage P2o~P27' P30~P37' CNVss(Note 1 ) 

PS,/INT" PS3/INT,. P6o~P6; 
0. 75Vcc Vee V 

V'H "H" input voltage RESET, X1N , XCIN 0, BVcc Vee V 

V'H "H" input voltage P54--P57 O. 4Vcc Vee V 

V'L 
"L" input voltage P2o~P27' P30~P37' CNVss 

PS,/INT,. PS3/INT,. P6o~P65 
a 0. 25Vcc V 

V'L "L" input voltage RESET a 0. 12Vcc V 

V'L "L" input voltage X1N, XCIN a 0. 16Vcc V 

V'L "L" input voltage PS4~PS7 a 0,12Vcc V 

IOH(sUm) 
"H" sum output current POO~P07, P1 o"""'P1 7 , P4o ........ P47 

PSo, PS, 
-120 mA 

IOH(sUm) "H" sum output current P6o ....... P6s -5 mA 
·loL(sum) "L" sum output current P2o ...... P27, P30 ...... P37 50 mA 
loL(sum) "L" sum output current P6o""'" P6s 5 mA 

IOH{peakl "H" peak output current POO-P04 -40 mA 
IOH{peak) "H" peak output current POS-P07, P1 o"""'P1 7 -30 mA 
IOH{peak) "H" peak output current P4o ....... P47, P50, P51 -24 mA 

IOH{peak) "H" peak output current P6o ...... P6s -3 mA 

IOL{~eak) "L" peak output current P2o ....... P27, P3ci-...P37 15 mA 

IOL{oeak) "L" peak output current P6o ...... P6s 3 mA 

IOHeaval "HI' average output current POO ........ P07, P1 o ........ P1 7 -18 mA 
IOHeaVCl) "H" average output current P4o--P47, P50, P51 -12 mA 

IOHeaVCl) "H" average output current P6o ....... P6s -1.5 mA 

lou avo) "L" average output current P2o ....... P27, P30 ....... P37, P6o ...... P6s 10 mA 

IOLCavg) "L" average output current P6o ....... P6s 1.5 mA 

f(P3,ICNTR) 
Timer 3 counter clock input I f{x'NI=4.2MHz 400 kHz 

oscillation frequency (Note 2) I f(x'N)=l MHz 100 kHz 

fex,") Clock input oscillating frequency (Note2,3,S) 4.2 MHz 

f{xC'") Clock oscillating frequency for clock function 500 kHz 

Note High-level input voltage of up to +12V may be applied to permissible for ports P2o-P2" P30-
P3" P34-P37, P5, and P53• and +21V for port CNVss. 

2 Oscillation frequency is at 50% duty cycle. 
3 When used in the low-speed mode, the timer clock input frequency should be f{X'N) < f{x'N)/3. 
4 The average output current IOLlavg) and 10H(avg) are in period of lOOms. 
5 When external clock input is used, the timer clock input frequency should be f{XC'N) ~ 50kHz. 
6 4.0-5. 5V at comparator mode. 
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Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mW 
·C 

·C 
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vee = 5V±5%, Vss = OV, T a = 25°C, f(x'NI = 4MHz, unless otherwise noted)· 

Symbol 

V OH 

VOH 

VOH 

V OH 

VOL 

VOL 

VOL 

VT+-VT -

VT+-VT -

VT+-VT-

I'L 

IlL 

I'L 

I'L 

I'L 

I'H 

I'H 

I'H 

I'H 

I'H 

ILOAD 

ILEAK 

V AAM 

Icc 

5-54 

Parameter Test conditions 

"H" output voltage P6o-P6s IOH=-005mA 

"H" output voltage ¢ IOH=-205mA 

"H" output voltage POo- PO" PI 0-PI, IOH=-18mA 

"H" output voltage P40- P4" P50, P5, IOH=-12mA 

"L" output voltage P20-P2" P30-P3, IOl=10r1'lA 

"L" output voltage P60- P6s IOl=005mA 

"L" output voltage ¢ IOl=205mA 

Hysteresis P5,/INT" P5,/INT, 

Hysteresis RESET 

Hysteresis P36 When used as elK input 

"L" input current P2o ...... P27 • P30 ...... P37 V,=OV 

"L" input current P6o ........ P65 V,-OV 

"L" input current P54 ........ P57 V,=OV 

"L" input current RESET, X1N , XCrN V,=OV 

"L" input current P5,/INT" P5,1INT, V,=OV 

I P20-P2" P30-P3, V,=5V 
"H" input current 

I P20-P2" P30-P3" P34-P3, V,=12V 

"H" input current P6o ........ P6s 

"H" input current P54 ....... P57 

"H" input current RESET, XIN, XCIN 

'.'H" input current P5,/INT" P5,/INT, 

Load current POo-PO" Pl o-Pl" P4o-P47, P50, P5, 

Leakage current POo-PO" Pl o-Ph, P4o-P4" P50, P5, 

RAM retention voltage 

Supply current 

V,=5V 

V,=5V 

V,-12V 

V,=5V 

V,=5V 

V,=12V 

Vp=Vcc-36V, VOl=VCC 

Vp=Vcc-38V, Vol=Vcc-38V 

at clock stop 

Output pins open (output OFF) 

Vp=Vcc, Vp=Vss Input and lID pins aU at Vss 

X'N=4MHz (system operation) 

ditto (at comparator operating) 

ditto (at wait mode) 

XIN~ XOUT stop 

XC'N=32kHz (at system operation) all other 

conditions same as above. 

ditto (at wait mode) 

Oscillation all stopped. I T a=25'C 

(at STOP mode) I Ta=70°C 

• . MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 
Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

Vcc-004 V 

Vcc-2 V 

Vce-2 V 

Vec-2 V 

2 V 

004 V 

2 V 

003 1 V 

005 007 V 

003 1 V 

-5 I"A 
-5 I"A 
-5 I"A 
-5 I"A 
-5 I"A 

5 I"A 
12 I"A 

5 I"A 
5 I"A 

12 I"A 
5 I"A 
5 I"A 

12 I"A 
150 500 1000 I"A 

30 I"A 
2 505 V 

4 8 mA 

5 10 mA 
1 mA 

60 200 I"A 

40 I"A 
1 I"A 

10 I"A 
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COMPARATOR CHARACTERISTICS (Vee = 5V±5%, Vss = OV, T a = 25'C, f(X,N) = 4MHz) 

Parameter 

Resolution 

Internal analog voltage inaccuracy 

Analog input voltage 

Test conditions 

X,=4MHz ceramic oscillator 

X,=32.768kHz quartz crystal 
C, =C,=30pF oscillator 

R,=IMrl 
C3=lOpF 
C4 =30pF 
R,=lOMrl 
R3 =lOOkrl 

Output pins are open 

Fig.2 Supply current test circuit 
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Limits 

Min. Typ. 
Unit 

Max. 

(1/16)Vcc V 

±(1/16)Vcc V 

Vee V 
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DESCRIPTION 
The M50963E-XXXSP is a single-chip microcomputer de
signed with CMOS silicon gate technology. It is housed in a 
64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP. The features of this chip 
are similar to those of the M50963-XXXSP except that this 
chip has a 81920-bit (10240 wordsX8 bits) EPROM built in. 
This single-chip microcomputer is useful for home electric
al appliances and consumer appliance controllers. 
In addition to its simple instruction sets, the EPROM, RAM, 
and 1/0 addresses are placed on the same memory map to 
enable easy programming. Since general purpose EPROM 
writers can be used for the built-in EPROM, this chip is 
suitable for small quantity production runs. 
The M50963ES and the M50963EFS are the window type. 
The differences between the M50963E-XXXSP and the 
M50963EFS ·are the package outline and the power dis
sipation ability(absolute maximum ratings). 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions······ ....................... ······69 
• Memory size ROM ............................... ··1 0240 bytes 

RAM· .. ··································160 bytes 

• Instruction execution· time 
·······2/1s (minimum instructions at 4MHz frequency) 

• Single power supply······································ 5V±5% 
• Power dissipation 

normal operation mode (at 4MHz frequency)····15mW 
• Subroutine nesting ............................ ·80 ·Ievels (Max.) 
• Interrupt· ......................................... 7 types, 5 vectors 
• 8-bit timer .............................................................. 4 

• Programmable 1/0 ports (Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4)···· 40 
• Input ports (Port P5)················································8 
G Output ports (Port P6) ····,········································4 

• Serial 1/0 (8-bit)····················································· 1 
• A-D converter ............... a-bit successive approximation 

• D-A converter 
• 8-bit PWM function 
• Watchdog timer 
• EPROM (equivalent to the M5L27128) 

program voltage······· ........................................ 21 V 

APPLICATION 
Office automation equipment 
VCR, Tuner, Audio-visual equipment 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 
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PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

Vee 

AVss 
Reference VOil~~~~ VREF _ 3 

O-A output O-A -- 4 

PWM output port PWM __ 5 

Output 
port P6 

I/O 
port P4 

I/O 
port P3 

P4,/AN, - 10 

P4e/ANe - 11 

P4s/ANs - 12 

P44/AN 4 - 13 

P4,/AN,/CE - 15 

P4,/OE- 16 

P40/PGM - 17 

P34/SlN - 21 

P33 /C NTR - 22 

Interrupt input 

CNVssIVpp 

Resel Input RESET _ 28 

Clock Input 

Clock output 35 +- P5s/EDs 

Timing output 34 -- P56 /ED 6 

Vss 
NC 

Vee 
AVss 

Vss 33 - P5,/ED, 

o 

Outline 64P48 (OTP) 
64818 (Window) 

M50963E-XXXFP 

or 

M50963EFS 

I/O 
port P2 

I/O 
port PO 

I/O 
port P1 

Input 
port P5 

o o 24 CNVsslVpp 

NC 
NC 

123456789101112131415161718192021 
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M50963E-XXXSP BLOGK DIAGRAM 

Clock input 

X'N 
29 

Clock 
output 

. XOUT 

Timing output 
¢ 

I

I 
Clock generating circuit 

I 

I 

I 

Watch clog timer~ 

8-bit 

arithmetic 

and logical 

unit 

I 

I 

I 

IS 

Interrupt input Reset input (5V) (OV) (OV) 

INT, RESET Vee Vss CNVss -~~~ -T ----r---(i)- - ------®- - -----®-

Processor 
status registerl 

PS(8) 

RAM 

160 bytes 

Program Program 

counter PCH (8)1 counter PCL (8) 

Index 

register X(8) 
Index 

register Y(8) 

Stack 

pointer S(8) 

EPROM 

10240 bytes 

Inpul port P5 I/O port P4 I/O port P3 I/O port P2 

'" "tI 
::11:1 
0 
3: 

I/O port P1 I/O port PO 

< s:! '" ::11:1 (11-4 
(II o ~ 
0 
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FUNCTIONS OF M50963E-XXXSP 
Parameter 

N umber of basic instructions 

Instruction execution time 

Clock frequency 

EPROM 
Memory Size 

RAM 

INT, 

Input/Output ports 
PO, P1, P2, P3, P4 

P5 

P6 

Serial 1/0 

Timers 

A-O conversion 

O-A conversion 

Pulse width modulator 

Watchdog timer 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupts 

Clock generating circuit 

Supply voitage 

Power dissipation at high-speed operation 

Input/Output characteristics 
Input/Output voltage 

Output current 

Memory expansion 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

M50963E-XXXSP 

M50963ES 
Package 

M50963E-XXXFP 

M50963EFS 

Input 

1/0 

Input' 

Output 

One time programming type 

Window type 

One time programming type 

Window type 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0963E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0963-X.xXSP/FP 

Functions 

69 

2.us (minimum instructions, at 4MHz frequency) 

4MHz 

10240bytes (Note 1 ) 

160bytes 

l-bitXI 

8-bitX5 (a part of P3 is common with serial lID, timer 110, and interrupt input) 

8-bitXI 

4-bitXl (a part of P6 is in common with external trigger output pin) 

8-bitXI 

8-bit prescalerX3+8-bit timerX4 

8-bitXI (6 channels) 

5-bitXI 

8-bitXI 

15-bitXI 

80 levels (max) 

Two external interrupts, three internal timer interrupts 

built-in (ceramic or quartz crystal oscillator) 

5V±5% 

15mW (at 4MHz frequency) 

12V (Ports PO, P1, P3, P4, P5, P6, INT,) 

5mA (Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4) 

Possible 

-10-70°C 

CMOS silicon gate process 

64-pin shrink plastic molded ,DIP 

64-pin shrink ceramic DIP 

72-pin plastic molded QFP 

72-pin ceramic Q FP 

Note 1 The EPROM programing voltage is 21 V (equivalent to the M5L27128), 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Terminal Mode Name 

Vee Sing I-chip Power supply 

Vss IEPROM 

CNVss Sing I-chip CNVss input 

EPROM Vpp input 

--
RESET Single-chip RESET input 

EPROM RESET input 

X'N Single-chip Clock input 

IEPROM 

X OUT Clock output 

</> Single-chip Timing output 

IEPROM 

--
INT, Single-chip Interrupt input 

EPROM Interrupt input 

POO-P07 Singl-chip 1/0 port PO 

EPROM Address input Ao ...... A7 

P1 o-P1·, Single-chip 1/0 port P1 

EPROM Address input As ...... A13 

P2o-P27 Single-chip 1/0 port P2 

EPROM Data input! 

output 0 0 ...... 0 7 

P30-P37 Single-chip 1/0 port P3 

EPROM Input Port P3 

P40 -P47 Single-chip 1/0 port P4 

EPROM Select mode 

P50 -P57 Single-chip Input port 

EPROM Input port 

Inpull 

Oulput 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Input 

I/O 

Input 

1/0 

Input 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

Input 

1/0 

Input 

Input 

Input 

MS0963E·XXXSP/FP 
MS0963ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of M50963-XXXSP/FP 

Functions 

Supply 5V±5% to Vcc and OV to Vss. 

Connect to av. 

Connect to Vpp when programming or verifing. 

To reset, keep this input terminal low for more than 2.us (min) -~nder normal Vee 

conditions. If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" con-

dition should be maintained for the required time. 

Connect to Vss. 

Connect a ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator between X1N and XOUT for clock 

oscillation. If an external clock input is used, connect the clock input to the XIN pin 

and open the XOUT pin. 

For timing output. 

Interrupt input INTj . 

Connect to OV. 

Port PO is an a-bit 1/0 port with direction registers which can program each bit as 

input or output. It is set to input mode at reset. The output format is N-ch open drain. 

PO works as the lower a bit address input (Ao ....... A7). 

Port P1 is an a-bit I/O port which has the same function as Port PO. 

P1 o ...... P1 4 works as the higher 5 bit address inputs (Aa ...... Aj3). 

Connect P15 ...... P1 7 to Vce. 

Port P2 is an 8-bit I/O port which has the. same function as Port PO. The output for-

mat is CMOS. 

Port 2 works as an 8 bit data bus (00 ...... 07). 

-

Port P3 is an 8-bit I/O port and has basically the same functions Port PO. When se-
--

riar I/O is used, P37, P3s, P3s, and P34 work as SRDY, ClK, Sour. and SIN pins, re-

spectively. Also P33 and P32 work as CNTR pin and the lowest interrupt pin (INT2), 

respectively. The output format is N-ch open drain. 

Connect to OV. 

Port P4 is an 8-bit 1/0 port which has the same function as Port PO. Ports P47 ...... P42 

are cemmen with Analog inputs AN7' ..... ANz. The output format is N-ch open drain. 

P42, P41 , P40 work as GE, OE and PGM inputs, respectively. 

Connect P4s ...... P47 to OV and P44 and P43 toVcc. 

Port PS is an 8-bit input port .Ports PS7 ...... P54 have edge senee functions. 

Connect to OV. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Terminal Mode Name 

P6o-P63 Single-chip Output port 

EPROM Output port 

AVss Single-chip Analog voltage input 

EPROM Analog voltage input 

V REF Single-chip Reference voltage 

Input 

EPROM Reference voltage 

Input 

O-A Single-chip O-A output 

- EPROM O-A output 

PWM Single-chip PWM output 

EPROM PWM output 

5-60 

Input! 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

MS0963E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0963-XXXSP/FP 

Functions 

PorI P6 Is an 4-bit output port. At external trigger output mode, P6, and P6, are in 

common with the trigger Input pin (T) and the trigger oulput pin (0), respectively. 

The output structure Is N-channel open drain. 

Connect to OV. 

GNO pin for the A-O and O-A converters. 

Connect to OV. 

Referrence input for A-O and O-A converters. 

Connect to OV. 

O-A converter output pin 

Connect to OV. 

Pulse width modulation output pin (N-ch open drain format). 

Connect to OV. 



EPROM MODE 
The M50963E-XXXSP features an'EPROM mode in addition 
to its normal modes. When the RESET signal level is low 
(uL") , the chip automatically enters the EPROM mode. 
Table 1 list the correspondence between pins and Figure 1 
and Figure 2 give the pin connections in the EPROM mode. 
When in the EPROM mode, ports PO, P1, P2, P4o- P42, and 
CNVss are used for the EPROM (equivalent to the 
M5L27128). When in this mode, the built-in EPROM can be 
written to or read from using these pins in the same way as 
with the M5L27128. The oscillator should be connected to 

the X'N and XOUT pins, or external clock should be con

nected to the X'N pin. 

Q----Vee 
A 

P WM- 5 

P6, 

P6 

P471 

Vee P4,1 ANs - 11 

y P451 

I 
P44 1 

P431 

@--P42/AN 2 

@---P4,/ 

GM-17 @---P4o/P 

P37 /S 

P3,I 

P35 /S 

P3,I 

P33/C 

P32/1 

I 

~CNVS5/ 
RE 

Ceramic 0--
oscilating 0- X 

circuit 

Vss , <9 vss 

o : Same function as M5L27128 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0963E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0963-XXXSP/FP 

Table 1 Pin function in EPROM programming mode 

----------
M50963E-XXXSP/FP M5L27128 

vee Vee Vee 

Vpp CNVss/Vpp Vpp 

Vss Vss Vss 

Address input Ports PO, P1 0 -P1, Ao---A'3 
Data 1/0 Port P2 0 0-07 

CE P42 /CE CE 

OE P4, /0E OE 

PGM P40 /PGM PGM 

-
lED, 
-

lED, 

lED, 
-

IED7 
7 Vss 

Fig. 1 Pin connection in EPROM programming mode (M50963E.XXXSP, M50963ES) 

. 'MITSUBISHI 
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@ P25 /D s - 58 

@ P24 /D 4 """" 59 

@ P23 /D 3 """" 60 

@ P2z/D 2 - 61 

@ P2 , /0 , - 62 

@ P201Do- 63 

NC 
<9. VSS 

NC 
g Vee 

-D-A- 70 

-PWM - 71 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0963E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0963-XXXSP!FP 

o 
M50963E-XXXFP 

or 

M50963EFS 

o 0 

Vee 

34 - P53--------f 
33 - P54 /Ei54 ------1 
32 ~ P5,/ED, ------1 
3' ~ P56/ED6 ------t-----, 
30 ~ P57/ED7 ------+ 
29 Vss---\@ 
28 -¢ I • 
27 _ Xour--------O Cer,am.rc 

26 - X!N ~ ~~r~I~~tng 
25 ~RESET .-

CNV\slVpp --g 
NC F· ~~::-:: 

P63 
- -

72b, "'2 "'JJr.,T\""", rC']C;8lC9"""'O"'111T7'2"","'3 "'"r;;151T7'6""'"" ""18r;;;'9'"'20""2:;T, -

NC 

I 
771 Vss 

j j j I II II 1111 II I I I I I t 
~otilii~WI1~1~~~!~~~"'~~O 
0.. ~ o«c:(<(<(.t:I~~(!) a:...J oen J-iz 0.. 0.. ZZ 

I ~~""'~ o..cnow~z-! -
0.. r..(oLll.J..tZ"<t,~)~~s;,~ I 

o..o..~a. ./f" •.• _.- ,,'.' 
I ~ ~~o..q.Is:~ 

a. 

lClClCl 
I 

I 
I 

Vee 

~ 
t 

o : Same function as M5L27128 

Fig. 2 Pin connection in EPROM programing mode (M50963E-XXXFP, M50963EFS) 
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EPROM READING, WRITING AND 
ERASING 
Reading 
To read the EPROM, set the CE and OE pins to a "L" level, 
and the PGM pin to a "H" level. Input the address of the 

data (Ao-A ,3 ) to be read and the data will be output to the 

I/O pins 0 0 - 0 7 , The data I/O pins will be floating when 

either the CE or OE pins are in the "H" state. 

Writing 
To write to the EPROM, set the CE pin to a "L" level and 

the OE pin to a "H" level. The CPU will enter the program 

mode when Vpp is applied to the Vpp pin. The address to 

be written to is selected with pins Ao-A,2 , and the data to 

be written is input to pins 0 0- 0 7 , Set the PGM pin to a "L" 
level to begin writing. 

Notes on Writing 
When using an EPROM writer, the address range should 

be between 1800'6 and 3FFF,6. When data is written be

tween addresses 0000 '6 and 3FFF ,6, fill addresses 0000 '6 

to 17FF'6 with 00,6. 

Erasing 
Data can only be erased on the M50963ES and' the 

M50963EFS ceramic package, which includes a window. 
To erase data on this chip, use an ultraviolet light source 

with a 2537 Angstrom wave length. The minimum radiation 

power necessary for erasing is 15W· s/cm 2• 

Table 2 I/O signal in each mode 

~in 
Mode 

CE(15) OE(16) 

Read-out V'L V'L 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0963E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0963-XXXSP/FP 

NOTES ON HANDLING 
(1) Sunlight and fluorescent light contain wave lengths 

capable of erasing data. For ceramic package types, 

cover the transparent window with a seal (provided) 
when this chip is in use. However, this seal must not 
contact the lead pins. 

(2) Before erasing, the glass should be' cleaned and stains 

such as finger prints should be removed thoroughly. If 

these stains are not removed, complete erasure of the 
data could be prevented. 

(3) Since a high voltage (21V) is used to write data, care 

should be taken when turning on the EPROM writer's 
power. 

PGM(l7) Vpp (27) Vcdl) 
Data 1/0 

(57-64) 

V ,H Vee Vee Output 

Programming V'L V ,H Pulse(VIH-V,L) V pp Vee Input 

Programming verify V'L V'L V ,H 

Program disable V ,H X X 

Notel: V'L and V,H indicate a "L" and "H" input voltage, respectively. 
2 : An X indicates either V'L or V,H . 

• . MITSUBISHI 
;"ELECTRIC 

Vpp Vee Output 

Vpp Vee Floating 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol 

Vee 

V, 

V, 

V, 

V, 

Vo 

Vo 

Pd 

Topr 

Tstg 

Note 1 
2 

Parameter 

Supply voltage 

Input voltage X1N 

Input voltage P2o~P27' P44-P47 

Input voltage POa-P07, Pla-PI7, P3a-P3" P4a-P43, 
-

P5a- P57,INT, 

Input voltage CNVss, RESET 

Output voltage P2a-P2. P4,-P47, XOUT, ¢, D-A 

Output voltage POa-PO" Pl a-P1" P3a-P37, P4a-P43, 

P6a-P63 , PWM 

Power dissipation 

Operating temperature 

Storage temperature 

In EPROM programming mode, CNVss is 22. OV 
300mW for Q FP types. 

Conditions Ratings 

-0.3-7 

-0.3-7 

-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

With respect to Vss 

With the output transistor cut-off 
-0.3-13 

-0.3-13 (Note 1) 

-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

-0.3-13 

Ta=2S'C 1 OOO( Note 2 ) 

-10-70 

-40-125 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vcc=SV±5%, Ta=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

V REF Reference voltage 4 Vee V 

"H" input voltage POo ........ P07,·P1o ...... Ph, P2o"""'P27. 

V ,H P30-P37, P4o-P47, P50-P57, 0. 8Vee Vee V 
---
INT" RESET, X'N, CNVss, P60 

"L" input voltage POa-PO" Plo-PI" P2o-P27, 

V'L P3a-P37, P4o-P47, P50-P57, 0 0. 2Vee V 
-
INT .. CNVss, P60 

V'L "L" input voltage RESET 0 0. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" input voltage X1N 0 0. 16Vee V 

IOLCpeakl 
"L" peak output current POo ...... PO?, P1 o ...... Ph, P2o ...... P27, 

10 mA 
P30-P37, P4o-P47 (Note4) 

IOLCpeakl "L" peak output current P6o-P63 (Note 4) 15 mA 

IOLCQeakl "L" peak output current PWM (Note 4 ) 5 mA 

IOLCavgl 
"L" average output current poo ....... po?, P1o ........ Ph, P2o ....... P27, 

5 mA 
P3a-P37, P4o-P47 (Note 3) 

'OLCaVQI "L" average output current P6o-P63 (Note 3 ) 7 mA 

loLCaVQI "L" average output current PWM (Note3) 2.5 mA 

IOH(peakl "H" peak output current P2o-P27 (Note 4 ) -10 mA 

IOH(avgl "H" average output current P2o ........ P27 (Note 3 ) -5 mA 
f(x ) Internal clock oscillating frequency 4 MHz 

Note The average output currents loc<avgl and 10H(avgl are the average value of a period of lOOms. 

5-64 

Do not allow the combined low- level output current of ports PO, Pl, P2, P3, P4, P6, and PWM to 
exceed SOmA. 
Do not allow the combined high- level output current of port P2 to exceed 50mA. 

"H" input voltage of ports' PO, PI, P3, P4o-P43 , P5 and INT, is available up to +12V. 
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Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mW 

·c 
·C 
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V, Vss=OV, Ta=25'C, f(X'N)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

Min. Typ. Max. 

V OH "H" output voltage P2o-P2, IOH=-10mA 3 

V OH "H" output voltage ¢ IOH--2.5mA 3 

VOL 
"L" output voltage POo-PO" Pl o-Pl" P2o-P2, 

P30-P3" P4o-P4" P6o- P63 
IOL=10mA 2 

VOL "L" output voltage ¢, PWM iOL=5mA 2 

VT+-VT - Hysteresis INT, 0.3 1 

Vr+-Vr - Hysteresis P36 When used as elK input 0.3 0.8 

Vr+-Vr - Hysteresis P32 When used as INT2 input 0.3 1 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis P33 When used as CNTR input 0,5 1 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis P60 When used as T input 0.5 1 

Vr+-Vr - Hysteresis RESET 0.5 0.7 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis X1N 0.1 0.5 

oiL" input current POO ...... P07, P1o ....... Ph, P2o ......... P27 

I'L P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5, V,=OV -5 

P6o-P63, PWM 

I'L "L" input current INT" RESET, X1N V,=OV -5 

"H" input current POO--P07, P1o ...... P1 7, P30 ....... P37 

I'H P4o-P43, P50-P5" P6o-P63 V,=12V 12 

PWM 

I'H 
"H" input current INT" RESET, X1N , P2o ...... P27 

P4,-P4, 
V,=5V 5 

VRAM RAM retention voltage At clock stop 2 

rp, XOUT, and D-A pins 
f(XIN)=4MHz 

3 6 
Square wave 

opened, other pins at 
At clock stop 

lee Supply current Vss, and A-O converter 
Ta=2SoC 

1 
in the finished condi-

tion. 
At clock stop 

10 
Ta=7SoC 

A-D CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vce~5V, Vss=AVss=OV, Ta=25°C, f(X'N)=4MHz, unless otherwisenoted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

Min. ' Typ. Max. 

- Resolution VREF=VCC 8 
- Absolute accuracy VREF=VCC ±3 

RLADDER Ladder resistance value VREF=VCC 2 10 

tCONV Conversion time 50 

V REF Reference input voltage 2 Vee 

V'A Analog input voltage 0 VREF 

D-A CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V, Vss=AVss=OV, Ta=25'C, f(XIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

- Resolution 

- Error in full scale range 

tsu Setup time 

Ro Output resistance 

VREF Reference voltage 

Test conditions 

VREF=VCC 

VREF=VCC 

VREF=VCC 

VREF=VCC 

. • MITSUBISHI 
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Min. 

4 

Limits 

Typ. Max. 

5 

±1 

3 

3 

Vee 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

I-'A 

I-'A 

I-'A 

I-'A 

V 

rnA 

I-'A 

Unit 

Bits 

LSB 

kO 

I-'S 

V 

V 

Unit 

Bils 

% 
I-'S 

kO 

V 
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TIMING REQUIREMENTS 
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Single-chip mode (Vcc=5V±5%, Vss=OV, T a=25'C, fl x,N)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tSUCPOD-</» Port PO input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P1D-<I» Port P1 input setup time 270 ns 

tSU CP2D-¢) Port P2 input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P3D-9'» Port P3 input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P4D-¢) Port P4 input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P5D-¢) Port P5 input setup time 270 ns 

th(¢---POD) Port PO input hold time 20 ns 

th(¢-P10) Port P1 input hold time 20 ns 

th(4)-P2D) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

th(¢-P30) Port P3 input hold time 20 ns 

th(¢-P40) Port P4 input hold time 20 ns 

th(¢-P50) Port P5 input hold time 20 ns 

Ie External clock input cycle time 250 ns 

tw External clock input pulse width 75 ns 

tr External clock rising edge time 25 ns 

tf External clock falling edge time 25 ns 

Eva-chip mode (Vcc=5V±5%, Vss=OV, Ta=25'C, fl x,N )=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tSU(POD-¢) Port PO input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P10-OjS) Port P1 input setup time 270 ns 

tSU (P2D-¢) Port P2 input setup time 270 ns 

thl¢-poD) Port PO input hold time 20 ns 

thC<;6-P1D) Port P1 input hold time 20 ns 

thl¢-P2D) Port P2 input hold time 20 ns 

Memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 
(Vcc=5V±5%, Vss=ov, T a=25'C, fl x,N )=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

tSU CP2D-¢) Port P2 input setup time 

th<¢ P20) Port P2 input hold time 
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Parameter 
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Test conditions 
Min. 

270 

30 

Limits 

J I 

Unit 
Typ. Max. 

I I ns 

I I ns 



SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 
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Single-chip mode (Vee=5V±5%, Vss=OV, Ta=25'C, f(XIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

td(<;6-POQ} Port PO data output delay time 230 ns 
Fig.3 

230 Id(¢_P1Q) Port P1 data output delay time ns 

td(¢_P2Q) Port P2 data output delay time Fig.4 230 ns 

td(1)-P3Q) Port P3 data output delay time 230 ns 

tdC¢.o-P4Q) Port P4 data output delay time Fig.3 230 ns 

tdC¢_P60) Port P6 data output delay time 230 ns 

Eva-chip mode (Vee=5V±5%, Vss=ov, Ta=25'C, f(XIN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min, Typ. Max. 

td(¢-POA) Port PO address output delay time 250 ns 
td(¢-POAFl Port PO address output delay time 250 ns 
td(¢_POQ) Port PO data output delay time 200 ns 
td(¢_POQF) Port PO data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-P1A) Port P1 address output delay time 
Fig.3 

250 ns 

td(¢-P1AF) Port P1 address output delay time 250 ns 
td(¢-P10) Port P1 data output delay time 200 ns 

td(¢-P10F) Port P1 data output delay time 200 ns 
td(¢-P20) Port P2 data output delay time 300 ns 
td(¢-P20F) Port P2 data output delay time 

Fig.4 
300 ns 

td(¢_R/W) R/W signal output delay time 250 ns 
tdC¢-R/WF} R/W signal output delay time 250 ns 
td(¢-P30) Port P30 data output delay time 200 ns 
td(¢_P3 QF) Port P30 data output delay time 200 ns 

tdC¢-SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 
Fig.3 

250 ns 

td( ¢-SYNCF) SYNC signal output delay time 250 ns 
td(¢-P30) Port P31 data output delay time 200 ns 
td(¢-P3 OF) Port.P31 data output delay time 200 ns 

Memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 
(Vee=5V±5%, Vss=ov, T a=25°C, f(xlN)=4MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

td(¢_POA) Port PO address output delay time 

td(¢-P1A) Port P1 address output delay time 

td(¢-P20) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(¢-P2QF) Port P2 data output delay time 

td(1)-RIW) R/W signal output delay time 

tdC<I>-SYNC) SYNC signal output delay time 

Vee 

)'0 
PO 
PI 
P3 J, 100pF 
P4 
P6 

t 100pF 
07 

Fig. 3 Ports PO, P1, P3, P4, and P6 test circuit 

Test conditions 

Fig.3 

Fig.4 

Fig.3 

Fig. 4 Port P2 test circuit 
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Limits 

Min. Typ. 

il00PF 

Unit 
Max, 

250 ns 
250 ns 
300 ns 
300 ns 
250 ns 
250 ns 
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TIMING DIAGRAMS 
In single-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port P1 output 

Port P1 input 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P3 output 

Port P3 input 

Port P4 output 

Port P4 input 

. Port P5 input 

Port P6 output 
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In eva-chip mode 

Port PO output 

Port PO input 

Port P1 output 

Port P1 input 

--~I'"" 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MS0963E-XXXSP/FP 
MS0963ES/EFS 

EPROM VERSION of MS0963-XXXSP/FP 

td (¢-POQFl 

-----+----------~----' 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output (R/W) 
------11'" 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 

td I¢-A/wl 
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In memory expanding mode and microprocessor mode 

Port PO output 

Port PI output 

Port P2 output 

Port P2 input 

Port P30 output (R/IN) 

Port P3, output (SYNC) 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

PRELIMINARY 
M37410E6-XXXFP 

Kotiee: This is not il fi[lal specification. Some 
parametric limits are subject to change, EPROM VERSION of M37410M3-XXXFP,M37410M4-XXXFP 

DESCRIPTION 
The M37410E6-XXXFP is a single-chip microcomputer de

signed with CMOS silicon gate technology. It is housed in a 

80-pin shrink plastic molded QFP. The features of this chip 

are similar to those of the M37410M4-XXXFP except that 

this chip has a 98304-bit (12288 words X 8 bits) EPROM 

built in. This single-chip microcomputer is useful for home 

electrical appliances and consumer appliance controllers. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

In addition to its simple instruction sets, the EPROM, RAM, 

and 1/0 addresses are placed on the same memory map to 

enable easy programming. Since general purpose EPROM 

writers can be used for the built-in EPROM, this chip is 

suitable for small quantity production runs. 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions·· ................................. 69 

• Memory size EPROM ·····························12288 bytes 
RAM····································· 256 bytes 

• Instruction execution time 
(minimum instructions at 8MHz frequency) 

at high-speed mode········································· 1,u s 
at low-speed mode .......................................... 4,us 

• Single power supply 
f(X 1N )=8MHz ....................................... 4.75-5.25V 

• Power dissipation 
normal operation mode (at 8M Hz frequency) 

........................................ 30mW (Vcc=5V, Typ.) 

low-speed operation mode (at 32kHz frequency for 
clock function) ························54,uW(Vcc=3V, Typ.) 

o RAM retention voltage (stop mode) 
.......................................... : .... 2.0V~VRAM~5.5V 

• Subroutine nesting······· ................... ···96 levels (Max.) 
III Interrupt· .. ··············· ........................ 9 types, 5 vectors 

• 8-bit timer······························································ 4 
• 16-bit timer·· ........... 1 (Two 8-bit timers make one set) 

o Programmable 1/0 ports 
(Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P4) ................................ 40 

o Serial I/O (8-bit) ·····················································1 
• A-D converter ...................... 8-bit, 8-channel 

conversion speed (25,u s) 

• LCDcontrolier/driver (1/2, 113 bias, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 duty) 
segment output·················································· 24 
common output·,·················································· 4 

• Two clock generating circuits (One is for main clock, 
the other is for clock function) 

• EPROM (equivalent to the M5L27128) 
program voltage··············································· 21V 

APPLICATION 
Audio-visual equipment 

Remote cont~ol 

Camera 

SEG"/'N'-B SEG 20/lN3 - 2 

SEG 2,/IN2 - 3 

SEG 22 /1N, -:~ 
SEG 23 /1No - 5 

. AVss 6 

VREF - 7 

vee 
P5 7 /PWM3- 9 

P56 /PWM2 - 10 

P5s/PWM1- 11 

P54 /PWMO - 12 

P5,3/SIG - 13 

PS2/CNT zicE _ 14 

P5,/CNT,ioE _ 15 

P50 /lNTJ /PGM - 16 

P37/SRDY~e 
P36 /CLK- 18 

P3s/SaUT~; 
P34/SlN - 20 
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0 52 - P22/D 2 

m 51 -P23/0 l 

CD 50 -P24 /D 4 

X 49 - P25/Ds 
X 48 - P26/Ds 
X 47 -P27/D 7 
""T1 

46 - POc/Ao \l 
45 -P01/A1 

0 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37410E6-XXXFP 

EPROM VERSION of M37410M3-XXXFP,M37410M4-XXXFP 

FUNCTIONS OF M37410E6-XXXFP 
Parameters Functions 

Number of basic instructions 69 

Instruction execution time l..us (minimum instructions, at BMHz of frequency) 

Clock frequency 8MH. 

EPROM 12288bytes (Note 1) 
Memory size 

RAM 256bytes 

RAM for display LCD 12bytes 

PO, PI, P2, P3, P5 I/O 8-bitX5 

P4 Input 4-bitXl (Port P4 are in common with SEG) 
Input/Output port 

SEG LCD output 24-bitXl 

COM LCD output 4-bitXl 

Serial t/O 8-bitXl 

8-bit timerX4 
Timers 

16-bit timerXl (combination of two 8-bit timers) 

Bias 1/2, 1/3 bias selectable 

LCD controlier/driver 
Duty ratio 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 duty selectable 

Common output 4 

Segment output 24(SEG12 ....... SEG23 are in common with port P4) 

Subrotine nesting 96(max) 

Interrupt Three external Interrupts, Three timer interrupts (or two timer, one seriall/O) 

Clock generating circuit Two built-in circuit (ceramic or quartz crystal oscillator) 

Operating temperature range -20-75"C 

Device structure CMOS silicon gate 

Package 80-pin plastic molded QFP 

Note 1 The EPROM programming voltage is 21 V (equivalent tQ the M5L27128) 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Mode 

Vee Single-chip 

Vss /EPROM 

CNVssI Single-chip 

V pp 

EPROM 

RESET Single-chip 

EPROM 

X'N Single-chip 

/EPROM 

XOUT 

INT, Single-chip 

EPROM 

POO-P07 Single-chip 

EPROM 

P1 o-P1 7 Single,chip 

EPROM 

P2o~P27 Single-chip 

EPROM 

P30 -P37 Single-chip 

EPROM 

SEG 12/P43 Single-chip 

\ 
SEG 15/P40 

EPROM 

P5o-P57 Single-chip 

EPROM 
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M37410E6-XXXFP 

EPROM VERSION of M37410M3-XXXFP,M37410M4-XXXFP 

Name 

Power supply 

CNVss input 

Vpp Input 

Reset input 

Reset input 

Clock input 

Clock output 

Interrupt input 

Interrupt input 

I/O port PO 

Address' input Ao ...... A7 

I/O port Pl 

Address input Aa-A13 

I/O port P2 

Data inputl 

output Do ...... 0 7 

I/O port P3 

Input port P3 

Segment output 

/input port P4 

Input port P4 

I/O port P5 

Select mode 

Input! 
Functions 

Output 

Supply 5V±5% to Vee and OV to Vss. 

Input Connect to Vss. 

Connect to Vpp when programming or verifing. 

Input To reset, keep this input terminal low for more than 16.us (min) under normal Vee 

conditions. If more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this "L" con-

dition should be maintained for the required time. 

Connect to av. 

Input These are 110 pins of internal clock generating circuit for main clock. To control 

generating frequency, an external ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator is connected 

Output between the XIN and XOUT pins. If an external clock is used, the clock source should 

be connected the XIN pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

Input This is the highest order interrupt input pin. 

Input Connect to av. 

I/O Port PO is an 8-bit 1/0 port with directional registers allowing each ,1/0 bit to be indi-

vidually programmed as input or output. At reset, this port is set to input mode. The 

output structure is CMOS output. 

Input PO works as the lower a bit address input (Ao ...... A7 ). 

I/O Port P1 i~ an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 

The output structure is N-channel open drain. 

Input P1 o ....... P1s works as the higher 6 bit address inputs (Aa ....... A13). 

Connect P16-Ph to Vcc. 

I/O Port P2 is an a-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same function as port PO. 

,Also all bits are for key on wake up input pins. 

I/O Port P2 works as an 8 bit data bus (Do-D,). 

I/O Port P3 is an 8-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. 
--

When serial 1/0 is used, P37, P36, P3s and P34 work as SRDY, ClK, SOUT, and SIN 

pins, respectively. Also P33. P32. P31, and P30 work as timer 4 overflow signal di-

vided by 2 output pin (T), INT2 pin, XC1N and Xc'OUT pins, respectively. 

Input Connect to OV. 

Output SEG'2 ....... SEG15 are segment output pins. 

/Input Also these work as input port P4 by 2-bit unit. 

Input Conect to Vcc. 

I/O Port P5 is an a-bit 1/0 port and has basically the same function as P1. PSo, PS" PS2 

and PS3 are in common with INT3, timer3 input, timerS input and A-O trigger input, 

respectively. 

-- --
Input P52, P5" PSo work as CE, OE and PGM, respectively. Connect to PSs ....... PS7 to OV, 

and P53 ....... PS4 to Vcc. , 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Mode 

VL.l ........ V L3 Single-chip 

EPROM 

COMo- Single-chip 

COM 3 

EPROM 

SEGo- Single-chip 

SEG" 

EPROM 

SEG16/IN, Single-chip 

\ 
SEG23I1No 

EPROM 

AVss Single-chip 

EPROM 

VREF Single-chip 

EPROM 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37410E6-XXXFP 

EPROM VERSION of M37410M3-XXXFP,M37410M4-XXXFP 

Name 

Voltage input for LCD 

Voltage input for LC D 

Common output 

Common output 

Segment output 

Segment output 

Segment output 

lanal09 input 

Analog input 

Analog voltage input 

Analog voltage input 

Reference voltage 

input 

Reference voltage 

input 

Input! 

Output 
Functions 

Input These are voltage input pins for LCD. Supply voltage as OV~VL1~VL2~VL3~VCC. 

O-Vl3V is supplied to LCD. 

Input Connect to Vee. 

Output These are LC 0 common output pins. 

Output Connect to Vee. 

Output These are LCD segment output pins. 

Output Connect to Vee. 

I/O SEG'6 ........ SEG23 work as analog input pins IN7 ........ INo. 

SEG'6 ........ SEG'9 are used by 2-bit unit and SEG20 ........ SEG23 by 4-bit unit. 

Input Connect to Vee. 

Input GND input pin for the A-D converters. 

Input Connect to Vss. 

Input Referrence input pin for A-O converters. 

Input Connect to Vee. 

. • MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37410E6-XXXFP 

EPROM VERSION of M37410M3-XXXFP,M37410M4-XXXFP 

EPROM MODE 
The M37410E6-XXXFP features an EPROM mode in addi
tion to its normal modes. When the RESET signal level is 
low ("L"), the chip automatically enters the EPROM prog
ramming mode. Table 1 list the correspondence between 
pins and Figure 1 gives the pin connections in the EPROM 

mode. When in the EPROM mode, ports PO, P1, P2, P50 -

P52 , and CNVss are used for the EPROM (equivalent to the 

M5L27128). When in this mode, the built-in EPROM can be 
written to or read from using these pins in the same way as 
with the M5L27128. The oscillator should be connected to 

the X1N and XOUT pins, or external clock should be con~ 
nected to the X1N pin. 

Fig.1 
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Table 1 Pin function in EPROM programming mode 

Vee 

+-------SEG 19/IN,- 1 
+-------SEG'oIlN3 - , 
+------- SEG 21 /IN, - 3 

+------- SEG"/IN, - , 
+--'------ SEG23/INo - 5 

o 

. ---------
vee 

Vpp 

Vss 
Address input 

Data 1/0 

CE 

OE 

PGM 

o 

M37410E6-XXXFP 

Vee 

CNVss/Vpp 

Vss 
Ports PO, P1 0 -P1 5 

Port P2 

P52 /CE 

P5,IOE 

P50 /PGM 

GW--- AVss 55 - VL3 

"-------- VREF - 7 54 ..... P201Do-CQQ) 
GQ;>--- Vee 53 - P2,1D, -@ 

r------ P5,/PWM3 - 9 52 - P2,ID, -CilV 
+------P56/PWM2- 10 M37410E6-XXXFP 51 - P23/D 3 --(Qi) 
+------ P5s/PWM1- 11 50 ++ P24/D4~ 

+--4------ P5,/PWMO - 12 49 - P25/D5-@ 
"--t------- P53/SIG - 13 48 - P26/D6-@ 

@j----P5,/CNT,/CE- " ,,- P2,ID,-® 
@-P5,/CNT,/OE- 15 46 - POo/Ao --GQ) 
~-':--P50/INT3/PGM - 16 45 - PO,/A, -@ 

+------- P37/SROY """'" 17 44 ....... P02/A2 -GV 
+------- P36/CLK - 18 0 43 - P03/A3 --GV 
+------- P3s /SoUT ""'" 19 42 ....... P04/A4 ~ 

P34/S IN "'" _2D'c-=rr""""""r.:or""",:rr;;or.;;;nc="""",",,,,,,,,,,,",,",,,,,,,,,4 _1 ..... POs/As ~ 
~n~M~.VB.m.aDMB.D •• W 

Vss 

o : same functions as M5L27128 

Pin connection In EPROM programming mode 
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Vpp 

Vss 
Ao ........ A13 

0 0 ---0 7 
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OE 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37410E6-XXXFP 

EPROM VERSION of M37410M3-XXXFP,M37410M4-XXXFP 

EPROM READING, WRITING AND 
ERASING 
Reading 
To read the EPROM, set the CE and OE pins to a "L" level, 
and the PGM pin to a "H" level. Input the address of the 
data (Ao-A13 ) to be read and the data will be output to the 
1/0 pins Do - 0 7• The data 110 pins will be floating when 
either the CE or OE pins are in the "H" state. 

Writing 
To write to the EPROM, set the CE pin to a "L" level and 
the OE pin to a "H" level. The CPU will enter the program 
mode when Vpp is applied to the Vpp pin. The address to 
be written to is selected with pins Ao-A13, and the data to 
be written is input to pins 0 0-07• Set the PGM pin to a "L" 
level to begin writing. 

Table 2 1/0 signal in each mode 

~n 
Mode 

CE(14) OE(15) 

Read-out V'L V'L 

NOTES ON HANDLING 
Since a high voltage (21V) is used to' write data, care 
should be taken when turning on the EPROM writer's 
power. 

PGM(16) Vpp(26) VedB) 
Data I/O 
(23-54) 

V,H Vee Vee Output 

Programming V'L V,H Pulse(VIH-V,L) V pp Vee Input 

Programming verify V'L V'L V,H 

Program disable V,H X X 

Note 1: V'L and V,H indicate a "L" and "H" Input voltage, respectively. 
2 : An X indicates either V'L or V,H• 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37410E6-XXXFP 

EPROM VERSION of M37410M3-XXXFP,M37410M4-XXXFP 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Ratings 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3-7 

V, LCD supply V,,-VL3 VL1 <VL2<VL3 -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

V, Input voltage pOo-po" P2o-P2" P3o, P3" P4o-P4, 
-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

1No ......... IN7, VREF, XrN 

V, Input voltage CNVss, (Note 1) -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage INT" RESET, P1 o-P1" P3,-P3" PSo-P5, -0.3-10 

Va Output voltage POo-po" P2o-P2" P30, P3, 
-0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

COMo-COM" SEGo-SEG'23, XOUT 

Va Output voltage P1 o-P1" P3,-P37, PSo-PS, -0,3-10 

Pd Power dissipation Ta = 25'C 300 

Topr Operating temperature -20-75 

Tstg Storage temperature -40-125, 

Note 1 In EPROM programming mode, CNVss is 22, OV 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Vee= 5 V± 5 %. T a=-10-75'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

Vee 

Vss 

V ,H 

V ,H 

V ,H 

V ,H 

V ,H 

V'L 

V'L 

V'L 

10H 

10L 

10L 

f(X,N ) 

f(XeIN ) 

Note 2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
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Parameter Conditions 

Supply voltage (Note 2) 

Supply voltage 

"H" input voltage POo-PO" P30, P3" P4o-P4" 

X'N, CNVss (Note 3) 

"H" input voltage P2o-P2, 

"H" input voltage P1 o-P1" P3,-P3" P5,-P5" S,N 

"H" input voltage P50, INT" INT" INT" P3,-P3" 

CNT" CNT" SIG, ClK 

"H" input vortage RESET, XCIN 

"l" input voltage POo-PO" P1o-P1" P3o, P3, 

P4o-P4" P5,-P5" S,N 

"l" input voltage P2o-P2,. P3,-P3" P50, INT" INT" 

INT" CNT" CNT" SIG, ClK 

"l" input voltage RESET, X'N, XelN 

"H" output current POO~P071 P2o ......... P27, XOUT 

OIL" output current POO ......... P07, P2o ........ P27, P30 ...... P37, 

P50-P5" XOUT, PWMo-PWM" T, 

SouT,ClK, SROY, SIG (Note 5) 

"l" output current P1o-P1, (Note 6) Vec=4. 75-5, 25V 

Clock input oscillating frequency 

Clock oscillating frequency for clock function 

When only maintaining the RAM data, minimum value of Vee is 2V, 
When P3 is XCIN mode, the limits of V,H of P3, is O. 85Vec;i;V,H;i;Vec, O;i;VIL;i;O, 15Vee, 
Total of IOH(peakl of ports PO, P2 and XOUT is less than 35mA, 
Total of loU peak) of ports PO, P2, P3 and P5 is less than 32mA 
Total of lou peak) of P1 is less than 80mA, 
Total of louavg.l of Pl is less than 40mA 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 

Min. Nom. Max. 

4.75 5 5.25 

0 

0. 7Vee Vee 

0. 8Vee Vee 

0. 7Vee 10 

0. 8Vee 10 

O. 85Vee 10 

0 0. 3Vee 

0 0. 2Vee 

0 0.15Vcc 

-1 

1 

20 

0.2 

30 50 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mW 

'c 
'C 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mA 

mA 

mA 

MHz 

kHz 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37410E6-XXXFP 

EPROM VERSION of M37410M3-XXXFP,M37410M4-XXXFP 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=25-C, Vcc=5V, Vss=OV, f(X'N)=8MHz, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

V OH "H" output voltage POO-P07, P2o-P27 Vcc=5V, 10H=-0. 5mA 

V OH "H" output voltage XOUT Vcc=5V, IOH=-O. 3mA 

"L" output voltage POC ....... POl, P2o--P27. P3o--..P37 , 
-

VOL P50-P57. T, SOUT, elK, SRDY Vcc=5V 

SIG, PWMO-PWM3 

VOL "L" output voltage P1o ....... Ph Vcc=5V, 10L =20mA 

VOL "L" output voltage XOUT Vcc=5V, 10L =0. 3mA 

VT+-Vr -
Hysteresis INT,. INT" INT3. CLK, CNT, 

Vcc=5V 
CNT2. 81G, SIN, P2o ....... P27, XCIN 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis RESET Vcc=5V 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis X'N Vcc=5V 

"L" input current IpOO-P07, Pl o-P1 7, P2o-P27, 

I'L 
P30-P37. P4o-P43. P50-P57i Vcc=5V 

Without pull-up T r.( Note 1 ) V,=OV 

INo-IN7. INT" RESET, X'N 

"H" input current POO ....... P07, P2o ....... P27, P30. P31 
Vcc=5V 

I'H P4o-P47,INo-IN7 
V,=5V 

X1N • XCIN. CNVss 

"H" input current [Pl o-P17, P30-P37, P50-P57i 

I'H 
Without pull-up T r. 

V,=10V 
INT" INT" INT3, CNT" CNT, 

SIG, RESET, S'N, CLK 

Pull-up Tr POO-P07, Pl o-P1 7, 

RpL P2o-P27, P30-P37, Vcc=5V. V,=OV 

P4o---P43, P50-P57 

ReoM Output impedance COMo-COM 3 
VL1=Vcc/3 

Vcc=5V VL2 =2VLl • 

VL3=VCC 

Rs Output impedance SEGo ....... SEG23 
Other COM, SEG Vcc=5V 
pins are opend 

f(X'N)=8MHz High-speed mode Vcc=5V 
at operation 

f(XC 'N)=32kHz, Vcc=3V 
Icc Supply current 

at wait state t(X'N)=32kHz, Vcc=5V 

at stop state Vcc=5V,all clock stop. Ta=25°C 

VRAM RAM retention voltage 

Note 1 Also the same as when each pin is used as INT" INT3, CNT1, CNT2, SIG, S'N and X'N, respectively. 

'MITSUBISHI 
"'ELECTRIC 

Limits 

Min. 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

4 V 

4 V 

1 V 

2 V 

1 V 

0.7 V 

2 V 

0.5 V 

-5 /-lA 

5 /-lA 

10 /1A 

35 70 140 kO 

200 0 

2 kO 

6 mA 

18 

4 /-lA 

0.1 

2 5_ 25 V 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M374S0E4-XXXSP/FP 
M374S0E4SS/FS 

EPROM VERSION of M37450M4-XXXSP/FP 

DESCRIPITION 
The M37450E4-XXXSP is a single-chip microcomputer de
signed with CMOS silicon gate technology. It is housed in a 
64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP. The features of this chip 
are simiar to those of the M37450M4-XXXSP except that 
this chip has a 65536-bit (8192 words X 8 bits) EPROM 

built-in. This single-chip microcomputer is useful for office 
automation appliances and consumer appliance controllers. 
In addition to its simple instruction sets, the EPROM, RAM 

and 1/0 addresses are placed on the same memory map to 
enable easy programming. Since general purpose EPROM 
writes can be used for small quantity production runs. It 
also has a unique feature that enables it to be used as a 
slave microcomputer. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

The M37450E4SS and the M37450E4FS are the window 
type. The differences between the M37450E4-XXXSP and 
the M37450E4-XXXFP, and between the M37450E4SS and 
the M37450E4FS are the package outline and the power 
dissipation ability (absolute maximum ratings). 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
• Number of basic instructions······ ............................. 71 

69 MELPS 740 basic instructions+ 2 multiplyldivide in
structions 

• Memory size EPROM .............................. 8192 bytes 
RAM .......... : .............. · .......... · 256 bytes 

• Instruction execution time 
(shortest instruction at 10 MHz) ............. 0.8,us (min.) 

• Single power supply .. · ...... · .............. · ...... · ...... 5V±5% 

• Power dissipation normal operation mode 
(at 10 MHz frequency) ........................ · ........ ·30mW 

• Subroutine nesting" ............................. 96 levels max. 
• Interrupts ................................................... 15 events 

• Master CPU bus interface ....................... · ........ ·1 byte 
• 16-bit timer .. · ............................ · ............ · .............. · 3 

• 8-bit timer (Serial 1/0 use) .......... · .......................... ·1 

• Serial 1/0 (UART or clock synchronous) .................... 1 

• A-D converter (8-bit resolution) ......... 3 channels (DIP) 

8 channels (QFP) 
• D-A converter (8-bit resolution) .................. 2 channels 
• PWM output (8-bit or 16-bit) .............. · .................... ·1 

• Programmble 1/0 
(Ports PO, P1, P2, P3, P5, P6) .............................. 48 

• Input (Port P4) ................................ 3 (DIP), 8 (QFP) 
• Output (Port D-Al' D-A2 ) ......................................... 2 

• EPROM (equivalent to the M5L2764) 
program voltage .. · ............ ···· .... · .. · .... ·· .... ··· .. ·· .... ·· 21 V 

APPLICATION 
Slave controller for PPCs, facsimiles, and page printers 
HDD, optical disk, inverter, and industrial motor controllers 
Industrial robots and machines 

1/0 port 
P3 

1/0 port 
P5 

1/0 port 
P6 

P37/SRDy """" 1 

P3e/ScLK """" 2 

P3s/TxD - 3 

P3.lRxD - 4 

P33/PWMoUT - 5 

P3,/.EV3 - 6 

P3,/EV, - 7 

P30/EV, - 8 

P5,/DB, - 9 

P5,/DB, - 10 

P5s/DBs - 11 

P5./DB. - 12 

P53/DB3 - 13 

P5,/DB,/CE - 14 

P5,/DB,/OE - 15 

P50/DBo/PGM - 16 

P6,/W- 17 

P63 /PRDY - 21 

P6,/INT3 - 22 

Read/Write 
status output 
Synchronous signal SYNC _ 26 
output 

Reset input 

Clock Input 

Clock output 

Timing output 

CNVss/Vpp __ 27 

RESET- 28 

Vss 

Outline 

5-80 
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Vee 

AVss 

62 - VREF ~~f:::;;~~put 
61 - D-A'j 
60 _ D-A2 D-A output 

59 ~ P4o/ANo 
58 ~ P4,/AN, [lnpUI . I port P4 
57 ~ P4,/AN, 

I/O port 
PO 

1/0 port 
Pl 

1/0 port 
P2 

64P4B(OTP) 
64S1 B (Window) 

~I ~ 
(f) ~ I.J <n 

~~~~~f 
II 

NC: No 
connection 
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¢ 
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INT, 
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INT3 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450E4-XXXSP/FP 
M37450E4SS/FS 

EPROM VERSION of M37450M4-XXXSP/FP 

FUNCTIONS OF M37450E4-XXXSP/FP, M37450E4SS/FS 
Parameter 

Number of basic instructions 

Instruction execution time 

Clock frequency 

EPROM 
Memory size 

RAM 

PO- P3, P5, P6 I 
Input/Output port P4 I 

O-A I 
Serial I/O 

Timers 

A-O converter 

O-A converter 

Pulse width modulator 

Data bus buffer 

Subroutine nesting 

Interrupts 

Clock generating circuit 

Supply voltage 

Power dissipation 

Input/Output voltage 
Input/Output characters 

Output current 

Memory expansion 

Operating temperature range 

Device structure 

M37450E4-XXXSP 

M37450E4-XXXFP 
Package 

M37450E4SS 

M37450E4FS 

Functions 

71 (69 MELPS 740 basic instructions+2) 

O. 8.us (minimum instructions, at 10MHz of frequency) 

10MHz (max.) 

8192 bytes 

256 bytes 

I/O 8-bitX6 

Input 3-bitX 1 (8-bitX 1 for 80-pin model) 

Output 2-bitX1 

UART or clock synchronous 

16-bit timerX3, 

a-bit timer (Serial 1/0 baud rate generator)X1 

8-bitX3 channels (8 channels for 80-pin model) 

8-bitX 2 channels 

8-bit or 16-bitX1 

1-byte input and output each 

96-levels 

6 external interrupts, 8 internal interrupts 

One software interrupt 

Built-in (ceramic or quarts crystal oscillator) 

5V±5% 

30mW (at 10MHz frequency) 

5V 

±5mA (max.) 

Possible 

-10-70'C 

CMOS silicon gate 

64-pin shrink plastic molded DIP 

80-pin plastic molded QFP 

64-pin shrink ceramic DIP 

SO-pin ceramic QFP 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450E4-XXXSP/FP 
M37450E4SS/FS 

EPROM VERSION of M374S0M4-XXXSP/FP 

PIN DESCRIPTION (normal operation mode) 

Pin Name 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vss 

CNVsslVpp CNVss 

RESET Reset. input 

X'N Clock input 

XOUT Clock output 

¢> Timing output 

SYNC Synchronous 

signal output 

--
R/W ReadlWrlte 

status output 

POO-P07 110 port PO 

P1 0-Ph 110 port P1 

P20-P27 110 port P2 

P30 -P37 110 port P3 

P4o-P4, Input port P4 

(P4o-P47 ) 

P50 -P57 110 port P5 

P6o-P67 110 port P6 

D-A"D-A, D-A output 

V REF Reference voltage 

Input 

ADVREF A-D reference 

voltage input 

DAVREF O-A reference 

voltage input 

AVss Analog power supply 

AVee Analog power supply 

5-84 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

110 

110 

110 

110 

Input 

110 

110 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Functions 

/ 

Power supply inputs 5V±5% to VeG, and OV to Vss. 

Controls the preae,sser mode of the chip. Normally connected to Vss or Vee. 

To enter the reset state, the reset input pin must be kept at a "L" for more than 2,us (under normal Vee 

conditions). if more time is needed for the crystal oscillator to stabilize, this ilL" condition should be main-

tained for the required time. 

This chip has an internal clock generating circuil. To control generating frequency, an external ceramic or a 

quartz crystal oscillator is connected between the X1N and XOUT pins. If an external clock Is used, the clock 

source should be connected to the X 1N pin and the XOUT pin should be left open. 

Outputs signal consisting of oscillating frequency divided by four. 

This signal is output "H" during operation code fetch and is used to control single stepping of programs. 

This signal determines the direction of the data bus. It is "H" during read and "L" during write. 

Port PO Is an 8-bit 110 port with directional registers allowing each 110 bit to be Individually programmed as 

input or output. The output structure is CMOS output. The low-order bits of the address are output except 

in single-chip mode. 

Port P1 Is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. The high-order bits of the 

address are output except in single-chip mode. 

Port P2 is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. Used as data bus except In 

single-chip mode. 

Port P3 is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. Serial 110, PWM output, or 

event 110 function can be selected with a program. 

Analog input pin for the A-D converter. The 64-pin model has three pins and the 80-pin model has eight 

pins. They may also be used as digital input pins . 

. Port P5 is an a-bit 110 port and has basically the same functions as port PO. This port functions as an a-bit 

data bus for the master CPU when slave mode is selected with a program. 

Port P6 is an 8-bit 110 port and has basically the same function as port PO. Pins P63 ...... P67 change to a con-

trol bus for the master CPU when slave mode is selected with a program. Pins P6o ...... P62 may be program-

med as 'external interrupt input pins. 

Analog signal from D-A converter is output. 

Reference voltage input pin for A-D and D-A converter. This pin is for 64-pin model only. 

Reference voltage input pin for A-D converter. This pin is for aD-pin model only. 

Reference voltage input pin for D-A converter. This pin is for aD-pin model only. 

Ground level input pin for A-O and D-A converter. Same voltage as Vss Is applied. 

Power supply input pin for A-D converter. This pin is for aD-pin model only. Same voltage as Vee is applied. 

In the case of the 64-pin model, AVee is connected to Vee internally. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M374S0E4-XXXSPIFP 
M374S0E4SS/FS 

EPROM VERSION of M374S0M4-XXXSP/FP 

PIN DESCRIPTION (normal operation mode) 

Pin Name 

RD Read signal 

output 

-
WR Write signal 

output 

RESEToUT Reset output 

Input! 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Functions 

Control signal output as active "l" when valid data Is read from data bus, This pin is for aD-pin model only. 

Control signal output as active OIL" when writing data from data bus to external component. This pin is for 

aD-pin model only. 

Control ,signal output as active "H" during reset. It is used as a reset outpu.t signal for peripheral compo-

nents, This pin is for SO-pin model only. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M374S0E4-XXXSP/FP 
M374S0E4SS/FS 

EPROM 'VERSION of M374S0M4-XXXSP/FP 

PIN DESCRIPTION (EPROM mode) 

Pin Name 

Vee, Vss Supply voltage 

CNVsslVpp Vpp 

RESET Reset input 

X'N Clock input 

X OUT Clock output 

¢ Timing output 

SYNC Synchronous 

signal output 

--
R/W Read/Write 

status output 

POO-P07 1/0 port PO 

P1 0 -P1 7 1/0 port PI 

P20 -P27 110 port P2 

P30 -P37 1/0 port P3 

P4o-P42 Input port P4 

P50 -P57 1/0 port P5 

P60 -P67 110 port P6 

V REF Reference voltage 

input 

"ADVREF A-O reference 

voltage input 

DAVREF O-A reference 

voltage input 

AVss Analog power 

AVec Analog power 

-
RD Read signal output 

-
WR Write signal 

output 

RESEToUT Reset output 

5-86 

Input! 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Input 

110 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Functions 

Power supply inputs 5V±5% to Vee, and OV to Vss. 

Connect to Vpp when programming or veriJing. 

Connect to Vss 

Connect a ceramic or a quartz crystal oscillator, between XIN and XOUT for clock oscillation. 

For timing output 

Kept to open ("L" signal Is output). 

Kept to open ("H" signal is output). 

~O works as the lower a-bit address input. 

P1 works as the higher a-bit address input. 

P2 works as an a-bit data bus. 

Connect to Vss 

Connect to Vss 

PSo, P5" P52 works as PGM, OE, and CE inputs respectively. Connect P53 and P54 to Vee and PSs ....... P57 to 

Vss. 

Connect to Vss. 

Connect to Vss. 

Connect to Vss. 

Connect to Vss. 

Connect to Vss. 

Connect to Vss. 

Kept to open ("H" signal is output) 

Kept to open ("H" signal is output) 

Kept to open ("H" signal is output) 
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EPROM MODE 
The M37450E4-XXXSP/FP, M37450E4SS/FS features an 
EPROM mode in addition to its normal modes; When the 
RESET signal level is low ("L") and CNVsslVpp signal level 
is high ("H") , the chip automatically enters the EPROM 
programming mode. Table 1 list the correspondence be
tween pins and Figure 1 and Figure 2 give the pin connec
tions in the EPROM mode. When in the EPROM mode, 
ports PO, P1, P2, P50 - P52 and CNVss are used for the 
EPROM (equivalent to the M5L2764). When in this mode, 
the built-in EPROM can be written to or read from using 

these pins in the same way as with the M5L2764. The 
oscillator should be connected to the X1N and XOUT pins, or 
external clock should be connected to the X1N pin. 

vee 

-
CE 
-
OE 

@ 

P3 

P3 

P 

P 

~P33/P 

7/SROy......... 1 

a/SCLK ++ 2 

35 /TxD - 3 

34 IRxD - 4 

WMour - 5 

3,/EV3 - 6 

3,/EV, - 7 

30/EV, - 8 

5,IOB, - 9 

7, Vss 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

551OB5 - 11 

541OB4 - 12 

P5,/D 

P5,/D 

P50/DBo 

P6 

P6 

P6 

P6 

Vpp---CNVss/Vpp --+ 27 

10 . XOUT-30 

¢_ 31 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450E4-XXXSP/FP 
M37450E4SS/FS ' 

EPROM VERSION of M374S0M4-XXXSP/FP 

Table 1 Pin function in EPROM programming mode 

M37450E4-XXXSP/FP, 

M37450E4SS/FS 

vee Vee 

V pp CNVssfVpp 

Vss Vss 

Address input Ports PO, Pl 0-Pl. 

Data 1/0 Port P2 

CE P5,/DB,/CE 

OE P5,/DB,IOE 

PGM P50 /DBo/PGM 

64 Vee Vee 

:: -~~::;;rss 
61 --+ D-A1 

60 - D-A, 

59 - P40/ANo 

58 - P4,/AN, 

57 - P4,/AN, 

---ri;) 
---@ 
---@ 
---@ 

52 - P04 /A4 ----§, 
51 ..... POs/As A5 

50 ..... P061 A6 As 

49 ..... P07/ A7 (i;) 
---@ 
---@ 
-~-~ 
---<&;) 
---@ ------..,T Vee 

---@ 
---@ 
---@ 
---@ 
---@ 
---@ 
---@ 

M5L2764 

Vee 

V pp 

Vss 
Ao-A12 

Do-D7 

CE 

OE 

PGM 

Ceramic oscillating circuit J l=ES~:: ~: 
Vss .E,'--_____ -~ ---@ 

Vss 

o : Same functions as M5L2764. 

Fig. 1 Pin connection in EPROM programming mode (64-pin model) 
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Fig. 2 
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Vee 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M374'SOE4-XXXSP/FP 
M374S0E4SS/FS 

EPROM VERSION of M37450M4-XXXSP/FP 

'Vss Vee 

1TITIl mr, 'r' Vss 

>M ~ 0 0 :51 E:; I.!. u.. ZO , > )( )( () 0:. UJ W 
wc...a:I-(f.ICJ) UUJa:a:~Nc:C 

NC 
P3,/EV2 """ 2 

P30/EV, - 3 

--- P57/DB7 - 4 

P56 /0Bs """" 5 

PSs/DBs - 6 

-1-----'----1---- PS,/DB, - 7 

~---7"'-:-f----- PS3/DB3 - 8 

(' 

PS,/DB,/CE - 9 

PS,/DB,/OE - 10 

PSo/DBo/PGM - 11 

>----P67 /W- 12 

1-----P66/R- 13 

>----P6s/CS - 14 

1----P6,/AO - '5 

Vss 

P63 /PRDY""" 15 

P6,/INT3 - 17 

P6,/INT, - 18 

P6o/INT, ++ 19 

WR- 20 

u~~~~£~~8~~~~~~~ Zc..a.a..a..a.a.»c:C<l;«oooa. 
I I I I I I j j t t j 

t t t I I I I I I I I I 

o : Same functions as MSL2764. 

:: : ~:;~~~;~1ss 
62 - P43/AN3 
61 - P44 /AN 4 

50 - P4s/AN s 
59 - P46/AN6 
58 - P4 7 /AN 7 

57 - POo/Ao--@ 
56 - PO,/A,--@ 
55""" P02 /A 2 --@ 
54 - P03/A3--@ 
53 - PO,/A,--@ 
52""'" POs/As--@ 
51 - P06 /A 6 --@ 
50 - P07/A7--@ 
49 ++ P1 o/Aa--@ 
48 """"P1,/A9--@ 
47 ...... P1 2IA,o-'-0;! 
46 -P13/Al1-~ 
45 ...... P14/A12-~ Vee 

44 - P1S/A13--'--~-J4 

Pin connection in EPROM programming mode (aO-pin model) 
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EPROM READING, WRITING AND 
. ERASING 
Reading 
To read the EPROM, set the CE and OE pins to a "L" level, 
and the PGM pin to a "H" level. Input the address of the 

data (Ao-A12 ) to be read and the data will be output to the 
I/O pins 0 0 - 0 7 . The data I/O pins will be floating when 
either the CE or OE pins are in the "H" state. 

Writing 
To write to the EPROM, set the CE pin to a "L" level and 

the OE pin to a "H" level. The CPU will enter the program 
mode when Vpp is applied to the Vpp pin. The address to 

be written to is selected with pins Ao- A12, and the data to 
be written is input to pins 0 0- 0 7 , Set the PGM pin to a "L" 
level to begin writing. 

Erasing 
Data can only erased on the M37450E4SS/FS ceramic 
package, which includes a window. To erase data on this 
chip, use an ultraviolet light source with a 2537 Angstrom 
wave length. The minimum radiation power necessary for 

erasing is 15W·s/cm2. 

Table 2 I/O signal in each mode 

~in CE 
.-

OE 
Mode 

Read-out V'c V'c 
Programming V'c V,H 

Programming verify V'c V'c 
Program disable V,H X 

Note V1L and V1H indicate a "L" and "H" input voltage, respectively. 
An X indicates either V'c or V,H. 

MITSUBISHl MICROCOMPUTERS 

M374S0E4-XXXSP/FP 
M374S0E4SS/FS 

EPROM VERSION of M37450M4-XXXSP/FP 

NOTES ON HANDLING 
(1) Sunlight and fluorescent light contain wave lengths 

capable of erasing data. For ceramic package types, 
cover the transparent window with a seal (provided) 
when this chip is in use. However, this seal must not 
contact the lead pins. 

(2) Before erasing, the glass should be cleaned and stains 
such as finger prints should be removed thoroughly. If 
these stains are not removed, complete erasure of the 
data could be prevented. 

(3) Since a high voltage (21V) is used to write data, care 

should be taken when turning on the EPROM writer's 
power. 

-
PGM Vpp Vee Port P2 

V ,H Vee Vee Output 

Pulse(VIH-V,C ) Vpp Vee Input 

V,H Vpp Vee Output 

X Vpp Vee Floating 

•. MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M374S0E4·XXXSP/FP 
M374S0E4SS/FS 

EPROM VERSION of M374S0M4-XXXSP/FP 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions 

Vcc Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage RESET, X,N 

Input voltage POD-PO" Plo-Ph, P2o-P2" 

V, 
P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5, 

PSo-PS" ADVREF, DAVREF, With respect to Vss 

VREF, AVec Output transistors are 

V, Input voltage CNVss at "OFF" state. 

. Output voltage POD-PO" Plo-Ph, P2o-P2" 

Vo 
P30-P3" P50-P5" PSo-PS" 

XOUT, ~, RD, WR, R/W, 

RESET OUT, SYNC 

Pd Power dissipation Ta =25'C 

Topr Operating temperature 

Tstg Storage temperature 

Note 1: 500mW for QFP type. 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS 
(Vcc=5V±5%, Ta=-10-70'C unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min. Nom. Max. 

Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

V ,H "H" Input voltage RESET, XIN. CNVss (Note 2) O. aVee Vee V 

"H" Input voltage POD-PO" Plo-Ph, P2o-P2, 

V ,H P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5, 2. a Vee V 
PSo-PS, (except Note 2) 

V,L "L" Input voltage CNVss (Note2) 0 O. 2Vee V 

"L" Input voltage POD-PO" Pl o-Pl" P2o-P2, 

V'L P30-P3" P4o-P4" P50-P5, 0 O. a 
V 

PSo-PS, (except Note 2) 

V'L "L" Input voltage RESET a O. 12Vee V 

V'L "L" Input voltage X,N a 0. 16Vee V 

"L" peak output current P.0O ....... P07. Plo-Pl, 

loLl peak) P2o-P2" P30-P3, 10 rnA 

P50-P57. PSo-PS, 

'~L" average output current POO ...... P07, Pl o-Ph 

IOLlavg) P2o ....... P27, P30-P3, 5 rnA 
PSo ....... P57, PSo-PS, (Note 3) 

"H" peak output current PDo ...... P07, Pl o ....... P1 7 

10Hlpeak) P2o-P2" P30-P3, -10 rnA 
P50 ...... P57, PSo-PSi 

"H" average output current POO ........ POl, Plo-Pl, 

IOHlavg) P2o-P2" P30-P3, -5 rnA 

f(X ,N ) 
Note 2 
Note 3 
Note 4 

5-90 

P50 ........ P57, PSo-PS, (Note 3) 

Clock oscillating frequency 1 10 

Ports operate as INT,-INT3 (P6o-P6,), EV,-EV3 (P30-P3,), RxD(P34 ) and SCLK(P3,) 
The average output current 10Hlavgl and 10Llavg) are the average value during a 100ms. 
The total of "L" output current 10Lipeaki of port PO, P1 and P2 is less than 40rnA. 

MHz 

The total of "H" output current 10HIpeaki of port PO, Pl and P2J8 less than 40mA. __ 
The total of "L" output current lOLl peak) of port P3, P5, P6, R/W SYNC, RESET OUT, RD, WR and ¢ 
is less than 40mA. 

The total of "H" oulput current 10H(peakl of port P3, P5, PS, R/W SYNC, RESET OUT, RD, WR and 
¢ is less than 40mA. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Ratings Unit 

-0.3-7 V 

-0.3-7 V 

-0. 3-Vcc+0. 3 V 

-0.3-13 V 

-0. 3-Vce+0. 3 V 

1000 (Note 1) rnW 

-10-70 ·C 

-40-125 ·C 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37 4S0E4-XXXS PI FP 
M374S0E4SS/FS 

EPROM VERSION of M374S0M4-XXXSP/FP 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vee = 5V±5%. Vss = OV. Ta"'; -10-70"C. f(X ,N ) = 10MHz. unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 
Limits 

Unit 
Min. Typ. Max. 

V OH "H" output voltage RD. WR. R/W. SYNC. RESET OUT. ¢ IOH--2mA Vee-I V 

VOH 
"H" output voltage POO ....... P07, P1o"""'P17, P2o-P27 

IOH=-5mA Vee-I V 
P30-P37. P50-P57. P6o-P67 

"L" output voltage POO ....... P07, P1o ........ Ph, P2o-P27 

VOL P30-P37. P50-P57. P6o-P67 IOL=2mA 0.45 V 

RD. WR. Riw. SYNC. RESET OUT. ¢ 

VOL 
"L" output voltage POo ........ P07, P1o ........ P17, P2o ........ P27 

P30-P37. P50-P57. P6o-P67 
IOL=5mA 1 V 

VT+-VT -
Hysterisis INT,-INT3(P6o-P6,). EV,-EV3(P30-P3,). 

Function input level 
RxD(P34 ). SeLK(P3,) 

0.3 1 V 

VT+-VT- Hysterisis RESET 0.7 I V 

VT+-VT - Hysterisis X1N 0.1 0.5 V 

"L" input cur~ent POO ........ P07, P1o ........ P1 7, P2o ........ P27 

I'L P30-P37. P4o-P47• P50-P57 VI=VSS -5 5 I"A 
--

P6o-P67. RESET. X,N 

"H" input current POo ........ POl , P1o ........ P1 7, P2o ........ P27 

I'H P30-P37. P4o-P47• P50-P57 VI=VCC -5 5 I"A 
--

P6o-P67. RESET. X,N 

V RAM RAM retention voltage At stop mode 2 V 

At system operation 
6 10 rnA 

lee Supply current f(X'N)=IOMHz 

At stop mode (N ate 5) 1 10 I"A 

Note 5 . The terminals RD. WR. R/W. SYNC. RESET OUT. ¢. D-A, and D-A, are all open. The other ports. which are in the input mode. are connected 
to Vss. A-D converter is in the A-D completion state. The current through ADVREF and DAVREF is not ineluded(Fig.6). 

A-O CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS 
(Vee = AVec = 5V. Vss = AVss = OV. Ta = 25'C. f(X,N)=IOMHz. unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

Min. Typ. Max. 

- Resolution 8 
- Absolute accuracy Vcc= AVcc=ADVREF=5.12V ±1.5 ±3 

tCONV Conversion time 49 

V'A Analog inp'ut voltage AVss AVee 

VADVREF Reference input voltage 2 Vee 

RLADDER Ladder resistance value ADVREF=5V 2 7.5 10 

IIADVREF Reference input current ADVREF=5V I 0.5 0.7 2.5 

VAVCC Analog power supply input voltage Vee 

VAVSS Analog power supply input voltage I 0 

O-A CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS (Vee = 5V. Vss = AVss = OV. T a = 25'C. unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

- Resolution 

- Abusolute accuracy 

tsu Setup time 

Ro Output resistance 

VAVSS Analog·power supply input voltage 

VDAVREF Reference input voltage 

IDAVREF Reference power input current 

Test condition 

Vee=DAVREF=5.12V 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Min. 

1 

4 

0 

Limits 

Typ. Max. 

8 
1.0 

3 

2 4 

0 

Vee 

2.5 5 

Unit 

Bits 

LSB 
-.-

td¢) 

V 

V 

kfl 

rnA 

V 

V 

Unit 

Bits 

t}{; 

I"S 

kfl 

V 

V 

rnA 
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TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M374S0E4-XXXSP/FP 
M374S0E4SS/FS 

EPROM VERSION of M374S0M4-XXXSP/FP 

Port/single-chip mode (Vcc=5V±5%, Vss=OV, Ta=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test condition Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tsu(POO-I1'» Port PO input setup time 200 ns 

tSU (P10-¢) Port PI input setup time 200 ns 

ISU'{P20-¢) Port P2 input setup time 200 ns 

ISU(P30-¢) Port P3 input setup time 200 ns 

tS U (P40-¢) Port P4 input setup time 200 ns 

ISU(Pso-¢) Port P5 input setup time 200 ns 

ISU (P60-¢) Port P6 input setup time 200 ns 

th(¢-poo) Port PO input hold time 40 ns 

th{¢-P1D) Port PI input hold time 40 ns 

th(¢-P20) Port P2 input hold time Fig. 3 40 ns 

th(¢-P3D) Port P3 input hold time 40 ns 

th(¢-P40) Port P4 input hold time 40 ns 

th(¢-pso) Port P5 input hold time 40 ns 

th(¢-P60) Port P6 input hold time 40 ns 

tdX,N ) External clock input cycle time 100 1000 ns 

tW(X'NL) External clock input "L" pulse width 30 ns 

tw(X,NH) External clock input "H" pulse width 30 ns 

t,(X,N ) External clock rising edge time 20 ns 

It(X,N ) External clock falling edge time 20 ns 

Master CPU bus interface timing (R" and W separation type mode) 
(Vcc=5V±5%, Vss=ov, Ta=-10-70"C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test condition Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

tSU(CS-R) CS setup time 0 ns 

tSU(CS-w) CS setup time 0 ns 

th(R-CS) CS hold time 0 ns 

th(w-cs) CS hold time 0 ns 

tSU(A-R) Ao setup time 40 ns 

tSU(A-W) Ao setup time Fig. 3 40 ns 

th(R-A) Ao hold time 10 ns 

Ih(w-Al Ao hold time 10 ns 

tW(R) Read pulse width 160 ns 

Iw<w) Write pulse width 160 ns 

tSU(o-W) Date Input setup time before write 100 ns 

th(w-o) Date input hold time after write 10 ns 

Master CPU bus interface timing (RIW type mode) 

Symbol Parameter 

tsu(cs-e) CS setup time 

th(E-CS) CS hold time 

tsu(A-e) Ao setup time 

th(E-A) Ao hold time 

tSU(RW-E) R/W setup time 

th(E-RW) R/W hold time 

tw(eU Enable clock "L" pulse width 

tw(eH) Enable clock "H" pulse width 

InE) Enable clock rising edge time 

It(E) Enable clock falling edge time 

tsu(D-e) Data input setup time before write 

th(E-O) Data input hold time after write 

5-92 

(Vcc=5V±5%, Vss=ov, Ta=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Test condition 
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Fig. 4 

Min. 

0 

0 

40 

10 

40 

10 

160 

160 

'100 

10 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

25 ns 

25 ns 

ns 

ns 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M374S0E4-XXXSP/FP 
M374S0E4SS/FS 

EPROM VERSION of M374S0M4-XXXSP/FP 

Local bus/memory expansion mode, microprocessor mode 

Symbol Parameter 

tsu(o-;) Data Input setup time 

th(<>,-o) Data Input hold time 

tSU(O-RO) Data Input setup time 

th(RO-O) Data Input hold time 

(Vcc=5V±5%, Vss=ov, Ta=-10-70t, unless otherwise noted) 

Test condition 
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Fig. 5 

Min. 

130 

0 

130 

0 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ. Max. 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

M37450E4·XXXSP/FP 
M37450E4SS/FS 

EPROM VERSION of M37450M4-XXXSP/FP 

Port/single-chip mode (Vcc=5V±5%, Vss=OV, T a=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol. Parameter Test condition Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

Ide~-poo) Port PO data output delay time 200 ns 

Ide~-p1o) Port P1 data output delay time 200 ns 

Id(¢-P2o) Pori P2 data oulput delay time. 200 ns 

Ide~-P30) Port P3 data output delay time 200 ns 

Id(¢-pso) Port P5 data output delay time 200 ns 

Ide¢-P6o) Port P6 data output delay time Fig. 3 200 ns 

Ice¢) Cycle time 400 4000 ns 

IWe¢H) ¢ clock pulse width ("H" level) 190 ns 

tw{¢L) ¢ clock pulse width ("L" level) 170 ns 

Irc~) ¢ clock rising edge time 20 ns 

Ife~) ¢ clock falling edge time 20 ns 

Master CPU bus interface (R and W separation type mode) 
(Vcc=5V±5%, Vss=ov, Ta=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test condition Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

ta(R-o) Data output enable time after read 120 ns 

tveR-a) Data output disable time after read / 10 85 ns 

tPLH(R-PR) PRDy output transmission time after read 
Fig. 4 

150 ns 

tPLH(W-PR) PRDY output transmission time after write 150 ns 

Master CPU bus interface (RIW type mode) (Vcc=5V±5%, Vss=ov, Ta=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test condition Unit 

Min. Typ. Max. 

la(E-D) Data output enable time after read 120 ns 

tVCE-C) Data output disable time after read Fig. 4 10 85 ns 

tPLH(E-PR) PRDY output transmission time after E clock 150 ns 

Local bus/memory expansion mode, microprocessor mode 
(Vcc=5V±5%, Vss=ov, Ta=-10-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

Ide¢-A) address delay time after 1> 

tVC,p':"'-A) address effective time after ¢ 

tVCRD-A) address effective time after RD 

tVCWR-A) address effective time after WR 

Ide¢-o) data output delay time after 1> 

Id(wR-o) data output delay time after WR 

tV(,p-c) data output effective time after 1> 

tVCWR-O) data output effective time after WR 

Id(¢-Rw) R/W delay time afler ¢ 

tdC¢-SYNC) SYNC delay time afler ¢ 

tWCRO) RD pulse width 

tWCWR) WR pulse width 
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Fig. 5 

Limits 

Min. Typ. 

10 

10 

10 

20 

20 

170 

170 

Unit 
Max. 

150 ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

160 ns 

160 ns 

ns 

ns 

150 ns 

150 ns 

ns 

ns 



TEST CONDITION 

Input voltage level: V,H 2.4V 

V,L O.45V 

Output test level: VOH 2.0V 

VOL 0.8V 

PO 
P1 

P2 
r; P3 

P4 ~ 100pF 
PS 
P6 

1> 
..L 

50pF 

J; 

Fig. 3 Test circuit In 
single-chip mode 

Vee 

RESET 

PO 
P1 
P2 
P3 
P4 
P5 

P6 
CNVss 
AVss 

Vss 

X,N 

Vee 
AVec 

ADVREF 

DAVREF 

D-A1 

D-A2 

RD 

WR 
R/W 

SYNC 
RESETouT 

1> 

XOUT 

PS 

P63 
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r; 1. 100pF 

...(") 

~ 50pF 

F 
PO) 

.n 
P1 i 50p 

P2 
..L 

.n 
100 

1> ~ -
R/W 

SYNC ~ 

- ...L RD 50p 
- J;. WR 

pF 

F 

Fig. 4 Master CPU bus Interface 
test circuit 

Fig. 5 Local bus test circuit 

Vee 

I Icc 
V (test point) 

other !lower 
supply 

open 

Fig. 6 Icc (at STOP mode) test condition 
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TIMING DIAGRAM 

Port/single-chip mode timing diagram 

2.0 

¢ -1 
tw(;\H) 

Port Pi input 

td(¢-PiD) 

Port Pi Qutpu t )< 
! 
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tc(¢) 

tw(¢L) 
r--

2.0 1\ 2.0 

0.8 0.8 

tf(¢) - I--tr(;\) 

tsu(PiD-¢) 

2.4 ~ 0.45 0.45 

th(;\-PiD) 

2.0 

0.8 

Master CPU bus interface/ R and IN separation type timing diagram 

Read 

Ao 

cs 
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tsu( - ) A R 

;X 2.4 
0.45 

0.4~ 
tSU(CS-R) th(R-CS)' 

!-----tW(A)---

2.4 
0.45 

ta(R-D) 
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0.45 

2.0 
0.8 

th( - ) A A 

2.4 K 0.45 

r---Ya.45 
'I 

2.4 

2.0 

0.8 

f-- tV(R-D) 

J 2.0 

tPLH(R-PR 



Write 

Aa 

)< 

cs 

DBa_DB, 

Master CPU interface/ R/W type timing diagram 

E 

\ 
0.45 
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tsu( - I th( A W t5 
2.4 2.4 
0.45 0.45 

'[ 

0.4~ 
tsu(es-wl th(w-esl f-. 

VO.45 

~~tW(wl~ 
2.4 2.4 

0.45 0.45 I::i th(w-ol 

2.4 'l\ 2.4 
0.45 ~ 0.45 

tsu(o-wl ~ J 2.0 

tPLH(W-P 

tw( I El tw( I EH 

2.4 2.4 1\ 
0.45 0.45 

~ I-- tr(EI - !--Jf(EI 

tSU(A-EI r-- th(E-AI 

Aa 

R/W 
)< 2.4 K= 0.45 

cs 

read 
\. 
I 

write \. 
I 

f----

0.4~ 
tsu(cs-FI 

l\" 

ta(E~ol .. 
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f- 2. 4 
'k 0.45 

th(E-csl 

Ya.45 

2.0 

0.8 

t---- tV(E-ol 

tSU(O-E) 
~ th(E-O) ".. 

I/':' J 2. 

tpl 
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Local bus timing diagram 
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I SYNC 

Ao-A15 

CPU read 

CPU write 

Do_D, 

CPU read 

Do_D7 

CPU write 

J 
tw(~H) 
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tc(ll) . 
tw(IlL) 

td(Il-Rw) 
tt( Il) - _tr(ll) 

)< 

Id(Il-A) 

>~ 

-

ISU(D-Il) -

;-

td(Il-D) 

tW(RD) 

\ 

j.--tSU(D-RD)--

tW(WR) 

\ 
Id(wR-D) 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM 
ORDERING METHOD 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM 
ORDERING METHOD 
Mitsubishi Electric corp. accepts order to transfer EPROM 
supplied program data into the mask ROM in single-chip 8-
bit microcomputers. 
When placing such order, please submit the information 
described below. 
(1) Mask ROM confirmation form .. ······ ······················1 set 

(There is a specific form to be used for eacli model.) 
(2) Data to be written into mask ROM .. ················ EPROM 

(Please provide three sets containing the identical 
data:) 

(3) Mark specification form .. ·································· .. 1 set 

NOTES 
(1) Acceptable EPROM type 

Any EPROM made by Mitsubishi that is listed in the 
mask ROM confirmation form may be used. 

(2) EPROM window labeling 
Please write the model name and the identification 
code (A, B, C) on the label for each of the three sets 
of data EPROMs provided. 

label 

M50747 M50747 M50747 
-XXXSP -XXXSP -XXXSP 

Type 

® @ © Identification 
code for each 
of three sets 

(3) Calculation and indication of checksum code 
Please calculate the total number of data in words in 
the EPROM, and write the number in 4-digit hexade
cimal form in the checksum code field of the mask 
ROM confirmation form. 

(4) Options 
. Refer to the appropriate data book entry and write the 
desired options on the mask ROM confirmation form. 

(5) Mark specification method 
The permissible mark specifications differ depending 
on the shape of package. Please fill. out the mark spe
cification form and attach it to the mask ROM confirma

tion form. 

OUTLINE OF ORDER PROCESSING 
Mitsubishi will produce the mask ROM if at least two of the 
three EPROM sets submitted contain identical data. 
If we find error when the submitted EPROMs are com
pared, we will contact your representative. 
Thus, we assume responsibility only when we produce the 
mask ROM that contain data other than the data correctly 
provided by the customer. 
Mitsubishi uses an automatic mask ROM design program to 
generated the following: 
,. Drafting data for mask ROM production; 
2. ROM code listing or EPROM for mask ROM production 

error check work; 
3. Mask ROM test program. 
The chart below shows the flow of mask ROM production. 

ISERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM DEVELOPMENT CAD SYSTEM 

FROM CUSTOMER MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I 

I Mask drafting data 
LJ 

Mask ROM test program 

1 
Order mask 

r~ __ ~ICheckl 
I 

Mask ROM 

I 
I 

Acceptance 
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• Wafer 
lest 

• Final 
test 

iE------l. QA test 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-6SA < 5580 > 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50708-XXXSP/FP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

TEL 
Company 
name ( 

Customer 

Date Date: issued 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head Supervisor 
slanature sic"nature a. 

.0; 
(J 
Q) 
a: 

Note: Please fill in all items marked* 
Responsible Supervisor officer 

Q) Q) 

) o ~ 

c :::J 

CO"' :::J C 
en OJ 
en .-- en 

* ,. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only .if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: o M50708-XXXSP o M50708-XXXFP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas LI_--L_--L_--L_--l (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 2764 0 27128 0 27256 0 27512 

~~O ~JOOOO ~OOOO Vlf!l!!!!fOO 
0800 l 2800, 

data 6K data 6K 6800 ---, 

1FFF J data 6K E800 
3FFF -.J 7FFF-' data FFFF}K 

Set "FF,6" in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P48 for M5070S-XXXSP ; 72P6 for M50708-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

* 3. Comments 

6-4 • MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-68A ( 5580) 

* 4. Port PO pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

POD PO, P02 P03 PO. POs POB P07 

* 5. Port P1 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P1 0 P1, P1 2 P1 3 P1. P1 s P1 B P1 7 

* 6. Port P2 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

* 7. Port P3 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

* 8. Port P4 pull-down transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

* 9 .. Port P5 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

*10. Port P6 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

• MITSUBISHI 
"ELECTRIC 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-47A< 3XBO > 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50740A-XXXSP/FP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

Company 
TEL 

name ( 
Customer 

Date Date: issued 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head Supervisor 
0. signature signature 
'iii 
() 
OJ 
a: 

Note: Please fill in all items marked%: 
Responsible Supervisor officer 

) 
OJ OJ 
() ~ 

c:.2 

'" '" :::J c: 
"'0> '" .-- '" 

'* 1. Confirmation 
Specify the nameo! the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: D M50740A-XXXSP D M50740A-XXXFP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas .... 1_-'-_-'-_-'-_---' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 2732 0 2764 0 27128 0 27256 

~"" ~= V[DJ}!!J" VJ!/lflflf" 400 I 1400, 
data 3K . data 3K 3400-, 

FFF J 1FFF -.J data . 3K 7400 ~ 
3FFF -' data 7FFF .3K 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

%: 2. Mark specification 

Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (52P4B for M50740A-XXXSP ; 50P6 for M50740A-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

* 3. Comments 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-47A< 3XBO) 

* 4, Port PO pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

* 5, Port P1 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

* 6, Port P2 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P20 P2, P22 P23 P24 P25 P26 P27 

I 

* 7, Port P3 pull-down transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

* 8, Port R I/O mode (if port R is to be used as an input port only write 1, otherwise O. If the M50790P is to be con

nected, this entry must be 0.) 

R 

D 

• MITSUBISHI 
"-ELECTRIC 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-41A< 3280 > 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50741-XXXSP/FP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

Company 
name 

TEL 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head Supervisor 
15. signature slo'nature 
'iii 

" Q), 

a: 

Note' Please fill in all items marked*'. 

Q) Q) " ~ 
~f~~~~nsible Supervisor 

( ) 
*' Customer ~ ______ ~ ____________________________________ ~ ____ ~ 

<= .a 
'" '" ::J <= 

Date 
issued Date: 

'" OJ '" .-- '" 

* i. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: o M50741-XXXSP o M50741-XXXFP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas ... 1_-'-_----'-_----'-_-' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

D 2732 D 2764 D 27128 D 27256 

[:::J"" ~"" P!!fffJ}t VffJjJ!JjJ'" . " data 'FFFjK 
1000, 

3000~ data 4K data 4K 7000 -
1FFF ~ 3FFF ~ data 7FFF ~K 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

*' 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (52P48 for M50741-XXXSP; 50P6 for M50741-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

* 3. Comments 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-54A < 3ZBO) 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50742-XXXSP/FP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head 
15. signature 
'iii 

" OJ 
0: 

Supervisor 
siq-nature 

Note: Please fill in all items marked*. 

TEL Responsible Supervisor officer Company OJ OJ " ~ name ( ) c" 
Customer "'iii 

" c Ul. OJ 
Ul._ 

Date - Ul 

issued Date: 

'* 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: o M50742-XXXSP o M50742-XXXFP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas LI_--'-_--'-_--'-_-' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 2732 0 2764 0 2712B 0 27256 

c:::]°'"l ~oooo f!!jJ1J{'" VJ!!Ijj~ '"'" data 4K 
1000, 

3000-, 

FFFJ 
data. 4K data 4K 7000 -

1 FFF·J 3FFF -' data . 7FFF ~4K 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 

Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P4B for M50742-XXXSP ; 72P6 for M50742-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

* 3. Comments 

• . MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-54A < 3ZBO > 

* 4. Port PO pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

PDQ PO, p02 p03 PO. pOs p06 P07 

* 5. Port P1 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

* 6. Port P2 pull-up tran~istor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P2Q P2, P22 P23 P2. P25 P26 P27 

* 7. Port P3 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if nofwrite 0) 

P3Q P3, P32 P33 P3. P3s P36 P37 

* 8. Port P4 pull-down transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if notwrite 0) 

P4Q P4, P42 P43 P4. P4s P46 P47 

* 9. Port P5 pull-up transistor ( if builtcin is desired write 1 ,if not write 0) 

P5Q P5, P52 P53 P5. P5s P56 P57 

I 

*10. Port P6 pull-up transistor (if built~in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

6-10 

P6Q P6, P62 P63 P64 P6s P66 P67 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-61 A < 4YBO > 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50743-XXXSP/FP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head 
15. signature 
'iii 
<.) 

CD 
a: 

Supervisor 
sig'nature 

Note: Please fill in all items marked*. 

Company 
name 

TEL 

( ) * Customer ~ ______ +-________________________________________ ~ 
Date 
issued 

* 1. Confirmation 

Date: 

CD CD 
<.) ~ 

c " 
'" Cii 
" C <II Cl 

!!2 "(i5 

Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 

~f~i~~~nsible Supervisor 

If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: D M50743-XXXSP D M50743-XXXFP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas 1...1_--'-_--'-_-'-_-' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 2732 0 2764 0 27128 0 27256 

8""1 Eh9'"" VfI!j!fj"'"' VJllf[!fAOO", 
data 4K 10001 

3000 --, 

FFF~ data 4K 7000 4K 
. 1 FFF-.J data . 4K 

3FFF -' data 7FFF ~ 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

* 2 .. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P4B for M50743-XXXSP ; 72P6 for M50743-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

* 3. Comments 

.' MITSUBISHI 
"ELECTRIC 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES IVIELPS 740 MAsK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-69A < 5XBO > 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50744-XXXSP/FP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM.riumber I 
.... 

Date: 

Section head Supervisor 
C. signature siqnature 

'm 
" Cl) 

a: 

Note: Please fill in all items marked?::, 

TEL Responsible Supervisor 
Company officer 

Cl) Cl) 
name ( ) " ~ 

Customer 
c" 
ggco 

Date ~ .2> 
issued Date: -en 

* 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the iype of EPROMs submitted, 
Three sets of EPROMsare required for each pattern (Check @ in th,e appropriate box), 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data, We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data, Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data'.c'ontained in the 
EPROMs submitted, 

Microcomputer name: o M50744-XXXSP o M50744-XXXSP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas 1,--_,--_,,-1_' _-'-----' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

o 2732 o 2764 o 27128 o 27256 

~JOOOO 
100° 1 

data' 4K 
1FFF .J 

1(Ill@Jj 0000 

3000 -, 
. data 4K 

3FFF -' 

[~~J 0001 data.. 4K 

" FFF.J 
WIl///flJ 0000 

7000 -
. data 7FFF ~K 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area, 

?:: 2. Markspecification 

Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being 9rdered fill. ouqhe appropriate mark 
specification form (64P4B for M50744-XXXSP ; 72P6 for M50744-XXXSP) and attach to the mask ROM 'confirmation form, 

* 3. Comments 

* 4. 

6-12 

STP instruction option (if enable is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

STP 

D 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-42A ( 81 AO) 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50744T-XXXSP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 
Section head Supervisor 

C. siqnature siq-nature 
'iii 
'-' 
Ql 
a: 

Note: Please fill in all items marked7.<. 

TEL Responsible Supervisor 
Company officer 

Ql Ql name ( ) o ~ 

Customer 
c.3 

'" '" '" c 
Date 

enOl en .-
Date: 

_ en 

issued 

* 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: o M50744T-XXXSP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas 1...1_-,-_-,-_-,-_-, (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 2732 0 2764 0 27128 0 27256 

[:]"'1 ~"" ~"" Wl/lflI" data 4K 1000, 
3000-, 

FFFJ 
data 4K data 4K 7000 -

1FFF -.J 3FFF -' data 7FFF -.1 K 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

7.< 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P4B for M50744T-XXXSP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

'" 3. Comments 

'" 4. STP instruction option (if enable is desired write 1, if not write 0) 
STP 

D 

•. MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-46A < 3780 > 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION· FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50745-XXXSP/FP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM nu~ber I 

Date: 

Section head Supervisor 

"-
signature sig'nature 

.0; 

" Q) 
c:: 

Note: Please fill in'all items marked* 

TEL Responsible Supervisor 
Company officer 

Q)Q) 
name ( ) 

,,~ 

,c .a 
Customer roro 

:00: 
"'0> 

Date Date: 
~.U) 

issued 

* 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the prodUcts we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: D M50745-XXXSP D M50745-XXXFP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas 1'--_'--_.1..-_.1..---1 . ' ','" . 
(hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

D 2764 D 27128 D 27256 D 27512 

r;j"" ~OO" ~"" W!jjJllJ" 008°l 2800 1 
data. 6K . data 6K 6800-, 

E800 
1FFF~ 3FFF ~ data 6K data FFFF]K 7FFF--' 

Set "FF'6' in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct ·form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P48 for M50745-XXXSP ; 60P6 for M50745-XXXFP) and atiach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

* 3. Comments 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-46A ( 3780) 

* 4. Port PO pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

POa PO, P02 P03 PO. P05 P06 P07 

* 5. Port P1 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P1 a P1, P1 2 P1 3 P1. P1 5 P1 6 P1 7 

* 6. Port P2 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P2a P2, P22 P23 P2. P25 P26 P27 

* 7. Port P3 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P3a P3, P32 P33 P3. P35 P36 P37 

I 
* 8. Port P4 pull-down transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P4a P4, P42 P43 P4. P45 P46 P47 

* 9. Port P5 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P5a P5, P52 P53 P5. P55 P56 P57 

.• MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-70A< 5XBO > 

SERIES MELPS740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50746-XXXSP/FP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head Supervisor 
a. signature sig"nature 
.Qi 

'" Q) 

a: 

Note· Please fill in all items marked>* 

TEL Responsible Supervisor 
Company officer 

Q) Q) name ( ) " ~ 
Customer c:.a 

'" '" :l c: 
Date Ill'" 

Date: 2,?"oo 
issued 

* 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: D M50746-XXXSP D M50746-XXXFP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas LI_-L.._-L.._-L_-' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

o ·2764 0 27128 0 27256 0 27512 

~oooo ~O"O ~"" W!lllJ!J"O 008°l 
2800, 

. data 6K . data 6K 6800 -, 
data 6K E800 

1FFF J 3FFF ~ 7FFF -J . data FFFF ]>K 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

>* 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered.fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P4B for M50746-XXXSP ; 72P6 for M50746-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

>* 3. Comments 
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STP instruction option (if enable is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

STP 

D 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-S7 A ( 44BO > 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50747-XXXSP/FP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head 

15. signature 

'0; 

" Ql 
a: 

Supervisor 
sig'nature 

Note: Please fill in all items marked", 

Company 
TEL ~fri~~~nSib'e Supervisor 

name ( ) 
'" Customer 1---~~~t'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~--'-~~~~~~---1 

Date 
issued 

* ,. Confirmation 

Date: 

" Ql " ~ c .a 
'" '" :J C 
Ul OJ 
Ul .-

- "' 

Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. ' 

Microcomputer name: D M50747-XXXSP D M50747-XXXFP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas ,-1_-,-_-,-_-,-_-, (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 2764 0 27128 0 27256 0 27512 

[=-]'''l ~oooo f[[jfj!j~' VJ!11l/if" data 8K 
2000 1 

. data . 8K 6000 --, 

1FFF J data 8K EOOO -
3FFF -1 7FFF..J data FFFF~K 

Set" FF'6" in the shaded area. 

'" 2. Mark specification 
'Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P4B for MS0747-XXXSP ; 72P6 for MS0747-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form .. 

* 3. Commenis 

. • . MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-27 A < 7ZAO) 

* 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50747H-XXXSP/FP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

TEL 
Company 
name ( 

Customer 

Date Date: issued 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head Supervisor 

a. siQnature siQnature 

'$ 
tl 
Q) 
cr: 

Note: Please fill in all items marked*. 
Responsible Supervisor officer 

Q) Q) 

) 
tl ~ 
c .2 
'" '" :::J C 

'" OJ 
!!!. ·00 

* 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs. submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: o M50747H-XXXSP o M50747H-XXXFP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas LI __ ' LI_-L_-L_---' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 2764 0 27128 0 27256 0 27512 

~~""-- ~"" ~"" VJlJIJ!JJJ'"" . data . 8K 
2000, 

6000 -, 

1FFFJ 
data 8K 

. data 8K EOOO -
3FFFJ 7FFF ...J data FFFF JlK 

Set "FF,~" in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P4B for M50747H-XXXSP ; 72P6 for M50747H-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

* 3. Comments 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-26A ( 7ZAO > 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50747T-XXXSP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head Supervisor 
i5. signature sig-nature 
.0; 
() 
Q) 
a: 

Note: Please fill in all items marked*. 

TEL Responsible Supervisor 
Company officer 

Q) Q) 

name () ~ 

( ) c:.2 
Customer '" '" ::l C 

<n OJ 

Date 
<n .-

Date: 
- <n 

issued· 

7.{ ,. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask. ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas 1...1_-,-_-,-_-,-_-:-, (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 2764 D 27128 0 27256 0 27512 

l:::--r"l E9"" F!!f!!J"" ~DjJ}JJ" data BK 2000 1 
6000 -., 

1FFF J data 8K EOOO ~ 
3FFF .J data 8K data FFFF ~K 7FFF -' 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P4B for M50747T-XXXSP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

* 3. Comments 

•. MITSUBISHI 
"-ELECTRIC 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS,740 MASK .ROMORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-65A < 5280 > 

SERIES MELPS740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTERM50752-XXXSP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

COlTlpany 
TEL 

name 

I Mask ROM number I 

Dale: 

Section head Supe'rvisor 

0. signature sig'nature 
'Qi 

" Q) 

a: 

Note: Please fill in all items marked>*. 
Responsible Supervisor officer 

Q) Q) " ~ c.3 ( ) 
Customer '" '" :J C 

"'0> 

Date !E.'Ci) 

issued Date: 

* 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs. submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Cheek @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMssubmitted. . 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas ..... 1_--'--_-'-_-'-_---' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

o 2732 o 2764 o 27128 o 27256 

WJj/A~OOOO 7000 ~ 
data 7FFF ..1K 

[:J 000 l 
data 6K 

FFFJ 

F£Ej0000 

1000 1 
,data 4K 

1FFF -.J 

P!!f!j0000 

3000-, 
'dala .4K 
, 3FFF-' 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

>* 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (52P48 for M50752-XXXSP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

>* 3. Comments 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-52A < 3ZBO) 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50753-XXXSP/FP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head Supervisor 
a. signature sig-nature 
·iii 
() 
Q) 

a: 

Note: Please fill in all items marked*. 

TEL Responsible Supervisor 
Company Q) Q) officer 

() ~ 
name ( ) c: => 

Customer 
mCij 
=>c: 
"'0> 
",.-

Date -'" 
issued Date: 

* 1. Confirmation 
Specify_the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three setsof EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: o M50753-XXXSP o M50753-XXXFP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas -'--,_-'--_-'--_--'--_--' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

D 2764 D 27128 D 27256 D 27512 

~O .. ~oooo I(I!!Jf!!j 0000 VI!ff4~OOOO 0080 l 2800 1 
6800....., data 6K - data . 6K E800 

1FFF J 3FFF .J 
data 6K 

data FFFF]K 7FFF -' 

Set "FF,6" in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P4B for M50753-XXXSP ; 60P6 for M50753-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

* 3. Commenis 

• MITSUBISHI 
"'ELECTRIC 
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MITSUBISHI MICRQCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-52A ( 3ZBO > 

* 4. Port PO pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

POD PO, P02 P03 PO. POs P06 P07 

",---I ~~~'----J 
* 5. Port P1 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

* 6. Port P2 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

, P2D P2, P22 P23 P2. P2s P26 P27 

* 7. Port P3 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

* 8. Port P4 pull-down transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P4D P4, P42 P43 

* 9. Port PWM pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

6-22 

PWM 

D 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIESMELPS740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHD1-38A ( 81 AD> 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50753T-XXXSP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 
Section head 

i5. signature 

'iii 

" Q) 

a: 

Supervisor 
signature 

Note: Please fill in all items marked>* 

TEL Responsible Supervisor 
Company officer 

Q) Q) 
name ( ) " ~ c2 

Customer to to 
:::l C 
"'Cl 

. Date .,,-
Date: - ., 

issued 

'* 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted, 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box), 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We'shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data, Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas LI_-L-_-'-_-'-_--I , (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 2764 0 27128 0 27256 0 27512 

L:=:J'''' ~"" I(iUl!!/!J" ~"oo 0080 l 
2800'1 

6800 -, . data . 6K data 6K data 6K EBOO 
1FFF J 3FFF -.J 7FFF --' data FFFF J;K 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area, 

>* 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P4B for M5D753T -XXXSP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form, 

>* 3. Comments 

....• ...• · .. MITSUBISHI ..n.. ELECTRIC 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-38A< 81AO > 
*' 4. Port PO pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

POo PO, P02 P03 PO. POs POs P07 

*' 5. Port P1 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P1 0 P1, P1 2 P1 3 P1. P1 s P1 6 P1 7 

*' 6. Port P2 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P20 P2, P22 P23 P2. P25 P26 P27 

*' 7. Port P3 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P30 P3, P32 P33 P3. P3s P3s P37 

*' 8. Port P4 pull-down transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P40 P4, P42 P43 

*' 9. Port PWM pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

6-24 

PWM 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS. 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-64A ( 52BO > 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE·CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50754·XXXSP/FP/GP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head Supervisor 
i5. siqnature siq-nature 
·iii 

" Ol 
a: 

Note: Please fill in all items marked*. 

TEL Responsible Supervisor 
Company OlOl officer 

,,~ 

name ( ) c.3 
Customer 

roro 
::JC 
VlO> 
Vl·-

Date -Vl 

issued Date: 

'* 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROM's submitted. 

Microcomputer name: o M50754-XXXSP o M50754-XXXFP o M50754-XXXGP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas ,'---_'---_'---_"---1 (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

D 2764 D 27128 D 27256 D 27512 

~"" [~f~ro f!!f1i~"" V [fJjJ!ff" 0080 l 
2800, 

data . 6K data 6K 6800 -, 

1FFF J 3FFF .J 
data 6K E800 

7FFF ...J data FFFF J>K 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

'* 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P4B for M50754-XXXSP ; 72P6 for M50754-XXXFP ; 64P6W for M50754-XXXGP) and attach to the mask 
ROM confirmation form. 

'* 3. Comments 

* 4. 1> output halt option (if output halt.is desired write 1, if not write 0.) 
PHIO . 

D 

•.. MITSUBISHI 
...... ELECTRIC 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-60A< 4480 > 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50757-XXXSP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head Supervisor 
a. signature signature 
'iii 
() 
CD 
a: 

Note: Please fill in all items marked*. 

Company 
name 

TEL 
CD CD 

( ) g:; 
* Customer 1----+--,--,.---------------------1 ~ ]g 

III Ol 

. Date 
issued 

7.< 1. Confirmation 

Date: 
~ '(i5 

Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas L..I_--'-_--'-_-'-_-' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

D 2732 D 2764 D 27128 D 27256 

~oooo ~OOOO fI!J!!!J""O ~!JJIJJJOO 400 l 1400, 
data 3K data 3K 3400 -, 

7400 
FFF J 1 FFF -.J 

data 3K 
data 7FFF]K 3FFF--' 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (52P48 for M50757-XXXSP) and attach to the mask ROM order confirmation form. 

* 3. Comments 

6-26 'MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-63A< 4Z80 > 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50758-XXXSP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 
Section head Supervisor 

0. signature sig-nature 
.Qi 

" Q) 

a: 

Note· Please fill in all items marked* 

TEL Responsible Supervisor 
Company Q) Q) officer 

" ~ name ( ) c.z 

'" '" Customer ::> c 
VIe> 

Date 
~·Ui 

issued Date: 

* ,. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data, We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas ... I_-,-_-,-_--,-_--, (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 2732 0 2764 0 27128 0 27256 

~r ~o"o pi!!f!j= W/IlJ!!A= 400 l 
1400 I 

data 3K data 3K 3400 --, 
FFF J 1FFF -.J data 3K 7400 ~ 

3FFF -' data 7FFF..iIK 

Set "FFia" in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 
Mark speCification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (52P48 for M50758-XXXSP) and attach to the mask ROM order confirmation form. 

* 3. Comments 

• MITSUBISHI 
;""ELECTRIC 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 74.0 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-71 A ( 5XBO) 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50930-XXXFP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

Company 
TEL 

name ( 
Customer 

Date Date: issued 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head Supervisor 
i5. signature sig·nature 
'(jj 
0 
Q) 

c: 

Note' Please fill in all items marked* .. 
Responsible Supervisor officer 

Q) Q) 

) 
o ~ 
c.2 

'" '" ::> c 
UJe> 
UJ·-

. - UJ 

* 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If. at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas 1..1_-,-_-,-_-,-_-,-1 (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 2764 0 27128 0 27256 0 27512 

~"" ~= F!l}!ff" WllJl!JjJ" 1000l 
300°1 

data' 4K' . data 4K 7000-, 

1FFF J data 4K FOOD -
3FFF .-.1 7FFF -' data FFFF ...1 K 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (BOP6 for M50930-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM order confirmation form. 

* 3. Comments 

6-28 , 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-71A< 5XBO) 

* 4. Port PO pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

POo PO, P02 P03 P04 P05 P06 PO? 

* 5. Port P1 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P1 0 P1, P1 2 P1 3 . P1 4 P1 5 P1 6 P1? 

* 6. Port P2 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

* 7. Port P3 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P30 P3, P32 P33 P34 P35 P36 P3? 

* B. Port P3s/SoUT output type (if Nch open drain is desired write 1, if CMOS write 0) 

SOUT 

D 

.• . MITSUBISHI 
;"ELECTRIC 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-37A< 81AO > 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE·CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50930T·XXXFP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 
Section head Supervisor 

Sia'nature C. sianature 
'(5 -c: 
<.> 
Ol 
0: 

Note: Please fill in allitemsrnarked* .. 
TEL Responsible Supervisor 

Company officer 
OlOl 

name ( ) <.>~ 

Customer 
",,3 

"'''' :J '" "'0> 
Date ",.-

Date: - '" 
issued 

* 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas LI_--'-_--'-_--'-_--' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 2764 0 27128 0 27256 0 27512 

~oooo ~oooo ~oono V1!lJIIf" 1000 I 
30001 

data' 4K data 4K 7000 --, 

1FFF J 3FFF .J data. 4K FOOD -
7FFF -' data FFFF ~4K 

Set "FF,s" in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (80P6 for M50930T -XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM order confirmation form. 

* 3. Comments 

6-30 • MITSUBISIiI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHD1-37 A < 81 AD) 

'* 4. Port PO pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

'* 5. Port P1 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

'* 6. Port P2 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

'* 7. Port P3 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

'* 8. Port P35/SoUT output type (if Nch open drain is desired write 1, if CMOS write 0) 

SOUT 

D 

• , .... .. MITSUBISHI 
;"ELECTRIC 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIE'SIYIELPS740MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-17A< 7YAO) 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50931-XXXFP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head 
15. signature 
'w 
" CD 
a: 

Supervisor 
sig'nature 

Note: Please fill in all items marked 3* . 

TEL Responsible Supervisor officer Company CD CD 
,,~ 

'name ( ) c,a 
Customer 

. co co 
::J C 
(l)e> 

Date 
(1).-
-(I) 

issued Date: 

3* 1, Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas I
L

_-'--_-'--_----'--_--' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 2764 0 27128 0 27256 0 27512 

~:r 
~OOOO rruJJ!I!j 0000 

W!ffJJ!JJOO 
1000 l 3000 1 

7000 --, data 4K data 4K 

1FFF J 3FFF .-.J 
data' 4K FOOO -

7FFF ---' data FFFF 3 K 

Set "FF'6',' In the shaded area. 

3* 2. Mark specification 

Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (BOP6 for M50931-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM order confirmation form. 

3* 3. Comments 

6-32 " MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

. SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-17A< 7YAO > 

* 4. Port PO pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write .1, if not write 0) 

POD PO, p02 p03 PO. POs POs P07 

* 5. Port P1 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

* 6. Port P2 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P2D P2, P22 P23 P24 P2s P2s P27 

I 
* 7. Port P3 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P3D P3, P32 P33 P3. P35 P3s P37 

* 8. Port P35/SoUT output type (if Nch open drain is desired write 1, if CMOS write 0) 

SOUT 

D 

• MITSUBISHI 
..... ELECTRIC 6-33 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO'-88A < 7280 > 

I Mask ROM· number I 

Date: 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE·CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50932·XXXFP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 
Section head Supervisor 

1i signature signature 

'0; 
0 
Q) 

a: 

Note: Please fill in all items marked>1< .. 
TEL Responsible Supervisor 

Company officer 
Q) Q) 

name ( ) 
o ~ 
c:2 

Customer co co 
::J c: 
"'0> 

Date Date: 
!E.·oo 

issued 

*' 1 . Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas 1'--_'--_'--_'-----' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 2764 0 27128 0 27256 0 27512 

8-1 ~~' V!!!ff!1!j "" Vlf!JJjJ!J" data BK 2000 1 
6000-, 

1FFF~ . data . BK data BK EOOO -
3FFF -.J 7FFF ...J data FFFF .]K 

Set "FF,s" In the shaded area. 

>1< 2. Mark specification 

Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill. out the appropriate mark 

specification form (80P6 for M50932-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM order confirmation form. . 

>1< 3. Comments 

6-34 '. . MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-88A ( 7280 > 

"* 4. Port PO pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

POQ PO, P02 P03 P04 P05 POe P07 

"* 5. Port P1 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

"* 6. Port P2 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P2Q P2, P22 P23 P24 P25 P2e P27 

"* 7. Port P3 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

"* 8. Port P3s/SoUT output type (if Nch open drain is desired write 1, if CMOS write 0) 

"* 9. CNTR pin pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

CNTR 

D 

• . MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES IVIELPS740MASK ROM ORDERING· METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-11A< 7YAO > 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50940-XXXSP/FP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 
i5. 

Section head Supervisor 
sig"nature 

'Qi 
signature 

" <Il 
a: 

Note' Please fill in all items marked* .. 
TEL Responsible Supervisor 

Company <Il <Il officer 
" ~ name ( ) c:E 

Customer '" '" ::J c: 
enOl 

Date 
~.Ci5 

issued Date: 

* 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets.ofEPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: o M50940-XXXFP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas 1-1_-'-_-'-_-'--_--' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 2732 0 2764 0 27128 0 27256 

l:]'''l ~'"" ~~' V!JJl!!j!J~ data 4K 1000, 
3000 --, 

FFF~ 
data. . 4K data. 4K 7000 ~ 

1FFF ...J 3FFF---' data 7FFF ~K 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted ,using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P4B for M50940-XXXSP ; 72P6 for M50940-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

* 3. .Comm~nts 

. • MITSUBISHI 
..... ELECTRIC 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-11A< 7YAO > 

* 4. Port P3 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

*.5. Port P4 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, ifnot write 0) 

. '~MITSUBISHI 6-37 .II/I'ttA ELECTRIC 



MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-10A< 7YAO > 

* 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50941-XXXSP/FP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

Company 
TEL 

name ( 
Customer 

Date Date: issued 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head Supervisor 
i5. signature signature 
'iii 
0 
Q) 

cr 

Note: Please fill in all items marked* 
Responsible Supervisor officer 

Q) Q) 

) 
o ~ 
C :::l 
",0; 
:::l c 
til 0> tIl._ 
-til 

* 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: o M50941-XXXSP o M50941-XXXFP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM "areas ,-1_-,-_-,-_-,-_-, (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 2764 0 27128 0 27256 0 27512 

8~h ~"oo f1!JfF!f" V!JJj[UjJ" data 8K 20001 
6000 -, 

1FFFJ data 8K data 8K EOOO ~ 
3FFF -.J 7FFF ....J data FFFF .!lK 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 

Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P4B for M50941-XXXSP; 72P6 for M50941-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

* 3. Comments 

6-38 •.. MITSUSISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK, ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-10A( 7YAO) 

'*' 4. Port P3 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

'*' 5. Port P4 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

'" 'MITSUBISHI 
"'-=:LECTRIC 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOl-12A< 7YAO > 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50943-XXXSP/FP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 
Section head Supervisor 

C. signature siQnature 
'w 
0 
CD 

cr: 

Note: Please fill in all items marked* .. 
TEL Responsible Supervisor 

Company officer 
CD CD 

name ( ) 
o ~ 
c2 

Customer mm 
:::JC 
"'0> 

Date Date: 
~.(ij 

issued 

:>.:: ,. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: D M50943-XXXSP D M50943-XXXFP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas .... I_-'-_-'-_---L._--' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 2764 0 27128 0 27256 0 27512 

8'00'1 ~- Elf!!Joo .-data .8K 
2000 1 

- 6000-, 

1FFF~ 
data 8K . data 8K EOOO -

3FFF .J 7FFF --1 data FFFF ~K 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 

Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P4B for M50943-XXXSP ; 60P6 for M50943-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

* 3. Comments 

6-40 • . MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-12A < 7YAO > 

'* 4. Port PO pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

POQ PO, PO; P03 P04 P05 P06 P07 

'* 5. Port P1 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

. P1 Q P1, P1 2 P1 3 P1 4 P1 5 P1 6 P1 7 

'* 6. Port P2 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P2Q P2, P22 P23 P24 P25 P26 P27 

'* 7. Port P3 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

'* 8. Port P4 pull~up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

'* 9. Port PWM pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

PWM 

D 
'* 1 O. Port CNTR pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

CNTR 

D 
'* 1T. Port P3s (SOUT) output type (if Nch open drain is desired write 1, if CMOS write 0) 

SOUT 

D 

.• >'MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-18A( 7YAO) 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50944-XXXSP/FP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head Supervisor 
C. siqnature signature 
'iii 

" <1J 
a: 

Note: Please fill in all items marked* 

TEL 
Company <1J <1J 
name ( ) " :; c:_ 

Customer '" '" ::J c: 
OJ OJ 

Date Date: 
~.Cij 

issued 

. * 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 

Responsible Supervisor officer 

If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. .' 

Microcomputer name: o M50944-XXXSP o M50944-XXXFP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas LI_--'-_--L_--'-_--' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

D 27128 D 27256 D 27512 

~- VfJJf!!jo"O W!JJfjlJJ" 1000l 

. data 12K 5000....., 

3FFFJ data 12K DOOO -
7FFF ...J data FFFF J2K 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 

Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P4B for M50944-XXXSP ; 64P6S for M50944-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

* 3. Comments 

6-42 • MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-1BA < 7YAO > 

* 4. Port PO pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

* 5. Port P1 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

* 6. Port P2 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

* 7. Port P3 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

* 8. Port P4 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

* 9. Clock source option at reset (if XC1N write 1, if X1N write 0) 

CLK-

D 
*, O. STP instruction option (if enable is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

STP 

D 

• MITSUBISHI 
'" ELECTRIC 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-73A < 61 BO > 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE·CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50950·XXXSP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head Supervisor 
15. signature signature 
'iii 
u 
Q)' 

a: 

Note: Please fill in all items marked*. 

TEL Responsible Supervisor officer Company Q) Q) 

name u ~ 
( ) c2 

Customer '" '" ::J C 
UJO) 
UJ·-

Date - UJ 

issued Date: 

* 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Ch!,!ck @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas LI_-,-_-,-_-,-_-.J (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

D 2764 D 27128 D 27256 D 27512 

~"oo ~l~r" r!Jf!ff1J"" WUjlj!f~ 0080 l 2800 1 
data 6K: data 6K - 6800 --, 

E800 
1FFF J 3FFF ~ data 6K 

data FFFF]K 7FFF --' 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (52P4B for M50950-XXXSP) and attach to the mask ROM order confirmation form. 

* 3. Comments 

6-44 • MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-74A< 61 60) 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50951-XXXSP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

a. Section head Supervisor 

'iii 
signature sig"nature 

(j 
Q) 

a: 

Note: Please fill in all items marked* 

TEL 
Company Q) Q) 
name ( ) 

(j ~ c.a 
Customer '" '" ::J C 

CJl Cl 
Date CJl·-

Date: - CJl 

issued 

* 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 

Responsible Supervisor officer 

If at least twoof the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical. data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas LI_-'-_-'-_--L_-' (hexadecillJal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 2764 0 27128 0 27256 

r::~jOOOO PJ!!j!!!JOO ~OOC< 1000 l 
7000, data 4K - 3000, 

1FFF J data 4K data 4K 
3FFF -' 7FFF -' 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (52P46 for M50951-XXXSP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

'" 3. Comments 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-13A< 7YAO) 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50954-XXXSP/FP/GP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head 
1i signature 
'iii 
" Q) 

a: 

Supervisor 
signature 

Note: Please fill in all items marked::>:. 

TEL 
Company Q) Q) 

name ( .) " ~ 
c " Customer roc;; 
" c en 0) 

Date en._ 
Date: -en 

issued 

'*' 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 

Responsible Supervisor officer 

If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: o M50954-XXXSP 0 M50954-XXXFP 
o M50954-XXXGP 

. Checksum code for entire EPROM areas I L _-'--_-'-_-1-_--' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 27128 0 27256. 0 27512 

~"" f!!1Jjf!j'~ E!!f!Oj"" 2000 l 
data BK 6000 -, EOOO-, 

3FFF J data . BK data' BK 
7FFF--' FFFF--' 

Set "FF,S" in the shaded area. 

::>: 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P4B for M50954-XXXSP ; 72P6 for M50954-XXXFP ; 64P6W for M5D954-XXXGP) and attach to the mask 

ROM confirmation form. 

::>: 3. Comments 

::>: 4. 

6.,....46 

¢ output halt option (if output halt is desired write 1, if not write 0.) 
PHID 

D 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-14A< 7YAO) 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50955-XXXSP/FP/GP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

C. 
Section head 
signature 

'iii 

" OJ 
a: 

Supervisor 
siQnature 

Note: Please fill in all items marked*. 

TEL 
Company OJ OJ " ~ name ( ) c: ::J 

Customer 
t1l," 
::J c: 
"'Cl "'.-Date -(Jl 

issued Date: 

"-' 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 

Responsible Supervisor officer 

If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: D M50955-XXXSP D M50955-XXXFP 
D M50955-XXXGP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas LI_--'-_--'-_--L_--' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

D 27128 D 27256 D 27512 

~"" [iJlff!!!f" FJff!!J~ 1800[ 

data 10K 5800~ 0800-, 

3FFF J data 10K data 10K 
7FFF ...J FFFF...J 

Set "FF,6" in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P4B for M50955-XXXSP ; 72P6 for M50955-XXXFP ; 64P6W for M50955-XXXGP) and attach to the mask 

ROM confirmation form. 

* 3. Comments 

* 4. ¢i output halt option (if output halt is desired write 1, if not write 0.) 
PHIO 

D 

• MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-15A< 7YAO > 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50957-XXXSP/FP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head Supervisor 
C. siQnature siQnature 
'0; 
() 
Q) 
a: 

Note: Please fill in all items marked*. 

TEL 
Company Q) Q) 
name ( ) 

() ~ c.z 
Customer '" '" ::J C 

UJ Ol 
Date UJ .-

Date: 
_ UJ 

issued 

* 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 

Responsible Supervisor officer 

If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: D M50957-XXXSP D M50957-XXXFP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas LI_-'-_---L_----"_--' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

D 27128 D 27256 D 27512 

~"'"' V!ffjjjJjJ"'O Vf/!jjjj!J~ 1800l 

data . 10K 
5800 - 0800-

3FFFJ data 7FFF JOK data FFFF JOK 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P4B for M50957-XXXSP ; 72P6 for M50957-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

'*' 3. Comments 

'*' 4. 

6-48 

1> output halt option (if output halt is desired write 1, if not write 0.) 

PHIO 

D 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-19A( 7YAO > 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50959-XXXSP/FP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Q. 
Section head 

'iii 
signature 

" Ql 
a: 

Supervisor 
siqnature 

Note: Please fill in all items marked* 

TEL 
Company QlQl " ~ name ( ) c.z 

Customer 
et!et! 
::Jc: 
"'0> 
",.-

Date -<I) 

issued Date: 

* 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 

Responsible Supervisor officer 

If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: o M50959-XXXSP o M50959-XXXFP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas L..I_--'-_--'-_--'-_--' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 27128 0 27256 0 27512 

['~J""l ~"" Ff!!!Ij= 4000l 
. data 16K data 16K COOO, 

3FFF.-J 7FFF J data 16K 
7FFF --' 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P4B for M50959-XXXSP ; 72P6 for M50959-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

'& 3. Comments 

* 4. q, output halt option (if output halt is desired write 1, if not write 0.) 

PHIO 

D 

• MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-8SA < 71 BO > 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50963-XXXSP/FP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

15. 
Section head Supervisor 

.Qj 
s19_nature sig·nature 

" w 
a: 

Note: Please fill in all items marked,* 

TEL 
Company WW 

,,~ 

name ( ) C::-Z 

Customer mm 
:JC:: 
Cl)e> 

Date 
J!!0Cij 

issued Date: 

'* " Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ·ordered and the type of EPROMs sUbmitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 

Responsible Supervisor officer 

If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: o M50963-XXXSP o M50963-XXXFP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas I '-_--'-_---' __ '-----' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

D 27128 D 27256 D 27512 

E~- f!1Jf!j"" ~UJJJ!!A0~ 18001 
5800-, data 10K 

3FFF ..J 
. data iOK D800~ 

7FFF ...J data FFFF -.:!,OK 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

'* 2, Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P4B for MS0963-XXXSP ; 72P6 ·for M50963-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

'* 3, Comments 

6-50 

STP instruction option (if enable is desired write I, if not write 0.) 

STP 

D 

•. MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-83A < 6ZBO) 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M50964-XXXSP/FP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

,- Section head Supervisor 
Q. signature sig-nature 
'0; 
0 
OJ 
a: 

Note: Please fill in all items marked*. 

TEL Responsible Supervisor 
Company OJ OJ 

officer 
o ~ name ( ) c: :::l 

Customer ",iii 
:::lc: 
enOl 

Date ~.Ci) 

issued Date: 

7.{ 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputername : o M50964-XXXSP o M50964-XXXFP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas L-I_--'-_---'-_-"-_---' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

D 2764 D 27128 D 27256 D 27512 

L~I"O ffJ"" Pl!fj!lj= VJIffjll/J" 0080 l 2800, 
data 6K data 6K 6800 ---, 

E800 
lFFF J 3FFF --.J data 6K 

data FFFF J>K 7FFF --' 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area .. 

* 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P4B for M50964-XXXSP ; 72P6 for M50964-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

* 3. Comments 

* 4. STP instruction option (if enable is desired write 1, if not write 0.) 
STP 

D 

• MITSUBISHI 
"ELECTRIC 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER ·M37410M3-XXXFP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head 
0. signature 
'iii 

" Q) 

c: 

Supervisor 
sig!1ature 

Note: Please fill in all items marked* 

TEL 
Company 

Q) Q) 
name ( ) " ~ 

Customer 
c.3 

'" '" '" c 
'" Cl Date '" .-

Date: - '" issued 

* ,. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of.EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 

Responsible Supervisor officer 

If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas LI_--'-__ '--_-'--_-' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 27128 0 27256 0 27512 
address 0000 Port PO pull-up address 0000 Port PO pull-up address 0000 Port PO puli-up 

0001 ort Pl pull-up 0001 Port pu -up 0001 Port P1 pull-up 
0002 Port P2 pull-up 0002 Port pu -up 0002 Pori P2 pull-up 
0003 Port P3 pull-up 0003 Port P3 pull-up 0003 Port P3 pull-u 
0004 Port P4 pull-up 0004 Port P4 pull-up 0004 Port P4 purl-up 
0005 Pori PS pull-up 0005 Port P5 pull-up 0005 ort P5 pull-up 
0006 Port P2 ke on wake-up 0006 Port P2 key on wake-up 0006 Port P2 key on wa e-up 
0007 11/111111 0007 1111/1111 0007 11/111111 2800 6800 E800 

ROM(6K) ROM(6K) ROM(6K) 
3FFF 7FFF FFFF , 

Set "FF1." in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 

specification form (80P6S for M37410M3-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM order confirmation form. 

* 3. Comments 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

Please write the option data also at the specified address in the EPROM 

* 1. Port PO pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P07 P06 P05 P04 P03 P02 PO, POo 

address 000016 I IJ 
*2. Port P1 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

*3. 

* 4. 

* 5. 

* 6. 

* 7. 

P1 7 P1 6 P1 5 P1 4 P1 3 P1 2 P1, P1 0 

address 0001 16 
I 

Port P2 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P27 P26 P25 P24 P23 P22 P2, P20 

address 000216 
I 

Port P3 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P37 P36 P35 P34 P33 P32 P3, P30 

address 000316 
I 

Port P4 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P43 P42 P4, P40 

address 000416 
I 

0 I 0 I 0 I 
Port P5 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P57 P56 P55 P54 P53 P52 P5, P50 

address 000516 
I 

Port P2 key on wake-up (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

KW7 KW. KW5 KW4 KW3 KW 2 KW, KWo 

address 000616 I I I I I 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM· ORDERING METHOD 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M37410M4-XXXFP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head 

"- siqnature 
.Qi 
u 
Ol 
a: 

Supervisor 
siqnature 

Note: Please fill in all items marked;;<. 

TEL 
Company OlOl 

u~ name ( ) c.2 
"'''' Customer :;'C 
UlCl 

Date .!!2'(i.j 

issued Date: 

'*' 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 

Responsible Supervisor officer 

If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, tM customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas L..I_---'-__ L-_-'-_--' 

EPROM type 

o 27128 

1 

address 
0000 
000 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 

2000 

3FFF 

~~~ ~~ g~I't~E~ 
Port P pul-u 

-~~~ ~~ p~"=~~ 
Port P5 UIl-uP-

Port P2 ke on wa e-up 

llUiUJUJ 
ROM(BK) 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

;;< 2. Mark specification 

o 27256 
address 

DaDO 

0001 f-=:~tP.~~=1 0002 \--
0003 

0004 E~!Slyj~~ 0005 
0006 
0007 

6000 ~.LL-L1-LLLLj 
ROM(BK) 

lFFF '--------' 

address 

o 27512 

1 
0000 
000 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 

EOOO 

FFFF 

Port p puJ.!~up 
Port pu -up 

ort pu -u 
ort pu -up 

p~~ P5 ~~II:~%-
Port P2 key on wake-up 

1///////// 
ROM(BK) 

(hexadecimal notation) 

Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (80P6S for M37410M4-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM order confirmation form. 

;;< 3. Comments 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

P43 P42 ' P4, P40 

address 000416 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 

* 6. Port P5 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

address 000516 I 
L-__ L-__ L-~L-~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ 

* 7. Port P2 key on wake-up (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

KW7 KW6 KW5 KW4 KW3 KWz KW, KWo 

address 000616 I I I I I I I I ] 

" MIT,SUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M37415M4-XXXFP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head 
0. signature 
'0; 

" Q) 
a: 

Supervisor 
signature 

Note: Please fill in all items marked*. 

* Customer 

Company 
name 

Date 
issued 

* 1. Confirmation 

Date: 

TEL 
Q) Q) " ~ c .2 
'" '" " c 
'" OJ '" .-- '" 

Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas LI_---1. __ L-_...L_--' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 27128 0 27256 0 27512 
. 

dddress· oooO Port PO pull-up address 0000 Pori PO pull-up address 0000 Pori PO pull-up 
0001 0" 1 pull-up 0001 Port PI pul -up 0001 Pori Pl pull-up 
0002 Port P2 pull-up 0002 Pori P pull-up 0002 Port P2 pull-up 
0003 ~~~'~i~~ 0003 Port P3 pull-up 0003 Port P3 pull-u 
0004 0004 P3s output type 0004 P3s output type 
0005 CNTR pull-Up 0005 CNTA pull-up 0005 CNTR pull-up 
0006 Port P2 key on wake up 0006 Port P2 key on wake up 0006 Port P2 key on wa e up 

0007 111111111 0007 111/1/111 0007 111111111 2800 6800 EBOO 
ROM(SK) ROM(SK) ROM!SK) 

3FFF 7FFF FFFF 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (BOP6 for M37415M4-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM order confirmation form. 

* 3. Comments 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

Please write the option data also at the specified address in the EPROM 

* 1. Port PO pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

POl POs POs P04 P03 P02 PO, POo 

address 0000 '6 I I T II 
*2. Port P1 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, it not write 0) 

address 0001 '6 I 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

*3. Port P2 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

P2l P2s P2s P24 P23 P22 P2, P20 

address 0002 '6 I I J 
* 4. Port P3 pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

address 0003 '6 I 
~~~~~~~~~~~-l~-L~~ 

* 5. Port P35 output type (if Nch open drain is desired write 1, if CMOS write 0) 

address 0004 '6 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 
* 6. CNTR pin pull-up transistor (if built-in is desired write 1, if not write 0) 

address 0005 '6 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 

• . MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-95A ( 7580) 

,I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M37450M2-XXXSP/FP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 
1i 

Section head Supervisor 
sig"nature 

'(5 
signature 

u 
a> 
c:: 

Note: Please fill in all items marked%: .. 
TEL Responsible Supervisor 

Company a> a> officer 
u ~ 

name ( ) c: '" 
Customer "'10 

'" c: VJO) 
VJ,_ 

Date - VJ 

issued Date: 

7.< 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted, 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 
If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data, Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: D M37450M2-XXXSP D M37450M2-XXXFP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas 1'---_'---_'---_-'-----'1, (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 2764 0 27128 0 27256 

r:1"" ~"" V!ffJl!/ff" 1000 l 
data 4K ~. 3000--, 

1FFF J data 4K ~ 7000 -
3FFF --J data . 7FFF--1K 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

%: 2. Mark specification 

Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 

specification form (64P4B for M37450M2-XXXSP ; 80P6 for M37450M2-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

%: 3. Comments 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SHOO-99A< 7580 > 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FQRM 
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M37450M4-XXXSP/FP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head Supervisor 
Q. signature signature 
'iii 
() 
Q) 
0:: 

Note: Please fill in all items marked* 

TEL 
Company Q) Q) 

name ( ) " ~ c.2 
Customer '" '" ::> c 

'" OJ 
Date' .!Q "(i) 

issued Date: 

* 1. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. ' 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 

Responsible Supervisor officer 

If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We .shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: o M37450M4-XXXSP o M37450M4-XXXFP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas <-,_-'--_----'-_----'-_----' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 2764 0 27128 027256 

[=-]"0: ~l!!lIf" V2@!/JJOOO data BK 2000 -, 

lFFF J data BK . 6000 -
3FFF -" data 7FFF JlK 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P48 for M37450M4-XXXSP ; 80P6 for M37450M4-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

'* 3. Commenis 

•. MITSUBISHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-00A < 7680) 

SERIES MELPS 740 MASK ROM CONFIRMATION FORM 
SINGLE·CHIP MICROCOMPUTER M37450M8·XXXSP/FP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head 
i5. signature 
'iii 
C,;) 

'" a: 

Supervisor 
signature 

Note: Please fill in all items marked;;:;. 

TEL 
Company '" '" C,;) ~ 
name ( ) c~ 

Customer rn rn 
'" c enOl 

Date ~ ·00 

issued Date: 

;;:; ,. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 

Responsible Supervisor officer 

If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: o M37450M8-XXXSP o M37450M8-XXXFP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas LI_,--,-_-,-_-,-_-, (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

o 27128 o 27256 

~
OOOO 

- 4000-, 
, data 16K 

7FFF ...J 

8', OODDl 

data ,16K 

3FFF~ 
Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

;;:; 2. Mark specification 

Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (64P48 for M37450MB-XXXSP ; BOP6 for M37450MB-XXXFP) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

'* 3. Comments 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 8-48 and MELPS 8-41 MASK ROM 
ORDERING METHOD 

SERIES MELPS 8-48 AND MELPS 8-41 
MASK ROM ORDERING METHOD 
Mitsubishi Electric corp. accepts order to transfer EPROM 

supplied program data into the mask ROM in single-chip 8-
bit microcomputers. 

When placing such order, please submit the information 
described below. 
(1) Mask ROM confirmation form .............................. 1 set 

(There is a specific form to be used for each model.) 
(2) Data to be written into mask ROM .................. EPROM 

(Please provide three sets containing the identical 
data.) 

(3) Mark specification form .... · ................................. ·1 set 

NOTES 
(1) Acceptable EPROM type 

Any EPROM made by Mitsubishi that is listed in the 
mask ROM confirmation form may be used. 

(2) EPROM window labeling . 

Please write the model name and the identification 
code (A, S, C) on the label for each ·of the three sets 
of data EPROMs provided. 

M5L8048 
-XXXSP 

® 

Label 

M5L8048 
-XXXSP 

@ 

M5L8048 
-XXXSP 

© 

Type 

Identification 
code for each 
of three sets 

(3) Calculation and indication of checksum code 
Please calculate the total number of data in words in 
the EPROM, and write the number in 4-digit hexade
cimal form in the checksum code field of the mask 
ROM order confirmation form. 

(4) Options 
Refer to the appropriate data book entry and write the 
desired options on the mask ROM order confirmation 

form. 
(5) Mark specification method 

The permissible mark specifications differ depending 
on the shape of package. Please fill out the mark spe
cification form and attach it to the mask ROM confirma

tion form. 

OUTLINE OF ORDER PROCESSING 
Mitsubishi will produce the mask ROM if at least two of the 
three EPROM sets submitted contain identical data. 
If we find error when the submitted EPROMs are com

pared, we will contact your representative. 
Thus, we assume responsibility only when we produce the 
mask ROM that contain data other than the data correctly 

provided by the customer. 
Mitsubishi uses an automatic mask ROM design program to 
generated the following: 
1. Drafting data for mask ROM production; 
2. ROM code listing or EPROM for mask ROM production 

error check work; 
3. Mask ROM test program. 
The chart below shows the flow oi mask ROM production. 

SERIES MELPS 8-48 AND MELPS 8-41 MASK ROM DEVELOPMENT CAD SYSTEM 
FROM CUSTOMER I MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

EPROM 
(3 sets) 

'-----r---' L Ls" I 
• 

L....~_I_: _' c::::J~, : ' ,I EPROM 

A ~w 
Mask drafting data 

Order make 
~----------~--------~ 

Mask ROM 

I 
I 

Acceptance 

<:=========:1 

• MITSUBISHI 
~ELECTRIC 

U 
Mask ROM test program 

ij 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 8-48 and MELPS 8-41 MASK ROM 
ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-21 A ( 7ZAO > 

SERIES MELPS 8-48 and MELPS 8-41 MASK ROM 
CONFIRMATION FORM 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT MICROCOMPUTER 
M5L8048-XXXP 

M5L8041 A-XXXP 
M5L8041AH-XXXP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

0. 
Section head Supervisor 

'0; 
signature sig"nature 

" Cl 
a: 

Note: Please fill in all items marked* 

TEL 
Company ClCl 

,,~ 

name ( ) 0:2 

Customer "'''' :00: 
(I)", 

Date 
~ ·00 

issued Date: 

%: ,. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @in the appropriate box). 

Responsible Supervisor officer 

If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: D M5L8048-XXXP 
D M5L8041A-XXXP 
D M5L8041AH-XXXP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas !L-_L-_L-_L-----' 
EPROM type 

0 2732 0 2764 0 27128 

iiJiOOJ filllnirf J .-J . data . 1 K data 1 K .d~a 1K 03FF . 3FF 03FF 

FFF 

/; "" 1FFF 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 

(hexadecimal notation) 

D 8741 
D 8741A 
D 8748 
D 8748H 

[ data [3FFJ 1K 

Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (40P4) and attach to the mask ROM confirmation form. 

* 3. Outline of the final products (Please enter as far as to be allowed) 

* 4. Comments 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 8-48 and· MELPS 8-41 MASK ROM 
ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-22A < 7ZAO > 

SERIES MELPS S-4S and MELPS S-41 MASK ROM 
CONFIRMATION FORM 

SINGLE-CHIP S-BIT MICROCOMPUTER 
MSLS042-XXXP 

I Mask ROM number I 

MSLS049-XXXP, MSLS049-XXXP-6 
MSLS049H1-XXXP 

MSMSOC49A-XXXP, MSMSOC49H-XXXP 
MSMC49A-XXXFP, MSMC49H-XXXFP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

15. 
'w 
" " a: 

Date: 

Section head Supervisor 
signature sig·nature 

Note: Please fill in all items marked* 

TEL 
Company "OJ 
name ( ) 

,,~ c.a 
Customer "'''' " C "'0> 

Date 
",.-

Date: -'" 
issued 

*' 1, Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 

Responsible Supervisor officer 

If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: o MSLB042-XXXP o MSM80C49A-XXXP 
o MSLB049-XXXP o M5MBOC49H-XXXP 
o MSLB049-XXXP-6 o M5MC49A-XXXFP 
o MSLB049H1-XXXP o M5MC49H-XXXFP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas '-1_-'-_-'---_"-----' (hexadecimal notation) 

EPROM type 

0 8742 
0 2732 0 2764 0 27128 0 8749 

0 8749H 

FiiJjjjjjJOOOJ 
i/~-- .'=J 1000J data 2K 2K data 2K I data 2K 

7FF· 

'")/; :::: /; ,m 
7FF 

I 
FFF 

3FFF 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

'* 2, Mark- specification 
Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mar.k 
specification form (42P6 for M5MC49A-XXXFP and M5MC49H-XXXFP, and 40P4 for other type) and attach to the mask ROM 

confirmation form. 

'* 3, Outline of the final products (Please enter as far as to be allowed) 

'* 4, Comments 

•. MIT5UBI.SHI 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

SERIES MELPS 8-48 and MELPS 8-41 MASK ROM 
ORDERING METHOD 

GZZ-SH01-23A < 7ZAO) 

SERIES MELPS 8-48 and MELPS 8-41 MASK ROM 
CONFIRMATION FORM 

SINGLE-CHIP 8-BIT MICROCOMPUTER 
M5M8050H-XXXP 
M5M8050L-XXXP 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 

I Mask ROM number I 

Date: 

Section head Supervisor 
a. signature signature 
·w 
0 
CD 

cr: 

Note: Please fill in all items marked* 

TEL 
Company CD CD 
name ( ) O;;J c_ 

Customer ",,,, 
;;JC 
<nO) 

Date Date: 
~.U5 

issued 

* , .. Confirmation 
Specify the name of the product being ordered and the type of EPROMs submitted. 
Three sets of EPROMs are required for each pattern (Check @ in the appropriate box). 

Responsible Supervisor officer 

If at least two of the three sets of EPROMs submitted contain the identical data, we will produce masks based 
in this data. We shall assume the responsibility for errors only if the mask ROM data on the products we pro
duce differ from this data. Thus, the customer must be especially careful in verifying the data contained in the 
EPROMs submitted. 

Microcomputer name: D M5M8050HXXXP 
D M5M8050L-XXXP 

Checksum code for entire EPROM areas LI_-'-_-'-_--'-_--' 
EPROM type 

D 2732 D 2764 D 27128 

~~::] ~milzj ""J .""~ 
4K data 4K '"ill <K 

. OFFF- - OFFF 

1FFF 

3FFF 

Set "FF'6" in the shaded area. 

* 2. Mark specification 

(hexadecimal notation) 

Mark specification must be submitted using the correct form for the type package being ordered fill out the appropriate mark 
specification form (40P4) and attach tothe mask ROM confirmation form. 

* 3. Outline of the final products (Please enter as far as to be allowed) 

* 4. Comments 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 
Mark specification form differs depending on the package 
type. Fill out the mark specification form for the package 
type being ordered, and submit the form with the mask 
ROM confirmation form. 
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For 2 

For 3 

6-66 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

40P4 (40-PIN DIP) MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

1. Standard Mitsubishi mark 
2. Standard mark+Customer's parts number 
3. Special mark required 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ Up to 17 characters 

I ::~_i Mitsubishi Ie catalog name I 

2 -a. Mitsubishi logo required 
2 -b. Mitsubishi logo not required 

Note 1 
2 

The mark field should be written to the right. 
The identification mark can be up to 17 alphanumeric characters (except J, I and 0) and 
hyphens. 

Note 3 If the special character fonts (ex. customer's trademark logo) must be used in special mark, a 
clean font original (ideally a logo drawing) must be submitted. 

-4 If special mark is to be printed, indicate the desired layout on the package drawing below. 
The layout will be duplicated as closely as technically possible. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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For 2 

For 3 

MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

42P6 (42-PIN QFP) MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

,. Standard Mitsubishi mark 
2. Standard mark+Customer's parts number 
3. Special mark required 

. LI_~_~_--,---_--,---_--,-------,I - Up to 6 characters 

C),;;.": Mitsubishi Ie catalog name 

2 -a. Mitsubishi logo required 
2 -b. Mitsubishi logo not required 

Note The mark field should be written to the right. 

2 The identification mark can be up to 6 alphanumeric characters (except J, I and 0) and 
hyphens. 

Note 3 If the special character fonts (ex. customer's trademark logo) must be used in special mark, a 
clean font original (ideally a logo drawing) must be submitted. 

4 If special mark is to be printed, indicate the desired layout on the package drawing below. 
The layout will be duplicated as closely as technically possible. 

Q) tID 

• . MITSUBISHI 
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For 3 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

50P6 (50-PIN QFP) MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

1. Standard Mitsubishi mark 
2. Standard mark+Customer's parts number 
3. Special mark required 

~ up to 10 characters 

Mitsubishi Ie catalog name 

2 -a. Mitsubishi logo required 
2 -b. Mitsubishi logo not required 

The mark field should be written to the right. Note 1 
2 The identification mark can be up to 10 alphanumeric characters (except J, I and 0) and 

hyphens. 

Note 3 If the special character fonts (ex. customer's trademark logo) must be used in special mark, a 
clean font original (ideally a logo drawing) must be submitted. 

4 If special mark is to be printed, indicate the desired layout on the package drawing below. 
The layout will be duplicated as closely a~ technically possible. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS, 

MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

52P48 (52-PIN SHRINK DIP) MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

,. Standard Mitsubishi mark 
2. Standard mark+Customer's parts number 
3. Special mark required 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I - up to 18 characters 

I :'~.i Mitsubishi Ie catalog name I 

2 -a. Mitsubishi logo required 
2 -b. Mitsubishi logo not required 

Note The mark field should be written to the right 
2 The identification mark can be up to 18 alphanumeric characters (except J, I and 0) and 

hyphens. 

Note 3 If the special character fonts ( ex. customer's trademark logo) must be used in special mark, a 
clean font original (ideally a logo drawing) must be submitted. 

4 If special mark is to be printed, indicate the desired layout on the package drawing below. 
The layout will be duplicated as closely as technically possible. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS, 

MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

60P6 (60-PIN QFP) MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

1. Standard Mitsubishi mark 
2. Standard mark+Customer's parts number 
3. Special mark required 

- Up to 12 characters 

Mitsubishi Ie catalog name 

2 -a. Mitsubishi logo required 
2 -b. Mitsubishi logo not required 

The mark field should be written to the right Note 1 
2 The identification mark can be up to 12 alphanumeric characters (except J, I and 0) and 

hyphens. 

Note 3 If the special character fonts (ex. customer's trademark logo) must be used in special mark, a 
clean font original (ideally a logo drawing) must be submitted. 

4 If special mark is to be printed, indicate the desired layout on the package drawing below. 
The layout will be duplicated as closely as technically possible. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

64P4B (64-PIN SHRINK DIP) MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

1. Standard Mitsubishi mark 
2. Standard mark+Customer's parts number 
3. Special mark required 

I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I 1.1 I - Up to 19 characters 

Id...\. Mitsubishi Ie catalog name I 

2 -a. Mitsubishi logo required 
2 -b. Mitsubishi logo not required 

Note The mark field sn6uld 'lJe written to the right 
2 The identification mark can be up to 19 alphanumeric characters (except J, I and 0) and 

hyphens. 

Note 3 If the special character fonts (ex. customer's trademark logo) must be used in special mark, a 
clean font original (ideally a logo drawing) must be submitted. 

4 If special mark is to be printed, indicate the desired layout on the package drawing below, 
The layout will be duplicated as closely as technically possible. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

64P6S (64-PIN QFP) MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

,. Standard Mitsubishi mark 
2. Standard mark+Customer's parts number 
3. Special mark required 

<- Up to 10 characters 

I:::~:i Mltsubishi Ie catalog name 

2 -a. Mitsubishi logo required 
2 -b. Mitsubishi logo not required 

Note The mark field should be written to the right. 
2 The identification mark can be up to 10 alphanumeric characters (except J, I and 0) and 

hyphens. 

Note 3 If the special character fonts. (ex. customer's trademark logo) must be used in special mark, a 
clean font original (ideally a logo drawing) must be submitted. 

4 If special mark is to be printed, indicate the desired layout on the package drawing below. 
The layout will be duplicated as closely as technically possible. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

64P6W (64-PIN QFP) MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

1. Standard Mitsubishi mark 
2. Standard mark+Customer's parts number 
3. Special mark required 

- Up to 12 characters 

Mitsubishi Ie catalog name 

2 -a. Mitsubishi logo required 
2 -b. Mitsubishi logo not required 

The mark field should be written to the right. Note 1 
2 The identification mark can be up to 12 alphanumeric characters (except J, I and 0) and 

hyphens. 

Note 3 If the special character fonts (ex. customer's trademark logo) must be used in special mark, a 
clean font original (ideally a logo drawing) must be submitted. 

4 If special mark is to be printed, indicate the desired layout on the package drawing below. 
The layout will be duplicated as closely as technically possible. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

72P6 (72-PIN QFP) MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

1. Standard Mitsubishi mark 
2. Standard mark+Customer's parts number 
3. Special mark required 

+- Up to 12 characters 

Mitsubishi Ie catalog name 

2 -a. Mitsubishi logo required 
2 -b. Mitsubishi logo not required 

The mark field should be written to the right. Note 1 
2 The identification mark can be up to 12 alphanumeric characters (except J, I and 0) and 

hyphens. 

Note 3 If the special character fonts (ex. customer's trademark logo) must be used in special mark, a 
clean font original (ideally a logo drawing) must be submitted. 

4 If special mark is to be printed, indicate the desired layout on the package drawing below. 
The layout will be duplicated as closely as technically possible . 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

SOP6 (SO-PIN QFP) MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

1. Standard Mitsubishi mark 
2. Standard mark+Customer's parts number 
3. Special mark required 

I ~ up to 12 characters 

Mitsubishi Ie catalog name 

2 -a. Mitsubishi logo required 
2 -b. Mitsubishi logo not required 

The mark field should be written to the right. Note 1 
2 The identification mark can be up to 12 alphanumeric characters (except J, I and 0) and 

hyphens. 

Note 3 If the special character fonts (ex. customer's trademark logo) must be used in special mark, a 
clean font original (ideally a logo drawing) must be submitted. 

4 If special mark is to be printed, indicate the desired layout on the package drawing below. 
The layout will be duplicated as closely as technically possible. 
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MITSUBISHI MICROCOMPUTERS 

MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

SOP6S (SO-PIN QFP) MARK SPECIFICATION FORM 

1. Standard Mitsubishi mark 
2. Standard mark+Customer'sparts number 
3. Special mark required 

+- up to 10 characters, 

Mitsubishi Ie catalog name 

2 -a. Mitsubishi logo required 
2 -b. Mitsubishi logo not required 

The 'mark field should be written to the right. Note 1 
2 The identification mark can be up to 10 alphanumeric characters (except J, I and 0) and 

hyphens, 

Note 3 If the special character fonts (ex. customer's trademark logo) must be used in special mark, a 
clean font original (ideally a logo drawing) must be submitted. 

4 If special mark is to be printed, indicate the desired layout on the package drawing below. 
The layout will be duplicated as closely as technically possible. 
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CONTACT ADDRESSES FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 

JAPAN==================== 
Semiconductor Marketing Division 
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation 
2-3, Marunouchi 2-chome 
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan 
Telex: 24532 MELCO J 
Telephone: (03) 218-3473 

(03) 218-3499 
. Facsimile: (03) 214-5570 

Overseas Marketing Manager 
Kita-Itami Works 
4-1, Mizuhara, Itami-shi, 
Hyogo-ken 664, Japan 
Telex: 526408 KMELCO J 
Telephone: (0727) 82-5131 
Facsimile: (0727) 72-2329 

HONG KONG================ 
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC (H.K.) LTD. 
25 Floor, Leighton Centre, 
77, Leighton Road. Causeway Bay. 
Hong Kong 
Telex: 60800 MELCO HX 
Telephone: (5) 773901-3 
Facsimile: (852) 123-4345 

SINGAPORE =============== 
MELCO SALES SINGAPORE PTE. 
LTD. 
230 Upper Bukit Timah Road # 03-01/ 
15 
Hock Soon Industrial Complex 
Singapore 2158 
Telex: RS 20845 MELCO 
Telephone: 4695255 
Facsimile: 4695347 

TAIWAN==================== 
MELCO-TAIWAN CO.,·Ltd. 
1 st II., Chung-Ling Bldg., 
363, Sec. 2, Fu-Hsing S Road, 
Taipei R.O.C. 
Telephone: (02) 735-3030 
Facsimile: (02) 735-6771 
Telex: 25433 CHURYO "MELCO

TAIWAN" 

U.S.A. ================ 
NORTHWEST 
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. 
1050 East Arques Avenue 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086, U.S.A. 
Telex: 172296 MELA SUVL 
Twx: 910-339-9549 
Telephone: (408) 730-5900 
Facsimile: (408) 730-4972 

SOUTHWEST 
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. 
991 Knox Street 
Torrance, CA 90502, U.S.A. 
Telex: 664787 MELA TRNC 
Telephone: (213) 515-3993 
Facsimile: (213) 324-6578 

SOUTH CENTRAL 
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. 
2105 Luna Road, Suite 320 
Carrollton, TX 75006, U.S.A. 
Telephone: (214) 484-1919 
Facsimile: (214) 243-0207 

NORTHERN 
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. 
15612 Highway 7 #243 
Minnetonka, MN 55345, U.S.A. 
Telex: 291115 MELA MTKA 
Telephone: (612) 938-7779 
Facsimile: (612) 938-5125 

NORTH CENTRAL 
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. 
800 N. Bierman Circle 
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056; U.S.A. 
Telex: 270636 MESA CHIMPCT 
Telephone: (312) 298-9223 
Facsimile: (312) 298-0567 

NORTHEAST 
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. 
200 Unicorn Park Drive 
Woburn, MA 01801, U.S.A. 
Telex: 951796 MELA WOBN 
Twx: 710-348-1229 
Telephone: (617) 938-1220 
Facsimile: (617) 938-1075 

MID ATLANTIC 
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. 
45 Knightsbridge Road Piscataway, 
NJ 08854, U.S.A. 
Telephone: (201) 981-1001 
Facsimile: (201) 981-1218 

SOUTH ATLANTIC 
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. 
6100 Atlantic Blvd. 
P.O. Box 2447 
Norcross, GA 30091 
Telephone: (404) 368-4850 
Facsimile: (404) 662-5206 

SOUTHEAST 
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. 
Town Executive Center 
6100 Glades Road #210 
Boca Raton, FL 33433, U.S.A. 
Twx: 510-953-7608 
Telephone: (305) 487-7747 
Facsimile: (305) 487-2046 

• . MITSUBISHI 
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WEST GERMANY ============= 
Mitsubishi Electric Europe GmbH 
Headquarters: 
Gothear Str. 6 
4030 Ratingen 1, West Germany 
Telex: 8585070 MED D 
Telephone: (02102) 4860 
Facsimile: (02102) 486-115 

Munich Office: 
Arabellastrafle 31 
8000 MOnchen 81, West Germany 
Telex: 5214820 
Telephone: (089) 919006-09 
Facsimile: (089) 9101399 

FRANCE=================== 
Mitsubishi Electric Europe GmbH 
55, Avenue de Colmar 
92563 Rueil Malmaison Cedex 
Telex: 632326 
Telephone: 47087871 
Facsimile: 47513622 

ITALY =================== 
Mitsubishi Electric Europe GmbH 
Centro Direzionale Colleoni 
Palazzo Cassiopea 1 
20041 Agrate Brianza I-Milano 
Telephone: (039) 636011 
Facsimile: (039) 6360120 

SWEDEN================== 
Mitsubishi Electric Europe GmbH 
Lastbilsvagen 6B 
5-19149 Sollentuna, Sweden 
Telex: 10877 (meab S) 
Telephone: (08) 960468 
Facsimile: (08) 966877 

U.K.=========== 
Mitsubishi Electric (U.K.) Ltd. 
Travellers Lane 
Hatfield 
Herts AL10 8XB, England, U.K. 
Telephone: (0044) 7072 76100 
Facsimile: (0044) 7072 78692 

AUSTRALIA ================= 
Mitsubishi Electric Australia Pty. Ltd. 
73-75, Epping Road, North Ryde, 
P.O. Box 1567, Macquarie Centre, 
N.SW., 2113, Australia 
Telex: MESYD AA 26614 
Telephone: (02) (888) 5777 
Facsimile: (02) (887) 3635 
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